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THE ordinary monthly meeting of tbe Chemical and Metallurgical
Socicty was held on Saturday evening, February 20th, 1897, in the
Council Chamber of the Chamber of Mines, Johanncsburg. Mr W.
R. Feldtmann (President of the Society) occupied the chair, and there
were also present :-Messrs A. W. AbJett, "'V. Bettel, W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant, J. Dykes, jun., H. Evans, A. H.
Hartley, E. H. Johnson, C. W. Lee, H. Lezard, J. Littlcjohn, G. T.
M. McBride, A. McNaughtan, G. Melvill, A. Mennie, P. T. Morrisby,
D. E. Powrie, S. J. Remnant, S. J. Speak, A. F. Stewart, T. W.
y\T ood, members; and J. Daniell, T. FI~wer-Ellis, F. R. Morris,
Fredk. Rowland, S. J. Truscott, visitors; and D. J. Williams (for
thc Rand Agency, Ltd., sccretaries).
The minutes of the prcvious meeting were taken 3S rcad, and confirmed.
Mr John Daniell was llIHtnimously elected a member of the Society.
THE ASSAY OF BULLION
The Chairman: I am pleased to announee, gentlemen, that Mr
",Vood lias consented to read a paper, the subject of which is "The
Assay of Bullion."
Mr T. W. Wood then proceeded to read the following paper : Mr Chairman and Gentlemen,-The subject I propose to introduce
to :you this evening is one I am sure most of yuu feel interested inthat is, a few remarks on the assaying of general bullion, wIJich may
be useful to some of our younger member~, and prevent differences in
future reports.
First we will take sampling. Mill gold, or gold from chlorination
of goud quality, may be cut from top or bottom of the bar, or a small
diV taken from the melted metal and granulated. Cyanide bqllion of
A
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high quality-say '800 fine-may be sampled by drilling or dip, but
low quality (especially when containing iron, lead, and tin) can only be
properly sampled by dips. These dips must be t~ken from under a
borax slag, and, when poured into the sample mould, care must be
taken that the button is covered with slag, otherwise there is a greater
liquation of gold to the centre, and, consequently, the sample is nO.t·
homogeneous, as shown by the samples exhibited. The one sample,
dipped without borax covering, differs 30 per mil. between th~
centre and thc edge, although there is such a small quantity of
the metal; the other sample, taken from same melted metal, and
covered with borax, does not differ 1'0 per mil. between the centre
and the edge.
The assaying of gold must be conducted very carefully, to enable
the operator to report to 1/10,000, although this is considered an .
average accuracy at the London Mint on 30,000 assays. The losses
of gold in assaying are due principally to absorption by the cupel, to
the use of impure acid, and to volatilisation in proportion to its alloys,
and also to temperature, which should not be too high nor the
draught too strong. Copper appears to cause the greatest loss -in
cupellation; therefore it is best to use for check an alloy as similar as
can be obtained, for which chemically pure gold must be used. I have
known an assayer on one of the mines to use melted cornets for this
purpose, which would probably make his reports wrong by 1- or 2-1000,
due to a small quantity of silver remaining in them, and, consequently, the surcharge would be low. I also know of another assayer
who always uses standard gold coin for checks. This mayor may
not cause differences on account of the remedy, which is 4/1,000-that is, 2/1,000 each way. In 1891 an Act to amend the Coinage
Act of 1870 was passed in England, and special experiments were
made by Professor Roberts-Austen; the average for a great number
of assays of coinage gold was 916'668. It was then decided by the
Council that, if the amount of precious metal in the gold coins is
between 914'6 and 918'6, that should be the legal remedy; and the
schedule was fixed accordingly, although at the Pyx trials they were
never found very low-for instance, in 1895 they came out 916'61,
and in 1891 916'65 average. I may mention that the legal issue
weight of a sovereign is 123'274 grains, or 7'9378 grammes. The
Transvaal legal issue weight is the same, and the remedy is also the
same, but least legal issue weight is 7'975 grammes. The quality of
the Transvaal sovereign is fixed slightly bigher than English, being
916'919, against 916'666.
.
Whilst discussing coins, it may be interesting to you to learn that
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English gold and silver coin has not always been of the present
standard. I will give you a few dates and qualities:Fineness.
Date.
Fineness.
Date.
995
1344
995
1550
916'6
1509
916'6
1593
995
1601
1542
959
916'6
1544
916'6
1604
995
] 545
833'4
1605
916'6
1549
916'6
1626
Silver coinage has differed in quality during the above period from
'925 down to as low (in 1551) as '250 fine.
N ow to return to checks for surcharge. It is necessary that they
should be always worked under the same conditions as samples,
under check, and not parted in separate flasks as I have known
done.
I may mention another instance where the check gave
2/ I ,000 surcharge. This was added to the weiglJt of assay under'
clll!t:k by the assayer, he said, to make up for loss of gold.
Mr T. K. Rose, the assayer at the Mint, has done some good
work on the influence of metals on the surcharge, a table of which
is as follows : Zn.
Sb.
Te.
None.
Fe.
Ni.
Metal added.
50 pts. 70 pts. 33 pts. 50 pte. 50 pts.
0'35
0'28
0'02
0'22
'42
0'22
SUI'c11arge
0'28
0'38
0'12
0'32
'44
0'25
Assay pieces contained 1,000 parts of Au, 250 Ag, and 91 parts of
Cu, other metals being added in the proportions above indicated.
The presence of 5 per cent. of Bi does not affect the surcharge. For
good work the surcharge should be as follows : Alloy.
900
800
700
600

Cornet.
900'25
800'2
700
600

Surcharge.
0'25
0'2
0'00
0'00

Showing that 60 to 70 per cent. should be zero, and below that
there would be minus of about '5.
If alloy under assay contains much zinc, as, for instance, some
cyanide gold, we recommend scorification prior to cupellation.
There is not then so much loss by volatilisation, and the loss is
minimised by slagging off the zinc as rapidly as possible with 15 to
20 patts of lead and 2 or 3 parts of borax. For general work and
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good results, the silver to be added should be 2§- times the weight
of the gold, although I have used much less j in the latter case"I
find the surcharge is not constant. RolJing of the beads should be
carefully attended to, as this often causes variations.
I find 37
S.W.G. to be a good size, and there should not be any frilling on
the edge when rolled. The nitric acid used must be very free from'
chlorine and from nitrous acid: a good plan is to put a few drops of
nitrate of silver solution into the "Winchester" in use for this sole
purpose. Boil cornets half an hour in weak and strong aeiu, and
use only distilled water. The touchstone was one of the earliest·
methods of testing quality, and even now is used on the Continent
a great deal, and in England by dealers in old jewellery.. I, eedlell of
different qualities are alloyed -one set with copper, and another
with silver. These are then rubbed on the touchstone by the side
of metal to be examined, and acid put over them.
The quality,
especially a low quality, is immediately shown by the action of the
acid upon the base metals and silver in the alloy j and the quality of
the gold is judged by the similarity of its mark on the stone to that
of the needle of known quality.
DISOUSSION

Mr A. F. Crosse said that Mr Wood had brought up some very
interesting points in the course of his paper, which would perhaps
be worth their while to go into at another meeting for discllssion.
He (Mr Crosse) thought they had a member there, however, who
was connected with the Mint, and he would like to know whether
th~ Transvaal Government had made any arrangement whereby the
quality of the coin minted by the National Bank should be tested
from time to time by independent and qualified persons.
In
England, where everything of that nature was carried out with the
greatest care, it was considered advi~able by the Government to have
the testing of the coin carried ou t.
He would like Mr Wood to
tell them if any such arrangements had been made in this country.
Mr Wood: I asked the question of Mr Perrins, and he informed
me that arrangements had been made for a similar trial, but at
present they were only checking between the Government assayer
and the Mint.
Mr C. W. Lee said he would like to know why the banks here
did I!ot report their bullion receipts closer than half a mille. He
thought that ill England it was reported in tenths.
Mr Wood: I think not. In bullion dealing only ·5 is given, and
I should be glad if you will find a TepOl't showing differently.
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:;\{r Crosse: W'iLh regard to the ordinary mill golll, as far as my
experience goes, I have never seen it reported in England nearer than
point five (.5); but I have .seen :eports where the results of ~~ree or
four assayers are different, III whlCh they add them up and gIve an
average. Some assayers here-I think German assayers-are fond
of goina to the second place of decimals (and I should be glad to
know how they get at the second place of decimals), but it is absolutely unnecessary. He is a very good assayer who can get point
five ("5), but to get point one ("l) is difficult; and I consider an assay
certificate giving the second place of decimals in 1,000 parts as
perfectly valueless as regards those decimals, when performed in a
mine assay office.
Mr Wood: I have been in a bullion refinery for over twenty years,
and I have never seen less than point fi ve ('5) in dealing.

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE :\{ALAY TIN INDUSTRY
1\11' T. Flower-Ellis then read the followint: paper on the above
subject ;-Mr Chairman and Gentlemen: It is a far cry from Southern Asia
to South Africa, from the land of tin to that of gold, and although a
metal worth only £60 a ton is hardly so fascinating a subject as one
worth nearly £140,000, yet, as the tin deposits in Swaziland come
to be opened up, questions relating to tin mining and smelting will
become of considerable importance in this country, and as nearly all
the tin in the Malay Peninsula, as will most probably also be the case
in Swaziland, is derived from alluvial deposits, a short acconnt of the
industry, as it is carried on ill the former place, may possibly be of
interest and eventually of somp. practical value to some of the members
of this Society.
I may briefly refer to the great historical interest which attaches
to Malaysia' on acconnt of its production of gold, silver, and tin in
early times.
The land of Ophir is supposed by some eastern
authorities to be the great island of Sumatra, which lies along the
vVest of the Malay Peninsula, and there is even a legend to the
effect that the Queen of Sheba had' established a "Corner House"
in Lampong, on the south-east coast of that island. That lamentable
vagueness, however, which is so characteristic of the geography of
the ancients, precludes one from fixing more exactly than to within
a few thousand miles or so any spot to which they may refer, when
it lies away from the immediate vicinity of the Mediterranean; so
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that our first reliable information of the country is derived from the
writings of the Portuguese explorers of the sixteenth century, who found
a fairly large industry both in tin and gold being carried on there at
that period, an industry which has continued up to our time.
Leaving out of consideration the large tin industry carried 011 in
China itself, of which very little is known, we may roughly estimate
the world's total production of tin as consisting of about 70,000
English tons per annum. Taking the year 1893, we find this production to have been derived as follows : England
Australia
Bolivia
Banca
Billitoll
Malay Peninsula
Total

9,000 tons.
5,579 "
2,909 "
5,244 "
5,<162 "
39,670 "
67,864

"

It will be seen that Southern Asia contributed no less than 74! per
cent. of the total, and the Malay Peninsula alone, not including the
Dutch East Indies, 58! per cent.
The only mineral source of the metal tin having any commercial
importance is the natural oxide known as cassiterite or tin-stone.
Wherever this mineral is found in any quantity it is associated with
granite, either occurring as lode ~tuff in the rock itself, or in alluvial
deposits derived from the decomposition of the granite. Geologically,
the Malay Peninsula may be described as a huge ridge of granite and
porphyry, with occasional tracts of overlying and highly distorted
sandstone, slate, schist, and limestone, the lower ground being filled,
in with alluvial beds of clay, sand, and gravel, formed from the
disintegration of the granite and porphyry.
.
The alluvial deposits vary greatly both in their consecutive order
and relative thickness. As a rule, the thickness of the dcposits
decreases as one approaches the granite, and the percentage of heavy
minerals they contain increases; A typical section would be-

Surface soil
Clay.
Sand

ft.
2
6
2

m.
0
0
0
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Gravel (with some tinstone)
Clay.
Sand
Gravel containing tinstone in payable
quantities
Clay.

7
ft.
1
3
:2

m.
6
0
0

4

0

The more easily decomposed minerals are generally absent, but
this is not invariably t.he case, some of the beds yielding ore
with appreciable quantities of wolfram, iron pyrites, and arsenical
pyrites.
.
The richest portion of the pay gravel rests dtrec~ly on the .lowest
clay bcd, which is usually an impure form of kaolm. The tmstone
occurs in varying states of sub-division ranging f:om a ,fine sand .to
particles the size of a pea, and even as large as pIgeons eggs,. w~lle
occasionally large blocks of cemented crystals and pe?bles wmghmg
Home hllllLlrctlweights are found. Although the chemIcal compound
Htannic oxide contains as much as 78'67 per cent. of the metal, the
crystals of the natural oxide rarely contain above 77! per cent. III
some cases it is by no means easy to distinguish the mineral. Its
colour may be pure white, red, pink, or any shade from yellow to a
jet black. Although its insolubility in most re-agents, its hardness a
little below that of quartz, high specific gravity of 6!-7, and when
crystalline, the well-defined pyramids of the tetragonal system, serve
to distinguish cassiterite from most minerals; nevertheless, it is
frequently necessary to resort to the blow-pipe in order to make
absolutely sure of its identity. In this connection may be mentioned
it case that occurred not long ago in Malacca, in which a very COl!siderable pecuniary loss was entailed upon a mining company owing
to the expert employed neglecting to make this final test, and,
consequently, mistaking a very decepti ve black titaniferous sand for
tin-stone.
The best way to obtain a fairly accurate and rapid valuation of
tin-bearing sands or gravels is by panning. The sample should be
crushed so as to pass through a 30 to the inch sieve, and the tailings
saved and repanned several times. A weighed amount is taken, and
the proportion of concentrates obtained in this way ascertained by a
second weighing. For greater accuracy the concentrates may be
treated first with aqua regia and then with hydrofluoric acid, and the
pure oxide which is then left reduced to the metallic state by heating
it with potassium cyanide, using a covered porcelain crucible in a
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muffle.
This method is easier and quicker than the ordinary
chemical analysis by fusion with alkaline carbonates, and starting as
one does with a large sample gives a more reliable result.
Tin mining is almost entirely in the hands of Chinese, who raise
the ore in a very primitive fashion from open workings. These
excavations are entirely made by hand, a hoe which performs the
combined duties of pick and shovel being used to break and move·
the ground. The broken ground is removed in small flat baskets,·
one coolie carrying two baskets at a time, slung from a yoke-stick
resting on the shoulders. The proportion of six of "over-burden" or
gangue to one of pay dirt is considered as about the limit of a profitable venture, four to one being the average ratio worked. The.
necessary pumping is sometimes effected by means of centrifugal
pumps; more eommonly, however, by a eurious kind of waterelevator, resembling the old-fashion bilge pump. It consists of a
long narrow launder inclined from 15 to 25 degrees, the lower end
being immersed in the water collected at the' bottom of the open
working and the upper end projecting over the edge of a sump
excavated on the surface, from which the water drains away. Passillg
upwards through the launder is an endless wooden chain, to each
link of which is attached a flange or piston accurately fitting the
inside of the launder, alld practically di viding the latter into a series
of moving compartments. This wooden chain passes over t.wo wheels
fixed respecti vely at the top and bottom of the launder. As the
wooden chain moves through the launder, the ascending Jianges
imprison successive quantities of water at the bottom end, and carry
them to the discharge at the head of the launder. The motion is
obtained either by means of a water-wheel or by coolies working a
kind of treadmill arrangement.
One English company, still in existence, I believe, obtained a very
fair amount of success by employing hydraulicing, and no doubt this
method of working will gradually come more illto use where a
sufficient head of water can be obtained and where the debris
can be allowed to collect without damaging the conn try or the
water-courses.
A certain amount of lode mining is carried on by the Pahang
Corporation, but the amount of ore derived from that source is
quite insignificant compared to that obtained from the alluvial
beds.
The tin-stoue is washed from the pay dirt in coffin-shaped sluices.
The water rUlls in at the head, but can be turned off to run in at one
side as required, the ore being fed in on the other side. The head of
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the sluice is on the fiat, the rest having a gentle slope, with catches
every few feet to save the" fines" as far as possible. The sluices are
about four feet across at the widest part, narrowing down to about
two feet at the lower end.
In some districts sluices up to forty feet
in length are employed, though a shorter sluice about fifteen feet long
is coming more into usc at present.
The washing is done by two or
more coolies standin a in the sluice and drawing the pay gravel
towards them arrainst" the stream of water with long hoes. In this
manner by far tl~e areater amount of waste is removed, after which
the ore is still further concentrated by being panned in large wooden
dishes. The richness of the pay dirt may be as high as 6.per cent. of
cassiterite, though between 1 per cent. and 2 per cent . .wIll probably
represent the average content of these deposits. There IS. a good deal
of divercrence of views as to the average figures representmg the percenta"e ~f tin-ore in pay gravel and work done per head. This is
probably due to different observers not making an adequate.allowance
for the very different conditions as regards over-burden, rlChness of
OJ"(~, amI HYHtem of working in diff~rent places. As the pay ~irt
wuighH about 3,500 Ibs. to the cubiC yard, 1 per cent. would give
:11) Ibs. ill tlmt alIlouut; 10 Ibs. to the cubic yard would be considered
vcry low grade stuff.
It is a proof of the richness of these deposits that the wasteful
methods of ore-dressing can still be used without ruinous consequences. The retention of these methods may be accounted for by
the curious superstition entertained by the Chinese that the ore they
leave behind in the tailings will grow, and that their posterity will
reap the harvest from the seed that is cast away. A portion of this
harvest is, however, gleaned at the present day by the numerous
Malay womeu and children who may daily be seen earning their
livelihood by panning over the discarded tailings.
M. de la Croix gives the cost of mining at 10·94 dollars and of
dressing at 0·35 dollars per ton of metal· in the ore produced, and
though at the time he wrote the Mexican dollar was worth nearly
four shillings, it is probable that in spite of the great depreciation
which has taken place in silver since, the cost in silver has remained
the same, as nearly all the necessaries required by the Chinese coolie
are obtained from countries having a silver currency: the depreciation of silver has also to a very large extent been the cause of the
great drop in the price of metallic tin in the European and American
sales of late years.
In taking M. de la Croix's figures, however, one should bear in
mind the wonderful organisation of labour which prevails amongst
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the Chinese mine owners, who bring out the coolies on contract,
supply them with rice, and are at the same time licensees of the
gambling and opium dens where the coolie spends a great part of his
leisure, and the whole of his wages, so that" it may pay a Chinaman
to work an almost unpayable mine, and depend upon the vices of hi's
workmen for his profits.
Two entirely different methods of extracting tin from cassiterite
obtain in tIle Malay Peninsula; these are respectively : -

(a) The Chinese method, in which small blast furnaces are employed and charcoal is used both as the reducing agent and
as fuel, and
(b) The English method, in which reverberatory furnaces are em·
ployed, anthracite being used as the reducing agent and coal
as fuel.
The latter method is employed by one company only, "The Straits
Trading Company," who have established agencies throughout the
Malay provinces for buying the ore and shipping it down by steamer
to their works at Pulo Brani, a small island in Singapore harbour.
These works produce rather more than 1000 tons a month or nearly a'
fifth of the world's production.
The secret of obtaining tin of good quality is to remove all injurious
impurities from the ore before it reaches the furnace, any subsequent
attempts at refining being laborious and usually fntile. It will be
seen that the question of successful tin smelting resolves itself into
one of ore dressing.
Compared with most lode tin ore, the ore from alluvial deposits
has already been purified to a large extent by nature, but, as
mentioned before, large deposits of alluvial tin ore do occur "in which
there are notable quantities of iron and arsenical pyrites, which can
only be removed by having recourse to elaborate methods of ore
dressing. Here the Chinaman fails, and, as a mere trace of sulphur
or arsenic ruins the quality of tin, he is only able to extract the
metal profitably from the purer ores. From this onerous necessity
Chinese tin acquires the virtue of its extreme purity, and it is owing
to these circumstances that the success of the Straits Trading Company is to a large extent due, as they were able to utilise ores' which
were rejected by the Chinese smelters, and in this way obtained a
footing in the trade in spite of the prejudices of the Chinese.
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CHINESE METHOD OF SMELTING

By far the greater portion of the smelting is performed in the immediate vicinity of the mines, where quite a number of very small
smelting houses are erected. The Chinese smelter judges the ore by
panning a small sample in a cocoanut shell, and ?urchases it accordingly, and, in spite of his aversion to modern Ideas, takes care to
obtain the latest quotations for the metal,. which are telegraphed to
nearly all the tin centres every day. The smelting is very simple in
practice. Small cylindrical-shaped clay furnaces are used, bound together on the outside with hoop-iron or cane. They vary from 3 to 6
feet in height, 2 to 3 feet in diameter; the smaller and more com~on
ones are supported on a tripod, while the larger ones are sometImes .
enclosed in brickwork. The space inside the furnace is from 10 to
18 inches in diameter, open at the top, and narrowed down at the
hottom to a tap-hole with the opening on one side, leaving a good
thick bottom to the furnace. Diametrically opposite to the tap-hole,
amI some 6 or 8 inches above it, is another opening communicating
with the extel'ior of the furnace, which serves to admit the twyer.
Below the tap-hole a cavity is scooped ont of the ground, and serves
as a "flote" into which the metal and slag constantly drip, and from
which, when enough metal has collected, the tin is ladlcd out into
sand moulds. The blast is obtained by means of a wooden air-pump,
the cylinder being made out of the trunk of a tree, and is set
horizontally, the piston being moved backwards and forwards by
a coolie. The smelting is started by throwing burning charcoal
into the furnace, and, when fairly hot, adding alternate layers of
damped ore and charcoal. As the tin and slag are produced they
gradually trickle through the tap-hole, and the charge is made up
to its original level by the addition of fresh layers of ore and
charcoal. The furnace is usually allowed to run 12 hours, andaccording to size of furnace and quality of the ore and charcoalfrom half a ton to two tons of metal are obtained .. The slag produced is but little (in bulk), and usually collects round the tap-hole
and flote. According to Professor Louis, about 60 per cent. of the
tin is obtained from ore containing 68 per cent. of the metal in this
operation, and the charcoal consumed may vary from 30 to 100 per
cent. of the ore smelted. The slag contains from 5 to 7 per cent. of
tin in the form of prills, ancl from 8 to 10 per cent. as silicate
When enough of it has collected, it is crushed by an arrangement
resembling a prospector's dolly stamp and panned. The prills are
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either run together in a kettle or added to the bulk of the metal in
the flote. The remaining slag is re-treated repeateuly like ore in the
same or similar furnaces until it is considered sufficiently poof .to
throwaway. Beyond skimming the ingots as they are poured, very'
little refining is done, and the metal is generally of sufficiently good
quality to be put on the market direct. At Penang and Singapore
however, some of the merchants who export the metal have refining
works, where the ingots are melted down again and re-cast. The
cost of smelting is supposed to be about 46 dollars a ton, besides
which the Government levies a duty of 64 dollars a ton on all tin
exported from the Native States.
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The ore is bought by the various agents of the Straits Trading
Company on a valuation based upon fire assay with cyanide of
potassium, certain deductions being made on a sliding scale for
impurities and for quality. In assaying with cyanide, car~ must
be taken to keep the temperature of the furnace low, and to use as·
pure potassium cyanide as is obtainable. Even with the best precautions some iron is reduced and finds its way into the button.
Generally a correction is made by testing the quality of the tin by
rolling or hammering it. A preliminary test iR usually made by
heating SOI)le of the ore on an iron tray over the flll'nace, by which
the presence of any arsenical or sulphurous ores can be detected ..
When much iron is present in tIre ore· it is removed by boiling in
aqua regia and assaying the residue. In cases where it is impossiblE!
to remove the impurities and only very hard buttons are obtained,
it is necessary to analyse the buttons themselves. Generally a
determination of the iron is sufficient, the other impui'ities being
insignificant in quantity. The different parcels of ore after assay are
divided into two classes-namely, (1) those requiring dressing, and
(2) those that can be smelted direct; the latter are stored in bins
according to their assay value. The ores requiring dressing are first
roasted in a muffle calciner, or an ordinary smelting furnace may be
employed-wood being used as fuel, and care taken to allow plenty
of air to pass over the heated ore. After roasting, the ores are
sluiced by coolies in the manner already described, and yield three
products-headings (which are at once fit for smelting), coarse tailings,
·and fine tailings. The tailings are again roasted, the coarse tailings
being crushed in a 5-head stamp battery, and again sluiced, any
further tailings being passed over a set of Frue vanners. The fines
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escaping from the various dressing processes pa13s over a set of fixer!
buddIes, whereby most of the tin is recovered.
The actual smelting is very similar to that practised in Cornwall
amI Australia, and may be divided into four distinct operations : -
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A.-Smelting of ore.
B.-Smelting of rich slags.
C.-Smelting of poor slags containing priUs.
D.-Refining.
The accompanying diagram will give a general idea of the different
.
operations : In A the charges contain 4- tons of ore made up to contam 70 per
cent. of tin as near as po~sihle, 10 to 12 cwt~. of culm, and 2k cwts.
of refining dross (from D). If coal is sllbstituted for the anthracite
or cllhn, HOUle 10 per cent. more of it must be used. The charge
rt~tlllir(,A HtlVl\n hours and upwards for completion, the time depending
it got)!] tlnal Oil the nature of the coal and the state of the furnace.
H1Wh It e1l1lrge would yield some 45 to 48 cwts. of ore metal eontainill" !)!).~ pCI' ccnt. of tin, the remaining! per cent. being chiefly iron,
1Il;,'1 2!)~ to 30 cwts. of rich slag containing 30 to 40 per cent. of tin.
In H the object is to recover the tin in the rich slags obtained in
the former operation by decomposing them with iron and culm, and
to obtain a slag as free from tin as possible and a metal that is easily
refined by liquation-at the same time to work off the drosses obtaiued from the other operations. The charge generally used to do
this contains 30 cwts. of rich slag, 12 cwts. of rough metal dross,
2J cwts. scrap iron, with a few shovelfuls of coral as required.
Naturally the charges have to be varied more or less in order to work
off any bye-products which may accumulate. A charge like the above
would yield 30 cwts. of poor slug containing 5 per cent. of tin as
silicate, besides that present as prill, and rough metal, an alloy of
iron and tin, containing 94 to 96 per cent. of the latter mctal.
All mixtures of iron and tin have the tendency, when setting, to
separate into two layers-the lower practically tin, with some iron
in solution, and the top layer iron with a little tin in solution,
known as hardhead. As it is almost illlPossible to liquate hardhead
properly, the rough metal has to be stirred after pouring into the
moulds to prevent this separation. Rich slag charges take from six
to seven hours; and, by making the first two sand moulds into which
the liquid slag is allowed to run deeper than the rest, nearly all the
priUs contained in the first poor slag collect in the first two pigs of
slag, saving labour in picking.
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In C the poor slag containing prills is run dowl! in charges containing 2 cwts. of slag, 2% cwts. of culm, and some coral. Such a ch\lrge
is worked off in about four hours,- when all the prills sink to the bed
of the furnace, and the clean slag may be run off anu a fresh charge
introduced. The hardhead produced is not tappeu until a consid~r
able quantity of it has collected, and it is used to replace iron in the
treatment of rich slag charges.
In analysing drosses'the best method is to run down the sampl~
with cyanide and assay the button obtained. Slags are not so easy
to determine, and, though they are completely decomposed by strong
hydrochlorie acid, it is difficult to filter the gelatinous mass produced."
Owing to the volatility of stannic chloride, it is impossible to convert
the silica to an amorphous condition by means of evaporation. I
found the most reliable method was to treat the finely-divideu slagwith concentrated hydrochloric acid in sealed tubes to about 210 deg.
C., as recommended by Mitscherlich. By this means the slag is
entirely decomposed, and the insoluble Illatter can easily be filtered
off. Care has to be taken to introduce the pounded slag into a tube
already containing some acid, as otherwise the slag is apt to clog and
reuder the decomposition very uncertain. The tin is precipitated as
stannic sulphide after oxidising the solution and estimated as oxide
by carefully heating.
The smelting furnaces employed are 4-ton reverberatories, very
carefully lined with firebricks on the bed and sides, ganister being
only used for the roof and verb. The ratio of the areas of the fireplace and bed is generally 1 to 3, but this Illay be lessened if the coal
is of better quality by giving the fireplace an extra lining of firebrick.
The charging is done by hand through two side doors, all rabbling
being done through a door in front. A novel feature is the water
vault which occupies the whole space below the bed and Rote, and
serves to catch any tin which might otherwise escape by leakage.
There is a brick stack 100 feet in height for every pair of furnaces.
The total number of reverberatory furnaces at Pulo Brani works is
twelve, not including roasting and refining furnaces. Each furnace is
worked by fou: Javanese Coolies 011 8-hour shifts, uurler the supervision of a European smelter.
The refining (D 1) of the rough metal from the rich slag charges
is also conducted in a l'everbatory furnace, wood being used as fuel.
The ingots of metal are gradually liquated, and yield" slag metal,"
which collects in the fiote, leaving behind a dross which is rabbled
out and returned to the rich slag charges (B). The ingots of slag
metal from this operation and of ore metal from the ore charges are
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taken to the refinery (D) where they are liq uated ill a liquating furnace, which is built on one side of the pouring-room. It is a lowroofcu, narrow chamber, heated by wood fires at the cnds. q'he bed
slopes down to two tap-holcs communicating oyer a pair of iron
kettles ill the pouring-room. The tin, as it liquates from the ingots
of ore and slag metal, collects in these two kettles, and is ladled out
on to two movable iron launders leading to one of four larger kettles,
which are heated hy separate fireplaces.
" Boiling" the metal, as practised in Cornwall, is only resorted to
occasionally. However, a similar cffect is ohtained to some extent hy
means of "tossing," which consists of working up the molten tin in
the refining kettles hy constantly lifting it up with large iron ladles
and allowing the liquid mctal to fall slowly hack into the kettle.
The droHH wltieh eollects in the liquating furnace is, as we saw, sent
lJaek to IJC llIix(l,j in with orc charges (A). When one of the large
kdtl(,H iH full, the metal in it is allowed to stand for several hours at
it tmrljl!'rature just ahove its melting point, any scum which forms
<I lI1'i II: \' tlrat time is removed, and the metal poured into moulus, giving
ill:;otH woighing 1 cwt" which, when cold, are ready for the market.
Th" IIlRt few ingots froll! the hottom of the kettle, containing certain
hcavy impurities which have settled out, are sent back to the liquating
furnace. It will he seen that the only direct loss in the process
ariscs from thc tin contained in the poor slag thrown away. With
loss hy fumes and theft, this works out to about 2 per cent. of the tin
hrought into the works in the form of ore. The total consumption of
fuel at Pulo Brani averaged ahout Ii: tons per ton of metal produced,
the consumption of culm heing ahout 5 cwts., and of iron 1 cwt. on
the same hasis.
TESTS FOR QUALITY OF TIN

The quality of the tin is usually tested by cutting a corner of the
ingot with a cold chisel till it is almost severed, then bending the
loose portion by striking it with a hammer; the small portion of
stretched surface should be smooth and show a fine silky structure.
Though this is the method employed in the Straits, it is 'not reliable
and a far better test is to roll out a portion to a foil in a hutton mill:
With good tin the edges will hold without breaking, and, however
fine, the foil will he free from pinholes. The cry of tin is no test of
its purity.
In a short paper of this description, embracing as it does so large a
suhject, it is impossihle to avoid passing over many points of interest,
and the few details of the analysis of certain products of general
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occurrence, have only been introduced from the hope that thcy might
prove u~eful to some of the members of this Society, who may have
samples of them sent for examination, the best methods of' assay' not
being very generally known.
Those who may wish for a fuller account of the mining a;nd
smelting as is carried on by the Chinese will find it in M. J.
Errington de la Croix's excellent pamphlet published by the
National Press in Paris; and a detailed account of the Pulo Brani
tin smelting may be found in a paper by Mr M'Killop and myself in
a last year's proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers.
In connection with this subject, I may place before you a succinct
and most valuable account of the Swazieland fields, with which I
have been favoured by Mr Ryan, their virtual diRcoverer, and the
founder of the pioneer producing company-the Ryan Tin Mining
Company, which now exports black tin regularly to Europe. Mr
Ryan writes as follows : -
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Discovery.-The possibility of finding tin occurred to me when
I was Chief of the Swazieland Police in 1889. At that time I had
many opportunities of studying the granite and schist formations, .
and at the same time I made a thorough examinatioll of the country
below the mountain ranges. It was not, however, until the month
of November 1891 that I was successful in discovering the deposits,
samples of which wcre sent to Mr J. B. Taylor for assay, and found
to contain a payable quantity of white metaL On the strength of
a report by Messrs Penfold and Shepstone and a visit to the tin
fields by Mr Francis Oates, Messrs Eckstein advanced a sum of
money for prospecting the deposits on "King's Concession." The
results proving satisfactory, several other concessions were acquired,
extending over twelve miles along the tin belt, and the whole
floated with a small capital as "The l~yan Company (Swazieland),
Limited."
Geology.~The geology of the "Tin District" is, briefly, as
follows :-Granite boss flanked by metamorphic rocks intersected
by elvan dykes, diorite, and rhyolite. The zones of quartz and hornblende-schist and steatite may be observed striking north-northwest by south-south-east and dipping slightly west, being apparently
of a much older formation than the "Gold Belt" resting uncomform ably a few miles north. The following is the order in which
intrusive rocks have occurred : -
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1st. Intrusin granite which has undoubtedly tilted the schist.
2nd. Elvan dykes striking north and south and diPring at an
angle of 30 degrees west.
3rd. Diorite dykes intersecting the formation in all directions.
4th. Rhyolite cutting through the formation in a north-easterly
direction. This is undoubtedly contemporaneous with thc
Lebombo upheaval.
Elvan dykes vary in width from a few inches to many feet and
arc composed of felspar, quartz, mica and hornblende, in '~hich
crystals of cassiterite, garnet, monazite and tourmaline are contamed.
Molybdenite and corundum are also found in the schist throngh
which the elvan dykes have cut.
Cual.-A gcological section which accompanied the paper showed
tho Hwaziclalld coal fidds, which are situated on the Lebombo Flats,
.to mileH frolll ElIlbahaan. The coal has been p~'onounced to be a
firHL daSH anthracite, and arrangements could be made without diffi1:1I11,.y for Hllldting Hwazieland tin, as the main transport road to Delagoa
J:;ty imv(!l'sns the coal fields.
I )''jlli"ifs.-The "stream-tin" in alluvial deposits originates from
t.ho orosiol1 of the el van dykes before-mentioned, and is deposited in
three" beus " as follows ; 1. Oldcst dep08it yielding i per cent. tin.
2. Yielding from ~. per cent. to 1 per cent. tin.
3. Yielding i per cent. tin.
The average thickncss of these beds is 4~ feet, though the Lower
Embabaall and U sutu l{ivers, now being prospected, contain bcds of
considerable thickness.
Work was started during the Sllmmer of 1894 in the face of great
drawbacks, such as th3 lack of experienced managers, etc., and the
difficulties usually attendant on opening a new industry in a practically new countl'y without any transport roads, etc.
Labonr.-At first great difficulty was experienced in obtaining a
sufficient number of Swazie labourers, but latterly labour has been
plentiful.
Water.-The Embabaan tin fields are bounded on the west by the
Little Usutu River, east by the Umvulusi, and the Babaan River
runs through the centre; these rivers are fed by a large number of
creeks, and the supply of water is therefore plentiful.
Assay Valne of l'in.-Ten per cent. of the tin ore shipped contains
60 per cent. of white metal, and the balance of ninety per cent.
assays 72 per cent.
B
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Quantity of Tin Ore ExpO/·ted.-From January 1894 'to June 1896
the ore exported totalled about 600 (six hundred) tons.
..
The market to which the Ryan Company's ore is sent is London.
[I may add that at the Cornish tin-ticketing of December 15th 217
tons of black tin sold realised an average of £36, Is., and of this.33
tons were consigned by the Ryan Company, and brought £42, 6s. 6d.
per ton.-T. F.-E.]
Locality.-The Embabaan tin fields are situated on the eastern slope
of the Drakensberg Mountains, 15 miles from the Transvaal border
and 25 miles south of Steynsdorp (Komatie gold-fields). The chief
mining camp is Embabaan, which is about 5,000 feet above sea-levcl.
The Chairman-1 think we have all listened to the paper with
great interest. A~ it is doubtful if Mr Flower-Ellis will be present
at the next meeting, I think we should have discussion on the
su bject this evening.
Mr Crosse-There is one remark I should like to make in order to
corroborate what nil' Ellis has said in a portion of his paper. Some
years ago, when I was a chemist at Johnson & Matthey's, in Londou,
we used to get tin ores from all parts of the world. A man came
back from ,Japan, and thought he had discovered tin. He had a
good-sized bag of stuff with him, and made sure it was tin in alluvial
form j but it turned out to be nothing but titaniferous iron ore.
Mr Trnscott-I am not a member of the Society, but I alll
sufficiently well acquainted with the subject to understand all that
was said, and I feel I must congratulate 1\11' Ellis upon his most
excellent paper. I have had experience in smelting-works, and can
see that everything has been described extremely well. I also know
something of the Chinese methods. Mr Ellis's paper is of extreme
interest, more especially with regard to the assaying, as the ordinary
met,hods are not successful, and I found great difficulty in assaying
tin at all. His method of dealing with the ore in tubes is very
successful, and the information is really worth having.
DEATH OF A lIIElIIBER

The Chairman said he regretted to have to annonnce the death of
Mr J. M. S. Crabbe, who died the previous Saturday. Mr Crabbe
left a young widow, who, he was sure, had their sincere sympathy.
On the motion of Mr McB~ide, it was resolved that a letter of
condolence be sent to the widow of the deceased member on account
of her sad loss.
A vote of thanks to the two gentlemen who had read thc above
papers concluded the business of the meeting.

II
meetinrr of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society was
0
•
•
T HE mon thly
held on Saturday, March 27th, 1897, I~ the Co.uncll Cha~lber ~f the
Cham ber of Mines. Mr "V. Bettd (VIce-President) presided, m the
unavoiuabJe absence of the President, Mr W. R. Feldtmanri. There
were also present: - Members - Messrs W. A. Caldeeott, A. F
Crosse, J. Daniell, G. A. Darling, W. R. Dowling, H. T. Durant.
L. Ehrmann, H. Evans, A. von Gernet, C. W. Lee, Dr Loevy, At
Mennie, P. T. B. Morrisby, A. Prister, S. J. Speak, J. R. Williams.
T. W. Wood, and J. Yates; and visitors-R. Dures, E. Evans,
and D. J. Williams j and Fredk. Rowlaud, for the Rand Agency,
Ltd., sccretaries.
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NEW MEMBERS

The following gentlemen were unanimously elected members of the
Society :-Mr Frank A. Hambly and Mr D. J. Williams.
DISCUSSION ON MR WOOD'S PAPER ON "THE ASSAY
OF BULLION"
'
Mr John R. ,,,Tilliams-Mr President and Gentlemen,-I have
much pleasure in complimenting our friend Mr Wood on his very
able paper, read at the last meeting of this Society. I have only one
fault to find with his paper, and that is that it is so correct that it
leaves no room for criticism j bnt I have a few questions to ask Mr
'" ood, and also one to ask our Society. Mr Wood mentions certain
deductions to be made for what is called surcharge. On this point I
beg leave to quote the following authorities; and, as Mr 'Vood has
had more experience on the Rand than any of our members, I would
ask him his opinions on them. Mr Chaudet has found means to
avoid this correction for surcharge :-Pour on the cornet nitric acid
1·16 spr. gr., and heat for three or four minutes only j replace this
acid by acid of 1·26 spr. gr., and boil for ten minutes j decant, and
make a second boiling with acid of 1·26 spr. gr., which should be
kept at a boil for eight or ten minutes. The assay requires but
twenty to twen ty-three minutes,· and, according to the author, gives
perfectly pure gold. Mr Makin took fom specimens of pure gold,
'9
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accurately weighed, added the usual proportions of fine Eilver' and
lead, and then cupelletI them. The resulting buttons were rolfed,
coiled, and parted with nitric acid, the cornets being boiled in two
acids of different strengths a different number of times. Calling thc
weighings before the operation 1,000, the results were as follows :~

1. Boiled in acid twice .
three times.
2.
"
"
four times
'-'.
"
"
"
five times
4.
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"

"

999'6
999'2
998'7
997'9

The loss is thus seen to increase as the boilings are multiplier\. Mr
Makin believes that whilst silver is present in large quantities the
solvent action of nitrous acid is restrained by electrical action, the
gold becoming negative and the silver positive pole of a circuit j but
as the silver is removed the solution of the gold goes on more rapidly.
Now, my friend Mr Wood has pointed out losses in cupellatiOIl, etc.
All these point out to the great difficulty in obtaining the correct
value of a bar of gold bullion. Again, M r 'Wood has pointed to the
difficulty in obtaining a fair average sample for our more impure
bullion. That this is so I am quite aware j but can he tell our
Society to-night why it is that the London refiners always obtain a
lower sample than we clo on the Rand 1 Having been a Cornish
assayer-or what is now better known as a recognised assayer-myself (acting for my father), I know there is a tendency when buying
to obtain a low result, and when selling as high a result as possible.
Can this be any answer to my question? If so, the sooner the better
a system is adopted by which gold is sold after settlement by a representati ve of the seller as well as buyer. And, after all, when we
come to think of it, we are not asking anything unreasonable. If
any of our mines send to Swansea It parcel of concentrates, these concentrates will be carefully quartered down, several samples taken and
duly sealed, and, if the buyer and seller don't agree, other samples
are sent to other recognised assayers for arbitration. If this is done
with a sample of concentrates valued at £12 per ton, or say £120
per parcel of ten tons, and is always done with all ores of the bare
metals, such as copper, tin, leatI, zinc, etc., etc., to say the least of it
the present method of taking the refiners' assays on our monthly output of £700,000 worth of gold bullion with no right of a'rbitration
leaves much to be desired. I would here point out that, if any of
our companies sell to the Rand Central a couple of tons of slag, oj·.
even ashes, the companies selling send thp,ir representative to see
that the sampling is properly eonduded, and all produces or values
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are settled with or without arbitration. Taking the average value of
our bullion at 800 fine, 1 point on this represents on our monthly
output a by nO means small SUIIl of '£10,500 per annum; and, if this
applieH to 1 point in 800, it is a very simple contention to say what
it amounts to when it is quite common for the London refiners to be
2 to 4 points in 800 lower than the l~and assays. N ow, I do nut
want you to O'ather from these remarks that I alll of opinion that the
rtdiners are l~w 01' that we assayers on the Rand are high. All I. ask
iH that some method should be given to prove that we are e~ther
ri!,hI Of 1Ul'Ong. I do not think I need apologise for bringi,ng these
fow rmnarks (although not bearing directly on Mr Wood s . paper)
l)(~Ior(l our 1:)ociety, as I candidly t.hink that one of the first ob~ects ?f
thiH Hociety sllOul(1 be their united endeavo~r to gua~d. the mmes l.n
PV(,l'y possihlo manner. We arc a~l get~lDg our .hvlllg from this
iwlw.Lr'y; tIHlrdor!l, the motto of thiS SOCiety, I thmk, should be,\Vn iIlL(~IJ(1 to (10 our <1uty.
:'III' A. VOIL (;('l'Ilet -I think the points mentioned by Mr Williams
:11i' VI'I'Y illlpol'tant.
They are not, perhaps, quite on for discussion
0" th" 'I'apm'; hut it is a matter of the greatest importance, and it is
qllit.o I'I'OPOI' that we should discuss it now in detail. I know in
vnry many plaees people on the mines have complained; and it does
Jlllppen that there are great differences in the assays here and the
assays at homt'o N ow, we cannot say absolutely tQ-day whether we
are right or wl'ong, but we have to investigate the matter. It is a
very important matter. I may mention that I had an opportunity
of uiscussing the sallle question with the representatives of the
Chamber of Mines and also the Association of Mines, and also with
the Chairman of the Mine Managers' Association: and they are all
very much in favour that this point should be investigated. We
have no right, I think, to-day, and I would not like to suggest, to
bring forward any figures; but I think, in the first place, we should
get the figures and then approach the companies and people interested
in the question, and sift the results obtained. It is quite possible
that on many of the mines the assaying is not done in a sufficiently
careful way. But we have continuously instances in which assays
are made by independent people j and I think we are in the position
to get very extensive data towards a solution of the question. I don't
think we should go into all the details to-night: but what I would
suggest is that, in the first instance, we appoint a committee and
approach the Mine Managers' Association, because they are quite prepared to appoint a committee, and we would then have a joint committee of investigation. This COlllmittee, I think, should be em·
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powered to send certain letters to the companies, and to get as much
information as possible, and then to bring the whole matter before
the next meeting, so that a full discussion can take place. The next
thing to do, 1 think, would be, after the matter has been discussed
here, and if a resolution has been passed to that effect, that the whole
sifted material be submitted to both the Chambers, who, of course,
could take whatever steps they like, and have it presented in London,
or anywhere else. The data supplied, if sufficiently complete, and
obtained from all places where bullion is sold, including the returns
from Messrs Rothschild's and the principal firms, would be most
valuable. Very many of the companies send their bullion to Paris
and other parts of the world, and it would be of gl'eat value to get
full information about this question. Mr Von Gernet concluded by
moving the following resolution :--" That a committee be appointed
to investigate the matter of differences of assays of bullion between
the Rand and Europe, wit"h a view to obtain as much information as
possible to place before the next meeting of the Society; to approach
the Mine Managers' Association, asking them to appoint a COlDniittee to co-operate in the in vestigation of this matter to the e~d;
and that the information thus obtained be submitted both to the
Cham bel' of Mines and the Association of Mines."
Mr A. F. Crosse-l have much pleasure ill seconding the motion.
The great objection 1 have to t he present method is not so m nch that
1 find the assays in London differ from· our own, but, supposing a
man sells a certain bar of gold, and makes the assay, for instance,
875, and we check it at the bank and find it the same-if in Loudon
it comes to two or three thousandths lower, these two assays here
have absolutely no value in the eyes of the London people, and we
can't get one penny more for that bar of gold hecause our assays are
lligher.
1\1r Williams-No arbitration 1
Mr Crosse-No, hecause we are absolutely cut off. When they
have made a mistake there is no possible means of proving to them
that they are wrong-they are never wrong. 1 had occasion two years
ago to write an official letter on the subject, and they replied that
they could not make a mistake; and wrote back, saying, "Humanum
est en'are," which is j L:st as applicable on the banks of the Thames
as it is here. To take another case, it often happens that they have
undue losses in melting. It is the same to us whether the losses are
caused by difference in assays or by undue losses in melting. Your
aS8ay ought to go up in proportion. 1 have had a difference of 2 ozs.
in an 800 oz. bar of mill gold. 1 have complained about it; but I
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mi"ht as well have complained to the President. I have written
do;n a few remarks which I will, with your permission, read. I
clo not want to make many remarks on nlr Wood's paper on assaying; in my opinion, there is really very little that is new .to say on
the subjcct. T. K. Hose, in his book on gold, devotes thirty pages
to the assaying of gold bullion in a most thoroughly complete way,
leaving little or nothing fmther to say on the subject. Gold assaying is hardly a scientific process, and call scarcely be improved. ~n.
The result obtaincd is made up by various plus and minus quantl~IeS,
hut ncvertheless it has bccn brought to a high state of perfectIOn,
Imc1 thcre is no "short cut" to obtain an accurate and perfectly "reliable
rC.Nnlt bnt by the metholl c()mmonly employed. There is one question
which if! of interest to most of us on these fields-namely, how to
:~c.L a eorrect sample of a bar of gold containing large quantities of
zil\C~ IIwl othor impurities. I often find that bars are brought to me
\\'llic~h hllvn 1)('011 drillcd 011 the top amI bottom. I may say that it
i'4 illl[IIIH::ih[c' to get a correct sample by this means, as such a sample
i: ill,,:t!'iably vmy much richer than the average assay of the bal'.
III Illy ()]li;Ii()Il, the assaycr at a mine should keep the manager
illt'()l'lilcd about the nature of the gold. It is a matter of importance
t() find out whcre the copper comes frolll in mill bars.
All impure
amalgam containing large quantities of copper should be treated
i:ll!parately, and not mixed with the ordinary mill gold. This is, I
know, done at many mines, and should lIOt bo done at all. Any
falling off ill the avcmge fineness of the gold should be immediately
inquired into.
Taking recent disclosUl"es into account, I do not
believe that the copper is derived either from the ore or from the
plates or from the detonators. Though the Government may do its
level best to take the cream off the lllilk for itself and its friends
still a large amount of this cream never gets into either the hands of
the Government or into the pockets of the shareholders.
The
assaycr on a mine should be in a position to check any tamp-ering
with the amalgam as far as quality goe8. Economy will have to be
practised all round to make our low-grade milles pay, and one of the
most important things, to my mind, is to see that the gold gets
banked to the credit of the rightful owners. I hope you will not
think these remarks out of place, but, as the gold ill a mine is a
matter more closely under the control of the assayer than anyone
else, I thought I would bring this before you. There is olle more
point as regards the assay of bullion which I should like to mention.
I filld that, as a general rule, the returns from the mines place a too
high valuation on the gold. In a conversation which I had with Dr
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Stockhausen, of the Pretoria Mint, he mentioncd the same fact; and
I am sure that my colleagues here-Mr VV ood, of the Bank of Africa,
and Mr Littlejohn, of the African Banking Corporation-will agree
with me. To obtain correct assays, pelted balances and accurate
weights are necessary. I ask you-How often are the balances
looked after and the weights checked ~ When I was with Messrs
Johnson, Matthey & Co., in London, we had a' llIan from Oertling's
once a week to clean up our balances and see to the weights. An
experienced man could make a good living in Johannesburg by doing
that sort of work. Anybody may be a good rifle-shot, but he does
not necessarily understand the picking to pieces and cleaning of a
rifle.
I think it would be a very good thing if Messrs Oertling
could be induced to send a man out here to keep all the balances in
order-that is to say, if anyone has a balance left should the present
state of things continue.
Mr J. R. \Villiams-I first of all wish to point out to the chair
that Mr A. von Gernet has proposed a resolution, duly seconded by
Mr Crosse, and I think it is of sufficient importance that it should
be put to the meeting. If I might, while on my feet, I would like,
in justice to the amalgamators, to make a short remark in reply to
something Mr Crosse has said with regard to copper. Now it has
been my lot to work with a low-grade proposition and a high-grade
proposition, and anyone in that position would know this one
point-that the higher the grade of the mine, the less the percentage
While admitting one of Mr Crosse's
of copper in the amalgam.
arguments as being correct, it must be remembered that it takes a
detonator to explode a charge of dynamite; and, admitting that it
brings down a ton of rock, if that rock is worth so much a ton, the
amount of copper will be in proportion to the gold. It has been my
lot to work after one or two of the best amalgamators the world has
ever known. They are MacVickers and Walshe, of the Crown Reef.
I think these two men know their business as amalgamators quite as
well as any of the members of the Chemical Society know their
business-that is, of course, without wishing to make invidious
comparisons. The system generally adopted is to flood the amalgam
with sufficient mercury so that the copper floats on the ,mrface of
the mercury; but even that renders it absolutely impossible to get
You get the bulk of the cappel" away;
all the copper away.
but I am rather inclined to think that Mr Crosse has cast a
little reflection upon our friends t.he amalgamators. I do not think
it was intended, but I simply wish to point ont how difficult
it is to keep bullion absolutely free from copper.
I ~o not
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think I am entitled to criticise any further, ana I hope yon will
(,Xl!IIRe me.
::\[1' A. F. Crossc-My reason for mentioning this was chiefly to
raisc a little discussion on the question, and that it would be a good
thin"..., to brin"
it Ul) before the Society.
I don't say that I am kright
n
.
m WI'OIl" but to brin" the matter up for discllssion in order to now
,,'
0
.
f
if :t <:11f'ck of this kind is of any value or not. The informatIOn 0 a
lIlall likc ;\II" Williams is valuable, anll that is what I wanted:
Mr Von Gernet's resolution was thcn ]Jut and carried unamlll~usl~.
:\[1' A. ::\lcllni('-·f)ouw mOllths ago J asked Mr Wooe! a questIOn III
J'(,fpl"'IWP to the hlow-pipo au,l charcoal process, and he was ve~y
milch against it.
For several reasons I woule! like him to state hiS
ohj('diolls.
. '
'I'bn Chail'lllall'Vill you kindly mention the particular manner m
II'lii,:11 .rOil Illllk(' all assay by thc blow-pipe?
;\h ,\1 ('lIni(\ tll(\11 explained the process.
Tho Cbnil'llIllli There is one thing I might point out. You do
IIClf "I'f. rid of tl1l\ tin 01' lead.
You are bound to get tin in the
111'.1 i II:II'Y I'rOl!I'HH, especially if the old cyanide cases are used for
11l'1"'il'itatioli. In that way it wOllle! be one of the worst processes
YOII mill,] possibly use, unless you get rid of the lead and zinc; and
if YOIl gut rid of the impurities by the blow-pipe, you would volatilise
"old. It is impossible to fuse go Ie! without volatilising. As a
~Iatter of fact, with some years' experience of refining, 'r always
notice that ill cupellation on a large scale there is a considerable
amount of gold volatilised towards the end of the process. I don't
think there is anyone in our Society who would care to adopt the
From my own experience I certainly prefer
blow-pipc process.
cnpellation to get rid of the zinc, etc., and treating it in the usual
manner.
Mr T. Wood-I think I replied to you in exactly the same form.
Mr A. F. Crosse-This question is not very important, but I think
I would like to emphasise it. It is absolutely impossible to make
any short cut to obtain correct bullion assays. The way is to take
half a gramme of bullion and melt it up with two grammes of
cadmium and put it in a steel "diamond" mortar. You put the
cyanide of potassinm in a little porcelain crucible, and drop in your
cadmium; and when it is melted you put the gold in it and take the
button and put it in the "diamond" mortar and give it a few taps
with the hammer and dissolve the powder up in nitric acid. That is
about the most accurate short cut you can have.
Mr J, R. Williams-There are at least two of the authorities on
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bullion in the world who recommend that same process as superior to
the others mentioned.
Ml'T. Wood-It is quite possible to be under a thousandth out by
boiling in repeated strengths of acid j but a check should prove this,
and it is due to the nitrous or impure acid you use. W"ith regard to
the differences in the London assays, I have not found much· difference from my own assays of high-class bullion. The only difference
I occasionally' get is with the mine assayers, and I generally find
them high. 'With low-class cyanide bars, I acknowledge, there have
been differences.
Mr J. R. Williams-Mr Wood's experience is different from my
own.
The Chairman-If I may make a few remarks, I may say that
from the experience I have had a very great deal depends upon the
manner in which the cupellation is conducted, and also the manner
in which the checks are passed. With regard to the use of impure
acid, if you stand nitric acid in the sunlight, the acid decomposes
very rapidly, with the formation of nitrous acid. The results, when
low, may be nearly always attributed to the presence of the nitrolls
acid in the nitric acid used for the second boiling. With regard to
surcharges, I am of opinion that some assayel's on the Rand do not
boil their cornets long enough and therefore get two high results. I
had a case when I was with the Sheffield Smelting Company. The
refinery man who had charge of the nitric department made dull gold
by boiling the granulated parting metal. They were for a year or so
sending in returns which showed an apparent discrepancy, and I was
asked to investigate it-to take a year if I liked. This lasted for
over six months, and I found that the men were returning 999'9
ozs. out of a possible 1,000, and that the 'assays of the workmen
assayers were wrong. Their cornets only assayed 996 j and when
the results were calculated out, it was found that their excess simply
accounted for the so-called deficiency that they had found in the
office. I suggested a remedy, which was adopted j and I think if the
assayers of the Hand look a little more into this matter there will be
fewer discrepancies, apart from errors in" sampling. There is no
reason why we should have low bullion, and I think if the managers
were to ask their cyanide managers to get good gold we should not
hear so much about the differences.
Mr J. R Williams-With regard to surcharge, it does not matter
so very much whether it is point two ('2) or point four ('4). You
would deduct your surcharge evenly, and the tendency wpuld be
rather to be a low one. What I wish to point out is that ~he fine-
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South Africa" j and therefore we should be a lIttle bIt above than
otherwise.
I\1r A. F. Crosse-The chief thing in the bullion ass9,y is to work
your checks properly, and then you know where you are; and, if
anything goes wrong, you can discard the whole batch. I do not
aaree with Mr Williams in reference to a difference of two or three
;illicmes, because, if the cornets are not boiled a sufficient length of
time, it is a question of two, three, or more: and, if the check weighs
over two milliemes too much, the whole batch should be rejected.
:\fr J. R Williams-We well know, if we get a difference in
ordinary assaying of are of one dwt., we nielt again and make a check
of it. I distinctly use point two ('2) or point four (.4).
Mr C. W. Lee-I think there should be some method of checkillg
check-gold j 998 or 999 makes a great difference.
The Chairman-If it is point one (.1) low, it is as much as ever it
should be.
Mr C. W. Lee-I think a number of the London assayers make
their own check-gold, and they send it round to all the recognised
assayers to have it checkr.d. If that were done on the Rand I think
it would be a good thing.
Mr S. J. 'Speak~The differences between the assays here and in
London I don't think are due tu assays at all.
The Chairman-Why should there be always a difference in
bnllion assays 1 I think it would be better if the assayers here were
to follow Mr vVood's example. There can be a lot of difference
between two different samples.
Mr S. J. Speak-Do you think an as sayer would make a difference
of ten points in a sample 1
The Chairman-No. Bnt all these points will be gone into by
the Committee.
Mr J. n Williams-I must repeat my original remarks by saying
that we want to know whether we arc right or wrong; and until we
get a proper method of checking our work, with the right of arbitration, this cannot be accomplished.
Mr T. W ood-There is always an independent assayer. It is not
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melted by the purchaser, but sampled independently, and then the
refiner samples it afterwards.
Mr C. 'V. Lee-They are both taken by the smelter.
Mr J. R. Williams-It is quite as possible for them to be wrong
as for us to be wrong, and we·want to know where we are wrong.

PROFESSOR CHRISTY'S PAPER
The Chairman-I have received the following letter from Mr G.
A. Darling:-
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"Robinson G. M. Co., Ltd., Johannesburg, 27th March 1897.
"The President, Chemical & Metallurgical Society ,
of South Africa, Johannesburg.
"Dear Sir,-I beg to hand you a copy of this week's Mining
Journal, in which yon wil! find a letter of mine addressed to the
Editor. I shall feel obliged by your having the letter read to the
members of the Society at to-night's meeting, as I am anxions to
give the matter every publicity, and to have the correspondence
placed on the Society's records of transactions, should there be no
contradiction to the facts as stated, as the heading above my letter
is rather misleading, as it will be apparent to anyone reading the
letter that there ia no criticism in it, but merely a correction of a
statement made by Professor Christy, who has evidently been misinformed.-I am, yours faithfully,
GEORGE A. DARLING."
Mr Darling's letter was then read as follows :-

PROFESSOR CHRISTY CRITICISED

[To

THE EDITOR OF THE" SOUTH AFRICAN MINING JOURNAh"]

'! SIR,-In your journal of March 6th you have started reproducing an interesting paper on the cyanide process by Professor
Christy, of the University of California, and I notice that you state
your intention of criticising various points in the paper on a future
occasIOn.
"In the meantime, will you allow me, through your columns, to
draw attention to a mis-statement of facts in the first instalment of
the paper, where Professor Christy says :-' At about the same time
Mr Charles Butters, who had left California to erect chlorination
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works for the Robinson Mine at Johannesburg, became interested in
tlw cyanide process, and, after getting tbe cblorination plant in working order, erected, for working the tailings from the Robinson Mine,
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" f,yllllide plant which achieved the first large-scale success ever made with
this p,.ocess.'

., N early everyone here knows that the cyanide process for extractin" "old from tailings on a commercial scale was a proved success a
cO;I;(lerable time before Mr Butters arrived on the Rand, and the
eyanide works referred to in Professor Christy's paper were not by
allY means the first works to prove tbe success of the process. The
jj,.~t works to treat tailings on a commercial scale were erected on the
ItohinHon Golli Mining Company's property by the Gold Recovery
HYlHlicate, umler contract to treat 10,000 tons of Robinson tailings, and
aH I happ(!Ii(~li to be Vlocecl in cbarge of the plant, I am able to furnish
1.l11" following dates and figures, which prove absolutely that the above
i" a llli~Htatcment. I started these works on December 23rd, 1890,
:111.1, aH will be seen, had been treating tailings at the rate of about
~',()()() tOllH pel' month for some time before Mr Butters arrived here.
AI"o, I may mention, that at the Sheba Gold Mining Company, Bar1/C'rioll, Mr W. A. Caldeeott started at cyanide works on the 14th
F..IJI'lHll'y, 1891, or about two months after the Robinson works were
ill filII swing, and which, under his management, proved successful
_-producing within a short time froUl the start a monthly output of
about 2,000 ozs. The" new" works referred to as being erected b
1\[1' Butters were not started nntil December 17th, 1891, or
exactly a yectT after the" old" works had been running, with the following output of gold : -

almo~

Month,
1891.
January
February
March
April
~iay

June
July
August
Septem bel'
October
November
December

Tons treated Bullion returned,
ozs.
(2,240 Ibs.)
979
610'00
1,447
1,574'67
1,735
1,620'70
2,025
1,645'70
1,800
1,061'75
2,499
1,627'15
1,543
1,343'75
1,928
1,578'20
2,250
1,699'90
2,314
2,037'80
2,507
1,980'15
2,636
1,447'80

Fine gold,
ozs.
427'00
1,149'00
1,202'70
1,199'60
787'25
1,120'00
966'95
1,025'40
1,043'05
1,441'40
1,338'20
992'52
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"I have no hesitation in claiming to be the first person to have
proved the commercial success of the cyanide process here, and, considering the vast scale on which it is now worked, I may be excused
for trespassing 011 your space with the above facts and figures ,in proof
of my claim. Thanking you in anticipation, I am, etc.,
"GEORGE A. DARLING.
"Robinson Cyanide 'Vorks, March 19th, 1897."
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The Chairman-l may mention one or two things he has not mentioned. The people on the Hand here had had no experience in the
cyanide process when it was first introduced, and Mr VY. "\-V. Webster
was practically, with his friends, instrulUental in introducing it here.
The Robinson Company did not believe in it, bUL they sold some
thousands of tons of tailings to them. They could not float the
Company here, but it was floated in England on the results I have
quoteJ, and the Gold Hecovery Syndicate was floated into the
African Gold. Recovery COlllpany. They made over their rights to
this Company j and I think Mr Darling is perfectly justified in bringing this before the meeting.
COMMENTS ON PROFESSOR CHRISTY'S PAPEH,
The following comments on Professor Christy's paper on the
" Solution and Precipitation of the Cyanide of Gold" were then read
by Mr H. T. Durant.
Mr President and Gentlemen,-For some few weeks there has been
appearing in the South African Mining Journal an interesting paper on
the above subject by Professor Christy. It has been pointed out to
me that a discussion on the subject might be of some interest to the
mem bel'S of this Society, its subject being so intimately connected
with our work. Professor Christy, whilst noticing the earliest writers
on the cyanide process, omits to mention thc "Notes on Gold Extraction" written and published early in 1894 by our President, Mr W.
R. Feldtmann, and since extensively quoted, as in Scheidel's Cyanide
Process, p. 55, ot seq. In the first section of the paper the solubility
of gold in solutions of potassium cyanide is considered j the wellknown equation of Elsner is proved, although previously verified by
Maclaurin (J.C.S., 1893, yol. lxiii., p. 724), but at one time doubted
by MacArthur and Louis Janin, junr. (Mineral Industry, 1892, pp.
262-263). This equation is too well known-at least in this country
-to need repeating j it shows that under favourable conditions one
atom of oxygen causes the solution of two atoms of gold, or, in other
words, if oxygen were as soluble in dilute solutions as in wa,ter, one

,
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,olHtion actually reqUIre
eIllg
"
'
,
f 'd 'ncr_substances, whICh, If present, must be speCl11 (' 'lhsence 0 Ie UCI 0
I
"
'd' d
Whilst considering the supply of oxygen by
" necessity, P ro f essor Chfisty
.
,'Illy, ,conSI mc . r the avoidance of Its
..rll'ullcal
means,
0
'd
If
h
'
b
I
. ,
th
se of cyanoaen broml e.
t e equatIOn e ow put
(~(IJlHj(lers
e u
,0
,
I
.' .
.
b S 111Hlll and 'I eed IS correct, t wn oxygen IS not necessary
forwaru Y u
for the solution of the gold'
3KCN + 2Au + CNBr = KBr + 2(KCN, AuCN).
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'

( '.1'(la t S t,lOSs I'S laid on this means of. obtaining "nascent cyanogen."
.
t t first si"ht clear how this can be, Assume that cyamde
,
0
•
" .
I t IH no a
'.1
's odded to a cyanide solutIOn anu the reactIOn IS as stated In
,
,
I IJ'oulluC I "
"
I
'ecluotion
IS lIberated for the" moment nascent,
nil lllall S
uthen
,cyanogen
.
'f' contact
with o
"old, .
It can act at once.
by.
virtue
of Its.nascent
:UlI I ,1 III
(.
.
.
· 't . but if such contact IS not the case, It. 111llnechately Joms up
Ill' I I VI .y ,
,
'"
illio the molecule C2 N 2 , and It IS questIOnable whether molecular
"y;tllogou is activc under th~ ~on~itions obt~ina~le. In ~h~ treatment
of tailings or ore generally It IS difficult to Imagme how It IS possible
to arrangc matters so that the solution can be in contact with the tailiugs 01' ore at the moment the cyanogen group is liberated-unless,
indeed, the reaction indicated by Sulman and Teed only goes slowly j
but an ideal state is easily conceived in the treatment of slimes. Now,
in the case of aqueous solution of potassium cyanide-or, in fact,
of almost all salts-dissociation of KCN into its ions takes place in
proportion to its dilution and other factors, so that any such solution
really contains the KCN molecules dissociated into atoms of K and
single CN groups, but charged respectively with enormous quantities
of positive and negative electricity, so that the two ions do not under
those conditions cxhibit therc characteristic molecular properties j
but when on the one hand an electro-negativc element like oxygen,
and on the other hand an electl'o-positive element as gold, is present,
the potassium unites with the oxygen and the gold with the cyanogen
radicle. Refcrring to the weights of bromine, chlorine alld oxygen,
respcctively, required to aid potassium cyanide in the solution of gold,
the}lgures for bromine and oxygen are accidentally transposed. They
should read(Sulman) 1 part by weight of brominc callses solution of 4'92 parts
of gold by weight,
(Elsner) 1 part by weight of oxygen causes solution of 24'6 parts
of ~olu by weight.
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Dealing with the precipitation of gold from cyanide solutions,
Professor Christy remarks on the extreme stability of (AuCN, KCN).
Many who are here have perhaps at some time been aware of that.
On acidifying a dilute solution of the above double salt, aurocyanhydric acid HAu (CNh is probably prescnt, and remains in solution.
On concentrating, AuCN separates, and under less favourable conditions of temperature and concentration the aurous cyanide is decomposed. This is perfectly analogous to the behaviour of HAu (CN)4'
and HAuCI 4• When dealing with solutions carrying only a few
dwts. to the ton, it is extremely difficult to precipitate totally aurous
cyanide either by double decomposition reactions-with the exception of silver nitrate-or as gold by reducing or oxidising agents.
Assuming that from such a dilute solution the gold were precipitated
as such, it is highly probable that it would be in such a fine state of
division that it could not be filtered out by ordinary methods, and,
since salts which are absolutely insoluble are rare, it is doubtful if
there is any gold salt which could be totally precipitated from solutions carrying such minute percentages of gold as is customarily met
with.
Barium sulphate, for example, is for ordinary purposes
regarded as insoluble in cold water, and yet water dissolves at
ordinary temperatures about '0043 per cent. I cannot find that the
solubility or otherwise of aurous cyanide has been accurately determined, but it is commonly stated to be insoluble in water; if it were
half as soluble as barium sulphate it would indicate that from a
solution of KAu(CN)2 abont 12 dwts. of AuCN per ton would still
remain in solution after decomposing the double cyanide of gold and
potassium by the addition of one of the various salts which answer
that purpose.
Referring to regeneration of potassium cyanide from dilute solutions, Professor Christy mentions three methods. The first is his
own, the second Professor de Wilde's, and the third is the suhject
of an American patent : (a) Briefly, this method consists in acidifying the cyanide solution
and steam distilling into caustic alkali.

There are two things mentioned which appear scarcely correct:(1) It is stated that a 1 per cent. solution of potassium cyanide, when
acidified, gives not the least apparent trace of eseape of hydrocyanic
acid. Such a solution contains '41 per cent. of hydrocyanic acid.
It would be difficult to say how dilute an aqueous solutio,n of that
acid must be not to be easily recognised by its odour, but, certainly
very many times more dilute than the above. (2) Noyelty and
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utility are claimed for the above method. It certainly does not
po~sess the former, and it is open to much question as to whether,
oven if necessary, it could be profitably employed at works.
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(Ii) Professor de Wilde's method consists in addin~ f.errous sulphate
to the cyanide solution and obtaining a precIpItate of ferrous
cyanidc.
At first the latter may be obtained, but the final result is a mixt~re
f
I x cyanides. This precipitate is presumably treated wIth
o comp e
t'
lk r Th'
aC'id and thc hydrocyanic acid recovered by caus IC a a 1.
IS
p~o:ess, likc the first, can be worked experimentally, b~t the
cyanogen radicle is not as easily recovered from complex cyamdes as
from simple ones.
(I') This is 0. method for a long time well known and consists of
the prccipitation of cyanogen radicle by the addition of zinc
Hulphate and subsequent recovery of the acid radicle from the
l!:inc cyanide.
AH rognrds its utility in work, I think this latter method is comparable with either a or b. Prof?ssor Chr~sty has ~iven much attention to the regeneration of potassIUm cyamde, but If that were even
necessary, it is questionable whether it could be done profitably in
the case of very dilute solutions.
Precipitation of gold from KAu(CN)2 by charcoal. - The conclusion is arrived at by Professor Christy, as a result of his experiments, that" a given amount of charcoal has a definite capacity for
precipitation," but no reason is given to account for this; there is
little doubt that the carbon acts by virtue of its absorbed gases, the
ones concerned are probably hydrogen, carbon monoxide and unsaturated hydrocarbons; there is evidence that these and the other
gases existing in charcoal are in a state of peculiar activity. In the
references at my disposal I have not found the results of any accurate
work on the use of charcoal for this purpose, the exact part it plays,
and what follows after it ceases to act, if it does cease. Professor
Christy gives details of an experiment in which in the presence of
potassium cyanide a large percentage of the total gold is precipitated;
towards the end of the trial the charcoal was apparently spent or
nearly so, and free cyanide was still present to the extent of nearly
60 per cent. of the original quantity; the question suggests itself if
the charcoal finally ceases entirely to act and cyanide is presented
what prevents the gold going into solution again. It is scarcely
possible that the charcoal can absorb the oxygen as fast as it goes
c
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into solution and so protect the gold 1 Dr Keith (Rose's "Metallurgy
of Gold," 2nd Edition, page 348) states that gold in contact with finely
divided ch~rcoal in a solution of potassium cyanide goes into solution
more rapidly than if no charcoa~ were present. His theory is the
formation of gold-carbon couples,' the electro-positive element being
acted on by the KCN solution, and necessarily hydrogen would be
evolved on the surface of the charcoal. Charcoal was used to· reduce
solutions of gold chloride probably for the first time nearly thirty
years ago by Percy; according to'Nose, it 'is under the disadvantage
that it. does Hot destroy free chlorine, which, therefore, is first
expelled by heat or a current of air, to prevent the re-solution of the
gold.
Precipitation of KAu(CN)2 by Copper and its Compounds.-Professor Christy's experiments on the decomposition of the double
cyanide by cuprous salts are of extreme interest, and, if there is
total precipitation, with slight modifications, a new method for
assaying gold solutions is suggested; but I fail to see its use, for
instance, on a slimes plant dealing with more than a thousand tons
of solution every twenty-four hours. The action of zinc chloride on
the double cyanide of gold and potassium is similar to that of silver
nitrate, cobalt nitrate, and other salts, but considerably less efficient;
and if the right conditions are obtained, zinc cyanide would be
precipitated with gold cyanide. It is stated that when the zinc
chloride is formed from the oxide and acid, a solution of zinc o~y
chloride is obtained; this latter salt is not appreciably soluble in
water, so that the solution obtained must have been normal zinc
chloride. Speaking generally, I think all the precipitation experiments
have been done with solutions far too rich, losing thereby any practical
interest which they might otherwise possess, as, if the amount not
precipitated in anyone experiment is a fairly constant quantity for any
strength gold solution, this amount looks small when expressed as a
percentage of say a 600 dwts. per ton solution; but the same quantity
presents a different appearance when eX'pressed as a percentage of a
one dwt. per ton solution. There is, of course, the possibility that,
when experimenting on a rich solution, gold salts might be mechanically carried down by a bulky precipitate, thus giving conditions which
are not obtained in operating on solutions of reasonable strength.
In the final section of' Professor Christy's paper, published in the
South African Mining Journal on March 27th, reference is made to
the·constant tendency among cyanide workers to reduce the strength
of their solutions. It· is probable that even here those ,solutions
which· are -now regarded as "weak" will shortly be considered
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" HtI'Ong," and, as a matter of fact, Professor Christy's forecast of the
of '01 per cent. solution, has for some time been more than realised
at tho Hand Central Ore Heduction Company's plant for treating
Itohinson slimes, where solutions containing only '008 per cent.
cyanidc are successfully employed for dissolving the gold. Professor
ChriHty also states that both the electrical and zinc precipitation
l'roc:c'''HC!S find in these dilute solutiolls their great diffiuulty, though
thili may be true as regards zinc, at the plant above referred to,
whCll'Cl the Sil'mens-Halske process is employed, the precipitation is
('xcdlcmt, and has in no way been affected by reduction in the
~LI'c:ugth of solution.
llHfl
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~lr L. Ehrmann's paper on "The Precipitation of Gold from
CYlllliclo Holutions" was deferred till the next meeting owing to thc
lat.,·IlC·SCI of tho hour.
It. WllS l'c'!;olvccl, on the proposition of Mr Williams, seconded by
~I,' (~l'lI:'SIl" That the usual meeting be held on the third Saturday
"I' April ill tho llSllal way, and that the annual dinner be held on the
fOIll'lI, ,"jatUIduy, to btl followed by a smoking concert."
A volo of'thanks to the Chairman closed the proceedings.
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III
THE monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical Society of
South Africa was held on Saturday evening, April 17th, 1897, in
the Conncil Room, Chamber of Mines, Johannesburg. Ml' A. F.
Crosse, Vice-President, occupied the chair; and there were present : Members-Messrs A. W. Ablett, R. G. Bevington, Charles Butter.s,
W. A. Caldecott, J. T. Carrick, G. A. Darling, Walford· Dowling,
H. T. Durant, J. Dykes, jun., L. Ehrmann, Hamilton Evans, R. E.
Hall, E. H. Johnson, C. W. Lee, J. Littlejohn, Dr Loevy, Alex.
Mennie, J. Watson, D. J. Williams, J. Yates; visitors-J. Drought,
R. Durcs, E. E. Evans, J. Hayward Johnson, H. B. Owen, H.
Rusden, Dr F. Stockhausen, and F. Rowland (for the Rand Agency,
Limited), secretary.
NEW MEMBERS
Messrs Robert' Dures, C. J. Moe, and S. J. Jennings were
unanimously elected members of the Society.
The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said he was sure they
all welcomed their esteemed friend and colleague, Mr Butters, back
in their midst. The first business would be the discussion on Mr H.
T. Durant's paper, entitled
COMMENTS ON PROFESSOR CHRISTY'S PAPER ON
"THE SOLUTION AND PRECIPITATION OF
THE CYANIDE OF GOLD"
Mr Charles Butters-Professor Christy lived in his home, California, and was Professor of Chemistry of the University in which he
(Mr Butters) graduated, so he was interested both for the fact that
he was interested in cyanide and for the fact that the paper came
from his own University. Whilst recently in America he had had
one or two discussions with Professor Christy on the results that he
had obtained. He was somewhat amused at the position the Professor took up with regard to his mode of precipitation. He found
it very difficult to make a university man realise the difficulties of
certain operations on a large scale. He could not make the Professor
see the force of his remarks in that direction; he did not, seem to
~

,
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rc'alize the difficulty of destroying and then regenerating the. cyanide
ill II very large volume of solution. Even one of these thmgs, the
(b;iroying of the cyanide, was a most difficult thing. The Professor
~C~C~lltetl to think it could be very easily done, if properly worked.
II(~ ~ai(1 tltey would use copper sulphide as a precipitant after t~e
,.kdl'ieal process had gone out of existence. He (Mr Bu~ters) saId
It(~ (~oul(l not succeed with his process when they were treatl~g nea.rly
100,000 tOilS of solution a month. He almost gave up ~Iscuss~n?
'I'illt him. Prof. Christy's results were all right; he got hIS preCIpItatioll, hut at a prohibitive cost.
.
I
h
Tho Chairman thougltt it would be better if they dId not c ose t e
diH(:I1H}liou. Ho believed Mr J. R. Williams, who was not present,
11:lIl HOIiHI I'mllllrkA to make on the paper.
~1 [' C. 1:l1tlc'I'I' ,J wish you would not close the discussion. I
11111 i(~I' lilli' illin" in Professor Christy's paper, and that is the careful
\1 ay ill \\'lii(:li 1;7: e:Lrricd out llis preliminary studies, though I differ
,'II I'
"'v('l'yone out here connected with cyanide would differ
\, I
1111I,.lN I. ' .
•
'II I'
'I" "I''''lrJs his conclusIOllS.
Another remark I would WIsh
\\ I r 11111".'
0'
1" 11,,'/,1: i:1 LhiH: The publications of our Society have not been circu1:lkd ill tho way they should. Everyone in the United States is
i IILI'III-Hlly interested in our operations, and a great deal of work is
(~Ill'l'id out in the United States laboratories that would be unnecesHlll'y if the published results of our work were given greater circulation
titan at present.
The Chairman-The secretary informs me that our publications
are being sent to some of the papers in America. I would iike to
make a few remarks on Mr Durant's comments. He says in his
opinion it would be impossible to find anything which would
precipitate the gold entirely from the solution. As you a:1l know, I
made some experiments about three years ago with nitrate of silver oil
cyanide solutions. When I made these experiments I had not the
remotest intention of proposing this process as a commercial method.
I merely thought it would be a good method for laboratory use, so
that we can take one or two litres of solution for testing for gold. I
was very careful to find out that no gold remained in the solution.
After the precipitation I could not find a trace of gold in the liquid,
so I was quite satisfied in my OWl] mind that it was completely precipitated. We all know that we must get the gold out as well as we
can without destroying the cyanide, so that we can simply take the
solution again and bring it up to its original strength. ' A professor
in a University does not realise most of that. I hope some of you at
the next meeting will continue the discussion.
J
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Mr L. Ehrmann then read the following pap(lr on the
PHECIPITATION OF GOLD FROM CYANIDE SOLUTIONS
Extraction of gold from cyanide solutions is of such importance,
that we may say it is nearly the principal subject of communications
to our Society. The zinc process has been in great favour on account
of its simplicity, and very successful in general practice; but' there
are cases where either it has proved too slow or the percentage of
gold extracted from the solution too low. This is the reason why,
principally with poor solutions, the electrolytic process is used, when
the simpler method of zinc boxes seems ineffective. There is no
doubt that electrolytic processes for extraction of metals from solutions are, scientifically speaking, the best., as they can be regulated.;
bu~ they require more care and technical knowledge than the ordinary
zinc process. An electrolytic process can be made more simple if
electrolysis of the solution is produced in the zinc boxes, by contact
of two different metals, instead of being produced by an external
source of electricity. The questiun of elevation of temperature of
the solution, so as to facilitate the chemical reactions to make them
more complete and rapid, is also of extreme importance, and seems
to have been generally neglected. I have made experiments in that
way, and I have pleasure in communicating the results to our Society.
Equal weights of zinc shavings have been kept in contact with equal
volumes of gold cyanide solutions. In some cases zinc shavings were
used in the ordinary way, in other cases they had been more or less
coated with a very thin film of copper; the solution generally used,
as giving the best results, being an ammonia-cupric solution, being'
cheaper and more effective than tartrate or other organic solutione.
The modus operandi to be subsequently described. The zinc coated
with copper I call "zinc-copper couple." The zinc is to be only
partially coated. One series of experiments being made at the
temperature of the laboratory, 19 to 22 C. (65 to 70 F.) and another
at a temperature of 80 to 85 C. (175 to 185 F.) the conditions being
always the same for the zinc and the zinc-copper couple. After my
first visit to the Rand, where I had seen with the greatest interest
those questions of cyanide process and the two different systems of
precipitation, I decided to make some experiments, on my return to
my laboratory, from theoretical views my visit had suggested to me.
But, being very busy with other researches, and my labor~tory not
being fitted with the requisites for assaying, I have only been able
to make some preliminary experiments, and I had to abandon such
researches till I came back to the Rand. I will relate briefly the
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result of the preliminary experiments on the comparative action. of
xinc and zinc-copper couple. First, I made from one gramme of ZIllC
I<havings three small balls, not too hardly presse~. No. 1 ~as left
us it was; Nos. 2 and 3 were slightly coated wIth copper J No: 3
more than 2. Three 100 c.c. gas measuring tubes ~ere filled wIth
water rendered very slightly alkaline by soda and Ill~erted on tl:e
Hamc glass jar containing water; balls 1, 2 and 3 bemg placed III
tlw lower part of each tube. The apparatus has be~n left for fifteen
,lay~, and then thc quantity of hydrogen liberated III each tube was
lI1~aRUl'ed, the quantities being : No.1, nearly ~ c.c.; No.2,. 26 C.c. ;
No.3, 24 c.c. The second experimen~ has be~n made wIth balls
placcd in thc same quantity of gold ~yanlde solutlOn.--:-KCy per ce~t.
n, 11. After three days the quantIty of ?o~d preCIpItated was: for
i'\ o. 1, [) milligrammes; for No.2,. 7 milligram~es; for· No.3, 7
milli"rammeH' corresponding to, taklllg 100 for ZIllC only, 140 for
coat(~l zinc,
40 per cent. more gold precipitated. The third exlwrimcnt gave: No.1, 18 milligrammes; Nos. 2 and 3, each the
i-mlllll woight, 28 milligrammes, or 55 per cent. more gold precipitated.
lloing satisficd that I was in the right way, and precipitation was
largely incrcascd by using zinc-copper couple, I had to abandon provisionally such experiments. At the beginning of this year, I paid
a short visit to Johannesburg, and thanks to my friend, Mr H.
Stcphan, manager of the Wemmer, who had been formerly in the
same laboratory as myself, a small experiment was made on ordinary
cyanide solutions. Experiments previously made in my laboratory,
being on solutions made from pure gold and pure potassium cyanide.
Although the zinc-copper couple had been prepared some months
ago, and was far from being clean, the results were satisfactory, as
proved by the following figures : -
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0;

Gold in original solution
After contact with zinc only
"
"zinc-couple

dwts. grs.
8 8-equal to 100
4
o
" 48
2 16
"
32

o
o
o

52 per cent. of total gold pr!Jcipitated by zinc, and 68 per cent. by
zinc copper couple, showing an increase of 16 per cent.
We come now to experiments with cold and hot solutions. This
new series of experiments were madc in E.B. laborat9ry. In these
experiments the time for cold treatment was 24 hours, and only 18
hours for the last one; for hot treatmeut only two hours. If the
duration of cold treatment had been only two hours, so as to be
approximately on the same conditions as' in. usual practice, one could
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have objected against zinc-copper couple that its action is more
effective on the beginning, but that after two or more hours the
efficacy of actiqn of zinc-copper couple is partly destroyed and
gradually diminishing when zinc is partly coated with gold_ Such
,objection is answered beforehand, the length of experiment being 24
hours for cold treatment. Experiment A.-Four equal lots of zinc
shavings, 25 grammes each, were put in glass flasks. Nos. 2 and 4
were prepared as zinc-copper couple. One litre of gold solution was
poured in each flask. This solution was prepared from cyanuration
of a mixed lot of all sorts of samples received for analysis, containing
base metals. Nos. 1 and 2, cold treatment, 24 hours. Nos. 3 and 4,
flasks kept two hours in water-bath; temperature kept at 80 C
(175 F). If we take 100 for gold precipitated by zinc, we have for
zinc-copper couple 161, 7, cold treatment,. 24 hours; showing a large
increase in favour of zinc-copper couple. If we take 100 for the
quantity of gold. precipitated from cold solutions in 24 hours, we have
for the quantity of gold precipitated by hot treatment in two hours,
respectively; for zinc, only 109,52; and for zinc-copper couple, 157,
14. We can say: fresh zinc precipitates as much gold by hot treatment in 2 hours as by cold treatment in 24 hours; we shall see from
other experiments that this proportion is less when zinc is not fresh,
but for zinc-copper couple it is much more regular, and nearly the
same for 24 hours' cold treatment and 2 hours' hot treatment.
EXPERIMENT

A.

grs.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Zinc .
4·70
7·35
61·00
17t
Zinc and copper
0·16
11·89
2
98·67
Zinc .
4·00
8·05
2
8
66·80
Zinc and copper.
0·50
11·55
o
7
95·85
1 and 2 cold treatment (24 hours). 3 and 4 hot treatment
(2 hours).
Original solution-Gold pel' litre, 1~·05 milligrammes.
Gold per ton, 7 dwts. 0 grs.
KCy per cent. 0·017. KCy: G = 14·27 (cyanide
"
and gold quotient).
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EXPERIMENT

B.

.=

~
<=<

<=<

'"
.E§.§
S:g ~
;::l.to~

"d

'0
(!)

'" ...
~
"

dwts.
grs.
Zinc .
0·48
2·44
0
6·7
83·56
Zinc and copper.
0·38
2·54
0
51
86·30
Zinc .
0·96
1·96
0
13!
67·12
Zinc and copper.
0·46
2·46
0
6·4
84·24
1 and 2 cold treatment (24 hours). 3 and 4 hot treatment
(2 hours).
Ol'i"inal solution-Gold per litre, 2·92 milligrammes.
"
GolJ. per ton, 1 dwt. 16·9· grains.
KOy per cent. 0·06. Key: G = 205·48 (cyanide
and gold quotient).
"

1.
2.
3.
4.

EXPERIMENT

e.

dwts.
grs.
0·62
8·58
0
8·6
93·26
2. i'.inc and copper.
0·26
8·94
0
3·6
97·17
3. Zinc .
1·78
7·42
1
0·9
80·65
4. Zinc and copper.
0·26
8·94
0
3·6
97·17
5. Zinc .
0·26
8·94
0
3·6
97·17
6. Zinc and copper.
0·26
8·94
0
3·6
97·17
7. Zinc .
0·70
8·50
0
9·8
92·40
8. Zinc and copper.
0·36
8·84
0
5
96·08
1, 2, 5, and 6 cold treatment. 3, 4, 7 and 8 hot treatment.
Original solution-9-old per litre, 9·20 milligrammes.
Gold per ton, 5 dwts. 8·8 grs.
Key per cent. 0·019. Key: G = 20·65 (cyanide
"
and gold quotient).
1. i'.inc .

EXPERIMENT

D.

dwts.
8·36
0·92
1. Zinc
0
2. Zinc and copper.
0·40
8·88
0
3. Zinc
0·88
8·40
0
4. Zinc and copper .
0·68
8·60
0
5. Zinc
0·28
9·00
0
6. Zinc and copper .
0·20
9·08
0
8. Zinc and copper .
0·32
8·96
0
1, 2, 5 and 6 cold treatment. 3, 4and 8 hot treatment.'

grs.
90·09
12·8
51.2
95·69
12·3
90·51
9·6
92·67
3·8
96·98
2·8
97·84
4·4
96·55
Assay No. 7 lost.
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OriginaL solution-Gold per litre, 9'28 milligrammes.
Gold per ton, 5 dwts. 9·6grs.
KCypercent.0·019. KCy: G;=20'47 (cyanide
"
and gold quotient).
EXPERIMENT
"0

'0bJ)

.,;

~ ~

8

s~

'"

~

8!:!~

~~b
S'.o~~

:.=
~

~
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Zinc
Zinc and copper
Zinc
Zinc and copper .

~

....oJ

0'47
0'09
0'31
0'07

E.
.S

"0

'0

bJ)"O

'" '" .
~ ~.t

~:g ~

~

3'42
3'80
3'58
3'82

~

-E§.e'"

§i~
ce,..-j

~~&
~

.,;

~

~o~
UJ

"0

'0
0

...

.

'"

~

dwts.

grs.

0
0
0
0

6!

Ii

4!
1

.::
'aoz

"0

'"

~ ~.S:
.-j~
~

•

· .... 0 0

~~::
p..
oJ

~0 cb 'So .
0

'';
0

87'92
97'68
92'51
98'71

Original solution-Gold per litre, 3'89 milligrammes.
Gold per ton, 2 dwts. 6'4 grs.
Key per cent. 0'018. KCy: G= 46'27 (cyanide
"
and gold quotient).
N. B.-All those four experiments were made by cold treatment.
The hot experiments have not been noted, on account of
some errors in subsequent analysis, due to uncertainty in
corresponding marks of flasks and crucibles.
EXPERIMENT

F.
dwts.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Zinc
Zine
Zinc
Zinc
Zinc
Zinc
Zinc
Zinc

and copper
and ,copper .
and copper .
and copper.

0'22
0'04
0'12
0'06
0'20
0'08
0'08
0'04

1, 2, 5 and 6 cold treatment.

grs.

93'33
3
0
98'78
0
0'6
96'36
0
1'6
98'18
0
1'8
93'94
2'8
0
0
1'1
97'6.0
97'60
0
1'1
98'78
0'6
0
3,4, 7 and 8 hot treatment.
3'08
3'26
3'18
3'24
3'10
3'22
3'22
3'26

Original solution-Gold per litre, 3'30 milligrammes.
Gold per ton, 1 dwt. 22'1 grs.
KCy per cent. 0'013. KCy: G = 39'4 (cyanide
"
and gold quotient).
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It is well-known that the ratio of free KCy (potassium cyanide), to
gold ill solution, which I shall call cyanide.gold quotient, is a gr~at
factor in the precipitation of gold. In the experiment A, made with
a rich gold solution, 7·0 dwts. per ton and KCy 0·017 per ce~t.,. the
quotient is l4·27. The experiment B was made under very different
conditions. Gold per ton only 1 dwt. 16 9·10 grs., but Key 0·06 per
cent., making the quotient 205·48, or nearly 185 times gr~ater than
in experiment A. Under such conditions we see tha~ with a ~ery
high cyanide-gold quotient the difference of action of ZIllC and ZIllCcopper couple for cold treatment has been only 100 to 104·1, or 4 p~r
cent. in favour of zinc-copper couple; but for hot tre~t~ent the ~If
ferellce is much areater. If we take 100 for gold precIpitated by ZIllC
in two hours' h;t treatment, we have 125 for gold precipitated by
zinc copper· couple. Other experiments, :, D, E, ~, have been ~ade
ull(ler nearly the same condition~ as prevIOus exper~mellts.. In C'. the
zinc.copper couple had been re-treated by ammoma-cuprlc solut~on j
alHl for experiment E, I have added to each flask 25 grammes ZIllC j
the N os. ~, 4, 6 and 8 being treated by ammonia-copper solution.
Experiment F made with same shavings as preceding experiment.
Tho result of all experiments are in favour of the action of zinccopper couple and hot treatment j and show that hot treatment precipitates as much gold in two hours as cold treatment
in 24 hours; and practically 24 hours cold treatment is an impossibility.
The Chairman was sure they had all listened with great interest to
~fr Ehrmann's paper. He might mention that the zinc-copper couple
was brought forward by a friend of his in London-Mr Gladstone. He
used it for many experiments in decomposing solutions of various salts.
Mr C. Butters-Did Mr Ehrmann analyse his zinc1 Was it pure
zinc or ordinary commercial zinc 1
Mr L. Ehrmann-It was zinc I got in Johannesburg, because I
know the action of pure zinc is very slight. Pure zinc is nearly free
from being attacked, but when it contains some quantity of impurities the action of acids and alkalies is largely increased. I would not
make experiments with pure zinc, because I wish to make experiments
from a practical point of view.
.
Mr C. Butters-Do I understand that in your paper you advise hot
treatment 1
Mr L. Ehrmann-I think hot treatment gives quicker results.
Mr C. Butters-Where there are 1000 tons of liquor handled in a
day we cannot afford to raise the temperature.
Mr L. Ehrmann- Why not ~
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Mr C. Butters-It would be too expensive to raise the temperature
of 1000 tons of liquor per day. The average temperature here would
be somewhere in the neighbourhood of 600 F. What temperature do
you advise 1
Mr L. Ehrmann-175° Fahrenheit.
Mr C. Butters-So you would raise the temperature about 115
Fahrenheit 1
Mr L. Ehrmann-About 60 some odd degrees C.
Mr C. Butters-That would be absolutely impracticable, because in
some cyanide works we handle upwards of 1000 tons of solution per
day.
Mr L. Ehrmann-I made these experiments first to know what
was the action of hot treatment. There are cases I know where
2 dwts. of gold are left in the solutions after passing the extractor
boxes.
Mr C. Butters-In the ordinary ~inc process the average amount
is only 4, 5 or 6 grains. There are two questions I would like to ask.
You are speaking of this as a practical thing j it would be absolutely
impracticable to use hot solution. What greater efficiency would the
zinc-copper couple 'have than plain zinc if the zinc-copper couple had
been in use two or three weeks, because we only clean up once a
month.
Mr L. Ehrmann-I have not finished my experiments.
The Chairman-Do you notice any difference here in precipitation
in the hottest summer months and the coldest months 1
Mr C. Butters-I have not noticed any difference. I can answer
the question by looking at our log-book, because we have kept very
careful figures.
The Chairman-Two or three years ago I made some experiments
also in this way, but I did not arrive at any satisfactory result.
There is another thing with regard to the heating question. If we
heat the solution, what would be the effect generally 7 That is a
question I will not answer. The other question is-If you have got
to heat 1000 tons of water to a certain number of degrees, find out
how much coal you have to use to raise that water so many degrees 1
It might be more economical, instead of raising the temperature of
1000 tons of water 60 degrees, to generate electricity by using the
coal. That is a very simple question.
'
Mr C. Butters-It is a very simple question, but all these things are
extremely interesting and well worth studying. I hope Mr Ehrmann
does not think we depreciate the value of his paper because we ask
questions.
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Mr L. Ehrmann-No, certainly not. I prefer to communicate the
result of my experiments, so that they can be discussed.
The Chairman-If you get the solution going through two bottles,
keeping it going through say for three or four weeks, the comparative
result would be interesting.
Mr L. Ehrmann-The difficulty is to have the same quantity of
liquid flowing through two bottles. I was for some time making
some such experiments, but I could not regulate the flow.
The Chairman-Yes, there is a difficulty in that.
Mr L. Ehrmann-I would like some experiments to be made.
The Chairman said they would be very glad to hear Mr Darling's
~~~
.
Mr G. A. Darling-I am afraid I cannot give you any more mformation. I should prefer to read the printed report first.
The Chairman-Have you noticed any difference between summer
an<l winter precipitation 7
Mr G. A. Darling-No, I can't say that I have.
Mr C. Butters-In the United States they consider that the
oxtraction is greatly influenced by temperature.
Mr L. Ehrmann said he had the same extraction in 2 hours 40
minutes in a hot solution as he had in 24 hours in a cold solution.
Dr Loevy-About a year ago I made a series of experiments with
regard to extraction at different temperatures. The difference was
indeed a large one. In treating pyritic oreE, containing ahout 4 ozs.
of gold per ton, with a solution of cyanide at 40 degrees celsins, the
extraction obtained after four hours' leaching was 14 per cent. higher
than that obtained by leaching the same ore with a solution of the .
same strength for 50 hours in the cold.
Mr L. Ehrmann-One ton of coal will raise the temperature of
about 60 tons of solution to 90 degrees.
The Chairman-Is that theoretically or practically 7
Mr L. Ehrmann-Practically.
The Chairman-It would be a good heating effect.
Mr L. Ehrmann-We have not to get steam from water. If we
have to turn water into steam we have to use a large quantity of
coal, but we have only to heat the water. I can give figures at next
meeting if you like.
Mr C. Butters-If you please. I think there may be something
in heating the solution. For instance, you might get a little higher
extraction.
The Chairman-Of course, this paper will corne up for discussion
again at our next meeting.

Sampling Raw Gold
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Dr F. Stockhausen then read the following paper on the
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LIQUATION IN CYANIDE BARS
Mr Chairman and Gentlemen,-I have always followed the proceedings of this Society with the greatest interest, and, as I now
observe the earnest desire in the way of investigating assay matters
at the Rand, I beg leave to make a few remarks on a subject closely
connected with the question of correct sampling of cyanide gold bars
produced by means of the zinc process. It is this, the liquation, the
fact that alloys of gold and silver with base metals do not solidify in
a homogeneous manner. The State Mint, an institution largely
buying MacArthur cyanide gold, makes it a rule to take dip samples
as the basis for results. For ~he purchaser there is only one way
that can be of value in sampling raw gold, viz., the taking of dip
samples, not· only for assay purposes, but likewise for protection
against the buying of giH bars or iron ones surrounded by gold only,
etc. On receipt of cyanide bars, I invariably noticed that the mine
assayer had taken a drilling or a cutting sample, and as the assay
results of the selling parties never come to my knowledge, I was
anxious to know how the results of my dip assays agreed with those
of the mine. I found that in some cases they largely differed, as
following figures show:-

Bar
No.

No. of
corner.

118.

1
2
3
4

37
43
44

53
63

Sample taken by the Mint on the
same spot where the mine
assayer took his sample.
DifferI.
ences.
II.
Mean.

753'6
753'5
753'6
753'0

0'9
0'3
0'6
0'4

Upper drill
Lower
"
Upper corner
diagonal corner
" corner
Upper
diagonal corner
" drill
Upper
Lower
"
Upper. corner
diagonal corner

"

Dip sample taken by
the Mint.
I.

II.

757'6
758'0
758'0
757'9

758'0
758'0
758'5
758'2

754'5
.753'8
753'0
753'4

754'0
753'6
753'3
753'2

Mean

753'5
757'9 0'3 758'2
Dip.
693'3
698'0
697'3 .
737'4
744'7
744'8
778'0.
784'8
778'4
723'0
718'5
719'5
.7 46'0
742'8
7104'2
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In order to ascertain to the fullest extent the reason of this unpleasant fact, I made a number of assays of two bars (numbered
133 and 102), in one ins~ance before smelting, taking the bar as it
came from the mine, in the other instance after the same was
smelted. In the following investigations, each of the various samples
was twice assayed by two different assayers, with a check of
chemically pure gold. The utmost care was taken that all assay
manipulations were carried out under exactly the same conditions, in
order to obtain results for comparison. As you will see from drawing No.1, the differences in fineness are considerable. The left side
of the drawing shows very much higher figures than the right side.
It clearly proves that the metal was not properly stirred through
before pouring out, and it was for this reason absolutely impossible
for the assayer at the mine to arrive at anything like a correct
result practicable for selling purposes by assaying, for instance, an
upper and a lower corner.
PARTICULARS

OF

INVESTIGATION OF BAR No. 133,
560 OZS.

WEIGHING
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The drilling and cutting samples are taken before smelting.

Dip Samples.
Assayer.

Mean

I.

II.

809'0
809'6

809'1
809'9
809'1

809'3

0'3

809'0

Drilling Samples.
No.
1.
2.

I.

II.

811'0
810'2

0'8
0'8

810'2
810'0

Mean.
810'6
810'1
810'3

Cutting Samples.
No. of corner.
Upper
1
2
3
4

I.

810'3
808'0
810'2
807'7

Differences.

II.

1-1

809'2
809'2
810'0
8'08'0

1.2
0'2
0'3

Mean.
809'7
,808'6
810'1
807'8

Results of AsSays
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No" of corncr"

I.

II"

Mean"

1
2
3
4

807"1804"1
807"S
805"0

0"4
0"1
0"1
1"0

807"0
804"0
807"9
804"0

S07"2
S04·0
807"S
804"5

Lower

Differences"

Edge"

Upper

1
2
3
4

807"6
807"5
808"8
808"4

0"6
1"1
1"2
0"4

807"0
808"6
807"6
808"8

807"3
80S"0
80S"2
80S"6

Lower

1
2
3
4

805"5
805"0
807"9
808"9

0"0
0"0
0"4
0"2

805"5
805"0
808"3
808"7

805"5

807"7
806"4
806"4
809"7

0"1
0"6
0"2
0"0

807"6
805"8
806"6
809"7

S07"6
806"1
806"5
809"7

805"0
80S"1
808"S

No" of side edge"
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1
2
3
4
Middle of surfaces"

Upper
Lower
:Front
Back
Left
Right

807"5
808"9
807"6
805"3
810"5
807"3
Average"

Dip
Drilling
Cuttings

809"0
810"3
807"2

0"8
1"0
0"1
0"4
0"4
0"2

806"7
807"9
807"5
805"7
810"9
807"5
Fluctuating"

from 808"9 to 809"6
from 810"0 to 811"0
from 804"0 to 810"9

807"1
808"4
807"5
805"5
810"7
807"4
Differences"

0"7
1"0
6"9

In drawing No" 2, nine drilling and twenty-four cutting, and two
dip samples, taken after smelting bar 102, are illustrated" The
metal, before pouring, was carefully stirred through"
The nine
drilling samples, drilled right through the bar, give a very good
idea of the contents of the bulk of the metal, the cutting samples
show the finenesses of the outer surfaces of the bar" It will be seen
that in the case of the latter bar the assayR exhibit much more
uniform results than in that of the former bar" There are still,
however, differences up to 2, 5 milliemes above the lowest figure, a
result which cannot be considered satisfactory to the seller"
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No, 102, WEIGHING 300 OZB,
The drilling and cutting assay pieces are taken after smelting,

PARTICULARS OF INVESTIGATION OF BAR

Dip Samples,
A,-Granulated into water : I.

II,

679'4
680'3

679'1
679'5

Assayer,

Mean

0'5

679'8

679'3

B.-Granulated into" Linseed Oil" (to prevent oxidation) : I.

II,

679'1
679'1

679'8
679'6
0'6

(j79'l

679'7
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Drilling Samples,
No. of
drill hole,

1.

II,

Mean,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

680'2
679'9
680'2
680'6
680'4
680'0
680'2
679'7
679'6

680'2
680'6
680'0
680'0
679'9
679'6
679'9
679'6
679'4

680'2
680'2
680'1
680'3
680'2
G79'8
680'0
679'7
679'5

Mean

680'0

B.

Gutting Samples,
No, of corner,

I.

Differences,

II,

Mean,

Upper

1
2
3
4

678'9
678'2
678,7
678'5

0'0
0'3
0'2
0'3

678'9
677'9
678'9
678'2

678'9
678'1
678'8
678'4

Lower

1
2
3
4

676'8
677'3
677'8
677'7

0'5
0'7
0'2
0'1

676'3
676'6
677'6
67,'8

676'6
677'0
677'7
677'8

D

Dip Samples a Recom117cnda#on

sq·
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Edge.

I.

Differences.

II.

Mean.

1
2
3
4

677·1
678·1
677·4
677·0

0·2
0·2

677·3
677·9
677·0
676·8

677·2
678·0
677·2
676·9

1
2
3
4

677.2
676·6
678·1

0·0
0·5
0·3

677·2
677-1
678·4
676·5

677·2
676·9
678·3
676·5

677·5
678·1
677·7
677·7

0·4
0·5
0·0
0·1

677·9
677·6
677·7
677·8

677·7
677·9
677·7
677·8

0·2
0·0
0·1
0·3

678·2
678·0
677·5
678·4

678·1
678·0
677·5
678·5

Upper

Lower

p·4
0·2

No. of side edge.

1
2
3
4
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Middle of surfaces.

Front
Back
Left
Right
Dip
Drilling
Cutting

678·0
678·0
677·6
678·7

Averaging.

Fluctuating.

679·5
680·0
677·5

from 679·1 to 680·3
679·5
680·2
" 676·3 "" 678·9

"

1·2
0·7
2·6

I have come to the conclusion that to arrive at correct results in
assaying cyanide gold bars, the only way is to take samples when
the metal is in a molten state. If, as a rule, dip samples only of
this quality of gold were taken at the Ran9., the results generally,
and obtained by different parties, would certainly be more uniform,
provided all the other conditions in making assays have been carried
out in a professional manner.
The ,Chairman-I am sure we all thank Dr Stockhausen very
much for having taken the trouble to come over from Pretoria to
put these interesting figures before us. It represents a great deal
of work, and is extremely.interesting.
Mr D. J. Williams said he found a difference of several points on
dip samples.
/
Dr Stockhausen-How do you take 'your dip samples 1
Mr D. J. Williams-Entirely in borax.
, Dr Stockhausen--Last year 186 bars went through my hands, imd
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I hau no complaints from the companies-only in one case, where
the manager wrote a very strong letter stating that the ~ssay was it
hundred milliemes above. We re-assayed the bar, and dId not hear
anything further. So I think the assays made during the year were
correct.
Mr C. Butters-It would be very interesting to know, now that
the papers sent to the Industrial Com~ission are to be publisherl,
how all the assayers on the Rand do thmr assays.
Dr Stockhausen-I think the Rand assayers do their assays in
different ways; in one instance an assayer pointed out that the best
method to assay MacArthur cyanide gold of low fineness ·is to take
as little lead as possible for cupellation, which is, of course, a wrong
suggestion.
Mr D. J. Williams-Have you ever come across other metals ~
Dr Stockhausen-No, I have never found them.
Mr D. J. Williams-If an assayer found iridium, and he was not
particular, wouldn't he return it as gold 1
Dr Stockhausen-If he has not been pointed out iridium he
would return it as fine gold. I may say I ha ve never found traces of
iridium.
Mr L. Ehrmann-I have found some traces in concentrates.
Dr Stockhausen-It ought not to be found in chlorination bars.
Mr L. Ehrmann said in some cases he got platinum and in others
small quantities of iridium.
Mr R. Dures said he was very much interested in what Dr Stockhausen had said. Out of 65 bars of which he had taken dip samples
the average was 2'4 above the London buyers. There hau been a
discrepancy of 9 points.
The Chairman-On what gold is it 1
Mr R. Dures-Siemens and Halske.
Dr Stockhausen-It may be due to an error on the part of the
London assayer.
A Member-That is what we want to prove.
Mr R. Dures- It meant a difference of .£26 or £27 to us, for
which there is no redress.
Dr Stockhausen said they had sent 8000 ozs. of parting gold to
London, of which he made 36 assays, averaging 999, whereas Johnson & Matthey's average of 19 assays was 998'6; the smelting loss
was normal, being 0'015 per cent.
Mr R. G. Bevington-I would like to bring forward a few figures
on the matter of assays, weights,. etc. These figures are taken on
gold sent home from the Meyer and Charlton Gold Mining Com·
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pany extending over a period of twelve moIiths from January 27,
1896, to January 4, 1897. Take the mill- gold: there were 35 bars
sent home. The total weight at the mine was 32,262'70 oz.s. the
fine gold contents as calculated upon the assays made at the mineI may mention these assays were made from samples cut from
opposite corners-was 28,367'512 OZR.; the average fineness 'of
brillion calculated upon the fine gold contents sent home comes out
to ~79·266. Against this we have the London returns: weight before
smelting, 32, 262'98 oZs.; after smelting, 32,255'65 ozs. So that on
both sides the returns are done very carefully. The fine gold
contents in London after smelting· were· 28,352'190 ozs., and the
average fineness of bullion 878'984. Comparing the results, we
have the London weight '28 ozs. above the weight at the mine, and
the fine gold contents after smelting 15'322 ozs.-equal to'054 per
cent.-less than at the mine. I do not think that can be considered
a very large difference. I presume the London assays are made from
dip samples; the samples at the mine are made from opposite corners;
therefore, I think over a period of twelve months the difference of
15 ozs. is not very great. Then we have the cyanide gold extending
over the same period. There were 21 bars sent home. The total
weight at the mine was 15,010'293 ozs., and the London return was
15,008'88 ozs.-a difference of rather less than 2 ozs. The fine gold
contents calculated on the assay made at the mine was 1l,839'649
ozs., and the London return after smelting was ll,843'432 ozs; The
average fineness of bullion at the mine was 188'769, and the average
fineness according to the London return was 791'076. The London
weight before smelting was 1'41 ozs. below the weight at the mine,
and the London return of fine gold contents after smelting 3'783
ozs.-equal to '032 pel' cent.-more than at the mine. The total fine
gold for mill and cyanide, in round figures, was 40,000 ozs., and the
amount realised was £168,560. The value of the difference against
the Meyer and Charlton Company-say 11'5 ozs. of fine gold at 84s.
per oz.-was equal to £48, 6s. That was the actual value of the
difference in the two methods of sampling.
The Chairman-It is extremely interesting, and goes to prove
that the tendency in London is not to give low assays. I do not
believe it is. I am quite satisfied the assays in London are correct.
Mr W. A. Caldecott-Do I understand that in sampling cyanide
bars you take chips off ~
..
Mr R. G.. Bevington-In sampling cyanide bars it is done by drilling from top and bottom. The samples are taken from broad ~nd
narrow sides.
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ASSAY DIFFERENCES

The Chairman said the report of the Committee on assay differences would be made at the next meeting.
THE LATE MR CRABBE

The secretary read the following letter : Mine Office, Knight'~,
Johannesburg, 9th April 1897.
DEAH SIR,-I am desired by Mrs J. l\f. Crabbe to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 23rd February, and to ask you to convey
to the members of your Society her sincere thanks for their kind expressions of sympathy. It is a source of much gratification to her, in
the midst of her sorrow, to know that her late husband was so highly
esteemed by the members of the Chemical Society.-I am, sir, yours
faithfully,
E. D. DE LACY.
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The proceedings then terminated.

I.
THE monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society of
South Africa' was held on Saturday evening, May 15th, 1897, in the
Council-room, Chamber of Mines, Johannesburg. Mr. A. F. Crosse
presided, and,there were present :-Messrs H. T. Durant, R. Dures,
J. Dykes, jun, L. Ehrmann, K. L. Graham, A. H. Hartley, S. J .
.tennings, Alex. Mennie, P.T. B. Morrisby, G. T. M. lVI'Bride,
S. J. Remnant, Fredk. Rowland, H. Spargo, A. F. Stewart, Dr F.
Stockhausen, John Watson, J. R. Williams, and D. J. Williams (for
the Rand Agency, secretaries);
..
NEW MEMBERS

Messrs. E. J. Gape and A. R.
members of the Society.

~tacpole

were

unani~ously

ele,cted
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COMMENTS ON PROFESSOR CHRISTY'S PAPER
The Chairman said their first business was to discuss Mr H. T.
Durant's paper entitled" Comments on Professor Christy'S Paper on
the Solution and Precipitation of the Cyanide of Gold."
Mr J. R Williams-The only remarks I have got to make on the
paper is that it is so absolutely correct that it leaves nothing further
to be said.
There were no further remarks, and the Chairman called on Mr
Durant to reply.
Mr H. T. Durant-I do not think, as you have all dealt so leniently
with me, that there is anything more for me to say. With regard to
the remarks made by Mr Crosse at the last meeting, I have had no
personal experience i.n that direction, and I do not cast any doubt
whatever on it.
Mr J. H. Williams-I think the thanks of the Society are due to
Mr Durant for his careful researches.
The Chairman-I am sure you all agree with that.
THE

PRECIPITATIO~

OF GOLD FROM CYANIDE
SOLUTIONS'

Mr L. Ehrmann's paper on "The Precipitation of Gold from
Cyanide Solutions " was then discussed.
54
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The Chairman-I did not intend to make any remarks myself, and
I do not think I can now. There is only one thing after our five,
six, or seven years' experience in the cyanide process here: A good
many of you have been watching the process as carefully as it has been
possible to do so, and I should like the question I asked at the last
meeting answered-whether there is any appreciable difference in the
rapidity with which gold is dissolved in the summer and winter
months, because the temperature of the solution must be a great deal
higher ill the summer months than in the winter months. I had
hoped that some of you who had heard the question would have
looked up your notes.
Mr J. R. Williams-I have not had time to go into the whole
merits of Mr Ehrmann's paper, which certainly shows he has done a
great deal of valuable work. I have been a worker with cyanide
solutions from the very start, with the MacArthur-Forrest system,
anu I have not been able to notice any appreciable difference in
prccipitation in the coldest and hottest weather. On the other
hand there are somc cases which we have not been able up to the
prese~t to explain. I have noticed on a very cold morning when I
have gone down to the works all shivering and put my hand into the
prccipitation-box, that the temperature was agreeable. That is one of
the things, perhaps, some of the members must have noticed. 1
cannot help admiring all the work Mr Ehrmann has gone to with
regard to this subject, and although scientifically it is exceedingly
interesting, in practice, as far as we are concerned, at all events with
the Main Reef series, it is of very little value. Some six months ago
I was called into one of the mines on the Rand where for a
considerable time-several months-they had great difficulty in
getting precipitation by the ordinary zinc methods. I used a couple,
if I may so call it, and a very simple one. It was composed of 1 lb. of
acetate of lead per box for 12 hours, and in less than 48 hours all the
gold in solution was precipitated. I do not think, in face of the
simplicity of the acetate of lead couple with copper couple, it can
possibly compare with it. Of course, you are always liable to say
that the cause why we should get precipitation in this case and not in
another case might always compare to the different medicines that
humanity might want for different diseases, but at the same time
I can honestly say that I have not met with a single case of bad precipitation that cannot successfully be overcome by the judicious use of
caustic alkaline with acetate of lead. I hope Mr Ehrmann will not
take any remarks of mine too seriously. I do trust that other members
of the Society will give the result of their experiments on this
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particular point. There is another thing I would point out; where
you have copper in the ore and got a zinc copper .couple, there
are cases where precipitation has been very difficult, in some cases
absolutely impossible. At the same time I would point out that .that
is not what Mr Ehrmann referred to in his paper.. In thesp. particular cases of treating ores containing a great deal of solublc copper,
if you have too much copper present, copper is precipitated instead of
gold, and in that case you have presented a copper surface instead of
a zinc surface. In the early days of the Rand, such a thing as bad
precipitation by the zinc method was practically unknown, and the
deeper in dcpth wc got-I can only speak of the few mines of which
I have had experience-the more copper, or at all events soluble
copper, there was present in the ore, and whilst many companies
have been able to get as good precipitation as can be got by any
electrical method, I can point out that it has always been done by.
increasing the precipitation capacity. One or two companies, treating the same amount with five boxes, five years ago, had since
increased them to seven and eight in order to get the same result
to-day. I think there has been a tcndency on the part of some
cyanide managcrs and metallurgists of the Rand to get pure zinc
for precipitation. That is a great mistake, and this appears very
Illllch in Mr Ehrmann's interesting paper. I have found the more
impure the zinc was, the better it was for the purpose of precipitation.
Zinc which contains 99,z per cent. of zinc I would not accept at any
price, and for zinc which contained 98 per cent. of zinc I would be
prepared to pay td. or ld. per lb. more than for the ordinary zinc.
We find we get very excellent results from having a certain proportion
of copper through the zinc. A short time ago I had to investigate
another couple j it was a couplc produced by the addition of 5 to 10
aluminium of zinc. I must say first of all I was struck with it,
although it gave off hydrogen in ordinary cold water, and I expected
very great things from it, particularly for slimes treatment, but after.
a good deal of research work on it, I came to this conclusion; that it
was a very good thing for a chemist, but a decidedly bad thing for
the mines. It would require a chemist to sit down at the end of each
box and not move from it. After continuing it for 24 hours I
found that, to say thc least of it, it compared very badly with
the ordinary zinc method. I am very sorry that I have not had time
to examine further intu Mr Ehrmann's precipitation method, but I
will conclude by saying that this Society ought to thank him for his
work in this particular method, and I trust in the future that every;body will not only show what they consider their successes but also
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their failures. It will save us one and all a great deal of laborious
work. For myself, I have not met with a single case of bad precipitation which could not be successfully overcome by the addition of a
little lead salt of any form which is soluble in caustic alkali or in
cyanide of potassium.
The Chairman-I think it would be only fair to ask Mr
Williams to explain the action of lead salt.
Mr J. R. Williams-There are two or three explanations of the
question, but any explanation I can give will be hypothetical. There
are two possible methods by which it can act, but I am n~t yet pr.e~
parcd to Ray which. The first method, and the one I am inclmed to pm
my faith to, is that the lead can be precipitated in a spongy fOl:m o~
thc zinc, thus forming a very good couple. The other explanatlOn IS
what we know as catalytic. I am sorry Mr Bettel and Mr Feldtmann
are not herc because they could throw very much more light on it
than I can.
Tho Chairman-I am sure we all thank Mr Williams very much
fur his explanation and the interesting experiments he has carried
out. Thoro is one remark I must make, as nearly all of us, perhaps,
with few exceptions, are practical men. I hope there will be no
tendenc'y in this Society to throw cold water on theoretical research.
Thc theoretical man will, perhaps, ninety-nine times out of a hundred
fail in his experiments, and perhaps nine times out,:;of ten where he
succeeds in the laboratory he will also fail on a large scale. Still, it
is very necessary to work by theory. The Germans for many' years
have been making great progress in scientific chemistry, and a great
many of their results seem to be valueless, but time has shown
that many of these results have proved of great value, and I hope all
of you will encourage this kind of work as much as possible.
Mr D. J. 'Williams-We heard a lot at the last meeting a bou.
heating solutions, would Mr Ehrmann tell us how much would be the
cost per ton of tailings treated.
Mr J. R. Williams suggested that the question should be put in th(
form of what should be the cost for heating a 100-ton solution by the
two methods.
Mr L. Ehrmann, in reply to the criticisms, said-It may be that
nobody has noticed a difference in precipitation in the cold and warm
seasons j but all of us know with chemical action there may be some
small difference, from 30 to 100 degrees Fah., and over that temperature precipitation will take place with increased rapidity. At 120
centigrade the action is very quick, and at what temperature
rapidity is to be gained has to be tried by laboratory experiments.
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I am to make experiments on a larger scale, and will be pleased to
communicate the results to the Society. In this country we pay
more for coal brought twenty miles than I have paid for coal brought
from England and Australia, 6,000 miles away, so we cannot at
present condemn the heating of the solution on account of cost of
coal. The cost of heating the solution depends entirely on the cost of
coal. All of you know there are certain processes in certain countries
which pay very well, and the same processes in other countries cannot
pay on account of the cost of coal. All I have to say, that by
heating the solution I obtained precipitation in two hours, and the
same result took twenty-four hours in cold solution. There is another
question: nothing has been provided here for heating the solution,
and, as I told you, coal is very expensive; but there are other
countries where convenient plant can be arranged, and coal is cheaper.
I have also never seen such large quantities of ashes in coal as I
have seen in this country.
Mr J. R. Williams-Forty per cent. 1
Mr L. Ehrmann-Forty per cent. is a much greater average than I
had from my analysis. For a 100-ton solution the quantity of coal
required will be, according to the quality of coal, from I! tons to 2
tons. If by heating the solution you can precipitate as much gold in
two hours as you can precipitate in cold solution in twenty-four
hours, the result,will be that with one box of heated solution you can
get the same result as with twelve boxes of cold solution, so the cost
of building and working will be materially reduced. I heated the
solution to 175 Fah., but if I had more time and a more complete
laboratory, I would have heated the solution at different degrees
from 100 to 200 Fah. If at 175 Fah. you get the same precipitation
in two hours that you get in twenty-four hours in cold solution, it
may be that at 200 Fah. you will get the same result in one hour.
Another matter I would call the attention of the Society to is to
zinc, and another metal couple.
Mr J. R. Williams-I am afraid Mr Ehrmann did not quite
understand one or two remarks that I made. It may be that I did
not express myself quite clear. What I wanted to point out was
that the small cost of lead couple, together with the fact that it gives
absolutely perfect precipitation, if properly applied, is also another
great advantage. With regard to the heating of solutions, I have
taken very rough notes to the effect that a ton of coal on an average in
the Transvaal will cost 20s. : there may be some members who will
correct me if it costs less. J may point out that the cost of heatipg
the solutions as Mr Ehrmann requires would add to the cost of our
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cyanide precipitation 7·2d. per ton, whereas the total cost of the
whole working-and successful working, too-on one of our deeplevel mines is 2s. Oid. per ton. Therefore, I absolutely fail to see
where the the advantage of heating the solution comes in, even if we
were to save half of our box capacity-and a box at the very most
costs £,100. We build them at £30, and the boxes on some of the
mines cost say £600, so the extra box capacity pays for itself in less
than one month. I am not wishing in any way to throw cold water on
Mr Ehrmann's experiments. I think they are of very great interest
to the Society from a scientific point of view, but to large mining
investors it cannot possibly compare with the single couple that can
be produced by the addition of lead salts.
Mr G. T. M. M'Bride-1 would like to say one thing with regard
to my expcricncc as to precipitation during the summer and winter
months. I have noticed, like Mr Williams-I go a little further-I
have a little better precipitation ill summer than in winter. Some
time back I took solution samples during the winter months, and it
litruek mc that this solution was not giving such good precipitation
in the boxes as in the summer. At the same time the difference was
very slightly in favour of summer. There was so little difference
that I think with Mr Williams there is very little benefit to be
obtained in practice by heating the solution.
I fancy the benefit in
heating the solution would be in dissolving the gold from sand. I do
not see any benefit tu be gained by heating the solution for the
purpose of obtaining better precipitation, and I have found in my
experience that there is very little difficulty in getting over bad
precipitation by using a little common-sense and obtaining the
ad vice of such metallurgists as we have on the Rand. I would like
to ask one question. Mr Williams said that in the early days of the
cyanide process fewer boxes were used than are required now, and
personally I should like an explanation.
Mr J. R. Williams-In the early days of the Rand all tailings
were hauled from dump, and werc considerably oxidised, and there
were certain impurities always contained in the solution, The consumption of cyanide was pounds in those days where we now u.~e
ounces. Whilst I am on my feet I would like to ask a question.
Mr Ehrmann has spoken of raising the solution up to 175 degrees
Fahrenheit, or possibly to 200 degrees, leaving the question of costs out
of consideration entirely. I would like to ask what would be the
decomposition of cyanide by raising the solution to that degree.
The Chairman-I think Mr Williams is perfectly right in raising
this question. I believe it will be a very difficult matter to raise the
heat of the solution in large quantities to make it capable of dissolv-
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ing gold. If you were to cool the solution down and use it; I am
afraid you would have very little gold dissolved. I quite agree that
this matter should be settled by experiments. It would be very
interesting to c.ompare the effect of precipitating gold on a copper zinc
couple, and also the effect of precipitating gold from solutions
containing cyanide of copper.
Mr L. Ehrmann-Dr Loevy said at a previous meeting he JPade
the same experiments as I made myself. He had, in 2 hours 40
minutes the same quantity of gold dissolved by heating the solution
a.~ he had in 24 or 30 hours by the cold treatment.
The Chairman--,-He did not say he heated it to 80 degrees centi·
grade. It would be a very difficult thing to take a small quantity
of ore and find out what extraction you get by heating the solution
for a long time.
Mr J. R. Williams-While recognising this discussion as closed,
there is nothing to prevent any member bringing forward the result
of any experiments he might make.
Mr L. Ehrruann-I am pleased to have called the attention of the
Society to this subject. I cannot claim to have closed the discussion, as the second question is so large a one that in two or three
years we can continue to discuss this question. (Hear, hear.)
THE LIQUATION IN CYANIDE BARS
The Chairman announced that the next paper for discussion was
"The Liquation in Cyanide Bars," by Dr Stockhausen.
Mr J. R. Williams-I can thoroughly appreciate the good work
Dr Stockhausen has done. Anybody who has gone through the mill
can appreciate the work that he must have done to have produced
this paper; and on behalf of those present and the members who are
absent I wish to thank Dr Stockhausen.
Mr L. Ehrmann-A committee has been appointed to make a
report on gold assays, alld I think it would be well for the Society
to have these reports made as complete as possible. This question
of assays cannot be discussed, so I propose that all of us should get
books and pamphlets containing information on this subject, and
communicate what information .we get to the committee.
Mr J. R. Williams-I may tell Mr Ehrmann that in due time. all
the communications we have had from different companies with regard
to this question will be placed before the 'members of the Society.,
The Secretary-Out of fifty-seven circulars sent out I have only
received replies from twenty-six. Some of the mines have not taken
the trouble to answer at all.
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TIII£ ESTIMATION OF LEAD IN SLAGS AND OTHER
BY-PRODUCTS
Mr D. J. Williams then read the following notes on the estimation
of lead in slags and other by-product,,:Mr President and Gentlemen -In the few notes which I have the
honour of brinrrincr before you' this evening, I propose to detail the
<:> 0
• d
results of some analyses on t.he estimation of lead which ~ere ~arrle
out durinrr the last ten months in the hope that some diSCUSSIOn on
this subje~t might be evoked 'from other members of this Society.
In working a blast furnace, as recently, at the Hand Central Ore
Iteduction Company, speedy results, even mOl:e than extreme
accuracy, are required in the assay of th~ varIOus by-pr~ducts.
When the furnace goes wrong the smelter IS unable to recbfy any
flrror unless he has an analysis of the slag submitted to him, and as
it takeR several hours at least for the new charge to have any effect
on the outgoing onA, it is easily seen the sooner the results are
kllowu the better it is for the working of the furnace. To night I
do not propose to enter into the way in which a complete analysis of
the slag is carried out, but to deal simply with one factor, viz. : LEAD

With your permission, I might at a future date submit to you the
methods that have been found most suitable for the estimation of
the other constituents present.
Whatever method of analysis be
adopted, the sample of slag is crushed as fine as possible, and sieved.
The sample is ground again in an agate mortar, and portion weighed
on a tared watchglass of the balance. By this grinding in the agate
mortar, trouble later is avoided. Slags containing about 30 per ce~t.
of silica being easily decomposed by acids, fusing with alkalies, have
in all these estimations been avoided with considerable saving of
time. The standard taken with which to compare the other methods,
is the gravimetric lead sulphate method, of which the following is a
concise description. A weighed quantity of the sample in a 200 cc.
beaker is heated with strong sulphuric acid until all action ceases.
Then about 20 to 30 cc. of nitric acid is added and heated until
fumes of sulphuric anhydride are given off freely. This is allowed
to cool, and diluted to about 75 cc., and again boiled for about 10
minutes, and allowed to stand for about Ii hours. Lead sulphate is
then filtered off, and washed thoroughly with dilute sulphuric acid
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and cold water. Transfer the precipitate to a beaker, add ammonium
acetate containing free acetic acid, boil and filter through the filter
paper already used and wash well with ammonium acetate solution
and boiling water. The lead is now in solution and is precipitated by
H 2 S. The sulphuretted hydrogen should be passed through for at, least
20 minutes. The lead sulphide is now filtered off and carefully transferred into a small evaporating dish and dissolved in nitric acid. The
filter paper should be carefully touched round with dilute nitric acid.
The lead is now precipitated as sulphate by the addition of sulphuric
acid, and evaporated until fumes of sulphuric anhydride are given off
freely. Dilute slightly and allow to settle again for another It hours,
filter and wash with 50 per cent. alcohol. The precipitate is now
dried, and separated from the filter paper which is burnt and treated
with dilute nitric acid and a few drops of sulphuric acid, evaporated
carefully, and any lead sulphate added to the original precipitate,
which is heated just to redness and weighed as lead sulphate. The
method just described is obviously tedious, though extremely accurate
results are obtained. It was the time occupied by the above method
that caused me to compare the various other methods' in order to
determine, if possible, whether one of the volumetric methods could
not give as accurate but more speedy results. The different methods
compared were : -

1. Volumetric with a standard solution of potassium permanganate.
2."
""
ferro-cyanide.
3."
""
ammonium molybdate.
1. Pe1'manganate Method.-A gram. of the sample is taken and
treated with 5 cc. hydrochloric acid and 5 cc. nitric acid, boil and
allow to cool, add 15 cc. of strong sulphuric acid and heat over an
iron plate until fumes of sulphuric anhydride are given off. Dilute,
filter, and wash with dilute sulphuric acid. Transfer precipitate
into a beaker and dissolve in ammonium chloride. Treat the residue
which may contain lead with about 200 cc. strong caustic soda and
boil precipitate with H 2S0 4 and transfer into beaker containing the
ammonium chloride. Add a few cc. of dilute nitric acid and warm;
pour the solution into a beaker, add a feW drops of, phenolphthalein
and an excess of caustic soda, then percipitate the lead with a saturated
solution of pure crystallised oxalic acid: The lead comes down immediately. Filter and wash the precipitate with cold water. The
precipitate is rinsed into a flask containing about 70 cc. of hot water,
add a few cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid, and the oxalic acid which
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was combined with the lead is determined by titrating with a standard
solution of potassium permanganate.
2. Ferro-Cyanide Method.- W e proceed as in the other method
until we obtain' our lead sulphate. This is transferred into a beaker
and about 50 cc-. of a saturated solution of ammonium carbonate added.
Boil for a few minutes, filter, and wash with hot water. The precipitate is dissolved in acetic acid and titrated with a standard solution
of ferro·cyanide.
3. Volumetrically, by means oj Ammonium Molybdate.-It is ~o
this method that I wish to call your special attention to-night. It IS
described in the Engineering and Mining Journal of April 1893,
~nd is due to Mr Alexander. It is based upon the fact that when
ammonium molybdate is added to a hot solution of lead acetate a
precipitate of lead molybdate (Pb Mo 04) is produced, which is .insoluble in acetic acid. For this method, therefore, a standard solutwn
of ammonium molybdate is prepared; as an indicator, a freshly-made
Holution of tannin is used, which, with an excess of ammonium
moly bdate, will give a yellow colouration. This method is carried
out as follows :-A weighed quantity of the sample is taken in a
beaker and about 20 cc. of strong sulphuric acid added, heated gently
over an iron plate until thoroughly decomposed. Allow to cool, and
add about 20 or 30 cc. of strong nitric acid. Heat again until the
fumes of sulphuric anhydride are given off freely. It is now allowed
to cool, diluted to about 75 cc. with cold water, and again boiled to
dissolve any sulphates. Filter, leaving as much of the precipitate in
the beaker as possible, and wash with dilute sulphuric acid. A
solution of ammonium acetate is prepared and added to the precipitate
which dissolves the lead sulphate. Make up to i or ~ litre, and
titrate with standard solution of ammonium molybdate, which will
precipitate all the lead. Oare is needed that the solution is stirred
after each addition of molybdate, and a drop tested from time to
time on a porcelain plate with tannin solution. It has been pointed
out that the solution should be acidified with acetic acid, but equally
as good results are obtained when acetic acid is absent. Instead of
using ammonium acetate to dissolve the lead, ammonium chloride may
be used, and a little sodium acetate added before titrating. No
difference whatever was noticed whether the sulphate was dissolved in
ammonium acetate or ammonium chloride. Arsenic and antimony,
which interfere with some of the other methods, do not interfere with
this method, but lime,:,if present, in large quantities might have a
slight effect.
Now, having reviewed the different methods that have been em-
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ployed. I will give you a summary of my results, the average error
in each case compared with the wet method, also the time which was
found to be a fair average occupied by each method.
The Permanganate 11£ethod.-A determination by, this method can
be carried out in about 45 minutes, and the mean of ten determinations showed 'an error of 0'4 per cent., but in one case it was as low as
0'25 per cent. The presence of bismuth and antimony are liable to
affect the results.
The Ferro-Cyanide 111ethod.-A determination by this method can
be made in about an hour, but the error is slightly higher. The
average error of ten determinations by this method was '7 per
cent.
Molybdate Method.-By this method a determination can be
easily made in 25 minutes. The mean of about fifteen determinations showed an error of only 0'15 per cent. I have been informed
that the difference is higher than what I have above, but my experience is that splendid results can be obtained by this method, and,
taking into consideration the short time that it will take to carry out
an estimation, I believe the method is worthy of a trial, and ought to
be ,better known to chemists.
You may have noticed that I have omitted from these notes any
figures appertaining to the making up of standard solutions, the
reason for doing so being that I do not believe in putting down
figures which will give what might be termed an approximate
standard solution, but in the case of the last method described I
used a solution of ammonium molybdate, where 1 cc. of the solution
was equivalent to 0'01 gramme of lead. The molybdate solution is
standardised with pure lead sulphate dissolved in ammonium acetate.
Another point which may be mentioned is that the tannin solution
ought to be made fresh every time, as it oxidises so easily.
The Chairman-I am sure you all agree with me in thanking Mr
D. J. Williams for his paper. It is a very business-like paper, and
will be of use to many of us.
Mr J. R. Williams-I would like to address three words to
Mr· Williams--" Cymro am byth." Two months ago I pointed
out that my brother Taffy would be a very valuable addition to
the Society. I am sure there is not a man present in this room
who can criticise the paper until he has done a certain amount
of work on it, and I therefore propose that the discussion on it
be postponed.
The Chairman-I cannot say anything against Mr Williams,
because there is nothing in our bye-laws prohibiting the use of the
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taal; it is not our taal-it is another taal. Our next meeting will
be the regular annual meeting, at which a new President, VicePresident, and Council will have to be elected for the ensuing year.
I hope you will all turn up, and a great many more besides.
The meeting then closed.

E
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THE third annual meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society
of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, June 19th, 1897, in
the Council-room, Chamber of Mines, Johannesburg. Mr W. R.
Feldtmaun presided, and there were also present :-Messrs A. W.
Ablett, W. Bette], Chas. Butters, W. A Caldecott, J. T. Carrick,
Andrew F. Crosse, John Daniell, H. T. Durant, J. Dykes, jun.,
L. Ehrmann, K. L. Graham, Robert E. Hall, E. H. Johnson, Dr
Loevy, A. M'Naughtan, C. J. Moe, P. T. Morrisby, P. Powter,
E. T. Rand, S. J. Remnant, F. Rowland, H. Spargo, A. F. Stewart,
P. S. Tavener, J ohn Watson, John R. Williams, T. W. Wood and
J. Yates (for The Rand Agency, Limited, secretaries).
ANNUAL REPORT The Secretary read the annual report of the Council as follows:We beg to submit our report on the progress of your Society
during the third year of its existence, dating from the 20th ,Tune
1896. The last annual report included the eventful times of the
political crisis. For the year under review we are justified in saying
that we have been passing through an industrial crisis, which has
now reached an acute stage. We all sincerely hope that during the
ensuing year the many disabilities, politieal and otherwise, under
which we, as metallurgists, as well as the rest of the community,
labour in developing the resources of this great industry, may be
removed by liberal legislation on the part of the now ruling powers,
and that this occasion will be the last at which any reference to
troubles of this nature will be necessary. During the past year
several members of your Council have resigned, and others have been
elected to fill their places in accordance with Bye-Law No. 11. The
Council at present constituted consists of those on the list hereunder
marked with an asterisk. Twenty-one Council meetings have been
called, but at two there was no quorum present. The attendances
were as follows : *W. R. Feldtmann (President)
*W. Bettel (Vice-President)
*A. F. Crosse
do.
S. H. Pearse
do.
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4 Left for England
A. Von Gernet (Council)
8
do.
S. J. Speak
do.
-x-Dr Loevy-personally 4, and by W. A. Calde10
cott as alternate 6-(Council)
5
*G. A. Darling (Coun~il)
12
'I.-J. Littlejohn
do.
13
-.-u. T. )1. McBride do.
12
·;:-T. W. Wood
do.
11
.•..J. R WiIIiams
do.
7
·y,·W. A. Caldecott do. (appointed later)
Twelve ortlinary general meetings have been held, as under;.Tune 20th, 1896 (second annual general meeting).-The Council's
second annual report j the President's (Mr A. F. Crosse) valedictory atldreRR j election of officers and Council.
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.Tllly 18th, 1896. -The President'S (Mr W. R. Feldti::uann) inaugural
:t(ldross j "Method of Deelaration of the Monthly Output of
Uol!!," Mr A. von Gernet j "Bottom Discharges from Cyanide
Vats," ]\'[1' Fletcher j discussion on previous papers.
August 15th, 1896.-" Rontgen Rays," Mr C. H. Perrins j discussion on previous papers.
September 19th, 189(;'-" Zinc vel'SUS Electrical Precipitation," Mr
J. Yates j " Notes on the Estimation of Sulphides and
Cyanates in Commercial Cyanide," Mr W. R. Feldtmann and
Mr W. Bettel.
October 17th, 18D6.-Continuation of preceding paper j "Estimation of Oxygen inW orking Cyanide Solutions," Mr W. Bettel;
discussion on previous papers.
November 21st, 1896.-" Relative Efficiency of Strong and Weak
Cyanide Solutions for Dissolving Gold," Mr VV. A. Caldecott;
discussion on previous paper.
December 19th, 1896.-" The Solvent Power of Various Cyanide
Solutions," Mr A. F. Crosse.
January 16th, 1897.-Discussion on previous papers.
February 20th, 1897.-" The Assay of Gold Bullion," Mr T. W.
Wood; "The Malay Tin Industry," Mr T. Flower-Ellis.
March 27th, 1897.-" Comments on Professor Christy's paper on
'The Solution and Precipitation of Cyanide of Gold,'" Mr H. T.
Durant j discussion on previous papers.
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April 17th, 1897.-" The Precipitation of Gold from Cyanide Solutions by Copper-Zinc Couple," Mr L. Ehrman!l; "The Liquation in Bars of Cyanide Bullion," Dr F. Stockhausen; discussion
on previons papers.
April 24th, 1897.-The annual dinner.
May 15th, 1897.-" The Estimation of Lead in Slags and other ByProducts," Mr D. J. Williams; discussion on previous papers.
One of our members (Mr J. M. S. Crabbe) has been removed by
death during the past year, and a letter of condolence, expressing the
deep regret felt by the Society at his loss, was forwarded to his
widow. Our former secretary, Mr Michael Ray, severed his connection with our Society somewhat abruptly last October, and occasioned
thereby considerable financial loss and annoyance to the Council and
members. We have, however, great pleasure in informing you that
since the 1st De'cember last, when the secretarial duties were taken
over by The Rand Agency, Limited, the work has been performed
most efficiently by their representative, Mr Fred. Rowland, who has
spared no time or trouble in carrying out the duties appertaining to
the position. During the past year the Society has steadily gained in
numbers and reputation. We commenced the year with a membership
of 87, and we now number 107-a net increase of 20 members. The
attendance of both members and visitors at our meetings during the
past year testifies to the interest felt in the work of the Society. With
regard to reprinting and publishing in book form the proceedings
of the Society from the commencement to the end of 1886, a subcommittee was formed to collect and edit the various papers. After
considerable labour and difficulty, they have succeeded in bringing
their task to a successful issue. The corrected proceedings have been
despatched to Edinburgh for publication, and we hope to be able to
notify members of their arrival in due course. It has been decided
to increase the usefulness of future monthly reprints of the Society's
proceedings by including the titles and abstracts of articles relating in
any way to the gold industry that have been published elsewhere.
Now that the importance of the trained metallurgical chemist is daily
becoming more apparent in the economical extraction of gold, we can
reasonably hope that the growth of our Society will be commensurate
with the future development of our great industry. At the present
time our proceedings are read with interest all over the world, and
technical journals in London' and else'Yhere have published in full
several papers read at our meetings. As you are aware, the work
done by our Society does not include merely points of abstruse
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technical interest, but deals also with questions of commercial
interest. The declaration of the Witwatersrand gold output will be
modified owing to our representations. A sub-committee of this
Society, conjointly with certain members of the Mine Managers'
Association, is engaged in investigating the present methods of the
realisation of gold, and we hope to place their report before you at
the next monthly meeting. Our financial position may be termed
satisfactory. During the year under review £56, 14s. has been
received for entrance fees, and £238, 7s. as subscriptions, while we
regret still to notify the fact that there is an amount of £108, 3s.
outstanding as unpaid subscriptions_ The total expenditure has been
£341, 19s_ 9d., the charges for printing and ad vertising in the earlier
part of the year having been somewhat heavy, while the item "Subscriptions to periodicals" includes the amounts paid during this year
for the papers for the years 1896 and 1897. Owing to an arrangement made with the S_ A_ JtIinin.rl Journal, our expenses have been
latterly considerably reduced, while the large slims formerly spent in
advertising our meetings have now been saved by the method adopted
of sonding circulars to members by post, which has been found a
more satisfactory way, and considerably cheaper. Owing to the
attention and industry of our secretaries, we have now got the books
and finances of the Society into proper order. A suggestion has been
put forward to reduce the entrance fee or the subscription_ This can
hardly be accomplished with the present membership, but, if it is
possible to increase our numbers considerably (and it should be
practicable), the matter is recommended to the earnest consideration
of the new Council.
For the Council,
(Signed)
STATEMENT

OF

W. R FELDT MANN, President

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR
ENDING THE 15TH JmIE 1897

Revenue
To balance from last account
" entrance fees account .
" subscription fees account
" late secretary's suspense account
" proceedings publishing account

£116 17 9
56 14 0
238 7 0
1 1 0
o 10 0
----£413 9 9
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Expenditure
By charges acconnt (rent, lighting, etc.)
" subscriptions to periodicals (two years) .
" salaries account .
" printing and advertising account .
" petty cash account (stamps, caretaker, etc.)
" loan account" assay differences"
" cash at Standard Bank-Balance.
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£85 10 3
45 14 6
83 10 0
99 19 0
18 i 0
9 5 0
71 10 0
----£413 9 ()

We hereby certify that we have examined the books of the
Society, and compared same with bank book and vouchers j that we
have found them correct, and that the above statement is a true
extract from the said books.
'Ye would point out that two amounts of £5, 5s. and £2, 2s., for
which there are counterfoils of receipts given by Mr Ray, the late
secretary, have not been banked or .accounted for in any way.
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(Signed)

(Signed)

JOHN YATES}
.
Hon. AudItors.
J AMES T . C ARRICK
W. B. FELDTMANN, President.
ANDREW F. CROSSE, Hon. Treasurer.
THE RAND AGENCY, LIMITED
(per Fredk Rowland), Secretaries.

ApPOINTMENT OF AUDITORS
The appointment of Dr Carrick and Mr J. Yates as hon. auditors
was confirmed.
THE PRESIDENT'S VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
The President said-Gentlemen,-Owing to frequent and prolonged absences from Johannesburg of late, I shall, much to my
regret, be unable to make a valedictory address to t,he Society of such
a completely retrospective character as the occasion appears to call
for. The annual report of the Council of your Society has put you
in possession of such details of our progress as, coupled with a knowledge of the almost world-wide interest 'our transactions excite, must
satisfy you all that the I:lociety-only three years ago an infant in
arms, as it were, and suffering since then from snch infantile diseases
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as rumours of war, commercial depression, etc.-means, with every
prospect of success, to attain a respected and prosperous old age.
Attendance of members at meetings has been well sustained, and the
liveliest interest exhibited in discussions on the various interesting
papers submitted during the year 1896-9,. It must be gratifying to
you all to have listened to or taken part in discussions on points of
vital importance to the industry by which we all, or nearly all, make
our living, and to believe, as we are justified in doing, that to this
Society, collectively, or to its members, individually, is due in no
mean degree the success of these fields. The Reprints Sub-Committee have had a considerable amount of work to do in collecting
and editing all papers read before the Society. Owing to the frequent changes of secretaries, much of the matter has been so scattered
that it has really been a most arduous task to collect and arrange
things for the publishers in Europe. The members of the Reprints
Committee deserve the thanks of the Society for the painstaking
manner in which they have carried out their labours. Mr McBride,
in particular, has done much towards making a success of our reprinted transactions. When the vol ume appears --;- which will be
within, at the most, three months-I trust it will be of such a nature
as to satisfy all who see it that our Society is a power in the land,
and has come to stay. It has been suggested to me that in this
holiday season of record reign celebration, when everything is being
compared with things as they were sixty years ago, it would be
appropriate to draw comparisons between the state of the chemistry
and metallurgy of these days and of their conditions sixty years ago,
with a sketch of progress in the interim. Candidly, gentlemen, the
task is beyond me j my memory does not extend far enough to
enable me to speak from personal experience, and it would entail
more time than I can afford to look up all the improvements and
innovations for the period mentione<i. Further, I imagine that the
list would be lengthy enough to weary you all somewhat. The one
discovery of recent years-the cyanide process of gold extractionwhich most nearly concerns us all is probably also the most important
industrial invention of the last sixty years. Considering the almost
incalculable benefit derived by the great Witswatersrand fields from
MacArthur and Forrest's invention, it is small blame to us if most
of our discussions at meetings have had a bearing on this topic. Very
great credit is due to the chemists and metallurgists who, not satisfied
with getting merely a profitable extraction from tailings, have contrived and fought and man03uvred to beat down costs and squeeze up
extractions. From a very large and varied acquaintance with the
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metallurO'ists on these fields, I make bold to say that, if the financiers
and mining men have devoted as much thought to the successful and
economical working of properties as the majority of metallurgists
have to their particular departments on the properties, any further
extensive improvements in the position of the industry and incr~ased
profits can only be brought about by such radical alterations in the
local conditions as we are all, more or less hopefully, looking for .from
the powers that be at Pretoria. I do not wish it to be thought that.
I consider we have already reached the maximum of extraction with
the minimum of cost, but we are approaching within measurable
distance of these limits. It is too much to hope that the final
touches will be applied within a very few months 1 Our colleagues
of the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company and others have almost
finished solving the problem of the treatment of slimes, which is a
decided step in advance. At the same time, while wishing those
gentlemen success, I am candidly anxious to see all need for a slimes
process done away with. I feel rather diffident about referring to
the dry-crushing prohlem, in view of the rather rash and as yet
unfulfliled prophecies I indulged in on the occasion of my inaugural address, when I hoped that in a few months the Afrikander
Company would show the Rand a thing or tlVO in economic
gold extraction. Owing to adverse circumstances in the way
of financial difficulties [lnd one or two mechanical defects, that
Company was compelled to suspend operations temporarily. My
confidence in the ultimate success of dry crushing was rather
enhanced than shaken by my experience at the Afrikunder, and
I still confidently look for the time when 90 per cent. total extraction
from pyritic banket can be obtained by one treatment and at a low
cost, in place of the existing costly and dab orate system or combination of methods. In presiding for the last time at a meeting of this
Society, I wish to place on record my high appreciation of the honour
done me in electing me to the prominent and honourable office of
President, and to express my sincere regret that extraneous duties
have precluded my devoting such timo and attention to the Society's
affairs as I should gladly have given them. I heg to move the
adoption of the Council's report and balance-sheet for the financial
year ending 15th June 1897.
Mr J. R. Williams-I have very much pleasure in seconding the
adoption of the report. At the same time I think a vote of thanks
should be sent to The Rand Agency, and that we should show our
appreciation of Mr Rowland's services in some substantial way. No
one who has had to work with Ml' Rowland could have anything else
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but the highest appreciation of him, and the success of the Society
is in no small way due to him-more so, I may say, than the Council.
The report and statement of accounts were adopted unanimously.
Mr C. Butters seconded the motion that a bonus should be given
to Mr Rowland, and it was unanimously carried, the amount being
left in the hands of the Council.
NEW MEMBERS

Messrs G. Andreoli and E. L. Matthews were elected members of
the Society.
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ELECTION OF PRESIDENT AND OFFICERS

Thc Chairman saill thc ncxt business was the election of President
for tho ensuing year. Hc should like to nominate one g~ntleman
himsclf Mr Charlcs Butters. He had done a lot for the mdustry,
awl hat! worked hard in the interests of the Society.
;\Ir 'V. Bcttcl seconded the motion.
I)r Carrick nominated Dr Loevy, and Mr Williams seconded.
Vr Locvy said he would like to retire in favour of Mr Butters.
Ho would be very pleased if they elected Mr Butters.
Mr .J. R. Williams proposed that Dr Loevy be elected VicePresident.
Dr Loevy said he should be very pleased to stand as Vice-President
if they elected Mr Butters, President.
The Chairman then declared Mr C. Butters unanimously elected
President of the Society, and Dr Loevy, Vice-President.
Fourteen gentlemen were proposed for the Council, and, on a
ballot, the following were elected :-Messrs W. A. Caldecott, T. W.
·Wood, J. R. Williams, R. E. Hall, G. T. M. McBride, H. T. Durant,
J. Littlejohn, and J. Yates.

THE REDUCTION OF ZINC-GOLD SLIMES
Mr E. H. Johnson then read the following notes on "The Reduction of Zinc-Gold Slimes" : Reference has frequently been made by different members of this
Society to the losses that occur in the reduction of the gold from the
precipitate obtained in the zinc process, and to the unsatisfactory
grade of bullion produced. Although some rather severe criticisms
have been passed, up to the present little or nothing has been said
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how these alleged losses are to be avoided. Much of this criticism
has I think, been based on somewhat ancient history; and scarcely
bea~s on wodern practice. I have an impression that the reputed
auriferous wealth of smokestacks and the El Dorados of ash heaps
would reqLlire a great deal of patience to discover. It must be adwitted, however, that the methods of "cleaning-up" and subsequent
reduction varies so much In different works, that a discussion on the
subject might lead to more uniformity of method, and possibly to
some improvement in this portion of the work. It would be well,
also, if,from the various methods now in use a system could be evolved
which might be generally adopted. If this could be don!', all works
-whether large or small-would be more likely to be fitted with
the full equipment necessary for carrying on this operation. As a
case in point, frequent reference has been made to the necessity of
filter-presses, yet how few works, even now, possess them. I do
not propose in this little paper to introduce anything novel, bilt
rather, by describing my own methods to induce criticism aI,ld
consequent discussion, and thereby succeed in throwing more light
on this much-maligned subject. As the Princess works do not
possess the luxury of a filter-press, I have converted one of the
two 6-feet diameter "clean-up" vats with which the works were
originally supplied into a filter vat, by putting in a grating, having
holes 1 inch square, covered with fine, closely-woven canvas.
Through the side of the vat below the filter-bed a Ii-inch pipe is
led, connected with a small suction-pump bolted to the side of the
vat. From the delivery of the pump, a light removable launder
leads the filtered solution back to the top of the precipitationboxes. The accompanying sketch will, perhaps, make this apparatus
clearer. The zinc-gold slimes, including such small fine zinc as may
have passed the· grating ,vhich supports the zinc in the boxes, is
bucketted direct into the filter vat, and as soon as one box is
"cleaned up" and the washed zinc replaced, the pump is started
and the solution returned by means of the launder back into the
box. I may here remark that although the filtration is somewhat
slow, a perfectly clear solution is returned to the boxes. I do not'
consider it advisable to hurry the pumping, as the partial vacuum
formed below the filter cloth would be liable to burst it. The pump
is kept going after the boxes are completely cleaned up, until only
the slimes are left on the filter. A water-wash is then added and
pumped through until the slimes are free from cyanide. The gross
weight of the slimes, including moisture, is then taken, by weighing
the buckets of moist slime during transference to a large sheet-iron
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tray placed alongside the acid tank. The object of weighing is to
determine the amount of sulphuric acid necessary to destroy the
zinc. The second of the two "clean-up" vats, before mentioned, is
fitted with a wooden stirring apparatus and cover, which is perhaps
better described by the accompanying sketch. The parts are made
detachable, so that it can be easily removed when action has
ceased. A 3-inch pipe leads the fumes outside the building. Having
found the approximate weight of slimes to be treated, suffi~ient
water is run into the acid vat to form, on the addition of the aCId, a
10 per cent. solution. I find using one pound of acid for every
pound of moist slime gives good results. This would be equivalent
to alJOut one and a third pounds of acid to the pound of slimes: dry.
Having the requisite amount of water in the vat, the weighed
quantity of acid is then added and the vat ~losed ~own tigh.tly.
Tho stirrillg apparatus is kept continually movll1g durll1g the time
of feeding in the slimes, which are fed in gradually in the same
(:ondition in which they lI'ere taken from the filter-vat. I find it
j,Pllolieial to keep up a continual stirring for at least half an hour
afto!" tllC action has apparently ceased. The feed-hopper has a slide
(loor of sheet-iron in addition to the closely-fitting cover on the top,
so that by keeping the slide closed a quantity of slime can be fed
into the hopper and the cover closed before letting the slimes fall
into the acid. This is to keep the fumes from the operator as far as
possible, as the fumes are distinctly irritating. After all the slimes
arc in the acid, a jet of water is turned into the hopper to wash
down any adherent slimes, and everything that has been used in the
cleaning-up of the boxes, etc., is well washed in the same jet. The
stirring apparatus is then removed and well washed in the vat
during removal. The vat is then filled wit)l water and allowed to
settle. "\Vorking with dilute acid, and not heating, I find I can
get a perfect settlement within an hour. When heating with a
steam jet, settlement was much more difficult. The washing is done
by syphoning·off the clear liquor, and filling the vat repeatedly with
water, until the solution is neutral to litmus paper-usually four or
five washings. It is well stirred at each refilling by means of a long
wooden paddle, a rotary motion being given to the water. This
causes the slimes to collect in the middle of the vat and reduces
the risk of loss during syphoning-the syphon being let down at
the side. A sample of the washings taken continually during
syphoning off, showed, on careful assay of a large sample, to
contain 13 grs. of gold per ton of solution. The drying of the
resultant gold slime is conducted on an open drying-hearth in large
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cast-iron enamelled dishes. The cakes are subsequently broken up
and transferred to small sheet-iron trays in thin layers and subjected
to an increased heat. 'Vhen cool, the slimes are ground, .fluxed and
transferred to the crucible. It fuses quietly and with but little
fume, and normally yields 50 per cent. to 60 per cent. of the weight
of slime as bullion. The average fineness of last year's bullion was,
according to my own assays, 821·9 and 819·6 according to London
returns. As a reduction of 2 milliemes is made on 800 bullion, this
leaves an actual difference with London of 0·3 milliemes. The slag
assays, after panning out the priUs (of which there is very little),
23 ozs. per ton, and one ton of slag has been accumulated in two
years, in producing 11,627 ozs. of fine gold, which is equivalent to
a little under 0·2 per cent. of the total gold locked up in slags. The
cost of reduction, including acid, is 6·7d. per fine oz. made up as
follows-taking an actual" clean-lip" as a basis : Dry weight of zinc-gold slimes
after acid treatment
Reproduced by Sabinet Gateway under licence granted by the Publisher (dated 2012)
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672 Ibs. of acid at 4!d.
66 "
borax at 37s 6d. cwt.
9 "
carbonate soda at 2-ld. lb.
9 "
fluor spar at 4d. lb.
5 bags coke at 8s 6d per bag
1 No. 60 crucible

5041bs.
100 "
£12 12 10
121
o 1 10
030
2 2 6
-1 7 6
£17

Yield-620 ozs. fine gold

9

9

6·7d. per fine oz.

The advantages of this method over the old are: The elimination of
the zinc without recourse to calcination-the loss from which is so
difficult of determination j the handling, except in the final operation, being of wet slime and consequent immunity from "dusting" j
the time -between commencing" cleaning-up" the boxes and having
the bar in the safe need not exceed three to three-and-a-half days.
The cost of acid, perhaps, renders this method a little more expensive,
but I consider the immunity from unaccountable losses and the small
amount of gold left in slags more than compensates for the e~tra
expense. Of the disadvantages I hope to know more after your
criticism.
/
On the motion of Mr Williams, the discussion 011 the paperi,was
adjourned to the next meeting.
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THANKS TO THE OUTGOING PRESIDENT.
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Mr R. F. Crosse said before they adjourned he had the pleasant duty
to perform of proposing a hearty vote of thanks to their past President.
He was sure they all understood that it was business arrangements
that had taken him (Mr Feldtmann) away from Johannesburg. He
had not been absent because he had been attending boxing matches
or anything of that sort, as some of their members might have done.
lIe was sure they would give him a hearty vote of thanks.
Mr \V. R Feldtmann said he was very much obliged to ::\1:r Crosse for
his kind remarks, and to those prcsent for the way they had received
them. Rcally, the honour of having been President was sufficient
thanks for him. lIe felt guilty and conscience-stricken about his
fr"I!uent allHenco from meetings, but, as Mr Crosse had explained,
one mUHt lIttend to llUsiness before any thing else, and that must be
11iH uxeUHU. Many thanks.
Tho proceedings then terminated.
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THE ordinary general monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa was held in the Chamber of Mines
Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening, .July 17th, 1897, under
the chairmanship of Mr Chas. Butters, the President. There was
a large attendance of both members and visitors. Amongst those
present were the following: members-Messrs A. W. Ablett, G.
Andreoli, J. F. Bagshaw, R. G. Bevington, W. A. Caldecott, Andrew
F. Crosse, John Daniell, H. T. Durant, K. L. Graham, F. N. Hambly,
A. H. Hartley, Sidney J. Jennings, E. H. Johnson, R. L. Kerr, Dr
J. Loevy, G. T. M. McBride, Alex. Mennie, P. T. B. Morrisby,
Donald E. Powrie, Philip Powter, F. Rowland (secretary); A.
Russell, H. Spargo, A. R. Stacpoole, H. C. Steadman, A. F. Stewart,
P. S. Tavener. J. Watson, D. J. Williams, J. R. Williams, T.
'V. Wood, and J. Yates; visitors-Messrs F. T. Baldwin, F. Drake,
T. Dunn, Elliott, J. G. Fleming, H. P. Garthwaite, Sidney G. Hobbs,
C. Jessop, C. Radcliffe Maggs, R. Ruoff, J. Russell, J. B. Stuart, and
O. A. Williams.
NEW MEMBERS
The following gentlemen were unanimously elected membersMessrs E. E. Evans, C. W. Merrill, A. Scrymgeour, and J. H.
Wilkinson.
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
The President then delivered the following inaugural address : Gentlemen,-It is very gratifying to be the president of a society
where so many able minds think out and solve the intricate metallurgical problems of the day, and I fully appreciate the honour
conferred in electing me to the office. I shall try to digress as
little as possible from the footsteps of my worthy and able predecessors, and it is perhaps needless tg say I shall endeavou~ to
promote the interests of the Society)n every possible manner; as
I feel for the aims of its members and have the Society's interests at
heart. The object the President's inaugural address, I take it, is :not
t
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much for the purpose of giving him the opportunity t \ t~ow
bouquets to the members as to allow him to ~ring forth suc leas
and expcrience as he may have, some of whICh may engender n~w
thoughts, and, in the freedom of discussion which must necessa~lly
follow bring forth good results for the Society; so with your kmd
pnrmi~sion, and without further preamble, I will plunge into my

HO

Huhject.
Briefly, it might be interesting to record a few facts in regard to
thc history of metallurgy and chemistry on these fields. Until now
there has practically been but one industry in the Transvaal, and
that is the gold industry. Properly speaking, there is no chemical
industry here. The only chemistry that we have is the chemistry of
metallurgy, and that only as expressed in its relation to the metallurgy
of gold.
COPPER

Copper has been produc~d in the 1~rausvaal at the Willows Mine. and
at the Albert Silver Mmes, and SlIver lead at the Transvaal SIlver
Mincs. These industries, although important, have not as yet, unfortunately, been made possible here-not for want of sufficient skill
or lack of capital, but for the simple reason that the products of
these mines are not, and have not been, of sufficient value to stand
the excessive cost of production in this part of the world.
SULPHURIC ACID

Sulphuric acid is struggling to get a foothold in the Transvaal, and
although protected by a duty of Id. per lb., the local consumption
is so small that it may be said that the industry of sulphuric acid is
not strongly established. The one local factory operating here at the
present time produces an acid of low commercial strength. It is
well known that the commercial importance of a country can be correctly estimated by its production of sulphuric acid, which is known
to be the basis of all chemical industry.
DYNAMITE

The basis of the manufacture of dynamite is the cheap production of
acid, both nitric and sulphuric. It is elearly obvious that, other
things being equal and free trade in explosives granted, local factories
could be established for the manufacture of the one chemical product
under demand here in large quantities. Especially would this be the
case in the manufacture of lower grades of dynamite for quarry
work, coal mining, and use in places where a low grade explosive
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is necessary. Le~ me take, for example, California, which was in
1849 similar in many respects to the Transvaal in 1886. In the
early days, California, with free competition, commenced to manufacture dynamite. There were no local circumstances or conditions
which gave to the manufacturers of dynamite any advantage over
others, except close proximity to the mines. The dynamite industry
has flourished to such an extent that California now exports its
dynamite to the mines as far east as Colorado, and also to M;exico,
and Central America. There is' no reason why in this country, if
given free competition under a fair import duty, we should no"t bring
the industry to such a state of perfection as to compete with the
European and other markets.
GLASS

The production of glass has been started at Messrs Lewis & Marks'
distillery in Pretoria, and is, I believe, in successful operation.
PIG IRON, STEEL, AND COKE

Of pig iron, steel, and coke the future will see much in this country.
At present coke is being produced of a quality not as yet fit for the
smelting of iron ores, but is getting bettel' day by day. Coke, coal,
and iron are products which in England, the United States, and
Germany are the greatest factors in the civilization of those countries.
COAL

The coal in the Transvaal is practically inexhaustible. Without it
our gold fields would be valueless. In the handling and marketing
of this coal we still have much to learn. The percentage of ash in
the steam coal sold in this country is from 20 per cent. to 25 per
cent., and in good smithy coal 10 per cent. It is absolutely impossible to buy from any colliery an even grade of coal. This, of course,
will improve as time goes on. With better railway facilities and
better knowledge of our coal fields, coal will probably be exported
through Delagoa Bay. The coke produced here at the present time
is not sufficiently hard to bear the burden of a charge in a blast
furnace without being mixed with from one-third to one-half of
foreign coke. The av~rage ash in local coke is 17'2 per cent., and
in English imported coke the average is 11'2 per cent. The present
price of local coke is abnormally higl)., and there is no reason why,
under favourable conditions, coke illiould not be delivered here at
from £2, lOs. to .£3 per ton. In the manufacturing distriCts of
America coke is sold f.o.b. at the ovens at an average price of ~s. per
I
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tOil. It is obvious that to admit of smelting operations being undertaken here on a large scale for the production of lcad, iron, and
copper the coke industry must be greatly improved. Coal does not
cxist in California in great quantities. Petroleum, however, and
water power are present for the production of cheap power for
manufacturing. The chief source of California's prominence to-day
is the fertility of the soil and the richness of her quartz and placer
mincs. In the Transvaal we have abundance of coal for the production of power. Nevertheless, the nearer and more perfect our commnnication becomes with the centres of European manufactures the
morc difficult will it be for the development of home manufactures.
LEAD ORES

A large quautity of galena ore is obtainable in the Transvaal, some
of it gOillg in lead as high as 80 per cent. The smelting of this ore
haH been commcnced locally on a small scale for t,he production of
ICllll for commcrcial purposes. The demand being limited, a comparatively slIlall production serves to glut the market. This industry
iH protectcd uy a duty on imported lead of 3d. per lb.
AGRICULTURE

Agriculture, which, when thoroughly exploited, requires large quantities of artificial manures, is still in a primitive state; so we see that
chemistry and the commercial industries in this country have as yet
hardly had a beginning in this important branch. To look into the
future, in order to see what the possibilities of these industries will be
fiHy years hence, it might not be amiss to glance at the history of California for the past fifty years. In 1849 California was 6,000 miles'
journey from New York, being about 3,000 miles ocean transport on
either side of a narrow strip of land-viz_, the Ismuth of Panama_ In
1850 nearly 3,000,000 ounces of gold were produced from the placers.
The country was rich for agricultural purposes, but this fact remained
unnoticed for nearly ten years_ Gradually men began, as the placers
gave out, to raise cattle, sheep, wheat, fruit, and wine, until to-day
the production of gold is fourth on the list, being about 750,000
ounces, while wheat, wine, and fruit exceed in value nearly threefold
the production of gold. Since 1866 California has come nearer and
nearer to the manufacturing centres of the east by the introduction of
railways, and the nearer she has come to the industrial centres of the
eastern seaboard, the more difficult has it been for the introduction
of manufactories, and to-day California, with her great natural
resources, is not a manufacturing State. Australia presents a similar
F
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case. Originally developed for its alluvial gold, the total output in
1893 amounted in value to only £6,OOO,000-whereas the wool export
for the same year was valued at £16,000,000.
The conclusion that we must come to is that in this country of
coal, copper, lead, silver and gold, so far the only article that we can
produce in competition with the world is gold. Therefore, as chemists
and metallurgists, looking at it from the Transvaal standpoint, .the
only subject that is worthy of our immediate attention is the chemistry
and metallurgy of gold. Behind in all other things, the Transvaal
stands foremost in this, and it is a matter of congratulation to us that
such a profitable field is open for our work. The metallurgical problems that are being solved to-day in this country command the
respect and attention of gold miners and mine owners all over the
world. From the crushing of the quartz in our mills to the final
extraction of gold in the slimes sands and by-products, the work being
done on the Witwatersrand to-day is the most perfect and complete of
any gold fields in the world. The evident reason for this is the concentration of energy and skill in a limited area. The free exchange
of ideas allows of no room for the secret process. Exchange of ideas
takes place from day to day between men working in similar lines,
and such interchange has led up to gratifying results. I am glad to
say that many of the men who have aided in perfecting the processes
for the production of gold are members of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society, many of whom I see here to-night.
METALLURGY OF GOLD

Let us for one moment look over the development of the metallurgy
of gold. The occurrence of gold in placers, and the ease with which
the bulk of it was recovered by washing; later, the crushing of quartz
in the battery and the winning of the fine particles by the beautiful
process of amalgamation, all so simple that for many years there was
really no metallurgy of gold. Gold miners became educated only in
the system of collecting free gold for the reason that the bulk of
the production of gold was, and is, by amalgamation, and only.
such ores as gave up their gold freely by simple crushing was
sought for and worked to any extent. The process of collecting
such gold was one of concentration by means of amalgamation,
and as the concentration was carried further another produ~t was
the result, being the concentrated py'rites of the value of from 3
to 5 ounces of gold per ton. Now, to obtain this gold, or a higher
percentage of it than could be extracted by further crushing, certain and many processes were studied. This was most prac:tically
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worked out by Plattner with his chlorination process, and up to some
ten years ago amalgamation and chlorination were almost the only
practicable means in usc for winning gold in the gold mines of
thc world. The idea of re-handling the whole of the products
after concentration had been resorted to came almost in direct
opposition to the rccognised methods of winning any metal. In
thc rccovcry of all metals successive concentration is the method
of proccdure, and evcn to-day the metallurgists of Gcrmany are very
much averse to agrceing to the fact that it is not the best way of
finally trcatin" all the stuff which has becn crushed. It has always
beon morc 01'° less known that large losses of gold take place in
thc pulp by concentration, but as these sands and slimes .were us~al~y
allow('ll t.o bc washcd away in rivers the loss went unnoticed untIl, In
ill(, Tramwaal, Oil account of its topographical condition, the slimes
all< I ;:illll)R wcre lIcccssarily retained or conserved in dams .. These
:U:I:ul\IulationH being assayed and valued, showed plainly that somet.ltiu" lIlUHt be dono to obtain their contained valuc. Concentratiop.
lJavi'I'lg roached its limits, another form of concentration was resorted
to by tlto ehemists in thc shape of the introduction of the solution methods. Of these methods brought forward by various
chemists, thosc of dissolving in cyanide and chlorine are the only ones
ill effective use on the Witwatersrand to-day. There has been a great
,leal of study given to the use of chlorine as a dissolving agent, but
its use is very limited in comparison with that very easily handled.
solvent, cyanide, 1'<0 that I am prepared to state that cyanide is slowly
but surely displacing chlorine on the Witwatcrsrand for all purposes.
I have no doubt that upon these fields eventually the use of chlorine
will be discontinued; and, having been among the first to be
connected with the illtroduction of the chlorination process in this
country, I have rather jealously guarded the interests of chlorine as a
solvent. I must admit now that, given equal preparation of material
for the use of tte solvent, the same percentage of solution of precious
metal in the materials treated can be obtained as well with cyanide
as with chlorine. And with the application of recent methods
for the recovery of the gold from these solutions, as high a
percentage of extraction can be obtained by the cyanide as with
the chlorination process.
Continuing the work of recovery by
solutions, we get first in dissolving the gold in the solution a new
material of less value per ton than it was in the material to be
treated. Generally speaking, it may be said that for the sand treated
it takes from a ton to a ton and a half of solution to dis~olve the gold,
while in slimes from four to six tons of solution is used to dissolve
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and wash out the gold, and it is in connect·ion with this solution,
varying in value from ~ dwt. up to 10 dwts., that the metallurgical
chemist is presented with the last problem in concentration which he
must apply to his operations-viz., the concentration of gold from the
liquid. For this operation we have at present only two processes
acting successfnlly-that of zinc precipitation and that of electric
precipitation on lead foil or shavings. The chemicals and substances
that could be used as sol vents in the work of ([issol ving the gold
from the material are l10t more varied than the number of precipita'
tion processes which may be employed for its ultimate recovery or
concentration from the liquid used as a carrier; but, of' all solvents,
cyanide has proved itself the most gencrally useful and serviceable.
On the ultimate recovery of the gold from its precipitated form in a
zinc box: many able papers have been written, and the operations of
precipitation and its recovery are so well known that it is not
necessary to go further into this question. The operation of the
electrical precipitation process is less khown, and I hope to give a
paper at some future date on the snbject. Speaking further in
relation to the solution of gold, one member of our Society, Mr W.
A. Caldecott, has made a new discovery in the past year. He will
read to you a paper on the subject shortly. Mr John R. Williams
has successfully carried ont, at the Crown Reef slimes works, a
system of concentration of the gold in the solution before precipitation.
As I look forward to the future, I ask myself what are the possible
Jines npon which metallurgy will make improvements for the treatment of our auriferous material. It strikes me that with our present
mechanical methods for the continuous collection of sands and slimes,
and the almost complete separation of the water and the immediate
re-use of that water for crnshing, there is no reason why the attempt
made by the· African Gold Recovery Company at tho old May
battery in 1892 should not be revived. That is the crushing by
·means of a dilute solution of cyanide. The concentrates caught
from this, as wcll as the sands, would at once be under treatment,
and the solution of the gold in the slimes would have taken place by
the time they had separatcd from the final spitzkasten. The total
volume of liquid used would be no larger than the volume of
solution now used in the slimes works; and as the actual s~lution
now in use in the slimes works is only" '005 per ccnt. in cyanide, or a
value of 1'6 oz. of cyanide, equal to· about 1d. per ton, besides 2 ozs.
,of lime· per ton, equal to a value of a fraction of a farthing per ton.
-rhe cost of this solution would not preclude its use. The v~lue of
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"ohl ill the first wash could be kept to a certain point by the con~tanL prccipitation of a certain volume of this solution daily. By this
lJIl'allR a much larger final wash could be utilised on the sands and on
thc Rlimes, which would mean a more complete extraction. No more
water washes would be thrown away, and in the case of very poor
meR thc preliminary amalgamation could bc done away with if
d!!!1irable, and what free gold there was could be caught in the coneontrates and washed down over a singlc plate aftcr cyaniding. A
direct method of this sort could be worked out in connection with
c.lectric precipitation, which would be a strong competitor of ~he
direct Rystem of dry crushing. In one case you have the ~eparat!On
of the Rlimes, which makes that portion of the pulp a httle more
eClHtly to treat, but you have the direct advantage of less cost. o~
eruHhing to the same degree of fineness. The direct dry cruslllng
lllotllOcl bringR up the cost of crushing when you crush to the
JlOC!CHHal'Y clegree of fineness, although it is a fact in some cases with
Lhn H\Il'fIlC:O oro!! crushing can be left as coarse as i-in. screen; but
ill Ilolll'ly overy case we have experimented on in this country as soon
Ilil Lhn pyrites are met with crusldng to a fineness of between 200 or
400 mesh screen becomes necessary, and to crush dry quantities of
low grade ore down as fine as from 200 to 400 mesh is, I must say,
very troublesome and costly. One can well understand that at the
time tho African Gold Recovery Company tried the direct wet
process that the difficulties in the way of mechanical separation of
tho liquid were practically insurmountable at that time, but to-day,
with our spitzkasten and collecting vats there should be no reason,
with properly constructed works, why all the solution should not be
properly taken care of. This leads me to the idea that the methods
which we are developing for the extraction of gold froD! ores can also
be made use of in a similar way for the extraction of other metals.
For instance, in the metallurgy of coppe:: and lead and silver many
ores permit of a very poor concentration result. Solution methods
may also be applied to the sands and slimes, resulting from these
operations. Various solvents will be worked out which will tend
to give a higher ultimate extraction from these ~etals than is now
obtained from concentration alone. I might mention that there' is
now being worked out a process for the direct treatment of low grade'
copper ores without concentration, the sol vent being regenerated by'
electricity. And also another solution process for the extraction of
zinc in lead ores of Broken Hill, in order to prepare the lead ore for
the smelter to extract the 25 per cent. of lead,' and the 25 ozs, of
silver that would still remain in the ore.
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Now, 'crentlemen
"
, 1 think that the methods, chemical and metallurgical, developed on these fields will lead to a complete revolution
in the metallurgical methods for the extraction of metals. The study
of solvents and their regeneration, coincident with the precipitation
of metals either by chemical or electrical energy, will gradually be
extended from gold and silver-first, probably, to copper, then .zinc,
nickel, and possibly aluminium and other metals, so that we in thi"
country are not doing merely a selfish work, but are perfecting
methods and means by which the mineral resources of the .whole
world may be affected, and if we cannot compete in the markets of
the world to-day with any of the products of the Transvaal except
that of gold let us hope that we may be able to show such methods
and models of work that the world may copy them, not only for gold,
but for other metals as well. And may I add that I think it is
the earnest wish of every member of our Society that, while we
are" beating our brains out" against the natural difficulties of the
extraction of each grain of gold that we win from Mother Earth, our
paternal Government will assist us as much as may be possible in
removing the artificial difficulties that in the nature of things here
surl'Ound our industry 7 We would most respectfully point out that
although a grain of gold more extracted means 2d. per ton, on the
other hand 2d. per ton off the working costs is the same as an extra
extraction of a grain of gold. And if our Government can only
realise this, and they could see their way to grant such reforms as
would reduce the working costs by 4s. per ton, that would have the
same effect so far as profits are concerned, as if we as metallurgists
could extract that last 24 grains of gold left in our residues! In
other words, our Government can in effect do what to us is impossible-that is, give us our long-wished for 100 per cent. extraction.
May thAy do it !
A VOTE OF THANKS

Mr R. F. Crosse-I should like to propose a very hearty vote o.f
thanks to my American cousin, Mr Butters, for the eminently practical
and most interesting inaugural address. I am sure it will give each
of us a great deal to think about, and we must thank him very much
'
for the ideas he has given.
Mr J. Yates seconded, and the motion was passed with acclamation.
The PreRident-I thank you very much for your kind vote. I am
forty-three years of age, and it is the first time I have read a 'paper,
so you have my maiden effort.
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PROFESSOR CHRISTY'S EXPLANATION
The Secretary read the following letter from Professor Christy on
the history of cyanide, which appeared in these columns last week.
Robinson G. M. Co., 12th July 1897.
The Secretary,
Chcmical and Metallurgical Society,
Johannes burg.
Pear Sir,-Enclosed plcasc find copy of a letter addressed to me
by Professor Christy.
You will see hc desires that his letter should be read before the
Chcmical and Mctallurgical Society, and I shall be much obliged by
your hringing this matter forward and receiving proper sanction for
tlill reading of Hamc.
Yours faithfully,
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University of California, Berkeley,
June 1st, 1897.
omcc of S. B. Christy,
Prof. Mining and Metallurgy.
Gcorge A. Darling, Esq.,
Robinson Gold Mine, Limited, Johannesburg, S.A.R.
Dear Sir,-Allow me to thank you very much for calling my
attention to a statement in my cyanide paper in which I have
evidently been misinformed as to a matter of fact, and in my desire
to give due cL'edit to the work of myoid friend, Mr Butters, I have
unwittingly done an injustice to your pioneer work with the cyanide
process, to that of Mr Caldecott, and perhaps to that of others,
At such a distance it is hard to follow all the details of the' rapid
development of a new process, but the figures which you send are a
sufficient demonstration of the value of your services in the early
development of the process, and I have,therefore prepared the following correction of the paragraph of which you specially write, so that
it may read as follows : "At about the same time Mr Charles Butters, who had left
California to erect chlorination works for the Robinson Mine at
Johannesburg, became interested in the ,cyanide process, and,
after getting the chlorination plant in working order, put up for
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working the tailings from the Robinson Mine, a cyanide plant
which was among the tirst to achieve a large scale success with the
process."
You will do me a favour to have a copy of this letter published in
the South African Mining Joumal, and read before the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society.
And allow me, in conclusion, to take this opportunity to express
my admiration for the brains, the energy, and the pluck of the
Uitlanders as shown by the way in which they have developed the
mineral sources of South Africa. It is a fine example to the world
of how profitably capital can 1e employed in mining investments when placed under the control of properly trained engineers
and metallurgists.
With much respect, Very sincerely yours,
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Dr Loevy-I think our Society should acknowledge with thanks
the letter from Mr Darling, and I think it advisable that. Professor
Christy should be informed that his letter has been read, according to
his wish, before the Society.
This was agreed to.

NOTES ON THE ESTIMATION OF LEAD IN SLAGS
The next business on the agenda was the discussion of Mr D. J.
Williams's paper, entitled: " Some Notes on the Estimation of Lead
in Slags," etc.
There were no criticisms offered, and
Mr J. It. Williams said-I have read with a deal of pleasure my
brother Taffy's paper, but have not had time to put it to the actual
test. The work done by Mr Williams must be very valuable to the
Rand Central Ore Reduction Company, and any ot.her company
working on such by-products. I think the thanks of the Socicty are
due to Mr Williams for his paper.

REDUCTION OF ZINC GOLD SLIMES
/

The President said the next business was the discussion of Mr' E.
H. Johnson's paper on "The Reduction of Zinc Gold Slimes."
Mr" W. A. Caldecott, in opening the discussion,' said-I he~rd
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if 11 I'er,)' great interest Mr Johnson's paper, and it scems to me a
l'I'l',\' ilUpurtant paper to have brought forward. The acid treatllle~t
"I' .. "Id slimes is gradually replacing the nitre method, because It
.. iY~." !iuer lmllion with lcss chance of loss from fumes. There is one
~'hiu'" which I saw mentioned some time ago; I think it was in the
l'r"c~I'lling8 of the Institute of l\1ining and Metallurgy. Instead of
slIIl'liUl'ic acid, the use of acid sulphate of soda or potash (NaHS0 4
"1' KHH() ) was suggested.
It is cheaper, more easily transported
anll handl~J, and it performs its work most efficiently. I ~ave
l'xIH'J'illwlItell myself with this method, and have obtained· very
:<atiHfactory results on a working scale.
:\11' n. T. M. McBridc said-It is with great pleasure I have read
.
f Z'mc G0 Id Sl'Imes. "Such
"\[1' ./"hllson's paper on "The HeductlOn 0
a ~uh.il'l:t iH OlIO most useful to many me~bers of. 'this So~iety, and
t" :\11' .1 "hnHoll is Iluc our thanks for the mterestmg detaIls he has
.,iVl'll m: of hiH work at the Princess. I agree with him' when he
;:'a)';: thl: lllOtlHHls of clean-up and reduction are varied on the Rand.'
'l'ili:1 ill IhH', 1 think, to the fact that the economical working of the
11l'llIa':::: I!ILS nuvcr really been watched and advanced by the originators,
Ilwl t:OIlHequently the improvement of this department of the work
haH heen loft to the individual managers of cyanide plants. I touched
un the importance of this work some months ago in the discussion o~
Mr Yates's paper on "Zinc versus Electricity," and I am very pleased
Mr Johnson has brought the subject before us in this practical
manner. It is of such importance in my estimation that I beg to be
excused in reiterating and emphasising his statements of the advantages to be derived in the sulphuric acid method of reduction, and
in giving a few details of his work at the Glencairn Gold Mining
Company. By having proper appliances the risk of loss is reduced
to zero. With regard to time, I am able to say that I have done
an ordinary fortnightly clean-up from tailings from a 100 stamp mill;
and had the ingots in the safe at mid-day on the day after starting
the clean-up. I differ from Mr Johnson in his remark that "the
cost of acid renders this method a little more expensive." Taking
the clean-up costs of which Mr Johnson has given us, I reckon that
the additional flnxes, coke, crucibles and labour would bring the
total cost of reducing and smelting the 504 Ibs. of dry slimes without
acid treatment to over £25 sterling, instead of £19, 9s. 9d. by the
acid treatment; and in addition to this we have to consider the loss
in selling a large bulk of slags, and in the price obtained for low-grade
bullion. With regard to the quantity of acid used, I have fonnd
three-quarters of a pound of acid enough for one pound of moist zinc
\I
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gold chips. This proportion usually leaves sufficient excess of acid
to dissolve the zinc in the fine gold slimes, but I always examine it to
make certain that the zinc has been reduced. The quantity of zincgold chips and slimes naturally varies according to the strength of
cyanide solution used, and consequently a greater or less amount of
sulphuric acid is consumed. Some time since, when using 0'12 per
cent. KCy as my strongest solution, I got very good precipitation in
the zinc boxes, but the gold did not go into slimes; it remained
coated on the zinc. I washed the zinc over a screen with i-inch
mesh, and after treating the resultant ehips I got lOt percent. of
their weight in bullion of over 800 fine. The consumption of zinc
at this time was only 0'16 lb. per t.on of tailings treated. When
sufficient time is allowed for treatment, I advocate the use of weak
cyanide solutions as the little extra cost for acid is more than recouped by the saving in zinc alone, not to speak of the greater saving
in cyanide. In arranging the different apparatus for the clean-up
and subsequent reduction of slimes at the Glencairn, I have aimed at
saving time both at the clean-up and reduction process, also at avoiding handling of the slimes as much as possible, and at minimising
any risk of loss in any department of the work. All the floors are
cemented, and graded towards gutters which lead to collecting wells.
A 2-inch Cameron pump with suction hose delivers the supernatant
solution from the extractor-boxes to a settling vat placed above the
level of the boxes. This solution is, after settling, returned to the
extractors through a series of valves placed down the side of the vat.
The compartments of the extractor boxes are connected by holes
in the baffle· boards or partitions. Plugs are withdrawn, and the
slimes, being stirred with the remaining solution, gravitates to the
bottom compartment, whence it is pumped to the filter-press vat.
For this purpose I have fixed a 1!-inch hose to the suction-pipe of
the small filter· press pump, and have provided a special delivery to
the vat, where the slimes pass through a 900 mesh Ecreen. In turn,
the discoloured solution only is pumped through the press, as I
prefer to treat the zinc-gold slimes together with the chips with acid
before putting it into the filter press. The corroded zinc is washed,
and the chips collected in a small vat of similar dimensions to the
press suction vat, viz., 5 feet 6 inches in diameter by 2 feet 6 inches
in depth. The acid treatment vat is 6 feet 6 inches in diameter by
5 feet 6 inches in depth, and iR pro~ided with a revolving agitator,
lid, fumes funnel, and feed-box, very similar to Mr J ohmon's arrange·
ment. It has also water and steam service led into it, and the waste
solutions are decanted through a series of holes down the side. of the
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\'lit into another vat of 10 feet diameter direc.tly underneath it. This
latter vat rests on a cement floor 2 feet 9 inches below the main floor
of the extractor-house, and the solutions, after prolonged settling,
(!HCape through an aperture in the foundation wall. I find this vat
of great usc in accelerating the final treatment, for it is not necessary
that the gold should completely settle after each wash in the upper
vat before starting to decant the water. I only put on two washes,
or thrce if found necessary, before transferring the precipit~te to
the 900-mesh tray suspended. in the filter-press vat. As the aCId ;at
iH above the level of this, tho gold slimes gravitate through _a p~pe
iixcd to the bottom. A woouen plug, of course, protects thIS pIpe
from tho acid uurinrt treatment. I have given a few details of
lIly system of clean~up, as it is so intima~ely conne~te~ with t~e
Il':id trpatuHlnt as to bo almost inseparable m a descnptlOn of thiS
kiwI. It will he observed that there is no handling of the slimes
Ilnti] thoy nre tnken from the filte.r-press in. h.ard cakes. These,
:I"'ain do not rCHluire to be disturbed III the calcmmg furnace, and, as
~l ,JollIlHolI pointed out, loss in smelting is avoided owing to the
Ill)H(!l1ce of zinc. All gold-bearing solntions are allowed to stand
Hldliciuntly long to settle the precious metal before they are returned
to tho extractor-boxes and thence to the storage sumps. I deprecate
the system still adopted in some plants of baling the solution from
one compartment to another, as it is certain to dislodge some fine
gold slillle and deposit it in the storage sumps. With regard to the
filter-press, I am a very strong advocate of it, and I had great
pleasure in visiting Mr Johnson's plant some time since. In speak
ing to Mr Starr, of the Consolidated Investment Company, yesterday,
he said he was thinking of patenting a press which he was adopting
at the Buffelsdoorn. They put the slimes into a canvas bag and
screw the neck of it, and thus you can get a very good filter out of
a common bag. One of the great benefits of a filter-press, I find, is
that you can get through a large quantity of solution carrying a very
small quantity of gold. What we call black solution at the clean-up,
it puts through very rapidly, and it enables you to clean-up with
great speed.
Mr A. F. Cross-I quite agree with the former speaker as regards
the very great importance of treating zinc precipitates in a thorough
manner. I am very sorry Mr Johnson in his very interesting paper
did not give a few analyses of the various products. It would have
been of very great interest and also of great value. I would have
been most happy to have made the analyses for him, and I will do
so at any time. I am not myself engaged in the process of treating

.
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gold slimes, but I have a great Jeal to do with cyanide gold. I
believe as much passes through my hands as through anyone's in
Johannesburg. I notice in some cases bars are much more difficult
to melt and obtain satisfactory assays than others, and this does not
al ways depend on the fineness of the bars. Sometimes the bars go
as high as 820 or 825 fine, and they are very unsatisfactory:to melt
and to assay. The only possible method to arrive at any conclusion
of what is in these bars is by a careful analysis. The other day I
made some rough tests. I found nickel and cobalt; Rometimes there
is iron and very often lead. Nickel, cobalt, and lead are not removed
by sulphuric acid. The nickel and other oxidizable metals are in·
clined to stick to the pot, and should be eliminated' in some way.
We have maue a very great improvement in the treatment of gold
slimes, and I do not see why we, should not go still further and turn
out as good gold from zinc precipitates as from the battery process:
Unfortunately, we do lose some gold; it is not always a case of
driving gold up the chimney, but gold is lost, and, as Mr Butters so
ably pointed out, every grain of gold in zinc precipitates ought to be
considered. I hope at some future day to read a few remarks on the
analyses of these precipitates. I was promised some to-day from
the City and' Suburban, and I will deal with them at some future
time.
The President---l think Mr McBride's criticism is almost a paper
in itself, for which we have to thank him. There is one thing I
might say in addition to Mr Caldecott's remarks about the use of
acid sulphate of soda in the cleaning-up of zinc boxe-s. We have
used, experimentally, something approximating 20 tons of this
mate,rial, which is a by-product of the dynamite factory for cleaningup and for making sulphate of iron, and we find it most effectual.
1 feel almost certain that sulphuric acid will be displaced, and that
this acid sulphate (containing 38 per cent. of H2S0 4) wiII be largely
used here. It is a matter of information to the Society that such an
article exists in the country.
This closed the discussion, and
Mr Johnson thanked Mr McBride for his expansion of the paper,
and Mr Cross for his kind offer.
THE'TREATMENT OF BATTERY
SLIMES
,
Mr John R. Williams then read the following paper, entitled:
" The Treatment of Battery Slimes" : . It is about four years ago since I first started experimenting :in a
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practical way to arrive at a methou fol' a profitable recovcry of the
"old frolll our batt6ry slimes, which heretofore had been allowed to
'\:1111 to waHte.
I founu no uifliculty in getting a vcry high extraction
of the "01(1 contents of the slimes from the Main Reef series in a
(:'yalli(l~ Rolution, but every method of precipitation th~t I tried was
met with failures on all sides. At first I thought thiS was due to
tho extremo weakness of the cyanide solution used, but on f.urther
('xpOl'illlents I found t.hat increasing the cyanide did not help li1 any
wa)', allu was finally convinced that the cOlllparatively larg~ ~mo.unt
0[' HaltR of lillle presc>nt was the cause of not getting preClpltatlOn.
Although I, three anu a half years ago, obtained provisiona~ prot(~r:tiOll for this process of slimes treatment, it was not until. our
('~;t('(:uw,1 cnll(:aguc, :;\I I' Von Gernet, so greatly im~)ro~ed t~e
HimlHillH-lIalHko mcthod of precipitation, that I felt Justified li1
a~~kin:r J\lr <1. K Webber, then my general ~:nana~er (who. at all
1illl!'H "0 killllly ~upported me, but more espeCially li1 t~e faith he
;;11"w!',1 ill Imddllg me up in a pTocess unknown and untned), for the
JII"~(':I:lal'Y (':Lpital to build a plant to treat the slimes direct on coming
fl'olll th~ir tuilings plants. This plant, viz., thc Crown Reef Gold
Millillg Oompany (tho first direct slimes plant to work on a practical
Hcale ill the world), has now been running for about twelve months,
amI has been fairly satisfactory; but necessarily, as usual in the
starting of any new process, there were several little difficulties, and,
RmaH as they were, they took a great deal of time to rectify, causing a
great deal of inconvenience from stoppages,etc. However, from the vCl'y
first month this plant has always shown a profit. I will now give you
a brief description of the construction of this plant. The slimes
leaving the tailings plant Tun through the large sand separator "A,"
where any tailings can be separated. This, however, has not been
working for the last ten months, as it was found that the quantity of
sands leavillg the tailings plant was so small that it could be totally
ignored. This piece of apparatus, however, I would point out, is
something like a revolver; you may never require it, but when you
do you want it very badly. To the slimy water flowing into the launder
"B" sufficient lime (in the form of milk of lime) is added to precipitate the slimes; which it does in a flocculent form. I will herll add that
regularity in the feeding of this lime plays a vllry important part;
an excess is quite as bad as too little. I was so thoroughly convinced
of this that I consulted our well known engineer, Mr L. 1. Seymour,
who designed an automatic lime feeder; a blue print of which, by
his kind permission, I now place before you. This simple apparatus
is the means of saving not less than £1,200 per anllum in lime alone,
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and gives a far more perfect precipitation of slimes than could be
possibly obtained by the old method of hand-feeding. After being
mixed with the lime the slimy water passes through the two settlin"
pits C.C., each having the following dimensions, 20 feet by 20 feet'"
and 10 feet deep. Here, roughly speaking, 80 to 90 per cent. of th~
slimes are deposited; the OVfll'flow from these pits passing to the
larger pit, which is 40 feet by 40 feet and 10 feet deep, from which
the water runs away practically clear. These pits come down to a
point forming an inverted pyramid. They are aU separately connected with the suction of a centrifugal pump, which pumps the
settled slimes into the eight treatment tanks A, B, C, D. These pits get
rid of fully 90 per cent. of the total water used in the mill, so We
have still to pump into these tanks about 10 pel' cent. of the water
with the slimes. These tanks are each 32 feet in diameter and 10
feet deep, having a conical bottom. These are arbitrarily divided
into four series, thus tanks A.A. are used for receiving the sludge
or slimes, where they are allowed to settle, the effluent water being
drawn off by slats on the side of the tanks, and then conducted by a
pipe into the larger settling pit, so that, in the event of it being
turbid, it will get a chance of further settlement; whilst one tank is
being filled, the other will have been completely settled and all the
effluent water drawn off. It is then pumped into tanks B.B., using a
hose with a jet through which cyanide solution is pumped to sluice it
into the suction of a centrifugal pump, sufficient solution at the same
time being added to fill these tanks; the strength of the solution is
simultaneously increased so as to bring the whole up to '01 per cent.
of cyanide of potassium. I have found on actual tests that practically
80 per cent. of the total gold in the slimes is dissolved in its passage
through the pump. However, as will be seen from the construction
of the tanks, further agitation is given by suction from the conical
bottom at " a," and charging over the top of the tank at " b," and
also near the bottom through the three arms" c," two having the
same radius as the tank, whilst the other throws across the diameter
of the tank. This, we find, gives a very good agitation, and is kept
up for a period of from one to two hours, when the slimes are allowed
to settle and the clear solution drawn off through a series of sidecocks (these side-cocks I do not think nearly as convenient as the
Rand Central's syphon pipes). It is difficult to place these cocks in
such a position as to enable the last /inch or so of solution to be
drawn off. Another objeetion is that a cock may be opened too low
down, thus allowing slimes to flow with the solution, which is very
detrimental to the satisfactory working of the precipitation-Qoxes.
I
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Having drawn off all the solution, the resiuue slimes are pumped
illto tanks C,C" where they are further agitated with a very weak
Holution of cyanide and allowed to settlc, These solutions do not
paRs through the precipitation-boxes, but a~e used for the first
treatment in transferring from tanks "A" to "B"; sufficient
(~'yalli(le at the same time being added to bring it up to the strength
l'(~'luire(l. The slimes are then pumped into tanks D,D" with very
woak solutions, settled in the usual way, this solution being used for
trauHferring from tank" D " to " C," Here I would like to draw
,YOill' attention to what I will call concentration of gold in solution;
thUN, at the start of this plaut the precipitation-boxes had to take at
tIl!' mte of scven tons of solution per hour per box, with the result
that the prccipitation was not at all satisfactory; whilst with the
11l'(':lImt arrangOluent the boxes have only about two tons per hour,
but, of It Holution v(lry much richer in gold, These assay now 60 grs.
a: ',aiw;t Iii to 20 grs, by the old method. As this solution is
:\1111\\, ••• 1 at 1.'aHt thrcc times as long to pass through the boxes,
I'l't'"il'itatioll is very greatly improved, Again, a well-known point
to yOll all iH that thc first 50 per cent. of gold can be deposited in a
vllry slIlall fraction of the time required for the last to pel' cent,-an
oxample of which is given in the following test, obtained some two
y"ars ago, when Mr Charles Butters kindly placed one of his boxes
ami gold solution at my disposal, so as to enable me to get the true'
capacity of precipitation boxes required for a plant of a given
sizc : Originals-2 dwts. 12 grs. fine gold per ton.
Time.
After precipitation.
No. of test.
3 hours.
1 dwt. 4 grs.
1
2
6 "
20 "
9
12
3
"
12 "
8
4
15
4 "
5
"
18
2 "
6
"
1. "
21
7
2 "
"
24
trace.
8

"

Here it will be seen that in the first three hours 53 per cent. of the
gold was deposited, whereas it took 21 hours to render this solution
?old free. Another advantage of this treble treatment is that pumpmg over from tank to tank ensures a most thorouah aaitation which
. h
b O O
,
18 8 own y the fact that it has increased the theoretical extraction
from about 70 per cent. when using single treatment to over 83 per
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cent., the extra cost being only a fraction of a penny per ton. The
clear solutions from tanks "B B" aforementioned are run into two
settling or clarifying tanks, which are 15 feet in diameter by 5 feet deep.
Here the solution is al,lowed sufficient time to settle any slimes that
may have come with it j thus, whilst one tank is being filled, the
other is settled, and passing through the precipitation boxes. These
are four in number, of the following dimensions: 30 feet long, 6 feet
wide, and 4 feet 9 inches deep. The iron anoids are placed at G-inch
centres, between which is placed a d,ouble wire frame, canying on each
wire three lead sheets cut into strips. The solution always passes
upwards through the compartments in the same manner as the wellknown zinc process. From these boxes the solution flows into the
sump" E," which is 40 feet in diameter and 12 feet ,deep, from where
it is used over and over again. The cost of treatment for the months
of April and May is shown at 3s 9'05d per ton, made up as follows :_
Management and European wages
Kaffirs and food
Electric light
Power
Cyanide
Lime
Lead foil
Oil and waste
Assaying
Sundries
Royalty
Maintenance:
Labour
Stores, including proportion of replacing centrifugal pumps

9.44d
3'29d
0'40d
2'75d
5'51d
6'19d
1'75d
0'89d
1.26d
0'63d
4.77d
4'43d
3.,74d
S'17d

3s ,9.05d
The following are the results obtained for the same period : Tons treated (1)
6,643.
, Assay value
5'32 dwts.
"
"residues
0-892 dwts.
Theoretical extraction
83'646 per cent.
Fine gold recovered
1,067'16 ozs.
Actllal extraction
60'483 per cent.
.£3,058, I,J s. 2d.
Profit
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This profit is equal to a dividend on th.e capital of the company of
there is a 0areat disover 15 Per cent. per annum. You wtll notice
.
re ancy between the actual and the theoretIcal extraction. This, I
:mPof opinion, is entirely due to the great difficulty in estimating the
tonnage of slimes treated. The system adopted is to take the difference between the mill and tailings tonnage, and call the difference
slimes-giving the slimes plant credit for any stoppages when the
slimes are run into the slimes dam. I am of opinion that the cost,
3s. 9d. per ton, is very low, considering that the average cost of
previous working has been about 4s. 6d.; thus, the previous month
the actual extraction was 17'2 per cent. above the theoretical, when
a high cost of 5s. 5·6d. was shown. I have, however, refrained from
giving averages over a longer period, because this plant was incomplete until the beginning of April. No clean-up was made for the
month of June, the system adopted being to clean up bi-monthly;
but, as this company always issues very full and clear monthly reports,
any of you sufficiently interested can see what this plant wiII do in
the future. You will note that a large amount of the cost (6 ·19d.) is
made up in lime; this, I would like to point out, is in a ratio, not to
the slimes, but to the water. As the Crown Reef treats from 75 to
80 per cent. of the product leaving the mill as concentrates and tailings, it leaves but a small amount of slimes; the same amount of lime
would be sufficient to settle all the slimes had there been double
or treble the quantity in the same amount of water. This company, with its mill, cyanide and slimes plant, is now recovering fully
90 per cent. of the total gold contents of the ore, at a cost of under
lis. per ton. These figures, I am of opinion. our advocates of drycrushing and direct treatment will find very hard to compete
against, both from a point of high extraction and low coststherefore, maximum profits. In conclusion, I beg to thank Mr
Sidney Jennings and the whole staff of the Crown Reef for their
hearty support during the erection and starting of this plant;
and, last but not least, Mr Hennen Jennings, consulting engineer of
the company, and his staff, for their invaluable aid in working
out the details of my comparatively rough designs. I hope I
have made the explanation clear; if not, I shall be delighted to
answer any question, and I am sure Mr Jennings wiII give any
of you who desire it an opportunity of seeing the plant at work.
The President-The reading of Mr Williams' paper is like
opening up a new era to these fields, and it appears that during
this year the slimes question is going to predominate in our discussions, which no doubt will be very profitable. We ought to
G
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thank Mr "Williams for his paper, and we should feel proud that he
i8 a member of our Society, because such work as "has been done on the
Crown Reef is making metallurgical history. I am ghid I am here tonight and living in this place at a period when ,ve are making
the history of metallurgy. I think the Society will join \vith llle in
thanking Mr Williams for his paper.
Mr J. R. Williams-Many thanks for your kind remarks. I am
afraid I do not deserve them all.
The discussion on the paper was postponed to the next meeting.
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THE SOLUTION OF GOLD IN ACCUMULATED AND
OTHER SLIl\{ES.
Mr W. A. Caldecott then read the following paper on the Rolution
of gold in accumulated slimes ; Mr President and Gentlemen,-The problems presented in the
treatment of accumulated slimes are in a great nH'asure of the same
nature as those which occur in dealing with slimes direct from the
mill. In one important respect, however, there is usually a considerable variation, and this is as regards the primary operation of
dissolving the gold. As is well known, the gold in slimes fresh
from the battery is generally very readily soluble in cyanide solution.
When slimes are settled in dams or pits, however, certain reactions
take place which result in the formation of decomposition products
corresponding with conditions obtaining. Among the products of
importance, so far as subsequent cyauide treatment is concerned,
is ferrous sulphide (FeS) derived from the decomposition of pyrites
(FeS 2 ). This compound imparts a dark grey or black colour to
those layers in the slimes dams in which it occurs in any quantity,
and may be readily identified therein by t.he odour of sulphuretted
hydrogen on adding acid, by the darkening of moistened lead acetate
paper exposed to these fumes and by the purple reaction in an \
alkaline solution with potassium nitro-prusside. The exact stages by
which it is derived from the pyrites may be open to discussion. My
own view as to its formation may be expressed by setting forth
as follows the main stages of gradually increasing oxidation through
which iron pyrites, either as pyrite or marcasite, passes before it
finally attains its final stage of hjghest oxidation under natural
conditions ;(1) FeS 2
(2) FeS+ S

Iron pyrites.
:Ferrous sulphide and sulphur. :
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(3) FeS04 + H 2S0 4
(4) Fe 2 (S04)3
(5) 2Fe 2 0 6, 80 3
(6) Fep3

Ferrous sUlphate and sulphuric acid.
Ferric sulphate.
Insoluble basic ferric sulphate.
Ferric oxide.

99

As may be seen by detailed references to authorities mentioned ill
a communication by myself to the Proceedings of the London
Chemical Society, of 29th April 1897, it has long been known
that ferrous sulphide is produced by the rerluction of iron sulphates
in nature by decomposing organic matter, but I am not aware
that its derivation from pyritic ore or its presence in slimes dams has
hitherto been publicly recognised. The formation of ferrous Rulphide
proceeds very rapidly after the deposition of slimes 'in the dams,
where they settle, forming a compact mass practically impervious
to air and water. After a few days the more pyritic layers of slimes
contain as much as ·25 per cent. FeS, soluble ferrous salts and free
acid being almost nil. Certain gold ores naturally contain a large
amount of ferrous sulphide in the form of magnetic iron pyrites
(6FeS, FeS 2) and copper pyrites (CuS, FeS). whilst ore which has
been exposed in the stopes or at grass also developes a certain amount
of ferrous compounds, chiefly ferrous sulphate.
When dry iron pyrites are heated in absence of air or are finely
pulverised in an iron mortar ferrous sulphide is readily produced.
The same reaction takes place to a slight extent during the operation
of crushing in a mill, particularly when the water for the plates has
been heated beforehand, and in some cases there may be sufficient
FeS thus formed to affect the treatment.
During the treatment of slimes by cyanide the presence of finely
divided ferrous sulphide causes abstraction of oxygen from the
solutions, whereby the solution of the gold is retarded. Other
ferrous compounds, such as ferrous hydrate (Fe0 2H 2 ), react in the
. same way, and are possibly even more detrimental; the decomposing
organic matter always present in a more or less degree in slimes dams
is also injurious. The obvious remedy for these difficulties is to
supply oxygen artificially, as, for instance, in the form of air delivered
from a perforated pipe fixed near the bottom of the agitation vat containing slime pulp, or in the form of an oxidising agent. The
cheapest and most suitahle of the latter has been found to be
potassic permanganate. The present slime plants of the Rand
Central Ore Reduction 'Co. have employed reration of all pulp in
their dissolving vats as part of the regular treatment since the latter
part of last year, accelerated when this operation took too long or
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when much organic matter was present with i lb. to 1 lb. KMn04 per
ton of dry slimes. All plants now under construction for the
treatment of accumulated slimes will be equipped with large air·com_
pressors delivering up to 1,800 cubic feet of air per minute. The
advantage of deep vats where this form of reration is employed so as
to get as much efficiency as possible out of the air is obvious, as is
also the necessity for delivering the air in small bubbles so as to
bring the maximum amount of surface into contact with the slime
pulp. Again, it has been found by experiment, as might be anticipated, that for a charge containing a certain amount of ferrous compounds and other reducing substances, a corresponding volume of air
was required, whether applied in one hour or distributed over ten
hours. Hence the advisability of rerating as quickly as possible in
order to lessen the time and power required for keeping the slimes in
suspension by agitation.
Speaking generally, old accumulated slimes are considerably more
acid than accumulated tailings, and although in the stirring process
all possible efficiency is got out of the lime employed to neutralise
this acidity, yet consumptions of from 8 Ibs. to 20 Ibs. of lime per ton
of dry slimes are by no means uncommon. The ferrons hydrate produced by the action of lime both on ferrous sulphate in the slimes and
on ferrous sulphate formed by oxidation of ferrous sulphide through
reration has a tendenl)Y to abstract oxygen from the solutions and al~o
to consume cyanide by converting it into ferro-cyanide. Bya further
reration this ferrous hydrate is converted into innocuous and inert
ferric hydrate. Hence in the treatment of accumulated slimes, preliminary reration or its more costly equivalent iI.l the form of an oxidising agent has lowered the cyanide consumption by 50 per cent., a
saving which more than pays for the cost of reration; even with the
acid slimes above-mentioned, the actual cyanide consumption is now
only lb. per ton of dry'slimes, or less than the cost of the lime
employed. Of this -?i- lb. only about one-half is consumed by the
slimes themselves, the remainder being discharged as dilute solution
with the residues, or lost by exposure to the air, and by decomposition in the precipitating boxes.
. The use of air for accelerating the solution of the gold in
amiferous material has long been talked of and experimented upon,
and forms the subject-matter of various patent specifications. In
the treatment of most accumulated slimes, however, the gold simply
does not dissolve without its application, so that, instead of merely
accelerating the reaction, it becomes as necessary for their treatment as
cyanide itself. It is possible that before long rel'ation, now ~egularly
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d for the first time on a working scale, will serve also as a means
use
.
f acritation in place of mechanically drIven paddles at present
~mpl~yed, but this application of its use, as well as various other
applications of the principle of reration are still in the experimental
stage.
At the present· time'th!=l method of dealing with accumulated slimes,
differs only in the earlier stages from the treatment of fresh battery
slimes, the subsequent operations of settling, decantation, precipitation, etc., being much the same. These earlier operations, which
vary in detail according to the particular slimes under treatment,
are generally as follows:-The truck-loads of slimes are dumped into
a small constant-discharge pulping vat containing fast running paddles.
A pipe delivers a continual stream of weak solution at the bottom of
the vat near one side, and at the top on the other side is an overflow
launder, through which the slime-pulp continually discharges, as the
lumps become disintegrated, into the dissolving vat. Here it is
rerated, whilst being stirred, by air delivered from an air-compressor
through a perforated pipe fixed near the bottom of the vat, until
sulphides, which serve as approximate indicators for reducing substances generally, are no longer apparent in the pulp on applying
the acid and the lead acetate paper test. This reration may take
from two to twenty hours, and varies with every charge. After the
sulphides are oxidised the cyanide is added. This brings the solution
up to ·008 per cent. Key, which is found strong enough to dissolve
the gold. During the charging and subsequent reration lime is also
added to bring the alkali strength of the solution up to ·006 per cent.
to ·010 per cent., as any higher percentage of lime is found to be
unnecessary for ~xpediting the subsequent settlement of the slimes.
During reration there is a gradual but very slight loss ill alkali
strength due both to the carbon dioxide in the air and to the formation of ferrous sulphate from ferrou~ sulphide. The agitation and
reratioll are continued for a period of from two to five hours after the
addition of cyanide, as experience shows, and the slime-pulp containing the gold in a state of solution is then transferred to another vat
and diluted, preliminary to settling. When decanted off the solution
is usually high in lime salts, chiefly sulphate, which cause difficulty
in precipitation; no practical method for the removal of these has
yet been worked out. Any permanganate to be added is put in as
soon as the dissolving vat is full, as it is found that but little of the
ferrous iron present is oxidised whilst much organic matter is present.
Such, 'in brief, are the operations involved in dissolving the gold in
slimes containing reducing substances; and it may be stated that the
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acquisition of the experience requisite for successfully dealing with
such material has been very costly both in money and in labour: The
solution of the gold in the treatment of slime~ can now be ensured,
but much still remains to be done in the investigation of the various
constituents of slimes and their interaction with one a~other, and
with the agents-lime, air, and cyanide-used in slimes treatment.
In the running of a slimes plant it is obvious that considerably
more skill and attention are required, both of manager and shift·men,
than with a sand plant of equal capacity. Besides, constant attention
to the machinery and appliances for stirring, transferring and decanting, continual tests for and records of sulphides, alkali, and cyanide
are necessary, and the whole treatment of a charge must be completed in a fraction of the time req uired for sands.
In conclusion, one or two details of laboratory practice in COllnection with slime work may be given. The percentage of dry
slimes, or the ratio of slimes to solution, in any pulp may be determined with fair accuracy from its specific gravity x by applying the
following formuloo:.
1 l5S·S(x-l)
·
P ercen t age 0 f dry sIlmes
III pu P=--x-'Slimes: Solution=(x-l): (1-·37x)
All tests to determinc gold extraction from pyritic slimes should
be made on the moist material, as the process of drying effectually
changes thc conditions of actnal working by oxidising the reducing
substances preeent.
Alkali determinations, as already remarked, constantly require to
be made by shift-men in a slimes plant. This is done as follows
(according to the method suggested by Mr J. E. Clcnnel):- Take
100 c.c. of solution t.o be tested; determine cyanide strength with
standard silver nitrate solution (1 c.c. Ag N0 3 solution = ·01 per cent.
Key); add a drop or two more of Ag N0 3 solution to the test, and a
few drops of ·5 per cent. solution of phenolphthalein as indicator,
and titrate with decinormal acid (1 c.c. ~ acid = ·004 per cent. alkali).

fo

The best acid to use, being stable, is H 2S0 4 , prepared in the usual
way; but, in case the appliances for preparing this are not available,
a decinormal oxalic acid solution may be used, as recommended by
F. Mohr. A decinormal solution of this, sufficiently accurate for
practical purposes, may be prepared, like the standard silver nitrate
solution, by dissolving 6·3 grms. pure dry oxalic acid in distilled
water, and making up to a litre.
Mr A. F.Crosse-I know the discussion on this paper will be postponed. There is only one important question I would like to ask
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Mr Caldecott, because he might be misunderstood. He said the
amount of slimes in any solution could be determined by taking the
specific gravity.
nir W. A. Caldecott-With fair accuracy.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I do not see how that can be managed. How
do you take the specific gravity.
1'I[r W. A. Caldecott-I took the specific gravity in the ordinary
way, by weighing equal volumes of water and slime pulp. The
hydrometer readings are not sufficiently accurate owing to the rapid
settling of the slimes.
The President-Therc is a good deal more in Mr Caldecott's paper
than appears on the surface. When you have a contract to treat
some hundred thousand tons of slimes, and you cannot dissolve the
gold, owing to want of knowledge, it is a very grcat relief to find out.
At the time these experiments were carried out the Rand Central was
in very great difficulties at the Robinson on account of the gold not
dissolving, and 1\1:r Caldecott deserves a. very great deal of thanks
from us. There are millions of tons of accumulated slimes on these
fields. I was obliged to close down the Crown Reef slimes plant
because we could not make it pay, and I think we would be obliged
to close down a good many others if this matter had not been worked
out. Mr Caldecott and Mr 'Villiams have been engaged on very
important work during the year.
We have tried to lend Mr
Caldecott and his assistant every help in the same way as 1\1:r
Jennings at the Crown Reef has aided 1\1:r Williams, and we as
metallurgists always feel very grateful for the support we receive
from the managers and the financial men. I do not think in any
part of the world are scientific men snpported as they are here. Mr
Crosse reminds me that we have at present in Johannesburg Professor
Lawn, of the Cape School of Mines. He was out at our place the
other day, and I hope anywhere he goes he will be received in the
most cordial manner.
Mr A. F. Crosse wanted to emphasise the fact that, Mr Caldecott
having been educated in South Africa, he was a very good example of
what Routh Africans can do. He hoped in the ordinary course, all
the students educated at the Cape would come up to Kimberley and
Johannesburg to finish their studie~, and imitate the example which
Mr Caldecott had set before them.
This concluded the meeting.
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VII
THE ordinary general monthly meeting of The Chemical and
Metallurgical Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening,
August 21st, 1897, in the Council-room, Chamber of Mines Building,
Johannesburg. :NIr Charles Butters (President) occupied the chair,
and there were also present :-Members-Messrs A. W. Ablett, G.
Andreoli, R. G. Bevington, W. A. Caldecott, Andrew F. Crosse, J.
Daniell, W. R. Dowling, H. T. Durant, J. Dykes, jun., K. L. Graham,
R. E. Hall, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, R. L. Kerr, J. Littlejohn,
Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President), Geo. MelvilI, A. Mennie, P. T. B.
Morrisby, F. C. Pengilly, Philip Powter, S. J. Remnant, F.
Rowland, H. Spargo, A. R. Stacpoole, A. F. Stewart, P. S. Tavener,
J. Watson, Franklin -White, D. J. Williams, J. R. Williams, and
T. oW. Wood (for the Rand Agency, Ltd., secretaries); visitorsMessrs Max Baumann, Dr Diehl, Francis Drake, H. C. Forrester,
Professor vVm. Jones, C. R. Maggs, H. B. Maggs, A. Whitby, and
O. A. Williams.
NEW MEMBERS

The following gentlemen were proposed for membership :-Messrs
F. Drake, J. Dreought, W. L. Hamilton, J. H. Johns, F. E. Norton.
F ..J. Oakes, and J. H. O'Hara.
The President said he was glad to see mining engineers and mine
managers joining the Society. They could congratulate themselves
on the names proposed that evening. It was a source of satisfaction
to know that not only members of the cyanide family, but others,
were taking an interest in the Society.
A ballot was then taken, and all the gentlemen were unanimously
elected.
AMENDMENTS TO THE BYE-LAWS

The meeting then proceeded to discuss a number of amenqments
to the bye-laws of the Society. The first law dealt with was
Clause 3, which provided that" the whole control of the affairs of
the Society shall be vested in a Council to be composed of members
of the Society. The Council shall consist of twelve members, :viz.:104
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President, Acting Vice-PresideIit, two Honorary Vice-Presidents, and
eight ordinary members of Council." The amendment was that "two
or more Honorary Vice-Presidents" be elected.
Mr J. R. Williams said he brought forward that amendment.
When they started the Society they had the idea of proposing the
President of the Chamber of oMines, the only chamber then in existence, and some other prominent men interested in the gold-fields, but
at present, fortunately or unfortunately, they had two societies-the
The Chamber of Mines and Association of Mines-and having elected
the Presidents of these Chambers as Vice-Presidents of their Society,
he thought they should elect two or more other men on the Witwatersrand who had done more, or at least as much, for the mining
industry as the Presidents of the Chambers.
He thought the
President of the Mine Managers Association and other prominent
enaineers should be elected.
~fr R. E. Hall raised the question of the Honorary Vice-Presidents
having the right to vote, but as the matter was covered by the rules,
nO decision was taken.
The second amendment was to Clause 14, which read that" the
entrance fee shall be two guineas, payable on election." The proposal was to make the entrance fee one guinea.
The next amendment considered was to Clause 15, which stated:
"The annual SUbscription shall be three guineas for members residing
within the town of Johannesburg as limited by the toll gates, and
two guineas for members residing without such area, payable on
the 1st October of each year. New members shall pay their annual
subscription within three months after election," and it was proposed
to substitute the following: that" The subscription for members
shall be two guineas per annum, payable on the 1st of October in
each year. New members shall pay their annual subscriptions within
three months after election."
Mr A. F. Crosse said he brought the matter before the Society.
He could' only confirm what Mr Butters had said. It was the old
question of the penny and two-penny postage. They wanted to have
a good many members, and whether they had olle hundred or two
hundred members, their monthly expenses would be much the same.
He hoped they would agree with him that it was a good thing to
reduce the expenditure and increase the membership.
The President said that the amendment would make the membership uniform.
The Council also proposed that a new Clause be inserted providing
for an extension of the Society's membership, No. 1:3A, reading:
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"Persons not being desirous of becoming full members of the Society
may be admitted as Associates, such Associates having full privileges
with the exception of holding of office, or voting. Associates can be
admitted by the Council without election by the Society on the
payment 'of an annual subscription of one guinea; but should an
Associate desire to become a member of the Society, he must be
passed and elected in the usual way as provided by Clause 13."
The President, in explanation of this Clause, said it was somewhat
expensive at present for young men to join the Society. 'The Council
felt that there were many men not living in Johannesburg, and others
who could not afford to spend five guineas, who would yet like to get
the benefit of the discussions and papers. They thought the present
subscription was somewhat high, and in the hope of having an effect
on the Government they thought they would have a little reform in
their own Society. It would encourage many people to become
members, and after all their Society was for the dissemination of
knowledge. He felt that the Society was growing, and while their
expenses were fairly heavy, he thought that sufficient members would
join under the new rules to enable it to pay its way.
Mr J. R. Williams, in supporting the adoption of the Clause, said
they had already elected one or two gentlemen living three or four
thousand miles from here, and it was absolutely impossible for them
to take part in the discussions. As far as he was concerned, he
would have a great deal of diffidence about asking these gentlemen to
pay five guineas per annum. He expected that they would have at
least fifty associate members. There would be people from all parts
of' the world anxious to join the Society. The adoption of that rule
would be a very good step to broadening out the sphere of the
Society. There were already about twenty who said they would be
very pleased to join the Society as Associates.
The President said that anyone sufficiently interested in the work
of the Society to pay the subscription should have the privilege of
joining the Society.
This concluded the consideration of the amendments to the byelaws, and after the gencral business a special meeting was hela, at
which they were carried unanimously.
The meeting proceeded to discuss
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THE PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
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DISCUSSION

NIl' J. K -Williams said-:-N ot noticing tbeconsideration of the
President's address on the agenda, he came rather unprepared to
make any criticism on Mr Butter's very able paper. He was sure
every member of the Society would congratulate himself on the very
good selection for the chair. He was certain the Society would not
lose any of its prestige through their President. On the other hand,
he was sure his electiou would enhance the Society, and he could
only trust that everyone connected with the Society would support
him in every possible way. He would like to have taken up the
different points of the address, but he would contine himself to ask
1\1r Butters for an explanation on one or two points. In one part of
his address he says: "There has been a great deal of study given to
the use of chlorine as a dissolving agent, but its use is very limited
in comparison with that very easily handled solvent, cyanide, so that
I am prepared to state that cyanide is slowly but surely displacing
chlorine on the Witwatersrand for all purposes. I have no doubt
that upon these fields eventually the use of chlorine will be discontinued; and, having been among the first to be connected with the
introduction of the chlorination process in this country, I have rather
jealously guarded the interest of chlorine as a solvent. I must admit
now that, given equal preparation of material for the use of the
solvent, the same percentage of solution of precious metal in the
materials treated can be obtained as well with cyanide as with
chlorine." He did not know if he read that rightly. There was a
kind of saving clause in that" equal preparation." Did that mean
calcination of ore before cyaniding 1
The President said it was a saving clause-equal preparation of
pnlp. They made a sweet roast and tried to destroy all ferrous salts,
so as to leave the preparation that was going to be chlorinated as
inert as possible. Here, in the Transvaal, the pulp, after roasting,
consisted almost entirely of silica and oxide of iron. If there were
no ferrous salts, it was a fact that cyanide would dissolve as equally
a high percentage as chlorine. When they filled a chlorination vat
they expected a high charge, they expected to spend some moneysomething iu the neighbourhood of 25s. to 40s. per ton. They took
great care, in the preparation of the pulp, in seeing that the gold in
all particles that went into the vat could be attacked-the materials
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were all screened. In addition to ,that the vat was filled very care_
fully-it was filled for extraction; whether the material was a h~ndred
or two hundred penny-weights per ton, there was no reason on
these fields why the gold should not come out. These results they
are obtaining now. Equal' preparation of pulp meant. somethin"o
more than perfect roasting. Of course, if they were working where
there was some copper in the ore, the cyanide would dissolve the
oxide of copper, and if there happened to be a little lead, the extraction would depend upon whether the gold was associated with it.
In America they had 2 or 3 per cent. of copper and lead, and
sometimes a little zinc. In some cases the gold and zinc were not
associated at all, so that the cyanide and chlorine would act as a
solvent equally as well. He preferred, in order to get high extractions, that there should be no silver in the ore. If they had a little
gold, copper, and zinc, and a little lead, they might get a very high
extraction with cyanide, quite as high as with chlorine, and if silver
was present also, there was a chance of getting a higher extraction
with cyanide than with chlorine.
Mr J. R. Williams-My reason for asking the question was that
there is a saving clause, and a very strong one. It might be misleading to some of the general public. I will hand you a specimen
containing a very small globule of iron pyrites, and also a specimen
containing some very large ones. You will notice they are different
from the average specimens of the Main Reef series. '1fy reason for
bringing them forward, is the fact that I had taken some of these
pebbles, measuring two inches in diameter, and have carefully ground
'the outside with emery. The pebble still shows anything from 40
ounces to 250 ounces per ton, and cyaniding with the fourteen days'
treatment, equal to about twenty-eight days under ordinary process, fails
to give in extraction of more than 8 per cent., even when assisted by
oxidising agents. The highest extraction was 121 per cent. I was
consulted with regard to these by the Violet Gold Mining Company,
and I strongly advised them to go in for very careful concentration
and chlorination. I do not see any reason to alter my opinion, notwithstanding the remarks passed by the President. Taking everything into consideration, I do not think the days of chlorination are
finished; on the other hand, I think it is going to playa more important part in the metallurgy of these fields than in the past. I
,have made a most careful analysis 9f the globules of pyrites for this
particular mine; in each case I took the precaution to grind the outside part well with emery, and in a very large quantity I. failed to
find any difference in the decomposition between them, and the
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ordinary Main Reef series. They carry about ·05 per cent. of arsenic,
d about a quarter per cent. of nickel and cobalt. Here is another
::se_Barberton ore-in which they have pyrites carrying very little
copper (not l per cent.) and the ore gives a very poor percentage with
cyanide, but with roasting you get about 90 per cent. extraction. I
do not wish to bring this forward as any serious criticism of the
President's paper, but. I brought it forward because I think the
world is watching the Society. I thought it rather a pity that statements of this kind, which might be understood by us but not by the
ordinary reader, should go unchallenged.
The President--In reference to arsenic, of course, when the ore is
roasted, the arsenic is oxidiRed. My results are based on actual work
on a large scale and th.e treatment of hundreds of ton!!.
Dr Diehl said about nine months ago he got a pebble-like specimen
from the Battery Reef, which, upon analysis, he found to contain
arsenic.
Mr J. R. ·Williams-There is another point which might be overlooked-I speak of my own experience, which goes back about a
quarter of a century-there is not that great discrepancy between the
actual and the theoretical extraction by the chlorination process as
there is by the cyanide process. I worked with both processes with
equal ease.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I would like to confirm Mr Williams' statement.
My results were practically the same as Mr Williams'. I obtained
extremely bad extraction with cyanide, even by partial roasting. As
regards the Barberton ore, it was very much richer in pyrites-in
fact, it contained from 30 to 50 per cent. of pyrites, and the extraction by cyanide was very poor.
The President--Mr Crosse speaks of partial roasting; that is a
very important point. We made a very careful series of determinations of the effects of partial roasting. We started on top, and took
our samples right down through the furnace, and the extraction we
obtained from cyanide trials decreased all the way uuwn until the ore
was dead roasted, when the extraction went up.
Mr Franklin White asked Mr "'.V"illiams what quantity of these
pebbles he ground to an impalpable powder. He had several pebbles
taken out of the ore, and was very much disappointed. The question
of these pyritic pebbles was an interesting one, and he wished Mr
Williams would give them a paper on it.
Mr J. R. Williams, in answer, said about 40 tons of the stuff was
cfU!!hed through the medium of a dry crusher. He might say that
the only absolute axiom that was given in the matter of knowledge
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was that for everyone they found th~y' must grant there were
others they knew nothing at all about.
The President said that a little while ago the Lancaster people
thought it would be impossihle to treat their ore by cyanide, and
they introduced the Bartsch Concentrator. It was thought a great
deal ot~ and it was suggested they would be able to treat their concentrates by chlorination. Several months were occupied in the treatment, and exhaustive tests were made, with the idea of doing away
with cyanide works, and making arrangements for chlorination.
Later it had been found that there was absolutely no difficulty in
treating the Lancaster ore with cyanirle~
Mr J. R. Williams-The Violet had about six reefs on their property, and they might be working a different reef to that of the
Lancaster..
Mr F. White-The reefs worked are the same.
Dr Loevy said the Lancaster Company was afraid of the cyanide
treatment of their ore, because there was a rumour that it contained a
high percentage of arsenic. He had analysed several average samples
of the ore as well as of the concentrates, and found no arsenic. . He
got an extraction of from 75 to 85 per cent. without having separated
the slimes from the tailings, and on treating the slimes alone he got a
much higher extraction.
The discussion then concluded, and the debate on Mr John R.
"Yilliams' paper on
THE TREATMENT OF BATTERY SLIMES
was opened.
Mr Franklin White said--Mr Williams must be congratulated on
having given us a paper containing information which will be very
useful to those engaged in wet crushing and gold extraction. It gives
an accollnt of a distinct advance made in the treatment of slimes, the
bogey of the mill-man. The effect qbtained by the use of centrifugal
pumps is evidently very good and the cost low. I notice that special
attention is called to the extra cost due to the lime used (6·19d. per
ton), not to counteract acidity, but to settle the slimes in the large
quantity of water used, and also that the presence of such an amount
of salts of lime renders the zinc precipitation useless. As a m¢thod
for dealing with a difficulty the treatment may be efficacious, but I
consider it to be a cumbersome and costly process, involving considerable capital outlay, employed to combat a difficulty which might
possibly be avoided altogether. Would Mr Williams inform us: how
I
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much water in solutions, washes, etc., is necessary to treat one ton of
dry slime 1 In the end of the paper it is stated that fully 90 per
cent. of the total gold contents of the ore is extracted at the Crown
Heef at a cost under six shillings per ton. May I be permitted to
point out that the information available does not lead to this concluSI·on , and that , in the absence of more accurate data, we should not
accept the figures given as a standard of comparison. I must conaratulate Mr Williams for his frankness in making a confession
~vhich I consider does away with the merit of the tables of cost of
treatment and results obtained which he has given us. I refer to his
remark on the difference between the theoretical and actual extraction. It is distinctly hinted that the number of tons treated was less
than 6,643. Nevertheless, that amount is used in tbe elaborate calculation worked out to hundredths of a penny. I assume that, if
assays and weights are correct, the actual extraction should be 8,0 per
cent. out of 83·646 as given. In this case the 1,067·16 ozs. of fine
gold would be recovered from some 5,350 tons, and the cost in this
case would come out 4s. 6d. instead of 3s. 9·05d. It is worth while
to calculate the cost to such a nicety, and then hint that the tonnagd
is wrong 1 The slimes are "estimated" as being the difference
between the mill and tailings tonnage. If in April and ~Iay the
difference was over estimated in say 1,300 tons, who had those tons ~
If the concentrate and tailings vats received them in excess of what
was acknowledged, where is the gold won from them; or perhaps the
mill did not crush them ~ In this case the milling cost per ton is
wrong. The published yearly report of the Crown Reef Company to
the end of March, gives the following data in regard to milling,
etc:Tons milled
Tons, tailings and concent,rates
Tons slimes

145,367
21,539

Total accounted for
Deficit untreated slimes

166,906
32,992

199,898

199,898
But, by an oversight of the accountant, the cost of working is
arrived at by using the total number of tons crushed as a divisor.
The cost in slimes treatment figures at 6·94d. per ton, as if the
whole 54,531 tons had been dealt with instead of but 21,539. In
other words, it is claimed that for the sum of 6s. 1·143d. the whole
tonnage crushed was fully treated, whereas the trifle of nearly 33,000
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tons of slimes, which cost 5s. 4·4d. per ton and equals £8,854, has
been left out. Had the whole amount been treated the cost would
work out at nearly 7s. No doubt in April and May slime work was
done more cheaply, and Mr Williams might 'perhaps be able to supply
us with cOrrect figures to judge by. But, as it is hinted that the
system of estimating the tonnage adopted has failed in April and May
last, it may have failed in the twelve months covered by the annual
report, and the mill and slimes may have been credited with producing
and crushing more tonnage than was actually the case. The working
cost pel' ton in all departments would then be affected. I think that
before Mr Williams can claim to have proved the cost and extraction,
as given in his paper, he should give us for anyone month or period
the following facts : '

(a) Tonnage delivered to mill-average assay value.
(b) Mill yield in fine golli.
'
(c) Tonnage delivered to concentrate and tailings treatment vats,
assays of each before cyaniding, and of the residue fine gold
obtained.
(d) Tonnage dealt with by the slimes, plant, assay values of charge
and residues, fine gold obtained.
Then, if these figures check fairly well, we may concede the accuracy
of the 90 per cent. extraction and the cost; otherwise, I am afraid.
we must wait for, let us say, dry-crushing to give it to us.
Mr John R. Williams-I have had no small amusement this evening in listening to Mr Franklin White's criticism on my paper, and
would like to reply to him to-night, as it is quite possible I shall be
away from Johannesburg when yon assemble again. Mr White has,
I think, very unjustly and wrongly taken last year's report of the
Crown Reef for all his figures, whilst in my paper I made distinct
reference to the present (April, May). Thus-" This Company, with
its mill, cyanide, and slimes plant, is now recovering fully 90 per cent.
of the gold contents of the ore, at a cost of under 6s. per ton. But,
even on the figures taken, Mr White has been anything but fair, as
he has quite ignored the fact that during the last year the Crown
Reef paid royalty amounting to 6·94d. per ton milled to the African
Gold Recovery Company, which royalty, I am thankful to say, does
not now exist. Mr White states that the accountant of the Crown
Reef Gold Mining Company is responsiple for an oversight in arriving
at working costs. I must ask Mr. White how he would like the
figures based, if not on a mill tonnage basis. I may further say that
this Company has never attempted to hide anything, or bolster any,
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thin cr up. I think it has always been credited by the public with
crivi~g a full and clear statement of the facts, and, had Mr White
~aken the trouble, he could have read from that same annual report
the following statement :-" The slimes produced during the early
part of the year were stored in dams, and represent the chief percentage of the gold lost, but arrangements have been made with the
Rand Central Ore Reduction Company for the sale of same, etc."
Again, in the table of ore treatment and results, is used the term,
"slimes untreated, 32'992 tons." I can only hope that Mr White
has never, or never will, make any greater oversight than has been
made by the accountant of this Company. Re the difference in
tonnage, I will ask any member of this Society if they think it
possible to estimate the tonnage of tailings (without actual weighing)
to within 2 or 3 per cent. It is usual to take tonnage of tailings
by measurement, but, as a cubic foot varies from 96 Ibs. up to 106
Ibs., it must be admitted that it is difficult to get a true ton. Now,
as this Company treated about 80 per cent. of the product, leaving the
mill as tailings and concentrates, it will be seen that every 1 per cent.
over-estimated as tailings (and the cyanide manager will rightly take
his ton) means 4 per cent. on the slimes plant, in other words, 3 per
cent. will account for a 12 per cent. difference between actual and
theoretical extraction, whilst the figures of cost per ton milled is
not altered in any way, because if the slimes plant treats 500
tons too little, the tailings plant will have treated 500 tons too
much, getting no credit for treatment of same. Mr White has
pointed out that the cost of treatment of slimes should have been
4s. 8d. instead of 3s. 9d. per ton. I might point out that this would
mean 2·ld. per ton on the whole of the Company's recovery plant, but
there would be a proportional decrease on the tailings plant. Mr
White has asked for the ore value going into th~ mill; this, to-night,
I am unable to furnish him, and my own experience of ore-sampling
on rock carrying from nothing up to 1 oz. per ton has not been
successful unless taken on a lengthy law of averages, ·but as it is quite
possible to take a fair sample of the residues of concentrates, tailings,
and slimes; taking these figures as representing the gold lost, adding
this to the gold actually recovered, I am of opinion gives a very fair
idea of the value of the rock milled. Also, if you lose 100 fine ozs.
of gold in your residues, and have actually recovered 900 flne ozs. of
gold in the works, it is fair to say that you have had an actual extraction of 90 per cent. In reply to Mr White, as to the amount of
water in solution, washes; etc., that is necessary to treat 1 ton of
slimes, I would place this at from 5 to 10 tons dependent upon the
H
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treatment adopted. But as these solutions arc used over and over
again, and as I take it that Mr White wishes to arrive at the losses
of water through slimes treatment, I am satisfied myself that the loss
of water is considerably less now than in the days when slimes had to
be settled in darns before returning to the main reservoirs, thus giving
an increasing surface to evaporation. With the slimes treatment not
less than 95 per ccnt. of the total water can be returned to the mill in
a clear state. I trust that I have answered all Mr ·White's questions;
if not, I shall be pleased to reply to them at once, and whilst on my
feet would ask him if he will answer me two very simple questions.
These questions I am sure he can easily answer, as they have reference to his experiments on dry-crushing at the Village Main Reef : 1st. What was his cost per ton ~ 2nd. What actual extraction was
obtained 1 I think I am correct in stating that it was nearer GO per
cent. than 70 per cent., therefore leaving a good deal to be desired.
Mr President, I am sorry to find that such an able mine manager as
:Nlr White should still cling to such a miserabl~ process as dry-crushing,
which cannot be of any possible value to this industry.
Mr F. White-Mr Williams is under a misapprehension. My
reference to the last annual report was not for the purpose of checking
or critici8ing the figures he has given, but to show that as errors had
crept into the calculations for the last annual report, so they may
have crept into the figures for April and May. It is very clear to
anyone who looks into the report that it has been taken fO,r granted
that the whole of the tonnage milled had been treated by slimes.
Mr J. R. Williams-There was a footnote attached, stating that
the amount of gold lost is acconnted for by the slimes untreated.
These, however, are being stored in darns, and the Company consider
them an asset. Weare very far from having a perfect metallurgy of
gold recovery. The Witwatersrand, considering it has only been about
nine or ten years in existence, has done more than other countries in
fifty or sixty years.
Mr W. A. Caldecott---It may be pointed out that dry-crushing and
direct cyanide treatment are largely practised in New Zealand and in
America. Besides the direct treatment at the Rip Company on the
West Rand (S. A. Mining Journal, 30th January and 17th April
1897), there is a company in t~e Tran~vaal, though it is not, in the
Witwatersrand, that has been treating ore direct since 1893. I refer
to the Barrett Gold Mining Company,'Kaapsche Hoop. They are now
producing an output of 900 ozs. per month, and their total costs are only
about lOs. per ton (S. A. Mining Joumal, May 22nd and 29* 1897).
For porous oxidised friable ores I consider the process very suitable.
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Mr ,T. H. Williams said they never used a case of dynamite'. There
was a very great difference between the two propositions.
The President, rcplying to Mr White's question as to the quantity
of water used in slimes treatment, said he would answer in this wayWhen they threw away a ton of slimes they threw away a ton of
dilute solution. Of course, in dry-crushing their loss of solution
would be reduced. He was sorry to say there was a considerable
difference in their works between theoretical and actual extraction.
The gold went in a great many different places, but it was mostly lost
around the works. They had not yet advanced sufficiently far to be
able to say exactly where the loss of gold took place in the slimes
treatment. Professor Jones, who had control of a large refinery in
the United States, was very much dissatisfied with the way he (the
President) brought up his clean-up, but the fact they bronght up any
clean-up was a source of satisfaction. The Rand Central Ore Production Company were now actually making a profit out of stuff which
had lain on these fields for years. After all it was a commercial
matter, and it was better than leaving the stuff lie on the fields. It
was a matter of growth and education, and depended not only on the
manager and engineer and the metallurgist, but also on the individual
workman.
1I1r F. White-Won't you allow the dry-crushing people a little
time for education ~
The President-Yes, certainly.
The discussion was then opened on Mr W. A. Cal dec ott's paper on

THE SOLUTION OF GOLD IN ACCUMULATED AND
OTHER SLIMES
Mr A. F. Crosse-At our last meeting I raised an objection against
Mr Caldccott's remark about" determining the amount or percentage
of slimes in the liquid by taking the specific gravity of same." It
was partly a misunderstanding on my part. Had he said that he
determined the percentage of slimes by weighing a known volume of
liquid slimes, I should have understood his meaning. This method
which Mr Caldecott mentioned gives perfectly reliable results. He
rought me a sample of slimes from the Bonanza slimes works, and I
have made a very careful determination of the specific gravity of the
dried slimes from this sample. I found the dry slimes to have a
specific gravity of 2·62, and the clear liquid from them 1·0007, so
that the liquid can be taken as 1. In practice it is better, I think,
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to reduce the formula to a given factor; and, taking the specific
gravity of slimes at 2·62, the following simple calculation will give
the weight of dry slimes in any given sample. Take a vessel, having
a known capacity, and weigh it full of slimes; then take the weight
of the same measure of water, and ded uct it from the weight of slimes
and multiply the result by 1·619. This will give the weight of dry
slimes in the liquid. For instance, a sample of the Bonanza slimes
was taken: 500 c.c. weighed 622 grammes;
. same' measure of water,
500 grammes; difference, 122 grammes. This number, multiplied
by 1·619, gives 197 '5 grammes. The weight I actually obtained
by careful evaporation and drying was 197·55 grammes. It is
easy to convert the result into percentage. This method would
be used in determining the proportion of total solid matter in the
pulp leaving a mill, and I am glad that Mr Caldecott mentioned this
subject in his paper. It is to be hoped that some day, if the weight
of slimes and sand is carefully estimated, the battery managers will
be compelled to give a correct return of the weight of ore milled, and
then our mining statistics will have a greater value than at present,
because, as long as only the sands were treated, the tonnage required
to make up the number of tons crushed in the battery was put down
as being carried into the slimes dam, But, as many mines will soon be
working all the slimes they produce, it stands to reason that there must
be some definite ratio between the slimes, tailings, and ore crushed.
I should not be surprised if, in some cases, the discovery was made
that the tonnage returns of ore passed through the mills have been
somewhat exaggerated.
The President said they would postpone further discussion of the
paper to the next meeting. It would be a very interesting discussion.
The proceedings then terminated.
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VIII
THE monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical Society
of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, September 18th, 1897,
in the Council-room, Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg.
Mr Charles Butters (President) occupied the chair, and there were
also present :-Members and Associates-Messrs R. A. Alston, R. G.
Bevington, .J. Buchanan, W. A. Caldecott, Andrew F. Crosse, j. C.
Dam, John Daniell, W. R. Dowling, J. Drought., H. T. Durant,
J. Dykes, jun., H. J. Evans, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, R. M.
Kayser, J. Littlejohn, Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President), G. T. M.
McBride, G. Melvill, A. Mennie, P. T. B. Morrisby, J. D. O'Hara,
S. H. Pearce, F. C. Pengilly, D. E. Powrie, F. E. Shaw, R. Smith,
H. Spargo, J. Watson, F. White, J. H. Wilkinson, D. J. Williams,
J. Yates; visitors-Messrs A. J. R. Atkin, Max Baumann, A. W.
Brattlund, Will Broom, G. W. Gibbings, Jas. Macintyre, C. R. Maggs,
H. B. Owen, E. H. Parry, Fred. Rowland, W. Taylor, 'V. Versfield, and O. H. Williams (for the Rand Agency, Ltd., secretaries).
NEW MEMBERS

Dr Loevy, who had taken the chair pending the arrival of the
President, said the first business was the ballot for the membership
of the following eight candidates :-Messrs Max Baumann, Howard
Hill, J. H. Johnson, T. Kerr, William Leyson, T. J. Macfarlane,
H. W. Miller, Martin Wagner. Dr Loevy announced that the gentlemen named had been elected members. Among them was Mr Wagner,
who, Mr Crosse informed him, was the first Transvaal burgher to
become a member of the Society. He then invited discussion on
Mr J. R. Williams' paper on

THE TREATMENT OF BATTERY SLIMES
Mr G. T. M. McBride-I would likE!
may be answered at the next meeting.
expense of centrifugal pumps as against
slimes treatment plant. On the Crown

to ask one question, which
It is with regard to the
mechanical stirrers in the
Reef they had centrifugal
"7
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pumps entirely, but as far as I can see, the two systems should be
about equal. I think with regard to centrifugal pumps the wear and
tear could be lessened, as the wear and tear is in the material
-There is a considerable qu~ntity of fine sand along with the slimes',
and from my experience I am inclined to think that mechanical
stirrers would be cp.eaper in the long run. I would like to have some
information on that point from those who have experience in slimes
treatment.
Mr "\V. R. Dowling-I would like to mention, in connection with
pumps, that you have got to deal with all sorts of matter when
treating accumulated slimes from dams. Sticks and corks and even
old boots we found in one of our pumps, whereas in mechanical
stirrers these things cannot do much harm.
The President here entered the room and took the chair.
Mr. A. :F. Crosse, in resuming the discussion, said-The other day
I visited some of the works of the Rand Central Ore Reduction Co.,
and I noticed the mechanical stirrers had a tendency to leave a centre
cone where fine sand settled, whereas you would not have that
objection in using centrifugal pumps.
The President--In a case like that, sand or the coarse particles are
left in the centre, because there is less motion there. I do not see
how a pump would remove that, because in the circulation by pumps
there is still less circulation in the vat than there is by the paddles.
When once that cone has been formed in the centre of the vat it
does not accnmulate beyond a certain point. In the treatment of old
slimes it may become necessary to clean out the vat. In fact, all the
vats have to he cleaned out once a week. I don't suppose we get
five or six trucks out of each vat, or about 8 per cent. on the
total weight of slimes in the pulp. The question of agitation, whether
by pumping or by mechanical agitation, is difficult to decide. I think
Mr J. R. Williams has decided in all newer slimes plant to adopt
agitation by paddle stirrers as we have introlluced the system. I
think there is possibly a field among all our young men who adopt
agitation solely by air. It is quite an enginef'ring problem. The
method of agitation by air is fairly expensive, and agitation by
paddles is also fairly expensive. I think yon can agitate a larger
volume at less cost by paddle agitation than you possibly can by air.
When air is introduced for the pnrpose of reration, then that air
requires to be split up into very small:'bubbles in order that it should
become effective, because if it goes in very large bubbles you would
not get the same efficiency, and when it is split up in small bubbles
it is not easy to stir up and agitate the whole mass again: by air
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unless there was a conical bottom. If you want to agitate solely by
air air would have to be added both for reration and agitation-one
th;ough very small openings and the other through a nozzle., We
are putting in a pipe now containing something like a thousand apertures in one vat for reducing the size of the bubbles and distributing
it fairly through the vat. We are going to use a ten-inch pipe for
the mains and in the vats seven-inch piping.
-;\1:1' J. Yates-What size vat 1
The President-A vat 30 by 8.,
Mr G. T. M. McBride-When treating fresh slimes from the
battery, is the consumption of cyanide by reration worth considering 7
The President--Your question is whether there is any great
decomposition of cyanide by air 1
Mr G. T. M. McBride-With regard to fresh slimes.
The President-Our experience shows that this may be left out of
consideration. The amount of cyanide that is decomposed by air is
very small-practically unapprcciable.
Mr S. H . Pearce-What is the time necessary for this duration of
agitation to go on 1
The President-The time necessary for agitation depcnds entirely
on whether the material is fresh or old-whether it contains much
reducing matter.
Mr S. H. Pearce-I mean on an average.
The President-We cannot answer that question. For instance,
we are treating slimes from the City and Suburban dam, which
receives the surface drainage from Doornfontein, and, now that we
have got into a little more organic matter than we have been handling
in the past, we have had to double our time for reration. It is as
high as eighteen hours, and still we do not get a solution of gold to
our satisfaction.. Mr Caldecott has made a good many investigations;
for instance, at the Meyer and Charlton he found that in the first
place warm water used in the battery was quite sufficient to decompose pyrites, and the ferrous compounds formed require reration or
the addition of some oxidising agent before the gold could be dissolved. At the Bonanza they are obliged to use permanganate. I
am of opinion that for new slimes you ought to build for air so that
it can be used, if necessary. I think at the Central Works we are
using 135 horse power in all, and whether we run a few hours
shorter or longer makes a great difference in our cost.
The President-Our endeavours are to produce the air in the vat
at as low a pressure as pos;;ible. For instance, at the Robinson I
think our pressure is about 3 Ibs. At the Rand Central W' orks the
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pressure goes up to 7 Ibs. per square inch. Take a vat that is over
9 feet deep, a pressure of 9 Ibs. is quite snfficient to overcome
other pressure.
:Mr F. White-That would certainly be enough.
:Mr J. Macintyre-I have been treating slimes at Spitzkop for
about six months, and I notice that by increasing the number of
blades in the mechanical stirrers the cone towards the centre was all
got rid of.
The President-The cone 1
Mr J. Macintyre-Yes; we have very efficient agitation; in fact,
it was so efficient that at times the difficulty was to get the slimes
settled from the cyanide solution. I do not think it practical to
agitate with air right from the start. Of course, when yon fill slimes
into a tank and let them settle they form a solid mass. If yon pnmp
air through them the air finds conrRes and it cannot agitate the mass.
I think a combination of mechanical stirrers and air wonld suit the
pnrpose admirably. I would like later on to explain the system we
have for the treatment of slimes. 'We have no electrical precipitation ; we have to treat the slimes by zinc precipitation. Our method,
roughly, is as follows:- The slitnes are run direct from the spitzkasten into l6-feet diameter tanks, which the slimes settle so
rapidly that the overflow is practically clean water. After about 15
inches depth solid slimes have been collected in this way, all excess
water is drawn off, cyanide solutions run on, and the whole mass
agitated with mechanical stirrers. The slimes are then allowed to
settle, and the comparatively clean cyanide solutions run direct on to
the sand in the sand treatment tanks. It is not necessary to use large
quantities of solution. The treatment was most effective. Our slimes
ran from 8 np to 10 dwts., and onr theoretical extraction came close to
90 and actual extraction came up to 75 per cent. The length of time
for treatment was abont two days.
The President-How mauy tons a day ~
Mr J. :Macintyre-Well, we have only a small plant.
We
treated about 15 tons a day.
The President-Of sand and slimes ~
Mr J. Macintyre-No; 15 tons a day of slimes. I' merely
mention it because I think it is the first time that the extraction
of gold from slimes has been fonnd to be absolutely practicable by
zinc precipitation, and it is not at all nece;ssary to introduce electrical
precipitation; of course, we have got to keep the strength of our
cyanide solutions up.
The President-How many tons of sand do you treat per day ~
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Mr J. Macintyre-About 30 tons of sand and 15 of slimes.
The President-You got a very high theoretical extraction. I
should think that by a process like that, where all the liquor from
the slimes went through the sand, theoretical and actual extraction
might have agreed more closely.
Mr J. :Macintyre-I think in a small plant there will be discrepancies.
The President-"Ve would be always very glad to have any visitors
join in the discussions. It is quite immaterial whether a man is a
member or not, we are always glad to have his experience and views.
nir J. Macintyre-With regard to mechanical stirrers, it is proposed
to stir with chains, and that would obviate the necessity of raising
and lowering the mechanical stirrers. Of course, you keep your pulp
very liquid, but what we want is to keep our pulp concentrated, and
it would be absolutely necessary to have stirrers which you can raise
and lower.
The President-We started with the idea that it was necessary to
raise and lower the paddles, but we found it was not necessary. At
the Robinson we have still the raising and lowering paddle gear
worked from underneath. Through the suction filters the material
was drawn dry and packed very hard, but in every case we found
that the agitation was quite sufficient by keeping the paddle at such
a point that settlement always took place underneath the paddle.
Mr J. Macintyre-Then you have not changed that ~
The President-No j I have not tried any change.
Mr R. H. Pearce-Do you still find your COlle ~
The President-No j that settles absolutely as flat as the table.
Mr S. H. Pearce-During the agitation you still find the cone ~
The President-No j the formation of tl;J.e cone depends on the
speed, and, of course, in agitating slimes one wants to use as little
power as possible.
The further discussion was adjourned to the next meeting.
Mr W. A. Caldecott's paper on "The Solution of Gold III Accumulated and Other Slimes," read at the .J uly meeting, then callle
up for discussion.
Mr A. F. Crosse-At the last meeting I brought forward a method
by which you could calculate the amount of slimes in the liquid.
Mr Caldecott has been good .enough to bring me five different
samples of slimes, and I found there is a much greater difference
in the specific gravity than I should have thought. The specific
gravity of the Robinson slimes was 2'38 j Meyer and Charlton,
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2·59; Geldenhuis Estate, 2·31; Lancaster, 2·50; Bonanza, 2·62.
So that in every case the specific gravity of the slimes will have to
be determined before the necessary factor can be. applied, because the
specific gravity differs so much. It would lie very interesting if Mr
Caldecott or some of the members would explain why the slimes
.
differed in specific gravity.
The President--This is a very important subject, because if you
have to work on a certain amount of slimes and find out ·that you
cannot dissolve the gold you are in a pretty serious positi.on. I do
not know what we would have done if we had not found out the use
of air. I consider that as one of the most important discoveries we
have had in connection with the cyanide process, because I look on
it more or less as a discovery. Dr Loevy t~lls me that it is his
patent. I do not take it in the old sense-the use of air for merely
accelerating the solution of the gold. When we found we could not
dissolve gola at the Robinson, I suggested at once the putting in of
air. That was about a year and a half ago. We put in a little aircompressor that gave about 12 cubic feet a minul;e, bul; it produced
no appreciable effect. What is really wanted is a preliminary preparation of the pulp in the shape of oxidising all reducers by an
reration before adding cyanide at all, so that, when added, it can
do its work. It was Mr Caldecott who found out what we really
wanted the air for, and how much air we did need, and it became of
enormous use to us.
Dr Loevy - I would like to make a few remarks on the
theoretical part of Mr Caldecott's able paper referring to the
stages of oxidisation of pyrites in ores. The question as to the
succession in which such oxidisation takes place is an open one, and
I do not think that we shall settle it to-night. However, the
subject being a very interesting one, I consider it important enough
to make a few additions to the statements brought forward by Mr
Caldecott. In looking through his statements, I find that he has
omitted to mention some very imporl;ant stages which occur in the
oxidisation of iron pyrites. The first of these is sulphurous acid.
When iron pyrites are gradually oxidising, the first compound which
is nearly always formed, according to my experience, is sulphurous
acid. ·When crushing large quantities of pyrites, either wet or dry,
you can often smell the sulphurous acid, and you can also get
evidence of its presence by experimenting on a very smaH scale.
Though well aware of this fact, I have, in consequence of :NIl' Caldecott's paper, made some experiments on an ore containing about 34
per cent. of sulphur in the form of FeS 2• After this Ole had been
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exposed in a pulverised state to the action of air and moisture
only for six hours, I have been able to state the presence of sulphurous acid by potassium iodine starch paper. The second stage,
which· Mr Caldecott has not mentioned, is the formation of sulphurfltted hydrogen.
As you are all aware, this compound is
always present when pyrites are gradually oxidising. Its presence
and formation can be easily explained in the following manner:
Sulphurous acid becomes readily oxidised to sulphuric acid, which
latter acts upon the monosulphide of iron forming sulphuretted
hydrogen and ferrous sulphate according to the following equations :-
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(I) FeS 2 +0 2=FeS+S0 2
(2) S02+HP+0=H2S04
(3) H 2S0 4 +FeS=FeS0 4 +H 2 S

There is a third compound which, I am told, is formed in the
oxidisation of pyrites, viz., sulphur. I must say that I have no
personal experience with regard to this point, but I have been
informed, from a source which I take to be reliable, that sulphur is
sometimes present in ores containing pyrites ill a state of oxidisation.
Its formation in such ores could be explained in different ways.
According to Wagner (Dingler's Poly technical Journal, 192-131)
FeS has a tendency to decompose into free sulphur and ferrous and
ferric oxide.
In my opinion, the following theories are more
probable: The sulphuretted hydrogen formed as explained above
gets decomposed, firstly, simply by the action of air:H 2S + 0=H 20 + S
or, secondly, by the action of sulphurous acid : 2H 2S + S02 = 2H 20 + 3S
It is, of course, not my intention to lay these theories down as the
general rule, as the compounds formed in oxidisation of pyrites
depend on a great number of surrounding circumstances and will
vary in different ores. But I think that in the majority of the cases
my theory will agree with the facts.
This concluded the discussion.

NOTES ON ASSAYING GROUND GRAPHITE
CRUCIBLES
Mr Andrew F. Crosse then read the following paper entitled:
"Some Notes on Assaying Ground Graphite Crucibles" : I have often to make arbitration, or check, assays on this class of
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material, and, as the results obt,iLined by different assayers vary more
than they should do, I propose to describe a method which I have
found gives perfectly satisfactory results. Most books on assaying
would lead one to believe that it would be only necessary to make a
trial fusion, and add enough nitre to oxidise the graphite, leaving
only sufficient carbon to give the amount of lead required. But I do
not like using so much nitre, and I prefer to employ a method which
does not necessitate a preliminary trial. What is needed· is a reagent which will give enough oxygen for the purpose requirednamely, to oxidise the graphite-and, having done so, to lose its
excess of oxygen, so that, having burned away the graphite, a nearly
neutral body is left, which is neither oxidising nor reducing in its
action. Powdered di-oxide of manganese is the re-agent I use, as it
satisfies the required conditions. I mix 10 grammes of the finely
powdered ground crucibles with 35 grammes of finely powdered
Mn02' put the mixture into an H crucible, and raise the temperature
to a bright red heat. The following simple reaction takes place : -
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2Mn02 + C = 2MnO + CO 2 ,
and the excess of di-oxide of manganese becomes converted into
lVln 30 4 at the temperature to which it was exposed. The mass
becomes caked in a solid lump at the bottom of the crucible. I now
reduce the temperature of the furnace and add a mixture of
100 grammes flux (carb. potas. 2 parts, borax 1 part, salt 1 part).
50
"
litharge.
"
flour.
2
silica.
20

"

The whole fuses together perfectly, with very little action. When
finished, I take out the crucible, and, when cold, break it up. I
obtain a soft button of lead containing all the gold, and the flux
is perfectly clean and of a brown colour. I advise four assays being
made at the same time, and the average result to be reported, as it is
impossible from the nature of the material to get absolutely
identical results. In some cases it is possible to calcine or burn
away all the graphite by mixing one assay ton of the material
with two assay tons of powdered quartz and putting it into a
roasting dish before leaving your office in the evening; but in many
cases, where a small amount of slag is present, I have found, the next
morning, a hard semi-fused mass, with· graphite unburnt. Even
if successful, the operation takes a long time, as graphite is not
readily burnt. Were this not the case, it could not be employed in
I
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making crucibles. I may also mention that I tried treating some of
thc powdered cruciblea with aqua regia, and after twenty-four hours'
treatment only extracted two·thirds of the gold, although I used
plenty of acid. I also treated 500 grammes with a large excess of
bromine water containing liquid bromine. The gold was dissolved in
the higher portions in the glass vessel I was using, and deposited
again lower down, and the solution filtered through colourless and
free of gold. It must be nice stuff to treat on a large scale! In conclusion, I would only mention that in several cases I obtained higher.
results by my method of oxidation with di-oxide of manganese than
by roasting: perhaps the prolonged exposure to a high temperature in
the muffle volatilised some of the gold. The matter which I have
treated is merely a small detail, but WP. are obliged to attend to the
smallest details now, so I need offer no excuse for calling your attention to this subject.
The President said-This paper is the result of differences in assays
being so great. They varied from 40 ozs. to 50 ozs. on the same
sample of a material that will probably be marketed by every mine
sooner or later. I made some experiments myself. In the last
eighteen months we have had a great many of these differences. I
found Mr Crosse's method to give the best results. Another oxidising agent I have u~ed is sodium di-oxide. The only objection I had
to Mr Crosse's method is that it took rather a long time.
Dr Loevy asked-Did they use scorification with lead, because he
was certain that would give good results.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I often found that scorification gives low results.
Dr Loevy-I cannot say the same.
Mr A. F. Crosse-If you scorify concentrates you get low results.
Dr Loevy-That is a different case. You can scorify in lots of 5
grammes each. I think it is worth while trying this, because I have
done a lot of scorifying, and with very good results. When I came
out to this country I was accustomed to do all my assays by
scorification.
Mr S. H. Pearce-I think you will find that most assayers trained
in London who decide between the buyer and seller have an objection
1.0 scorification, and that is due to the fact that the people buying ore
insist upon the parcels being assayed by scorification. I think further
remark is unnecessary.
The President-They do not insist on that hllre.
Mr D. J. Williams believed it would be a good plan if Mr Crosse
gave them a paper on general assaying. He .cited a case where the
seller made the assay 3'218 ozs., the buyer, 2'144 ozs., and the bank,
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2·18180zs. At the Rand Central they_always made pot assays, and
they found it gave higher results. They were usually higher than the
sellers.
Dr Loevy-I do not want to leave you under the impression that
I consider scorification more exact than pot assays. I think in special
cases scorification gives more reliable results.
Mr H. J. Evans said he assayed stuff which yielded 3 oZS'J and the
buyer got 2'14 ozs.; then he assayed the slag again, .and found it still
held 5 dwts.
Mr D. J. Williams-I have assayed my slags, and I have never
found anything in them.
Mr A. F. Crosse-J\fr Williams said it would be a good thing if I
made a few remarks on assaying. I would not object to do that,
but I would like to have about a dozen mine managers here. I am
not exactly in the position that some of you are, but I think minc
managers expect a little too much. They do not know how long it
takes to do an assay properly. They think you can do thirty or
thirty-five assays in a day. If you want to work properly, it is better
that you should take time.
Mr D. J. Williams-During the last four months I do not think
we differed more than four or five times from the check assays of thc
bank. The scorification method wc have always found to be the best
method for assaying pots.
The President-I think this subject of assaying the different byproducts is a very interesting one, and one quite within the scope of
our Society. I hope more of our young men will give their experience. It would be very interesting if some of our members-Mr
Crosse or Mr Littlejohn-gave us a ~pecial paper on the assaying of
by-products; it would be extremely useful to us.
Mr G. T. M. McBride-I propose that the continuation of this
discussion be adjourned. It speaks well for the economics of Rand
mining when the question of assaying produces such a 'hearty
discussion.
Mr J. Buchanan-I should likc to propose, in addition, that the
discussion on the assay of slags should be also included.
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BY-PRODUCTS IN THE GOLD INDUSTRY
By CHARLES BUTTERS
BY-PRODUCTS FROM STAMP MILLS

In the process of amalgamation we have the inside copper plates,
the screens through which the pulp passes and the outside copper
plates, brushes and rags that are used to clean the plates with, the
screen frame&, mortar boxes, shoes and dies: all these come in contact
with the gold and quicksilver and take up more 01' less amalgam.
The ordinary clean-up gives the plate scrapings, which contain,
besides the gold amalgam, particles of iron, sand, iron pyrites,
especially magnetic iron pyrites when present, bits of copper, sometimes a little grease, and various coloured metallic films that spread
over the plates as a result of the decomposition of pyrites and other
sulphur compounds. This amalgam is then cleaned by grinding and
washing, generally in an amalgamating barrel with various chemicltls,
snch as lime, cyanide of potassium, and other chemicals special to the
individual amalgamator. Into this barrel is also put the ashes
which result from the burning of the chips, rags, brushes, scalings
from the screens, the cleanings round the dies, and all the odds
and ends round the amalgamating room that may contain a little
As a rule this barrel is a grinding barrel, and its
amalgam.
products at the finish of thc operation are clean amalgam, fine silica,
slime, and water containing various chemicals. At many of the
best mills, when the barrel is empty, all these various products are
saved, because complete amalgamation of. all the gold contained
in the barrel has not by any means taken place. Some of the
quicksilver has been floured, some of the hard amalgam has been
ground up into an impalp.1ble powder, and in the grinding up of
the pyrites some of the amalgam adhering to the fine grains of
the pyrites is floured.
When cyanide has been used, which is
frequently the case, some of this floured gold has been dissolved.
Hence, besides looking after the amalgam from this barrel, the sands
and slimes should be most carefully settled and the water drained
into a collecting tank filled with scrap iron, old zinc, cyanide cases,
bits of screens from the battery-in fact, any old scrap iron that
may be about that might contain gold. This tank is acidulated with
sulphuric acid, and the sludge from it, in addition to the slime and
sand settled from the washing of the amalgam, can be sent away for
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treatment. The value of this product will vary from 50 to 300
ounces to the ton. The sludge tank ~hould be cleaned up once or
twice a year, and the sands and slimes twice or four times a year,
according to the size of the mill. The above remarks apply to any
form of grinding pan or other machine for cleaning amalgam. The
value of this product and the weight obtained varies, of course, with
the size of the mill and the richness of the ores. In a 100·stamp
mill from 40 or 50 ounces may be easily obtained from this SOurce
per month. In many mills this material is run straight to waste.
The screens, after being rusted and beaten, still contain about 2
ounces to the ton, and can be readily sold as a blast furnace flux or
worked up for ferrous sulphate in a chlorination works, and the
sludge from this afterwards treated. The copper plates, upon being
worn out and being cast to one side, still contain, after the most
careful scaling, sufficient gold to make them worth more for their
gold contents than for their copper value. These should always be
sold to a refinery. The iron chips, which are known as battery
chips, always contain more or less amalgam, even after the most
r::areful rusting and cleaning. A very efficient and cheap way of
rusting battery chips, old screens, and any old iron that may be
suspected of containing amalgam, is to make a bed of clean
concentrates-that is, concentrates containing as much sulphur as
possible-and bed the screens and chips in alternate layers of
screens, chips, and concentrates, and keep this bed watered with
a solution of warm water and salt for about a month or six weeks.
At the end of that time, if this has been done in a warm place near
a boiler furnace, or, if that is not obtainable, under a glass frame, in
the same way as a forcing bed for flowers would be arranged, this
material can be dried and put through a ball mill. What iron is
left from the chips, or pieces of iron, would be so deeply rusted that
all amalgam is scaled off, and the screens will be found to have
disappeared and pulverised. This product is then available for
the blast furnace or chlorination works. The gold obtained from
these various sources is quite sufficient to warrant the serious
attention of the amalgamator.
BY-PRODUCTS FROM CYANIDE WORKS

The by-products that are obtained from the cyanide works are very
much less in the case of fresh unoxidised ores than from acid or
partly oxidised ores. 'Where the ores crushed have been exposed to
atmospheric influences, and are partly weathered, the products of
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incomplete decomposition of the iron compounds always introduces
a series of complications in the solution and precipitation of the gold
that increases the amount of by-products, whether the gold so dissolved is precipitated by chemical or electrical agency. In the case
of the unweathered pyritic ore, or of perfectly oxidised ore, a solution
is obtained comparatively free of iron salts, but in the case of a
partially oxidised ore the ferrous and ferric salts produced form,
with cyanide and alkali, ferro-cyanides and ferrous and ferric
hydrates. These diminish the efficiency, more especially of the
chemical precipitating agency, and also increase the amount of sludge
obtained from the electrical precipitation boxes. In the case of these
acid ores a comparatively large amount of lime is needed, which,
going into solution in the shape of hydrate, carbonate, and
sulphate of lime, crystalises out in the zinc box and in the electrical
precipitating box upon almost everything that it comes in contact
with, more or less destroying the precipitating surfaces. This is a
serious difficulty in the treatment of acid slimes. The surfaces
of the lead cathode are almost completely covered after a few weeks
by these comparatively insoluble lime salts, which gradually slip off
the lead surfaces. By carrying down gold they thus tend to enrich
the precipitates in the bottom of the boxes, as well as the floating
precipitates which pass through the boxes and out into t.he sump.
In zinc precipitation everything that accumulates in the box in
the way of slime is taken as the main clean-up_ The particles
which flow away from the box in mechanical suspension in the form
of insoluble complex cyanides and hydrates, clayey matter, insoluble
humus which has been precipitated from humic acid, and, in fact,
any flocculent precipitates that may float through the box, will
always carry gold along with them, which may be partly deposited
in the sump. Hence one might properly say the only by-products
produced directly from the zinc precipitation boxes, outside of the
products resulting from the treatment of zinc slimes, are the precipitates obtained from either the settlement of the precipitated liquors,
or the precipitate obtained by filtration of all the liquids after passing
through the zinc box. Under ordinary conditions, in a well-conducted cyanide works treating fresh ores, filtration of the precipitated
solutions merely to obtain the floating matter from the zinc boxes
would not pay, but where acid ores are treated, the precipitated
sludge obtained from the sumps is of sufficient importance to warrant
its careful collection. This precipitate varies in value from 1 up to 20
ozs. to the ton. Precipitates so obtained from the Sin;tmer and Jack
cyanide works, where fresh pyritic ores have been treated, assayed
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2 ozs. 18 dwts. During the precipitation of rich solutions, running
from 5 ozs. to 8 ozs. to the ton, flocculent precipitates assaying 14 ozs.
per ton, and composed of zinc cyanide and zinc ferro-cyanide,
insoluble in the dilute liquor used, were carried over into the sumps.
A skimming taken from the top of the treated tank partly mixed
with exhausted residue, gave an assay of 16 dwts. per ton, due mainly
to finely-divided precipitated. gold which had been pnmped b.ack.
Black skimmings of organic matter, resulting in the same,,,;ay from
the filtering through sand of precipitated liquors, gave an assay
of 5 d wts. per ton. I consider it worth the attention of cyanide
managers te see that the sumps are regularly cleaned of sludge, which
may be dried by pouring into a small enclosure or dam made of tailings in the open air. After two or three weeks this material is dry
enough to sample and assay, and in nearly every case will be found
rich enough to sell to the smelting works. The golu in precipitates
so obtained is not easily soluble in cyanide solutions, unless special
preparation is given to their proper oxidation, either by means of
preliminary roasting or long-continued exposure to reration and agitation with cyanide solution in an agitating vat. At one of the, earliest
meetings of the Society, it was mentioned that 300 ozs. of gold were
recovered from the sludge in the sumps at a certain works.
BY-PRODUCTS

OBTAINED

FROM SIEMENS AND

HALSKE'S

PRliiCIPITATION

BOXES

In the Siemens and Halske boxes the main clean-up is. obtained
from the melting of the lead cathoues. Whatever else is obtained
from the box in the shape of gold is termed gold from by-products.
The sources of these by-products are the insoluble compounds of iron
allu cyanogen. The iron of the anode oxidises, forming ferrous
hydrate, which partly unites with th~ cyanide in the solution forming
ferro-cyanide, from which Prussian blue is derived, and partly undergoes further oxidation to ferric hydrate. Portions of these precipitates settle in the bottoms of the boxes, and a portion floats through
them into the sump, where they become by degrees oxidised to the
ferric state. This precipitate also adheres to and saturates the
sacking which covers the iron plate, when, after long usage, this
sacking becomes rotten it is removed and burnt, and the alwdes are
likewise carefully scaled of oxide. The value of the Prussiall blue, of
the ashes resulting from the burning of the sacks, and of the scalings
of the plates, vary with the care and regularity with which the
process has been carried on. In a sand plant where all the sol,utions
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come filtered clear to the boxes the Prussian blue may be cleaned up
for sale every two months, and may contain from 5 to 50 ozs. to the
ton. The products from the sacks and the plates, which is obtained
everyone or two years, may have about the same average value as
the Pruss ian blue. The value of these by-products has averaged, so
far, at the Worcester, which is the oldest Siemens and Halske sand
pla,nt, about 25 ozs. for scalings in 1895 and 21 ozs. for scalings in
1896, 21 ozs. for Prussian blue in 1895 and 9 ozs. for Prussian blue in
1896. In a slime plant the difficulty of obtaining an absolutely
clear liquid for precipitation introduces a certain amount of ore slime
which becomes mixed with the Pruss ian blue, thereby increasing the
quantity and decreasing the value of this product. With fresh
slimes a clearer liquid and less mud is introduced into the precipitation boxes than with acid slimes. What with mud from imperfect settlements, precipitated lime salts, and. the formation of
insoluble sulphates and hydrates and complex cyanides, any precipitation process, no matter how perfect, is very much handicapped.
To prevent this state of affairs in the precipitation boxes, I am now
constructing sand filters to clarify the liquid before precipitation.
·When a sand and slimes plant are worked together, as. at the
Bonanza, a large proportion of the solutions decanted off from the
slimes, can be clarified by passing through the sand vats as a wash.
The precipitates which form in the boxes themselves, do not have
nearly so bad an effect as the introduction of a small amount of finelydivided silica or clay. While there may not be over 1 oz. to the ton
of finely-suspended siliceous slime in the liquid flowing through the
box, still this small quantity coats both the anode and cathode with
a fine film of non-conducting material, thus preventing the gold from
adhering firmly to the cathode, as well as Taising the voltage in the
box. Hence the clarificatiun of the solutions, whether from fresh or
accumulated slimes, will tend to reduce the amount of by-products,
which must be sold and increase the percentage of gold directly
obtained by the melting of the lead strips.
SIEMENS AND HALSKE MELTING-ROOM BY-PRODUCTS

The melting of the Siemens and Halske strips is generally done
in a small reverberatory furnace, about 5 feet by 2 feet 6 inches.
If this lead is fairly clean and free fl:om siliceous mud and
iron salts, a quick clean melting takes place, and at the end of
the operation, a little powdered coal may be spread over the
surface of the oxidised bath and the temperature raised to as
high a point as possible; afterwards the furnace is allowed to
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cool down and the lead tapped into moulds. In addition to the
clean lead obtained from this melting, which may run from 5 per
cent. up to 10 per cent. in gold, there is obtained a clean liquid slag
which is mostly litharge, or in the case of dirty lead strips the
temperature obtained is not sufficient to slag this, and a pulverulent
residue is left in the furnace which is known as "Skimmings."
Generally, where it is necessary to make more than one melting
for a clean-up, all the skimmings resulting from previous meltings
are put into the furnace and the furnace is brought up to as high a
temperature as possible, and the skimmings are sweated of their
remaining lead contents.
When every drop of lead has been
drained from them that can be obtained, the hot skimmings are
raked out and allowed to cool. These skimmings are then ground in
a Chilian edge-roller mill and screened through a screen of a bout
eight holes to the linear inch, from which two by-products are
obtained, known as "coarse ruetallics" and "ground skimmings."
The coarse metallics are melted in a pot and yield one or two bars of
lead. The lead bars obtained from the melting furnace are then remelted in an iron melting pot, carefully skimmed, and poured into
moulds. The skimmings obtained from this melting pot are added to
the first lot of the skimmings obtained from the reverberatory
furnace. All the lead, whether obtained directly as bars from the
reverberatory furnace or from melting the coarse metallics, is considert'd lead bullion, and only the skimmings are known as "byproducts," for the reason that the skimmings must be re-melted in a
pan furnace before their contents are obtained as lead bullion.
Under careful treatment, the amount of gold obtained in the skimmings may be reduced to under 1 per cent. The cupellation of this
bullion produces another set of by<products, amounting to about i
per cent., which are known as the" refinery by-products."
CHLORINATION WORKS BY-PRODUCTS

The only by-product which is obtained from chlorination works is
the sludge which is cleaned up once or twice a year from the second
set of precipitation vats. In the precipitation of gold from chlorine
solutions, by means of sulphate of iron, the presence of certain salts
in the solution prevent complete precipitation of the gold, and, ,in
addition to that, there always remains a c~rtain amount of suspend,ed
gold in the liquids. Sufficient time for ,complete settlement is seldom
given. In some works the precipitated liquor is drawn off from ~he
gold 24 hours after precipitation; in other works 48 hours are giv~n.
I
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I rarely draw it off before 72 hours. In some cases this liquor is
assed through the filter-press. Either long settlement or the filterp ressin a of the liquid will reduce its assay value; which, however,
~ill still vary with the salts which are contained in it. At our
works, after 72 hours, the assay value of the liquor is from 4 to 12
grs .. if there is much copper presep.t, an average of about 2 dwts.
may' be expected. The presence of lime also tends to give. a higher
value. The precipitation of very dilute liquors of from 2 to 3 dwts.
is frequently very imperfect. with FeS0 4 • Precipitation by means of
hydrogen sulphide gives the lowest residue. The acid liquor, when
drawn off from the precipitated gold and placed in tanks filled with
scrap iron, rapidly decomposes, yielding a precipitate of gold, copper,
and basic iron sulphates and hydrates. In a temperate climate, at
the end of a week, the liquor can be run to waste assaying not over
2 grs. ; in a cold climate these vats are generally enclosed in a house
and slightly warmed by steam. The sludge obtained from these
final precipitation vats is worth from Is. to 8s. per ton of ore created,
and no chlorination works is considered complete without them. In
California, the gold obtained from this sludge is equivalent to about
2 per cent. to 2! per cent. of the total gold obtained in chlorination
works. The by-prorlucts obtained from melting the slimes are very
small, because in well-conducted works the slime is nearly pure gold.
The treatment of the slag produced will be mentioned under the
heading of "melting-room by-products."
BY-PRODUCTS

FRO~l

THE MELTING-ROOM

The product taken to the melting-room from the chlorination
works is slime which has been treated by sulphuric acid and carefully
washed, and may contain from 25 per cent. to 90 per cent. of gold.
In the handling and melting of this there is a certain loss of gold
which is left on the hands and tools when mixing with fluxes; and
a certain amount is lost in transferring to the crucible, in the slag, in
the mould, and in the sink where the bar is scrubbed and cleaned.
From everyone of these sources of loss ultimately the bulk of gold
can be recovered. All of the above remarks apply also to the precipitates obtained from zinc boxes. In every melting-room there
should be a couple of tanks holding from 100 to 200 gallons of
water. All the washings from the tools and hands, and from the
sink where the bar is cleaned, should be thrown in this tank. At the
end of every four or five months this liquid should be carefully
drawn off after assaying, and the precipitate cleaned up. I have
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known as high as 200 ozs. taken from a tank of this description. At
the end of the year, even with the most careful work, the tank in
the melting-room is always a source of profit_ The pots may be
scaled and the scalings melted ilrt-er grinding; after most careful
scaling the pots will still be found to contain from 20 to 40 ozs. to the
ton. The ashes and flue-dust from the melting furnaces may be
cleaned up and the former will be found to contain on an average
about 5 ozs. to the ton; along with the pots they form the most
refractory material with which the· smelter has to deal. The slag
from melting zinc-gold slimes, after grinding and panning, will assay
from 25 to 200 ozs. to the ton; an average of 50 ozs. to the ton is
what is generally found here. Unless the zinc slimes have been
treated by the acid process, the slags are by far the most important
by-product of the melting-room. In case the slimes have been
treated by the acid process, the thin lead matte, which is found upon
the bar after pouring, has been found to contain about 14 per cent.
gold_ Finally, the furnace in which the material has been either
roasted or melted becomes saturated with gold, and when renovations
take place all the brickwork and mortar of the furnace, as well as the
brickwork of the floor, will give an average value of about 20 OZ8. to
the ton. Where mill gold only is handled, only the immediate
lining of the furnace is valuable. In the panning of the ground
slags for the coarse gold which is sometimes done here in small
rockers or on incline tables, I have frequently noticed that only the
coarse particles of this ground slag are saved, and the finer particles
or slimes flow away with the water allowed to go to waste: Quite
20 per cent. or 25 per cent. of the ground slag goes into slime, and
this assays just as high as the coarser particles_ No water should be
allowed to flow to waste when the slags are washed) but should all
be retained in tanks for clear settlement and subsequent cleaning-up
and drying of the settled slimes. The cemented or iron floor of the
melting-room should be kept scrupuloul'ly clean and the sweepings
carefully saved, as they will invariably assay over 5 ozs. to the ton.
The attention of managers and directors should be given to these
sources of income, and regular quarterly account sales of these byproducts should be required. Too frequently the battery is utilised,
as the great sewer through which these valuable products disappear
along with a large proportion of their values_
Mr G. T. M. McBride-I think I am voicing the feelings of all the
members of this Society when I propose a most hearty vote of
thanks to you for this most instructive paper. With regard to
the heads of it, I would like to say, regarding battery, by-
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prou.uc:ts, I am exceedingly pleased this subject has been brought
I am pleased to know that a few battery managers are here
u p. I' aht I think it is a good opportunity to invite for the next
o-n
0
,
t
meeting the battery managers of the Hand. The invitation might
be sent possibly through the press, or by special invitation, if the
Council thinks necessary. With regard to the cyanide works byproducts, I am very pleased that Mr Butters brought up the subject
of the salts of iron giving trouble in both the electrical and zinc
processes. It is a consolation to know these are valuable by-products,
for the trouble I have lately had with salts of iron coming from
partly oxidised ~re. is enough to turn my hair gray. I :hink the
Hand in general IS llldebted to Mr Butters for the commerCIal success
he has made of the smelting and reduction of by-products, and I am
sure he must find considerable gratification to his pocket in the
utilisation of these by-products. And we can heartily wish him
success after all his endeavours in this direction. I therefore move a
hearty vote of thanks to him for his valuable paper.
Mr A. F. CrQsse-I endorse what Mr McBride has said in seconding the proposition. There is one little fact I would like to bring
before you. It is perfectly plain there was no Mr Rutters in the
old days when the ancients worked in Rhodesia. A gentleman was
kind enough to bring to my notice one old crucible which was covered
with specks of gold. They are at the other end of the stick in
Rhodesia; they are working the by-products of the ancients.
:NIl' Jas. Macintyre-At the present moment I happen to be
working at tailings, and I find the formation of these by-products
in the zinc boxes a great nuisance. I did not know till to-night that
they had such a high value. I would like to ask the President if he
would assist me in getting gold from this by-product.
The President-I should be pleased to assist you. I thank
Mr McBride and Mr Crosse very much for their kind expressions.
I feel, after all, these are matters which possibly you all may
know about, but I have had peculiarly favourable opportunities
to learn the value of these products. It is a growing subject,
and one only learns the losses by degrees, and to give you an
illustration of that: ,when we first commenced to treat by the
cyanide process here, our by-prodncts were not so well located
as they are now, and the difference between actual and theoretical
extraction was. wider than it is at present. . N ow we are starting
out again in the treatment of slimes, and here, again, the
difference between theoretical and actual extraction is sometimes
very considerable. That must lie somewhere, ami Ly degrees we
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hope to locate it in the by-products, arid nope, also, to nail closer to
the first clean-up more of the percentage we are looking for.
Mr J. Macintyre said another subject they couid enquire into was
the actual measurement of tailings going to the works. They had in
one instance 400 tons charged, and they treated only 340 tons, which
made 60 tons of tailings not accounted for.
The President-On the Robinson Mine they weighed every truck
that went in, and the Rand Mines are going in for weighing every
truck of ore that goes to the battery. I think that method will be
gradually introduced on these fields. In addition, on the Geldenhuis
Estate they are now sampling every hour from the feeder certain
weighed portion of the feeder rock. They are trying to make the.
contents by assay and weight to agree with the extraction, and the
losses known to exist on the tailings and slimes.
This concluded the discussion.
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The Secretary submitted the names of the following gentlemen who
had been admitted as associates of the Society :-Messrs F. E. Shaw,
Rowland Smith, R. M. Kayser, H. G. Nitch, Dr Diehl, H. C. C.
Forrester, Turner Dunn, Barry Searle, H. R. Nethersole, W. E. Park,
J. F. Cook, C. K. Bradley, J. C. Dam, G. J. Fitzpatrick, Ernest
Williams, oW. Roff, A. J. R. Atkin, R. W. Schumacher, J. C. 'Vatson,
R. Ruoff, W. H. Woods, P. W. Tracey, Jas. Caldow, D. Behrmann,
A. S. Kirby, C. Murray, ,G. W. Gibbings, W. Versfeld, W. G.
Fitzpatrick, and A. E. Jones. Since the inauguration of the rule,
he said, 29 associates had been admitted. The annual SUbscription
of members fell due on the 1st of next month.
The President-There is a record attendance to-night-47. It
shows increasing interest in the Society. I have received a letter
from Mr Darling, and I wish he would come to our next meeting. It
is in reference to a remark that Professor Christy made about me
being the first to introduce the cyanide process here. I never claimed
to have introduced the cyanide process into this country. I have
been interested in the cyanide process ever since I came to the
country. I will ask Mr Darling to be present at the next meeting,
in order that I may explain the matter fully and openly.
The proceedings then closed.

IX
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THE ordinary general monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, October
16th, 1897, in the Council-room, Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg. Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President) occupied the chair, and there
were also present:-Members-Messrs C. J. C. Baker, M. Baumann,
W. A. Caldecott, Andrew F. Crosse, J. Daniell, W. R. Dowling,
F. Drake, J. Drought, L. M. Green, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson,
A. Mennie, S. H. Pearce, A. R. Stacpoole, P. S. Tavener, J. Watson,
F. White, J. H. Wilkinson; associates-Messrs D. Behrmann, J. C.
Dam, G. W. Gibbings, R M. Kayser, E. Lee, R. Ruoff, F. E. Shaw,
W. Versfeld, J. C. Watson; visitors-Po Billyard, A. W. Brattlund,
G. H. F. Brozier, M. J. Hilton, R. A. Michell, H. A. White, W. F.
Wilkinson, H. A. Wood; and Fredk. Rowland (for The Rand Agency,
Ltd., secretaries).

NEW MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES

The following gentlemen were ballot ted for as members :-Dr F.
Stockhausen, Messrs C. F. Kelly, J. T. Milligan, J. V. Jory, H. A.
White, A.Whitby, H. H. Robins, S. N. Rodda, J. B. Little.
The Secretary reported that the following associates had been
admitted by the Council since the last monthly meeting :-Messrs F.
C. Roberts, J. Macintyre, A. P. Schmidt, E. Lee, W. Brown, C. R.
:Maggs, L. Abrahams, A. A. Blow, H. H. Brown.
The Chairman said all the candidates for membership had been
elected. They had now to discuss the bye-laws, which had been
revised by the Council.
Mr A. F. Crosse said they had a good deal of business before them,
perhaps more interesting than the bye-laws. They had all got copies,
and he presumed they had read them. The discussion would come after
the general meeting, and he would move that they be taken as read.
Mr S. H. Pearce seconded, and the motion was carried.
Mr Franklin White then read a paper entitled
THE ESTIMATION OF GOLD IN ORE, AND DATA ON
DRY-CRUSHING EXPERIMENTS
The following tables will show the possibility of assaying ore
before crushing with sufficient accuracy to afford very useful inform a'37
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tion. One set of calculations refers to wet milling, one to a drycrushing test. I cannot give the name ·of the mine from which I
obtained the first set, but the figures supplied· to me, and which I
am at liberty to use, are sufficientJor my purpose. If we follow the
usual system of taking the fine gold won together with the gold in
residues (ascertained by assay) as equalling the total gold contents
of the ore milled, we have the following :No 1
Extraction

Mill yield.
Cyanide yield.
Contentrates yield
Clean-up and slags yield .
Gold left on eight plates.
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Total

13,095'14 ozs. fine gold
2,655'27"
"
1,138'74"
"
122'81 "
"
200'00 "

67'61 per cent.
13'71
"
5'88
"
'63
"
1'03

17,211'96 "

88'86

"

"

"

"

Resz'dues, etc.

Tailings residues
Concentrates residues
In slimes dam
Total
Accounted for
Residues, etc.

735'858 ozs. fine gold
399'000"
"
1,020'188"
"

3'80 per cent.
2'06
"
5'27

2,155'046 "
"
17,211'96 ozs. fine gold
2,155'046"
"

88'86 per cent.
11'13

19,367'006 "

99'99

"

"

11'13

"

"

"

Making mineral worth 9'66 dwts. per ton. The mineral was assayed
before being crushed, and the average value worked out at 10'3 dwts.
per ton. .When calculations are made on this basis we have the
following : Extraction

Mill yield
Tailings yield
Concentrates yield
Clean-up, etc.
Gold on plates

equals 63'514 per cent. of the assay value.
"
12'868
"
"
"
5'518
"
"
"
"
'595
"
"
"
"
'969
"
"
"
"
83'464 per c~nt.
I
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83'464 per cent.

Brought forward

Resz'dues, etc.
Concentrates at 9'52 dwts.
Tailings
" 0'515 "
Slimes
"1'84,,

1'933 per cent.
3'567
"
4'944
"
10'444
. 6'092

Unaccounted for

"
"

100'000
"
Here we have a lower extraction to the extent of nearly 5! per cent.,
and an unaccounted for of 6 per cent., the latter figure clearly
indicating that something is wrong. A glance at the assays of
residue tailings and slimes will, I think, show that they are too low.
If the former were put at 1'1 dwt. and the latter at 2'5 dwts.figures which would not discredit either the cyanide or battery
manager-we should have an increase in the residue contents of
over 1,100 ozs., and the" unaccounted for" would be reduced to a
very small figure. Here, then, in the second set of figures, although
the results given us do not absolutely check, we have a very clear
indication of what was wrong. When once this was realised a
remedy could be applied. In the former case, however, the manager
would sleep comfortably in the persuasion that his extraction of 88'87
per cent. was excellent.
No.2
Test crushing (dry) of 917 tons oxidised ore from Botha's Reef.

Charges
Tons crushed
A verage assay
Total gold contents

917
9'625 dwts.

Tons crushed
Average assay
Total gold contents

917
2'708 dwts.

441'356 ozs.

Rebidues

Theoretical extraction

124'245 ozs.
317'111 ozs., or 71'84 per cent.

Gold Won
Bullion
374'3 ozs., equal to 290'3 ozs. fine, or 65'77 per cent.
In slags and sumps .
13'6 ozs. fine.
303'9 ozs. fine, or 68'91 per cent.
Total accounted for
Fine gold recovered worth £1,203, 88. 6d., or 26s. 3d. per ton.

Treatment (Jf the Ore
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The plant used was as follows :-One No.1 Gates crusher, three old
vats holding 45 tons each, two 30-ton solution vats, and two zinc
boxes-all secondhand. The vats leaked at first.
TREATMENT

First 500 tons: solution ·25 to ·3 per cent. for 17 hours, then a
weak wash of ·13 per cent., in all 24 tons per vat; final water washes,
8 tons; total time, 38 hours. Remaining 417 tons (coarser stuff):
solutions ·27 per cent. to ·32 per cent., standing for 72 hours,
circulating the solution for 24 hours; weak washes and water washes
as before; total time, 120 hours. Lime used, about 3 Ibs. (unslaked)
per ton. Cyanide consumed (leakage included), 11·2 ozs. per ton
treated. The first 500 tons gave a theoretical" extraction of 66·4
per cent.; the remaining 417 tons gave 73·13 per cent., although
the ore was very coarse, owing to crusher head having worn. The
ore was stoped and sent direct to the crusher, no drying being
necessary.
Reproduced by Sabinet Gateway under licence granted by the Publisher (dated 2012)

ANALYSIS OF THE CRUSHED ORE

Samples from eight charges before and after cyaniding were
separated into different sizes by sieving, and the resulting quantities
dried, weighed, and assayed, giving the following results :Remaining on ~-inch mesh 19·7 per cent.; extraction, 56·6 per cent.
65·17
"
linch" 17·37
"
"
"
66·00
i-inch" 19·80 "
"
"
"
77·60
Passing
i-inch" 23·70 "
"
"
81·00
T\--inch " 19 ·00 "

"

"

"

Some of the larger pieces would be 11 inches in length. It is clear
that if the ore had been crushed to linch, which would not have
been a very difficult or costly proceeding, a theoretical extraction of
79 per cent., or say 76 per cent. actual, would have been obtained in
one operation. The experience gained in the first 500 tons gave an
increased extraction of 6·7 per cent. in the second lot, so it is reasonable to assume that a second 900 tons would have given, if crushed
to i-inch, 82 per cent. extraction at less expenditure of cyanide withont amalgamation or slimes treatment. It is probable that more
cyanide was used than was absolutely necessary, as in an experime~t
it is better to have too much than too little. Can the advocates" of
wet milling show a better result with the same expenditure in plant,
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work, and power 1 A sample of the same class of ore, but of better
quality, so as to give more possibility for the presence of course gold,
if it existed, was crushed to pass a 400-mesh sieve, and submitted to
Mr A. F. Crosse to be tested. His report was to the effect that the
ore assayed 14 dwts. 10 grs. fine gold per ton, the residues after five
days' treatment, 22 grs. per ton-equal to an extraction of 13 dwts.
12 grs., or 95'1 per cent. When calculated by the gold obtained
from the cyanide solution, the extraction equalled 94'8 per cent.
The free (undissolved) gold remaining was found to be 3 grs. per ton;
therefore, no fear need be entertained that the coarseness of the gold
would be detrimental to successful work. The decomposition of
cyanide was equal to 11'2 ozs. per ton of ore treated. Our President
remarked during the discussion on Treatment of Battery Slimes, that
in his works there was a difference between the theoretical and actual
extraction, that the gold went in many different places, mostly lost
round the works. No doubt there is loss in all methods, requiring
handling and mechanical treatment, but I think that the chief cause
of discrepancy is want of precision in the weights taken, after that,
errors in assaying. If once the gold reaches the vats, what is dissolved should be collected by the precipitation process or remain ill
the solutions, unless there is leakage or loss in the cleaning of the
slimes. Either of these cases represents an actual loss, the gold is
neither in the residues nor in the bar. If our President is correct in
stating that the notable difference between actual and theoretical
extraction is due to loss, then the gold in the bar or slags plus the
gold in the residues does not represent the whole of the gold originally in the tailings as received from the slimes separator, and Mr
Williams' contention that if you lose 100 ozs. fine gold in the
residues, and have actually recovered 900 ozs. of fine gold in the
works, it is fair to say that you have an actual extraction of 90 per
cent., cannot be accurate. It is an extraction of 90 per cent. of only
part of the gold that was in the ore at the commencement of the
operation. I am sorry not to be able to give to Mr Williams a
definite answer as to the cost per ton of the test crushing (dry) made
at the Village Mail!. Reef. The cost of such crushing, made with
make-shift machinery, would be no guide to what could be done with
a large and well-designed plant. The first 600 tons crushed was also
experimental work, different meshes from 200 to 700 were used, and
different strengths of solution and duration of treatment. N ever-,
theless, Mr Feldtman's assays, carefully made, gave a theoretical
extraction of 80'2 per cent., of which 64'4 was accounted for, and I
believe that had it not been for a leak in one of our ancient pumps
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that our actual extraction would have been fully 77 per cent. The
remaining 400 tons, crushed to 500 mesh, which we found to be
most suitable, was cyanided after I left the Village Main Reef, so I
do not know what results were obtained, but charge No. 18, the first
of the second series, gave a theoretical extraction of 89'25 per cent.,
the ore assaying 31 dwts. 20 grs. before, and 3 dwts. 10 grs. after
cyaniding. In any case I do not consider that what we were able to
do in any way exhausted the possibilities of the process we were
testing for the first time on a reasonable scale. The perfection to
which cyanide treatment has been brought here (members of this
Society have done a great deal towards this), the removal of financial
obstacles, and the large quantities of ore of a remarkable even character
with which we have to deal, are new elements which have to be taken
into account in our endeavours to perfect a process for extracting the
gold from the ore. We have to consider not only which may be the
cheapest mechanical means of reducing the ore to a powder, but also
and chiefly which is the method of crushing which will give us a product
best suited to the subsequent processes of getting out the gold which
are at our disposal at the present day.
Mr A. F. Crosse, while thanking Mr White for his paper, asked
him if he would kindly add a postscript saying that the ore from the
Village Main Reef is pyritic. He was sure the paper would be read
with great interest all over the world, and he did not think he mentioned the fact that the ore was pyritic.
Mr F. ""Yhite-The ore was pyritic and taken from a depth of
about 700 feet. The reason we took pyritic ore was, although there
is a large amount of oxidised free-milling ore on the Rand, it is
nothing compared with the amount of pyritic ore which will have to
be treated in the future, so we preferred to make a test with pyritic
ore, which some authorities considered untreatable by dry-crushing
and cyanide.
The Chairman-I am sure you all agree with me that the paper is
an interesting and most important one, as, to my knowledge, it is the
first instance in which figures regarding dry-crushing have bemi laid
before us, and the thanks of this Society are due to Mr White for
this valuable infurmation. I know that opinions regarding the drycrushing process are divided. Some are against it, while others claim
that the process is going to have considerable success on the Rand;
. therefore, I belie,'e that the paper read by NIr White will give rise
to a good deal of discussion. As there is another paper to be r~ad,
I propose that the discussion on this paper be postponed till the next
meeting. I now call on Mr W. Fischer Wilkinson to read his paper on
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THE ECONOMIC VAL DE OF THE MAIN REEF
(WITWATERSRAND)
.1\£r W. Fischer Wilkinson-I would like to thank the Council for
accepting a paper which has neither chemical nor metallurgical.
qualifications. Cyanide of slimes-subjects which, I believe, absorb
a large proportion of your time-are scarcely mentioned, and perhaps
it may be a relief to members to have a paper for which no great
novelty is claimed, but which is of a general character. It has been
said that the most valuable, as well as the most interesting, part of a
paper is not so much what the author says as the discussion afterwards; and I trust this paper will be discussed by mining men on the
Rand. He then read his paper as follows : The object of this paper is to investigate statistically the value of
the Main Reef Series; to enquire how much is payable at the present
time, and to estimate how much will be payable under more favourable conditions. The praiseworthy publicity that nearly every mine
on the Rand gives to its working results provides abundant reliable
data for the purpose, and the regularity and extensive development
of the deposit itself remove to a great extent the speculative element,
which so often upsets valuations, however carefully made, of metalliferous mines. Indeed, the value of a given area underlaid by the
Main Reef Banket beds may be calculated, within certain limits, with
almost the same confidence as that of a coalfield. I am aware that
work has already been done by others in this direction,* and if it is
necessary to give an excuse for introducing a subject which has
already been so often discussed, it is because I am able to bring the
most recent figures to bear upon it. It seems to me also that the
publication of any figures that assist in proving that it only requires
the removal of burdens to bring prosperity to a large num ber of mines
that are now either in a struggling position or closed down altogether,
cannot help serving some useful purpose. It is not my intention to
argue that unnecessary burdens exist, for that fact has been conclusively proved by the Industrial Cummissiun. I propose to take it
for granted that the Government have it in their hands to reduce the
"' Vide :-Mr Hamilton Smith, Times, 17th January 1893, 19th February
1895; Mr John Hays Hammond, Introdnction, "The Gold Mines of the Rand,"
Hatch & Chalmers, 1895 ; Messrs Hatch & Chalmers, "The Gold Mines of the
Rand," 1895; Bergrath Schmcisser, Report, Berlin, 1894; M. L. de Lannay,
"Les Mines d'Or dn Transvaal," 1895; C. S. Goldmann, "South African
Alining and Finance," Introduction, 1895-6; Prof. Becker, Economist, 1896.
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present cost of working at least 4s. per ton. milled and to see what
effect the reduction will have on the mining industry.
EXTENT OF MAIN REEF SERIES

The extent of the main reef series that it is proposed to considet is
from the New Blue Sky Mine on the East to the Banket on the ·West,
and the Botha's Reef Series (French Rand to Porges Randfontein)
here considered identical with the Main Reef Series. It is scarcely
necessary to say that this length of outcrop does not by a long way
limit the length that will some day be mined. These limits are
chosen because they em brace the principle mines now working. The
distances measured along the outcrop are approximately : New Blue Sky to .Banket
French Rand to Porges Randfontein .

27'6 miles.

10'9

"
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With the exception of about 2! miles on the Randfontein section, the
outcrop of the reef has been exposed and developed throughout the
whole distance. A very short study of the gold production will show
that, although there is along those 38'5 miles almost without a break
a chain of mines, for the most part well equipped and developed, it is
only some 10 miles alone that up to the present have been profitable.
I would not have it inferred that the remaining 28 miles are
dependent for success on the removal of burdens, for such is not the
case; part of this length of outcrop contains mines which have only
recently put up batteries; part by mines which have not yet made a
trial at all ; and part is covered by mines which have been worked
without profit in former years but which have, by more economical
working and by improved methods of mining and gold extraction,
become profitable at the present time; but what I would say is, that
a very considerable portion of the outcrop has been worked and has
failed, and that to this part the passing of reforms is vital.
VALUE OF YIELD OF MAIN REEF SERIES

The regularity of the Main Reef within certain limits has already been
noticed. An analysis of the crushing returns will show that there
are well defined sections of low grade and high grade ore. In estilflating therefore the value of the Main Reef, it is necessary to calculate
by sections, as results obtained by averaging the past production,
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which is derived from the best sections, over the whole extent of the
Main Reef may be misleading. In order to show the variations in
quality of the Main Reef, I have compiled a table from the returns
publisherl by the Chamber of Mines and Association of Mines for
1895-96 and '97 (January-June), giving the average yield per ton
milled over that period.
TABLE SHOWING VALUE OF YIELD PER TON ]lIILLED OF MAIN REEF MINES;
COMPILED FROllI RETURNS OF CHAMBER OF MINES AND ASSOCIATION
OF MINES FOR THE YEARS

1895-96

1897

AND

(JAN.-JUNE).

Main Reef GrOltp
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N arne of Mine.

Banket
Princess
Durban-Roodepoort
Roodepoort United M.R.
Kim berley Roodepoort
Vogelstruis Estate
Bantjes
Aurora West
Aurora
New Unified
Consolidated Main Reef
Langlaagte Star
CrCBsus
Langlaagte Block B
United Langlaagte
Paarl Central
Langlaagte Royal
Langlaagte Estate
Crown Reef
Bonanza
Pioneer
Robinson
Worcester*
Ferreira

1895.

1896.

s.

s.

41'8
48'2
46'0
48'0

Average.
1895-97.
1897.
Jan.-June Jan.-June.
s.
s.

43'4
42'4
37'8
27'2
20'0

31'8
43'8
41'6
38'4
26'2
23'6

37'4
45'0
43'4
41'8
26'8
23'0

20'1
25'2
23'4

24'2

25'8
24'6

35'4

26'4
26'0
27'8
36'0
22'4
38'4
40'8
55'8
80'4

40'0
20'1
29'8
44'8
100'8
73'G
76'0

29'2
52'8
106'0
81,6
77'0

33'2
21'4
33'0
44'6
104'6
69'4
77'8

84'2

74'2

73'4

76'6

28'2

* As no cyanide gold returns are given for this mine, no yield can be
recorded.
K
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Average,
1897.
1895·97,
Jan-June Jan,-June.
s,
s,

N arne of Mine,

1895,

s.

s,

Wemmer
Salisbury
Jubilee
Village Main Reef
City and Suburban
Meyer and Charlton
Wolhuter
Spes Bona
George Goch
Henry Nourse
New Heriot
,Tumpers
Treasury
Geldenhuis Estate
Stanhope
Geldenhuis Main Reef
Simlper and Jack
New Primrose
May Consolidated
Glencairn
Glenluce
Witwatersrand
Balmoral
Ginsberg
Driefontein
New Angelo
New Comet
Agnes Munro
Cinderella
New Blue Sky

64'0
39.4
35'8

51'2
30'2
32'0

53'8
28'8
37'2

56'8
33'0
34'.(j

39'4
41'4
39'8

37'6
33'0
33'4

38'6
34'2
36'4

33'4
62'6
52'2
42'2

28'4
57'2
51'4
33'2
26'4
27'2
37'4
35'2
42-6
28'4
30'0
26'8

39'0
28'6
38'6
26'6
24'2
60'3
46'8
29'0
34'0
33'7
28'2
30'0
35'0
27'6
32'8

29'6
59'4
50'6
36'0
29'4
30'6
35'8
36'4
42'4
30'6
33'6

31'0

28'8

29'4

48'8

45'2

43'5

45'2

34'6

29'4

52'6
35'2

32'4

33'6

28'6

43'2

32'4
39'4
40'8
46'4
34'2
38'6
39'6

1896,

[OCT,

Bothqs Reef Group
Champ d'Or,
Luipaardsvlei
York
West Rand Mines
Randfontein
Mynpacht
Randfolltein Block A

53'4

33'2

28'6
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Robinson-Randfontcln
North Randfontein
South Randfontein
Porges Randfontein

1895.

1896.

s.

s.

147

Average.
1897.
1895·97.
Jan.-Junc. Jan.-June.
s.
s.

23'0
42'6

35'8

33'2

38'4

Although these figures afford a fair general view of the variation
in value of the Main Reef, it is necessary to point out that it would
not be right to use them for comparing one mine with another, for
the following reasons :-To begin with, much depends on the accuracy
with which the tonnage has been estimated. Then, again, the value
per ton will be affected by the proportion of Main Reef, Main Reef
Leader or South Reef mined. One mine may show a small yield
through milling a lower grade ore~ ,;hile another of equal or less value
may have a higher return by mIllmg only the best reefs. It may
here be remarked that the general tendency now is to include low
grade ore, so as to prolong the life of the mine. Another factor for
which allowance must be made is that of concentrates and slimes,
which in some cases are included in the Custom Works' returns, and
not in those of the mine producing them. Consequently, in many
cases, the yield given is below the true value.*
It will be noticed that, as a rule, the yield per ton from 1895-97
has fallen. At first sight this would appear that the reef gets poorer
in depth; the real reason, however, is, I believe, because lower grade
ores are now workable, and also because the 1895 returns probably
include gold won from old tailings. With so many uncertain factors
the figures, therefore, only afford a general comparison of the value
of the reef. The values obtained have been plotted out on a chart
on the same principle as that adopted by Mr L. I. Seymour in giving
his evidence before tbe Industrial Commission. The yield of. each
year under review is not given, but the average only, so as to make
the position as clear as possible. A study of the table or chart will
show how the reef is divided into rich and poor sections. Taking
them in order, and beginning at the east, we find that the whole line
of mines from the New Blue Sky to the Meyer and Charlton is of
good payable quality even under present conditions, and that there
is a distinct improvement at the New Heriot and Henry Nourse.
The rich central section from the City to the Langlaagte Estate or
* The value of the concentrates produced in 1897 of the Wemmer and Porges
RandJonteiu are included in the yield.
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Paarl Central comes next. It is from this section that the bulk of
the dividends have been paid, as the following table will illustrate :_
DIVIDEND-PAYING SECTION OF MAIN REEF IN

1896

Amount.

Princess-Durban Roodeport
£182,750
Langlaagte Est.-City & Suburban 1,794,377
Meyer & Charlton-May Consolidtd. 534,216

TO AUG.

1897

Per- Approx. Div'd.
cent- No. of
per
age. stamps. stamp.

7
72
21

185
840
10,65

£988
2,136
501
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Further west there is a poor length of outcrop, but the results
obtained indicate that with a 4s. reduction in working costs this
section should also prove payable. The Roodepoort group of
mines comes next, and here we find again a high grade and
dividend-paying section of the Main Reef. Sufficient work has not
yet been done on the Botha's Reef to permit a reliable valuation to be made of this'section of the reef. Two mines which gave
returns extending over three years show a yield of fair value,
while others have made considerable crushings with satisfactory
results, so that the evidence goes to show that the whole extent of
ten miles will in time see paying mines.
WORKING COSTS

To prepare a comparative table of working costs presents even
There is
more difficulties than in compiling one of the yield.
no uniform method of keeping accounts, nor is the same publicity
given to them as to the production. The same remark which I made
about the yield, namely, that proper allowance must be made for
possible errors in the tonnage, applies with equal force to the working
costs. An exaggerated tonnage will produce low costs, but at the
expense of the yield, and vice versa. I have collected the working
costs of a large number of mines from the annual reports of companies
and from the monthly statements published in the newspapers. As
a rule, high grade mines have higher costs than low grade ones.
Whether this is due to the fact that the tonnage is wrongly estimated,
or that low grade mines practise more economy, as would naturally be
the tendency, it is difficult to say. In t4e Rand Mines report, 1896,
the working cost of twenty-two outcrop mines is given at 29s. 6d.,
and Mr Hennen Jennings gives a cost of 31s. O·44d., incluqing
depreciation for twenty-nine companies working in 1896. Since then,
I
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reductions in native labour having been made, the costs are considerbl less and probably the average figures for these mines would now
~e ;bOllt' 26s. There are several mines working at less than this, and
b low I aive the results of eight "Main Reef companies, taken at
r~)dom, during the latter half of 1897, that is, since the reduction in
native wages callie into force ; TABLE SHOWING THE WORKING COSTS OF SOME WITWATERSRAND MINES
IN

1897

Cost of working per tOll milled, including mining, milling, development, cyanide and general charges,
but exclusive of depreciation of
plant.
Stamps.
s. d.
22 5
30
21 5
40
32 8
40
11
32
50
23 1
60
22 6
70
23 3
100
19 2
120

Value of
yield.
s. d.
33 1
38 5
40 1
71 6
27 3
45 4
38 8
38 4

Profit per
ton.
s. d.
10 8
17 0
7 5
38 7
4 2
22 10
15 5
19 2

If my whole collection of working costs were tabulated the result
w0uld be;-

4 mines.-l each at 37s., 36s., 298., 27s., including depreciation.
28 mines.-5 mines, one each at 33s., 32s., 29s., 27s., 26s.
two each at 24s., 20s., 19s.
6 "
9 "
three each at 23s., 22s., 21s.
8 "
four each at 28s., 25s., exclusive of depreciation.
Taking 25s. as an average, the whole section of reef between the
New Blue Sky and the Paarl Central and the Roodepoort group
becomes payable, while the poor section, Langlaagte United to
Roodepoort still remains doubtful or unpayable. The importance
to this section, a distance of about eight miles, of the 4s. reduction
is evident. Further, it must not be forgotten ill estimating the
value of the 4s. reforms that beside putting the middle-class mines
on a safe footing, and of reviving the mines that are now shut down,
a much longer life will be given to the industry by allowing the
lower grade ores to be worked, thus prolonging the life of the Rand
and securing a portion of the mineral wealth of the State which would
otherwise be unproductive.
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THE LIFE OF THE· RAND

Having' said so much as to the gold production and as to the cost
of working in the past, I may, in conclusion, say som~thing of the
future. How long the mines will last, whether the large population
supported by them will be transient or permanent, are important •
questions, the answer to which must have a direct influence on the
legislation of the Government, on the scale of construction of public
works, on the investment of private capitaL For the purpose of
showing the great possibilities of these gold-fields, I have taken into
calculation the 27 t miles of reef which I have analysed above. The
data assumed are :I.-Depth of mining, 5,000 feet verticaL
2.--Length of reef on dip, 10,000 feet, on a basis of the Bezuidenville and Rand Victoria's borehole sections.
3.-0ne ton-12 cubic feet.
4.-Average thickness of reef milled, allowing for waste, 4 feet.
This figure is probably the most liable to error, as the
thickness that it will pay to mine depends on that uncertain
quantity-the cost of working.
VALUATION OF THE SECTION OF MAIN REEF, NEW BLUE SKY TO
BANKET, TO

5,000

FEET VERTICAL

Section A-Crown Reef-Wemmer.
B-Henry Nourse-New Heriot.
" C-Banket-Durban Roodepoort.
" D-Salisbury-George Goch.
" E-Paar1-Langlaagte Estate.
" F-Jumpers-New Blue Sky.
" G-Kimberley Roodepoort-United Langlaagte.

"

3

4

Feet.

Million
tons.

Shillings.

Million
£

5
Million
£

Million
£

11,200
8,200
12,500

37
27
42

70
55
45

129
74
94

83
40
42

92
47
52

72,550

242

35

423

121

181

41,300

138

25

172

145,750

486

36·8

892

2

A

B
C

i}
G

6

34
286

406
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Illustrating "THE ECONOMIC VALUE OP THE MAIN HEEF (WITWATERSRAND)," by W. Fischer Wilkinson.
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Approximate outcrop distance in feet.
Million tons to 5,000· feet vertical.
Estimated value per ton, in shillings (yield).
Gross value in million poundg sterling.
Profits with working costs at 25s. per ton in millions of pounds.
Profits with working costs at 20s. per ton in millions of pounds.

The result of this estimate shows that for this part of the Witwatersrand alone a tonnage of 486 (mills) having gold contents of
£892,000,000, is available for mining. From these figurlls the
amounts already won, vide Table, * must be deducted. It may be
useful for reference if I give similar estimates which have been made
from time to time :c

Year.

Hamilton Smith
Schmeisser
Hatch and Chalmers
Becker
Hays Hammond

1893
189,3
1895
1896
1895

Greatest vertical
depth.
M1llion
Feet.
pounds.

3,000-3,500
3,900
5,000
5,000
5,000

325
350
592
700
9

Miles of
outcrop.

llt
llt

27
20
per 1 mile outcrop
1,000 feet depth.
At the present time (1897) the tonnage milled from the Witwatersrand and district is between four and five million tons a year. Making
allowance for the deep-level mines, and assuming' that double this
*TABLE SnOWING TONNAGE MILLED AND VALUE OF OUTPUT FOR
WITWATERSRAND AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Date.

Tons milled.
Estimated.

Value of gold.
Estimated.

Value per ton
milled.

1884·89
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

1,000,000
730,350
1,151,144
1,970,354
2,203,704
2,830,885
3,456,575
4,011,697

£2,440,000
1,735,491
2,556,328
4,297,610
5,187,206
6,963,100
7,840,779
7,864,341

48·8s.
47'49.
44·2s.
44'49.
47·Os.
49'6s.
45·2s.
39·2s.

----

Value of gold.
Estimated.

£2,678,201
1,869,645
2,924,305
4,541,071
5,480,498
7,667,152
8,569,555
8,603,821

----

17,356,709
39,284,855
42,334,248
1. Value of gold won from Witwatersrand Mines, including Black Reef,
Battery Reef, etc., and alluvial gold. ];'roIn Ohamber of Mines returns.
2. Value of gold'won from all mines in the South African Republic. From
the State Mining Engineer'S report.

Life of the Rand
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amount is removed, we get a life of, roughly, half a century. This I
consider the very least period that the Rand mining industry will be
of first-rate importance.
The Vice-Presidept-rhe paper byMr Wilkinson was not directly
metallurgical, but it was nevertheless most interesting, and I think an
apology for reading a paper on such a subject in a Chemical and Metallurgical Society is not needed. As far as I am personally concerned, I
have been very interested in the paper. It is the first time I have had an
opportunity of getting data of such a kind regarding the value of the
Main Reef series. I propose that the discussion on this paper stand
over till next meeting, and I thank Mr Wiikinson in the name of the
Society for his valuable paper. The next business is Mr Williams'
and Mr Caldecott's replies to the criticisms on their papers: Mr
Williams is not present, but Mr Caldecott will have some remarks to
offer.
<

<
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THE SOLUTION OF GOLD IN ACCUMULATED AND
OTHER SLIMES
Mr W. A. Caldecott, replying to the criticisms on his paper on the
above, said-Mr Vice-President and Gentlemen,-With regard to Dr
Loevy's elaboration of the theory of oxidation of pyrites, his experimental demonstration of the formation, in the first instance, of S02 is
very interesting. H 2S I should regard as a by-product of the interaction of Fes and H 2S0 4 rather than as a stage of oxidation. The
practical importance of both these substances lies in their producing,
with the alkali used in slime treatment, sulphites and sulphides,
whose reducing action renders reration necessary.
The importance of thorough pj'eliminary oxidation, as a means of
saving caynide is very great. If cyanide be added when reration is
begun the total time of agitation may be somewhat reduced, owing to
the Fe(OH)2 being converted partly into K 4FeCY4 and partly into
Fe(OH)3' but this saving in tilll.e is effected at the cost of an increased cyanide consumption. The statement that ferrous hydrate
consumes cyanide whilst ferric hydrate does not, may be readily
proved by a simple experiment, notwithstanding the statement in
Watts' "Dictionary of Chemistry" (new edition, vol. II., page 336),
that potassic ferro-cyanide is formed by the action of KCN on Fe
(OH)3; (see also Proc. of this Society, v91. 1., page 100). When
KMn04 is employed, it also is used merely to accelerate the preliminary oxidation of reducers, and in no way to hasten the solution
of the gold by supplying the oxygen required for that purpose. This

OCT.
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is shown by the fact that when the cy~nide i~ added to the charge,
permanganate as such has ceased to eXIst, bavmg long before parted
with all its available oxygen.
"Mr Crosse's confirmatian of the method of estimating the percentage
of dry slimes in pulp by determining the specific gravity is of interest
and value. I may say that the Sp.Gr. for dry slimes used in working
out the formulre given in the paper is somewhat higher than the
averaae of Mr Crosse's determinations, which is 2'48. It would
certai~lly be advisable to determine in each case the Sp.Gr. of the
slimes formed from any particular grade of ore. Calling this "S,"
and the specific gravity of the pulp .. x," and substituting in the
following general formulre, any case can be met : . ht 0 f d ry sImes
l'
. pu 1p = 100x S(S.I)
(x-I)
Percentage by welg
m
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.
l'
8 (x-I)
SlImes: so utlOll = s:r-

\Vhen a truly average sample of slime pulp can be obtained the number
8 (",-1)'
th e welg
. h t III
. tons 0 f
' . d by 32
of cubic feet of pulp muIt Iple
(8.1) gIves
dry slimes in the charge. For many purposes, such as determining
the relative concentration of pulp produced by different sizes of spitzkasten nozzles, formulre are of considerable value owing to the ease
and rapidity with which results can be obtained.
At the suggestion of Mr R. E. Hall I have constructed a table
based on an average Sp.Gr. of 2'7 which gives the percentage of dry
slimes and various other results at sight from the Sp.Gr. of the pulp,
and which we find very usefnl in the works for tonnage estimations,
etc. In conclusion, I must t.hank the President and Mr Crosse for
the very kind way in which they have referred to myself and to
South Africans generally.
The paper read by Mr A. F. Crosse, entitled : NOTES ON ASSAYING GROUND GRAPHITE CRUCIBLES
then came up for discussion.
a
The Vice-President said-At the last meeting the question of
assaying by scorification was discussed. Mr S. H. Pearce, as far as I
can remember, said the buyer is always satisfied when the assay is
done by scorification, and so far the results are generally lower. As
I pointed out at the last meeting, I can verify from assaying with the
scorification method that it often gives better results than the crucible
assay. What I wanted to point out is that with certain kinds of ore
the scorification method gives much more satisfactory results. I refer
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to ores containing a high percentage of antimony. Some years ago
I had the. 'opportunity of assaying certain ores from the Murchison
Range which contained sulphide of antimony. I think that is a case
where the scorification method must be used, and I am sure there
are some other- cases where it is necessary to use the scorification
method.
Mr A. F. Crosse, in answering the criticisms passed on his paper,
said-I am afraid there is not much for me to reply to. My short
paper raised a certain amount of discussion at the last meeting, but
more on the subject of assaying in general than of ground graphite
crucibles in particular. Dr Loevy was perfectly right in saying we
must scorify in the case of antimonial ores, but where scorification is
not necessary, I think pot assays are apt to give very much higher
results-even as much as 10 per cent., and it is rather difficult to
obtain an accurate result by tbe scorification method unless we use
a number of scorifiers. I did not want to raise a discussion on assaying in general; perhaps at some future time I will read a paper on the
subject, especially as regards residues, slimes, and materials of such a
nature, where it is .necessary to determine the amonnt of gold to
witbin three grains per ton. I think sometimes assayers trained in
Europe, who are not accustomed to the accuracy we require here, do
not realise how large an amount of ore should be taken to ensure
accurate results.
AMENDED BYE-LAWS

The meeting then resolved itself into a special meeting for the purpose of considering the amended bye-laws submitted by the Council.
Mr A. F. Crosse said-The alterations in the bye-laws bave been
very carefully gone through by your Council; some of them have been
discussed at general meetings, and I propose that they be taken as
read and accepted.
The motion was put and carried, and the meeting adjourned.
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THE monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical Soci~'ty of
South Africa was held on Saturday evening, November 20th, 1897,
in the Council-room, Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg. Mr
Charles Butters (President), occupied the chair,and there were also
present :-Members-Messrs G. Andreoli, C. J. C. Baker, M. Baumann, A. W. Brattlund, W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, John Daniell,
W. R. Dowling, F. Drake, J. Drought, H. T. Durant, J. Dykes, jun.,
Jas. Gaze, F. N. Hambly, J. V. Jory, C. F. Kelly, T. Kerr, W. A.
Ledingham, J. B. Little, G. Melvill, H. \V. Miller, A. Minnie, P. T.
B. :'IIorrisby, A. M'Naughtan, F. J. Oakes, S. H. Pearce, F. C. Pengilly, D. E. Powrie, Prof. Prister, H. H. Robins, A. F. Stewart, P. S.
'ravenel', A. Whitby, H. A. White, W. F. Wilkinson, D. J. Williams
J. R 'Williams, T. W. Wood; associates-Messrs D. Behrman, P.
Billyard, Turner Dunn, G. W. Gibbings, M. J. Hilton, F. E. Irving,
R. M. Kayser, A. S. Kirby, C. R. Maggs, F. C. Roberts, H. Rusden, R. Smith, F. E. Shaw, R. W. Schumacher, W. Versfeld, R. A.
Wilson; visitors-Messrs Fraser Alexander, H. W. Blanchard, G. S.
Bloomer, J. E. Cockshatt, C. H. Divine, A. B. Engles, A.
Fraser, J H. Freeby, D. C. Fricker, A. H. Hooper, D. Isaac, T. L.
Lockart, H. Martienseen, C. F. Michell, R. A. Michell, R. T. Michell,
Wm. Nass, R. Owen, E.H. Parry, C. Patton, J. A. Rawstorne, R. G.
Rees, J. Scatterty, J. E. Thomas, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand
Agency, Limited, secretaries).
THE MEMBERSHIP

The President-The first business this evening is to ballot for new
members. It is a very pleasing thing for us to be able to ballot for
new members at every meeting. Although a young Society, ou r
numbers are increasing very rapidly.
On the motion of Mr Crosse, Messrs Pearce and Durant were
elected scrutineers, and they reported that the new members-Messrs
A. W. Bruttlund, D. S. Johnston, W. G. Lindsay, Wm. Prout,
and W. Fischer Wilkinson-were elected unanimously.
The Secretary informed the meeting that the following gentlemen
had been elected associates of the Society since the last general meeting:-Messrs P. Billyard, H. B. Bunkell, T. C. Burgess, A. M. Day,
ISS
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J. G. W. Fairbairn, R. P. H. Hacker, M. J. Hilton, S. Hutt, J.
C. Ingle, T. McConnell, C. S. Parry, H. Rusden, '\T. J. Wayland,
and R. A. Wilson.
The P:esident-We have now 134 members and 53 associates, and
22 more proposed for the next meeting; that makes our membership
over 200.
The Secretary then read the following letter : Assay Office, 6 and 7 Coleman Street, London:
To the Secretaries, Chemical and Metallurgical Society.
Dear Sirs,-I have the greatest pleasure in offering myself as a
candidate for admission as associate to your Society, and I trust that
you will arrange for any additional signatures that may be necessary.
I am afraid you will find the enclosed form rather crowded with
unnecessary information, but thought you might like to know my
various qualifications. I have followed for a long time past the
various matters read and discussed at your meetings; and the information imparted by your various members is most valuable. I know
of no other society giving such interesting papers as yours does. As
far as I am concerned, I certainly intend to induce all I call to join
your Society. Wishing you every prosperity in your new departure,
and hoping that you will recruit from Europe a large number of
associates.-I remain, yours faithfully,
AR'rHuR C. CLAUDET, A.R.S.M.; F.I.C.; M.I.M.M.
October 27th, 1897.
The President-Mr Claudet's name is as well known as any in the
metallurgical world. I think it a very great credit to receive a
letter like this from such an eminent man in our own profession.
It was not necessary for Mr Claudet to send his qualifications to this
Society. He is sufficiently well known.

SCHOOL OF MINES FOR THE WITWATERSRAND
Mr John Daniell read the following paper 011 a "School of Mines
for the Witwatersrand" : Mr President and Gentlemen,-I should like to be allowed to
express my indebtedness to the Council of this Society for th¢ir
kindness in accepting a paper from me on· this subject. Although it
is one of the greatest importance to the Rand, it is not a mat"ter
within the usual scope of our discussions. But I find that in his
inaugural address as President of this Society in 1895 Mr Cro,sse
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referred to the desirability of educating our technical men here and
the establishment of a School of Mines on these fields. I also notice
that at the meeting Dr Hahn, of the Cape U niversi,ty, was present,
and gave some details of the scheme then just initiated-namely, the
establishment of a School of Mines at Capetown. Thus the subject
is not to be brought before your notice to-night for the first time.
It may be in the minds of some that the present is a ve~y unsuitable
time for considering this question, and this is to a certam extent the
case. But, on the other hand, a period of commercial depression
gives many people some leisure which is al~oget~er unobtainable in
more prosperous times, and thus an occaSIOn lIke the present may
be utilised in thinking out the best possible scheme which may be
prepared for immediate "flotation" when the brighter days-which
are not very much longer to be delayed-at length arrive.
A twelve month's experience in Johannesburg in connection with
the work of the Council of Education has proved, without the
possibility of doubt, that the need for scientific instruction on the
Witwatersrand is a most pressing one. Applications and enquiries
are continually received from young men anxious to acquire a
knowledge of practical and theoretical chemistry, metallurgy, principles of mining and surveying, geology, and so on, and it is really
sad to send so many of these enquirers away unsatisfied, for the
Council of Education's enterprises are seriously hampered by in·
sufficiency of funds. In an article which appeared in the South
African jvIining Journal of the 11th September last, the need for
such an institution here was so clearly made out that there is little
necessity for me to refer at any further length to this part 6f the
subject, though I may perhaps add that it was a little surprising that
no reference was made to this, a substantial grievance of the mining
industry, at the Industrial Commission.
I am glad to say, and practical men will appreciate the statement,
that I do not discuss this subject in the academic spirit-that spirit
which has done so much in England to divorce the schools and
universities, and the industries of the country. My sympathies are
more in the direction of the ideas which obtain in Germany, where it
is not considered infra dig. for a problem of industrial interest to be
worked out in a University laboratory. . A change is coming over
opinion at home in these matters, but the change is a gradual
one.
I propose, then, to refer in a practical way to some of the best
known Schools of Mines at present in existence, and, having made a
special study of the systems of technical and technological instruc-
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tion in England, America, and on the Continent of Europe, I hope
to be able to make some suggestions which may be of use in our
forming a decision as to what we require on these fields.
Before proceeding, however, it will be necessary to refer to
the objection that has been raised against the establishment of a
School of Mines here. Weare told that the range of our industry
is too limited, that the processes of ore treatment are so simple, and
that our local ore is so easy, that there are few' problems or difficulties in connection with, gold extraction here at all, and -therefore, of course, there can be nothing to learn. By such a Society
as this the absurdity of this argument will be perceived immediately, and there is no need to reply to it. I do not imagine that
our esteemed President, with all the metallurgical processes and
problems he has to encounter at the Rand Central Ore Reduction
Company's works, complains about the simplicity of local practice.
But this is not the question; it is rather-Is the Witwatersrand
gold mining industry a sufficiently' important one to start its own
School of Mines for the trai,ning of its own technical men, or is
the present arrangement a satisfactory one, under which men are
subjected to long courses of training in irrelevant subjects elsewhere, only to find when they arrive that what they have so diligently
applied themselves to is of no use here 1 The object is not to train
men for the practice of the metallurgy of iron and steel or copper
smelting, though a sound knowledge of these is of value to a gold
metallurgist, but the main object is so to educate young men as to
qualify them to be of use in the practice of mining and gold extraction
and the innumerable branches into which these ramify. Already
there is a change in this direction. I am assured that there is a
demand, and an increasing one, both from here and from other fields,
for those who have had Rand experience. This is a splendid tribute
to Rand practice, and is due to the commendable enterprise which has
caused the high-class equipment of our mines, the employment of the
most perfect machinery and the most modern methods of mining
practice, the introduction of new and improved metallurgical processes, most of them due to the labours of members of this Society
-all of which make this the best training-ground in the world.
But onr young men require a thorough knowledge of the chemical,
metallurgical, mechanical, and physical principles which underlie
their practice, without which their usefulness as factors in the progress
of the industry is most seriously curtailt;d.'
I will now proceed to direct your attention in a very brief way to
some of the Schools of Mines of to-day, and I will refer first of all
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to the Royal School of Mines in London, which was founded in 1851.
South Kensington is not an important metallurgical centre-neither
is London for that matter-but here we have a school which has a
splendid record, and which has turn~d out m~ny first-rate men. This
college is fitted with many metallurgIcal apphances, such as a 3-stamp
battery and a diminutive Frue vanner, for instance, and thus the lack
of observation of the actual commercial extraction of gold by the
stamp battery is compensated for. The students are further taken on
visits to the various metallurgical centres, accompanied by the
Professors, and I frequently met the late Dr Percy with his students·
on these occasions. The first year's course at the Royal School of
)1ines includes chemistry, physics, mathematics and drawing; the
second year's course comprises mechanics, machine drawing, mathematics, geology and mineralogy; the third year's course embraces
mechanic~, machine drawing, physics, chemistry, geology and determinative mineralogy, metallurgy, assaying, mining and mine surveying.
The student who passes through these courses successfully becomes
an Associ;te of the Royal School of Mines.
The American schools of metallurgy and mining are perhaps the
best equipped, and I regret that time will not enable me to do these
splendid institutions justice. The two organisations that I have in
mind are the Columbia College School of Mines, in the city of New
York, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in Boston; two
centres of instruction of the utmost importance to American industry.
In these schools students are prep9.red for almost all the technical
professions, including civil and mechanical engineering, mining
engineering and metallurgy, technical chemistry, electrical engineering,
sanitary engineering, geology, and so on. Let us glance for a moment
at the Boston Institute. Here we have over 1,200 students and 140
teachers. The Institute owns six splendid buildings, thoroughly
and completely equipped for practical work. Here we have the
physical, chemical, mining engineering and metallurgical laboratories ;
the engineering laboratory including that of applied mechanics and
hydraulics. We have also the biological laboratory, the architectural
department, the geological museums, and the mechanical workshops.
Let us further explore one of these laboratories-namely, the John
Cummings Laboratory of Mining, Engineering and Metallurgy. We
find a blow-pipe room provided with tables and a complete set of
apparatus for twenty-four students. The assay-room has desks for
fifty students, though classes are limited to ten. There are ten
crucible furnaces, seven muffles, ore samples and balances, while the
balance-room, furnished with high grade instruments, adjoins. The
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milling-room is supplied with apparatus for milling commercial
quantities of gold and silver ores by amalgamation, chlorination, and
lixiviation. There is also machinery for concentrating gold, silver,
copper, lead and zinc ores, and a complete plant for experimenting
on the deposition and refining of metals by electricity. The smeltingroom accommodates fifteen students, and has complete a.pparatus for
roasting and smelting ores, and refining metals in quantities of from
500 to 6,000 Ibs., according to the process. There is a water-jacketted
furnace and a Briickner roasting cylinder in this section. There are
'eleven libraries in connection with the establishment containing over
34,000 volumes.
But any reference to technological education would obviously be
incomplete without some account of German schools, and esp~cially
in this connection, to the world-famed Schools of Mines of Freiberg
and Clausthal. I will take the latter academy as my object lesson.
The Clausthal School of Mines is situated in the Hartz MountainR,
the mineral riches of which are so well known j and the school" is a
happy combination, or judicious mixture, of college and works,
conducted with every possible economy as an industrial concern.
Within three miles are the mORt important lead, silver and copper
mines, and the smelting houses of the Upper Hartz. Some of the
mines are worked at depths of nearly 3,000 feet, and the best
engineering skill and appliances are employed. Ores from all parts
of the world are bought and treated, and the precious metals are
extracted, while at the same time many chemical industries are carried
on. An immense water-works is attached to the establishment,
situated upon the Clausthal plateau, which develops 3,000 h.p. toworks and mines, and gives the students capital opportunities of
studying hydraulic machinery. The outline curriculum is as follows,
viz., mathematics, physics, chemistry. mineralogy, mechanics, ore
concentration, mining, surveying, metallurgy, fuel, blow-pipe analysis,
assaying, jurisprudence, political economy and ambulance work. This
school attracts students from all parts of the world, and with the
similar institution at Freiberg, owing to the intensely practical nature
of the instruction, enjoys the highest possible reputation.
I am convinced that the question as to the bearing of education
upon commerce has been solved up to the present only by Germany
and some of the states of the continent of Europe. We English and
Americans have been playing with tp.e subject and establishing
technical schools and manual training schools of a character not known
on the continent of Europe, and of no industrial value. German
educationists-and let due praise be accorded to them-have es:tab-
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jished trade schools with the firm conviction that these are to be the
basis of the future of their industrial progress.
I have thus briefly outlined some of the best ~nown Schools of
Mines of the present day, and proceed to observe that, although my
preferences go with the Clausthal system, it is obvio~sly impossible
to introduce it here. But if a school on the Amencan plan were
established here, it would secure most of the advantages of the
German schools, as the students could visit the mines almost as
frequently as they do at Clausthal. But at the same time it would
be necessary for the school to be furnished with a small metallurgical
plant, an experimental battery, leaching tanks, and other similar
appliances for practical work on a small scale. The reason for this is
self-evident j it is not sufficient for a student to see an operation
performed, he may visit a works a dozen times and Ree things
progressing smoothly, and he may imagine that there is "nothing in
it" j but when on his own responsibility and resources he undertakes
the manipulation of even a small and experimental plant, his view,;
become eonsiderably modified, and he obtains an insight into the
amount of knowledge and skill and care required in those who keep
the wheels of our great industries moving so evenly and noiselessly.
Again, an experimental plant is necessary so as to demonstrate the
various advantages of the methods adopted by practical men. For
instance, no mine here would alter its rate or length of drop or size
of screens for the benefit of students, but it is quite necessary that
these things should be proved to them. Professor Richards, of
Boston, observes that" large works cannot afford to spoil a furnace
charge to show a student what happens from a little carelessness, and
a well-regulated establishment may go on a long time without such a
slip, and a student may be months at a works without finding out
what is the key to its successes."
But the School of Mines here should not be an institution for
the benefit of the rising generation only, designed to take young men
of sixteen or so for a three years' course. There is another class of
student whose wants at the present moment are very important j I
refer to the members of the staffs of mines, young men who have
obtained excellent appointments, but who feel that their knowledge
of scientific principles is insufficient to carry them into anything new
and original, or even to master the rationale of their daily work.
Others, again, are extremely anxious to improve themselves in their
own branch, some ass ayers, for instance, are desirous of acquiring a
knowledge of all-round analytical chemistry, while many who occupy
other positions require instruction in assaying, mining, surveying,
L
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and other practical matters. This is the class among which most of
the Council of Education's work has been done, with. I believe,
excellent results, but, as I have before observed, want of funds has
much curtailed its influence.
I want to emphasise the fact that the demand comes from the
industry itself, not from outside. It is our own employees who will
swell the classes, especially for the first few years of the existence of
the school, and such being the case, it seems to me that it is the
industry itself which should tacitly admit the need. The Chamber
of Mines, strengthened by the consolidation of all the mining
interests, is undoubtedly the only public body here to which the
duty of considering the question in a practical way can be referred.
If the whole industry should cordially, and in a whole-hearted way
support the project, it would be certain to succeed. Its certificates
or diplomas would be recognised by all mine managers, and would be
much sought after by young men anxious to improve their positions.
This of itself would insure good attendances and successful courses of
instruction.
The important question of control requires careful consideration.
I am inclined to think that our school should be a trade school in
the German sense, a school existing for the Witwatersrand mining
industry, supported and controlled by that industry alone. With all
due deference to the Cape University authorities, I fail to see why
they should in any way control or regulate the technological requirements of the mining industry of the Rand. Not only is
Capetown geographically remote, but it is industrially incompatible
with Johannesburg, and as I have had occasion previously to observe,
the less we have to do with pure academicism the better for us.
I am led to these remarks by the fact that we have men in our
midst quite capable of acting on both the Governing Board and the
Examining Board of such a school as I have outlined, and I think
that although we suffer severely here from personal changes, there is
no need to make any selections outside the Transvaal.
I have not so far referred to the financial side of the question, to the
cost of equipment and maintenance, but these must depend upon so
many different circumstances that it is difficult to give details. For
instance, assuming that the scheme is heartily accepted, a large
portion of the equipment might be gifts from various companies ~nd
merchants, while an annual expenditure of say £2500, against which
fees would be placed, would be ample for the first few years of its
existence.
One of the keenest of living statesmen has observed that "~vho
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has the schools, has the future," and it is with this dictulIJ in view
that I have written the preceding. A School of Mines for the
Witwatersrand would undoubtedly be an incalculable boon to the
industry and to all who are connected with it.
..
The President: I think we should all thank Mr Damel for hlR
very able and interesting paper. We are all keenly interested in the
ed ucation of our young men. The discussion on his paper will take
place at the next meeting. The next business is Mr J. R. Williams'
reply to the criticisms on his paper on the
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TREATMENT OF BATTERY SLIMES
:;\1"r John R. Williams said: I am not aware that there has
heen any criticism on my paper that I have not already replied
to with the exception of the one question by Mr McBride, and
t1:at question, unfortunately, is almost impossible for one man
to answer. He has asked a fluestion as to which is the most
(\collomical way of agitating slimes-whether by centrifugal pumps
01' by stirrers.
Up to the time of asking that question there
was no one plant running with both systems. There is another
point: At that time there was only one plant that treated current
slimes, whereas all other plants were treating accumulated slimes.
There is such an enormous difference in the amount of power required
for treating accumulated slimes as against current slimes that it would
bc almost impossible to answer the question. In my original paper
I stated the power cost 2·75d., but that does not represent the power
required for agitating the slimes, as this includes power for precipitation and discharging residues to waste, etc. The upkeep kept
decreasing to a low figure, and I am assured that at the Crown Reef
the upkeep does not exceed £12 per month, covering over 3000
tons. So I don't think the wear and tear of the centrifugal pump is
anything like what Olle would anticipate Oil current slimes. Of
course, there would be a very great deal of difference if these slimes
had a large quantity of sand in them. In this particular plant, very
great care is taken to free the sand in the proper place-that is in
the tailings plant. Mr Butters, in replying to Mr McBride, said· he
thought I was going to use agitators in all future plants. That is
more or less correct. In all future plants I will use both processes
-that is, agitating by paddles and by pumps. In some of the
plants I am dividing it into two halves--half will have the agitators
and half the centrifugal pumps. I regret to say I cannot answer Mr
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McBride's question in the way I would like. I see one gentleman
referred to one of the great difficulties of the centrifugal pump-the
finding of corks, sticks, and old boots in it. I started by· having that
trouble and a little worse; I found things such as nuts and bolts, but
by putting a grating over the suction of the tank this trouble was
avoided-in fact, I don't think there is any difficulty that cannot be
overcome, if tackled in the proper way.
The President-I think Mr Williams deserves our thanks for the
way he freely gives the results of his work to the members of this
Society and the public in general. In regard to Mr McBride's
question as to the best method of agitating slime pulp, recent
experience has shown that we still have a good deal to learn on this
point. I am not sure whether agitating with the centrifugal pump is
not the most economical way of obtaining the solution 'of the gold.
I have been treating slimes for three years, and I realise more fully
every day how much there is still to learn. We were talking lately
of Ml' Williams' experience, and one of our assistants-Mr H. T.
Durant-is doing some work which promises to accelerate the solution
of the gold when using a centrifugal pump. It seems probable that
in the future some combination of centrifugal pumps and mechanical
stirrers will be employed for agitating the slime pulp' when dissolving
the gold. The work done at the Crown Reef is most valuable, and
we are all indebted to Mr Williams for his work. Sometimes I
think that we lose time by not studying more what others are doing
who are working on the same problems as ourselves. We can all get
assistance, help, and aid from each other, and these discmlsions we
have here are of great assistance to all of us. As far as Mr MeBride's
question is concerned, I think it can only be fully answered by the
light of future experience. Mr Williams is in a very fair way with
his plant to demonstrate what methods will be used in the future.
The discussion then closed, and the members proceeded to discuss
the President's paper on

THE BY-PRODUCTS IN THE GOLD INDUSTRY
The President-I would be very glad to receive any remarks from
the members on this paper, and especially from any battery managers
present.
,
Mr John R. Williams said-I think the President has made 11
very grievous fault in writing out this paper. I have read his paper
through three times with great care, and I see one fault from begin-
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• cr to end-it is so absolutely correct and gives so many valuable
. . .
Th
· ts that I fail to see where there can be any CrItIcIsm.
ere may
b In ,
.
.
"lid
h
be some minor pomts about whICh we may say,
wou ~at er do
so an d so. " I read the paper this afternoon, and I would lIke to go
for )1r Butters, but I cannot. My reason for wanting to go for
bim is that he and one or two others very kindly told me I talked
too much, but in the future I don't think I will trouble you very
much in that direction.
Mr A. F. Crosse quite agreed with the first part of Mr Williams
remarks as reaards l\fr Butters' most interesting paper. He did not
want to critici~e it in any way, as he did not see where his criticism
came in. All the mine managers, battery managers, and mine
secl'ctaries and everyone connected with the management of mines
should pay the utmost attention to the by-products question, because it was pretty plain they were not going to get very great
re(lllctions from the Government, so they should do their best to
"d all the gold they could, and not leave it for those who
~~oulJ. come after them.
Mr Butters deserved the thanks of the
Hocicty for all the trouble he had taken in preparing his paper
amI for disclosing secrets of the Rand Central Ore Reduction
Company.
The President expressed the hope that some of the battery
managers present would give some practical hints as to the saving
of by-products in the mill.
Mr J. R. Williams-I may add that the paper has been read with
very keen interest by many of the battery managers and amalgamators
on the Rand. Several of them expressed freely their surprise at the
amount they have been losing, and they personally asked me to thank
Mr Butters for opening their eyes. The errors of the past will not be
committed in the future.
The President-It is of special importance to managers, because I
think they can earn their own salaries very easily by watching the
by-products. The attention of the managers on these fields might be
called to the fact that some companies are very regular in the disposal
of all kinds of by-products. Of course, it is very desirable to convert
into bullion form on the property all the gold contained in the
auriferous ,material, but there is a limit to everything, and there is no
metallurgical institution in the world that has not its by-products.
In many cases it pays better to stop at a certain point. It is an
important matter to find out every possible source from which gold
can be obtained. Gold is returned from the mill, cyanide works and
slimes works, and every two months at least there should be an
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account from by-products. If you leave out by-products from your
balance-sheet you do not know how much you 10sEl. In this country
the mines are located in such close proximity that we have an opportunity of criticising one another's work. Such is ~ot the case in
California; there is hardly a mill there that disposes of any by-products, and the Tran~vaal is not the only country by any means that
should look around its doors for by-products.
The next paper for discussion was-
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THE ESTIMATION OF GOLD IN O}{E, AND DATA ON
DRY-CRUSHING EXPERIMENTS,
by Mr Franklin White.
Mr A. F. Crosse was afraid dry-crushing was a subject rather
likely to bring out bitter feelings. He wanted particularly to ask
the President and members to keep as much as possible to the
subject under discussion. It was a comprehensive subject that
branched off into different lines, and after a short time they would
probably find themselves discussing something totally different. He
thought it ought to be divided into two distinct lines. In his idea,
th.ere were two divisions in dry-crushing-the first was the mechanical
portion which concerned engineers, and the second the treatment of
crushed material. As a chemist having once found that the gold is
soluble, he had no doubt that a high extraction could be obtained.
Regarding the mechanical part, chemists were not competent to give
an opinion.
Mr John R. Williams said-Mr President and gentlemen,-I much
regret that I am unable to-night to reply to Mr White's very valuable
and interesting paper, as through ill-health I was compelled to take a
holiday and a change, so have not had the pleasure of reading Mr
White's paper until this afternoon; but there are one or two questions
I would like to ask, and a few remarks to make. In the first place,
how were the ore samples taken, to arrive at the set of calculations
in table No. 2 ~ Was the ore weighed ~ If not, how was it estimated 1
But, even taking these corrected figures, I find Mr White gives us
credit for an extraction of 83'464 per cent., add the slimes at 11'13
per cent. with an extraction of 80 per cent., this will give us a total
extraction of over 92 per cent., and this' at a cost of under 6s. per
ton, which is accomplished at the Cro,vn Ree,f G. M. Co. I quite fail
to see that the experiment on oxidised ore from the Botha Reef
compares in any possible way, as the difference between the 68'91
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per cent. actually recove:-ed is 23 per cent.. less than is recovered by
the mill, tailings, and slImes plant, and thIS 23 per cent. on an ore of
10 d wts. is equal to 9s. 2d. per ton, or 3s. less than the total cost by
wet crushing; now, Mr President and gentlemen, if this applies to
an experiment where great care, I may say the greatest care, is
exercised, what will be the result in ordinary practical working ~
Also, I think most of our members present will admit that the treatment of oxidised ore is quite a different proposition to the treatment
of pyritic ores. I regret Mr White gives no figures of cost. The fact
that Mr Crosse got an extraction of 95 per cent. in his laboratory is
really a very trivial argument in favour or against any method, as
unfortunately we all know that laboratory and practice work do not
quite agree. Another point is, that, whilst I have always admitted
that some ores are amenable to the dry process, others are most
emphatically not, and I am sure that when Mr White comes to
pyritic ore (even on the Botha Reef) he will have to discard his
dry crushing plant, which, like a boy's short pants, suited the
childish days of metallurgy, but metallurgy is now a man, and
thercfore requires man's dress.
'Whilst thanking Mr White for
the figures given re the Village Main Reef dry-crushing experiment, in which I find a theoretical extraction of 80'2 per cent.
with an actual 64'4 per cent., Mr White here very nicely adds
that if the tanks had not been suffering from my national vegetables
(I mean leaks) his extraction would have bee~ fully 77 per cent.,
which compares badly with the 92 per cent. above mentioned, as
no assays of the ore are given, and no cost. I am sure that all our
directors and shareholders are more than justified in still clinging to
our present system of wet crushing, and I am sure that the results
obtained at the" Village Main Reef," "Afrikander," etc., etc., etc.,
with all their many excuses for leaks, defective English, American
and German, etc., machinery has not convinced me that I should be
a pupil to Mr White's doctrine, and I cannot help expressing regret
that Mr 'White has not long ere this been a convert (a better
term, I think, would be backslider) to his old and trusty friend,
water, which he will find better than any other fiuid, or even drycrushing, for the recovery of gold.
Mr R. "V. Schumacher asked whether there were any details publiahed on the results of dry crushing in the Klerksdorp district.
The President-No details have been brought before the Society.
This afternoon I happened to meet Mr"\Vollaston, who has been engaged in dry crushing near Klerksdorp. They obtained, as far as I
remember, 14s. 6d. worth of gold per ton of ore treated, and the total
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costs were 12s. 6d. per ton. In the United States there is a great
deal of dry crushing going on-for instance,· at Mercur. I do not
know of any combination of wet crushing and cyaniding except at
Butte.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Is pyritic ore treated in the States by
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The President-The Mercur ore contains from 10 to 12 dwts. per
ton, and their residues average from 2k to 3~ dwts. The ore lies in
horizontal layers, so that the mining is very simple. Their total costs
in some cases are as low as 9s. per ton. Most of the rock is very
porous and readily treated by cyanide. The pyritic portion, however,
contains about 1 per cent. of arsenic and a little iron pyrites, and is
sent to the smelter. Where the value of the ore' is low, it may be
possible to make a profit by dry crushing, although impossible by wet
crushing. Let us look at Mr White's figures for a moment. That
portion of his residues which remained on a ~-inch screen had yielded
an extraction of only 56 per cent.; that remaining on a i-inch mesh
gave 65 per· cent. ; and so on. That portion passing a 1/16-inch mesh
gave an extraction of 81 per cent., which is fairly satisfactory. Now,
in Mr Crosse's results I see he obtained a 95 per cent. extraction by
crushing through a 400 mesh. Of course, when you crush sufficiently
fine to pass through a 400·mesh screen, your costs begin to run up.
Still, it can be done; for instance, at a chlorination works in Cripple
Creek, Colorado, they treat about 240 tons, and the bulk of that is
crushed through a 400-mesh screen. I do not want to stay in any
mill where such work is done. I have been there, and I came away!
I think the bulk of our best mills here obtain by wet crushing and
subsequent cyaniding over 80 per cent. extraction without the slimes
treatment, and towards 90 per cent. with the slimes treatment. In
Mercur it is absolutely impossible to crush wet. They have practically
unlimited tonnage, but they have not sufficient water to crush wet.
If they crushed wet, and made the ordinary losses that we make to-day,
it would mean nearly 1~ tons of water lost per ton of ore crushed.
Mr J. R. Williams-Two tons.
The President-On the Salisbury and Jubilee they estimate 11
tons. In Mercur they cannot afford to lose more than 10 per cent.
of moisture on the weight of the ore, and that would be only about
20 gallons per ton. That is not the only place in the world where
the same conditions prevail. In the deserts of California, Colorado,
and New Mexico it would be impossible to use the ordinary wet
crushing methods. We are now about to experiment on crushing
with cyanide solution in a 3-stamp battery, and will treat the ore in
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a complete model plant. There will be four small vats for concentrates and 12 tailing vats, arranged for double treatment, and three
slimes vats. 75 tons of ore a month, which this plant will treat, will
undergo ordinary treatment, except that we will have cyanide solution
in circulation instead of water. This solution will be constantly
separated from the concentrates, sands and slimes, returned to the
mill, and re-used after its gold contents have been precipitated by the
Siemens process. If you wet crush with cyanide solution you would
not throwaway any more water than you would with dry-crushing.
Mr R. W. Schumacher-With regard to the mines that are dry
crushing in America, what is the value of the ore 1 Is it free milling 7
What I want to get at is whether you are laying down a sort of
general rule that for very poor ore it may be worth while to dry crush,
whereas for rich ore you uphold the system of milling as we have it
here.
The President-At present only non-pyr~tic ore has been treated
in America by cyanide on a large scale. They cannot cyanide pyritic
ore containing arsenic.
)fr R. W. Schumacher-Has pyritic ore ever Leen treated by the
dry lll·ushing process 1
The President-I think so--in parts of New Zealand. When I
was in San Francisco, Professor Christy showed me several samples of
gold ores containing from 2 to 3 per cent. of pyrites and galena which
he said could be treated by .::yaniding after dry crushing.
Mr R. W. Schumacher-Not in actual working 7
The President-I really do not know of any place where pyritic
ore is treated on a large scale by dry crushing and cyaniding.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Would you give us the percentage of
extraction in Professor Christy's experiments.
The President-They are very high-over 90 per cent. in every
case.
Mr .J. R. Williams said he saw mpre than one well-known
engineer in the room, and he thought that their opinion of dry
crushing would be valuable.
Mr F. Drake said he saw the process worked in New Zealand but
like the President, he would not like to work in a dry crushing'mill:
He thought that if people there knew as much as was known on the
Rand about slimes treatment they would abandon dry crushing. In
New Zealand they used water-power, and yet they crushed dry.
Mr J. R. Williams-Can Mr Drake give us any figures with
regard to the cost of crushing 1
Mr F. Drake-They are very high. They crush with stamps, dry.
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Mr J. R. Williams-The cost 'of wet crushing on the Rand is
somewhere between 2s. and '2s. 6d. Can you give us any ratio
between the cost in New Zealand and here.
Mr F. Drake-It is a difficult place to get information. There is
no place in the world where you get so much information about the
costs of working as on the Rand.
The President-It is doubtful whether they know in other
countries in many instances.
Mr J. R. Williams mentioned that a short time ago he' had two
tons of slimes sent down from Lydenburg. They were crushed so
as to pass through a mesh of four holes to an inch. The slimes
carried about 82 per cent. of gold. They had really started ,at the
wrong end of the stick in having a tailings plant: what they wanted
was a slimes plant. Their tailings did not average IIIore than from
7 to 8 dwts., whereas their slimes averaged from 18 dwts. to an ounce.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I would like to ask Mr Williams-supposing he
had a proposition put before him of some outside reef where they
only had a 20-stamp battery or its equivalent, would he in that case
first amalgamate the free gold on the plates and then separate the
concentrates and have them treated separately, and have a special
slimes plant. In cases of that kind it may be preferable to have a
dry crushing plant. Even if he did not obtain as much as by the
more complicated process, the commercial results would be better.
Mr J. R. Williams said he was afraid there would be difficulties
in the way of dry crushing. The cost of amalgamation was a mere
nothing-it was merely a fraction of a penny per ton. In the case
of the 20-stamp mill, he should certainly, as a metallurgist, ~xpect
one man to look after the mill, to drive his own engine, to act as his
own foreman, and to "boss" his boys. In a 10-stamp proposition
two men should work the whole installation, and he really failed to
see where the question of costs came in. Of course, if they had a
high-salaried management, it meant a very large difference whether
they ran 20 or 200 stamps. There was more than one place in the
Transvaal where the battery manager managed the battery, cyanide
works, and was general surface manager.
Mr W. Fischer Wilkinson-I may mention that in Carolina, some
years ago, the dry process was tried on very pyritic gold ores, which
were crushed by Krom Rolls and chlorinated. The process may be
at work now. The full account is given in the transactions of 'the
American Institution of Mining Engin\le;s.
Mr H. W. Miller was sorry to say he had no practical experience
on the merits or demerits of the dry-crushing process, but he thought
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it would be difficult to get anything cheaper than gravitation stamps.
In every process there must be a considerable amount of wear and
tear. Notwithstanding the great advances which had been made in
metallurgy of iron and steel, it seemed very difficult to produce a
metal to reduce ore by a cheaper and more economical method than
by gravitation stamps.
,
Mr A. McN aughtan said that some little time ago he made a few
experiments to determine the total amount of pyrites in the Geldenhuis Estate ore. Roughly speaking, he thought they could put down
the pyrites at about 3 per cent. He then gave the results of his
experiments, which showed that the residues in the sand vats
contained upwards of 1 per cent. of fine pyrites which had passed
the spitzlutte, and which, after the ordinary cyanide treatment, still
assayed about 10·dwts. Charges such as those of spitzlutte concentrates which leached freely gave a close correspondence between
theoretical and actual extraction, whereas those which leached imperfectly showed a considerable discrepancy. He considered the
chief advantage of dry-crushing was for the treatment of friable ore.
Mr ·W. A. Caldecott said that in each case crushing must be
carried sufficiently far to render the gold accessible to the solution
during subsequent lixiviation. In the case of many pyritic ores this
would necessitate the use of at least a 900-mesh screen, and it would
be very doubtful whether the product which passed this would be
leachable in vats of a working depth. To instance the influence of
fineness of crushing upon the percentage of extraction, he mentioned
that in a company on the Rand where good extractions were obtained
with a 600-mesh screen, a reduction of the mesh to 900 increased
further the percentage extraction in the sand and concentrate vats
by 5 per cent.
The President said that Mr Caldecott also had some figures on the
cyanide treatment of Sheba concentrates.
Mr ""V. A. Caldecott said that in an experiment by the treatment
in the ordinary way for three weeks the extraction was only 37 per
cent., but when the concentrates were reduced to an impalpable
powder the extraction was upwards of 90 per cent.; it was only a case
of accessibility of the gold.
Mr J. R. Williams-After a careful examination of the residue
from the cyanide tank very often-I won't say always-there is more
gold contained in the very fine pyrites than there is in the course. I
had a case in point only last week. The mill in question ha<;l a 700mesh, and, notwithstanding the extraction was a good one-the ore
was good-I thought a residue of 2 dwts. was rather high. Very fine
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pyrites which had passed through a mesh having 10,000 holes, I was
very much surprised to find carried nearly 18 dwts.
The discussion was then adjourned, as also the discussion on Mr
W. Fischer Wilkinson's paper on "The Economic Value of the Main
Reef," to the next meeting.
The President, in concluding, said-I am very glad to see such a
large and varied gathering of mining engineers, mine managers,
battery managers, and some of our financial men. I am pleased to see.
many taking an interest in metallurgical questions. It is gradually
beginning to be understood here what an important bearing the solving of metallurgical problems have on the profits obtainable. All
mining men, are trying to reduce costs, and we on our part are trying
to increase the extraction, which is working at both sides of the
question. It is a great pleasure to all of us metallurgists to have
representatives of every section of the community, who are just as
much interested in this subject as we are, coming here and discussing
these questions with us. We have just received an advance copy of
the transactions of this Society from May 1894, to January 1897, in
book form. There will be about 400 copies for sale here in about a
month's time, and anyone can obtain copies from the secretary. The
price has not yet been decided upon, but will be about lOs. 6d.
The proceedings then concluded.
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THE ordinary general monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metal~
lurgical Society of South Africa was held on Saturday even~ng,
December 18th, 1897, in the Council-room, Chamber of MInes
Building, Johannesburg. Mr Charles Butters (President) occupied the
chair, and there were also present :-Members-Messrs J. F. Bagshaw,
C. J. C. Baker, M. Baumann, R. G. Bevington, A. W. Brattlund, A.
F. Crosse, J. Daniell, J. Drought, H. T. Durant, J. Dykes, jun., J.
Gaze, R. E. Hall, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnston, J. Vine Jory, C.
F. Kelly, J. Littlejohn, Dr Loevy, A. Mennie, H. W. Miller, G. T.
M. McBride, A. McNaughtan, J. D. O'Hara, S. H. Pearce, F. C.
Pengilly, Professor Prister, E. T. Rand, Franklin White, J. R.
Williams, D. J. Williams, J. H. Wilkinson, W. Fischer Wilkinson,
.r. Watson, and T. W. Wood j Associates-Messrs A. J. R. Atkin,
W. H. Daker, D. Behrmann, P. Billyard, T. BurgesR, T. Dunn, J. G.
W. Fairbairn, C. W. Goldsmith, F. E. Irving, A. E. Jones, R. A.
Mitchell, F. Mosenthal, E. H. Parry, F. C. Roberts, R. Ruoff, H.
Rusden, F. E. Shaw, and R. A. Wilson j Visitors-Messrs A. A.
Bradley, F. C. Bro,,:n, Lewis Evans, A. Goldman, R. M. Holmes, J.
A. Holmes, D. Isaac, A. McArthur Johnston, G. A. Kustnur, W.
J. Lewis, H. E. McCann, J. T. Mitchell, H. B. Owen, C. Polyblank, Fredk. Rowland, E. D. Self, and A. Wood (for the Rand
Agency, Limited, secretaries).

MEMBERSHIP

The Chairman said the first business was the balloting for
membership.
The Secretary read the names of the following gentlemen who
had been proposed as members :-Messrs F. F. Alexander, P. E.
Baker, G. S. Bloomer, T. J. Britten, Nicol Brown, H. Martienssen,
R. A. Michell, H. Morell, Ralph Owen, H. T. Petersen, W. T. Pope,
H. B. Price, and H. K. Taylor.
The Secretary also announced that the following had been admitted
associates. since the last meeting :-Messrs H. Ancarani, W. H.
Baker, W. Bidwell, C. E. Boggie, A. F. Brangham, ·W. J. Brassell,
W. Y. Campbell, A. C. Claudet, A. Fraser, R. G. Fricker, C. W.
'73
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Goldsmith, E. M. Hamilton, R. S. O. Ingle, A. B. Inglis, F. E.
Irving, E. D. de Lacy, R. T. Michell, C. F. Michell, F. Mosenthal,
W. Nass, E. H. Parry, R. A. Parry, L. Pedersen, J: Rabe, G. A.
Rawstorne, J. A. Rawstorne, G. Sandilands, F. Spencer, M. Torrente,
H. Weldon, and J. W.Wessels.
The President-The scrutineers have gone through the ballot cards
and announce that all the members are duly elected. That makes
13 members for this month, and 31 associates admitted since the
last meeting. Our total membership now is: hon. members, 5;
life member, 1 ; ordinary members, 133; associates, 85; and elected
to-night, 13; which makes a total of 237. We are already'beginning to approach in membership some of the scientific societies of
Europe. One thing that pleases me so much is to see so many
mine managers' names here. It shows the interest that is really
being taken in our work, and is what I have always hoped. I am
pleased to see the name of Mr Fritz Mosenthal; as one of the
representatives of the Germans of Johannesburg, and one of the
most popular men in our town, I am very glad to see him join us.
Mr J. R. Williams proposed that Professor De Wilde (of Brussels)
should be elected an hon. member of the Society.
The President remarked that hon. members could only be elected
by the Council. I think we are inclined to pat ourselves on the
back a little on account of the interest being taken in our work,
but we are justified in doing so because it has been a hard fight
for metallurgists to get recognised by those they work for. The
constant work we have been doing individually and the united efforts
we are putting forward with the aid of our Society, has caused
everyone to take an interest in our work. The next business is
the discussion on Mr W. Fischer Wilkinson's paper read at the October
meeting, on
THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE MAIN REEF
(WITWATERSRAND)
The President-I think it is a most interesting paper, and I am
afraid if we do not discuss it we will be promptly accused of only
being interested in metallurgy as applied to cyanide.
Mr J. R. Williams-I do not think you are quite justified in
accusing the members of the Society of that. The more proper way
to put it would be to say that the papj3r 'had been taken from actual
statistics, and is so very correct that it does not admit of any remarks
being made.
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The President-It is a very useful paper for reference, and I was
very much interested in it.
Mr F. White-Of course. it is mostly theoretical, but I must say
his figures appear to me to be on very sound premises. The result
of the paper is to put before us the possibilities of the Witwatersrand
in a way I have never seen so clearly shown before. I would make
a suggestion to the Council-I think some of our progressive members
of the Rand would look upon things in a different light if they had
copies of Mr Wilkinson's paper sent to them-the future of the Rand
is not to be measured by years; they might also see the immense
value there is in the ground. Mr Wilkinson totals the value of the
gold at eight hundred million odd pounds; we have the gold lying
in the Rand still to be extracted. As far as we are concerned,
metallurgists and engineers, we recognise that even the return of one
per cent. on that means about eight millions. We will get it by
trying to do our best to improve our processes; by mine managers
bringing down their costs as low as possible, and by the financiers
backing up the mine managers and metallurgists for the general good.
Mr W. F. Wilkinson-I am sorry there has not been greater discussion on this paper. On the question of statistics, if I may be
allowed to make a suggestion, I would propose that the returns
which are now made as to the cost of working, and also the returns
make by the Chamber o(Mines which are in bullion ounces ought to
be in fine ounces. On the question of working costs, anyone who
has tried to collect statistics of the various mines will find there is a
great want of harmony in the methods in which the mining working
costs are put together. I thank the President and Mr White for the
kind remarks which they made.
Mr J. R. Williams-I think it is only right to say, in reply to
Mr Wilkinson, that the united Chamber of Mines has ill hand
the question of uniformity of accounts, and I think the troubles of
the past will be very soon remedied in the future. We will then
be able to compare the working costs of one company with another
in a far more satisfactory manner than we have been able to do
heretofore.
Mr A. McNaughtan- Has anything been done with regard to
bullion ounces 1
Mr J. R. Williams-I think the question of bullion ounces was
fully gone into by our Society and the Chamber of Mines. Bullion
ounces have been made standard ounces.
The next business was the reading of the following paper by Mr
E. H. Johnson : -

Descriptz"on
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THE STAMP MILLING OF GOLD ORES IN ITS
RELATION TO CYANIDING
Mr President and Gentlemen,-The President, in his inaugural
address, delivered here in July, in comparing the two solvents,
cyanide and chlorine, on closely concentrated ores, used the expression:
"given equal preparation, of the material for the use of the solvent."
This question of "preparation of material" could, I think, be given a
wider field of application than merely to closely concentrated ores,
and include the consideration of the present methods of preparation
of tailings. The recovery of gold from tailings and slimes has
assumed a position of sufficient importance at the present day to
warrant consideration of their preparation at a stage prior to their
collection. Beyond the various methods of collection and classification, the actual preparation of the tailings is outside the domain of
the cyanide worker, and I hope I may therefore be forgiven in
venturing outside that province to point out one or two details of
common milling practice which militate against the successful treatment of tailings and slimes. I feel encouraged to do so since I find
on enquiry that differences of opinion exist between experienced millmen themselves on these points.
It is usual, in referring to the degree of fineness, to which an ore
is crushed, to quote the mesh (in number of holes to the square inch)
through which the material has been passed, and to overlook t.he
important part played by the height of discharge, which is regulated \
by the" chuck block" of the mortar-box screen. Though, doubtless,
you are all familiar with this device, it would, perhaps, be as well forme to define it. It may be described as a block of wood, covered on
the mortar· box side with an amalgamated plate, fitting in the screen
opening of the mortar-box below the screen frame, and varied in
height according to the wear of the dies and the individual taste of
the mill-man. The deleterious influence of the "chuck block" on
tailings preparation is in direct ratio to its height, and I find anything
from 3 inches to 9 inches recommended by its advocates. Admitting
for the moment its utility for the purposes of amalgamation-a much
disputed point-surely the ores of the Main Reef series do not vary
sufficiently in character to warrant this wide range in its application.
The action of a high discharge is to cause the repeated return of ore'
particles beneath the stamps, although they were probably sufficiently
reduced in size to have passed the screen could they have reached it.
The screen-mesh, therefore, becomes no guide to a knowledge of the-

I
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Sifting Tests of Tailings

decrree of fineness of pulp without acquaintance of the height of
di:charge. This is further complicated by the length of drop of the
stamps and quantity of water fed into the mill, since by these means
also facility of discharge can be accelerated or retarded. The result
of a high discharge on the pulp is the reduction of. a la.rge proportion
of the sand particles to a degree of fineness whICh is unleachable
without excessive loss of sands in classification. Another disadvantage
is that the pyritic portion, being the most friable, a large percentage
of the fine pyrites passes into the tailings, since it is difficult to retain
them in spitzlute concentration.
I made a series of sifting tests some time since of tailings
produceu by a mill crushing with a 900-mesh sieve and a 9-inch
"chuck block." I found that 75 per cent. to 85 per cent. of the
tailings produced would pass 'through an 8,100 mesh sieve. The
rcsult was the separation of an abnormal amount as slime and a most
imperfectly leacbable product of the remainder. So impermeable
iuueeu was this material, that vats containing 100 tons of sand
ahsorbeu 30 tons of solution without allowing any to pass the filter.
Tho only means of draining these vats was by boring holes with a
long rod through the sands, and so forming channels-hardly a
desirable form of leaching, you will admit. The ideal physical
condition of tailings for treatment is perfect accessibility of every
particle, with the crushing carried sufficiently far to expose the gold
to the solvent, and a minimum reduced beyond that point. The
nature of the rock here, where the gold is principally carried in the
more friable portion-the matrix of the pebble-renders the use of
high discharge still more disadvantageous. The tendency of unevenly
crushed material is to form compact masses of mixed tailings and
slimes, which not only resist treatment, but become enriched by the
absorption of gold-bearing solution. These lumps may be noticed
forming a fringe round the edge of dumps and round the conical
heaps formed during the filling of a leaching vat.
I have touched upon the influence of the" chuck block" only in
its relation to the production of tailings. It would be interesting,
metallurgically, if one of our representative mill-men would explain its
action and advantages, or otherwise, from the amalgamation standpoint.
With the high stamp duty required of mill-men on these fields (something like double the quantity per stamp as is the case anywhere else
in the world), any retarding of the discharge of the crushed material
beyond the desired mesh of sieve seems to me to be anything but a
desideratum.
Another common milling practice is that of taking the heatl1d
1[

Absorption

0./ Sulphur

by Gold [DEc. 1897

water from the condenser of the engine for milling purposes. In this
connection, I would like to draw attention to the well-known report
of Mr "\Vm. Skey, analyst to the Geological Survey of New Zealand,
on the losses in gold amalgamation occurring in the Thames Goldfields.
You will pardon me quoting somewhat fully, as his remarks have
taken an extended bearing from their applicability to cyaniding as
well as amalgamation. He reports : 1. "That numerous samples of bright, clean-looking gold, of all
degrees of fineness, refused to amalgamate on any of their
natural surfaces, though taken directly from the reef and
untouched by hand.
2. "That on such surfaces sulphur was a'lways present.
3. "That native gold, or gold in a pure state, readily absorbs
sulphur from moist sulphuretted hydrogen or ammonium
sulphide, and absorbs it directly when administered in boiling
water.
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4. "That surfaces so treated refused to amalgamate, though no
apparent change could be observed in their aspect.
5. "That gold so affected is rendered amalgamable by roastIng
in an open fire, unless copper is present to the extent of 7 pel'
cent., or perhaps less, while the same effect is produced by
contact with potassium cyanide, chromic or nitric acid, and
calcium chloride acidified.
6. "That this absorption is altogether of a chemical nature.
7. "That sulphate of iron in presence of air and water decomposes
various metallic sulphides common to auriferous ores in su~
a manner as to liberate sulphuretted hydrogen."
The point I wish to emphasise is that the absorption of sulphur
from sulphuretted hydrogen by native gold occurred immediately
when administered in boiling water. Ferrous sUlphate is present to
some extent in all our mine water, and, consequently, in the water
used in milling. The conditions necessary for the decomposition of
the metallic sul]Jhides and conscquent evolution of sulphuretted
hydrogen are therefore present. It is fair to assume that the rapidity
of this decomposition is in ratio to the temperature of the water, as
indicated by Mr Caldecott in his / paper on the "Treatme'u.t of
Accumulated Slimes," read at the July meeting of this Society. Mr
Skey has pointed out the injurious action upon the free gold, and we
have to consider the injurious action of this decomposition m pro-
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vidinO' us with those oxygen-absorbents and cyanicides which impair
Nature has
been already sufficiently generous with respect to these ferrous
compounds without our adding to the supply by a system that is
allvanta(Yeous
to no department of gold recovery.
n
There are two chemical conditions of the ore in which the cyanide
treatment progresses satisfactorily: (1st) The condition before any
decomposition of the metallic sulphides has taken place; (2nd)
When complete decomposition has been obtained, or, in other words,
when the ore has satisfied its absorbent capacity for oxygen. No
better example of this could be given than the experiment made by
the President and quoted by him at the August meeting of this
Society. It was in reply to a question respecting the effect of partial
roasting. He said: ""\Ve made a careful series of determinations by
partial roasting. We started on top and took our samples right down
through the furnace, and the moment the heat commenced to act we
got extractions which decreased all the way down until the ore was
llmttl roasted, when the extraction went up." As roasting would
only be availahle in the treatment of rich and heavily sulphuretted
material, it behoves us to endeavour to obtain as near as possible the
first condition named, and to avoid anything in the preparation of
the ore which advances the decomposition of metallic sulphides.
The initial stages of decomposition having been set up, the rest
hecomes cumulative from the further reaction of the products of
decomposition, and as each reaction requires a further supply of
oxygen, there is a constant withdrawal of available oxygen required
for successful treatment.
Having endeavoured to deal with these two milling practices from
the point of view of their influence on cyanide work, it would be
interesting to hear if in amalgamation there are compensating
economic advantages to justify their undoubted deleterious influence
on cyanide work.
It is with no desire to trespass within the
province of the mill manager that I have brought forward these few
remarks, but, if possible, to draw attention to the double function of
the mill in its capacity as an amalgamating machine and its equally
important service in the" preparation of material fur the use of the
solvent."
Mr A. F. Crosse-I am sure we have all listened with very great
interest to the paper by Mr Johnson, and I hope that at the next
meeting a good many of us will have something to say on it, because
it is a very impmtant subject.
The President-If any of the mine managers present will assist us

result~ in subsequent treatment of tailings and slimes.
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in getting an expression of opinion from the mill managers on Ml'
Johnson's paper, I am sure it will be of great interest. There is no
place in the world where there are so many mills erected in so small
an area, and there is no place in the world where we can discuss a
paper· like Mr Johnson's better than here if we can only draw the
mill managers out. They are the most difficult people to induce to
give expression to their experiences we have here, but I am
sure there is a deal of very interesting information they keep to
themselves.
Mr F. C. Pengilly then read a description of an
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AU$TRALIAN SLIMES AGITATION VAT,
a model of which was exhibited. He said : Mr President and Gentlemen, - Among the various methods
introduced for the extraction of gold from tailings, none can point to
a more successful one than the cyanide process. The excellent
results obtained on these fields have naturally been watched with
considerable interest in other parts of the world.
In Australia
the attention has not been proportionate to the importance of the
subject, and cyaniding has come rather slowly into use, but, as its
success became a matter of actual demonstration, so its adoption
became more common. In Victoria, cyanide plants are, however,
almost entirely controlled by private individuals, with one exception
-the United Pyrites Company, Bendigo. The manager (Mr John
J. Deeble) claims to be the pioneer of cyaniding in Victoria,
he having been engaged in the treatment of pyrites by various
proces~es since 1871 and the cyanide method for the past two
years. He is the patentee of Deeble's gold extractor, with respect
to which I think I cannot do better than quote a recent notice in
the Australian Mining Standard of an award made by the judges
in connection with the Mining Exhibition held in Melbourne
during the present year :-" The judges say we have made a very
important test of Deeble's patent gold extractor. As this machine
is designed to treat slimes by agitation with cyanide, the inventor
claims for it that, if all refractory ores are ground ·to a pulp and
treated by his machine, calcining can be done away with; he
further claims to return 90 per cent. of all the gold that is in the
pyrites without thp.ir being calcined. To put this to a practical
,test, 10 cwts. of refractory ore was ground to a pulp, and their
assay value was: Gold 7 ozs. 2 dwts. 5 grs., silver 10 dwts. 10 grs.,
The ore was then put through his agitator
before treatment.
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and the liquor decanted from the top after settlement. The treatment took 23 hours to complete, and the residue was assayed, the
result being 19 dwts. 3 grs. gold per ton, or an average of 86·5 per
cent. of gold extracted. The strength of cyanide solution used was
-first 2 hours 0·318, second 2-2- hours 0·218, and the third I! hours
0·210 and the amount of cyanide used equalled 2! Ibs. per ton. The
judge~ desire to draw the attention of the mining comruunit~ to th~s,
as it doe3 away with the necessity of calcining pyrites. Agamst thIS,
however, has to be put the cost of crushing the pyrites." The model
before you is a facsimile of the agitating vat now being used at the
United Works, where they are treating 125 to 150 tons per day containing 4 dwts. per ton, and 80 per cent. of the gold is being recovered.
These agitators are so constructed (see plan) that they can be raised
when the chemical action is complete, and again lowered into the
contents after the first solution containing the gold has been decanted,
when a weaker solution is added, and the mass is again submitted
to agitation by gently lowering the agitator until the whole mass is
again thoroughly mixed-this being continued until ready for discharging, when the agitator is finally lowered, and the sluice-valve
opens and allows the whole mass to gravitate out on to the tailings
dump. The advantage of this idea of raising and lowering the
agitator will at once be appreciated, as this prevents the slimes
settling round the agitator when quiescent, and obviates the long and
tedious process of digging out. The special feature of the vat is the
sliding door by which, after settlement, every drop of the liquid can
be decanted from the top, leaving the bare residue of the slimes.
This I consider a distinct advantage over the system used on these
fields. The next feature calling for mention is the precipitation of
the gold from the solution; this is done by means of charcoal placed
in several rows of boxes about 1 foot in diameter. These boxes are
alternately changed about, so that every portion of the charcoal comes
in contact with the strong solution. No difficulty has been found in
the precipitation of the gold from the weakest solution. The simplicity of the process, the economy and results obtained, sufficiently
testify to its success.
The President--I am sure we are all very interested in Mr
Pengilly's statement. It is a slimes process pure and simple. We
have all had experience of this and we can criticise it at the next
meeting. I am sure we are all obliged to Mr Pengilly fer bringing
the result of Mr Deeble's method of working slimes before us.
Mr A. M'Naughtan-Do I understand that this has only been
used on high-grade slimes ~

Expcrimc1ds on Cyaniding
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The President--No; 135 tons carrying 4 dwts. have been treated
per day. Eighty per cent. of gold has been recovered. From the
model, it is a very practicable machine. There is no difficulty about
raising and lowering the paddle.
Mr A. McNaughtan-The method of raising and lowering the
paddle has beell used at the Robinson slime plant.
Mr J. R. vVilliams-Mr MacArthur used that device when he first
started on these fields, and I fail to see where the novelty comes in.
The President-Mr MacArthur did not grind concentrates to
powder.
The meeting then proceeded to discuss Ml' :Franklin White's paper
on

THE ESTIMATION OF GOLD IN O}{E, AND DATA ON
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DRY CRUSHING EXPERIMENTS
The President-We were very sorry that Mr White was not
present at the last meeting when his paper was discussed.
Mr F. White-So am I.
The President- You have your opportunity to-night to reply. I
may say the discussion on your paper has been one of the most interesting and liveliest discussions we have had. Whenever we discuss
dry-crushing we all seem to awaken.
Mr A. F. Crosse-Would I be.in order if I made a few remarks on
M r vVilliams' remarks 1
The President-Yes; you want to' criticise Mr Williams' criticism
On Mr White's paper.
Mr A. F. Crosse-What I wanted to ask Mr Williams is this: I notice .
that at many of the meetings of the Chemical Society he is always
ready to jump on anyone who says he made an experiment. First of
all, I would like to ask him whether, in making cyanide experiments,
he has ever found any very large discrepancies between experimental
results and those obtained on a hrge scale; and secondly, in making
his experiments he might tell us how many pounds of stuff he uses.
Of course the quantity he used would make a lot of difference. I was
speaking to-day to Mr Feldtmann, and he said he had made as many
experiments on various cyaniding questions as perhaps anyone in the
Transvaal, and that is saying a good deal,. and he said most distinctly
that he always found that results by his' ~xperimellts were more than
borne out when applied on a large scale-that is to say, if he got
65 per cent. extraction on a small scale he got, if anything, a better
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extraction on a large scale. I would very much like to hear Mr
Williams' opinion.
Yfr J. R. Williams-I may say, Mr Crosse, that I have experimented on anything from an ounce up to a ton, according to the
quantities given to me. It is a very different thing to handle a ton
of stuff and to handle a thousand tons of stuff per day. Let anyone
do both. In experimenting on small quantities there is an amount of
surface oxidation which makes a very great difference. It is not
there I wish to rlraw the line. I quite agree with what Mr Feldtmann
says, but, unfortunately, theoretical extractions do not agree on a
large scale as they do in small ones. Crush ore so that it will paes
through a 900-mesh and amalgamate in a mortar, and you can get a
very much higher extraction than we can get in a mill where we
crush 100 tons per day. I do not want to disparage the results
obtained by experiments, but I do disparage anyone bringing up
experimental extraction against actual practical working.
The President-If you handle half a pound in a laboratory you
handle it in glass all the way through, and all experiments can be
elosely controlled. If you ask me to test a sample by chlorination I
would rather test 4 ozs or 10 assay tons, but if you ask me to test
100 or 500 lbs. I cannot roast it. I have got nothing to roast it in.
Mr A. McNaughtan-1 made a few remarks at the last meeting
which contained one or two questions which were not very exp licitly
stated in the report, and probably Mr White might like to hear them
repeated. One thing I would like to ask him in the test-crushing of
917 tons-was the ore from Botha's Reef and was there really no
pyrites in that reef 1 The reason I ask is that the average assay in
that case is 9~ dwts. and the average residue is close on 2! dwts.
The average result, in my opinion, is extremely bad-in fact, it does
not compare favourably at all with pyritic ore. Well, then in his
own case the remaining 400 tons crushed through a 500-mesh on the
Village Main Reef" must be extraordinarily rich, because he says it
gives 31 dwts. 20 grs., and after extraction, 3 dwts. 10 grs. The next
question I want to ask is whether, in this residue, taking it at 3 dwts.
10 grs., there was any indication where the gold waR 7 There must
have been an absolutely total extraction from the tailings. As far as
I understand, we may be able to get spitzluten concentrates treated.
The President-If it is found possible to get this extraction some
of us may have to modify our opinion regarding dry crushing of
pyritic ore.
Mr F. White replied in detail to the criticisms on his paper. He
said-I think it just as well to take the different points of the
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discussion as they were made. In reference to Mr Crosse's remarks,
I hope we will all try to carryon this discussion in' as friendly [L way
as possible j what we want to do is to get at the truth. I can quite
imagine that a man who has decided ideas and believes them right
wishes to convince another, and if he cannot be convinced he thinks
there is a little difficulty in the vision ill the other fellow's eye.
Still, the discussions at the Society's meeting have certainly been
useful. Mr "Villiams wishes to know-was the ore in test No.1
weighed 1 These tests were not in any way made under my control,
but the mine manager tells me-I refer to table No. I-that sample
trucks were weighed very carefully so as to arrive as closely as
possible to the average weight of the average truck, and allowance
was made for moisture. The samples were taken at the foot of the
stone breakers on rather a large scale, so aH to have a fair sample for
the assayer. As regards the weight of the ore, I do not think the
method observed was .inferior or superior to the way which is generally followed on the Rand, and which serves for a basis of all cases of
extraction costs per ton and general mining results. It certainly
was not absolutely perfect, but it was an attempt to get as near as
possiblp.. The next point in Mr Williams' remarks is that although
I give credit for extraction by the amalgamation and cyanide works at
83'446 per cent., he claims that my figures prove the possibility of a
total extraction of over 95 per cent. by the use of the slimes plant.
Now, in regard to this, I must remark that the ore in question
assayed 10'3 dwts. per ton. The 11'13 per cent. which Mr Williams
would treat would be equal to 1'14 dwts. j the 80 per cent. which Mr
Williams would get out would be 0'9 dwts. worth 36·6d. Taking
Mr Williams' paper on slimes and tailings, we find his costs per ton
for treating Hlimes was 45d. Now, I think spending 45d. to get an
extraction of 36d., although he may metallurgically raise the extraction to 92, is hardly a result which the shareholuers would
appreciate. But in reference to the 80 pel' cent. extraction from the
slimes, Mr 'Villiams remarked just now that he finds the difi'p.rence
in his theoretical and actual extraction is considerable j the paper
that I referred to shows an extraction of 60 per cent. actual by the
slimes treatment, while the theoretical extraction was 83. I quite
agree with Mr Williams: these results do not agree. But I wish to
point out to Mr Williams that it is posHible that in the short time
available for reading through my paper p.e overlooked one fact-viz.,
that this 11 per cent. is composed bf residues from concentrates
treated and residues from the cyanide works as well as slimes. I do.
not think he proposes to get 80 per cent. out of the residues by
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slimes treatment. I think it must be an oversight, and I think it is
only fair to ask Mr Williams if he would like to withdraw that
portion of his criticism, because really the slimes only represented 5
per cent., and they were I! dwts. at that. If the slimes actually
running to waste had been treated and 80 per cent. extracted, an 83
per cent. extraction would be raised to 87'2, but it is a questi~n
whether it would be profitable or not. I am very doubtful about It.
The paper that I read was really in order to prove the possibility of
getting an accurate result by means of assays and weights of ore
before crushing. Table 2 especially was not intended to show what
dry crushing is capable of. It is given on its merits, details of what
had been done, and gives us an opportunity of judging what had
been attempted and what had been attained. You will notice on
page 6 of the proceedings of the Society for Octo bel' 16 the list of
sub-divisions which we made from residues by sieving shows that 19
per cent. of the weight remained on the ~-inch mesh. Well, I may
say that this stuff was so large that at present we are using it for
macadamising the paths around our offices. I think this will answer
Mr McNaughtan's question as to how it was with such very low
grade ore we had such high valued residue. It was simply due to
the fineness of the crushing.
The President-The coarseness of the crushing ~
Mr F. White--Yesj our object was simply to run the ore through
a stone breaker and cyanide it and see what we should do. We
discovered that we could cyanide profitably by coarse crushing j we
could do better if we did fine crushing, as long as we did not overstep it. Therefore, when I remarked that crushing by amalgamation
and cyanide treatment showed better proportionate results I referred
to our plant and not to the perfect plants of which there ar.e so many.
The principal object of the table was to show what can be done to
weigh and sample ore, and I am very glad to hear that two of our big
companies intend to try it. Our President was very doubtful that it
could be done. Mr Williams gave his experience that, except by the
law of averages, it was not possible. At any rate, the Robinson and
Geldenhuis Deeps, I believe, are going to try it. I wish them every
BucceRS.
Mr J. R. Williams-All the Rand Mines.
Mr F. White-That is better still. The only thing I am afraid of
is that the results they obtain will upset their preconceived notions,
and they will be reluctant to go into the new system.
The President-On what ores are they going to try them, Mr
Williams 1
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Mr J. R. Williams-On the average ores.
Mr F. White-I think you are the authority, Mr President, for
the statement at one of our meetings, and I have since hearrl that
they will have plants at the Robinson and Geldenhuis Deeps.
Mr F. White-One thing I can assure the shareholders-that,
however they work their calculations, they cannot alter the profit per
Mr Williams' comparison between
ton, which is the main point.
our result with a stone-breaker and the results from a perfect
plant is scarcely fair criticism on the paper, because my remarks were
not given as being the best we could do. My experience in dry
crushing is this, that you can crush in rolls to a 500 mesh without
any extravagant expense. I had wished that the criticism on the
paper would have been a little more in the direction of facts given to
show that dry crushing was not possible. I do not think any of our
chemists or metallurgists will deny that there can be no more difficulty
in treating ore dry crushed than in treating ore crushed in wet stamps.
I was very pleased that Mr Johnson drew attention to the fact that
the stamp mill is not only a machine for getting out gold. It is really
a machine for preparing material for subsequent cyaniding, and should'
be treated as such j but I am afraid a good many of the mill managers
do not look at it in that light. They look on the mill as being the
principal machine on the property, and on the cyanide manager and
works as being something that comes along to pick up odd remains.
I cannot agree with this, as it seems to me that they are making two
bites of one cherry. Why not do away with amalgamation altogether 1
In reference to the cost of amalgamation, Mr Williams tells us that it
is a mere nothing-a fraction of a penny per ton. Now, taking the
report of the Robinson Mine for 1896, I find that the cost of quicksilver is '36 of a penny per ton. Well that is a fraction of a penny,
but it is not a mere nothing, and these fractions some~ow mount up,
and to this you have to add the cost of the amalgamators. Some men
are necessary in the mill, but the amalgamation costs money: the cost
of cyanide, the cost of the plates, the cost of collecting amalgam, retorting, and smelting must bring it near a penny, if not over it. Now, if
we take the ordinary stamps battery with .600 mesh, I can assure you
that the gold that comes out through the screen can be dissolved
by cyanide without any very great trouble.
If the works on
one of our big properties are conducted with such absolute accuracy
that they can vouch for 99'96 per cent. of the total gold, that
equals practically all the gold contained in the ore. The President told them there was loss all over the works, but that cannot be if the figures given us are right, so the paper which
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he read to us the other day on by-products is superfluous. But I do
not think so. I quite agree with the President there is a great loss.
With reference to Mr McNaughtan's question, I may say we made
repeated tests on the Village Main Reef, and we found sufficient
evidence to persuade ourselves that the IV hole of the gold in the
residues was contained in the pyrites. If it were possible to take
the pyrites away from the residues, the latter would assay nothing.
As reaards the other question Mr McNaughtan asks with reference to
treat~ent, I cannot f.W into it at present, but I may say I have the
permission of the Village Main Reef Company at any time to make
public the results which were obtained. I do not wish to boom the
Village Main shares-they are pretty high-but I will tell you the
reason for the high assay of the ore treated. When we decided to
make these experiments we endeavoured to kill one or two bogies-I
have had many bogies put up to frighten me. The first one was:
You may cyanide oxidised ore, but you cannot cyanide pyritic ore dry
crushed. So we thought we would try it, and we did it. The cyanide
royalty bogey also disappeared in the course of time. It was also said
that we could not tackle the coarse gold. The practical answer to that
is that we did. There was some coarse gold in the ordinary ore, but
it offered no special obstacle to cyaniding. In the laboratory tests
which Mr Crosse conducted for us our object was to ascertain whether
we had any coarse gold in the Botha Reef to contend with. His
extraction of 95 per cent. we perhaps may not get, but we hope to.
rt really proves there was no coarse gold in the sample, which was a
representative one, to resist cyaniding. Now, I must say I do not
agree with Mr Williams as to the uselessness of laboratory tests as a
test of what you can do on a large scale. The Crown Reef, according
to the published returns, is simply a laboratory test, on a grand scale.
You cannot manipulate a thousand tons of ore and lose nothing unless
you are working as carefully as you do in a laboratory. In making
reference to Mr Crosse's experiments, I certainly do not, say we are
going to get 95 per cent., but simply that they proved that there was
no coarse gold in the ore. Mr Crosse, when he began his experiments, was rather afraid that the gold was too coarse, but he found
it disappeared in the cyanide. The President and Mr Drake seem to
look upon the possibility of dust being rather a troublesome thing.
Mr Williams in his remarks on a previous paper said there was no
uifficulty which, if tackled properly, could not be surmounted. Well,
is not dry-crushing one of these ~ and we intend to obviate any difficulty. I can quite understand that a stamp mill crushing dry is a
most admirable machine for making dust. I can assure you that any
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day you honour us with a visit you need not bring respirators, and
you can go about the mill and look at everything and the dust will
not trouble you. From a humane point of view we must keep the
dust down; we are not going to kill our workmen, and, in the second
place, the dust is too valuable to lose.
Mr J. R Williams-So are slimes.
Mr F. White-We have made a good Dlany experiments with
that dust, and we find that, as a rule, it is equally as rich as the
original ore, and in some cases it is richer. That, I think, is a
proof of the wonderful fineness of the gold in Rand ores. Now,
my friend Mr Miller considers the stamps mill as an economical
crusher. This may be so as regards the cost of renewing the
wearing parts, which are mostly castings; but you are not able to
control it and make a product such as you wish. As a power
consumer, nothing beats the gravitation stamp. If you take' one
of our big batteries with 1250 lbs. stamps, crushing 5 to 6 tons a
day, they get through about 7 lbs. of ore per stamp per minute, and
the weight that has to be lifted in that operation is equal to 56,000
lbs.; or, in other words, you have to raise 7000 lbs. one foot high
to crush 1 lb. of ore. That is a very small result for a very great
effort, and as a power consumer I think it is not suitable as a crusher.
To dry-crush, you are not bound to use stamps; you are not bound
to use a dust-making machine, and we do not intend to. Our
endeavour is to let each machine work to its most economical point,
and I notice mine managers are paying considerable attention to this
now. It will be under discussion shortly at the Mine Managers'
Association, whether advantage can be gained by using two stages of
stone breakers in preparing the ore for the mill. As to the general
percentage of pyrites, Mr McN aughtan gives 3 per cent. as the
average, and I thoroughly agre~ with him. :From a sample we
tested we got 8 per cent., but it was specially selected in order to get
a large percentage, so that the test should be a thorough one.
The President-Where was that ore from ~
Mr F. White-Pyritic ore from the .sotha Reef.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Have you the results of that extraction 1
l'Ifr F. White-I specially referred to the results as proving the
non-presence of coarse gold.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Is this something lately done 1
Mr F. White - It was done during the last six weeks. The
directors of the company were a little' nervous, as there is a decided
opinion against dry-crushing, and I wished to give them some data
from an independent source.
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Mr J. R. ·Williams - I certainly made a very serious error in
making 11 per cent. of the gold in slimes. I stand corrected j that
should be ·5, but at the same time I think 64 per cent. recovered by
the dry-crushing of ore carrying over 30 dwts. per ton is very bad
work.
The President-I think we have to thank Mr White for his very
interesting reply, and I think the Society can feel very highly complimented in having Mr White, a mine manager and metallurgist, in our
Society. I wish more of the members would take the same interest
that Mr White does in the discussions and work of the Society.
In reply to a member, the President said that the debate could be
re-opened at a future meeting.
Mr H. W. Miller asked Mr White to extend an invitation to visit
his very complete works at Luipaardsvlei. He had seen the works
himself, and they are a splendid specimen of engineering skill.
Mr F. White-I shall be very pleased to see you all out therenot when we commence, because we want a little time to get our
bearings.
It was decided, on the suggestion of Mr Crosse, that a vote should
be taken at the next meeting of the members living outside the town
as to the desirability of changing the day of meeting.
ASSAY DIFFERENCES
Mr A. McNaught an inquired why the report of the Assay
Differences Committee had not been presented to the Society ~ .
Mr J. R. Williams informed him that the report of the above committee, which was partly composed of members of the Mine Managers'
Association, had been handed to the Chamber of Mines and the
Association of Mines, who had paid the cost of the investigation.
This report had been published by the Chamber of Mines, and had
also appeared in the Mining Journal.
The President-It was resolved at the last meeting of the Council
to have the report published in full in the next volume of the Society's
transactions.
The meeting then concluded.
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THE ordinary monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, January 15th,
1898, in Council Room, Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg.
Mr Charles Butters (President) occupied the chair, and there were
also present: Members-Messrs F. Alexander, A. J. R. Atkin,
J. F. Bagshaw, C. J. C. Bakel', P . .E. Baker, M. Baumann, W. Bettel,
G. S. Bloomer, A. Vol. Brattlund, F. Buckland, W. A. Caldecott, A. F.
Crosse, John Daniell, T. Dobbie, F. Drake, H. T. Durant" .E. Evans,
H. J. Evans, K. L. Graham, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, .J. H.
Johnson, T. Kerr, Dr Loevy, A. McNaughtan, G. Melvill, A. Mennie,
P. T. B. Morrisby, S. H. Pearce, F. C. Pengilly, H. T. Petersen,
Professor Prister, S. J. Remnant, A. F. Stewart, Dr Stockhausen,
F. White, J. R. Williams. Associates-Nlessrs A. J. R. Atkin,
D. Behrmann, W. Broom, T. Dunn, G. W. Gibbings, E. Homersham, A. B. Inglis, C. S. Parry, E. H. Parry, J. A. Rawstorne,
J. E. Thomas. Visitors-Messrs T. S. Bromley, 'N. O. Brunton,
Carter, Crozier Durham, "V. B. Homman, Professor J. Lawn, John
Orr, A. Pill, C. Poly blank, J. G. Wilkinson; and Fredk. Howland
(for The Rand Agency, Ltd., secretaries).
NEW MEMBERS

The Chairman stated that the first business was the balloting
for membership, the following being the candidates :-Dr F. Bergmann, Messrs D. Dorffell, Spencer C. W. Fleischer, Alfred Pengelly,
William Penman, H. Stephan, Harold F. Strange.
The Secretary read out the names of gentlemen who had been
admitted associates of the Society by the Council since the
last monthly meeting: Messrs Robert Bell, William Carbis,
J. Clement, Samuel Evans, Edwin C. Homersham, J olm Henry
Johnson, Geo. A. Packard, James E. Thomas, J ames Charles
Watermcyer.
,
The Chairman announced that all the candidates had been duly
elected, thus bringing the total membership of the society to 253.
Of this number, he said, 94 were associates and 159 regular members.
19°
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SPECIAL MEETING
On the proposition of Mr John R. Williams it was resolved to
adjourn the meeting for a fortnight to complete the discussion on
papers before the society.
ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS

The Secretary read a letter from the Association of Engineers and
Architects, stating that a meeting of that Society would be held on
the following ·Wednesday, the 19th January, when Professor J. G.
Lawn would read a paper on " The South African School of Mines,"
to which meeting they invited the attendance of members of the
Metallurgical Society.
The following paper was then read : THE MANUFACTURE OF NITRO-EXPLOSIVES
By Professor August Prister
Mr Chairman and Gentlemen,-I wish to plead for your indulgence
if this paper does not completely satisfy, in its present technical and
linguistic form, your legitimate expectations. Such a subject cannot
be exhaustively dealt with in a short paper, and you must, therefore,
kindly pardon any deficiencies on that account. The explosives used
on the Rand-optional or compuIRory-are:
Blasting gelatine,
Dynamite No.1,
Gelignite,
Gelatine No.1 A,
Dynamite No.2.
The base of all these explosives is nitro-glycerine, and we can
therefore divide our subject into:
(1) The manufacture of nitro-glycerine,
(2) The manufacture of different explosives,
(3) The use and test of the explosives.
I.-THE lIfANUFACTURE OF NITRO-GLYCERINE

This explosive was discovered by Sobrero in 1847 at Turin, Italy.
The discovery remained without practical value until 1863, when
Alfred Nobel, the son of a gunpowder manufacturer, erected the first
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nitro-glycerine factory near Stockholm. The manufacture of nitroglycerine may be divided into three distinct operations:

(A) Nitration of the glycerine,
(B) Its separation from waste acids, and
(0) Washing and purification.

(A) Nitration of the glycerine :-The chemical reaction by which
three groups of (N0 2) replace three of hydrogen in the hydroxyl.
The most essential conditions of nitrating is the correct composition
and strength of the mixed acid and the concentration of the glycerine
used. A century ago Scheele discovered glycerine: which he called
"sweet oil." Chevreul's classical studies of 1823, on the fats and
oils, and those of his followers, established that glycerine C g Hi>
(0 Hg) is a triatomic alcohol.
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As you will perceive from its constitutional formlllre, we can introduce
three (N0 2) groups in the place of three H and obtain
CR 2 (O.N0 2)
CR. (0.N0 2)
CR 2 (0.N0 2 )

l
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nitro-glycerine.

In the fats and oils glycerine is combined with the acids, palmitic,
oleic, stearic, etc. Three methods are employed industrially for
decomposing the oils and fats:
(1) With lime water in digesters,
(2) With super-heated steam,
(3) With sulphuric acid.
The separated fats and acids serve for the soap and candle industries.
The glycerine is purified, filtered and concentrated, the last process
being effected by distillation in a vacuum with super-heated steam, or
by crystallisation at a 101V temperature. The glycerine used in
domestic economy and the laboratory is so well known that I think
it superfluous to deal with it in detail, but will pass on to its ul:\e in
the manufacture of explosives. For this purpose it must have the
specific gravity of 1.26, should not have more than 0·25 per cent_ of
fixed residue; must be free from chlorine, lead, arsenic, lime, sulphuric
acid, fats, organic acids, and resin 'products. The Rand consumes
probably more than 100,000 candles per day, and certainly a large
quantity of soap, quite sufficient to support a candle and soap factory_
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The alycerine produced in this factory would be absorbed by the
dYl1a:ite factory; b~t owi~g to the ~~sence of the necessary ~aw
material, animal fat In suffiCIent quantItws and at a moderate pl'lce,
this is to-day impossible, and glycerine-the basis of dynamite-must
be imported from Europe. The nitric acid employed for the nitration
of the glycerine is prepared by decomposing nitrate of soda with
sulphuric acid : NaNO g
+ H 2S0 4
NaHS0 4
+ HNO g
nitrate of soda + sulphuric acid = bisulphate of soda + nitric acid.
The distillation is effected in large cast - iron retorts, which are
first charged with dried nitrate of soda, anci then an equal quantity
of concentrated sulphuric acid is allowed to run in. The cast-iron
retorts are connected to a battery of earthenware pipes, in which the
distilled nitric acid is condensed. The reaction begins at a low
temperature, then it is raised to about 160 degrees Cent. When
the distillation is completed, the hot liquid bisulphate of soda, which
remains in the retort, is discharged by a pipe fixed to the inclined
bottom of the retort. You will see that more sulphuric acid is
employed than is actually necessary for the reaction; this is done
for the purpose of discharging easily the bisulphate and also to distil
at a lower temperature, so that not much nitric acid is lost in the
form of lower oxides of nitrogen. The charges are from two to three
tons of nitre, the operation being finished in from twelve to sixteen
hours; the retort is then ready for another charge. :Full details of
the process would occupy too much time; you know, however, that
the nitrate of soda used here, and, in fact, all over the world, comes
from Chili, in South America. In South Africa no such mineral has
yet been discovered. En passant I would state that deposits of
nitrate of potash found at Prieska, in Cape Colony, or in the Marico
district (Transvaal), have no commercial importance at all. The
Prieska Company has gone into liquidation. The Mal'lco material
was examined, but as it contained only 2 per cent. of nitrate of
potash, it is not workable. You must also remember that KN0 3
nitrate of 'potash contains 53'76 pel' cent. N 20 5, while N aN0:i nitrate
of soda contains 63'53 per cent. Nitrate of potash is more expensivf',
being a potassium salt, and of less relative value for producing nitric
acid, owing to the higher atomic weight of potassium. The nitrate
of soda used for the manufacture of dynamite must be free from
chloride of sodium and from moisture. The nitric acid used for the
manufacture of nitro-glycerine must be free from chlorine and the
lower oxides of nitrogen, and it also must contain 94 to 97 per cent.
N
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of monohydrate. The sulphuric acid employed is prepared by the
old method of oxidising the sulphurous acid in leaden chambers;
the sulphurous acid is produced by burning Sicilian sulphur or by
roasting pyrites. Sulphur, apparently, does not exist in this country
in quantity, and we are consequently compelled to import supplies
from Sicily or England. The former exported 400,000 tons of
sulphur in 1897 j England produced from the residues. of soda
manufacture 60,000 tons in the same year. Deposits of pyrites
may exist here, but;: do not know where they are to be found.
The simplest method of procuring the sulphurous acid for the lead
chambers would be by the employment of the pyrites from the
concentrates. If this was economically possible we would have here
one of the most beautiful chemical circles. The mines would produce the dynamite they require from the pyrites derived from the
ore mined. If we take the mineral mined on the Rand to contain
only 2 per cent. ,of pyrites, then 4,000 stamps crushing 5 tons per
day, we would have 400 tons of pyrites from 20,000 tona of ore.
If only 40 per cent. of the sulphur is burned in the furnace, and
we obtain a yield or" 27 per cent. of sulphuric acid, 4,320 tons would
be produced in twenty-four hours, and if we take its value at only .£10
per ton we have the sum of £43,200 derived entirely from products
now going to waste. But I think the utilisation of the pyrites of
the Rand is as arduous an undertaking as the utilisation of the
sulphurous acid contained in the chimneys of Manchester.
Experiments have, however, been made here for the utilisation of the
pyrites, but time will not allow me to enter into the details of all
the obstacles which are obstructing the production of large quantities
of pyrites on the Rand. The sulphuric acid factory works here just
as well as in EUI'ope, but owing to the altitude of 5,735 feet above
the sea level it is found necessary to construct the chambers 25 per
cent. larger than those in Europe to produce the same quantity.
The sulphuric acid produced in the chambers has 48 to 53 degrees
B., and is concentrated first of all in lead pans to 60 degrees B., and
then in a platinum apparatus.
Excellent results are obtained by
combining platinum with cast-iron concentrating pans j the acid
produced has 95 to 97 per cent. monohydrate and is free from arsenic.
Having now dealt with the raw materials, we can proceed to the
description of the nitration of the glycerine. The proportions in
which the necessary ingredients are mixed vary in different factories.,
A good charge is : 10 cwt. of sulphuric acid, 6 cwt. nitric acid,
to every 247 Ibs., of glycerine.
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The charge is selected in order to obtain the maximum yield of
nitro-glycerine j theoretically 100 parts of glycerine should give 276
parts of nitro-glycerine j practically we obtain only 200 to 210 parts.
The acids are mixed in the acid department, and then sent to the
dangerous area through iron pipes by the aid of compressed air j the
mixture is received in large tanks, in which the charge to be operated
upon is weighed. The nitration itself is done in a cylindrical leaden
tank of sufficient size to receive It of the calculated charge j the
bottom of this tank is inclined and is fitted with a large earthenware
discharge cock j the top of the tank is closed with a dome of lead, in
which are small glass windows, through which the progress of the
nitrating operation can be watched. From the top of this dome a
lead pipe is carried up through the roof of the building j this serves
as a chimney to carry off the acid fumes which are given off during
the process of nitration. The amount of heat developed during the
process is great. 227 grammes of glycerine develop 13,100 grammecalories j from a charge of 300 kilogrammes (660 lbs.) of glycerine
we would have 173,132,200 gramme-calories, more than would be
produced by the burning of 5 Ibs. of coke to CO j to this must be
added the heat developed by the solution of water in the sulphuric
acid. As the temperature during the operation must not exceed
30 degrees C., you will notice the necessity for the cooling spirals
in the tank. Two or three other lead pipes are carried through the
lead dome of the tank to the bottom j these are pierced with small
holes, through which compressed air is forced at a pressure of 60 Ibs.
or more, in order to keep the liquid in a state of constant agitation
during the whole period of nitration. Another pipe passes through
the dome j this is for the purpose of introducing the glycerine which
is added to the acids in a thin stream from a small cistern which
contains the weighed charge. Before the apparatus is ready for use
two thermometers are attached-one long enough to reach the bottom
of the tank, and a shorter one. The chief points to observe during
the progress of nitration are : -

1. The temperature registered by the t.wo thermometers, which
must never exceed3U to 31 degrees C. (86 to 88 F.).
2. The colour of the nitrous fumes given off.
3. The pressure of the air.
4. The flow of the glycerine.
0

0

The importance of watching the fumes I will illustrate by relating
a personal experience. In a factory of which I was manager, an
explosion occurred in the washing-house, which was destroyed
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together with three-fourths of the building in which a nitratinO'
operation was in action. As the great explosion was preceded by tw~
smaller ones the workmen had time to escape. All the people were
brought out of the dangerous area. I waited about a quarter of an
hour, expecting every moment that the nitrating house would also be
blown away; it contained at the time 400 Ibs. of nitro-glycerine.
Seeing that all remained tranquil, I climbed cautiously up the earth
wall which surrounded it, and examined the fumes developed in the
nitrating house. Seeing they were white, I consequently entered the
house and opened the earthenware cock, thereby emptying the charge
into the safety tank, which was situated in the cellar beneath. This
safety tank was kept filled with over 1,000 gallons of water, which
could be agitated by compressed air. The explosion in the washhouse demolished the greater portion of the buildings, as well as. the
apparatus in the nitrating house, but, fortunately, no water, wood, or
other matter was thrown into the nitrating tank, or an explosion
would certainly have followed. It is, as you know, very dangerous
to pour a small quantity of water into concentrated sulphuric acid;
the temperature is immediately raised, and if, as in the case described,
nitro-glycerine is present, an explosion is the natural consequence.
No danger exists if the acids and the nitro-glycerine are poured into a
large quantity of water. If a piece of wood gets into the nitrating
tank there would be the same danger, as the temperature would be
raised. The time requisite for one operation varies with the importance of the charge and the temperature of the water employed for
cooling purposes. It is gflllerally about one hour.
'
(B) For the separation of the nitro-glycerine from the waste acids
we utilise the difference of the specific gravity between the nitro·
glycerine, 1'6, and that of the acids, which is over 1'7. When the
nitrating operation is completed the nitro-glycCl·ine, together with the
waste acids, flow into a large conical lead-lined tank, with a glass
cover. At the bottom is a glass pipe and earthenware cock. In an
hour the nitro-glycerine rises to the surface; then the waste acids may
be drawn off and conveyed through lead· pipes to another building,
and when the nitro-glycerine has been freed from acid it is conveyed
through lead pipes to the wash-house.
(c) The acid nitro-glycerine is received in the wash-house into lead
tanks filled with cold water, and agitated with compressed air.. After
the lapse of about half an hour the w~.ter is changed, and water containing a small percentage of soda is introduced, agitation is continued
for some time until finally hot water is introduced. A sample is then
taken to the laboratory to be tested. The liability of the dynamite
;
i
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to explode greatly depends upon the purity of the nitro-glycerine
employed in its manufacture; this test is always made by the chemist
in charge of the factory. The sample is first tested for acid. For
this purpose a solution of Congo red or phenolphthalein is used. If
it appears to be decidedly alkaline, it should be poured into a separating funnel and shaken with a little distilled water. This operation
should be repeated, and the washings (about 200 cc) run into a
beaker; a drop of Congo red or phenolphthalein added, then a drop
of N. 10 hydrochloric acid is added. With two or three drops at
most of the acid the acid reaction must appear. The object of this
test is to prove that the nitro-glycerine is free from any excess of soda,
i.e. that the soda has been properly washed out. Some factories are
satisfied with this test; others, however, go further, and insist that
the nitro-glycerine shall stand the heat test, which I will describe
later on. When the nitro-glycerine has satisfactorily passed the test
it is filtered through flannel and is then ready for the mixing house.
The waste acids separated from the nitro-glycerine have the
following composition : -
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Sulphuric acid, 70 p.c.; Nitric acid, 9 p.c.; Water, 21 p.c.
They remain in large lead tanks-separators-for a few days, when
the last drops of glycerine are collected. These separators are
cylindrical tanks, 6 to 8 feet in diameter, 3 to 4 feet in height, with a
reversed conical dome, on the top of which is a glass cylinder. The
nitro-glycerine rises to the surface of the liquid and is then collected.
n.-THE MANUFACTURE OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF DYNAMITE

·When dynamite was first manufactured, Nobel sold the washed
nitro-glycerine in tins and called it blasting oil. The number of
explosions and accidents which occurred stopped the use of blasting
oil, and Dynamite No.1 was invented. Kieselguhr is composed of
an infinite number of siliceous skeletons of diatomaceoo which exist
in the ocean. The Guhr is found in the district of Ermelo, Transvaal. These microscopic skeletons are able to absorb and retain more
than three times their weight of nitro-glycerine. In the mixing
house 75 parts of nitro-glycerine are mixed with 25 parts of guhr,
and we obtain the guhr-dynamite, or Dynamite No. 1. This mixture
is then made into cartridges of the required size and wrapped in paper
saturated with paraffine wax.
In 1876 Alfred Nobel took out a patent for his Blasting Gelatine.
If 8 parts of collodion cotton are mixed with 92 parts of nitro-glycerine,
and the temperature raised to 60 degrees C., we observe that a uniform
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mass results; this is blasting gelatine. You will notice that I am
here introducing another very important material-collodion cotton.
Pelouze found that paper, cotton, or any cellulose, when plunged into
a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, yields a new compound which,
after it has been washed and dried, presents the appearance of the
cotton or cellulose originally used, but has acquired new properties.
If dry, it burns rapidly in the open air, but explodes when ignited in
a closed space; is soluble in a mixture of alcohol and ether. It is
cellulose ill which (N0 2) has been introduced. The tri-nitro-cellulose
called gun-cotton (cellulose with three molecules of N0 2) is used in
the manufacture of cordite and for charging torpedoes, etc. The
manufacture of collodion cotton is, briefly, as follows:-Washed
and dried cotton is dipped in a mixture of nitric and sulphuric
acids. It remains there from a quarter to half an hour, the
excess of acid is expressed; then it is washed, with cold, and
afterwards with hot water, and finally with an alkaline solution and
then pulped. This process is carried out in an apparatus known as
the" Beater" or "Hollander," of the same construction as those used
in paper mills. When sufficiently washed, the collodion cotton must
pass through the same heat test as the nitro-glycerine before it is
dried and used.
I do not know whether the cotton plant is
cultivated in South Africa. If not, we must import this raw
material from other countries also. The collodion cotton factory is
to-day an indispensible part of a blasting gelatine or dynamite
factory. The enormous amount of water (30 to 70 galls. for each
lb.) required for the washing operations is always a serious factor to
be considered in connection with a dynamite factory. When the
blasting gelatine is still semi-liquid we add a certain proportion of
absorbing powder, viz., woodmeal, nitrate of soda, nitrate of potash,
etc. In this way we obtain the different Gelatine Dynamites. As,'
for instance, Gelignite, Gelatine DYl}amite No. 1 A, or Dynamite
No.2.
One type of gelignite, for instance, has the following
composition : Nitro-glycerine, 56 p.c.; Collodion, 2 p.c.; W oodmeal,
14 p.c.; Nitrate of Soda, 28 p.c.
Gelatine No. 1 A has a similar composition to Gelignite. The fact
.of the different kinds of dynamite having taken the place of
gunpowder in all important mining works 'within so short a time can
only be explained by the great advantages they possess as regards
economy, safety and strength. Fru~ a good kind of dynamite we
require : -
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1. Safety in its manufacture.
2. Safety in use and transport.
3. That the larger part of its energy should be transformed into
useful work in displacing rock.
4. That the fumcs produced by it should not be dangerous to
the miners.
5. Cheapness.
As regards the first requirement-safety in its preparation-this is a
question to be considered by the manufacturer, and it will be
sufficient for me to point out that the manufacture of nitro-glycerine
is as safe as that of gunpowder. The safety in transport and use of
dynamite is very important from the miner's point of view. If
dynamite does not retain its nitro.glycerine and allows it to exude,
we meet with all the dangers connected with the use of the condemned blasting oil, which were so numerous that legislative bodies
have been compelled to forbid its use. This danger will occur in
connection with Dynamite No.1 if the guhr used was of bad quality
and had Hot sufficient absorbing power.
With blasting gelatine, if the collodion cotton has not the right
composition, or in case the necessary care has not been observed in
its manufacture, the blasting gelatine becomes semi-liquid, allowing
the nitro-glycerine to exude. We encounter the same danger with
the other kinds of gelatine. 'When dynamite was first used in the
mines, its liability to explode from a shock was tested in the
following manner :-A steel cylinder of 11'5 kilos. (about 25 lbs.) was
suspended by a rope running over a small well. At the bottom of
the well a cast· iron plate was placed. Exactly on the point where it
had been calculated the cylinder was going to fall, 1 gramme of
dynamite was placed on the plate. The cylinder was then dropped
from a known height. Dynamite No.1 always exploded at a height
of 1 m. (3-1- feet), at ! m., and at 30 centimeters. Only at 6
centimeters (2i inches) no explosion occurred, the force of impact
being then about 6 foot-lbs. If, in place of an iron plate, a sandstone
block is employed, the explosion will occur at a height of 4 feet; no
explosion takes place at I! feet. If a wooden plate is used, no
explosion will occur at a fall from 1 m. (3-1- feet). If the dynamite is
placed between two pieces of wood, no explosion occurs even at 12
feet. It is apparent from these figures how much safer is the use of
wood instead of iron. With blasting gelatine the safety is greater.
It is also obvious why stronger detonators must be nsed with blasting
gelatine than with Dynamite No. l. The sallle kind of dynamite may
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give quite different results, according to the· clas~ of detonator that is
Hsed. If the dynamite is only ignited by' the .fuse, we only have a
partial explosion, and the gaseous products arising therefrom are very
different to those produced by a complete explosion. Nitro-glycerine
contains more oxygen than is required for its complete combustion ; Nitro-glycerine.
2C gH 5 (N0 2)3

Dioxide of carbon.
6C0 2
+

Nitrogen. Oxygen.
6N + 20

+

But if we have not obtained a complete explosion, a large quantity of
carbonic oxide and trioxide of nitrogen is formed. Messrs Sarran
and Vieille (Compt. rendues XCII!., p. 69) have found the following
composition of the gas produced in burning Dynamite No.1 ;-
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Dioxide of nitrogen (N0 2)
Carbonic oxide (CO)
Carbonic dioxide (C0 2 )
Hydrogen (H)
Nitrogen (N) .
Methane (CH 4 )

48'2 per cent.
35'9

"
"
"
"
"

The blasting gelatine under the same conditions will give you the same
products. From this you will observe the importance when blasting
to have a complete explosion of dynamite used, otherwise the miner's
health will completely give way within a very short time. The
recent disaster at Langlaagte, wbere twenty-four to thirty men were
suffocated in the mine owing to the explosion of a large quantity of
dynamite, is one of numerous instances. Probably only a part of the
dynamite in the mine exploded; the remainder was burned and the
people were suffocated by the fumes.
We must remember that
dioxide of nitrogen is one of the most dangerous poisons. The most
recent investigations conducted in Germany in connection with the
Jeath of some firemen poisoned by dioxide of nitrogen have demonstrated that it is as dangerous as hydrocyanic acid, and much more
so than chlorine or carbonic oxide. Complete explosion is also
necessary in order to obtain the maximum energy, as this depends;
(1) on the quantity of' gaseous products produced from a given
weight of explosive; (2) on the temperature produced; (3) on the
rapidity of the explosion. Carbon, wheil oxidised to carbon monoxide, developes only 28 gramme-calories .. But if it is oxidised to its
full extent as carbon dioxide, it developes 97 gramme-calories. In
addition to this enormous difference in temperature we have thus, :in
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the one case, a less expansion combined with the presence of
poisonous gases, and, in the other case, a large expansion and the
absence of poisonous gases.
If we take Dynamite No.1, containing 75 per cent. of nitroglycerine as standard at 100, then the new dynamite is equal to
107, and the blasting gelatine is equal to 158. The new dynamite
is a gelatine composed of65'0 per cen t.
1'65
"
25'5
"
7'5
"
0'4
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Nitro-glycerine
Collodion
Nitrate of potash
Wood meal
Soda

"

It contains less nitro-glycerine than Dynamite No.1, but is
nevertheless stronger. This is owing to the presence of potash
and the woodmeal which replace the' inert guhr.
In the Blasting Gelatine 92 per cent. of nitro-glycerine gives a
strength of 158; if we calculate this for 75 per cent. of nitroglycerine we obtain 128. This amply demonstrates the reducing
effect of the inert guhr on the energy of Dynamite No. l. From
this we can see the technical advance in the composition of explosives
by substituting active ingredients in place of the inert guhr. Our
Rand mines require the most powerful explosives owing to the
hardness of the ore. With reference to the deleterious effect of bad
explosives and ventilation of mines, I hope to bring before you
within a short time a special paper dealing with this subject. One
kilo. (2'20 1bs.) of blasting gelatine produces 25 cubic feet of gas at
26 inches pressure, of which carbon dioxide and nit.rogen form the
larger portion. From this it can be seen how rapidly the atmosphere
of a mine will become vitiated. The chief source of danger is the
non-explosion of cartridges. This is principally caused by:1. Bad dynamite.
2. Unsuitable det.onators, and
3. Defective charging.
The concussion produced by the explosion of 12 to 16 grains of
fulminate of mercury raises the temperature of the surrounding
dynamite to 204 degrees C. (400 degrees F.), which is the exploding
point of blasting gelatine, and the shock necessary for blasting
gelatine is six times as great as that required for Dynamite No.1,
then we shall easily understand the importance of suitable detonators.
Economy in detonators is the worst possible economy in blasting. It
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has lJeen shown that the gelignite and gelatine No,. 1 A contain nitrate
of soda, or of potash and woodmeal, which must explode together with
the nitro-glycerine. If irregularities have occurred in the manufacture, or if the gelatines have absorbed moisture, a portion of
the cartridge may remain unexploded at the bottom of the hole.
From this the importance of a dry magazine is obvious. The
manner in which the borehole is charged is an important matter.
The cartridges must be carefully pressed home. The initial explosion produced by the detonator is communicated to the rest of the
dynamite, but when the free space between one cartridge and another
is too great, there is danger that only one, or part of the cartridges
explode, and the effects of the cartridges situated further from the
detonator will be reduced. If the dynamite requires a very high
temperature before it will explode, and can be exposed for days to a
heat of 70 degrees C. (158 degrees F.), it does not follow that we
should place the frozen dynamite upon a stove in order to thaw i~.
A great many people have done this, and unfortunately many are
still doing it. What we call frozen dynamite is a dynamite in which
the nitro-glycerine has crystallized out, which it does at 12 degrees
C. (57 degrees F.). Here on the Rand the dangers in connection with
frozen dynamite are not great, but, nevertheless, it will be found to
be frozen, in winter, in some cases.
The danger with regard to frozen dynamite is not that it is more
sensitive than the other j it is, in fact, less so. It is, however, hard,
does not adapt itself so easily to the shape of the borehole, requires
stronger ramming: it cannot be broken, and we cannot very well
insert detonators. The detonator is more sensitive than ordinary
dynamite, and if it is pressed against a hard cartridge aIt explosion may be caused. With frozen dynamite of every description
there is danger of nitro-glycerine exuding after it has thawed. In
view of this the English exudation test for blasting gelatine says:
- " There shall be no separation from the general mass of the
blasting gelatine or gelatine dynamite of a substance of less consistency than the bulk of the remaining portion of the material
under any condition of storage, transport or use, when the material
is subjected three times in succession to alternate freezing and
thawing, or when subjected to the liquefaction test," as follows:" A cylinder of blasting gelatine or gelatine dynamite is cut from a
cartridge the length of the cylinder, is to be equal to its diameter,
and the ends are to be flattened j the cyl'inder must be placed on a
flat surface without any wrapper, and must be secured by a pin
passing vertically through its centre. In this condition it has to be
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exposed for 144 consecutive hours (6 days and 6 nights) to a
temperature of from 85 to 90 degrees F., and during such exposure
the cylinder should not diminish in height more than one quarter of
its original height, and the upper cut surface must retain its flatness
and the sharpness of its edge."
The magazine must be dry, not too hot, nor too cold, made of
the lightest material, and surrounded by an earthen wall.
No
stones or iron should be used, because, should an explosion occur,
most damage is done by the projectiles .. The old idea, that is, to
build the magazine of strong materials must be absolutely condemned, as the magazine will in no case be strong enough to resist
the force of an explosion.
Before closing this paper I will call your attention to some
statistical figures. The admitted annual consumption of dynamite
in the South African Republic is 250,000 boxes. According to the
figures published by the Chamber of Mines in 1896 we can classify
them as follows : Blasting gelatine
Dynamite No. 1
Gelignite, Gelatine 1 A, and
Dynamite No. 2
Total

180,000 boxes, or 4,500 tons.
50,000 "
,,1,250 "
20,000

"

"

500

"

250,000 boxes, or 6,250 tons.

The quantity of nitro-glycerine is calculated as follows : For blasting gelatine, 92 per cent.
Dynamite No.1, at 75 per cent.
The other kinds of dynamite, of 50 jJel" cent.
Total

4,140 tons.
937·5 "
250·0

"

5,327·5 tons.

It will be apparent that the yield of nitro-glycerine obtained from
every 100 parts of glycerine used is about 200, so that for the above
amount of nitro-glycerine we want 2,660 tons of glycerine. The
quantity of fat that must be decomposed in order to produce this
quantity of glycerine can be calculated: 100 parts of fat decomposed
yield 9·5 parts of glycerine j 28,035 tons of fat are required for the
dynamite used here. These figures bear out my previous contention, viz. that it would be very difficult to find this raw material
in South Africa.
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For the indicated quantity of blasting gelatine 400 tons of collodion
cotton are required, and for the indicated quantity of Dynamite No.1
we require 313 tons of kieselguhr. The quant~ty of Chili saltpetre
needed for the nitration of the glycerine, the sulphuric acid, etc.,
we can estimate at about 10,000 tons.
These few figures will give you an idea of the magnitude of the
dynamite industry of the Transvaal alone.
In the Cape Colony there were imported : In 1894, 4,032 tons of explosives.
In 1895, 5,809
"
"
Supposing the increase was only 2,000 tons each succeeding year, we
find that; the importation for 1896 works out at about 7,800 tOllS,
and for 1897 at 9,800 tons, thus bringing the total at very nearly
400,000 cases. If it is reckoned that ~ lb. of dynamite is used for a
ton of mineral mined, we see that the displacement effected by the
dynamite in 1897 umounts to 40,000,000 tons. This work is
done by only a fraction of the energy accumulated in' the
explosive.
That my subject is not fully dealt with is evident. I am greatly
obliged to you for the attention with which you have followed me.
DISOUSSION

Mr A. F. Crosse wished to ask a question on behalf of a friend.
Twenty years ago, he said, before the war of 1880, at a certain mine
fifty cases of Dynamite No.1 were put away in a fairly dry portion of
the mine, and were there at the present day. What was the probable
condition of that dynamite 1
Professor Prister-Dynamite made seventeen years ago would not
be considered very good nowadays, because the first blasting oil made
by Nobel's and the other factOJ;ies was by no means perfect.
They merely washed it in wooden tanks two or three times, and
then mixed it with kieselguhr. It is possible, therefore, that the
dynamite is completely destroyed by moisture present in the mine.
The President-I think we all can thank the professor for his
able and interesting paper, as it contains much useful info=ation;
and when it is printed, I feel sure, that, not only those who are in
the room, but others who are not me~bers, will read it with keen
interest. Although not on the agenda, Dr Loevy has a few remarks
to make on the
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By DR .J.

LOEVY

I would like to refer once more in a few words to the paper read
at one of our previous meetings by Mr A. F. Crosse, on the" Assaying of Graphite Crucibles," which has been the object of a lively
discussion for some time past. As you will remember I, at that
time, advocated the use of the s~orification method for such and
similar material, convinced as I was, that it would give more reliable
and higher results than the crucible assay. This opinion did not
meet with the approval of the majority of our members, especially
not with that of Mr S. H. Pearce, who, in the course of the discussion, took it as the best proof for the superiority of the crucibleassay on the scorification method, that in England buyers of auriferous
material always insist upon the scorification assay, while the seller
always wanted the crucible assay. I have since had an opportunity
to make some investigations on this matter, and, as the result of the
same, I wish to lay before you some figures we obtained in my
laboratory in assaying graphite crucibles by either of the two methods,
viz. by Mr A. F. Crosse's method, as proposed in his paper on that
subject, and by the usual scorification method.
From sample 1, a graphite crucible, we obtained the following
results : First assay .
Second assay

By Mr Crosse's method.

By scarification.

6 ozs. 4 dwts. 10 grs.
6 ozs. 5 d wts.

8 ozs. 3 d wts. 12 grs.
8 ozs. 3 d wts. 12 grs.

From sample 2, a mixture of graphite crucibles and slags, the
following results were obtained : By Mr Crosse's method.

First assay
Second assay

140zs. 19 dwts.
13 ozs. 12 dwts.

By scarification.

30 ozs. 18 d wts. 16 grs.
30 ozs. 18 dwts. 16 grs.

You will see, that in the first sample there is a difference of
about 30 per cent. in favour of the scorification, and in the second
sample the scorification assay comes out at fully 100 per cent. higher
than the crucible assay. This latter sample has been assayed in Mr
J. R. Williams' laboratory, and the crucible assay has been checked
by my chief assayer, Mr McA. A. Johnston, the result agreeing with
Mr Williams' within 2 dwts. If I am well informed, the scorification
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assay has been checked by the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company
with the same result as Mr Williams'. You will further observe, that
the results obtained by scorification agree absolutely among each
other, while there are marked differences in the figures obtained
from different crucible assays. I might add that the'scorification has
been done in different ways, viz : -

1. With granulated lead only.
2. With litharge only.
3. With a mixture of equal parts of litharge and lead.
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All three ways giving the same result.
For each scorification 5 grammes of the material were taken, and
60 to 70 grammes of lead or litharge respectively, with a small
quantity of borax and glass powder.
I think these facts will convince you that for certain kinds of
material scorification is by far superior to fusion in the crucible. I'
'have no doubt that Mr Crosse's method is much superior to any
other method of crucible assaying, but, on the other hand, the above
figures sufficiently show that it is by far inferior to scorification. In
concluding, I wish to repeat once more the statement which I made
at one of our previous meetings : -That for Rand ores, and for all
kinds of tailings and slimes, scorification is entirely out of the
question, but that for a certain class of material, such as graphite
crucibles, certain slags, antimonial ores, lead ores, etc., the scorification
assay is the only reliable one.
DISCUSSION

Mr J. R. Williams-I wish to corroborate everything that Dr
Loevy has said about the discrepancy between pot assays of graphite
crucibles. While admitting that there are cases in which Mr Crosse's
method gives a higher result than scorification, I am of opinion that
anyone using that method should check it by scorification, as scarification often yields higher results than other methods. Although
Mr Crosse's method i8 a good one whefe you have graphite crucibles
only without slag, I am afraid there are decompositions taking place
which we do lIOt quite understand. Perhaps Mr Crosse may hFe
since gone into the matter thoroughly, and could thus give us' an
explanation of the loss of gold, amounting in some cases to 20 per
cent. of the total.
1\1'1' A. F. Crosse-It is to the interest of all the members of pur
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society that the truth should b.e known~ and I agre.e wit~ T~r Loevy
and Mr -Williams that the sub,Ject reqUires further mve~tlgatlOn. At
our September meeting I read some notes on assaymg the above
material by a crucible method of assaying. Lately, owing to variolls
differences, I have experimented; I have made quite an exhaustive
series of assays on a mixture of various samples received. I do not
want to trouble you with too much detail, but I consider the best
method, or the one which gives without exception the highest result,
to be the scorification method. I used 5 grammes of material with
70 grammes of litharge, half a gramme of borax, and 3k-inch scorifiel'.
Some of our members have ad vised roasting the ground graphite
pots, but I find even when such a method is possible, that the
result is considerably below the scorification method of assay. All
the ground pots we have to do with probably contain some zinc, and
this I think accounts for the loss ill roasting, as the material I
experimented on yielded 42 ozs. of fine gold per ton by scorification,
and only 39 ozs. 4 dwts. by calcining, fusing in a crucible and cupelling; check assays were made in each case. My object in bringing
this matter before you is to confirm Dr Loevy's remarks at the
October meeting, and also to bring my latest experience before you,
even though I have to alter my own opinion.
The President, in reply to a question, said-The testing of all
these by-products has become a very important matter, especially to
some of our younger assayers. For instance, an as sayer, using only
published methods, might return as his assay 20 ounces per ton for
pots sold to the smelter, whilst the latter might, on the same sample,
return as high as 35 ounces. Here we have Dr Loevy, Mr Crosse
and Mr Williams-probably as experienced assayers as there are in
the world-but their assays of by-products, especially of pots, vary
30 and 40 per cent. When first this question was investigated it
did not seem possible that there should be such variation. The
question of the extraction of the gold from this material is one that
even now I am not able to reply to, because it must be treated in
very small quantities along with other material in the furnace, and
we really cannot tell whether we get a high extraction from it or not.
There are certain materials, such as copper ores, bought and sold on
the smelting assay, not on the actual percentage present, and it is
questionable whether, in the purchase of ground crucibles, some
similar system should not be adopted. Smelters, all over the world,
usually pay a small value per unit on very refractory material.
Clean slag and siliceous materials are readily treated, and much
higher values can be given.
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DISOUSSION

The President said Professor Lawn, of the South African School
of Mines, was with them that night, and he thought the members
would be much obliged to him if he would make a few remarks on Mr
Daniell's paper.
Professor Lawn-Mr President and Gentlemen,-I am in somewhat of a difficulty this evening with regard to this paper. When I
was here in July last I promised Mr Reunert, the President of the
Association of Engineers and Architects, that I would read a paper
on the South African School of Mines when I visited Johan~'e8burg
again. So that I cannot go into the question quite as fully as I
might otherwise have done. It would scarcely, perhaps, be fair to
the Association. However, I can hardly criticise the paper that was
read by M1' Daniell before another institute; that would not be fair
to Mr Daniell, and not be fair to either of the institutes; and, therefore, I gladly avail myself of the opportunity that your Chairman
has given me of making a few remarks on this paper. I think the
principal point to be noted, and one which gives rise to a certai.n
amount of confusion, is that Mr Daniell is speaking about three
distinct kinds of institutions. He speaks about a School of Mines as
the term is ordinarily understood, that is, a School of Mines similar to
the Columbia College, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology or
the Royal School of Mines in London. That is one kind. Secondly,
he speaks about evening classes. You have a School of Mines in that
sense already-an institution that confines itself to educating young
men who are employed in the mines and who wish to add to their
knowledge in ~rder to increase their commercial value. And then
you have, thirdly, a trade School of Mines, in which students are
taken at a comparatively early Age and taught something of the tradfl
they intend to qualify themselves for-not in a highly educational
sense as managers and directors, but simply as competent workmen.
N ow, in this paper, Mr Daniell describes the American School of
Mines, the London School of Mines, ap.d mentions one or two other
institutions, and speaks highly of them. He speaks of the time not
admitting of his doing justice to these splendid institutions, and then
he refers to the wonderful record of the London School of Mines_
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Now, if it were not for this distinction which I have pointed out, it
would be difficult to understand this clause :-" I am convinced that
the question of the bearing of education upon commerce has been
solved only by Germany and some of the States on the Continent of
Europe. We English and Americans have been playing with the
subject and establishing schools of a character not known on the
Continent of Europe, and of no industrial value." Now, does that
fit with the School of Mines in America and England 1 Well, in
this instance, he refers to the trade schools, and not to the American
and English colleges. One need scarcely refer to the inventors of
many important metallurgical processes, and while giving all due
credit to our German friends, yet it seems to me we cannot help being
proud of Bessemer, of Thomas and Gilchrist, and of others. In
mining, American and English engineers rank very highly in their
own countries, and not there only, but in every camp in the world.
We cannot help considering that the training in the School of Mines,
as generally carried out, has a considerable degree of efficiency. Then
the author says, further on, speaking of a School of Mines for the
Witwatersrand :-" I want to emphasise the fact that the demand
comes from the industry itself, and not from outside. It is our
own employees who will swell the classes." Now, there he is not
speaking about the School of Mines in the ordinary sense at all, but
about the evening classes for the young men about the mines. As to
the distinction between these institutions, I think I may leave the
question of the trade School of Mines out of the question. I do not
think any parents in J ohannesbnrg would be content simply to educate
their children for any humble. position in life. They would rather
give them a good education, which would allow them to rise to a higher
position. I think we should chiefly consider the evening classes and
the School of Mines, as the term is generally understood. You will
understand that I am not going to depreciate evening classes. F:n' six
years I was mining before I had any broad education; it was simply
through evening classes that I won a scholarship at the London School of
Mines. But at the same time we cannot compare the two institutions.
Take a young fellow on the mine, who must put in his day's work,
and after he has worked, must give his time to study. The time he
can devote is not great, and the energy which he has to spare is limited.
In England the classes run for thirty weeks out of the fifty-two, and
I am sure they cannot be run here any longer, because the excess of
energy here is certainly not greater than in England after the day's
work is done. I think you can give to one subject fifteen lectures in
the half-year. Now, in a School of Mines on that same subject you

o
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give one hundred lectures. My experience is this: that while, as is
always the case at home, a teacher can take two or three subjects in
evening classes, yet when it comes to a School of Mines where one
hundred or one hundred and fifty lectures must be given on one
subject, a man must devote his whole time and energy to that one
subject, and not include a number of other subjects: And looking
at the matter gellerally, for the sake of the students, you must have
specialists rather than men who are merely teachers, and include a
great variety of subjects in their teaching. Then I might also mention another distinction between the two classes of students. The
other distinction is this: that if a young fellow is going to be a
mining engineer, he goes to some good school and obtains a good preliminary education. That is, his previous education leads up to the
specialised instruction which he will receive afterwards. That is not
so on the mines. Here the preliminary education which a YOUllg
man has received is not such as to fit him to receive advanced instruction. My idea of mining education is an education on very broad
lilles. If the young men growing up now are to carryon the rapid
progress which is taking place to.day-if they are not to stop where
thillgs are now, but if they are to go further at the same rate-they
must be educated on very broad and liberal lines.
A preliminary
education should be of a quite general character, and very well
arranged and complete. The better the general education, the more
efficient and capable a man will afterwards become. In his specialisticstudies he will make more rapid'progress, and afterwards he will be
a better man. He wants culture to begin with. This should include
the study of the French and German languages. French and German
are necessary to make the technical information which is available in
those languages available to the young student, and in this country
Dutch is also necessary. You want then a three-fold specialist
education-scientific, technical, and commercial; the first because
you must teach principles not hampered by any application. The
principles are sufficient in themselves, therefore you teach them in an
abstract way. That is pure science. Afterwards comes the application of these principles to practice-that is technical education as I
use the phrase. And then I think all mining ellgineers will admit
that some commercial educatioll is exceedingly valuable. What I
refer to are such matters as the purchase of stores that are required on
the mine; the keeping of accounts, so q~at the course of every article
may be traced through the mine, anq, this is i~lportant in relation to
the final cost, and helps to create a check on the working costs of the
mine. And, in fact, the subject of mining accounts generally should
,
I
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be understood by the mining engineer, and not left entirely to the
accountant. Of course, there is a side that belongs to the accountant,
but there is a side that belollgs to the mining engineer also. Mr
Daniell says that £2,500 in addition to the fees will be ample for the
first few years of the existence of the proposed school. I contend
that in order to give anything like the milling education which I have
adv~cated, and which I think to be necessary-but I hope to hear
some other expressions of opinion on that matter-any such sum
would be absolutely inadequate. You must have six professors at
least.
Chemistry and metallurgy for one professor; geology,
mechanics, electrical engineering, mining engineering, physics,. and
mathematics, will all require to be taught. Of course, mathematics
is eosential at all stages, and without doubt its application will
become more general in the solving of milling problems as our knowledge advances. The S,chool of Mines which has been established
has a four-years' course. The two preliminary years are entirely
scientific. It may be taken at the South African College, or
Stellenbosch, or Grahamstown, where, I believe, they have classes
also. The third year consists of technical instruction at Kimberley,
and the fourth year of technical education which was to have been
given at Johannesburg. Unfortunately, the Johallnesburg scheme
has not worked as it was hoped. The arrangements were made
before the trouble in 1896, and when the first three years had been
run it was found that the fourth year's instruction could not be carried
out as had been hoped. So the probability is that for the present all
the theoretical instruction of the last two years will be carried on at
Kimberley, while practical work will be carried on at Jobannesburg.
The South African College Buildings have cost £20,000, and there is
an annual income of something close on £4,000. Tbat is just for
the first two years' instruction. Then the Kimberley part of the
scheme will cost in buildings about £8,000, and in salaries and
maintenance year by year at least £2,000 a year. Now, this is a
temporary arrangement, and if it were merely imitated it would not
be worthy of Johannesburg. To obtain the same efficiency here you
would require at least £30,000 to build the necessary institution, arid
some £6,000 or £7,000 a year for salaries and maintenance. This
sum may seem rather large, but if you ask the Presidellt about the
sums spent on the Californian University or the School of Mines in
Michigan, you will fine these sums are altogether insignificant. My
contention is that if you are starting with a scheme that is inadequate, you will not receive the support of engineers who understand the facts. There are two other defects. You apparently take
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away your grievance against the Government. ' You cannot go to the
Government and say, "we have no School of Mines, and it is a
disgrace," because you have got an institution which you call a
School of Mines. And then there is the other objection, that it is
unfair to students to say that you have a Johannesburg School of
Mines. They would become students on the understanding that they
were coming to an institution in some sense equivalent to such
institutions as the Columbia College, and really it would be nothing
of the sort, with the sum of money named. Well, those' are the
principle points. With regard to certain remarks on the paper, I
would rather say nothing, but can scarcely pass them over. Mr
Daniell thinks the less we have to do with academicism, as 'represented by the Cape University, the better. I would ask, who are
the exponents of this pure academicism of which you are asked to
beware ~ They are such men as Mr Harry Johns and Mr Sidney
Jennings-these are the exponents of pure academicism. J ohannesburg iR certain sooner or later to become the centre of a School of
Mines. If you establish a school to carryon the whole four-year"
course here, those who can afford it would still go to Kimberley for
one of the years. Though, if a student had to choose between the
two, no one would hesitate to choose Johannesburg, yet a combined
course is better. I see no reason for any kind of friction. We have
this examiming body, which is a general standard by which we can
all be measured. We do not each of us set up our Fttle standard,
but have the Cape University to which to appeal. This, I think, is
a very great advantage, and I hope in the matter of a Schooloi'
Mines for Johannesburg, whatever may be done, that we shall
work harmoniously together, which I am sure will produce the
best effect.
Mr A. F. Crosse, in moving a vote of thanks to Professor Lawn,
said it would be perfectly impossible to run a School of Mines in
this country, because as long as the present Boer Government . lasted
they would never help any School of Mines in which the English
language would be the medium of instruction. They would, therefore, be forced to send their sons to the Cap~ Colony to go through
their course of study there.
The President-With regard to the amount of money that is considered in different places sufficient for educational purposes, r may'
say that the University of California, has at present a scheme on
hand to erect thirty buildings, each 'of which is to cost a million
pounds sterling. Mrs Phcebe Hertz has given sufficient money to form
a trust to obtain the plans of these buildings' from an international
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board of architects. It will be several years before the completed plans are got out.
Mrs Hertz will also probably gi.ve
building that will cost 5,000,000 dollars.
The present sIte
..
'fi
one
d h
of the University will be utilised, an t e eXIstmg magm cent
buildinas removed.
Mr
A. Caldecott-Whilst recently in Capetown I had the
pleasure of an int,erview with Dr Hahn, of the S.A.School of Mines,
and in speaking of the paper of Mr Daniell he said that he was
pleased at the probability of the scope of the evening classes beillg
extended, and that he had no doubt they would be of great service
to employees on the mines in the neighbourhood.

W.

THE STAMP MILLING OF GOLD ORES IN ITS
RELATION TO CYANIDING

By E. H.

JOHNSON

DISOUSSION

,:\11' Franklin -White-The author of the paper on the "Stamp
Milling of Gold Ores in its relation to Cyaniding" is evidently very
doubtful about the gravitation stamps being the most suitable
machine for preparing pulp for cyanide treatment. This latter
process bas effected as great a change in gold extraction as Bessemer's
discovery made in the manufacture and in the extension of the use
of steel. I cordially support him in his endeavour to bring about a
better state of things, and hope that we shall see that stamps can be
made to give something near the product required for cyaniding
purposes, that is, as near as a machine working on a wrong principle
can do it. Some data which I have obtained during my investigations as to the merits of different classes of crushing machines may
be of use in this discussion, for they show the effect produced
mechanically as well as the effect obtained by cyaniding. In reference
to the results given in Table No. II., the following explanations should
be made :-1'he product from the wet-crushing mill, with 900-mesh
screening contained 27 per cent. 'of slimes which were not cyanidable.
The minus 90-mesh (8,100) which was treated in the cyanide vats
was therefore some 37 per cent. of the total. It was not found
possible to cyanide the product from the dry-crushing stamp until
13 of the 49 per cent. of minus 90-mesh had been removed, leaving
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36 per cent, The minus 90 product from the Niagara Pulveriser
should have been higher, probably 36 per cent" as some dust escaped
from the settling chamber during the trial run when the sample was
obtained, Table II. gives an account of the different sizes of grains
obtained in dry-crushing by rolls, the different values, and the
extraction obtained from each size, The finer sizes are, notably, the
richer, due to the fact that the major part of the gold is extremely
fine, and naturally accompanies the smallest grains through the finer
sieves, It is not likely that a similar test made with tailings which
have passed over amalgamated plates would give equal res-ults, The
difficulty experienced in getting two samples giving exactly th~ same
quantity of grains of different sizes, makes it impossible to mah the
calculations work out exactly in all cases, I have made a diagram
which shows very clearly the different proportions of different. sizes
referred to in Table No, I. The line in the first column shows the
amount of minus 90 product which can be present without impeding
percolation, The ideal product which should be sought after is not
that which gives the highest metallurgical extraction, but that which
gives the best economic mean when the value of the gold won is
compared with the cost of mechanical preparation plus the expenditure
required to recover the gold, As an example, in Table II. we see :-The
minus 30-mesh product gives an extraction (by assay) of 84'49 per
cent" while minus 90 gives 94'11. The difference, on 10 dwt, ore,
would be worth 46d" which would probably without difficulty cover

TABLE No, I.-Proportionate quantities of different sized grains
produced by different systems of ore-crushing machines,

Class of crnsher,

Class of ore,

Mesh,

Percentage obtained
which passed a certain
mesh, remaining on the
size following,

--

Wet stamps

"
Dr'y stamps
Rolls

B~ll mili
Niagara pnlveriser

Pyritic ban ket
Chiefl pyritic
~an et
Pyritic banket

k

"
"

"

"

"
"
"
"

900
700
400
/400
500
500

.. ,

-900 -1600 -3600 -8100
5'60 12'66 17'58 64'16
11'15
20'30
26'63
9'30
20'07
20'17

28'53
9'80
33'99
41'85
24'38
i 24'30

9'21
21'80
13'06
15'38
113'88
1 24 '30

51'11
49'10
26'30
33'47
41'67
31'23
:
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cost of reducing the first to the size of the latter. But here we appear
to have reached the economic limit, for the difference between the
nlinus 90, and the minus 120, is only 1'79 per cent., worth say 7~d.
pcr ton, which would not pay for the cost of reducing the one size to
the other. If some of the members of this Society were to investigate
the tailings they are treating, finding out the proportions of the
different sized grains, and then assay values before amI after
cyaniding, they would be well repaid for their trouble. Year by
year the tendency is to use coars,er screens in the batteries, but there
is little doubt that the stamps crush an unnecessary proportion of the
ore to a degree of fineness which is not required to give sufficient
access to the cyanide solution, while, on the other hand, this excessive
fineness is objectionable, and involves increased expenditure.

t-)

....

Q\

TABLE No. II.-Extraction obtained from different sizes of dry-crushed ore (pyritic ballket), ground to pass
a sieve with 500 meshes per square inch; say 22~ pe'!" linear inch.
Size 01' Grains.

i Percentage of weight.

Assay value.

PeTcentage of total
value,

I

'I

Passing

0]]
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mesh.

Remaining
011

I

mesh.

OriginaL

Residue.

OrigiuaL

Residue,

Original.

Residue,

Percentage

Ex-

of value,

traction,

ResIdue,

---

-----

22t
30 "
60
90
120

30
60
90
120

...

7'327
55'200
7'480
6'406
23'585

9'30
41'85
H/38
6'33
27'14

dwts.

dwls,

28'00
29'00
33'00
34'00
39'00

9'00
4'50
4'30
200
1'90

Ratio
of
sizes.

per cent.

6.43
50'18
7'73
6'83
26'83

2'54
5'94
2'07
0'397
1"61

67'85
84'49
86'96
94'11
95'90

20'60
48'20
16'90
3'20
11'10

1
4
9
16

...
-'---

Totals and averages I

100,00

100'00

31'83

3'415

100'00

12'547

100'00

I
---

89'25
- - - - -

,---,

~

;Z
f-'

00
<0

00
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THE adjourned monthly meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical
Rociety of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, January
29th, 1898, in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines Building,
./ohannesburg.
Mr Charles Butters, President of the Society,
occupied the chair, and there were also present :-Members-Messrs
F. Alexander, M. Baumann, F. Buckland, J. T. Carrick, A. F.
Crosse, John Daniell, W. Dowling, F. Drake, J. Drought, H. T.
Durant, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, C. F. Kelly, R. L. Kerr, J.
B. Little, A. Mennie, P. T. B. Morrisby, A. McNaughtan, F. J.
Oakes, J. D. O'Hara, S. H. Pearce, F. C. Pengilly,
Penman,
Professor Prister, S. J. Remnant, H. H. Robins, H. Spargo, H. K.
Taylor, A. Whitby, F. White, H. A. White ,D. J. Williams, J. R.
Williams, and T. vV. Wood; associates-D. Behrman, R. Bell, C.
K. Bradley, W. Broom, 'V. Carbis, J. C. Dam, S. Evans, J. G. W.
Fairbairn, A. Fraser, G. W. Gibbings, M. J. Hilton, E. Homersham,
A. B. Inglis, E. Lee, C. F. nfichell, H. Rllsden, F. E. Shaw, and
.J. E. Thomas; visitors-G. K. Allen, W. F. Anderson, A. Bridgman, vV. O. Brunton, .J. Carrington, Dr Crozier Durham, J. A.
Emerson, P. F. Kern, A. C. Morrisby, J. J. McDowell, J. G.
Peebles, F. Phillips, and John Robinson (Director of Education).
The Chairman said the first business of the evening was the
balloting for membership of the following candidates: - 'Yager
Bradford, Sherard Osborn Cowper-Coles, A. MeA. Johnston, M.A.,
and John Scudamore Sellon.
The Secretary read out the names of gentlemen admitted as
associates since the last meeting: - Thomas Bromley, B. P.
Carter, T. L. Carter, John Kelly, James Lea, and Alfred Edward
Praetorius.
The Chairman announced that the canditates for membership had
been duly elected.

"T.

A SCHOOL OF MINES FOR THE WITWATERSRAND

By

JOHN DANIELL

DISCUSSION

Mr Robinson (Director of Education) said-Though not a member
of the Society, I should be grateful if you would extend to me the
2I7
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privilege of allowing me to say a few ~.vords with reference to a
School of Mines for the Witwatersrand. I do not intend to discuss
the merits of the German School of Mines system, as opposed to that
of America, nor shall I make any attempt to elucidate the points of
difference which exist between Mr Daniell and Mr Lawn. "To be
or not to be," I think, is the most important question before us
to-night. We want a School of Mines. Can we get it or can we
not ~ If we can get it, how are we to get it ~ And if we cannot get
it, what Rhall we substitute 1 I think you will agree with me,
gentlemen, that we cannot bring a School of Mines into existence by
a stroke of a magician's wand. A School of Mines requires money
like any other enterprise. vVe cannot expect to start a School of
Mines as a joint stock company, as we cannot have a return for our
initial outlay in hard cash. The promoters -of a School of Mines
mnst look for a reward only in the increased welfaTeof the <;0untry
generally, and the community amongst which they live :in:-pa~ticular.
Consequently it follows that we must look to the State, ·which. is
supposed to have an eye to the interest of the land i or we must.~ook
to the munificence of private individuals for the means to estaplish
an institution like a School of Mines.
I do not think we shall
induce the Government to establish a School of Mines, and I should
like to tell you why I think so. I, as representing the Council of
Education, have made two distinct efforts to induce the Educational
Department_ to establish such a system of elementary education ll-s
would admit of the children of Dutch and Uitlander parents to sit
side by side, and so induce a spirit of kindliness and amity amongst
the rising generation of the two peoples. Each time I have been met
with a flat refusal, or what amounted to such.
I have gone
prepared to make concessions with regard to the Dutch language so
far as was compatible with an efficient system. But no. It seems
to me that this patriotic talk about preserving the language of the
State is merely a husk under which you will find administrative
incompetence and departmental bigotry j it is but a cloak for crass
ignorance and craven fears.
Seeing then, gentlemen, that the
educational policy of the Government seems to be to keep the Boer'
and Uitlander as widely apart as possible, I cannot entertain any
hope that the Government will support an efficient School of Mines.
I see by this morning's Standard -and Diggers' News that Mr Klimke has laid a scheme for a School of Mines at Pretoria. But I also recollect
that nearly a year ago an EducatioplH Law for the goldfields; was
passed, and £30,000 were voted. I know, further, that the la'Y has
proved a mere farce, as next to nothing has been done. Children
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are still crammed into unwholesom(~ and insanitary houses; efficient
schools are still allowed to struggle on from hand to mouth, hundreds
re attending no school at all; and Mr Reginald Statham, in his
~uplicity, and Mr ~hamberlain, in his ignorance, talk about a liber~l
measure of educatIOn. Nor do I see much hope, gentlemen, m
btaining the money we want from private donors. As things are
~t present, men can have no interest in the land beyond getting
together a few pounds and go away. They tell us " we are strangers
here on the Rand; we seek a better country." I shall
an d PilO'rims
0
finish the quotation, " which is an heavenly," and you will by process
of inference be able to gather what these men think of the country
they live in as it is arranged, socially and politically. If men could
feel at home here, if they could feel that this was to be the home of
their children and their children's children, many would put their
hands in their pocket and help us in our difficulty. As it is, I cannot
derive much hope from this quarter. But" 'tis better to fight for
the cyood than rail at the ill," and I still think that something might
be d~ne. Some time ago an aJ;lle and instructive paper was read
before the Association of Engineers and Architects by Professor
Lawn, of Kimberley. You will rflmember that the course sketched
out by Professor Lawn, and which, I think, practical men have
agreed is a good one-is divisible into two parts, a scientific preliminary course of two years and a practical course also of two years'
duration. Professor Lawn told us that students of the first two
years' course were working at Stellflnbosch, Capetown and Grahamstown. Now, gentlemen, I think it is quite within our means to
make Johannesburg a centre for instruction in the first two years'
work. Already a large percentage of students are working at our
South African College from Johannesburg. Some of these boys are
sent down at great expense to their parents, who would gladly keep
them here if provision were made for their instruction. Weare a
mining community and it therefore follows that we shall always send
up a majority of mining students. It is easily imagined what a
benefit a school of mathflmatics, physics, chemistry, geology and
drawing would be to hundreds of young men who are working on
the mines, who are doing practical work in connection with mining,
indeed, but who know little or nothing of the theory or the principles
underlying the processes in which they are engaged. Many young
men, whose lack of means compels them to work, might in this way
qualify themselves for high positions on the mines, and they would
be none the worse because they were self-made men. As to the
practical part of the course, I see no alternative for the present but
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to leave it in the hands of the Cape authorities. We might, if we
had premises for the conduct of our scientific classes, put them at
the disposal of the Cape School of Mines for lectures or other
purposes, and do all in our power to facilitate the work of the mining
students while located in Johannesburg. I fear, gentlemen, we must
leave the question of a completely equipped School of Mines for the
present, but I do think we should endeavour to provide a complete
system of scientific instruction for the mining students. We must
be content to get along on halting wing for a time, and hope that
the day is not far distant when we shall gain strength to our pinions
and come forth a fully-fledged School of Mines.
Mr A. F. Crosse said that Mr Robinson deserved the heatty thanks
of the meeting for the lucid and interesting way in which he had
dealt with this important question. It was a question that would
"
probably crop up again from time to time.
Mr J. Daniell, in reply, said-In the paper which I had the
honour of reading before this Society at the November meeting, I
endeavoured to lay before you some of the results of my experience
in Johannesburg extending over a period of ahout twelve months.
During that time I had collected a great deal of information in regard
to the needs that are felt here for technical education. I have been
waited upon by, and have corresponded with, many scores of young
men, some connected with the mines, others desirous of forming 'a
mining connection, and also I have been ill communication ~ith
many parents anxious for advice about the education of their sons
just leaving school. This experience is one which, I imagine, few
people in Johannesburg have obtained, and it was this which induced
me to bring the subject before yonr notice.
My object, however, was to introduce the subject, and to obtain
from the members of this Society an expression of their views, there
being many gentlemen among us who have had considerable experience in the education and qualifieations desirable in our young
men, and whose opinion would have earried considerable weight.
There was, however, a disappointing silence on the part of those
hest qualified to speak on the subject. It is not surprising that
Professor Lawn should have commented unfavourably on my paper,
and I am glad to have an opportunity to express my admiration for
his excellent and comteous address at our last meeting. But I' find
that there are, after all, very few points' of difference betwee~ us.
Re believes that Johannesburg is the ideal place for a School of
Mines, and that "the objections to its establishment are only of a
temporary nature," which convictions I enthusiastically share with,him.
I
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The three objections which he urges I do not a~t~ch so much. weight
to as he does. They are: (1) expense to author~tles; (2) expe~se to
students; and (3) tone of place. The. cost of eqUipment and mamtenancc of a school would certainly be higher he:e than .at ~apetow.n, but
not to such an extent as to constitute a serIOus obJ.ectlOn, while tpe
a T)])II'es to the students' board and lodgmg. As regards
same remar k 'r
·
"
t I\C re1a t Ive tone" of the two centres, I am not aware that. Cape.
town has any conspicuous advantage over Johannesburg m thIS
rcspect 'jor those inclineu to err. .
.
The contention which I advanced ID my paper, that the J ohannesbur" School of Mines should be an institution entirely controlled,
rog~lated and examined by a local.board I sti~l m~intain, and kno~'
that the public sentiment of thIS commumty IS strongly m this
direction. The argument that the Cape University is merely an
t~xumining body, and that it does not exercise any control over its
hranches is difficult to follow, because the London University, for
iWltullce,' has controlled by its examinations for many years the
i(~llt:hillg of the majority of the colleges and schools of Great Britain.
III my opinion, an educational body in an agricultural district like
Capo Colony cannot in the nature of things be competent to regulate
ill allY way the educational matters of an industrial community, and
oHpeciully the technological matters connected with the training of
the experts of the gold·mining industry.
The subjects of study I am not going to discuss at this juncture,
it would be a waste of time, but it is certain that a School of Mines
here would not only turn out mining engineers, it should be a school
of metallurgy as well. We want to develop specialists such as
assayers, trained analytical chemists, metallurgists, as well as mining
men, and courses would have to be arranged for these special studies.
These courses could best be arranged, supervised, and the results
tested by a Johannesburg board.
It is a little absurd that the young men of ,Tohannesburg are to be
satisfied with evening classes, while the youth of Capetown have a
School of Mines. The majority of boys leaving our schools here
cannot afford to proceed to Capetown, though they might be able to
attend a similar school here, and thus those who are placed in the
midst of the industry are ultimately to be pushed aside by new
comers. Evening classes cannot solve the difficulty in Johannesburg; something far more comprehensive is necessary.
In reference to cost, perhaps it was a grave indiscretion on my
part to mention any figure-it is better on these occasions to indulge
in the vaguest generalities-but my intention was a practicaloue.
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Given an income of £2,500 and fees, and a start is possible. I do
not for a moment agree with the statement that a school commencing
in a somewhat small way would be undesirable. The spirit which
prevails in Johannesburg seems to be more of an inclination to
assist anything actually in existence than to support projects in the
air. Further, our practical business men here know exactly what is
required, and would not rest satisfied until the school had attained
the efficiency that such a district as this demands.
It is, of course, out of the question to appeal to this Government
for funds for such a purpose, but it is instructive to notice that
elsewhere, as a rule, such institutions are started by foundations and
endowments by private donors, and that Government aid is forthcoming when sufficient evidence has been given that good work is
being done. But we have little hope of any suc;h support here, and
it is upon the industry itself, assisted by privatee donors, that the
duty falls.
Whether the school is founded in the immediate or more remote
future, its establishment sooner or later is an absolute certainty; and
I believe that it will be founded on the lines laid down in my paper
-a school of metallurgy and mining for the Witwatersrand entirely
under the control of the mining industry.
'
The President-Regarding the funds to be obtained from ethe
Government, I am not quite sure that some assistance could not
thus be obtained. I note that Mr Klilllke, the Milling Engineer
of the Government, proposes to establish a Government School
of Mines, and I think that such an institution, if properly conducted, would be of great value to the State. The Government
is fully able to assist us, and it is their duty to do so. If they
contributed to the costs of the School of Mines, naturally the school
could not be entirely under the control of the mining industry, but a
joint control might be arranged, and I think that those who have the
matter in hand should try again to obtain State co-operation on this
basis. I think it would be absolutely necessary that the instruction
be given through the medium of the English language. I may be
wrong, but I think the Goyernment would be willing to use the
English language as a medium of instruction for this particular
purpose.
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Rules for Successfttl Milling

THE STA.MP MILLING OF GOLD ORES IN ITS RELATION
TO CYANIDING
By E. H.

JOHNSON

DISCUSSION

Mr A. F. Crosse said-If lVIr E. H. Johnson's paper is properly
discussed it should have the effect of stirring up the mill managers.
In the Canadian Mining Review of November 1897, page 327, eleven
rules are laid down for obtaining good results in milling : 1. Very fine stamping if the g~ld is very fine.
2. A coating of gold amalgam on the copper plates. No amalgam
should be removed until a hard layer of it has been formed on
the plates.
3. The use of a proper quantit.y of water; too much will result in
a coarse crushing, a less complete mechanical exposure of the .
fine gold, less contact of the gold and quicksilver, and a premature sweeping off of both. The addition of too much
quicksilver, though causing the formation of more amalgam,
will only lead to its being swept away by the current.
4. Proper temperature of the battery water. The water ought
neither to be too cold nor too hot; 90 degrees to 110 degrees
Fahr. is the best, if by artificial means it can be raised to it.
5. The addition of quicksilver in proper quantity. This condition
should be closely studied in each mill. There is always a
considerable loss of quicksilver. The quicksilver when introduced in the battery is finely divided by the stamps, and thus
affords an opportunity for the amalgamation of the fiue particles
of gold. By the violent motion of the water in the battery,
produced by the fall of the stamps, particles of gold amalgam
and quicksilver are carried with the pulp to the copper plates,
to which they adhere.
06. Proper height of the charge in the mortar. This should not be
allowed to rise higher than about three inches below the lower
edge of the inner plates. If the quartz and pulp in the
battery come nearer the plates, too much stuff, which is also
too coarse, is thrown upon them, thus either preventing the
accumulation of amalgam or displacing it after collection.
7. Regular feeding.
S. Care in keeping the plates clean.
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9. Care in the mill against the introduction of grease or greasy
substances, and against the use of exhaust steam for heating
water required in any of the amalgamating processes. In
lubricating the cam shaft, journals, cams, tippets, or any other
portions round the batteries, care must be taken not to drop
any lubricant into the mortar.
10. Rejection of hydrated oxidised iron ores, silicate of magnesia,
and alumina ores; they cause a frothing of the water and coat
the gold with a slime which resists amalgamation.
11. Avoidance of mineral waters for battery amalgamation, especially
if they contain sulphur in the'shape of sulphuretted hydrogen,
as a coating will be formed OIl the gold particles which prevents
amalgamation.
These rules are very good; but milling on these fields is a very
different matter from what it would have been had the cyanide
process not been discovered. In fact, I think that very few of our
mines would be working to-day if it were not for the cyanide process
of gold ex~raction. Take rule No.1, for instance-" very fine
stamping if the gold is very fine." Now, I say, gentlemen, that this
rule does not always hold good under our local conditions. What we
should do is, to crush the ore fine enough to liberate the gold, and
the result obtained must be judged by the total extraction obtaineq
by the various processes-that is, amalgamation and subsequent
cyaniding, of course, and fine sands and slimes. If a larger extraction by amalgamation be obtained by finer crushing, we shall only
have achieved the result by considerably reducing the number of
tons crushed, and at the same time also increasing the amount of
slimes produced. I feel sure that our president, Mr Charles Butters,
will agree with me, that, looking at the result from a commercial
point of view, the treatment of "leachable" sands pay better than
the treatment of an equal quantity of slimes of the same value. It
eertainly pays better to crush a given weight of ore per mon~h
through a coarse screen with 70 stamps-and obtain a higher percentage of the gold by the aid of cyanide, and a lower percentage by
amalgamation, than to crush the same amount of ore with, say, 100
stamps, and to obtain a higher result by amalgamation and to have
a far higher percentage of slimes to treat. I must emphatically state
that in a well-managed gold mining company the milling should be
controlled by a metallurgist, who ought to have the whole of the
reduction work under his control. ,Yhat is the use of getting, say,
5 per cent. more gold on the plates if the subsequent treatment is
made very much more expensive and difficult ~ These remarks are
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made partly with the view of ge~ting the various mining men here to
rrive their opinions. I should Ilke to confirm a statement made by
Mr E. H. Johnson (and at an earlier meetirig noticed by Mr Bettel;
page 94, vol. L, Proc. C. and M.S. of Sout~ Africa) t~at under
certain conditions gold may become coated wIth a very thm film of
sulphur. Some years ago I panned some rich ~re from one of the
Black Reef mines, and that gold, when placed m a watch glass and
brought in contact with pure mercury, would not amalgamate. After
washing the particles of gold with a few drops of bisulphide of
carbon, then washing them with water, and subsequently bringing
them in contact with mercury, amalgamation took place at once.
As you all know, uncombined sulphur is soluble in bisulphide of
.
carbon.
Mr J. R. Williams said that having just returned from Pretoria he
was, unfortunately, without his notes, but he would like to ask Mr
.Tohnson a question. Mr Johnson said that the mill-men varied their
chuck-blocks from three to five inches; did he mean the chuck-blocks
themselves or the height from the die ~
Mr E. H. Johnson-The chuck-blocks themselves.
Mr J. R. Williams said that, admitting that a 9-inch chuck was
wanted, when the shoes were worn down the mill-man was justified
in putting in a 3-inch chuck. He thought the mill-man was the best
judge. He was once a firm believer in inside amalgamation, and had
fought several battles for it, but in those days they only had the
mill. What passed the mill then was to all intents and purposes
lost altogether; to-day the circumstances were different. Admitting
that they did away altogether with the chuck-blocks, they would still
in many cases have to change the size of their screens. If they
worked with a 6-inch chuck, and they took that chuck away, a 700
screen would not suit, and they would want about a 1,000 screen.
Mr Johnson and Mr White had referred to the unnecessary amount
of slimes that was made. Here he thought they were a little bit at
fault, as regarded some of the companies at all events. There was a
case in point, where they were using a 700 screen, which, with an
average chuck-block, was suitable to most properties on the Rand,
but the results of the residues were indeed unsatisfactory, going as
high as 3 dwts. But immediately on making a change in the screen,
and making so much more of the slimes-that Messrs Johnson,
White, and Crosse so much objected to-they obtained 2 dwts. higher
extraction on the mill and a much better extraction in the cyanide
works. He did not think there was going to be, when properly
tackled, any serious difference m extraction or cost of treatment
p
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between slimes and tailings. Mr Johnson had pointed out that in
one case a tank was filled in such a way that the only means whereby
he could get any leaching at all was to drive a rodtnrough the tank.
He would like to ask Mr Johnson what system thos<;l tanks were
filled by. If any of his (Mr Williams') men filled a tank in such a
way that its contents could only be leached by driving a rod through
it, either he or the man would have to go. No matter how much
slimes were present mixed with the tailings, if they liked to fill the
tank properly they could always get a leachable product.
It seemed
to him a strange admission for Mr Johnson to make, that it was
possible at this time of leaching processes for anyone to fill a tank in
such a way that he had actually to drive a rod through it before
leaching. Another strange point was Mr Johnson's reference to the
opinion of William Skey, of New Zealand, with rega.ro.. to the
deleterious influence of hot water in amalgamation.
He was not
quite clear whether Mr Johnson applied this to both cyanide works
and battery. The only reason for warming the water was economy
in fuel, and he (Mr Williams) had not found as yet that hot water
was at all deleterious, either to milling, to cyaniding, or to .suqsequent
treatment of the slimes.
What he did think might be injurious,
'however-and he saw several expert amalgamators present who would
correct him if he were wrong-was a sudden change in the temperature
of the water. He did not think it mattered much what the temperature might be at which they were amalgamating their tailings, but he
certainly thought the temperature should be maintained at a constant
point. If they first used hot water and then cold water he could
understand losses in amalgamation, but even then could hardly see
how it would be likely to affect cyaniding. Mines on the Rand
yielding 77 per cent. of the output used hot water in the mill, and
their work compared favourably with that of those which used cold
water. There had been altogether too much made of the hot water
treatment with regard to slimes; tolerably hot water was used in the
Crown Reef mine, and he did not think the slimes treatment result
there was unsatisfactory. There was no use of air there other than
what was obtained in passing through the centrifugal pump in the
ordinary way. Mr White had referred to the amount of unleachable
product, and mentioned that in the rolls pyritic banket was used.
But, unless all these tests were made on precisely the same ore, they
did not compare at all; there were nqw about ten different mines
using precisely the same shaped mortar boxes, the same drop, the
same height of discharge, and the same screen;· in fact, a.ll the
conditions were alike with the exception that the ore differed. ~ow,
I
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in some mines they got 70 per cent. of gold leachable product as
tailings, whereas in the Crown Deep they got from 88 to 90 per cent.;
that left a very small margin for slimes using the same screen.
One
mill in particular was using a 900 screen and another a 700; the one
usincr the 700 screen had more leachable product than the other. ~e
only"brought these facts fOl'\~ard to show that it was useless t~com
pare two given lots of machInery unless the work was done '':'lth the
-same ore.
Mr A. McNaughtan asked Mr Williams what percentage of con.
,centrates passed through the spitzlutte.
Mr J. R. Williams said from 25 to 30 per cent. With reference
to Mr Cro$se's idea of getting a metallurgist in charge of the whole
work, that might be a good one if they could get a metallurgist who
was capable of attending to all that work, but he was inclined to
believe, after very careful observation, that the average mill-man was
more capable of doing his work than the average cyanide man; there
was a tendency to cause a certain amount of harm to the companies
through making this difference between the mill and the cyanide
works; it was a mistake; they should all be called the recovery
works; the cyaniding works were worth nothing without the mill,
and the mill was worth no more without the cyanide works. Mr
Crosse said that many of the mines would not be working were it not
for the cyanide plant, but Mr Butters and other clever engineers
would, in the absence of cyanide, have done a great deal towards con,centrating by this time had it not been for the advent of the cyanide
process, so much so that he sometimes wondered whether cyanide
was not an unnecessary evil. He sometimes questioned whether they
did not give too much away to cyaniding.
What they wanted
to aim at was for the mill managers and the cyaniding managers
to work conjointly for the benefit of the companies that employed
them.
Mr A. McNaughtan said that his experience to a certain extent
·corroborated that of Mr ·Williams. At present he was not able to
obtain as a spitzlutte product more than 16 per cent. of the ore
crushed. Fifteen months ago they were only obtaining about 10 or
12 per cent., and in addition, the prod,uct was not as leachable as at
present, and gave a higher residue. In regard to the hot water
·question, he was not quite certain whether they were using hot water
in their mill. All the water went over the spitzlutte boxes, and was
often at 100 degrees F., and sometimes more. If Mr Johnson's contention was correct, that all the products of decomposition of the
pyrites were collected there, he thought the extraction would suffer;
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they obtained from 83 to 84 per cent. actual recovery from the
spitzlutte concentrates, and the theoretical extraction often exceeded
the actual by
or even 2 per cent. He. recognised that the hot
water question could be debated on both sides, but, so far as his
experience went, the water they were using exercised no deleterious
effect on the working.
The President wished to know why a more leachable product was
obtained by taking out a higher percentage of concentrates.
Mr A. M'Naughtan thought the reason was that sand particles
~ere obtained which were approximately of the same size. If all the
sands were put together the smaller' particles would fill up the
interstices between the larger ones.
The President con~idered this a rather important point, that might
be further discussed. It was a difficult question to determine where
the slimes commenced. For instance, after Mr Williams caught 88
per cent. the chances were that of the remaining 12 per cent. 3 or 4
per cent. would, if washed out, be distinctly sand, and they might 'go
on and still take those slimes which were left and classify them into
different leachable products until they would have 3 per cent. which
was unleachable. There was a point at which they must stop classifying. Mr Williams had rema1'ked that mill manage1's we1'e bette1'
adapted to manage the mills than cyanide managers were to manage
the cyanide plants j but then, as a rule, managers of mills had had a
longer training than the cyanide managers could possibly have had.
Many mill managers had been brought up in America, and had come
he1'e because they were specially fitted for that work. In the mills
here there were the most proficient'men to be found in the world, as
they had had much experience not only in the handling of men, but
in the C3re of machinery, whilst the cyanide managers had necessarily only a few years' experience. Twenty or thirty years hence it
might be a different matter. As to the hot water, his experience had
not been quite the same as that of Mr Williams. On Meyer and
Charlton slimes several experiments had been made, which bore out
Mr Johnson's views, and the same thing held at the Bonanza j the
hot water there had the effect claimed by Mr Johnson. But again,
as Mr Williams said, it was difficult to draw general conclusions from
individual results.
Mr J. R. Williams asked whether, when these experiments were
made, the O1'e was examined before being milled for the particlilal'
sulphides or reducing compounds that were found so objectionable in
the slimes treatment. At the Geldenhuls Deep it was found that the
fine ore in the stopes contained an enormous quantity of these

I!
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sulphides before it came to the mill. This indicated that other
caUses besides hot water might account for reducing substances in
the slimes. As to getting 88 per cent. extraction from the slimes,
the slimes at the Crown Deep were practically fine sands. There
were great differences between Crown Deep and Geldenhuis ores, and
he wished specially to emphasise this point, because it was not
aenerally recognised in company results. One manager obtained
b
70 per cent. and the other 75 per cent.,.and he thought that the
examination of the ore would often throw a striking light on the
question.
Mr J. B. Little said he always found that the colder the water the
better the amalgamation. As long as a uniform temperature was
maintained the results were satisfactory j but if cold water was sometimes used, and at other times hot, bad results ensued. He considered
the water should be kept at a temperature of about 65 degrees F.
for amalgamation purposes. Anything over that was undesirable,
and the hotter the water the worse the results. With water at
100 degrees F. the assay value of the tailings would rise. At the
Paarl Central he used inside amalgamation, and he found. that hot
water produced the same deleterious effect as when outside amalgamation (mly was employed.
Mr H. H. Robins did not consider hot water objectionable, and he
thought that good amalgamation was obtained at the W olhuter,
where it was used .. He would like to see the question investigated
by a good assayer. Provided the water was not too hot, he did not
think it would make much difference. He only used outside amalgamation, as he found that with inside amalgamation copper amalgam
and floured mercury were produced. As to the height of the chuckblock, the screen was raised three inches above the die, and they came
to the conclusion that they had less slimes by not llsing the chuckblock, and they got through more stuff by using a larger screen.
Mr J. B. Little, in reply to a question from the President, said
that he used a chuck-block and a 500-mesh screen, and did not obtain
less than 30 per cent. of slimes. At the Crown Deep they obtained
only 10 or 15 per cent. of slimes.
The President said that this illustrated what Mr Williams had
said as to the necessity of studying each individual case j it was not
only desirable that they should know this themselves, but that the
directors should also be made aware of it. Mr Little produced 30
per cent. of slimes, whilst his next-door neighbour produced only 10
per cent.
To a layman this seemed extraordinary, and it was
only free discussions that would enable them to compare their
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different experiences, and teach them to beware of any hard and
fast rules.
I
Mr C. F. Kelly said he could bear out.the remarks just made. It
was almost impossible at the Wolhuter to catch' more than 72 per'
cent. of good leachable sands, and yet they were crushing through a
500-mesh screen. The sand was very leachable, anef there was n~
fine sand going away.
The President said that it was very difficult for anyone t~
prophesy what results a particular mine was likely to give. Onereason for this was that they were only just beginning to find
out how much .ore was being crushed, and it was doubtful even
now whether many of the mines knew how much ore they werecrushing. When the mill manager and the slimes manager knew
exactly how much each was treating, then there would ,have to be
p readjustment. It was impossible to compare the various mines one
with another, and if they found such differences with the same·
processes, it was, indeed, curious that Mr White could decide s~
clearly what could be done with dry-crushing.
Mr F. C. Pengilly said that in the Benoni district the mill pulp
only yielded 65 per cent. of leachable sands, which he believed was·
principally due to the c:haracter of the ore that went to the milL
Some mines obtained a spitzlutte product. He had endeavoured. t(}
obtain as much leachable sand as possible, but could only get
about 68 per cent. on a treatment of 70,000 tons. He found that
the deeper down they mined the more sands they got. With
reference to Mr Johnson's paper he said that their battery manager
had tried both hot and cold water-20 stamps of each-and theextraction in the mill was exactly the same in both cases. In New
Zealand it was found necessary to use hot water in the winter timein order to keep free from frost.
Mr F. Alexander said that Mr Johnson had referred to the fact
that a great many mines used chuck-blocks, which caused the
production of a large amount of slimes. 2! per cent. more orecould be crushed with a 2-inch chuck-block than with a 6-inch
chuck-block. Even when using screens with the same number of
holes to the linear inch, the thickness of the wires of which they
were composed affected the tonnage crushed considerably.
He had
no difficulty with either hot or cold water, but preferred it slightly
warm. Mr Johnson was ,quite right in /saying that anyone using a
9-inch chuch-block was not dealing fairly by his company. That
was to say, he was not crushing sufficient ore with the battery
of which he had charge, and it was for the battery men on: the
I
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Rand as well as the cyanide men to ascertain exactly the maximum
amount that they could get through the mill; in a large majority of
cases the mill might be better used as a crusher than as an extractor
of the gold. He considered that by the spitzkasten classification
they could treat by cyanide, and thereby obtain better results than
could be obtained by amalgamation in the mill.
The cyanide plant
must be adapted both to the amount of ore crushed and to the
proportion of each product.
He quite agreed with Mr Johnson
that due attention was not paid by our managers to the crushing of
the maximum amount of ore that could be properly dealt with by
the whole of the recovery works.
Mr J. R. Williams asked to be .allowed to make one remark
with regard to Mr Johnson's paper. If a 700 screen caused a loss in
the tailings and cyanide treatment of 2 d wts., what would that loss
be with a 500 screen 1 He thought Mr Johnson would ultimately
find that what suited one mine would lIOt suit another. The chuckblock did not cause anything like the formation of slimes that was
generally supposed. Mr Little had contended that the gold should
be caught as soon as possible in the mortar boxes, which was quite
right if only it could be kept there. Even if caught, ·the amalgam
was liable to be subsequently f1o,ured in a way that did not occur
with outside amalgamation.
The President said that now the battery managers and the cyanide
managers had commenced to take part in the discussions, a fertile
source of information had been tapped, which he hoped would result
in mutual benefit.
Mr W. Penman agreed with the position taken up by Mr
Alexander, that the more stuff that could be got through the mill
the better. The thing to find ont was how coarse could the crushing
be done, compatible with good results.
Mr A. H. Hartley stated that by using a 700-mesh screen at the
Spes Bona, about 80 per cent. extractions were obtained, whilst
lately when using a 500 screen they only obtained 68 per cent.
They had tried all sorts of treatment, and could not do any better,
and so were now changing the mesh again.
Mr A. McNaughtan asked if Mr Hartley was classifying.
Mr A. H. Hartley-No.
The President referred to a remark made by Mr Crosse to the
effect that it was cheaper to treat 100 tons of sand than it would be
to treat 100 tons of slimes. This was at the present time, but how
The costs of
long it would continue to be so was another matter.
slimes treatment were coming down very rapidly. In a paper read
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by Mr Skinner, at a meeting of tile Association of Engineers and
Archite'cts, the handling of sands and slimes was estimated to C08t
about Is. 3d. per ton in all. The whole cost in sands pllmts
amounted on an average to about 2s. 6d. per ton; some were a little
higher, and some a little lower. That meant that about half of the
cost was for handling. In slimes treatment reductions in costs were
comtantly taking place, and in a year or two they might be able to
handle slimes cheaper than they could sands.
Mr J. R. Williams said that the cost of handling the tailings on
the larger works was from 6d. to 6kd. per ton. The cost of handling
a ton of slimes was under 2d., and on a comparatively small plant
the treatment was down to 2s. 6d. per ton, and within the. next two
months it was expected that the figure would n~t exceed 2s. 2d. or
2s. 3d. He considered that the general expenses were not fairly
divided between the sands and the slimes.
Mr Franklin VV'hite said he had a few notes that he desired to
refer to at an early opportunity, but it was now getting late, and he
had been well pleased that the Chairman had been able to introduce
so many new speakers to express their views.
The Presitlent said that it would, perhaps, be desirable to take the
discussion on Mr Johnson's paper: first at the next meeting of th'e
Society, and .1\11' White could be the first speaker.
Mr Franklin White considered that every man should be able to
give reasons for the faith that' was in him, and no one there would
be likely to say, because some one else treated his ore in a different
way, that therefore that other person was wrong. He considered
it was an excellent policy first to get together a collection of facts,
and then afterwards to form their theories on it.
Mr A. McNaughtan requested Mr F. C. Pengilly at the next
meeting of the Society to include in his paper any detailed information available as to the precipitation of gold by means of charcoal
boxes.
The discussion was then adjourned and the meeting terminated.

XIII
monthly general meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, February
19th, 1898, in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines Building,
Johannesburg, Mr Charles Butters (the President of the Society)
{)ccupying the chair. There were also present : 60 Members--Messrs Hennen Jennings (Hon. Vice-President),
Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President), A. F. Crosse,H. T. Durant, R. E.
Hall, J. Littlejohn, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams, T. W. Wood
(Council); F. Alexander, C. J. C. Baker, P. E. Baker, M. Baumann,
A. W. Brattlund, J. Buchanan, J. Daniell, W. R. Dowling, F. Drake,
J. Drought, R. Dures, J. Dykes, jun., E. Evans, S. C. W. li'leischer,
Dr F. Garny, K. L. Graham, L. M. Green, F. N. Hambly, S. J.
Jennings, E. H. Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, C. F. Kelly, T. Kerr,
W. G. Lindsay, J. B. Little, R. Lowe, H. Martienssen, G. Melvill,
A. Mennie, R. A. Michell, H. W. Miller, A. McNaughtan, J. J.
J\1:cDowell, J. D. O'Hara, C. H. Pead, F. C. Pengilly, W. Penman,
W. T. Pope, Professor Prister, W. M. Prout, E. T. Rand, S. J.
Remnant, H. H. Robins; Dr J. Schlesinger, H. Spargo, Dr F. Stockhausen, A. Whitby, F. White, H. A. White, D. J. Williams.
32 Associates--Messrs A. J. R. Atkin, R. A. Barry, D. Behrmann,
C. K. Bradley, A. F. Brangham, W. Broom, P. Billyard, T. Burgess,
H. H. Cullum, J. C. Dam, T. Dunn, J. G. W. :Fairbairn, C. W.
Goldsmith, H. P. Garthwaite, M. J. Hilton, E. Homersham, A. B.
Inglis, A. E. Jones, J. Lea, E. Lee, W. Nixon, C. S. Parry, E. H.
Parry, W. Roff, C. Rowland, B. Searle, R. W. Schumacher, F. E.
Shaw, A. W. Stockett, cT .E. Thomas, M. Torrente, F. G. Westl,rook.
29 Visitors-including Messrs A. F. Alexander, Professor 'V.
Jones, L. 1. Seymour, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary.
The following gentlemen were then elected members of the
Society :-Messrs Amandus Brakhan, Lewis Evans, George Desmond
Richard MacCarthy, Joseph Jefferson McDowell, Arthur Clayton
1IIorrisby, James Park, M.lnst.M.M., F.G.S., Harry Thomas Pitt,
G. Schmitz-Dumont; after which the Secretary announced the
names of Associates admitted since the last monthly meeting as
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follows :-Christoph Valentin Andrern, Harvey H. Cullum, Henry
Persevale Garthwaite, Alfred James, Horace F. Lofts, Arthur Stewart
May, William Nixon, Herman Pott, John Lawrence de Roos, Charles
Rowland, Alfred Walton Stockett, Thomas Park Waites, Frederick
George Westbrook, James Arnett Wilkes.
The President, in commenting on the continued increase in the
membership, said he was glad to see such names as that of Mr
Brakhall in the list of those who desired to become members of the
Society, and it was also very gratifying to have members in so far-off
a place as New Zealand. There was, he said, not only an increase
on the numerical side of their membership, but also an unmistakeable
increase of interest in the Rociety's work, and he was particularly
glad to see the financiers coming forward as members of the Society,
as it clearly showed how closely the Society was getting into touch
with the mining industry as a. whole.
He had the pleasure of
announcing that Mr Hennen Jennings had been elected by the
Council at their last meeting to the position of Honorary VicePresident of the Society.

NOTES ON DEEBLE'S GOLD EXTRACTOR

(An Australian Slimes Agitating Vat)

By F.

CARDELL PENGILLY,

A.I.M.M.

(MEMBER)

DISCUSSION

Mr J. R. Williams-In thanking Mr Pengilly for bringing forward
the Deeble process of gold extraction, I do not think there is any,thing in it that really requires discussion. The slimes treatment
which is now in vogue on the Witwatersrand has been thoroughly
discussed in two or three papers, and besides I really cannot see any
difference between his process and the process which. has been
in use on the Rand for two years. The material to be treated is
crushed into an impalpable powder, which iside.ntically the same
product that we ought to get in slimes treatment. With regard to
the model which was exhibited, having an agitator which can be
raised or lowered at will, I do not think there is anything novel in
that. I may say that one of the first, if not the first, slimes vat in
this country had a rising and falling agitator.
The method of
decanting the solution is also practically the' same, and the results
attained in Mr Deeble's process, allowing for differences in valuations
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and characters of the ore, are approximately the same as c~n be
achieved here with crushed concentrates. The only novelty III the
rocess is that the precipitation can be done by charcoal.
For
~yself, in a large number of ex~eriments '~hich I have carried on,
the precipitation has been auythmg but satIsfactory. Indeed I may
say that in some cases the precipitation has been nil. The solution
flowing from the extractor boxes has contained the same amount of
gold as was contained in the inflow. If Mr Pengilly could give the
particulars of the amoullt of charcoal llsed and the result obtained,
I think it would be very useful for us to have the figures.
Mr A. McNaughtan-The remarks just made by Mr Williams are
precisely the remarks I intended to make myself. About four or
five years ago I made a few experiments in regard to charcoal, and
the results which I obtained were the same as those he has just
described. I found in two or three cases that I could lessen the
amount of gold in the cyanide solution, but in others I found that
exactly the same amount of gold went ont of the boxes as went in.
I tried all the modifications and kinds of charcoal that I could
think of.
The President-Did you modify the strength of the solution ~
Mr A. McN aughtan-Yes. I tried several strengths of solutions,
and that is why I asked Mr Pengilly as to the actual gold extractions in Australia. I am sorry that I have mislaid my notes, but I
may say in brief that in my experience the general result of the
action of charcoal for this purpose was usually nil.
Mr A. Mennie-I would like to ask what chemical action takes
place when cyanide solution passes through charcoal.
Mr A. McNallghtan-I see by Engineering, March 22nd, 1~95, in a
paper by Dr N. S. Keith, that he has experimented on the effects of
various materials, including carbon and iron, which were electronegative to gold, in solutions of cyanide of potassium with a view
to accelerating the solution of the gold. I think this point should
be brought to the notice of Mr Pengilly.
The President-I think that Mr Williams has pointed out the
main difference between work in this country and the process as
carried out in Australia, which difference consists in the methods of
precipitation. The only time that I have Seen charcoal precipitation
in use was during my last visit to the United States. At Cripple
Creek all the solution is heated up to boiling point, and remains in
contact with the charcoal for a considerable time under a temperature
of little less than 212 F.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Was it an alkaline solution 1
0
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The President-N 0, an' acid~ solution. I noticed that in that
building they had two suction pumps sucking out the chlorine from
the building. I do not think that charcoal, so far as we know any,thing about it, for any'kind of precipitation from any kind of solution
ever equals chemical precipitation or electrolytic precipitation, either
for chlorine or for cyanide.
Mr F. C. Pengilly, replying to the various remarks made in criticism of his paper, said-·
The extractor boxes used for the precipitation of gold by the use
of charcoal. are similar in construction to the bOfCes used here.
The charcoal is used in a coarse state to allow the percolation of
the solution. When the charcoal in the top compartment is heavily
charged with gold, it is removed from the extractor box and taken
to the strong room, the screen at the bottom of the extractor is then
removed to the top, and fresh charcoal is placed at the bottom.' The
cyanide solution is used on several charges of slimes before entering
the extractors.
Experiments have proved that the concentrated solution precipitates very rapidly when coming in contact with the charcoal. The
waters used for washing out any traces of gold still remaining in the
slimes are made up to their standard strength, and used on .the next
vat for treatment. The process requires careful attention by the
management. The solution must be perfectly clear, any excess of
ferric hydrate or calcium carbonate retards the extractio'n and the
successful working of the process.
He would like to ask Mr Williams if he used the same kind of
syphon as that employed in Australia.
Mr J. R. Williams-There is just a little mechanical difference
between a sliding valve and a decanting pipe which is working on an
elbow, but the result obtained in both cases is the same. I am
inclined to think that the decanter is the' better.
The small
mechanical detail does not alter the principle of any process.
Mr F. C. Pengilly-I am afraid I must differ from you. Two
years ago at the Crown Reef Slimes Works a set of valves at the
side of the tank were used. Presuming that in the settlement of
these slimes you had a certain amount of solution, what would be
the result if you attempted to run off the solution 7 The result
. would be that you would get slimes III the precipitation box. That
would prevent precipitation at all. If ,you had your valves a foot
apart, with 11 inches of solution carrying gold in the vat, that would
be about 10 per cent. less gold recovered than from the Deeble's
Slimes Vat.
.
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Mr J. R. Williams-From the very start of the Crown Reef Plant
the lower valve, or the lower two valves, had an elbow for adjustment between the two cocks j and then you are speaking of two
ctO
I think we might claim ,that we have considerably
yea rs ao
·
advanced in the,last two years. The Crown Reef Slimes Plant wa;r.
amongst the first to be erected, but from the start we found the inconvenience of decantation by side cocks. That. was very simply got
over by putting on an elbow which enabled us to draw off the
solution at will until we got to the surface of the slimes j but at
present, instead of using ten or twelve valves, we use one valve and
a decanter pipe, and we can draw off the solution to within half an
inch of the pulp.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I presume that all the precipitation referred
to by Mr Pengilly takes place in alkaline solutions. As in Australia
they got these extraordinary precipitations with carbon, and that we
cannot do it here, it seems to be a point worthy of consideration and
inquiry, whether they were from alkaline or acid solutions. Judging
by experience, it is possible to get a precipitation of gold from acid
solutions which you would not get from an alkaline solution.
The President-In any precipitating device whatever, where contact is required, or where the chemical action of the precipitating
agent comes into play, any coating of slimes counteracts the chemical
forces that would have been exerted by that reagent, and the same
facts apply exactly to our electrolytic precipitation that would apply
to carbon precipitation.
.
Mr A. McNaughtan-In Australia they precipitate 80 per cent. of
the gold contents of the solution.
The President-Well, that is not very much.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Yes, but we cannot get 1 per cent. here.
Mr L. M. Green-I have tried a great many experiments with
freshly-burnt charcoal, and obtained a certain precipitation, but did
not pursue the matter further. I then tried coarse carbon, and I
failed to obtain any precipitation at all. I obtained my precipitation
by electric action, and after stopping the current the carbon would
still go on precipitating to a certain extent, which was no doubt due
to the hydrogen present.
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THE ECONOMIC TREATMENT OF SLIMES

Gentlemen,-Rather than give a review of the principal metallurgical events that have taken place during my occupation of the
presidential chair of this Society, I think it would be more useful
and interesting to memhers of the Society if I were to take up the
subject which has been most in my mind during the past year, and
to which I have devoted the most attention and labour-namely, the
solution of what is known as the" Slimes Problem," or the economic
treatment of slimes produced by battery crushing. The newness of
the work, and the special opportunities and facilities I have had for
carrying it on to a definite result, are my excuses for bringing this
subject before you.
I have, as you all know, been specially engaged on the slimes
problem for the past three years, and at the last meeting of the
Chamber of Mines the President (Mr George Rouliot) took the
opportunity of publicly stating the fact that the treatment of slimes
was now an economi~ success. I think that such a statement from
such an authority as the President of the Chamber of Mines of the
South African Republic upon a qnestion of so much economical
importance to the mining industry marks an epoch in the metallurgical world that is well worthy of our consideration.
It was only the production of such gold-bearing material as tailings,
and the enormous quantities in which they are produced upon these
fields, that brought the necessity of the solution of the treatment of
tailings before the public in a very marked degree-, and in the same
manner the enormous production of slimes, their storage and value,
demanded an economic method of treatment. To this end the
metallurgists of the Witwatersrand, equipped with the necessary
education, took up this work, and, as Mr Rouliot truly says, "Slimes
are now being economically treated upon these fields," and with profit
to the companies treating them. This result has been attained by
the efforts of many able and willing )Vorkers. I am happy to say
that the members and associates of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa are the men who have done this work. Mr
J. R. Williams, working at the Crown Reef; Mr William Bettel,
working at the Primrose, and afterwards at the Comet; and, amongst
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the past and present members of my own staff, Mr Adolf yon Gemet,
Mr W. A. Caldecott, Mr John Kelly, Mr E. T. Rand, Mr P. S.
Tavener, Mr J. Johnson, and Mr H. T: Durant have all worked
indefatigably in connection with this work.
To take up generally some of the difficulties encountered in treating slimes, it was found that if they were allowfld to be deposited in
dams for a comparatively short time, even for a few days, decomposition of the pyrites took place, and the question of their treatment
directly as received from the mill thus became a subject for study.
These researches have resulted successfully in the working out of a
pract.ical method, which consists essentially in the coagulation of the
slimes in battery water by means of lime, their concentration by
spitzkasten, and final settlement in continuous overflow vats or pits.
The coagulation of the particles in clayey soils in agricultural operations by the addition of lime has long been known and practised, and
the use of lime for the flocculation and precipitation of the slimes
suspended in battery pulp i~ but another adaptation of the same
principle. The spitzkasten offered a ready means of making a partial
concentration, and this was first carried out on a large scale by the
erection of a spitzkasten at the Meyer and Charlton, the concentrated
slime-pulp being then pumped to the Central Works of the Rand
Central Ore Reduction Company. Pointed stone settling pits were
used by Mr Williams at the Crown Reef, but have been supplanted
by large rectangular spitzkasten, in which the pulp is concentrated
from about 2~ per cent. to 7~ per cent. or 10 per cent., whence it
flows to the collecting vats for final settlement. These collecting vats
have in some instances, such as at the Ferreira, Geldenhuis Estate,
Bonanza, and Simmer and Jack, continuous overflow rims; in other
plants intermittent filling and settling takes place; in some cases
settlement takes place sufficiently fast to allow clear water to run off
through the decanter. These settled slimes, containing about 50 per
cent. of water, are now ready for treatment. Another- great advantage is gained by the separation of the slimes from the plate water,
inasmuch as the latter is at once obtained in a fit state for re-use in
the mill, and can in some cases even be gravitated back to the mortar
boxes without pumping. The enormous saving in pumping costs and
the economy in water are evident. This service, rendered by the
cyanide works to the rpill, illustrates the close relation of the various
branches of gold-winning to each other, and emphasises the need for
cordial co-operation of the mill and cyanide managers for obtaining
the best possible results.
We have so far automatically and continuously collected the
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material from the battery water as ·it ,,'as delivered j but at this
point the continuous operation of the slimes process stops,· and, I am
at present inclined to think, always will stop. ThEl problem of
extracting the gold from this partially liquid, sticky, clayey mass is
now before us, and this evening I will endeavour to lay before you
some of the difficulties encountered and particulars of the manner in
which they have been overcome.
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GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SLIMES PROBLEM

In slimes we found a substance which could not be leached, or
through which the solution would not percolate, but which we were
obliged to wash by decantation. Washing by leaching or percolation
means that one or two volumes of solution will dissolve and wash out
a satisfactory percentage of the gold, and the final washing out of the
dissolved gold is easily effected, because in leaching one solutioll
displaces more or less cOillpletely the solution which has gone before
it, and thus by successive washes, after having dissolved the gold, you
finally obtain a wash which is comparatively free from gold. The
sum of these successive washes does not exceed one and a half tons
of solution to a ton of ore, and the amount of solution which the ore
will finally retain as moisture will not exceed on an average 14 per
cent, With decantation, however, the washing of the material takes
place by dilution j one wash does not displace another wash, but
simply mixes with it, and since the amount of solution or wash which
this clayey mixture retains is from 40 to 50 per cent., the amount of
dilution necessary to extract a satisfactory percentage of the gold
necessitates the use as washes of from 6 to 10 tons of liquid per ton
of slimes treated. Consequently in sand treatment, where 4 dwts.
are extracted from 1 ton of sand with 2 tons of solution, the
average value of the solution is 2 dwts.; while in slimes treatment,
if 4 dwts. are extracted from 1 ton of slimes, the average value of
the solution would be 12 grains. In the case of the sands, the value
of the first solution that leached off might easily be 6 dwts., while
with slimes the first solution would probably not be over 1 d wt. The
result is that in the latter case you have a very large volume of much
diluted solution to d'eal with, and at the same time the slimes retain
as moisture nearly their own weight of solution. In order, therefore,
that slimes may be economically treated it is necessary to use a very
dilute solution of cyanide, so that too much cyanide may not be lost
with the residues when discharged, and that· too much may not be
decomposed during treatment. How to obtain gold from this solu~ion
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presents an entirely new prl)blem to the metallurg:is~. Dilute solutions containing from 0'01 to 0'001 per cent. of cyamde, and from 6
to 24 grains of gold per ton had not hitherto been successfully
handled.
A short review of the various methods that were tried at the
Rohinson plant with the objcct of overcoming these difficulties may
be of interest at this point. First, let us uiscuss the solution and
washing out of the golrl-one of the most obvious methods to overcome the difficulties connected with this enormous volume of solution
was to attempt the washing out of the gold by a smaller volume of
solution than is ordinarily employed when working by decantation.
An illustration of an attempt to do this was recently given by Mr
F. C. Pengilly in hit' paper on "Deeble's Slimes V at." At the
Robinson a combined system was worked out, suction, leaching, and
decantation. The slime-pulp after being agitat.ed sufficiently long to
dissolve the gold, was run down upon a circular filter contained in a
24-foot vat, with a raising and lowering stirring gear j while decantation was taking place on top, suction was applied below the filter
cloth, and by this means about 10 tons of slimes would be settled,
decanted, and sucked dry by a vacuum pump down to about 28 per
cent. of moi8ture, and would remain on the filter cloth as a layer 6 to
8 inches thick. The mass was then left in a tough, leathery condition,
so tough, in fact, that it could be rolled up on the filter. Fresh
solution was applied, and the paddles gradually lowered whilst
revolving at the rate of about 16 revolutions per minute, so that in
half an hour the slimes were washed into a pulp again. After
further dilution, settling and decantation would proceed, and the
pulp be sucked dry by the vacuum pump a second time. This gave
a smaller volume of solution to deal with, and less gold in the slimes
after each settling. The wear and tear, however, on the surface of
the filter (which necessarily had to be composed of fine fabric in the
shape of a double thickness of cotton twill, supported on a cocoanut,
matting) was excessive. The cost of keeping the suction pumps in
order, and thc power and attention t.hey required, made this method
fairly expensive j the extractions obtained, however, were satisfactory.
Such a process for rich material running 15 dwts. or more to the tOil
is well adapted to give a high extraction, and when dealing with such
high-grade material the cost would not be relatively high.
The process adopted by 1\1r J. R Williams at the Crown Reef,
known as "natural settlement," and afterwards adopted at our
Robinson Works, is now the method generally used. In other
words, the combined process of decantation and leaching by means
Q
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of vacuum pumps has been found too expensive for the treatment of
the low-grade slim()s produced on these fields j hence we have been
obliged to adopt the principle of natural settlement. Decantation, as
ordinarily practised in large shallow vats, means that at least a ton
of solution is thrown away with every ton of slimes. To reduce this
large amount of solution thrown away, we have erected at the Central
Works of the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company the two largest
vats in the world, each being 50 ft. ill diameter and 16 ft. deep, with
a capacity of nearly 1,000 tons. These tanks being discharged only
once a week accumulate in the interim 9 ft., 10 ft., or 11 ft. of settled
slimes, equivalent ·to from 450 to 600 tons of dry slimes. It has
been found that by filling them gradually and allowing them to
settle for about a week, the pressure exerted by the great dflpth .of
settled slimes has the effect of reducing the average moisture to about
40 per cent., which means less solution thrown away. Moistures as
low as 34 per cent. and 38 per cent. have been obtained, and I think
that in the future very large and very deep tanks will be used, for
'the natural settlement of slimes. The settling capacity of these large
vats has of late been considerably increased by the use, suggested by
,~Ir W. R. Dowling, of a "sub-level delivery" of the diluted pulp
introduced into them. In place of allowing the stream of pulp from
the launder to fall upon the surface of the liquid in the vat, ther~by
·causing considerable disturbance and involving alternate filling,
settling and decanting, the pulp is now carried half-way to the bottom
of the vat by means of a section of large diameter pipe, open at both
ends and suspended above the centre of the vat. As a result the
sliUles, having less distance to settle, do so more rapidly, and the
surface of the liquid being unruilled, clear solution is always avail.abJe for decantation or overflow at the top, so that its removal can
proceed simultaneously with the pumping into the vat of diluted
pulp. In the removal of the settled slimes from these vats the
method of " hydraulicking" has been adopted. That portion, resembling puddled clay, of the settled mass of slimes which is too thick to
flow is washed out through a door in the bottom of the vat by means
of a jet of water, delivered from a pressure pump through a hose and
i-inch nozzle, at a couple of hundred pounds pressure per square inch_
This rapidly disintegrates and carries away the sticky mass, and in
this manner 500 tons weight of slimes can be discharged in' three
hours with very little labour or cost. ..
The concentration of the solution as regards its gold. contents when
·decanted was first successfully introduced by Mr .J. R. ,Villiams at
the Crown Reef Plant, in order to reduce the amount of sillutioll
I
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'sina throuah the precipitating boxes.
Naturally, when a
"
iven amount of gold in solution is obtained from the slimes per
fwenty-four hours, if you can concentrate this amount of gold into a
small volume of solution, a small precipitating capacity is required .
.For these reasonS Mr Williams introduced the_ system of double
washing j that is to say, the first solution that is applied to the slimes
after decantation is not clarified and passed through the precipitation
boxes, but is run into what is called an "intermediate tank," and
then pumped up for use again upon a fresh charge of slimes. After
this second decantation, it is run through the clarifying apparatus to
,the boxes for precipitation. The settled slimes are then re-pulped
with an equal volume of solution from the precipitatp.d sump j that
is, so!ution which has passed through the precipitation boxes.
Theoretically one could carryon the enrichment of the unprecipitated
solution until it was equal to the value of the slimes, but in practice
it has been found that the first waah which has not been precipitated
and the second wash which has been precipitated (two washes altogether) make the simplest and most perfect system. This idea was
-carried out on tailings at the first cyanide works I constructed in this
country, namely, the Robinson Cyanide ·Works. I attempted to
enrich the solution by passing the liquor from the leaching vat
through another charge before allowing it to enter the precipitation
boxes, but this practice was not found economical. Cyanide solutions leached from tailings are sufficiently rich to pay for immediate
precipitation. As I have already stated, their value may be 6 dwts.
or more per ton. Taking poor slimes assaying 22- d wts., fro~ which
possibly 21 dwts. may be dissolved by eight volumes of liquor, the
resulting solution would carry about 7 grains per ton if it contained
absolutely no gold when added j with practically perfect precipitation
its value would be about 8 grains. By applying this a second time
before precipitation a value of about 15 grains per ton could be
obtained, while with Rlimes running from 5 dwts. to 6 dwts. concentration takes place up to about Ii dwts. to 12- dwts. Another
point in favour of concentration of the solution is that the less solution yon introduce into the precipitation boxes the less mechanically
suspended slimes you carry-into the box, and the less lime salts are
deposited therein j hence the better is the precipitation, and the less
t.he gold in the by-products. Double washing means practically
double the time of treatment that a single wash would occupy, which,
in turn means, for a given tonnage of slimes, double the number
or double the size of the vats. And while theoretically it appears
that we could concentrate the solution up to the value of the slime
pa~"
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itself, practical considerations of the number of vats required and the
num ber of operations to be carried on, the amount of pumping, and
the care needed to watch the various kinds of solutions bring the
economical point down to that of a double wash. I am inclined to
think that this system of double washing, I\S now adopted, will remain
a permanent feature of the slimes process.
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The dissolving of the gold in fresh slim6s is a comparatively simple
matter in comparison with the dissolving-of the gold in accumulated
slimes. In fresh slimes there are usually very few reducing or
oxygen-consuming componnds, while in accumulated slimes we may
have various substances which will absorb oxygen, and if we wish the
cyanide gold-dissolving solution to act, oxygen must be present. In
old slimes decomposing organic matter, arising from different sources,
as well as the various products of the decomposition of pyrites, are
always present j all these substances have in common the property of
absorbing oxygen in a more 01' less degree. Therefore during the
operation of dissolving the gold in eld slimes, oxygen must constantly
be supplied. In the solution of the gold in fresh slimes also more
perfect results are obtained when a constant supply of oxygen is
secured. At the Robinson "Vorks we put the fresh slimes intoagitating vats 20 feet in diameter, fitted with paddles, revolving
about eight or ten times a minute. The agitation of the slimes by
means of stirrers and fixed wings attached to the sides of the vats
produced an ever-changing surface which absorbed oxygen from the
atmosphere, and after six to twelve hours of such agitation a fairly
perfect solution of the gold in the fresh slimes was obtained. But
this same operation, applied to accumulated slimes, did not dissolve
the gold, and in fact a very lengthened agitation of twenty-four
hours failed to do so. In an experimental way, dealing with a few
pounds of accumulated slimes but little difficulty was experienced in
dissolving the gold by agitation, because where you have a comparati vely small amount of material to deal with, there is a relatively
large surface exposed during the treatment. Whether the agitation
is done in a bottle, which is opened from time to time, or in a small
vat, the surface exposed for the absorption of oxygen is relatively
large, and, as a rule, when working in a small way, the full difficult-ies
of dissolving gold from accumulated slimes without the addition of
oxygen, other than that obtained from surface reration, are -not
experienced. One important point in the solution of the gold:was.
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ot really understood until we had been working on a large scale for
: long time, that is, the concentration of the slime in the liquid, or, in
other words, the thickness of the pulp. A ton of liquor which is
agitated with half a ton of slimes forms .a very s.moot~ viscous pu~p,
in which, if you suspend a can of cyamde (whIch dIssolves readIly
in water) the lumps of cyanide remain for several hours undissolve'd.
In other words, the thick pulp will not readily dissolve even so
soluble a substance as cyanide; while if you thin the pulp to four or
five tons of liquid to olle ton of slime, soluble substances will dissolve
very rapidly. In the same way oxygen is absorbed from the atmosphere much more readily by dilute pulp than by thick pulp, and we
have found in actual practice that the gold in a thin pulp dissolves
more readily than in thick. The general practice is to have about
four tons of liquid to one ton of slimes for dissolving purposes,
and beyond this point the thicker the pulp the longer the time for
the complete solution of the gold.
The principle of oxidation of the reducing substances in slimes by
means of ooration was put into practical use by Mr A. Caldecott who,
in a paper read before you, has given the reasons that render this
-operation specially necessary in the treatment of accumulated or acid
slimes. This operation was first carried out at the Robinson Slime
Plant by the introduction of atmospheric air through a perforated
pipe in the bottom of the vat containing the charge of pulp undergoing agitation. After preliminary oxidation of the pulp had taken
place, in order to lessen cyanide consumption, cyanide was added and
reration continued. It was found that the gold dissolved as readily
by this method as in the case of fresh slimes.
. The method adopted by Mr Williams at the Crown Reef for dissolving the gold in fresh slimes was to transfer the pulp from one vat
to another by means of a centrifugal pump. In the passage of the
pulp through the pump and pipes more oJ' less air is drawn in through
pump and pipe joints and glands, and a certain alllount of oxygen is
absorbed by the pulp whilst the same is nndergoing the most perfect
agitation, i.e. in its passage through the centrifugal pump and afterwards through the pipes; when the stream from the outlet of the'
pipe falls upon the surface of the pulp remaining in the "at a large
amount of air is likewise entangled and carried below the surface by
the falling stream, thus causing a very perfect ooration to take place.
I must confess that I did not until very la.tely appreciate the efficiency
Df this operation for dissolving gold. The pulp is simply pumped from
one tank to another through a centrifugal pump. N ow, at first sight
this appears a simple operation, and unless one fully realises the
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actual conditions under which it is carried out, and the chemical
reactions involved in dissolving the gold in the pulp, one cannot
appreciate its full significance. It was only after rel'ation of the slime
pump at the Robinson and Central Works had been carried On for
some time that I fully understood and appreciated the operation.
Mr Durant suggested that possibly sufficient air could, be int.roduced
into the suction of a centrifugal pump by a proper regulating system
of valves for the air and pump, so that the reration not, only of fresh
slimes, but also of accumulated slimes, could be carried out. _Although
aware of the very low efficiency we were obtaining, owing to shallow
vats and other reasons, from the enormous amount of air delivered
from air-compressors, I still doubted whether proper reration could be
carried out through the agency of a centrifugal pump. However, a
series of experiments in connection with the introduction of a'ir in
the suction of the centrifugal pump were undertaken, and these experiments have, I am happy to say, resulted in complete success. We
have now by this means been enabled to considerably reduce the time
required to obtain solution of the gold, and we have also secured a
reduction in the amount of power that is required for the operation.
I hope that Mr Durant will in the near future present you with a
paper on this subject.
At present there are in operation upon these fields three methods
for the dissolving of the gold. One, carried out by Mr Williams at
the Crown Reef, consists of pumping the fresh slimes from one, tank
to another through a centrifugal pump; the second method is used
at the Geldenhuis Estate, where the fresh slimes are simply agitated
in a dissolving vat by means of stirring gear for six or eight hours;
the third method, which is carried out at the Simmer and Jack, the
Treasury, and the Main Reef, consists in a joint use of both the
former methods, that is to say, agitation and pumping through a
centrifugal pump. At the Bonanza agitation, reration with an aircompressor through a pipe placed near the bottom of the vat, and
circulation through a centrifugal pump, are all in use at the same
time. At the various Deep Level plants erected by Mr ,\Villiams,
'agitators are used (in several cases) on half the plant only, and on
the other half pumping from oue vat to another only is employed.
In these cases, as at the Main Reef, both systems are being tried at
the same works to ascertain which is the more economical. At our
Central Plant we have adopted agitating ,and pumping by mean~ of
Mr Durant's reration process, or suction ,through the centrifugal pump.
This is working on accumulated slimes, and is giving very satisfactory
results. At the Robinson Plant we have also proposed the adop~ion
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My opinion is that in the future tanks with large
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~iameter and of great depth will be utilised without agitators, and
the solution of the gold will be dOllf~ by pumping from one tank to
another through the centrifugal pump, similar to our method at the
Central ·Works. By this means less power will,.1 think, be needed,
and on the other hand as perfect a solution of the gold will be
obtained as by the use of agitators.
In a deep tank the particles of slime are a fairly long time settling
through the cyanide solution.. Now, let us look at this point for a
moment, and we find that we have practically the converse of the
tailings treatment. In a tank where sand is being treated, the liquid
moves down pa5t each particle of sand, always keeping in motion,
until it flows through the exit pipe to the precipitation boxes, the
particles of sand remaining still. In a tank of say 20 feet in depth,
where slimes are being treated, with a mixture of four tons of solution
to one ton of slimes, the particles of slimes are gradually settling
down through the cyanide solution for 24 hours. In other words,
each particle itself has a certain amount of agitation or motion
(induced by gravity) through the cyanide solution, covering a space
of fully 24 hours before it finally finds a resting-place. N ow if tbis
pulp has been fairly well ~erated before being delivered into the tank
we have a ready means of dissolving the gold in the slimes and a
very cheap form of motion or agitation as well. The deeper the
tank and the longer the time that is given for settlement, the closer
together will the slime particles settle, and consequently the less will
be the amount of moisture retained by the settled slimes. The particles will, by their own weight, gradually settle closer and closer, at
the same time squeezing out the gold-bearing solution from between
them; in the course of the operation yon have upward filtration ,; so
the deeper the tank the longer the time the particle will be in settling
through the dissolving medium, and the greater can be the depth of
settled slimes that finally accumulate at the bottom of the tank; alsp
less moisture or gold-bearing liquor will remain with thp. pulp. We
can conclude, therefore, the deeper the tank is made, the fewer times
it will be necessary to re·pump the slime pulp from one vat to another,
and the less power will be required per ton of slimes treated.
THE PRECIPITATION OF THE GOLD

It will be noticed that in the foregoing operations we have reversed
the ordinary methods of metallurgy. In every other metallurgical
operation successive concentration is the means by which we finally
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obtain the metal for which we are working j but in this case we
pursue the opposite course. The final operation of winning the gold
takes place from a grade of material worth less per ton than' was the
material with which we started. We have simply changed the
physical conditiofiOf the gold from the state of a solid into that of a
liquid, and it is with this diluted liquid that we have now to deal.
Precipitations of metals from solutions present many curious mid
interesting prol?lems, and one of these is that with the same reagents
it is very much more difficult to produce perfect precipitation from a
very dilute solution than from a concentrated solution. There are
certain chemical and physical laws in connection with this question
which I do not think are very well understood. For instance, in
precipitating gold from a solution of its chloride by means of ferrous
sulphate a fairly rich solution containing 1 to 4 ounces of gold
to the ton admits of a very perfect precipitation, if sufficient time is
given for settlement, more especially when there are few other
melallic salts in solution. A similar solution, but containing only
1 or 2 dwts. to the ton, allows of very imperfect precipitation, by, ferrous sulphate.
This is only one of many illustrations that could be brought forward in connection with chemical
precipitation, wherein the results obtained differ widely from what
might be expected. In electrolytic precipitation we have a different
set of laws governing the electro-deposition of metals from those
which operate in chemical precipitation. In the course of our experiments on the precipitation of dilute cyanide liquors we have tried
Illany methods of precipitating solutions containing 6 grains to 12
grains of gold per ton, but failed p.ompletely with such dilute liquor j
whereas the same methods acted perfectly on 5 dwts. or 10 dwts.
solution. With a dilution of gold down to 6 dwts. per ton, which is
about one part in 100,000, it would be natural to think if it was one
part in 100,000, or one part in a million, or one part in ten millions,
there would not be a very great difference in the resistance of such
very minute proportions of dissolved gold to precipitation, whether
by electro-motive force or by chemical reaction j but the difference
between the action of a liquid containing 6 dwts. per ton and one
carrying 6 grains per ton is most marked, both in chemical precipitation and in electrolytic deposition. In general we have found that
,ve could effect the precipitation of the gold in these dilute solutions
best, and most economically, by meallS of electrolysis. We have
found that we are more independent in this method of dilution of
the gold, and that varying chemics.l constituents do not have to be
looked after quite so closely. It is independent of the amount of
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cyanide cont~ined i~ the liq~or, and precipitation takes place whether
.
the solution IS alkahne or aCId.
The principal points in· electrolytic precipitation that it is desirable
to study are the amount of current per square foot of anode and
cathode, and the time the current is exerted, taken in conjunction
with the value of the solution. One of the first points requisite in
the electrolytic disposition of gold is that the liquor shall contain no
solid matter; that is to say that it shall be absolutely clear. Otherwise, the great surface which is presented by the cathodes and anodes
serves to collect all the fine particles that remain in the liquor j.
necessarily settlement of any kind upon the metallic surface of the
anode or cathode increases the resistance of the precipitating box and
results in imperfect adhesion of the particles of gold to the cathode.
This difficulty is easily overcome by passing the liquid before precipitation through a sand filter, or through an intermediate vat oflarge settling
capacity. An example of a good filtering device may be seen at the
Central Works of the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company, or at
the Simmer and Jack Slime Plant j also one of large settling capacity
may be seen at the Geldenhuis Estate. The liquid which is drawn
from fresh slimes is much more read5ly clarified than the liquid drawn
from accumulated slimes. The liquor from the accumulated slimes
contains a considerable amount of iron and lime salts in solution, and
the settlement of the fine clayey particles is retarded. This may
possibly also be due to the organic matter which it contains.
Other substances in the liquid which affect the surface of the
cathode are those salts which are in solution upon entering the box
and are there deposited on the large surfaces exposed, or are electrolysed.
Lime whip-h has been used for settlement, and also to
neutralise acidity, is in the form of carbonate of lime, sulphate of
lime, and hydrate of lime. This precipitates partly as carbonate and
partly as sulphate upon the cathodes and anodes, more especially on
the former, and to my mind is precipitated partly by means of the
electrolytic current. Then there are the products of the decomposition of the solution itself, which (in the case of iron salts, resulting
from the decomposition of the pyrites in the ore) are separated in the
form of Prussian blue and hy~rates of iron. Then again there are
the products of the decomposition of the anode plates.
The clearness of the solution depends largely upon the solubility
of the anode. The iron plate anode in use to-day in the Siemens
and Halske boxes, with a properly proportioned current, is a very
perfect anode, easy to be obtained in allY quantity, and is easily
manipulated and secured in the boxes. ,Vith a current density as
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low as 0'03 or 0'04 amperes per square foqt, very little decomposition
of the iron anode takes place. An anode three-sixteenths of an inch
in thickness and with a current density of '035 an)peres per square
foot should last five years, and possibly much longer. There seems
to be a limit of density up to which an iron aJ)ode will show very
little corrosion, but heyond that point oxidation seems to take place
more rapidly than the proportionate rise of current density would
indicate. ·Where the division and tension of the current have been
very carefully studied and regulated, very little decomposition of the
anode need take place.
With the peroxide of lead anode which was discovered by Mr
Emile Andreoli in the early part of 1895, practically no corrosion of
the anode plate takes place, and although up to now this anode has
only been used in a small way, I feel confident that. its introduction
into this country on a large scale would prove satisfactory. With
perfectly filtered solutions and with a peroxide of lead anode, working with fresh slimes, and by watching carefully the amount of lime'
added to the slimes, there should be very little trouble in maintaining a perfectly clean cathode surface for the plating of the gold. One
point worthy of ·study by all chemists in connection ~ith the maintenance of a clean anode surface, is to see, either how the lime salts
can be prevented from precipitating in the boxes, or if any economical
method cannot be devised to reduce the amount in solution. I think
it is next to impossible to find any substance that will economically
replace lime in the settlement of slimes, but some means might be
found to obviate its deposition from the solution in the precipitation
boxes. The subject of the production of suitable anodes for precipita.
tion of gold from cyanide solutions is probably not exhausted, but
the field has been very thoroughly explored by able electricians and
chemists, and, beyond the two anodes mentioned, I do not know of
any that will fulfil the required conditions.
The anode has attracted a good deal of study, but the subject of
the cathode is not less interesting and important. Many substances
have been tried, which have performed their functions more or less
completely. Lead has been used in thick plates, in thin sheets, in
ribbons and strips, and in the form of shavings, while zinc has been
used in the form of amalgamated plates and as shavings; amal·
gamated copper plates have similarly been tried, together with iron
plates and various other forms of iron; and the same with mercury.
Zinc, copper, and iron in various forms have been utilised by ]\1:r
Andreoli for this purpose; mercury is in use in the United States in
the Pelatan Clerici Process; on these fields at present lead strips a~d
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lead shavings are in use; and zinc shavings are used by Mr Bettel at
the Comet. Each of these various cathodes has its peculiar. advantages.
Lead strips are used everywhere in the plants using the
Siemens process except at the Central \\Y orks, where part of the
boxes are charged with lead shavings; and at the Comet zinc shavings are in use.
.
In the actual running or precipitation of the liquid in the Siemens
and Halske box, there are only a few things to which it is necessary
to give attention. Having set the current, and knowing the capacity
of the precipitating plant for a certain grade of ~olution, all that is
required for the period of one or two months is at the commencement
to see that the connections have been properly cleaned, and are in
order, then to keep a constant flow of clear liquid through the box,
then to see that the same current is maintained throughout, after
which no further attention is required. The guide as to when the
clean-up should be made is the condition of' the cathode.
The
cleaner the cathode can be kept, the larger will be the amount of
gold that can safely be precipitated upon it; and the steadier the
current is kept, the more solid and perfect will the plating be. So
long as the surface of the lead remains clean and the coating regular,
so long the precipitation of the gold will take place; but under
ordinary circumstances, such as prevail in onr precipitating plants
to-day, it is not usually advisable to retain the lead in the boxes for
more than two months. Possibly, if the lead can be kept clean,
three months might be given to the lower boxes, because they are
generally cleaner than the upper boxes; deposition of the lime and
other substances that tend to destroy the efficiency of the cathode is
most apparent in the head boxes.
It is but jnst to state in this connection that the name of Adolf
Von Gernet will always be associated with the introduction of the
electrolytic process in this country, and also that among the practical
workers in electro-deposition on the 'Vitwatersrand, no name is better
known than that of M. Torrente, while G. Andreoli is coming rapidly
forward as an electro-metallurgist.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

With regard to the future, the present rapid reduction in working
costs of slimes treatment, and the increasingly high percentage of
actual extraction make it appear possible that the aim of the
metallurgist will soon be to increase the percentage of slimes
produced by t.he mill rather than to restrict it as in the past. This
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will involve a continually decreasing average size of concentrate and
sand particles, with consequently lower residues and less gold
remaining therein, which gold has not been extracted, simply
because it is inaccessible to the action of both mercury and
cyanide.
We may look upon the slimes treatment as it has been developed
in this country by the members of this Society, as a new metallurgical
process, which will be adopted all over the world, and I think that
its main features will be practically retained.
The use of lime for
settlement, the use of spitzkasten for collecting, tanks for "natural
settlement," dissolving the gold by means of agitators or centrifugal
pumps, the decantation of the liquid, and a precipitation by the
electrolytic method are, I think, permanent features, which in detail
may be modified to some extent, but which will remain with ,us. I
do not believe that any system of vacuum presses, filter presses, or
pressure filters of any sort will ever be used in the treatment of
battery slimes; in other words, I do not think that any form of
leaching will ever displace the methods that we have in use at
present. It may appear a somewhat complacent way of looking at
accepted methods, to state that one thinks present methods will not
be displaced but merely expanded, but nevertheless it must llot be
forgotten that every problem has its necessary limitations, and while
there may be many startling innovations proposed, the methods that
we have before us to-day in actual work are the survival of the fittest,
of many attempts, in which there are many more records of failures
than of successes.
I think that the members of this Society may be congratulated on
having carried out the truly great work that I have attempted to
describe, and much credit is likewise due to the far-seeing capitalists
who have had the pluck and determination in the face of many
failures to furnish the money which made possible the economic
solution of the slimes problem.
DISCUSSION

Dr J. Loevy-In listening to the paper just read by our esteemed
President, I could not help recollecting the old proverb, "finis
coronat opus," and I am under the impression that this proverb
applies to the paper that we have had the pleasure of listening to.
It is a piece of history of the development of the gold industry on
these fields, and will be duly appreciated, not only by the members
of this Society, but also by all those connected with the gold indus~ry
I
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on the Rand and in other parts of the world. The only fault that
I have to find with the paper is that, valuable as it is, it is at the
same time valedictory, and I am sorry we will have no opportunity
to discuss it personally with our President, as I understand that this
is Mr Butters' last appearance at a general meeting, owing to his
approaching departure for the United States. It is not my intention
to dwell any further on this point, but I am pleased to know that
we shall see the President again at a certain function a fortnight from
to-day. I think I am expressing the opinion of all of you if I ask
you to pass a hearty vote of thanks to our esteemed President for his
valuable and interesting address.
Mr J. R. Williams-I do not entirely agree with my friend Dr
Loevy in what he has said. I do not look upon this as Mr Butters
valedictory address, because I feel sure that Mr Butters will exchange
ideas and communicate with our Society as often as he can. I have
only one fault to find with his address, and that is that he has given
a great deal of credit to other people for what they have done, but
has taken no credit to himself. Now I am sure you will recognise
that Mr Butters has been the principal worker in regard to this
difficult question of the treatment of slimes. Of course we cannot
discuss a paper of this kind this evening, but I would point out one
small error that has crept into the paper, an historical error, namely,
that the Meyer and Charlton was not the first mine to separate wate!'
from slimes.
That was done first by Mr H. Jennings at the Nigel
about five years ago. .
The President-I thank you very much for the correction. Afte!'
I have left Johannesburg I shall try as far as possible to keep in
touch with this Society, and I shall follow with interest all that is
said and done here, and will hope now and again to write a paper,
but I am too busy to do that very often.
Mr A. McNaughtan-We have already had one special meeting on
an occasion which I think was not so important as this, and I would
ask if it is really impossible for us to hold a special meeting for the
purpose of discussing this paper.
The President-I do not think it is too late, but I would rather be
on the water when it is criticised.
Mr J. R. Williams-It is not usual to criticise valedictory
addresses.
The President--I am very glad to see so many present to-night.
I cannot help feeling that we are a growing and vigorous institution,
from which the members will gain much benefit. To the younge!'
members I would appeal to come as often as they can and to speak-
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it does not matter ho)v badly; thus, by practice, they will acquire
the power of clearly expressing their opinions. This institution is a
kind of practical South African University, which treats' of the
subjects of chemistry and metallurgy in' close relationship with
financial considerations.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I think, as it is getting late, we may as well close
the meeting with this paper, and perhaps Mr Butters will be good
enough to answer any questions on it that might be put. I dq not
mean to suggest a discussion, but merely to answer a few questions.
The President consented to reply to questions.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I would like .to ask if you think there is a
possibility of any chemical method for precipitating gold from weak
.cyanide solutions displacing the present electrical method.
The President-That is a question I have thought over a good
deal. Professor Christy, of the University of California, has intro·duced a chemical process for the precipitation of gold from cyanide
liquors, and lately, in my Salt Lake City laboratory in the United
.states, I have had a more or less extensive set of determinations
made as to the chemical methods of precipitation, but without good
Tesults. I do not think that any chemical method of precipitation
will ever take the place of electrolytic precipitation for very dilute
.solutions. Where you have thousands of tons of solution to pre.cipitate, chemicals must be added in such a large way that the
expense is prohibitive. For instance, when we want to bring up our
solution in lime, which is 6s. 9d. or 7s. per bag of 180 Ibs., from
0'005 per cent. to 0'010 per cent. it takes a lot of lime, although
lime is a fairly cheap substance. You must have something in
the solution of a chemical nature, and there must be an appreciable
.amount o~ that chemical present, but when you get down to 0'001
per cent. of chemical present it seems to lose its efficiency. Very
~tilute solutions of cyanide seem to have more chemical power than
almost the most dilute solution of any other chemical I know. With
the electrolytic process all that is required is power-you burn coal,
which is only another form of energy. I do not think you will see
.electrolytic precipitation replaced by chemical methods of any kind
or description, although if anyone brings a method forward I will be
-one of the first to study it.
Mr J. R. Williallls~In regard to chemical precipitation, I believe
that Professor De Wilde was the first to snggest any process for the
.chemical precipitation of gold from weak cyanide solutions. There
have been many workers in this field since, and they all require acid
.solution as a starting point. I think that the total cost of precipita-
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tion would be about -ld. per ton of solu~ion, so that until now chemical
precipitation compares unfavourably With present methods.
Mr A. McN aughtan-I would like to ask, Mr, President, if you
have ever come to any satisfactory conclusion as to whether in slimes
it is really reducing agents, or sulphides, or possibly a coating of free
sulphur on the gold which prevents the solution of the gold in the
cyanide solution 1 '
.
The Prcsirlent-I do not know what the reason IS. I dissolve the
gold now, whereas formerly I did uot.
Mr R. W. Schumacher-In regard to the precipitation of the
slimes, is there any chance of doing without the addition of lime ~ I
believe that lime costs 7d. per ton treated, which is a considerable
amount, and if the slimes could be precipitated by some cheaper
reagent it would be a great gain.
The President-I would be glad to give £10,000 to anyone wno
will find a reagent for precipitation that is cheaper than lime. It is
a "ery important point, and would repay any amount of study; as I
have before stated, I do not know whether the coagulation of the
slimes in solution is a chemical action or nut.
Dr J. Loevy-It is generally considered a physical action.
The President-A certain amount of reagent is necessary in the
water, and when you use from 8 to 10 tons of water per ton of ore
crushed, you have to bring that 8 to 10 tons up to a certain percentage with some chemical. If the water used in the process 'were
kept in constant circulation doubtless it would save a little of the
lime.
Prof. A. Prister-I quite agree with the Chairman's statement that
lime cannot be readily replaced by another substance for the precipitation of slimes. After some study of the literature of the subject
I found that Rittinger, who has particularly investigated the velocity
of falling bodies of different specific gravity in water, gives the
following empirical formula in Aufbe1'eitungs7cunde of 1867 : -

V

=

2'77 [D (d -I) J!

In this case,
V = velocity in metres per second.
d = specifi-:: gravity.
D = diameter in millimetres.
This formula indicates two ways for accelerating the settlement of
the slimes : (1) By increasing the diameter of the mineral particles.
(2) By increasing their specific gravity.
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If the average diameter of slimes particles be increased without
addition of any other substance, we obtain sands, not slimes.
Though any increase of the specific gravity of the slimes is impossible, yet we derive unexpected assistance 'from the- discovery that
the addition of lime accelerates their settlement. At first sight this
appears to contradict the foregoing statements, but closer examina_
tion of the problem will, I think, confirm my explanation of it. - Mr
Crosse's determination of' the Sp.Gr. of one sample of slimes was
2'62. The specific gravity of the following bodies is : -
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Calcite
Magnesite
Dolomite
Calcium Oxide
Calcium Hydroxide
Magnesium Oxide
Magnesium Hydroxide
Lime (industrial)
Clay
Silica .

2'5 ~ 2'8
3'0 - 3'2
2'8 - 2'9

2'3
3'2
3'65

2'37
3'03
1'8-2'6

2'6

According to Mr Bettel (Eissler's "Cyanide Process") slimes are
composed of mineral partieles of less diameter than 0'01 mm. _ The
settlement of slimes is very slow on account of their small diameter
and low specific grayity. By adding lime their settlement is accelerated in consequence of a simple mechanical action. It will be
noted that the specific gravities of dolomite, calcium hydroxide, and
magnesium oxide, all constituents of our local lime, are higher than
that of slimes. Hence one of the conditions required by Rittinger's
formula for accelerating slimes settlement is obtained, i.e. increase of
the specific gravity. I think that an experiment, mad'e by Mr Bettel
at his slime plant on the East Rand Mines, corroborates what I say.
He stated, in an issue of the S.A. Mining Joumal during January,
that the settlement of the slimes was slower in consequence of the
low alkalinity of the lime employed. You are aware that the lime
used on the Rand contains more than 11 per cent. of silica, and as
this has the same specific gravity (2'6) as the slimes themselves, it
cannot accelerate their settlement on this account, but only by carrying downwards the slimes particles. The diameter of ground l~me
particles is undoubtedly greater than that of the slime particles; so
that this fulfils the second condition necessitated by .Rittinger's
formula for the acceleration of the settlement. As the magnesium
oxide and calcium hydroxide particles form a flocculent precipitate,
,
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they involve the slimes particles and carry them down. Lime is
here the cheapest material, having higher specific gravity and greater
.diameter of the particles, which is· available for slimes settlement.
The fact that the velocity with which a body falls in a liquid depends
upon the density of that liquid explains why such a large quantity
of water is required.
In conclusion, Mr Chairman, I am of your opinion that lime will
not be soon replaced by another reagent for the settlement of slimes.
The President-I think Professor Prister has given a very interesting explanation of the subject.
}ir A. McNaughtan-In regard to the Butters and Mein Distributors, I would like to ask if you have heard any complaints from
those using them that they deposit a good deal of slimes in the
collecting vat. At the Geldenhuis Estate the slimes are thus caught
to a considerable extent.
The President-That is the first complaint I have heard. You
Illust use more water to wash out the light slimes.
~fr A. McNaughtan-It is rather. early to say that we encounter
considerable difficulties, though it is worth while looking into the
matter.
The President- We fill with two, three, or more slats, if necessary,
and I believe that Mr Jennings usually uses four.
.
Mr H. Jennings-It varies.
Mr A. McN aughtan-Before the slimes plant was started, and
before we used lime, I had no difficulty in getting a perfectly leachable product in the sand vats, but now I find that the leaching of
the tanks is deteriorating.
The President-Did you use an overflow 1
Mr A. McNaughtan-Yes.
The President-Well, you will have to use slat-gates.
Mr J. R. Williams-I think that the point Mr McN aughtan has
brought forward goes to show that there is only one true distributor,
which is the Kaffir with the hose. I have pointed out that if you
get an unleachable product it is absolutely and entirely the fault of
the man who will have to leach the vats afterwards, and if he does
not fill them properly it will serve him right.

R

XIV·
THE ANNUAL DINNER OF THE SOCIETY
PRESENTATION TO THE PRESIDENT, MR CHARLES BUTTERS
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THE annual dinner of the Society was held on the evening of
Saturday, March 5th, 1898, at the Grand National Hotel, .Tohannesburg. About.175 persons sat down to dinner, and probably every
branch of the mining industry was represented. The President of
the Society, Mr Charles Butters, occupied the chair for the last time
prior to his departure for the United States.
After dinner, the President called upon the Secretary to read the
letters and telegrams of apology from those unable to be present.
"OUR GUESTS."
The Chairman, in proposing the toast of "Our Guests," said that
the gentlemen whose names had been mentioned were not with them
that evening, and said that if they looked up and down the tables
they would see how they, as the members of the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society, were honoured by the distinguished men
of Johannesburg.
He saw among those present members of
the professions, he saw the head of the Town Council-they were
honoured by- the presence of their worthy Burgomaster-they had
members of the Mine Managers' Association, they had some of
the eminent engineers of the Rand, they had some of their capable
and brilliant financiers, and they had also with them some of the
representatives of the consular service; and, taking them all round,
he thought they could feel very well satisfied with themselves as
far as the representative character of the gathering was concerned.
They must not forget that they were a scientific society, though not
necessarily a dry body; and it was sometimes difficult to get men of
all classes to attend a scientific gathering, and they ought that-night
to feel highly gratified and highly honQured that those gentlemen had
gathered round the board with them at their fourth annual dinner.
There was one moot question at his table, who were their guests and
who were their members. The Burgomaster said that Mr .T e~nings
25 8
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was a member, and he (the Chairman) would put it to the ~embers
if Mr Jennings was a guest. He asked the r~e.m bers to drmk with
him the very good health of the guests, couplmg the toast with
the names of Mr H. S. Caldecott, the President of the Coul,lcil of
Education, and Mr George Albu.
Mr H. S. Caldecott said he rose with some temerity to thank the
members of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society for having invited
them to such a sumptuous repast, and to sit down in a company so
unique in point of intelligence and distinction. He ventured to say
that throughout South Africa no more cultured and scientific a
body of men of such dimensions could be brought together. That
was a fact remarkable in the heart of that benighted Republic.
There were men gathered together who were engaged in all possible
branches of the work. If he were capable he would have liked
to have sketched out in broad outlines the large work of science
in all its branches in the last few years. Lord Kelvin, in one
of his addresses to the Royal Society a few years ago, prophesied
as to the result of fifty years of human thought. N ow they had
much of this already achieved in Johannesburg, so far as extracting
from nature's wealth was concerned, to the benefit and happiness of
the community at large. Science worked according to the law of the
absolute demonstration of proved actualities.
Speaking of the
profession to which he had the honour to belong he remarked,
although it was called "the law," he was sorry to say that it was
most lawless, ill this sense-that although they might find an
exact definition of some scientific formation it was difficult in the
Transvaal to find an exact definition of a besluit or law of the
country. They were face to face, therefore, with the curious
anomaly that while in other branches of science, law, and
knowledge prevailed, in the profession of law itself, lawlessness
As President of the local Council of Education,
prevailed.
he desired briefly to refer to a very important question.
The
Witwatersrand Council of Education was now supplying education to
700 children, and giving assistance to various voluntary schools. He
wanted to take the opportunity of appealing to the consciences of
Johannesburg men of intellect and education on behalf of this work
by pointing out to them that during the two or three years of toil
and labour the Council of Education had only found thirteen subscribers. Two millionaire firms alone had contributed £5,000, and
the remainder subscribed between them £2,500. That he held was a
great blot on the community-greater than the blot resting on
Pretoria in reference to the education question. Surely the men who
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had made their money in this country should think something of the
coming generation.
Surely this lethargy, this indifference, this
calousness almost justified the charge that the men of Johaunesburg
had no thoughts above the mere grasping after wealth. He would
again appeal to the community on behalf of the neglected youth of
the district. Two years ago, he said, education was so lamentably
deficient that elementary education, the study of the "a b c/' was
absolutely neglected, and the children were all relegated to the gutter.
He had the honour to be a leader in the movement towards remedying
this state of affairs, and he had said that he would take the opportunity
in season and out of season to bring home to financial and scientific
men the necessity of giving some attention to this burning question.
Mr Geo. Albu said he thought it behoved them to reflect upon the
progress which the members of that Society had made, 'especially
when they considered the short life of the Society. The Chairman
of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society was about to leave that
gay and festive city; and if he felt pleased at the reception which
they as guests had received, he must say he felt somewhat grieved at
the loss which the Society would sustain by its President, nIr Butters,
going back to the land of the Yankee Doodle. On behalf of himself
and the other guests he would say that Mr Butters was going to take
to another country the knowledge which he had gained in this young
country; and, with all due respect to his American friends, he
thought he would not be contradicted when he said that Mr Butters
would be able to show them a trick or two. Mr Butters would
show them in that great country of freedom-he meant no political
allusion-how the gold was extracted from the ore, and he would
further make SOllle very advantageous contracts he believed. He
thought he judged his friend aright when he said he knew how to
get slimes on the cheap, and, though he thought he saw a grin on
the face of his friel1d, Mr Von Gernet, who had lately entered the
bonds of matrimony and became a respectable-he did not think he
used a misnomer when at the last annual dinner he called him the
"slimes merchant." He did not think that had anything to do with
chemistry or with metallurgy, but at all events he could assure them
he felt sorry Mr Butters was leaving. He (Mr Butters) had done a
great deal for the Society, he had done a great deal for the mining
industry especially, and it was hard to lose a man of his stamp and
character. He wished Mr Butters God-speed, and he hoped that he
would remember the people of the -Rand when he was making the
almighty dollars over there; and, on the other hand, he trusted that
they would remember Mr Butters when other problems required to
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be solved in this country. He believed a good many problems
would have to be solved within the next five years.
There was a
(Tentlernan who could not wait. Personally, he had any am~unt of
~atience; and he came back to the Hand about a month ago with the
intention of staying and waiting and seeing that all their wishes
He regretted
were in some measure recognised and satisfied.
exceedingly that he did not possess the rhetorical powers of Mr
Caldecott and some of those who were going to speak; and he
regretted it all the more since he had an opportunity of reading a
speech delivered the other day on the occasion of the opening of the
Graaff-Reinet Railway, and that speech-he need not say he was
allllding to Sir Alfred Milner's-struck him as being one of the most
remarkable that he had ever had the good fortune to read. A breath
of purity, of generosity, permeated that speech which he had hardly
ever noticed before in addresses of men in his position; and he
believed that Sir Alfred Milner had in some measure preached to
them what they should take to heart, namely, that they should
practise some forbearance towards the shortcomings of each other.
He was delighted to see that a man of his stamp, of his ability, and
of his tact had been appointed to guide the destinies of South Africa;
and he only hoped that they would try to imitate him a little.
In
looking round him he saw men of all conditions of life gathered
round. He saw mining engineers; but he did not belong to them.
He saw financiers; and was afraid he did not belong to them either.
He heard that his friend, Mr Brakhan, had joined the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society; and thought there might be a chance for him.
Without regarding the Society as a refuge for destitutes, he believed
he almost aspired to the honour of joining and placing himself under
Mr Von Gernet, and learning something of the secrets of chemistry
and metallurgy. Though they had not yet discovered the secret of
making gold-they were not all-chemists-he thought Mr Butters
and his colleagues, through the help of the Society, had brought
them nearer to the possibility, he would not say of making gold, but
of obtaining a larger extraction than they had been doing for the
last few years. He felt highly flattered in having been selected, in
He wished
conjunction with Mr Caldecott, to reply to the toast.
the Society every success; and he also hoped that Mr and Mrs
Butters would have a very pleasant trip to America, and might
kindly remember their Johannesburg friends wherever they might
go. He called upon the company to drink to the success of MeButters and the Chemical and Metallurgical Society.
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THE PRESENTATION

The toast having been duly honoured,
Dr Loevy said-Speaking as a member of this Society, it affords
me the highest satisfaction to notice a great difference between our
previous annual dinners and the one which we are celebrating
to-night, numerically, as well as otherwise, or, to put it chemically:
qualitatively and quantitatively. Our annual dinners', I am glad to
be able to state, have always been very well attended, and, perhaps,
with one single exception-which only confirms the rule-they have
always been a success. This time, however, we are simply scoring,
and I feel fully justified in calling to-night's function, the record
dinner of this Society and of Johannesburg. As chemists and
analysts we have to find out the causes of things, and I hope you
will excuse me, and you will not call it shop-talking if, true to my
profession, I try to find out the causes of the splendid accumulation
{)f the most prominent representatives of the Rand industry, which
we are witnessing here to-night.
There are only very few gentlemen present in this room who,
whether connected with chemistry and metallurgy or not, have not
heard a good deal of talking about selective action and affinity in
eonnection with the great cyanide patent case a few years ago. From
the long technical evidence given in that case they will remember
that, according to the present state of chemical science, the gold
dissolving power of the cyanide, all the chemical processes which
take place, and all chemical compounds which exist, are due to
selective action and affinity existing between the elements.
Now,
our great German poet Goethe, who was a great philosopher at the
flame time, in a highly interesting and philosophical romance tries to
prove that such selective action and affinity does not only exist
between chemical elements, but that it also exists in human life
between human beings, with that difference only, that in life the
scientific expressions, selective action and affinity, are replaeed by the
words love, friendship and sympathy. As to the subject of love I do
not wish to make any remarks, I rather leave it to the gentleman
who is going to propose the toast of the ladies. But as to the two
{)thers-friendship and synipathy-I wish to say, and I hope' you
will not call it self-praise, that the success of this evening, and the
splendid attendance is, to a certain extent, due to a great affinity
existing between the Rand industry and the Chemical and Metallurgical Society, an affinity which has been existing from the
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beginning, and which has increased in proportion with the increase
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I wish distinctly to point out that I said "to a certain extent" ; I
know very well that another cause is responsible for the success of
this evening. We all know that to-night's function is a kind of a
combination scheme; besides being our annual dinner it is at the
same time the farewell dinner to our esteemed President, Mr Charles
Butters, who, after eight years' successful work on the Rand, is going
to leave for the United States, and I think I am right in saying that
many a gentleman present here to-night, who, under ordinary circumstances, would have "greatly regretted his inability to be present,"
has made an effort to come here to· night, it being the last occasion to
see Mr Butters in our midst. Perhaps you expect me now to give
you a long description and illustration of the good work done by Mr
Butters during his eight years' stay in this country. I do not intend
to do such a thing. All the gentlemen present here to-night are
more or less connected with the industry of this country and I need
not tell them what Mr Butters has done for the gold industry of the
Rand, nor need I tell to the members of the Society what he has
been to our Society as a member and as President; they know it
just as well as I do. I will, therefore, without any further remarks
on this subject, proceed to perform a pleasant duty. 'When it had
been known to us that Mr Butters was going to leave the country,
it has been the unanimous wish of our Society to give him an official
.acknowledgment of the esteem in which we hold him as a professional man, and as a member and President of this Society, and
last, but not least, as a friend; and the Council thought that an
illuminated address would best meet the purpose. Rather than give
a biographical sketch of our President, I will read the contents of
this address, which express our feelings in a concentrated form; It
.reads as follows ;"To

CHARLES BUTTERS, ESQUIRE.

W'e, the undersigned members of the Council, on behalf of The
Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa, on the eve
'0£ your departure from our midst, hereby desire to convey our great
.appreciation of your indefatigable work on behalf of this Society
from its inauguration, May 1894, as foundation member, and latterly
.as our President.
During the long period of your residence in this country your
manliness of character and kindly disposition have gained you many
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lasting friends, and in bidding you farewell, be assured you carry with
you our heartiest wishes for your future prosperity, which we trust
will be the continuation of your present well-deserved success.
We wish you God-speed, with many regrets at losing a distinguished metallurgist and a well-tried friend.
VIr e are, dear 1Ifr H-utters,
-With the utmost sincerity,

Dr LOEVY, Vice-President.
"Y. HETTEL, Past President.
A. F. CROSSE, Past President .

"Y.

.Membe1·s oj Council. G. T. McBRIDE_

CALDECOTT,

H. T.

DURANT,

S. H.

R. E.

HALL,

J. R. WILLIAMS.
T. W. WOOD.

J.
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On behalf of our Society I have the honour to present you,_
esteemed President, this address, as an acknowledgment of the
esteem in which we hold you as President, as professional man, and
as friend. We hope that your departure from this country does not
mean giving up your connection with the \Vitwatersrand; on thecontrary, we trust that, though far away from here, you will continueto show the same beneficial interest to the Rand industry and to ourSociety as you have done during the last eight years.
Mr J. R. "Yilliams said he had been requested or commande<i
to make a few remarks on that occasion. He might explain that theSociety was divided into two sections, the noisy or talkative,
members; and then there were the quiet or listening members, of
whom he was one, and by them he had been commanded to speak
up for them. He would like them to throw their minds back to the,
state of metallurgy when nil' Butters arrived amongst them. With the
one exception of the quartz mill, metallurgy was then in a poor state.
Since that period they had been making metallurgical history. MrButters had at all times been a pioneer in improvements; and
being in the front rank he had been exposed to the bullets of
disappointment, but his successes, which had been great, had :far
outweighed his failures, which had been microscopical.
Vl7 ith
regard to chlorination, Mr Butters was there; in improvements iIi.
plants, the distribution of tailing~, in the slimes process, lIfr Butters.
was again to the fore; and when it became necessary to get" golrn.
.
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from weak solutions, Mr Butters was right there.
He had been the
means of bringing several of their cleverest chemists and metallurgists
to the country, and here he need only mention the names of Mr Von
Gernet and Professor Jones.· There was another occasion on ,which
Mr Butters had been" right there," and that was at the Pretoria.
gaol. Mr Williams then gave graphic detail of a certain cold morning and a couple of days after sentence had been passed on the
Reform prisoners. They were in the position of having lost their
Elijah, but they were hoping that a smaller prophet would arise,
upon whom his mantle should fall, and that Mr Butters by correspondence would enable the Society to keep its head above water.
Tbis he did feel and know, that Mr Butters' name would be
remembered and honoured amongst chemists and metallurgists as'
long as the names of President Kruger and Cecil Rhodes wuuld be
relllembered in politics.
He called upon them to drink Mr Butters'
health as a metallurgist and as a man, and, last bu t not least, as a
tried and trusted comrade, uniting in the hope that he and his
beloved partner would have a Yery long, happy and prosperous
future.
The toast was pledged with enthusiasm and musical honours.
JlIR BUTTERS' REPLY

Mr Butters said he was covered in embarasslllent at having to reply
to the eulogy he had just heard. Nineteen years ago, after six years'
hard work, he received a diploma from his University. He had
waited and worked hard for nineteen years, seven of which he' had
spent in Johannesburg, and he felt. that in receiYing that address
from his friends and fellow-members of The Chemical and Metallurgical Society he had received a secoI!d diploma. He had
been greatly honoured. He did not think he could feel as highly
honoured by a diploma from any U ni versity in the world as he felt
by the reception of that testimonial and praise from his associates.
He always found that when a man got a reputation from his coworkers, he must have worked for it. It had always been his desire
from the start, to work for his professional brethren, and he had
always tried to give credit for merit and success in their efforts to
those who worked with him. If anything had to be accomplished, it
must be done by combined effort, and unless they were loyal to those
around them, they never got there. He had met with lots of loyal
supporters on the .V{itwatersrand, and every time he had to put out a.
hand for a shoulder to rest upon, the shoulder was there and held him
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up firmly. The Chemical and Metallurgical Society, they all felt,
was one Qf the mainstays Qf this country. The SQciety was started
Qnly fQur years ago., and three years befQre that they did nQt knQw
much abQut metallurgy beyQnd the amalgamating table. The
,amalgamatQr, as he sat in frQnt of his shiny plate, might be CQmpared to. a spider which had spread his web to. catch'the passing flies,
many Qf which escaped. Then they came alQng with chemistry, and
brQught into. service another agent to. stQP SQme of thQse gQld particles; that was cyanide. They next brQught into. use an insidiQus
stifling chQking gas-chlQrine-which mQved rQund and absQrbed the
particles Qf gQld. In fact they had been utilising every fQrm Qf
chemical energy that they CQuld lay their hands Qn to. gather tQgether
a little mQre Qf the gQld which the Qre cQntained; and in this wQrk
they required scientific men and scientific research, and they had been
fQrtunate in meeting with capitalists who. had put up their mQney fQr
cQnducing the necessary experiments. They were still moving alQng ;
their labQur had been justified by the results. That was the prQudest
mQment Qf his life, because Qf the fact that he held the positiQn Qf
President Qf the Chemical and Metallurgical SQciety Qn such an
QccasiQn. They were living in stirring times-bQQm times-so. far as
metallurgy was cQncerned, and were making histQry' The bQQm in
their prQfessiQn was the result Qf hard study and lQng-cQntinued
research, and if they gathered tQgether that night to. drink a little
wine and be merry, they had a right to. do. SQ. vVhen he shQwed the
diplQma given to. him by the Chemical and Metallurgical SQciety, a
cheer would go. up in the University of CalifQrnia. He wanted them
all to. feel that CalifQrnia was congratulating Qne Qf her SQns, and
w.:lUld be glad when he return~d with his diplQma. He thanked
them frQm the bQttQm Qf his heart fQr their kindlywQrus and the
kind thQughts all Qf them had fQr him. He must let his wQrk speak
fQr him. Let them accept his wQrk instead Qf his speech; it was
all he CQuld ask Qf them.
"THE BURGOMASTER"

Dr LQevy prQPQsed the tQast Qf the BurgQmaster, and in dQing so.
said that during his shQrt career in J Qhannesburg Mr De Villiers had
given evidence Qf his earnest desire to. further the inhabitants' welfare, irrespective Qf their natiQnality. It was nQt his (Dr Loevy's)
desire to. tQuch Qn municipal matters, but by his presence that
evening Mr De Villiers showed that he also. tQok an interest in the
inuustry which was the basis Qf the welfare and happiness Qf all· Qf
them.
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The Burgomaster said he was proud to live in Johannesburg among
men of the stamp of those present that evening. In a society like
that where so much good feeling was shown, it could not but flourish,
and everyone knew that the Chemical Society was one of the wants of
the Witwatersrand necessary to promote its welfare. He had never
before been present at a dinner where so many scientific lllen had
been present.
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"THE MINING INDUSTRY"

Mr Sydney Jennings proposed the toast of "The Mining Industry,"
and said that foremost among the men who had made the mining
industry prosper werA the capitalists, who had been willing to put up
their money. He would not attempt to show them how the mining
industry had progressed during the years in which the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society had been in existence. They all knew the
beginnings of the Witwatersrand were very small, but now the Rand
probably led the world. He did not care to detain them with a long
array of globular figures, showing how the mining industry had progressed during the time the Chemical and Metallurgical Society had
been in existence, but last year, as far as the statistics he had seen,
proved the output from the South African goldfields entirely exceeded
those of any other country, with the possible exception of the United
States. That result had been brought about in large measure by the
men who had been willing to put up their money to bring out men of
brains; in other words, to invest their money in brains and goldfields.
He coupled the toast with the names of Mr Brakhan and Mr Sydney
Farrar.
Mr Brakhan said he believed they would all agree with him that
they felt very much towards the mining industry as they would to a
beautiful woman. They all wooed her, and in wooing her was it not
their object to do everything for her that they could 1 The mining
industry was built up on four fundamental facts-nature, labour
(not merely manual, but also intellectual), capital, and also the Government. Nature had been very kind to their industry, and in imd
through the industry to this country. On the Witwatersrand they
had thirty or forty miles of reef, and this formation was unique in the
history of geology, unique not only for its extent-he dared say there
were many more miles than their eyes had not yet penetrated-but
for the wonderful unifor;mity of its gold contents. It was for them to
raise the treasures from the bowels of the earth, and in this respect he
was sure there were all the necessary elements represented on the
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Rand in a greater measnre than in. any part of the world. They
had here the element of capital. . He dared say that no other goldfield of the world had attracted capital in such a remarkable degree as
the goldfields of the ·Witwatersrand. That capital had· been rewarded,
and he felt sure it would be still more rewarded. ·It had been said
that capital was not an undivided blessing. That might be so; but
where were the mainsprings of any undertaking if they. had not the
funds to carry it on! They might as well shut up shop. In referring briefly to the subject of government, he did not want to touch on
politics, but he might be permitted to state that any Gov:ernment had
the right to look after the industry which was the main source of the
country.
The Government should see that good laws were created, and that
these were administered in the very best possible manner. He now
came to a topic towards which he had a great deal of reverence-the
all-absorbing and all-productive question of labour. This might be
divided into two parts-manual labour, the men who worked with
their hands and produced the things that brain and organisation
dictated, and it was for capital to bow to them and revere them; and
there was the technical skill which directed these forces. On the
Rand they were privileged to have the advice of men like Mr Hennen
Jennings, whom he was much pleased to see present, Mr Butters, Mr
Hammond, Mr Webber, and Mr Von Gernet. Without the advice,
the earnestness, the· perseverence, the indomitable energy of such
men, capital would not have been able to build up the fabric in front
of which they stood to-day. And with the advice of those men and
other technical men who would arise among them, they would· be
able to bring the mining industry to a much greater pinnacle than it
had as yet attained.
Mr Sydney Farrar said that after the able manner in which Mr
Bmkhan returned thanks on behalf of the mining industry, little
more remained to be said. They all lived on the industry, were
proud of it, and were only too glad to drink to its prosperity. The
industry was like a child that had been carefully handled and had
passed through the usual infantile diseases. Now there was a remarkable fine crop of other infants, the" deep levels," which doubtless would ha ve an equally satisfactory career.
"KINDRED SOCIETIES"

11'1:1' A. F. Crosse proposed in a few appropriate words the toast of
"Kindred Societies," coupling with it the names of the South Afri~an
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Association of Engineers and Architects, the Geological Society of
South Africa, the Association of Mine Managers, the Institute of
Accountants and Auditors, and the South African Society of Electrical Engineers." He simply could not do justice to a list like that.
He would liken the community to a wheel, of which the tyre was
the working man, the felloes were the various societies, and the
spokes which held the whole thing together were the capitalists.
Mr Harry Miller, replying on behalf of the Association of Mine
Managers, said that his Society had done a little good for the mining
industry, and he hoped it would continue to do good. As long as
they got the support and the funds that they had hitherto received,
he had little doubt that they could make the majority of the mines
pay. He thought that much of their prosperity wa~ due to the
chemists and metallurgists, as the utmost that mine managers could
do before "they had men like Mr Butters, Mr Bettel, Mr Williams,
Mr Crosse and others, was very lit~le compared with what had since
been accomplished. Since that time they had increased the extraction to 90 per cent., which was solely, or largely, due to the energy
ami knowledge which they had displayed in proving the mineral
resources of the country. 'Without the cyanide department in few
instances would the results be satisfactory. Their directors kept a
keen eye on the work, and were not to be " spoofed" with figures.
Coupled with a keen desire to do better than his neighbour, which
aroused a wholesome feeling of emulation, was the fact that many a
mine was made to pay to-day which ten years ago would have been
quite hopeless.
"THE LADIES"

Mr Walford Dowling in a few words proposed this toast.
"THE PRESS"

Mr Harry W. Miller, in proposing the toast of "The Press," remarked upon the improved manner in which the press had of late
reported the proceedings of the learned societies, more particularly in
the scientific journals.
The toast having been duly honoured Mr Fletcher entertained the
remaining guests and members with a clever and witty song, which
brought a highly satisfactory meeting to a close.
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xv
THE monthly general meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, March 19th,
1898, in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines. Building, Johannesbnrg, Dr J. Loevy (Vice-~resident) presiding. There were also
present : 42 Members-Messrs W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant,
R. E. Hall, G. T. M. McBride, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams, T. W.
Wood (Council) j M. Baumann, G. S. Bloomer, W. Bradford, A.
Brakhan, A. W. Brattlund, J. Daniell, W. R. Dowling, J. Drought,
J. Dykes, Jr., H. I. Evans, A. Von Gernet, L. M. Green, W. L.
Hamilton, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, J. V. J ory, C. F. 'l}elly,
E. L. Matthews, G. Melvill, P. T. B Morrisby, A. McNaughtan, J. -D.
O'Hara, R. Owen, F. C. Pengilly, Prof. Prister, S. J. Remnant, H. :H.
Robins, Dr J. Schlesinger, H. Spargo, P. S. Tavener, F. White, H.
A. White, J. H. Wilkinson.
18 Associates-Messrs A. J. R. Atkin, D. Behrmann, A. F.
Braugham, T. Burgess, J. G. W. Fairbairn, G. W. Gibbings, C. W.
Goldsmith, M. J. Hilton, E. Homersham, F. E. Irving, R. M. Kayser,
G. A. Rawstorne, C. Rowland, R. Ruoff, H. Rusden, A. W. Stockett,
W. Versfeld, F. G. Westbrook j 17 Visitors, and Fredk. Rowland'
(for the Rand Agency, Ltd.), Secretary.
Mr C. J. Price was elected a member of the Society, the Secretary
announcing that he had received a number of proposals too late to be
inserted in the circular as provided for in the Bye-Laws. The names
of the Associates admitted since the last monthly meeting were then
announced as follows-Messrs Geo. Kennedy Allen, John Thos.
Caine, John Ed ward Clennell, James Corrigan, A. Von Dessauer, D.
E. Doveton, E. Manuel Eissler, Chas. Edward Manners, A. R.
McCormick, Duncan F. Ogilvie, Alexander Leckie Wright.
The following letter was read from Professor de Wilde, The University, Brussels : (Translation)
To the President, Vice-President, and Council Members of the
Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa.
Gentlemen,-It affords me the greatest satisfaction to learn that
you have done me the honour of electing me an honorary member :of
I
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your Society, as an acknowledgment of my publications 1'e gold precipitation. I thank you most sincerely for the honour you have
bestowed upon me, and remain,
•

Yours faIthfully,

I
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P. de Wilde.
The Vice-President said that he was complying with the wish of
the Council in asking the members to spare a moment to just glance
back at the nearly four years of life of the Society, and in doing this he
yentured to think they would find cause for a good deal of se1£gratulation at the success which they had obtained. Our meetings,
he said, have been freely attended; the membership has been steadily
increasing, and considerable attention has been paid to our proceedings by all the professional circles in every part of the world. It
appears to me that during the past year, or during the past eight or
nine months, we have been exceptionally successful. During that
period we have always had record meetings as to attendance; the
membership has been increasing far beyond our expectations, and a
great number of im'portant and interesting papers have been read, to
which considerable attention has been attracted, not only in this
country, but by all the professional societies all over the globe. In
making this latter statement I might seem 'to exaggerate, but I can
tell you that I can substantiate my statement. In every paper, no
matter what the language, in English, German, or French, you will
find references to our proceedings and to our meetings. I take it
that this is the best proof that our Society is no longer a local affair,
but that it is acknowledged as a scientific and technical body by all
professional circles, and I think, considering the comparatively short
life of our Society, we have every reason to be satisfied with that
success. I have pointed out that, especially during the last nine
months, we have been exceptionally successful, and I think I am only
voicing the opinion of all of you when I say that the success obtained
during that period is due to a very great extent to the zeal and energy
which Mr Charles Butters has devoted to the Society in his capacit.Y
as president. Mr Butters is gone now, and I am sure we all agree that
his departure from this country means a very severe loss to our Society.
I say a severe, but not an irreparable loss, because, generally speaking,
I believe that every man can be replaced. Bismarck has gone, but
the German Empire still exists; Lord Salisbury will go some day, and
so will Mr Chamberlain, but the British Empire will continue; and,
indeed, looking round in this room and seeing so many well-known
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faces at the Council table and in front of me, I think that we have
no reason to hold pessimistic views as to the future of our Society.
But what I wish to be allowed to point out to you is this: it affords
us the greatest satisfaction, and it is our pleasant duty to acknowledge
the good work that nil' Butters has done for the Society. But it is
also our duty to keep our Society on the high standard to which it
has risen during nil' Butters' presidentship. We have a work before
l1S still, but I have no doubt we shall be able to accomplish this
work, and to ask you to assist in this work and to carry it to a still
greater success, is the object of these remarks. And now that Mr
Butters has gone, I would ask you to still show the same interest in
the Society, and to work for its Jevelopment in the same energetic
way as you have done during the last nine months. ThiB you can
.do by attending regularly at the meetings, and by coming forward as
often as possible with papers or notes or,remarks 011 subjects suitable
for the conBideration of the Society. As a matter of fact, there are many
things which at the first glance do not seem to be important, but
which are important enough for publication, and which sometimes
1J'aise very interesting discussions, and those members who do not feel
oSafe with regard to the value of their communications are always at
liberty to submit their notes to the Council, who will decide as to their
,suitability for publication; and especially those younger members
who, on some ground of modesty, a~e afraid to come forward with
papers, have now an opportunity of publishing them in our own
"' J ournal."Such notes or communications are to be sent to the
Editorial Committee, and, if suitable, will be considered as having
been read before the Society. ~With regard to the "Journru," I would
like to say a few words, I suppose you have all received the first
copy of the paper, and I decidedly consider it a step in advance for
our Society. Three or four months ago I foreshadowed the time
when we should be compelled to have our own journal, as we cannot
depend on the local papers, and· already I am happy to say that from
a financial point of view, the paper is a success. So far as the
expenses are concerned, they are fairly covered by the advertisements;
in fact, we have good reason to believe that in a few months or so
we shall be even making a small profit on the paper. I might refer
in conclusion to a certain British hero, who saiJ that England
expected every man to do his duty; and in like manner I would say
that the Rand Industry expects every member of this Society to do
his duty.
Mr A. F. Crosse said-I think there is small fear that our Society
will do otherwise than contiuue in the same way as during the past
;
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nine months, especially as we have Dr Loevy at ol1r.:Jhead; and
in his able hands we have no fear that our future success will be
in any wise inferior to what it has been under Mr Butters' able
management.
I
The Vice-President, in reply to a question by Mr McN aughtan,
said that the "Journal" was absolutely distinct from any mining or
financial journal published, as no share list nor any financial notes
will be published, but the object was simply to publish technical and
scientific facts and reports of our meetings. It was not intended for
the use of the speculator. Its object in brief was to serve technical
men and the mining industry, with special reference to the extraction
-of gold.
,
Mr J. R. Williams (who had been detained by a prior engagement
and arrived later in the evening) said-I desire to call the attention
of the members of this Society to the fact that we have lost a great
light in the president who has so recently left for America. He has
been a very great light, and I am sure that the Society will miss him
very much indeed. Still, if all the members put their shoulders to
the wheel, the hundred one-candle lamps will be quite equal to the
one-hundred candle lamp. There are several members of the Society
who are as modest as I was some two years ago, and are too bashful
to say anything. ,But when the ice is once broken, the water is not
very cold, and their very able ~ecretary would be at all times pleased
to read any remark or notes put in writing. When we have men of
the ability of the chemist of the Bank of England and celebrated
metallurgists in all parts of the world-in Russia, Australia, America,
New Zealand, and elsewhere-joining the Society, we cannot allow
them to think they have joined under false colours, but the members
alld the Society must do their utmost to go forward and advance in
knowledge and status.
"THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE MAIN REEF"

Mr A. von Gernet said-I have received a letter from Dr Frederick
H. Hatch, mining engineer, that has reference to a paper read before the
Society some months ago by Mr W. Fischer Wilkinson, and drawing
attention to a misquotation. With the Ohairman's permission, the
letter was read as follows : "With reference to Mr W. Fischer Wilkinson's paper on 'The
Economic Value of the Main Reef,' I would like you to point out, if
you have an opportunity, that the estimate made by Mr Ohalmers
and myself in our book on the' Gold Mines of the Rand' of the
s
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future prolhIction of the Witwatersrand is misquoted. Mr Wilkinson
makes us say that 27 miles of reef worked down to a vertical depth
of 5,000 feet will yield 592 million pounds sterling; This is incorrect ..
On page 290 of our book we say that the main section of the Rand,
from Roodepoort to Driefontein (27 miles), will, if mined to 8,000 feet
from the outcrop on the slope of the reef (i.e. to a vertical depth of
3,500 feet) will yield 592 millions sterling; and we concluded by
stating (p. 291) that 'without going into any close estimates or'
predictions with regard to the remaining portions of the Main Reef
series and the outlying portions of the district, we think we may
safely forecast a production from the vVitwatersrand generally, within
the next half century, of upwards of £700,000,000 in value, of
which, in all probability, £200,000,000 will be clear profit.'"
The Vice-President said it would be advisable to publish the letter,
in the next issue of the" Journal." It was an important addition to.
the paper read by Mr W. Fischer Wilkinson.
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THE PATENTS COMMITTEE

Mr S. H. Pearce called attention to a statement III the B.A_
jl;fining Journal, constituting what he considered an uncalled-for
attack on the Ohamber of Mines Patent Oommittee. .This committee
were charged with being interested in certain slimes processes, and
with being hostile and showing opposition to anything likely to
interfere with such processes. He inquired whether the Society were
entitled or disposed to notice the remarks ill question.
Mr A. von Gernet said it would be the duty of the Patents
Oommittee to take the matter up if the thing was worth taking up'
at all.
Mr J. R. 'Williams said that Mr Pearce had evidently asked the
question because some members of the cOlllmittee had been appointed
by the Ohemical Society. Those members were Mr Orosse, Mr Von
Gernet, Mr Bettel, and himself. Not one of these were holders of
any patent for slimes in this or in any country, and they were
absolutely free from any mercenary motives whatsoever. The slimes
process was a process pro bono publico, and the mining industry had
never been charged -ld. for royalty. So far as their Society was
concerned, therefore, they had absolutely clean hands. No doubt
they had tried to save the mining industry from being saddled with
patents that were not patentable, but on the other hand, they desired
in all cases to help the first and true inventor of everything. If they
opposed one patent in twenty, it was as much as they did.
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Mr A. F. Crosse endorsed what Mr 'Villiams had said, and added
that they would certainly take steps on the Patents Committee. It
was natural that men who applied for patents should feel sore with
those who opposed them, Lut they had never taken up the question
in the way that was alleged in the S.A. ll:lining Journal.
Only
those having actual experience could know, of the absurd patents
that were brought up, awl most of them were allowed to slide.
He challenged the S.A. 11:linin(J J01lrnal to name a single instance
in'which a claimant for a patent had been unfairly treated by the
committee.
Mr F. White thought the article in 4.uestion had been misinterpreted. He gathered that the editor of the pape'r dissented from the
views as set forth by some one else.
Mr J. R. Williams said he considered that a blow had beeri
intended and aimed at the Society; he could place no other construction on the article .
.l'IIr F. 'Vhite said hc hardly thought a serious charge was meant
to he conveyed.
J\fr J. R. Williams said that some care should have been taken to
differentiate between a communicated opinion and an editorial
opmlOn. It was all very well to paint people first and then whitewash them; but sometimes the whitewash rubLed off and the paint
remained.
.
The Vice-President said-In the matter of patents the first party
concerned is the Chamber of :Mines Patent Committee, and no doubt
they would know how to deal with the matter. Doubtless it would
come up for discussion at their next council meeting, and until then
the matter might be dropped.
The meeting then adjourned.

Pot v. Scorijier

27 6
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THE SCORIFICATION ASSAY
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By

JOHN DANIELL,

F.C.S.

(MEMBER)

As the question of the relative value of the "pot" method and
the" scorification " method of assay has been debated by members of
this Society on more than one occasion, I thought that a paper giving
a few notes of my experience in the estimation of gold ~nd silver by
the latter process would be of interest, especially to those younger
members of the Society who are engaged in assaying.
I do not think, in the first place, that there is any rivalry between
the processes; of poor material we must of necessity weigh large
charges, and thus use the pot method, while of high grade stuff
much smaller charges can be used, and the sc.orification process
adopted. Thus the gold assayer, the bulk of whose work is in lowgrade ore, naturally uses the pot method; while the silver assayer, to
whom low-grade material is of little interest, naturally weighs smaller
quantities and scorifies.
But I think that every as sayer should have complete command of
both processes; and that both should be continually in use. We
are all inclined to drop into grooves in our practice, and perhaps
some ass ayers are not satisfied with an assay which has been melted
in a pot in the orthodox way. But a series of trial8, pot v. scorifier,
on a material of moderate richness will soon convince anyone who
In
has not tried the process of the accuracy of the latter method.
fact, I have found that beginners often get a better result by
scorification.
There are two remarks which I finu in the back numbers of our
" Proceedings," both by prominent members of our Society, on this
subject. One is to the effect that scorification gives results as much
as 10 per cent. short; the other remark is that the English sellers
stipulate for pot assay, while the buyers insist upon scorification.
:Both of these experiences are entirely different from my own. Having had over fifteen years' work in assaying argentiferous and auriferous
ores and products in comparison assays with other smelters, in
reference assays, and in joint assays in every kind of material, I
have never experienced any differences due to the defects of the
process. N either have I met with the demand from sellers for po~
assay, except on one occasion, of which I may give particulars. ,
A new material, an Australian concentrates, containing from 20 to
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100 ozs. of gold, was placed on the market, and a little anxiety was
felt in rcgard to the settlement of assays. The sellers' agent on this
occasion wished the assay to be made by the pot method, and the
assayers on both sides ~ook up the matter and made a large number
of comparison trials. The result was that the demand for pot assay
was withdrawn, and the buyers used the scorification method as
usual. All the parcels were settled without a single reference assay.
Scorification is the method generally used in silver assaying, and
it need be scarcely stated that any process applicable to silver is in a
much higher degree suitable for gold. There is far less slag absorption, cupel absorption, and volatilization. r had intended to give a
few details of the losses experienced in silver smelting at every
operation in ill~stration of this point; but it is sufficient to say just
noW that compared with silver, gold metallurgy, from the smelter's
point of view, is extremely simple.
r will now refer' to a few practical details of the scorification
with lead process, as used in the smelting works with which r was
connected.
The operation of scorification in the mulHe is an awkward businesS. The furnace has to be maintained at an extremely high
temperature. The back rows have finished before the front ones
have commenced, and with very various materials the process is in
as many different stages as there are scorifiers in the furnace, while
shifting them about is attended with much risk. The experiment
was, therefore, tried of scorifying the ore in small, wide-mouthed
crucibles in the cornish fire, and this modification, with due precautions in regard to regulation of heat and draught, was found to
work most satisfactorily.
Duplicate trials of about 3 grams. of
ore were taken, mixed with 25 grams. of granulated assay lead and a
small quantity of a flux composed of equal weights of carbonate of
soda and borax. Another quantity of 25 grams. of granulated lead
was then put in and covered with a further quantity of flux. The
crucibles were placed in a full fire, at a low heat, with damper closed,
four, -six, or more at a time, depending on the size of the furnace.
When melted the bricks were opened and the damper raised, causing
a current of air to play upon the crucibles, ensuring rapid oxidation
of the lead and a thorough scorification of the ore. The use of the
cornish fire in this way has been thoroughly tested, and has given
perfectly satisfactory results.
There are, of course, a few precautions which have to be taken.
For instance, pyritic material, especially arsenical pyrites, has a
tendency to decrepitate, throwing out minute particles, which burn
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with characteristic sparkle, and entail loss. This can be obviated by
careful attention to the heat at· the commencement of the operation.
Again, carbonaceous material in presence of lithargc generates gas,
which, rising through the melted lean, Jnay occasion loss by projection
of particles.
In the case of rich material the slag must be re-melted, a precaution far more necessary in silver assaying than in gold, though a wise
precllution in the latter, and the small button added to the one first
obtained.
.
The chemical principles involved are somewhat simple: The oxidation of the lead produces litharge, or litharge IIlay be added, the
slagging properties of which are so well known. With silica it
forms the extremely fusible singulo-silicate Pb2 Si0 4 • By sulphides
the oxide is .reduced back to metallic lead,producing sulphurous
anhydride, ann in presence of a currClit of air the metallic oxide,
which is dissolved by the excess of litharge .. In fact, fused litharge
is an cxtremely powerful solvent, aJ~d there are very few substances
which arc not attacked al1(l held in igneous solution by it. The
noble metals are thus concentrated in the unoxidised metallic lead
and are subsequently obtained by cupellation.
HIGH HESULTS

While on this subject there is another question which was raised
by the Chairman at the January meeting, when this matter was discussed. It .was in regard to the valuation of refractory material, and
he suggested that the price should be based on the smelting assay,
and not on the actual contents of the material.
But I am convinced that it is the duty of the assayer to report t)1e
actual produce of any parcel submitted to him for analysis, and the
higher the result the more likely is the result to· be COl'l'ect, while at
the sallie time he should most carefully. return particulars of the
injurious or deleterious matters present. The data are thus obtained
on which a schemc of valuation is based. The valuation of copper
ores on their dry assay has now been practically abandoned at home,;
in fact, there are few trials made by the fire assay at all; it will soon
become onc of the lost arts. The wet or actual percentage is now
the' basis of price, less certain deductions which vary with the
character of the material. Any other method of valuation is undesirable, and a process which admittedly gives low results cannot be
accepted as the basis of settlement with any satisfaction to both
buyer and seller. It is natural, however, that the managers of
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ustOIllS works should be anxious on this point, and they must place

~onsiderable reliance in their assayers j while to the assaye1' himself
the knowledge that upon each assay that he returns a large monetary
transaction depends, acts as a stimulus to extraordinary care ftnd the
attainment of extreme accuracy. As a training for an assayer the
" customs" works is far and away the best that can be obtained.
The Vice-President-The paper just read by Mr Daniell is a continuation of discussions that we have had before, and I am very glad
the matter has been taken up again, as I feel that we have not yet
exhausted the subject. I hope that by the next meeting we shall
have an interesting discussion on Mr Daniell's paper, and I beg to
'move a hearty vote of thanks to him for it.
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THE QUALITY OF CRUCIBLES
Mr A. F. Crosse-I see that Illy name is on the papei' for a few
remarks, but what I have to say is more in the nature of a question
than an assertion. I desire to find out whether my experience as
regards the quality of crucibles can be confirmed or otherwise by the
great experience which many of the members must have had with
crucibles. Some years ago I brought some crucibles from England.
with me, and was able to use them five, six, even seven times without their breaking. But as the years go on the crucibles seem to get
worse and worse. The quality of crucibles I am having now is
getting so had that it very often, indeed generally, happens that I
·can only use the H crucibles for a single assay. Crucibles are rather
expensive, and the price of assays is cut very fine, and it makes a
difference whether you use a crucible for one assay only or whether
yon can use the same crucible for, say, six assays. I believe the II
·crucibles cost about sixpence each. I cannot understand how they
have deteriorated. The same makers' name is on them, most of them
·coming from the Morgan Crucible Company, Battersea. V{ e must
now be using so many of them as to create a big demand, and yet
the makers seem to be sending them out with the idea that anything
is good enough for the colonies. But if your experience agrees with
mine, we shall have to inform the makers that anything will not do.
We must surely be using thousands and thousands of these crucibles
here every month. We have very good fireclay in this country, and
it may be a question whether we cannot make- (The ChairmanNo, you cannot do that.) 'Well, if my remarks are at all backed up
~y any memb'ers here, I think, at anyrate, some'representations may
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be of use. I have stated my' experience,. and I am curious to know if
anyone else has had the same,' or whether it has been simply my bad
luck.
.
Mr A. McN aughtan-Are you referring exclusively to fireclay
crucibles 1
Mr A. F. Crosse-Yes; G, H, and J.
Mr E. H. Johnson-I have had tho same experience as Mr Crosse.
Some years ago on the Robinson we used to use the crucibles six oreight times, but now we can rarely use them more than twice. l\{y
remark applies to the assay of tailings samples partic·ularly. (A
Member-Do they crack or become corroded~) They becomo·
corroded.
The Vice·President-I can fully confirm what Mr Crosse has said.
The larger the size of the crucible the worse the quality, especially of
those used for tailings assays, No. J. They are not even good
enough for one fusion, and sometimes two or three pots havo to be·
used to finish one assay. With regard to the smaller numbers, I am
not quite sure whether the corrosion may not bo due to the quality
of the ore having changed considerably of late. The ore that we·
assay now is very different to that which we assayed four or five·
years ago, and contains more pyrites and base metals, but I think
. that would only account to a certain extent for the loss of crucibles.
and I fear that the Morgan Crucible Company have corne to the·
conclusion that the pots are good enough for South Africa, and that.
they do not send us the same material as is used in England and on:
the continent. I think it would be a good thing to send to that
Company a copy of the" Journal" in which tho discussion on this
question is published.
Mr S. H. Pearce-On the Nigel, which was one of the first·
companies ill the Transvaal to work pyritic are, we use London
Rounds. The pyritic ore ate clean through the pot before I could
make two assays, and I believe the deterioration is due to the change
of ore, as suggested.
The Vice-President--Mr A. MacArthur Johnston has had experi·
ence v.ith refractory ore and with oxidised ores, and the result was
the. same in both cases. Possibly the loss is attributablo to the
quality of the clay having fallen off, or else the crucibles have not
been sufficiently baked.
Mr F. Smith-Some years ago I tried both the London Rounds.
and the Battersea Rounds, and I camll··to tho conclusion that the
London Rounds wero not in it with the Battersea Rounds. Iorder,ed
a quantity of London Rounds, and I have been using them ex··
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elusively ever since-for the past five years. .About three years ago
I ran out of London Rounds, which I had previously ordered from
the Morgan Company, and I had to buy sOllle locally. The result was
that whereas I could formerly use crucibles six and seven times, those
I bo~ght locally would only last me twice. I then tried Doulton's,
and they gave me a worse result than the Morgan's. Since then I
have ordered 12 gross from Morgan & Co., and I can use any of them
six times. They are much thicker thall the Battersea Rounds.
About
years ago I had a lot of assays to do from one of the
Nigels in the Heidelberg district, and I found that the stuff was so
pyritic that I could not use the pot more than three times, and I am
having a little experience in the same direction now with pyritic
stu If: I cannot use a crucible with very pyritic matter more than
four times, whereas with free milling stuff I call use it for seven.
Besides the nature of the ore that is assayed, I think the life of the
pot depends upon how they are purchased. I wrote to the Morgan
Company about their plumbago pots as sold by local dealers about
three months ago; but, in regard to those which they sent me direct
from London, I have had nothing to complain of. They are "II
right, but those I bought locally are all wrong.
The Vice-President-It is difficult to say whether it is due to the
difference of the London-bought crucibles and those bought locally.
I feel inclined to think there is a difference, The wholesale chemists
try to buy this material ail cheaply as possible, and it may be that it
can only be done at the expense of the quality.
Mr F. Smith-There is a difference in the colour of the crucibles.
Thoso which I have imported from Morgan's are dull red, whilst those
I bought locally were nearly white.
Mr .A. F. Crosse-1 may be excused for bringing up what seems a
trifling matter of this kind, but it is a question that interests many of
us. In regard to Mr Pearce's remarks I have a great many assays
to do with ores which are not pyritic. Sometimes I get a batch of
samples of oxidised ore, and I find it makes no difference whether
the ore be oxidised or pyritic. I have not imported my crucibles
lately, but have bought them locally.
The Vice-President-1 do not think the matter can be considered
an important one. One of the objects of our Society is to protect
our professional interests, and in discussions of this kind we are
protecting our professional interests and our pockets too.
Mr F. Smith-My experience with plumbago crucibles is exactly
what Mr Crosse has said with regard to fireclay crucibles. They are
not what they Uiled to be.
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:NIrT. W. Wood-Speaking of plumbago pots, I have used a great
many of them, and I think much depends on their annealing in the
first instance. If annealed properly there is not. much difference
between the plumbago pots made to-day and those made ten years ago.
Mr J. Daniell-A good deal d"pends on the way the pot has been
stored. A t home we used to keep them on the fiues, alld it had a
good effect. A complaint to the Morgan Crucible Company once
had a good result. At home we had a had consignment, and we
returner] them to the Company, receiving in their place some good
ones. I do not know what they did with the bad ones we returned,
but I suppose they came out to the colonies.
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EXPLOSION OF SULPHURIC ACID
The Vice-President-I have had a communication from Mr R. E.
Hall, referring to a certain OClJurrence which happened at the Ferreira,
where there was an explosion of sulphuric acid. Mr Hall has sent
me a sample of this sulphuric acid in order to get it analysed, and to
find out, if possible, the cause of this explosion. I do not know
whether it call rightly be called an explosion. As a matter of fact
the cover of the drum was thrown about 15 yards away, and the
drum was destroyed. 1 am glad to see that the manager of the
SulphUl'ic Acid Factory is here, and I should be very thankful if he
would submit his opinion about this matter.
Mr 'Yo Boyd-I have had a lot of experience in the caITying of sulphuric acid at home, anu I cannot remember ever having heard of an
explosion in Ireland. Since I have been out in this country I have
known a drum to give way owing to the great heat of the sun. 'With
strong sulphUl'ic acid there is very little action on the sheet of the
drum on ordinary occasions, but the sun's heat caused an action in
this instance, with the result that the end of the drum gave way.
It was not really an explosion, .but was due to inward pressure.
Unless the drum had been exposed to the sun I cannot account for
the accident. In carrying the sulphuric acid in large iron tanks on
railway trucks we always find, on opening a tap at the top of the
tank, there 'has been an evolution of hydrogen gas, but the tank
is rarely 011 the truck for more than a day at a time at home. .This
evolution of hydrogen accounts for so many drums of acid cOining
out to the colonies being missing. They are carried at owner's risk,
and the heat of the sun in the tr~pics l'esults in broken drums,
which are thrown overboard, and the consignment is short on arrival
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at its destination. The same thing takes place in lead-lined vessels.
In filling lead-lined vessels with a wooden box round each, we leave
the case open for three or four days so that the action on the lead
ceases, as it does not seem to be a continuous action_ .As soon as the
lead gets a coating of sulphate of lead the chemical action ceases to
take place. 'Ve find it desirable not to seal the drums up until this
action ceases, and the cases then need to be carried with ordinary
care only. I have often seen lead-lined cases bulged out almost as
round as an orange from the action of the sulphuric acid on the lead;
and very much the same thing takes place with iron. People using
sulphuric acid should al ways keep it under cover, so as to prevent the
intense heat of the sun from setting up -chemical action.
Mr E. H. John~on-Was that locally-bought acid or English acid 1
lYlr Boyd-Local acid.
Mr E. H. Johnson-Because I have had the saDIe experience with
both at the Robinson.
Professor Prister- I have had a dozen years' experience in the
manufacture of sulphuric acid, and find it difficult to explain the explosion of an iron drum containing sulphuric acid of about 91 per
cent. of monohydrate. When I was manager of a dynamite factory
near Florence, in Tuscany, we received large quantities of sulphuric
acid (95 per cent. of monohydrate) mixed with nitric acid of 95 to 97
per cent. of monohydrate, which was sent from Amsterdam and l\farseilles to Greece. It was exposed to the sun and no accident occurred.
But in the mixture of sulphuric acid of 56° to 60" Baume with 10
per cent. of nitric acid and small quantities of nitro-glycerine, decompositions took place resulting in explosions. But as the acid in
question contained no nitric acid the above does not apply. That the
production of a large quantity of hydrogen due to the action of the
acid on the iron of the drum took place is not probable in my opinion,
as sulphuric acid of 56° to 60° Baume is being continually carried on
the European railways in iron tanks. The expansion of sulphuric
acid by the heat of the sun might be sufficient to cause rupture if the
tank be full. Another question that might be determined is whether
the drum was perfectly clean before the acid was introduced. There
is a possibility that some foreign substance was present, which, by
the action of the heated acid, might havc generated sufficient gas to
determine the explosion of the drum_
The Vice-President--I may say that Mr Boyd is quite correct in
supposing that the drum had been exposed to the sun for a couple of
days, or possibly even a week. Analysis showed the acid to be free
from sulphurous acid, and also practically free from nitric and
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nitrous acids. It contained a large quantity of lead, however, and a
considerable quantity of iron, viz. 0'142 per cent. The specific'
gravity of the acid was 1'7692 at 22 '5° C., corresponding to 82'5 per
cent. H 2S0 4 , Estimated by Barium chloride the strength of the acid
was 82'75 per cent. H 2 S0 4, As regards the 0'142 per cent. iron, this.
is a most important point in my opinion, and the question is to decide·
where that iron comes from. Was it originally in the acid, or is it.
due to the acid having dissolved the iron of the drum 1 I find that.
in this latter case 100 grams. acid would have generated 56'7 C.c..
hydrogen. Supposing the drum contained 50 kilos. of acid, these
would yield 28 litres of hydrogen. That is an enormous quantity,
and would be quite sufficient 'to account for the explosion which has.
taken place.
Experiments made with an iron nail. showed that the
acid set up an evolution of hydrogen after a few hours, at about.
20° C., so that that would go to support the theory I have suggested.
There is another theory that may be taken into consideration, and
that is the expansion of the acid, that is to 8ay, the increase in its.
volume due to the increase of temperature. The expansion coefficient
for sulphuric acid of 91 per cent. H~S04 is 0'0005 for each degree of
temperature. Supposing that the drum contained 30 litres (= 50·
kilos.) of acid, and the temperature is raised, through exposure to the
sun, by 20° centigrade, which is easily possible in this country, that
would mean an increase in volume of about 300 cubic centimetres_
If there is not sufficient air in the drum, I think this expansion
would be sufficient to produce an explosion. Perhaps it is more
likely that the two factors, evolution of hydrogen and expansion,.
may have brought about this result, but in any case there is little·
doubt that the exposure to the sun was the initial cause of the
mischief. Sulphuric acid ought to be kept in a cool place, or at
least in the shade. On the other hand, it is somewhat surprising
that acid of such low strength as 82'7 per cent. H 2S0 4 is brought on
the market here for metallurgical purposes.
Mr A. F. Crosse asked whether the figures given for the expansion
of 90 per cent. acid was for the apparent or absolute expansion. He
considered that some allowance should be made for the expansion of
the iron.
The Vice-President-I did not thi~k of that, but I believe that
at such a low temperature the expansion of the iron may be neglected.
(Addressing Mr Boyd) Are the drums quite full, or is there a little
space in each 1
.
,
Mr W. Boyd said that the drums were not quite full, as that would
be dangerous.
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The Vice-President-It would be interesting to know what
minimum strength sulphuric acid must have, so as to be certain it
would not attack the iron of the drum.
:NIl' W. Boyd-We send out acid of 75 per cent., and lit only
sliahtly attacks the iron, and is not dangerous. I have seen for five
{)r ~ix years such acid carried regularly on waggons, but the temperature is not so high at home as it is here.' It is carried for hundreds
{)f miles in iron drums or tanks, large enough to contain 10 tons, and
to fill the whole truck.
Mr R. Ruoff-With reference to the remark that the explosion
might have been caused by the expansion of the sulphuric acid
liquid through the heat of the sun to which it was exposed, I beg to
say that in Mechanical Engineering such an occurrence would not
be called an explosion, nor cause an explosion, as it comes under the
law of hydraulic pressure. Explosion is understood only to occur
through expansion of gases which are' compressed, or through heat
energy, which is stored in a small volume, and which, when the
pressure is suddenly relieved, increases its original volume enormously.
Liquid under pressure, when the latter is relieved, through leakage
{)r breakage of the vessel, does not expand much as it simply flows
out, the pressure ceasing at once. I l'efer to the hydraulic pressure
tests of boilers, steam pipes, etc. I had experience with an air
vessel on a pump, which was pumping against 2,500 feet head
of water. The air vessel, which was apparently too weak, was blown
{)ff, but this was simply caused through the expansion of the compressed air in the vessel, but not through the hydraulic pressure.
Considering the above points, I come to the conclusion that the
explosion in question was caused by the accumulation of gases, not
through the expansion of the liquid. I might add that such an
occurrence could be avoided by providing a suitable spring loaded
ilafety valve on the respective vessels.
Mr J. Daniell asked how long the acid had been in the tank. The
fact that acid was carried safely at home did not help them much in
this countl'Y.

THE MANUFACTURE OF NITRO-EXPLOSIVES
By

PROFESSOR AUGUST PRISTER
DlSOUSSION

Mr E. C. Homersham asked, supposing the dynamite was properly
manufactured, and properly stored, how long it could be safely kept.
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He asked the question becanse the dynamite agent in Klerksdorp
had received a letter from the Dynamite Factory, telling him to get.
rid of all his dynamite at once. The magazine in which this
dynamite was stored was under no regulations wiJatever, though the
Mining Inspector in the district insisted on the mines getting their
magazines in order.
::\1r Franklin White-I found an unexploded cartridge in a drive,
which has been analysed by the Chairman, and found to contain 2
per cent. of moisture. I made enquiries as to where this dynamite
had been obtained, and found that it could not have been in stock for
more than a fortnight. The drive was very dry, but the 2 per cent. of
moisture was supposed to have been the cause of the cartridge not
I
exploding, and was certified to be sufficient to make it unsafe.
would like to ask Professor Prister whether this moisture· could have
accumulated in the dynamite after leaving the factory, or whether it
was due to imperfect manufacture. It is an important point, because
the blame is always put on the mine manager.. If he reports defective dynamite, he is told that his magazine is all wrong and that it is
by no means the fault of the .dynamite.
The Vice-President-Am I right in supposing that the sample you
refer to was gelignite ~
1.fr Franklin White-It was supplied as Dynamite No.1 A.
The Vice-President-I remember analysing the sample you refer to,
and I condemned it as containing too much moisture, and because it
failed to stand one of the British tests; it exuded nitro-glycerine. I
think the exudation was due to the presence of the large amount of
moisture by which the nitro-glycerine has evidently been displaced.
Professor Prister said that dynamite could be kept for a very long
time in a store, but decomposition would cause an explosion. If the
nitro-glycerine was not absolutely free from acid there was the danger
of decomposition and explosion.' If the collodion cotton was not also
free from acid there was the same danger, but if made of pure nitroglycerine, nitrate, and nitrate of potash, dynamite and gelignite could
be kept for a long time.
The Vice-President said that as Professor Prister's remarks were
very important and the shorthand-writer could not catch all of them,
it would be desirable to put them into writing. He suggested that
the Professor should answer the questions that had been put in the
form of a paper to be read at the next meeting. Professor Prister
- agreed to do this.
Mr J. R. Williams concurred that it was desirable to preserve the
Professor's remarks in· the form of·a paper.
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The Vice-President-I am not prepared to say much about Profcss or Prister's paper, as it is technically and scientifically so complete
that there is hardly anything to be added, and any further discussion
would probably be IDore of a business than a scientific character. I
would, however, like to refer en paso ant to it few of the remarks contained in the paper with .regard to the material found in this country
suitable for the manufacture of dynamite and other nitro-explosives.
After eight years' experience of analytical chemistry in this country,
I can fully confirm I'rofessor Pfister's statements that there will never
be a sufficient quantity of nitrate of potash found here for the manufacture of dynamite or for the manufacture of nitric acid. There are
certain districts where nitrate of potash is found, but the quantities
are so small that they lllay do very well for supplying a household for
conserving meat, etc., but not for much else. The second material
necessary for manufacturing purposes is kiesel-guhr. This is also
found in the country, but not in a quantity sufficient to be of any use,
though this material is not so important. So far the use of Dynamite
A, containing 75 per cent. of nitro-glycerine and 25 per cent. of
kiesel-guhr is steadily decreasing, while blasting by the use of blasting gelatine is as steadily increasing. In fact, from the statements
submitted by the Chamber of Mines, we use of Dynamite No.1 only
50,000 cases, as against 180,000 cases of blasting gelatine containing
92 per cent. nitro-glycerine. The third material required is sulphur,
which has never been found in FlUfficient quantity, but I think there
is a chance that the concentrates containing pyrites may be utilised
sufficiently for this purpose, though it is a question that requires long
study, and I fear it will not come off this year. Another important
question is that of collodion cotton. Collodion cotton cannot be
considered as a raw material, and an important question is: "Is collodion cotton to be considered an explosive or not 1" I understand
that the dynamite factory is importing collodion cotton containing 30
per cent. to 35 per cent. of water, and that they dry it here by a suitable process. So far as I know ihe factory does not claim to
manufacture collodion cotton, and I think they will never be able to
do so on account of the large quantities of water required for the purpose. If Professor Prister or any other member will give an opinion
about collodion cotton it would be very interesting. Is it an explosive,
or is it not 1 It is a simple question-yes or no. Can a preparation
containing 35 per cent. of water be considered an explosive 1
Professor Prister-It is certainly an explosive.
The Vice-President-Mr Homersham put some questions with
regard to the analysis of the nitro-explosives used on the Rand. In
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order to find out whether the quality, of the explosive is good or not,
the only way is to make a complete analysis of it; first to state the
chemical constituents, and then to submit it to all the tests as prescribed' by the British Explosives Act of 1881. ' Now, this analysis
of dynamite or nitro-explosives, simple as it is, requires some skill,
and first of all the use of pure chemicals, which, I am sorry to say,
you cannot always get here. The chief chemical is ether, and it is
impossible to get it here suitable for this purpose, so that if you want
to make a correct analysis you must first rectify your ether, which is
a rather dangerons business. I may also add that the methods of
analysing dynamite and nitro·explosives, as given in the text-books,
are very unreliable, and if working on these methods you ~ill be
Mr Eissler has
surprised what wrong results you will obtain.
written a book on nitro-explosives, which supplies good and valuable
information, but is not of much use to the analyst. In regard to
blasting gelatine, the explosive which is first of all to be taken into
consideration, he gives the method of dissolving in ether-alcohol,
adding chloroform to the solution, and thus precipitating the
collodion cotton, filtering the collodion cotton off, and weighing it,
and so on. Well, I may tell you my experience, which is, that it
is impossible to make a correct analysis in this way.
The only way
to do it is to extract the cartridge or sample in the Soxhlet apparatus,
either with very pure ether, to which a few drops of chloroform
are added, or, which is still better, to extract it with chloroform.
Chloroform, I am glad to say, you can get here in pure
quality. I hope that the discussion on this important matter is not
finished yet. Professor Prister will at our next meeting read
his answers to the questions which have been put to-day, and I
believe that the discussion we shall have will be an interesting
one.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I do not think we have had any answer to
the question as to what tests explosives are put through in this
country. It might be desirable if the Professor would give us these
tests, and show how far they differ from and how far they conform
to the British tests.
The Vice-President--I have had an opportunity of analysing many
samples here, and I must say candidly that I do not believe there is
much bad blasting gelatine in this country. There were some bad
samples which were decomposed and rather dangerous about three or
four months ago, but since then it appears as if the local manufacturers
were very careful with the stuff they place on the market, and I
must say that with a great mariy samples that have been submitted
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to me I have not been able to find any fault whatever. ~peaking of
blasting gelatine, I may say that its percentage of nitro-glycerine was
ver lower than 91'8, and all samples stood perfectly the tests
11 e
I
of the British Explosives Act, to which I submitted them most
severely. I might specially refer to the so-called exudation and
liquidation test. Cylinders of blasting gelatine are cut and fixed
on a piece of wood with a pin, and there exposed to a temperature of
88° F. for 144 consecutive hours, after which exposure the decrease
of the volume of the cylinder must not exceed 25 per cent. The
highest decrease which I have been able to state was between 14 and
15 per cent. Also all the other tests were stood pE'rfectly. I should
be glad to hear Mr Williams' views on the subject, as he has had a
good deal of experience.
MrJ. R. Williams-I can quite corroborate what Dr Loevy has said
about the general quality of the explosives which are manufactured, or
supposed to be manufactured, on the Rand. I have been called in at
different times at several mines to examine so-called bad explosives,
and in all the cases, with one exception, I have had no scruple or
diffidence in passing them as first-class explosives, fulfilling every
thing required by the Board of Trade. The one exception, however,
was so bad that on opening the door of the" magazine, the nitrous
fumes were so strong as almost to suffocate llJe, and before I could
take samples from the cases I had to take them out into the open air.
Litmus paper, when moistened, was at once turned acid. When the
Government officials and the officials of the Explosives Company
were called in to see this, it is sufficient to say that they at once took
the necessary means to destroy the stuff. But that is the only
instance in my experience of that kind. I have not found any other
case where the explosives have been deficient in explosive quality,
and this particular instance was caused by want of water when they
were incorporating the nitric acid with the glycerine, and the same
not being properly mixed and combined. The nitric acid was thus
given off in fumes, and the glycerine was running over the floor of
the magazine.

T
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THE monthly general meeting of The Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, April 16th,
1898, in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines' Building,
Johannesburg. Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President) presided, and there
.
were present:39 Members--':"'Messrs W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant,
J. Littlejohn, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams '(Council), G. Andreoli,
C. J. C. Baker, P. E. Baker, M. Baumann, J. Daniell, E. D. Darffell,
W. Dowling, F. Drake, R. Dures, L. Evans, A. von Gernet, K. L.'
Graham, F. N. Hambly, E. H. Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, J. B.
Little, J. J. McDowell, A. McNaughtan, George Melvill, A. Mennrie,
R. A. Michell, H. W. Miller, P. T. B. Morrisby, H. T. Pitt, Prof. A.
Prister, E. T. Rand, Dr J. Schlesinger, A. R. W. Stacpoole, P. S.
'ravener, J. Watson, F. White, H. A. White.
22 Associates-Messrs G. K. Allen, P. Billyard, A. F. Braugham,
W. Broom, J. T. Caine, J. C. Dam, A. von Dessauer, T. Dunn, B.
W. Durham, E. M. Hamilton, C. B. Hilliard, M. J. Hilton, E. C.
Homersham, C. R. Maggs, A. S. May, E. H. Parry, W. J. Robson,
H. Rusden, F. E. Shaw, F. Smith, W. Versfeld, F. G. Westbrook;
and 13 visitors, making a total of 74 attending the meeting.
NEW MEMBERS

The Chairman said the first business of the meeting was to ballot
on the following seventeen applications for membership :-Messrs
Alexander Aiken, William Boyd, D. V. Buri:tett, Thomas A. Burrows,
Telford Edwards, James Kerr Erskine, E. Strangman Hancock,
Walter Merewether, S. J. Millington, William Mitchell, James
Matthew Morrison, B.Sc., William G. P. Macmuldrow, Robert Pill,
A. Salkinson, S. Severin Sorensen, M. l.E.E. , M.lnst., N.Z.M.E.,
Edgar Young Surtees, Claude T. J. Vautin. The Secretary announced
the names of the associates admitted since the last monthly meeting
as follows :-Messrs Percy Barrett, A. E. Bettel, George Clarke
Brayshay, Alfred H. Bridgman, B. ,V,alter Durham, George H. Furner,
Cecil B. Hilliard, D. M. Kisch, F.R.G.S., Harry E. McCann,: John
Robinson, P.O., William J. Robson, Fred Smith, Henri J. Spa,ndaw,
2g0
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Hobert Thompson. The Chairman, having received the report of
'.he scrutineers, Messrs Graham and Durant, announced that the
'~hole of the candidates had been unanimously elected. He added!It miaht interest you to hear that we have now 8 honorary members.
1 life ~ember, 179 members, and 138 associates, making a total of 326.
Of these, 16 reside in England, 5 in Australia, 5 in America, 2 in
Xew Zealand, 2 in Natal, 2 in Cape Colony, 5 in Rhodesia, 1 on the
Continent, and 289 in the TransvaaL

THE STAMP MILLING OF GOLD ORE IN ITS
RELATION TO CYANIDING
By E. H. ,T OHNSON
DISCUSSION

The Chairman re-opened the discussion on 1\1"1' E. H. Johnson's
paper on "The Stam p Mining of Gold Ore in its Relation to Cyaniding." Some apology was due to Mr Johnson, he considered, for having postponed the discussion so long.
Mr F. White-This discussion has been postponed for so long that
I am afraid a good many of us have forgotten what took place at the
Jast meeting. An interesting point in connection with stamp milling
is: Do the heavy stamps now generally employed give a proportionate increase in quantity of ore crushed as compared with
lighter stamps, the amount of water used per ton of ore crushed being
the same; also, whether the percentage of slimes produced is the
same as with lighter stamps. I am inclined to think that the percentage of slimes is generally over-estimated. In an account of the
work done at the Windsor Mine, published in the South African
lrIining Journal, I noticed that the slimes are but 16 per cent. of
the total weight of ore milled, and the value but one dwt., which is
clearly too Iowa figure to be profitably treated by any slimes process
at preseut known. Now, I should like to ask those who advocate
the necessity and advantage of a separate slimes treatment, should
the battery manager at this mine endeavour to make richer slimes,
and more of them, so as to find work for a slimes plant, or should he
try to still further reduce the amount 1 The Robinson and Ferreira
Companies find that the weight of ore milled has been over-estimated
by, in the one case 6, in the other 5 per cent. As it is to be presumed
that the weight of sands treated in the cyanide vats is accurate, this
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difference of 5 per cent.. or so will probably have to come off the
slimes, reducing the generally accepted percentage to 15 or 20 per
cent. instead of.20 or 25 per cent. It is possible, therefore, that the
contents of some dams supposed to contain a large quantity of accumulated slimes are over·estimatcd to the extent of 25 per cent. It
is possible that such an error as this was the cause of the great discrepancy between the actual and theoretical extraction to which 1\1:1'
J. R. Williams called our attention when reading his paper on "The
Treatment of Battery Slimes," in July last. He then said: "The
system adopted is to take the difference between mill and tailings
tonnage, and call the difference slimes." He clearly inferred that
the tonnage of slimes had been over-estimated. Applying the experience of the Companies to which I have referred, it looks as if the
tonnage milled at the mine Mr Williams alluded to had also been
over-estimated. The application of these remarks to Mr Johnson's
paper shows, I think, that when we are discussing whether stamps
make too much or too little slimes, we should be sure that the figures
on which our arguments are based are fairly correct, and not" estimates," as is too often the case. I would like to support Mr F.
Alexander's remarks in reference to the thickness of wires of which
screens are made. When mention is made of number of meshes per
inch in screening used it is very necessary to state what is the size of
wire, whether fine, standard, Or coarse. I am indebted to Messrs
Raleigh and Rockey for calculations, which show that in screening of
700 meshes per square inch, fine wires give 11 per cent. increase in
discharge area over standard wire, and 16 per cent. over coarse wire ..
Although fine screens may not last so long as the others, it is very
probable that the extra diRcharge obtained and decrease in slimes
formed, will more than compensate for the extra labour required in
changing screens with more frequency. I have found that the proportion of water-borne material, or slimes, produced in crushing Rand ores
is approximately 40 per cent. of the quantity which will pass a sieve
of 90 mesh per lineal inch. Our President, in referring to his cxperience in treating slimes, stated that after a certain limit in classification is reached, filtration is stopped. I would like to suggest, as an
explanation, that the percentage of interstitial spaces or the free way
for the passage of liquid between grains of sand when these are properly classified is the same, though in one case the grains may be onethousandth of an inch in diameter, 'and in the other only on~-tenth,
but the resistance due to capillary attraction or friction may pecome
so intense in the mass composed of the smaller grains that the passage
exof liquid due to gravity is stopped entirely. This I think

will
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• ,,,,hy filtration stops in practical slime work, although theoreti.
.
cally it should not, and also why a mass of slImes retams so much
more moisture than an equal weight of ordinary tailings. It (may
lIot be generally known, but if a box, say, equal to one cubic foot, is
filled with lead bullets of, say, -?!-.inch diameter, the weight of lead
contained in the box will be exactly the same as if it were filled with
the finest shot. The reason for this is that the area of a circle bears
the same proportion to that of its enclosing square, whether the size
be inches or thousands of an inch.
I\1r A. von Gernet--I think the point mentioned by Mr White is
a very important one. The quantity or tonnage of slimes that is
produced by the battery is a highly important matter for purposes of
comparison with the tonnage of tailings treated. There are about
fourteen or fifteen slimes plants on these fields at present at work,
and some of them have been running a considerable time, whilst
others have only recently started. I have lately written to all companies using slimes plants, asking them to give full information on
different points, such as the size and kind of mesh used in the
battery, the tonnage of tailings produced, the tonnage of slimes pro.duced, the actual results obtained in the different operations, and
other points. It is a. long list of questions, but we hope in a few
weeks by the courtesy of mine managers to get all the data that we
have asked for, and we shall then submit the results in due course to
the members of this Society. I believe that many points which are
at present totally unexplained may be satisfactorily cxplained by the
information we shall get in this way. Before slimes were treated it
was a very easy matter to say-" The difference between ore crushed
and tailings treaterl is slimes, which are in the dams," but that time
is over now. The information which we hope to get will doubtless
be reliable information, and I think it will raise many and interesting
·discussions on this matter.
Mr J. R. Williams-I may state in addition to what Mr von
Gernet has remarked, that one large group of mines has already
·ordered a considerable num ber of automatic weighing machines. We
intend in future to weigh all the ore that goes into the mill, and the
same with the tailings discharged. When we get these figures before
us, we hope to account in both mill and cyanide works for the total
tonnage of ore mined, except perhaps about 2 per cent. of slimes that
do not settle. With one or two companies the system of measurement of' mill tonnage was adopted, and we came within 2 per cent.
Df the t.onnage on 24,000 tons. On carefully checking the cyanide
tonnage, however, we found some discrepancies, because one coml'1am
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pany was in the habit of taking 20 cubic feet to a ton, but the time
came when we found we wanted 22 and 23 cubic feet to make a tOll
notwithstanding the ore had been crushed through the same mesh:
On the Rand Mines I believe we have always used the very light
screening because we get a higher efficiency from it, and although
the cost of renewal is greater, it is on the whole a cheaper system ..
There is one point in Mr White's paper 1 should like to consider fora moment. ",Vhilst admitting that his argument about the lead
bullets in a box is all right, yet if he were to mix his coarse and fine
bullets in the box, he would get in many more. I do not think the
size of the particles has much to do with the leaching, neither has
capillary attraction. Take a sample of slimes which will not leach in
the ordinary way, and use the method first suggested by Mr Sulman
of first adding soap and then hardening the water with lime. You
then get it slime which is absolutely leachable, and from which you
get a high extraction. So I do not think size of particles has much
to do with the question, as the question is more a chemical one
than a mechanical one.
Mr H. W. Miller-Mr Johnson has raised a point which may be
interesting to the mechanical section of our members, and that is the.
temperature of the water used for milling. This is sometimes abnormally high from passing through the condenser. Six or seven
years ago we discovered a curious coincidence, that the quantity of
water required for the stamp mill was also the same quantity of
water wanted for condensing. In later years the mill engines have
been so overloaded with electrical and other machinery that the
temperature of water passing through the condenser has been naturally
raised. There is a great diversity of opinion amongst mill men as to.
whether hot water, or water that is tepid, or cold water, is the best
for purposes of amalgamation. I have askeil the opinion of many
managers, but it is very varied. I think the question of reducing
the temperature of the water to a suitable point for milling can 'be
overcome, although a larger quantity of water may be required, by an
auxiliary circuit pump, and by allowing the larger quantity of the
water to go through the condensers, and then returning the excess of
water to a dam or reservoir behind the mill. I venture to assert that.
the expense of running such a pump for the separate circulation of
condenser water would be counteracted by the economy of using the
condenser and getting the vacuum on the low-pressure cylinder.
. Mr J. R. Williams-I see there is one able mill manager here
to-night, Mr McDowell, and I think' we would like to have his.
views on the subject. Does not
find more difficulty from the

he
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'n" temperature of the water than from the use of either hot or
val' Y1 ,.,
.'
.
old water 1 I am mclmed to thmg that the temperature of the
:ater has very little influence on milling, but if the water suddenly
gets hotter or suddenly gets colder, the amalgam will become more or
less flowered.
Mr J. J. McDowell-My experience is that it is desirable to get
an even temperature. It does not matter much whether the water
is hot or cold, but sudden changes of temperature seriously affect the
amalgam. At the Rose Deep we used water at 100° F. and as low
as 76° F., and I got very good amalgamation from both, but if the
temperature was allowed to vary from one to the other, I could not.
Even temperature is what is wanted; that is my experience.
Personally I prefer water at a temperature of 90° F. to 93° F .
.Mr W. A Caldecott-Mr Johnson's contention that it is inadvisable to use hot water in the mill, seems to me reasonable, both on
the ground that hot water tends to promote the decomposition of the
pyrites in the mortar-boxes, with the formation of products adverse
to subsequent cyanide treatment, and also because many experienced
mill men OIl the Rand consider its use for amalgamation in this
temperate climate, unnecessary and even injurious. The real point
is that 'since one of the greatest obstacles' to successful cyanide
treatment is ferrous iron in various forms, anything, such as the use
of hot water, which tends to promote its formation, is to be avoided;
personally, I should certainly prefer to cyanide material which had
been crushed with cold, rather than with hot water. It may be
noted that Prof. Ie Neve Foster, whilst at the gold mine in the Val
Antigoria, near the Domodossala in Italy, during 1869-70, found
that 3'1 per cent. more gold was extracted by amalgamation during
winter, when the temperature averaged 39'4° F. than during summer,
when the average temperature was 52° F.
Mr Johnson's mention of the influence that the method of crushing
in the mill has upon subsequent cyanide treatment, may be considerably developed. For instance, the sudden reduction of height of
discharge is equivalent to greater average diameter of sand particles,
with consequently more inaccessible gold, or higher residues.
Another result is sudden increase of tonnage milled, which involves
irregular time of filling of collecting vats, a condition of affairs
which does not conduce to successful running of a cyanide works.
Unfortunately the mill, and what happens therein, is in too many
cases a sealed book to the cyanide manager, who is thereby debarred,
not' only from ascertaining the cause of the otherwise mysterious
variation in residues, but also from any influence in preventing the
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recurrence of bad results. It is becoming daily more evident that all
the reduction works or gold recovery plant of a company should be
run as one whole, with mutual co-operation between those responsible
for the various branches j and the present disregard shown in many
cases by one portion of the metallurgical staff for the convenience or
interests of the other, is decidedly detrimental both to thfl interests
of the shareholders and to the credit of the general manager of the
company. The time when the mill, with its amalgamated plates and
vanners, was practically the sole means of recovering the gold, is
now a thing of the past, and the instinctive feeling of the millman
that every ounce of gold he did not catch was gone for ever, must
now be modified to suit present conditions.
NIr Williams' remark that the nature of the ore entering the mill
greatly influences the cyanide extraction, is obviously true j not only
the fineness of the gold and its distribution throughout the matrix
would affect the results, but ore which had been broken some time,
and exposed either in the stoPIlS or at grass, would naturally weather
and become acid with the formation of reducers, rendering it more
, difficult to treat, and increasing the cyanide decomposition.
The
condition in which iron exists in pyrites, and its effect on subsequent
cyanide treatment, have recently been discussed at length by Recknagel in a most interesting papcr (Eng. and iVIin. Journal, 13th
Nov. 1897 j see abstract in March issue of this Journal). He points
out that, although yellow iron pyrites and marcasite have the same
chemical composition, FeS 2 , yet the iron in the latter is in the
ferrous state, and that where this exists, difficulty is found in
cyaniding the ore.
NIrvV. Versfeld-'With reference to the state in which iron exists
in pyritic ore, the following extract from a recent Ifltter from Dr
Hahn, of the South African.College, may be of interest:"Every year we make a very large number of iron and sulphur
determinations of pyritic ore. 'We rarely wit a sample in which the
result agrees exactly with the formula FeS 2 •
There m'e such
samples of pyritic ore, but in the majority of ollr determinations we
find the result agreeing with somflthing lower than two of sulphur.
In all these cases I should say we have a mixturc of FeS 2 ~ll(l
Fe 6 S 7, or of FeS z and FeS j in fact you may consider FeaS 7 itself a
mixture of FeS 2 and FeS. I am perfectly convinced that a good
deal of cyanide is consumed by FeS, because, according to our
experience, which extends over at least/fifteen different samples, of
which over 200 determinations have beim made, we rarely met with pure
FeS 2 , the amount of sulphur being as a rule below this amount."
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In a later letter Dr Hahn states that he could not say where all
the samples came from, but some that were found to contain less S
than in FeS 2 were from the Geldenhuis Mine.
By permission of the Chairman, the following remarks by Mr J. A.
'Wilkes were read by the Secretary : If the last discussion (Jan. 24th) proved anything, it proved the
necessity of each mine conuucting independent experiments. Leaving
out the few plants which have been erected during the last twelve
months, what arrangements exist for such experimcnts?
To find out the exact point where coarse crushing ceases to do
more good than harm, it is first necessary to partition off the ore binn
behind 10-stamps, so that the weight of ore fed into that 10-stamps
can be tallied.
This 10-stamps must be used as an experimental mill.
The ore
binn behind the 10-stamps standing next to it must also be
partitioned off, so that another 10-stamps can be run under the same
conditions as the experimental mill (that is as regards new shoes and
dies, drop, weight of discharge, etc.). For it is, of course, impossible
to compare an experimental mill crushing with new shoes and dies
with the rest of the mill rising perhaps 20 per cent. of light shoes
and dies.
The amount of ore fed into each of these 10-stamps would be
weighed, and the amount of amalgam from the plates kept separate.
Their tailings- would not only be regularly assayed, but (after each
experimental change of condition) sized ann. each size assayed. In
order to obtain easily a reliable assay of the value of ore treated ill
each mill, regular samples would be taken from the lip of the mortar
boxes (and, therefore, amalgamation in the boxes would be stopped if
it was used).
Then, of course, a tank and spitz-lutte in the cyanide works would
be kept separate for the experimental mill.
Given these slight alterations (with perhaps the wages of an extra
man in the mill), dat.a could be obtaineu leisurely and surely, which
would very soon lead to improvements in the present milling and
cyanide practice on a lot of mines. In six months, or at least a year,
the extra bother and expense of experimenting would be over, and
our mill and cyanide men would possess that most valuable of all
knowledge, i.e. comparative experience.
Unquestionably every plant should be designed or altered in such
a way that a part of it can be easily isolated and used for experiments
without causing any inconvenience or delay in the general way of
working.
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For want of such an arrangement I have seen (within the last
three months) two first-class Main Reef companies, who were trying
coarser crushing, go back to the finer screening again, simply becausecoarser crushing increased the value of the cyanide residues_ Not
the slightest attempt was made. to size, or in any way analyse the.
coarser tailings and residues to find out how the loss occurred. N Qalteration was made in the cyanide treatment to .meet the coarser
crushing in the mill; they did not even attempt the obvious remedy
of additional spitz-lutten, but hurried back to the dear old finer
screening, which they knew so well, and there they are to-day,
satisfied, I suppose, that coarser crushing is a mistake.
The truth is, a manager does not feel justified in makIng experiments with a huge mill and cyanide plant, and it is certainly a
mistake to turn a large mill into an experimental plant when, by a
few alterations, equally reliable data can be obtained from lO-stamps
without in any way affecting the sacred output.
I have often heard experimenting men called expensive men; but
can they possibly be more expensive than the rule-of-thumb-plodder,.
who runs his plant from 5 per cent. to 15 per cent. below its real
efficiency, because, perhaps, that's the way they used to work when
they were assistants on other companies.
Another influence against experiments in coarser crushing is thefact that in many cases the necessary additions to the original cyanide·
plant would be inconvenient, and upset present arrangements, and,
as the results cannot be guaranteed, it is found convenient to rattle
on this year the same as last year. No one knows so well as the manager of an old cyanide plant.
(which is only just large enough to treat the avemge amount crushed
by the mill), how provokingly irregular is the tonnage crushed by
the average mill per day and per week. The losses from this cause
alone in some of our older cyanide works must be very considerable,
as it necessitates either irregular treatment or running the tailings to
waste.
There is no necessity for this irregularity. It can be prevented
by(a) Houghly regulating the number of new shoes and dies placed
in the boxes at one time.
(b) By putting in false dies.as the old ones wear down.
(c) By seeing that the night shift men do not turn on more feed in
a box to save the trouble of shifting tappetts.
(d) By keeping the level of the'discharge somewhere near the
same height above the level of the dies.
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(e) By placing suitable weights on the stems as the shoes wear
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Of these expedients the last is the most effective, and at the same
time the most neglected in Rand mills. It has been tried in several
mills, but always abandoned, and no wonder, for the additional
'e1' r>"hts used were old tappetts, which were, of course, too long for
\\
short stems and would not go over broken stems. They were awkward to get on and off; and mill men soon found that whatever their
advantage to the company, they meant a lot of extra work and
bother for them and no extra pay, so the weights went.
If some little thought and experience had been exercised over the
design of these weights, making them a convenient shape and weight,
if they had been designed to go over any stem and fitted with an
attached stud or wedge (instead of a loose key), there is no reason
why our mills should any longer deluge the cyanide works with
tailings one week and starve it the next. I maintain that, although
this and other expedients have been tried and abandoned, their
exact value and eff'ect has never been known, and never can be
known, until two batteries are partitioned and worked side by side,
as I suggested.
These weights would mean ~xtra work for mill men, but if they
also mean '25 of a ton more crushed per stamp per day, that is 25
tons more crushed per day in a lOO-stamp mill.
If the profit of the company would be £1 per ton crushed, and an
extra man in the mill to attend to these weights would earn the
cost of his month's wages in one day.
But though the experimenting cyanide man may be tolerated, the
experimenting mill man is looked upon with distrnst everywhere.
Was not the best method of running a mill absolutely determined
once and for ever by Hiram J. vVunce-was-out-west, in the year
18491 How then can such as we hope to illlprove on methods
venerable with antiquity, and handed down from generation and
generation 1
If cyanide men on the Rand think they are going to con vert
batteries into mere crushing machines for their tanks and lower mill
lllen to the level of Cornish" stamp-watchers" without a struggle,
they are very much mistaken.
But I wish to ask Rand mill men a few questions. I hope they
will not be considered foolish questions. They refer principally to
the rank and file, and not to the splendid new deep level mills lately
erected.
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Question No. 1.-Why do Rand mill men continue to use slight
stems? By slight stems I mean stems of from 3} inchee to 4 inches
in diameter, instead of stems as stout, or stouter, than those introduced three years ago in the deep level mills. Stems of 3} inches
diameter are easily bent, aud in a mill using them, it is safe to say,
not one stem (over a month old) will be found straight. Directly a
stem is even slightly bent, friction is increased, the holes ill the
guides wear out of round, the heads then are inclined to knock
against each other and against the side of the pox. One slightly
bent stem in a battery of five will make the mill man loosen the
guides to prevent it jambing, and by loosening the guiues the holes
wear out of true to such an extent, that the guides cannot be refitted
when worn" chuck-a-block," so the life of the guide-block is shortened
50 per cent. All this is avoided, and extra weight given to the
stamp by using stout stems. The majority of the mills are thumping away with light stems, because, I suppose, light stems happened
to be sent out with the mill when it was ere'cted.
Question No. 2.-Why do practically all Rand mill men use a
screen frame which blocks up with wood in every mortar-box about
three lineal inches of discharge, where there ought to be screening?
At present the vertical ends of a screen-frame (as made Oil the
Rand) overlap the length of discharge-opening (as cast in the mortarbox) by about one inch at each end, and, not content with this,they
place a wooden stay in the middle of the frame which effectually
blocks up another inch of possible discharge. So that in every
mortar-box there is crushed ore splashing against 3 inches of wood,
where there ought to be screening,
The difference is apparently insignificant. But it is not difficult to
prove it is anything but insignificant. For instance : Total possible discharge in au?' mortar-box
49 inches.
Length of available discharge with present screenframes.
46 inches:
In each mortar- box-diff. .
4 inches.
So that three inches of available discharge is stopped by the wooden
screen-frames at present in use.
There are 20 mortar-boxes in a 100-stamp mill +, 20 + 3 in. =
60 in. of available discharge blocked up by unnecessary wood.
Ten lineal inches of screening in an average mill discharges 4'5
tons per day, so that these 60 inches (if / not blocked up) would discharge 27 tons per day (and remember the splash is greatest near
the screen ends).
If the profit per ton crushed was £1, that would mean £27 a ,day,
,
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£9450 profit in a year of 350 working days, and this would be

~tlined at no extra working expense by this simple alteration ..

" It may be said that a screen frame would not be strong enough if
the ends were reducbd to 1 in. and the centre stay removed.
But
the ends can be strengthened by sheet iron and the centre wooden
stay replaced by a in. shouldered bolt, which would stand free of
the screening. But if the screen frames wear out faster, £9540
wo ulu quite cover the extra expense, I imagine.
Question No. 3.-Why do mill men on the Rand use chuck.
blocks 1
I hope it will not be considered unfair to suppose that each mill is
at present using the screening which gives the best results.
Suppose a mill man finds 800 screening to be the right size for the
ore he is treating. That is to say, he finds that when he has reduced
his ore fine enough to pass an 800 screen, the best results can be
obtained (taking, of course, thc whole metallurgical plant into consideration), you would naturally suppose his one object would be to
get the ore through the screen directly it was fine enough to pass it,
and to that end he would have the screen where it would receive the
greatest splash.
Not a bit of it. Although he knows the bother and loss at present
caused by slimes, although he knows the amount of amalgam caught
in the box is insignificant (now-a-days with pyritic ore), and that the
same amalgam can be caught as well on the outside plate with less
loss of time. Although he knows he can't crush as much with
chuck-blocks, he persistently perches his screen on the top of a 6 or
[) in. chnck-block, and thus thousands of grains which have been
crushed fine enough to pass through his screen splash instead uselessly against this chuck-block and fall back under the stamps, to be
ground to slime, i.e. the present curse of cyanide works.
If the object of mill men here was to produce slimes, what could
they use better than chuck-blocks 1 I know only of one thing in a
mill which can produce more slimes than a 6 in. chuck-block. It is
a 12 in. chuck-block. ,Vhy, with an 18 in. chuck-block yon could
use a mortar box as a spitz-lutte.
Question No.4 and last.-Why has an important mill like the
new Simmer and Jack gone back ten years for a design for battery
tables 1 I was surprised on looking in the mill the other day to find
they were working tables similar in every respect to those condemned
on the Rand Rix years ago.
Nine years ago lip-plates were the correct thing on the Rand.
They died haru; it took three years to kill them. But, after lots of
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.controversy, it was decided that if you wanted extra amalgamation
surface outside, you had far better put it on the end of your table
than obtain it by lip-plates. It was found impossible to keep the
top of the table in good condition under lip-plates, and that the
turnover which the pulp did more harm than good, and that a drop
in the middle of the table (it la Simmer and Jack) delayed the scraping and dressing of the table, and, therefore, also the efficiency of the
mill. Indeed, a separate paper could be written on "The abuse of
lip-plates," but this paper is too long already.
The Chairman-We can hardly hope to reply to all the questions
raised by Mr Wilkes at the present meeting, but at one of our next
meetings, doubtless, a discussion will be raised on his criticisms.
His views, it seenls to me, are expressed ina somewhat humorous
style,
.
Mr A. von Dessauer (contributed)-Referring to the discussion of
Mr Johnson's paper, I beg to add some remarks in reference to the
influence of hot and cold water on amalgamation. Experiments,
which I ~arried on for two years in the 120-Rtamp mill of the Twelve
Apostle Gold Mining Co., Transylvania and other mines, proved that
the amalgamation with warm or cold water was equally good: the
battery water in summer varied from 80" to 90" F., in mid-winter it
had been from 34 to 36· F.
The theoretical and actual extraction
in both seasons showed hardly any difference, but amalgam obtained
from warm water had 25 to 35 per cent. of gold, whereas it yielded
in winter time only 7 to 10 to 12 per cent, gold. The most danger{Jus seasons for amalgamation were spring and autumn, as the
temperature of the mill water varied enormously in consequence of
night frosts, Amalgam that had settled hard on the plates out of
cold water during night time got soft ill day time and was washed
down the plates into the mercury traps a'nd even beyond those. It
seems that the percentage in gold in hard amalgam is in direct proportion to the temperature of the pulp.
The quantity of mercury
needed in winter was therefore three or four times as large as in
summer for a given quantity of gold. The loss of mercury from
plates was larger whell warm water was used, but it was considerably larger in the rotating amalgamating pans when cold water was
used.
Mr E. H, Johnson-In replying to the various criticisms on my
paper, "The Stamp Milling of Gold O~es in its relation to Cyaniding," I feel I owe an apology to the ~embers for being the cause of
.;;uch a considerable encroachment upon the valuable time of the
Society. I feel this the more, since, either from want of lucidity on
0
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y part, or from some other cause, the criticisms have wal!-dered
:eatlY away from the point of issue.
Mr Franklin Wpite, for
instance, seemed to consider it a species of" side show" to dry crush•
(J
and interesting as his figures are in regard to the amount of
In o '
non-leachable product from various meshes of screen, they bear only
on screen products, and not on chuck-block products, which is the
point I wish to obtain elucidation on.
:Mr Alexander seems to have grasped my meaning, and I should
like to thank him for having relieved me of a doubt that troubled
we not a little, viz., that I have expressed myself very vaguely. Mr
Williams inferred that I was advocating coarser crushing. My statewent that the "ideal physical condition of tailings for treatment
is perfect accessibility of every particle with the crushing carried
sufficiently far to expose the gold to the solvent and the minimum
reduced beyond that point," I think refutes any advocacy of coarse
.crushing.
There has been a confusion of issues.
The points
between which I wished to differentiate were the effects of chuckblock grading of pulverisation as compared with screen grading, and
in this connection I was taking the extremely high discharges which
.are still used in some of the Rand mills.
The effect of a high discharge, in which category I place the 9 in.
-one mentioned, approximates the milling effect to one of levigation
rather than crushing, and it is this levigation effect that has the
.deleterious results to which I wished to draw attention.
In cases where a finer product is required, the lower chuck-block
and finer screen would produce better product for cyaniding, and a
probably higher mill efficiency. The erosion of fine amalgam from a
high chuck-block is greater than is generally supposed, as shown by
the quantity caught on vanner plates in mills where vanners are used,
and the mercury in the gold slimes from the zinc process where
vanners have not preceded tailings collection. I have had the mer.cury as high as 3 per cent. of the gold slimes under such conditions.
Mr Williams also stated that the variation of a chuck-block from 3
in. to 9 in. was to balance the wear of dies. I would like to ask one
of the mill men present if this wide variation really takes place from
the wear of the dies. My experience in a mill where a 9 in. chuckblock was used was that the variation was between 8 in. and 10 in.,
·consequent upon wear of dies.
This brings me to another point in Mr -Williams' criticism in
which he states that no matter how much slimes are mixed with the
tailings, if the tank is tilled properly a leachable product can be
-obtained. I feel tempted to take him literally, and ask him why he
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uses a slime plant since he can \ tr~at the whole product in one
operatio!t ~ What I presume he means, though he does not say so,
is judicious elimination of slimes during filling the collecting tank.
The conditions I was quoting were filling into long rectangular pits
with end overflow, the grade between the mill and the pits not
admitting of the use of a spitzkasten for slimes separation. An argument which appeals to me even more than 1\1r "\Villiams' criticism
was the fact that when the chuck-block was eventually lowered to an
average of 4 in., 10 per cent. more tailings were obtainsd and 12 per
cent. better extraction by cyanide with a slightly improved catch by
amalgamation. The latter I attribute to less amalgam escaping from
erosion.
With regard to the question of hot water. The facts elicited from
the mill men show that there is by no means uniformity of opinion
on this point. A good deal of this apparent difference arises probably
from the different conceptions of what constitutes hot water. What
I had in mind at the time was the water taken directly from the
condenser into the mill, and not that which is delivered into an
intermediate reservoir and keeps the temperature somewhere in the
region of 90° C. Taken directly from the condenser, the water is
certainly subject to considerable variation of temperature, which
seems to be generally admitted to be injurious. Yet it is a very
common practice. With regard to its influence on cyanide work, my
contention was that it would tend to accelerate decomposition in the
presence of decomposing agents. Not that it is in itself a decomposing agent, as Mr McNaughton inferred. There is evidence that
reaction takes place between finely divided iron and pyrites during
crushing, according to the formula FeS 2 + Fe = 2 FeS. This reaction
was detected by Mr Caldecott in grinding dry two portion~ of the
same sample of pyrites-one in an iron mortar and the other in an
agate mortar, and determining presence of FeS in the former. The
ferrous sulphide formed is itself soluble in cyanide solutions, and
in the presence of air and moisture forms sulphate. I have invariably found ferrous hydrate present in the heated mill 'vater, but
to what extent this is obtained in the cold I have not had the
opportunity of determining. As regards the influence of heated
water on subsequent slimes treatment, Mr Williams' experience seems
to have been quite at variance with that of the Rand Central and
also that of the Bonanza, I believe. His argument appears to be
4>ased on similar evidence to that ,of the man who produced fifteen
witnesses who had not seen him steal the pig against two who had;
ergo he had not stolen the pig. The balance of evidence during the
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discussion on this point seem~ to have .be~n that. heated wate~ was
t favourable to amalgamatIOn, and It IS certamly no particular
~,l~vantage to cyanide work. Then why use it ~ An intermediate
.. II'n 0a reservoir is not difficult to arrange.
000
.
In the last issue of our Journal there appears a most interesting
extract from the Engineering and Mining Joumal, relating to certain
experiments made at the Homestake Company by l\1:r Grier, on the
relative effects of different temperatures of water on amalgamation.
His experience seems to have been decidedly in favour of a low
degree of temperature that would be difficult to obtain on the Rand.
It is unnecessary for me to refer further to this, as I have no doubt
you have all read it. It certainly deserves most careful perusal.
There is only one other reference I should like to make to Mr
Williams' criticism, and that iR somewhat irrelevant to the subject.
I allude to his comparison between the mill men and cyanide men
as a class. Mr Williams is probably right, but as comparisons are
always odious, to quote an old saw, and as there was nothing in my
paper to induce the remark, I must certainly repudiate any desire
to cause friction which such a remark might lead to. My sale object
in bringing forward the subject was to promote an understanding
between mill and cyanide workers of the community of interest which
existed in their work, and also to remove a little the impression that
this Society was solely devoted to one branch of the metallurgy of
gold.
The Chairman-The long and interesting discussion that has been
the result of the reading of Mr Johnson's paper is the best evidence
of its great value, and our thanks are due to Mr Johnson for having
brought forward such an interesting subject.

DEFINITION OF "SLIMES"
USE OF LIME IN BATTERY

The Chairman-At one of our previous meetings two or three
years ago, we endeavoured to find a satisfactory definition for the
word" slimes," but were not able to do so. Having now extended
our knowledge of the' subject, it is possible that to-day we may be
more successful, and I would be glad if allY member who thinks
he can give a suitable definition will kindly come forward with it,
either at this or any succeeding meeting. I would further like to
ask whether any gentleman present has had any experience with
u
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regard to the use of lime water for milling purposes, and the effects
of the same on amalgamation.
Mr J. R. Williams-Regarding the question-What are slimes 1
the Chairman said that two or three ye'ars ago there was no definition
of slimes given. I think that I should correc't Dr Loevy by saying
that there were at least two definitions. (i:lee Proceedings of this
Society, vol. i. page 161.) The first definition was one by Mr
Bettel, in which he said: it was that portion of crushed ore which
would pass through a 50,000 mesh. If Mr Bettel was here to-night,
he would doubtless be very pleased to modify that definition, as he
has altered his opinion considerably. My own definition was: Clay
carrying fine sands. Taking Mr Bettel's definition, I found that 50
per cent. to 70 per cent. of what he refers to is a leachable product,
and cannot be considered slimes.
With regard to the Vice-President's next remark as to the use of
lime water in the mill, I am prepared to say absolutely that lime can
never be injurious in a mill. In some of the larger mines we have,
from the acid nature of the ore, to use a large quantity of lime, and
in two or three of the mines we found it much more economical to
add the lime ill the mill, as it undergoes the grinding process of the
stamps. Before the lime comes down to the slimes plant, practically
all the lime that can be rendered soluble is soluble. I do not think
the use of lime could be injurious to milling under any circumstances,
but a mill manager using lime for the first time would find that the
amalgam on the plates became very' considerably hardened. I have
been called in to investigate one or two such cases in which they said
they were catching no gold on account of the use of lime. But there
was one other very interesting result, and that was that the tailings
were if anything a little lower in value, and therefore they were
really losing no gold at all. On steaming their plates at the end of
the month, at least one of them was prepared to admit that lime was
not so bad as he thought after all.
Mr A. F. Crosse-In regard to Dr Loevy's request for a definition
of slimes, I should have agreed with Mr vYilliams a month ago,
though I do not at present. I was under the impression that slimes
consisted of very fine siliceous material suspended in the water by
the aid of alumina or clay, which would also contain a large amount
of combined water. I made a considerable number of determinations upon the Robinson slimes, ~nd I find after carefully drying
them at 110 C., that the water in combination amounted to 2'4 per
cent.; whereas in clay th!lre is from 10 per cent. to 12 per cent.
l\fy own definition of slimes is determined by mechanical considera0
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. tlle v are that portion of the crushed ore which is water-borne
J
S.
d
by a gently uprising current.
llI~es could ?e separate fr~m ~an~s
by a species of spitzkasten or elutnator descrIbed by Fresemu~ III hIS
work on clay analysis.
The Chairman-The explanation given by Mr Crosse is valuable
and interesting, but we are talking about slimes with special reference
to stamp milling of gold ores, to which Mr Crosse's definition could
hardly apply. The matter is sufficiently important to justify us in
inviting members to send in their definitions to the Editorial Committee of the Journal. With regard to lime water I am able to confirm everything that Mr Williams has said. I have lately had an
opportunity of making investigations with regard to this question,
.and I found that lime water has no effect whatever on amalgamation,
with the exception that it sometimes makes the amalgam somewhat
black ur brittle, owing to very finely divided particles of pyrites
being precipitated on the surface of the mercury. I refer to a special
.case at the Bonanza, where', in view of the black appearance of the
<llnalgam, it was thought that the lime water had interfered with the
.amalgamation, but investigations proved that this was not the case.
Mr P. S. Tavener-During the time referred to by Dr Loevy we
were crushing acid ore from the dump; now tliat ore direct from the
mine is being crushed, the lime water is giving excellent results.
We have had no trouble at all from mine ore for several months.
Mr F. White-It has been stated that finely divided iron is detrimental to cyanide, but in the absence of a reason being given I did
not attach much importance to it. But I think Mr J o~nson's statement that the fine grains of iron assist in decomposing the pyrites
will afford an explanation. I should be very glad if some of our
·chemical friends could say if that is the case or not.
The Chairman-As far as I remember, ~1:r Crosse spoke at 011e of
our previous meetings on this point some years ago. (See Proceedings of this Society, vol. i. page 106.) I certainly think that finelv
·divided iron serves to destroy cyanide for the following reason":
soluble iron salts are formed by oxidation of the compound (FeS)
produced by the action of metallic iron on pyrites. That is a theoretical explanation, and I certainly believe that it applies in practical
working.
Mr A. F. Crosse-1 can only repeat 'what I said at a meeting two
or three years ago, where I made experiments in one case, and treated
tailings without iron, and in the other I added finely divided iron,
.and I found that the iron had an injurious effect. I fully agree with
Mr Johnson.
tWOS,
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THE .i\1:ANUFACTURE OF NITRO-EXPLOSIVES
By

PROF.

A.

PRIS'l'ER
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DISCUSSION

Prof. A. Prister-Mr E. O. Homersham asked how long dynamite
could be safely kept, if properly stored.
This simple inquiry includes the most important question of the
stability of the dynamites. Thirt,y years' experience have been
necessary to formulate the conditions of the stability of nitroexplosives.
From 1863, when Nobel first introduced it to the mines, a lona
,
"
series of explosions occurred before chemists could determine the
, conditions under which dynamite is stable.
The first is that the nitro-glycerine must be absolutely pure, and
free from any acid and from mono and di-nitro-glycerine. The
temperature has the greatest influence on the stability. Pure nitroglycerine supports only for a few hours a temperature of + 100° O.
(+ 212 F.). Kept at + 70° C. (+ 158 F.) it gives off acid vapours
after 10 to 50 minutes. At 44'5 C. (113 F.) to 50° 0.(122 F.) its
stability is greatly impaired in a few weeks. At 45° O. (113 F.) it
can be kept unaltered for months. Traces of nitric acid or of nitrous
acid facilitate the decomposition, as glyceric acid, oxalic acid, nitrogen
oxide, and nitrogen peroxide. The acid reaction of dynamite indicates
that it is decomposing or of bad manufacture.
The collodion and gun-cotton employed in the manufacture of
blasting gelatine, and the other dynamites with an active base, have
great influence on their stability. A great number of collodion )and
gun-cotton stores were destroyed by spontaneous decomposition. The
temperature and acids which modify the stability of the nitroglycerine have the same effect on the gun and collodion-cotton.
The absorbing powders employed in the manufacture of the
dynamites are of great importance. The chI orates, as well as all
chlorides, are excluded from the manufacture of dynamites, merely
because they reduce its stability. Two years ago a decomposed
dynamite exploded and destroyed the store, merely in consequence
of the bad composition of the absorbing powders, which were
sulphur, nitrate of soda, nitro-glycerine, collodion-cotton, and coal.
It is well known that sulphur must be excluded from the nitroglycerine mixtures, because it may become acid, especially if sub-
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ids formed in drying woodmeal, are strong enough to reduce the
~~abiiity of dynamite. I confirm the opinion of the Vice-President,
:xprcssed at th.e last m~eting, that a complete analysis is necessary in
'udging dynamIte, and It must be IIlade by a competent man. I have
indicated in my paper a rough test, good enough for a dangerous
dynamite.
1\1:1' Homersham called attention to the mining regulations, which
render the mine manager responsible for the quality of dynamite he
has in store. As all mines cannot pay an explosives expert to control
the dynamite which enters the mine store, I think the simplest way
out of the difficulty is that all the mines ask from the Dynamite
Factory a certificate, which guarantees the good quality and condition
of the delivered explosive. I have no doubt that the company could
satisfy this demand, as any factory would do it. The mines could.
very easily test the strength with the 'frautzllead cylinders.
In an iron mould a lead cylinder is cast of 250 mm. (10 in.)
height, 1UO mm. (4 in.) in diameter; in the centre of one side a h6le
is bored or let in by casting, of 25 mm. (1 in.) diameter, and 150 mm.
(6 in.) depth. A charge is prepared of 10 grammes dynamite, with
the usual detonator .and lOin. of fuse. The charge is placed in the
hole of the lead cylinder, rammed as usual with sand, and fired.
Before the hole is charged, its capacity is measured with water,
after the explosion the hole is measured again; the enlargement
produced represents approximately the strength of the dynamitefor instance : Capacity in cubic centimetres of the hole before
charging
100 c.cm.
Capacity after the explosion of 10 grammes
dynamite No. 1
980 C.CIll.
Strength

1)80 c.cm.

In reply to the observatiolls in reference to the Klerksdorp
Dynamite Store, I may say that it is the rule to use firstly the old
explosives; for the rest the inspector of explosives of the Government is responsible.
Not having seen the dynamite store in which Mr F. White keeps
his dynamite, it is very difficult to give an opinion. As he said that
the dynamite was only a fortnight in his store, and had more than
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two per cent. moisture, the roof of hiB store was possibly not waterIf, however, ~is store is like others used here on the Rand
tight.
and is in good condition, as I am sure it is, then und~ubtedly th;
moisture was in the dynamite before it entered his store. It is very
possible that dynamite may contain two or more per cent. of moisture
when leaving the factory.
As you remember, the cOllocITon-cotton
imported by the Dynamite Company, as the Vice-President said
contains 30 to 35 per cent. of moisture; if not well drieu it bring~.
moisture into the dynamite; another source of moisture may be the
nitro-glycerine, if it has not had enough time to separate from the
washing water; thirdly, from absorbing powders employed; fourthly,.
if the stores of the factory are in bad condition; fifthly, when the
dynamite boxes became wet during transport.
If uncartridgeu dynamite No. 1 is exposed to a wet atmosphere, it
may absorb i per cent. of moisture per day. By the gelignite, No.
1. A, and No. II., the quantity absorbed is greater, because they
contain nitrate of soda. The average amount of moisture in a good
dynamite is ~ per cent. You see that the Dynamite Company takes.
au vantage of the influence of the moisture, as the Vice-President
said, by importing as raw material, gun- or collodion-cotton with 30
to 35 per cent. of water. In reality, if containing less than 30,
per cent. of moisture, gun-cotton does not explode with an ordinary
detonator, neither does gelignite wit,ll 10 per cent, moisture,
All dYllamites do not explode with an ordinary detonator. The
Dynamite Company may have a certain interest to declare collodioncotton a raw material, but no chemist can subscribe to. such a declm'ation.
The dynamite referred to by Mr J. R. 'Williams was in full
decomposition, as indicated by the nitric acid it developed. .
Snch dynamite cannot be kept in safety, as an explosion may
occur at any moment. If, on entering a dynamite store, the smell of
nitric acid is noticed, the explosives must be destroyed without
delay, as an English inspector of explosives would order to be
done.
The best way to do this here, is to convey the boxes on to the
veld, to take the cartridges out of the bags, spread them in a long
row, pour on paraffin (petroleum) make a fuse with paper or wood
impregnated with petroleum, and fire.
When the dynamite is·
not accumulated in a large quantity /at one point, no explosion will
occur.
The Chairman-The remarks of Prof, Prister are very interesting,
and I wish to make one addition only, and that is in relation t()
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dion-cotton.
The Professor said that collodion-cotton must be
II
coo
'
N ow, accord
I cribed by a chemist as an exp I
OSlve_
iug' to the
:,:cial German regulations for handling nitro-explosives, the same
prec autions must be observed for the storage of dried collodion-cotton
"or aunpowder, while there are no regulations for the storage of
as l' '"
•
damp collodion-cotton. In regard to the transport by rail, the same
reaulatiollS apply to collodion-cotton containing 50 per cent. of water
o
as for ordinary goods. If the collodion-cotton contains below 50
per cent. of water, the same regulations apply as for gun-cotton.
It seems, therefore, that the question whether collodion-cotton
is an explosive or not is at least open to discussion. If you find that
according to the above-mentioned regulations, collodion-cotton with
50 per cent. water can be transported and handled as ordinary goods,
then the question whether it is an explosive or not, can hardly be
regarded as settled in the affirmative.
Mr J. R. Williams-I am of opinion that the thanks of the
society are due to Professor Prista)" for his very able paper and reply
to comments; he has enlightened many of us on points as to which
we had before been doubtful.
The discussion on this paper was then closed.
The following paper was then read.

PYRITIC SMELTING AND ITS BEARING ON CERTAIN
SO UTR AFRICAN ORES

By D.

DORFFEL (MEMBER)

There can be no doubt that most of the ores from the auriferous
quartz veins in this part of the world are highly refractory; in many
instancp-s the oxidised zone will not extend deeper than 60 to 80 feet.
These ores are not only rebellions in the general sense-that is, the
gold is contained in iron pyrites-but we find that in many instances
it is associated with minerals, such as fahl ore, speiss cobalt, copper
pyrites, arsenical pyrites, galena, and so forth. To illustrate this I
lay before you some specimens of Transvaal ores, all containing gold.
No. L Fahl ore, assaying 2l ounces of gold.
No.2. Arsenical pyrites, assaying 2 or 3 ounces of gold, with some
lead and copper.
No.3. Covelline and copper pyrites, containing gold and silver.
No.4. Visible gold, with galena and iron pyrites.
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No.5. Speiss cobalt, containing silver and trace of gold.
No.6. Arsenical pyrites and iron pyrites, containing silver, gold,
and copper.
No.7. Copper pyrites, containing 12 dwts. gold and 10 ounces
silver.
No.8. Speiss cobalt, containing 5 to 8 ounces of gold and a few
per cent. of copper.
No.9 and 10. Speiss cobalt, containing 2 or 3 Q~nces of gold.
No. 11. Pyritic ore, Barberton, assaying 15 d'vts. gold, Mount
Morgan Mine.
It is evident that ores of this description ani not amenable to the
ordinary method in vogue in the Transvaal. It is true that arsenical
pyrites can, after roasting, be chlorinated or cyanided, but the presence of a few per cent. of lead or copper will not allow these
methods of extraction.
There are two ways of disposing of these ores-one by concentrating the ores and exporting the concentrates to Europe; the other to
smelt the ores and export the metallurgical products (matte or speise).
Both the latter, as well as the first-mentioned, find a ready market in
Europe. It all depends on circumstances which way is adopted.
I believe that in most cases smelting will be the most profitable.
To prepare concentrates for export means close concentration, and
consequently great loss, which is a serious question, as we are treating
gold ores. For pyritic smelting close concentration is not required,
as the gangue will always come in useful for fluxing. The object of
pyritic smelting is to make the pyritic material of the ores act as fuel
in a blast furnace, so that no carbonaceous fuel need be used. Ores
adapted for a pure pyritic smelting are very rare, and therefore in
most cases pyritic smelting is carried on with the help of "a slight
percentage of carbonaceous fuel. The ore does not only act as a fuel
but also as a collector for the precious metals, as well as for copper,
cobalt, nickel, but it also serves as a flux. The ore is consequently
used raw. A preliminary roasting is not required, only the necessary
fluxes are added.
Pyritic smelting was already in use-and I believe is still-some
hundreds of -years ago in Hungary, where auriferous iron pyrites are
fused in a blast furnace and the regulus of iron proto-sulphide formed.
This is fused again with fresh ores until the regulus is rich enough.
The gold is extracted by chlorination or by the lead and" copper
smelting. However, the losses are, ,very heavy, as the iron protosulphide is not a good collector, and it is not advisable to attempt
the smelting of iron pyrites in the absence of copper or lead. For
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. on and arsenical pyrites it will always be best to resort to
pure 11'
leaching methods.
.
.
.
The most suitable ores for the process are cuprIferous Iron pyrItes,
rites-in fact, all sulphides and arsenides of the non-volatile
coppe r py
.
metals.
That such ores exist in tbe Transvaal is demonstrated by the
specimens of ten different occurrences, and I know of a great many
more.
With regard to slag, Herbert Lang says in his book on matte
emelting, "that any sort of slag that will melt. at all may be used,"
but adds, "that acid slags are preferable." In lead smelting slags
have an upper limit in silica of about 37 per cent., whilst in pyritic
smelting the Si0 2 may go as high as 52 per cent., making thus much
higher siliceous charges possible; in fact, silica controls the chemical
changes to a great extent, and so much silica ought to be in the
charge as to induce the iron and sulphur to part company.
As we have to export the speise or matte, it is essential to expel
as much iron as possible. By this it will be seen that silica also
regulates the concentration of pyritous ores.
In most cases it will only be necessary to provide for a siliceous
ore FeO resulting from iron pyrites.
One atom of S of FeS 2 is either burned or sublimed.' The resulting F eS is decomposed in presence of Si0 2 + with evolution of heat
(over 1700 degrees C.) into FeO + S02' FeO combines at once with
Si0 2, thus forming the slag. However, before adding a base, if FeS 2
is not available, CaO, MgO, BaO will do the same service. For a
highly pyritical ore it will be necessary to add Si0 2 as flux. Slags
having iron as almost the only base can be run just as clean as those
{:ontaining lime or other bases.

°

FUEL

Theoretically pyritic smelting is smelting without carbonaceous
fuel, but in practice a smail percentage of coke-say, 1 to 3 per
cent.-is added. This is an important question in this country,
where fuel is an enormous expense, if a mine is not in close proximity
to coal or to a railway. As the products have to be sent to the
nearest railway station, it will be possible to carry back the small
amount of fuel necessary for the process at a moderate expense.
Instead of coke, wood can be used, simply sawn in blocks. It will do
better service than charcoal. Even gases may be made use of, a fact
of great importance ill the Transvaal, with its wealth of low-grade coal.
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The furnace may be of any good type employed for matte smeltinO'.
Pyrites decrepitate in heat, and would, pack so tight as to choke "'a
high furnace, therefore a column of eight to ten feet is qU,ite sufficient.
The ore should be charged as coarse as possible. In case of fine
concentrates, not more than 50 per cent. are admissible. Both hot
and cold blasts are used according to circums~nces. For a slag not
readily fusible or of high sulphur contents a hot blast will be
required. A cold blast will work best .with low sulphur ore in
presence of lead, which would be nearly all volatilised or slagged
with a hot blast.
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The concentration must be carried to a poillt that it pays to ship
the product. The ratio of concentration can be easily regulated. It
is not advisable to subject a poor product to a second smelting, it
being preferable to obtain at once a product of the necessary rich·
ness. The products are called mattes and speises. By matte isgenerally understood the product of the first fusion of sulpilide ores
of copper. However, the term may apply as well to a product con·
taining sulphides of iron, nickel, cobalt or lead.
" Speiss" is
generally the term for the arsenide of cobalt and nickel, but copper,
iron, or lead may replace the first. Both' take up the preciousmetals j if both are formed, it will be found that the matte is richer
in silver, while speise takes up the gold with avidity.
I beg to draw your attention to some specimens of speise and matte'
obtained from auriferous cobalt and copper ores of this country j some
of them have been analysed by Mr Crosse.
It follows from thp, foregoing that pyritical smelting is applicable
with advantage:
Firstly, where fuel is expensive.
Secondly, whenever the proportion of the auriferous minerals makes
the application of the leaching process impossible.
Thirdly, if the proportion of sulphides in the gangue are such as not
to admit water concentration.
Fourthly, if the ore is too poor for shipping.
Fifthly, if copper, nickel or cobalt are present in sufficient quantitiesas to render their saving important.
In many instances we have to face diffieulties of this sort, but I
think I am justified in saying that in South Africa, pyritic smelting
has a great future in the treatment of refractory gold and silver ores.
The Chairman proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr Dorffel for
his paper. There were, he said, specimens of ores on the table con-
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1\1r J. R. Williams-I note that Mr Dorfi'el has continuously used
the term shipment. I think he bas forgotten the statement made
by Mr Butters that he would ~uy anything th~t ~ontaiJ~ed gold in it;
and J think Mr von Gernet IS prepared to Imitate IllS predecessor.
The interesting works that we have at the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company appear to have been forgotten.
Mr A. von Gernet-I suppose the pyritic smelting works that Mr
Dorfi'el was referring to are at Zaladna, in Hungary. I happen to
know the works, which are Government smelting works and treat
the concentrates from the mines. There are a large number of small
mines there which produce concentrates, but the Government does
not make any profit on its purchases of these concentrates, doing the
work merely to support the small mines. I understand by pyritic
smelting the smelting of pyrites without copper or lead. Now, the
pyritic smelting at Zaladna requires roasting, and, of course, the concentrates always contain sufficient silica for smelting purposes. They
do not obtain more than about 80 per cent. extraction, and the working expenses are very high; I do not believe there are many places
where pyritic smelting is in vogue. I do not think anyone can
advocate the general use of pyritic smelting or smelting without lead
ore. The precious metals are recovered from the iron matte by dissolving the whole in sulphuric acid, and, of course, the consumption
of acid thus occasioned is very considerable. With any ore that contains sufficient copper, or with lead near the place, there the smelter
can do good work, but not without it.
Mr D. Dorfi'el-I pointed out that the most suitable ore for matte
smelting was cupriferous pyrites. Pyritic smelting is carried on in
the United States to a large extent. For instance, I read in one of
the papers of a plant treating 400 tons per day~
The Chairman-I propose, in view of the lateness of the hour, to
postpone discussion on Mr Dorfi'el'spaper until the next meeting.
Mr Durant's paper and the discussion on Mr Daniell's paper will also
be postponed.
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LETTER FROM PROB. DE WILDE

(Professor of Chemistry at the University of Brussels)
The Secretary then read the following translation of a letter from
Prof. de Wilde-
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To the President, Vice-President, and Council Members, etc.
Gentlemen--As you have done me the honour of electing me
I
honorary member of your Society in view of my pu blications 1'e gold
precipitation, I come to the conclusion that you p,ave been paying
considerable attention to my process.
Perhaps you will be aware of the fact that such a competent
authority as Prof. Christy of the University of California (Transact.
Arner. Inst. Min. and Eng., 1896, 1-38, and Bull. Dpt. Min. and
Metall., University of California), has spoken very favourably on my
method.
I am absolutely at a loss to understand why a fair trial has not
been giver. to it on the Witwatersrand. Like the Siemens & Halske
process, it could be worked with very weak solutions of cyanide j the
expenses of precipitatiop are very low, and all the gold is precipitated
completely as pure metal.
Is there any truth in the statement made some time ago that the
difficulty to obtain a sufficient water supply at the Rand is the cause
of my process not having been tried 1 I must admit that it requires
much more water than the MacArthur-Forrest process. Kindly let me
know whether want of water is really the cause of my ill-fortune; if
so, I shall content myself in regretting that rainfalls are so scarce in
the Transvaal.
Besides the use of weak solutions of cyanide, I have also discovered
a method of recovering the cyanide from the precipitate consisting of
auro-cyanide and cupro-cyanide.
If this precipitate is dried and treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, it gives off the whole of the hydrocyanic acid of the cuprocyanide.
In using suitable apparatus, which are placed in a room, the
temperature of which is above + 26° C (= boiling point of HCy),
and in operating with aspirators in /order to prevent any danger
resulting from the eventual escape, of hydrocyanic acid, it will be
possible to recover, in the state of sodium cyanide, the whole of the
hydrocyanic acid contained in the cupro-cyanide.
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I do not think it is necessary to point out the great facility of
tracting the gold contained in the mixture of copper sulphate and
:~ro-cyanide, which I obtain, nor need I say anything about the
eC1eneration of the copper sulphate.
r °Usuft1cient water is available at your mines, I estimate that 200 tons
of potassium cyanide per year will cover the requirements of the Rand.
I think there is a possibility of again using the water of the gold
solution, after the precipitation of the gold by sulphurous acid and
copper sulphate.
I remain, etc.,
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The Chairman said that all the members had doubtless heard of
Prof. de Wilde's process. It consists of precipitating the gold from
cyanide solutions by sulphate of copper and sulphurous acid, by
which reagents the gold is precipitated as AuCy, Cu 2CY2' This
double compound is roasted, and the copper converted into copper
oxide, and the gold into metallic gold. The gold is separated by
dissolving out the copper with sulphuric acid. Some years ago I had
some correspondence with Prof. de Wilde, and I made some experiments which showed that his method is an absolutely complete one
in the laboratory. It precipitates all the gold that is contained in
the solution, and can be considered as an analytical process, as by
means of it you can estimate the gold contents of solutions quantitatively. I have had no opportunity to make experiments on a large
scale, so that I cannot give any practical experience, but several
members present may be able to give some information about the
process from a practical point of view.
Mr J. R. Williams-There is another point, irrespective of the
water, and that is the question of cost.
Prof. de Wilde's method
gives total precipitation of the gold from solutions of any strength,
but, taking a solution from the average slimes plant, the amount of
acid required to neutralise the cyanide and lime contents would be a
considerable item indeed in our working costs.
I think there are
cases where the process could be used, and certainly you need never
have any doubt about the precipitation. In a tank 12 feet deep
every trace of gold was brought down in less than two hours.
Prof. A. Prister-I think the greatest difficulty here is the introduction of such a large quantity of sulphurous acid. The water in the
mines is already sufficiently acid, and if we were to introduce a still
larger quantity of acid, I think the water could not be afterwards
used in the batteries.
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Mr A. F. Or088e-I think the best thing Prof. de Wilde can do_
he doubtless has a vacation now and again.....:..would be to take a trip
to the Rand. We shoul( all welcome him, and he might modify
some of his views. Mr Williams' remarks about neutralising the
lime are very important, and should not be neglected.
Mr J. R. Williams-The cost would be 9d. per ton of solution.
The Ohairman-In a recent publication Prof. de Wilde gives a
calculation of the cost of his process, allcl I see he compare,s it with
the MacArthur-Forrest process.
There is a difference in Prof. de
Wilde's favour of a little more than one penny per ton of ore treated j
and, as compared with the Siemens and Halske process, there is a
difference in favour of Prof. de Wilde of 2!d. per ton of ore treated.
But there are many difficulties connected with the use of Prof. de
Wilde's process, as rightly pointed out by 1\1.1' 'Williams and Prof.
Prister. However, I think the matter is of sufficient importance to
justify further discussion.
Prof. de Wilde is a' member of the
society, and a man of reputation as a chemist and scientist, and I
think it is only due to his position that we should go -into the
question more fully at our next meeting.

THE PRESIDENT'S VALEDIOTORY ADDRESS
DISCUSSION

The Chairman said there were a few remarks due from Mr W. A.
Caldecott, regarding Mr OharleR Butters' valedictory address, but at
Mr Oaldecott's request, owing to the lateness of the hour, they would
be taken as read.
Mr J. R. Williams said he thought it was not usual to discuss
valedictory addresses.
Mr A. von Gernet said that at the next meeting he hopea to have
the data and figures to which he had before referred, which were
practically a continuation of the discussion, and would then submit
them to the members of the society.
Mr W. A. Oaldecott's contribution to this discl]ssion, as above
referred to by the Ohairman, was as follows:Prof. Prister's exposition of Rittinger's formula is of great interest,
but I am unable to agree with his sonclusion that the undissolved
lime particles in any way whatever ,cause the settlement of the slimes.
In the works I have always found that the dissolved lim~ is the
€fficient factor, and all our efforts are devoted to obtai~ing as
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Jlete a solution of the lime as possible. From observation, it
cornl 's that the manner in which the dissolved alkali acts is by
appeal
into comparatively large flocks of the
caUsn']0'0 the aO'O'lomeration
00
.
ll)ably fine slime particles suspended in the pulp. Since the
]lUpa
vera"e diameter of these aggregates is much greater than that of
:heir ~onstituent slime particles, it follows by Rittinger's formula that
they settle more rapidly. But why lime and certain acids, alkalies,
and salts (see S. A. lWining Journal, 25th Dec. 1897, and 15th Jan.
1898) cause settlement to take place whilst others do not, and some,
especially caustic soda, even retard it, is a matter by llO means yet
thoroughly understood.
The most satisfactory explanation hitherto advanced of the action
.of flocculating bodies is that of "",,'hitney, expressed as follows by
Dr R. G. Smith (JOU1'n. Soc. Chem. Ind., 28th Feb. 1898, page
117). "The molecules at the surface of a solid particle suspended
in water have, within their sphere of influence, a greater attraction
for molecules of water than these have exerted upon them by other
water molecules j consequently, more molecules of water gather at the
surface of the solid particle than at any other place in the solution.
There is in consequence a surface pressure, and the compressed
layer of molecules of water prevents any two particles of solid
approaching or adhering. Should, however a flocculating agent be
.dissolved, it will, by its superior attraction for molecules of water,
withdraw them from the surface of the solid, thus lessening the
surface pressure j and it may be lessened so much that, from being
a pressure, it becomes a tension which, being exerted on all the
.surfaces, causes the particles to aggregate into groups."
I have recently made some experiments upon the effect of caustic
alkalies on settling of slimes and percolation through sands. These
operations are virtually the same, as both involve the passing of a
liquid by a finely divided solid j in fact settlement, as Mr Butters
aptly described it, is merely" upward percolation." A cyanide solution rendered alkaline by lime was found to percolate considerably
faster through difficultly leachable sands, than one rendered alkaline
by caustic soJa.
As free percolation is always an advantage in cyanide treatment
the presence of caustic soda in working cyanide solutions in a plant
may be considered detrimental. That this is actually so, was recently
shown at a large cyanide works on the Rand where the substitution
of lime for caustic soda as an alkali in the preliminary wash, was
immediately attended by improved results. As regards the settling
{)f slimes, the presence of caustic soda, even when lime was also
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present was not only found to retard the rate of settlement, but the
finally settled slimes contained a much higher percentage of moisture
than when lime only was employed.
With regard to the use of lime in the mill it may be noted that a
slight degree of alkalinity, say below '001 per cent., in the water
leaving the plates does not greatly affect the settlement of slimes subsequently, although all acid has of course been neutralised.
I may also say that some years ago when caustic soda was used
experimentally at the Sheba cyanide works as an alkali in place
of lime, the average value of the solutions leaving the zinc extractor
boxes rose considerably and a light yellowish-white precipitate was
deposited on the zinc; when caustic soda was discarded and lime
again used the precipitate disappeared and the precipitation of the
gold became normal.

XVII
monthly general meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, May 21st,
1898, in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines Building,
Johannesburg. Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President) presided, and there
were present:37 Members-Messrs A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant, R. E. Hall,
G. T. M. McBride, T. W. Wood (Council), A. Aiken, J. F. Bagshaw,
C. J. C. Baker, M. Baumann, R. G. Bevington, Wager Bradford,
J. T. Carrick, J. Daniell, J. Drought, J. Fleming, A. von Gernet,
A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, C. F. Kelly,
R. L. Kerr, G. D. MacCarthy, A. McNaughtan, W. Merewether,
H. W. Miller, S. J. Millington, W. Mitchell, P. T. B. Morrisby,
J. D. O'Hara, W. Penman, Prof. Prister, H. H. Robins, A. Russell,
A. R. W. Stacpoole, A. Whitby, F. White.
25 Associates-Messrs A. J. R. Atkin, W. H. Baker, D. Behrmann,
P. Billyard, A. F. Brangham, A. H. Bridgman, W. Carbis, J. T. Caine,
A. von Dessauer, J. G. W. Fairbairn, W. E. G. FitzPatrick, G. W.
Gibbings, E. M. Hamilton, M. J. Hilton, E. Homersham, F. E.
Irving, H. E. McCann, T. McConnell, Dr H. Pauli, C. Rowland, H.
Rusden, F. E. Shaw, J. E. Thomas, T. P. Waites, F. G. Westbrook;
17 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary, making a total attendance of 80.
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The Chairman announced that there were ten candidates-Charles
H. F. Divine, Robert S. Douglas, Robert Gunzburg, William Hardwick, John M. Neill, Reginald E. O'Reilly, Frederick W. Philpot,
Walter W. E. Schwaebsch, Charles Ernest Stamp, G. G. Turri-for
admission as members of the Society, and the first business of the
meeting would be the balloting for same.
The whole of the candidates were then p,lected nem. diss., and the
Chairman stated that the Society now numbered 198 members and
155 associates, making a total of 353. He was very pleased, he said,
to see that Dr Molengraaff, the State geologist, had spontaneously
joined the Society as an associate, a fact which, in his opinion, went
3 21
x
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to show that a certain amount of attention was now being shown to
their Society in Government circles. . He hoped the Professor would
be able now and again to attend their meetings, and would later on
become a regular member of the SoCiety. They would all be glad to
see him.
The Recretary read out the names of the following gentlemen
admitted associates since the last meeting :-Messrs George Cribbes,
Henry Dundas Gloag, Petrus J .. van Heerden, Henry Jansen, John
Grove Johnson, T. C. Kelly, Percy Kent Lucke, Charles C. Marshall,
Dr Gustaaf A. F. Molengraaff, Robert Murdock, Charles Ovendale.
Dr Heinrich Pauli, Francis Edward Pollard, William Pott, John
Smith, Ruel C. Warriner, Edgar C. Waymark.
ELECTION OF AUDITORS
The Chairman called upon the Secretary to read paragraph 31 of
the bye-laws relating to the election of auditors, which hving been
done, invitation was made to the members for nominations for the
two vacant positions.
Mr A. F. Crosse proposed Mr A. Aiken. The work of the auditors
this year would, he said, be considerably more troublesome than in
former years, because of the increased an;lOunt of money that had
flowed into the Society and been dealt with, especially in connection
with the" JournaL"
Mr R. E. Hall proposed Mr R. G. Bevington for the other vacant
post.
Both nominations were duly seconded, and the nominees having
signified their willingness to accept same if elected, the meeting, by a
show of hands, endorsed the nominations.
The Chairman then opened the discussion on

THE SCORIFICATION .ASSAY
By JOHN DANIELL, F.C.S. (MEMBER)
DISCUSSION
Mr A. F. Crosse-In discussing Mr John Daniell's paper on the
"Scorification Assay," I must say that I agree with him when he
says that" the duty of the assayer is to report the actual produce of
a parcel su~mitted to him for analysis." But I think he makes a

~rAY 1898J Lz"mz'ts of Accuracy z"n Assayz"ng
. t ke in usinO" the word "produce."
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I should rather have used

the word" contents."
. .
.
.
Most certainly in all assays of gold contammg materIal, whether It
be the ore entering the battery, or the various materials in the course
of treatment, the assay is supposed to show the absolute amount of
old contained therein.
g It would have been very interesting if Mr John Daniell had given
us a few data illustrating the subject which he was treating.
Some three years ago a French engineer; whose name I have forgotten, was discussing the subject of the assay of gold ores with me,
and he asked me two very pertinent questions-" What percentage
of gold can you really obtain by fire assay 1" and" Have you ever
made assays of various materials containing a known quantity of
old 1"
g To the first question I replied, "I believe that I obtain nearly 1 00
per cent." To the second question I was obliged to reply in the
negative.
Now, gentlemen, it is not so simple as it may appear at first sight
to make up a mixture representing either our pyritous ore, tailings or
slimes, which shall contain an absolutely definite amount of gold
approximately in the same condition in which nature has deposited it
in the ore. But of one fact I am practically certain, and that is, that
we do not obtain 100 per cent. of the gold contents.
I think it would have been very instructive to the younger
members of our Society if Mr John Daniell had drawn attention to
the limits of accuracy obtainable by the methods ordinarily used.
This is, I think, especially desirable when we take into consideration
the thousands of tons of low-grade material, such as slimes, for
instance, which are being treated every month on these fields.
In making bullion assays we always work with check assays, and
I consider that in order to get results which are reliable, within five
or six grs. to the ton, the scorification and cupellatiOll should be
checked by carrying out the above process with the quantity of lead
containing approximately the same amount of pure gold as the buttons
of lead under examination. In very poor tailings or slimes I do not
think it possible to obtain more than 95 per cent. of the gold
contents.
This is a question of some importance when we get returns of
extraction given with a marvellous accuracy. It is therefore our
duty to criticise the methods used to obtain these figures, and all
assays (if they are to have any value at all) of material being treated
by the cyanide process should be as accurate as possible, and the

Fz"ne Assay and Wet Analysis
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assayer should have a more correct idea than he often has of the
limits of error.
The Chairman thanked Mr Crosse for his valuable remarks on
the subject of assaying, to which he said, there was practically
nothing to add. ~e personally only. wished to say that a fire assay
was generally consIdered a commercial method of analysing, and it
was not expected to recover the actual theoretical amount of the
gold tbat was contained in the ore. Nevertheless, in working with
low-grade material, be thought the fire assay was under all circum_
stances preferable to the so-called wet method of analysing. In the
fire assay large quantities of the material-up to 250 grammes_
could be used for one assay without difficulty, whilst to deal with
such large quantities in a "wet analysis" would be troublesome
difficult and unreliable. He felt sure that the discussion on assayin~
and the reading of Mr Daniell's paper on the subject had proved
useful from different points of view. The question of the scorification
method had been rather neglected, perhaps, because it had not
been considered of sufficient importance to be brought before the
Society. The animated discussions that had ensued the reading of
Mr Daniell's paper and the contributions of Mr Crosse, all showed
that they were fully justified in dealing with the matter in the
thorough way they had done. As a curious coincidence, he might
mention that the subject had been discussed concurrently in several
European societies, and in the next issue of the" Journal" they would
probably find some abstracts with regard to this matter. In conclusion, he believed that many of the younger members of thll Society
who, for some reasons, used to have an aversion against the scorification assay, would now probably have altered their minds, and would
be convinced of the usefulness of that method in many instances.
Mr Daniell, commenting on Mr Crosse's remarks as to the advisability of makjng a larger number of trials with this process, said
he thought they could only be made in an assay office connected with
a mine. He also thought that an assayer in this part of the world
had altogether too much to do, and that they were not properly
treated. At home in any metallurgical establishment an assayer
had the keys of the whole thing, and was looked upon as a
man of importance. Here he was not. He meant that relatively
he was not in the position he ought to be. The position of an
assayer at home had been very quaintly termed that of "the hangman," because if anything went wrong he knew exactly how to spot
it. By-and-bye, he thought, the mines would °be worked on strictly
departmental lines, and each department would be debited with each
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't receives and with all it returns, and everything would be
item I
orc satisfactory then.
DI :i\Ir R. E. Hall said he understood Mr Crosse to say we could not
" t with in 50 per cent.
oe Mr A. F. Crosse-I think there is a slight misunderstanding, which
lIas probably been my fault. Taking slimes that g03~ dwts., my
system of assaying is to run down four lots of 2! assay tons. The
result I get from the lot represents 10 assay tons. The two buttons
from the first two fusions are scorified together and thcn cupelled;
likewise the third and fourth are scorified and cupellcd. N ow, it is
perfectly impossible to take a couple of buttons of lead and scorify
them together and then cupel them, without having a slight loss of
gold. To prove that, a few days ago I weighed out very carefully
small amounts of pure gold, representing 4 d wts. to the ton in the
amount of lead which I got from the slimes, and I found that when
I took this very small amount of gold and scorified and cupelled it
with a comparatively large amount of lead, I only got back 95 per
cent. of the gold put in. That occurred with the most careful
scorification and cupellation, and most certainly the same thing
applies with the buttons from slimes, and if I get 100 per cent. of
the gold from the buttons in the lead, the subsequent process of
scorification and cupellation drives a small amount of the gold away
-a few grains to the ton. But I think the poor material here
deserves more careful treatment than the richer material to which Mr
Daniell refers. In our case we multiply our results into thousands
of tons, and an assay thus represents a very large quantity. The
result of that is that if we are five or six grains out in the originals,
that makes quite a large percentage when worked out over the
amount treated during a week. So it is necessary for the younger
assayers to know what they are getting, and they ought to know the
limits of accuracy. That was all I intended to explain.
Dr H. Pauli then referred to certain experiments which he had
made some years ago. He had then mixed silica with a solution of
chloride of gold, and, to his great surprise, only from 60, to 70 per
cent. of t.he gold he had added to the silica could be recovered by the
crucible assay. He could only attribute the loss to volatilisation, due
to the presence of pure silica. When he tried the same experiment
in using metallic gold for the mixture, he recovered nearly 100 per
cent. of the gold by the crucible assay.
Mr A. F. Crosse-In the first part of my paper I said it was an
extremely difficult thing to imitate nature, that is, to put a given
quantity of gold into sand or anything else in exactly the same, state
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that nature has put it into the ·~aterial. Nature does not provide us
with chloride of gold, and if I should find chloride of gold in a
sample I should be extremely suspicious of that sample. I have
made experiments, and I have got between 95 and 98 per cent. of
the gold which I put into the sample, by pot' assay. I think the
great thing when you put gold into a sample is to take care to reduce
the gold to a metallic state, and not have it in the state of chloride of
gold.
Mr T. W. Wood-Gold will be carried away mechanically with
any of the metals, such as zinc, or any of the other substances that
will volatilise freely.
The Chairman-I wish to make one statement in regard to the
remarks of Dr Pauli, and that is that I can hardly consider it possible,
in making a fire assay, to lose 30 per cent., and I think there must
he some other reason for this loss. I am of opinion that the fire assay
is sufficient to guarantee the correctness of the result within say 2 to
5 per cent. That is my experience.
Dr Pauli-I have made many experiments, and hope by next
meeting to lay them before you.
Mr A. von Gernet-Mr Daniell said that the assayer is nO.t treated
properly, and his remarks leave the impression, or may leave the
impression, that the importance of the assayer's work is not sufficiently
appreciated. That is not the case at all. I think everybody who has.
anything to do with mining or metallurgy appreciates the work of
the assayer, and knows how important such work is. I agree with
Mr Daniell that it is a pity the assayer has in so many cas;s more
work than he can perform properly. At the best of times he can.
only give approximate results, and if he has to make twenty or thirty
assays a day, the efficient performance of the work is utterly impossible. The natural result is that the assayer will not do the work
carefully enough in many cases where great care is required. So I
think it is important to point out the danger of this practice; but the
work of the assayer and the importance of it are appreciated by
everybody.
Mr R. E. Hall-With regard to Mr Von Gernet's remarks about
the assayers, I think it would be well if the assayers themselves
would take up the question and express their own views on the
matter. I have been assaying on the Rand for six years, and'during
that work I formed the opinion that the work was not all appreciated
as it might have been. And it ,i~ only fair that others holding
the same or other views should have the opportunity of expressing
them.
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The Chairman-Then I hope that any gentleman who wishes
aive us his views on this subject will do so at the next meeting,
o~ "'he may, if he choose, send them to the "Journal" to be

t

printed.
Mr R. McNaughtan-I do not think there are many members of
the Society who are willing to say whether they consider themselves
appreciated or otherwise.
The Chairman-Then they can adopt a nom de plume. Of course
the Editorial Committee must be made acquainted with the name of
the writer, but such name will not be published if the contributor so
prefers. I now open the discussion on

PYRITIC SMELTING AND ITS BEARING ON CERTAIN
SOUTH AFRICAN ORES

By D.

DORFFEL (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

Mr A. F. Crosse-Mr Dorffel's paper on "Pyritic Smelting"
is certainly interesting, and as it gives us a chance of discussing the
extraction of gold from its ores by an entirely different process to the
Olle usually discussed at our meetings, I hope that several of our
members will have some remarks to make on this subject.
Though the cyanide process has been so remarkably successful in
the Transvaal, I agree with Mr Dorffel that there are many goldbearing minerals in this country which could not be successfully
treated by cyanide, nor could they be treated by amalgamation and
subsequent concentration.
In some cases amalgamation is absolutely impracticable, and close
concentration, even when feasiblll, means the loss of a large percentage of fine gold.
There are also other ingredients in the minerals mentioned by Mr
Dorffel, which have a considerable commercial value, and can be
concentrated in a matte.
We should like to have heard a fuller description of the composition of the various slags produced by the process Mr Dorffel describes.
He might also have given us some more detailed information conI do not think that he drew your
cerning the furnaces required.
attention to the important fact that in smelting material containing
pyrites (FeS 2 ), the iron must be regarded as a heat producer as well
as the sulphur.

Oxygen in the Cya1zz'de Process
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However, as a Society of practical metallurgists, what we really
desire in treating a question of this kind is 'to 'be put in the possession
of data giving a description and the working results of matte
smelting as carried out in the most recent works erected for that
purpose.
The Chairman-As Mr Dorffel is not here, we had better postpone
the discussion, which can hardly yet be considered as concluded.

NOTES ON THE APPLICATION OF OXYGEN IN THE
CY ANIDE PROCESS
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By H. T. DURANT, F.C.S. (MEMBER)
Mr President and Gentlemen-The absolute necessity of oxygen
or an analogous electro-negative element in order, in the presence of
KCN, to cause the solution of gold and silver, has not only been
conclusively proved by many investigators in the laboratory, but has
more roughly, though no less conclusively, often been .demonstrated
on works on these and other fields.
The required oxygen may be obtained either from the atmosphere
or from oxidising agents; only the use of atmospheric or molecular
oxygen. will be here considered. Mr William Bettel about four
years ago experimented very fully on the use of chemical or combined
oxygen, deducing generally that no advantage was gained thereby, a
deduction which he pre-supposed since many of the oxidising
agents recommended were under "works conditions" chemical
absurdities.
In the ordinary cycle of operations on a mine everything passing
the plates is treated by KCN; indeed in very many cases equally
satisfactory results could be 01tained without the initial amalgamation.
One may have consequently to cyanide : 1. Concentrates.
2. Tailings.
3. Slimes.
Or, where no classification takes place, only the two latter. These
three classes may for working purposes be regarded as three 'constituents of the ore, possessing to a 'certain extent different chemical
and physical properties.
/
The concentrates are generally a spitzlutte product, in which case
they are cyanided as collected. In the case of clean concent~ates
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by H. T. Durant,

F.C.S.
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from Frue Vanners, cyaniding may sometimes be resorted to without
previous roasting. In all these cases the necessary oxygen must be
either:1. Dissolved in working solutions, or
2. Applied during treatment.
The working solution may be ootated by blowing air into it from a
compressor or blower, allowing the air to be delivered near the
bottom of the Sllmp through a pipe perforated with small holes, of
which the sum of the areas should approximate to the area of the
cross section of the pipe conveying the air.
This appears to be a
wasteful method, when one considers the time and conditions of
contact, i.e. while the bubbles of air are rising through the solution
before they finally escape.
Even with the use of all possible
precautions, each bubble must present a surface small when compared
with its volume. In other words, a relatively small percentage of
the number of molecules of oxygen in any air bubble can be in
contact with the solution at anyone moment.
Another method by which working solutions can be oorated is
by circulating by means of a centrifugal pump-such a pump
always draws at the glands and joints more or less air, which in
its passage through the pump must attain a very fine state of
division j hence the air presents a very large surface, and, being
under increased pressure in the delivery pipe, all conditions are
favourable for its solution.
Independently of leakages in the pump or suction pipe, which
are always varying, it is a simple matter when a centrifugal pump
works flooded, to supply air to the suction pipe, and thus obtain
a regular supply.
The diagram represents a pump, sucking from the bottom of a
vat, and delivering into the same vat. Between the pump (A)
and the vat is a Peet valve (B) j between this valve and the
pump are one or more small air valves (D), opening ill wards only,
and closing whenever the internal pressure equals or exceeds the
external pressure.
Now, assume the pump to be working, close the valve (B) slightly,
the supply of liquid becomes less than the capacity of the pump.
If the valve (D) is now slightly opened, air will be continuously
drawn into the suction pipe, and will undergo ideal contact with the
solution during its passage through the pump. The quantity drawll
in will be, within certain limits, proportional to the closing of the
valve (B). It is essential that the lift of the pump should be as
small as possible and free from unnecessary bends, etc., or more
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power is required and greater speed on the pump. The pump beinrr
flooded, the air drawn through the air· valves can never stop th:
pump working; the air·valves ollly. being slightly opened, the
pump does not get as much air as it could take, hence there
is no alternate opening and closing of the'se valves. They are
constantly open.
I hope, in conjunction with Mr A. F. Crosse, to place before you
soon the results of experiments showing the amount of oxygen dissolved by oxygen-free water, after pumping and rerating in this way,
also after reration by an air compressor only, and to give SOme
practical demonstrations; in addition to 'this, to communicate the
results of several other experiments having an intimate bearing on
the subject.
Oxygen, independently of that carried by the solution, may also
be supplied by means of double treatment, or by the simple process
of leaching dry during treatment.
In the former case the charge usually has some treatment in the
collecting tanks, is then leached dry, and lowered into the second
tanks, which may be directly beneath, or, what is perhaps better, a
little distance removed, so that the sand is conveyed by trucks; thus
ensuring a more complete disintegration. In either of these processes a truly ideal state is obtained, for as the solution- gradually
disappears, air follows it down, especially if the charge is well free
from slimes. There are then side by side gold, cyanide and oxygen.
As a result, the next solution pumped on carries with it a large proportion of the gold.
The advantages to be gained by leaching dry are so obvious and
well known that any comparative data would be superfluous. It is
sufficient to meution that in one large cyanide works on these fields,
merely by leaching dry, the value of the gold in residues over a
period of six months has fallen 3 per cent., and one-third less solution
is now used per ton of sand than was formerly used.
In one case which came under my notice quite recently, the residues
became lower by nearly 1 dwt. per ton. Practical experience seems
to show that enough air can usually be supplied during treatment without taking any steps to rerate working solutions; though
working with fully rerated solutions would tend to shorten the time of
treatment.
Slimes.-The treatment of current slimes (i.e. those direct from
the battery without intermediate storage) usually presents little or no
difficulty, since organic matter is' practically absent, and oxygenabsorbing substances are as a rule present in so small a quantity that
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the air, naturally dissolved by the pulp (if the latter is sufficiently
thin) during treatment is quite sufficient.
Even with current slimes it is a gl"eat saving of time in treatment
to supply oxygen mechanically, as the" end point" is then obtained
Dluch sooner. By" elld point" is meant when the rate of solution
of the gold has become such that it is no longer profitable to COIJtinue the treatment. This state of things varies for current slirpes
between 3 and 8 grains per ton, and has a slightly higher average
value for accumulated slimes.
A great excess of oxygen is unnecessary, since only that oxygen is
of use which has passed .into solution.
Mr "IV. A. Caldecott was the first to cerate accumulated slimes by
means of compressed air. He was led to do so on account of the
ferrous compounds present, which, until fully ()xidised, hinder the
solution of the gold, or, when the KCN solution becomes very
dilute, they possibly even precipitate gold which has been previously
dissolved.
Those slimes containing ferrous sulphate are best subjected to
oxidation by means of air previous to adding the KCN, in order
that ferrous hydrate produced by the action of lime on ferrous
sulphate should be converted into ferric hydrate, in order to decrease
the initial KCN consumption and the consequent formation of
alkaline ferro-cyanides, which not only obscure solution-testing, but
yield prussian blue in the electrical precipitation boxes independently
of the normal production.
"When first experimenting on the solution of the gold in old slimes,
I noticed that slimes after treatment, when being transferred to the
settling vats by a centrifugal pump, always contained less undissolved
gold immediately after passing the pump than before doing so. This
difference was so small that it was not more than the natural assay
error, but it was always on the same side. This led me to look for a
means of introducing air regularly into the suction of a centrifugal
pump. The arrangement shown in the diagram, and previously mentioned as a means of cerating working solutions, was the reRult. I
have to acknowledge the most generous assistance I have received
from Mr Robert Bell.
In order to thoroughly test the efficiency of the method, as regards
its oxidising power, a series of experiments was conducted on old
slimes from various sources, treating each sort of slime by circulation through the pump (see diagram) both with and without the air
valves. The results were most conclusive, showing unmistakably the
work that the air drawn through the valves was "doing, and that a
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similar result could not be obtained by the slight natural leakage of
the pump without the use of the air valves, even with double the
time of treatment.
Further than this, in order to ascertain if the splashing caused by
the stream from the delivery pipe striking the surface of the pulp in
the agitation vat was of any value, I connected a hose on to the
delivery of the pump, thus conducting the circulating pulp beneath
the surface of the pulp in the agitation vat. It made no difference
whether the circulating pulp was delivered three feet above the
surface in the agitation vat, or whether it was conducted below the
surface. Hence I concluded that surface splashing was relatively of
no value, compared with the reration in the pump.
Several similar experiments, taken at random when working at the
Central Slimes Plant, treating 66 tons of slimes in one charge, were
checked by Mr A. F. Crosse, with results exactly corresponding to
those obtained on a smaller scale.
Referring· to the use of centrifugal pumps for transferring and
treating slimes, and to the amount of air drawn in through the glands
due to defective packing, and consequently worn spindles, it seems to
me that when a pump is used for solution, loose glands, though
lowering the efficiency of the pump, compensate for that l<;>ss by the
reration of the solution which they effect; but, when a pump is used
for slimes, a loose gland allows slimes and fine sand to come between
the spindle and the packing, rapidly destroying the spindle and soon
making it practically impossible to keep the pump tight, not to speak
of the fact that as soon as the pump stops (if it works flooded) it will
empty the delivery pipe through the glands on to the ground or
floor. Henee one hears of Hew spindles being required after a week's
work, or even less. At the Robinson Slimes Plant we have a 5-inch
Gwynne pump, which has in a little over three months already
treated with perfect success over 10,000 tons of slimes, containing a
fair proportion of sand. It had previously been used continuously at
the Central Slimes Plant for about six weeks for the same purpose.
A few days ago a new disc was put in, but the spindle is still good,
and will last for another six months. There are other pumps working on different slimes in an equally satisfactory. manner.
It is certain that in the future slimes and all gold-bearing products
which admit of similar treatment wiII have the necessary air supplied
during the passage through a centrifugal pump, whether that air be
actually forced in from an air compressor or supplied in the manner
I have indicated. I am of opinion that by the use of this method of
reration the addition of various oxidising agents such as N a2 0 2 to the
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'n KCN solution or slime pulp can be entirely dispensed with
workl 0a
.
.
•
'
which is a great advantage, as the fewer chemIcals employed III actual
t eatment the more simple is the process, not to mention the fact
t~at the use of Na 20 2 practically means the addition of NaOH,
which hinders final settlement of slimes.
The Chairman proposed that a hearty vote of thanks be accorded
to Mr Durant for his highly interesting paper, which was endorsed
by the meeting. The discussion on the paper was pO::ltponed till the
next meeting.

THE CARLIN TUBE

(A New Metal-Mercury Connection for the Electric Current in
Electrolysis. )
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By A.

VON DESSAUER,

M.E.

(ASSOCIATE)

Mr Vice-President and Gentlemen-One problem has kept many
an engineer busy thinking and experimenting since electrolysis has
been introduced in the industry, but no final or satisfactory solution
has been found as yet. It is the problem of the best connection for
anodes and cathodes under given conditions.
I shall not pretend that the solution has been found at last, but I
am certain that the" Carlin tube," which I have much pleasure to
show you to-night, brought us a considerable step nearer to a definite
solution than it had ever been achieved before.
Mr W. H. Carlin, late electrical engineer of the May Consol.
G.M. Co., now Rand Mines, Ltd., conceived the idea some four
months ago.
I shall refrain from calling it an invention-it is only one of those
lucky combinations of well-known facts and principles which startle
by their simplicity as well as efficiency.
All connections for electrolysis here at the Rand might be classified
in two classes, according to the interval of time at which they have
to be disconnected.
The one class is formed by permanent connections; they are left
untouched for months and months, and are best effected by soldering
or rivetting the wires to the main cable.
All anodes ought to be connected in this way as anodes here with
a life from nine to twelve months have to be changed, at such long
intervals only. The cost of soldering and the time lost in this
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operation is absolutely insignificant in comparison with the benefit
derived from a contact by soldering.
All detachable 01' movable connections belong to the second
class.
The cathodes in electro-chemical processes f~r gold have to be
removed at every clean-up from their position in the precipitation
boxes, that is at the short interval of one or two months, when their
connections with the main cables must be severed. In consequence
of this, their connections cannot be permanent or rigid j it would incur
great expense, besides loss in t.he running time of a plant by replacing
them every time.
The only connection to be used for cathodes is therefore one which
can be rapidly detached and readjusted, being cheap and effective at
the same time.
A connection of this kind is the arrangement known as "mercury
trough." It is a groove of a i inch width by one inch depth, cut in
wood and filled with mercury. The wires from the electrodes are
simply dipped into it, which is a rapid way of effecting a contact.
But in spite of that this system is discarded, because the current has
to travel a long way to the main through mercury, which has such a
high specific resistance that a very considerable loss of voltage had to
be sustained to overcome it.
Several improvements have been tried to this trongh by sinking
copper wires to the bottom of the trough, and connecting these' to the
main, or by replacing the wooden trough by bent copper tapes closed
with soldered ends.
None gave satisfactory results j the latter
failed because the solder soon became amalgamated, brittle and
leaky..
The fashion to-day-if I may be allowed to term it thus-is a dry
metallic detachable connection, effected by using screws or holding
down bolts. This connection is very good so far, but it is rather
expensive, and neither rapid nor reliable.
One way of doing it is by running a galvanised screw through the
main copper cable in the partition of the precipitation box beneath,
and by so pressing the wires of the single electrodes down with the
aid of a small copper tape. But very soon these screws do not bite
any more in the wood, and the contact becomes problematical.
For this reason the more modern plants adopted an alteration by
which the screws are stationary and / pointing upwards, and the
nuts (either ordinary or butterfly nuts) are adjustable, travelling
downwards.
This is so far the best connection known, as there should be no
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of tension of current so long as a proper contact is effected. But
loss
· ·IS ac h·IeVf\(I every t·Ime. Tehmam,
· · tIe
I
. . doubtful whet h
er I
t lIS
rld
.
.res from the electrodes and the copper tapes have to be cleaned
~~er every clean-up .with emery paper and files. This is expensive
aintenance. It wIll take many hours to connect on all the cathodes
~ter a clean-up, and it will take many days, according to the size of
: )lant, to do this cleaning of the contacts.
lEY the first operation the restarting of precipitation is retarded,
whereas a plant cannot be in perfect running order as long as the
latter operation is not completed.
I shall not mention other possibilities which enforce a close and
constant supervision, but like to add that the initial expense for such
an arrangement is rather considerable.
Hardly any of these shortcomings are to be found with the Carlin
tube. This tube is simply an ordinary pipe, best of iron, closed at
its ends with screw plugs, and filled with mercury.
As many holes
are drilled into the top as electrodes have to be connected on. These
holes might be round, and just a little larger than the connecting
wires, or they might be oblong in shape, in case thin copper wires
are used, which latter are best bent loop·shaped to sink through the
slot, and to slip them well into the pipe.
The size of the pipe is calculated in the ordinary way in proportion
to the current it has to conduct. Half-inch pipe will usually be
found ample.
One or both of the end plugs are split to receive the main, which
will be held in its place by a brass screw.
Instead of an iron pipe, others of brass or copper might be used,
but there is then the danger of amalgamation. The pipe might· also
be replacer] by a solid iron bar with a long groove or single holes, to
save mercury, in which case the holes must be a little larger, forming
simply little cups filled with quicksilver.
The tube has been first tried at the May Consolidated in January
in place of the wooden mercury troughs.
A four feet by half-inch
iron pipe has been laid down for two joining compartments in one
box, and received twenty-six connections. The results have been so
encouraging that another pipe of brass has been made, eight feet long
by half an inch diameter, and received the current from four
neighbouring compartments of two bOKes, or the current from tiftytwo cathodes in all.
The results obtained from this pipe have been repeatedly and carefully measured by Dr H. Pauli, who devoted very kindly much time
and valuable advice to this matter.
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[The measurements and resu!ts are illustrated on the accompanyin<>
diagram.]
0
The exact data have been jor the mercury trough. The terminal
tension is 3,82 volt, the decrease in ·tension ~s much as 0'71 volt
over the eight feet of trough, or a loss of 18'4 per cent.
[This would represent an aggregate loss of 6'39 volt for the May
plant, or close on 1,300 voltampere.]
The temperature of the mercury rose at one end to 143'6° Fahr.
The distribution of intensity for the different cathodes is very
irregular, one receiving twice and two-and.a-half times as much as
another in the same compartment. It is therefore obvious that the
solutions passing through these boxes encounter very different
conditions in the different sections-that the.precipitation must be
fanlty.
The data for the Carlin tube have been : With the same tension at the termini, the decrease over the
eight feet of tube amounted only to 0'015 volt or 0'3 per cent.
loss.
[Representing an aggregate loss of 0'135 volt or 27 voltampere
for the May plant, provided all mercury troughs would be ..replaced
by tubes.]
This loss is so insignificant that it can be neglected. It is the 47th
part of the loss sustained by mercury troughs.
No heating of mercury nor tube took place, the temperature being
almost the temperature of the atmosphere; therefore the loss of
quicksilver through evaporation is very small.
The different cathodes of one compartment show almost the same
intensity of current as a consequence of the tube acting as a splendid
distributor.
BRtter results will therefore be obtained for the
precipitation.
It will incur no risk to use a weaker current, as
no solutioll will find a section in the box. where it encounters
insufficient intensity and will be allowed to carry its gold away
unprecipitated.
This means a further saving of power and, money. I am sorry that
I cannot lay any results in this direction before you to·night, as the
May plant closed down before these experiments had been started.
Before I close these remarks I beg to shortly summarise the
advantages of the Carlin tube. They are : 1st. Practically no loss of tension of current.
2nd. A most perfect and even distribution of intensity.
3rd. A rapid connection and disconnection of the single contacts.
4th. A perfect contact under any conditions at once by dipping
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the wire through the slot in the mercury, therefore no loss of running
time, and the whole plant in perfect order in the moment the last
electrode has been hooked on .•
5th. No possibility for the contacts to become during the mon.th
detached, dirty, or oxidised.
6th. No heating, no evaporation and no spilling of mercury 'in
consequence of the shapp, of the tube.
7th. Its great cheapness of initial expenses, hardly any cost of
maintenance, and its simplicity of arrangement.
Gentlemen,-I therefore trust that you will agree with me that
great credit is due to Mr W. H. Carlin, not only for conceiving this
idea, but also for offering it to the industry for usp, without encumbering it with patent fees, and to Dr H. Pauli for stating the
merits and efficiency of the said tube by a series of most careful
measuremen ts.
The Chairman-I am sure that everyone present has listened with
the greatest interest to the paper just read by Mr Von Dessauer.
So far as I am personally concerned the "Carlin Tube" is an
entirely new thing to me, although perhaps those of our members
engaged in electrical business might have heard of it before.
There is still a considerable amount of business before us, and 1
therefore propose to postpone discussion on Mr Von Dessauer's
paper until the next meeting, when, I trust, our electrical friends,
especially Mr Von Gernet, will have something to say on the matter.
By the direction of the Chairman, the Secretary read the following
paper by Professor P. de Wilde, of the University of Brussels;-

STATEMENT AS TO MY PROCESS OF PRECIPITATING
GOLD BY MEANS OF COPPER SALTS
By P. DE WILDE, PROFESSOR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BRUSSELS
(HoN. ::YIEMBER)

I am the patentee under a South African Republic Patent granted
for the Transvaal on 9th August 1894" No. 686, in respect of a
process for precipitating gold from solutions of cyanide by means of
sulphurous acid and sulphate of copper.
I have been endeavouring to apply my invention to practical
metallurgic purposes, but wit.hout avail. From various quarters I
have received objections which I will deal with below, and meanwhile
y
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I have not ceased to devise means of perfecting and improving my
process.
I was fortunate enough to meet with powerful support on the
part of Prof. S. B. Christy, of the University of California, who
likewise discovered the process shortly after myself (Amer. Inst.
Mining Eng. 1896, 1-38, and Bull. Depart. Min. and Metall. Univ.
oj Calif.) The high competency in the watter of Prof. Christy is
well known, and several former pupils of his, to wit the distinguished President of this Society, are utilising their science in
the Rand mines.
I assume that the members of. "The Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa" are acquainted with Prof. Christy's publications above referred to, which fact doubtless accourits for the honour
recently bestowed on me by the Council of the Society when appointing me a honorary member.
I will now dispose of the different objections put forward against
my process:1. It is impossible to effect a good cyanidation u;Uh dissolutions
!chich only contain 0'05 per cent. oj cyanide, and by only spending -llb.
(114 gr. oj cyanide).-I am merely enabled to answer the objection by
relying upon the publications in my possession. If therefore I am to
believe what Mr Eissler asserts in his book entitled "The Cyanide
Process," the-result contested is achieved in those mines where the
Siemens and Halske's system has been adopted. In regard to
cyanidation, that which others have achieved will likewise be
attained by my own process; Prof. Christy states that" one-twentieth
of 1 per cent." (or 0'05) is sufficient (Loc. cit.).
2. The process is too cumbersome and too complicated.-I acknowledge that MacArthur's process is less complicated than my own, but
it would nevertheless be going a long way to infer that mine is too
cumbersome and complicated. Those who raise the objection forget
that there are two processes for the extraction of silver, viz. the
leaching and precipitating processes of Patera and Russel. These are
in operation in countries which are far less accessible than the Rand.
The plant they require is the same as I have to use, the only difference consisting in the chemical dissolving and precipitating agents,
but as a matter of fact the operations are the same.
3. The cuprous and aurous cyanide pj'ecipitate settles too slowly and
delays vperations.-In nowise do r share this view; when the
precipitate is carefully effected witliout employing excessive quantities
of sulphurous acid and of sulphate of coppel', the settlement takes
place very quickly after a few minutes stirring. The floating liquid
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ewhat milky, but it can immediately be filter-pressed, after
som
. .
vhich it will appear perfectly lImpId.
, 4. The process absorbs a con~ider~ble amount oj water, whereas most
if the Rand mines have only at the~r command an already insufficient
II
ply oif water.-In this instance I admit I am contending with a
l~
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serious obJectIOn.
Fortunately I have succeeded within the last few days in restoring
to liquids, separated from the auro-cuprous precipitate, their gold
dissolving property.
These liquids are acid and contain alkaline bi-sulphites.
When mixed with cyanide and caustic soda up to an alkaline
reaction, they are incapable of dissolving gold, owing'to thesulphites
contained therein. Thesll salts are reductive and the gold only
dissolves in an oxidated medium.
I proceed to the restoration in the following manner : After the auro-cuprous precipitate has been separated, but prior to
the cyanide being added to the liquid, oxidising matters are intermixed. Those which have given me the best results are barium dioxide
Ba02 and its hydrate, sodium dioxide N a2 0 2, the dissolution of hypochlorite of lime (bleaching powder) and alkaline and other similar
chlorates.
Great care must be taken not to add any of such reagents in an
excessive degree. For instance when operating with dioxides of
barium or sodium, these should be added bit by bit, stirring all the
time until the liquid has attained a clearly alkaline reaction on red
litmus paper. The liquid may then receive the addition of cyanide
and caustic soda and be employed for the cyanuratioll. With the
hypochlorite of lime its solution is gradually added, stirring all the
time, until a drop of . the liquid actually causes a slip of paper
impregnated with starch and potassium iodide to turn blue. The
cyanide and caustic soda are then added.
With alkaline chlorates their solution is added until a drop of the
liquid ceases to discolour a slip of paper tinted blue by starch iodide.
In this case the reaction is not instantaneous, but requires t~o or
three hours, after which the cyanide and caustic sodlt are added.
By this means of restoration of the liquids, water need no longer
be spared in the washing of the cyanuration vats, and as a consequence
a more complete extraction of the gold dissolved will be secured.
The various oxidiEing compounds previously referred to may be
added to a somewhat larger extent, and it would be advisable to
expose the liqliid to the air, and to stir the same for the purpose of
furthering the dissolution of the oxygen of the air.
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Taking into consideration the slight quantity of oxidising compounds to be employed, the outlay would be small and insignificant
with the bleaching powder and chlorates.
The waste of cyanide in MacArthur's process has likewise attracted
my attention, and I' am of opinion that means could be found of
considerably l'educing the consumption of this costly material. My
opinion is that in cyanuration there is only a slight destruction of
cyanide when operating with weak solutions, and if the cyanide is
protected by the admixture of caustic soda, which in this case acts as
an excellent "anticyanicide." Nearly the whole cyanogen reappears
in the auro-cuprous cyanide precipitate.
Although not too complicated, there is a means for retransforming
this cyanogen into alkaline cyanide, but I declare at once that such
means would prove intricate and expensive, and not likely to be
applied in each mine. Moreover, it requires the co-operation of an
experienced chemist.
But why could not the auro-cuprous precipitate be sold to the
Reduction Works after assay in like manner as concentrates are
being sold to them at the present time ~ Then, is not bullion sold
to refiners after assay 1 It would be an extremely easy matter to
consign all the precipitates to some central works of the Rand, the
latter. undertaking to extract the gold, and to regenerate the alkaline
cyanide.
The fqllowing is the mode of treatment :-The mixture of the dry
aurous and cuprous cyanides treated by gaseous hydrogen s,ulphide
H 2S yields cuprous sulphide and hydrocyanic acid; the aurous
cyanide is not affected.
The hydrocyanic acid placed in contact with a solution of caustic
soda produces sodium cyanide.
The plant, such as I understand it, would be methodical; the
auro-cuprous cyanide precipitate would be deposited in thin layers
in a system of boxes similar to the gas works epuration boxes, or to
those used in the manufacture of bi-carbonate of soda. The plant
would be located in a place, the temperature of which should be
above 26°, this being the boiling point of hydrocyanic acid. In
order to avoid all dangerous exhalation of vapours of this very
poisonous substance, one should operate by aspiration, thus obviating
all possible danger. To prevent the hydrogen sulphide from entering
into the sodium cyanide solution, the hydrocyanic vapours should be
compelled to pass upon powdered sulphate of lead prior to coming
into contact with. caustic soda.
The solution of .sodium cyanide which is as easily transportable
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ther liquid, e.g. beer or gin, would be placed. at the disposal
as an Y O
.
f the mines at the desired degree of concentratlOn.
o The necessary hydrogen sulphide can be economically prepared by
heating sulphur with paraffines or oleonaphthas.
After this treatment the auro-cuprous precipitate consists of a
mixture of cuprous sulphide Cu 2S ~nd aurous cyanide. If roasted
with moderation in open air it transforms into a mixture of copper
sulphate, copper oxide and metallic gold. This mixture, when
treated with diluted sulphuric acid, gives a copper sulphate solution
which re·enters into the manufacture as a precipitant, and spongy
gold, which it is sufficient to smelt in order to obtain pure gold or
eventually argentiferous gold.
The Chairman-The discussion of this paper has practically been
opened at one of our previous meetings, but its continuation had
better be postponed till the next meeting, especially as Mr J. R.
Williams, who is not now present, will have something to say on the
subject. There are some things in this paper which are new, and
there are some by no means new to us, especially regarding the
addition of caustic soda to the cyanide solution, to prevent de{:omposition. It is a matter for regret that the practical test of the
process should be neglected entirely when it is remembered that on a
small scale its working is highly satisfactory. It is simply an
analytical method, and I can state once more that in solutions
.containing from 100 to 200 milligrammes of gold per litre, I recovered
by this process all the gold which the solution contained. That is
the advantage of the process, that it furnishes the gold in an
absolutely pure state, and the precipitation is perfect and complete.
Against this advantage has to be weighed the loss sustained by the
destruction of the cyanide solution, for, as to the recovery of the
cyanide after Prof. De Wilde's method, I feel rather pessimistic. I
hope that Mr Von Gernet, in his capacity as manager of the Rand
Central Ore Reduction Company, will express his opinion on this
matter at a future meeting.

DEFINITION OF SLIMES
The Chairman-The next item is to determine an accurate definition of slimes. At our last meeting I invited members to send in
their definitions, and as it has already been under consideration at
three or four meetings, it is desirable to settle the matter. I have
never worked the slimes process on a large scale myself, but I will
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nevertheless suggest my own definition. I' would say that in the
extraction of gold from ores, we call slimes "that. portion of the
crushed ore which, owing to its physical condition, consisting as it
does of clay and fine sands, is not a leachable product."
Mr A. von Gernet--c-I entirely agree with Dr Loevy's definition.
Slimes 1S only a practical name for a certain substance with which
we are all familiar, and not a scientific name at all.
The Chairman-It is not a qnestion of giving a scientific definition,
as Mr Von Gernet rightly points out, but simply of defining what We
call slimes on the Witwatersrand. The chief thing is that it is an
unleachable product, and I feel sure that any product that is not
leachable will be called slimes here on the Rand.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I notice in your definition of slimes-which
is the only practical one that we have so far had ____yol1 put the
argillaceous constituent of slimes before the siliceous.
The Chail'man-I do not mind amending my definition to be :
" which, owing to the physical condition, consisting as it does of fine
sands and clay, is not a leachable product."
Mr A. McNaughtan-If we are going to have a definition, let it
be fine sands and clay.
Mr A. Von Gernet-I would say that slimes consists of the
un leachable portion of ,battery pulp.
Mr A. :M:cN aughtan-I think the Vice-President's definition is
correct. From my own experience, judging from the few experiments I have been enabled to make, it is certainly clay, and I cannot
understand those members who find the bulk of it to consist of fine
sands.
Mr R. E. Hall-There is very little clay. It is nearly all fine
sands.
.
Mr A. F. Crosse-When I spoke of analysing the slimes I did not
use the word sands. I used the word silica; and if you will
correctly analyse the slimes found here, you will find a very high
precentage of silica. There is a small percentage of alumina in it,
though.
The Chairman-The question may be easily settled by making a
number of analyses of slimes, with a view to ascertain the proportion
between silica and clay, and if Mr You GerI)et will send me some
samples I will get them analysed.
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GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The Secretary read the following letter from the Council of the
Geological Society : Johannesburg, May 21st, 1898.
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To the President of the" Chemical and Metallurgical Society,
Johannesburg.
Dear Sir,-At the last meeting of the Geological Society, a paper
"On the formation and impregnation of the auriferous conglomerates
of the Witwatersrand" was read by Professor Prister.
The Council of the Geological Society has decided to invite discussion upon this most interesting subject, from the members of the
other scientific societies of Johannesburg, as well as from mine
managers aud others who have studied this subject; and with this
object in view, I am instructed to inform you that copies of the
paper read by Professor Prister will be handed to your Secretary for
distribution to members of your Society who wish to take part in
the discussion on the 20th June, and that they will be welcomed at
that meeting, and any remarks they may make will be included in
the printed report issued by the Geologil!al Society.
Hoping that you will notify this matter to the members of your
Society at the earliest opportunity.
I remain, dear sir,
Yours faithfully,
DAVID DRAPER,

Hon. Sec., and Treas. Geol. Soc. of
S. Africa, Box 460, Johannesburg.
The Secretary added that Mr Draper had informed him that the
papers would be ready about Tuesday, and that he would be pleased
to hand a copy to any member who desired to have one.
The Chairman-I hope the members of the Society will accept this
invitation, and as the paper will be distributed on Tuesday there will
be plenty of time to go through it, as the meeting takes place on
the 20th June. Those who desire to have a copy will please give
their names to the Secretary.
RULES OF PROCEDURE

Mr H. 'V. Miller asked for information relative to the rules
referring to the election of officers of the Society. According to
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the rules and regulations of the Society, he said, anyone proposing the name of another gentleman for a vacant position had
to get his nominee's signature to the form of proposal. In this
town of faulty postal delivery, this might lead to singular results,
but it would not lead to any nominations being made, as a member
who pr~posed someone else would require a private secretary to perform the clerical work that wOllld be necessary. He wished to know
whether a proposal form would be accepted if it had not the signature
of the nominee on it.
The Chairman agreed that the rule was clumsy and unworkable,
and the Council had considered the matter carefully. They had,
however, been unable to see any way out of the difficulty.
Considerable discussion took place on this question which, however,
is not of permanent interest. It was made abundantly clear that
certain of the rules were unworkable, in particular the one requiring
the signature of the nominee on each proposal form, and the reasonable
course was adopted of not trying to. work them.
The meeting
accordingly agreed that such rules should for the present be tacitly
ignored.
This concluded the business of the meeting, which then dispersed.

XVIII
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TaE fourth annual meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical

Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, June
18th, 1898, in the Council Chamber of the Chamber of Mines
Building, Johannesburg. Dr J. Loevy (Vice-President) took the
chair during the introductory business, and afterwards Mr A. F.
Crosse, officiated as acting chairman. There was a total attendance
of 93, viz. :59 Members--Messrs W. Bettel, A. F. Crosse, W. A. Caldecott,
H. T. Durant, R. E. Hall, J. Littlejohn, G. T. M. McBride, S. H.
Pearce, John R. Williams, T. W. Wood (Council); A. Aiken, F.
Alexander, G. Andreoli, C. J. C. Baker, P. E. Baker, R. G. Bevington, G. S. Bloomer, W. Boyd, Frank Buckland, Dr J. T. Carrick, G.
A. Darling, T. Dobbie, R. S. Douglas, W. R. Dowling, F. Drake, J.
K. Erskine, Lewis Evans, J. Gaze, A. von Gernet, K. L. Graham, W.
Hardwick, A. H. Hartley, E. H. Johnson, J. H. Johnson, A. McA.
Johnston, C. F. Kelly, W. G. P. Macmuldrow, J. J. McDowell, A.
McNaughtan, G. Melvill, R. A. Michell, W. Mitchell, H. Morell, A.
C. illorrisby, J .. D. O'Hara, R. E. O'Reilly, A. W. Prattlund, W. Penman, D. E. Powrie, C. J. Price, H. H. Robins, A. Russell, A. Salkinson, A. R. W. Stacpoole, A. Whitby, H. A. White, D. J. Williams.
24 Associates--Messrs A. J. R. Atkin, P. Billyard, W. Carbis, H.
H. Cullum, D. E. Doveton, S. Evans, W. E. G. FitzPatrick, G. W.
Gibbings, C. B. Hilliard, E. Homersham, F. E. Irving, A. S. May,
W. Nixon, E. H. Parry, Dr H. Pauli, J. A. Rawstorne, John
Robinson, H. Rusden, R. W. Schumacher, A. W. Stockett, T. P.
Waites, E. C. Waymark, F. G. Westbrook, W. H. Wood.
9 Vi~itors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
The Chairman stated that the first business was the ballot for
membership of the following nine candidates:-Messrs George Albu,
Austin J. R. Atken, Horatio Collins, James Davey, George Hunter,
H. Perry Leake, J. Roberts, \Villiam Duncan Sawers, A. Wilkinson,
who were then duly elected as members of the Society. The Chairman said he was glad to see that anoth~r leading financier, Mr George
Albu, had joined the Society, which showed, he thought, that the
Society was winning the confidence and support of all the leaders of
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their great industry. The Secretary then announced the names of
the gentlemen who had been admitted as associates of the Society by
the Council during the past month :-Messrs Thomas William
Andrews, Bastian Willem Begeer, Alexander Comrie, John BIair
Fisher, Patrick FitzGerald, James Gibson, Fran~, William Gosling,
William Frederic Hall, Thomas Ross Jameson, Hugh, Mackenzie
Leslie, William Wilson Lynch, James Michie, Frank Mills, Andrew
Mitchell, Robert Mitchell, Bernard Morrisby, Robert E. M. Peele,
Jules Perrin, Theodore Rettic, B.Sc., Clement. Wilton Salisbury,
Frederick William Saunders, S. Simpson, Egbert F. Stonestreet,
Percy Egbert Truscott, Samuel Milbourn Tweddill.
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THE ANNUAL REPORT

The Chairman called on the Sccretary to read the Council's
report for the past year, as follows : . Your Council have much pleasure in submitting their Report on
the progress of the Society during the fourth year of its existence.
They are happy to state that during the year under review the
affairs of the flociety have prospered in an unprecedented manner.
This is chiefly owing to the increased interest taken in metallurgical
and technical work on these fields, and to its being more gencrally
realised that scientific knowledge and interchange of ideas between
those engaged in practical and scientific work are the two ini"portant
factors on which the success of gold extraction and othcr metallurgical
operations depends.
The object of your Council has been to increase the number of
members by admitting everyone taking an interest in the usual
subjects considered and discussed at the monthly meetings. To this
end it was thought advisable in August last to equalise the subscriptions of members and to reduce the entrance fee to one guinea; and
also to institute a new class called "Associates," chiefly for the
benefit of those residing abroad and those not directly engaged in
metallurgical work, the bye-laws being amended for this purpose at a
special general meeting. The action thus taken, which was suggested
by Mr John R. Williams and strongly supported by Mr Charles
Butters, has been fully justified, and has met with entire success, the
membership during the year having increased by 91, and' the
associates roll, instituted in August last, numbering to-day 180.
We are also pleased to report that' we have now members and
associates in all parts of the civilised world, viz., Great Britain,
Germany, Belgium, America, Australia, and India. The membership
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of the Society, including those elected to-night, is 8 hon. members, 1
life member, 197 ordinary members, and 180 associates, a total of 386.
We recrret that Mr Charles Butters, who was elected President of
the Society at the last annual meeting, has been obliged, owing to
husiness engagements in Europe and the United States to leave this
country. His active personality at the monthly meetings is greatly
missed. Since his departure, the Vice-President, Dr Loevy, has very
ably presided at the meetings.
21 Council meetings have been held during the year, the attendances at which have been as follows : -
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Mr Charles Butters .
Mr ViTo Bettel
Mr W. A. Caldecott .
Mr R. E. Hall
Mr G. T. M. McBride
Mr T. W. Wood
1.1r S. H. Pearce

8
2
16
9
8
13
6

Dr Loevy
Mr A. F. Crosse
Mr H. T. Durant
Mr J. Littlejohn
Mr John R. Williams
Mr J. Yates.

20
20
19
13
12
3

Mr Feldtmann, the late President, left for Western Australia
during the year, while Mr Pearce was appointed by the Council, vice
Mr Yates, on the 14th February last.
19 ordinary monthly, 1 adjourned monthly, and 2 special general
meetings have been held during the past year, the following business
having been transacted thereat:June 19th, 1897 (third annual gcneral meeting)-The Council's
Third Annual Report; the Presidcnt's (Mr W. R. Feldtmann)
Valedictory Address; election of officers and council; The
Reduction of Zinc Gold Slimes, by Mr E. H. Johnson.
July 17th, 1897-The President's (Mr Charles Butters) Inaugural
Address; discussion on previous papers; The Treatment of
Battery Slimcs, by Mr John R. Williams; The Solution of Gold
in Accumulated and other Slimes, by Mr W. A. Caldecott.
August 21st, 1897-Discussion on previous papers.
-Special General Mecting: Amendment of Byedo.
laws.
September 18th, 1897-Discussion on previous papers; Notes on
Assaying Ground Graphite Crucibles, by Mr A. F. Crosse; Byproducts in the Gold Industry, by Mr Charles Butters.
October 16th, 1897-The Estimation of Gold in Ore, and Data on
Dry-Crushing Experiments, by Mr Franklin White; The
Economic Valne of the Main Reef (Witwatersrand), by Mr
W. Fischer Wilkinson; discussion on previous papers.
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October 16th, 1897-Special General )Ieeting: Amendment of Byelaws.
November 20th, 1897-A School of Mines for the Witwatersrand
by Mr J olm Daniell; discussion on previous papers.
'
December 18th, 1897-Discussion on previous papers; The Stamp
Milling of Gold Ore in its Relation to Cyaniding, by Mr E. H.
Johnson; Deeble's Gold Extractor (An Australian Slimes
Agitating Vat), by Mr F. Cardell Pengilly.
January 15th, 1898-The Manufacture of Nitro-Explosives, by
Professor A. Prister; The Assaying of Graphite Crucibles, by
Dr Loevy; discussion on previous papers.
.January 29th, 1898-Adjourned nfonthly Meeting: Discussion on
previous papers.
February 19th, 1898-Discussion on previous· papers; the President's
(Mr Charles Butters) Valedictory Address, "The Economic
Treatment of Slimes."
March 5th, 1898-The Society's Annual Dinner.
March 19th, 1898-Discussion on previous papers; The Journal of the
Ohemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa; The SCOl'ification Assay, by Mr John Daniell; The Quality of Crucibles, by
Mr A. F. Crosse; Explosion of Sulphuric Acid, by Dr Loevy.
April 16th, 1898-Discussion on previous papers; Definition of
Slimes; The Use of Lime in Batteries; Pyritic Smelting and
its Bearing on Certain South African Ores, by Mr D. Dorffel ;
Letter from Professor De Wilde.
May 21st, 1898-Discussion on previous papers; Notes on the
Application of Oxygen in the Cyanide Process, by Mr H. T.
Durant; The Carlin Tube (a metal-mercury connection for the
Electric Current in Electrolysis), by Mr A. von Dessauer;
Statement as to my Process of Precipitating Gold by means of
Copper Salts, by Professor De Wilde; Definition of Slimes.
The Council are extremely gratified to report the greatly increased
attendance at these meetings, the average attendance for the year
being sixty-four.
The annual dinner, which was also a farewell dinner to the
President, Mr Charles Butters, was held on the 5th March, and was
a decided success, there being nearly 200 gentlemen present, including a large number of visitors. On this occasion Mr Charles Butters
was presented with an illuminated address on behalf of the Society.
A scheme to amalgamate the various scientific and technical
societies in Johannesburg was brought forward by the S.A. Associat ion of Engineers and Architects, but after having held several
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eetings, the delegates of the several societies decideq. to abandon
:e idea. The advisability of having a joint technical library was,
however, agreed upon, the details for the carrying out of such a
scheme being left for future consideration.
The length of the reports of our monthly meetings containing the
papers and the discussions on the same having increased to such an
extent, it became practically impossible for the Smtih African
Mining Journal to reprint the matter in extenso, except under terms
which we were unwilling to accept, and it thus became necessary to
evolve a means of providing the members with a full and correct
report of the proceedings This eventually took the form of The
Journal of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Aj1'ica,
four numbers of which have been issued, and we have no reason in
any way to regret the step thus taken. The Council have to express
their indebtedness, in which they. feel sure the members will join, to
the Editorial Committee, Messrs Crosse, Caldecott, and Dr Loevy,
and the Abstractors, Messrs John Daniell and G. Andreoli, for their
arduous labours in making the journal the success it undoubtedly is.
From the opinions of the technical press in all parts of the world,
with whom the Society is exchanging their journal, it is evident that
our proceedings are being watched with the keenest interest, and also
that our papers are being reprinted in full or in part by the scientific
and technical journals in every mining centre.
As you already know, the Society has published its first volume of
transactions, covering the period May, 1894-February, 1897. The
small debt balance against the publication of this volume is more
than covered by the volumes yet unsold, which the Council are of
opinion will become more valuable as years roll on. The second
volume, which will include all papers read up to and including this
meeting, with the discussions thereon, is in course of preparation for the
pre~s, and will be a distinct advance in every way on the first volume.
The Council have also to acknowledge the services rendered by
the Society's representatives on the Patents Committee of the
Cham ber of Mines, Messrs Butters, Bettel, Dr Carrick and A. von
Gernet, the latter having replaced Mr Butters.
The Council wish to note their full appreciation of the services of
their Secretary, Mr Fredk. Rowland of the Rand Agency, Limited.
Finally, we wish to testify our indebtedness to the Chamber of
Mines of the S.A.R. for the generous way in which they have put
their Council Chamber at the disposal of our Society.
(Sd.)
J. LOEVY, Ph.D., M.A.,
Vice- President for the Council.
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The Secretary read the balance-sheet, which was as follows ; THE CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL SOCIETY OF
SOUTH AFRICA.

REVENUE AQCOUNT

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 15TH JUNE 1898.

EXPENDITURE.
To
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Attendance, Postages, Bank Charges, etc.
Stationary (including Address to Mr Butters)
Printing and Advertising
Rent and Lighting
Secretaries' Salary
Loss on Annual Dinner
Monthly Reprints
Society's JournalCost of Printing and Postages.
Less received for Advertisements

£45 19
34 5
48 6
54 0
144 7
59 9
109 7
£179 10
99 1

8
9
6
0
6
9
3

O.
0

80. 9 0

----
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£576
Balance, being Surplus of Income over Expenditure
for the Year

5

5

1414

7

---£591

0 0

REVENUE.
By SubscriptionsMembers.
Associates

£360 3 0
126 19 0
- - '- - £487 2
103 18

" Entrance Fees

£591

BA.LA.NCE SHEET,

0
0

0

0

£44 19

6

15TH JUNE 1898.

LIABILITIES.
To Sundry Creditors .
" Subscriptions for next Year, Paid in Advance
" Revenue AccountBalance at 15th June 1897
Add Surplus now

£80 15
I i 14

48

6

0

95

9

7

0
7

£188 15
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ASSETS.
,: Cash in Hand

£59 2 9
1 16 11

Transactions"
Cost of Printing, Binding, Freight, etc.
Less received for Sales

149 4 1
103 4 8

n Cash at Standard Bank

£60 19

8

45 19 5
Sundry Debtors for Advertisements
.
::\lembers' Subscriptions, Due and Unpaid

32 9 0
49 7 0
£188 15

1

We have examined the foregoing Statements of Account, compared them with
the Books and Vouchers of the Society, and we find the Statements to be true
and cOITect.
ALEX. AIKEN,
\. Hon.
RICHARD GEO. BEVINGTON, J Auditors.
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DR J. LOEVY, Vice-President.
ANDREW F. CROSSE, Hon. Treasnrer.
:FREDK. ROWLAND,
FOR THE RAND AGENCY, LIMITED, Secretaries.
JOHANNESBUltG,

17th June 1898.

The Chairman-Gentlemen, you have heard the report of the
Council, and I am sure you will agree with me that the statements
are highly satisfactory in every respect. The gentlemen who were
engaged in drawing up the report had, indeed, a pleasant duty to
perform, as every statement and every sentence in the report shows
the advance not only of the Society, but also of the mining industry
as a whole. The report shows conclusively, I think, that the days of
empirical work on the Witwatersrand are now tempi passati, and
work on these fields is now performed on the sound basis of scientific
knowledge and research, and in a methodical manner almost equal to
that of allY other mining centre in any part of the world. I say
"almost" because, whilst fully acknowledging the immense progress
.that has been made, I think there if; still a good deal to be done and
·still room for improvement. Anyhow, the present state of affairs is
highly satisfactory, and I think I am only expressing the general
opinion when I say that we are much indebted to the financiers who
have enabled the professional men, by financially supporting them,
to carry out their work in a rational manner. It is gratifying to us
to see that some' of the leading financiers have joined' the Society
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either as members or as associates,' and I hope these gentlemen will
now and again attend our meetings,or at least read the proceedinas
of our meetings, and thus more and more convince themselves th~t
the interests of this Society are entirely identical with the interests of
the mining industry. It is rightly pointed out in the report that the
present satisfactory state of affairs is due to the Society having more
generally acknowledged that the scientific interchange of ideas is an
important factor on which the success of metallurgical operations
depends.
I fully subscribe to this statement. But at the last
moment it strikes me there is another factor which is responsible for
the satisfactory state of affairs now prevailing with us, and that is the
harmony existing between the members of this Society, a harmony
which never allowed of any feeling of jealousy amongst those engaged
in the solution of the problems of gold extraction, but which united
all the members in the one wish to further the welfare of .the Society
and of the industry in every way. I think the old saying that
" Unity makes strength" also applies in our case, and I hope that the
existing harmony will remain in the future the most . prominent
feature of this Society. If this is the caRe, we have every reason to
look hopefully to the futUre. I now beg formally to move the
adoption of the report and balance-sheet.
Mr A. von Gernet seconded the motion, which was carried
unanimously.
ELECTION OF OF}'ICERS

The Chairman stated that this being the annual meeting, their
next business was to proceed with the election of officers for the
ensuing year. As he had reason to believe that he was personally
concerned in that business, he would propose to vacate the chair in
favour of Mr Bettel.
Mr W. Bettel said he had not attended many meetings during the
past year, and he hoped Mr Crosse would step into the breach.
Mr A. F. Crosse took the chair, and said he hoped the election
would be got through as speedily as possible. But he would first
ask the members to allow a certain irregularity to pass, a letter
containing a nomination having been lost in the post. According to
the bye-laws no nomination could be considered that was not duly
received, but on the other hand it would seem to be unfair to allow
the vagaries of the post office to destroy an otherwise valid nomination. If they would allow this irregularity, and accept the nomination as havi.ng been formally made, he thought it would be only fair
and save a good deal of trouble.
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On a show of hands the meeting agreed to allow the informality.
1\1r A. F. Crosse-As you have accepted my proposal, we will
d with the election of President. There are two names· on the
procee
a er Dr Loevy and Mr J. R. vVilliams.
p ~1r' J. R. Williams said he thought this would be quite illegal,
as the bye-laws required all nominations to be in by the first of
June.
A considerable discussion followed on this point, and it seemed to
be shown conclusively that whatever procedure was adopted, .whether
all the nominations were accepted and a ballot taken at once, or
whether the election proceedings were postponed for one month, one
or other of the bye-laws would' be infringed. Dr. Loevy said he
would not accept election if same was illegal, and Mr A. McNaughtan
inquired if there was no provision in the bye-laws for getting over the
difficulty?
.
The Secretary explained that there were no emergency bye-laws,
and ultimately
Dr J. T. Carrick proposed" That the whole of the papers issued
heretofore ill connection with the election of officers and council be
considered as null and void; that fresh nomination and ballot papers
be issued; that the election of. officers and council for the year
1898-9 take place at the next monthly meeting of the Society (July
16th); and that nominations for the several offices be sent to the
Secretaries on or before the 1st July 1898."
Dr Loevy seconded the proposal.
Mr J. Littlejohn defended the rules of the Society, which had, he
said, been carefully drawn up, and were quite workable. It was a
quite simple matter to get the signatures of the nominees, and
prevented a lot of names being proposed of persons who would
afterwards decline to act. This very law was carried out in the
Society of Chemical Industry, which consisted of between 3,000 and
4,000 members, and he could not understand that we should have any
difficulty in performing here what a Society with members scattered
all over Great Britain and America were able to perform with ease
and success. He would move that the elections be proceeded with in
the ordinary manner.
Mr J. Littlejohn's amendment was not seconded, the Chairman
refusing to accept it, on the ground that· it was not in accordance
with the bye-laws. After some further discussion, which is not of
permanent interest, the motion to postpone the electioil for one
month was agreed to.
Mr .T. R. Williams proposed, and it was unanimously endorsed by
Z
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the meeting, that a hearty vote of 'thanks be tendered to the auditors
for the admirable way in which they had done their work.
Mr A. McNaughtan said that to avoid any difficulty, he would
move th:J.t the present Council and officers of the Society continue in
full power until the next monthly meeting.
Mr W. Bettel seconded, and the resolution was adopted.
Mr S. H. Pearce-We all feel our great indebtedness to Mr Fredk.
Rowland, representing the Rand Agency, as Secretary of this
Society, and' I should like at the present meeting to empower the
Council to vote him what bonus they think fit over and above his
salary for the admirable way in which he has carried out the business
of the Society. I think 'his services ought to be recognised, and
move that a vote of thanks and a bonus be accorded to Mr Rowland
in recognition of the work he has done.
The Acting Chairman-I am sure you; will all agree with Mr
Pearce that Mr Rowland deserves our hearty thanks and something
more. The question is whether you will leave this matter in the
hands of the Council at present existing or to the Council to be
elected at the next meeting.
Mr W. Bettel suggested, and it was agreed, that it be a recommendation to the new Council.
The Secretary expressed his thanks on behalf of the Ran~ Agency
and on his own behalf.
Mr A. F. Crosse stated that Mr Robinson, the Director of the
Council of Education, had put some lists on the table of apparatus,
etc., to be sold, belonging to his laboratory.

PURE BULLION FROM THE ZINC PROCESS
Mr A. F. Crosse-I wish to make a short statement this evening,
to claim priority for a method which I perfected last October, for
obtaining practically pure gold and silver from the gold precipitates,
obtained from the zinc boxes.
On a future occasion I shall describe this process to you. I have
here a ribbon of gold nearly three feet long, which I made by rolling
out it button of gold obtained by my method in October-last.
At the mid-monthly" clean-up" in November, Mr C. H. Pead of
the New Comet Gold Mining Comp;Lny, produced a bar of nearly
pure gold and silver, according to my method, and under my personal
direction and supervision.
Some two months later my friend,
. ,M r Ed ward H. Johnson, of the Meyer and Charlton Gold Mining
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~ny also brouaht out a method for the same purpose.
I
o .
.
Comp~ ,
~~.
1· e that his method was qUlte successful, and I . am convmced
.
that he had no previous knowledge of my process. I merely make
this statement in order that these facts should be known.

THE QUALITY OF CRUCIBLES
The Chairman said there was a letter from the Morgan Crucible
Company, in reply to certain strictures which had been passed at
.me of their former meetings on the crucibles supplied by this firm.
He would request the Secretary to read the letter in question, which
was as follows ; Battersea 'Vorks, London, S.W:,
April 29th, 1898.
Gentlemen,-We beg to thank you for a marked copy of the
Journal of your Society, wherein we have read with considerable
interest the varied opmlOns expre~sed by some of your members
upon the quality of crucibles to-day as compared with that of some
years ago.
Their remarks may be summarised under three headings ;_
1st. That Battersea Crucibles to-day are inferior to those supplied
:a few years ago.
2nd. That crucibles imported direct from the Morgan Crucible Co.,
Ltd., are superior to those bought locally.
3rd. That the Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., consider anything good
-enough for the Colonies.
We are glad to have the opportunity of replying fully and
-categorically to the complaints above enumerated.
1st. As a matter of fact the Battersea Crucibles of to-day, owing
to improved appliances, and greater experience in their use and
manufacture, are. better than they were a few years ago, and the
reason that they no longer do the same work as formerly, is due to
the changed circumstances under which they are employed. One at
least of your speakers has discovered this, and adapting himself to
the altered condition of affairs, uses "Battersea London Round"
with the same satisfactory results formerly obtained from "Battersea
Round" Crucibles, thus conclusively proving that the quality of the
material, which in each case is precisely the same, cannot be ac~ount
able for· the different results obtained.·
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If our customers would kindly communicate to us the difficulties
they meet with, we should be in a much 'better position to assist
them, but altho,ugh the ore now assayed' in the Transvaal is very
different to that of four or five year ago,. none of your speakers have
ever communicated :'he fact to us with a vIew to obtain a crucible
adapted to the altered circumstances.
So positive are we as regards the quality that we would ask any of
your members interested to prove for themselves that there is no
Jet~rioration, by taking a dozen or so of Battersea Crucibles and
assaying with one half ores similar to four or five years ago, and with
the remainder the pyritic ores of to-day. '
2nd. Crucibles supplied direct by the Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd.,
or' through local source~, are of one and the' same quality, but,
unfortunately, it is necessary to caution users that certain unscrupulous German manufacturers have closely copied the crucibles.
of this Company, marking them in a manner calculated to deceive any
but a close observer. To this may be attributable the fact that local
purchases are found to be inferior to direct importation. That it is.
not so in the case of goods of our manufacture, we again 'ask your
members to satisfy themsel ves, making a trial of undoubted genuine
Battersea Crucibles purchased from an accredited local firm, and
testing them on exactly similar quality of ore side by side with the
same sized Battersea Crucible of direct importation,
We shall esteem it a favour if such of your members who shaH
make this, and the trial suggested under heading No.1, will communicate to us the results they obtain.
The inferior Pluinbago Crucibles mentioned by one of the speakers
as "bought locally," and" nearly white," could not have been of
our manufacture, as we invariably ship "Salamander" Crucibles
to the Transvaal of a colour described by the same speaker as
"dull red."
3rd. As regards the suggestion that this Company considers anything good enough for the Colonies, it can only emauate from such
as have very little knowledge of us and of our methods of doing
business, and we are content to leave it to our numerous friends at
home and abroad to judge how far this accusation can justly be laid
to our charge.
Should any of your' members desire to try a ,crucible specially
intended for the assay of pyritic ores, we would recommend them to·
apply to Messrs Lowenstein & Co., Ltd., for Battersea Fluxing
Crucibles.
Trusting you will grant this reply in your next issue the same-
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. . ty as the report of the proceedings published in your March
pu bhCl
Humber.
,Ve are, Gentlemen,
Yours faithfully,
THE MORGAN CRUCIBLE CO., LTD.,
A. C. lVIARsHALL, Di1'ecto1".

::\11' J. R. Williams moved that the letter be not published in the
transactions of the Society. This was for various reasons. He did
not think there was any occasion to advertise the Morgan Company,
who were sufficiently well known, neither was there any necessity
to advertise Lowenstein & Co. He took objection to their coupling
the charge of unscrupulousness with any particular nationality, and
their statements with regard to German makes were quite unauthorised. He had received some of the best quality of goods
from Germany.
Dr Loevy said that as a German he had to thank Mr 'Williams
for his remarks. I do not, he said, wish to go into the question of
qualities respectively of German, or English, or French goods, but in
view of the high standing of the Morgan Crucible Company, I think
it highly surprising that this Company should make an allegation in a
letter of this kind without being able to substantiate their statements.
I have obtained information from the wholesale chemists in Johannesburg, which leads lIle to believe that the only German crucibles used
in this country were the Gross-Almerode crucibles, and those" of my
colleagues who have used them say that they are just as good as those
obtained from the Morgan Crucible Company, aild if they are not
used here any more, it is merely becanse the Gross-Almerode makers
cannot compete with the Morgan Company in "point of quantity. I
believe I express the general opinion in saying that the sentence
referring to German makers is uncalled for, and that the letter of the
)Iorgan Company would have made a much better impression if that
sentence had been left out.
Some further discussion ensued, in which the Acting Chairman
supported nIr J. R. Williams' proposal to leave out the letter from
the Society's transactions. On the other hand, Dr Carrick thought
it only fair, considering that an attack had been made on the Company in question, that their reply should have equal publicity, He
considered that. the offensive expression might be expunged.
Dr
Loevy thought that if the letter was published at all, it should be
printed in full. It had been proposed in the Council that the letter
be not read to the members, but he had opposed that course.
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Mr G. T. M. McBride did not think the Morgan Crucible
Company had been mentioned in the di~cussion at all-at any rate
not by the author of the paper. It was hardly necessary for the
Company in question to m,uke such an insinuation about German_
made crucibles. ' He would propose that the Sqciety repudiate the
insjnuation, which was uncalled for and inaccurate.
Mr 'V. A. Caldecott-I quite agree with Dr Carrick, that the
offending portion of the letter should not be published in our Journal.
'Mr A. McN aughtaIi said the Council coiIld easily pu,t a foot-note
to the letter expressing their views on the matter, and stating that
the member~ knew'nothing of "the alleged fraudulent imitations.
Mr·W. Bettel concurred.
The Actin·g· Chairman suggested that if the letter were published
in full, ·the discussion following would· explain the views of the
Society o~the point.
Dr Loevy agreed that the discussion would amply suffice to publish
their' views, and he would move that the matter' be now left in the
hands of the Editorial Committee.
The proposal was agreed to.
The following paper was then read.by the Secretary;-

THE POSITION OF THE ASSAY DEPARTMENT IN
MINING ECONOMICS

By

FRANKLIN WHITE (MEMBER)

Although the subject dealt with in this paper is somewhat foreign
to those which are usually discussed in this Society, yet I think it
has a very intimate connection w"ith metallurgical operations, and
certainly is of interest to those members who are assayers.
My
object is to emphasise the necessity for correct assays, and also for
the due appreciation of the work of the competent assayer.
The practical man still exists who believes only in the" .pan " as a
means of testing the value of a sample' of ore. He is evidently
unaware that if the quantity he proposes to pan is; reallY. a fair
sample, the assayer can tell him what it contains with infinitely
greater accuracy than his estimate of the size of the" colour'" can
indicate, as this may be affected by many conditions.
; Others maintain that "the mill is the best sampler." So it is
when alhhe ore in question has been crushed, but if. this operation
gives a loss, it is akin to shutting the stable door after the horse has
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len It would have been wiser to have at first' ascertained
. ,
been sto .
h value of the ore by correct sampling and assaylllg, and so have
:v~ided profitless ruining and milling.
'
I would first like to draw a decided distinction between the
erations of sampling and assaying.. The assayer is not responsible
~p the correctness of the sample, his duty is simply to, ascertain and
~~ort its value. It is really immater~al to him what the s~mp~e
represents, but in order that he may deCIde how best to deal WIth It
he should know whether its value is considerable, as in the case of
mine samples, mill pulp, ,etc.; poor, as in the case of cyanide
residues, or abundant in or free from sulphides.
Unless absolutely necessary for the sake of economy, as in the case
of small mines, the sampling and assaying should be done by
different persons, one will then serve as a check on the other..
Assaying is a delicate operation. Climbing about stopes and slogging
at hard rock is not good preparatory exercise for a man who ha$ to'
use balances of the most sensitive description.
Most managers of mines, mills or cyanide works recognise that
assays are of use. They must acknowledge the evident inference
that to be of use they must be correct. , If the assayer is overworked
or supplied with inadequate plant his work will be probably inaccurate. This cannot be true economy, for while a good assay is
well worth w hat it costs, an inaccurate assay is dear at any price.
No advantage is to be gained by starving the assay department.
Mining is a business and should be managed according to business
principles. The ore when mined represents the stock-in-trade of a
large merchant on which his capital has been spent. This stock is
distributed to several departments, and such checks on quantities
and values should be kept as will enable the officials who are responsible for dealing with it, to give a practically accurate account of the
gold which has been entrusted to them. When quantities reaching
15,000 tons monthly, containing gold worth £30,000 are dealt with,
as is the case in many of our mines, it -is surely of vital importance
to the owners or to those who represent them, that careful accounts
should be kept and sufficient checks established to gua~d against
unsuccessful treatment or dishonesty. 'On the other hand, those
employees who are responsible for the proper treatment of such great
values should be furnjshed with all possible information which may
be of assistance to them, and they should in fairness be afforded all
reasonable opportunity of satisfying themselves that they have
actually received the amounts with which their works wiJl be
debited. The assayer need not be protected in this manner as his
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duty ends when he reports the value of the samples submitted to
him. But he .should always bear in mind that the reputations and the
success of the work of his (ellow.employees may be seriously affected
if his .assays are not correct. An efficient assayer' is as important a
factor in the economy of a mine as is the bookkeeper in a large
business house. His reports determine the movement of thp. values
of the ore dealt with, but he is not responsible for the quantities or
weights.
l\iost of the leading mining corporations are now making strenuous
efforts to obtain correct 'returns of the weight and value of the ore
mined, crushed, and treated, and, we may hope that in future the
returns of which we are so proud here on the Rand may pOssess, in
addition to the arithme,tical accuracy, the not unimportant merit of
being correct records of what has actually been done.
r am obliged to confess that there is a certain amount of reason
when complaints are made that assays are often wholly misleading,
or that accounts based on them do not work out in a satisfactory
manner. But such errors are very often due entirely to defective
sampling or to wrong estimation of weights, and therefore not attributable to the assay department. Sometimes the unfortunate assayer
is absolutely unable to get through the work expected from him.
Many of us know what it is to try and struggle through a large
number of assays with inadequate plant in a stifling bUil!iing, and
can realise the temptation to scamp the work and ignore the possibility of tickets having been changed or cupels mixed up in the
muffle. In a properly organised office, however, such temptations
and risks should be reduced to a minimum.
Other elements of danger are, absolute dishonesty, or in some
cases let us call it "the inability to realise where carelessness ends
and deception begins."
Sometimes the assayer, actuated 'by the
wish "to back up his own side," will strain a point so as to bring
out'what he imagines will be a favourable result.·
The following are a few of the cases which I have known as giving
misleading ideas : Case No. I.-One of our well-known mine managers after going to
great trouble in working up his report on trel,ttment of conc~ntrates,
had to withdraw it because his assayer had made the results come
out to suit what he thought his manager desired.
No. 2.-Samples were not even panne.d, but were written down to
agree with the value expected from the working from :which they
were taken. The assayer was guided in his "est.imate" by the
names on the tickets.
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No. 3.-Cyanide residues were returned as very low 'in vallie. This
was satisfactory to the gen:eral manager, but was the despair of the
cyanide manager, who could not make his actual' extraction agree
with the theoretical. After investigation, the assayer, when charged
with systematic misrepresentation, had no hesitation in saying that
" he wanted to do the cyanide man a shot in the eye."
No. 4.-Had to take his own samples, and did this badly. Evidently
he considered that he had too much to do, so panned such of the
samples as he did not care to assay and wrote down what he considered to be the value.
No. 5.-Found it impossible to take his own mine samples and get
through the assaying, so the custom was established of taking 90 per
cent. of the weight of the unparted button as representing the fine
gold in the sample. Tailings samples were assayed properly in fine
gold, but this "near enongh" style could not be expected to give
accnrate results.
I think I have shown that dishonest or incompetent assayers are
sometimes to blame for the lack of confidence and appreciation
shown by the financial men who are connected with mining operations. A wide-awake mine manager, will sooner or later find out and
put a stop to these objectionable practices if he has the necessary
control. On the other hand, as a man naturally has confidence in
his chosen assistants, there would be often sufficient opportunity for
considerable harm to be done before suspicion was aroused, and the
irregularity detected. In order to avoid such risks, not only the
general manager, but all heads of departments who have the
responsibility of handling gold, should be provided with such data as
would enable an efficient and prompt check to be kept on all operations. Such a system of cheeks should not be considered as an
indication of want of confidence, but as an ordinary and nece~sary
business precaution, on a par with what is required in dealing with
even a pound of waste in the stores department. Competent men
have nothing to fear from a thorough investigation of their work.
On the contrary, it would be to their advantage, as their capabilities
wonld then be very clearly seen.
No doubt in many cases assayers have to work under great disadvantages, but there is an increasing tendency to recognise good
work. I trust that this paper will have two results, namely, to
obtain more consideration for the assayers and their work, and also
to show them what they mu~t do on their part to maintain the credit
of their department.
I think, however, that it is only fair to say that irregularities such
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as those to which I have referred' are the exceptions.' !tis generally
the case' that, the many instances of really creditable work are lost
sight of because there is nothing specially out of the. common to fix
them on the memory, while. the few are remembered as the results
are startling and outside of ordinary experience.
The Acting Chairman said he had no doubt this paper of Mr
White's would arouse a good deal of discussion, which, however,
could not come on until the next or the succeeding meeting..

COMPOSITION OF SLIMES
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The Acting Chairman-At thc last meeting the question of the
composition or analysis of slimes cropped up: Dr Loevy has' been
good enough to make several analyses concerning the' composition of
slimes, and I now ask him to declare the results he has obtained.
Dr Loevy-In pursuance of the discussion on the composition .of
" slimes" at our last meeting, I wish to submit to you the analyses of
three typical slime samples which were handed to me by Mr
Caldecott: 'The samples submitted to me were as follows ; Sample A from the Jubilee and Salisbury.
)"
B
, , ' Meyer and Charlton.
"
C
"
City and Suburban.
The results of analysis are as follows ;-

Si0 2
A1 20 3
FeZOg
MgO
C3 3 (P04 )z
Sulphur (total)
SOg
AlkaliR
H 2 0 (combined)

A.

B.

C.

Per Oent.

Per Oent.

Per Oent.

74·51
14·08
5'15
1·48
0'07
0'78
0'02
0'08
2'86

69·80
17·95
3·75

72'15
16·47
4·42
1·26
0·04
0'70
0'03
0'05'
3'40

Taking the. a verage of these three analyses we find that the proportion of silica to alumina is 70; ] 6 or SiO z : AIZOg = 4'4; 1. .' In
order to determirie the proportion of free silica to combined silica, a
so·called "rational" analysis would be necessary, for the performance
of which.I .had not sufficient time. We can, however, approximately
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calculate that proportion on the basis of the formula AI 20 g , ,2Si0 2,
:
~~
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and, in doing so, we find that of the 70 per cent. Si0 2 present in"the"
slimes, 19 per cent. Si0 2 are combined with 16 per cent. AI 20 g,
forming 35 per cent. Al 2 0 g.2Si0 2 , while th~re ,are 51 per cent. of
free Si0 2• The proportion of silica to 'silicate of alumina is, thereThe
fore, likely to b~ 51: 35, or Si0 2 : A1 2 0 g.2Si0 2 =.1'46:. 1;
suggestion that slimes'consist chiefly of sibca ,is thus correct,- a~d I,
have accordingly to amend' my Qefinition at t~le last meeting; in'
putting the word silica before clay> as follows :-" That sli~~s'be:
considered that portion of' the cr~shed ore which, ,owing '.to its'
physical condition, consisting as it dpes chiefly of silica and ~lay,is'
an unleachable prpduct." It is interesting to note, that all the three
samples contain a rather large amount of jron and'suJphiu; the latter
being partly oxidised to 80 g• I think' these dat~are interesting, as,
considering that the samples analysed are typical, they'definitely settle,
the much-discussed question of the ,chemical composition 'of" slimes."
Mr, J. R. William,s-Ip. ,thanking Dr Lqevyfor ,~he interesting
figureR which he has just read, anef which' must havc entailed a good
deal of work, I do not see any occasion to change my original defini-,
tion of slimes, which I gave something over a year ago. I the'll said
that the clayey portion of the ore carried silica in a finely-divided
state. I would like to ,mention the case of Dinas clay ,~.hich, when
burnt to a brick, contains from 87 per cent. to 98 per cent. of silica,
and which is still a clay.
The Acting Chairman-Is it a clay~
Mr J. R. 'Williams-Certainly. It is a clay which is very largely
used, used in hundreds of tons in all the furnaces of South Wales,
particularly in copper smelting, and, to a large extent, in blast
furnaces for iron and steel. After all, you get 15 per cent. of
alumina to 70 per cent. of silica. With 3'4 per cent. of combined
water, it will go a very long way towards proving the 'original
statement. It shows there is a large amount of clay mixed up with
the slimes, and I am prepared to stand by my original detinition
that slimes are the "clayey portion of the ore mixed with fine
saJ;lds." If you precipitate slimes by the Sulman method you still
get a very leachable product. ~herefore I do not think you will be
justified in saying that slimes are an unleachable product. You will
pnd that slinies are quite leachable. On the other hand, you can
get absolute sands insufficient degree of coarseness and tineness,
making a very unleachable product.
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The Acting Chairman-Dr Loevy deserves the thanks of the
Society for the great trouble he has taken in making these
analyses.

ACCURACY OF THE FIRE ASSAY
The ActIng Chairman said that every Ol1e was interested in the
result of assays. At the last meeting Dr H. Pauli made a statement
as to the recovery of gold from substances synthetically prepared or
mixed up with a certain weight ·of gold. Dr Loevy had also made
some interesting experiments in tbis direction, and I think the
I!lembers would be glad to hear the results.
Dr Loevy-I can state that I have made several experiments in
order to find out whether it is possible to recover by fire assay the
,,,hole of the gold which you put into a sample. In order to
investigate this matter I prepared a number of synthetical samples
by dissolving in aqua regia a certain amount of gold (from 100 to 150
milligrames), diluting with water, and mixing the solution of AuCls
thus obtained with silica in some cases and kiesel-gubr in other cases.
Then the mixture of silica and AuCl g solution was evaporated to
dryness on the water bath, and subsequently dried thoroughly at
11 0° Celsius in the hot air oven.
The sample thus prepared
was mixed in the usual way with flux and reducing agent, which in
this case was cream of tartar, and then assayed in the ordinary
manner. The result of six experiments is· that I recovered from
95 per cent. to 98'5 per cent. of the gold which I had put into the
sample, a result which I consider perfectly ~atisfactory, and completely
ciisproving the theory of loss of gold in the fire assay by volatilisation. I am satisfied that the lower results are dne to some loss
having occurred in preparing the sam·ple and in mixing it with
the flux.
.
Dr H. Pauli-In reference to the question of the accuracy of the
gold assay in various material, which was discussed at the last
meeting, I made some remarks about the doubtful precise determination of gold when being present as gold double salt.
I made a series of experiments some years ago to ascertain the
accuracy of the crucible method for poor material. For my purpose
I dissolved a few grammes of AuClgK,CI in 500 C.c. of distilled
water j from this I absorbed gradually smaller quantities in dry seasaud, believing this to be the best way to arrive at a tahula, showing
the precision of the method for gold-bearing material, varying iJ,1' its

Assa)'

contents, and allowing at the same time the addition of other
compounds, such as might be found in a natural state, which might
affect the assay.
When coming into this country I did not bring my notes on this
subject with me, so can only roughly give.you the results.
I may mention that I soaked the sand in evaporating dishes, and
that the sand, as well as the litharge' for the charge, were assayed
beforehand to be sure of the absence of gold or silver.
After melting, which was affected in an open, wide crucible ina
perrot gaR furnace, and after cupellation, I was much astonished to
find 60' to 70 per cent. only of the gold I had put in.
.
Being of opinion that the "loss was due to incomplete reduction,.I
rubbed the inside of the crucible with pitch, and mixed intimately
with flour to leave sufficient reducing agent. The gain, however,
obtained by this means was not considerable.
.
Being still unable to accoulltfor the whole of the gold, I now
tried earth containing much organic matter. The results now went
up to about as high as 95 per cent.
In order to see whether I could get still better results I precipitated
gold by means of a dilute solution of oxalic acid. This finely-divided
metallic precipitate I put in the charge and subsequently arrived at
98 per cent. j considering the absorption in cupellation I practically
got 100 per cent.
On the basis of this I do by no means doubt the sufficient accuracy
of the gold assay by the crucible method, but am of opinion that in
assaying residues, still containing gold as gold double salt, extreme
care must be taken to avoid mechanical losses such as I met with in
the beginning, due to violent ebullition in the crucible, and also
losses of dust in transferring a charge, consisting of light silica, into
the crucihle.
The difference of gold, arising from the causes before mentioned,
will assume a large proportion when multiplied, to arrive at the
monthly tonnage. This may be an additional reason for the discrepancy which occurs in some Gases between the theoretical and
actual extraction.
Mr W. Betrel-My knowledge of gold assaying dates back from
1882, and I think I have had as much experience in assaying all
classes of material as' any of the members present. The crucible
assay is well known as being extremely accurate, so far as commercial
processes go, and if you are dealing with volatile suhstances it is a
very easy matter to avoid the volatilisation of the gold. I am certain
that with regard to the double salts of gold we have on the fields,

r
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that is a double cyanide, there is not the slightest reason to suspect
any loss.
Dr Loevy-I forgot to mention that in two of my experiments I
used a double gold salt---Auro-sodium chloride-which I prepared
myself. Dr Pauli thought that a similarly satisfact9ry result would,
according to his experience, not be obtained with a double salt. I
understand that Dr Pauli used commercial auro-potassium chloride in
his experiments·; did he ascertain by analysis the percentage of gold
the salt contained~. It is a well-known fact tliat commercial double
gold saIts are very unreliable as to their composition.
Mr S. H. Pearce-For some time I was employed .by a firm dealina
with· probably more double gold salts than any other company, and
we had several complaints of salts that were obtained from other
firms which were diluted with common salt down to 30 per cent.
gold.
The Acting Chairman-My object in bringing this up for dis~ussion was that people. might imagine from our papers or extracts
from them that gold assays are not reliable. One gentleman says he
gets careful experiments made, and only obtains 70 per cent. of the
.gold put in. Dr Loevy has made experiments and got out high
results. Mr Bettel is satisfied that he can get equally good results.
I also have made some experiments lately, and I find the great
-difficulty is to be perfectly sure that you do put a certain amount
·of gold in the sample. That is where the difficulty comes in. And
to be able to make these experiments properly a man must be an
analytical chemist first and an assayer next. A good many clever
chemists have not had the experience in assaying, and if' one man
has not had actual expp.rience of assaying, it is easy enough to go
wrong. The Illanner in whi'!h I have carried out my experiments
was to take sUlall quantities of chemically pure gold. I did not rely'
on a salt, the composition of which I was not sure, and I dissolved
the gold iIi aqua regia, putting it then in brick dust which contained
no gold. (Mr Williams-I have known bricks in Johannesbu.rg to
·contain gold.) So have 1. Well, I got out extremely satisfactory
results, and I varied the operation in several ways. I took chloride
·of gold, aud then took chloride of gold in the brick dust itself by
means of oxalic acid. I-then prepared the silicate of gold, and -from
that also obtained an equally good .result. And so I am sure that
if we can obtain the proper mixture, 'we could .get out 98 per cent. of
the gold in any other mixture. /
.
This concluded the busineSs ofthe meeting; which then terminated.
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XIX
THE monthly general meeting of the Chemical and· Metall urgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, July 16th,
1898, in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg. Mr A. F. Crosse (the Honorary Treasurer and Past President)
occupied the chair. There was a total attendance of 90, viz.:58 Members-Dr Loevy, Messrs W. Bettel, W. A. Caldecott, H.
T. Durant, R. E. Hall, G. T. M. McBride, S. H. Pearce,. J. R.
Williams, T. W. Wood (Council) j A. Aiken, F. F. Alexander, P. E.
Baker, M. Baumann, R. G. Bevington, G. S. Bloomer, ,Yo Boyd, A.
W. Brattlund, G. Buchanan, F. Buckland, Dr J. T.· Carrick, J.
Daniell, G. A. Darling, R. S. Douglas, W. R. Dowling, F. Drake, J.
Dykes, Jr., L. Evans, J. Gaze, A. von Gernet, K. L. Graham, W.
Hardwick, J. H. Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, R. L. Kerr, J. B.
Little, W. G. P. Macmuldrow, J. J. McDowell, A. McNallghtan, R.
A. Michell, W. Mitchell, H. Morrell, A. C. Morrisby, P. T. B.
Morrishy, R. E. O'Reilly, W. Penman, D. E. Powrie, Professor
Prister, E. T. Rand, A. Russell, H. Spargo, A. R. W. Stacpoole, A.
F. Stewart, P. S. Tavener, J. Watson, A. Whitby, F. White, D. J.
Williams.
20 Associates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, P. Barrett, A. H. Bridgma,ll, W. E. G. FitzPatrick, C. B. Hilliard, E. C. Homersham, A. B.
Inglis, H. E. McCann, F. Mills, E. H. Parry, C. Rowland, H.
Rusden, C. W. Salisbury, F. E. Shaw, F. Smith, A. W. Stockett,
J. C. Watson, E. C. Waymark, F. G. Westbrook, W. H. ·Wood.
11 Visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
By direction of the Chairman, the Secretary read a resolution
proposed by the Council to be adopted by the meeting, for the purpose of rendering legal and proper all decisions come to at the
present and the previous meeting.
Their being no discussion the confirming of the resolution was
deferred to the special general meeting held at the. conclusion of the
otdinary meeting.
The Chairman-I request nominations for the posts of scrutineers,
to conduct the proceedings of the election of President, VicePresident, and Council of this Society.
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Mr Pearce proposed, and Mr \Villiams seconded, Mr Vvalford
Dowling as one of the scrutineers; and Mr K. 'L'. .Graham Was
nominated by Mr A. von Gernet, seconded by Mr
A. Caldecott,
as the other scrutineer.
.
The Chairman announced that if any member had faile'd to receive
a ballot paper, or had lost the same, he could obtain another one from
the Secretary.
, ;He ~ontinued, that the scrutineers must necessarily, take some
tiI),le in performing their work, it would be desirable to, continue the
ordinary business pending its completion.
No . objection being
offered, .next business was proceeded with.
On the proposition of Mr J. R. Williqms, Messrs D. J. Williams
,and, H. Morrell, were appointed ,scrqtineers for the election of new
m~mbers, who declared as the result of ;the baUot ,that all the
,candidate~ as follows !Ve,-:e unani~ously el~cted :-Hermann Louis
Bertram, Robert Maxwell Be,-:tram, Ronald, Louis Edmiston,
,Archibald Fraser, Frederick Hellmann, W. G. Holfor,d, A..M.LC.E.;
Robert Raine, Frederick C. l{oberts, James Edward T,homas, Walter
,Wjlliam 'Ward, Thomas Webb.
The Secretary notified that the, following gentlemen had been
admitted associates of the Society since the last meeting : -William
Thomas Anderson, John Brown, John Dalrymple, Herbert William
Hopkins, Edward Jacobs, Clement Lecky Johnson, Arthur N. Locke,
William MacGregor, William Wallace Mein, Frank Bray Ogle,
William H. P. Roberts, William ScrymgeoUl', John W. Watts.
The Chairman-With the mem.be,-:s elected this 'evening our
Society now numbers 8 honorary members, 1 life member, 208
ordinary members and 195 associates, making a total of 410. He
was sorry to say, however, that there ~vere a number of subscriptions
in arrear.
The Chairman invited discussion on Mr D. Dorffel's paper entitled
" Pyritic Smelting and its Bearing on Certain South African Ores,"
but it was decided to postpone the matter till the next meeting, in
order to give Mr Dorffel an opportunity to reply to former remarks
made by members.
The Chairman then invited discussion on the following paper :-

W:
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Treatment of L£gu£d: by Gas

THE APPLICATION O!' OXYGEN IN THE. CYANIDE
PROCESS,

.

By H. T.· DURANT, F.C.S. (MEMBER)
DISCUSSION

Mr ,T. R. Williams~In thanking Mr Durant for the valuable
information that he has given us on this subject, I think everyone
who has read the paper will agree that its one fault is that it is
absolutely correct. I do not think there can be much discussion on it.
Professor Prister-It is difficult to criticise the very complete
paper of Mr Durant, but I would like to say a few words on his
conclusion "that the slimes and all gold-bearing products which
admit of similar treatment, will have the necessary ail' supplied
during the passage through the centrifugal pump, whether that air
be actually forced in from an air compressor or supplied in the
manner I have indicated."
For the treatment of a liquid by gas there are two ways of
performing the operation : 1st. To absorb the gas into the liquid and mix it as is done by
Mr Durant's pump,
2nd. To spray the liquid and so bring it into intimate contact
with the gas.
That Mr Durant did not observe any remarkable effect of the air
when the full stream of the pump was falling only a height of three
feet, is not astonishing. I am certain the effect would have been
very different if the fall were greater and the pulp sprayed, allowing
,
oxidation to take place.
In the apparatus employed in the manufacture of vinegar the
solution is allowed to fall in a finely-divided state through an upward
rising current of air, whereby the alcohol amounting to from 3 to 5'
per cent. is readily' oxidised.
This simple principle is applied for cooling hot water, when the
stream is allowed to drop 20 or 30 feet in a tower upon obstacles
which break up the stream from below. The evaporation of part of
the water is sufficient to cool the whole.
That the compressed air did not in Mr Durant's case have the
desired effect is explained by the fact that the apparatus employed
was not adapted to the purpose.
Solvay obtained splendid results in his ammonia soda factory,
where Schlesinger and others failed, 30 per cent. of c~rbonic acid
being absorbed by the :ammonia salt solution.
2A
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PHOFESSOR DE WILDE'S METHOD OF
PRECIPITATING GOLD

De

The Chairman stated that as the discussion on Professor
Wilde's
paper was likely to be a long orie, it would be desirable to postpone
.
consideration of it until the next meeting.

DISCREPANCIES IN SLIME TREATMENT
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. By W. A.

CALDE.COTT (MEMBER)

1. -In assays of slime 1"e1!idues for total gold.-I have observed on
the slime plants of various companies that the assay, as ordinarily
conducted, of slimes residues,' frequently yields a result considerably
below the estimated value of such reeidue,. calculated from the percentage and assay value of the solutiun it carries as moisture when
sampled, plus its undissolved gold contents, as shown by assay after
thorough washing. This discrepancy is particularly liable to occur
when the bulk of the total gold contents of the residue is dissolved
gold. This matter is one of con~iderably practical interest, as with
(say) 2i dwt .. slimes error in residue assays to the extent of One
grain per ton effects the theoretical extraction by It per cent. If, as
is possible, errors in slimes residue assays are liable to occur to a
considerable extent, this may account for some of the unexplained
discl'epa~lcy between actual and theoretical extraction referred to by
Mr Butters at a meeting of this Society nearly a year ago.
To' investigate this snbject, a series of experiments were carefully
carried out by M.r C, R. Maggs, with the following results : (a) A certain slime residue was found to contain as moisture 42'4
per cent. of 21-grain solution, and also .10 :grains of undissolved gold
per ton of dry slimes. This gave a calculated value to' the dry
resid ue of 25i grains per ton.
(b) By duplicate assay of the, dried residue, conducted in the
ordinary way, on 75-grain lots, ,vith' somewhat course litharge, yielding a·lead button of about 27 grams weight, a result of 15 grains per
.
ton 'was 'obtained.
(c) By duplicate assay as above, but using sufficient ground
litharge and reducer, 17 grains per ton was obtained.
(d) By duplicate assay as above', but using sufficient finely-ground
.. NoTE.~The accompailyi~'i Tll.bl~ of Specific Gravity was worked out ~ta
date -c6n~ideiably.subsequent·to the reading' of this paper.: It is inserted here
to render the statement more complete.-W. A. C. . Sept. i902. .
.
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litharge and reducer to yield a 54-gram lead button, which was'
scorified down, 20 grains per ton was obtained.
(e) 150 grains of moist slimes were mixed with 500 c.c. water, the
solution separated by decantation and filtration, evaporated down on
litharge, and the gold contents added in this form to the solid
material, after drying and weighing the latter. The whole was·
assayed together, yielding a. 54-grain lead button, which, after
scorification, gave a "total gold" result of 21 grains per ton.
(f) A similar experiment, but using 1,000 C.c. of water gave a'
result of 23 grains per ton.
From the above results it appears that in no case did the actual.
assay value agree with calculated value of the residues, though close
approximations to it were obtained by modifications of the ordinary
method of assaying.
Apart from experimental error, various hypotheses might be ad·
vanced to account for the ordinary assay apparently failing to account
for alL the gold. Possibly several causes contribute to this result, but
the most important appears to me to be due to the fact that when a.
gold-bearing solution is evaporated down in contact with slimes, the
gold, in an atomically fine state of division, compared with which
gold in untreated slimes is coarse, is distributed over the very large
surface presented by the slimes particles, and that the globules of
lead reduced from the litharge fail to collect it all before sinking. On
this ground experiments (c) and (d), where very fine litharge is used,
would tend to give higher results. Similarly, in expeJiiments (e) and
(j), where the bulk of dissolved gold was evaporated down in actual
contact with the litharge, still higher results were obtained. It may
be observed that an error of a few grains per ton, which is hardly
apparent when dealing with rich material, such as experimented on
by Mr A. F. Crosse and Dr Loevy, may mean 20 per cent. or 30 per
cent. ollthe total value of such low·grade material as slimes residues.
Any discussion on this subject will be of value, which will tend to
show how close correspondence between calculated value of slimes
residues and their actual assay may be readily obtained by carrying
~mt any particular method of assaying. So far as found, method (f),
though somewhat tedious, gives the most nearly correct results.
2. In the determination oj the specific g1'avity of dry slimes.-In the
April issue of the Journal of this Society were given two formulre *
"The following are the formulre referred to :(8) S G t d
II
Wt. of dry ollmes in air.
. p. r.o ryo mes=Wt.of dlyolimesinslr+Wt.of(O.sk+water) Wt.of(flask+slImes+wBter)'
(9).

_
-

(Sp. Gr. of pulp) XC·/" by wt. of dry slimes in pulp).
(Sp. Gr. of pulp) X (0'0 by WL. of slimes in pulp) 100 (Sp. Gr. of pulp-I).

SLIME-PULP TABLE
SP. GR. OF DRY SLUIES = 2'7

Intermediate Values can be obtained by [nterpolation
% (by
Sr, GI',
wr,)?1
of Sliu,e
.DI~.
Pulp,
Shnh's III
Pull',
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--1:00
1'01
1'02
1'03
1'04
1'05
1'06
1-07
1'08
1'09
1·10
HI
1-12
1--13
1-14
l-lfi
1-16
H7
H8
1-19
1'20
1'21
1'22
1'23
1'24
1'25
1'26
1'27
1'28
1'29
1'30
1'31
1'32
1-33
,

.QA.

1

->;~.

I
W ' I t I Volume
Rutio (by
Volume Weight, C e~~,), (in Cub,
(by
Wt,) 01 (in
Cub, I (In Lbs,) 10
s,
Ft,) 01
Sp, GI',' Wt,) of
Solutiou ' Ft,) 01 1 01 1 Cub, 0,1 DI'J: I'nlp con,
Dry
01
Slime
Solution
to 1 of
Slimes i II
Ton of
Ft. of
Shmes ~n taiIling 1
Pull'.
in Pulp.
Dry
Pulp.
Pulp, I Pulp, l 9'~?' t, Ton Dr)'
Slimes.
o up. Slimes.
--- --, --- --- - - --- ---

I WOt.,)of
0/ (hy

%

/'

~--

0'00
1'57
3'll
4'63
6'll
7'56
8'99
10'39
11'76
13'11
14'44
15'74'
17'01
18'27
19'50
20'7l'
21'90
23'07
24'22
25'35
26'47
27'56
28'64
29'69
30'74
31'76
32'77
33'76
,34'74
35'70
' 36'65
37'58
38'50

100'00
98'43
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95'37
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\)2'44
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86'89
85'56
84'26
82'98
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~l!l'40

6O,tiO

A.(\·o)G

...0·71.

, ·.1Q

.,q .......

1'1.,

"
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determining the specific gravity of dry slimes. In one (9) a
for Ie of moist slimes or slime pulp was to be taken, its specific
s:~~ty and the percentage by weight of dry slimes it contained
~etermined, and the specific gravity of the dry slimes deduced, therefrom. The other (8) proceeded by the text-book method of first
u ina the slimes, and then, by determining as usual the loss of
.
'
ry " in water of a gIven
weiaht
amount, ca1culatmg
t h e speci'fi c gravi'ty 0 f
the "dry material. As a matter of fact, the data obtained either way
can be used to work out either formula.
On experimenting with these two methods I have found that, as
ordinarily carried out, they yield different results, though both are
mathematically correct. In other words, by carrying the first method
(9) a result of 2'7 may be obtained, whereas when the second method
(8) is applied in the usual manner to the dry material yielded by the
foregoing experiment, a result of only 2'5 may be obtained.
As in practice slimes are llot dried before treatment, method (9),
which starts with moist material, is obviously the natural method. to
employ; and since tonnage of slimes treated is often determined
from the volume and specific gravity of the pulp, the accurate determination of the specific gravity of the dry slimes is a matter of considerable practical importance.
Any undej'-estimate of the specific
gravity of the dry slimes causes a corresponding over-estimate of the
tonnage treated.
At the same time the reason why different results are obtained
without special 'precautions is a matter of interest.
By boiling the mixtures of dry slimes and water before determining
the weight of a known 'volume,of pulp the same result can be obtained
as when the moist material is started with. This may possibly be
uue to the fact that by boiling any air entangled in the dry slimes is
expelled. In any case boiling of the pulp is necessary to correctly
determine the specific gravity of dry slimes when the material has
once been dried.
The Chairman-I am sure Mr Caldecott's interesting remarks will
give all of us a good deal to think about, and it would be a pity to
discuss them now. It is a paper that will have to be read over and
digested, because it is certainly a. very important subject. As he
says, one grain in these gold-bearing solutions makes a difference of
l~. per cent. And it is desirable that we should get our assays right
within two or three grains. It is a troublesome operation, and by
next meeting, if some of us think over the subject and perhaps
try a few experiments, we may be able to corroborate some of
l\Ir Caldecott's statements, or pelhaps we may not be able to corro-
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borate them. The question of specific gravity is a very interestino
one. Certainly it opens up a field a little outside of chemistry~
and perhaps Dr Carrick would like to make a few remarks upon
it. It is a question whether in finely-divided 'slimes the air may not
influence the specific gravity, and it is a question that should be
.
settled, if possible, by exp'erimental research.
Dr J. T. Carrick-I was looking at Dr Loevy's analysis of slimes
the other night, and it struck me that it was impossible' that the
specific gravity could be 2·62, as got hy your own experimellt, by
taking say a litre of slimes and evaporating the water. I have been
convinced for some time in my own' mind that the' specific gravity
must be 2·7 to 2·8. The reason of this is. that there is a certain
amount of air adhering. to this very fine material in the water, and in
order to get the specific gravity, you get the true speci{jc gravity
minus a· small fraction. It is a very complicated question, and
can only be settled by a system of experiment which would require
to be taken up by several men, as it is more than one man can do in
a reasonable time. It leads to another question. In looking over
the February num ber of the" Journal" I find that Professor Prister
claims that Rittinger's formula applies to slimes. Now, a very
simple observation which, we have all made with suspended solid
matter in perfectly still air led me to doubt that these very finelydivided particles could obey the ordinary laws of gravity, and I
examined the formula very carefully and succeeded in reducing it to
a reductio ad absurdum.
I took a particle weighing . the onethousandth part of a millegramme, and I found. that this particle,
which is of course invisible to the eye, should fall in' still water
20 inches per minute. Of course, I am open to correction_ I may
have been wrong in working out the formula. There is a possibility
of a mathematical absurdity in using the square root of a decimal
fraction, but I think in making all allowance for that, it is quite
clear that Rittinger's formula does not apply to slimes. The reason
of this, I believe, is to be found in the agglomeration of water
molecules round the particles, as suggested by Mr Caldecott,
according to the flocculation theory, where if the particle is too
small it·is theoretically unable to break through its envelope of what
we may term agglomerated water molecules.' On the other hanel if
tIle particle is large enough, it is theoreticalliclear that .the resultant
impact of its mass at any point orcolltact, with either a plane surface
or another particle, will be sufficient to break this encircling envelope
of limited thickness. I say ~'limited thickness" because the force of
adhesion acts only within a definite distance from any surface, and
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he resultant envelope of agglomerated. water molecules may, theret
be reaarded as of like thickness for either large or very small
0
f ore,
particles..
..
This is a very simple explanatIOn, I thlllk, but I cannot get· away
from the idea, which I have had for several years, that there ;is
always at ordinary temperatures a small amount of air contained
in this water envelope, which tends to make the envelope more
or less elastic, and cause the particle when touched to rebound.
If these little particles were to remain in conta'ct, the rough points
might in revolution strike each other and break the envelope, and
then there would be an agglomeration that would canse precipitation.
But I think the small amount of air that is enveloped serves, owing
to elasticity, to make the .particles elastic, and prevent them from
coalescing. Of course, that is all theory, but it is very interesting,
as pointed out by Professor Prister - that when you raise the
temperature of the water to 40° centigrade you get the slimes to go
down. As soon as the envelope looses its air, I think the compound
envelope looses its elasticity. It becomes a water envelope, and the
particles come together, and, instead of rebounding from each other,
they remain until some little point breaks the envelope, and then we
have an agglomeration. I think it possible that the effect of lime in
water is the same, but Mr Williams will be able to give us some
information on. that point.
Mr J. R. Williams-I would like to ask Mr Caldecott how was
the gold estimated to be in the solution separated from the slimes 1
Was it done by evaporation on litharge 1 (Mr Caldecott-Yes.)
Well, then I cannot see why he does not obtain an accurate result.
He makes a point about the gold being in a very fine state of
division, possibly in a molecular state. I do not see why there
should be any difficulty in assaying even then. Experiments which
I have made with very fine gold dissolved in cyanide have not
enabled me to detect anything like the difference between fifteen and
twenty-five grains. I am inclined to think that had sufficient litharge
and reducing agent been used, the result might have been different.
Litharge, as usually used, is almost as fine as slimes, and if you
evaporate water down, I think litharge would enable you to get a
true result of 1 dwt. Anyway, I would like to make a few more
experiments, and will bring them up at a future meeting, a,nd trust
my brother assayers will do the same. It is an important point, and
I think. the sooner it is thrashed out the better. It mayor may not
account for some of the discrepancy in slime treatment. I have had
few cases of such discrepancy, which I believe is due to another
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factor. In at least one case I know they under-estimated or OVer_
estimated the slimes tre~ted by 25. per cent., and in one company
where they had a theoretIcal extractIOn of 75 per cent., they had an
actual of only 50 per ce~t. But 'when. t~e tonnage was carefully
gone into, the two extractIOns agreed wIthm I! per cent., without
allowing for prussian blue or other by-products-a result I think
sufficiently close to be accepted by anybody, especially as every
single residue was checked in 'at least three other places. With
regard to Dr Carrick's interesting discussion on the settlement of
slimes, I do not agree with Professor Prister, or with Mr Caldecott
·01' with Dr Carrick either.
I think they are a' little wide of th~
mark with regard to this ore. I fail to see why, taking a sample of
slimes that is difficult to settle, the addition of lime will cause any
additional ooration. Professor Prister said that the specific gravity
of lime being greater, assisted deposition. But there I think the
Take water at a normal temperature and
Professor is at fault.
slimes at 2'5 or 2'7, that ought to be most favourable to cause slimes
to settle, by the laws of specific gravity. But now if you add a
: large amount of sulphate of iron, you will find the slimes settle
My opinion is that immediately you get water hard, it
rapidly.
does not matter how, the air has no effect at all. I do not think
that Mr Von Gernet would find that on treating accumulated slimes,
where he is forcing air in, his slimes are more oorated. Anyhow, my
opinion is that in case of settlement of slimes, all you want is to produce sufficient hardness in the water. To everyone who has lived in
districts where the formation is limestone or dolomite, it is quite
exceptional to find muddy water, but on the other hand, in alkaline
districts, it is the exception' to fin'd clear water.: Travellers through
some parts of Africa never think of going on a trip without takingI do not know why they should take this chemical-without taking
The water at the mouth of the Orange
some alum with thElln.
River is something. more than opaque, and is certainly extremely
dirty, but a small portion of alum in it beaker of this water causes it
to settle at once. I think Mr Bettel could throw some light on this
matter, but my experience has been that anything th!it hardens
water precipitates slimes. I believe it is entirely a case of ha~dening
the water.
Dr J. T. Carrick-I do not see how that disposes of my arguments.
If you remove the air from the pulp by any means, either by heat,
pressure, or by chemjcal, means you get: precipitation. It is
exceedingly probable that air 'is more soluble in hard water than
in soft.
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The Chairman-I think you ·are arguing on somewhat different
. es You are trying to give a; scientinc explanation of an observed
. b"
d
.
fIm t . Mr vVilliams IS
rmgmg we 11 -k nown f acts f orwar d , anstatlllg
ale ~ slimes and other impure matters settle in hard water, but he did
t la
. .fi c exp I anatlOn
. 0 f t 1Ie fact.
ot try to give a sClentI
II Dr J. T. Carrick-I take ascertained facts as a basis for theory,
nd do not argue from theory to fact. Another fact, which I cannot
:ubstantiate myself, but which I have read in letters from London, is
that with a pressure of 120 lbs. to the square inch, the finest slimes
will settle with the same rapidity as· they do in lime.
Mr J. R. Williams-I should like to see that done.
Dr J. T. Carrick-It is of course difficult to get that pressure.
The Chairman-Suppose you are working a boiler at a low pressure
of 25 lbs. to the square inch, you would observe settlement. Mr
Caldecott and myself made carefnl experiments some months ago, we
experimented with two guaze glasses full of slimes, the one was subjected to a pressure of 30 I bs. to the sq uare inch and the other was
allowed to settle without any additional pressure.
We did not
observe the slightest difference ill their rate of settlement.
Dr J. T. Carrick-That is quite true.
But suppose you heat
slimes to 40 per cent. 1 If you heat them to 20 per cent. there is no
result. There is always a critical point in these things, and unless
you attain that critical point, you obtain no result at all.
. .ilIr J. R. vVilliams- With regard to the heat factor, it is known
to practical workers on slimes that they settle better in cold weather
than in hot, and in cold water than in hot. Lime is more soluble in
cold water than in hot, and one concludes that with slimes the colder
the water the easier they will settle.
Dr J. T. Carrick-Now take Mr Caldecott's experiments. He
finds that when he takes a mixture of slimes and water, and ascertains the specific gravity of the slimes in the water by evaporation,
he gets a certain result, 2'7, starting with the moist material.
Mr IV. A. Caldecott-If you start with moist material a result of
2'7 may be obtained; if you take that dry material and put it back
in the flask and fill it up with water, a result of only 2'5 may be
obtained. But when the pulp is boiled in this last experiment there
is obtained same result, 2'7, as originally.
The Chairman-I do not think it is quite fair to say that my
results come exactly between the two, because there is a difference
between slimes.
These different experiments, to be of real use,
should be carried on the same material. I took the specific gravity
of the slimes, the weight of a litre of slimes, and then I obtained the
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amount of dry slimes by' evaporation and weighing. B{,t of course
I did not expect that determination to agree with slimes from other
mines.
It would depend on the amount of pyrites and other
substances contained in each particular specimen.
Ml' J. R. Williams-.:..I do not understand Dr Carrick's -last argu.
ment, and I think that Mr Caldecott has very ably answered himself.
On boiling his sliIiles he meant that he excluded the air from the
particles, but that has nothing at all to do with my argu.ment in
regard to the settlement of slimes. 1. think Dr Carrick· must have
misunderstood me on that point.
Dr J. T. Carrick-If you take slimes and evaporate the. water, you
get a certain specific gravity. You ~,;aporate the water, and you
estimate the specific gravity by loss, but I maintain that you do not
get the true specific gravity, because there is al ways so~e air adhering
to the slimes, and I cannot reconcile Dr Loevy's analysis with that
fact.
Mr J. R. Williams--:-I do not think that Dr Loevy gives the
specific gravity of the salllples he analysed. In Mr Caldecott's
experiment. there is a variation, 2'5 to 2'7. If Dr Loevy made his
analysis on the stuff that only gave a specific gravity of 2'5, you
would expect it to come to 2'7.
The Chairman - The discussion is becoming somewhat conversational. I understood that Mr Williams asked Mr Caldecott
a question.
Mr W. A. Caldecott-With regard to the point that Mr Williams
raised about the litharge;. in the one experiment (d) the excessive
amount of 140 grarnmes of litharge were taken, of which rather less
than one-half was reduced; and with regard to the point why we
should get a 'higher result when the solution .iB .evaporated down on
litharge, it seems to me that in this case you have the gold salt in
actual contact with the material which, when reduced, is going to
collect it. In any case I am glad that .Mr Williams has started a
discussion on this matter, and it further should be spown. that the
ordinary method, or any variation of it, will give results which agree
with the calculating value of the slinies residues,. it will be a satisfactory thing.
Mr J. It. ·Williams-My.experience shows that when );ou have a
finely-divided material containing gold also finely divided, it is
advisable to get a much larger button than when the gold is COlll}Jarativelycoarse, and I hope that at the next meeting I shall be able
to bring forward some figures. which will assist in proving this.
. The Chairman invited discussion on the paper entitled---;-
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THE POSITION OF THE 'ASSAY DEI.' ARTMENT IN
MINING ECONOMICS
,
By

FRANKLIN WHITE (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

Mr E. C. Homersham-Mr 'Vhite's paper on the assay department
ens up some very interesting questions.
'
op With regard to his remarks that the assaying and. sampling of a
ine should be done by two different persons, as being very. distinct
::d opposite operations"this is undoubtedly true.
But I think that although the assayer to a mine can only be held
responsible for the va]ue. of the samples submitted to him, his work
is often made valueless by the very careless way in which mine
samples are taken.
I remember on one occasion being instructed to go over the plans
and check the amount of payable ore in sight in a mine.
The plans were well kept up, and a good proportion of the ass'ays
\lad been independently 'checked, and on paper the mine was fully a.
12 dwts. recovery; proposition.
But on going below with the mine captain, who himself in the
course of development took the samples, I found his method was
erratic in the extreme.
The reef in thickness, from 24 to 30 inches, carried by far the
largest percentage of gold in about 3 inches on the foot-wall. The
mine captain used to run his pick over the hanging wall section,
and laying for all he was worth into the 3-inch foot-wall layer,
thus making the sample by weight to carry an undue proportion of
the rich foot-wall j the sample being, however, sent to be assayed as
representative of 30 inches of reef.
The natural result .of careless sampling like this was, 'of course, to
cause great disappointment later on, and the returns from the
reduction works IV hen started only gave 6 d wts. instead of the
manager's 12 dwts. estimate.
This:is by no means an isolated:case, and is possibly one reason why.
directors have often to make a remark as follows ;'" That the favourable
assays from the: reef reported by our late manager and consulting
engineer have' not:heen obtained in· the ,ore ,seFt to the mill."
It is certain,that;in,a:comparatively.easy reef to sample; as is found
in our.1ocal bankets, it is not ~t, .all creditable, that, the ,actual result
should. so often fall far"below 'Jthat 'an~icipated, and, I b,elieV6 ,that the
assayer~s work: is. often :thrQwn' away, and i¥ ;S9IIHi ~ses,:4~ ;,himself

D£screjallf£es'in Tonnage
is blamed, when the real fault is in ~he erratic ,and almost di~hone8t
sampling of the mine.
'With regard to the comparison of actual and' theoretical extraction
I believe the tonnage questipn has still a lot to answer for, and it is
hardly conceivable that those mines, which show a very high tonnacre
of ore milled and a very low percentage treated'in the cyanide work"s
can in all cases be even trying to make a correct return of their ,tonIlaO'~
crushed, and if the mill-tonnage is incorrect the assay returns of
pulps, etc., as possible check on gold loss are only misleading.
Mr ·D. J. Williams-I am glad that n-Ir Franklin White says the
cases he gives of erratic assays are exceptions. If the managers had
beeri wide awake they would certainly have found them out. (11r
White-=-They did find them out.) Case No. 2 is a libel on assayers.
In'my experierice samples are sent in with simple numbers on, and
one has no idea what part of the mine they have come from. Under
those circumstances, it would be difficult for an assayer, if he were so
disposed, to return his assay res'ults on the lines that he thought were
desired· by his manager. I quite agree that mistakes sometimes do
occur, as indeed where do they not 1 But it is hard 'to credit that
such dishonest work is at all common. '1 quite agree that a discrepancy' may occur in estimating tonnage. What ,is'. the good of
taking careful samples and assays when no one knows' what is going
to the mill. At the Rose Deep there is a sampler down below
an'other in the mill, and one in the cyanide works, and the work is don~
as thoroughly as could well be imagined, but unless the actual tonnage
that goes to the mill is known, all this work will be useless. We have
discovered errors of 20 to 25 per cent. from over-estimating the tonnage.
Mr J. R. Williams-I am rather sorry that this discussion was
ever started in our Society. 'Ve certainl'y do not want to be Trade
Unionists, or anything like it, and I would be sorry to belong to any
scientific society that had any tendency to go on Trade Union lines.
It has been stated that an assayer is not respected or appreciated,
but I have been a humble assayer in Africa for fourteen out of
seventeen years, and I never had occafiion to find fault with my
management on that score. I quite believe that Mr White has
tried to discriminate-between an assayer and a fraud, and there are
no doubt instances of the latter. With regard to sampling, it is a
most difficult operation, and I trust Mr Pearce will give us a paper
on 'an early occasion on; the subj~ct, showing the. difficulties experienced in obtaining an itccurat.e·sample. I see no objection to an
assayer doing his own' sampling, but of course when once a sample
has been taken it is not possible to take another in the same place,
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d the sampling thus becomes more important than the assaying,
an assay is doubted it can be checked, but with a sample it is
"
,"
" en
'se I feelcertam that If.anassayer told hIS manager that he
I
ot IiCrW '
,lore work than he could properly do, he would soon receive
lwu m
.
'tallce and I know of several cases of the kind in my,' own,
:lSSIS
,
.
•
.
elCperience, 'l\1y adVIce to assayers I~ to do the one thmg; and to do
't conscientiously. '
I :\ir A. McNaughtan-I want to ask Mr vVilliams, with regard to
the assayer who does a good day's worl<: and says he cannot do any
more-what is going to happen to that assayer ~
1\1r J. R. 'Williams-I believe there, are several me)llbel:s in the
room to-night who can say that on complaint to their managers they
have received assistance. '
'
The Chairman-I cannot help agreeing with Mr vVilliams that the
discussion is verging to a point which might become undesirable.
This Society exists for the consideration of scientific and technical
questions, and the question just asked by Mr McNaughtan hardly
cOllIes within that definition. Personally I object strongly to the
possibility of its going forth that we'have any ideas of Trade Unionism
in this Society, or anything apRroaching thereto. As one of the
earliest members of the Society, it has always been,my object to fight
shy of such a matter as that, especially considering that our members
include assayers, managers, engin!Jers, and others, and I consider it
desirable to adhere to legitimate questions of scientific and technical
interest.
Dr Loevy-I am under the impression that we have departed
somewhat from the subject. When we started to consider the
Iluestion of assaying, it was our intention to show the importance of
the assay department for a'mine, but this we have not done, and Mr
Franklin White has not done it in his paper. He has simply shown
to the directors and to mine managers what a lot of mischief a bad
or dishonest assayer may do, but I am sure that the cases he has
pointed out are most extreme. It would have been better if we had
earried out our first intention, which I believe was to show to
directors and mine managers who do not realise the importance of
the assay department, ,ho~ important that department is. This Mr
White could have done by giving these gentlemen an idea how many
assays an experienced and honest assayer can be expected to do in a
day, and what is the maxim!lm a,?ount of work which can be done,
and done well, in an assay office. Nothing haR been said about this,
and I am driven to the conclusion that Mr Franklin White's paper
throws little light on thes\l questions.
a~h
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A Mem:her-How many assa.ys is it reas~nable to expect an assayer
to do correctly in a day 1
...
Dr Loevy-It depends, of course,o~· a variety of considerations
such as the number of furnaces and the· plant at his disposal, and s~
forth.
A Member-Given a plant su·ch as is com~only used on a mine 1
Dr Loevy-I think it is rather difficult to give a general anSWer
to this question .. Much would depend on whether the assays Were
on tailings or ·Oll ·concentrates, whether the samples are to be roasted
and on a number of other considerations.
'
Mr T. W. W clod-One assayer told me he could do 60 assays a
day.
Mr J. R. Williams-I do not doubt the statement for one day,
but everything depends on the facilities at his comma!ld and the
nature of the assays,
Dr Loevy--No doubt if the fusions were done one day and the
cupellation and the parting the next ciay, .more work could be 0"ot
through ..
Mr A. von Gernet-I think it ·is much to be regretted that Mr
Wood mentioned 60 assays per day. He could not mean it seriously.
(Mr W ood-I did.) If the assayer has not the time to do his work
correctly, he will certainly become careless, and the kind of policy
leading to that is a grave mistake. Such kind of economy may be
possible in other businesses, but certainly not in' assaying. If an
assayer makes 25 accurate assays in one day, I am of opinion that
that is a very good day's work.
The Chairman-I am glad that Mr Von Gernet made t~e remark
he has, becau·se if it were to go forth to the public that we could
make 60 assays a day, it would be very misleading.
The discussion was here closed, and Mr White promised to reply
to criticisms on his paper at the next meeting.
Mr White asked if he heard correctly that Dr Loevy doubted the
occurrences mentioned in his paper as having taken place 1
Dr Loevy-l intended to say that these ·were certainly extreme
cases, which might perhaps happen once, but:I certainly did not
desire or intend to cast any doubt on the authentieity of the
particular cases~
"THE ELECTION

9F ·NEW

OFFICERS

Th~ Secretary stated that th~ .scrutineers had received 86 ballot
papers, of which one had been rejecieda..nd that two Council votes
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had also been refused.. The results of the balloting w~re as follows:
_Dr J. Loevy (PresIdent); Mr A. von Gernet (Vlce-President)_;
Mr A. F. Crosse (Hon. Treasurer) j Messrs W. A. Caldecott, H. T.
Durant, R. E. Hall, E. H. Johnson, S. H. Pearce, Franklin White,
J. R. Williams, T. W. Wood (Council).
'
Mr J. R. Williams gave notice of motion that the bye-laws of the'
Society be carefully revised, and that, if necessary, the work be done
by someone outside the Co~ncil. He did n~t think that ch~mists or
metallurgists were necessal'lly the best busmess men, and It would
perhaps be advisable to get advice and assistance elsewhere.
Mr A. von Gernet seconded the motion. It had been shown on
several occasions, he said, that the bye-laws required modifications,
and it was important that they should be made as good and as
workable as possible.
Mr J. R. Williams congratulated the members of the Society on
their selcction of a ,President. He considered they had the right man
in the right place. The scrutineers too were to be thanked for the
excellent fashion in which they had discharged their duties.
Dr Loevy-I beg to thank Mr Williams for his kind rema;ks, and
I also wish to thank you, gentlemen, for the honour which you have
<lonferred upon me in electing me to the dignity of your President.
Whether I will be able to fill this post in a satisfactory manner, I
do not know j but let me assure you that I am proud of having
been considered fit to be at the head of such an important institution
as this Society is, and that I shall do my utmost to fill the position
to your satisfaction.
With a few remarks from Mr A. F. Crosse of a like nature, in
reference to his re-election to the office of Honorary Treasurer, the
.ordinary meeting terminated.

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING

At the conclusion of the ordinary monthly meeting a Rpecial
general meeting was held when the following resolution, proposed by
the Council, was carried unanimously : "That all actions of the annual general meeting held on the 18th
June 1898, and all actions of the monthly general meeting of to-day,
of the scrutineers of to-day, and all declarations of election made by
the scrutineers of to-day, be hereby approved and confirmed j and
that only members entitled to vote at the annual general meeting on
the 18th June, be entitled to vote at this meeting."
2B
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THE monthlf general meeting of the Chemical 'and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, August
20th, 1898; in the Council Chamber, Chamber of Mines Building,
Johannesburg: Dr J. Loevy (President) presided, and there was a
total attendance of 78, viz::41 Members-Messrs A. von Gernet (Vice-President), W. A.
Caldecott;k F: Grosse, H. T. Durant, K H: Johnson, S. H. Pearce,
J. R Williams (Council); A. Aiken, C. J. C. Baker, H. L. Bertram
R G.Bevitlgton,G. S. Bloomer, 'V. Boyd, G. Buchan;tn, F. Buckland:
DrJ. T. Carrick,- T. Dobbie, J. Drought, RL. Edmiston, A.
Fraser, J. Gaze, K. L. Graham, W. L. Hamilton, A, MeA. J ohnston, R L: Kerr, J. Littlejohn, G. Melvill, A. C. Morrisby, P. T. B.
Morrisby,' RKO'Reilly, C. H. Pead, D. E. Powri,e, Professor
Prister, E. T. Rand, A. Salkinson, Dr J .. Schlesinger,' q:' E. Stamp,
J. E. Thomas, A. Whitby, D. J. W i l l i a m s . - : '
17 Asso~iates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, P. Barrett, A. F,
Brangham, A. H. Bridgman, J. Brown, J. T. Caine, IV. Carbis, G.
W. GibbingR~ C. B. Hilliard, P. K. Lucke, W. W. Lynch, H.
Rusden, A. W. Stockett, W. Versfeld, J. C. Watson, F. G. Westbrook, W. H. Wood.
19 'visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
.

NEW MEMBERS

The President announced the first business of the evening was
the election of sixteen candidates for admission to membership as
follows :-Messrs Percy Barrett, Percy Billyard, John Buchan, George
Carter, Karl Morris Cohen, F. H. B. Cresswell, Richard Goldmann,
Herbert Ha,mel, Hugo Hellmann, W. van Hulsteyn, C. E. Hutton,
Oliver King, M.E., James John Lambe, Quinton James Leitch, J.
S'catterty, Herbert Victor Williams. The ballot was then proceeded
with, and the candidates were unanimously elected.
The Secretary notified that the /following gentlemen had been
admitted associates since the last /meeting :-Messrs Thos, Angus,
Carl Fehr, T. K Parkes, Dr F. Roessler, L. G. Stuart, William
Temperley.
386
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0./ the President

THE PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
The President then proceeded to read his inaugural address as
follows : Gentlemen,-It has hitherto been considered one of the duties of
the newly-elected President to read an inaugural address, and whereas
on my enquiry at one of our recent Council meetings, the opinioil'
was unanimously expressed that this course should also be adhered
to in future or at least for the current year, I will try to carry out
this duty to the best of my ability.
.
In doing so I find that my position in, this case is somewhat
different to that of past Presidents, the majority of whom belonged
to that category of our members engaged in the carrying out of the
different process of gold extraction on a commercial scale. I belong
to the other class of members, which is Ilumerically the smaller one,
and the representatives of which endeavour, as' one of our past
Presidents, namely Mr W. Bettel, pointed out in his inaugural
address, to elucidate the scientific nature of the various metallurgical
processes and who, by investigating, from' a chemical point of view,
matters directly or indirectly connected with these processes, take
their modest share in the development of the chemical and
metallurgical industry.
As a representative of this class my experience in commercially
working the processes used on these fields is limited in comparison
to the experience of those of our members, who from the early days
of the Witwatersrand have continually been engaged in practical
work, and I am afraid the selection you have made in promoting me
to the dignity of the position as your President is not a very happy
one, if the suggestion thrown out some years ago, that our Society
is nothing else but a cyanide club, still holds good to-day. But if,
as I believe and has been contended by our past Presidents and
members, that designation does not apply to our Society, then I
think you can endure a President who belongs to the second class
mentioned above, and to which in fact one of our past Presidents, Mr
A. F. Crosse, who for one year so ably managed the affairs of this
Society, likewise belonged. In order to prevent any misunderstanding I would add here, that I do not for one moment entertain the
idea that we have been or are devoting too much time to discussions
and papers on gold extraction in general and on the cyanide processes
in special. On the contrary, I believe it is only natural and entirely
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justifiable that these subjects have always played a prominent role in
our meetings, and I hope they will continue to do so in future, for
the benefit of the metallurgy of gold and of this· industry. This,
however, has not prevented us in the past-as a look on our proceed_
ings of the last years will show-and will not prevent us in the
future from taking up other subjects of general scientific and
industrial chemical interest, a~d from trying to thus place our Society
on a standing equal to that of any other scientific society of the
older countries.
After these preliminary remarks I will try to deal shortly with
some chemical subjects directly or indirectly connected with the
metallurgy of gold and the industry. I am not going to bring forward any new startling statements, but I simply intend to express on
different matters my opinion, which I have formed on the basis of
eight years' chemical practice in Johannesburg and in attentively
watching our discussions and papers.
To begin with what interests us mostly, viz. gold extraction, I
wish to say again that I am not engaged in the commercial working
of gold extraction, but on the other hand having had during the last
six or seven years an opportunity to do a considerable amount of
chemical work connected with these processes, and to thus continually
watch them from their inception and in their different stages, and
calculating that the onlooker sometimes sees things which escape the
notice of those engaged in the game, I hope I might be able to draw
your attention to some points which will raise interesting discussion~.
One of the first things to which the attention of the chemists on
these fields was directed when the cyanide process was started on a
commercial scale about seven years ago, was the atom of oxygen in
Elsner's formula, showing the solubility of gold by cyanide. Many
hopes were founded on this oxygen atom which opened a wide field to
experimenting and research work. I think there is hardly any
oxidising agent, which was not experimented with in the beginning
of this decennium, and many a member present here to-night was
like. myself enthusiastic over the splendid results obtained in the
laboratory with potassium permanganate, peroxide of hydrogen, ferri
cyanide of potassium and other chemicals.
Rarely has the great
difference between laboratory experiments and commercial working
been so conclusively shown as in this case. We know to-day that
oxygen is indeed an important item il} the gold extraction by cyanide,
but we also know that the oxidising' agents available, including even
Mr Sulman's bromo-cyanide, cannot, chiefly for economical reasons,
successfully be applied on a large scale. The experience of the last
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r years has shown us that the only available natural Source to be
into consideration for supplying oxygen to our working solut" ons is the air, and that the success merely depends on the manfl'er
i~ which such applying is affected. Our Society and the industry is
reatly indebted to Messrs Caldecott, Durant and CrC!sse, who by
fheir work and valuable papers read before this Society during the
last year have done a great deal towards the solution of this question.
I might here add, that as you know, also in Europe many experiments
llave been made with oxidising agents in cyanide solutions, which, of
course, although apparently successful in the laboratory, are of no
practical importance.
It might further interest you to hear that Bodlaender, who has
lately devoted much time to the study of the cyanide process from a
scientific point of view, is of opinion, that Elsner's formula does not
actually illustrate the reactions which take place in the solution of
gold by cyanide. He maintains that in the first place peroxide of
hydrogen is formed according to the following equation : -

t~~en
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2Au + 4KCy + 2H 2 0

+ 20 = 2AuCyKCy + 2KOH + H 2 0 2,

and that the peroxide of hydrogen thus formed acts upon another
part of the gold not yet dissolved in the first reaction, according to
the equation
2Au + 4KCy + H 2 0 2 = 2AuCyKCy + 2KHO,
a theory which seems to me very acceptable.
As to the precipitation of gold from the cyanide solution I am of
opinion that in spite of the undoubted advantages of the Siemens &
Halske process, the war-cry will for some time to come continue to
be "Zinc versus Electric Precipitation." There can, however, be no
doubt that the Siemens & Halske process has been and is still a
most beneficial factor in the gold industry. Apart from the generally
acknowledged fact that it is up to the present the only precipitation
process which comes into consideration For the slimes treatment, it is
to be credited with being the cause of important improvements in
the zinc process, thus showing that competition is always beneficial
to the industry. As a result of the strenuous efforts of two of our
own members, Mr A. F. Crosse and Mr E. H. Johnson, we are in a
position to-day to produce from the zinc process a bullion of a fineness of
over 950, and consisting practically of gold and silver without anyadmixture of those foreign metals which are the much hated characterisation of the cyanide bullion. Furthermore, the Siemens & Halske
process has been the impetus for a considerable amount of research
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work, resulting, amongst others, in a'proces's of:electrical precipitation
with zinc, introduced by one of our past 'Presidents, Mr W. Bettel, a
process of which, I hope, we have not heard the ,last. Also in
Europe tlie subject of 'precipitation hal:! been zealously studied, and
one of the new methods which is still under discussion in our Society,
and which, I am afraid, has only an academical interest for these
fields, is that of our hon. member, Professor P. de Wilde, of Brussels.
Electrical precipitation with aluminum is, likewise coming to the
front, and although, as far as I know, not yet proved valuable on the
commercial scale, we might look with interest on its development.
Speaking on the eventful possible improvements of the cyanide
process; I unhesitatingly give if as my opinion that we have arrived
at the top as far' as the chemical part of the process regarding the
solution of gold bi cyanide is concerned, and that any improvements
which in this part possibly can, and, I am sure, are going to be made,
will be of a mechanical nature. The precipitation of thr. gold,
however, from a cyanide solution, has, in my opinion, not yet
reac,hed the, highest state of development, and I think that even in
the el!mtrical precipitation as now in use we ,vill see considerable
changes and improvements within the next few years.
,There is, however; one thing which has at various times been
discussed at our meetings, and to which I would like again to draw
your attention, and that is the influence of the temperature in the
solution of gold by cyanide~ I am of opinion that this question
deserves considerably more attention than hitherto has been paid, to
it, and that the temperature of the solution plays a much more
importan't role than one generally realises. I would refer to a statement which I made before this Society some years ago, which was
confirmed by several members; that in treating pyritic ore containing
about four ounces of gold per ton, with a solution of cyanide at
40· Celsius, the extraction obtained after four hours' leaching was
14' per cent. higher than that obtained by leaching the same ore
with a solution of the same strength for fifty hours in the cold. I
have little doubt that there is a great difference in the extraction in
summer and winter, and think it would be very interesting to get
reliable data on this point. Possibly in many cases, where a low
extraction cannot be accounted fo1', it might be brought home to the
influence of cold weather. As to the practical application of the heat
in the leaching process I do not consider myself competent to give
an opinion as to its possibility; it is for the practical engineer to find
out whether such application is possible on a commercial basis.
I content myself with stating the fact, that a temperature of
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350 to 40° Celsius both accelerates and increases the solution of

ld and without wishing to place too much importance on the
g:suit of some laboratory experiments, I think I am justified~in
:xpressing the opinion that, should application of heat in the leaching
rocess be made possible on a large scale, that would possibly mean
~n increase of 1 dwt. on 'the total extraction from tailings assaying
6 dwts. The treatment of concentrates by cyanide would additionally
be improved, both by decreasing the time of leaching and increasing
the solution of the gold.
'
In addition "to gold extraction thflre are many other subjects which,
although not directly metallurgical, are of chemical and industrial
interest and which, therefore, belong to the sphere of discussion of
this Society. Very often we have seen such subjects discussed by
non-professionals, especially by the financial leaders of "the local
industry. But it appears to me that these gentlemen in their laudable
endeavours to further the welfare of the industry have sometimes
taken up a wrong position in so 'far as the technical part of the
questions under consideration ,vas concerned. I think it is in such
cases for us, as members of a society whose interests we claim to be
identical with those of the industry,to discuss such subjects with the
cool and unbiassed mind of the professional man, and to thus enlighten'
the non-professionals on those points upon ,vhich they might have
formed false ideas. As an instance in which we have done so r
might refer to the dynamite question which for some time past has
been the subject of our discussions. We have simply treated' the
technical part of the matter, and we have shown that one of the chief
arguments brought forward by the industrial leaders against the
dynamite monopoly was' not ,founded. It has been said that the
quality of the local explosives is bad and dangerous, and 'also that the
factory 'in Modderfonteill is a bogus factory, which cannot produce
anything like the quantity of explosives required for ,this country:
In the discussion which followed the exhaustive paper on explosives
read by Professor Prister before our Society, we have shown that the
first argument is entirely unfounded, and as to the second one, I think
it is now a generally acknowledged fact that the .Modderfontein
factory is the largest dynamite factory in the world, and that it can
with its present plant produce more than the quantity of explosives
required for this country.
Whilst admitting that the efforts of the mine managers to obtain
dynamite' as .cheaply as possible is fully justified, we must be
surprised, when' we see that wrong arguments have been brought
forward to obtain this ~im, and I think we have done good, service to
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the industry in demonstrating, by discussing the· matter from a
technical point of view, that at anY'rate some f~lse weapons have
been used in the fight against the dynamite monopoly.
Another matter which is highly interesting as a chemical subject
and at the same time very important to the industry, is the liquor
question, or rather the liquor trade with the natives. There is hardly
any company meeting in which this matter is not discussed by
managers and directors. I think there is again an opportunity for us
t9 support these gentlemen in their praiseworthy efforts to suppress an
illicit trade which does so great harm to the industry, arid to enlighten
them on some of the technical points.
In the inaugural address of our past President, Mr W. R. Feldtmann, I find. the following statement :"It is a matter of regret that Dr Loevy was unable before leaving
for Europe to give us a paper, he promised, embodying the results of
some of the work he has done in connection with liquor analysis. It
is a subject which would have interested the majority of us very
greatly, in an indirect way, of course."
This remark of our past President encourages me to give you
to-day some particulars which I would have given in such a paper
alluded to.
r merely wish to deal with the question of the quality of the
locally manufactured so-called "artificial liquors," and to show
whether the contention that they are poisonous, owing to their containing all kinds of admixtures injurious to the health and the brain
power of the Kaffir, is justified, and whether the great harm done to
the industry by the illicit liquor trade is chiefly to be attributed to
the quality of the liquors supplied. In trying to answer this statement I speak from an experience based on more than 200 liquor
analyses which I have had an opportunity of making in Johannesburg. From that experience I can state that the artificial liquors are
indeed very poisonous, inasmuch as they contain at an average 50
per cent. of alcohol, and alcohol, as we all know, is a poison if taken
in excess. But as to the supposed admixtures mentioned above, I
can only say they do not exist.
With two exceptions, which I noticed over three years ago, I never
found in the local artificial liquors such injurious additions as bluestone, sulphuric acid, tobacco decoctions, and so on. Such additions
are made with the view to give the )iquor a strong taste at the
expenRe of the alcohol, whilst th~ Equors sold by illicit dealers
contain never less than 45 per cent. of alcohol, and are therefore in
themselves quite strong enough even for a Kaffir, without such
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dmixtures. I would like to point out the difference between those
a 'fi 'alliquors and genuine ones, and for this purpose I will describe
artl CI
"
,
.
few words the method of manufacturmg the former, used III the
~lln. a' trade • They are all prepared .by simply mixing spirits
from 45
I leI t
.
52 volume per cent. of alcohol wIth a small quantIty of essences
~~d some colouring matter, either caramel or other suitable preparation. These essences are manufactured on a very large scale by such
well-known European firms as Bush & Co., London; Sachse & Co.,
Leipzig j Schimmel & Co., Leipzig j and many others in England,
France, Germany, and Italy.
Whenever I saw the slightest possibility of condemning artificial
liquor as unfit for human use I have done so, but only in a few
instances could I do it, my argument for the condemnation being
that the liquor contained more than 0'3 per cent. fusel oil. With
re(1ard to this point I wish to say, that fusel oil is a characteristic
co71stituent of genuine whisky. Brands of an acknowledged reputation such as Usher's Black Label, House of Commons, Dewer's, and
others, contain considerably more fusel oil than many of the artificial
-whiskies, prepared by mixing refined spirit with whisky-essence.
According to the rule adopted in Germany, any alcoholic liquor
containing more than 0'2 per cent. fusel oil must be condemned as
unfit for human use. If that rule were in force in England, I am
afraid that very few brands of Scotch whisky could be passed by the
analyst as fit for drinking purposes.
However, to comfort whisky-drinkers, I may add at once that the
above-mentioned German rule is rather rigorous, as according to the
experience of competent authorities, it appears that the injurious
effects of fusel oil have been greatly exaggerated. Allen, an English
authority, has been making some very interesting experiments to
show the comparatively harmless character of fusel oil. For some
weeks he has been drinking every day whisky to which he had added
2 per cent. amylic alcohol, the chief constituent of fusel oil, and he
bas not found that this mixture had any injurious effects upon his
health. 'Wanklyn, another English authority, is of opinion that the
occasionally noticed injurious effects of whisky are not due so much to
the fusel oil as to the etheric oils and compound ethers which the
best brands of whisky contain.
I give you these details because, as I said before, the only
possibility in condemning local artificial liquors as unfit for human
use is, according to my experience, the presence of an excessive
quantity of fusel oil which, as stated above, I only found in a few
instances. At the same time it will be seen from the above state-
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ments that even an excessi've amount of fusel 'oil ,would not make
the artificial liquors so dangerous as one is inclined to believe.
'Now with r;gard to the difference between an artificial liquor and
a genuine one, there is no doubt that an artificial whisky or brandy is
by far inferior to a genuine one in flavour and taste. It must also be
admitted that it certain quantity of artificial whisky or brandy will; in
the majority of cases, produce'a stronger intoxication than the Corresponding quantity of a good genuine stuff, for the following reasons :_
Firstly-The essences used in the fabrication of artificial liquors
are, as pointed out above, chiefly compound ethers, which have a
very prominimt effect on the system, produ:cing as they do, even' in
very small quantities, headache and nervousness.
Secondly-Artificial liquors have not been' stored 'in the wood.
They are prepared.from fresh spirits, and have therefore not undergone
those very complicated chemical oxidation processes to which the
mild .flavour and taste and the comparatively harmless, character of
genuineliquorjs to be attributed.
Considering the liquor trade with natives, however,' the question
whether or not artificial liquors are more intoxicating than, genuine
ones is not of great importance, in view of the quantity consumed by
the nigger. It is well known that Kaffirs driilk these so-called
whiskies and brandies by tumblerfuls, and I have myself often seen
a boy take two or three such drinks in one hour. At an average
estimate the contents of a small tumbler as used for neat drinks is
150 cbcm, anLl the average percentage of alcohol in artificial liquors
is 50 per cent. Tralles. Thus a Kaffir boy. consumes about 250 cbcm
of alcohol in less than an hour, which is an enormous quantity, being
equal to ten stiff whiskies and sodas, or to seven large 'bottles of
German beer. It goes without saying that such an amount of
alcohol, even if it is of the best quality, must produce the strongest
intoxication. But exactly the same intoxication will be produced by
a corresponding quantity of Usher's Black Label or Dewer's German
beer, stout, veuve cliquot or Pommery and Greno.
I think I have shown that the quality of the liquor consumed is
not so important as the quantity j' it is the latter circumstance which
renders the native useless as a workman. Give him instead of
artificial liquor, champagne, lager beer, ,House of Commons or cognac
in corresponding quantities and he will also become intoxicated.,in
the same way as by drinking artificiIYI liquors.
Speaking from a technical OJ: rather chemical point of view, it
seems therefore that the only w'ay of solving the liquor 'question in a
satisfactory manner is the restriction of .liquor to the native, or,
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should such a measure meet with. inv~nci~,le' technica~ ~i~c~!ties, the
I remaining course to be, adopted IS : Total prolnbitlOn.
on do not intend to speak on a~y other subject to-night, but would
like to point out th~t papers a~d - di~cussions ~elating to hygienic
hemistry would be hIghly apprecIated 111 our SocIety, and I therefore
~ope that those of our members who have had experience in this
important branch of our science will give us the benefit of their
knowledge. Such subjects, besides being highly interesting from a
chemical point of view, are in addition indirectly connecte9- with the
welfare of the industry and will" I am sure, be received with
welcome and earnest attention. Johannesburg is no more a field to
which we come to spend a few months, we now make up our mind to
settle here for years, perhaps for lifetime, and it is therefore of vital
importance to pay attention -to all sanitary and hygienic questions in
order to make life worth living out'here. If we want to be successful in science, profession, qr business, it is, absolutely necessary to
look first to our health and to that of the succeeding generation, as
the old proverb has it: "~£ens sana in C01'P01'e Ijano."
Before concluding I would like to refer in a few' words to the most
important achievem~nts in scientific chemistry made during the past
year, chief of which I might me,ntian the discovery of the new
elements Argoll, Helium, Metargon, Neon, an~ Krypton" by which
two British scientists have made their names immortal, and further
the synchesis of' Albumen, which is now. successfully completed by'aGerman chemist and which is of equal importanc~ to the synthesis
of Carbamide. In view of such scientific triuIl).phs, which give
evidence of the sound and energetic way in whi,ch s~ientific work is
carried out in chemistry, it would almost seem incredible that
Charlatanism could wake up again during the last year to remind lIS'
of the old days of alchymiats and witch-doctors. I refer to certain
publications on the art of converting silver into gold, upon which I
do not like to say more than that I consider them a profanation of
chemical science.
Gentlemen, we have no'iv a new year before us. Let us hope that
,,-e shall be as successful in our work as in former years, and that,
when at the end of th'is century the progress of science and industry
is enumerated in annals and retrospective views, the name of our
Society will not be missed among those which have attributed their
share towards the development of chemistry and metallurgy.
The Vice-President (Mr A. von Gernet)-I think we are very
much indebted to .our President for his valuable and interesting
address. There are so many matters touched on in the address that

I
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it is hardly possible to discuss thein off,hand, an'a,"I think I am expressing the opinion of those present in proposing that discussion
be postponed until the next meeting.
Mr J. R. Williams-I rise with a good deal of pleasure to thank
our President for his able address and to admit that there are few of
us here to-night who are prepared to discuss Dr Loevy's address at
once. He has left himself open to several attacks; and my only
regret is that I cannot be present at the next meeting -to join in
discussion. Still I think that many members will I!-ot allow the
points to escape attention. Dr Loevy has certainly given us some
food for reflection, and I hope that· all the members of the Society
will carefully weigh what he has said to-night, and that it will form
a subject for discussion at the next and several subsequent meetings.
Professor Prister said he understood it had been decided not to
discuss the President's address. A resolution to this effect. had been
"''''
passed in the case of Mr Butters' address.
The President-That referred to a valedictory address, but not to
the inaugural address. The latter has always been discussed up till
now. ~fy object in reading the address was to raise a discussion,
and I am well pleased that Mr Williams pointed out that there were
points that deserved consideration.
Mr J. R. Williams, replying to Professor Prister, said that, while
he had moved that no discussion should take place on Mr Butters'
. valedictory address, he had always considered that the Presidential
inaugural address was legitimate matter for discussion for the
Chemical Society.

THE ESTIMATION OF OXYGEN IN WORKING CYANIDE
SOLUTIONS

By

ANDREW

F.

CROSSE (MEMBER)

At a meeting of this Society, held on the 17th October 1896, Mr
W. Bettel read a paper on this subject, which I propose to consider
this evening.
.
I do not intend to go over the ground s~ ably treated by' Mr
Bettel, and the method he describes cannot. well be improved on for
accuracy, but the method which I am now going to describe to you is
simpler, and would be easier to use in a.n ordinary laboratory.
It is not necessary for me to point out to you the importance of
rraving oxygen in our working solutions, and it is most useful to
letermine the amount at any given period in the treatment.
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In Sutton's well-known work on Volumetric Analysis he describes
.
Thresh's method for the estimation of oxygen in ordinary water:
There is also another very good method by G. Romyn, whIch IS
erhaps an improvement on Thresh's for the determination of oxygen
hI water, and which is carried out in the following manner;.
Make the following solutions ;-Dissolve 12 grammes manganous
chloride and 8'5 grammes of iodide of potassium in 100 c.c. of distilled
water j dissolve 46'53 grammes sodio-potassio tartrate in 200 c.c. of
water j dissolve 40 grammes caustic soda in 375 c.c. of water j take
hydrochloric acid sp. gr. 1'126 j take a pipette having a capacity of
about 230 c.c. and having a stop cock at each end j fill the pipette
with the water to be tested, and then introduce 1 c.c. of the manganous
chloride solution.
Open the
The operation of introducing the solution is easy.
bottom stop cock and drop in the solution in the tube above the top
stop cock from a pipette j then open the top stop cock slowly, and
the liquid will replace 1 c.c. of.water, which flows out at the bottom j
then shake the pipette containing the liquid under examination j
then add 1 c.c. of sodio-potassio tartrate solution, and then 1 c.c. of
caustic soda solution is added as before described, and the solution is
allowed to stand for ten minutes.
The alkaline tartrate of manganese combines with the dissolved
oxygen, so that by subsequently acidifying with 1 c.c. of HCI. 254
parts of iodine are set free for every 16 parts of oxygen.
The free iodine is determined by titration in the usual way, with
hyposulphite of soda and starch.
7'75 grammes of hypo sulphite in a litre of water will work out so
that 1 c.c. of hyposulphite solution will be equal to 0'25 grammes of
oxygen.
4 cubic centimetres must be deducted from the contents of the
pipette.
Calculate as follows ; A = No. of c.c. sodium hyposulphite used.
B = Contents of pipette when full, in c.c.
A x 0'25 x 1,000
Then
= milligrammes of oxygen per litre.

B-4

I have described this method in full, as it is not described by
Sutton, and for estimating oxygen in water it is a very convenient
and simple method. Dr Loevy has drawn my attention to it.
If you will refer to our first volume of. transactions, page 277, you
will find a long list of compounds given by Mr Bettel, which are
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contained in our workIng cyanide soiutions, and I had to make an
enormous number of experiments before I arrived at a method which
would give the desired result.
My object was to get rid of all substances which would prevent
the reactions I required for estimating the dissolved oxygen without
affecting the oxygen so dissolved, and also to carry out the Whole
process of-elimination of such substances without allowing the liquid
to have contact with air, which of course prevented the application
of filtering in any way. If I filtered in air, my solution absorbed
air, if I filtered in an atmosphere of coal gas or hydrogen, the oxygen
dissolved in the'liquid would be given off, accord-ing to a well-known
physical law. '
As some of you may not have had occasion to use Thresh's method
I will describe it, and also the apparatus employed,'
,
The method is based on the fact that iodine is liberated when
nitrite of potash and sulphuric acid are brought together in water_
containing free oxygen, 16 parts of oxygen' liberating 254 parts of
iodine.
For a full description I refer you to Sutton?s, "Volumetric
Analysis," pp. 277 to 283.
A large wide-mouthed bottle is used, having an indiarubber cork
Coal gas must be passed through the
pierced with four holes.
bottle during the experiment. A pipette, having a capacity of about
300 C.c. is inserted through one hole j and through the fourth hole,
a glass tube, drawn to a fine point,_ is inserted: this is connected by
a piece of indiarnbber tubing with a burette containing the hyposulphite solution. The pipette is filled with the water, 1 C.c. of a
solution of nitrite of soda and iodide of potassium is allowed to flow
from a small pipette into the water. Then 1 C.c. of sulphuric acid
(one part acid, three parts water). The stopper is immediately put
in and the pipette turned upside down. The presence of iodine is
visible at once. The pipette is then put in- position through the
indiarubber bung, and allowed, to stand for fifteen m~nutes, gas being
passed through the bottle. Then the solution is -allowed to flow into
the bottle, and also a few drops of starch solution, which becomes
blue at once. The stopcock is turned off, and then the amount of
free iodine is determined by dropping in hyposulphite solution
slowly, until the blue colour disappears. 7'75 grammes of hyposulphite in one litre of water gives/a solution whit:h corresponds to
0'25 milligrammes of oxygen. k correction must be made for the
oxygen in the reagents used.
You will observe from -the above description of Thresh's method
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that the principle on which the estimation depends is similar to the
f rDler method which I described.
o NoW you will see at once .that as long as any cyanide, or indeed
y substances absorbing iodine are present in the solution, no free
~ndine could possibly be liberated ..
10 The object of a large number of experiments which I carried out
-as to take a. bottle of working cyanide solution, and by the addition
'~ ~ertain reagents, eliminate everything that would interfere with
~he reaction required in Thresh's method, and at the same time not
interfere with the oxygen in solution.
I must also mention that a clear solution, free from precipitated
cyanide, or double cyanide componnd, was also a sine qua non.
For some of my experiments I required to free the water from
every trace of oxygen, and I found the following method very
convenient 'and sure:I filled a large separating funnel, closed at one end with a stopper
and at the other with a glass stop cock, with 1'5 litres of water,
containing 0'02 per cent. calcic oxide in solution, and I added 1'12
arammes of pure ferrous sulphate. The ferrous hydrate absorbed all
~he free oxygen, and settled down, leaving a slightly alkaline solution
absolutely free of oxygen.
Cyanide managers having water containing ferroso-ferric sulphates
may take note of this reaction, as lime added to such water would
form a precipitate containing ferrons hydrate, and naturally absorb
all the oxygen.
I made all my subsequent experiments in an ordinary 'Winchester
quart bottle of a light colour, in order to see the colour of. the
precipitate.
It would be useless to enumerate the various unsuccessful attempts
which I made to eliminate the cyanide compounds. Many difficulties
eropped up as I went along. I could not have an acid solution j and
an excess of alkali, even calci.c oxide, would give a solution containing.
soluble double cyanides.
After an enormous number of experiments I found the following
method gave the best results : '
Before commencing operations, I will imagine that I have been
provided with a sample of working cyanide solution to examine.
litres,
I require a bottle, say a 'Winchester quart, holding about
carefully filled and well stoppered, having a known capacity.
This bottle of solution I use for the test.
I also require a smaller bottle for the preliminary test, taken from
identically the same solution.

2t
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My first operation is to precipitate the bulk of' the cyanide with
sulphate of zinc. This is easily obtained in a pure form, and the
crystals contain seven molecules of water of crystallization.
The first test required is to find out how rilUch sulphate of zinc
has to be added to the larger bottle.
I make up a solution containing 200 grammes of: sulphate of zinc,
made up to 1 litre, and pour some of this into a burette.
I then take 100 C.c. of cyanide solution from the bottle for
preliminary testing and add a few drops of phenolphthalein. I then
drop in the zinc sulphate solution till the alkaline reaction has
disappeared, which is seen at once by the characteristic magenta
colour having vanished (see note B). The amount required is then
calculated for the Winchester quart, the contents of which are
known.
I now add the required amount of sulphate of zinc to the bottle of
solution to be tested. A heavy flocculent precipitate of cyanide of
zinc is formed, which soon settles.
It is easy to add the sulphate of zinc without allowing any air to
enter the solution, and the stopper must be at once put back, and the
bottle, having been well shaken, allowed to stand for some time, in
order to obtain a clear supernatant liquid.
After some time the precipitate has generally completely settled,
but a small portion may perhaps remain on the surface of the liquid.
To draw off the liquid quickly, without risking the admixture of
air, I use an indiarubber stopper, with a syphon passing through one
hole and a bent tube through the other, and I blow the liquid out in
the same way as water is blown out of a wash bottle, only as soon as
it begins to run out, it will continue to do so without any further
blowing.
In order to prevent any small particles of the flocculent precipitate
being carried away, the end of the syphon in the liquid has a small
bag of lint tied over it.
I draw off one or more pipettes full of the clear liquid and put
them aside till I have carried out another test.
The next part of the proceRs gave me the most trouble, and I made
Dver 100 experiments before arriving at the following results.
I found out that zinc Rulphate does not remove all the double
cyanides, and though the amount of cyanide remaining in the solution
is small, it is quite sufficient to· absorb' any iodine. which would be
liberated by the reaction described.
I will not weary you by going through all the various experiments
'that failed.
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I tried a solution of iodine in iodide of potassium, using a starch
indicator. This brought me on the right track, and then I tried
dilute bromine water, which gave satisfactory results.
Having drawn off my solution for testing, I then draw off as much
as I can to test with bromine water, and I find that the following
method gives the best results.
I take a volume of liquid equal to the amount in the pipette which
I use in Thresh's test. I add 0·9 c.c. sulphuric acid (half acid half
water), and then a few drops of iodide of potassium and starch.
I theri drop in, from a burette, drop by drop, some dilute bromine
water (one bromine water to two water) till a blue colour is obtained.
The number of drops required corresponds with the number I must
add to the pipette of solution to be tested, in order to neutralise the
effect of the double cyanides in solution. Of course I also add the
0·9 c.c. of acid first.
Having carefully carried out the above test, all that remains to be
done is to take the pipette of solution under examination, add 0·9
c.c. of sulphuric acid, then the. number of drops' of bromine water
required, put in the stopper and turn over the pipette several times.
Then add 1 c.c. of iodide of potassium and nitrite of soda solution.
No more acid is required. Iodine is at once set free in proportion to
the oxygen in the solution, and is determined by the hyposulphite
solution before described, making the necessary corrections.
Before proceeding to describe some examples of oxygen determinations, I must thank Messrs Darling, Johnson, and Durant for the
solutions supplied.
One great advantage which we possess on the Rand is that we can
obtain samples of working products for oUl; experiments, which cannot
be obtained in European laboratories.
I must say that if at any time I require anything from cyanide
works, my colleagues are most obliging, and I think that in a
busy place like this there is no room for professional jealousy
which is sometimes found even in the domain of purely scientific
investigation.
EXAMPLES OF OXYGEN DETERMINATIONS

Solution from the Siemens and Halske process, before precipitation.
Large bottle containing 2,500 c.c.
A bottle of same for testing.
A sample taken from the latter bottle shows that 4·5 grammes
zinc sulphate is required for the bottle to be examined. This amount
2 C
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of ZnS0 4 was added, and the precipitate settled quickly. The clear
solution was drawn off, as before described, into two pipettes, then a
volume of clear solution, equal to the contents of one pipette, was.
taken and acidified with 0'9 C.C. H 2S0 4 (1 acid to 1 water) and
tested with dilute bromine water. 26 drops were required to liberate
iodine, using a few drops of iodide of potassium .and starch as an
indicator, showing that this was the amount of bromine required to·
neutralise the effect of the soluble double cyanide in solution.
The liquid in the 290 c.c. pipette under examination was then
acidified, and bromine water' in the same proportion added~'
Then 1 C.c. of the iodide 'of potassium and sodic nitrite solution
was added.
The iodine was liberated in the same manner as with ordinary
water, and determined by hyposulphite of soda.
I made two determinations in pipettes of different capacities. The
first gave 4'65 milligrammes oxygen per litre. The second gave 4'69
miIligrammes oxygen per litre, which is a very satisfactory result, but.
shows that the oxygen is rather low in this sample.
I then made an interesting comparative test, taking a sample of tap·
water, and I found 7'7 milligrammes oxygen per litre. Then I made
up a solution, using the same water, of 0'2 per cent. cyanide of
potassium, adding some ferro-cyanide, and determined the oxygen as.
described. I obtained 7'6 milligrammes oxygen per litre, or only a.
difference of T"tr milligramme.
Mr G. A. Darling, Manager of the Robinson Gold Mining Co.'s.
Cyanide Works, was kind. enough to bring me three large bottles of
cyanide solutions, and corresponding small bottles. These formed an
interesting series of tests, as the three bottles represented the same
solution of cyanide in its passage through the works at various
stages.
The first bottle was taken from the solution while being pumped1
on the vat.
The second bottle from the same solution coming from the vat thirty
hours later.
And the third bottle from the solution at the end of the ZIllC
boxes, after precipitation.
The first contained 6'3 milligrammes of oxygen per litre.
The second, 0'6 miIIigrammes oxygen per litre.
The third, 0'3 miIligrammcs oxygen per litre.
I think that these results are extremely interesting and valuable,
as the solution coming off the vat could not have been doing much in
the way of dissolving gold.
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The specific gravity of these solutions was 1,004'4, taking water as
1 000. Sea water only absorbs about -t as much oxygen as distilled
,,:ater, and probably our working cyanide solutions, after having been
some time in use, would also absorb considerably less oxygen than
pure water. It would be interesting to determine this question.
It is interesting to note that the Siemens and Halske solution,
from the Robinson slimes works, given me by Mr Durant, contaillea
4'67 milligrammes qf oxygen per litre. This was perhaps owing to
the larger bulk of liquid employed in the slimes process, or to the
complete oxidation of the slimes by Mr Durant's snifting valves for
admitting air during pumping operations.
I am of opinion that by carefully testing our solutions, the time
of treatment may possibly be shortened, or perhaps the extraction
increased. And I am quite positive that it is not enough for the
cyanide manager to have tests made as to the percentage of cyanide
in his solutions (rather rough tests sometimes), but also he must
know the amount of available oxygen, I will not say every day, but
tests should be made from time to time.
All these things wiII be more looked after when our Directors
learn to appreciate the full value of a grain of gold per ton, multiplied
into thousands of tons.
I must not forget to mention that my assistant, Mr G. W.
GibbingA, has rendered me valuable assistance in the numerous
experiments which I have carried out.
I hope I have not taken up too much of your time with my
experiments on oxygen estimation, but my excuse must be the
importance of the subject from a practical point of view.
nir Durant and others have shown you how to replace oxygen as
it becomes absorbed. I have tried to show you how to estimate it.
You might as well try to use a lever without having a fulcrum,
as expect gold to dissolve in cyanide solutions without available
oxygen.

EXAMPLE OF A DETERlIUNATION OF THE AVAILABLE OXYGEN IN A
WORKING CYANIDE SOLUTION

The solution under examination was taken at the Robinson G. M.
Co.'s Cyanide Works, before going on the vat.
The following determinations were made from the small sample
taken for preliminary experiment : (a) Specific gravity (water 1,000'0),1,004'4.
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(b) 100 c.c. titrated with ZnS0 4 solution (200 grammes ZnS0 4
7H 2 0 in 1 litre), using phenolphthalein as an indicator, required
4'15 C.c. of the solution to give a slight excess of zinc sulphate.
Each c.c. of ZnS04 solution is equivalent to 0'2 grammes ZnS0 4
7H oO. The large 'Winchester of solution, which is reserved for the
fina:i determinations, has a known capacity of 2,720 C.c., .'. 4'15 x '2
= 0'830 grammes ZnS0 4 7H 20 required for 100 C.c. of KCy
solution, and 0'830 x 27'2 = 22'576 grammes ZnS0 4 7H 2 0 required
for the 2,720 c.c. of KCy solution contairied in the large 'Winchester
bottle. .
22'6 grammes of ZnS04 7H 2 0 were now introduced into the Winchester, the stopper immediately replaced, and the bottle well shaken
until a flocculent precipitate had formed. The solution was allowed
to stand overnight.
N ext morning the precipitate was found to
have entirely settled, leaving a clear bright solution, whicll. was then
drawn off by the syphon apparatus before described, filling first of
all the 293 c.c. pipette used in Tbresh's apparatus, and allowing the
remainder to run into a flask for use in further preliminary experiments. Care is taken that the lower end of the syphon tube reaches
quite to the bottom of the vessel to be filled, in order to avoid air
being drawn in with the solution.
(c) 'With a portion of the solution, equivalent to the contents of
Thresh's pipette, a further experiment was made to determine the
amoun t of bromine water required to eliminate the last traces of
soluble doable cyanides from the solution. In this case 293 C.c.
of solution were acidified with 0'9 C.C. H 2S0 4 (1 acid to 1 water), and
found to require 18 drops of dilute bromine water, using starch and
potassium iodide as an indicator. .
(d) The final determination was now made by running 0'9 C.C.
H 2 S0 4 (1 and 1) into Thresh's pipette, which was well shaken, and
then 18 drops of dilute bromine water were added. One c.c. of
Thresh's sodic nitrite and potassic iodide solution was now added,
the pipette was fixed in position, and the free iodine determined as
before described.
(e) The necessary calculations are made as follows;Correction for oxygen contained in the reagents used. This is
made by 293 C.c. of a solution of KCy made up with water freed
from oxygen by ferrous hydrate as previously described, with hyposulphite of soda, after· previous treatment with sulphuric acid and
Thresh's solution. The correction necessary was 2'8 C.c. (This agrees
very closely ',yith t.he amount given by Sutton in his "Volumetric
Analysis.")
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Let
L = Capacity of Thresh's pipette minus reagents used = 293 - 3 = 290
C.c.
X = Milligrammes of oxygen per litre in the solution under examination.
M = Correction for oxygen in reagents used = 2'8 c.c. hyposulphite
of soda.
N = Hyposulphite of soda used in the final determination.
N for the solution under examination = 10'2 c.c .
. '. (N - M) x '25 x 1,000 (10'2 - 2'8) x '25 x 1,000 = X
L
290
X = 6'3 milligrammes of oxygen per litre.
N.B.-(a) The bromine water in the lower part of the burette,
under the stop cock, quickly deteriorates by loss of bromine, and
should therefore be run off before beginning the titration.
(b) In using phenolphthalein as an indicator, it is advisable to
filter the solution after the first disappearance of the pink coloration,
as tlie precipitate carries down the colouring matter.
The advantages I claim for this method are : 1. Simplicity of apparatus required.
2. No correction for varying barometric pressure is required, as
the final determination is gravimetric.
The President-We are all, I feel sure, much indebted to Mr
Crosse for his valuable paper, and for the large amount of work
which he has done in connection with his method of determining the
amount of oxygen in cyanide solutions. Acknowledging the importance of the presence of oxygen in working cyanide solutions, it is
most desirable that a reliable method of estimating its quantity should
exist. Up to the present no simple method was known, but now it
appears from Mr Crosse's paper that he has been successful in finding
one. I hope that some, or many, of the members of the Society will
take advantage of this method and try it, and do not doubt that the
results obtained will confirm the correctness of Mr Crosse's statements.
The generally known method of estimating oxygen in water has also
been mentioned by Mr Crosse, that is, with manganous chloride and
potassio-sodio-tartrate. This method, however, can only be used for
pure water. I happened to see a modification of this method by
Professor Winkler, which enables us to estimate the oxygen in
water contaminated by nitric acid, nitrous acid, ammonia, lead,
and iron. Now it may be possible that Professor 'Winkler's
method may be used for cyanide solutions, and I will try and
But at all events the method that
conduct a few experiments.
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Mr Crosse has worked out is a highly valuable contribution to
analytical chemistry.
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THE CARLIN TUBE, ETC.
The President said a letter had been received from Mr A. Von
Dessauer, relating to his paper on the Carlin Tube.
The Secretary read the letter, as follows : "The electrolytical industry for winning gold has assumed such
proportions at the Rand that it might be excusable if some installations are escaping one's notice.
" There will be added several other connections for electrodes to the
list I gave in my paper on the Carlin Tube, but I do not think any
other in practical use will so amply fulfil all the requirements laid
down for a perfect connection for cathodes, as' the one in use at the
Simmer & Jack sand plant. It is a combination of -the wooden
mercury trough with metal. A broad copper tape stands vertically
in a narrow slot and is brought by half a twist to the main cable and
fastened with rivets or screws. The tape is large enough in size to
carry the current. The receivers for the wires from the cathodes are
little cups cut in the wood, semicircular with -2- inch diameter.
"The efficiency of this connection, though not controlled by
measurements, must be probably as good as that of the Carlin tube.
"It is with great regret that I cannot attend your next meeting,
but I trust that Dr H. Pauli will be good enough to take my part ill
the discussion."

THE USE OF GLASS AS A FLUX
By direction of the President the Secretary read the following
letter from Mr M. T. Dixon : "In the interests of the gold industry in general and the cyanide
process in particular, I would make public the great advantage of
using glass as a flux for cyanide slimes, either in ordinary Plumbago
crucibles or-by preference-in clay liner crucibles.
" I think we here may lay claim to having been the first to adopt,
after numerous experiments, on a large /scale the use of glass as a
primary flux. The proportions beipg.J6r 100 lbs. roasted slime (not
acid treated), 50 Ibs. ground white glass and 50 Ibs. ordinary borax.
This mixture in a clay liner pot will give gold 860 fine if treated in a
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fairly quick furnace. Slimes treated yielded 5'9 ozs. troy gold per
lb. avoir. slimes.
.
"Perhaps the chief feature, after the refining, is the economy-in its
lUS , which should recommend its adoption generally."
.,.
e

STATEMENT AS TO MY PROCESS OF PRECIPITATING
GOLD BY MEANS OF COPPER SALTS
By

PROFESSOR P. DE WILDE
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The President said that with Mr Durant's permission, the discussion on whose paper should come next, it would be desirable to finish
the discussion on Professor De Wilde's process of precipitating gold.
He (the President) understood that Mr J. R. Williams had some
remarks to make on the subject, and would be unable to deliver them
at the next meeting, owing to his absence from Johannesburg. The
subject had been pending for five or six months, and it would be
-desirable to finish the discussion to-night.
Mr J. K Williams-I think this is about the fourth time I have
spoken on the Professor's method, but as several new members have
since joined the Society, I would like to repeat one or two remarks.
From a scientific point of view, Professor De 'Vilde's process for the
precipitation of gold is perfect. One can absolutely in all cases get
£omplete and total precipitation by his method. I daresay Dr Loevy
has made more experiments than I have, and I think he will agree
that Professor De Wilde's method is interesting solely as laboratory
work. There is a difference between doing work in a laboratory and
·doing work in a plant, where we treat, not 200 c.c., but several
thousand tons of solution per day. I have had several letters from
the Professor, who seems anxious as the inventor, that his process
should be introduced on the Rand, and I think anyone who has given
the matter consideration will admit that it is a perfect method in the
sense that it achieves the desired end with complete success. It is,
however, on a par with treating three-dwt. tailings by the chlorination
process. That process will give an extraction with three-dwt. tailings
{)f 99 to 100 per cent., but you would treat at a loss. Professor De
"'Tilde's method is on a par with this. In reply to some of my letters,
he suggests that the cost of acidifying the solution is nothing on the
Rand, because he says you can produce your S02 from your calcination
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furnaces. We have about two calcination plants on the Rand, the
Robinson and the Sulphuric Acid Works.
The Sulphuric Acid
Works use their S02 for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. Speaking
roughly we burn about 30 tons of concentrates on the Rand per day.
To use the Professor's method we require about 300 or 400 tons of
concentrates per day, and we have not got them, nor do I think that
experience has demonstrated the necessity of close concentration.
Even admitting the possibility of working on a 0'05 per cent. KCy,
a 200-stamp mill would crush about 1,000 tons per day. Say that
75 per cent. is leachable, and as we use about two tons of solution to
one ton of tailings, this would mean 1,500 tons of solution of 0'05
per cent. to be acidified, which means three-quarters of a ton of KCy
per day, or a cost of 2s. per ton alone, equal to about the total cost of
actual treatment on some of our large plants.
But Professor· De
Wilde has gone further. He is very plodding and enthusiastic, and
brought all science to bear on his process. With regard to the
slime plant, he says that the water is very easily purified, and the
cost of neutralising the lime would be nothing, because we can
neutralise it frol11 the CO 2 leaving the lime kilns. Pretoria and
Krugersdorp are rather a long way from which to bring CO 2 to the
Rand. Admitting all these facts and the possibility of the whole
thing, it comes to the point that we do not want the highest extraction, but we do want the highest possible profit. If Professor De
'Wilde had spent two or three months in Johannesburg, I do not
think he would occupy much time in perfecting his method. His
work in many points has certainly been very interesting to some of
us. He has drawn attention to one statement I made some time ago
in which I said I thought there were cases in which his method
would be de~irable as it would be profitable. Perhaps I ought to
. explain why I made that statement.
Given a mine where you have
ore of such a nature that the solutions leave the leaching tanks free
from KCy, as for instance at Pilgrim's Rest, where there is a large
amount of copper soluble in KCy in the ore and necessaril'y is a
cyanicide. In this case a total precipitation of the gold would be
very advantageous, and as there the water question is of no. importance, possibly Professor De 'Wilde's method might be superior to
that now in use there.
The President-After the elaborate statement of Mr Williams, we
can consider the discussion on Professor De Wilde's paper as closed.
I started a correspondence with the Professor at the beginning of
1895, and I fully agree with Mr Williams that the process is
absolutely correct and' perfect from a theoretical point of view, and
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as a matter of fact I have described it as an analytical method. Mr
Williams has fairly shown the impossibility of the process to be
carried out practically on the Rand, though perhaps the Professor
may not be inclined to believe it, and refuse to take that view of the
matter. The only alternative is, as Mr Crosse suggested, to invite
him to come out to South Africa and to spend a couple of months on
the Witwatersrand, and to personally convince himself of the state of
things out here. There is no tendency to try the process on a large
scale, which is proof in a way that it is not ackno\vledged as workable
on these fields. The discussion is now closed.
:;\1:1' J. R. Williams-Before finally closing the discussion, I would
like to point out that the Professor has given us a very elaborate
method of recovering cyanide. I think anyone who has carefully
read the suggested method will say it is absolutely impracticable so
far as the Witwatersrand mines are concerned. If it were possible to
run all the products to one central works, you might recover possibly
50 per cent. of cyanide at a cost of about 50 per cent. of what you
recovered.
The President-I suppose Mr Williams refers to the method of
recovering cyanide from the cuprous cyanide by decomposing it
through H 2 S. All the precipitates should, the Professor suggests,
be treated at one central station, and the cyanide solution thus
obtained transported to the different mines in large bottles, in the
same way as gin or beer. I am sure we all agree that such a method
is impracticable in this country.

NOTES ON THE APPLICATION OF OXYGEN IN
THE CYANIDE PROCESS

By H. T.

DURANT,

F.C.fl.

(ME~~BER)

Replying to the discussion on this paper, Mr H. T. Durant saidIn replying to Professor Prister, I should like to take his remarks
in order as spoken.
.
Referring to his suggestions with regard to spraying and the cooling
of hot water by a similar method, he observes "there must be
obtained increased evaporation, therefore a lowering of temperature."
Now, while this increased evaporation is proceeding it is difficult
to S/3e how a gas with such a low boiling point as oxygen can pass
into solution; and it is well known that the oxygen must go into
solution in order to be of use.
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Again, in order to ascertain the value of spraying pure and simple
no pump must be used at all, otherwise' one cannot distinguish
between the benefits obtained froID pump leakages and that from
actual Rpraying. But even assuming, as suggested,. that. one used a
pump with a high delivery, the advantages to be obtained would
require to be very great in order to compensate far the excessive
power and wear and tear which would be a necessary consequence.
Professor Pristp.r draws an analogy between, on the one hand, the
solntion of oxygen in cyanide solutions and, on the other hand, the
manufacture of vinegar and the absorption of carbon dioxide by
ammonia solution in the ammonia-soda process.
Now, in the manufacture of vinegar no oxidation whatever takes
place in the absence either of micro-organisms or nitrogenous matter,
the former probably merely acting as carriers of oxygen, and it is
simply necessary that the latter gas should be present at the surface
of the liquid.
The absorption of the carbon dioxide, i.e. an acidic .oxide by an
alkali, is clearly not a parallel case.
Professor Prister says, and most of us will agree, that it is difficult
to say how much air is. required for the oxidation of a ton of slimes;
in the case of fresh slimes there is probably required little above the
theoretical quantity for the gold present, but in the case of accumulated slimes the question is more complex, there being present both
organic and inorganic reducing substances, but we know that while
supplying air all the accessible gold can be dissolved and there still
will remain reducing substances.
It seems a reasonable hypothesis that that reducing matter, which
is easily oxidised by atmospheric oxygen, must to a great extent
undergo oxidation before oxygen is available to aid the solution of
the gold, but that substances more stable, i.e. less easily oxidised,
play no interfering part whatever. The reasons for preferring a pump
method are the results obtained in actual large scale working and the
economy and simplicity of the process.
ProfeRsor Prister said he did not intend to criticise Mr Durant's
method of rerating slime pulp, which was doubtless the best method,
but would like to call attention to an apparatus slightly similar to the
centrifugal pump and snifter valve employed by Mr Durant. He
did not know what country was responsible for this contrivance
(which he described), but it indicated that Mr Durant's idea was not
altogether new.
.
The President-Different opinions doubtless existed on this subject,
but it seems clear that Mr Durant's method embodies the result of
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practical experie~ce in recent years, and '."e may take it for granted
that his method IS good and generally apphcable.

THE POSITION OF THE ASSAY DEPARTMENT IN
MINING ECONOMICS

By

FRANKLIN WHITE (MEMBER)
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Mr Franklin White, in reply to the criticisms on his paper, saidThe discussion on my paper, "The Position of the Assay Department
in Mining Economics," is, I think, a proof that it has aroused some
interest.
Mr Homersham puts the matter very fairly when he said that
"the assayer's work is often thrown away and himself blamed, when
the real fault is the erratic and almost dishonest sampling of the
mine."
Mr D. J. Williams considers my Case 2 of practices to be avoided,
as a libcl on assayers. To state a fact is not a libel on any body of
men, especially when it is clearly explained that it is exceptional.
I may say that the individual I referred to was practising as a
professional metallurgist, but an assayer for aU that, and paid to give
correct information.
Mr J. R. Williams expressed his personal preference as an assayer
for taking his own samples. I still consider the practice as one
which opens a door to possibilitics of very objectionable character,
and one therefore to be avoided. Nevertheless, he advises assayers to
do one thing and do it conscientiously.
No objection was raised to my contention that all employees entrusted with handling gold should be afforded every opportunity of
ascertaining the quantity for which they might be held responsible.
Mr H. Collins, who evidently had his own standard for estimating
a man as " practical," considers that as he has never met such a one
who believes only in the pan as a means of testing the value of an
ore, that therefore he cannot exist. I can only say that "there are
still some few remaining who remind us of the past." Let us hope
their rarity will increase. I cannot see that his suggested change of
" hurry" for "scamp" is any improvement. To hurry an assay
would be as dangerous a thing as to scamp it.
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As regards paragraph Ill, I had no intention of referring to a
portion of the mill being set apart for sampling. I have often heard
the statement made just as it was put in my paper.-Mr Collins
believes in panning as a more or less accurate guide to the value of
gold ore when it is corroborated by experience afforded by assays, and
charitably thinks that all men are posSlessed of an equal amount of
common sense. Dr Loevy, while considering that my paper was
wanting in preciseness, because I did not state how many assays
should be made per man per day, was unable, even with the assistance
of Messrs 'Yood and -Williams, to get nearer than the safe generality
that its depends on circumstances, so I may be well excused for not
venturing on a definite statement. I think Mr Von Gernet's
estimate of twenty-five is a very fair one when ordinary Rand ores
are treated with a fairly complete plant.
After the Chaiman had invited discussion on my paper, some
remarks were made which are so clearly foreign to the subject dealt
with by me that I should not be inclined to take notice of them had
they not been made by members of such prominence as the Chairman
himself and Mr J. R. Williams. But as they we1'e made, I claim the
right of reply. The gentlemen I refer to were evidently horrified at
the thought that this Society might be considered as being a Trades
Union under disguise. I quote as follows from an eminent authority
on such organisations : '" Trades Unionism' is a combination for imposing restrictions on
the conduct of any industry or business.
"To place the workmen, as far as combination will effect that
purpose, on a footing approaching equality with the capitalists -by
whom they are employed in the disposal of their labour. This is the
great object for which Trades Unions exist.
"The leading aim of all Trades Unions is to increase wages and
diminish the labour by which it is needful to earn them."
I should have expected the members to whom I have alluded as
characterising the subject dealt with in my paper as bringing Trades
Unionism into this Society, to put their fingers on the passage or
passages therein which support their contention.
I must express my own utter inability, even with the aid of their
remarks, to find a shadow of justification in anything I have written
for the charge they made.
I can only conclude that the members in question had in view
some matters which are not in my paper, and therefore should never
have been brought into a discussion on it.
My paper possibly was neither scientific nor technical, nor adorned
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with formulae, but it was an endeavour to show from considerable
Jractical experience how scientific chemical operations, such as
!ssaying, can be deprived of their value as aids to the metallurgist,
if certain ordinary business precautions and methods are not observed
in connection with them.
At our last meeting Mr W. A. Caldecott, in a paper which merits
careful study, expressed his opinion that the extraction from slimes
is, in some cases, over-estimated, and attributes this discrepancy to
inaccurate assays of the residues. Mr J. R. Williams is inclined to
claim the higher extraction, and to explain the discrepancy by
suggesting over-estimated tonnage.
My advice to assayers is:
maintain the credit of your department by correct work; to managers
and directors: get good men, correct samples and accurate returns of
weights, and establish efficient checks. I think we are all working
for the same object, namely, to obtain correct returns.
Mr J. R. ViTilliams-It is not usual to reply to a reply on a discussion,
but in justice to Mr Crosse and myself it is proper to say that I do
not think Mr Franklin White is justified in putting what Mr Crosse
said in the way he has. My statement was definite. I have no
further remarks to make at present, but reserve the right to reopen
the discussion at a future time.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I certainly did not intend to refer to Mr White'd
paper in the way he seems to think. But considering the way the
discussion was tending, I thought it desirable, as Chairman of the
meeting, to stop it from going further in that direction. Perhaps I
may not have used the most diplomatic words, lacking a parliamentary
training, but I still think I acted rightly in preventing the discussion
branching off in a channel which is outside the province of this
Society. vVe want to keep as much as possible to the discussion of
technical and scientific subjects, and leave out the question of the
position of the assayer or any 011e else who may be a member of the
Society. That kind of discussion is not likely to be of benefit to the
Society. Rather the reverse.
The President-I mnst say that I likewise was under the impression that, if we had gone Oil as we were going, we should have dealt
with subjects that do not properly belong to the Society. N evertheless, I think that three things have been shown by the discussion on
Mr White's paper, namely (a) the necessity of continual analytical
control of the mine; (b) resulting therefrom, the necessity of supplying the assayer with a good plant, in order to enable him to do good
work; (c) the desirability of not overloading the assayer with work,
and thus causing bad and unreliable work.

Coagulation
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Mr J. R. Williams-One member said tbat' th.e Society ought to
protect members and their interests. If that is not an instance of
Trade Unionism, I do not know what is. I have not 'opposed Mr
White's statements at all. I bave opposed what was said at the
previous meeting, at which I was not present.

DISCREPANCIES IN SLIME TREATMENT
By W. A. CALDECOTT, F.C.S. (MEMBER)
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Mr J. R. Williams-As I may not be present at the next two or
three meetings, I would like to be allowed to make a few remarks.
First of all, I would like to take my esteemed friend, Dr Carrick,
who propounded a theory supported by several eminent men, that if
slimes were boiled and the air excluded, there would be a settlement
of the slimes. To prove that Dr Carrick has only got a theory which
cannot be substantiated by facts, it is sufficient to say that I have
boiled neutral slimes and water for eight hours and let them stand
over night, and then boiled them again for eight hours and again
allowed'them to settle over night, and those slimes, after sixteen hours of
boiling, were not settled at the end of fourteen days-rather too long for
slime treatment. However, on the addition of any salt which hali a
hardening property, such as lime, alum, hydrochloric acili, sulphate
of iron, etc., these slimes coagulated and settled immediately. Dr
Oarrick's pet theory, if I may say so, is that coagulation is prevented
by the air envelope. The slimes that did settle after the boiling did
not coagulate. I bring these matters forward as what I call a.
practical demonstration as against the theoretical. I adhere to my
original statement that coagulation and settlement of slimes are only
obtained when there is sufficient hardness of water.
Mr Caldecott has frequently spoken about the alkalinity of water.
One cannot get alkalinity of water when using sulphate of iron; one,
gets acidity, and yet you get perfect coagulation anli settlement. The
next observation that I want to take up is in regard to Mr Caldecott's
remarks on the discrepancies in slime treatment. He gave us a list
of assays made in different ways. He starts with a product supposed
to carry 25! grains, and gets results of f~om 15 grains to 23 grains.
I would like to point out that if any assayer makes three assays with
these results, something has gone wrong. The highest result should
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at all times be taken. Mr Caldecott thought the fault might be
attributable to gold being in the molecular state, which opinion I do
not share. Since then I have made careful experinients, using
stourbridge clay, which is an impalpable powder, very much finer
than what is known as Rand slimes. Cyanide of gold solution was
added, so that it should carry 25 grains of gold per ton with excess
of solution. The result of four batches of assays, which were done
by Mr C. K. Bradley, a member of this Society, who used a large
excess of fluxes, particularly litharge, and using also a large quantity
of reducing agent, was that he, of course, got a button very much
larger than is obtained in an ordinary manner. The result of the four
batches was an average of 24'3 grains out of 25 grains put in, or an
actual assay extraction of 97'2 per cent. N ow we all recognise that
fire assay does not give us the true result, but at the same t.ime it is
a fairly accurate result. There is a small amount of gold that is
always absorbed in cupellation, but that applies to the original as
much as it does to the residue, and I do not think that assays properly
conducted account for any discrepancies in the slime treatment. I
rather regret that Mr Caldecott has brought this matter before the
Society until he has substantiated the thing by experiment. I do not
think it right for any member of the Society to say: "I have found
so and so," until he has found by experiment that it really is as he
thinks. Members who in future bring forward a paper of this kind
will, I hope, do so only after the most accurate and careful checking,
not necessarily by themselves, but by other people as well. I
daresay there are other members who have followed the same lines of
experimental work that I have, and trust they will give us the benefit
of their experience.
Dr J. T. Carrick-Mr Williams has been rather rough on me, and
all I can reply is Tlt quoque. No doubt all experiments should be
repeated a good many times before anything can be based on them,
and after I have made a considerable number of experiments on the
boiling question I will let the Society know the exact result of them.
I have not, moreover, stated anywhere that boiling of slimes settles
them, I merely referred to a statement of Professor Prister which
seemed to be in favour of my theory.
Professor Prister differed from some of Mr ·Williams' remarks.
The Vice-President (Mr A. von Gernet)-In reply to Mr Williams'
remarks in reference to Mr Caldecott, I consider Mr Caldecott was
perfectly justified-if he found certain results in his experiments,
and confirmed them by succeeding experiments-to refer to the
matter at one of our meetings. I am sure he will be able t()
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demonstrate his point further, and in any case, because Mr Williams'
results differ from those obtained by Mr Caldecott, that does not
absolutely prove that Mr Caldecott was wrong. Further discussion,
however, may elucidate the matter. Again, I do not think Mr
Williams was justified in saying that he regrets statements of this
kind being made, and I entirely disagree with him. On the contrary,
I am of opinion .that results of the kind mentioned are most useful,
and if discussion afterwards shows that Mr Caldecott was wrong,
then still the result is the definite settlement of an important
matter.
The President-I think Mr Williams has been rather hard on Mr
Caldecott, and he has made about the severest criticism I have ever
heard in this Society. Mr Caldecott said, in his paper read at the
last meeting, that, apart from experimental errors, various hypotheses
might be advanced for the ordinary assay not appearing to account
for all the gold, so he practically-admits that an experimp-ntal error
might have taken place, and merely says that apart from that error
there may be other causes to account for the low results obtained. I
must admit that I do not consider the three or four assays that Mr
Caldecott made in connection with his experiment are conclusive, but
I also know that Mr Caldecott did not consider them conclusive
either. The object of our discussions is to get at the truth, and if
Mr Caldecott, in fUJ;"ther experiments upon the matter, finds that the
assay results obtained in his first experiments were too low, he will,
I am sure, admit that the experimental error in the first assay was
rather large.
Mr J. R. "\Villiams-I should call it bad assaying and not experi·
mental error.
Mr "\V. A. Caldecott-I propose to reply later to Mr Williams'
remarks, and I can only now express my regret that he will be absent
when I do so. For some considerable time I have been aware that
discrepancies existed between the actual assay value and the
calculated value of slimes residues on various slime plants. 'Whilst
the cause of such discrepancies was still doubtful I preferred, rather
than allow any reflection to be cast upon the work of the assayers
concerned, not to quote their results specifically, but merely advanced,
as possibly a partial explanation, a reason apparently supported by
certain detailed experiments. I would ask any members who are
sufficiently interested in the matter to experiment upon it, to
remember that the gist of the question lies in comparison between
the calculated value-deduced from undissolved gold contents, and
percentage and assay value of solution carried as moisture-of slimes
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residues and their actual assay return when dried and assayed by
ordinary methods.
The discussion was here postponed.
ALTERATION OF TIME OF MEETING
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On the motion of Mr J. R. Williams it was unanimously agreed
that the monthly meetings commence at 7.45 P.M. instead of
8.15 P.M.
The meeting then terminated.
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THE monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society
of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, September 17th; 1898,
in the Council Chamber of the Chamber of Mines Building.
Dr J. Loevy, the President of the Society, was in the chair. Those
present totalled in all 55, and were as follows :30 Members-Messrs A. von Gernet (Vice-President), W. Bettel,
W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant, E. H. Johnson, F.
White, T. W. Wood (Council); A. Aiken, M. Baumann, R. G ..
Bevington, P. Billyard, W. Boyd, F. Buckland, Dr J. T. Carrick, W.
R. Dowling, J. Drought, L. Evans, H. Hamel, J. H. Johnson, A.
McA. Johnston, W. G. P. Macmuldrow, G. D. R. MacCarthy, A. C.
Morrisby, P. T. B. Morrisby, E. T. Rand, C. E. Stamp, J. E. Thomas.
H. V. Williains.
13 Associates-Messrs T. Burgess, W. Carbis, T. L. Carter, A. von
Dessauer, G. W. Gibbings, C. B. Hilliard, E. C. Homersham, G. A ..
Lawson, H. F. Lofts, P. K. Lucke, T. E. Parkes, C. W. Salisbury,
W. Versfeld.
11 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.).
Secretary.
NEW 1I1EMBERS

The President stated that there were four candidates for membership as follows :-Messrs Gustav Braecke, M.E., Harry Brazier,
Sidney S. Osborn, Douglas Stuart Spens Steuart, who would be
ballotted for in accordance with their usual procedure.
The ballot resulted in the unanimous election of the fourcandidates.
The Secretary notified that the following gentlemen had been
admitted associates of the Society since the last meeting :-Messrs.
Barclay Bonthrone, Clement Dixon, A.lnst.M.M., Assoc. N.Z.
Inst.M.E., George Alexander Lawson, Edgar H. Messer, Robert.
William Steed, Joseph Thomas.
THE QUALITY OF CRUCIBLES
The President instructed the Secretary to read a letter which had
been received from the Morgan Crucible Company in reference to a
'I,B
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discnssion on the quality of crucibles which had taken place at one of
the previous meetings.
The letter was as follows :The Morgan Cmcible Company, Limited,
Battersea Works, London, S.\V.
August lIth, 1898.
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The Secretaries, The Chemical and Metallurgical Society of S.A.,
Johannesburg.
Dear Sirs,-We are much obliged to you for sending us a copy of
your Society's Journal for June, containing our letter of 29th April,
and a report of the discussion that ensued.
Whilst having the fullest warranty for our statements, we much
regret they should have been interpreted in a general sense as casting
a reflection upon any nationality, as nothing could be further from
our intention.
Thanking you for the publicity you have' given to our reply of
29th April.
We are,
Yours faithfully,
THE MORGAN CRUCIBLE COMPANY, LTD.,
A. C. MARSHALL, Director.

THE ESTIMATION OF OXYGEN IN WORKING CYANIDE
SOLUTIONS

II

By

ANDREW

F.

CROSSE (MEMBER)

At our last meeting I read a paper on this Rubject, and I find it
necessary to bring some more data before you this evening, as I have
modified my process, owing to having had some solutions to examine,
which would not work very well with the method which I described
before.
I will first of all explain the reactions which take place in the first
part of the process, and then the method employed.
I add to the solution of cyanide under examination, five or six
grammes of caustic potash in a solid form, to a Winchester quart.

420
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Taking the chief ingredients the reactions are ::......
K 2 ZnCy 4 + 4KHO = ZnK 20 2 + 4KCy + 2H 20
Then the solution contains Potassic Zincate, Cyanide of Potassium,
Ferro-Cyanide of Potassium, and Potassic Hydrate.
A slight excess of Zn80 4 is now added, as described in my last
paper.
The following reactions occur : -
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2KCy+ZnS0 4 =K 2 804 +ZnCY2 •
ZnK 20 2 + Zn80 4 + 2H 2 0 = K 280 4 + 2ZnH 20 2 "
2K 4 FeCY6 + 3ZnS04 = K 2Zn aFe 2CY12 + 3K 2 80 4
2KHO + Zn80 4 = K 280 4 + ZnHp2
After these reactions have taken place the white flocculent precipitate formed settles very rapidly, leaving a clear solution wl;lich
can be drawn off as before described.
This solution has a very faint acid reaction and still contains
cyanide equal to about 0'004 per cent. KCy.
Now comes the interesting part of my investigations.
In my former method I used dilute bomine water to decompose
what I then considered to be soluble cyanides, but I have since found
out that, though I had a trace of cyanide present, I was really
oxidising nitrite of potash (or soda) by the addition of bromine
water.
I found out the presence of nitrites in the following way : I took the clear solution containing about 0'004 per cent. of KCy
and acidified it with weak sulphuric i1cid, and then added iodide "of
potassium and starch. I observed a blue colouration, and after mauy
and various tests I found that this could only be caused by nitrites.
I have never seen any mention of the presence of nitrites m
working cyanide solutions. Of course one must be careful not to
confound the reaction of iodate of potassium with the abov.e, as
iodate is generally found in iodides.
Having proved the presence of nitrites in the solution under
examination, my next object was to discover a simple method for
determining the correction nece'ssary for the iodine liberated by' the
nitrite.
In describing Thresh's method Sutton says that the correction for
I
small quantities of nitrite can be made by boiling the same quantity
of liquid used for the test and allowing it to cool in the glass bottle
used for making the titration in the presence of coal gas, and ~hen
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dctermining the amount of iodine liberated in the usual way, the
boiling having freed the solution from oxygen.
I find the following method a good one for making the necessary
correction for nitrites : Take a small extra strong flask holding about 350 c.c. and pour
into it the quantity of clear solution used in the pipette (in my
experiments 293 c.c.). Add a few drops of KHO and then close the
flask with an india-rubber bung with one hole, in which is placed a
"lass tll be with a glass stop-cock. Boil the solution for several minutes
~nd then close the stop-cock. Cool the flask containing the liquid, and
when cold pour it into the pipette and then add the 1 C.c. of iodide of
potassium and nitrite solution and 1 C.c. H 2 S0 4 (1 acid to 1 water);
after standing for ten minutes run it into the bottle before desc.ribed
in the presence of coal gas; add a few drops of starch and titrate
with thio-sulphate of soda. The quantity required will give the
correction for the nitrite in the solution and also for the reagents
used, as the same amount of sulphuric acid and also the same amount
of iodide of potassium, containing nitrite of potassium, is used in each
case. One part of the determination caused me a great deal of trouble,
and I made many experiments before I ani ved at the reason of the
result which I obtained. I could not free my solutiof. from traces of
cyanide.
I found that if I acidified weak cyanide solutions, say 0'005 per
cent. Key, and put the solution into a flask and added starch, that
it took several drops of a solution of iodine to obtain a blue colour,
proving that iodide of cyanogen was formed, and that consequently
if iodine were liberated by oxygen dissolved in the solution, some
iodine at all events would be taken up and thus vitiate the result.
But on the other hand I made many experiments with water containing small quantities of cyanide in solution, and I obtained a correct
determination of the dissolved oxygen. I noticed, however, that the
colour of the solution was very much paler than when there was no
cyanide present, and for a long time I could not discover the reason.
I was confronted by the following facts;On adding a slight excess of acid to a weak solution of cyanide of
potassium, the addition of several drops of iodine solution failed to
give a blue colour with a starch indicator.
This proved that free hydrocyanic acid absorbed iodine
HCy+ 12 = 1Cy+ HI.
And on the other hand the iodine liberated by the oxygen in solution
in presence of HCy gave the same result as if no HCy were present.
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I am indebted to the kind assistance of Mr W. Bettel, in helping
to elucidate the reactions, which I may mention he did not deem
possible until we worked them out together. Having proved to Mr
Bettel that the hydrocyanic acid had no effect on the estimation of
iodine liberated, he proposed making the following experiment : The same quantity of a very weak iodine solution was poured into
two flasks. In flask No. 1 the iodine was almost completely discharged by dropping in cyanide of potassium, and then starch solution
was added, giving a blue colour. Thio-sulphate of soda was then
carefully added nntil the blue colour had disappeared. 1'90 C.c thiosulphate solution was required to discharge the blue colour. Flask
No. 2 was titrated, without the addition of KCy, with thio-sulphate
of soda and required 1'95 C.c.
This explained the apparent anomaly, and proved that the combination of iodine with starch is more stable in solution than iodide
of cyanogen. Therefore, thio-sulphate of soda added to a solution of
iodine, containing iodide of cyanogen, in which solution iodide of
starch is diffused, will give the same reaction corresponding to twice
the iodine tha~ was represented in the ICy, together with the free
iodine formed in solution. Therefore, the reactions which took place
in the pipette and after the addition of thio-sulphate of soda and
starch solution are as follows :H 2S0 4 +KN0 2=KHS0 4 + HN0 2
2HN0 2 + 2HI= 2Hp +12+ N 20 2
N 20 2+H 20+O=2HN02
HCy + 12 = ICy + HI
In the receiver, when titrated with thio-sulphate of soda
2Na 2S20 S + 12= 2NaI + Na 2S4 0 6

HI + ICy+ 2Na2S20 S = HCy + 2NaI + Na 2S40 6
I hope that I have made the reactions clear to you, and as ·the
apparatus required is very simple, I think that for a technical process
this one will prove very useful.
I do not quite know how the nitrites are formed. Perhaps during
the dry season the water employed on some of our mines is contaminated with organic matter or even dilute sewage.
As regards the mechanical improvements in cyanide working,
which I also consider necessary, I thin~ that some of them will be
brought about by chemical investigations. If I had the management
of a cyanide plant, I should take good care not to allow cyanide
solutions to remain any longer in contact with the tailings than is
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necessary, as after the oxygen has been absorbed (unless there are
other oxygen yielding bodies present) the further solution of gold
~eases.

In conclusion I should like to mention that I have found the
presence of nitrites in working cyanide solutions, by using the Meta-.
J.iamide Benzol test, as well as the iodide test.
My process for determining oxygen in working cyanide solutions
.consists in1st. Adding potassic hydrate.
"
zinc sulphate.
2nd.
:3rd. Determining thio-sulphate required by Thresh's method with
dear solution decanted from precipitates formed in the closed bottle.
4th. Qualitative tests for nitrites.
5th. Correction for nitrites and reagents used.
I hope that SOlDe day our Society will have a lecture room, where
€xperiments can be carried on, and then it will be pos3ible to show
reactions of the kind I have described this evening and the apparatus
employed.
The President remarked that the paper was rather a modification
than a continuation. of the statements Mr Crosse had made at the last
meeting. He considered that the subject should be carefully studied
before any discussion was entered into, and he thought that hardly
anyone present would be prepared to discuss the matter that evening.
He would propose, therefore, that the consideration of the subject be
postponed until the next meeting. One point he would like to touch
upon, the presence of nitrites in the cyanide solutions. Speaki'ng
from his own personal experience he was convinced that their presence
was due to the decomposition of organic matter. He had analysed a
large number of mine waters, and with very few exceptions had found
nitric and nitrous acids and ammonia undoubtedly due to the presence
of animal matter in putrefaction.
A vote of thanks was due to Mr Crosse for the able manner in
which he had workeg out his method.
Mr W. Bettel-I have had an opportunity of investigating Mr
Crosse's method, and I must congratulate him upon his success.
The difficulties which Mr Crosse had found in previous experiments
had given way to his experimental skill. The curious part of the
estimation was one which could not be explained by previously
known chemical reactions. It was unknown to me that iodide of
cyanogen could be estimated simultaneously with free iodine, using
iodide of starch as an indicator, and it was only after I had made
some experiments in conjunction with Mr Crosse that I found that
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practically the iodide of cyanogen acted as if only -f,;ee iodine were
present. The iodide of starch was -only decolorised by thiosulphate of soda when the last trace of ICy had disappeared. The
explanation of this reaction was that iodide of starch was more stable
than iodide of cyanogen. - This removed the - only doubt I had
regarding the process, and I then congratulated MrCrosse upon his
success. The process was very simple provided coal gas was available.
This would limit the process to a few laboratories; but, if carbonic
acid (purified by passing through a solution of iodide-of potassium
and freed from oxygen) was used in place of coal gas, the apparatus
could be fitted up by any enterprising chemist on:- the mines, who
could then deter~ine the oxygen in his cyanide solutions.
With regard to the fourth equation some chemists had declared
that ferro-cyanide of zinc Zn 2FeCY4 was formed. I have never
found this precipitate free from alkali, and, in fact, the ferro-cyanide
had the composition of K 2Zn g Fe 2CYIZ' Even when acid-treated
2illC slimes, which had not had a thorough treatment with strong
cyanid-e, were filter-pressed, thoroughly washed and then calcined,
the analysis of the calcined slimes invariably showed a considerable
amount of potash (or soda).
Dr J. T. Carrick-Is not the double cyanide of potassium and zinc
in great excess for any amount of ferro-cyanide which might be
present.
Mr W. Bettel-There was only a small percentage of ferrous
compounds present.

DISCREPANCIES IN SLIME TREATMENT
By W. A. CALDEOOTT, F.C.S. (MEMBER)
DISOUSSION

Mr A. F. Crosse-Mr W. A. Caldecott seems to think that it is
practically impossible to get correct assays of slimes residues.
I cannot agree with him.
I think that the determination of gold is one of the most accurate
quantitative methods, when properly carried out.
I am perfectly sure that the error whi~h is sometimes observed,
/
creeps in, in the following way.
A quantity of moist slimes, containing gold in the solution with
the slimes, is dried on a prospecting pan, or copper bowl.
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Now the dried mass does not contain the total gold, as some has
adhered to the pan in drying.
Say that the sample weighed two pounds, and that 100th part of a
"rain was retained on the pan, that would represent 10 grains to the
ton. Now 100th part of a grain would not be visible adhering to the
pan, when mixed with some slimy matter.
I made two experiments, side by side, under identically the same
conditions. I took 10 assay tons (291'66 grammes) of slimes, which
assayed 4 dwts. 2 grs. per ton, and I treated these slimes with
two litres of water, 2 grammes of cyanide of potassium, and about
5 CTrammes of sodium di-oxide, in order to obtain a rapid solution of
o
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the gold.
After about four hours' treatment in a "\Vinchester quart, with
occasional shakings, I filtered quickly t.hrough a filter under
pressure.
In each case 8~ per cent. of solution remained in the slimes, or
the 10 asstly tons retained 130 grammes of solution, out of 2,000
gram mes .
I carefully assayed the total residue after drying, and also the
solution.
I obtained the following results : Assay of original slimes
Dwts.

"
"

"

"

solution
3
residue + 8~ of solution 0

Dwts.

Grs.

40

2

Grs.

16
9

1
Loss

1

In the second experiment I obtained the same result from the
solution, but the residues assayed 7 grains gold per ton.
This gives a loss of 1 grain and 3 grains of gold respectively.
But as I consider the value of an assay on 10 assay tons to be plus
or minus 2 grains per ton, the result shows what can be done, and
that the assays can be correctly carried out with em·e.
I should never attempt to dry moist slimes containing dissolved gold.
The only correct way to estimate the total gold in such a sample
would be to dilute a weighed portion of the sample, having estimated
the moisture.
To two litres with water take one litre off by decantation.
Estimate the gold by precipitation with silver nitrate and fusing with

Scorijication Experiments
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lead oxide and cupellation. Double the result: Thep. pour the
bottle into a large cone having an opening at the bottom and one or
two openings at the side.
If the slimes be now diluted with severallitresof weak lime water
they will soon settle, and the clear solution containing the dissolved
gold can be drawn off. If this operation be repeated twice, there
will be practically no dissolved gold left.
The washed slimes can now be dried in a prospecting pan without
any danger as regards loss of gold, but when slimes are dried in
contact with a solution of gold, the result of the assay is not to be
relied on, and what I would remark is that a check assay from such
a sample will be equally valueless.
My chief assistant, Mr A. F. Bruun, carried out the following
experiments for me, and he is as careful as it is possible to be, so that
I am confident that his results are correct.
'
The object of these experiments was to find out the loss of gold,
if any, on scorifying and cupelling large buttons of lead with' very
small quantities of pure gold, such as would be obtained in a fusion
assay with slimes or tailings.
The gold was in the form of very fine wire, which I obtained from
Messrs Johnson, Matthey & Co.
Pure grain lead was taken and wrapped in lead foil, a small piece
of pure silver wire was added to each lot, equal to five or six ti~es
the weight of the gold.
The first five lots were scorified down to a moderate size (about 34
grammes) then cupelled.
Weight of lead.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

90 grammes.
90
"
90
"
70
"
50

"

Weight of gold.
1'25 milligrammes.
'50
"
'30
"
1'25
"
1'25

"

The next lot were cupelled, the heavier ones in extra large cupels.

6. 50 grammes.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

50
33
33
33
33

"
"
"
"
"

1'25 milligrammes.
1'25
"
1'00
"
//2'00
"
5'00
"
10'00

"
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In every single case, after parting the little button 9f gold and
silver, the exact weight of gold was obtained, which had been
~
originally added.
Now, gentlemen, if you will carefully weigh this evidence you will
see that accurate assays can be made of slimes containing a solution
of dissolved gold, and if large buttons are obtained in a fire assay, it
does not affect the result nor cause any loss of gold.
Mr W. Bettel-I should like to ask Mr Crosse to explain why in
the last sentence he said that the soluble gold in the sample of slimes
could be readily estimated, and in an earlier part of his remarks says
that if solution of gold be present in the sample of slimes, it should
be washed out and separately assayed to get at the correct original
'
gold contents.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I meant to say that the fact of the gold being in
solution did not affect the assay in any way; it only affected the
sampling. There was a mechanical loss, but if one has five assay
tons of matter containing gold in solution dried on a filter the assay
of this small quantity is a di~erent thing from drying moist slimes in
a prospecting pan.
Mr W. Bettel-So far as my experience goes there ought to be no
loss in evaporation. If the slimes were put over a furnace and boiled
recklessly there would be loss; but if placed on a water bath in a
porcelain dish there would be no loss of gold. If assays were
properly done from 95 to 97 per cent. of the actual amount of' gold
in the material should be obtained.
The President-I understand that Mr Crosse explained for the loss
in evaporation on account of the gold which was contained in the
solution sticking to the vessel and it being difficult to remove it. If
the operation is performed in a pan there will be a loss on account of
the rough surface.
Mr W. Bettel-I evaporated in large porcelain dishes. With
regard to Mr Caldecott's paper I am sorry it has been put forward,
because if the results he gave were the average results on the Rand
it would be a disgrace to the Society. But I hope that not many
assayers on the Rand will turn out such bad results. I have never
found assays so very incorrect. But if assayers melt at a high rate
of speed all the gold would not be brought down, and the assayer
doing it can not swear by his results.
I do not see why accurate results should not be obtained in every
case" except where the general manager overburdens the assayer with
work, so that he has no option but to work at high pressure without
giving thought to refinements in assaying which ensure accuracy.
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Mr A, von Gernet-I consider it of great utility that matters of
such a nature should be brought before the Society, and everyone's
attention drawn to the fact that discrepancies may easily occur either
in preparing the sample or in assaying.
The main object Mr
Caldecott had in view was to draw attention to the point that too
much care could not be taken in the matter, and I know as a fact that
in many places the calculated value of the residue an.d the value
determined by the assayer showed a very large difference. The main
point is in the preparation of the sample, and I suggest having a vessel
lined with a thin sheet of lead, the latter to be mslted down in the
sample, so as to avoid any loss by gold sticking to the' sid,e of the
vessel.
Mr W. Bettel-I think the greatest amount of discrepancy is
caused by the inaccurate estimation of tonnage in slimes treatment.
Mr A. von Gernet-That is entirely a different matter.
Mr Franklin "White-I consider that both the remarks made by
Mr Crosse that evening, and those of Mr J. R. "Williams at the
previous meeting, were wide of the point Ml' Caldecott aimed at. I
think the intBllltion was to show the differences existing, and t"o point
out that it might be due to inaccurate assaying. Messrs Crosse and
Williams had proved that it was possible to assay slimes accurately;
I do not think there is any doubt about the point. But the question
is: Is it being done on the mines 1 Mr Williams proved that there
were discrepancies, in a paper which he read on slimes treatment at
ilie Crown Reef. In that paper it was stated that the theoretical
extraction was 83 per cent. and the actual only 60. Which was the
true solution 1 inaccuracies in assays or in tonnage, as Mr Bettel has
indicated 1 It matters little which of the two was right so long as
we find out the correct explanation. Mr Williams has given us a
hint, and I could tell them but, like the gentleman in the cornie song,
I am not going to tell. Still, I hope Mr Williams will speak now
after the discussion.
Mr W. Bettel-In Sheffield I had to analyse large quantities of
cyanide solutions used by the gold platers, and the ordinary method
of assaying these solutions was to mix a certain quantity in sawdust,
evaporate it down, burn the sawdust, and assay the residue". The
part.ners in the firm requested me to make experiments with a view
to finding a more rapid method of estimating the gold and silver in
t.he solutions. I was successful in regard to the estimation of the
silver, but it re'luired a troublesome number of experiments to find
out a way of estimating the gold. The method I adopted was to
decompose the cyanides with acid, boil off the HCy in a stream of
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coo, and pass H

S to saturation, and thereby precipitating the gold.
hen I adopted
precipita~ion was obtain.ed.
the ordinary method of evaporatmg down solutlOns wIth sawdust, as
previously described, ~he results wer~ the same as by the ,:et process.
I am convinced by thIS, that the ordmary method of meltmg can be
done with the greatest acauracy, and I do not see why every assayer
on the Rand should not obtain proper results in his assays of residues
containing gold in solution.
Mr C. E. Stamp-Mr Caldecott, in his experiments, found he
could get II).ore gold by reducing more lead. If, as Mr Crosse said,
the gold remained in the evaporating dish, I cannot see how that
could have been the result. I agree with Mr Bettel that it was quite
possible to get accurate results by ordinary methods. I have made
several experiments in ordinary residues and found that in no case
did I get more than about '7 of a grain difference in 30-grain residues.
I have the figures of several experiments with me. In the first one
there was 46'24 per cent. of solution, assaying 16 grains per ton.
After washing out the dissolved gold I obtained a residue of 7 t grains,
which gave a calculated value of 21'3 grains per ton. The actual
assay value was 21 grains per ton. In the second case I obtained a calculated value of 18'7 grains and an actual of 18 grains
per ton. On a sample with which Mr Caldecott furnished me,
by the ordinary method of assay, I obtained 2t dwt. result, and
a calculated value of 2 dwts. 12'6 grains per ton. A further proof
is that the actual output for the first six months (Ferreira G.M. Co.)
of the year was within 10 ozs. of the theoretical calculated value
from assays of charges and residues. Or, take the Bonanza, which
gave an actual extraction of about 1 per cent. higher than the
calculated extraction. If two mines on the Rand can get such close
results I fail to see why every mille should not be able to do similarly.
One more point; I think it very probable that the calculated values
were over-estimates through insufficient washing out of dissolved gold.
In one case we had a residue which assayed 1 dwt. 6 grains, and in
which the undissolved gold assayed 1 dwt. per ton. I do not wash
the undissolved gold samples personally. They were washed at the
sample room and sent down for assay. I took the residue and
washed out the dissolved gold myself, and assayed the residue, which
assayed 15 grains per ton. Calculated out from that we had a value
of 1 dwt. 5'6 grains, which was practically the same as the residue on
the first instance. All works should make accurate calculations of
the specific gravity of dry slime before working out the tonnage. In
most cases 2'5 is taken as specific gravity, while I consider 2'7 to be
2

By this method perfect
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nearer the mark. The difference of ·2 makes about 5 per cent.
difference in the tonnage.
Mr A. F. Crosse-What method was used on the mine for washing
the soluble gold from the slimes 1
Mr C. E. Stamp-The sample was thrown' into' a bucket and
washed by decantation three or four times.
Mr A. F. Crosse explained on the blackboard a simple method of
washing slimes by decantation with a cone containing about a cubic
foot of water, corked at the bottom, and fitted with two holes on the
sides. A sample of slimes with dissolved gold was. put in and a
weak solution of slime water added. The suspended matter was
allowed to settle and the water drawn off. Two washings being
sufficient, and, after the second, the slimes were run into a dish and
dried. It was easy to make a calculation of the soluble gold left in
a sample thus treated.
Mr A. von Gernet-I am sure that members are glad to'kno~'ihat
good results are being obtained on such mines as the Ferreira, where
Mr Hall and Mr Stamp are working. But I consider that, in his
paper, Mr Caldecott referred to mines where such excellent resultl'l
were not obtained, and where such care was not taken.
In reply to the President, Mr Caldecott said that he would reply
to the discussion at the next meeting.
The President-Considering the importance of the subject, I have
conducted a series of experiments, together with my chief assayer,
Mr A. McA. Johnston, the results of which I would like to communicate to you. The sample of slimes pulp experimented upon
was handed to me by Mr Caldecott, and the methods used and the
results obtained by various experiments were as follows : I. 2,000 grammes of pulp taken for experiment. After settlement of suspended material, the solution was drawn off with a
syphon, and the residue washed three times with water in order to
remove all the soluble gold. The whole of the liquors thus obtained
was evaporated, first in a large porcelain dish and subsequently in a
lead capsule, as generally used for assaying cyanide solutions. The
whole of the dried residue was then assayed for gold.
Results.-The pulp was found to consist ofDry slimes .
Water

29·4 per cent.
70'6

Assay value per ton of 2,000 lbs.1. Of dry slimes (after elimination of all the soluble
~old) .

"

0 dwts. 8 grs_
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2. Of solution (containing all the soluble gold)
f dwts. 5 grs.
Therefore:
Total gold (soluble and insoluble) contained III
5 dwts. 15 grs.
1 ton (of 2,000 Ibs.) of dry slimes
( = so-called calculated value.)
II. 2,000 grammes of pulp evaporated and dried at 110 C.
Assay value per ton (of 2,000 Ibs.) of dry slimes
5 d wts. 17 grs.
thus obtained
5 dwts. 15 grs.
Calculated value of dry slimes
0

Experimental error

o dwts.
=

2 grs.
1'3 per cent.

I may mention that 5 assays of 4 A. T. each were made, the results
agreeing within 3 grains. The weights of the lead buttons varied
from 60 to 120 grammes.
These results show conclusively that, in working carefully, the
assay result of dry slimes will agree with the "calculated value l>
obtained by assaying separately solution and dry residue.
It appears to me that the following factors account for the
discrepancy in Mr Caldecott's assays :1. The quantity of the material employed for the assay was too
small (2& A.T.), making the experimental error too large. I think
that such assays should be made on not less than 8 A. T.
2. The evaporating was not done with the necessary care, and a
loss has evidently occurred already in the beginning of Mr Caldecott's experiments, through gold adhering to the inner side of the
evaporating dish which, I am informed, was an ordinary iron pan.
3. An insufficient quantity of reducing agent has been used, as
evidenced by the weight of the lead buttons, which was as low as
27 grammes.
This latter point is a most important one, as you will see from the
following fact :-In some of my own assays the results obtained were
from 17 to 19 grains below the calculated value j the balance, howe?Jer,
was recovered from the slag, bringing the total result within 1 grain of
the calculated value.
This I can only explain in this way that part of the gold was kept
in suspension in the slag, and had not been taken up by the lead. I
say gold in suspension and not gold bearing lead particles, as we
found the slag to be perfectly free from metallic lead. In order to
cause the last trace of gold to be taken up by the lead I found it
necessary to add, at the end of the fusion, a charge of a mixture of
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soda, litharge, and charcoal or cream of tartar; this will bring down
the last trace of gold eventually kept in suspension, and cause it to
be taken up by the lead, and the button now resulting will contain
the whole of the gold present in the sample.
Mr W. Bettel-This is practically the same as washing the slags
in scorification by addition of charcoal and litharge 7
The President-Yes, it is absolutely the same, but I do not know
whether it is' generally done in the crucible assay. Returning to
Mr Caldecott's experiments I find that his view of the matter is
confirmed by Mr Carter, assayer at the Crown Deep, who in a
contribution to the Society's journal, says :-" Numerous llxperiments
have convinced me of the tl'ut,h of the statement that one does not
get the true value of a slime residue by the ordinary assay." The
question now crops up: What is an "ordinary assay" 7 'Judging
from the statements made in the discussions I am inclined to_believe
that" ordinary assay" signifies an assay not carried out with the care
which must necessarily be applied in assaying such low grade material
as slimes. I am of opinion that "ordinary assays" might, in the
majority of cases, be sufficiently accurate if ore samples are concerned
where a difference of 8 or 10 grains is hardly of any practical importance, but that in assaying tailings, sli<mes, and residues where a
difference of some grains is most important, the "ordinary a~~;ay"
will not do. The question before us was: Is it possible to obtain,
by assaying slimes, a result closely corresponding with the calculated
value of the slimes 7 The answer to this question is: Most decidedly,
yes. I think many members have learnt a good deal from the
discussion on the subject, and, from this point of view, I believe that
Mr Caldecott was justified in bringing the matter before the Society.
Ml' W. Bettel explained that he considered the proper procedure
would have been for Mr Caldecott to have obtained confirmatory
results from other assayers and not have relied upon one assayer.
Dr J. T. Carri.ck-Every chemist would agree that in evaporati.ng
solutions down a certain amount of gold adhered to a porcelain dish.
They had heard of wonderful average results being obtained in
evaporating down in the ordinary iron pan. When making special
experiments they started with everything clean and, with a certain
amount of gold stuck to the pan, an error was found. But, working
on a mine, in assays A to Z, there was a certain amount of gold
sticking which, as work progressed, was loosened and got into other
assays.
Mr W. A. Caldecott said that with regard to what Dr Carrick had
just observed, he might remark that at a mine some distance !rom
I
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Johannesburg the cyanide manager very strongly advocates, in all
seriousness, the procedure mentioned by Dr Carrick, so that one
error might balance another!

THE PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
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Mr Franklin White-I feel that I must take exception to one
point in the President's address as to mine managers having carried
.on practically an unjustifiable agitation against the dynamite
monopoly. I am perfectly persuaded that at one time the mining
industry was quite justified in complaining of the quality of the
dynamite supplied to them. I am also satisfied that now they are
.()btaining dynamite of very fair quality. But I consider that this
fact is in consequence of the agitation. If that agitation had not
taken place, I very much doubt whether we would have received the
quality to which the President referred. Whether the dynamite
factory actually manufactures the dynamite or no is not of much
importance to the mining industry so long as' the industry obtains
good dynamite. With regard to the liquor question I have always
been under the impression that the Kafirs were being poisoned by
indifferent liquor. Now it appears that it is quantity not quality
which does the mischief, so that if we can reduce the quantity they
buy it might do them good.
The President wished to know from .Mr White when dynamite of
bad quality was sold 7
Mr F. White-Any time up to 1892.
The President-That may be. .My experience of dynamite in this
country dates from 1893, and I do not know what happened before,
but after 1893, I think, there was no reason for any complaint.
When the terrible explosion took place in 1896, the contents of 25
eases, which had been off-loaded just before the explosion occurred,
were most carefully analysed and tested with a view to ascertain
whether the quality of the explosive was responsible for the
catastrophe. I had the pleasure of making these analyses in conjunction with Professor Tatlock of Glasgow, who gave me the benefit of
his great experience. The contents of everyone of these cases were
found to be in perfect condition, and no fault whatever could be found
with the quality of the blasting gelatine they contained.
Mr W. Bettel-That was manufactured at home, was it not 7
2E
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The President-Yes! but that does not prove the dynamite manufactured here to be bad.
'
Mr W. Bettel-It is within my recollection th~t Mr J. R. Williams
lind one of the mining inspectors went to visit one mine, the Durban
Deep, and found a large volume of nitrous fumes coming out of the
magazine. You could easily smell it; the fact was mentioned in the
papers at the time.
The President-I think that is quite ap exceptional case which
might just as well happen at home, and which, if it is a ~olitary case,
is rather excusable in view of the enormous consumption of 'explosives,
in this country. I may also mention that the Chamber of Mines has
given mine managers the chance of getting explosives analysed and
tested for a merely nominal sum. The arrangement- was made in
January of the present year, and circulars were sent by the- Chamber
to all mine managers calling upon them, if they had the iiJightest
suspicion of dynamite or blasting gelatine being of bad qu~lity to
send it to the Chamber and have it analysed. As the result ,of this
circular one sample of blasting gelatine has been sent in duri'ng the
last nine months, and that, on careful analysis and tests, was~ found
to meet all the requirements of a first-class explosive. The 'fact,of
no samples being sent in spite of the arrangements made by .the
Chamber of Mines, goes far to show that there is no reason fo1'
complaint.
Mr A. F. Crosse, in criticising the address, said-First o'f all,
regarding oxidising agents, I agree with the President that they are
not necessary, as far as my experience goes. The air supplies us'
with as much oxygen as is required. The President states, in his
address, that he did not think any chemical improvement was possible,
ill the treatment of tailings by the cyanide process. It is, early in
the day, with such a young metallurgical process, to prophesy that,
no improvements can be made. We must not forget that the Rand
is not the world; not even the Transvaal. Other minerals might
crop up adaptable for extraction by cyanide, and which will require
other chemicals than are used on the Rand. Speaking on the liquor
question I would have thought there was a difference between genuine
whisky or cognac and the liquor supplied to Kafirs, and I suggest
that the best way to settle the point would be to have a committ~e to
test the matter practically. We might be able to corne to a decision.
The President-In reply to Mr Crosse's criticism I wish to, say
that in speaking about improvements'in the extraction by cyanide I
referred only to l{and ores. In view of the fact that all the experiments with oxidising agents have been rather a failure, I really fail
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to see how a higher percentage of extraction could be obtained by
chemical means, and I must adhere to my opinion already expressed
in my address that, should there be any improvement possible in
this part of the. cyanide process, it will be by means of mechanical
arrangements. Regarding Mr Crosse's remarks on liquors, I think I
have clearly pointed out that there is, indeed, a great difference
between genuine liquors and artificial ones, the chief reason being
that artificial liquors as sold here to the Kafirs are prepared from
fresh spirit, and have, therefore, not undergone those marked
changes which are due to very complicated oxidation processes
taking place in the barrel, and to which the mild flavour and the
comparatively harmless character of genuine liquors is due. In view
of the large quantities of liquor consumed by the native, this question
is of no great importance, as intoxication will be produced by the
quantity consumed, irrespective of the quality. In reply to Dr
Carrick I might say that local artificial liquors are not stronger than
genuine ones, as far as the percentage of alcohol is concerned. Both
contain from 42 to 50 volume per cent. of alcohol.
Mr W. Bettel inquired if the President had noticed the presence,
in fresh spirit, of any considerable quantity of aldehyde.
The President replied that aldehyde was always present in artificial
whisky as well as in genuine, but in such small quantity that it was
hardly possible to estimate it quantitatively. He did not think that
it accounted for the obnoxious effect.
Mr Franklin White suggested, in regard to cyanide solution,
~hat perhaps some cyanide manager could inform them whether, in
the cold weather, there was any noticeable decrease in the cyanide
extraction.
nIr A. F. Crosse expressed his regret that Mr G. A. Darling was
not present to answer that point because, two or three months ago,
he showed him (Mr Crosse) some figures bearing on the extractions
during the six warm months, and dividing the year also into four
different sea.sons. There was a difference in the extraction, and he
thought nIr Darling should place his figures before the Society.
Mr A. von Gernet could corroborate that. He was having tests
made with the solutions heated, and hoped by the next meeting to
have the figures.
The President was disappointed that his remarks regarding the
heating of solutions had not been better taken up.
He hoped
Messrs Von Gernet and Darling would have figures for them at the
next meeting. He would postpone the discussion until then.
Mr T. L. Carter said he took exception to one of the President's
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statements that the Siemens-Halske process was, up to the present,
the only precipitation process which came 'into consideration for
slimes treatment. For two' months at the Crown 'Deep they had
been precipitating the gold from the slimes plant by a process brought
out by Mr W. K. Betty, their cyanide manager, which had nothing
of Siemens-Halske about it. It was the old zinc process with a few
additions, and it had been so remunerative that he ~as afraid the
Siemens-Halske process was doomed on this mine. ','Also he was
afraid the latter process would be doomed on many other"niines when
the new process he referred to became better known. The present
was not the time to describe the process, but he hoped to do' so at a
future meeting. Since it had been installed the cost per ton had
gone steadily down and the profits per ton steadily up, a condition of
affairs which could be wished for on every mine on the': Rand.
Referring to the use of warm water for cyanide work, he Raid the
question was how could warm water be obtained ~ On most mines
large condensors were used, and the water leaving them was run into
the mill, and created quite a high temperature there. Mill managers
had complained lately of the water being too hot and making the
amalgam rather soft. Why not take this warm water from 'the
condensor and try a few experiments with it, by allowing it to run
into the leaching tanks. It was an easy thing to do. Cyanide
managers should take the point up and experiment as to whether a
higher percentage of extraction could not be obtained.
The President said it seemed to him an important point, and one
upon which they would be glad to have figures. He did not know
if it was possible to carry out the heating of solutions on a large
scale, but he was convinced that a considerably higher extraction
would be obtained in a considerably shorter time by heating the
solutions. He was not aware that there was such process as that
mentioned by Mr Carter, but he hoped at some future time to hear
more about it.
Mr C. E. Stamp mentioned that he had obtained practically
perfect precipitation from slime solutions in an ordinary mine
box.
Mr W. Bettel inquired as to the strength of the solution.
Mr C. E. Stamp replied that it was '01 per cent.
Mr W. Bettel further asked as to how long the efficient precipitation lasted: for how many days 1 '
Mr C. E. Stamp replied that he' had it running for about a
It certainly ran for some time, and from 3D-grain
fortnight.
solutions he obtained residues of 2 to 3 grains.
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Another member inquired as to why such precipitation was
discontinued.
Mr C. E. Stamp could not say, except that they did not go on
with it.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
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The President stated that, in accordance with the resolution passed
at the annual meeting, regulations and bye-laws had been drafted by·
the committee appointed, and the copies would be sent to each
member of the Society. The object was to allow each member to go
through the new regulations carefully, so as to be able to suggest
additions or corrections at the next meeting, when they will be
discussed, and a resolution proposing their adoption be moved.
The meeting then terminated.
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THE monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society of
South Africa was held on Saturday evening, the 15th October 1898.
Dr J. Loevy, President, was in the chair, and there was a total
attendance of 77, as follows : 46 -Members-Messrs A. von Gernet, Vice-President, A. F. Crosse,
VV-. A.' Caldecott, H. T. Durant-, E. H. Johnson, S. H. Pearce', F.
-White (Council); A. Aiken, F. Alexander, G. Andreoli, M. B,aumann,
P. Barrett, R. G. Bevington, P. Billyard, VV. Boyd, A. W. Brattlund,
F. Buckland, T. Dobbie, W. R. Dowling, R. Dures, J. K Erskine, J.
Gaze, H. Hamel, F. N. Hambly, Hugo Hellman, S. J. Jennings, J. H.
Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, W. G. Lindsay, J. B. Little, W. G:-P.
Macllluldrow, A. McNaughtan, G. Melvill, W. Mitchell, H. Morrell,
A. C. Morrisby, Professor Prister, E. T. Rand, A. Salkinson, Dr J.
Schlesinger, Dr F. Stockhausen, W. W. -Ward, J. -Watson, D. J.
Williams, H. V. Williams.
21 Associates-Messrs T. Burgess, J. T. Caine, W. Carbis, B. P.
Carter, T. L. Carter, A. von Dessauer, J. G. W. Fairbairn, G. W.
Gibbings, C. B. Hilliard, P. K Lucke, W. MacGregor, J. Macintyre,
T. McConnell, H. C. Mannheim, F. Mills, T. E. Parkes, E. H. Parry,
H. Rusden, L. G. Stuart, W. Versfeld, F. Westh-rook.
9 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
NEW MEMBERS

The ballot for the election of four candidates for membership _as
follows :-Messrs Samuel Henry Hart, A. C. Holtby, E. Dwight
Kendall, James -William Hill Stubbs-was taken, and resulted in
their unanimous election.
The Secretary notified that the following gentlemen had been
admitted a~sociates of the Society since the last meeting :-Messrs F.
M. Bathurst, Robert Moss Rvans, Walter Bowen Evans, William
Phelan Ferguson, Robert Murray Holmes, Alexander W. Jolly,
Donald Macaulay, M.A., M.B., C.M.,' (Edin.), Herman Charles
Mannheim, E.M., John Martin, J. Miller, vVilliam A. McLean.
The following paper was then read : 43 8
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By EDwD. H.

JOHNSON (MEMBER)

The apparatus-the drawings and model of which I am privileged
to submit to you this evening-was designed with the object 'of
()btaining a concentrate suitable for cyaniding, in which" the only
water used should be that with which the ore had been crushed and
which carried the pulp leaving the mill to the collecting vats of the
Cyanide Works. I was led to depart from the usual spitzHitte
practice and to seek other means of effectillg classification on account
()f there being no water available for hydra\llic classification ~
ordinarily practised. As these fields are not over-well supplied with
water generally, I have ventured to bring this device to your notice
in the hope that the information may, perhaps, be of value to others
who may be similarly placed.
Little explanation of the method of working \he apparatus is
needed. Briefly, the apparatus consists of two similar boxes in
which the pulp from an SO-stamp mill is distributed over a width
of seven feet, causing a reduced flow. N ear the entrance of the pulp
two weirs are formed by the periodic addition of pieces of wood 3
inches by 3 inches square. These serve to break the force of the
flow of pulp, and are always kept a little higher than the bed of
accuplUlating concentrates. The end of the. box is similarly builfup
by !-inch laths as the concentrates accumulate. The boxes are used
alternately, the one being discharged whilst the other. is filling, each
box holding a day's product. Bottom discharge doors of simple
design are fitted to the boxes, which are elevated on trestle work,
enabling trucks to be run underneath, which convey the product to
the storage vats. I find, alth~ugh it is necessary to employ white
Illen to attend to the boxes, that the expense does not exceed the
pumping charges where spitzliitte are used. Attendance on t'he
collecting vats is also performed by the same men. Everything
being open there is no possibility of choking or other temporary
failure in the working of the boxes. They have been working now
continuously for five months-the only stoppages being due to the
ordinary occasional stoppage of the mill.
The average product for the five months run has been equal to
10'5 per cent. of the gross quantity of tailings, producing a coneent~ate of ·is·5 dwts. per ton value. The average value ,of the
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tailings entering the boxes has been 4·7 dwts., the value of the
tailings leaving being 3·25 dwts. per ton, or 30·S per cent. of the
gold is obtained in 10·5 'per cent. of the sands. The coarser sands
are also retained, giving a product of extreme leachability, which
drains without artificial aid in a tank 6 feet deep down to 7 per
cent. of moisture.
.
To avoid oxidation of the pyrites as far as possible, each day's
product is dumped into a tank of water, and kept covered. with
water until sufficient has been accumulated to fill the treatment tank.
The dimensions given on the drawings are of those constntcted for
taking the product of an SO-stamp mill, which might need some slight
modification for mills of other capacities.
The President-I think Mr Johnson's paper, although short, it>
very interesting and instructive, as the question of economising water
is of the utmost importance for the local industry in view of the
scarcity of water on the Rand. In listening to Mr ~ohnson's paper
I could not help thinking of a great European ruler who said: In
order to make a war I want three things, firstly money, secondly
money, and thirdly money. Likewise we, as chemists and metallurgists, may say: In order to carry out chemical and metallurgical operations, we want firstly water, secondly water, and thirdly
water, for we all know that the saying of the old alchymist, "Corpora
non agunt nisi fluida," still holds good to-day. Money, of course,
we require besides, but we could rather do without money than
without water. In view of the scarcity of this fluidum on 'th~
Witwatersrand every effort in the direction of economising water
deserves the highest appreciation, and the thanks of the Society and
Industry are due to Mr Johnson for the valuable information contained in his paper. I postpone the discussion until the next meeting.
I now call upon Mr T. L. Carter to read his paper.

A ZINC PROCESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM
WEAK SOLUTIO~S

By T.

LANE CARTER (MEMBER)

The process I will tell you of to-night is a very important extension
of the zinc precipitation process, and will, I feel sure, prove of grj3at
benefit to the industry.
/
The Crown Deep Slimes Plant had originally six Siemens-Halske
boxes. Just now only half of one box is used, that being suffichmt
I
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for the zinc method of precipitation. The boxes, are 40 feet long,
6 feet broad, and 5 feet deep, divided into nine compartments. As
in the Siemens-Halske process it is necessary to have the solutions as
clear as possible before passing them through the box. For this
purpose we have two receiving tanks, 36 feet in diameter and 12 feet
deep, with, sand filter beds. From these tanks the solutions are
purop~d into a small wooden tank at the head of the box. A 4-inch
pipe carries the solution from thi>l small tank to the precipitating box.
The rate at which the solution flows through the box is from fourteen
to fifteen tons per hour. This seems large when oompared with the
rate of four tons per hour used by the Siemens-Halske box.
A very important point is the preparation of the zinc. After it
has been cut on the lathe it is taken to a trough which contains a
solution of acetate of lead of about 10 per cent. strength. The zinc
is thoroughly washed and stirred in the solution until it becomes of
a dark hue. If it is not thoroughly stirred only the outside of the
mass of zinc will become coated, the inside remaining quite bright.
An empirical way to ascertain whether or no the solution is strong
enough, is to look at the zinc and see if it is sufficiently and thoroughly
coated. After thus preparing the zinc it should be placed in the
box, and covered with the auriferous solution as quickly as possible,
since leaving it in the air seems to adversely affect it.
The next important point is the addition of free cyanide at the
head of the box. Twenty pounds of KCN are dissolvQd in an iron
tank, holding about seventy-five gallons water. This 2! per cent.
solution is allowed to run freely into the auriferous solution entering
the box for a period of about four hours, raising the strength of the
solution passing through from '007 per cent. to '025 per cent.
When the 20 Ibs. of KCN are finished another 10 Ibs. are dissolved
as before, and freely run into the box, taking a period of six hours,
and raising the solution about '007 per cent. higher. By no means
should the addition of the cyanide as described be neglected, for it is
found absolutely necessary at the commencement to let this free
cyanide run into the box. Twelve or fourteen hours after starting,
a slow drip is allowed to fall into the solution as it enters the box,
bringing up the strength of the solution going through the box from
'007 per cent. to '008 per cent., and this is continued through the
run of the box.
The first four or five days the precipitation seems to be wonderfully
quick, and almost perfect. The zinc in the first two compartments seems
to be especially alive, if you will allow the expression. I assayed the
solutions in different compartments on different days, and found that at
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first all the precipitation was done in the first two compartments, the
lower compartments receiving little gold. After a while, however, the
first compartments ceased to act so well, and the percentage of precipitation in them was greatly reduced. Gradually the top compartments
did less and less, the lower compartments now doing their share in the
precipitation. After ten or eleven days the zinc in the upper part of
the box becpmes "dead," and rises to the surface. It, seems to me it
would be a good plan to prevent the zinc from rising to the surface by
means of thin screening, for when the mass floats on "the surface it is
continually knocked against the sides of tlw box and very minute
particles ~re carried away. It might be said that the zinc in the
other compartments will catch these particles, but the zinc there is
not in a condition to do so. I am confident that this mechanical
loss is the reason why the solution at the foot of the box: gives such
a high assay value after the box has been running for a prolonged
period. The longest time we have run the box with continued good
precipitation, without cleaning up, was 22 days, for which period the
assay value of the solution entering the box was 36 grs., and at· the
foot
grs., giving us a precipitation of 90'2 per cent:, N ote~
however, the assays for the last few days, 9 grs., 4k grs., 7'7 grs.,
7'2 grs., and 18 grs. j so you see after a time the box ceases to act
satisfactorily.
Cleaning up the box is troublesome when the zinc has to be
dissolved. So far we have kept the gold slimes from the slimes
plant separate, and smelted them alone, but it is intended to make
the slimes plant simply a preparatory place, so to speak, for the
zinc used in the sand boxes. 'When this is done, the trouble from
" dead" zinc will be obviated, and precipiw.tion of 96 or 97 per cent.
obtained. A~ter a few days run the zinc from the slimes plant will
be taken'out and put into the weak solution boxes of the sand plant,
just as these boxes require fresh zinc. Heretofore we have only
dissolved the zinc in the first two or three compartments, that in -the
lower part of the box being used to charge the top section of the new
box. It is not advantageous to use the old zinc for the top of compartments of a newly started box, for it is somewhat dead. Our best
results have been obtained when freshly cut zinc was used lIhroughout. You see what an improvement it will be when we can use this
zinc in the sand plant, and start every time with new z~nc throughout.
In order to facilitate taking out'the zinc, we have a block and ta<!kle
running the whole length of the box, and by fastening it into two
hooks at the ends of the tray carrying the zinc, the material can be
~asily lifted from .the box j the ;.;inc was dissolved in the usual way.

3t
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Smelting the material gave us great trolible at first, bnt I trust the
other ass ayers on the mines will not have the bother we had, and
that these remarks on the smelting of the slimes will be of some
service. On account of adding so much lead acetate, there is
naturally a large percentage 'of lead in the auriferous zinc slimes:' . An
analysis for lead showed that a sample I took contained 23 per cent.
of this objectionable metal, besides 5 per cent. of other base metals.' .
The first method used was to reduce the base metals with crude
tartrate of potash, bringing them down in the metallic state with the
gold. Borax 65 per cent., sodium carbonate 9 per cent. made up the
rest of the flux. Tbis worked quite well, giving a splendid fusion,
and a clean bright slag, practically free from gold and silver. The
base metal formed a thick layer on top of the button of gold, which
came off quite readily by chilling with water. Assays showed that
the matte ran 3·9 per cent. gold and 5'1 per cent. silver. The mattE'S
were put in the safe, and when a large quantity had accumulated,
were smelted down and purified. The gold buttons were put into a
clay-lined crucible, and when in a molten condition a shovelful of
nitre and a little sand were thrown in j then after a few minutes a
handful or two of bone ash wa!l added. The oxides were skimmed
off and the same process repeated, until a fineness of 834 was
obtaineci.
I find a very successful method of oxidising the excessive base
metals is to employ a light blast of air. In the assay office we have
an air tap from the compressor upon which a hose is fitted. From
this source the air is obtained. Care should be taken to use a claylined crucible, to prevent the litharge from being reduced by the
carbon of the crucible. After thorough oxidation, if a flux of borax
5, sand 1, sodium carbonate 2 parts is added, the bar can be poured
after the flux has thoroughly fused.
I tried a few experiments in the labo,ratory to find out if the slimes
could be somewhat purified by a wet method. The slimes were
treated with nitric acid after the treatment by sulphuric acid, and
although a large percentage of the lead was thus dissolved, there
still remained about 6 per cent. of it. Hydrochloric acid was tried
with little success, also acetic acid, which dissolved most of the lead.
It would be a great saving, it seems to me, if a cheap, workable wet
method could be found for refining the slimes, thereby dispensing
with the rather expensive clay liners, which have to be used now if
fine bullion is desired.
There seems to be a growing desire on the RamI to get the bullion
as fine as possible, to eliminate everything save the gold and silver.
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N ow the great agent for this work is oxygen, and it is a matter of
importance to use the substance which givcs yqu oxygen most
cheaply and efficiently. The two substances mostly used here are
Mn02 and KNO s' The question arises, which of tne two is" the best
oxidising agent. It appears to me that nitre should be used entirely
as an oxidising agent.
The best results were obtained by the following" flux,which I
worked out for the product from the slimes works :-"
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Borax
Nitre
Sand
Soda

60 per cent.;

19
11'5

7

"
"

"

Using clay liners.
. With this flux, bullion of 876 fineness was obtained.
In passing I might remark that care should be taken in re-charging
the pots. There should be some of the former charge unmelted on
the surface, for if more of the fluxed auriferous zinc slime is placed
in the pot when the contents are molten, violent boiling will ensue,
with danger of considerable loss.
If you will allow me, I will now say a few words regarding the
possibilities of the process, and what it may do for us in the future.
It will do no harm to speculate as to what the process might"
accomplish.
In the first place it seems to me it will make the zinc process more
applicable to gold bearing ores of all description than it has ever been
before. You know the great drawback to the use of the cyanide
process for ores rich in copper pyrites, namely, that if you use a '2
per cent. to '3 per cent. of cyanide solution on such ores the copper
will decompose all the potassic cyanide, and if the gold and copper
go into the boxes to be precipitated, the copper will coat the zinc
and greatly interfere with the precipitation of the gold. The drawback was somewhat overcome by the Siemens-Halske process, which
made use of very weak solutions, and succeeded in precipitating the
gold from them. In the future we will be able to manage solutions
as low as '005 per cent. by the zinc precipitation method.
The President in his inaugnral address told us that he thought by
the use of warm water the extraction from sands would be accelerated
and increased. If this is made practical on a large scale, the amount
of potassic cyanide used on the fields can be greatly reduced, for
the. weak solutions can be effectually precipitated by the zinc
method.
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Care must be taken in the assaying of the solution at the top and
bottom of the box. Two methods are used here, I believe, evaporation in lead dishes, and the silver nitrate method. I had hoped to
finish a large number of comparative assays of the relative accuracy
of these two methods, but I have not been able to do so. By next
meeting I trust we can gather together enough data to prove which
of the two is the most accurate. The few experiments I have done
seem to show that evaporation gives higher results.
Great credit is due to the cyanide manager of the Crown Deep,
Mr W. K. Betty, I think, for making the process I have told you of
to-night, a financial success. That he received no information or
ideas from an exterior source I am sure, Jor some months ago I was
working with him in the cyanide works, and I had the honour of
snggesting to him to try what could be done with zinc, leaving it to
him to find out a way to get the precipitation.
He ridiculed the idea of a successful result, as· it was generally
understood to be impossible to precipitate the gold from such weak
cyanide solutions in an ordinary zinc box.
That he was eminently successful, the three months' trial at the
Crown Deep conclusively shows, though I may say it was not until
the tenth day of the experiment that any precipitation whatever
took place, the previous nine days' working with acetate of lead aloHe
proving an absolute failure. In that little drip of free cyanide added
at the head of the box, you have the secret of the success of the
process.
I have saved the best part of the paper for the last, and that is a
few statistics of what we have accomplished.
During the three months' trial : Tonnage slimes treated
Assay value
Actual extraction

11,280
3'157 dwts.
87'49 per cent.

Tonnage solution used, measured by water-meter, 21,842 tons.
Assay value entering box
Gold contents
Gold recovered .

36 grains.
1,645'679 ozs. fine gold.
1,557 '847"
"

Equal to an extraction of 94'6 per cent. of the solution treated.
Working costs,2s. 9d. per ton; profit, £4,984, 8s. lId., equal to
9s. per ton tr,;ated. Cost of cyanide = 3!d. per ton treated.
Our working costs include all the zinc put into the box, and
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sulphuric acid used for dissolving same. We do not' anticipate that
working costs will be higher tban 28. for October a~d 1~: 9d. for
November. I might state, that so far the actual extraction has been
over the theoretical.
.
Thus, gentlemen, you have the results of our three months' test:
The use of lead in conjunction with zinc was patented by Mr
MacArthur early in the historical year 1894. Mr Betty'makes no
claim for originality for that part of his process. What" he -does
claim, though, is that by a happy conjunction of free cyanide, lead,
and zinc, he gets an almost perfect precipitation from solutions so
weak in cyanide that it was formerly considered hopeless to attempt
to make them amenable to precipitation on zinc in an ordinary,zincbox. There are, those who appear to begrudge Mr Betty any c~edi~
,for this proceEs, but I am confident that the more generous 'and
broad-minded people amongst us will grant tbis gentleman praise for
the great success be has made of the process I bave attempt~d to
describe to you to-night.
The President-Mr Carter has dealt with a subject which is of the
highest importance both from a technical and commercial point of
view. His paper is a valuable contribution to the question of zinc or
electrical precipitation, and I have a presentiment that the discussion
which we are going to have will be one of the hottest and most
interesting ones we have had in the Society. I wish to postpone the
discussion until the next meeting, but if any member present wishes
to put a question or make a remark to-night, he is at liberty to do so.
Mr A. McNaughtan enquired in regard to the statement of the zinc
floating and a high amount of gold being then found in the bottom
divisions of the box, whether this had been determined experimentally
by filtering the solution before assay.
Mr T. L. Carter replied in the negative. He merely suggested this
as a probable explanation of the presence of so macb gold in the
solution leaving the boxes.
Mr A. von Gernet-At the last meeting Mr Carter made some
remarks on the subject and said, among other tbings, "Since this
process has been installed the cost per ton has gone steadily down,
and the profits per ton steadily up."
Has not the plant been
increased in tank capacity also in that time ~
Mr T. L. Carter-The increase had been designed for some time.
Whether the new process had been introduced or not the increase
would have been eff~cted.'
:
Mr A. von Gernet-If you increase your tank capacity it will
naturally mean an increase of extraction. Thus, unless you ~ork
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entirely with the same plant, to make such a statement as that Mr
Carter has made is not a fair comparison.
Mr T. L. Carter-I may say that some of the work was co~pleted
_one tank, I think-before the process
of
. was put in. The
. whole
,-'
the increase in plant has only been m use lately. Durmg the first
month we obtained as good results as we are now getting. Also we
were altering the plant when the process was installed, so that the
increased capacity was not felt. Dnring the past month it has
come in.
Mr A. von Gernet-In the paper he read, 1\1:1' Carter suggested that
in cleaning up, the zinc, after being used in the slimes plant, should
be used over again in the tailings plant in pla~e of being dissolved by
sulphuric acid. On that point I cannot agree with 1\1:1' Carter at all;
I think it would be a most dangerous thing to do. There would be
no propel' check, and you would never know what actual results were
obtained from each department of your works. It may be more
expensive to dissolve the zinc up in acid, but I would suggest that
that be done. 1\1:1' Carter stated in his papel' that this process has
been tried before. I may state that it was patented in 1894 by l\'Ir
n1:acArthur, in England, and I think also in other countries, and Mr
MacArthur tried for a patent in this country, but eventually withdrew
his application. Experiments were tried in several places at about
the end of 1894, and we tried the process for quite a considerable
time. We took the zinc shavings and dipped them in a solution of
acetate of lead, and had a good precipitation for ten or twelve days.
Then we tried another way: we got a lead-zinc couple by taking lead
and zinc disks and turning them together in a lathe. These gave
nearly the same results, and in this way there was less zinc to dissolve.
We wel'e quite satisfied with these results for a time. vVe tried the
process for several months, and the difficulty which occurred was in
the formation of a ferro-cyanide of zinc. That, in the form of a
white salt, covered the zinc and checked the whole thing. As soon
as this white insoluble salt has been formed, hardly any precipitation
takes place. The more the solution gets saturated with iron salts,
and the more that reaction takes place, the quicker the point will be
reached where precipitation ceases. The time taken to reach this
point depends in a great measure on the ore, as some ores contain
much soluble iron, in which case the solutions soon become saturated,
and the formation of ferro-cyanide of zinc takes place quickly. With
other ores containing very little soluble iron, a much longer time is
taken before the zinc becomes coated. In the treatment of acid
slimes, which always contain a large proportion of soluble iron, the
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formation of ferro-cyanide of zinc takes place almost immediately,
and to such a great extent that unless you add' continuous~y a large
amount of cyanide to your boxes, you will only get precipitation for
a few days. I think that every process has its difficulties, and
frequently those difficulties do not show up at the start. Sometimes
a long time elapses before they do show up, and also one process may
be applicable on one kind of ore, while it may not answer at all with
another kind.
,_
The President reminded Mr Von Gernet that the disClission was
to be postponed. The subject was so interesting that:- if they
commenced discussing it that evening he was afraid they would be
a long time in finishing, and not be able to go on with the other
business.
Mr A. von Gernet, continuing-I congratulate Mr Betty upon the
success he has evidently made. I trust that, when a possible
improvement is recorded, no one will think that, because I am
interested in a different method, I cannot appreciate the improvement. It is not so.
Mr A. F. Crosse-At the end of his paper Mr Carter hints at the
possibility of some of our members not quite appreciating any success
Mr Betty may have hit upon. I am sure we do not think in that
way at all. - Weare only too pleased to think that anyone has made
a.n improvement in any process on these fields. Sometimes a man
is sent out to open up a mine, and fails to find a good pay shoot. He
retires, and another man comes along-may he a little smartermakes the mine pay well and gets the credit. So with this process,
which most of us have known for years past, and which did not
succeed; if Mr Betty, by some manipulation, has made it a success,
he deserves every credit. I would like to know whether, when
Mr Betty began precipitating with this method, he used fresh
solutions or solutions which had been used in the Siemens-Ralske
process.
Mr T. L. Carter-The solutions had been used in the SiemensHalske process.
Mr A. F. Crosse-You found the precipitation very good at first 1
Mr T. L. Carter-Very good.
Mr J. Macintyre-The process has been in use in the Lydenburg
district for the last five years, and has given every satisfaction.
Mr Caldecott will be able to confirm that at the present time it is
being used with satisfactory results at the Lisbon Berlyn Company.
Mr W. A. Caldecott-Certainly.
Mr J. Macintyre-The zinc is steeped beforehand in acetate' of
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lead regularly, and we find the combination makes a very effective
precipitation. Residues only run 2 to 3 grains of gold. The process
was introduced by Mr J. S. MacArthur, who had the control of the
works there.
Mr T. L. Carter-Is free cyanide put into the box ~
Mr J. Macintyre-Yes, that is the regular method. Cyanide is
added at the top of the box so as to get the box into a very lively
chemical condition, and then the precipitation is very effective. It is
just the very process Mr Carter has been telling us about.
Mr A. von Dessauer-When Mr Carter announced that he would
read a paper he stated that the extractions had increased and the
costs gone down with the new process. But I have missed any
reference to the actual figures, that is, the figures of decreases in costs.
Will he oblige with the figures at the next meeting ~
l\fr P. Billyard-I would also like to see a detailed list of working
costs if Mr Carter could see his way clear to give them.
The President-I hope all this information will be available at the
next meeting. I am very glad that I have been the innocent cause,
through a remark made in my inaugural address, of having brought
this important matter before our Society. I think Mr Carter was
induced by a remark I made in reference to the Siemens-Halske
process to read the paper, and I think the subject will keep us going
for some time.

DISCREPANCIES IN SLIMES TREATMENT

By W. A.

CALDECO'rT (MEMBER)

DISCUSSION

The President-I would now call upon Mr Caldecott to read his
reply to the criticism made on his paper on "Discrepancies in Slimes
Treatment." Should any member wish to say something more on
the subject he will have an opportunity to do so before Mr Caldecott
replies.
Professor Prister (taken as read)-The paper read by Mr W. A.
Caldecott is a very valuable one, and its second part attracted
especially my attention as I myself am engaged in the search for a
good method for the determination of the specific gravity of a similar
mineral powder.
Mr A. F. Crosse gave, at the meeting of our Society of the
2

F
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18th September 1897, a series of spec. grav.of slimes, which are
somewhat completed by the chemical analysis published later on by
Dr Loevy. In the said analysi.s we have (in A) the combined water
given with 3'4 per cent., (in B) it is 2'86 per cent.
To which mineral does it belong 1
The quantity of 80 3 found is not sufficient for the formation of so
much Mg80 4 , 7H 2 0 as this quantity of combined water requires.
For the analysis (A)98'8 per cent. of MgO are combined with Si02
1'2

"

"

"

803

For the analysis (B)-
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99'3 per cent. of MgO are combined with8i0 2 ._
0'7
"
"
"
S03
These calculations were made in order to determine what influence
Mg80 4 , 7H 20 could have on the spec. gray. of the slimes, when
dried at 100· C. The spec. gray. of Mg80 4 , 7Hp is 1'685~ I will
neglect for a moment the pyrites.
For analysis (A) we have98'7 per cent. of the minerals of 2'6 spec. grav.
1'3
"
"
1'615
The calculated spec. gray. is 2'588. "
For the analysis (B)98'5 per cent. of the minerals have the spec. 2'6
1'5
"
"
"
1'685
The calculated spec. gray. is 2'586.
From this we see that 1'3 per cent. to 1'5 per cent. of Mg80 4,
7H 20 can reduce the spec. gray. of the slimes by 0'47 to 0'54 per
cent. The pyrites evidently are playing a more important part. In
calculating all the 8 as Fe8 2 (which is approximately true)
For the analysis (A) we have 1'3 per cent. of pyrites
"
(B)"
1'46
"
The calculated spec. gray. by considering the pyrites is for
(A) 2'69 and for (B) 2'625.
Mr A. F. Crosse, at the previous meeting, gave the spec. grav. of
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the Meyer & Charlton slimes as 2'5. I calculated for the sample
(B), analysed by Dr LO~3VY, w~th~ut pyrites 2 '586, and 'with pyrites
2'625. As Dr Loevy did not mdlCate any spec. grav. for' the sample
he analysed, it is difficult to explain this difference in any other
manner than that such a variation of the spec. grav. is in the limits
of the variations in one and the same mine. From these considerations it follows also that the spec. grav. of the slimes most
improbably may become so high as it was expected by Dr J. T.
Carrick, then only the pyrites can increase the spec. grav. in such
proportion, and, in such a case, we may have an indication of
irregular working. For this question the table published by Mr F.
White in the S.A. Mining Jou1'nal, July 1897, a table showing the
spec. grav. and weight per cubic foot of specimens of Rand pyritic
conglomerates, may be conclusively accepted. The average spec.
grav. of the Rand pyritic conglomerates is 2'701 j this figure is rising
with the percentage of pyrites. Mr F. White assumes an average
of 3 per cent. of pyrites in the conglomerates; from the analysis of
Dr Loevy it follows that the average of 1'3 to 1'45 per cent. is to
be admitted for the slimes.
En passant, I will mention that the pyritic conglomerates of the
Meyer & Charlton, following Mr F. White, have a spec. grav. of
2'663, which comes very nearly to my calculated analysis for B. In
returning to the MgS04 in the slimes we must further conclude that
the tAmperature at which the slimes are dried can play a certain
part and must be fixed, as otherwise the six molecules of H 2 0 of the
MgS0 4, 7H 2 0, which are driven:off at 125 C., would or would not be
weighed as dry slimes, and so influence the exactness of the
calculation.
Mr W. A. Caldecott is right in calling attention to the necessity
to expel the air adhering to the slimes particles. In the gunpowder
analysis, where the spec. grav. plays a most important part, the
influence of the air between the powder grains and into the pores
is most accurately determined. Professor I. Thoulet, in the Anal.
des Mines, 1897, page 30, relates a very interesting experiment
with pyrogallic acid and caustic soda in order to demonstrate as he
did, directly, the air adhering to the small mineral particles. The
method of boiling the slimes, as proposed by Mr Caldecott, is certainly
the simplest if the temperature is carefully observed.
But this boiling with water, may it not have a certain influence on
the slimes, and possibly dissolve a part.. Only very careful and
accurate analysis can settle definitely this question.
In order to examine, a pri01i, this objection I calculated (if right)
0
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the analysis of Dr Loevy already given, and came to the following
mineralogical composition of the slimp,s dried at 100 C.
0

Analysis (A)19Si0 2
16A120~
l'93Si0 2 1
l'25MgO I 8'38 per cent. 2RO.Si0 2 + A1 20 g + 3 Aq. Chlorit
(as found by Schmeisser in the matrix of the
1'57 Al 20 g ~
conglomerates ).
2'7Fe 20 g I
0'9H 2 0
J

l

0'015MgO
0'03S0g

J

0'7S
0'61Fe

} 1'31 per cent. FeS 2 (Pyrites)
49'07 per cent. (Sands)
93'86 per cent.

If the magnesium-aluminium.silicate is in this form, then it is
easily attacked by the SOg produced by the pyrites. Mr Caldecott
has found by boiling, a higher spec grav. for the slimes than without,
this seems to contradict my supposition, and that no chemical action
took place. To this I may observe that the spec. grav. of the gun·
powder can be reduced by the air contained between the particles to
the extent of 22'7 per cent. In a similar way, but certainly not to
such an extent, it may influence the spec. grav. of the slimes. It is
possible, I think, that the real spec. grav. of the slimes might be
higher if the air only was eliminated, and not at the same time
slimes dissolved.
I would suggest to employ for the determination of the spec. grav.
of the slimes the turpentine spirit which is generally used for cement,
and so obviate this danger.
Mr W. A. Caldecott in reply said-Since there appears to have
been some misconception as to the real meaning and object of the
major portion of the paper to the discussion upon which this
constitutes a reply, I may be permitted to recapitulate briefly the
main points raised therein. In the first place, the absolute statement
was made that discrepancies frequent!y occur on the mines between
the calculated value and assay value reported of slimes residues;
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nex.t,. one of the possible causes of this discrepancy was suggested and
vario{ls experiments detailed to elucidate the point; finally, such
disc~ssion upon the subject was invited as would "tend to show
how close correspondence between calculated value of slimes residues
and their actual assay may be readily obtained."
The discussion which followed the reading of the paper was
somewhat lengthy, and, as some of it had little apparent connection
with the subject, I shall deal only with the most important points
mentioned.
Although it was doubtless innate modesty which prevented more
members from responding to the in vitation to disclose their personal
experiences as regards discrepancies in the values of slimes residues,
yet I think that the remarks of Mr Von Gernet, whose extensive
knowledge of slime treatment is known to you all, and of Mr Carter,
who quoted the results obtained on one of the Rand mines, may be
accepted as sufficient proof of my first statement.
As regards the next point that, owing to the finely divided state of
the gold, it is collected with difficulty by the lead reduced during
fusion, Dr Loevy found that, even when 20 A. T. of material (in five
lots of 4 A. T. each) were employed, with lead buttons of from 60 to
120 grammes in weight, 18 grains of gold out of 135 grains (13 per
cent.) still remained suspended as gold in the slag, frolll which it
was subsequently recovered. As it is difficult to imagine coarse
gold remaining in the slag, owing to failure of the lead to collect it,
I still see no reason to change my "pinion that the extremely fine state
of division of the gold was in this instance, as in the experiments
cited in my paper, a cause of error which, but for the calculated
value of the material being known, would not have been detected.
As regards the third point, the most light has been thrown upon
the subject by Dr Loevy and Mr Crosse. The former recommends
the" washing" of the slag after fusion of the charge by a mixture of
soda, litharge and reducer, whilst the latter considers it impossible to
obtain accurately the value of a slimes residue, carrying gold-bearing
solution, by merely drying and assaying as usual. Inasmuch as I am
not aware that this "slag-washing" device for slimes residues is
commonly practised any more than is Mr Crosse's preliminary water
washing-an elaboration by the way of the method suggested in my
paper, see experiments (e) and (f)-the obvious inference is that
these gentlemen consider the assays of slimes residues, as ordinarily
conducted, inaccurate, in other words, corroborative evidence is thus
furnished in support of my first statement. Dr Loevy, like other
speakers, emphasises the necessity for assaying large ~uantities of
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material, and of producing lead buttons a gooq. deal' larg~r than is
usual in order to obtain correct results; the inference is again
obvious as to what, in the Chairman's opinion, happens on those
mines where these conditions are not fulfilled.
The error due to gold-bearing solution adhering to the dish in
which the sample is dried preparatory to assay, .is, as Mr Crosse
indicated, a most insidious one, because a check _assay would not
disclose anything wrong in this respect. Here a:gai~ the condition
of the gold in slimes residues renders necessary precautions which
were of minor importance in the past when dealing with' samples of
the various gold-bearing materials from the mine or reduction works.
If necessary, this in itself furnishes sufficient justification for bringing
up before this Society the question of determining readily and
correctly the gold contents of 'this comparatively- novel material
Having now dealt generally with the main points raised, I will
reply to the remainder of the discussion.
Both the President and Vice-President have emphatically di~sented
from the tone adopted by Mr J. R. Williams, and I need only express
my regret that they should have found it necessary to do so. The
attitude in this matter assumed by one so prominent in our Society
and in the world of gold metallurgy as Mr Williams will not tend to
lessen the reluctance, so often deplored by our Chairmen, on ~he part
of the majority of our members to contribute to our proceedings.' As
I do not propose to emulate Mr Williams in the use of language
better fitted for that classic society upon the Stanislaus than for The
Ohemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa, I will merely
deal with that portion of his remarks which most nearly approaches
legitimate discussion.
In the first place, my statement that under given conditions a
certain percentage of "alkali" causes flocculation, does not, as Mr
Williams seems to infer, mean quite the same thing as saying that
acid substanceg will not produce a similar effect. As a matter of fact,
the S.A'-Mining Jou1'nal of 25th December 1897, contains an abstract,
furnished by myself, of a paper published in Germany some years
before, wherein is stated the flocculating effect of hydrochloric acid
and various other acid substances mentioned by Mr Williams. In
addition, I incorporated a note of the flocculating effect of acid
metallic sulphates, from observations made, not in the laboratory as
did my critic, but on slime spitzkasten, wh2n acid ore was being
crushed. Mr Williams' statement' that whatever hardens water
flocculates slimes may possibly be true, though more evidence than he
has advanced is required to substantiate it; at the same time" how.
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ever, it constitutes about as lucid an explanation as to why these
substances possess either property as the statement that matter
occupies space explains why it has weight.
As regards slimes residues Mr Williams cannot imagine any
justification for bringing up 'differing assay resul~s .upo~ the same
material. Yet to those who deem causes, as dlstmgUlshed from
empirical reSltlts, worthy of some little attenti?n, the observance and
recording of widely varying results, obtained under different conditions, is not without value. For instance, in treating of the assay of
copper, a metal with which I believe Mr Williams has some acquaintance, a well-known work of reference devotes considerable space to
recording in detail widely discordant results in order to illustrate
certain points. The fact that the same plan was adopted by myself
for a similar reason, namely, to determine the effect of varying
quantities of litharge in collecting the finely divided gold, is ignored
by my critic to whom such a course is "bad assaying" and nothing
more. At the same time, in view of the fact that balance errors and
contamination of the sample may occur, Mr Williams' dictum that
only the highest result of a set of assays should be taken seems a
little rash; I have always understood that the mean of closely
agreeing results was to be taken in reporting the assay valne of a
material, and, in fact, Mr Williams himself apparently does this m
quoting Mr Bradley's figures.
Since the main function of the majority of assays, other than of
mine samples, is that of throwing clear light upon the various stages
of gold extraction, I may venture to believe that the results actually
obtained are of more importance than those which can be obtained,
even on Stourbridge clay in Mr Williams' laboratory. This issue, so
clearly stated by Mr Franklin White, is consistently ignored by Mr
Williams; though, as the latter does not explicitly deny that errors
in slimes residues assays frequently occur, I cannot imagine why he
should object to have the matter brought up for discussion. Weare
all working towards a metallurgical millenium, but I am afraid that
it is as yet some distance off, and until we attain it I trust we shall
frequently discuss" discrepancies," not only in slimes residues assays,
but also, as in the past, between "actual" and "theoretical"
extractions, and between the" estimated ton" and 2,000 Ibs. weight.
Finally, as it is not given to all of us to bring forward papers
"so absolutely perfect as to be beyond criticism," the fact that Mr
Williams' vigorous language has evoked much valuable discussion
almost reconciles me to my ill-fortune in incurring his censure, and
for this indirect service l nlUst express my indebtedness to him.
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The remarkable figures quoted by Mr C. E. Stamp are of great
interest, and merit careful consideration; the more so, since the
implicit faith evinced by Mr Stamp in the perfect accuracy of the
figures given in a cyanide works' return is perhaps more common
among shareholders and directors of' gold mining companies than
among those actually engaged in gold extraction work. During the
period of six months to which Mr Stamp refers as showing a
discrepancy of only 10 ·ozs. between actual and theoretical extraction
on the Ferreira slime plant, there were treated nearly sixteen
thousand tons of slimes. Hence the discrepancy per ton of slimes
was about three-tenths of one grain. As I believe Mr Stamp usually
takes 4 A. T. for an assay a little calculation will show that, assuming
all other figures to be correct, he is the fortunate possessor of a
balance capable of weighing to the four-hundredth part of a
milligram! Seriously, however, I think that Mr 'Stamp, on reconsideration of what his figures really mean, will admit that he does
now see" why every mine should not be able to do similarly." In
other words, besides the undoubtedly good work on the part of all
concerned, referred to by Mr Von Gernet, a certain amount' of good
fortune, that is counteracting errors, is necessary for such happy
results to be regularly achieved.
In view of the pleasure we all feel in seeing Mr Bettel again
taking part in our meetings, the fact may be overlooked that some of
his remarks recall those portions of our earlier proceedings which
were deleted before the publication of the first volume. As what he
has said is in great part a repetition of Mr Williams' views, replied
to elsewhere, I will only remark that if this discussion has no other
good effect than inducing general managers not to overburden their
assayers with work, an evil of which Mr Bettel complains, the matter
has not been brought up in vain. At the same time, in view of Mr
Bettel's long and varied experience in assaying, I had hoped that
instead of a mere "counsel of perfection" he would have given us .
some practical advice as to how to overcome the difficulties admitted
by various speakers in readily determining the true value of the
material under discussion.
Dr Loevy is in error in assuming that 2~ A.T. were used for assay
in the experiments detailed in my paper. As a matter of fact, as
stated therein, 150 grammes, or rather more than 5 A.T., were 'in all
used in each case.
Mr Crosse is also under a wrong impression in thinking that I
stated that it was impossible by any means to get correct assays of
~limes residues, unless the invitation of dis«:!l1ssion to show how, to dq
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this readily can be so construed. Mr Crosse's scheme for attaining
this desired result is, as Mr Carter pointed out, by no means a ready
one, but like other suggestions brought forward indicates that under
present usual conditions a less degree of accuracy than is possible can
only be expected and allowed for when considering results from
works. Mr Crosse's statement that in his experiments absolutely hp
loss of gold occurred "during scorification and cupellation is reassuring
in view of the general opinion that a certain very minute loss during
these operations was inevitable.
I have found by experience the conical washer described by Mr
Crosse a very useful device, and it is regularly used in the Rand
Central Ore Reduction Co.'s laboratory.
In conclusion, to emphasise the remarkable differences of opinion
that the discussion of so commonplace a subject as the assay of a
well-known material has evoked from representative exponents of
perhaps the most advanced practice in gold metallurgy in the world,
I may be permitted to quote some utterances in parallel : Mr J. R. Williams-" I rather regret that Mr Caldccott has brought
this matter before the Society."
Mr Von Gernet-" I entirely disagree with him" (i.e. Mr J. R.
Williams).
Mr A. F. Crosse-" I should never attempt to dry moist slimes
containing dissolved gold."
Mr W. Bettel-" There ought to be no loss in evaporation" (i.e.
drying of sample).
Mr C. E. Stamp-" I agree with Mr Bettel that it is quite possible
to get accurate results by ordinary methods."
Dr J. Loevy-" In assaying tailings, slimes, and residues, where a
difference of some grains is most important, the' ordinary assay' will
not do."
The President-I suppose you will have remarked that I am not
in the habit of' paying compliments to the members of our Society,
as I take it that we are not a mutual congratulation society but a
scientific body. But in this case I think I am justified in making an
exception, aud I must really congratulate Mr Caldecott upon the
very able way in which he has worked out his reply, which seems to
me remarkable for its logic and style. In closing the discussion
there remains very little for me to say, as I have stated my opinion
in our former meeting.
The fact proved by the discussion is that, in working with the
necessary care, it is possible to obtain a close correspondence between
the actual assay and the calculated assay value of slimes. I think it
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would have been a good thing if Mr Caldecott; ..,before bringing tho
matter up, would have collected more materIal bearing on th.e
question, but this is about the only fault I can . find with him. He
was certainly justified in bringing the matter up, and in this point I
entirely disagree with Messrs Williams and Bettel, who, in a previous
meeting, expressed their regret of Mr Caldecott's paper having been
read in the Society. I firmly believe that many of us have learned
a good deal from the discussion. As to the way in' which Mr
Caldecott has been criticised in former meetings, I am of opinion that
our motto in criticising papers should be "Suaviter in modo,
fortiter in re."
PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
DISCUSSION

In continuing the discussion on the President's Address, Mr Crosse
stated that Mr Darling had requested him to read some short remarks. Although the remarks were short the labour of getting the
results together must have been considerable.
Mr G. A. Darling (communication read by Mr A. F. Crosse)-The
President, in his inaugural address, touched upon the question of
heat as effecting the extractions obtained in cyanide working, and I
was curious enough to refer to my note-books (dating from December
1890) to see if there was any appreciable difference in the extractions
obtained during winter and summer months.
After going through my note-books and jotting down the extractions obtained month by month, I divided the years into six "cold"
months (April to September) and six "hot" months (October to
March). The average extraction-over a period of seven years for
the" cold" months-I found to be 69'5 per cent., and for the" hot"
months 72'2 per cent., or a higher extraction of 2'7 per cent. during'
the hot months.
Being still interested in the question, I then divided the years into
seasons, taking as winter months May, June, July, and summer
November, December, January; the result, taking an average of six
years' working, was-For spring, 68'3 per cent.; summer, 70'6 per
cent.; autumn, 69'5 per cent.; and winter, 68'8 per cent. .' Thus
showing a higher extraction of 1'8 per,cent., when comparing summer
with winter months.
./
.
I compared thOe extractions obtained in other ways, and also compared actual and theoretical extl'actiolls, with always the samc:l'esult,
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that in my experience slightly better extractions have been obtained
during the warmer mouths of the year, the greatest difference being
in the first comparison stated above of 2·7 per cent.
These results are given irrespectiv.e of any changes in the method
of working, but I would like to point out that the Robinson· cyanjde
works (being one of the oldest plants on the fields) has had more
variation in treatment than other plants; that is, we have had to
deal with free-milling tailings, oxidised pyritic tailings, pyritic
tailings direct from mill, distributor filling, hose filling, single and
double treatment, and classification of product (separate treatment of,
concentrates and tailings), and, in fact, have had to go through all
the different improvements in cyanide working in keeping the plant
"up to date," and perhaps some cyanide manager of a plant of more
recent erection might be able to furnish figures obtained from working under more regular conditions. I give these results as I have
found them.
Mr Crosse had drawn attention to the figures I showed him, and
our President, Dr Loevy, having expressed regret that this matter
has not been more f)Illy taken up, I have been induced to place these
figures before the Society.
Mr A. von Gernet-At our last meeting I said that I was making
experiments on the same lines with hot solutions and would bring
the matter before the Society. I am not able to give you full data,
but I can tell you the following facts. At our Worcester cyanide
works we have, during the last month or so, used the exhaust steam
from the small engine, running it through four pipes placed in the
intermediate vat, from which the solution enters the extractor boxes.
These pipes act as a condenser, and the water from them is used in
the boiler again. We burn about 20 bags of coal a day, and something like 800 feet of 4-inch piping is sufficient to condense the
steam. The solutions are heated to about 45° Centigrade in
this way, and whilst still warm are used for the treatment of ·the
sands. I have not yet obtained the actual figures of extraction,
which I will give you at a later date, compared with previous results,
but so far as assays of residues go I have been surprised how much
lower they have been during the past month than in any previous
month. Mr Caldecott, on getting the report from that plant the
other day, said he thought that there must be something wrong to
have 8 grains residues as an average for a week. I do not want to
give any more figures, as one month's results are not sufficient to give
any conclusions. I hope, by next meeting, to have figures which wUl
prove something.
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The President-If the increase in' extract'io'T) which Mr Von
Gernet has pointed to is really due to the heating of the solution, it
will be a great satisfaction to me, and I shall 'be very glad indeed if
the matter is taken up generally, and more experiments made on a
large scale. I hope that we shall have definite figures before us at
the next meeting. In the data furnished by Mr Darling the increase
is a rather small one amounting only to about 3 per cent." and I do
not think it is of any practical importance. My opinion' is that if
the heating can be carried out on a large scale it will be a case of
increasing the extraction not by 2, or 4, or 5 per cent.; but by 10 to
15 per cent.
Speaking about extraction, I would like to draw your 'attention to
the rather confusing way in which the different stages of the cyanide
process are generally termed on the Rand. The word 'I,ex.traction"
is applied to (1) extraction, (2) precipitation, and (3) final-: recovery.
This is entirely wrong, and very confusing to people abroad who are
reading our proceedings. I think that we, as chemists' and metallurgists, should be more accurate in our technical expressions' in order
to prevent any misunderstanding. The cyanide prucess is to be
divided into three different stages : (1) Extraction; by which name we term the solution of ,gold by
the cyanide, so that, in spea.king of 90 per cent. extraction, we mean
that the cyanide, has dissolved 90 per cent. of the gold contained in
the material under treatment.
(2) Precipitation; by this word we mean the amount or percentage
of goid precipitated from the auriferous cyanide solution. Precipitation should never be termed Extraction, as the two are entirely
difi'erent things from a chemical point of view.
(3) Final recovery; by these words we term' the total amount of
gold obtained by extraction and precipitation. The expression
"total extraction" is incorrect from a technical point of view, and
should be avoided.

CONSTITUTION AND, RULES
I would now postpone further discussion until the next meeting as
we have some important business before us, namely the diSCUSSIon of
the new Constitution and Rules. Fo!/this purpose a special general
meeting will be held in which I shall move the adoption of the Constitution and Rilles proposed by the Council.
I now close the general monthly meeting.
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The special general meeting was then held, at which 20 mmhbers
were present, and, after some lengthy discllssion, the new Constitution and Rules were adopted by the meeting. The President proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Messrs F. Buckland and Aiken for
the great trouble they had taken in working out the Rules which, he
thought, were perfect from every point of view.
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THE monthly meeting of the Chemical and ~etall~rgi~at'.$ociety of
South Africa was' held on Saturday evening; November"i~th, 1898,
Dr J. Loevy, President; occupied the chair, and 'there w~s a total
attendance of 89, as follows :45 Members-MeSsrs A. von Gernet, W. Bettel, A. F. Crosse,
R. E. Hall, E. H. Johnson, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams (Council);
J. F. Bagshaw, M. Baumann, R. G. Bevington, P. Billyard, T.
Dobbie, R. S. Douglas, J. Drought, J. K. Erskine, J. Gaze, K. L.
Graham, L. M. Green, S. H. Hart, S. J. Jennings, J. H. Johnson,
A. McA. Johnston, R. L. Kerr, J. B. Little, R. Lowe, T. J. M.
Macfarlane, W. G. P. Macmuldrow, A. McNaughtan, G. Melvill,
A. Mennie, P. T. B. Morrisby, R. E. O'Reilly, R. Pill, D. E. Powrie,
Professor Prister, J. Scatterty, A. F. Stewart, J. E. Thomas, J.
Watson, A. Whitby, D. .J. Williams, H. V. Williams, J. Yates;
M. B. Zerener.
26 Associates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, W. Broom, T. C. Burgess.
J. Caldow, W. Carbis, T. L. Carter, A. von Dessauer, T. Dunn, R. M.
EVans, IN. P. Ferguson, H. P. Garthwaite, R. M. Holmes, A. B.
Inglis, A. E. Jones, C. L. Johnson, G. A. Lawson, H. F. Lofts,
T. E. Parkes, W. E. Park, Dr H. Pauli, W. Roff, H. Rusden,
M. Torrente, G. J. Townsend, F. G. Westbrook, W. H. Wood.
17 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
NEW MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES

After a ballot had been taken the five candidates for admission to
membership-Messrs Mills Knight, George B. Poore, William John
Williams, Nathaniel Wilson, Martin B. Zerener-were declared duly
~~

,

The Secretary notified the names of geittlemen admitted to
associateship since the last monthly meeting as follows :-Messrs
Joseph Tuman Coppin, F. C. Dumat, James Johnston, Fr'ederic
A. G. Maxwell, G. J. Foster Townsend.
4 62
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The following paper was then read-

REMARKS ON FIRE ASSAYING OF GOLD·BEARIN:G
MATERIALS
By WILLIAM BETTEL (MEMBER)

The various processes for determination of gold grouped under
the name "Fire Assay" are, from their hoary antiquity, entitled to
respect. Chemists of eminence, metallurgists, and assayers in all
countries, and other workers whose records as expert manipulators
and careful and accurate observers are beyond reproach, have, during
the past century, proved that, with ordinary care, skill and judgment,
the determination of gold in any material by the "fire assay" is more
accurate than the estimation of any other element by chemical
analysis. Chemists have, by universal consent and custom, abandoned
the more difficult chemical analysis (or" wet assay") in favour of
"dry" methods, as the latter is more generally applicable to materials
of widely differing constitution, and is more accurate than wet methods
for estimation of gold, and any person who, seeking notoriety by
decrying the -accuracy of carefully conducted "fire" assays, claims
previously unheard-of results for the "wet" assay, is justly regarded
as a self-deceiver or an impudent charlatan, who, under the guise of
a scientific worker, conceals designs questionable in their nature, and
in the last degree unscientific.
A great deal of unnecessary nonsense has been published about the
inaccuracy and unreliability of the fire assay-particularly in reference
to the determination of gold present in solution or in a finer state of
division ·than is usual in ordinary gold ores, when the fault lies with
the operator, who, through press of work, or ignorance, neglects
precautions which are known to be necessary for the attainment of
reasonable accuracy.
In chemical analysis there are processes which demand from the
operator the highest degree of theoretical knowledge and manipulative skill, especially in the determination of atomic weights; for
commercial purposes these delicate and extremely accurate processes
are rarely required, a lower degree of accuracy being sufficient for
almost every purpose.
Many analytical processes depend upon their accuracy for "compensating" errors, minute losses of various kinds being· compensated
for by traces of impurities present in the substance collected and
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. '):".~weighed j thus, an impure precipitate may cofrJctly represent, when
taken as pure, the value of the salllple under exalI!-ination. But it is
known that these losses 01' gains are variable with varying conditions
and a novice who, without a guiding hand to poin:t" out the pitfalls i~
a process, or a chemist, unacquainted with the correct modus opemndi
attempts such operations, the results are variable, misleading, and
often grossly inaccurate. If this is generally recognised as apper_
taining to what is called an exact science, it is essential in fire
assaying, the accuracy of which depends on judgment, manipulative
skill, and in bullion assays, depending for their accuracy on counterbalancing, or compensating errors, adjusted by the skill of the
operator, who is guided in his manipulation by tl1e results of painstaking work undertaken by hosts of scientists of bygone days, until
it almost seems as though he worked by the" rule of thumb" that
the assayer should be cognisant of the nature of operations he is
daily called upon to undertake, and which may seem to him the acme
of simplicity. It is not essential that a good assayer should be a
chemist ami be able to represent the chemical "reactions going on in
his crucible by equations, for in some mine assay offices I could
mention the actual manipulators are Kaffirs who can read and write,
and perform all operations except parting and weighing. In fact, it
was suggested that, if the rules of this Society did not forbid it,
these native assayers were entitled to become associates. Some of
these natives are keen and accurate observers, and really fair
manipulators, and many amusing incidents could be related in
reference to their skill and love of display of their attainments before
strangers when the" boss" assayer is not looking. It is through the
employment of "nigger" assistants that some assayers are able to
boast of their ability to "assay" 40, 50, and 60 samples per day. I
will return to this subject later on.
I will now deal with the chemical principles underlying ~he fire
assay of gold.
In remote ages, when gold was for the first time worked into
articles of personal adornment, the stability of that metal when
expos"ed to air at a melting temperature would naturally attract the
attention of workers in metal. The scorifying properties of oxidising
lead had at that period not escaped observation, and from the examination of ancient worked gold and silver, it is impossible to
escape from the conclusion that scorification and cupellation, with
attendant oxidation and removal of impurities, was widely known
and practised in prehistoric times. Following on this would be the
smelting of gold dust, obtained in washing river sands and powdered
'"
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riferous quartz, by lead and litharge, with subsequent recovery of
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:~e precious metal by cupellatiol1. In this way our earliest fire assay

for bullion by "scorification and cupellation" came into vogue, and a
very accurate method it is-in skilled hands.
.
History does not relate at what time the pot assay was first
ractised, but probably we are indebted to those misguided enthusi~sts, the alchemists, for this as well as other useful metallurgical
processes used at the present day. The inconvenience of using small
vessels and correspondingly limited amounts of fluxes to remove. the
siliceous part of the gold ore or concentrates, added to the troublesome
nature of litharge when confined in clay vessels at a high temperature, would cause the workers in gold to turn their attention to the
action of soda, wood ashes, chalk, fluor spar, and salt in converting
~he siliceous and earthy matters into a fluid glass or slag, through
which the gold freed from its entanglements could subside at a
melting temperature. It does not require much effort of imagination
to follow the subsequent addition of litharge and charcoal to impoverish the slag and obtain more gold. These improvements would
doubtless be known to and practised by the goldsmiths, who may be
considered the assayers and metallurgists of their age. The refinements of the process have been made step by step during several
centuries, until at the present time there is little left to be
discovered.
The peculiarity of gold and, in a lesser degree, silver, in being
unaffected by atmospheric oxygen at a red heat, whilst lead,
bismuth, copper, tin, antimony, arsenic, sulphur, and iron combined
with oxygen to form solid, liquid, or volatile oxides, was, as I
pointed out, known to the ancients in their practice (they had a
peculiar way of viewing fire-actions from a theoretical standpoint),
and modern metallurgical science owes much tu the untutored and
empirical experimentalists of the past. I merely refer to ancient
history to draw your attention to the antiquity of the principle of
" pot" assaying.
Assuming, then, that the functions of the fluxcs are merely to
liberate the gold so that a shower of infinitely small globules of lead
will seize up un the particles of gold, and, alloying with them, cause
them to sink through the fluid glass or slag and collect at the bottom
of the pot or crucible, it becomes necessary to study the chemistry of
gold and observe under what conditions the maximum yield of gold
is likely to be obtained.
Gold forms two oxides, aurous Au 20, and auric Au 20 s' These are
readily decomposed, so that only under exceptional conditions will
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.any oxide of gold remain in a slag at a melting', heat in more than
minute traces. These exceptions I will now describe.
Oxides, silicates, or borates of metals fusible at ·a red heat, which
in presence of reducing agents are capable of assuming a lower and
less active state of oxidation, tend to the retention of traces of gold
in the slag. These are;
1. Ferric oxide when present in quantities greater than would
represent (with ferrous oxide) the compound Fes0 4•
2. Cupric oxide.
3. Manganese sesquioxide Mn 20 S'
4. Cobaltic oxide.
5. Alkaline peroxides, salts of me~als which liberate oxygen at the
melting point of gold, or oxidise ·reducing substances, e.g. nitrates,
nitrites, manganates, chromates, stan nates, arsenates, antimoniates,
ferrates, cuprates, perchlorates.
Fortunately the remedy is easy. These substances Can,not co-exist
with a large proportion of lead reduced from the litharge by carbon
in the assay. Ferric oxide will be reduced to ferrous-or to magnetic
--oxide, cupric to cuprous-with more or less reduction to metal,
manganese sesquioxide to protoxide-cobaltic to cobaltous-compounds with silica or boric acid and alkaline peroxides to inactive
carbonates, silicates, or borates.
The salts will be reduced as
follows ; Nitrates and nitrites to carbonates, etc.
Manganates to silicates or borates of protoxide.
Chromates to chromic oxide or borate.
Stannates to stannous silicate or metal.
Arsenates to arsenites.
Antimoniates to antimonites.
Ferrates to ferrous silicates, or borate or ferroso ferric borate.
Cup rates to cuprous silicate, borate or metal.
Perchlorates to neutral chlorides.
We have, therefore, to work so as to get the metals and metalloids
other than gold and silver to the lowest point of oxidation compatible with keeping them in the slag, prior to or simultaneously
with the reduction of litharge to lead.
LOSSES OF GOLD THROUGH ,TOO RAPID MELTING
/

1. Assuming that the materials under examination have been
mixed with correct proportions of flux and reducing agents, it is
.extremely easy by forcing th'3 melting so that the reaction between
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the litharge and reducing agent is completed befor.e the gold has
been liberated from siliceous particles, to leave gold III the free state
floating in the slag.
. '
2. If the temperature at the top of the crucIble has been too low
amI new pots used, particles of auriferous metallic lead may not be
washed down, but remaining adhered to the sides of the pot, becom~
Rcorified, leaving traces of gold. If this be suspected, . the assay
should be repeated or the heat increased and a small quantIty of flux,
litharge, and reducing agent sprinkled in so as to collect the gold and
wash it down.
3. By too rapid melting considerable loss may ensue through
Hpurting, more or less of the contents being ejected, falling into the
fire 01' 'into otliel' pots in close proximity.
4. "lloiling over."-This is the most common accident due to use
of pots too Hmall to hold the charge during fusion, or too high a
illlJ1}mruturll and want of attention.
ri. "lluHting."· -Some assayers use bi-carbonate of soda, and place
t.lll'il' e11l11'gt'H (contained in paper bags) in pots raised to a full red
hlluL. ThiH iH a vicious habit, and cannot be too strongly condemned.
I f hi(~arb()llate of soda is used, the charge should be placed in cold
]lotH, the pots covered with lids and the temperature raised gradually.
(ThiH necessitates the use of furnaces where the heat is under control.
How many of the mines have such furnaces 7) The action of a sharp
heat OIL bi-carbonate of soda is the liberation of water vapour and
carbonic acid before any of the mixture has sintered, so carrying off
part of the charge (containing gold) as dust. There is no objection
to the use of bi-carbonate, however, with suitable precautions, such
as I have hinted at.
COLLECTION OF FINELY DIVIDED GOLD

Anyone who has had much experience in assaying gold solutions,
or of material containing finely divided gold; must know that three
conditions must be complied with in the fire assays of these materials
to ensure accurate results. These are : 1. Intimate mixture of the sample with litharge reducing
material.
2. Sintering of charge before melting, i.e. slow fusion.
3. High finishing heat.
With regard to the assays of solutions, it seems to be the practice
of' Home assayers to precipitate the lime, etc., from a litre of solution
hy ammonium oxalate and ammonia, filter, evaporate the filtrate in a
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porcelain dish to a low bulk and transfer to' a'::leaden dish, then
evaporate to dryness. The leaden dish is then crumpled up and
cupelled. This process is not to be recommended: A" much bettel'
way is to take two litres of the solution, slightly acidify with oxalic
acid, and filter, evaporate the filtrate down to a .low bulk in a
porcelain dish and transfer to a leaden dish, adding litharge in
excess and a reducing agent, or about 10 C.c. of lead acetate solution.
When evaporated, add borax, carbonate of soda, litharge and
rerlucino0
.
.
agent, previously well mixed, and the ai"hes from incinerating the
filter. Melt in a small pot in the usual way. If the lead button is
too large for the cupel, scorify. It is advisable to add the requisite
amount of silver required lor parting, as a second cupellation is
undesirable. The lead is thus reduced in molecular contact with
the finely divided gold, and accurate results are to be obtained with
very little more trouble than is taken in the method I first described.
Assayers must remember that in all cases the more intimate contact
there is between the liberated gold in the fusing assay and the
reduced lead, the more likelihood is there of getting a correct reRult,
and careless melting, with insufficient contact, will not ensure a good
result, even though a large button of lead be obtained, for the lead
.when it has once settled takes no further part in the collection of
fine divided gold suspended in the slag, although agglomerated
particles of gold might, have sufficient bulk to enable them to sink
of their own accord through the slag, and so reach the lead at the
bottom of the pot. I have been called to account somewhat for
speaking of correct results being obtained by the" ordinary method"
of assay, when speaking of the fire assays
residues of sand and
slimes and solutions. I pre-supposed that at least nine out of every
ten assayers on these fields know how to get correct results, and it is
for the benefit of the tenth man that I am trespassing on your
patience, as well as to endeavour to point out to engineers and
general managers the absurdity of piling work on the assayer which
he can only perform by a sacrifice of accuracy. When I' speak of
.ordinary assaying I do not mean, nor have I ever meant, high
pressure work with consequent variations and inaccuracies in results.
,To treat tailings, concimtrates, slimes, residues, and solutions with as
little care and consideration as is given to the assay of a mine sample,
where two, .or· even one assay' ton, is taken for assay, is absurd.
Many assayers, knowing perfectly'well the.' folly of the proceeding,
take a'" single" 3 A.T.'s for a residue of either slimes or sands and
report to the grain. This brings me to the limits of accuracy of
reading and reporting results.
Assuming a 1 dwt. residue is

of
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examl'ned , takincr0 3 A. T. for assay. Leaving out the question of
percentage of recov~ry, which, as I have pointed out, will depend on
the as sayer's care III management of the fires, etc., the balance he
uses turns to 7];1J milligramme, although it is guaranteed to a T\$ milliaram me (I except the New Primrose and perhaps one or two other
~ines with balances turning to 51J or even to a d-o milligramme).
If the gold be weighed accurately, its weight will be exactly 0'15
miIligramme. An error of' reading of '05 milligramme equals -! of
24 grains, or 8 grains plus or minus. Should this error (due to the
warming of the beam very slightly through radiation from the hand
working the "rider" or "jockey" weight) be made, it will almost
invariably be a minus one, unless the balance is checked repeatedly.
The residue would then be reported 8 grains low, or an error of
33g per cent. If the assay of the sample before treatment was
within the ordinary limits of error, and suppose it assayed 4 dwts.
the theoretical extraction according to the assays mentioned would
be 83t per cent. or 8! per cent. too high-a loss for which the
cyanide manager would be asked to account.
Suppose, however, a similar error to' be made in the weighing in of
the gold from the original, making the sample 3 dwts. 16 grains
instead of 4 dwts. The cyanide manager is then -credited with an
extraction, theoretical and actual, of 81'8, per cent., or 6'8 per cent.
more than he is entitled to. We hear of marvellous coincidences
between theoretical and actual results, it being well known that the
assayers in question never take more than 4 A. T. for their trials.
Supposing there to be a theoretical output from a cyanide works of
3,000 ozs. from 3 dwt. extraction per ton, and that the error of
reading is '05 milligram me plus or minns, equalling 6 grains + orper ton, it would be impossible for the assayer to swear that the
extraction was either 2,750, 3,000, or 3,250 ozs. If, however,
the assays be made upon 12 assay tons, the error3 are lessened by
three-fourths, or, the plus or minus error would be reduced to about
63 ozs. It therefore follows that to get fairly reliable results, which
are required for estimating percentages of extraction, opportunity
should be afforded to the as sayer of taking large quantities of material
for assays of original, residues, and solutions from the cyanide and
slimes worb, and this means either increased facilities for work, by
the employment of white assistants-or less work should be demanded
from him. Until this is done, and it is recognised that under present
conditions increased speed of working means decreased accuracy, the
disheartening records of discrepancies between theoretical and actual
extractions anll abnormally low residues will always obtain.
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, I have not referred to the interference of sulphur, arsenic, tin, and
antimony in the assay of gold ores, but it may be well to point out
that the presence of a matte or speise 011 the surface of the lead will
almost surely cause low results. The speise or arsenide and
antimonide of iron, etc., easily takes up gold, and if a matte OCCurs
on the bottom of lead all the gold has not been collected from the
slag. If the assayer can afford the time, the best and most reliable
way is to roast the ore and re-roast with a small "amount of finely
ground coal. A sufficient amount of charcoal is added to the subsequent assay to bring down a button of about 40 grammes. This
may then be scorified to remove copper, antimony, tin," etc.
CUPELS

I should advise assayers to test the porosity of their cupels by
noticing the absorption of silver from the cupellation of a known
weight "of lead and fine silver, the temperature being regulated so
that feathery litharge is obtained when the bead is "finished." A
record of absorption numbers from each box or batch of cupels should
be kept. The results will often throw light upon assays which are
persistently low, in spite of all efforts to get normal results, as has
occurred in my experience.
BULLION ASSAYING

It is a frequent remark that, when comparing mine assays with
London account sales, that" London is low." It never occurs to the
observer to say that the mine results are too high. It is' a failing of
!lome assayers that they do not conduct their assays with due care,
and according to the requirements laid down in the circular issued to
the mines by this Society in conjunction with the Mine Managers'
Associatjon. " Proof" gold is considered by some operators quite
good 6IJ.ough if it be made from melted cornets assaying 999 or even
998; others, ignoring the difficulty of preparing a small quantity of
pure gold, make their own" proof" gold, which can never be finer
than 999'7 per cent.; others do not use proof gold, and the meaning
of plus or minus surcharges have no meaning for them: I woulJ.
point O)lt that the most skilled assayer cannot so regulate the fire to
the composition of the bar he is assJlying that the resultant gold from
the parting shall show the correchesults. . Proofs of pure" gold mixed
with copper, etc., to imitate as closely as may be the composition of
the gold to be assayed should be "passed" and "parted" under
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recisely the same conditions, i.e. ratio of silver to"gold, of lead for
of temperature, and of subsequent boiling in, weak and
strong acids.
.
A good deal might be said about sampling, but this will doubtless
be discussed in another paper which is promised by Mr S. H.
Pearce.
Surely the art of assaying on these fields is in danger of being
degraded to drudgery near to the level of stonebreaking when kaffirs
are employed to conduct the operations of melting and cupellation,
through managers insisting on expenses per assay being reduced to
the lowest possible point, by the numbers of daily samples being
increased to such an extent that only small amounts of material can
be taken for assay, the time of the as sayer being necessarily devoted
to fluxing, mixing, parting, and weighing in, in the intervals of
retorting and melting. The times when it was considered good work
for an assayer to do 25 samples per day has, thanks to this mania
for cost reduction, become a thing of the past, and, assayers, as I
before remarked, are now claiming to be able to "do" (with the
accent on) up to 60 assays per day. If they assay these 60 samples
as they should do, I sincerely condole with them upon the inhumanity
which has made them white slaves, having (to quote a favourite
expression of my friend Mr J. R. Williams) to work 26 hours out of
every 24.
The President-The subject of assaying has been at various times
before our Society, but Mr Bettel, in his paper, has treated the matter
from a different point of view, and raised new points, which I am
sure will cause a very interesting discussion at some of our next
meetings. I know that some of our members exvressed some time
ago the opinion that the subject of assaying was altogether too
elementary to be treated in this Society. I am sure Mr Bettel's
paper is sufficient proof that such is not the case. I think there is
hardly any place in the world where there is so much opportunity of
assaying gold-bearing materials as the Rand, and I think it is our
duty to bring the art of assaying, if we may call it so, to the highest
degree of perfection. Mr Betters paper may rightly be considered as
a theoretical treatise on assaying, and I think it will be very difficult
to find the valuable information contained therein ill any book on
metallurgy or assaying. I propose a hearty vote of thanks to Mr
Bettel for his paper. I also propose to postpone the discussion until
the next meeting.
Mr A. von Gernet-Although there is no discussion on Mr Bettel's
paper to-night, still there is one short remark I should like to make.

~upellation,
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Mr Bettel dealt with one point at least which was considered by the
Society a year-and-a-half or two years ago, and" at that time it was
found that on very many mines there was a great 'difference between
the London and the local bullion assay. This subject was also
referred to Messrs Johnson, Matthey & Co., London, and there Was
some lengthy correspondence about it. When I was in England last
year I had an interview with them, and they said it was just as
important to them as it is to us that the bullion assays made in
London should agree with those made here. Sb we arranged that in
any shipment of gold we should send the assay receipt and part of
the dip sample along with the ingot, and we arranged with them
that they should assay that same sample and find whether the assays
differed or agreed. At the same time they undertook to re-sample
the bar and find out whether the fineness of .the dip sample they
took agreed with the other, and to send back the" sample they took
from the same bar. I have that done now. Of course it takes some
time before you can get the result, but I think it would be very
important if some other companies would do the same, so that we
might be able to come to a conclusion whether the assay differences
are due to sampling or assaying.
Mr W. Bettel, replying to Mr D. J. Williams, said-I used G pots
for concentrates only for one assay ton, H pots for two assay tons,
and J pots for three assay tons. You cannot take four assay tons in
easily.
.

PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
The President-I now reopen the discussion on my inaugural
address, and I hope Mr John R. Williams, who was absent when
the address was discussed before, will have some remarks to make.
Mr J. R. IVilliams-Mr President and gentlemen, I have been
debating in my own mind whether, after the severe reprimand I had
from the President and Vice-President when I last spoke, I would be
able to muster up courage to say another word, but in the language
of Shakespeare: "I am nothing if not critical." I very much regret
that I have not seen a copy of the President's address until this
evening. I have not ha~ time to read it through, but I distinctly
remember one or two things I woul~/ like to call your attention to.
I do not know whether the same things have been touched upon
before. The first point is the President's statement that if you heat
cyanide solutions you may be able to get another pennyweight of
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rrold from 6-d wt. tailings. I would like to ask "th\lPresident the
"uestion what he expects the residue ought to be ~from 6·dwt.
{ailinrrs 1 I think there are some mines whose residues are not more
than dwt., and Dr Loevy does not expect an extraction of more
than 100 per cent. I am positive that if he suggested an improved
extraction from three to six grains he would be nearer the mark.
The second point is with regard to the Dynamite Factory of the
Transvaal, so called; I repeat, so called. Dr Loevy told us that
they have got 'the largest dynamite factory in the world, and that
they are practically equipped for everything. I have not had the
pleasure of paying a visit to the factory-(Dr Loevy-It is a great
pity),-but I hope to do so some time. To begin with there is
absolutely no important ingredient that they do not import; neither
do I think that they have sufficient water to manufacture anything
like the quantity of blasting compounds required in the Transvaal.
Dr Loevy says there are no bad blasting compounds. I agree to
differ with him. I made a statement that has been published that in
at least one case there was some very bad blasting gelatine, which was
highly dangerous. In another case I would not absolutely cOlldemn
it, but Dr Loevy must know that it lacks a considerable amount of
its vigour when it contains I! to 2 per cent. of moisture. I have
had many samples of bad dynamite. The third point I am going to
call your attention to is in regard to native liquor. I think Dr Loevy
must have been very fortunate in his samples, or, perhaps, in
toxicology there are certain poisons that analytical chemistry do not
discover.
The President-I suppose there will be some other remarks made
on my address, and I propose to reply to the different points at our
next meeting. There is only one thing I should like to say to-night
in answer to Mr Williams, and that is that I did not treat the
dynamite question from a political point of view but from a technical
point of view. I have visited the Dynamite Factory six or seven
times, and I will only to-night repeat the statement that I have made
before: that the dynamite factory at Modderfontein is the largest in
the world, and that it can produce more than the quantity of nitroexplosives required for this country. Of cOUl'se, as I distinctly added
in the previous discllssion, the dynamite is made from imported
material. We all know very well that saltpetre, sulphur, glycerine,
and collodion cotton must be imported to enable the Dynamite
Factory to make the various nitro-glycerine explosives, but will
1'I:r Williams be good enough to tell me of any country where these
materials, or at least some f)f them, must not be imported for the

1
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dynamite 1 (Mr J. R. Williams~What about the water question 1)
The water, I do not know how it stands to-day, but when I was
there I saw that the two dams were full, and from that I concluded
that they had plenty of water. Further, in the official report 1 have
made on the factory, I described in detail the various arrangements
made at the factory for cooling purposes, allowing the water to be
used over and ove'r again, so that the actual consumption from the
dams is reduced to a minimum. In my reply, at the next meeting, I
shall refer more fully to these points.
'
Professor A. Prister-The President has said that i,t would be very
difficult to find a country where the raw material for the manufacture
'
of dynamite might be found in the country itself.
The President-I might make a correction and say there is no
country where all the materials required for the manufacture of
nitro-glycerine explosives are found.
'
Professor A. Prister-I have had twelve years' experience in
dynamite factories. In Italy, for instance, it was not found necessary
to import anything other than cotton, which was not produced in the
country. In Germany you have the same conditions. Sulphur you
have in the form of pyrites in abundance; also glycerine, but you
have certainly to import cotton and saltpetre. In France, England,
and Spain yon have the same conditions; so that you see I have
mentioned five countries which are great consumers of dynamite, and
which are not obliged to import raw materials other than raw cotton
and nitre.
~
The President-As far as I know, Professor Prister, the pyrites for
the manufacture of sulphuric acid, or the larger quantity of it, is not
found in Germany: the greater part is imported from Spain. Is that
not so 1
Professor A. Prister-The greater part, yes; but you must
remember the enormous amount of sulphuric acid produced in
Germany. Here you have only the sulphuric acid produced for the
dynamite. In Germany one-tenth is consumed for dynamite and
nine-tenths for other industries.
The President-That is quite right. Still the fact remains that
there is no country in which you can find all the materials.
Mr J. R. Williams-How about America 1
The President-Germany must import nitre, cotton, and' part of
the sulphur. Austria must import/ ~the sulphur, the nitre, and the
cotton.
Professor A. Prister-Not the sulphur.
The President---Part of the sulphur at least. Italy is m the
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position of having the sulphur, but I think theyiinport glycerine,
nitre and cotton.
.
p;ofe'ssor A. Prister-Italy exports glycerine, and it can be bought
n the Paris market.
o The President--As a matter of fact in the beginning of the
discussion some months ago, when the question of dynamite came up,
I went even so far as to say that the possibility of finding sufficient
raW material in this country is out of the question, and to this statement I adhere to-day. Just now there are various rumours that large
nitre fields have been discovered in the Transvaal, but I d9 not
believe in these statements. We have it at least that all other
countries are likewise compelled to import some of the materials
required for the dynamite manufacture, and that no country is in the
happy position of having all the materials which are required forsuch
an industry.
Mr J.' R. Williams-America 1
The President-Perhaps some gentleman who is in a position to do
so will tell us whether they have all the materials in America.
Mr J. R. Williams-Yes, they have all.
Mr A .. von Gernet--I do not wish to touch upon the matter of
dynamite. At the last meeting we had before us the question of
heating solutions with a view of obtaining improved extraction from
tailings, and I said that I had certain experiments made on the
Worcester Cyanide·Works, where the whole of the tailings have been
treated during the last six or seven weeks with solutions heated up
to 40° centigrade. I promised to give further information about
the results. I do not like to give it to-night, but I would like to
do so at a' later date, when I will have figures covering a longer
period. I think, as far as I can judge, that the extraction has
increased, but to what extent I am not able to say to-night.
The -President--I <;lose the discussion on the inaugural address,
with the 'exception of.the question of heating of solutions upon which
Mr Von: Gernet will be good enough to give us information at one of
our next meetings. At the next meeting I shall be happy to reply
more fully to the questions raised by Mr Williams and other
members.
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The President-I now open the discussion on Mr A. F~ Crosse's
paper.
As there are no remarks, I should ·like myself to make a few
observations. I have had an opportunity of ,having Mr Crosse'R
method tested in my laboratory by my chief assistant, Dr Neumann,
and I am very glad to inform you that the results obtained were very
satisfactory. I think we can congratulate ourselves on the fact that
a method, which is really Hew, and the principles of which were
hitherto unknown, has been worked out by a member of our Society.
There is no difficulty in working the method, although at the first
glance the apparatus seems, somewhat complicated. For the benefit
of those gentlemen who are not in the habit of doing such work I
have had a photo taken of the apparatus, and I think it may prove
useful to those gentlemen who wish to try the method. I may also
mention that I thought there was a possibility of using the method
of Professor Winkler. Experiments were made, with the result that
the method was not found applicable; so that up to now, there is
really only one volumetric method of estimating the oxygen in
cyanide solutions, namely, that' which has been so ably worked out
by Mr Crosse. I think there is hardly any opportunity for Mr Crosse
to reply, and I can therefore close the discussion unless Mr ·Cr'osse
would wish to make any remark on it.
Mr J. R. Williams-Before closing the discussion on 'Mr Crosse's
paper I have very much pleasure in rising this evening to draw your
attention to the fact that about two or three years ago the Council,
in a general meeting, decided that anyone bringing'forward a method
of actually determining oxygen in a working cyanide solution should
receive a gold medal from the Society. I have very much, pleasure
in proposing, if Dr Loevy is satisfied as to the accuracy of the
method, that the Council take it in hand to get a suitable medal for
Mr Crosse.
Mr A. von Gernet-I beg to second the motion.
The President-The Council will have much pleasure In dealing
with the matter.
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The President then opened the discussion on Mr Johnson's paper.
Mr J. R. Williams-Mr President and Gentlemen, I have just this
evening glanced through Mr Johnson's paper on a method of concentration practically without using any clean water. I do not quite
see, with the exception perhaps of saving a very small amount of
water indeed, where any possible advantage can come' ill over the
ordinary spitzlutten. Mr Johnson says he has to get a white man
to look after it. I suppose he will not pay him less than £15 or £20
a month. The cost of pumping from a. small pump would not cost
anything like £20 a month, and I am inclined to think that you
would get a slightly better concentration with water than without.
Then another point is that, he has to handle the concentrates into
trucks and dip them into the vat; whereas, in the ordinary method it
is continuous, and requires no looking after. Perhaps he would tell
us what the cost was. I am sure our cost on a 200-stamp mill is not
more than £30 a month. I do not think Mr Johnson can do that on
the basis of an SO-stamp mill. I allow for loss through evaporation
10 per cent., and I don't think the figures will amount to £30 per
month.
Mr A. von Gernet-I agree with Mr Williams. I do not think
there is any economy of water in cases where you have spitzkasten to
separate your water from your mill pump.
Yfr J. R. Williams-Only the cost of pi.1111ping.
Mr A. von Gernet-Only the cost of pumping. I cannot see any
saving in water.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I think these gentlemen miss the point in
Mr Johnson's paper. Mr Johnson may not have liked to emphasise
it as strongly as a member of the Society can. I think t4e reason
Mr Johnson brought it forward was that he found it absolutely
impossible to concentrate by,spitzlutten at the mine he represents.
Mr E. H. Johnson-In reply to Mr Williams, the cost ,is £37, lOs.
a month for white labour. Owing to the conditions under which I
worked, I could not get water because there was no pumping available, and the fact of having to run it into the tanks was ,due to the
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general arrangement of the plant. I could not run it into the tanks
in the ordinary way. It struck me that possibly on other plants
they might be situated in a somewhat similar position and that this
method might be useful.

A ZINC PROCESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM
WEAK SOLUTIONS

By T.

LANE CARTER (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

The President-The next business, perhaps the feature of the
evening, is the discussion on the paper by Mr Carter entitled "A
zinc process for precipitating gold from weak sohltions." In starting
the discussion I would remind you of our motto, "Suaviter in modo,
fortiter in re."
Mr J. R. Williams-Is it specially meant for me 7
The President-No, it is meant for all. I am never personal.
Mr A. von Gernet-At the' last meeting we had ouly a short
discussion on the matter. Several questions were put to Mr Carter,
and I would like to know if Mr Carter would be good enough to give
the answer to these questions b~fore we proceed with the discussion.
Mr T. L. Carter-I would rather wait until the discussion is
closed.
The President-I think Mr Von Gernet has not adopted the right
course; because, as a rule, the reader of a paper I'epliesafter the
discussion is finished.
Mr A. von Gernet-Quite so; but still there were several state·
ments made, which, according to the views of the members who put
the questions, were not sufficiently backed up by figures. 1 thought
answering the questions would facilitate matters. It would be easy
to furnish the figures referring to cost, and experiments, and so on.
The President-Will Mr Carter oblige 1
Mr T. L. Carter-I expect to have an opportunity of replying
when the discussion is closed. I am not prepared to give those
figures, as I did not expect this to-night. ,
Mr L. M. Green-Would Mr Carter let us know whether there is
any decided decrease in the residue of slimes; otherwise we do not
seethe advantage of the process.
", -Mr T; L. Carter-Theoretical a.nd, actual extraction are very close
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ther' whereas, before they were far apart. Formerly the assay
1
toge
,
value was low enough, but we could not get the go.d.
Mr L. M. Green-I understand, there must be an appreciable
difference in the actual residue of the slimes, and yet the solutions
are lower. As there is a less proportion of the gold left in the
residues, presumably there must be more dissolved.
Mr T. L. Carter-The solutions are more concentrated. We have
not to be so careful to get the solution to a small amount, because we ,
can run it through these boxes at a very much higher rate than when
we used the Siemens-Halske process.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I would like to ask Mr Carter, if he would
kindly inform us at the next meeting, how many milligrammes of zinc
there are in a litre of the solution before, and after it has passed th~
boxes 1
.
Mr A. von Gernet-I think it is very difficult to discuss this
matter, not having sufficient information before us. It is entirely a
matter of comparison, and to compare two processes you must have
every information with regard to the one point at issue. We understand, that on the Crown Deep the tank capacity has been increased.
Mr Carter did not give exactly the information about that matter,
regarding the extent to which that factor had come in. I am sure it
is a very important factor. The extraction depends a great deal on
the tank capacity. We have not sufficient material for a proper
discussion. As the zinc lead couple is adopted on most of the Rand
mines for precipitation in the slimes plants, I think some of the
cyanide managers will be able to give us some information on the
subject.
Mr S. J. Jenn,ings-I would like to point out to Mr Von Gernet
that he is the man most interested in upholding the SiemensHalske process. If he would make his own comparisons, then he
would be perfectly certain that they were correct. He says the great
desideratum in this matter is to have some comparison. If he made
his own comparisons with boxes running on this principle at his own
works, with his own men, then he would be perfectly certain that his
experiments would be correct. It entails very little expense; in
fact, it means nothing more than dissolving a little more zinc, and
getting out a little more gold. Perhaps he would be able to get more
satisfactory figures himself, than any other person could possibly give.
I am in the position of having on hand a tremendous quantity of lead
foil that I used in the Siemens-Halske process. I offered it for
sal~ to people, but they would not buy it. It seems to me, that is
not a good point for the Siemens-Halske process. In other words,
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there are a great many people who have come'tb' .the conclusion that
the intricate process of precipitating gold from weak solntions by
means of the electrical process is going to be snperseded, and it must
:be superseded. They find in that process that there are too many
different places where gold can get lost, and cannot be recovered of
the same value, which it should be, if it were deposited on the lead
Take the commercial aspect of the question. You have to pay ~
royalty of 2 per cent.; you get 82s. per oz. for fine gold, which
means another difference of not quite 2 per cent.
A Member-More.
Mr S. J. Jennings.-Yes, between 82s. and 84s. is slightly more
than 2 per cent. Then, for the gold that you have in your byproducts you get anywhere from 78s. to 80s., and if you have half of
your gold in that shape, which some of us unfortunately' have, that
means another 2 per cent. In other words, should you get 6 per
cent. less extraction, commercially you come out equal. All those
people, who have tried the process described by Mr Carter, find they
do not get a le~s extraction, but an equally good one, therefore they
are 6 per cent. better off. That is the question as it presents itself
to those who look at it purely from a commercial aspect.
Mr A. von Gernet-I am very sorry that Mr Jennings has a stock
of lead foil, but I do not think that is any argument whatever. It
may be, there is more lead foil in the place than is wanted. In my
mind, there is absolutely less chance for losses after you have
precipitated your gold from the solution. I do not see why, and
where the losses could be greater, than in working the zinc process.
Mr Jennings recommended my trying the process. I have been
trying it for four years, and I have it still working, and my
experience is that the amount of by-products is ever so much larger
than the amount produced in the Siemens-Halske process. Where
the lead is melted in a careful and proper way the by-products
are smaller. I cannot give any figures about it, but I know the fact.
Mr Jennings mentioned another point, that you get 82s. against 84s.
There are about seven companies on these fields that cupel their own
lead, and do very well. So I do not think that argument holds
good. Mr Jennings also made a statement about larger profits and
more gold that could be obtained. I think it is not fair of Mr Jennings
.to compare the figures before you increase your tank capacity, and after
you have increased it. That was/principally why I asked that the
gentlemen ptesent who are using the process, and who have certainly
Bome experience, should give us information about that matter. I
,could give information from my experience, but I would like other
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people to state what they know about it. I would be very glad if
some gentlemen, who have used both processes, would giv~ their
experience.
Mr S. Pearce-With reference to what Mr Von Gernet said in
reaard to the amount of 'gold in the by-products from the SiemensH:lske process, I would like to call his attention to one particular
instance, in which the lead in the slimes process was smelted down
in their own works, and 50 per cent. of the gold was found in the
skimmings, which is a by-product,
Mr A. von Gernet-That may happen. I made. the statement as
an average result, and I maintain what I said.
Mr S. J. Jennings-In what form are by-products obtained from
the zinc process ~ The only shape that I know of is in the zinc
slimes.
Mr A. von Gernet--N 0, my experience is different from yours.
Say, that you had a solution that was slimy, or say, that you had a
solution that contained much iron salts, and a large amount of ferrocyanide of zinc, then you will always have a deposit in the boxes,
which, in some ca~es, is of too low a value to be melted in the
crucible. Frequently,. material of that kind, assaying 100 to 170
ounces to the ton, is being sold to our works, instead of being melted
in the crucible. I call that a by-product. Slag certainly assays
lower. These are the main items.
Mr J. R. Williams-I notice, in the previous discussion, that
Mr Macintyre states that the proceEls has been in use in the Lydenburg
district for a period of about five years. That is perfectly true, but
not on slimes. Certainly, acetate of lead was used there, and a very
large quantity of cyanide added to the boxes to procure a very
imperfect precipitation. The cons~mption of cyanide was a very
large one, amounting from 1 lb. to 2 Ibs. per ton of solution, and that
is one of the causes why the Siemens-Halske process will, in
face of anything we have got, turn out the survival of the fittest, I
think there is a field for .the Siemens-Halske process, but not on the
Main Reef. That field is going to where you have impure ores (by
impure ores I mean where other metals than gold are freely soluble
in cyanide, such as .carbonate of copper, etc.); such an ore we have
at Pilgrim's Rest, where the zinc in a very short time after being
placed in the precipitation boxes looked like so many ribbons of
copper. When we started the. Siemens-Halske process here, the
bead from the first clean-up carried no less .th:,m 30 per cent. of its
own weight of copper. There are a; few other points to which J
would like to draw the attention Of Mr VOIl Gernet and others, and

2H
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"that is the great uncertainty of the Siemens-Haiske process. One
"day we leave the works,and the solution is down to 2 grains of gold
per ton. The next day, it is a not unfrequent thing to find them
leaving the boxes at the same value as they went in. Mr Von
Gernet made a statement that he tried the zinc-lead couple some time
aCTO, and his experience also was, that it works satisfactorily for about
b
"
."
.
twelve days. If it worked for twelve days, it is quite long enough.
I make it a rule at most of the mines to clean up ab"out three times a
month. It is the simplest thing in the world to transfer your zinc
into one of the" st~ong boxes. Mr Von Gernet treats slags, slimes,
concentrates, and, so-called, Prussian blue in one account. He calls
for so much gold, and he gets it. If Mr Von Gernet can do it with
so many by. products; there is no reaS011 why a m'ine should debit
itself with so much pulp, instead of separating it into' sand and
slimes.. With regard to by-products, I think; if' Mr Von Gernet
went into' a place lvhere they are making a clean-up of the Betty
process; he WOllld find that the amount of by-produds was very
small indeed, when compared with the Siemims-Halsk'e process;
where you have a reverberatory furnace there are no ashes at all.
With' regard to slags, if you have a reverberatory furnace with
sufficient heat, it is a very simple thing to run down your slags
again, if necessary, with·lead, when they will be practically gold free.
I think I am right in saying, that these slag8 would 11ardly pay to
seli to the Rand Central. Therefore, this is one by-product we will
relieve you of by the Betty process. With regard to the precipitation
by the Betty process, it has been stated that it starts freely and gets
worse. Well, I have some figures here which were kindly given me
by Mr Graham, of the Nourse Deep. The solution entering the
boxes had an average value of 1'25 dwts., the first day it left the
box as '5 dwts., the second day at '25 dwts., after which it varied
between 2 grains and traces; giving an average efficiency of precipitation, over the whole period, of 94 per cent. At the end of the
eleventh day, a total clean:up was made, when all the zinc was
dissolved. 17'7 ounces of fine gold were called for, and 1.7'5 ounces
fine gold were obtained. I think these results are highly satisfactory.
I think the people who anticipate trouble from the zinc accumulatina
in solution have' found a mare's-nest. The Crown Deep has now bee~
running its plant for a period of four or five months, and they treat
roughly 100 tOllS of slimes per day. Therefore, roughly speaking,
100 tons of solution will be thrown away with these slimes'daily, or,
in other words, after, say five or six weeks, the amount of saturation
of zinc salts would have reached its limit much the same as in
"
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starting new tailings plants, the amount of zinc in soliItion would be
ractically the same at the end of, two years as it was at the end of
fhe first two month~. :For myself, I think the Betty process, or .the
zinc-lead process, has come to stay, at least against any of the
processes which we have at present. I see a few electricians in the
room, and I hope I am not hurting their feelings when I say' the
zinc-lead process is not entirely perfect. Electricians can go on again
and give us a process which is, perhaps, better than this one. With
reaard
to the costs at the Geldenhuis Deep, they amounted for lead
o
alone, for the month, to £180, or about a third of the total cost. If
you campare that with even a ton of zinc at £25 or £30, I say the
-cost must be very considerably reduced. Mr Von Gernet' speak\,
about nO losses in the smelting in the Siemens-Halske proce~s,
and so on. Well, if he will examine the roof of the furnace, or the
stack itself, I think he will find gold, and for every ounce 'he finds
there, it is eafe to say there is another ten or more ounces diffused' in
the atmosphere. I remember some years ago some people at the
other side of Swansea objected very strongly to certain smoke arising
from the metallurgir,al works, and by Act of Parliament they were
compelled to carry their smoke for a very long way, for about hal(a
mile up a hill, where the stack was put up at an enorm'ous CORt, but
when I tell you the cleaning-up of· that fiue paid for the cost of it
after a few years, you can imagine what a very good investment it
was. If that applies to a fiue, I think it also applies to the sD!elter
of the Siemens-Halske .process. There are losses uildoubtedly, and
I think nobody knows it better than Mr Von Gernet himself.
Mr A. von Gernet-I regret I have taken up so much of your
time, but I feel called upon to reply to some points. I am very sorry
that Mr Williams has had, at'some places, such varying results with
the Siemens-Halske process. One day he gets good precipitation,
the next day he does not. There are about twenty works lIsing the
Siemens-Halske process, and, as a matter of fact, on the most of
them they get very steady results. At some places you can always
trace to what. cause unsatisfactory results are due. They are due
mostly, either to the fact that your box capacity is too much up,to
the limit, and you have to over-do them sometimes, or else you have
stoppages in your power supply. Of course you cannot have any
precipitation without power supply. Figures show that precipitation
is very even, where they have a steady power supply, and sufficient
box capacity. M,r Williams proposes to transfer his zinc from' the
slimes plant to the tailings plant. I, certainly do not agree witti
}.Ir Williams. He attacks the smelter who works all the material
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together. I . I think. Mr Williams knows that, unless you. get different
m,aterial, .you cannot work it at all. .If you want to smelt a siliceous
maperial you have to mix it with a material higher in iron and lime,
and so ·on. I need not explain to you that, that is the main secret
in smelting.. As to the losses in t}le stack Mr,Williams refers to, I am
sU:re thes,e are much less in melting lead with gold than the losses
from' the ,slimes in the crucible. Of course nobody can give any
figures about the matter, therefore we cannot prove that point one
way or the o t h e r . . ,
Mr J., R. Williams-I give you 1'4 per .c~nt.
' I
Mr A. von Gernet-I can neither accept nor refuse you'r statement
for I have no figures. I want to state, very distinctly, that I a~
just as much anxious to know the actual results obtained at different
places as, everybody here, and as everybody connected with mining,
because, if I find any other process better than the one I 'am using,
J-would certainly do away with the process I had before. But as we
~re all int~rested in the same way, I think we should try to get as
much reliable information as possible, and as there are now a great
many mines on which both processes are in use, I would suggest that
we should address them and ask them to supply us with figures, to
give us their actual returns, including their cost, and all the details
that are required for comparison. I think, if we do that, we would
get a great deal of valuable information, and we would have ever so
much more a basis for further discussion than we have at present.
To-night, unfortunately, very few gentlemen have expressed themselves 'on the matter, and I think that if we address all the companies
treating slimes, and ask them for full particulars, they will give us
these, and we can have the information compiled bcfore the next
meeting. I am sure it would save us much time, and bring us very
much nearer the point we are driving at. If you agree, I would
propose that the Secretary be instmcted to write a letter to all the
co,~panies treating slimes, and ask them for the information.
Mr J. R. Williams-Mr President, I may tell Mr Von Gernet that
we are only just .starting this month on all the Rand mines with the
zinc process. I don't think it advisable to write to the companies. If
h~
give us the cost of running the Siemens-Halsk!3 process, with
the; extraction, 1. am sure we would do the same with ,regard to the
zinc process. Vve will dissolve all the zinc, and I am sure that even
then th,e cos~ will be considerably less than that of the renewal of
lead. ,As regards the quantity of slimes t~eated, the. process has
:feal~y doubled the capacity. ! I should be very pleased to bring
forward figures of the. cost .of. extr:).ction after, the process has been

will
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run nl'nC!0 two months. If Mr Von Gernet prefers it, I " will give him
he fiaures
of the Siemens-Halske process.
o
t Mr A. F. Crosse-I think we should be satisfied with ,what
~fr Williams has said. It would not be right to ask the Secretary
to write for this information. Mr 'Williams is in a better position to
obtain it. This is a technical society. The Chamber of Mines, of
course, has the right to get information from the various companies;
but we ought to be satisfied with the information individual members
bring up here.
"
Mr D. J. Williams-I think the Rose Deep figures would be very
interesting, because we 'are running the same capacity as the SiemensHalske process. We started on the 24th and are'running up till
now. The solutions running oft' contain two or three grains of gold
per ton.
'
.
'
The President-The Council should decide about sending circulars
to the various companies at the next meeting.
Mr A. von Gernet--I don't know,that I would get the information
from the mines that use the Siemens-Halske process. There may
be some that would not give it.
Mr J. R. Williams-I would draw Mr Von ,Gernet's attention'to
the fact that, in the agreement, it is stipulated that people using the
process have to pay ,royalties, and he has the right to examine their
books.
Mr J. R. Williams, replying to Mr Green, said he had not altered
his opinion at all, and still put the loss in smelting at not less than
1 per cent.
The Presiden~ said it was better to leave the matter of sending
circulars in the hands of the Council. He would, postpone the
further discussion on Mr Carter's paper to the next meeting. 'He
thought it would be useful if, at the next meeting, Mr Carter would
supply the figures referred to by Mr Von Gernet, which would
enable them to go fully,into the question, and to form an opinion on
the merits of the process.
Mr Carter-I will supply the figures at the next meeting.
The proceedings then terminated.
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THE o~dinary monthiy ~eeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, December
i 7th, 1898. Dr J. Loevy, President, occupied the chair, and there
.wa,s a ,total attendance of 107, as'follows':---:- .
. 50 ,M:~mbers--Messrs A. V9n Gernet, W. Hettel, A. F: Crosse, H.
T. purant, R. E.' Hall, E. H. Johnson, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams"
T. W. , Wood, (Council) ;4. Aiken, G. Andreoli, M. Baumann, Dr
Bergmann, W. Boyd, W. Bradford, G. Braecke, J. Drought, Ie
Du-res,' R. L; Edmiston, A: Fraser, J. Gaze, Dr Garny, K. L. Graham
i. 'M. Gr~en, H. 'Ham~l, S. J. Jennings, A. MeA. Johnston, Thos'.
Kerr, 'V. A. Ledingham, W. G. P. Macmuldrow, A: McNaughtan,
A .. Mennie; J .. T.Milligan, W. Mitchell, H. Morrell, S. S. Osborn, C.
H. Pead, D. E. POIVl'ie, Professor Prister, Vol. M. Prout, J. Scatterty,
Dr J. Schlesinger, C. E. Stamp, A. F. Stewart, P. S. Tavener, J. E.
rho~as, A. Whitby, H. A. White, D. J. Williams .
. . 26 ,Associates-Messrs L. J. Abraharris, W. T. Anderson, W.
:Bro~~, J. B~'o\~n, T. C. Burgess, B. P. C~rter, T. L .. Carter, J.
Clement, A. von Dessauer, B. "T; 'Durham', J. G. W. Fairbairn, H.
P. Ga~t~waite, ~. 1\1:. Hamilton, Q. B. Hilliard, S. B. Hutt, H. F.
Lofts, J. Macinty;e, H. C. Mannheim, F. Mills, W~ E. Park, T. E.
Parkes, 'D,r H. Pa~li, H. Rusden, C. W, Salisbury, 1\:1. Torrente,
W. H. Wood.
30 . visitors (ineluding. Professor Von Oettingen, of Leipzic
Un,iversity), and Fredk. Rowland .(fcli' the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
$~cretary. '
PROFESSOR YON OETTINGEN

The ~resident-G!,ntlemcn, before ,proceeding with our usual
business, I would like to draw your attention to the fact, that, we
have to-night with us a guest, of' whom we have every reason to be
proud. The gentleman I speak of, and whom I have the pleasure to,
introduce to you, is Professor Von Oettingen, who came out to this
country to spend a few months in it, with a view to see what has
been done out here in connection )Vith the metallurgy of gold, and
also, I suppose, to see what still can be done. Professor Von
Oettingen is occupying the chair of Physics and Electrolytical
4 66
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Chemistry at Leipzic University, and he comes to us equipped with
the latest records and results of electrolytical and chemical science j
and I am sure that his stay in this country will be beneficial to the
gold industry. I am specially pleased that Professor Von Oettingen
takes advantage of the meeting of our Society to attend it, and I
hope he will find our proceedings sufficiently. interesting to be
induced to attend also the other meetings we are going to hold during
his presence in this country. I am sure I am voicing the opinion,
and the wish of the meeting, ,in tendering to Professor Von Oettingen
a hearty welcome to this country, and in assuring him, that we shall
always be pleased to see him among u~.
Professor Von Oettingen bowed his acknowledgments.
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After a ballot had been taken the ten candidates for electionMessrs vValter O. Brunton, Thomas Lane Carter, Colin Armstrong
Ferguson, James Higham, George Innes, T. S. Jolly, Gustav Adolf
Mangold, Samuel Marks, Hugh F. Marriott, Hugh McPhee-were
declared unanimously elected.
The Secretary then .notified the names of three associates-Messrs
Walter Autony Benson, Jqhn Tullis Kyle, Harry R. S. Wilkesadmitted since the last meeting.
The following paper was then read : -

THE ASSAY OF BY-PRODUCTS

By H. :1<'.

LOFTS (ASSOCIATE)

This very important question, which has been indirectly treated on
previous occasions, has no~, it seelDs to me, been fully dealt with,
taking the 'question in the broad 'sense, as treating of the many byproducts which are now recovered and marketable. Now I should
like to detail my experiences which may prove of interest to other
assayers, as showing 'the necessity of proving and satisfying themselves as to the best and most up-to-date method of dealing with a
branch of assaying, where correctness is such a VItal necessity, that
an error of judgment may lead to the loss of ohe's position and
prestige. In fact, I feel it is my duty to lay these experiences before
the Society, in orderthat they may be on their guard and realise the
importance of dealing with these check samples by the most
approved system. I have read carefully several papers dealing with
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some POilits of this subject, and the discussio~s on them. In the
first paper, Mr A. F. Crosse, in dealing with one of the by-products,
viz. Graphite Crucibles, recommends the P?t assay. Then Dr Loevy,
in a later paper, compares the crucible assay with scqrification, and
finds by results, a difference of 30 per cent. in favour 9f scorification,
and in a series of mixed graphite, crucibles, and slags, scorification
was proved to give ~esults 100 per cent. higher. Later, I read Mr
Daniell's very interesting paper on Scorification Assays, in which he
contends there can be no question as to"the superiority of the scorifica_
tion process for rich ores and by-products. Though, in .the discussion
which followed, it was stated that English sellers stipulate for pot
assays, while buyers insist on scorification. From other discussions I
gathered that our leading chemists were fairly convinced as to the
superiority of the scorification process, and determined to work on
that system in treating any ful"ther samples. When this ·~tage of the
discussions, etc., had been reached I left town for the Klerksdorp
district, and since then have had no opportunity of discussing these
questions with other assayers. My samples taken at Klerksdorp and
scorifierl, I found to give as fair an agreement with the Rand Central
Ore Reduction Co. as could be expected, considering they were not
check samples, but merely taken roughly as far as the limited
appliances at'my disposal would allow. I ran four charges of 5
grammes each from each sample, with 60 grammes granulated lead
and some borax, using a 2!-in. scorifier and a J muffie, in which
English coke was used. N ow, in dealing with some by-products
recently, viz. Prussian blue and the iron-plate scrapings from the
Siemens-Halske process, I scorified as usual in a 2!-in. scorifier
and ran four charges of each, using a K muille and a coal fire, taking
as a charge '2 A.T., 60 grammes granulated lead and borax as usual.
I found the results were most erratic.
Plate scrapings yielding l'SO m'grammes bullion.
2'SO

"

"

"

"
"
2'70
"
showing an average of 10 ozs. 7 dwts. fine gold.

Prussian blue yielding 2'60 m'grammes bullion.
2'00
"
"
"
1'00

"

"

"

"
"
1'50
"
showing an average of 7 ozs. 19'77 dwts. fine gold.
Great difficulty was experienced in obtaining a complete, fusion,
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the time taken being about one hour. I then repeated the samples,
and ran four of each as before with the following results:Plate scrapings, 4'00 m'grammes bullion.

"

"

"

4'00
4'00
2'60

showing an average of 16 ozs. fine gold.

"

"

"

Prussian blue, 3'00 m'grammes bullion.

"

"
"

2'30
2'80
3'00

"
"
"

showing an average of 13 ozs. 2 dwts. fine gold.
The Rand Central Ore Reduction Co.'s results were : Plate scrapings, 33 ozs.
Prussian blue, 18"
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The Standard Bank checked the samples as under : Plate scra pings, 32 ozs. 12 d wts.
Prussian blue, 18"
5 "
Mr Kemble, of the Bonanza Company, was also good enough to
check the samples for me; his results were :Plate scrapings, 34 ozs. 12 dwts.
Prussian blue, 16" 11 "
Mr Kemble informed me he had long since discontinued the
scorification assay, finding the results invariably too low, and now
" potted" everything.
You will observe, taking the highest results obtained, there is a
loss of 40 per cent. shown on plate scrapings, and 16 per cent. on
Prussian blue.
I should like to know for the benefit of myself and other assayers,
who may have been situated as I have been, what is the general
system adopted. In this instance the Bank, Rand Central, and
Bonanza are very- close, and I am not sure that they all work on the
same system.
It appears from past discussions opinions are very divided as to
the possibility of losing gold by the scorification system. It is a
system which saves the assayer a certain amount of trouble and
time, and which would naturally commend itself to many an overworked assayer, and, moreover, it is maintained by many eminent
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chemists to give as great an amount of accuracy as could be required.
by the most exacting. It would be of considerable interest to know
in what way the ·chief loss of gold can be explained., In each case I
was most careful in weighing out the exact charge of '2 A.T., and
transferring the whole without loss to the scorifier, lining it first with
lead, and covering the charge with lead and borax. I quite recognisethe fact that an error, however minute, made in deaJing with sl).
small a charge, on account of the immense multiplying power
required to bring out the final ~esult 'per ton, may become an error of
considera ble magnitude when brought forward to the final stage.
'With my second batch of assays, I allowed the matter to cool in thescorifier, and broke up the scorifier to obtain· the button ,to ensure
greater accuracy. I fancy in my own case the lo~s of gold may be
due to the length of time taken, causing considerable volatilization to,
take place and possibly some absorption by the scarifier. Also on
account of the use of coal the current of air through the muffle was
not so great as is the case when coke is the fuel in use, coal having a
tendency to choke and clog the aperture at the back of the muffle"
thus having the effect of limiting the supply of oxygen, and leaving
An extraordinary
some gold particles unattacked in the slag.
coincidence is the fact of the beads turning the balance at precisely
the same ,weight .in three cases out of four, the fourth only showing
a heavy loss. The fundamental principles laid down by Mitchell
regulating the scorification of ores. are not difficult to carry out. The
main point to be determined it seems to me-granted these instructions are carried out with all due care, backed up with a plant
and materials of the very best, in fact, assuming' we are working
under the most favourable conditions-is the scori,fication system tl).
be depended upon to give accurate results 1 This is a question which
cannot be decided by the individual, but by the results of the
experience of the majority. I believe in chemical-i.e. smeltingestablishments in England, it is customary for buyer. and seller to·
!lgree as to the meth04 of assay on which they are willing to sell
their parcels. If this system was carried out here, and the BankS
imd Ore Reduction Companies were to publish their methods, I
fancy it would prove of incalculable benefit to assayers in the country
districts, who have not the conveniences on hand for research work
or experiments., I am simply recording'these facts from my experience, and shall be glau to listen-to any explanation of those who
have had a greater experience than myself may offer. It seemed t(}
me these facts would, be worth bringing to your notice, and if they
have the effect of'settling this difficult question once and for all, and
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inducing managers to stud.y their assayers' interests mol'\) closely, by
allowing the necessity of a workable plant, good fuel, and recognising
the possibility of overdoing the capacity of the assay departmmlt, by
demanding an excess of work, and thus preventing their handing in
results which~ on account of the rate at which they have been put
through, cannot be guaranteed, this paper will not have been read in
vaio, and its result will be welcomed by many an overworked assayer.
I shoul<1 be glad to hear from other assayers with what charge and
flux they usually work, and also the number of duplicates they fbid
it necessary to run.
In conclusion, had I the time or opportunity, I should have 'been
only too glad to have experimented'largely with the object of helping
to find a solution to the subject in question, deeming the subject of
sufficient importance to justify the trouble taken, when one thinks of
the difference a few ozs. in the result may make at say a half-yearly
clean-up on a big mine, when several tons of by-products of varied
values are sold: on the assayer's agreement, and also considering the
fact that an assayer may stand or fall on the result of his work.
But like many others, I have had neither the time nor opportunity,
owing to pressure of work, etc. As an instance of the monetary
loss or possible gain: were the product to run 100 ozs., an agreement
within 5 per cent. will leave a margin of 5 ozs. at £3 per oz.-£15
per ton gain or loss.
The President-When the paper by Mr Lofts was submitted to
me, I had no hesitation in recommending to the Council to have it
read before the .Society, as,' in my opinion, 'the subject of assaying is
one upon which too much cannot be said. The subject of Mr Lofts'
paper is by-products, and I think that in regard to these we are in a
most peculiar and exceptional position, as 'the by-products we have
here are not known in any other part 'of the world, and no general
rules can be laid down as to the way in which they must be, assayed.
I think Mr Lofts has too milch generalised certain statements' which
have been made in our Society sometime ago when we were discussing
the question of pot assays and scorification assays j and, as far as I
canjudge from the statements he made in his paper, he was under
the impression that the scorification assay was under all circumstances
preferable to the pot assay. That is not the case, and that has never
been said in pur. Society. As a' matter' of fact, as I have said, no
general rule can be laid down, and it must be found out in every
special case whether a pot assay 6t scorification will give the highest
results. The assayer, in toivn particulary, is often in the unfortunate
position of not knowing of what the, by-product consists, and it is
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very seldom that he has the time to ·go in .for a complete analysis to
ascertain the constituents .of the ·material which he has to assay.
Did he know the constituents, he would have no difficulty in
knowing the most suitable way to assay the material. I thinJr. the
most reliable way is to submit the by-products. to different treat..
ments. The course adopted in my laboratory, and I am sure in
many others, for ascertaining the best method, is to make a scorifica_
tion assay and a pot assay without and with Toasting, and sometimes also a pot assay with previous treatment by acids. In that
way you will find out which method will give the highest results,
and it is of course the highest results the assayer has to·report on. I
think Mr Lofts' paper is a continuation of, or an addition to, Mr
Bettel's paper, and I hope the discussion will prove useful, especially
to young assayers, who have not had .experience in by-products.
The President-I have now great pleasure in calling upon Mr
Crosse to read a paper from our old friend and associate, Mr J. E.
Clennell, ~hich he has sent us from Salt Lake City, in America.

NOTES ON EXPERIMENTAL METALLURGY
By J. E.

CLENNEL (ASSOCIATE)

The cyanide process, on the Rand, has now become such a cut-anddried affair that the field for experimental work appears to have been
reduced to very narrow limits. Except in the department of slimes
treatment, the opportunities for improved practice seem to be few
indeed. This condition of affairs is in part due to the surprising
uniformity of the material which presents itself for treatment, and
partly also to the concentration of a very large amount of talent and
experience on the same problems.
It is far otherwise, however, in a district where the ores to be
handled vary from place to place, and where the difficulties encountered even in adjoining mines may be of a totally different
character. As even in Johannesburg some of your members may
occasionally be called upon to decide on the best system of treatment
for a given ore, some account of the experimental- methods which
we have been led to adopt in this country may not .be without
interest.
If some of you find little or nothing new in what I have to say, I
hope at least that points will be raised, the discussion of, which will
prove valuable and interesting;
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When the question arises, "how is the ore from a certain mine to
be treated 1" there' are two preliminary inquiries, which in America at
all events, must unfortunately be made in every case before it is safe
to proceed a single step with the metallurgical problems : First.-Is there any ore to be treated ~
Second.-Is there anything of value to be extracted from it1
If either of these questions be answered in the negative, which I
am sorry to say is only too frequently the case, the problem is
naturally much simplified. It is much to be desired, however, that
some means could be devised for rapidly solving these preliminary
queries, if possible at the expense of the mine owner ·or promoter at
whose instigation the examination is undertaken in the first instance.
This is a promising field for research which has so far been but little
exploited. Some time since a Californian mining paper published a
formula which professed to give the relation between the statements
made by the prospector, the distance and inacceAsibility of the
locality, the price demanded by the owner, and the real extent and
value of the ore body, but I am afraid the" personal equation" enters
too largely into such a computation for it to be of much practical
value.
Let us suppose, however, that we have satisfied ourselves that
there is something to be treated, and something to be got out of it,
we have next to consider the general lines on which we are to go to
work to extract these values in the most. profitable manner possible.
It has been well remarked that practical metallurgy is not the science
of getting metals out of ore, but the science of getting money out of
ores. Hence a process which may be complete and admirable from a
scientific point of view may be worthleRs when it comes to a question
of satisfying the importunities of stockbrokers.
So great is the interest in the cyanide process displayed throughout the whole world, and so touching the faith in its powers and
possibilities, that the first question, in nine cases out of ten, asked by
the person or persons interested in the real or alleged ore under
examination, is "can the ore be treated by cyanide 1 " In the
remaining tenth case it is usually assumed without question that the
ore can be so treated. If you begin to express doubts or suggest
difficulties, a certificate is often triumphantly produced, affirming
that the ore was treated in such and such an assay office and an
extraction of 99 per cent., or upward, obtained by this universal
solvent. Subsequent enq~iry gener~lly fails to elicit any information
as to how that 99 per cent. was obtained, such details as fineness of
crushing, strength. of solution, time of contact, and proportion of
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solution to ore treated, being beneath the notice of t,hat class of
metallurgical experts from whom the certificate referred to is
obtained. By dint of much cross-questioning. and considerable
patience it may, however, sometimes transpire that the result in
-question was obtained on perhaps two ounces of material, shaken in
a large bottle with about ten times its weight of 1 per cent, cyanide.
The assay of the original is probably" guessed" from the supposed
average of the mine, in which case it is hardly necessary to remind
you that the wish is frequently father to the thought. The assay of
the residue is obtained on a: charge which never exceeds half an
assay ton (i.e. 14'58 grammes), and when the quantity of gold finally
obtained is too small to be easily weighed, the eye is often the
instrument used in determining its quantity. Here again there is
fine scope for the personal equation. From these two data the
-extraction is then" calculated."
Where such methods are in vogue, it is hardly surprising that
-experimental metallurgy is somewhat discredited, and that much
disappointment and loss has frequently arisen when an attempt has
been made to realise these laboratory results in practice. Indeed, it
has happened pretty frequently that a mine owner will spend
$100,000 or $200,000 in erecting a plant for treating his ore by a
process utterly unsuited to it, rather than risk a $100 or $200 in
systematic laboratory tests to ascertain whether the ore can be treated
by that or any other process.
Those of you who have had the pleasure of investigating ores from
the Lydenburg or Zoutpansberg districts will hardly require to be
told that there are even some gold minfls which are not "cyanide
propositions." Where the problem is complicated by varying proportions of silver, arsenic, antimony, copper, zinc, lead, etc., in
almost infinite combinations, it is evident that a solvent exhibiting
more or less partiality for each of these ingredients is hardly likely to
give such satisfactory results as when applied to a mixture of finely
divided gold with practically inert material, such as silica and ferric
oxide.
Roughly speaking, we may classify ores according to the system of
treatment best adapted for them, as--(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Smelting Ores.
Concentrating Ores.
Free-milling. Ores ..
Cyaniding Ores.

Of course the same ore may belong at the same: time to two or
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e of these classes, as, for example, the Rand conglomerate, which
r
'd
is both free-millmg
an cyam'd'mg, but I propose to ' restrict the
descriptive term to the process whereby the greatest percentage of
the value is obta~ned, so that all th~ ore from which 60 per cent, of
the value is obtamed by amalgamatIOn, and 35 per cent. by cyanide
treatment of the tailings after amalgamation, would. be described as
free-milling.
The term "smelting ore" would be applied only to such ores as
,call be smelted direct without previous concentration.
"Concentrating ores" will be defined as those in which at least
,riO per cent. of the to,tal value can be obtained by concentration in a
comparatively small percentage of the Q!'iginal weight.
Such a classification as the 'above is, of course, not scientifically
,exact, but some such preliminary division must be made to determine
the lines which the subsequent treatment is to follow.
Naturally the first operation necessary'will be to obtain a correct
.werage sample-by no means so simple a matter as might appear to
the uninitiated. The" average prospector" may be safely trusted to
pick out a sample far above the average of the deposit which is to be
tested-the more he knows about the character of the rock, the more
£ertainly will he smell out the rich spots, not necessarily with
intent to deceive, but from sheer natural instinct, and the incapacity
of realising what is meant by an average. A 'mining expert of my
acquaintance bases all Lis investigations on the philosophical maxim
that "all good things are soft." If there be any truth in this
principle, it will easily be seen that the method of knocking down
ore with a pick indiscriminately wherever you can get at it, will
have a tendency to yield high results. Even the most accurate
methods of mine sampling are at best very 'rough approximations
since mORt of the ore alleged in the expert's report to be "in sight"
is, as a matter of fact, out of sight, and practically out of reach for
.sampling purposes. But it will be needless for me to enter into
details on the subject of ore sampling before such a Society as
ours, especially as we are at present discussing the treatment of ores
in the laboratory. It will suffice to say that I Lave found the safest
rules to be: take plenty of ore, and take it from as many different
points as possible. In cases where it is possible to determine the
,exact limits of the ore body, and its dip and direction, it is of course
best to take samples at right angles to the walls, but in all cases a
more reliable result 'is got by separately assaying the samples from: a
large number of different points, and averaging the results, Laving
regard to the estimated quantity of ore represented by each sample,
nl0
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than by mixing the samples (however carefully·they may have been
taken) and making a single assay of the mixture. It may here be
remarked that in estimating the size of the ore body, the sellef
always includes everything that lies between the extreme walls
whether it be granite, limestone, shale or what not, but in takin~
the samples he carefully excludes what are in this country termed
the "horses," and, indeed, frequently confines himself entirely to a
streak of a few inches along one or other of the walls.
I.et us suppose, however, that an accurate sample has been taken.
the assay of this will at once decide whether it is worth while t~
consider the question of metallurgical treatment. A few simple tests
will show us under what claRs the ore is to be included. High
values in gold and silver, especially if associated with much galena
or iron pyrites, will naturally indicate smelting as the best process
to use. Lower .values, associated with a moderate amount of heavy
mineral, point to concentration as a likely method. A hand panning
test, with assays of both products, often gives valuable information.
In all such tests the essential points to be determined are: the
percentage of the total original weight finally obtained as concentrates,
and as tailings, and the pel'centage of the total original values going
into each product. We might define the "efficiency of concentration" as the ratio of the latter datum to the former, in the concentrates
produced.. If this efficiency is low, in a carefully made halld test, it
will be probably quite safe to assume that concentration on a larger
scale will be still more unsatisfactory, and investigations in this
direction may be omitted.
Where the panning test shows clean coarse gold, amalgamation
naturally snggests itself. Various more or less ingenious devices
have been proposed for imitating, on a laboratory scale, the action of
the stamp battery with amalgamated plates, or of the process of panamalgamation. I do not know of any, however, which is generally
satisfactory-they are all either too bad or too good. The proposals
made from time to time by so-called practical assayers, and which are
occasionally published by the mining papers, are sometimes almost
ludicrous. One man grinds his ore in a mortar for several hours
(often with addition of cyanide), pans out the residue, and collects
his floured mercury by doctoring the concentrates with nitric acid.
He then proceeds to "retort" his amalgam by heating it in a porcelain capsule over the flame of a spirit lamp, or in the muffle-presumably the inevitable losses in the 'latter part of the operation are
intended to counter-balance the illegitimate gains in the nitric acid
treatment. Others agitate amalgama~ed copper strips in bottles with
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and dilute caustic soda, trusting in Providence to .prevent the
oreal cram being scoured off by the action of the sand. A method
[1mhich
" seems pronllsmg,
••
. t
h t h e ore, crus h e d to a sUItable
.
IS 0 was
;ecrree of fineness, over a shallow copper dish, amalgamated aU over
th: inner surface except at the rim. The ore is added a spoonful at
a time, washed backwards and forwards for a few moments, so that
it spends out ina thin layer, then~washed off and a fresh spoonful
added. The difference in the assay of the originals and residues
indicates the amount extracted by amalgamation. The difficulty
with this method is to keep the plate bright. It must be very
carefully cleansed with caustic alkali, cyanide, or sal-ammoniac
immediately before using, and unless the ore is absolutely free from
base metal compounds, tarnishes rapidly during the progress of the
test. I am induced to think the results of this and other methods,
where an attempt is made to wash the ore over an amalgamated plate,
are considerably lower than would be obtaiRed by actual plate
amalgamation on a working scale with the same ore. Comparatively
few laboratories are able to include a small stamp mill or grinding pan as part of their outfit, but some such appliance would
seem to be the only reliable means of making an amalgamation
test.
For reasons above given, an investigation of the merits or demerits
of the cyanide process as applied to the ore under consideration, will
almost always form an essential part of the experimental treatment,
and it will be worth while to discuss in greater detail the methods of
examination to be adopted.
.
In cyauide treatment there are so many factors capable of modification, that it is seldom, if ever, possible to determine, off-hand,
what is the best system, or, indeed, whether the ore can be
treated at all.
Nevertheless we have found that a system of preliminary qualitative tests often gives a large amount of useful information. These
tests are simple, and can generally be executed in half an hour or so;
they often go a long way towards deciding whether we have to deal
with a cyanide ore, or not. It would be beyond the scope of this
paper to go into minute analytical details, with which most of you
are quite familiar, but I may mention that the tests we have found
most useful are made on two portions of the crushed ore, one of
which is agitated with water, and the other with cyanide solution of
the strength commonly used in practice, say from '1 to '2 per cent.
These are then filtered aftflr standing a few minutes, and the two
filtrates examined for various substances in solution.
2I
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The water filtrate will, of course, be examined for soluble salts of
iron, copper, and other base metals, for acidity and for soluble
sulphates and chlorides. The~e tests will show whether a preliminary
waterwash is necessary or advIsable.
The cyanide filtrate should be tested, especially for soluble
sulphides, ferro-cyanides, sulpho-cyanides, copper, zinc, and for
reducing power. I will here detail a few tests which we are in the
habit of making with this liquid, and which may possibly not be
familiar to all of you.
l. On adding hydrochloric (or any other) acid a white turbidity is
frequently observed. This is sometimes given as a test for
alkaline sulphides, but a similar turbidity may occur when no
sulphide is present, for example, with certain compounds of
zinc or copper.
2. If, after adding hydrochloric acid in slight excess, disregarding
the white turbidity formed, a few drops of dilute potassium
ferro-cyanide be added, a characteristic reddish-brown tint or
precipitate occurs when copper is present even in very small
quantity. .A white flocculent precipitate formed under these
circumstances, and soluble in alkalis, often indicates zinc.
3. A solution of lead tartrate in excess of caustic soda is a convenient reagent for detecting soluble sulphides in cyanide
solution. Ordinary lead salts give a white precipitate of lead
cyanide, often obscuring the sulphide reaction when the
quantity 'of sulphide is small, but the tartrate solution gives
no precipitate with pure cyanide. Very small quantities of
alkaline sulphides are, however, detected by the black or
brown colouration.
4. The test for reducing power is made by acidulating some of the
solution with sulphuric acid, and adding a few drops of dilute
permanganate. In some cases this reaction can be applied
quantitatively, but it is well to remember that this reducing
-action may be due to a variety of causes, and it is produced
by ferro-cyanide, sulpho-cyanides, sulphides, organic matter,
etc. ·Where this reaction is strong, oxidation will probably
be necessary, either before or during cyanide treatment.

Having, by these preliminary qualitative tests, determined the
general behaviour of the ore towards dilute cyanide solution, we
next proceed to make a series of small scale quantitative tests, in
order to obtain definite information on the following points ;-
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1- What is the most economical degree of finen~ss to which the
'ore may be crushed for subsequent cyanide treatment 1
2. What is the best strength of solution to use 1
3. What is the best proportion of solution to ore 1
4. What length of time is necessary for satisfactory results 1
5. Is it necessary to use alkalis 1
6. Is it necessary to give oxidation 1
7. Is it necessary to give any preparatory treatment 1
In many cases these questions may be answered with tolerable
accuracy by means of tests on a scale of two pounds, made in the
manner which I shall presently describe. It is always best, however,
to confirm the result on as large a scale as possible, as the conditions
of practice may be much more closely imitated when operating on a
ton of material than when only two or three pounds are handled.
Some of you may ask-" Why not make the tests on a large scale at
once 1" This would doubtless be the best course to take if we .had
command of unlimited material, labour, time (and last but not least)
cash. It will easily be seen, however, that if we use up the whole
of our available material in a single test, and the result is not
satisfactory, we have no meanR of trying the effect of some different
system of treatment. Experience has, in fact, shown us that it
generally pays to make the small scale tests first, as a large number
can be made simultaneously with far less expenditure of labour and
money than a single large scale test, and the results obtained are at
least a reliable guide for the tests on a large scale which ought in' all
cases to follow. It must be distinctly understood, that the small
scale results are not to be taken as an exact indication of the
behaviour of the ore in practice.
The general method we have adopted in carrying out the small
scale tests is as follows : The charge, generally consisting of two pounds of the material to
be tested, is placed in a wide-mouthed glass jar, capable of being
fastened water-tight by means of a glass stopper provided with an
india-rubber ring. When the jar is closed, the stopper is held
tightly in place by a wire spring fastener. After adding the required
amount of solution, the jars are agitated for several hours by any
convenient mechanism, such as a Kafir. Where a number of tests
have to be made simultaneously, a simple and effective arrangement
is as follows :-A wooden disc is caused to revol ve by means of a
belt connected with· some source of power. Holes are cut in the
disc to receive the jars, in which they are secured by elastic bands
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passing over suitably arranged hooks. As the disc revolves, each
bottle describes a complete circle, and by properly regulating the
speed a thorough agitation is' secured, each tesf being tre'ated exactly
alike. After agitating for as long as may appear necessary, the jars
are allowed to stand until the contents have settled, and the cle'ar
liquid then drawn off by means of a glass syphon.
If it is desired to continue the treatment, a fresh wash is given
and the jar closed and agitated as before. If the test is to b;
brought to a conclusion, the contents of the jar may be transferred to
a large funnel and washed with water, or they may be diluted by
stirring in a bucket, with a large volume of water, allowed to settle
and the clear liquid decante.d. The latter method would naturall;
be adopted when it is desired to ascertain the "total undissolved
values" in the residue.
In all cases the residue is dried and assayed, and the result thus
obtained compared with the assay of a carefully selected average
sample of the original ore. Sometimes it is advisable to check this
result by evaporating the whole, or a measured fraction, of the liquid
syphoned or filtered off, and determining the gold and silver in the
evaporated liquid.
In the first instance the ore is crushed only to such a degree that a
thorough mixture can be made and a proper sample taken. A
series of tests can then be arranged under any required set of
conditions, e.g.:-

l. Ore crushed to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 mesh respectively, t].'eated
in each case with the same strength of solutio~ (which should
,be rather 'stronger than will probably be required in practice).
the same quantity of solutioI\, and for the same length of time.
,2. Ore crushed' to the mesh found most advantageous in the
previous series, treated with solutions, of '01, '05, '1, '2, '5
per cent. respectively, other conditions the same in each test.
3., Ore crushed to suitable mesh, treated with solution of strength
, found most advantageous in previous test. Solution added in
the proportion of 1, Ii, lk, 2, 3, 4 tons per ton of ore, other
conditions alike. In this case, where the volume of solution
to ~e used is large relatively to the amount of ore, the liquid
would naturally be added in several successive washes, settling
and syphoning off between each.
4. Ore crushed to required mesh, treated with required amount of
solution of required strength. Treatment stopped after 1, 2,
3,: 4, ';, 14 days' contact.
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The qualitative tests above described will enable.' us in some
sure to decide whether alkalis, oxidation, or preliminary washing
wea
'bl e, ~ smu
"I ar s~r~es
are required, When. such a,course appears a d ~Isa
of quantative tests m~~ ~aslly be arranged usmg varymg quantItIes
f lime or different oXldlsmg agents, etc.
o These bottle tests furnish a large amount of interesting and sometimes valuable information, and occasionally reveal unsuspected
Jeculiarities in the ore which require careful attention when it. is to
~e treated on a larger scale. One fact which is likely to be forced on
our observation, is that the strength of solution is of far less importance than the proportion of solution to ore and the time of contact.
This point is clearly illustrated in what I may be permitted to call
the classical series of experiments made by your member, Mr W. A.
Caldecott, and detailed before the Society at your meeting of
November 21st, 1896.
'
On some future occasion I may have the opportunity of describing
our methods of treating ores experimentally on a larger scale, and the
system of hydraulic separation adopted for slimy ores; the question
of determining cyanide consumption by laboratory tests is also a subject on which I have not touched, but I fear I have already exceeded
all reasonable limits, and have, perhaps, already laid myself open to a
fusillade of criticism.
When experimenting on a larger scale, say from 300 pounds to 1
or more tons, we aim at imitating as closely as possible the conditions
of practice, using leaching or agitation tanks which are in all essential
respects models of those employed in the commercial treatment.
Some factors, as, for example, the depth of overlying material in
sand tanks, which may in some cases exert an important influence on
the extraction from the bottom layers of the charge, cannot of course
be reproduced on the experimental scale, but in the main the results
of such tests are comparatively safe guides to what may be expected
in practice.
If in what I have laid before you I have in any measure removed
the stigma which unfortunately still attaches itself to the results of
experimental metallurgy, I shall feel amply rewarded.
The President-Mr Clennell is no stranger to us, and.the paper
which we have just heard proves that he continues to be a valuable
associate of our Society in spite of his being thousands of miles away
from here. His paper is a thoroughly practical one, and contains a
large amount of very valuable hints; and I am sure I am expressing
the general feeling if I propose a hearty vote of thanks to Mr
Clennell for having sent us this paper from the United States of
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America. It appears to me that the spirit of Mr Butters is wavin"
over the paper, which is thoroughly practical.- Mr Clennell seems t~
have improved in this direction considerably since he has been in
America. I postpone the discussion on the paper until the next meeting.

A MEANS OF ECONOMISING WATER IN
CONCENTRATION

By

EDWD.

H.

JOHNSON (MEMBER)
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ADJOURNED DISCUSSION

The President-The next business is the reply by Mr Johnson to
the discussion on his paper.
Mr Von Gernet-I wish only to make a short remark. I do not
know whether in the last discussion on the subject, which was dealt
with very shortly, I expressed myself rightly or not j anyhow the
report does not convey exactly what I meant. The paper of Mr
Johnson is entitled" a means of economising water in concentration."
I think that, in most cases, the apparatus described and used by Mr
Johnson would not involve an economy in water j that is to say, in
cases where you return all the water by means of spitzkasten purifiers;
but I think there may certainly be many instances, such as that of
the Meyer & Charlton, the mine with which Mr Johnson is connected,
where they cannot recover the water once sent to the mill. The
reasons may be different, and on a place like that I certainly think it
will effect an economy of water. It cannot, however, be _taken as a
general rule that this particular apparatus will effect an economy in
water, but in certain cases I quite believe it will.
Mr Von Dessauer-Two gentlemen only have thought it advisable
as yet to raise a discussion on Mr Johnson's paper, and neither of
them have been able to discover one good point in his new arrangement for concentration. I beg to entirely differ from them. There
are more good points in this arrangement than appeal' at first glance.
(1) It is the first proposal to maintain regular concentration at a mine
where it would be otherwise impf)ssible on account of a total lack of
water for this purpose. ThiS condition, which is clearly stated by
Mr Johnson in his paper as existing at the Meyer & Charlton G.M.,
has been overlooked by the said two gentlemen. Even at other
reduction works where water is available for concentration, the pump
supplying water for concentration, commonly called Spitzen pump,
gives endless trouble to a cyanide manager, and even to friction
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hetween him and the General Manager. Many of them who are
here to-night will bear out my statement that, when the water supply
gives out at a mine, th~ first order the General Manager will give is :
"Stop that infernal SpItz en pump." Thus it happens at most of our
mines that concentration is interrupted, reduced, or totally stopped
almost every year during longer or shorter periods. This will never
happen with Mr Johnson's natural concentration, and I call it one
point in its favour. A second point I claim with him is that his
method is cheaper; there is not a single addition to the ordinary
working cost. Mr J. R. Williams erred when charging this method
with the salary of two white men, as he has overlooked Mr Johnson's
remark that the ordinary tank men are in charge of the boxes.
Neither are any special Kaffirs employed, as I convinced, myself when
visiting a few days ago the plant at the Meyer & Charlton mine.
There is, therefore, a decided saving of expense, viz. the charge for
pumping. A short comparison with results obtained elsewhere will
disclose a third point, surely not against Mr Johnson's arrangement,
but also in favour of it. It is with regard to the effectiveness of
work. I take the following figures from the report of the Chamber
of Mines for October :-The Crown Reef recovered by the ordinary
spitzlutten 14 per cent. of the total gold contained in tailings in the
shape of concentrates, the Geldenhuis Estate 22 per cent., the
Jumpers 28 per cent., Mr Johnson 31 per cent. The concentrates
at the Crown' Reef were 3'5 times richer than the tailings, at the
Geldenhuis Estate 2'8, at the Jumpers 3'5, and at the Meyer &
Charlton with Mr Johnson's arrangements 6 times. Huw does this
compare with Mr 'Williams' statements, that better results would
have been obtained with the spitzlutten ~ Allow me here to follow
with a few words the good example given by our PreRident some
time ago when he proposed to avoid abusing technical terms which
have a certain meaning in the industry all over the world, and which
have been mixed up here in a most wonderful manner. It is the
word Spitzlutte I am taking exception to. The concentrator used
here at the Rand is a half-caste between spitzlutte, spitzkasten, and
something very quaint, The two arrangements named are based on
hydraulic laws or principles. The concentrator as used here is a
quite unprincipled machine-subject almost to every known law of
hydraulics, and following not a single one at the same time. It is no
wonder that no better results are obtained than those mentioned
above. This concentrator is not deserving the name Spitzlutte in
the least. The only objection I might have against Mr Johnson's
arrangement is that it is not built with such dimensions as to
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correspond with the cap~city of o'ne .leachi~~ vat: He has to dump
the contents of his box mto water tIll sufficIent has accumulated to
be transferred to a tank. He loses thereby the advantage of dumpin
it dry into the vat (perhaps at once in cyanide solution) and o~
direct treatment, but the nature of his cyanide plant forbids this.
I have to refrain from entering to-night into perhaps the most
important point raised in my mind by Mr Johnson's paper. It is
the question whether the present style of laying out a cyanide plant
is really the most" rational and most economical possible or not.
Like everything else at the Rand the buildin'g of reduction works is
subject to a fashion, and the one ruling now is so strong that
doubting its' merits amounts almost to sacrilege. Still there are
doubts, and.1 hope to lay them before you at a future meeting.
Mr E. H. Johnson-In the paper in which I introduced the method
of concentration under discussion, I made the statement that in the
instance referred to there was no water available for concentration
by the ordinary spitzlutte methods. My two critics, possibly from
the habit of merely having" just glanced through the paper," have
entirely ignored that statement, though Mr A. von Gernet has this
evening modified his original statement in admitting the special
conditions named. It is unimportant whether the water was nonexistant or the local conditions prevented me from obtaining it where
it was required for concentration purposes-it was still unavailable,
as I stated. But .Mr J. R. Williams further states that there is no
economy of water in a method not using water-a statement that
sounds somewhat paradoxical to my mind.
Mr C. F. Kelly,
of the W olhuter, has kindly supplied me with the figures of the
quantity of water used in four spitzlutte, taking the pulp from a
100-stamp mill, viz. 45,000 gallons per day. The amount of water
in circulation mnst therefore be increased by these 45,000 gallons,
and the percentage of loss from evap·oration, stoppage, etc., will be
applied to this increased volume. Therefore, I still contend that
water is economised.
Another point Mr ·Williams overlooked
was that the white men employed to attend to the concentrators
also looked after the filling of the collecting vats.
I believe
Mr Williams employs u similar staff of white men to superintend
the operations of the "automatic nigger and hose "-possibly also
(thollgh r. feel the supposition will be looked upon as heresy) to
attend the vagaries of the spitzlu/tte. Therefore I consider his
complaint of expense on this item unwarranted, since he has its
equivalent in addition to the wu'ter-pumping charges. I still think,
therefore, I am justified in considering the system an economical
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and under certain conditions-such as the one under reviewone,
'
. .
. .
.
the only choice. Mr WIllIams stated that I should have obtamed a
better concentration by using water. I gave figures of the degree of
concentration obtained by my method, and I think it would hav.e been
ore satisfactory had Mr Williams given figures of spitzlutte work
III tailings of a SImI
"1ar va1ue.
on

PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
The President-I have now to reply to the discussion on my
inaugural address. Although the discussion was closed at the last
meeting, I would state that, if any gentleman wishes to make an
additional remark, he can do so now, before I finally reply.
}Ir J. R. Williams-I have very much pleasure this evening
in withdrawing part of my remarks made at the previous meeting
of the Society. I stated, possibly too much on the Johannesburg
newspapers for informa~ion, that the Modderfontein Dynamite
Factory is a factory" so-called." Since then, thanks to Dr Loevy
and others, I have been able to visit that factory, and I can assure
you that it is as legitimate a factory as one of our mines is a gold
mine.
The Pre~ident-I am very pleased that Mr Williams bas made this
statement, which will considerably shorten my reply. Although this
is one of the most important points which he criticised in my
inaugural address, there are ~everal other points to which I must
reply. Having at a previous meeting answered several criticisms of
~Ir Franklin White, Dr Carrick, Mr Von Gernet, Mr Crosse, and Mr
Bettel, it remains for me to-night to deal with certain remarks of Mr
John R. 'Williams made at the last meeting. I will be as brief as
possible, but I ask you to grant me fifteen or twenty minutes, because
I intend to go over some of the points on which Mr Williams has
attacked me, and on which I must defend myself.
In criticising my address Mr 'Williams dealt first with my statement regarciing the eventual increase in the extraction by heating the
.cyanide solutions up to 40° to 50° Celsius, on which subject I
expressed myself as follows, in my inaugural address : "As to the practical application of heat in the leaching process I
do not consider myself competent to give an opinion as to its
possibility; it is for the practical engineer to find out whether such
application' is possible on a commercial basis. I content myself with
stating the fact, that a temperature of 35° to 40° Celsius both
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accelerates and increases the solution of gold, and without wishing t()
place too mnch importftllce on the result of some laboratory experi_
ments, I think I am justified in expressing the' opinion that, should
application of heat in the leaching process be made possible on a
large scale, that would possibly mean an increase of 1 dwt. on thetotal extraction from tailings assaying 6 dwts."
To this statement Mr Williams takes exception, pointing out that
there are some mines whose residues do not assay more than 1 dwt.
gold per ton, and asking me, what, at. such mines, I expected the
residue to be, and whether I expect an extraction 'of over 100 per
cent.
I will at once meet Mr Williams on this latter point and assure
him that I never looked forward to an extraction' of over 100 per
cent., even not of 100 or 99'99 per cent. In making the statement
referred to I had not in view those "some mines" mentioned by Mr
Williams, whose residues from 6 dwt. tailings contain only 1 dwt.
gold per ton, or even less, but I had in view those ," some mines"
which, owing to technical difficulties arising from the nature of the
ore or from other causes, are less successful in their extraction. I am
sure "Mr Williams will admit that there are "some mines" both on
the Rand, and especially in outside districts, which, in spite of all
efforts, and notwithstanding the cleverness and experience of their
engineers and metallurgists, do not get more than 75 per cent.
extraction, which means 41 dwts. from tailings assayiug 6 dwts.,
thus leaving 11 dwts. in the residues. As the result of numerous
laboratory experiments I felt justified in expressing the opinion that
possibly another dwt. might be extracted from such tailings by the
application of heat in the leaching process, and the residues thus
brought down to 1 dwt. Whether that will be possible on a large
scale, I do not know; to decide this question and to induce our
members who are engaged in cyanide extraction to go in 'for experiments with a view to find out whether I am right or not, was just
my object in bringing the matter forward in my address. So far we
have had some valuable information on the subject by Mr Darling,
which shows that the temperature in summer and winter has a
certain influence on the extraction, and we are also awaiting the
results of certain experiments which are now being carried on by Mr
Von Gernet, and which, I trust, will enable us to form a definite
opinion on the matter. Whether these results be favourable or
unfavourable, the consequence of my statement will be, that we will
have obtained reliable information on a point which has hitherto not
been investigated, and our knowledge on a technical and chemical
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at ter of importance will be increased. 'Personally I might say that
; am looking forward with the greatest interest to the results of Mr
Von Gernet's experiments, and, unless convinced of the contrary by
actual figures, uphold my opinion that, with a great number of ores,
the extraction can be considerably increased and the time of leaching
decreased by heating the solutions.
The next points of my address criticised by Mr Williams are the
liquor question and the manufacture of blasting compounds in this
country. In trying to reply to his remarks on these subjects I
cannot help considering it rather unfortunate that Mr Williams has
not had time to read through my address and the discussion thereon,
but that he has "just glanced over it" a few minutes before the
opening of the last meeting. Had he seen his way to read the paper
throllgh, and to devote half an hour to it, he would have found that
many of the points raised by him had been thoroughly discussed by
several of our members at previous meetings and replied to by me at
the very same meetings. In replying to-night to Mr Williams I have
therefore to travel over the same ground, and I hope the statement I
made just now will be considered sufficient excuse for my eventually
touching on matters which I have dealt with before.
I will take firstly the liquor question. Mr Williams takes exception to my statement that the rumours as to the alleged poisonous
quality of the Kaffir liquors are exaggerated and unfounded, and that
it is not the quality but the quantity of the liquor consumed which
poisons our native workmen. In reply I can only say to Mr Williams
what I have said before to other members-that my opinion is based
on the results of actual investigation; but as Mr Williams has not
read these facts I will give him some particulars. When, about two
years ago, the only too justified agitation against the illicit liquor
sellers was started, samples of liquor were taken by the Town Council
and by the Detective Department from so-called local distillers, bottle
stores, and Kaffir bars, and were analysed with a view to finding out
whether they really contained poisonous additions, such as tobacco
decoctions, pepper decoctions, mustard oil, blue stone, sulphuric acid,
etc. Altogether during the two years 148 samples of liquor of every
description had been officially analysed by me, with the result that
only in two samples of brandy, originating from a Krugersdorp bar,
an admixture of sulphuric acid in the one case, and mustard oil in
the other, has been detected, whilst the remaining 146 samples were
found to consist of more or less well rectified spirit, of from 40 to 50
per cent. alcohol, coloured with caramel or other colouring matter,
and flavoured with essences of European manufacture. These
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essences, as I pointed out in my paper, are· manufactured by such
well-known European firms as Bush & Co., London, and Schimmel
& Co., Leipzic, and others. These are my arguments, by which I"
substantiated my statements; and what are Mr ·Williams' arguments
in taking exception to them 1 His first argmnent is that I must hav.e
been fortunate in the samples submitted to me. I think this is no
argument whatever, considering that the samples ~ere taken by
official authorities, who had a strong desire to obtain as many Convictions of liquor sellers as possible. His second argument is that
there are poisons in toxicology which analytical chemistry cannot
discover. I have, of course, no doubt that Mr Williams has had
great experience in toxicology, but, judging from his statement, it
appears to me that for some very considerable time he cannot
possibly have been much in contact with that science. I am,
therefore, sure he will be pleased to hear that toxicological chemistry
has made very considerable progress indeed during the last twelve or
fifteen years. It will certainly interest Mr Williams to hear that the
exact methods of detecting and quantitatively determining poisons,
even in very small quantities, are now so perfect, that no toxicologist
will have difficulty in detecting in liquors the poisonous or· injurious
substances I have alluded to; and even when chemistry fails there
is another thing to which the toxicologist may recu~: the physiological experiment, which will enable him to obtain a conclusive
result in such cases where it is difficult or impossible to definitely
·characterise the poison by chemical reactions; That reminds me
that Mr Williams in his criticism proposed to make such an experiment in connection with good Scotch whisky and Raffir whisky, the
subjects to be experimented upon to be Mr Williams and myReH.
Unfortunately, the Editorial Committee decided by a majority not to
have this proposal printed in our Journal as, in· their opinion, it was
to be considered as a joke; but as Mr ·Williams, ina Council meeting,
strongly objected to this omission, thus showing that he evidently
considered his proposal serious and scientific, I may just as well refer
to it in a few words, and point out to him that in his ideas on
physiological experiments he is not quite up to date. I do not
know in what stage physiological chemistry was when Mr Williams
was engaged in it, but I am sure he will be pleased .to learn that
physiology, like toxicology, has made considerable progress during
the last ten or fifteen years. I will especially point out to him in
regard to the experiments which he proposed, that in making
physiological experiments with a view to compare the physiological
effect of two different substances, it is absolutely necessary to carry
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t the experiments under absolutely the same conditions-ceteris
oUribus_aS far as the subjects to be experimented upon are Conpa
that for the first time in.- my life I
ccr ned . If I tell Mr ·Williams
had the first drop of whisky when I was thirty years old, and for
even years since then I take a whisky perhaps every'three or
~our Jllonths, he will surely admit that physiological experiments
with whisky, made upon him and myself, would be very misleading.
I think the experiments would be just as misleading and just as wrong
us if Mr Williams, in order to test the poisonous effect of arsenic,
would make physiological experiments on himself and on a Tyrolean
mountain climber, who has been ,in the habit of eating arsenic for
twenty-five or thirty years.
Now with regard to the quality of the liquor I think I clearly
pointed out that there is a very great difference between _genuine
and artificial liquors, for I expressed myself on the subject as
follows :"There is no doubt that an artificial whisky or brandy is by far
inferior to a genuine one in flavour and taste. It must also be
admitted that a certain quantity of artificial whisky or brandy will,
in the majority of cases, produce a stronger intoxication than the
corresponding quantity of good genuine stuff, for the following
reasons :"Firstly-The essences used in the fabrication of artificial liquors
are, as pointed out above, chiefly compound ethers, which have a
very prominent effect on -the system, producing as they do, even in
small quantities, headache and nervousness.
"Secondly-Artificial liquors have not been stored in the wood.
They are prepared from fresh spirits, and have therefore not undergone those very complicated chemical oxidation processes to which
the mild flavour and taste and the comparatively harmless character
of genuine liquor is to be attributed."
But, at the same time, I must adhere to my statement which I
made in the same address, and which reads as follows : " Considering the liquor trade with natives, however, the question
whether or not artificial liquors are more intoxicating than genuine
ones is not of great importance, in -yiew of the quantity consumed
by the nigger. It is well known that Raffirs drink those so-called
whiskies and brandies by tumblerfuls, and I have myself often seen
a boy take two or three such drinks in one hour. _At an average
estimate the. contents of a small tum bIer as used for neat drinks is
150 c.c., and the average percentage of alcohol in artificial liquors is
50 per cent. Tralles. Thus a Raffir boy consumes about 250 C.c. of
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alcohol in less than an hour, which is an enormous quantity, bein"
equal to ten stiff whiskiei? and sodas, or to seven large bottles of
German beer. It goes without saying that such an amount of
alcohol, even if it is of the best quality, must produce the strongest
intoxication. But exactly the same intoxication will be produced by"
a corresponding quantity of Usher's Black Label or Dewer's German
beer, stout, veuve cliquot, or Pommery and Greno."
As the matter is of such great importance, and as there has been
some comment on it in the newspapers, I wish, in summing up, to
state distinctly what my object was in bringing the matter of the
liquor question before the Society. My object was, firstly, to show,
on the basis of actual figures and facts, that the argument regarding
the quality of native liquors does not hold good in the justified fight
against the illicit liquor trade as, judging from the results of
numerous investigations which have been carried out periodically
and systematieally for about two years, the alleged poisonous
additious do not exist in native liquors, and as, according to the
law of this country and of many other countries, it is impossible
for the analyst to condemn an artificial liquor as unfit for human
consumption unless he has proved the presence of injurious substances in the same. And, secondly, to do away with the entirely
wrong impression that the quality of the native liquor is the only and
the main cause of the liquor evil, and that this latter can be stamped
out by supplying the native with good genuine liquor. I maintain
that the main source of the liquor evil are those 40 or 50 per cent.
alcohol contained both in genuine and artificial liquors, and that, if
the Kaffir is supplied with the best brandy or whisky of the world,
he will, in view of the large quantity he consumes, intoxicate himself
just as well as by drinking Raffir liquors.
A gentleman, in private conversation, mentioned the case of a
Raffir who died suddenly after drinking Kaffir liquor. Well, I made
enquiries, and I found that the Kaffir had drunk two or three
tumblerfuls, and, for this reason, I find it quite natural that the
Raffir had died. I am perfectly sure if he had drunk the same
quantity of Usher's Black Label or any other good liquor he would
have died just as well. In order to show you that I am backed up
in my opinion by a great authority on the point, I will give you a
few notes that I have taken from "Sonnenschein" on toxicology.
Professor Sonnenschein, an acknowledged authority, occupied the chair
of toxicology at Berlin University for over thirty years. He says:
"Alcohol of more than 80 vol per cent. is a direct poison, acting
similarly to sulphuric acid in destroying the llJUCOUS membrane of the
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tom ach ; alcoholic liquors containing from 40 to 50 vol per cent. of
51 ohol act as poisons if taken in excess." He gives ·the following
~ ~tances of acute poisoning by alcohol which occurred in France:
~wo soldiers in Paris drank 4 litres of Cognac; one of them died
. stantaneously, and the other expired on the way to the hospital.
~ man forty years of age drank a bottle of brandy and died within
twenty-four hours. A soldier drank three-quarters of a bottle of
Cocrnac and died instantaneously; and a man drank, in consequence
of °a bet, a bottle of rum and died instantaneously. In Sweden
during four years there were 263 cases of acute poisoning by alcohol;
in Hussia in one year there were 676 cases; and in France i!l seven
years 1,622 cases. I have some other figures about England. In
England a man died within twenty-four hours after drinking a large
quantity of brandy. A boy of eight years drank half a pint of gin
and died within sixty-seven hours. A man drank a pint of whisky
at luncheon, and in the S:1me evening half a litre of rum, and although
the greater part of the liquid had been removed from the stomach by
the stomach pump, he died after two days. A boy drank 100 c.c.
brandy, and he died instantaneously. I have given these instances
to show that if a Kaffir dies suddenly after drinking such a large
quantity of alcohol there is nothing surprising in it, and it is not
necessarily the quality of the liquor which killed him; those 40 to
50 per cent. of alcohol contained in the liquor were the cause of his
death. He certainly would die if he had drunk a corresponding
quantity of good whisky or of good brandy.
Although Mr Williams has withdrawn the except.ion he took to
my statements concerning the productive capacity of the dynamite
factory, I must deal with SOIne other remarks which he made regarding the quality of the explosives which are produced by the dynamite
factory. Mr Williams says he cannot agree with my statement that
there is no reason of complaining about the quality of the explosives
supplied by the local factory. To substantiate his exception he refers
to one case of bad blasting gelatine which came to his notice about a
year ago, and which at the time was exuding nitro-glycerine; and to
another instance where the explosive contained 1! to 2 per cent. of
moisture; and, further, he goes on to say that he has had many bad
samples of dynamite.
In replying, I must say again that it would have been a good thing
if Mr Williams had d~voted half an hour or so to the reading of my
address and to the previous discussions thereon, instead of "just
glancing over it" a few minutes before the opening of the last meeting. He would then have seen that the question of the quality of
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the local explosives has at previous meetings beeh thoroughly discussed in OUT Society, and that in my address I referred to it as to a
settled question, expressing myself as follows : "We have simply treated .the technical part of the matter, and We
have shown that one of the chief arguments brought. forward by the
in:dustrial leaders against the dynamite monopoly was not founded
It has been said that the quality of the local explosives is bad and
dangerous,' and also that the factory in Modderfontein is a bogus
factory, which cannot produce anything like the quantity of explosives
req uired for this country. In the discussion which followed the
exhaustive paper on explosives read by Professor Prister before OUr
Society; we have shown that the first argument is entirely unfounded
and as to the second one, I think it is now a generally acknowledged.
fact that the Modderfontein factory is the largest 9.ynamite factory in
the world."
In order to show Mr Williams that I am confirmed in this view by
a competent member of our Society, I will quote part of the discussion which took place on my address in our September meeting,
when Mr Franklin White, spea1dng on dynamite, made the following
statement : " I am perfectly persuaded that at one time the mining indust.ry
was quite justified in complaining of the quality of the dynamite
supplied to them. I am also satisfied that now they are obtaining
dynamite of very fair quality. But I consider that this fact is in
consequence of the agitation. If that agitation had not taken place
I very much doubt whether we should have received the quality to
which the President referred. Whether the dynamite factory actually
manufactures the dynamite or no is not of much importance to the
mining industry so long as the industry obtains good dynamite."
And, in order to prove to Mr 'Williams that I am also confirmed in
my view by Mr John R. Williams himself, I will remind him of his
very able official report which he made in March 1896 on twenty-five
cases of' blasting gelatine which were off-loaded before the terrible
explosion, and in which he stated that no fault whatever could bE>
found with the quality of the blasting gelatine contained in these
twenty-five cases, a view which he ably and most successfully defended
in the severe cross-examination to which he was subsequently submitted by the Inquiry Commission.
And, to give another proof that I am entirely confirmed in my
view by Mr John R. Williams himself, I will quote part of the discussion on dynamite which took place at our March meeting, a
quotation which, I feel sure, will cause Mr Williams to be somewhat
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rised of the shortness of his memory. The passage I refer to
ads as follows :-re "The Vice-President (Dr Loevy)-I have had an opportunity.of
analysing many samples here, and I must say candidly that I do not
believe there is much bad blasting gelatine in this country. There
were some bad samples which were decomposed arid rather dangerous
about three or four months ago, but since then it appears as if the
local manufacturers were very careful with the stufI' they place on tl).e
market, and I must say that with a great many samples that. ha~e
been submitted to me I have not been able to find any fault whatever. Speaking of blasting gelatine, I Illay say that its percentage of
nitro-glycerine was never lower than 91'8 per cent., and all the
samples stood perfectly the tests of the British Explosives Act, to
which I submitted them most severely. I might specially refer to
the so-called exudation and liquefaction test. Cylinders of blasting
gelatine are cut and fixed on a piece of wood with a pin, and there
exposed to a temperature of 88° F. for 144 consecutive hours, after
which exposure the decrease of the volume of the cylinder must not
exceed 25 per cent. The highest decrease which I have been able to
state was between 14 and 15 per cent. Also all the other tests were
stood perfectly. I should be glad to hear Mr Williams' views on the
subject, as he has hl!-d a good deal of experience.
"Mr J. R. Williams-I can quite corroborate what Dr Loevy has
said about the general quality of the explosives which are manufactured, or supposed to be manufactured, on the Rand. I have been
called in at different times at several mines to examine so-called bad
explosives, and in all the cases, with one exception, I have had no
scruple or diffidence in passing them as first-class explosives, fulfilling everything required by the Board of Trade. The one exception, however, was so bad that on opening the door of the magazine
the nitrous fumes were so strong as almost to suffocate me, and
before I could take samples from the cases I had to take them out
into the open air. Litmus paper, when moistened, was at once
turned acid. When the Government officials and the officials of the
Explosives Company were called in to see this, it is sufficient to say
that they at once took the necessary means to destroy the stuff. But
that is the only instance in my experience of that kind. I have
never found any other case where the explosives have been deficient
in explosive quality."
Mr J. R. Williams-Will you please read on. I think in addition,
when I drew attention to blasting gelatine, I added that I have
frequently had bad .cases. of dynamite.
2K
HU rp
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The President (continuing. reading)-" I have ~~~:er. found any
other case where the explosIves have been deficIent m explosive
quality, and this particular instance was caused by want of water
when they were incorporating the nitric acid with the glycerine, and
the same not being properly mixed and combined. The nitric acid
was thus given off in fumes, and the glycerine was running over the
floor of the magazine."
Mr J. R. Williams-I think it is not the first time that things have
been left out of the proceedings of the Society, and I cannot be held
responsible for it.
The President-Theile statements have been very carefully revised
by the Editorial Committee, and I am sure nothing has been left out
which could be of any importance. I think I am perfectly justified
in quoting the statement I have just read, especially as you distinctly
spoke about explosives in general. The members of the Editorial
Committee would not leave out any statement made by a member
which was likely to be of any importance. I would ask Mr Williams
-how do these statements made by him agree with the statement he
made at our last meeting 1 The only conclusion I can arrive at is
that since our March meeting he must have met with a great number
of bad local explosives, and that in consequence of this he has had
reason to entirely alter his opinion on the subject during the last
eight months. But, on the other hand, it seems to me rather surprising that Mr Williams, at our last meeting, contented himself with a
vague statement without substantiating the same through actual
facts. Or has he concealed the facts in the interest of the mining
industry 1 I can hardly believe this, considering that there is a very
justifiable tendency among thoee connected with the gold industry to
give the widest publicity to every justified complaint of the quality of
local explosives, and considering also that one is justified to believe
that Mr Williams will be the last to conceal such facts from the
leaders of the industry. I therefore say-unless Mr Williams is in a
position to substantiate by actual facts the statement made by him at
the last meeting-we are perfectly justified in attaching no importance
whatever to it, and in considering it as vague and unjustifiable.
Let us see how the question of quality of local explosives presents
itself on the basis of actual figures and facts, since March 1896, that
is to say, since nearly three years. During this period Mr Williams
has met with one case of bad blasting gelatine, which' he rightly
condemned as dangerous. I had to condemn, about eleven months ago,
a sample of No. lA Dynamite, owing to its exuding nitro-glycerine
and containing too much moisture. Since then not a si~gle case of
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bad local explosives came to ~y ~otice, in spite of the control
. tituted by the Chamber of Mmes m January last, a control which
IllS
.
uld hardly allow any bd
a sample of dynamIte
or ,
gelatme to pass.
\vO
d
.
d
So we have it that urmg two years an nine mont hs altogether two
of obiectionable local explosives have come to our notice in this
cas es
J
•
country, where the consumptIOn of explosives amounts to the
enormous figure of 200,000 cases a year. Whether, as Mr Franklin
White said, this satisfactory state of affairs is due to the agitation
nrtainst the dynamite monopoly, or to the control instituted by the
Chamber of Mines, I do not know, but I agree with him that the
control of the explosives industry by the State and by the mining
industry is highly desirable. But, in view of the facts just mentioned,
and in view of the statements made at previous meetings by Mr
Franklin White and Mr John R. Williams, I consider it hardly
necessary to say much more on the subject, as the figures and statements quoted by me speak for themselves, and show that the exception taken by Mr Williams to my statements regarding the quality of
local explosives is entirely unfounded.
With regard to the productive faculty of the dynamite factory Mr
Williams has withdrawn his unfounded and overhasty statement
made at the last meeting, and I need not say anything aLout it. I
may just refer to one of the arguments which he brought forward at
the last meeting, that the factory practically imported everything that
is required for the manufacture of explosives. I think that is no
argument whatever. In our discussion at the last meeting we have
shown that no country is in the position to produce all the raw
materials required for the manufacture of nitro-explosives_ When
we consider how the matter stands in England, we must come to the
surprising result that, as English explosive factories have to import
nitre, cotton, kiesel guhr, and sulphur, all such factories in England
are" so-called" dynamite factories. The~e is only one point more I
would like to draw attention to, and I hope Mr Williams will not
take it as personal. He thought fit at the last meeting to refer to a
certain political song, and I consider it my duty to mention-Mr J. R. Willianis (interrupting)-I did not refer to it at all. You
asked the question at the Council Meeting, did I refer to the "Independence of the Country," and I replied certainly not.
The President-I never ask questions about the independence of
the country.
Mr Williams-Put it the other way then, Fletcher's song.
The President--I will just make a general statement: that I consider it quite unnecessary to introduce political matters into our pro-
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ceedings, and as long as I have the honour to be President of this
Society I shall always protest against political matters being introdUced
into our discussions.
That is all I have to say in reply to Mr Williams' criticism.

A ZINC PROOESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM:
WEAK SOLUTIONS

By T. L.

CARTER (MEMBER)
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Mr T. L. Oarter-Mr President and Gentlemen,-According to
your wishes I beg to lay before you the figures and statistics asked
for by Mr Von Gernet at our last meeting. I hope he will be as
pleased to get them as I am to lay them before you. As regards tank
capacity (which Mr Von Gernet lays great stress on, but which for
the life of me I cannot see has anything to do with it, the process
under discussion being a precipitation process only), I may tell you
there was no change whatever in our capacity from June month
(when we used Siemens-Halske process) to July, when we used
zinc on our first month's run. At the end of June, making a
very thorough clean up of our Siemens-Halske plant for the month,
we recovered 297 ozs. fine gold; in July, taking the first three
compartments of zinc out on the 22nd, and again on 3rd August (33
days' run), we smelted 56.0 ozs. fine gold, or 263 ozs. more for the
three extra days. This was not due to our having treated richer
pulp, the gold contents of the slimes treated being practically the
same for both months.
J une.-Slimes treated, 3,64.0 tons at 3'3 dwts., containing
6.0.0'6 ozs.
j uly.--;-Slimes treated, 3,80.0 tons at 3'22 dwts., containing
611'8 ozs.
Our. :final recovery in July with zinc was about 83 per cent.,
against 49'5 per cent. in June, using Siemens-Halske methods. Our
theoretical final recovery was about 6 per cent. higher qnly on pulp
assays. I think we recovered a fair amount of gold left· in solution
from the Siemens boxes, as our solutions after passing the zinc carried
but 2 grains gold to the ton at the end of July, against 8 'to 1.0 grains
at the end of June. The above hardly goes to show that we have to
thank'l·tank" capacity for our improved returns.
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The exact position in regard to treatment tanks was this : January to June.-(Siemens-Halske), 10 tanks, 3 for settlement, 7 treatment-70,393 c.f.
July.-(Zinc), 10 tanks, 3 for settlement, 7 treatment70,393 c.f.
August.-(Zinc), 11 tanks, 4 for settlement, 7 treatment90,477 c.f.
September.-(Zinc), 11 tanks, 4 for settlement, 7 treatment80,422 c.f.
I was also requested to produce some working costs for the sake of
comparison. I give you those on which a genuine comparison may
be made, i.e. taking labour, lime, general charges, maintenance, etc.,
as being equal, though we know that maintenance on a SiemensHalske box must be far higher than on a zinc box, through anode
plates, sackings, and frames giving out, and which require renewing
from time to time.
.
I am taking on Siemens-Halske side items of cyanide, lead foil,
less litharge allowed for in the cupelling account sales, and royalty.
On the zinc side cyanide, zinc, including cost of cutting, power, and
lead acetate. These, I hope you will agree with me, are the items of
which a fair comparison can be made.
APRIL, MAY, AND JUNE (Siemens-Halske process)
10,317 Tons of Slimes Treated
Oyanide
£299 12 11
6·96d. per ton.
3·84d.
"
Lead Foil (less Litharge)
165 6 6
Power.
42 1
0·95d.
"
Royalty
54 19
1·18d.
"
Making a total cost for comparison of Is. 0·95d. per ton.

°°

JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER (Zinc process)
11,280 Tons of Slimes Treated
Cyanide.
Zinc (including cutting)
Sulphuric Acid
Power.
Lead Acetate .

°

£215 9
146 5 6
88 8 7
16 4 5
16 16

°

4·15d. per ton.
HOd.
"
1·89d.
"
0·36d.
"
0·36d.

"

Making a total cost for comparison of 9·86d. per ton, or a saving of
3d. per ton in favour of zinc.
This hardly places the Siemens~

Transference of Zinc Slimes,
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Halske process in a favourable light, for you must understand that in
those months Siemens-Balske were working under normal condi.
tions and the zinc was not; it was our experimental run on this new
process, and at the expir,ation of three months every scrap of zinc put
into the box was dissolved; we also charged the refitting of the bOl(
up to our working costs for the experiment. Take the same items in
our costs for October and November working nnder normal conditions
transferring the zinc from the slimes to our sand boxes.
'
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

9,295 Tons Slimes Treated
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Cyanide
Zinc (including cutting)
Sulphuric Acid
Power.
Lead Acetate

£156
25
23
11
8

15
12
12
16
8

8
8
7
1
0

4·05d. per ton.
O·66d.
"
O·6Id.
"
O·31d.
"
O·22d.

"

Making a total cost for comparison of 5·85d. per ton, or a saving of
7d. a ton in favour of zinc.
In answer to Mr Crosse, I have not tried to determine the amount
of zinc cyanide present in the working solutions. I think as long as
our residues of slimes treated remain in the neighbourhood of 14 grains,
where they'are now, and the foot of our precipitation box goes 1 to
2 grains as at present, it does not matter whether there is zinc in the
solution or not. It has been very freely given out that in six months
all precipitation would cease in our zinc box. This view was strongly
propounded by Mr Von Gernet. Weare now at the end of our first
month.
Would he like an extension of time ~ Will he give us
another six months ~
As an item of news, I should like to tell you that transferring our
zinc slimes to our own sand boxes has been eminently successful;
there was a very small extra consumption of cyanide, hardly enough
to swear by, and that for only the first half an hour, in the boxes;
but, best of all, this lead-coated zinc has brought our sumps down to
mere traces, about 2 grains being their average now. Cyanide men
will not fail to appreciate this point, as they know it means smaller
sand residues and higher extraction.
Mr President, I think I have put all the data before you that I
was asked to produce.
The President-I suppose the figures Mr Carter has supplied will
enable us to go fuller into the matter, and I will now call upon any
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aentleman who wishes to say something on the subject. I
I
.
. k there are several gentlemen who are on y too anxIOus to come
h Ill. .
t
£ ward with then V!6WS.
or:;\{r James Macintyre-It will perhaps be in 'the recollection of
mbers of this Society that after Mr Carter had read" his paper on
~: precipitation of gold fro~ weak cyanide solutions by means. of
. c coated with lead, I questIOned the novelty of the process, statmg
::at a similar method had been in use for several years at Pilgrim's
Rest at the Lisbon Berlyn. Mr J. R. Williams at the following
meeting, from which I was absent, modified this statement by informing the Society that that was correct for sand treatment only.
Now, I have to inform the Society that I erected at the Lisbon
Berlyn, fifteen months ago, a slimes plant, the solutions from which
are passed through zinc coated with lead, and which gives a good
precipitation. The precipitation is perfectly effective, and corresponds
in every way with what Mr Carter has told us. There is one point
that may be of interest to the Society, and that is that on the Lisbon
Berlyn there is a certain amount of copper present. The consumption
of cyanide does not, however, amount to more than l~ to 2 lbs. to
the ton, and where that is the case the precipitation by means of
zinc is very effective.' I had the opportunity of treating 6,000 tons
of old sands at the Clewer Mine, Pilgrim's Rest, and there the
quantity of copper was so heavy that the consumption of cyanide
occasionally went as high as 7 lbs. Our strongest solution was '07
per cent. Those accustomed to treating on the Rand know perfectly
well if you URe as your strongest solution '07 per cent. your con·
sumption of cyanide is very low; so that the larger cyanide con·
sumption in our case was due solely to presence of copper. I quite
agree with Mr Williams that where large quantities of copper are
present the electrical method is the effective one. At the Lisbon
Berlyn the strongest sump solutions would run about half a pennyweight, and curiously enough the weakest sump solutions ran a few
grains only. One more point I might mention which may be
interesting. At Spitzkop we had a large amount of bismuth present,
and the bismuth coated the zinc. I should think myself that in
cases where the quantity of bismuth is not too great, the bismuth
would seem to have the same effect as the zinc-lead, and very effective
precipitation would be secured.
Mr S. J. Jennings-At the last meeting I did not make my
meaning quite clear with reference to the point of comparison
between the Siemens - Halske process and the zinc-lead couple
process. I desired to have Mr Von Gernet make this comparison,

ot Iler '"
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as his well-known ability for investigating and carrying out such
investigation would be a guarantee to us that the figures he would
bring forward would be correct, and that the expense of such an
investigation could be more readily borne by his Company, as they
were more given to such business. Unfortunately I worded my
meaning so that other ideas were placed upon the words, which
I certainly did not have in my mind. I also made the statement
at that meeting .that the use of the Siemens-Halske process Was
equivalent to a t.ax of 6 per cent. on the gross output from any plant
using it. Mr Von Gernet was very much inclined to doubt it, but I
would like to give him the figures for two and a half years' work on
the Crown Reef slimes plant. From July 1896 to October 1898 We
treated 82,542 tons, which, according to assay, contained 18,408'217
ozs. of fine gold, and the residues amounted to 4,6,75'735 ozs.,
giving a theoretical extraction of 74'6 per cent. The fine gold
actually recovered from the lead bullion was 7,503'447 ozs., and
from the by-products 2,508'679 ozs., equal to an actual e~traction of
54'4 per cent. In order to explain satisfactorily to myself and also
to the shareholders where that extra 20 per cent. went, I had the
furnace in which the lead was melted torn down and ground up in a
ball mill; I had the sides of the boxes planed and the shavings
burned; I bad the anode sacking taken off and burned; but still I
could not explain the difference of 20 per cent. I bad every means
in my power adopted to check the tonnage, as that was probably one
of the main sources of error, but still the unaccountable difference of
20 per cent. between the actual and tbe theoretical extraction
prevailed. I therefore say there are too many ways in which the
gold can escape in such a process to make it a permanently satisfactory one. The sterling value we received for the gold was
£40,319, 4s, 2d. As royalty we paid 3 per cent. up to the 31st
March 1897 £364, 9s. 2d., and 2 per cent. since then to October
31st, 1898, £548, Is. 2d. Now, if we had got thes~ 10,012 ounces
in the shape of zinc bullion, we would have received £2,644 more for
it, or 6'6 per cent. of the gross output, so that by using tp.e SiemensHalske process instead of another that would have given an equal
number of ounces of fine gold in zinc bullion, we got 6'6 per cent.
less for our gold than we would have obtained. Or you can put it in
another way, we could have got 932 ounces less gold and ~till have
derived the same amount of money-£49,319. From these figures
you will have seen that the amount of gold derived from by-products
is almost exactly 25 per cent. of the total amount recovered from the
slimes plant.
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Mr Von Gernet made the statement at the last meeting that in a
,"nide plant you get an equal quantity of fine gold from by-products.
~~ a,v durinO"b the same period of time on the cyanide works on the
.•,.'"iO ,
Crown Reef we recovered 88,509 ounces fine gold, and we got
1 802 ounces from by-products, or 2'03 per cent. of the total amount,
a~ compared with 25 per cent. from the slimes plant.
Mr R. E. Hall-In accordance with your request at the last
meeting, I have pleasure in giving some data in connection with the
Siemens & Halske precipitation in the Ferreira slime works.
For the first six months of this year we had a theoretical extraction
of 80'18 per cent., and an actual extraction of 76'09 per cent., this
gold realising 84s. 6d. per <;lz. Since then our theoretical extraction
has been slightly higher, about 83 per cent. As regards the actual
extraction, I am unable to give you any figures, as we do not
propose cleaning up till the end of this month. Our boxes, four
in number, are 30 feet by 12 feet, and hold about one ton of lead
each. By the end of the year we shall have used 15i tons of lead,
making 1 lb. of lead per ton of slimes. The flow through the boxes
is from 15 to 20 tons an hour, the solution entering at 1 dwt. 5 grs.,
and leaving at 4 grains per ton. One of our boxes has not had its
lead renewed since the beginning of July, and is precipitating as well
now as at the start.' And by-products that are formed we treat
ourselves, our pan furnace and cupellation costing us about 2~d. per
oz. of gold. I am sorry I am unable to givc any results of actual
comparative working between thlj electric precipitation and the leadzinc process, but I may say in March last I tried running a portion
of my slime solution through a box containing zinc previously dipped
in lead acetate solution, and ran it for some months, with the result
that I found I could not depend on the regularity of the precipitation,
sometimes .the box worked well, at other times badly, and unless it
was being continually attended to, mostly the latter. I did not,
however, put in the drop of cyanide into the box, I simply ran it
as an ordinary zinc box, first coating the zinc with lead. The
residues came out from 2 or 3 grains up to as high as 12 or
14 grains occasionally, although I treated it as carefully as I could.
The only remark I cim make is that the process is altogether too
irregular to be all relied on. The strength of the solution running
through the box was '01 per cent. cyanide. I did not strengthen
the solution in cyanide, as I found the precipitation was equally
uncertain whether it was '01 per cent. or '02 per cent.
Mr S. J. Jennings-Am I to understand you get 84s. 6d. for your
gold 1 If so, I can find you 300,000 ozs. fine gold every year.
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Mr R. E. RaIl-That is right j it is from our official report.
Mr S. J. Jennings-I would say, then, that your official report
must be incorrect.
Mr P. S. Tavener-Since the discussion practically hinges on the
relative merits of the zinc and electrical methods of precipitation
it occurred to me that the results obtained on the Bonanza, wher~
we have always used the Siemens-Halske process, would be of
interest.
The following are our results from May 1897 to April 1898, twelve
months:Total gold leaving mill
for cyanide works.

37,0150zs.

Theoretical
recovery.

30,6220zs.

= 82'72 per cent.

Actual
recovery.

30,041 ozs.
81'15 per cent.

Diffe!ence, 1'57 per cent.
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From May to end of November 1898, the last seven months, We
obtained the following results : Total gold leaving mill
for cyanide works.

19,1220zs.

Theoretical
recovery.

16,437 ozs.
= 85'9 per cent.

Actual
recovery.

16,177 ozs.
84'59 per cent.

The question of correct tonnage bears such considerable influence
on these figures that I might mention that we have, after long trials
by weighing every truck going into the mill, and the same with sands
leaving the cyanide works, arrived at what we consider as near correct
as possible. We find that in our sand vats 19'7 cubic feet represents
a ton. This, I believe, is rather lower than usually taken.
The clean-up is very simple and clean, and requires little labour.
Two-thirds of our boxes are cleaned up every two months j the strong
boxes are cleaned up monthly j there is no need to interfere with the
boxes except at the clean-up. I think this minimum of handling
must mean smaller chance of loss.
It has been stated that there is a big loss during smelting j as much
as 1'4 per cent., I think, was mentioned. I fail to see how this can
be with care and proper furnaces.
If tKe lead bullion is sold, a much lower price is realised than if
you cupel your own bullion. As before mentioned, gold cupelled by
us averages from 84s. 3d. to 84s. 5d.
Regarding by-products, during the last seven months we have only
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bild need to sell 102 ozs., or '0 per cent. of our output. The remainder
have been able to get full value for.
~Mr A. F. Crosse-I only wanted to ask Mr J enlllngs
.
how many
thousand ounces he is prepared to offer 1
Mr S. J. Jennings-300,000 ounces a year.
Mr H. T. Durant-Referring to Mr Carter's paper, I should like to
make a few remarks. It is stated that after the first addition of KCN
during the whole run of the box sufficient KCN solution is added to
raise the strength of the solution entering the box from '007 per
cent. up to '008 per cent. KCN. Do I misunderstand his meaning,
for surely under ordinary circumstances a KCN solution carrying also
zinc potassium cyanide cannot be tested to within '001 per cent. ~
Again, it is stated that before the addition of the cyanide at the head
of the box, "it was not until the tenth day that any precipitation
whatever took place, the previous nine days' working with acetate of
lead alone proving an absolute failure." Theoretically I cannot
understand this statement which is emphasised so strongly, nor can I
find it to be the case practically. It is well known that when a.
couple or metal which liberates hydrogen from water is placed in a
gold-bearing solution not carrying free cyanide, gold will be precipitated for a time j zinc alone reacts slowly with water at ordinary
temperatures liberating hydrogen, and hence in a gold-bearing solution we have practically at the start a zinc-gold couple. The function
of the cyanide is to form a soluble compound with the oxide of the
electro-positive element, which in all the variations (as zinc-copper,
zinc-lead, zinc-antimony, etc.) of the zinc process is zinc. When the
zinc compounds assume an insoluble form, or when the metallic zinc
is in any way shielded from intimate contact with the solution, there
is defective precipitation, if not re-solution of the gold. Mr Jennings'
remarks at the last meeting I do not think are borne out by facts.
What we are taking up and considering is what can be done and
what is being accomplished by the Siemens process at the present
time. Exceptional cases may exist where good results are not always
obtained, but they are so much in a minority that the exception
simply proves the rule. The electrical process is being successfully
worked under the care of different men, many of whom have had no
technical training whatever, and the results they obtain leave little or
nothing to be desired. I must take exception to Mr Jennings' statement that there are too many places for gold to get lost which cannot
be recovered of the same value which it should possess if it were
deposited on the lead. This I consider very incorrect and misleading,
as the following will prove.

Value of By-Products

[DEC. 1898

The statement with regard to the prices obtained for gold from th
Siemens process is again misleading, as is shown by the precedin e
figures. When producers do their own cupelling, which they can d~
at a cost of from 1 '5d. to 2·5d. per ounce of fine gold, they obtain
the gold in a form ready for realisation. I cannot agree with l\ir
Jennings in his statement that if in the use of the zinc process an
equal precipitation is obtained as in the Siemens process, therefore
the zinc process has a commercial advantage of 6 per cent. above the
other process, calculated as follows : -
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2 per cent. royalty has to be paid for the use of the Siemens
process;
2 per cent. less for the realisation of the gold; and
2 per cent. on account of the quantity of the by-products realised,
which is worth, say, 78s. to 80s. per fine ounce.
The 2 per cent. royalty is a fact, and needs no further admission.
The difference in the realisation of the gold, as I have shown, is an
erroneous one, the advantage, if any, being in favour of the Siemens
process on account of the greater fineness of the gold obtained,
whereas the cost of realisation, which varies between 1·5d. to 2·5d.
per fine ounce, would be charged up against working cost, similarly
as in the smelting of the zinc gold. The third point, which is the
extra quantity of the by-products which are realised at a lesser value
than 84s., is, I think, principally chimerical, and, as a matter of fact,
the quantity of by-products produced by the Siemens process is as
small, if not smaller, than those produced by the ordinary zinc
process, so that the amount realised by the production and sale of
these products applies similarly to the zinc as to the Siemens process.
I have, I think, ·answered moat of the points in Mr Jennings'
remarks, and I will now proceed to a general consideration of statements before us. Mr Pearce referred to the large quantity of skimmings that were obtained from the Siemens process. It is a fact
that exceptional quantities of gold have been carried when the lead
has been allowed to get slimy through the absence of filters, or when
the lead strips were coated with carbonate of lime, or when using
very thin lead. This, however, is exceptional.
Moreover, the
quantity of skimmings obtained would make but very little difference
where the producer is doing his own cupellation and smelting.
With regard to plus extractions there must always be a sligM
discrepancy one way or the other, but one cannot honestly believe
that a 2 per cent. plus extraction indicates any better work than a 2
per cent. minus extraction. However, a plus extraction is a good
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thing to put on paper to show to th~ financial me~. It is. hardly
rth while for me to take up two dIfferent plants, one USlllg the
":0 c-l ead and the other the Siemens process for the sake of compariZln "or I think it is admitted, and has been stated by Mr J. R.
sOll, l'
Williams that, in comparing any two processes, the conditions must
be absolutely parallel as regards every detail. Mr J. R. Williams in
the discussion on "Zinc v. Electrolytic Precipitation" (see Proceedin<1S of this Society, vol. 1, page 299) said-" I am therefore of
opinion that until one of our large companies is prepared to divide
the pulp leaving the mill, treating one-half by each process, their
respective merits will always be hypothetical."
Furthermore, trials on the same works run successively may not
possess any comparative value unless every condition is the same
throughout. Again, where comparative trials have been run concurrently on the same plant, in some cases the solutions have been
mixed, consequently zinc has been deposited on the electric cathodes;
the harmful effects of this deposited zinc is so detrimental to the one
side in favour of the other, and is so self-evident, that no deductions
as to the relative merits can be correctly drawn. Where discrepancies
occur, the following points require the most careful investigation
before the fault can be located, and no conclusion as to the intrinsic
or relative merit of the process can be had until these points are
correctly determined : 1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.

Determination of tonnage.
Assaying and sampling.
Method of treatment. Solutions, settling, etc.
Plant defects, if any.
Plant capacity.

The statement has been made that in a certain plant a loss has
occurred in the precipitation boxes which cannot be accounted for.
It is said that a known amount of gold entered the boxes checked by
assays and meter and similarly checked on leaving, the solutions
leaving the boxes showing little more than traces of gold, hence
the gold contents of the precipitation boxes is calculated upon the
known quantity entering the boxes less a very small amount leaving
them. A large percentage of this gold when looked for could not be
found, although diligently searched for, and the process is consequently charged with having in some mysterious manner absorbed a
large quantity of gold. Such a statement is ludicrous in the extreme,
and I give it as simply indicative as to what extent a simple process
can be blamed. That a discrepancy can be accounted for and the
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matter elucidated by 'correctly determining the points previously
enumerated, I am sure, and also that they will find in one or more of
these points the mysterious discrepancy accounted for; an~, further,
they will find that the Siemens process has not been at fault.
The President-Well, gentlemen, we have got some very valuable
information and figures on the subject, and I suppose we will be able
to close the discussion at our next meeting, or rather to continue it
at the next meeting. To-night, ill view of the lateness of the hour
I think I had better close the meeting, but I think Mr Von Gerne~
just .wishes to make a remark before I do so.
.
Mr A. von Gernet-I want to detain the meeting only for a minute.
I am very glad Mr Carter snpplied us with the information to-night,
because without having the figures in writing before us nobody could
discuss the matter further. I should like to thank Mr Jennings for
his explanation of the remarks he made at the last meeting, and I
also wish to mention that according to his advice I am making a
comparative test at the Robinson Slimes plant; that is to say I have
divided the plant into two even parts and run them-the one with
the Siemens process and the other with the zinc-lead couple. We
have had the latter process running for some time already, and on
this plant especially I found there was a great irregularity. So,
lately I invited Mr Bettel, whose name is closely associated with the
lead-couple process, to give me all the advice he can, in ord(jr to get
the best results from it, and I shall be very pleased as soon as I have
got his advice and obtained the results-I hope by next meeting-to
place the latter before the meeting. Only one other point 1- wish to
touch on. I am sorry that Mr Jennings' speech at the last meeting
created amongst many people the impression that the SiemensHalske process was finished on these fields. I think several papers
read to-night have shown that those members got better results than
Mr Jennings did, that their results were quite satisfactory, and that
the statements made by Mr Jennings were not corroborated" by the
results obtained on other places. So I could not take these figures as
a standard. I am sure that at the next meeting when the discussion
will come on again-and I hope at many more meetings-we will
have more information on the subject. Weare all in the same way
anxious to get at the truth of the matter.
The President called attention to a note taken from the J oumal,
which appeared in one of the dailY,papers, and said it was a great
pleasure and satisfaction to them to have their notes reproduced in
the daily papers, but it would be a still greater pleasure if the papers
would acknowledge the source.
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Mr J. R. Williams-Some time ago a discussion occurred in the
Society with regard to Morgan's crucibles, and on that occasion I
took exception to certain statements in a letter written by Messrs
Morgan in regard to unscrupulous German manufactures. Dr Loevy
also touched upon the thing at the time. I only just want to point
out that noW I have had an opportunity of testing some German
crucibles, and it is sufficient for me to say that Mr Bradley, my
assistant, is thoroughly satisfied with them, and says that, as long as
he can get crucibles of that quality, he does not want to get any
Morgan cr1lcibles.
The President-I can fully confirm what Mr Williams has said.
Hessian crucibles are now being used in my laboratory, and Mr
Johnson, my chief assayer, cannot sufficiently praise them. I am
nOW convinced that they are superior to· the Morgan make.
Mr T. W. Wood-I have used these Hessian crucibles for twenty
years, and have always been satisfied with them.
The proceedings then terminated.

xxv
THE ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday ev~ning, January 21st,
1899. Dr J. Loevy, President, occupied the chair, and there was a
total attendance of 89, as follows : 51 Members-Messrs A. von Gernet, W. Bettel, A. F. Crosse
W. A. Caldecott, H., T. Durant, R. E. Hall, E. H. Johnson, S.
Pearce, J. R. Williams, T. W. Wood (Council); A. Aiken, F. F.
Alexander, P. Barrett, M. Baumann, R. G. Bevington, P. Billyard,
W. Boyd, Wager Bradford, A. W. Brattlund, W. O. Brunton, T. L.
Carter, R. S. Douglas, W. R. Dowling, F. Drake, R. Dures, R. L.
Edmiston, J. Gaze, F. N. Hambly, H. Hamel, W. ~. Hamilton,
J. Higham, Geo. Innes, A. McA. Johnston, A. lHcNaughtan, A.
Mennie, W. Mitchell, H. Morrell, P. T. B. Morrisby, J. D. O'Hara,
W. Penman, Professor Prister, W. M. Prout, A. Russell, C. E.
Stamp, A. F. Stewart, J. E. Thomas, A. Whitby, H. V. Williams,
J. Yates, M. B. Zerener.
21 Associates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, C. E. Boggie, W. Broom,
J. T. Caine, B. P. Carter, S. Evans, W. E. G. FitzPatrick, E. M.
Hamilton, C. B. Hilliard, \tV. T. Hislop, R. M. Holmes, S. B. Rutt,
A. B. Inglis, W. MacGregor, R. Mitchell, F. Mosenthal, H. Rusden,
C. W. Salisbury, L. G. Stuart, M. Torrente, W. H. ·Wood.
16 visitors (including Professor Von Oettingen), and Fredk.
Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.), Secretary.
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Three candidates-Messrs Kenneth H. Austin, Am,Inst.M.E.,
George Buchanan, Franz Hoenig-for membership were balloted for,
and unanimously elected, after which the Secretary announced the
names of the gentlemen admitted as associates of the Society since the
last meeting :-Messrs Alfred Joseph Card, George Edward Duncan,
William Thom. Hislop.
The President-Gentlemen, I hope you will have no objection if I
depart somewhat from the agenda as it is printed in the monthly
circular which has been sent to you. We should start with the
discussion on Mr Carter's paper, but before we do so Mr Von Gernet
5.8
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ishes to read a few notes on a subject which is unknown to me;
:nd I would call upon him to read those notes, which he informs me
will not occupy more than five or ten minutes.

LOSSES OF GOLD IN MILL WATER
By A.

VON GERNET (VICE-PRESIDENT)

A conversation with Mr Henning Jennings on the subject of
losses of gold, not generally'recognised, in the treatment of ore, led
me to a series of experiments, which gave results of sufficient
importance and interest to be placed before this Society.
As is well known, all mine water dams on the Rand and water
used in milling, contain gold in solution, in quantities which vary
from traces up to twelve or more grains per ton. Naturally this
gold represents an accumulation, and usually attains a maximum on
mines returning their mill water direct from the slimes spitzkasten to
the mill, without mixing it with the bulk of water in the main water
dam. The question arose whether this solution of gold is due only
to cyanide in the water or to other salts, for instance, per-salts of
iron, which dissolve minute quantities of gold. To determine this,
fifty tons of ore were crushed in a three-stamp battery, the same
water being used over and over again. The result was that at the
end of the trail only traces of dissolved gold were found in the
water; consequently the dissolving of gold in practice may be
considered due to cyanide only.
There' are four or more places where cyanide may get into the
mill water, and sufficient care cannot be taken to prevent this
happening. The fact that tailings and slimes have become lower in
value since the introduction of the cyanide process, and especially
since slimes treatment has been generally adopted, may in some
measure be due to the contamination with cyanide, accidental or
otherwise, of the mill water, and not wholly to a change in the
value of the ore. Before the general use of lime in mills the presence
of acid sulphates of iron in the water passing over the plates served
to convert any small traces of cyanide into innocuous Prussian blue,
but with an alkaline mill pulp the danger to be appl'ehended from
cyanide contamination is considerably greater. It would have been
interesting to have learned the assay value of the water leaving the
plates immediately after the carrying out of the practice, which has
occasionally been followed, in the past, of periodically feeding solid

2L
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lumps of cyanide into the mortar boxes. Should such an accident
have ever occurred, as the contents of a cyanide storage vat findino
its way into a small water dam supplying the mill, it is probabl:
that the rate of solution of the gold, not only in the ore beino
crushed, but also of the amalgam in the boxes and on the plate:
would be remarkably rapid j the effects of such an accident differ but
in degree from the results which necessarily followed from the
practice, already indicated, of crushing periodically for a while with
dilute cyanide solution. The plan of regularly sampling and assaying
the water entering mortar boxes and leaving slimes spitzkasten is a
good one, and serves as a check, the number of tons of water used
per ton of ore crushed being taken into account in considering the
results.
The four sources of danger of cyanide contamination are :(I) The Battery.-In dressing plates cyanide is frequently used.
Care should be taken not to run this solution into the main tailings
lander, but into a separate sump. I could mention a mine on which,
some years ago, more cyanide was used during the month iu the
battery than in the cyanide works. The consequence naturally was
extremely low grade tailings. This is, of course, an exceptionally
bad case, and could hardly occur nowadays. However, all millmen
do not seem to realise that not only is gold in amalgam of value, but
in other forms as well, and tllat it is not to the profit of the company
to win a pennyweight more on the plates if, in so doing, an ounce of
gold is lost, which might otherwise have been recoverfld. In other
words, the reduction or gold-winning plant on a mine should be
regarded as a whole and not one portion only.
(2) Double treatment in sand plants.-This is no doubt a great
improvement on former methods, but very great care has to be taken
that slat gates and pulp outlet doors are tight during the cyanide
treatment in the upper vat. After transferring the charge from the
upper vat the filter is saturated with strong solution, and should be
washed out thoroughly before refilling commences.
(3) Slimes Plant.-The condensed spitzkasten pulp is delivered
into, and settled in, slime collecting vats, from which, after settling,
all the water possible is decanted off. In man'y plants the collecting
vat is used for treatment also, cyanide solution being introduced into
it previous to trmlsfer, by means of a pump, to another vat. In such
a case the collecting vat should be washed out thoroughly with water,
and thus freed from all solution before refilling. However, to reduce
the responsibility of shiftmen, and avoid all danger of loss, it is preferable to use coIiecting vats for collecting only, and to arrange the
{

~:
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lant in a way that allows 6f the removal of the.pulp from the colrecting vat to the treatment vats without introducing cyanide solution
into the former. This can be done either by placing the collecting
vat on a higher level and gravitating the slime pump therefrom to
the treatment vat, or by gravitating the pulp into a sump arid pumping
it with solution into the treatment vats,
(4) It is one of the principal rules in the cyanide works that no
solution shonld be run to waste. More. attention might with advantage be paid to carrying out this rule, as besides the gold actually lost
in the solution the danger of contamination of the mill water supply
must be obvious.
To the majority of our members there will be nothing of special
novelty in the foregoing remarks, but the importance of the subject
and the perhaps not full appreciation at all times of the losses cyanide
in the wrong place may cause, constitute, I trust, sufficient reason for
placing this note on record.
The President-The subject Mr Von Gernet has treated in his
notes is a very interesting one, and I am sure we will have a considerable amount of discussion upon it. I might say that only lately I
have had some experience with water from dams and mills, and. I
have found gold and cyanide in certain samples where I certainly did
not expect it. I postpone the discussion onMr.Von Gernet's notes
until the next meeting. I will now reopen the discussion on Mr
Carter's paper, and call upon any gentleman who wishes to speak on
the subject.

A ZINC PROCESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM
WEAK SOLUTIONS

By T. L.

CARTER (MEMBER)

CONTINUED DISCUSSION

Mr W. Bettel-In the paper 1'ead by Mr Carter some remarks were
made about" that scientific giant, Faraday"-as Mr Carter calls h{m
-in conjunction with solution of gold by cya~ide, which led some
members to believe that the process referred to was to be named the
"Faraday-Betty" process, but these members were disappointed at
finding no new process at all, but only a re-hash of w~ll-~nown
"useful knowledge," including" a drip of strong cyanide solution a,
the head of the extractor
box."
.
.'
.~
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Does Mr Carter seriously ask the members of this Society to believe
his statement, which, boiled down to plain language, means that there.
is some weird, particularly-startling-newly-discovered virtue in freshly
dissolved cyanide (added at the head of the box) which is absent from
other cyanide solutions of whatever strength ~
Strange as it may appear, this would seem to be Mr Carter's
claim.
It has long been known to all, except novices, on these fields that
cyanide added to solutions-at the head of the extractor box or before
entering it--would aid precipitation, by imparting fresh activity to
the zinc. The action has been proved to be a solvent one, zinc
compounds, coating the inactive zinc, being dissolved and removed by
the strong cyanide solution. Now, what is the" newly discovered"
action of a weak solution strengthened by 0·002 per cent. KCN-" at
the head of the box" 1
So far back as 1894, before Mr MacArthur published his zinc-lead
process to be used for copper, containing solutions weak in cyanide, I
treated 99 tons of current slimes (assaying 2·67 dwts. per ton) by
weak cyanide solutions, in my own plant at the New Primrose, and
sold the gold recovered (by "local galvanic action" using "zinc
couples" including" zinc-lead") to the New Primrose Company for a
sum of about £35. The only difference between the proeess Mr
Carter describes and my early precipitation methods (which have, as
you all know, been improved and crystallised into the" electro-zinc
process") is one of degree. I precipitated the gold from a few
hundred tons of weak cyanide solutions with limited appliances, and
at my own expense, and at the Crown Deep many thousands of tons
have been treated by a process similar to my own, but with the
advantage of having the resources of a wealthy and influential corporation to facilitate operations.
On January 1st or 2nd, 1895, there appeared in the Star, under
the heading of "Mr Bettel on Cyanide," a report of a speech I made
at the New Primrose on the 1st of January, in which occurs the statement that the modified zinc process I had introduced and used would
prove a serious competitor· to the electrolytic process of SiemensHalske (as it was then worked), and would run the latter process
very close.
Most of the members present will remember the interesting discussions upon Zinc v. Electrical Precipitation and the partizanship
shown in favour of the Siemens-Halske process, when a royalty was
charged for the use of the zinc process, by some of our members who
now decry the same process as one almost obsolete.
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Some of you will also remember my statement before the Society
near the end of 1894, or early in 1895, that "chemically clean" zinc
will precipitate gold quantitatively from an aurocyanide solution
containing no free cyanide, and the incredulous remarks with which
this statement was received.
Since that time electrolytic precipitation has been much improved,
my "zinc-couples" process has been improved into the electro-zinc
process, and a clearer knowledge of electro-metallurgical processes in
general has become almost universal among metallurgists. It is
known to experts that the alleged "eccentricity" of electrolytic
precipitation said to exist is merely a stalking horse or "bogey" put
up by persons whose knowledge of electro·metallurgy' is slight, and
whose opinions therefore must be accepted with reserve.
If such prejudice against electricity as a precipitating agent existed
in other parts of the world as evidently exists here, how, by any
chance, should we get" 100 per cent." conductivity copper, and how
produce silver and gold 1,000 fine as is now economically done on a
large scale ~
Mystery is always a hobby-horse of the so-called" practical" man,
and always will be, as he is not scientifically trained.
I have observed with regret, tinctured, however, with amusement,
that when the extraction of gold from slimes happened to be low, in
nearly every case the unreliability of electrical precipitation has been
cited as the cause, and there the matter ended, no effort, or very little,
except in rare cases, being made to get at the truth, which might
very often have been traced to causes very far removed from its
assumed origin.
As I am the inventor of a rival process, I cannot be regarded as a
supporter of the Siemens-Halske method, but as scientific men, let us
in all fairness give credit where it is due. Many good workers can
show how the Siemens-Halske plants may and should be run. Mr
Yates deserves especial credit, as not being a partizan but rather an
opponent of the process, he has so worked the Siemens-Halske plant
at the Balmoral that his results as to extraction and costs will be
difficult to beat even by the use of the "electro-zinc" process, while,
in comparison, the "zinc-lead" process is merely a clumsy makeshift.
1 admit that any person can, if he has influence, effectually damn,
for a time, an efficient metallurgical process; therefore damaging
statements from such a source should be carefully investigated before
being accepted.
In their thinly veiled desire to dispense with the services of trained
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metallurgical experts, and with a view to secure such' an end, they
openly condemn processes which require skill and attention, as beinO"
too expensive, complex and unreliable, engineers are merely exposin;
themselves to the charge of inconsistency, if not that of scientific
ignorance. Would they, for example, put Raffirs in charge of
hoisting engines, or place mill engines under control of "navvies" ~
Would they lubricate the cylinders of air compressors with kerosene
oil, or replace a broken piston ring in the air cylinder of an air compressor with "Tuck's" packing 1 If they would, their action would
be just as sensible as if they expected an electrical precipitation plant
to be automatic,to work against natural laws regulating electrolysis,
and that the clean-up from such a process could be worked with as
little care as is bestowed upon the handling of clay in a brickyard.
If electrolysis'is such an abstruse subject, how is it that we find
electrolytic refineries of copper, silver, and gold in so many parts of
Europe and America 1 Do you think that copper refiners wo~ld
convert their crude copper into sulphate .itnd then precipitate with
metallic iron because the process was easy and suited to the brain
capacity of the average chemical labourer, when by the exercise of
Bome forethought, skill, and ingennity in electro-refining, their profits
could be increased and their products rendered more marketable.
I deny the contention of Mr Carter and others that electrolysis has
seen its day here; on the contrary, I believe the day is not far
distant when the demand for "kindergarten" processes (suitable to
persons of limited understanding) will cease, and men will have to fit
themselves for working modern metallurgical processes which require
a certain amount of skill and attention, and which, when properly
worked, will yield more profit than methods which seem the acme of
simplicity-and slovenliness.
Mr Carter has answered certain questions put to him in an apparently
'straightforward manner, but; whether by accident or design, the costs
'given leave out the costs of the clean-up compared with those of the
Siemens-Halske process. As other speakers have given the latter
costs, perhaps Mr Carter will supplement his information with details
regarding costs of cleaning-up in the zinc-lead process.
-' It is also strange that wherever there is a mine using the zinc-lead
process whose assayer prides himself upon the accuracy of his results,
,we hear nothing about excess of" actual recovery" over" theoretical"
'extraction, and the assays of solutions leaving the boxes are not so
uniformly good as they are commonly reported to be, according to Mr
Carter. I therefore venture to question Mr Carter's, statement that
the zineclead' 'process is 'more profitable than a properly conducted
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electrolytic process, even after paying" royalty" an~ interest on extra
cost of plant for the latter process; and I further question the
accuracy of comparisons based upon inaccurate estimations of tonnage,
careless sampling and assaying, and still more careless handling of a
process which has given fairly satisfactory results in good hands.
I would ask Mr Carter if there is any truth in a certain rumour
that at the Crown Deep the" assay" values of sands and slimes are
nOW determined by taking the sum of the actual gold recovery plus
estimated gold in residues calculated from assays, and dividing the
result by estimated tonnage 7
Mr Carter has referred to "plus" extractions, or more accurately, .
to an excess of gold recovered over what is called for by assay of
originals (7) and residues, or of solutions before and after leaving the
boxes.
As gold has not, up to the present, been produced by transmutation
of metals, and, as I presume, the meter registering the flow of solutions
works accurately, I can only infer that the assays referred to are
more or less inaccurate, and therefore to a greater or lesser extent,
unreliable.
Great stress has been laid upon the non-recovery of gold shown
(by assays) to have been precipitated in the boxes of the SiemensHalske process, and this circumstance is quoted as a reason for
discarding that process and adopting the zinc-lead method with its
filthy clean-up.
If I had had a furnaceman working for me at home who made the
statement that in any material he had treated for me, a large proportion of the gold contents had unavoidably lost by volatilization or
"dusting," I am positively certain that within twenty-four hours that
furnaceman would have been looking for another billet.
The metallurgy of gold is such a vast subject that many have
devoted their lives to its study both from a theoretical and practical
point of view. Statements upon debatable matters in this connection
intended to be authoritative, come therefore with an ill grace from
persons not scientifically trained and possessing merely an elementary
knowledge of the science acquired by a superficial acquaintance with
one or two practical methods.
For argument's sake let us admit that the Siemens·Halske process
is a dirty one, owing to the formation of "Prussian Blue" and
hydrated oxide of iron; but let us approach the subject in a scientific
though critical spirit.
It is generally known how the gold may be extracted from the
" blue" by Mr Durant's method of reration in a cyanide solution
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rendered alkaline, and that this process has been, and -is; successfully
worked.
Given a well-filtered solution of a proper degree of alkalinity, the
use of mercuric chloride, introduced" by Mr Durant, for amalgamation
of lead fail to ensure the adhesion of precipitated gold, attention to
details to enable continuous precipitation to proceed for six months
(as is now being done at the Ferreira Cyanide Works under Mr Hall's
able management), the efficient smelting of the lead foil and some byproducts, by men who know their business, the careful cupellation <If
lead bullion (on the mine), also by thoroughly practical men, then ask
the men who have charge of these well-conducted works if the
Siemens-Halske process is as dirty as the zinc-lead process, or less
profitable, and listen to their reply.
Remember, I am merely speaking as a scientific man defending
an ingenious process from disingenious, interested, and unscientific
attacks based upon erroneous assumptions and incorrect data j but at
the same time I would have you bear in mind that, being naturally
biassed in favour of my own process, I do not propose to draw any
comparisons of costs between this and the" zinc-lead," or any other
process, but will leave this part of the discussion to other speakers.
A process will stand or fall in the long run by its merits or demerits, but I regard it as unworthy of the members of a technical
society such as ours, if misrepresentations and suppression of facts are
used as weapons of offence to unjustly attack an enemy which was
once welcomed with open arms as a friend and saviour of the
industry.
"
Mr J. R. Williams-Mr President, I trust, on behalf of myself and
other members of the Society, that you will give us permission to
treat Mr Bettel's remark as a separate paper and not as a criticism
upon Mr Carter's paper, which I should be very pleased to criticise at
a future meeting.
The President-There can be no objection in having a discussion
on Mr Bettel's criticism, and I am convinced that also Mr Bettel
personally does not object to it.
Mr R. E. Hall-Mr J. H. Johns of the Ferreira G.M. Co., Ltd.,
intended to have been here to-night to supply some figures in connection with the discussion now on the board, with regard to the fact
that some of the figures which I supplied last meeting were doubted.
They are simply a few figures which I will read. They 'are the
account sales of two consignments of gold shipped for realisation in
October. The weight of the bullion was 1,042'29 ozs. and the assay
884 fine, and the other lot weighed 1,046'64 ozs. and assayed 881
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fine. These realised in fine gold 1,843·574 ozs. The gross proceeds,
including silver-which, it might be borne in mind, influenced the
price-was £7,871, 17s. 6d., equal to 85s. 4·7d. per· ounce fine.
The charges were; Insurance, £9, Is.; packing, railage, and commission, £10, 14s. 10d. ; shippers, £20, 5s. 8d. ; refiners, £15, 19s. 9d.;
making a total of £56, Is. 3d. The net proceeds amounted to
.£7,815, 16s. 3d., showing a realisation of 84s. 9d. per ounce fine.
That was mill gold, and was shipped to Paris. The next lot I am
gqing to read was shipped to London, and was cyanide gold-the zinc
process certainly. 1,022·50 ozs., assay 847 fine, and 1,043·13 ozs.,
assay 864 fine, realised 1,765·839 ozs. fine. The gross proceeds,
including premium £37, 6s. 5d., was £7,569, 3s. 4d., or 85s. 8·7d.
per ounce fine, and the net proceeds £7,493, 9s. Id., equal to a
realisation of 84s. 10·4d. per ounce fine. Then there is the following
certificate attached to the statement ;-" I hereby certify that the
above are true copies of the account sales received, and that the
average of the gold bullion realised during the year (1898) would
work out to the same figures.-R. M. HOLGATE, Secretary."
.ACCOUNT SALES OF Two CONSIGNllENTS OF GOLD
(1 Mill and 1 Cyanide)
Shipped for Realisation in October
LOT I-MILL
Shipped to Paris
Weiaht of bullion{I,042.29 ozs., assay 884 fine.
t:>
1,046·64 ozs., assay 881 fine.
Realised fine gold 1,843·574 ozs.
Gross proceeds, includ. silver £7,871 17 6
Plus Premium
nil.
- - - - - £7,871 17
Less Charges£9 1 o
Insurance
Packing, railage, and commission
10 14 10
20 5 8
Shippers
15 19 9
Refiners.
56 1
£7,815 16

Net proceeds

Per oz. fine.
s.
d.

6 .85

4·7

3

0

7·3

3

84

9·4
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LOT 2-CYANIDE

Shipper;l to London:

' {1,022'50 ozs., assay 847 fine.
,
1,043'13 ozs., assay 864 fine.
elg 0
Realised fine gold 1,765'839 ozs.
W . ht f bu 11IOn '

Gross proceeds, includ. silver -£7,531 16 11
Plus Premium, ! per cent. .
37 6 5

Per oz. fine.

£7,569
Less ChargesInsurance
Packing, railage, and commISSIOn
Shippers
'Refiners.
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Net proceeds

£8

8.

d.

85

&'7

3

4

'75'14

3

o 10'3

1

84 10'4

2 11

11 13
27 18
27 19

0

9

7
£'7,493

9

I hereby certify that the above are true copies of the account sales
recei ve~, and, that the average of the gold bullion realised during the
year (1898) would work out to the same figures.
R. M. HOLGATE, Secretary.
Mr A. F. Crosse-At our last meeting Mr Sydney Jennings
ridiculed Mr Hall's statement concerning the amount obtained pel'
ounce of fine gold by the Ferreira G.M. Co.
The amount Mr Hall mentioned was 84s. 6d. per ounce of fine
gold. I examined an account sale to hand by last mail, and I found
that. the value of the gold per ounce of fine gold as obtained by a
particular company was 85s. as realised in London. N ow, against
this we have the freight, insurance, etc:, but there is a point Mr
Jennings may not comprehend-that is, the exchange, and lately the
exchange for companies shipping gold to London has been high
enough to cover the freight and insurance-I mear.. that there has
been a premium on sending gold from this side. So that, when the
exchange is T~ in our favour, even without calculating the value of
silver, taking standard gold at 78s. per oz., Mr Hall is rather undel'
than over the mark, and if Mr Jennings had brought me the
300,000 ozs. he mentioned tight away I should have come out on
the'right sid'e. '. Gold buying and selling is a question of the rate of
exchange.
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Mr J. R. Williams-I do' not' see Mr J enriings here 'to-night. I
do not think Mr Hall and Mr Crosse are justified in' taking Mr
Jennings' statement in the way they do. Mr Jennings was speaking
of the ounce of fine gold exClusive
, of silver:
Mr R. E. Hall-No.
Mr J. R. Williams-Ml' Jennings said distinctly fine gold.
Mr R. E. Hall-No, he said simply gold.
Mr J. R. Williams-Another point I would like to draw your
attention to is that premiums do not quite count, because whilst
we have been receiving 84s. 6d. for gold from the zinc process, the
Rand Central Ore Reduction Company-the Siemens-Halske process,
which is really the subject under discussion-have only been paying
us 82s., and sometimes as low as 758. per ounce. I think the
question was not what we received in London. The discussion, as
far a~ I understand it, is on the Betty process, but a great deal has
been brought up, and I think it has now become very much a discussion on the Siemens-Halske process. If 'we are to make a fair
comparison we must take what we have actually been paid for the
gold. I have been running some experiments of both processes
simultaneously, and without going into the irrespective merits I may
say that we are receiving over 84s. per ounce fine, and for silver
nothing; whereas we have been paid, including silver, under 81s.
while running the Siemens-Halske process.
Mr R. E. Hall-I don't think that has been the argument at all.
We all know what we are getting for our gold. It is not a case of
argnment.
Mr J. R. Williams-I understand the discussion to-night is on the
Betty process versus the Siemens-Halske process, and I am taking
the prices we are paid at present.
Mr M. B. Zerener-In his reply at last meeting Mr Carter referred
to the tank capacity at the Crown Deep, and said :-" For the life of
me I do not see what this has to do with the matter, as this is a
precipitation process only." I think this is a very unfortunate
remark'--stating that a precipitation process may be considered by
itself, without any reference to the extraction process. As a matter
of fact, the precipitation part of the cyanide process has very much
to do with the extraction part, and both are closely connected with
each other. First of all, it is evident to any chemist that every
precipitation process, whether electrical or purely chemical, must
result in a certain change of the various and complicated ingredients of
our working cyanide solutions, so as to affect at the same time the dissolving or extracting power of the solutions. As everybody knows,
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Ii clear solution of cyanide of potassium in pure water acts absolutely

different with regard to the extraction of gold and silver from ores
from another solution showing by the nitrate of silver test exactly the
same strength, but containing other ingredients or' having its cyanogen
partly combined with metals like zinc. Every known process, and
every possible process of precipitation, must have a certain influence
on the extractive power subsequently of the solutions for silver and
gold, and therefore it is quite incorrect to state that a precipitation
process may be considered without any reference to the extraction
process. What changes there may take place during the precipitation
process it is not necessary to discuss in connection 'with this matter.
Whether it is simply the taking up of certain metals combining with
part of the cyanogen, or whether it is that a certain process renders
the solutions less able subsequently to take up the necessary oxygen:
whatever the process may be it is quite certain that, whether
electro· chemical or chemical reactions, it must affect "the extracting
power of the solutions; and it is unfortunate for Mr Carter to have
made this statement here, because there is a large number of people
who are not chemists hut who have the last word in many cases
about the adoption of one process or the other, who consider that, to
decide the comparative value of two processes, the only thing required
is to divide the working solutions-one half going to one process and
the other half to the other process. I consider this is not a fair test,
and may give absolutely wrong results. Suppose that two particular
processes treat equal qUll.ntities of the same solution; suppose also
that the two processes bring down exactly the same amount of gold,
and that they work at exactly the same cost; then it does not necessarily follow that both processes are equally valuable, because the one
process may bring the solutions into a state which is bad for the
subsequent dissolving of the gold, whilst the other does not do so;
but as the solutions from these two processes are mixed to treat a
fresh charge, this advantage of one process over the other would not
show. On the other hand, one process may directly interfere with
the other, as could be illustrated with many instances. Take, for
instance, the zinc-lead process working on the same solutions as the
Siemens-Halske process, or any electrical process. The electrical
process will deposit a certain amount of the zinc entered into the
solutions from the zinc-lead process which may interfere with the
precipitation of the gold in the electrical process; and not only that,
but the disadvantage thus arrived at is a further strength to the zinclead process, causing it to work better than jf it were run alone,
inasmuch as if it were worked alone a higher amount of zinc would
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collect tnan when a conflider~ ble part is being .continuously rell).oved
b the other process. Or, If you take my sodIUm-amalgam process,
Yd couple it with the zinc-lead process, as has tmfortunately been
~~ne, the mercury containing the sodium amalgam will take up the
zinc from the zinc-lead process; and not only will you have to contend
with the difficulties brought about by this, but this zinc again is
removed directly, to the benefit of the other process. In any cas':!,
therefore, to arrive at a fair test or fair comparison between two
precipitation processes, it is quite useless to work the two processes
on the same solution, part of which is supplied to each process. The
only correct way is to divide the pulp, to treat the two parts of the
pulp separately, both in extraction and precipitation; and not to
consider the two precipitation processes alone, but to compare the
one extraction plus precipitation process, as a whole, with the other.
Also, it seems to me that Mr Carter's subsequent remarks are not
quite consistent with the intention to consider the precipitation quite by
itself. He gives in his reply some figures of working costs, comparing
the zinc-lead and Siemens-Halske process. He puts side by side two
sets of figures, and I notice that in both cases a large part of the
difference in favour of the zinc-lead process is due to a smaller consumption of cyanide. The difference under this item amounts in
one case, as far as I remember, to considerably more than 2d. First
of all, I cannot see how a smaller consumption of cyanide is possible
in the zinc-lead process under equal conditions, as there is certainly
some cyanide decomposed in a zinc, and still more in a zinc-lead box,
whilst I have always understood that no such loss-or only to a very
small extent-occurs in the Siemens-Halske box. Anyhow, Mr
Carter certainly will not have us believe that he consumes 2d. per ton
cyanide less in the zinc precipitation than in the electrical; and therefore, if this smaller consumption is really due to the nature of the
processes, and not to different conditions, the saving of the 2d. must be
effected somewhere in the extraction, not in the precipitation, and
therefore should not show in a comparison of the two precipitation
processes. "This being a precipitation process only," the item of
cyanide should be left out altogether, which would have put the
Siemens-Halske process in a less unfavourable light.
The President-I am sorry not to be able to continue the very
interesting discussion on Mr Carter's paper to-night. I have, on
account of the business still before us, to postpone the discussion
on this paper, as well as on the others, to the next meeting.
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PRESENTATION TO MR A. F. CROSSE
The President-Gentlemen,-This is the first meeting in t)1e year
1899, and I am bappy to say we are starting the New Year' under
very favourable auspices. I bave several reasons for saying so. My
fhst reason is that, in looking round this ball, I have come 'to the
couclusion that the attendance to-night iE even larger than those of
which we have been able to boast in the last year. I am not superstitious, but I think we can consider this as a good omen that in this
current year we shall always have as good an attendance as the one
to-night. My second reason for expressing the opinion that we are
starting under very favourable auspices is that I have to-night a very
pleasing duty to perform-a duty the performance of which is a great
pleasure and satisfaction to me. You will remember that, in August
last, Mr Crosse read a paper before our Society in which he described
a new volumetric method, discovered by him, of estimating the
amount of oxygen in working cyanide solutions. In the discussions
which followed this very interesting paper we satisfied ourselves that
the method worked out by Mr Crosse was original, and sufficiently
accurate for any practical purposes. When I closed the discussion
,on Mr Crosse's paper, Mr John R. Williams drew attention to
the fact that some years ago it had been decided to give a
gold medal to any member who would bring forward a method
for estimating the amount of oxygen in cyanide solutions; at
the same time Mr Williams proposed that Mr Crosse should
he the recipient of this medal. The proposal of Mr Williams
baving been duly seconded by Mr W. Bettel and Mr Von Gernet,
the Council took the matter in hand, and had a gold medal
made for Mr Crosse, which I have now very great pleasure in
presenting to him. The medal is made from 18-carat gold, and is
about the size of a half-crown piece. On tbe one side it shows the
principal apparatus used in Mr Crosse's method, and alsQ the date
on which the paper was read by Mr Crosse, namely, August 20, 1898.
On the other side is the following inscription :-" From the Chemical
and Metallurgical Society of South Africa to Andrew F. Crosse for
the discovery of a process for the estimation of oxygen in cyanide
solutions." I have now great pleasure in presenting you, Mr Crosse,
on behalf of the Society, with this medal, as an acknowledgment of
the zeal and perseverance you have displayed in working out a
. method of estimating oxygen in cyanide solutions. The medal is
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"'~ll be an encouragement to you to devote also in' future some of
':lur valuable time to the interests of our Society. To our members
): distinction conferred upon you will be proof that scientific wo'rk
t 'i~l always meet with due' acknowledgment by our Society, and that
::ientific research will be' considered an important factor in 'our
society, as important as in any other Society in the world.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I must thank you all very much for your kind
reception of our President's very kind remarks. On an occasion like
this I wish I was a bit of an orator, but I am afraid I have not the
language at my disposal to express the sentiments I should like to:
I must thank you very heartily for your kind appreciation of the
work I have done. I hope some of you will not' think my process
too theoretical, but will try and use it, as I am sure it is of the
(Treatest importance to determine the amount of oxygen in our
;olutions. It is as necessary that oxygen should be in the solution
as cyanide itself. As Dr Loevy has been kind enough to say, it·
wiII certain(y be an encouragement to me to carryon, when I have
time, any original work, which I shall have great pleasure in bringing
before the Society. I thank you again ..
The President---GentIemen, the third reason why I considered
that we are starting the New Year under favourable auspices is the
fact that we shall now have the pleasure of listening to a paper
which our distinguished visitor, Professor Von Oettingen, of Leipzig
University, has been kind enough to promise to read before our
Society.

THE THEORY OF SOLUTIONS
By

PROFESSOR

A.

VON OETTINGEN

Mr President and Gentlemen,-Permit me, before proceed.ing
further, to express my gratitude for the reception you were good
enough to accord me at the last meeting of your ·Society. I ·may,
however, take the liberty of correcting the remarks of the President
on one point. I am not :)?rofessor of Electro-Chemistry at the
University of Leipzig, but am Professor of Physics at that
Institution.
Some members here present may possibly doubt whether any
direct connection exists between the science of physics and metallurgical work in this country. Even the precipitation of gold in the'
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cyanide process may be considered by some as included mainly ill
the domain of chemistry. To this it may be replied that it seldollJ.
happens that chemistry and physics are so closely connected as in alI
galvanic processes. A philosophical view shows us that a separatioll
of t.he two sciences is merely for practical purposes, in order to
explore each region more thoroughly; in reality the separation is
unnatural and artificial, for the reason that all the phenomena of
the natural world, whether physical or chemical, are inextricably
involved.
Twelve years ago there appeared a new science called "Physical
Chemistry," of which the most salient and novel features are concerned with the theory of solution. Solutions are essentially
chemical, but their newly discovered properties are physical. Hence
it is obvious that the combination of physics and chemistry must
occur in scientific studies of this nature, and this combination
during recent years has achieved most marvellous results. I shall
only attempt this evening to outline these newly discovered laws, but
at a later opportunity I hope to deal with some applications of them
in their bearing on the recovery of gold. It is my opinion that
further improvements on the processes in use here, already so far
advanced, cannot be made otherwise than on a scientific basis, that
is to say, in accordance with the laws of the theory of solutions.
It must be well known to all of you that we possess a well
developed theory of gases. The laws of Boyle, Gay-Lussac, Charles,
and Avogadro are given in the formula:-

p.v. =Pov.(l +a.t.),
where v represents the volume at any pressure p and temperature
of the unity of mass of the given gas, P.v. the same for the freezing
point. As unity of mass is taken the gramme· molecule, that is as
many grammes of the gas as is indicated by its so-called molecular
weight. It this way, for instance, p and v represent the pressure
and volume of two grammes of hydrogen or of thirty-two grammes of
oxygen.
The letter a denotes the coefficient of expansion. According to
the law of Charles it has the same value for all perfect gases. We
may hence write :-

and since a =

-rt-a, we have IiI = 273.
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The temperature of _273 C. is called the absoiute zero point.
Reckoning degrees of temperature from this point, the freezing point
of water will be 273, a figure which we must add to each degree t of
the Celsius scale. We have now p.v. =pov.aT., the letter T representing the absolute temperature. We saw that a has the same
value for all gases, but according to the discoveries of Avogadro the
expression p.voa., which we denote by R, has the same value for all
crases, provided the pressure and the volume are taken for molecular
~r so-called normal quantities of gas.
,Ve may now hence write : -

p.v. =R.T,
and in this simple formula of four letters are expressed the four main
laws of the theory of gases.
It may be convenient to sum up the .four laws in words as
follows : 1. Boyle's Law.-" The product of the pressure and the volume is
constant whilst the temperature t remains constant."
2. Gay-Lussac's Law.-" All gases when heated expand or their
pressure increases, and the increment of the product p.v. is
proportional to the rise of temperature."
3. Charles' Law.-" All perfect gases have the same coefficient a
of expansion."
4. Avogadro's Law.-" The quantity R, defined as above, is the
same for all different gases." That is, if we take molecular
or normal quantities of different gases, we obtain the same
volume at equal temperatures and pressures. This marvellous
fact may be expressed in other words: "Equal volumes at
the same pressure and temperature contain the same number
of molecules."
These four laws were known in the beginning of this century, but
the law of Avogadro, discovered in 1819, was by no means appreciated
until 1860.
Some other laws are known, but I must confine myself to merely
mentioning some of them, as follows : -

5. Dalton's Law.-" The pressure of two or more different mixed
gases equals the sum of the partial pressures."
6. The law of diffusion.
7. The law of specific heats.
8. The law of uissociation, as a function of temperatures.
2M
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, Similar laws were unknown for liquid bodies up to 1887. It Was
then that Professor Van 't Hoff, then in Amsterdam, but now'
residing in Berlin, advanced an hypothesis, which has since proved a
most fertile source of new discoveries and ideas. To-day, after the
lapse of twelve years, it may be stated that we possess a very
complete theory of solutions. It is analogous to the theory of gases,
but of far greater scope, and leads to the very soul of chemistry.
Few indeed are the number of gases in comparison with the number
of chemical solutions possible, both of inoi'ganic and organic bodies.
The newly discovered physical laws, whether relating to electricity,
thermo-dynamics, optics, mechanics, or elasticity, all concern chemical
solutions, and some of them even apply to the properties of solid and
gaseous bodie,S. Earlier conceptions of the constitution of chemical
bodies in a state of solution have been altogether modified, or even
reversed. Chemical activity is only now clearly defined, chemical
reactions appearing in a new form. Many known facts, and the
results of many experiments which were till recently inexplicable,
have now,received a full explanation. It is fortunately not difficult
to translate the explanations of an earlier time into expressions
adapted to the new conceptions. At the same time, while scientific
knowledge rapidly advances, we may observe, as frequently in the
past, that some of the foremost scientists and most learned philosophers obstinately refuse to accept the new ideas. The waves of
further discoveries flow over their heads, without their being
conscious of the fact. It is not astonishing that even in purely
scientific qU(3stions, men's prejudices should overcome their reason?
The French philosopher Biot, for instance, never acknowledged the
undulatory theory of light, though he died fifty yeai's after the
discoveries of Mal us, Thomas Young, and Fresnel.
'With your permission I now propose to outline briefly these newly
discovered laws. In the first place, I may mention the experiments
on osmotic phenomena of Pfeffer, the well-known Professor of Botany
at Leipzig, and will pass over the earlier work on this subject.
Pfeffer was the first to measure osmotic pressnre in the year 1878.
He separated a solution of sugar from distilled water by means of
Traube's semi-permeable membr(lne. Taking a cylinder of glass, and
covering one end of it with an animal membrane, he poured into
this cylinder sulphate of copper, and placed the cylinder in a solution
of potaRsium ferro-cyanide. These two solutions, coming in contact
in the interior of the membrane, there precipitate a sheet of ferrocyanide of copper, after which they are· poured out. The cylinder is
well washed Ollt, dried, and then filled with a 1 per cent. solution
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of sugar, after which it is placed in distilled water: The water from
the outside enters the solution through the membrane, while the
latter prevents the sugar molecules from passing out in the opposite
direction; hence such a membrane is called" semi-permeable." The
water which enters rises to 'a certain height, and the pressure cprresponding represents the osmotic pressure.
Whilst philosophers generally at that time believed that sugar
molecules possess an attraction for pure water, Van 't Hoff, on the
other hand, decided to determine by calculations whether the laws of
gasc S and the conceptions of the kinetic theory of gases did not also
.apply ill this case. He assumed that the molecules of sugar might
exert a pressure like that of a gas, the only difference being that the
surrar molcules must remain in the solution and cannot diffuse into
sp~ce. They, however, exert a certain pressure on all surfaces in
contact with the solution. The glass cylinder and the membrane
have an elastic resistance against this pressure, and it is only the
upper surface which can yield. This repulsion of the upper surface
takes place until an equilibrium is established between the hydrostatic
and the osmotic pressure, which are acting ill opposite directions.
Pfcffer had already discovered that this pressure was proportional to
the quantity of the dissolved substance, and that it increases, proportionately to the increment of temperature, but Van 't Hoff inquired
how great this osmotic pressure would be if it corresponded to
Avogadro's law. He found the following figures:ABSOLUTE

PltESSURES.

TEMPJ.:HATURE.

Osmotic
(observed).

Gas
(calculated).

273 0
280 0
287
289

0'649
0'664
0'686
0'691

0'650
0'667
0'683
0'687

0

0

These few figures illustrate one of the greatest discoveries of the
present century. I wish to emphasise the fact that we have hcre
absolute values, or, in other words, that if the sugar molecules were
moving in a vacuum, equal to the volume of the solution, they would
exert such a pressure as is shown in the last column of the table.
The osmotic pressure is thus not merely proportional to the pressure
of a gas, but it is actually equal; that is to say, sugar in solution
follows the above-mentioned laws of Boy Ie, Gay-Lussac, Charles, and
Avogadro. The effect of varying quantities of the substance dissolved
will be seen in the following table. To the original figures of Pfeffer

Isosmotic Solutions
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Van 't Hoff nine years later added the last column. There are also
stated in the table the absolute pressures of a perfect gas, the amount
of which, as already shown, depends upon the number of molecules :_
SUGAll
SOLUTION.

(approx.
per cent.)
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1
2
4
6

LITRES

PRESSURES.

OF
SOLUTION.

Osmotic
(observed).

Gas
( calculated).

34·4
17·3

0·691
1·337
2·,739
4·046

0·687
1·349
2·667
3·956

8·8
5·9

We may conceive the gratification of Pfeffer on working out these
figures, but we can hardly imagine Van 't Hoff's rapture on discovering
for the first time the real meaning of these absolute quantities.
De Vries, in the year 1884, ascertained that the osmotic properties
of the cells of plants may be observed when they are in contact with
He found that solutions containing equal
different solutions.
.numbers of the molecules of the dissolved substances always exert an
eq ual pressure, and he called such solutions" isosmotic." Van 't Hoff"
pointed out, what may also be seen from Pfeffer's investigations, that
such isosmotic solutions have necessarily the same osmotic pressure.
This follows by analogy from Avogadro's law.
As often happens, many apparent exceptions to an enunciated law
stimulated progress to a great degree. Van 't Hoff found that
organic bodies were in perfect accordance with the isosmotic law, but
that inorganic acids and salts had a greater osmotic pressure than the
number of molecules they contained would indicate. He represented
this fact by the formulap.v. =i.R.T,
i being a number always greater than unity.

In other words, all the
above-mentioned solutions followed the laws of Boyle, Gay-Lussac,
and Charles, but not the law of Avogadro.
With a view of throwing further light upon the subject, Arrhenius
reasoned from an entirely new point of view, as follows. The law of
Avogadro may be right, but possibly the number of molecules upon
which calculations have hitherto been based may be wrong. Clausius,
in 1858, stated, on theoretical considerations in accordance with
Faraday's law, that when a sub~tance is dissolved some of the
molecules must be dissociated, though he was not aware to what
·extent dissociation occurred. On the hypothesis that Avogadro's
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was correct in all cases, Arrhenius calculated the number of
.
I aW
molecules from the osmotic pressure, and he found that in many
this number was 90 per cent. greater than that deduced from
~ ses
.
chemical formulre. He consequently advanced the VIew that in a
solution of, for instance, hydrochloric acid there were, out of one
hundred molecules, only ten in a combined state, whilst ninety were
dissociated. Instead of one hundred molecules we have : -
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10 molecules of HCl
90 atoms of H
90 atoms of Cl
Hence there are one hundred and ninety perfectly independent
particles in the solution, in consequeJ?-ce of which we observe an
osmotic pressure 90 per cent. greater than with organic compounds
where dissociation does not occur. Arrhenius termed those molecules which were not dissociated" inactive," whilst the 90 per cent.
of dissociated molecules were termed "active." We shall further
see that by many other and varied experiments the correctness of this
designation has been confirmed. All strong acids are dissociated
to a great extent, and it is a general rule that the percentage of
Arrhenius'
dissociation increases with the degree of dilution.
hypothesis agreeR to a certain extent with .that of Clausius. The
degree of dissociation alone, which was unknown to Clausius, was
determined by Arrhenius. The analogy of the well-known kinetic
theory renders it probable that it is not always the same ten
molecules out of every hundred which are inactive. Every molecule
may change its state many millions of times per second, but at each
momen t an average of 10 per cent. of all the molecules pres en tare
inactive, the remainder being dissociated or active.
It is to be regretted that osmotic experiments cannot be performed
with inorganic acids and salts as they can be with many organic
solutions. The molecules in the former are smaller, and a certain
proportion of them pass through all membranes hitherto prepared.
Experimental osmotic proof not being available, other physical
methods must be sought by which the number of molecules
dissociated may be determined.
These methods are fortunately
numerous, as we shall shortly see. As Arrhenius could not ascertain
much from osmotic phenomena, he thought that dissociation could be
better investigated by electrical research. In his very first publication upon the subject he termed the dissociated particles "ions."
He further called attention to the fact that only the dissociated
particles convey the electric current, the inactive molecules not
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assisting 'the conductivity of a: sollltion. Dissociated particles, as, fOl'
instance; hydrogen and chlorine in the ionic state, are quite different
from these bodies in a gaseous condition. Ions always possess a
definite charge of electricity. The positive ions, in accordance with
Faraday's nomenclature, he called "cations" (sign +), and the
negative ions" anions" (sign -).
'
Before dealing further with this important and extensive portion
of the subject I shall briefly refer to other phenomena which follow
molecular laws.
Hereafter I will term solutions conducting
electricity" electrolytes," and the dissociated particles" ions."
Every normal solution of an organic substance freezes 'at _18 C."
but if a normal solution be taken of an inorganic salt or acid the,
freezing point will be about 90 per cent. lower, that is to say, the
same apparent anomaly exists as was .found in the osmotic experiments. Similar results occur if the other solvents, such as benzene
'or alcohol, are used, the normal freezing point alone being different ..
Van 't Hoff deduced the freezing points in various solvents by
thermo-dynamical reasoning, and found it to be
Reproduced by Sabinet Gateway under licence granted by the Publisher (dated 2012)
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being a constant depending on the nature of the solvent, l its.
weight; p and mdenoting the absolute and the molecular weight of

l'

the substance dissolved; the fraction L

m

represents the number

of molecules, The constant l' has already been determined experimentally for many solvents, and has likewise been deduced thermodynamically by Van 't Hoff from the heat of fusion.
Another series of observations has been made upon the vapourpressures of solutions. All solutions have vapour-pressures low~r'
than are observed in the pure solvents. The French philosoph"r
Raoult enunciated the law that all equi-molecular solutions have the
same degree of depression. Calling n the number of molecules,
dissolved in N molecules of the solvent, and p and p the pressurE's of
pure water and of the solation respectively, Raoult expresses the lalv
as follows;-

, This rule, however, only agrees with experimental observations when
dissociation is taken into account.
,
Many purely chemical processes may be explained by the theory of
dissociation. lvlost well-known reactions take place quickly, other-
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wise they would be of no practical value. There are, however, other
phenomena in which the influence of time must be reckoned with, as
they may extend over many days, months, or even years. The
formation, for instance, of methyl-acetate and water from acetic acid
and methyl-alcohol is only complete after many years. Th.ough the
process can be a~celerated ~y the catalytic action of acids added t<;l
the mixture, thIS acceleratIOn depends solely upon the number of
molecules of the acid which are dissociated. This acceleration or
eatalytic action is hence identical with chemical activity, and corre~
sponds numerically with the dissociation, the depression of the
freezing point, the vapour-pressure, etc.
Another well-known
example of catalytic action occurs in the inversion of cane-sugar
solutions; this inversion takes place with a velocity proportional
to the dissociation of the acids added to the solution, and may be
measured by the polariscope. In this case, as in the former illustration, the acting acids are not changed during the operation, either in
constitution or amount. Theil' mere presence is sufficient to cause
acceleration.
Finally, to deal with the widest application of Arrhenius' views,
as they apply to the electrolysis and electrical conductivity of
solutions. The electrical charge of ions is precisely what is usually
termed their chemical "valency." For instance, 1 gramme of
hydrogen is equivalent to 107 grammes of silver or to 39 grammes
of potassium; all these when in the ionic state have the same
valency and the same electrical charge. Of this charge we know
the amount; it is 96,540 Coulombs, which may appear large for
such small quantities of matter, but amounts to very little for each
atom, considering the faet that the number existing in one equivalent
is about 140 trillions. T;he electric conductivity depends solely
upon the dissociated particles, the undissociated molecules remaining
inactive. The best method of determining the dissociation of a
solution is by its electric conductivity. All undissociated bodies, as,
for instance, solutions of sugar, are insulators. Water is only slightly
dissociated, but nevertheless possesses extraordinary powers of
dissociating other substances.
vV Aak acids are always leRs dissociated than strong ones, when diluted to the same degree. With
all fluids the dissociation increases with the degree of. dilution.
Hydrochloric acid condensed by pressure and liquified by cold is
not dissociated, and does not possess acid properties, but when
diluted with water it is a good conductor, and the dissociation in
N.jl000HCI is complete.
By neutralis~tion of bases with acids heat is evolved, and it has
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been observed that the same. amount, about 137 Calories, is given
out in mixing a litre each of normal solutions of either HCI, HBr,
HI, HNO s' HCI0 3, etc., with either KOH, NaOH, or LiOH, and
even with !Ba(OH)2 or !Ca(OH)2' This fact, which has long been
known, can now be explained': nearly all these acids and, bases
exhibit in solution the same degree of dissociation, namely, 90 per
cent. If, for instance, we allow HOI to combine with KOH we
obtain the following equation :-
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H( +) + Ol( - ) + K( +) + OH( - ) = K( +) + Ol( - ) + OH 2.
The resulting salt KCI shows the same degree of dissociation that its
constituent elements exhibited beforehand, the combination of
OH( - ) and H( + ) alone taking place. In this manner, in all the
above-mentioned cases, water alone is formed, and hence the amount
of heat evolved is the same.
A few words may be said on chemical reactions, of which Ostwald
was the first to state that they depend solely upon the nature of the
ions. A solution of argentic nitrate, for instance, is used as a test for
chlorine. This test can only be applied when the chlorine is itself
an anion, but not when it is part of a complex anion. Hence the
chlorine in all metallic chlorides may be tested for by argentic
nitrate, but not the chlorine in KOlOs, nor in monochloracetic,
dichloracetic, nor even trichloracetic acid. On the other hand, silver
can only be detected by means of metallic chlorides when it is in the
cation state j in potassium argento-cyanide it cannot be precipitated
by haloid salts.
K 2PtOl 6 is completely precipitated by two
equivalents of silver instead of by six, although it contains six
atoms of chlorine. The reactions of ferrous and ferric chlorides
are different, though in both cases the cation is iron; in the former
the iron is divalent and in the latter trivalent. This difference is
sufficient to cause a different reaction. The behaviour and reactions
of the double cyanides, preferably termed complex cyanides, are very
remarkable. Potassium aurocyanide is dissociated into a cation K
and a complex anion Au(CN)2' Hence the gold cannot be tested for
as in cases where it is a cation. The inclusion of gold atoms in a
complex anion affects one of the main questions of the cyanide
process. I trust later to have the pleasure of presenting you with
some explanations of the scientific aspect of the problem of recovering
the gold from solutions of complex salts. But for this purpose a
series of electrical laws must be· dealt with from a new point of
view, arising from the theory of electric currents, and based on
dissociations.
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The foregoing brief outline of recent views on physical chemistry
y be found developed in detail in various publications, both
~:rman and English. Of the latter there may be mentioned Lupke'8
"Electro-Chemistry," Ostwald's" Solutions," and the articles in the
latest edition of Watt's Dictionary of Chemistry on' "Solutions,"
and on "Physical Methods used in Chemistry."
In conclusion, I may summarise the facts considered this evening.
The theory of solutions, based upon the phenomena of osmotic
pressure and their analogy to the laws of the theory of gases, has as
its fundamental idea the mobility of particles; it indicates in solutions a dissociation of great extent, and is confirmed by several
physical processes, by the lowering of freezing points, and of vapourpressures; it affords a new conception of chemical activity and
chemical reactions, and new explanations of the development of heat,
and, last but not least, this theory has thrown much light upon the
laws governing electrolytic processes and electrical phenomena.
The President-In the beginning of his lecture Professor Von
Oettingen pointed out that I had made a mistake in introducing him
to you as Professor of Electrolytical Chemistry, whilst he is Professor
of Physics. I think, by his lecture, the Professor has shown that
the mistake I have made is not such a big one after all, for he has
clearly shown by his statements that, according to the new theory,
there is hardly any difference between Physics and Chemistry, and
that a separation of the one science from the other is chiefly made
for practical reasons, e.g. for the sake of dividing the work. Exactly
the same thing we have in Chemistry. Up to seventy years ago
Inorganic and Organic Chemistry were considered two entirely
different sciences, but since Wohler discovered the synthesis of Carbamide in 1828 we know that there is no difference between Inorganic and Organic Chemistry. It is not very often we have the
advantage of getting information on the latest record of scientific
research in Physics and Chemistry from such an original source as
Professor Von Oettingen, who, in his lecture, has made us acquainted
with the results of his own work and with that of his pupils. The
subject of the" Theory of Solutions" is a purely scientific one, and
it is only natural that many of us, who are chiefly engaged in practical
work, must have had difficulty in following the statements of our
distinguished lecturer. But, on the other hand, I am sure you will
agree with me that the statements of Professor Von Oettingen were so
clear that also those who are not au courant on such scientific subjects
have understood much more of the Professor's lecture than they
originally thought they would. I may mention as a curious coin-
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cidence that,' while an eminent German scientist is' lecturing in
Africa 'on" The Theory of Solutions," an eminent English scientist
Professor Ramsay, is now staying in Berlin, ,where he has bee~
lecturing, a few week$ago,' on his discoveries of ,the new gases
Argon, Helium, Krypton, and Neon before the German Chemical
Society. I am sure I' am expressing the general wish of this meetln<t
if I convey to Professor yon Oettingen a hearty vote of thanks fo~
his highly interesting lecture. We are proud ,to be able to embody
such an original paper in, our proceedings, and we are looking forward with' the greatest, interest to 'the continuation of the paper,
,
'
which the Professor has kindly promised us.
I am almost certain that none of us will be prepared to discuss the
paper to-night, but should any gentleman like to ask a question, Ifeel
sure Professor Von Oettingen will be pleased to reply.
Professor Von Oettingen bowed in assent.
The President-I would like Professor Von Oettingen to enlighten
me on the following point: I understand that, according to the new
theory, sodium chloride in an aqueous solution is, to a great extent,
dissociated iI!to sodium and chlorine. How does the new theory
explain the fact that the sodium thus dissociated does not decompose the water 1
Professor Von Oettingen-Sodium dissociated in a solution is quite
different from the element sodium. On this important matter 1 intend
to speak next time.
The meeting then closed.

XXVI
ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held in the, Council Chamber of theChamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening, the18th February 1899.
The President (Dr J. Loevy) occupied the chair, a~d there was a
total attendance of 73, as follows :41 Members-Messrs W. Bettel, A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant, E.. .
II. Johnson, S. H. Pearce, T. VV. vVood (Council); A. Aiken, R. G.
Bevington, G. S. Bloomer, VV. Boyd, 'Wager Bradford, A. 'W.
Brattlund, Geo. Buchanan, T. L. Carter, R. S. Douglas, R. Dures,
R. L. Edmiston, A. Fraser, J. Gaze, K. L. Graham, H. Hamel, J.
Higham, G. Innes, J. H. Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, T. S. Jolly,
W. A. Ledingham, A. l\fcNallghtan, G. Melvill, A. Mennie, 'iY.
Mitchell, P. T. B. Morrisby, D. E. Powrie, Professor Prister, E. T.
Rand, A. Russell, A. vVhitby, H. V. Williams, J. Yates, M. B.
Zerener.
16 Associates-Messrs T. C. Burgess, J. T. Caine, A. J. Card,
F. C. Dumat, B. vV. Durham, J. G. W. Fairbairn, C. B. Hilliard,
W. T. Hislop, W. W. Lynch, C. R. Maggs, J. Martin, T. E. S. Parkes,
C. W. Salisbury, M. Torrente, R C. Warriner, W. H. vVood.
15 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
The President-Gentlemen, the item general business has for some
time past been rather neglected owing to the somewhat lengthy discussions we have had, and in consequence of which our meetings have
finished somewhat abruptly. In order to prevent such an occurrence
again I think it advisable to call now upon any member who wishes
to bring anything forward in relation to general business.
Mr A. Aiken-Mr President, I wish to make a proposal. I wish
that at every general meeting the first item shall be that the printed
proceedings shall be taken as read and be confirmed as the minutes
of the previous meeting. We have had cases where the printed proceedings have been questioned, and I think that if they were once
confirmed there would not then be any chance of such questioning
taking place. I move "that the proceedings of each meeting as
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printed be taken as the official minutes of such meeting, and be put
to the succeeding meeting for confirmation."
Mr S. H. Pearce seconded, and on being put to the meeting the
proposal was carried unanimously.
The President-Does any other gentleman wish to bring forward
anything in connection with general business 1
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NEW MEMBERS

On a ballot being taken the following candidat~s for election to
membership-Messrs Stewart Wilson Bowman, John Davies, Andrew
Buchanan Ferrie, Thos. Johnson, James Kerr, Fredk. H. Thorburn,
J. A. Thorburn, Olarence \V. Trimble, Harry Howard Webb-were
. unanimously elected.
The Secretary read the names of the following gentlemen who had
been admitted associates since the last meeting :-Messrs George
Alderson, Charles Alexander Margach.
The President-As there is no further proposition I proceed with
the business, and have great pleasure in calling upon Professor Von
Oettingen to read the continuation of his paper on the theory of
solutions. In doing so I do not call Professor Von Oettingen our
distinguished guest to-night, because at our last Council meeting he
was unanimously elected an honorary member of our Society, and I
am sure the action of the Council will meet with the approval of all
our members.
Professor Von Oettingen-I wish to express my deep gratitude for
the honour granted to me to-day. Be sure that I shall appreciate this
cOlmection binding me for ever with your scientific life and progress.

THE THEORY OF DISSOCIATION AS APPLIED TO
GALVANIC OURRENTS
By

PROFESSOR

A.

VON OETTINGEN

Mr President and Gentlemen,-The theory of dissociation, which
I endeavoured to briefly outline at the last meeting,has had very
great influence on our conceptions of galvanic phenomena. This
applies both as regards the conductivity of solutions and as regards
the phenomena occurring at the electrodes. In other words, this
theory is concerned generally with the electrical pressure caused by
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the contact of solid bodies with solutions, and of s6lutions with one
another.
. ' h tree
h . k'm ds 0 f con d UCtlVI
"t
We may distmgms
y 'm d'l!£'
lueren t parts
of a galvanic current as follows:(1) In solid conducting bodies.
(2) In fluid electrolytes.
(3) The transition or transfer of the current from solid to. fluid
bodies, or inversely from fluid to solid bodies.
(1) In solid conductors the electricity itself travels from one solid
particle to another, the particles themselves remaining motionless.
This kind of conductivity is termed" metallic."
(2) In fluid electrolytes the electricity travels solely by means of
the ions, the positive electricity being associated with the cations and
the negative with the anions.
(3) When solid bodies are in contact with fluids the whole electric
current is sustained by the cations from the negative electrode and
by the anions from thp, positive electrode.
I do not propose to deal with the passage of electric currents
thlOugh metallic bodies, but will confine myself to the phenomena
attending their entrance into, passage through, and exit from fluid
electrolytes.
The basis of all theories of electric currents is ·Faraday's law that
in electrolysis the masses developed at the electrodes are equivalent,
and that these equivalents are proportional to the amount of electricity
conveyed by the current. This law indicates that when a certain
intensity of current is employed chemical affinity has no influence,
because the valency of any ion is such as will carry only a certain
definite amount of electricity. Faraday's law has been confirmed by
Helmholtz with currents of '02 micro-ampere, which would only
yield one milligram of hydrogen in 150 years. Helmholtz likewise,
in a speech delivered in London on the 5th April 1881, first
enunciated the idea of the electrical charges of the ions, which
charges cannot be divided so long as atoms are indivisible. In
metallic bodies such a limit for a minimum quantity of electricity
does not exist, or is not known.
The conception that salts consisted of a combination of basic and
acid radicles was first suggested by Daniell, but was not appreciated
until Hittorf, after many observations, announced as a new fact that
ions migrate with different velocities. By analysing the electrolytes
near the electrodes and in the centre he was enabled to determine
the relative rates of these velocities. Calling n the amount of
III

Migration
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migration of the anion and 1-n that of "the cation, he concluded that
the ratio of these two quantities is also the ratio of the velocity v of
the anion to the velocity u of the cation. This relation he expressed
.by the equation
u I-n
v
u
1:Iittorf also found that the fraction ~ does not vary with the electric
v
r>ressure, nor with the temperature, nor, within certain limits, with
the degree of concentration of the electrolyte. These statements
apply only to the ratio u : v, each of the quantities u and v depending
upon other laws.
Further advances were not made until means were devised of
.accurately measuring the conductivity of fluids. The discovery of
the now well-known telephone method, an application of Wheatstone's bridge with alternating currents, is due to F. Kohlrausch.
This savant made all observations of conductivity with due regard to
molecular weights, and, in doing so, first expressed the conception of
molecular conductivity. I shall give one illustration of the differences
·of the figures obtained in this way : KCl.
Solution.

3. N.
N.1
N.2
N.10
N.100
N.1000

CmmUCTIVlTY

Specific.

'250
'0919
'0479
'01047
'001147
'0001198

(at

C.).
Molecular.

25°

82'7
91'9
95'8
104'7
114'7
119'8

Thus Kohlrausch found that the molecular conductivity increases
·with the dilution, whilst the specific conductivity is not quite
proportional to the concentration; the figures for the conductivity of
N.10KCI for instance are a little greater than for that of N.1Kel.
Molecular conductivity invariably increases on dilution, and acquires
a maximum value with infinite dilution. Calling this maximum L,
.and comparing different series of salt solutions, he stated

L=u+v,
/

that is to say, in very dilute solutions ·the conductivity is the sum of
the velocities of the ions, because these carryall the electricity, and
must therefore by addition yield the total conductivity. At this
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timc Kohlrausch did not consider dissociation, but regarded the ions
only ill Faraday's sense.
"
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It is obvious that by Hittorf's equation, '!!...- = 1 - n, and by
v
n
Kohll'ausch's equation, u + v = L, the quantities nand L being
observed, u and v may be determined. The following table from
Lupke's "Electro-Chemistry" will illus~rate this point:Electrolyte.

Hittorf's
migrating
anion I-n.

KCI
KNO s
NaCI
NaNOs
AgC10 s
AgNO s

'491
'503
'380
'387
'499
'477

Molecular
condnctivity
L at 25° C.
140'0"
135'7
120'0
113'7
117'2
124'2

VELOCITY.

Cation u
at 25° C.
68'6
68'3
45"6
44'0
58'5
59'2

Anion v
at 25° C.
71'4
67"4
77'4
69'7
58'7
65'0

It will be seen that the two velocities of the cation K and those of
Na and of Ag are nearly the same, whatever aniQns they are combined with, and also that the velocities of the anions are likewise
nearly the same without reference to the cations. Each ion possesses
a certain definite velocity, so that by addition of the velocities of the
ions the conductivity of the solution may be calculated. Kohlrausch's
law may be expressed as follows :-" The velocities of the ions depend
upon their constitution, and vary with the temperature and the nature
of the solvent."
After the publication of Arrhenius' dissociation theory Ostwald
obtained more concordant results by using the following expression : -

l=a (u+v),
where a denotes tile coefficient of dissociation.
The velocities of the ions are all "between 20 and 70, with the
exception of the anion OH, the velocity of which is 170, and that of
the cation H, which is 318. The velocity of CI ions being 66, we
have a conductivity of 384 when electrolysing HCI, the hydrogen ions
migrating at about five times the rate of the chlorine ions.
The best account hitherto published of the laws of conductivity
may be found in a recent work by Kohlrausch and Holborn, entitled
"Das Leitvermoegen der Elektrolyte insbesondere der Loesungen.
Methoden, Resultate und chemische Anwendungen," Leipzig, Teubner,
1898. This volume, a copy of which I am pleased to be able to show
you this evening, is based entirely on the theory of dissociation.
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Applying the theory of masses, first announced by Bertholet, and
afterwards developed by Guldberg and Waage, Ostwald discovered a
very interesting relation between the conductivity of a solution l at
any degree of concentration and its maximum conductivity L when
much further diluted. K being a constant and V the volume in
which a gramme-molecule is dissolved,
l2
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L(L-l)

1
-=K.
v

Ostwald's law, based on dissociation and the laws of masses, has been
confirmed by numerous experiments. The values for the constant R
are given in Kohlrausch's book for about seven hundred different acid
and salt solutions.
I shall now call your attention to the phenomena which Occur at
the electrodes. The whole current is here conducted by the cations
and the anions only, at their respective sides. These ions can only
conduct the current when the conditions are such that their electrical
charges can be transferred to the electrodes and they can thus pass
out uf the ionic into the metallic or gaseous state. This phase of
the theory of dissociation can only be understood by paying due
regard to the osmotic pressure of the ions, and to the tendency of the
electrode to dissolve.
It has been seen that sugar-molecules in solution exhibit osmotic
pressure; moreover, solid sugar itself has a tendency to dissolve,
which is analogous to the vapour-pressure of ice. When a piece of
ice is placed in a vacuum it will evaporate until equilibrium is
attained-that is to say, until the amount evaporated during any
interval equals the amount condensed during. the same time.
Similarly, the sugar dissolves until an equilibrium between its dissol ving tendency and the osmotic pressure is established.
Nernst, Professor of Physical Chemistry at Goettingen, first offered
the following explanation of the actual tendency of metals to dissolve,
or to change from the metallic to the ionic state. In this case the
problem is somewhat more complex than with sugar-molecules, since
the metallic atoms in changing their state must take up an electric
charge; without this charge they cannot dissolve except as colloids,
as, for instance, colloidal gold in water. A piece of zinc placed in
acid is instantly covered with a sheet of positive zinc ions, whilst the
metal itself becomes charged with/ negative electricity. The exteut
to which this takes place depends on the tendency of the metal to
dissolve. The metallic zinc receives a negative charge, and the
solution a positive one. In a very short time the distribution of the
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lectricity is complete, but the newly formed zinc ions cannot pass
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~llto solution. They repulse the positive ions of the acicl and attract
~he negative ones, but without combining, since in a"solution tIle
num-ber of cations and anions. must be equal. If anoth,er metal be
then immersed in the same solution the repulsed ions will immediately
cover it in the form of cations, and charge the metal positively until a
certain positive poteritial i::; attained and an equilibrium established.
This is the open galvanic cell.
.Many metals-as, for instance, potassium and sodium-have so
great a tendency -to pass into solution that they assume the ionic
state even in the absence of another metal. In· this case thE)
potassinm takes the charge from the hydrogen cations, -whilst the
latter, ·in the form of a gas, passes out of the solution. In the same
way at a higher temperature zinc may expel hydrogen, but the process
is accelerated by the presence of another metal or of impurities in the
zinc; in these cases the hydrogen becomes visible in the form of
bubbles. With pure zinc the development of hydrogen is small.
Another point in which the dissolving of metals differs from that
of sugar is the following: .in a saturated solution of sugar the osmotic
pressure equals the tendency of the solid sugar to dissolve. But the
dissolving tendency of zinc is much greater than the osmotic pressure
of the zinc ions, even in a saturated solution of a zinc salt. The zinc
hence acquires a negative potential ,in saturated solutions. Sugar
cannot have any electrical potential at all.
The potentials of various mfltals in saturated solutions is very
different, since their respective tendencies to dissolve is sometimes
greater and sometimes less than the osmotic pressure of their ions:
Thus, for instan?e, copper in a saturated solution' of cupric sulphate
acquires a positive potential, and the fluid a negative one. In an
open Daniell element zinc has a negative potential and the coppe~ a
positive potential. As soon as these potentials are acquired, the
process of ionising stops instantly in the open cell, because an
electrostatic equilibrium is attained. As soon, however, as the
copper is 'connected with the zinc a current is developed, the
positive electricity from the copper ions entering the metallic copper
and from this passing on to the zinc, which is thus discharged. The
copper ions having been thus discharged and deposited, a Hew sheet
of cations passes out. At the same time zinc ions pass into solution,
and a new sheet of zinc molecules assume the cationic state, leaving
the metal itself negatively charged. In this manner a continuous
curren t is set up.
'When two metals are in contact no difference of potential exists,
2N
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or merely a very small one, measurable only in thousands of a volt j
this is due to thermo-electric currents, and may be neglected. It
may be noted that the terin "couple "-'-as, for instance, of zinc and
lead-was used formerly to express the idea that the electricity in a
circuit was produced by the contact of two metals. This theory of
Volta, and of many philosophers until recently, is now known to
be erroneous. We now understand that zinc exhibits a potential
towards the solution in which it is immersed, a~ does also the lead.
When the circuit is closed the electric current is allowed to pass from
the lead to the zinc, and this process continue~. In this sense only
can the term "couple" be used, because the presence of a second
metal is a necessary condition for a continuous electric current,
although the electricity produced by contact is quite insignificant,
and in no way the source of the current. The real source of the
current is the energy derived from the zinc in its transformation into
positive zinc ions. At the contact of the sulphuric acid and cupric
sulphate in a Daniell cell there is likewise a small difference of
potential, which may be explained in accordance with Nernst's views.
Though these potentials between fluids are so small as to be measurahle only in hundredths of a volt, they must yet be considered, since
the whole explanation of-the theory of potentials has originated from
this source.
Assuming that two eolutions of the same substance, but of different
degrees of concentration, are in contact, equal potentials or none at
all are developed at the electrodes j the difference of potential (P)
arises only at the surface of contact of the solutions. N ernst ascertained that the potential P in the case on contact of two fluids which
contain the same kinds of cations and anions with velocities u and v
respectively, depends on the OSD:lOtic pressures PI and P2' and he
expressed this fact as follows. Starting from the principle of the
conversation of energy, the work done by the osmotic pressure must
equal the electric work. If one gramme-molecule dissolved in volume
V is changing from the osmotic pressure p to p + dp, the work done
in a differential of time would be V x dp. In the same time the
electrical differential de is carried from one fluid to the other under
the electrical pressure P j hence the work done is P x de j whence
the equation
P x de= V xdp.
· equa t·lOn, smce
.
V = R.T.
b/·
Th IS
- - , may: e wrItten
p
dp
Pxde=R.T.p
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Here de denotes the electricity borne by the cations and anions;
hence de will be the sum of two electric quantities, dec an(l de., of the
cations and anions respectively. The quantity of electriCity borne by
the migrating cations is

u: v' relatively to the whole current, and

that of the anions is _v_ ; we may thus write

u+v

P x dec = ~ R.T.dp, and

u+v

P

p

x de a = _v_ R.T.dp.

u+v

p

Both equations may be integrated, and their sum will give, since

dec + de. = de,
P(ec x e.) = P x e
=~.R.T. l.n.1'!J+_v_.R.T.l.n.&
=

u+v
~
u - v.R.T.l.n'p l
u+v
P2

u+V

~

The letter e represents the unit of electric valency, equal to 96,540
coulombs. P is the ·potential arising on the contact of the two
fluids. The differences of the values of u and v determine the
amount of P, which is of course nil when the cations and anions
migrate with the same velocity. On the other hand, there is likewise no potential when the osmotic pressures Pi and P2 are equal.
Hence we may conclude that the ions perform osmotic work, and
also transfer the electric current with different velocities in opposite
directions. Since it and v are different, it follows that there must
arise a difference of potential. The cations, which migrate faster,
arrive in greater numbers than the anions from the concentrated to
the diluted solution; hence the latter receives a positive potential,
and the current must travel from the concentrated to the diluted
solution. Such currents are termed "currents of concentration."
The above formula is confirmed, as N ernst has shown by many
experimental observations. Acids of different strength give relatively the strongest currents, since the velocity u of hyrlrogen is very
high. All terms on the right side of the equation being known, the
potential P may be calculated. In hydrochloric acid, for instance,
Nernst found by experiment the potential P to be '117 volts when
N.IRCI and N.l,OOO HCI are in contact, and this value agrees with
that obtained by formula.

Potential between Two Fluids

[FEB. 1899-

The same theory applies to the case of potentials between elec-trodes and fluids; in this case we have
P x 96,540 = K T.(log.E! + u - v .log. Py. -log.l!.Ji
P2 U+V
P3
P4
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The expression on the right hand involves three potentials, the firHt
log. E! giving the potential at the anode, PI being the tendency toP2
dissolve off the silver in a chain, for instance, of Ag/ AgNOs/N.lO
AgNO s/ Ag ; P2 is the osmotic pressure of the silver ions. No coefficient occurs in this tArm, because the whole equivalent of electricity is carried by -the dissolved gramme-molecule of metal. Thesecond term gives the potential between the two fluids N.lAgNO s:
and N.lOAgNO s, u being the velocity of migration of the silver ions,
and v the velocity of the NOs anions. These velocities being 57 and
63 respectively, the second term will have a very small value. The
third term is the potential depending upon the nature of the cathode
and of the fluid. In this example P4 is equal to PI' and the formula.
becomes
P

=

.

R. T. 2v log.~ volts.
u+v
Ps

The formula in the above case gives P = - '057 volts, whilst N ernst.
by experiment obtained - '055 volts.
In the Daniell cell the contact between the two fluids aft'ords only
an inappreciable difference of potential; the formula in this case
may, therefore, be written
P = R. T.(log. .&: + log. ~),
Oz

Dc

where R is the gas-constant, pz and Pc the tendency of zinc and
copper respectively to dissolve, and Oz and Oc the osmotic pressures of
the cations of zinc sulphate and copper sulphate respectively. The
quantities pz and Pc are constant, whilst the osmotic pressures vary
with the concentration. The electro-motive force beillg greater in
sulphuric acid than in zinc sulphate, the potential will decrease as
more zinc ions enter the acid. On the copper side the reverse is the
case,- because the more cupric sulphate is in solution the greater i~ the
potential, ·the osmotic pre"ssure being greater than the tendency to
dissolve. Since pz is greater than 0" whilst Pc is less than 0c, the
two terms of the equation constitute a sum, .and not a difference. It
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is remarkable that potentials are independent of the '~p.emical nature
-of the anions; the potential, for instance, of
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Zn/ZnS04 /CuS0 4 /Cu, and
Zn/Zn(N03)2/Cu(N03)2/Cu,
being the same. The anion influences the degree of dissociation of
the compound, and hence the acid radicle affects the potential
indirectly by its influence on the osmotic pressure.
Such elements as Daniell's are reversible, if electrical energy be
expended to drive the copper into, and the zinc out of, solution.
The electrical energy required is P x 96,540 volt-coulombs for one
gramme-equivalent of deposition of zinc and solution of copper. If
an electrical source of energy be employed of which the potential PI
is less than P, there will be no L:urrent. If PI is greater than P,
there will be both a current and a deposition of metal proportional to
PI - P, and not to PI simply. In some cases of great interest the
potential of a metal appears greater than usual. For instance, the
potential of zinc in contact with sodic or potassic hydrate is greater
than with sulphuric acid. The reason of this is that in the first
·case no zinc cations are formed, the zinc atoms passing into
the anions with formation of an alkaline zincate. If there were
no osmotic pressure due to zinc cations, the formula already
·cited would give an infinitely high potential, because in log. PI
P2
P2 would be nil. As a matter of fact, however, it is considered that
a small portion of the anions Zn0 2( - - ) are dissociated ~nto Zn( + + )
and 02( = = ). Such cations may be termed cations of the second
kind, or meta-cations. In the foregoing instance Zn( + + ) would be
a meta-cation, and 02( = =) would be a meta-anion. Exact formulre
for the potentials in such cases are not known, since the whole
problem of the dissociation of complex ions has yet to be fully
investigated. We know, however, that such decomposition occurs,
since we obtain meta-cations on the cathode, and it likewise follows
from Guldberg and Waage's law of masses.
Copper, for
Sometimes the sign of the potential changes.
instance, in cupric salts is always positive. But it receives a
negative charge when dipped into a solution of potassic cyanide;
the molecules of copper here tend to be dissolved and become part
of the anion Cu(CN)i -). Copper dissolving in this manner may
even expel the zinc from a zinc sulphate solution, the expression log.
P3
~ copper bemg
. greater t Imn I og. PI
~ zmc.
.
- lor
- lor
In the combination
P4
P2
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Cu/N.IZnS0 4 /Z n the copper dissolves, and zinc is deposited in
crystals on the zinc electrode without any current from an exterior
source.
The same thing takes place with gold. Metallic gold immersed
in most solutions has a positive potential, gold cations having
usually a great tendency to assume a metallic state, whilst metallic
gold dissolves with difficulty. This behaviour is indicated by the
popular term "noble," which is applied to such metals. In cyanide
solutions, however, gold does not act the part of a noble metal, since
it dissolves, as part of the anion. This exception to its general
behaviour is of the greatest practical importance, since, were it
otherwise, the cyanide process would not exist, and in all probability
this Society would not occupy the position that it now holds.
The difficulty of recovering the gold from cyanide solutions is
obvious, from this point of view. The electric current causes the
cation K( + ) to migrate to the cathode, whilst the anions Au(CN)2
travel to the anode, as pointed out by Hittorf. How, then, is the
gold deposited on the cathode 1 This can only be explained by
assuming that the osmotic pressure of the meta-cations of Au( + ) is
sufficient to' cause their deposition thereon. Since the anions containing the gold are migrating to the allode, it is obvious that the
movement of the whole solution is a most important point, and
greatly assists precipitation by counteracting the migration of the
gold anion.
By electrolysis of a solution of Na 2PbO g the cations Na 2 and the
allions PbO g carry the current; however, metallic lead is deposited
on the cathode as a meta-cation Pb( + + + +), while the metaanion Og( = = = ) is set free on the anode together with the anion
PbOgC- -).
To deposit any given metal on the cathode the potential of the
electrical source of energy must be sufficiently high to overcome the
potential of the metal in solution. Thus, in a mixture of salt
solutions in water-as, for instance, of the nitrates of Ag, Cu, Cd,
K, and Zn-if small currents are first employed, and the voltage
subsequently gradually increased, there is first deposited pure silver,
then copper, then hydrogen, cadmium, and zinc, in the order
given. All the cations in these solutions are travelling towards
the cathodes with a velocity depending in each case upon the concentration of the solution and a special constant. Since the deposition
of. a metal upon the cathode depends upon its osmotic pressure in
comparison with its tendency to dissolve, there is no secondary
action upon the cathode when all these cations are present. It was
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Measurements of Potentials

formerly supposed that the K expels the Zn, the Znth~, Cd, the Cd
the H, the H expels the Cu, which at last expels the Ag; and in this
complicated way the pure Ag is first deposited. Such reactions do
Dot occur. Le Blanc has rightly i~sisted upon the primaty deposition of that ca~ion which first ove.rcomes the potential "jump.",
If the cations of SlIver are not suffiCIently numerous to carry the
whole current on the cathode the potential rises until copper is
deposited, and so on.
The decomposition of water is also a primary effect. As water is
only slightly dissociated, the resistance of pure water is very great.
To improve the conductivity, it is advisable to add some salt or
acid of which the dissociation is considerable. To the eathode
migrate hydrogen and other cations carrying the electric currellt.
When the potential of these last is high, the hydrogen imparts its
electrical charge to the cathode and goes off as gas; in other cases
the metals are deposited as soon as their tendency to dissolve, minus
their osmotic pressure, in less than that of hydrogen. This generally
happens with the noble metals, hydrogen being intermediate between
them and the base metals.
In measuring the potentials of a certain combination, we observe
only the difference of the two potential "jumps," one at the anode
and the other at the cathode. Some years ago Ostwald discovered
a method of measuring the potential on one side only, the other
remaining at zero. This is termed the method of dropping elrctrodes.
When mercury in minute globules drops into mercurous sulphate
the potential after some time disappears. In this way he determined
the potential of the combination

the sign - indicating that the solution will receive a negative charge,
when the metal is maintained at the potential zero. Starting from
this point, and, making other combinations with the above, he
obtained the values for other metals in solution after deducting
'99 volts. For instance,

In the same manner there were at 18° C.
Mg/MgS0 4
Cd/CdS0 4
Fe/FeS0 4

=
=

=

+ 1'243
+0'158
+ 0'078

volts.
"
"
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Pb/Pb(C 2H 30 2)2 = - 0'089 volts.
Cu/CuS0 4
= - 0'582 ."
Au/AgS0 4
=-1'024"
the signs + and:"- indicate whether the tendency to dissolve' is greater
or less than the osmotic pressure of the cations. Ostwald recom.
mended the use of a "normal electrode" of
Hg/HgCI/N.IKCl,
which yields the potential- '560 volts. This normal electrode IlIav
be readily combined with others ~. hen determilling potential~.
Employing this method, I have myself measured the l'otentialti of
gold when dipped into various solutions at 25° C. The figures
obtained were as follows : Au/AuCI(conc)
Au/N.AnCl a
Au/Aqua Regia
Au/KCN"S(sat.)
Au/N.KCNS
Au/N.IOKCNS
Au/KCN(sat.)
Au/K 2S
Au/K 2 S 7
Au/Na2S

= - ]'64 to 1'42 volts (variable)
= -1'134
"
= - 1.09
"
'26 to + '03
(very variable)
"., (variable)
- '36
- '40
"
=+ '50
"
=+ '14
"
=+ '21
"
=0 to '136

"

We observe from the above that in cyanide solutions gold readily
passes into solution, since there is no primary osmotic pressure to
hinder the dissolving process. For purposes of comparison, I may
add some values for ather metals in potassic cyanide solution which
I have determined with the Lippmann capillary electro-meter.
: The two figures in each column refer to the first and last observa~ tion 011 each metal, the intermediate values being omitted. The time
occupied' by the change is very variable j Cu, for instance, took an
hour. Whell no changes occur, this is indicated by a constant. The
challges of potential are not always in the same direction: sometimes decreasing, sometimes increasing. But the direction of the
changes in any given metal is always the same.
All the above potentials are greatly altered when currents of
dilf'erent strengths pass through the combinations, sillce polarisation,
depending upon the voltage used,' occ~rs. This may be shown by
another compensating method, which i.s applied immediately after
the action of the current.
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POTENTIALS OF DIFFERENT METALS IN CONTACT WITH KeN SOLUTIONS.

'=l
t"l

~

N.l,OOOKCN.

N.IOOKCN.

N.I0KCN.

N.IOOKCN
+N.67oAu.

N.IKCN.

l-'

00
<0
<0
L......I

Au

-0'414 to-0'474

-0'092 to-0'056

+0'180 to+0'21R

+0'340 to + 0'306

-0'020 to-0'170

Ag

-0'340 to-0'200

-0'020 constant

+0'176 constant

+0'330 to+0'314

-0'308 to-0'330

Cu

-0'550 to-0'230

-0'212(1) to + 0'380

+0'680 to + 0'648

+0'890 to+0'924

-0'056 constant

+0'008 to+0'024

+0'162 to +0'200

-0'550 to-0'488

-0'466 to-0'392

-0'290 to+0'194

-0'168 to-0'240

-0'220(2) to + 0'118

+0'182 to+0'196

+0'054 to+0'022

+0'034 to-0'012

+0'056 to-0'146

-0'824 to-0'750

-0'796 to-O'720

-0'700 to-0'674

Hg
Ni

-0'560 constant

Co

Fe

-0'008-to+0'050

Fe20a

~

<:::)..

~

~

~.,....
~

~.

(;;-0

Pb0 2

-0'006 constant

+0'062 to+0'070

+0'1l0 to+0'1l8

to'160 constant

Pb

+0'120 constant

+0'120 constant

+ 0'128 constant

+0'164 coustant

Zn

+ 0'480 constant

+0'560 to+0'604

+ 0'780 to+0'800

+ 0'924 to+0'940

+0'126 constant

1 On moving the fluid the potential rises suddenly.
The potential changed suddenly from -0'121 to +0'118, then remained constant.

2

Ul

0\0
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I add some observations on saturated cyanide solution:Saturated KCN with An = + 0'50 volts.
"
"
"Ag = + 0'536 "
"Cu = + 1'154 "
"
"
"Zn= +1'196 "
"
"
hence it is obvious that in the element
Zn/KCN(sat.)/ZnS0 4/Zn
we can expel the zinc on the right by the zinc on the left.
even in the combination

And

Cu/KCN(sat.)/ZnS04/Zn
the zinc may be deposited by the dissolving of the copper,' since
though the potentials are opposed, there is a plus difference ;' thus, ,
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1'154 volts - ( + ·52 volts) =

+ ·63 volts.

During the past year many new obervations have been made nn
the polarisation of the electrodes, but I shall be unable to do more
than merely refer to this question, although it directly affects the
subject of this paper. In the electrolysis of auriferous solutions the
polarisation of the anodes really determines the voltage required.
Hitherto, in the electro-deposition of metals the attention of those
engaged both in scientific and technical work of this sort has been
mainly directed to the intensity of current necessary. Much energy
might be saved by paying more attention to the potentials required,
though under local conditions the cost of power in electric precipitatitln
is of small account.
It has taken a whole century to abolish the absurb conception of a
metallic couple producing the electricity in a galvanic cell. The
latter half of this century has been devoted to the development. of
the laws of energy, but the idea of mere metallic contact producing
electric currents without a source of energy has been so firmly fixed
in the minds of some scientific men that more correct views have
been most slowly and reluctantly accepted. The new ideas, based on
the theory of dissociation, have been so amply and so variously
confirmed that the old opinions regarding metallic couples are now
gone for ever.
I conclude with Van 't Hoff's words :-" The course of the fut.ure
development of all sciences based on chilmistry, including all chemical
technology, and even geology and physiology, is now more evident to
us than ever. They will be refo;med by the application of the latest
developments in chemistry."
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the President-By the paper which we have just had ~he pleasure
f listening to, our honorary member, Professor Von· Oettingen, has
o ncl uded a lecture in which he has given us the. latest information
c~ a theory which is at present creating a great deal of excitement
omona the representatives of the sciences of chemistry and physics.
~rofe~sor Von Oettingen has given us, as I pointed out at the last
meeting, the result of the work of some of his own pupils, as, for
instance, of Professor Ostwald of the University of Leipzig. The
neW theory upon which Professor Von Oettingen has so ably lectured
is, I think, revolutionising the science of chemistry and physics, and
is bringing chemistry nearer and nearer to the point that is regarded
as the ideal aim of chemical science, namely, to make chemistry an
exact mathematical science, which we are sorry to say it is not to-day.
But, with the help of such scientists as Professor Von Oettingen,
Ostwald, Van 't Hoff, and others mentioned in the lecture, we can
look hopefully to the future, and trust that within a reasonable time
this aim, which is generally considered as the ideal aim by all
representatives of chemical science, will be attained. There are,
naturally, opponents to the new theory, and I have reason to believe
that also in our Society there are some members who are not willing
to accept it without objection, and who wish to speak upon it. But
I do not think that any gentleman will be prepared to do so to-night.
It will be best for all of us to peruse the paper of Professor Von
Oettingen very carefully, and to come forward with any remarks and
questions at the next meeting, when the Professor will be pleased to
reply. Meanwhile I feel sure I am expressing the feeling of all of
you if I tender to Professor Von Oettingen, on behalf of the Society,
a very hearty vote of thanks for this excellent lecture which we are
proud to embody in our proceedings.
Mr W. Bettel suggested that, in the event of Professor Von
Oettingen being unable to attend the next meeting, the present
meeting should be adjourned for a week or a fortnight.
The President-It has been suggested, in view of the large amount
of discussion before us, to adjourn this meeting until Saturday week
in order to complete all the discussions.
Mr J. R. Williams-I quite agree with the desirability of adjourning the meeting, but I question whether you will get over the
discussions at one or three meetings.
The President-But it will help us anyhow. I am just informed
that we cannot get the room this day fortnight, but we can get it this
day week.
It was then resolved to hold the adjourned meeting that day

Comparison of Processes
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·fortnight if the room could be obtained, and if that wen'. not possibl
.
'.
. e,
{)n that day week, the PresIdent remarkmg that tile members would
be duly informed of the date fixed.
The Presideht-I now re-open the discussion on Mr Carter's paper
" A Zinc Process for Precipitating Gold from weak Solutions," and
would call upon any gentleman who wishes to speak on the subject.
A ZINC PROCESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM
WEAK SOLUTIONS

By T.

LANE CARTER (MEMBER)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

. Mr ,John R. \Villiams-At our November meeting our VicePresident asked for figures re the work done by the lead-zinc couple.
I then stated that I should be pleased to furnish the figures after we
had a run of two months. The two months having expired, I herewith beg to submit the following summary of work done.
For the year ended 31st December 1898, at the various companies
. for which I am Consulting Metallurgist, we treated about 250,000
.tons of slimes by the Siemens-Hah:ike process:Value
Residues
Theoretical extraction
Actual
Working cost per ton
Profit per ton

3'167 dwts.
0'904 "
71'4 per cent.
54'9
3s. 4·7d. "
38. 10·6d.

Two months with lead-zinc couple : Tons treated
Value
Residues
Theoretical extraction
Actual
\V orking cost per ton
Profit per ton

59,922
2'94 dwts.
0'808 "
72'6 per cent.
"
70'15
3s. 3·09d.
5s. 7·5d.

It will th·us be seen that the actual extraction has been increased
. by 15'25 per cent. The working cost has been reduced by nearly
4 per cent., whilst the profit has been increased by 44'8 per cent.
I have also much pleasure in giving you the results of the Nourse
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Deep, kindly furnished' me by Mr Graham, where ,the SiernensIIal ske process gave a very satisfactory showing d'uring the six
onths that the process was in use; on slimes having a value of
~18 dwts. a theoretical extraction of 73'2 per cent. was obtained,
actual 71'4 per cent., unaccounted for only 1'8 per cent., profit per
ton 5s. O'6d.
With the zinc-lead couple for the last two months the slimes had.
a value of 2·79 dwts., theoretical extraction 72'5 per cent.,' actual
69'2 per cent., unaccounted for 3'3 per cent., profit per ton 5s. 4d.,
or 3·5d. more than with Siemens-Halske, notwithstanding that the
actual extraction was 2'2 per cent. less. This is almost entirely made
up in royalty and smaller realisation for gold.
Mr A. von Gernet having brought up the question of by-products,
I may say that, including skimmings, 26 per cent. of the total gold
was in by-products with the Siemens-Halske process, as against 6 per
cent. with the lead-zinc couple.
It having been publicly stated that the Rand mines are the only
mines that have made a failure with the Siemens-Halske process, as
I see a few of the Rand mines' men present to-night, I would ask
them not to blush or to feel at all uneasy; we will admit our failure,
but I would like to point out that we are in good company when I
state that Mr Butters, Mr Andreoli, Mr W. A. Caldecott, Mr
Torrente, and, last but not least, the introducer of the process t(}
this country, Mr A. von Gernet, have collectively failed to do as
good work as was done by the zinc process in a certain important,
experiment, we need not feel ashamed.
Mr Durant (who has certainly been far more successful than his
colleagues), in a paper read before this Society at the December
meeting, pooh-poohs such a thing as loss of gold by the Siemens·
Halske process :-" The statement has been made that in a certain
plant a loss has occurred in the precipitation boxes which cannot be'
accounted for. It is said that a known amount of gold entered the
boxes checked by assays and meter and similarly checked on leaving,
the solutions leaving the boxes showing little more than traces of
gold, hence the gold contents of the precipitation boxes is calculated
upon the known quantiLy entering the boxes, less a very small
amount leaving them. A large percentage of this gold when looked
for could not be found, although diligently searched for, and the
process is consequently charged with having in some mysterious
manner absorbed a large quantity of gold. Such a statement is
ludicrous in the extreme, and I give it as simply indicative as t(}
what extent a simple process can be blamed. That a discrepancy
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can be accounted for, and the matter elucidated by correctly deter_
mining the points previously enumerated,- I am sure, and also that
they will find in one or more of these -poin ts the mysterious discrepancy accounted for; and, further, they will-find _that the Siemens
process has not been at fault."
We admit our losses, which, however, have been considerably
reduced since the introduction of the Betty process. The actual
extraction has been increased by 15 per cent.
I would now like to draw your attention to a statement made by
Mr Butters when President of this Society. On page 13 of the
Proceedings for the month of August 1897 he says as follows :-" He
was sorry to say there was a difference in their works between
theoretical and actual extraction. The gold went in a gre~t many
different places, but it was mostly lost around the works. They had
not yet advanced sufficiently far to be able to say exactly where the
loss of gold took place in slimes treatment. Professor Jones, who
had control of a large refinery in the United States, was very much
dissatisfied with the way he (the President) brought up his clean-up,
but the fact they brought up any clean-up was a source of satisfaction.
They were now actually making a profit out of stuff which had lain
on these fields for years."
I think, gentlemen, that Mr Butters and Professor Jones do not
agree with Mr Von Gernet re the great cleanliness of the SiemensHalske process; neither does Mr Butters agree with Mr Durant that
their losses of gold are always accounted for.
I am prepared to admit that the Siemens-Halske process is capable
of doing good work at a higher cost, therefore smaller profits, than
the lead-zinc process, but, gentlemen, we have first to train men to
work, it. Up to the present they are few and far between, and the
men who have made a failure are' not confined to the Rand mines. I
may mention that more than one other group of mines have becollJe
converts to the simpler and more profitable method, i.e. Zinc-Lead.
The President-I can hardly consider the discussion as finished,
but, according to a natural law, everything must come to an end, and
I suppose this law must also apply to the discussion on Mr Carter's
paper. But as I have reason to believe that there are some gentlemen
not present here to-night who wish to come forward with remarks, I
propose to postpone the discussion until the next meeting. I think
I am expressing the wish of the meeting when I say that the discussion on Mr Carter's paper, which has been keeping us so busy for
three or four meetings, should, if possible, be closed at the next
meeting.
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Mr w. Bettel-Is that the next meeting or the adjourn-ed meeting 1
The President-The adjourned meeting. I now open Hie discuRsion
on 1\1."r Bettel's paper.

REMARKS ON FIRE ASSAYING OF GOLD-BEARING
MATERIALS
By

W.

BETTEL (MEMBER)
DISCUSSION

Mr A. Whitby-There is one point in Mr Bettel's paper which I
would like to notice, not so much with the idea of attempting to
criticise, but more with a view to provoke discussion of the principle
involved. He states-speaking of the assay of solutions-" It is
advisable to add the requisite amount of silver required for part.ing,
as a second cupellation is undesirable."
The addition of silver to the pot or lead button in the assay of low
"rade material is, I believe, general, and where the values are constant,
;dmissible. But do the assay values of solutions, residues, and
charges remain constant 1 If they do not, as my experience seems
to show, the arguments in favour of directly adding the silver cannot
hold good.
These are some of the points, I take it, which favour the more
orthodox method of weighing the bullion first and then adding the
necessary silver.
I. A guarantee that the amount of silver added is sufficient, and
not more than sufficient, for effective parting.
2. The avoidance of broken priUs or under parted ones.
3. The comparison obtainable between the bullion and fine gold
serving as a check on the effectiveness of the parting.
4. The probable saving of time.

It must frequently happen by the other method that prills are
obtained in fine dust, and the assayer is often uncertain whether his
bead is properly parted. In both cases I think it would be considered
best to do the assay again.
Loss by absorption or volatilisation in this second cupellation, which
requires a No. I cupel, and about a minute in the muffle, is infinitesimal
and would not even affect the experimental error.
It may be that general experience does not find solutions occasionally
rising from 5 grains to 20 grains, residues varying from! dwt. to
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1 d wt., or even appreciable fluctuations in cyanide charges, when, I
admit, my arguments would have no place.
There is just one other point I would like tp mention as havin
struck me as incongruous. Mr Bettel says, "It is not essential for ~
good assayer to be a chemist." Read in conjunction with his previous
remarks this appears contradictory; but, anyhow, being a positive
statement by an authority like Mr Bettel it is possible that a wrong
construction could be given it, and the remark distorted to mean
something different..
Assaying is only a branch of the parent science, chemistry, and
however well acquainted the assayer is with his work some knowledrre
of chemistry is essential.
b
I will go further and affirm that the business of assaying, unassisted
by a technical knowledge of chemistry, is not only uninteresting to
the operator, but likely to be barren in results in cases where the work
lies outside ordinary routine.
Mr ",V. Bettel-In reply to Mr Whitby, I must say from actual
experiments there is a distinct loss in recupellation, and I have
invariably found it necessary to add an approximate amount of silver
whether you have to do a preliminary trial or not. If you add an
approximate amount of silver and cupel you certainly get higher
results. With regard to my statement that it is not necessary for an
assayer to be a chemi~t, I think if all the ass ayers in the world were
chemists there would be a very great number of them, and I myself
have seen men who have got remarkably good results who certainly
were not chemists.
The President-I postpone any further discussion on Mr Bette!'s
paper to the adjourned meeting. We wiII now proceed with the
discussion on Mr LfJfts' paper.
THE ASSAY OF BY-PRODUCTS

By H. F.

LOFTS (ASSOCIATE)
DISCUSSION

Mr R Dures- 'With your permission I should like to read a fe,,notes on the assaying of by-products, consequent on Mr Lofts' paper.
As far as I know, the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company is the
largest buyer of by-products on the fields, and it maybe of interest,
especially to assayers, to hear something of the methods used for.
assaying on our works.
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As Dr Loevy remarked at the December meeting of -this Society,
an analysis of the materials in hand should be made in order to find
their chief constituents, before we can tell the right flux for .each
case. From want of time, however, we are able to do this in a few
cases only.
Touching the question of pot and scorification assays, we found
that almost invariably the pot assay gave the higher result, and
therefore we adopted this method, except for mattes and similar
products.
Mr Lofts evidently found some difficulty with the samples of platescrapings and Prussian blue submitted to him for assay. Sufficient
charcoal to reduce the large amount of ferric oxide found in these
products must be added, or goll! will be found in the slag.
Prussian blue-produced in the Siemens-Halske boxes-in many
cases is thrown into a hole in the sand, outside the extractor bouse,
and when it reaches us may contain as much as
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50 per cent. Silica with
35 per cent. Iron Hydrate and
15 per cent. Prussian Blue.
The flux to reduce this .mixture would therefore be different to
that required for the ferric iron oxide obtained when the blue is sent
to the calciner direct. Take the case of slag. The slags produced
on the Rand from the smelting of zinc slimes would be of a fairly
even character, and therefore a suitable flux could be easily obtained,
were it not that the slags are frequently mixed with pots, sweepings,
etc. These foreign matters, especially the pots, cause that bubbling
in the crucible you often see during fusion, and the addition of a
little nitre or litharge will in most cases remedy·this. Or you m~y
first pour off the slag, allow the remainder to get oxidised, and then
pour the slag back into the crucible.
I notice that Mr Lofts used only '2 AT for his charge. If the
product is rich we take at least ~ AT, and in most cases 1 AT. The
only exception is with pots when we make a charge of. 5 grammes
together with
25 grammes Soda
Borax
15
"
85
Litharge
"
Nitre
7
"
Silica.
10
"
The samples are made in triplicate,
and must agree within from
I to 2 per cent., otherwise they are repeated.
20
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Black sands, concentrates, and "such like pyritic products are
roasted before smelting.
Where coppery materials have to be dealt with it is a common
practice to dissolve out with HNO g , but.it has been our experience
to find in this way a much lower amount of gold than if we scorified
several times with lead to get rid of the copper before cupelling.
The loss in the acid treatment is due to the nitrous acid in nearly
all the nitric acid sent to the Rand. Under the name of "slimes"
we get not only the clayey portion of ore, but also the gold deposit
on zinc, box and sump sediments, and even sweepings.
From this it will be seen that it is practically impossible to give a
table of fluxes that will meet the requirements of the various byproducts of the gold industry in this country, and only practical
experience will teach us the best fluxes to use for the samples sent
us to assay.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I should like to endorse Mr Dures' remarks
about practical experience. I do not think myself it is necessary, or
certainly not possible, to analyse every sample of by-product one
receives. It is absolutely a matter of practical experience, and it
requires a very long experience to be able to make experiments
successfully. I fancy Mr Lofts would have done better if, instead of
writing a paper which was a series of questions, he had asked some
of us privately for information.
Mr J. R. Williams-I would just like to add that in at least one
case where the litharge contained 30 to 40 per cent. of copper, solution of the copper by dilute nitric acid gave a much higher result
than was obtained by the Rand Central Ore Reduction Co. I believe
they afterwards tried the method with results sufficiently close that
l:!rbitration was not required.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I believe it is considered a very good 'method if
you treat with nitric acid to dilute the solution, and add a certain
amount of acetate of lead, and precipitate the sulphate of lead by
adding some sulphuric acid, and this precipitate carries down any
finely divided gold held in suspension in the solution.
Mr J. R. Williams-In the product under discussion there is
60 to 70 per cent. of lead salts present, so I do not think any addition
,
is necessary.
The President-I hope I have not been misunderstood when I said
that a chemical analysis of by-products is necessary in or4er to find
out the suitable method of assaying them. The statement was meant
for an assayer who has not had sufficient experience in assaying such
:naterials, and I agree with 1I1r Crosse that anyone possessing
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fficient experience will be able to do without a preliminary

:~alysiS. I do not, however, agr~e with Mr Crosse's opinion that,

'nstead of reading thfl paper, Mr Lofts should have asked for private
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~nformation, and I believe that a remark like that will do nothing in

the way of encouraging our young members and associates to come
forward with papers or to take part in discussions. It is generally
understood that one of the objects of our Society is to exchange ideas
on professional matter~, and I am under the impression that any
information on the subject treated by Mr Lofts in his paper must be
welcome to all of us. I certainly believe Mr Lofts' paper contained
valuable information, as it shows again what unreliable results can be
obtained by scorification which is generally considered a good method
of assaying. This question we have been discussing at great length
at previous meetings, and, more than ever before, we are now convinced that no general rule can be laid down as to the most suitable
method of assaying by-products. I must say again that the safest
way is to submit the material to different treatments, namely, to the
crucible assay with and without previous roasting, and to scorification,
and to see which of the three methods will yield the highest result.
There was no criticism made on Mr J. E. Clennell's paper entitled
"Notes on Experimental Metallurgy" ; and the President, referring
to Mr Von Gernet's paper on "Losses of Gold in Mill Water," which
was on the agenda for discussion, said as Mr Von Gernet was not
present he thought it advisable to postpone the discussion until the
adjourned meeting. He adjourned the meeting, and he hoped that
Mr Carter would be able, after the discussion on his paper had been
finished, to read his reply to the criticisms which had been made, at
the adjourned meeting.
The proceedings closed.
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THE adjourned ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evenin"... ,
February 25th, 1899. Dr J. Loevy (President) occupied the chair
and there was a total attendance of 45, as followR : '
22 Members-Messrs A. von Gernet (Vice-President), W. Bettel
A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams, T. W:
Wood (Council) j S. W. Bowman, D. V. Burnett, T. L. Carter
F. Drake, H. Hamel, A. McNaughtan, H. l\1:orrell, Professor Vo~
Oettingen, vV. M. Prout, P. S. Tavener, H. H. Webb, A. Whitby,
H. A. White, J. Yates, M. B. Zerener.
11 Associates-Messrs VV. Broom, J. T. Caine, J. G. W.
Fairbairn, C. W. Goldsmith, C. B. Hilliard, W. W. Lynch, C. R.
Maggs, F. Mosenthal, H. Rusden, J. C. Watson, W. H. Wrood.
11 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Hand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
The President-Gentlemen, as you know we are holding tbis
adjourned meeting with a view to finishing, if possible, the whole
of the discussions before us.
Some members of the Council
have called this a "clean-up meeting," which shows that there
is a strong desire to finish the discussions as far as posRible.
Of course, this does not mean that we should rush through our work,
but I think there is a general desire to finish the discussion, in order
to enable us to go OIl with fresh work.
We will commence by re-opening the discussion on Mr Carter's
paper, "A Zinc Process for Precipitating Gold from Weak Solutions,"
and I call upon any gentlemau who wishes to speak on the su bject.

A ZINC PROCESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM
WEAK SOLUTIONS

By T. L.

CARTER (MEMBER)

CONTINUED DISCUSSION

Mr. H. T. Durant-Mr Williams, in a paper read at the last meet·
ing, made certain statements, which, if allowed to go uncorrected, I
580
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'. I would leave a misleading impression.

I will try, therefore, to
H'IS opemng
.
staterep t is a submission of figures of work accomplished at certain
:I;j~es plants, and over which he is the Consulting Metallurgist, and
the results obtained by the zinc-lead couple process; also, the results
obtained by thB Siemens electric process are given.
These figures can only be considered relatively, and can only carry
weight after their correctness has been ascertained. I was promised
the opportunity of checking the figures before the same were placed
before the Society, but for some reason this has not been carried out,
and I was not allowed the opportunity.
There is one important question asked by Mr Bettel at a previous
meeting, and which Mr 'Williams does not reply to when submitting
his figures, and that is the question: "In what manner are the assay
value of originals determined 1" I have heard it stated that they are
determined by taking the sum of the actual gold recovery plus estimated gold in residues calculated from assays, and dividing the result
by estimated tonnage, and the result is called the original value.
Certainly, if such is the case, it is incomprehensible how Mr
Williams gets his theoretical extraction, or how the figures presented
can be considered as reliable subject matter. If, however, the value
of the originals have been correctly determined, we should then like
to inquire into the matter of working costs to ascertain what is included under this heading. Then, if we are to compare the figures
presented, I should like to ask, were the conditions of the plant
under consideration similar? Is it not a fact that in most of the
plants the electric process was first installed, and had to bear all the
initial difficulties and losses incidental to the first two or three
months' running of a slimes plant, and were then subsequently
superseded by the zinc couple 1 If so, it will be misleading to compare the merits of the two processes, even in the plants for which
figures have been given. I should like to ask how does the assay
value of the slimes when using the Betty process compare with the
original value in the earlier stages of the plant 1 I might point out
three very important points which in the earlier stages were some. times at least neglected : j~e
.h
I
ll
'
., Iy briefly, but WIt
out any
persona
a \lswns.

(a) Alkalinity of solutions.

(b) Filtration of solutions.
(c) Proportion of slimes to solution in treating and settling.
The merits of It process are not proven by the poor results that can
be obtained. It is not impossible for anyone to get poor results.
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The merits of a process are proven by" good results that can be oL.
taineu from its use, and the meritorious or valuable process is the one
that gives the best results. This I claim for the electric process, and
am willing to prove what I state by comparing the results obtained in
one, two, three, or all the plants where the Siemens process is in USe
treating current slimes, against one, two, three, or all the plant~
using the lead-zinc couple process. If in a slimes plant where the
Siemens process is installed an 88 per cent. actual extraction can be
maintained over an average period of six months, on, say, 4 dwts.
slimes (such is the case, and, with the permission of the manager. I
will name the plant), then I beg to submit that when other plants
can only obtain a 50 per cent. to 60 per cent. extraction, it is not the
process that is at fault.
Mr Williams takes up the separate results of the slime plant work.
ing at the Nourse Deep, and shows a small superior profit per ton in
favour of the lead-zinc couple. I understand that the lead bullion
skimmings and by·products produced from the electric side were sold.
I should like to ask what the superiority would have been in favour
of the Siemens process had he treated such bullion, skimmings, and
by-products, and obtained 84s. 6d. per fine ounce, as did the Ferreira
(I qu'ote the Ferreira as we have had their figures before the Society),
and at the same time had sold his zinc slimes after acid treatment at
from 78s. 6d. to 82s. per fine ounce. This is opposite to what was
done, but certainly one comparison is as fair as the other. As certain
stress is laid upon the percentage of by-products, in which skimmings
are included, obtained from the electric side, I shall be pleased to
learn why skimmings are deemed more of a by-product than zinc
slimes, when as a matter of fact it costs less to realise the gold from
skimmings than it does to realise gold from the zinc slimes before
acid treatment.
At a previous meeting Mr Jennings very courteously suggested
that we should make our own investigations regarding the lead-zinc
couple; that my Company was in a better position to do so than anyone else, and that the carrying out of such investigations would be a
guarantee, not only to himself, but to others, that the figures brought
forward would be correct. At a later meeting Mr Von Gernet stated
that a comparative test was being made at the Robinson slimes plant;
that the plant had been divided and, with the solutions separate, one
part was being run with the Siemens process and the other with the
lead-zinc couple. I am not in a position to-night to give the exact
figures, as we have not quite completed the final clean-up, but I beg
to ,submit for your consideration the assays of the solutions leaving
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boxes. This experiment was conducted in the best manner
the 'ble so that the results obtained would indicate, not only to Our
pOSSI ,
.
but to others, the benefit to be derIved by the use of the one
~e 1ve S ,
cess as against the use of the other.
pr~ took particular pains to invite Mr Betty to visit the plant, and
him to make suggestions and to ad vise me in the experiment,
asked
"
sO that the best results mIght be obtamed from the process he advocates. I am pleased to say that Mr Betty visited the plant twice, and
atITeed that the box capacity was more than sufficient. He made the
" crcrestion that more cyanide be used at the head of the boxes, which
s U00
.
was carried out, and about 50 Ibs. of cyamde per day was used. The
samples of solution were taken as drip samples, and daily assays were
made. Almost all the solution entering the lead-zinc boxes had been
clarified by filtration through a sand filter. For the lead-zinc side
fresh slimes only were treated, while on the electric side accumulated
slimes were taken, giving the advantage, if any, to the lead-zinc results.
The results obtained from the lead-zinc side were most unsatisfactory, the process being very variable, very expensive as regards
cyanide, and most wasteful in the method of clean-up.
December lSth, lS9S-January 25th, lS99.-The solutions leavina the boxes varied in value from 5 grains even up to 2 dwts. of
gold per ton; in one instance one box had solution leaving it at
nearly S dwts. per ton. The normal value of the solution entering
the box should be about 1'5 dwts. gold per ton.
I may say, however, that, although it has not been indicated to us
by others, I can see that there may be many reasons why bad results
were had in this plant by the use of a lead-zinc couple. The principal one I believe to be due to the reration of solutions. A number
of tests have proved that the introduction of air into a zinc box redissolves the gold from zinc. It is, therefore, evident that well rerated
solutions would not yield the same results as unrerated solutions.
I wish to emphasise the fact that in the treatment of slimes
feration is the most important feature. Consequently, even if using
the lead-zinc couple, one could not recommend giving up reration
(though detrimental to precipitation), for the reason that in the treatment of. slimes reration in the presence of cyanide is the best known
method of dissolving gold. I may point out that in the electric
process the benefit of reration can be had in treatment without any
detrimental effect in precipitation, as air in the solution does no harm.
In a portion of Mr Williams' paper he states that Mr Butters and
others collectively failed to do as good work with the electric process
as was done by the zinc process in a certain important. experiment.
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I presume the experiment referred to waR the one conducted uPon
the Nourse Deep, in which we undertook, under similar and as correct
conditions as possible, to conduct a practical test to prove the relative
merits and demerits of the zinc process as against the Siemens electric
process. The experiment was conducted upon the lines laid down by
:\fr Williams, namely, that each side should receive as near as possible one-half of the mill pulp. In the beginning and for a few
months the results obtained were, for various reasons, not such as
would be indicative of the normal working of the electric process, for
the reason mainly that one solution pump and one pipe line was used
for both the zinc and electric solutions, thus introducing an elemellt
-namely, zinc-now well known to be fatal to successful electrical
precipitation of gold by the Siemens-Halske process. As soon as this
became known it was agreed that the experiment should temporarily
stop until conditions could be had that gave no advantage to either
process. After shutting down for one month, and making the necessaryalterations to the plant, the final test was commenced in the
early part of July and finished in the early part of September.
I have pleasure in presenting to you the figures for this test, which
was agreed to be final : NOURSE DEEP, JULY AND AUGUST

Tonnage treated .
Value dwts. per ton
Ozs. contained
Total actual recovery, ozs.
Total value of production
s Working expenses

£8,387
1,070

1 £8,297

£7,317

£7,290

Profit
1

2

1898

Zinc.
5,800
8·38
2,428
2,001

Electric.
5,720
8·38
2,398
2,031

21,007

Value obtained by sale of products.
Including royalty.
3 WORKING EXPENSES

Zinc.
Filling, discharging, labour, general
supplies, maintenance, power,
assaying
Cyanide
Royalty

£747
323

0 0
0 0

nil.
£1,070

. Electric.

0

£730 13
136 0
140 6

0 £1,007

0

5

0
7
0
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Reckoning on the basis that
If on 2,428 ozs. a profit of £7,317
... on 2,398 ozs.
"
£7,226 should be obtained,
showing £64 in favour of electric side.
The above will conclusively prove that the results upon the electric
side, even when the lead bullion skimmings and by-products were
sold to the Reduction Company at 82s. and less per fine ounce, also
aying royalty, show that a superiority was had upon electric side, as
;"ainst the zinc, of some £64, whereas if the Nourse Deep Company
h~d their own cupellation furnace, and did their own cupelling, as is
IlOW done by some seven or eight different companies on the Rand.
they would have realised a further profit of nearly £300. Consequently I believe I have conclusively shown that, on sands, electric
precipitation can be worked at a less cost than zinc, and with superior
results. There can be no two opinions in the method of clean-up as
regards the superiority of the electric method in point of time,
minimum of handling, and security against theft.
I may say, in conclusion, that although I had the pleasure of conducting the Nourse Deep experiment to a successful conclusion, it
was largely due to Messrs Butters, Von Gernet, and others pointing
out the defects in the plant, and these being remedied, that enabled
me to do so.
Mr J. R. Williams-I cannot help looking upon Mr Durant's
figures as a criticism on my paper and not on Mr Carter's, and I
should be very pleased to answer everything that Mr Durant has
given, either to-night or at a future meeting. My reason for not
giving any figures from the Nourse Deep was that an arrangement
bad been made that the figures were not to be given without the
consent of the Gold Patents Company and the Nourse Deep. As
some of the figures have been introduced relating to part of the
experiment, I reserve to myself the right to introduce other figures in
counection with the test made. The test that was given to-night is
based on a two months' run. I think Mr Durant and Mr Von
Gernet thought that if the figures for the whole period of the runabout nine months-were given they would come out very badly.
There is one point upon which I wish to correct Mr Durant, namely,
as to the presence of zinc. I may say that in this matter Mr Durant
is absolutely wrong. I will admit the presence of zinc in solution in
the third and last experiment which has not come from mixing of
solution j this zinc carne from the filter beds of tanks which had
been used for the zinc process. Before this no trouble was ex-
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perienced from zinc, neither did the representatives of the Gold
Patents Company notice it until I drew their attention to it, so that
tbe statement cannot be substantiated in any way. With regard to
the subject of assay values, I do not th·ink Mr Durant is justified in
taking heresay statements as to the mallner in which we arrive at
the tonnage treated, because if the system mentioned were adopted
there would be no difference between the theoretical and actual
extraction. In my paper I was very careful to give you the figures
of the assay values before and after treatment, and therefore I. think
that charges of that kind are, to say the least of it, decidedly
uncalled for. Further, with regard to Mr Durant's statement that
he did not get an opportunity of checking my figures, I do not think
it is usual for people to have a right of that kind; and if you cannot
accept the statement of one member how can you accept the statement of another 7 How can you accept the statement of Mr Durant
and the Rand Central Company 1 If you cannot accept the statement
of members it is about time the Chemical and Metallurgical Society
was dissolved. I would be very pleased, Mr President, if you gave
me an opportunity to bring this forward in a future paper, in which
I will deal fully with all the_points that Mr Durant has raised.
The President-I think the statements made by Mr Williams at
the last meeting can hardly be called a criticism of Mr Carter's paper,
containing as they do full confirmations of the statements made by
Mr Carter, and therefore I consider that it would not be right that
Mr Williams should criticise the paper read to-night by Mr Durant.
I think it will be much better if Mr Carter will reply to Mr Durant,
just in the same way as he will reply to the criticism made by' other
gentlemen.
Mr J. R. Williams-I do not quite agree with you. If two people
take up a different line of debate you will have supporters on both
sides, and certain challenges will be made. You do not expect
everybody in the Society to support Mr Carter; you expect members
to be divided on both sides. I have a direct challenge which I
should much like to take up. There was not a single figure that
I brought up that did not bear on the discussion before the Society.
The President-I do not see any difficulty in Mr Carter replying
to Mr Durant's paper. It would certainly be more business-like, as
the paper of Mr Durant is a criticism of that of Mr Carter, indirectly
referring to statements made by Mr Williams in support of Mr Carter.
It is only right that Mr Carter should reply. There is no technical
difficulty in arranging this, as Mr Williams can talk the matter over
with Mr Carter, who can inClude Mr. Williams' arguments in his reply.
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:M:r J. R. Williams-I do not agree with you. It is quite
impossible for Mr Carter to get any of these figures, and therefore
his use of them becomes heresay. Mr Durant used' figur!ls that I .
could not, and would not use, because I promised not to do so.
Mr Durant brings them here to-night and uses them to prove a
statement that is absolutely incorrect. During my absence from the
Transvaal a certain tank door broke down on the zinc side, and
Mr Von Gernet arranged that that should go against by-products.
In two or three months you made another clean-up. You did your
own handling, and it was left in your hands.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Do I understand that Mr Williams has
accused Mr Durant of not bringing forward the average results so far
as that trial was concerned ~ Speaking as an independent member,
Mr Williams, so far as I understand it, accused Mr Durant of taking
only two months' run of the trial, and I understand further from
Mr Williams that this trial extended over nine months. If that is
so, then the members of this Society do not know where they are.
Two months' averages are certainly no good if the trial ran over
nine months. I had something to say, but, under the circumstances,
we are in this position that we really do not know what to say.
Mr Williams has brought his figures forward and Mr Durant his,
and we do not know whether the truth is being told or whether the
truth is being kept back.
l\1r A.. F. Crosse-The impression made on my mind is that in the
early part of Mr Durant's paper he asked Mr Williams certain
questions-he did not ask' Mr Carter-and having asked these
questions I think he ought to receive an answer from Mr ·Williams.
The President-Is that so, Mr Durant ~
Mr H. T. Durant-I certainly asked these questions for information. With regard to Mr Williams' remark about the zinc, I do not
see that it matters whether one found out to-day or six months ago
that zinc is detrimental to electrical precipitation by the SiemensHalske process. As a matter of fact we have proved it since, and
consequently I maintain that the first two trials were not under
normal working conditions. I will give the figures if l\1r Williams
desires them.
Mr J. R. Williams-My contention was that the zinc came from
the filter-beds and not from mixing of solution.
Mr H. T. Durant-As far as I know from my experience I would
say there must have been small quantities of zinc continually
introduced into the solutions belonging to the electric side during
the first six months' running. We found gold to be leaving the
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cathodes and redissolving. In the third trial a small quantity of zinc
got into the weak box, probably from the filter mats. Mr WilliallJ.s
'pointed out this substance, which was found to be zinc'.. Since that
time we have had ample evidence that a very small quantity of zinc
in the solutions exercises an exceedingly detrimental effect on the
efficiency of electrical precipitation by the Siemens-Halske process.
The President-Under these circumstances I think it will be best
if 1>fr Williams replies to the various questions contained in the
paper which Mr Durant has read to-night. His reply will thus fornJ
part of the reply of Mr Carter to the discussion of his paper.
Mr J. R. Williams-Thank you.
Mr A. von Gernet-I may say in connection with the Nourse
Deep experiment that there were three runs made, and that in every
run there were certain points which were left as unsettled until the
whole thing had come to a definite conclusion. I never intended, as
far as I was concerned, to bring these figures before the Society
before they were settled between the companies that were concerned
in the matter. I am sorry I was not at the last meeting. I do not
know exactly what statements were made, but I understand that
Mr Williams referred to that trial experiment and made certain
statements with regard to it. Is that so ~
Mr J. R. Williams-No.
Mr A. von Gernet-In any case, I may say that is the information
I have, but I may be wrong. I must say I regret very much having
been criticised in the way I have been by Mr Williams, as I should
never have expected it.
Mr A. McNaughtan-There is one thing I would like to insist on,
and that is this: I understand that Mr 'Williams' critiCism of the
initiatory part ot' Mr Durant's paper is that Mr Durant has taken
two months' run of this trial between tbe two processes on the
Nourse Deep. According to Mr 'Williams' statement I understand
that this trial extended over eight or nine months. I wish to know,
and I am perfectly certain the large majority of us wish to know,
whether these two months are to be taken as a fair average, or
whether we are to take the eight or nine months Mr Williams said
was the length of the run. I tIo Hot think it is fair that we should
have to bring forward any figures of original work that we do
ourselves until we have a definite statement from these two
gentlemen.
Mr A. von Gernet-May I make a short reply, and ask Mr
'Williams to correct me right away if I should be mistaken ~ It was
this way: The trial had been started by Mr Butters during my
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ce It had been conducted for a certain length of time after
.
~
.
1)se n .
the Nourse Deep Company had started worklllg. " e deCided after
to take
twO months to make the trial for two months first, and
'
't a(1l1in for two months-or was it three months ~ I do not know.
1 -Mr s. H. Pearce-The original was six months.
Mr A. von Gernet-Then we found that on a plant of 60 stamps,
the Nourse Deep had then, with very big tanks, there was a
liS
certain amount over from month to month, so that we could not in
any month get any definite figures. It was decided finally to break
off the whole experiment and to start it entirely afresh; and at the
~ame time we varied the conditions which we considered were
detrimental to the working in order to give comparative tests, that is
to say, we provid~d entirely separate solution pipes, pumps, and so
011, and then a complete clean-up was made at that time, and at the
end of the next two months another clean-up was made with all the
conditions the same. Am I mistaken in any statements, Mr Williams ~
Mr J. R. Williams-You are to a certain extent. You never gave
the zinc credit for the tank that broke away, after you arranged with
Mr Pearce to do so.
MI' A. von Gernet-During .the run it was broken, and some of
the stuff escaped, but then there were certain differences in the
assays of the tailings, and the check samples which had been taken
\\'ere unfortunately lost by the Nourse Deep so that that point could
not be determined. The average of both, which was in some cases
rather big, was taken.
l.:fr.A. McNaughtan-What I would like to point out is this:
There are a few of us who are not particularly connected 01' interested
in the one process or the other, and who cannot square our personal
results either with the one or the other. I admit that, personally
speaking, I have no particular experience aRfar as slimes treatment
is concerned, but I presume that is no drawback. I know that if I
apply zinc with lead acetate and take a solution running from '01 to
'03 per cent. I get good precipitation, but at the end of two or three
days I have such an excessive amount of ferro-cyanide formed that
I have no action at all. I have proved that times without number.
'Where the zinc has been soaked in lead acetate, for two or three
days the precipitation of gold is perfect, but even in that case at the
end of four days the precipitation is by no means perfect. Personally
speaking, I have had no particular opportunity of working on a
large scale with the Siemens-Halske process. So far as I understand
it this trial at the Nourse Deep was to prove either one side or the
other, but now Mr Durant says one thing about it and ~Ir Williams
1\
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another. What is the good under these circumstances of us who
make private experiments bringing forward our results 1 You know
the one thing that the manager and directors of a private mine lOok
forward to is the amount of gold at the end of the month. We have
no time, and if Mr 'Durant, representing the Rand Central Ore
Reduction Co., and Mr Williams representing a large group, cannot
advise us, we are utterly debarred from bringing forward Onr
experiments, because they are on a small scale. I must say honestly,
as far as Mr Williams is concerned, that we understood that we Were
to receive the results of the six' months' run. Now, I understand
that Mr Durant brings forward two months' results, and Mr Williams
says distinctly that if the six or eight months' results' were taken
they would be totally different from those given.by Mr Durant. I
would strongly suggest that this point should be settled one way or
another, and that as far as they go should be brought· forward at
next meeting. When this is settled by the Councilor gentlemen
representing the two groups, we may be in a position to say something
further.
Mr W. H. Wood-I have compiled a few figures comparing the
first cost of the zinc-lead and electrolytic Siemens-Halske processes
now under discussion.
These figures only hold good for slimes plants, and they are based
on a one-hundred-stamp proposition crushing 500 tons per diem, and
also on the supposition that the treatment tanks, solution tanks,
filter tanks, pumps, and most of the piping are the same in each
case, the difference only lying in the extractor house.
For the zinc-lead process one ordinary precipitating box is used,
and for the electrolytic three each 40'-0" x 6'-0" x 5'-0".
The figures, I may mention, are taken from actual plants now
running, and can be taken as reliable.
Zi7lC-lead.

Extractor House Space
Flooring of Concrete
Extractor Boxes
Platform and Staging
Piping and Fittings
Zinc (cut at 7d. per lb.)
Lead for Cathodes
Plating Dynamo

£163 0
61 0
115 0
none
22 10
61 13
none
none

Siernens.

0
0
0
0
0

----Carry forward

£423

3

0

£525 0 0
191 0 0
650 0 0
144 13 0
53 0 0
none
85 5 0
223 0 0

----£1,871 18

0
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Zinc-lead.

Brought forward
Iron for Anodes
Frames for Lead
Anode Bags
.
.
Wiring and fixmg Wlt~ pro-portion of power for drIve
Proportion of general charges at
3'1} per cent..

Siemens.

£423 3 0
none
none
none
none
14 16

59!

0

£1,871 18
330 12
45 0
30 10

0
0
0
0

215

0

0

87

5

0

£2,580 5
437 19

0
0

----£437 19 0
-----

----£2,142

6

0

Showing a balance in favour of the zinc-lead process of £2,142,
6s. Od., and, therefore, so much less capital on which interest will
have to be paid.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Might I be allowed to make one remark
before you close the discussion 1 I do not think it is too late yet,
and we might get a little bit of explanation on one point which
I think reflects very much on the Society. There were two remarks
made in the course of this discussion. Of course I admit there is a
great difference between the treatment of sands and treatment of
slimes, but in so far as one plant is run exclusively by the SiemensHalske process and the sands plant is run by the ordinary zinc
process, and the slimes plant by the electrical process, I do not think,
so far as any figures I am going to bring forward are concerned, that
it matters much; it is only a question of the by-products. As I
understand, the Cyanide Manager of the Bonanza stated that all the
by-products that they sell represent 0'6 per cent. Now so far as I
understand it, the by-products sold by the Crown Reef were 25 per
cent. If one gentleman comes forward and says that by the use of a
certain process the by-product is only 0'6 per cent. and another using
the very same process says the byproduct represents 25 per cent., I
would not like to say it is all a question of smelting. There is a
good deal more that a few private members would like to say, but I
think the sooner you close this discussion the better. If Mr Betty
can hold his own against the Siemens-Halske process there will be no
one more delighted than 1. At the same time there are certain
things that I have not been able to work out in the same way as Mr
Betty and those who use the process have done. If any explanation
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can bR given by Mr Durant or Mr Von Gernet of the possibility of
one gentleman having 0·6 per cent. of gold in the by-product and
another 25 per cent., I for one would only be too delighted to receive
that explanation.
.
The Presiden~The statement of Mr McNaughtan ~s indeed a very
startling one, and I am sure we are all very anxlOUS to get an
explanation.
Mr P. S. Tavener-When I said we only sold 0·6 per cent. of
by-products, that was only low grade Prussian blue.' Other by_
products, such as the Crown Reef sold, we smelt ourselves.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Of course you will understand that it Was
brought forward as an argument on the one side, but if you can treat all
the by-products except 0·6 per cent. that argument falls to the ground.
I am Rimply speaking as one who is anxious to receive information.
Mr P. S. Tavener-In my statement I said we only sold 0·6 per
cent., but I do not see why you should call it a by-product any more
than you can call zinc slimes a by-product. We can treat it as
cheaply as they can their slimes on the Crown Reef. On the Crown
Reef they sold all that and their skimmings, and if they had not
done so they would not have had the 25 per cent.
Mr H. T. Durant-If it is the general wish I will give the results
of the run from the time the process started, at the beginning of
November, until the time it stopped, but there' were so many
objectionable points that although I give them we should refuse to
accept them as the result of the normal running of the electrical
process. ,\lith regard to by-products, I think Mr Tavener has
explained the matter. If works are not sufficiently modern and
have not their own means of recovery, then they must sell. I think
Mr E. H. Johnson gave 6~d. per ounce fine gold as the cost of acid
treatment of zinc slimes and smelting-and I understand the cost iH
about the same now-I think if one can treat skimmings at a cost
not exceeding 4d. an ounce fine gold contents there is no reason why
we should call them a hy-product. I will give the figures of the
trial now, unless you like to make it a special question between
Mr Williams and the other parties concerned at another meeting.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I think it might be kept over. We might
quite amicably leave this discussion as it is now and have all tllest'
subsidiary questions quite reasonably taken at next meeting.
The President-I think that is the right thing to do-that these
things should be treated separately ..
Mr H. T. Durant-I should like to say it is not my wish to take
two months' figures only. However, whatever the first figures are, it
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viII be seen that there is nothing definite on which to base a com\ ison there being so many unsatisfactory points.
par
,
I
The President-I think am entitled to declare the discussion on
:\fr Carter's paper closed, and I hope that at the next meeting, which
takes place on the third Saturday in March, Mr Carter will have his
eply ready, and also that Mr Williams will reply at that meeting to
~hO statements made to-night by Mr Durant.
Mr J. R. Williams-I should like to do so.
The President-In closing the discussion on Mr Carter's paper I
wish to say a few words. I do not wish to touch the technical
part of the matter, as I am not engaged in working any of these
processes on a commercial basis, but I have been following the
discussion and criticism of Mr Carter's paper with the greatest
interest; and in doing so I was reminded of a story of a European
ruler (Frederick the Great) who, being greatly interested in a law-suit
case, went to the court in order to follow the proceedingR. After be
had heard the counsel for the plaintiff, the king said: "By Jove,
this man is perfectly right," and after he had heard the counsel for
the defence, he could not help saying: "By Jove, this fellow is also
perfectly right." I think that this historical anecdote applies to a
certain extent to the discussion we have had on the Siemens-Halske
process and the zinc-lead process. We have heard elaborate statements from both sides, and still we do not know where we are. My
personal opinion is that we will not be able to settle the question
which of the two processes is the better one in this Society. It is a
matter of practical experience, and with all due respect to the figures
and statements brought forward in favoUl' of the zinc-lead process I
think the time has been altogether too short to form a definite
opinion on the value of that process. There is one thing that must
not be left out of consideration, and that is the fact that the zinc-lead
process has been in use as many months only as the SiemensRalske process has been in use yean;, and although up to now only
good things have been said about the zinc-lead process we must wait
to see how the matter will stand in one or two years. The SiemensRalske process, which, as Mr Bettel has pointed out, was once
welcomed as the saviour of our industry, has now been in use for
almost five years, a period sufficiently long to make us thoroughly
acquainted with the many advantages and also with some drawbacks
of that process. The zinc-lead process has been in use for about six
months, and during this period only startling satisfactory results and
no drawbacks whatever have been found to be connected with it.
But let us wait for another six months, twelve months, or two years,
2p
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and let us see whether after that 'time we will be able to forlll.
a definite opinion. Although we are not able to do so now, I alll.
sure the discussion we have had has been a most interesting and
instructive one for both sides.
The President-I now re-open the discussion on Mr Bettel's
paper: "Remarks on Fire Assaying."

REMARKS ON FIRE ASSAYING OF GOLD-BEARING
MATERIALS
By

WILLIAM BETTEL (MEMBER)
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Mr J. R. WiIliarns-I wish to congratulate Mr Bettel on the very
able paper he has given us on assaying, and I am sure that if members will read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest what Mr Bettel has
said it will help them very much. I do not wish to criticise the
paper, but I do wish to criticise a certain insinuation of Mr Bettel's
to the effect that mine managers wish to make white slaves of their
assayers. It has not been so in my experience, and I run about
between a good many mines. Out of twenty-six or twenty-seven
mines that are producing gold there has never been a case to my
knowledge of an assayer complaining of overwork where he has not
had an assistant, if not two, given as soon as possible. I would
rather wished that Mr Bettel, in a case of that kind, would have
mentioned names where the assayer had been made a white slave of,
and his remark as to working twenty-six hours out of the twentyfour does not hold good with regard to our mines. I may say that
many of the assayers who do a good deal of assays usually finish
their work between three and four o'clock in the afternoon. I think
there are people here to substantiate that statement.
The President-I do not think it is for our Society to go into this
matter. Although I am not very well acquainted with the state of
affairs on the mines, I at least believe there is' some truth in the
statement made by Mr Bettel, ann I think it might have a good
effect. It is not for our Society, however, to go into particulars, as
we are not supposed to form a Trades Union.
Mr J. R. Williams-It was a very/undeserved statement to make.
The President-I do not know. When the question carne up
before it was said that the Society is not a Trades Union, and that it
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has nothing to do with these matters; but I do not 'think Mr Bettel
.
's blameable for having made the statement.
1 Mr J. R. Williams-You having allowed Mr Bettel to make that
tate ment , it is certainly open for discussion. You should have, acted
~n a proper capacity in the chair and stopped him from reading it.
The President-I saw no reason to prevent Mr Bettel from
making the statement.
Mr A. McN aughtan-Do I understand that there are certain
assayers on these fields who have got Kaffir boys sufficiently well
trained to do everything practically except weigh the gold 1
Mr J. R. Williams-That was the statement of Mr Bettel.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I am of the Chairman's opinion that the
leasL said about these things the better; but I want to know if Mr
Williams believes that.
Mr J. R William's-It is not a statement of mine. It is a statement of Mr Bettel.
The President--Mr Williams objected, as far as I understand it, to
a statement made by Mr Bettel that many assayers are overworked.
I think there may be a certain amount of truth in it, but I think it
is best to allow the matter to drop, and not to go into details.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I must say I agree with Mr Wiliiams, if
Mr Williams means that it should not be done.
Mr W. Bettel-I think, Mr President, you ought to read the latter
part of my paper. I think the context will bear out what I meant.
The President--Mr Bettel in his paper says :-"The time when it
was considered good work for an assayer to do twenty-five samples
per day has, thanks to this mania for cost-reduction, become a thing
of the past, and assayers, as I before remarked, are now claiming to
'do' up to sixty assays per day. If they assay these sixty samples
as they should do, I sincerely condole with them upon the inhumanity which has made them white slaves, having, to quote a
favourite expression of my friend Mr J. R. Williams, to work twentysix hours out of every twenty-four."
Mr W. Bettel-There is a little" if," you will notice.
The President-I do not think there is any use in spending our
time discussing this matter.
Mr J. R. Williams-You seem to misunderstand me. My statement is that if the President passes a statement, made at the
meeting, it is open for discussion. You cannot put the closure
on a member.
The President-You, yourself, made a statement that" questions" of
this kind do not belong to our Society, and I certainly agree with that.
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Mr J. R. Williams-Then, Dr Loevy, you should have done as
previous presidents have done, and asked the member who made a
statement of that kind to withdraw it.
The President-Mr Bettel had been speaking about assaying in
general, and he wanted to point out it is only possible for a man to
do accurate assays if he is not overloaded with work. He was perfectly entitled to put this matter clearly before those gentlemen,
connected with mining, who do not know anything about assayin rr•
I think the statement is not to be objected to. Mr Bettel, in a pap:r
on "Assaying," has certainly the right to point out that only a
limited amount of work can be done if the work is expected to be
accnrate. I consider such a statement as entirely technical and
professional,
Mr T. L. Carter-It may be interesting to note a remark made by
Professor Christy in one of his papers on the effect of salt on
auriferous ore. If the ore is put into the muffle, and mixed with
salt there will be a very large loss of gold. I have tried this, and
found it is correct. I have taken some ore, assaying about 17 ozs.
per t'on, and mixed it with very finely powdered salt, and found the
value after so mixing was much lower than the original value. I
think in all cases we put a cover of salt on the assays, and if it has
the effect of making the gold contents much smaller it is a most
pernicious practice and should not be allowed. It is much better
to use borax to form a COVEr instead of salt. Then with regard to
the cupel; on many of the mines the assayers are asked to make
their own cupels, in order to reduce expenses. I do not think it is a
good practice, and those who have made attempts to make their own
cupels have found it almost impossible to make a perfect cupel, or
anything approaching the French cupel. ,It is not worth the trouble,
and the results are certainly not to be relied on. Then I may state
I have had a good deal of trouble with regard to the spitting of
beads. Mr Bettel does not mention this in his paper, as he had so
much to speak about. I often notice if the ore obtained is a little
crystallised that you have a little sulphide of lead, and if you are
not very careful with the temperature of the muffle you get considerable spitting, and the results are not to be relied upon. The safest
way to get over this is always to roast your ores. It is a little
tedious, but you get better results. I think Mr Bettel's paper is a
most interesting one. I, for one, enjoyed it very much, and derived
much instruction from it.
The President-I do not quite understand Mr Carter in his statement about salt.
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;\lr T. L. Carter-If the ore is mixed intimately with finely
owdered salt I found the value is much less.
p .l\1:r W. Bettel-May I ask Mr Carter what that experiment has to
do with assaying 1 I cannot conceive it possible that such an experiment had reference to anything but roasting of ores· prior to
chlorination.
The President--I think Mr Carter must be under a misapprehension. Salt forms at once into a cover, but if you use borax· no cover
will be formed; it will go into the slag while the salt forms a cover
on the top.
Mr T. L. Carter-It is the salt so mixed intimately with the sand
when put into the muffle.
Mr W. Bettel-Those experiments were made by Professor Christy
with regard to the losses of gold in calcination of pyritic ores previous
to chlorination, and I, for one, think that his results are misleading
and incorrect.
The President-I wish to point out to Mr Carter that he has
misunderstood the whole thing. If you mix salt with ore and
roast it, a loss of gold may accrue, but if you put on the top of
the flux a cover of salt no loss can possibly accrue. It is quite
a different thing.
Mr A. McNaughtan-May I ask MrCarter, apart from experiments
in chlorination and everything else, whether there is any particular
l'eason why salt should be mixed, or whether they were dealing with
any particular class of ore ~
:NIr J. R. Williams-I think what Mr Carter wants to point out is
that there is a large loss of gold on calcination with salt. He thinks
that it is possible that the salt would mix with the flux, and thus
cause small losses of gold. I would not use salt.
Mr T. L. Carter-That was my meaning.
:NIr'V. Bettel-For a number of years, during which I was metallurgist for two very important companies, we always used salt in our
flux, and as we were buyers, and had to bid against other people, it
was not likely that we should be too low. As a matter of· fact, we
were higher than London. I guarantee that with the use of salt in
assaying my results were, on the average, higher .than those of the
chief London or·other assayers.
Mr A. F. Crosse-Mr Carter evidently objects to hom'e-made
cupels. I do not see why cupels should not be made as well here as
the cupels made in France. The only thing is we should have to
get equally as good bone ash. I think if an assayer takes care to get
the ·best bone ash I do not see why he should not make as good
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cupels as they make in France. If, the bone ash is bought in the
cheapest possible way the cupels will be perfectly useless.
Mr S. H. Pearce-I doubt if cupels can be made here as well as
they can be made in Paris.
,
Mr A. McNauglitan-May I ask if Mr Crosse, having washed his
bone ash, has made as good cupels and as satisfactory cupels ,as the
imported ones 7
Mr A. :F. Crosse-It makes a lot of difference. In any case I
would not use them for bullion assaying, but for ordinary use take
one that would hold a 40-gramme button. I believe it costs about
3d., and you can make it for about ld.
The President-Not good enough for bullion assaying. And then,
as labour is so expensive here, I think it is much better to buy cupels.
I have never made a single cupel while I have been here. 'Vith
regard to Mr Bettel's paper, I may add a few remarks in confirmation
of what he has said. According to my experience, and according to
the experience of others, the cover of salt in the crucible is generally
considered the best way of avoiding any loss of gold. ·With regard
to spitting, Mr Carter made a remark, and I suppose he is refening
to the bead which results from the cupellation.
Mr T. L. Carter-No; to the spitting of lead.
Mr J. R. Williams-With regard to what has been said about the
cupels made in Johannesburg being as good as those made in France,
I would like to point out that some very big firms on the banks of
the Thames, which are supposed to be infallible, have utterly failed
to make cupels as good as those made in France.
The President-I can confirm 111:1' Williams' statement. I think,
although cupels made in Johannesburg from bone ash may be quite
good enough for ordinary use, we will never be able to make cupels
here as good as they are made in Paris. There is one firm in Frank_
fort, in Germany, who are making very good cupels-almost as good
as the French ones. I think some of the members have tried these
cupels, and I am sure they find them satisfactory.
Mr A. F. Crosse-Do you think the large cupels of French manufacture are as good as the small ones ~
The President-That is a different question. The larger the cupel
the more difficult it is to make.
Mr A. Whitby-With regard to the spitting of lead due to sulphides present in the lead buttons, Mr Bettel suggested a solution of
the difficulty to me some time ago. I think it was that the matte
on the assay buttons is due to not having sufficient alkali in the flux,
and too much borax. You must have more soda, and less borax.
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l\fr W. Bettel-In reply to Mr Williams, I may say what 1
intended to convey was that if assayers do from forty to sixty
"amples in duplicate as they should be done, and do not ~mploy
'J(affirs as manipulators, it would be impossible for them to do so
many in a day. They would get. no sleep at all. As a matter of
fact there are cases-I do not wIsh to mention any names-where
the work, especially of potting and cupellation, is generally done by
natives. I do not say anything against natives; I said in my paper
that many of them were very good manipulators, and that if the
rules of the Society allowed they are entitled to become associates.
I know for a fact that natives can pick up information very quickly,
and probably quicker than the average British labourer. But the
question whether it is right on the part of members of our Society to
employ natives to do work that white men should do is the point I
wish to bring forward.
With regard to the remarks about cupels I have had considerable
experience with them, and I find with other speakers there is very
great difficulty in making the best quality of cupels for bulliun assaying. I may give the members a hint as to how I used to make my
own bone ash and cupels in this country. I had collected a large
number of knuckle bones, and had them boiled and scrubbed as clean
as possible from sand, etc. I then burned them, crushed the cleaned
bones and passed them through a 900-mesh sieve, pressed the moistened powder roughly in moulds and reburned the rough cupels in a
muffle. In that way I got rid of the last traces of carbon. I then
moistened that powdered bone ash (which passed through a 30mesh linear screen) with water, in which was dissolved chloride of
ammonium equal to 2 per cent. of the weight of bone ash. This
decomposed the carbonate of lime and calcium oxide. At the end of
about a couple of days, the decomposition being complete, I washed
the mass thoroughly in a tub, with clean water, and when the last
traces of chloride were removed it was dried. It was then separated
by sieves, into different grades of fineness. These different grades
were then mixed in suitable proportionB, moistened with water,
pressed, and made into cupels, which were then put into a warm
place to dry. These proportions can be ascertained by suitable experiment. They may easily be ascertained by taking the ordinary
French cupels, rubbing them to a powder between the fingers and
estimating the percentage of different finenesses of bone ash. Crushing ordinary bone ash in this manner will hardly reduce the coarse
particles to a fine state of powder. The disadvantage of using the
ordinary bone ash is, that you have a considerable amount of sand
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and carbonate of lime present, and in cupellation the temperature at
which the carbonate of lime decomposes must not be exceeded. Then
if you store your cupels in the same room in which the parting is
conducted, if the ventilation is defective, you are liable to have a part
of these nitrous fumes absorbed in the cupel. Calcium nitrate is
worse even than calcium carbonate, because "spitting" commences
during cupellation, even at a very low temperature. In Birmingham
where a large number of assays had to be done, it was the custom t~
purchase the cupels. We stored them on shelves on pieces of lathina
fixed together so as to afford facilities for drying. Now these shelve~
were exactly opposite our parting bath where as many as 100 or 150
partings, including bullion assays, used to be done in a day, with the
result that a large portion of the nitrous fumes from the partings Was
absorbed in these cupels, and for a long time we could not tell what
was the origin of the trouble. The cupels had to be kept at a red
heat for a considerable time-an hour or more-before using. At
last I took some cupels down, which had been on the shelves for
some time, and on washing them, found a considerable quantity of
calcium nitrate. After that, we dried in another part.of the room to
which the nitrous fumes had no access, and we never had any further
trouble, except from carbonate of lime when the cupellation temperature was too high. The method of working up different finenesses
of bone ash into cupels after freeing the mass from lime salts depends
upon the way in which the- cupels are moulded. I for one do not
believe in Kaffir made cupels. If cupels must be made on a mine
they should be made with the aiel of a machine so as to get a regular
adjustable and known pressure. I contend if cupels were made by
washing out the lime salts from bone ash as I have described, and the
cupels mouldedby a machine, as they ought to be, there would be no
difficulty in getting cupels to answer all requirements, except perhaps
for bullion assaying. For this work French cupels should be used,
but a very small number would be required in most cases-say, about
twelve per month.
With regard to the question of salt, in assaying materials carrying
precious metals, when you have gold with a considerable quantity of
silver, as we had in England, the gold can be left to take care of itself,
if you take care of the silver. It has been found if we used the fiux,
which is in use at the present time on these fields, we got very low
results (for silver), and I would not like to compare the accuracy of
my assays of argentiferons material "if, using the ordinary method for
are, tailipgs, etc., with results o,btained ·by the old method, using
carbonates of soda and potash, borax, salt, litharge, and sufficient
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to precipitate the whole of the lead, with a piece of iron in
carb0 n
h mixture to decompose any sulphides present. I have never
~ e d any loss by the use of salt, but I can quite understand .how it
. oU:ssible to lose a considerable amount of gold if you have sulphides
IS/the assay button by using this mixture, without exercising one's
~I dgment. I may say that there is a fiux which will give a neutral
J~aC1 which dues nut dissolve either gold or silver, and that is a mixture
~f ~~rbonate of potash, litharge, borax, salt, excess of reducing agent
(carbon), together with an excess of iron. In this method you get
ferrous potassium sulphide. I do not think it is mentioned in any
chemical book, but as a matter of fact this compound exists. I found
that with either rich or poor ores I have had remarkably good results,
and I do not think you can beat the results obtained by this method
with those obtained by the method which is used here j taking care
that all the sulphides in the slag are in the form of ferrous potassium
sulphide. There is no better method where you have gold and
silver than that one mentioned where you precipitate the whole of
the lead and get a fairly large button, for the salt in the flux certainly
prevents volatilisation of silver as chloride.
The President then re-opened the discussion on Mr Lofts' paper.

THE ASSAY OF BY-PRODUCTS

By

iI. F.

LOFTS (ASSOCIATE)

CONTINUED DISCUSSION

Mr A. F. Crosse-I wish to make a short statement. The other
evening when we had a discussion on Mr Lofts' paper I am afraid I
used certain words which gave a false impression. I had been listening so long with interest to learned discussions that I was not prepared for expressing myself more lucidly. What I meant to say was
that at any time I am sure if any member of the Society wanted any
assistance we would be only too happy to give it. I did not want to
reflect on Mr Lofts' paper or on his having written it.
The President-I think this remark of Mr Crosse is sufficient to
remove any wrong impression that might have been" fo"rined when he
made the statement at the last meeting.
There was no further discussion and the President closed the
debate, and said he hoped Mr Lofts would reply to the criticisms
passed on his paper at the next meeting.
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There were no remarks offered on Mr J. E. Clenllell's paper,
"N otes on Experimental Metallurgy."

THE THEORY OF SOLUTIONS
BY-PROFESSOR

A.

VON OETTINGEN
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DISCUSSION

The President-I have now pleasure in opening the discussion on
the lecture given by our honorary member, Professor Von Oettingen,
and call on any member who wishes to speak on the subject.
Mr Bettel-I have written my reply, but as it will take nearly an
hour to read, it would be better if I handed a typewritten copy to
Professor Von Oettingen. He can then reply to it in writing, and
the two papers can be published together.
The President-Professor Von Oettingen agrees with the proposal
made by Mr Bette!.

LOSSES OF GOLD IN MILL WATER
By

A.

VON GERNET (VICE-PRESIDENT)
DISCUSSION

The President-The next subject is Mr Von Gernet's paper on
" Losses of Gold in Mill Water," and I think it would be as well to
deal with it to-night.
Mr T. L. Carter-I would like to ask Mr Von Gernet a question.
He speaks of the use of cyanide of potassium in amalgamating.
Does he think it aids amalgamation, or simply cleans the plates from
any grease that may be there; does it aid amalgamation, or is it
simply a cleansing agent 1
1\1:1' A. von Gernet--I have not sufficient experience of amalgamating
to make an absolute statement. I know it bas heen used to assist in
amalgamation, and I always unders~ood it to be only to clean the
plates.
The President-Can any other gentleman give us information on
Mr Carter's question 1
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Cyan£de in M£lling Pract-ices

Mr w. Bettel-I always understood that the cyanide used by the
lcramators was to remove any traces of copper salts that were
nW a 0
•
present, and prevented proper amalgamatlOn. It has been usual to
a that the plates would
d e caustic soda to remove grease, but assuminD
.
at be thoroughly cleaned by caustic soda, and that there were bare
natches left, it is an old custom, though new to certain battery
~anagers on the Rand (whom I advised) to use nitrate of mercury.
Nitrate of mercury, when it is properly applied to the plates, covers
them with a film of quicksilver with the formation of nitrate of
copper, which must be washed off thoroughly and quickly: the
plates, so prepared, have then to be rubbed with a certain amount of
gold amalgam. If patches on the plates are attended to in that
wanner there is no need to use any cyanide at all. But mill men are
very conservative, and they found out sometime or other that
cyanide could be satisfactorily employed, and they have used it
whenever they could. If they persist in using it, then, as Mr Von
Gernet has said, the best thing is to take care that the solution does
not enter the pulp from the mill. I think Mr Williams and
l\1:r Pearce will agree with. me in this. I believe Mr J. R. Williams
was the first to actually take steps to prevent the use of cyanide in
milling. It certainly has come to my notice that cyanide has been
used by being put into the mortar boxes. I saw some letters
that appeared in the Mining and Scientific Press, from which it
seemed to be a common practice for millmen in America to put
cyanide in the mortar boxes, and so far back-I think as last August
-letters appeared on the subject condemning the practice. Well, it
is a certainty, that if a weak solution of cyanide runs into the mill
pulp a minute quantity of gold will certainly dissolve, especially as
such a large amount of oxygen is present. It would be well if every
one followed Mr Williams' example, and, if they have the power, to
insist upon no cyanide heing used in the mill at all, and also to
follow Mr Von Gernet's advice to prevent, if possible, water from the
upper tanks going away carrying cyanide.
Mr J. R. Williams-While agreeing with the point Mr Von
Gernet has brought out relative to the three our four places whereby
a dam can be contaminated with cyanide, there has been one other
example where we certainly find a very large amount of gold in the
mill water, and a very small amount of cyanide indeed. I know
that there was no cyanide added in the mill at all, and that to the
best of our knowledge that there was no leakage in any other place.
I do not think there was any cyanide used in the top boxes at all.
(l\ir Williams illustrated his remarks with a blackboard sketch, and
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showed how in this case the water was contaminated from an old
tailings dump.)
Mr A. McNaughtan--.-Another thing I would like to ask 1Ir
Williams publicly; Where I am working I have an average sized
tank, and we have a large amount of ferro-cyanide coming down into
the working solution which gives us a lot of trouble. It is a 4DD-ton
tank, and taking samples most carefully I find I can safely put 15 to
20 tons on the top of the tank, and no gold or cyanide runs out. I
would like to know if Mr Williams has ever had that in his
experience.
.
Mr J. R. Williams-It depends on what test you are using for
cyanide.
Mr A. McNaughtan-In the as~ays we have occasionally, perhaps
once or twice in the month, found traces of gold, but they are only
traces.
The President-I have found in several samples of mill. water sent
to me from the mines up to 10 grains of gold per ton, and I can also
say there was cyanide in them only in infinitesimally small quantities.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I may mention there was one company with
which I was connected where the residue dam was exactly above the
mill dam, and we occasionally stopped the battery and ran the mill
water through the boxes. I would not like to say how many ounces
we recovered. I know myself that an assay I made went somewhere about 9 grains to the ton.
This concluded the discussion.
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TaE ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held in the Council Chamber of the
Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening,
March 18th, 1899.
The President (Dr J. Loevy) occupied the
chair, and there was a total attendance of 86, as follows : 49 Members--Messrs A. von Gernet (Vice-President), W. Bettel,
W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, H. T. Durant, E. H. Johnson, S. H.
Pearce, J. R. Williams, T. W. Wood (Council); A. W'. Ablett, F. F.
Alexander, P. Barrett, M. Baumann, R. G. Bevington, P. Billyard, W.
Boyd, H. IJrazier, W. O. Brunton, D. V. Burnett, T. L. Carter, J.
Daniell, T. Dobbie, R. S. Douglas, J. Drought, R. Dures, J. Dykes,
jun., R. L. Edmiston, A. Fraser, K. L. Graham, L. M. Green, J.
Higham, C. E. Hutton, S. J. Jennings, R. L. Kerr, Q. J. Leitch, J .
.1. l\fcDowell, A. McNaughtan, A. Mennie, W. Mitchell, H. Morrell,
P. T. B. Morrisby, S. S. Osborn, Prof. Prister, A. Russell, C. E.
stamp, J. E. Thomas, A. Whitby, D. J. Williams.
25 Associates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, C. A. Bettington, W.
llroom, T. Burgess, B. P. Carter, A. von Dessauer, S. Evans, J. G.
W. Fairbairn, W. P. Ferguson, G. J. Fitzpatrick, H. P. Garthwaite,
C. B. Hilliard, W. T. Hislop, S. B. Hutt, A. B. Inglis, W. W.
Lynch, E. H. Messer, R. Mitchell, F. Mosenthal, E. H. Parry, H. H.
[(usden, R. W. Schumacher, M. Torrente, J. C. Watson, W. H.
Wood.
11 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
The President-Gentlemen, I will start with the item general
business, and in accordance with the resolution passed at the
Febrnary meeting, I move the adoption of the proceedings of the
meeting of February 18th and of the adjourned meeting of February
:l5th, as they are printed in the February issue of our Journal.
Mr J. R. Williams seconded the motion of the President, and the
printed proceedings were adopted.
NEW MEMBERS

The following candidates for election-Messrs F. Williams Baw605
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den, Percy Cazalet, Uriah Dudley; M.E., William Florence, J. B:.
Munnik, W. J. Robson-were balloted for and unanimoUsly
elected.
The Secretary notified the names' of gentlemen wbo had been
admitted associates since the last meeting as follows ;-Messrs Arthur
Percy Bettel, Claude A. Bettington, C. T. Gardner, W. C. Gel!
Harry Bertram Richards, F. J. Thomas.
'
I call upon Mr Whitby to read his notes on "Nitric Acid."

NOTE ON "CHEMICALLY PURE" NITRIC ACID
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By .A.

WHITBY (MEMBER)

.As far back as the latter end of 1897 I had occasion to notice a
peculiar pink colour which had developed in diluted nitric acid and
the formation of a distinct precipitate of a halogen salt of silver in
tbe parting flask, no precipitate, however, being obtained with
On further investigation the acid was f01lDd to
freshly mixed acid.
contain iodic acid.
Roscoe and Scborlemmer mention this impurity as arising from the
use of Chili saltpetre in the manufacture of nitric acid, the raw salt
containing considerable quantities of iodate of soda.
There was, at first, some little difficulty in getting a reliable test,
but I find the following method give good results.
50 C.c. of nitric acid are evaporated to dryness in a porcelain dish,
care being taken that the final temperature does not exceed 200 O.
The residue is dissolved in water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, a
few drops of starch paste added, and then sulphurous acid or solution
of sodium sulphite, drop by drop. The reaction is as follows ;0

2HIOs + 5H2 SOs =

12

+ 5H2S04 + H 20

If the addition of sulpburous acid is carried too far the iodine, of
course, is converted into hydriodic acid according to the equation ;12

+ H 2SOS + H 2 0

=

2HI + H 2S0 4

These two equations form the basis for a volumetric determination
of the iodic acid present, using starch paste as indicator, tbe disappearance of the blue colour marking the end of the reaction.
Two equivalents of iodine as iodic acid require six of sulphurous
acid for complete conversion into hydriodic acid. :I<'or the titration
I used a twentieth normal solution of sodium sulphite, 1 c.c. =

~[AR. 1 89
.9

J

Testfior Iod£ne £n Nz"trz"c Acid

0'00211 6 gram iodine as iodic acid.
les of acid were as follows:<ImP

No.3.

No. 1.

No.2.

Residue at 200 C., per cent. 0'165
0'062
Iodine, per cent. .
Iodine calculated to Iodic
0'086
Acid, per cent.

0'1
0'05

0'036
0'0227

0'069

0'031

0
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Results obtai'ned from three

The importance of this matter will be apparent to every assayer.
In my own case I have noticed vapours of iodine evolved during the
annealing of cornets, and also high surcharges due to the deposition
of iodate, or possibly a mixture of iodate and iodide of silver in the
fine gold.
In conclusion, I may mention that the mother liquors from the
recrystallisation of Chili saltpetre form one of the sources from which
the iodine of commerce is obtained, and it is doubtless due to its
comparative cheapness that manufacturers have, of late years,
adopted the use of this nitre for making nitric acid. This may
account for the fact that, although text books make frequent.
mention of the injurious presence of chlorine, few make any reference
to the equally injurious effect of iodine in nitric acid.
The President-I am sure the notes of Mr Whitby are interesting
to many of us. It is not very often that one finds iodine in nitric
acid, although it is well known that it is occasionally present in the
commercial product. I do not remember having ever noticed any
iodine in "pure nitric acid" sold here, but I have often found it in
nitric acid in Europe, especially ill the crude acid. I might point
out that the "pure nitric acid" which is used for medical or for
pharmaceutical purposes must, according to the various pharmacopreias,
stand the test for iodine, which shows that considerable attention has
been paid to the presence of iodine in nitric acid a long time ago. A
good and reliable qualitative test consists in diluting about 10 C.c. of
nitric acid with an equal quantity of water, adding a few cubic
centimetres of chloroform and shaking thoroughly. In the case of
the presence of free iodine, the chloroform will dissolve this latter
and will become violet. For detecting hydriodic acid the same test
can be used, with this difference only that a small piece of zinc must
be put into the nitric acid for a few minutes. Part of the nitric
acid will thus be reduced into nitrogen-trioxide, which will liberate
the iodine and the latter will be dissolved by the chloroform with a
violet colour. This is a very simple qualitative test, by which
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anyone can convince -himself at once whether the -nit~ic acid contain
. d'
S
10 me or iodic acid.
If there are no further remarks offered on the matter to-night, r
postpone the discuss~on on Mr Whitby's paper until next meetin<>
and will now proceed to read my notes on Sulphides.
_
0,

NOTES ON THE ESTIMATION OF SULPHIDES IN
CYANIDES
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By DR J.

LOEVY (PRESIDENT)

The question of the presence of sulphides in cyanides and their
effect on gold extraction has at various times been discussed in OUr
Society. In our January meeting in 1895 I read some notes on this
subject and communicated to you the results of a series of experiments which led me to express the opinion that an amount of alkaline
sulphides ill cyanide up to 0'4 per cent. does not interfere with the
gold-dissolving power of the cyanide. In this view I have been
confirmed by Messrs A. F. Crosse, Feldtmann, and W. Bettel, and it
would therefore appear that the matter is altogether of too small a
practical importance to be dealt with again. It happens, however
very often that a cyanide manager, in his justified desire to explai~
unsatisfactory results in extraction, wishes to obtain information on
the quality of the cyanide which he used, and only lately I have had
a number of samples of cyanide submitted to me with instruction to
determine the amount of sulphides present in them.
In going through our proceedings I was rather surprised to find
that in the various papers and discussions we have had on this
matter, no reference whatever had beeR made to a reagent which
enables one to detect at once, in cyanides, the slightest trace of
sulphides and also, as I intend to show, to determine their quantity
very quickly with fair accuracy.
The chemical I refer to is sodic nitroprussiate, which is well
known as a reagent for sulphides with which it produces a red violet
colour. By a number of tests I have convinced myself that the
presence of cyanide does not interfere with this reaction, so that sodic
nitroprussiate can be used with advantage to ascertain the presence
or otherwise of sulphides in cyanides. The test is a very sensitive
one, and in a solution of cyanide of potassium containing as little as
0'0005 per cent. sulphide, the characteristic red violet colour will
appear at once on the addition of about 1 C.c. of a 5 per cent. sodic
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itroprussiate solution. r may, however, point out that, in the
n sence of such a small quantity of sulphides, the red violet colour
prfl
, mains unchanged for about three to five minutes oilly, after which
~~me it disappears, turning into a yellowish red, whilst in the presnnce of more sulphides (beginning from about lOllH) of a per cent.
;ulphur) the red violet colour remains stable for some considerable
time, namely, for ten to thirty minutes, according to the amount of
sulphides present.
.
I would further point out that the strength of the cyanide solution
does not practically interfere with the reaction, as soon as the solution
{:ontains more than 1 per cent. KeN, that is to say; supposing a
sample of cyanide contains 0'01 per cent. sulphur, then the colouration
produced by adding 1 C.c. of a 5 per cent. sodic nitroprussiute solution
to 100 C.c. of the cyanide solution will be the same irrespective of
whcther the cyanide solution contains 1,2, 3 or more per cent. KeN,
whilst in solutions containihg less than 1 per cent. KeN the colouration will be the less distinct the weaker the solution is.
r will now try to show how this reaction can be utilised for a
colorimetric method of estimating sulphides in cyanides.
The following solutions are required for such determination ; 1. A solution of 40 grammes pure crystallised sodium sulphide
(Na2S + 9aq) in 1,000 c.c. water, to which a small amount of caustic
soda (about 0'2 g.) is added, in order to prevent decomposition. I
C.c. of this solution should contain 0'0053 g. sulphur, provided that
the sodium sulphide is absolutely pure; it actually contains somewhat less, owing to a slight decomposition of the salt, and to a small
amount of moisture always present in the same.
2. A solution of 44'15 g. sulphate of zinc (ZnS0 4 + 7aq) in 1,000
C.c. of water. 1 C.c. of this solution contains 0'01 g. zinc.
3. A solution of 5 g. sodic nitroprussiate in 100 C.c. of water, to
which 4-6 drops of a 5 per cent. KeN solution are added.
Before proceeding with the determination, it is necessary to ascertain the strength of the sulphide solution by means of the above zinc
solution; this volumetric method is so well known that r need not
describe it, here, but I may say that a very good and reliable way of
observing the "end reaction is to place into the zinc solution a strip
of filter paper which has first been dipped into a solution of ferric
chloride and, afterwards, into very dilute ammonia. The end reaction
can then be observed with the greatest accuracy from the discolouration of the filter paper, the colour of which will turn brown-black
through the first excessive drop of sulphide solution. r wish to
point out" that the 'reaction is to be considered as completed only if
20
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the bottom of the filter paper, which is actually in the zinc solution,
has become discoloured, as the upper part of the filter paper is SOme.
times discoloured before the reaction is completed, through the effect
of a trace of H 2S from the Na2S solution.
Each C.c. of Zn solution is equal to 0'00499 g. S, and I found the
above sulphide solution, prepared by dissolving 40 g. Na2S + 9aq in
1,000 C.c. HP, to contain 0'005 g. S in 1 c.c. instead of 0'0053 g.
After ~hree days the solution had not changed at all, the percentage
of sulphur being absolutely the same as on the first day, which shows
that decomposition can be entirely prevented for some time by the
addition of N aHO, and by not exposing the solution to the light.
(The bottles containing the Na'2S solution should always be quite full.)Having thus ascertained the strength of the sulphide solutions, one
proceeds as follows :1. 10 g. of the cyanide sample, in which the presence,
of sulphides has been ascertained by the qualitative test"
Cylinder 1. are dissolved in 500 C.c. of water, and 100 C.c. of this
solution are placed into a long glass cylinder, as.
generally used for colorimetric determinations.
2. 10 g. cyanide notoriously free from sulphides are
dissolved in 500 C.c. of water, and 100 C.c. of this.
Cylinder 2. solution are likewise placed into a cylinder of the samedimensions as the former.
To each of the cylinders 1 C.c. of sodic nitroprussiate solution is then
added.
In Cylinder No. 1 the characteristic red violet colour appears at
once, and is to be evenly divided over the whole solution either by
stirring or by shaking the cylinder.
Then, sulphide solution, previously diluted with water in the proportion of 1 : 10, is added drop by drop from a burette, divided in
110 C.c., to Cylinder 2, until the same colouration as in Cylinder 1 is
obtained, and from the number of C.c. of sulphide solution required:
for this purpose, the percentage of S, or sulphides, present in either'
of the KCN solutions can be easily calculated.
The limits for which this method is applicable are between 0'0005
and 0'0015 per cent. sulphur. If the percentage of suiphllr is below
0'0005 per cent., the colouration obtained is indistinct and disappears
too rapidly, and if it is above 0'0015 per cent., the colouration is too
dark and renders the comparison ill}possible. The solution of cyanide
under examination mnst, therefore, either be made stronger or weaker,
according to the amount of sulphides present.
My assistant, Mr Crook, has made a nnmber of determinations after

Costs

0./ Workz'ng-

6I

I

. method, with cyanide samples to which I had added sodium

t JlIS
•
I )hide in varymg
quan t't'
lIes, an d t h e resu Its 0 bt'
ame d'JUStl'fy me t.o

sU I that the method is just as comparatively accurate as,other colorisay
J."'
f d
.,
.
Dletric
Dlethod s'. as,. lor
11ISt ance, t h ose o.
et~rm!nmg ammoma and
~ rric salts in drmkmg water. The method IS, of course, based on a
\:ell-known reaction; but as never in our previous discussions any
reference was made to it, I ~elt justified in drawing attention to it;
and I trust that my notes wIll prove of practical value to assayers and
.
cyanide managers.
The President-I postpone any discussion on these notes until the
next meeting, but should any gentleman like to ask any question
noW, I shall pe pleased to answer it.

A ZINC PROCESS FOR PRECIPITATING GOLD FROM
WEAK SOLUTIONS
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By T.

LANE CARTER (MEMBER)

CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The President-The discussion on Mr Carter's paper was closed at
the last meeting, and I suppose Mr Carter is ready to read his reply
to· night 7
..,
Mr T. L. Carter-Yes. Is there any more discussion 1
The President-No, there is no more discussion, but there were
SOllle notes read at the last meeting by Mr Durant which according
to the wish of Mr Williams should be considered. as a separakpaper.
When Mr Durant read these notes at the last meeting he was called
upon to give certain figures in conneCtion with the Nourse Deep
experiment, and as far as I remember, Mr Durant offered to give
these figures at this meeting; I would therefore call upon him to
read them.
Mr H. T. Durant-In response to a general request at the last
meeting of this Society, I have much pleasure in bringing forward
the results of the whole workings at the Nourse Deep, Ltd.
Nov. '97 -Feb. '98.
Tonnage treated
Totalozs. contained
Total theoretical extraction
Total actual extraction

Zinc. Elecf1·ic.
8,956 8,973
4,811 4,491
3,767 3,380
3,085 2,660

Costs of Working

612
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Zinc. Electric.

Comparative Deficits.
November and December '97
January '98
February '98

March, April, and May '98.
Tonnage treated
Total ozs. contained
Total actual extraction

OZS.

ozs.

330
219
133

313
335
72

Zinc. Electric.
5,672 5,271
2,068 1,923
1,588 1,263

£5 276{BY sellingcto Reduction
Total value of production . £6769
,
,
Company.
Working costs
1,188
925 Including royalty.
£5,581 £4,351
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Basing calculations on theoretical gold contents, it is seen that the
profit on the electric side should be £5,190,. thus leaving a deficit of
£839.
NOURSE DEEP, JULy-SEPTEMBER 1898

Zinc. Electric.
Tonnage treated
5,800 5,720
8'38
8'38
Value dwts. per ton
2,428 2,398
Total ozs. contained
Total actual extraction, ozs. 2,001 2,031
. £8387 £8 297{BY selling to Reduction
Value realised
,
,
Company.
Working costs
1,070 1,007 Including royalty.
Profit

. £7,317 £7,290

----------

DETAILS OF WORKING COSTS
Filling, discharging, labOUr,}
general supplies, mainten- £747
ance, power, and assaying
Cyanide
323
Royalty
nil.

£730
136
141

£1,070 £1,007
Reckoning on a basis that if on 2,428 ozs. contained, a profit of
£7,317 is made, then on 2,398 ozs. a profit 01 £7,226 should be
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ade , thus showing for the electric side a superiority of £64 • This
Ill'
is obtained after selling bullion, etc., to Reduction Company, and
thereby losing £290, and after paying royalty to amount of about £150.
In the first two sets of figures' the assays on which results were
based were very far 'from satisfactory. The assays froUl which the
mean had to be struck often differed by 25 or more per cent., so that
we had no reliable information as to the original gold contents.
Mr Williams stated at last meeting as follows :-"-There is .one
point upon which I wish ,to correct Mr Durant, v,iz. as to the
presence of zinc. I may say that iIi this matter, Mr Durant is,
absolutely wrong . . I'will admit the presence of zinc in solution in.
the third and last experiments which hail not come from mixing of:
solution. This lIinc came from the 'filter beds .of tanks which had
been used for the zinc process."
The foregoing is rather a strong statement; but if Mr Williams wilL
kindly allow me I will try and pro~e that my original assertion was
correct.. At .the commencement 'of the trial there were two 5-inch
solution pUnips-one: for the zinc side and the 'other for the electric
side. After running about a month the electric solution pump broke
down. From that time to the end of May there was one pump for
both solutions,butI wish to point out that from the very beginning
there was only one pipe line for both solutions. It is plainly apparent"
therefore, that d\lring the first seven months at least 6 tons of zinc
solution daily must have been regularly taken into the electric boxes.
Even if trying, to first clear the pipe by replacing the contents, which
is not small when it is remembered that, the 5-inch pipe line, which
was common to both sides, is about 500 feet in length, consequently
having a capacity of approximately 2itons, giving ,an exchange of
solution ,at least three times a day.
Correct arrangements were made for the first time for handling the
solution when the final trial was undertaken, viz. separate pump and
pipe line, also certain necessary arrangements and alterations to the
boxes. ,It is not my intention to criticise Mr Williams, but the
position he takes in the Nourse Deep trials certainly leaves the
impression of partisanship. This Society, as a society, is not interested in the owners of either process under discussion, but is
interested in the merits of the processes-that is, to leal'll which is
the better of the two from an unbiased standpoint, regardless of what
commercial interests suffer by comparison. This was the object of
the Nourse Deep trial. It was desirable and it was intended to have
conditions normal and as nearly correct as possible, so that when the
trials were concluded the results would indicate the advantage (if
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any) of ·one process over the other: It was not intended to handicap
one process with conditioJ;ls that were not normal or adverse to it, for
that would defeat the very object of the trial. I do not quite
understand, then, Mr Williams' object in requesting figures for that
portion of the trial when it is obvious that the initial premises Were
incorrect and conclusions could only be erroneous. Such figures
certainly would not be indicative of anything, and could only mislead. The incorrect conditions existing up to the beginning of June
were admitted. The trial was stopped, the defects' were remedied
and by mutual consent the· trial was taken up again. and run for tw~
months under conditions equally fair to either side. These figures I
gave in my last paper, and I believe that any other figures, if put in,
would be misleading. I have given all the figures in this paper, but
I wish to say that the figures given of this trial up to the end of May
can be regarded as unreliable data, and I have given them simply
because they have been asked for.
Finally, referring to the last trial, it was agreed that certain small
differences between the assays made by the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company and the Nourse Deep were to be c'onsidered permissible. Beyond these differences reference was to be made by means
of the check samples. So far as the work on the electric side was
concerned there was no· difference beyond the permitted limits, but
such was not the case with regard to the zinc side. The reference
check assays were in the possession of the Nourse Deep' Company.
Unfortunately, however, when we wished to refer the check samples
to the bank for assay they could not be 'produced, consequently, in
spite of excessive difference between ourselves and the Nourse Deep
.as regards value of zinc side charges, there was no alternative but to
:split the difference, though very much to our disadvantage, and the
results are given on this basis.
Mr J. R. Williams-Whilst admitting that Mr Durant was asked
to bring forward figures at last meeting-figures asked for by me-I
certainly did not expect that Mr Durant was going to read another
paper to-night. Therefore I must crave your indulgence by asking
you to allow me at a future meeting to reply to the new paper Mr
Durant has brought forward to-night. In the meantime I will reply
to what I consider an absolutely separate paper brought forward by
Mr Durant before. I think this is somewhere about the ninth time
Mr Durant has spoken on this subject, and I think you will pardon
me if I have to speak once more.
The President-Excuse me; is that paper you are going to read a
reply to Mr Durant?
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l\fr J. R. Williams-It is the reply which it was the wish of the
last general meeting that I should bring forward=----:-a reply to the
statements brought forward, and which you will find in the pro4)eedings of the last meeting.
The President-Very well..
Mr J. R. Williams-At our last meeting a paper was read by my
-esteemed friend, Mr Durant (I say READ by Mr Durant), as in this
paper I can see the opinions of sundry other interested parties. Mr
Durant and others say "that my figures can only be considered relatively, and can only carry weight, after their correctness has been
.ascertained. "
I trust you will pardon me, if I reiterate a remark made at the
previous meeting, i.e. that I absolutely and positively fail to see the
'Usefulness of this Society, if members' words are to be doubted.
Furthermore, I will point ont to the writers of this paper, that when
.statements most favourable to their side of the question were made,
.such as those made by Mr Hall, Mr Tavener, and others, their statements were accepted, with no wish on the zinc-lead couple side, to
scrutinise the Company's books. Moreover, I think that no member
.of this Society would ever so far belittle himself as to try and throw
dust in the eyes of what, up to the present, I have considered a
useful and successful scientific Society. Mr Durant has, I regret to
see, given credulence to the statement of Mr Bettel, that a large
.group of mines have consistently cooked their figures, in the statement, "I have heard it stated, they are determined, by taking the
·sum of the calculated gold recovery, plus estimated gold in residues
.calculated from assays, and dividing the result by estimated tonnage,
and the result is gold original value."
Is it possible that a large group of mines could be capable of
presenting such misleading statements to their shareholders, which is,
to say the very least of it, beneath contempt.
Re the continuation of Mr Durant's statement, I would like to
.draw his attention to the fact, that in the few notes given by myself,
assay values of originals and residues were in all cases given, as were
.also the actual and theoretical extractions. As in no case does .
theoretical and actual extraction agree, it ought to prove that there
was no intention of cooking figures, neither does it prove that the
.suggested method of our biassed friend, Mr Bettel, has been adopted.
(Perhaps this has been Mr Bettel's method of working, but I can
.assure him that the Rand Mines require the truth.)
Re Mr Durant's questions as to how costs were arrived at, and
whether the condition of the plants were similar, I will answer him

616
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that to all intents and purposes the plants were practically similar.
If anything the favo\lr was on the side of the Siemens-Halske process,.
as in nearly all cases the mi:lls were started with a minim~m number
of stamps running, therefore the time for treatment was much longer
than when the wholA of the stamps had been running, and, besides
this, since that time all our mines have stopped their capital expenditure, and arry addition or alteration to plant had to be borne by
the current month's working expenditure.
Mr Durant, like a drowning man clutching at straw, asked the question: "Is it not a fact that at most of the plants the electrical process
was first installed, and had to bear all the initial difficulties arid losses
incidental to the first two or three nionths' running of the slimes plant,
and were then subsequently superseded by the zinc-lead couple 1"
I think my best answer to this would be, that for the year ended
December 1898, whilst the average extraction of the whole of Our
plants was only 55 per ,cent. actual extraction, the Glen Deep-the·
only company which started with the zinc-lead couple-gives the
,actual extraction of 76 per cent. for its four months' work, and this
extraction has been fully maintained during the last two inonths.,
Their average cost of working, on a basis of about 1,300tons per
month, was 3s. 8d. per ton, whilst the average cost of all the companies was 3s. 5d. per ton. Thus, taking an extreme example, this
cost must be, admitted to compare very favourably with other COUlpanies treating very much larger quantities. I would here point out
that the same staff is required, whether you treat 1,000 tons per
month or 5,000 tons per month.
I will now come to Mr Durant's statement 1'e negligence, under
.
headings of a-c.
I can only say that I absolutely fail to see what it has to do with
,the question. As I have pointed out, our difficulty never has been
solution of the gold, but has at all times been the very large unaccounted losses with the Siemens-Halske process, which I am happy
to say have almost entirely disappeared by the use of the simple zinclead couple.
I quite agree with my friend Mr Durant, that the merits or demerits of a process is not proven by poor results, and I have undeI'
thi~ heading already given Mr Durant great credit for having been
more successful than many of his colleagues; but now I would ask
Mr Durant about the experiment at the ~obinson slimes' plant, where
he attempts to show an absolute failm;e:
I will answer you in Mr Durant's own' words, 'i.e. the fact of the
failure does not disprove a simple, good, and useful process..
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Be l\Ir Durant's statement, that rerated solutions would not give
h same l'esults as un-rerated' solutions (as' regards the precipitation
~/zinc-Iead couple), I would ask you at once to disparage it. This
's another case of not proven.
I I would like to point out, 'that in all cases where a large amount
f air is employed on our various mines, precipitation has in no' case
o
suffered,
but has been much'Improved.
' '
Be the cry of the exponents of the Siemens-Halske process, "If
you had done so-and-so, and so-and-so,"-I am .of opinion it comes a
little too late. To say the very least, the Managers of the Gold
Patents Company were the very ones to disparage the idea of any
<Told mining company thinking that they could possibly cupel as
~heaply as a large up-to-date Corporation like the Rand Central Ore
Reduction Company, having at its back the, skill of nearly all the
nationalities of this world.
I think it simply frivolous for Mr Durant and his representatives
to compare skimmings of ! per cent. of their contents in gold, and
under, with the zinc slimes of a value of 30-40 per cent. ,
Now I corne to the most important part of Mr Durant's paper, viz.
the figures given by him, or them, re the, Nourse Deep experiment.
I hope you will pardon me for going back a few months and
giving you a brief history of the why and wherefore of this whole test.
I had often been ,asked the question, "Which is the best process,
the Siemens-Halske or'the zinc process ~" My reply in all,cases was
the same, i.e. "Until one of our large Companies are prepared to
divide the pulp, leaving the battery into halves, treating the half by
each process, the respective merits of both processes under review will
always be hypothetical."
For this re'ason the Rand Mines, who have always wanted and are
prepared to pay for the very best process, decided to ,have an experiment of this nature .tried. This was done at the Nourse Deep.
Before starting the experiment Mr Butters went over the plant with
me, and made a careful examination of the works - from a to z.
Mr Butters after examination said, "I am quite satisfied with all the
conditions." At the same time he remarked that the precipitation
capacity was three times more than was 'required. He was backed
up in this statement by more than one member of his staff, and at
the,start of the experiment I can only say that I never directly or
indirectly heard of any possible objections to the conditions under
which the process of Siemens-Halske was to be tried.
In a conversation with Mr Butters I told him that the zinc side
would be under the control of Mr K. L. Graham, and that he
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(Mr Butfers) could make up his mind, "while at 'all times giving
you fair play, I consider him one of the best men I know of to rUll
zinc precipitation, therefore it would be wise of you to put all 'your
very best men against him." When I said" against" I only meant
"you had better bring all your skill to play on. the electrical
precipitation, to prove that you can do as good work:as he can with
the simple zinc." In other words, gentlemen; it was a ·case of
unbiassed Graham against all the science. of the Rand Central Ore
Reduction Company. That Mr Graham gave them absolute fair
play in all cases I would like to quote Mr Butters, who, to my
know ledge, personally thanked Mr Webber, General Manager of the
Rand Mines, Mr Graham, and myself for the absolute fairness in
which the test was conducted. He further stated to me that "we
(the Rand Central) are not used to your mode of working, and
although we are beaten on this test we still think we can do better
work with our process than you can do with zinc." This was after
four months' work, in which the Siemens-Halske process did not come
out on top. More of this anon.
Mr Butters' request that they should be allowed to continue the
experiment was granted under the following conditions :-That the
Gold Patents Company should guarantee that the profits on their
side would riot be less than on the zinc side, and in case of fail!lre to
give a cheque to the Nourse Deep for the difference. This was
agreed to. As a result of another two months' work a total clean-up
was made, causing much extra expense on the zinc side, as all the
zinc in the boxes had to be dissolved in sulphuric acid. The costs
on the total clean-up on the Siemens-Halske side were borne by
themselves, therefore I cannot give you any figures. This second
experiment resulted in the Rand Central Ore Reduction Company
,having to send a cheque for the failure of proving that they could do
as good work as zinc-the amount being £839.
Now I will point out to you where the great difficulty came in
from zinc in the Siemens-Halske solutions. Mr Von Gernet requested
that a total clean-up should be made, and as their. sumps carried so
much gold, they required some time to circulate solutions through
the precipitation boxes, whilst they were endeavouring to reduce their
sumps. The Nourse Deep, needless to say, had to treat their
tailings, so that all the plant came into requisition on the zinc
process. When the Gold Patents Company again started work, after
a few days, I drew their attention/ to the fact that the solution
contained zinc, which, I have before-mentioned, came from filters
and filter beds.
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I will now pause and draw your attention to what I consider a
ost interesting fact, viz. that the only time the Siemens-Halske
~Je call claim to nave approached the zinc process in profits, was
:~e time they had zinc in solution. So much for the straw that the
Gold Patents hang by, I mean a trace of zinc in solution was the
failure of the whole test, but, gentlemen, let me again emphasise
that the only time that they approached success, was the time
that they were troubled with a'small amount of zinc in solution.
One of the stipulations of this experiment was, that if the SiemensBalske side could prove that they could do, not better, but as good
wo rk - I mean equal profits-their process would be adopted on our
large group of mines. The fact that the process having been thrown
.(Jut by this and many other groups, will speak for itself. However,
I am of opinion that there are a few workers capable of bringing
this process to a successful issue, and I wish them God speed; let
them progress and multiply, as we are always prepared to corne back
to the best process, even if, through. insufficient knowledge, or
insufficient men having knowledge to work their process, it is at
present under a cloud. When they can produce those men, the
-electrical process will still have every fair play from the capitalists of
the Witwatersrand, whom. I think, to say the least, have been more
liberal than any capitalists in the world, to put their money down to
try the respective merits of any process that has the least chance of
being more profitable than that now in use.
It has been universally admitted that the Rand haR been more
progressive in gold recovery than any gold centre in the world.
Why 1 I think the only answer is that om;' capitalists are the
pluckiest that any mines have ever had.
Having now answered Mr Durant's general. remarks, I will give
you the figures of the whole test at the N ours~ Deep, a test that was
to decide which process was to be used for future and existing
plants.

EXPERIMENT ON NOURSE DEEP
SIEMENS-HALSKE V. ZINC

1st Run-November to March 1898

Tonnage treated

Zinc.
10,731

S. &- H.
10,766
=

Costs of Working
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Zinc.
s. 9" .lI.
5,605028. 5,2270Z8 _
. 4,054 ozs. 3,4590Z8 •
=72'3%
= 66'2%
£16,461 £13,939
2,694
2,4290

Gold contents
Gold extracted
Value of gold produced
Costs .
Profits.

£1:1,767

If on 5,605 ozs. a profit of £13,767 is made,
5,227 ozs. should give

« H.

Debit S.

1.89~

-

£1l,51()'
12,838

side

£1,328

2nd Run--April and May
5,672

Tonnage treated

5,271

-
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Gold contents
Gold extracted

2,0680zs. 1,9230zs.
),5880zs. 1,2630zs.
= 76'8%
=65'qo
From sale of by-products during the six months :-Zinc.
S. 9' H.
Brick dust
. £140 4 8
Slags.
Brick metal '.
45
3
3
. £594
62 7 10
Ashes
Prussian blue
40 12 W
Sweep
Anode scrape
88 19 11
58 11 f

°

°

£714 19

5:

£314 17

Of which it was agreed to take as portion
for the two months at 27'5 per cent.,
which amounts to
Value of gold produced
Total value of gold produced
Costs .
Profits

8

£196
6,573

£86
5,190

£6,769
1,188

£5,276
925-

£5,581

£4,351

~

. If on 2,068 ozs. a profit of £5,581 is made,
1,923 ozs. should give

5,190

/

/

Debit S.

<J H. side

£83!)

Expf3riment 3.-1 accept Mr Durant's figures, but would like him
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aive us credit for the solution lost through a tank door breaking
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:~ the zinc side. The loss w~s carefully estimated ~o -be about 24 ozs.

of gold, equal to, say, £96, and that ,~25 was :eahsed. ~ore than in
fi ures given to Mr Durant-'-thus agam showmg a trIfhng profit of
.£~5 in favour of the zinc process. I might here 'add that if the- Gold
Patents Company can doubt our figures, I might; but don't doubt that
it recovered so much gold from by-products, the handling' of which
was entirely in their own hands. I am more than certain that.they
have acted fairly, but would ask, why do they not give us credit for
doing likewise ~ more especially as they had representatives in the
works to see all that was being done.
Let us at all times hit as hard as we possibly can, but I trust
never below the belt, as the nobleness of science should make all its
followers meti of honour. I would like to give the Siemens-Halske
every possible credit for the first experiment, which was so very fatal
to them. I wish at once to state that this, their first and greatest
failure, was not quite due to precipitation,which is the only subject
under discussion. Their failure here was due to the fact that they
were of opinion that the Rand Central mode of solution of gold was
better than the method adopted on the zinc side. This resulted in
their residues containing more gold than on the zinc side.
Without troubling you with too many figures, I will state that the
loss for the total experiment of about eight months amounted to
2·}4s. per ton, but as the grade of tailings were exceptionally high, I
will call it, say, Is. per ton, the average basis on the Rand. It will
be noticeable to all interested, that with buts and ifs improvements
were only made during the last two months. I would, however,
point out that the Siemens-Halske process had been working for
years before this, thus they had plenty of time to find out the merits
and demerits of their process. They were never so much put on
their mettle as in this test. No doubt they did their best, as also
did the humble workers of the zinc process.
I can only point out that the process through its disadvantages has
been thrown out by more than one lot of capitalists interested in this
very process, showing the absolute honesty of our capitalists, whose
first aim has been at all times the highest possible profit on their
mines.
If any question is unanswered, I shall be happy to answer same
now or at a future meeting.
.
In conclusion, it grieves me to think that the various statements I
have made, in what I thought the interest of science and truth, has
apparently lost me the good-will of many of my co-workers, whose
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friendship has at all times been to me a great satisfactIon; and I can
honestly say the greatest delight.
,
, .
The President-I min assure you that it has. always been a pleasure
to me to preside. over oti.'r meetings, but I must also say' that the
position of the President of tbe Society has been rather ,unenviable
since the discussion, on' .·Mr. Carter's paper began. As I said .at the
last meeting, elaborate' statements from hoth sides were submitted
but we are sorry ,to. see that these statements are mutually doubted:
I wish to point out that 1 am perfectly, convinced that all the figures
brought before· the Society inconnectiori with the two processes have
been given absolutely bona fide ,by either side,' and that I never had
the slightest doubt regarding the fairness of the t\vo parties. However, it is rather unsatisfactory that, in spite of our long discussions
extending over four or five months, the. whole matter is to-day
absolutely in the same stage as it was at the beginning of oU!' discussion, in so far as we are unable to form a definite opinion from all the
statements we have heard. Mr Williams' paper, which we have just
listened to, touched upon things which, to my niind, are. of it private
and commercial nature, and I cannot help considering it highly
regrettable that we have not been able to discuss Mr Carter's paper
without referring to such matters. I must still uphold the opinion
I expressed at our last meeting that, even if we discussed the subject
for a whole year we would ·not be able to come to a definite conclusion as to the commercial value of the two processes.
Mr J. R. Williams-It keeps doing us good j mutual improvement.
The President-Rhetorically you mean 7 If you mean scientifically,
I certainly do not agree with you. I .said at ·the last meeting that
the discussion had been an in,teresting and instructive one for both
sides. I should like to add a rider to this statement. Interesting
and instructive the discussion might have been from a business point
of view, but those of our members who are not engaged 'in commercially working these processes and who were looking forward to interesting scientific and technical Rtatements, have certainly been greatly
disappointed. But now, as we have gone so far, we must try to settle
the matter as well as possible. This is also the opinion of the
Council, who, when discussing the subject at the last Council meeting, decided by a majority to appoint a committee of four or five, or
more, members to investigate the matter, and to' enlighten us on the
various points about which we are ~till in the dark after our lengthy
discussions. The position, therefore, now is, that the discussion on
Mr Carter's paper is finally closed, but that a committee will be appointed by the Council to go into the matter and to investigate the
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points which we have not been able to settle by the discussion
lua;rhat the report of the committee will be laid before the Societ;
aU
Cfeneral mee t'mg.
at a"
-:'Ifr A. von Gernet-I wish to make only a very short remark. I
: very pleased that it was arranged at the Council meeting to have
w:ommittee appointed, because so many points have been raised,
a d it was hardly possible in a meeting like this to deal fully with
:~em, and go into all the deta~ls. I hope the committee before long
will make a report to the SOCIety, and, therefore, although I would
like to reply to many of the pointR Mr 'Williams has nientioned, I
will wait for the report of the committee.
l\'1r S. J. Jennings-I would like to make a few remarks on this
subject. There was a statement made with regard to the price of
gold-the fine ounce-which I doubted very much, and subsequently
the gentleman who made that statement brought forward some
written documents to prove that his statement was correct. I have·
extracted from the report of this Company a few figures which seem
to me do not exactly coincide with the figures he brought forward ..
I would like to be allowed to bring this before the Society.
l\'1r R. E. Hall, on page 521 of this volume, stated that at the
Ferreira they got an actual extraction of 76'09 per cent. for the first
six months in 1898, in their slime plant, and that for the last six
months their theoretical extraction was higher than for the first six
months. He also stated that they received 84s. 6d. per fine ounce·
for this gold On this statement being doubted by myself, Mr Hall
brought a certificate from the Secretary of the Ferreira, which is
reported on page 537 of this volume. This certificate shows that
84s. 9·4d. per fine ounce for mill gold, and 84s. 10·4d. for cyanide
gold was realised by the Ferreira, and concludes with these words:
" I hereby certify that the above are true copies of the account sales
received, and that the average of the gold bullion realised during the
year (1898) would work out to the same figures.-Signed R. M.
Heilgate, Secretary."
It is evident from the above that Mr R. E. Hall was anxious for
this Society to believe that the Ferreira Company received more than
84s. 6d. per fine ounce for its slime gold.
However, turning to the Annual Report of the Ferreira in Revenue
and Expenditure Account for the year ending 31st December 1898,_
I find this entry:-Retreatment, Cyaniding Slime : 4,435'36 ozs. Bullion = 3901'898 ozs. fine gold £16,249, 18s. lld.,
or 83s. 3·404d. per fine oz. ! ! !
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, But the price of fine gold after it liad been cupeHed from the lead
bullion was not so much the question as the' price of fine gold in the
lead bullion. Now in the case of the Ferreira what do we find?
On page 18 of the Annual Report we find under" Treatment of
Slimes" the following figures : .
Actual recovery, 6,175'322 ozs. Equal to an extraction of 77'006
per cent. Now let us inquire how much the Ferreira actuallv
received for these 6,175'322 ozs. On the the next page 'of the repo;t
we find a note to the effect that 1,622'61 ozs. of fine gold from the
December clean-up was returned in January. If the Ferreira COllJpany received for these 1,622'61 the same price as it received for these
3,901'898 ozs. of slime gold included in their accounts, then the
.amount they'would have received would have been as under : For 3,901'898 ozs.
For 1,622'61 ozs.

_ ,£16,249 18 11
. 6,757 10 5
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Now, as far' as I can trace from their published accounts this is
,th'e total amount of money the Ferreira Company received from their
,extraction of, 6,175'322 ozs. This equals 74s. 6·168d.!!! per nne oz.
It seems almost needless to add that if the Ferreira Company had
recovered these 6,175'322 ozs. of fine gold by the Betty' process they
would have received for them, about .£25,936. If these figures are
.correct, and as they are the ones presented to the shareholders of the
Ferreira Company, I have reason to believe that they are correct,
-then the use of the Siemens-Halske process amounted in their case
to a loss of ,£2,929. on the value of their gold, which is equivalent
to a tax of11'3 per cent. on the gross output, plus
2'0 per cent. for royalty, or a total tax of
13·3 per cent. of the gross output.
Mr A. von Gernet--May I ask one question. I did not quite
follow Mr Jennings. Was the total amotint realised by the Ferreira
~per fine ounce 74s. 1
Mr S. J. Jennings-In the lead bullion.
Mr A. von Gernet--In the lead bullion. Well, I rather doubt
.that. I am sure Mr Johns, of the Ferreira, would have explained
,that, because it is almost impossible to realise only 74s. per ounce.
Mr H. Rusden-I think Mr Hall in his figures referred to certain
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UJrs, which the Ferreira' Company cupelled themselves, and for which
the Company received the price 'of 84s. 6d. Taking the year all
through they did not cupel. Part was sold to the Rand Central, fol'
which we only received something like 82s.; conse'quently for the
,
twelve months that would bring the price down.'
l\fr A. von Gernet-N ot to 74s. ,
lVIr II. Rusden-Not to 74s., that is true. There must be a mistake somewhere.
Mr Fritz Mosenthal-I think this Society is doing great service
to the industry generally, and it ought' not to confine itself to
scientific discussions, but ought also to deal with matters which
'Practically affect the mining industry. I think these are matters
which should be referred to a committee. It is practically impossible
to examine such figures at a moment's notice, and to come to any
conclusion.
I think it would be best if this resolution, empowering
the committee to go into such matters, were adopted. These
matters are more of a practical nature, and affect the profit and loss
of the companies, and they ought to be discussed, and verified by a
,committee.
I do not think it is exactly interesting to the scientific
members of this Society to go into this discussion, because they,
,cannot verify the statements.
The President-I am glad that myoId friend Mr Fritz Mosenthal
has got up to speak in this Society, but regarding his suggestion to
,appoint a committee to decide questions which are brought to the
notice of this Society, I cannot quite agree with him. (Mr J. R.
Williams-Neither can 1.) I think it is rather out of the way of our
Society to decide commercial questions. The object of our Society
is to discuss technical and' scientific matters, and although it cannot
be denied that, in gold extraction, commercial matters are so closely
allied with technical questions that they can hardly be kept separate,
I do not, chiefly for practical reasons, see our way clear to adopt Mr
Mosenthal's proposal. I think before having any further discussion
on Mr Jennings' statements, it would be advisable to hear what
Mr Hall has to say.
Mr J. R. Williams-I thought you were going to close the
discussion.
The President-So I am; but this is a new matter brought up.
Mr Jennings has objected to 'certain statements made by Mr Hall,
and it is only fair to give Mr Hall an opportunity to reply.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Does this discussion come under the subject
before us now ~
The President-The position is now as follows :-Mr Williams has
2R
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now replied to the paper read by Mr Durant at the last meeting, and
it is only right that Mr Durant, if he wishes to do so, should hav
an opportunity of replying to Mr Williams, but I trust, in view o~
the committee to be appointed by the COlillcil to go into the matter
Mr Durant might do us the favour to not reply to Mr WilliamR.
think all these matters that Mr Williams has brought forward will be
settled by the committee.
Mr H. T. Durant-I think that ought to be covered by the
committee.
The President-That is certainly the best. I now have the
pleasure of calling on Mr Carter to read his reply to the discussions
on his paper.
Mr T. L. Carter-Owing to the prolonged and heated debate which
has followed the paper I read before you five months ago, it is.
impossible for me to reply in detail to the various statements made
by members during the discussion. I will, though, endeavour to.
deal with the main points raised by those gentlemen to the best of
my ability. The first point made by Mr Von Gernet, and to which
he attached very great importance, was the formation of ferro-cyanide
of zinc. Of course, I do not deny that this is formed in the box, cut
so far (and we have been running nine months, and have passer!
80,·000 tons of solution through our box) it has caused us no troublewhatever in retarding the precipitation of the gold, and very littleextra expense in the handling of the process. I would have you note
that the zinc is transferred every ten days from our slimes box to the
weak boxes of the sand plant, so it has little or no chance of getting
into a foul or inactive state. Mr Von Gernet's second objection
regarding the removal of this zinc to· the sand plant I answered in the
statement I made at the December meeting; I can only repeat now
what I said then, that, far from having a bad effect, it has reduced
the value of the solutions leaving the boxes from 4 to 6· grains; the
weakest sump we have rarely carries more than .4 grains to the ton,
and we have had it as low as 2 grains. Now we come to the great
question of by-products, about which there was so much discussion
between Mr Von Gernet and Mr Jennings. I think it was very conclusively proved that there are more by-products made by using theSiemens than the zinc, or zinc-lead, process; the figures given by Mr
Jennings are representative of the by-products obtained from the
average Siemens plant, treating sli~~s. I would point out that
whether you have your own refine'ryor not, a by-product is still a
by-product; you have to treat it as such, with the consequent
expense of the second handling. Experience will soon prove that

i
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there is really no comparison between the two proc~sses from a byproduct point of view,. for on the Siemens side' you must have skim
(or slag) dross, residue of the test (which must be made, then broken
up), Prussian blue, anode sacki??s to be burnt, plate scr~pings, and
last, but not least,thedemohtlOn of the pan furnace, In the vain
search for unaccounted gold;' whereas on the zinc side you cannot
have more than slags, and pots-ashes being eliminated by the use of
a reverberatory furnace, for the smelting of the gold slimes. A little care and attention bestowed on the filters will always prevent slimy
water entering the extractor box, which will prevent that low grade'
by_product being made which Mr Von Gernet lays such stress on.
While on this' subject I would like to give you the figures at the Crown
Deep cyanide works; up to the end of 1898 'we turned in 71,000.
ozs. fine gold, in which there was included 737 ozs. from by-products,
or 1·04 per cent., that is from our sand plant.
We have also a very
fair line for the zinc-lead process; during the' three months' run in
which we dissolved all our zinc we turned in 1,557 ozs. fine gold, and
only 32 ozs. from by-products, or, as near as possible, 2 per cent. It
is to be regretted that after all the trouble I took to get out sundry
capacities and costs, which Mr Von Gernet so ardently desired, he did
not discuss them, or give us similar figures from his own side.Probably the most striking example of the comparative costs of the
two processes appeared, curiously, almost in the same column of the
Star last month, namely, the Bonanza arid the Treasury (both mills
The Bonanza figured at 2s. per ton milled,
of about the same size).
while the Treasury, using zinc-lead, could do it for 6d. I also note
that the Ferreira Company debit 2s. of their working costs per ton'
milled to the treatment of slimes. By the way, these were the only
two Siemens plants brought forward as examples as to what could be
done (not in working costs, but in extraction) by the Siemens-Halske
method. I would refer you to the figures given you by Mr Williams,
as to what can be done on the larger Rand Mines"plants; they conclusively show the difference in working costs, extraction, and profits,
as we ourselves find them, between the two processes. A working
cost of 3s. 3d. per ton treated is equal to about 6d. per ton milled,
which confirms the Treasury figures precisely. Mr W. H. Wood
also set before you very clearly the difference in our favour in the
initial cost of a slimes plant, it being as one is to six in favour of
zinc-lead; or, in other words, you can erect a slimes plant for 100stamp mill, and get to work treating your slimes, for £2,140 less
money than if you installed a Siemens-Halske precipitation plant.
Some discussion' has taken place as to how long a zinc-lead box will
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run and work efficiently in a slimes plant. No hard and fast rule can
be laid down for this; so much depends on the nature of the ore
treated. For instance, we at the Crown Deep could not run longer
than twenty-three days, while other companies have no difficulty
when they leave their zinc untouched for a month. Any zinc
process running two or three weeks is good enough, for I do not
believe there is a zinc plant on the fields that is not cleaned up at
least twice a month, when the slimes zinc, can be taken for recharging the sand boxes, and the slimes box started up again on
clean zinc for another fortnight's run. Under these conditions you
are assured of getting good precipitation, month in and month out.
Of course, I do not mean to say that it is all plain sailing by using
zinc-lead, but I do maintain that there are no difficulties that cannot
be overc9me by the average cyanide manager on these fields. Now,
we know that when anything goes wrong with a Siemens installation
there is'quite a flutter in the dove-cote, and experts are as thick as
flies round that box; even then they do not always find out, what is
the matter, with the result that that company invariably changes over
to the common or (kindergarten) zinc process.
Mr Durant splits a hair in saying we cannot test our solutions to
'001 per cent. I only gave that figure by calculating what the
amount of cyanide added to the head of the box would raise the
solution to as it passed through the zinc. In spite of Mr Durant's
bold statement that there is no unaccountable loss in a Siemens
plant, the experience of most 'Of us using that process seems to show
that there is a large difference between the actual alld theoretical
extraction. If it had not been so, there would not have been so
much general dissatisfaction and such a rapid supplanting of it by
the zinc-lead, for after all you cannot say, that only the Rand Mines
has changed, for I see by "the last Chamber of Mines monthly return
that out of 16 companies treating slimes only 4 were using the
Siemens methods; the rest were using zinc-lead. I only brought
this forward to refute the very broad statement made by Mr Durant
that there was practically no loss in the extractor box or in the
subsequent handling of the lead and by-products. There seems to be
a disposition on the part of Mr Durant and others" to question every
. ngure and every statement we put before them. I cannot protest
against this line of conduct too strongly, for I cannot admit for a
moment that we have a single man,running a cyanide plant for the
Rand Mines who would be so me'an and so dishonest as to juggle
with assays or tonnages in the way these gentlemen insinuate, and
further, that if one did so that he would not retain his billet five
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Mr Zerener took the remark I
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literally, for as he very ably pointed out, they are closely connected.
I should have said that since the theoretical extraction was about the
same as when we used the Siemens-Halske process the great question before us was the precipitation of the gold after it had been
dissolved.
NoW we come to Mr Bettel's contribution. When he rose to
address the meeting, I had great hopes' of hearing a scientific statement of facts, but my expectations were shattered, as yours must
have been; for, instead, we heard a great deal of abuse and very
little argument. In the first part of his paper he tried to prove he is
the father of the zinc-lead process, and he states there is nothing new
ill the paper I read before you. This I most emphatically deny, for
it is the first time in the history of metallurgical operations that the
precipitation of gold from a slimes plant was carried on commercially
for so long' a period of time on so large a scale and with such successful results by the use of a zinc-lead process. Now, gentlemen, let us
consider Mr Bettel's claim in an unbiassed and fair way, and see
whether or no he deserves all the honour and glory he claims to be
his due. He tells us that. in the Star of January 1 or 2, 1895,
we will find a description of his process. Why did he not give us
this report in his paper ~ It would have saved me the trouble of
looking up the back files of the Star. However, I did hunt up
these papers; there was no Star on January 1 (anyhow it was not.
filed at the Star office). On January 2; there appears an account
of the gala day on the opening of the Primrose Mill, but absolutely
no mention of anything Mr Bettel may have said. I am prepared to·
allow that Mr Bettel may have stumbled across something like this in
the course of some experiment, but he can hardly expect us to believe
that had he actually struck this process, as I laid it before you, he
would not have dropped it and buried it, after treating 99 tons of
slimes; for the method I described, is so efficient and simple·
(kindergarten if you like), that he would certainly not have wasted
any more time by trying to "crystallise it into something else."
With your permission I would like to read you the description of his.
process as published in the Mining Journal; it will not take five
minutes. It appears in the issue of November 24, 1894.
"For a long time past, Mr Bettel has been engaged, during his
spare time, in investigating the difficulties connected with the loss of
gold passing away in the water, his object being to discover a method
by which these fine particles could be economically dealt with, anci
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the gold recovered. The first trouble was to catch the hare, i.e. the
slimes. 'The difficulty (of s!}ttling the slimes) has been thoroughly
-overcome by Mr Bettel, as a visit to the small experimental plant at
the New Primrose will prove. By the use of a cheap chemical
agent, the slimes of a 100-stamp mill passing away from the inter_
mediate settling vats are successfully precipitated, in a reservoir or
tank, 30 feet square and 8 or 10 feet deep. The chemical is at
present mix~d in sm~ll quantities while passing through the body of
a truck, and the effect is to immediately cause the agglomeration of
the particles, and their rapid precipitation in the reservoir.
" It may be stated, in order to meet possible objections, that the
agent used by Mr Bettel is cheap, the small quantity used per ton
costing about !d., and it can be got in quantity. Its effect on plate
amalgamation is nil. While in the ·vats it acts in the rlirection of
economy, by preventing the decomposition of cyanide." Mr Bettel
in his criticism on my paper, says: "Mystery always is the hobby~
horse of the so-called practical man"; so, gentlemen, it is also with
the so-called theoretical man: Fancy making such a mystery of lime.
To turn to the report: "The solution from the vats "contains about
'03 per cent. of cyanide" (three times the strength we use) "and 12 grs.
of gold per ton. Under the ordinary conditions, with the zinc usually
used, solutions so weak as this, will not be affected in passing
through the boxes, and no precipitation of ,the gold takes place. It
is here again where the chemist has again stepped in and obtained
results before unheard of.
" An ordinary zinc box is used, but the secret lies in keeping the
-zinc shavings clean by the addition of a chemical agent causing strong
voltaic action .
." It is then proved that weak solutions readily part with their
gold. Mr Bettel having obtained an extraction of 90 per cent. from
'016 solution carrying 6 grains of gold to the ton. This is under test
{!onditions." "(Mark you, test conditions). "In practice it is proved
that the products of the induced galvanic action settle on the
shavings and check the regular precipitation of the gold, necessitating
the washing of the zinc every few days. To an outsider this seems
to be the weakest spot in the process, for, though it is the intention
to import a washer which will wash zinc by mechanical means, yet
the constant handling of the shavings certainly detract from the
merits of the process.
"There is every reason to expect, however, that the difficulties
will be overcome, for up to this point there is nothing to prevent the
{!ommercial success of the process, and the end to be gained is too
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. portant for a detail such as this to block the way:" (Mr B.ettel is
llnacticallyanswering his own o~jections.) . "It must be noted that
~~r Bettel does not himself anticipate any trouble in this department,
J nd having already had some experience in the practical'working of
~he process, it may be concluded that he is the best judge. The discovery that, under proper conditions, zinc will l?recipitate a few
(trains of gold from' a ·very weak solution is a very important one,
~nd one which will considerably improve the position of the established
process.,
"
..
"It is not at present thought that the process wIll be sUItable for
small individual companies, as the manipulation of the zinc will
require a high degree of skill" (his process, at anyrate, was not
kindergarten, and suitable to persons of limit~d understanding, as he
says ours is) " and the possession of expensive mechanical appliances.
For this reason it is probable that at first the treatment of the slimes
at Central Customs Works will be necessary. But though it may be .
the case at the outset, it is likely that many improvements will ere
long be effected, and the treatment of slimes will become part of the
regular operations of every individual company."
So ends the article of 24th November 1894.
Mr Bettel did make a speech at the Primrose, but this is the only
reference to it that I can find, Mining Journal, January 5, 1895:" Mr Bettel made an interesting speech on the subject at the New
Primrose on Tuesday, referring to the filter press process, with which
his name is connected. He stated that 98 'per cent. extraction could
be obtained thereby, but that it was only suitable for richer slimes.
He maintained by exciting stronger voltaic, action zinc would precipitate from any dilute solution, and would prove a good competitor
to the electrolytic process.
"Mr Bettel has patented the process receiltly described in our
columns" (that is what' I have just' read to you), "and is sanguine
that it will prove a commercial success." Now, if we are using Mr
Bettel's process, 'which he says is patented; why does he not pull us
up 1 Nothing would be easier. (Mr Bettel-No, it is not patented;
that is a mistake. The reference was to the filter press process and
to provision~l protection obtained for collection of float gold in slimes
by means of lime, which reaction I discovered in 1893.) After the
above I leave it confidently to you to jtidge whether he has a bona
(ide right to either the honour, glory, or the" substantial benefits"
about which he is apparently so sore. The above extracts are the
only ones I could ·find bearing on the subject of Mr Bettel's zinc
process in any newspaper. Why did he not give us a paper on it

"
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here 1 and I cannot find anyone who ever heard of it privately from
Mr Bettel himself! He evidently thinks that the large financial
houses are run more on philanthropic than business lines, insinuating
that they have long awaited this opportunity of conferring "substantial benefits" on Mr Betty. Now, no one knows better than Ml'
Bettel himself that all our mining' men want is a process, or machine,
that will work simply, efficiently, and economically, being quite indifferent as to who places an invention before them; and if Mr Bettel,
or anyone else, comes along with a better one than the "Betty'"
process he need not fear that he will be treated in anything but a
fair, impartial, and business-like way. As an ~nstance of the fairness of at least one financial house, they allowed Mr Bettel to put up.
and run one of his" crystallised" boxes against a lead-zinc box, which
had not the possible advantages of Mr Betty's supervision. The
"crystallised" box did not quite toe the line with the zinc-lead box ;.
there is no electro-zinc box running at that mine now. It would
hardly look that Mr Bettel's electro-zinc box would, really" knock
spots" off anything it came across, as he tersely remarked. The·
question Mr Bettel asks us (and, by the way, Mr Durant repeats,
showing the evils of a bad example), as to whether we "cook" our'
accounts on the Crown Deep, is beneath contempt. All I can say in
regard to this malicious paragraph is that it fits in very well with the·
spirit of the rest of his paper.
Mr Bettel evidently considers himself a "Delphian" 'oracle, for heaccuses us of gathering inspiration from his mighty brain, claiming
we and many others only get our ideas from him. In the interest of
future original workers, it would be well if Mr Bettel would give us
that list" of things he had not done" which Mr Williams asked him
for some four years ago.
In conclusion, I think we ought to congratulate ourselves that we
have come out of this debate without an accident (although at times
it did look threatening), and I.am sure we have all learnt something
from the able way the subject has been debated from both sides.
In closing this paper, I would say that I deprecate the introduction of personal matters into a scientific discussion, but Mr Bettel's
remarks have left me no alternative. As you must admit, he made a
very personal attack on me as an assayer, as well as in my privatecapacity as a member of this scientific Society.
.
The President--The discussion op Mr Carter's paper is now
finished, and we have only to wait for the committee's report, upon
which, of course, no discussion will take place. I think, by Mr
Carter's clever reply, we have been compensated to a certain extent
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for the patience which we have displayed at former meetings in
l'stening to long discussions of a commercial nature. Perhaps there
~ere statements in Mr Carter's reply which were not quite called for,
but I think he must be excused for that, considering that he has
been acting in self-defence.
The President then closed the meeting.

XXIX
THE ANNUAL DINNER
annual dinner of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society Was
held on Saturday night, 8th April, in the large hall of the Freemason's Temple, Johannesburg. Dr Julius Loevy, President of the
Society, occupied the chair. One hundred and ninety-two members
associates, and guests assembled to do honour to the occasion, and
amongst those present were :-Messrs A. W. Ablett, C. Aburrow, G.
Albu, W. T. Anderson, :g. K. Austin, O. Baerecke, P. Barrett, A.
P. Bettel, W. Bettel, E. Boucher, S. W. Bowman, G. Braecke, A.
Brakhan, W. O. Brunton, E. Bucher, J. N. Bulkley, Capt. Burmester,
D. V. Burnett, B. P. Carter, G. Carter, T. L. Carter, E. Clarke, J. R.
Cowell, A. F. Cro~se, R. Curnow, G. A. Denny, H. S. Denny, D.
Dorffel, W. R. Dowling, T. Dunn, A. Epler, J. E. Evans, S. Evans,
Dr Exton (Geological Society), G. I. Fitzpatrick, R. E. Fletcher, Dr
Garny, P. Gerlich, A. von Gernet, A. R. Goldring, K. L. Graham,
Alderman Graumann, Alderman Hancock, S. Hancock, James Hay,
F. Hellman, H. Hellman, H. Hill, X. Hoffer, R. M. Holgate, H. C.
Hull, H. Iselin, Capt. James, A. R. Jenkins, S. J. Jennings, J. H.
Johns (Association of Mine Managers), Dr Johnson, E. H. Johnson,
D. S. Johnston, H. Jones, Dr Kanin, R. L. Kerr, J. W. Kirkland
(Electrical Engineers), B. Kitzingel', G. Koenigsberg, Dr F. E. T.
Krause, Dr P. Krause, J. W. Leonard, A. Levy, Dr Macaulay, J. Mackenzie, Dr Mangold, A. Mennie, J. L. van der Merwe, H. 'V. Miller
(Association of Engineers), W. F. Monypenny, .J. Morris, P. T. B.
Morrisby, F. Mosenthal, J. H. Munnik (Acting State Mining Engineer),
J. J. McDowell, A. McNaughtan, D. F. W. Nass, R. Owen, R. J.
Pakeman, J. Paull, S. H. Pearce, J. W. Peirson (Inst. Accountants and
Auditors), H. T. Pitt, - Prior, W. M. Prout, R. Raine, H. C. Riley,
G. Rouliot, Dr J. Schlesinger, J. G. Schultze, Dr Schulz, R. W.
Schumacher, L. I. Seymour, G. Sonn, H. Stephan, A. W. Stockett,
G. D. Stonestreet, Dr Strachan, S. Sykes, H. K. Taylor, J. F.
Thomas, G. H. Thurston (Association of Mechanical Engineers), M.
Torrente, T. Tregaskis, W. Versfi~ld, J. Z. de Villiers (Burgomaster), M. Wagner, H. Warren, F. L. Webster, R. F. J. Weeks,
A. Wilkinson, D. J. Williams, H. V. Williams, J. R. Williams,
R. M. Wood, and Frederick Rowland (Secretary).
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Letters of regret were. received from Messrs Conyngham Greene,
N. J. Scholtz, ~. C. Jamles.on, :'rof. Lawn, T.
Leg~ett, E. Birkenth F. Eckstelll, A. Mackie Niven, J. G. Hamilton, Hon. Chandos
~a;hope, F. W. Reitz, B. J. Kleynhans (Minister of Mines), F.
Raleigh, E. Lippert, J. G. van Elde (Netherlands Consul), Capt. Von
Brandis, Dr Schmitz Dumont, Dr Frood (Medical Society), Dr Hahn,
J. Dale Lace, P. C. Baerveldt (Belgian Consul). ,

:s;.

"OUR GUESTS"

The President, in proposing the toast" Our Guests," said :-GentleDlen, about two thousand years ago, a learned gentleman, living in
Como, of the name of Plinius, expressed the opinion that Africa is
the land of surprises. I am sure we all agree with him, especially as
far as South Africa is, concerned. Fortunately, however, there are
different kinds of surprises, viz. disagreeable ones and agreeable ones.
Speaking personally, I must say that I have had a great deal of disagreeable surprises in this country, but to-night I am' happy to say, I
am the victim of a surprise of a most agreeable nature. The stateDlent sounds rather mysterious and requires an explanation, and I am
only too pleased to give it to you. When, about twelve months ago I
had, as the Vice-President of this Society, the honour of addressing at
our allnual dinner an assembly as illustrious and representative as the
one here to-night, I was almost overpowered by the magnitude of the
function, and I timidly expressed the fear that to all appearances our
Society had arrived at its summit, and that any allnual dinner we
were going to have would be qualitatively and quantitatively inferio'r
to the one we had last year. That was my theory. But theories,
happily or unhappily as the case may be, do not always agree with
practice, even not in gold extraction, and, although as a chemist I
have often been annoyed by practical results not being in accordance
with theories, I can assure you that to-night it is a great satisfaction
and pleasure to me that the theory advanced by me at our last annual
dinner has been proved to be utterly wrong, and not in any way
confirmed by practical results. After one year's work the members
and associates of our Society have assembled here again to enjoy
themselves j ,they have come here to banish from their minds for a
couple of hours all about ounces, pennyweights, and grains, all theoretical and practical extraction, all slimes and residues, and to devote
this evening entirely to a recovery, totally different from that final
recovery which so often troubles the mind of the metallurgist. Again,
like last year, we have the great satisfaction of seeing a large number
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of guests who havA kindly responded to our invitation, and who, by
gathering round our board are honouring us and giving evidence of
their sympathy with our ·Society. On behalf of our Society I have
pleasure in tendering to our guests a hearty welcome, and our thanks
for having come here to-night. We fully appreciate the honour
conferred upon us by these gentlemen, whom I might call the elite of
the Witwatersrand, and consequently the elite of South Africa, and I
will assure them that the honour they are doing us, although making
us truly proud, will not produce any haughty spirit in us. On the
contrary, it will be an encouragement to us to continue to try to do.
good work as we have been trying to do in the past, and to continue
to identify our interests with those of the industry of this country..
With this a8surance I call upon my fellow members and associates
to drink with me the very good health of our guests.
The toast was drunk with musical honours.
lVIr J. Emrys- Evans (British Vice-Consul), said:-lVIr President, I
thank you, on behalf of the visitors here this evening, for the very
kind manner in which you proposed our health, and you, the
members and' associates of the Society, for the more than cordial
manner in which you responded to the toast. I very much regret.
that. the duty of responding to this toast was placed in my hands,.
because I see around this board men who are infinitely more qualified
to fulfil that duty than I am. I am sure I am voicing the sentiments.
of all who are here with me when I gay that we feel highly honoured
in being asked to be here as guests of a Society of distinguished men,.
who are devoting themselves to the study of metallurgy in the
interests of the world; men who have contributed in a very great.
degree to the success of the industry, and by their efforts I feel sure·
that, in the course of time, we will be able to take the maximum
quantity of gold from the ore. r will not keep you any longer,.
because I am to be succeeded by Mr Seymour, whom r might call
.our American brother. I close my remarks by again thanking you·
for the very kind and cordial manner in which you responded to the
toast.
Mr L. I. Seymour-Mr Chairman and Gentlemen, it is a great.
pleasure for me to be here to-night, and together with my illustrious.
confr/we I must pay a tribute to the scientific work of your Society.
.r regret that he has thrown the burden of. the toast on my shoulders,
and knowing his forensic abilities so ,well, r feel that he has been
playing it low to-night. Why I have/been selected to respond to a
toast at a gathering of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society r donot know. My researches in that direction have been limited to-
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acetylene gas. However, it behoves us as guetts to thank you very
heartily, to the end th~t .we may a~tain not on your present delightful experience, but a sImilar experlence next year. y! e ~hould like
t be enlightened by some of your usual conversatlOn III technical
~scussions, and then perhaps we should resort outside for a few
minutes. I think we should' extend this toast. I see Mr De Villiers,
whose forensic abilities, and powers of dealing with the members of
the Town Council entitle him to a high place in toast-making; I see
representatives of financial houses here, and I see even a doctor here.
Mr Evans has referred in his usual brotherly and frank way to the
good feeling which exists between Americans and British people, and
if they were all such good fellows as MrEvans is we would have no
trouble at all. There are representatives of different nationalities
here to-night, and probably in the Standard and Diggers News in
the morning we will be told there is nothing in it. They will be
able to settle a State Question, and therefore we will be twenty-four
hours ahead of the world. The exercise of a little brotherly love
would settle any of these questions. I suggest that you chemical
gentlemen should settle them by cyanide, and we will settle them by
another agency which has a much greater reaction. As to the other
.guests, I see Mr Albu looking intently, waiting for his turn,' ~ir
James Hay, the' late President of the Chamber of Mines, Mr Van
.der Merwe, who can enlighten us on the several questions about
fencing, and other things about deep levels. There are many other
gentlemen waiting to speak, and I will close my remarks by thanking you on behalf of the guests. We wish you good luck, and we
hope we will be invited next year.
The President-Gentlemen, I rise to thank Mr Evans and Mr
Seymour for the kind way in which they have referred to our
Society, and to thank our other guests for the kind way in which
they have received those remarks. It has always been interesting to
me to try to establish analogies between the behaviour of chemical
elements and human life. In trying to do so to-nIght my attention
is directed to a property which is characteristic of certain chemical
elements, and which is called catalytical power. I do not intend to
waste our valuable time by giving a lecture on theoretical chemistry
but I think afew words will be sufficient to explain what I mea~:
In chemistry we sayan element is displaying catalytical action if that
element, whilst remaining for itself unchanged, neutral, and indepen~
dent, causes other elements with antipodal qualities to combine and
to form a harmonious combination. Let us suppose we have got
three, four, or more chemical elements which, owing to their anti,
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podal qualities, we cannot get to combine by any physical or
chemical action ;' we bring those elements into contact with another
element possessing, catalytical action, and the former elements will
combine at once and form a harmonious combination, whilst the
element which, owing to its catalytical power, produced this combina_
tion, remains unchanged and neutral. An analo~cal process, -1 think
we can observe here to-night. Here we have the various representa~
ti ve elements of the Witwatersrand, sometinies with very marked
antipodal qualities which will not allow them to form a harmonious
combination. We bring them into contact with the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society, and at once they combine smoothly and
quickly and form the very harmonious combination which We see
here to-night, whilst the element-our Society-producing this
combination remains unchanged and neutral. Whether or not this
combination is stable, or how long it is going to last, 1 am, of course
unable to say, but 1 trust it will last until midnight. In view of thi~
. harmonious combination, involuntary the question must arise: Are
we, the ,Chel.llical and Metallurgical Society, deserving of the great
sympathy and honour which is conferred upon us in such a marked
manner by the elite of the Witwatersrand ~
As the President of this Society 1 am certainly not a fit person to
answer this question, for would 1 try to do so 1 would have to go in
for some self-glorification-I do not mean of my own, but of the
Society as a whole-and 1 should have to depart considerably from the
principle of modesty which is sometimes considered so important in
human life. However, it appears to me that authorities are rather
divided in their opinions on modesty, and to quote two very extreme
instances, 1 will refer on the one 'side to that detestable person Uriah
Heep, of Charles Dickens, who has made modesty and humbleness
the object of his 'life, and on the other side 1 will quote a German
prove'rb, which says :'
" Bescheidenheit ist eine Zier
Doch weiter kommt man ohne ihr."

Which means in English: Modesty may be a laudable virtue, but be
sure 'you can do better without it. 'I must say that 1 do not agree
with either of these extreme instances, but 1 think that, like in many
cases, the truth is between the two, and that the best would be to
choose the golden middle way. The safest way to settle 'the question
would undoubtedly be to make-true·to our profession-an analysis
of our Society. Now, it must not be forgotten 'that the Chemical
and Metallurgical Society is an organic body, and a rather refractory
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too and an analysis of such a body might meet with unsur' dIfficultIes.
.
.
Considermg,
. .
ab1e
however,
t h at I .have '
had the
IlIOllnt
.
.
advantage o.f being co~ne~ted with the Society since the first day of
.t existence, and considerlllg also 'that for the last year I have had
~: opportunity to study. its qualities from the preside~tia~ cha~r,
hich I might call a kmd of an observatory, I feel Justified m
~bmitting to you the result of my analysis, without wishin~to
uarantee its absolute correctness. As the result of my analysIs I
~nd our Society to consist of : one,

Intellectual faculties, diligence, self-confidence,
and independence
85 per cent.
1
Undeterminable matter
".
14
Fighting spirit

"
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Making a total of

100 per cent.

Basing my conclusions on these results, 'I think I am justified in
saying that our Society deserves the honour conferred upon it to-night
by our distinguished guests to the extent of 85 per cent., leaving a
balance to our debit of 15 per cent.
In concluding my remarks, for the prolixity of which I feel it my
duty to apologise, I wish to assure: you that it will be "our earnest
endeavour to makeup this debit balance of 15 per cent. in order to
appear before you at ow next annual dinner with a clean balancesheet, showing no balance to our debit. It is not my intention to
annoy you with figures, but the Secretary just reminds me' that
I had asked him for some figures regarding the development of our
Society. He has given me these figures, and I am sorry I have
mislaid them. But I can tell you from memory that our total
membership is 507.
Mr H. C. Hull-Decim:al ~
The President-507 decimal nothing; against 87 in 1896,
Amongst our members are such prominent representatives of natural
sciences as Sir William Croqkes, London; Professor Von Oettingen,
Leipzig; Professor De Wilde, Brussels, and many others. And a
cosmopolitan character we can also claim for our Society, for we
have members _and associates in all parts of the world: in South
Africa, England, Germany, France, Belgium, Holland, India, Australia,
America, British Columbia, and Mexico. Speaking about Professor
Von Oettiugen, who has been so ably lecturing before our Society
on the theory of -dissociation, I must express my great regret that
this gentleman is not hereto-night. Had he been here, I feel sure
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he would have to admit that the theory of dissocia~i~n cannot be
applied to our Society, and that a theory of· association would be
much nearer the mark as far as our Society is ~oilcerned. But like.
wise the opponents of the dissociation theory present here to·night
will have to admit that the hydrate theory-which means water
theory-does not apply to our Society either, considering that frolll
a look on the tables in front of us we must come to the conclusion
that water is at a premium at our annual dinners.
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Mr A. von Gernet (Vice-President) proposed the toast of the
Mining Industry, as follows :-Mr President and Gentlemen, in
proposing, to-night, the toast of the Mining Industry, I feel proud of
the honour thus granted me. The marvellous development of our
Gold Mining Industry is well known to everybody; and it has
recently been placed on record by figures and' statements, at the
annual meeting of our Chamber of Mines. We need not, therefore,
.emphasise the fact, but I would like to touch upon one point,
.concerning a question 'put to me last year, at the Mining Department
.of the Russian Government, viz. : "How is it that the Gold Industry
makes such rapid progress in South Africa, while other countries,
:and particularly Russia, cannot follow suit ~" In reply I argued as
follows: In the first instance there are no reefs known, either in
Russia or in any other country, which can be compared with the reefs
·of the Witwatersrand, which represent, according to Mr Hellman,
more a mathematical than a mining proposition-and, even should
equal reefs be found, there are not the same facilities for working
them as there are with us. Until a few years ago, 90 per cent. of
the gold produced in Russia was obtained from alluvial diggings,
and reefs carrying less thlm an ounc·e of gold per ton were considered
unpayable. For this many reasons may be given-and, for instance,
I may mention the difficulties with the climate. The long and
'hard winter in Russia causes the stoppage of all surface work;
.although, frequently, river beds are dug out below the ice, and
.stored on the river banks for subsequent treatment. It has been
discussed at a meeting of our Society whether the cold in the
winter influences the cyanide extra,ction; in Russia they have to
,shut down the cyanide works entirely, to obviate the use of
.dynamite, for discharging the frozen solid tanks; the batteries are
likewise closed-unless situated on a'big river-when exhaust steam

Labour in Russia
. used to warm the water.

Compared with other mmmg countries,

~~e railway freight in South Africa is. high, ?~t th~t is better than
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having no railway at al.I. The last mme I vls~ted, m t~e S.W. part
of Siberia, was 4,000 mIles from the neare"t raIl way statIOn, and 100
from the nearest telegraph office. There, one has to use horses,
which can be purchased for a £1 or £2 a piece, or can be hired for a
penny a mile. By this means the cost of travelling is really Rot
much more expensive than travelling by South African trains. The
transport, however, of heavy machinery is a slow and expensive
business. Native labour is, on the other hand, cheap in Russia,
being about Is. per day in summer, and 6d. in winter. Whilst
.sober, the RUf;sian workman is all right, but, unfortunately, he does
not maintain his efficiency on or between holidays, of which he has
two or three a week. I do not intend to go into any further details,
but I merely mention these facts to show that there are other places
in the world not equally blessed as we are with the facilities, not
.only natural, but also those resulting from the concentration of a large
jndustry in a small area. The rapid development of mining and
metallurgy which has taken place in this country can likewise be
attributed to the fact that almost all nationalities are represented on
these fields, who are introducing the methods and science of their
own home countries to our mutual benefit. Improvements are not
kept secret, but they become public, and joint effort and combined
.skill lead to success. I now call upon you, gentlemen, to join me m
-drinking long life and prosperity to the Mining Industry.
The toast was drunk with musical honours.
The President-I have now great pleasure in calling upon our
Honorary Vice-President, Mr George Rouliot, to respond to the toast
of the Mining Industry.

MR ROULIOT's RESPONSE

Mr G. Rouliot, who was received with cheers on rlsmg to reply,
said-Mr President, Mr Von Gernet, and Gentlemen, I have to
thank you for the kind manner in which you proposed and responded
to the toast of the Mining Industry. It is a toast which is easily
replied to, and I could keep you here for a long time quoting figures
and reciting figures. But do not be frightened; I am not going to
do it. All of you who have, since the beginning of the year, read the
speeches which have been delivered at the Chamber of Mines, or at
the annual meetings of certain companies must be saturated with
2s
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figures. It is sufficient for me to record "the fact that this country,
and I may say the Witwatersrand di~trict alone, has become the
first gold producer in the" world. This,. gentlemen, is a sUcce8S
unparalleled in the history of the world. If you rem em ber, only
thirteen years ago the Rand was only bare veld, a place far away
from any populous centre, and unconnected by railway with any of
the ports. To-day it is the most flourishing goldfield in the world.
And not only are we not dependent on the old goldfields for advice
but anyone connected with science or mining elsewhere can com~
here and learn something. This, gentlemen, could only have been
attained by the const.ant efforts and unceasing researches of scientific
men, and in this connection I do not think I can say too much about
the excellent work done by a society such as yours, and by every
one of you individually, for the benefit of science and the mining
industry. The position of your Society reminds me of what takes
place when there is a successful campaign anywhere. The name of
the victorious general is fiashed all over the world, and is known
But people are apt to forget that, however well
everywhere.
prepared his plans may have been, he would not have achieved
victory if he were not ably seconded by those who have inferior
commands. Here it is the same thing.
However clever, and
however thoughtful, those responsible for the establishment and
control of the mines may have been, they would never have been
able to lay before the worid such a record as w~ have done if they
had not bee"n backed up by all those who hold secondary control in
the management of the mines; and that is why it gives me grpat
pleasure to-day to publicly acknowledge the immense services which
have been' rendered to the industry by your Society and by everyone
of you. The mining industry being the ~taple industry of this
country, and having been the cause of the rapid development of the
South African RepUblic, enabling the country to hold the rank it
does among nations, every question that affects it is evidently a
question of public interest and concern for everyone living, or having
an interest in this State. The past history is one of which we can
all be proud. As to the future, I can say it is full of promise, and
we look to you, gentlemen, to extract the last bit of gold out of any
one ton of rock that will be hoisted out of the mines. So I may
safely say that we have now attained the proud position of being the
first gold producer in the world. /And not only will we maintain
the position, but we shall increase the lead we have of others in that
direction.
Such a position as the industry has now attained entails corre-
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nding obligations, and I can assure you the mining people are
spo to it.. They fully recogmse
. the mora1. calm
1· t h a~ every section
alive
of the community which has helped to build this place and develop
·t I·ndustry, have to their support. On a recent 'occasion I quoted
I S .
.
yOU figures, and I showed that the claim wa~ .not dlsrega~ded.
The
ficru res which I quoted proved that the mInIng compames of the
R~nd, by wages paid to their employees and purchases !llade in local
stores, put into circulation a sum of not less than nine millions
sterling annually, without reckoning another million paid for
explosives. The mining industry is only too anxious to see honest,'
legitimate trade prosper; but, on the other hand, we are bound to
take every precaution to protect ourselves against illicit liquor
selling and amalgam stealing, which cause so much harm. We are
also opposed to monopolies and concessIons, which, while they
hamper the' growth of honest trade, do not develop any of the
resources of the country, and serve only to' enrich the few chosen
individuals, without any corresponding benefit to the State or the
community in' general. Of course such a policy lays us open' to
attacks from many quarters.
Those who are interested, or aspire to
become interested in monopolies or conceRsions, and those who are in
any of the illicit trades, constantly attack the minos' under cover of
the anti-capitalist campaign, or the anti-compoud cry.
Well,
gentlemen, some of those people simply say: "We want a share of
the profits realised by the mines." It is very' easy for them to get
that; they have' only to become shareholders. But they do not
mean it in that way. They simply say: "Now that the battle is
won we want a share of the profits"; and they forget that so long as
any risks were to be run, they were not there. They did not participate in the risks, and they simply want to participate in the profits,
which is absolutely in keeping with the ideas of those interested in
monopolies and concessions, which cost so little to obtain, and which
bring such enormous profits. As an instance, take one of the latest
concessions-the sewerage concession for this town. It costs only
the trouble of asking for it, and if it were carried out it would mean
an annual profit of £100,000 to the owner.
As I have said before, the mining people are only too anxious to
see everybody thrive and prosper, and in all their dealings they are
only too careful not to sacrifice others in order to get something for
themselves. I will give you only one instance, and that is the
negotiations which have recently taken place here, the details of
which became public property. I would not have spoken on the
subject were it not that the papers have published certain documents,
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because when some of us were approached, the first condition that
was made was that these negotiations should remain secret. We did
not like this idea, because the solution of such important questions
affecting so many people, ought to be laid before those directl;
affected, who are the only ones entitled to speak on the subject.
Still, as the condition was insisted upon we bowed to it, and I can
assure you, gentlemen, that we have kept our word, and that if any
documents, which were meant to remain private, have seen the light
of day, we are in no way responsible for it. I am glad to say for
once, we, the mining people, are in complete 'accord. with the organ
of monopolists and concessionaires. Speaking of us as self-elected
champions, the Standard and Diggers' News says: "The reasons
must surely be very great to account for the presumption of two or
three members of a financial group arrogating to themselves the right
of representing the lives and liberties of a large community like that
of Johannesburg. Who gave princes of the purse authority to go to
Pretoria and speak in the name of representatives of the British race
resident here 1 But there is one thing this town is independent
enough to insist on-tbe right to select its own delegates and to
protest against its grievances, whatever they are, being used in a
species of barter to increase the riches of millionaires." And again:
" It would be infinitely better for the public and the Government to
settle any differences they may have without intermediaries." This,
gentlemen, is the opinion of the Government organ, and I must say
it is perfectly right, and absolutely reflects our opinion. The position
in which we were placed was not one of our choosing. We did not
constitute ourselves as champions of anybody; nor did we deem that
we were elected to speak on behalf of the whole community. We
were simply selected by some Government members to discuss with
them the possible settlement of pending questions. A certain programme was laid before us to be either adopted or rejected as a
whole. As one of the parts of the programme, and the most
important one, dealt with the franchise, we held the views which our
friend, the Standm"d and Diggers' News says are the right ones, and
we said we were not qualified to speak on the subject, and that the
matter ought to be laid before those who are directly affected, and
who are the only ones entitled to finally dispose of the question.
To put it in a nut-shell, the position was this: We were asked to
agree to the settlement of certain questions, to abandon certain contentions, to give the Government our support on certain questions,
and to declare ourselves satisfied with the franchise proposals, as you
pave heard them explained by the State President. Our position
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was made difficult by th~ Governm~nt mixing up economic questions,
which only affect the mmes as busmesses, and .upon which we were
competent to speak, with questions of a political nature, which we
could not discuss, and which we could not claim to discuss. We
wefe anxious to secure administrative, financial, and economic
feform s ; but, on the other hand, we could not venture to barter
away, Of even prejudice, the rights and liberties of any other section
of the community. Noone claimed to be appointed by anyone to
speak on his behalf, and no one claimed to represent anybody but
himself; and the documents which have been published are signed
only by those whom the Government found fit to consult, and they
express only the views of those gentlemen· on the points which have
been submitted to them.
Now, what the mining people want here
is peace and contentment, so that everyone of us can follow his own
avocation in peace for his own benefit, and that of the country in
(feneral; and in that direction I can assure you that the mining
~eople will be only too willing at any time to lend their help, either
to the Government or to the community, in coming to a settlement
of differences. As the basis of the settlement which was proposed to
us rested o~ the francbise question, we said: "Lay it before the
people, and let them decide finally, and if any solution can be arrived
at wbich will be satisfactory to the community as a whole, we, on
our own side, will not be found wanting." We will be prepared to
recommenu any heavy sacrifice which may be required, in order to
consolidate the friendly relations which will then be established, and
also to do what we can to promote the welfare and prosperity of all.

MR GEORGE ALBU'S SPEECH

Mr George Albu-Mr President and Gentlemen, I feel highly
flattered at the way you have called my name, and I cannot say I do
not care a "continental damn" that you have done so. I really do
not know, after the very able speech made by Mr Rouliot on behalf
of the mining industry, wbat to say in thanking you for the kind
manner in which you have drunk the toast. I really do not see
what is left for me. The Vice-President, in his speech, referred to
the conditions prevailing in Russia, but you see, gentlemen, in Russia,
where they do not get these extractions, and where their mining
industry is not going ahead the way ours is, they have got no
Uitlanders. You see, gentlemen, the Uitlanders in this country can
grasp any position and any condition. They are a very grasping lot.
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,but you have not got them in Russia. They have, very likely, a
more liberal Government in Russia, but in Russia they have not got
.the conglomerates which we have on the Witwatersrand, and which
go 10, ] 5, and 20 dwts. to the ounce-I mean ton. But without the
ardent help of this very worthy Society, the Chemical and Metal_
·lurgical Society, we would not be able to progress as well as we are
doing. Gentlemen, in this' country if is now a quarter past eleven,
and there are several more speeches. You see. it.is possible for the
Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce to move the time backwards
or forwards, just as it suits his purpose, but this is not possible for
our Chairman. As there are many more speeches which you must
listen to at this grand dinner which we have enjoyed to-night, I
think I had better sit down, and all I can do is to hope that when
:we . meet again next year the lllem bership of this Society will be
increased by double. GentlAmen, on behalf of the mining industry,
let me thank you for the kindness with which you have drunk to its
prosperity.
The President--Gentlemen, 1 am sure we have been listening with
the greatest interest to the very able, 1 might say promi!lent, speech
of Mr Rouliot and· to the one of Mr Albu.· These speeches are now
jaits accomplis, but in o~der to remove any misapprehension, especially
considering that there arel'epresentatives of the Government here
to-night, 1 think it my duty to point out, as the President of this
Society, that in 'our meetings we have always considered that political
matters have got nothing to:do with our Society, which is a technical
and scientific one. On this point we all agree; but that does not
mean that 1 would say that the able speech of Mr Rouliot, who has
enlightened us upon so many interesting points, has been uncalled
for; on the contrary, we all thank him very much for it, and 1 alll
sme we will all agree that it does not in any way interfere with the
principles of our Society, for, after all, we only get such political
speeches once a year as a maximum, and there is no danger in them.
1 know that ,amongst our guests the're are several prominent representatives of the bar-lawyers, 1 mean-and considering ,that some
of these gentlemen have lately been devoting a great deal of time to
the study of a rather obscure chapter of organic chemistry-(A
Voice-PtomaInes !)':""'1 am sure it would be very interesting to all of
us to hear one of these gentlemen express his opinion either on the
'mining ,industry or on chemistry, or, on some subject of general
jnterest. 1 feel sure I am only voici~g the opinion of those present
if I call upon'Mr Leonard to say ·something.
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Mr J. W. Leonard, Q.C.-NIr President, Nir Vice-President, and
Gentlemen, I can only suppose that I have been called upon to speak
to-night upon the assumption that I have always got a b~ief. My
throat is very sore, because a scientific gentleman has been injecting
cocaine into it. I do not know anything about the mining industry,
or about any industry in particular. I do not care much about it,
and after what has been said by Mr Rouliot and Mr Albu, and by
other gentlemen here to-night, there is absolutely nothing in my brief
that I can speak to. But there is one thing I can do-1 can pay
homage to the great work of science. There is a gentleman who
recently, in his own words, escaped from the jaws of death, who put
the sentiment which is in my mind into verse. He said;"Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet,
Till Earth and Sky stand presently at God's great judgment seat;
But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,
When two strong men stand face to face, tho' they come from the ends of the
Earth."

Now, to-night, as the musicians say, transposing the note, I see
before me the representatives of the big race who have the big
affinity of which our President spoke, that affinity which gives the
true learning, which means the grasping of the secrets of Nature; I
see before me the strong men of the ~orld of science, who are hand
to haI\d in grips with the world of Nature-the chemists and metallurgists, and, I daresay, scientific men who represent other branches
of science, the 'men who are advancing the true cause of the truest
knowledge that man can have. There was a big Englishman once,
who died all too young-Buckle. I suppose most of you have heard
of him or rea:d him. He wrote three volumes as an introduction to
the history of civilisation. I read that book as a boy, and one
sentence in it impressed me. He said that in the realm of ethics, in
all that concerned the association of man and man, in all that we
understand by the word morality, mankind has made no progress at
all from the day of Plato, and as far back from Plato as history
traces. He said the true conquests which man had made were made
over Nature; I remembered that phrase, and tried in my own small
way to learn of the, immense law indicated in that phrase in everything I read, and the older I have got, with much knowledge of
humanity, I have become more and more deeply impressed by the
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great truth which is conveyed to a young thinker when we talk of
the triumphs of science, the triumphs of man in his battle with
Nature, which makes' for progress. All the progress we have made
has been made in contact with Nature. I see arourid me here
veterans of science like my friend Dr Loevy and others whom I
could name, and I see around me the young, eager faces of those
engaged in the battle with the silent forces of Nature, taking Nature's
secrets out of Nature, and utilising Nature for man's purposes.
It is there that I see the progress of mankind. It is there that
I see the promise of the dissipation of the myths, the ridiculous
precepts, the superstitions,and the phantasies which have been
intoxicating the mind of mankind. It is thus that I welcome the
opportunity to pay my homage to the old and the young, to the
veterans and the boys who are fighting the upside down, the inside
out fight w~th the great enemy, the enemy that holds its secrets so
tightly, the enemy that will not give up its secrets unless they are
forced from its stronghold, the enemy that we have to fight-Nature.
I welcome the realm of science. I love it, and I love it because it is
the one great element that will destroy all national, all racial, and all
other differences. Till the war-drum throbs no longer, and till all
mankind are united in the one true knowledge-the knowledge of
Nature.
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

The President--Gentlemen, I would like to propose a toast in
which I am sure everyone of' you will join me with pleasure. We
have the pleasure of seeing here to-night two representatives of the
Government. The one is attending to a certain extent to the townspeople's welfare, and the other to the welfare of the mining industry.
The former gentleman is our worthy Burgomaster, Mr De Villiers,
and the other gentleman is our worthy Mining Commissioner, Mr
Van der Merwe. I call upon you to drink to the health of the twoGovernment representatives, Mr De Villiers and Mr Van der Merwe.
The toast was heartily received.
The Burgomaster-Mr President and Gentlemen, it is rather late
and the time is short, but I see I am forced to say something now.
The President has said that we, the guests, have conferred a great
honour on the members of the Chel11ical and Metalllirgical Society.
I think it is just the reverse. I think it a great honour to the guests
to be invited here this evening by the members of the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society. If we can honour it with our presence, it is ~
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very little, because this Society has done mqre good to the
very,
A .
Witwatersrand and the whole
the South fncan . Republic than,
my knowledge, any other l:!Oclety has done. Ibeheve the mining
~o dustry is more or less dependent on this Society, and I also believe,
Mr Rouliot has said. that the mining industry will do whatever it
:an for the prosperity of the Society. We all wish it success, and I,
for my part, hope that I may be spared for many years more to be
resent at its social gatherings, and that I will have the opportunity
~f enjoying myself as I have done this evening. 'We all live in
Johannesburg, and we all like to see the mining industry go ahead.
We all know that the gold mining industry is at the present moment
the staple industry of the country, and I think we ought individually
and collectively, to co-operate to promote its welfare. I know Mr
Van der Merwe will more suitably respond because he knows far
more than I do about the mining industry, and conslJquently I leave
it in his hands. I thank you very much for'the honour you have
done me.
Mr Van der Merwe-Mr President and Gentlemen, I did not
expect that I should be callfld upon to make a speech, and I, do not
intend to make a speech at this late hour. I can assure you that I
am exceedingly pleased to be here to-night, and that I consider it an'
honour to be present at a gathering like this. I will not inflict upon
you my experiences as Mining Commissioner since 1885. If I had
that silver tongue of my friend Mr Leonard I would be able to put
them in a very nice picture before you in a very short time, but as I
am not gifted in that way I will not attempt it at this moment. I
will only before sitting down refer to one thing that Mr Rouliot said
-that we all want peace and contentment. And it is in our power
-it is in the power of everyone here in eJ ohannesburg-to attain
these, and I think that if we join hands together we can easily
achieve that end, and all these agitations and everything of that kind
will be no more. I do not think that I will keep you any longer. I
would only thank you again heartily for the manner in which you
have proposed our health, and I can assure you it has been to me a
great pleasure to be here to-night.

0:

1:

KINDRED SOCIETIES

Mr W. Bettel-It affords me much pleasure to propose the next
toast of the evening, namely, "Kindred Societies." In whatever
part of the world we may be professionally engaged, the scientific
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or technical
worker endeavours to cultivate the society of those of h'IS
.
own profession in order to compare ~otes upon subjects of COllllllon
inte!est, and to disCil,SS problems occurring in wor~ they may be
engaged upon, to their mutual advantage. In thlS manner the
various societies naturally grow, and on the Witwatersrand, the
largest mining camp in the world, such societies flourish, and benefit
the industry, which employ their members in professional capacities.
The most prominent of such societies is "The Association of Mine
Managers," the members of which Society discuss all subjects
connected, even in the remotest degree, with the mining industry
and therefore are interested in the work done by all other societies'
Many of the members of this Association are members and associate~
of our Society, and, I am pleased to say, that suggestions emanating
from us receive most courteous consideration from the Association of
Mine Managers. The Association of Engineers, the Mechanical
Engineers, the Geological Society, and the Electrical Engineers are
also in the van of scientific and technical progress, and we hail them
as fellow workers in the 'development of the riches of this wonderful
country. In this toast I include the" Agricultural Society," which
although not exactly in line with us, is a Society which can benefi~
'by the application of the results of chemical research and by so doing,
render us, as a community, comparatively independent of importa.
tions of food from other countries. I therefore ask you to drink to
the prosperity and welfare of Kindred Societies.
Mr J. H. Johns said he should thank them for including that toast
in the list, and on behalf of the Association of Mine Managers he
thanked them for the way in which they had responded to the toast,
-He could assure them that the Association of Mine Managers appreciated the good work that this Society was doing for the mining
industry. They admired the energy displayed by the members of
the Society, and they admired especially the straightforward and
fearless manner in which they criticised one another. They looked
to the inembers of the Society to help them to effect a further reduction in their working costs, and if, at the end of the year, they could
show a substantial reduction in working costs through the members
of the Society, he had no doubt they would show their appreciation
by taking full credit to themselves and secure a bonus for their shareholders. He trusted they would continue to help them to reduce
their working expenses, and enable ,them to derive more benefit from
their energies. He thanked them once again for coupling the Association of Mine Managers with the toast.
" Mr,H. W. Miller, President of the Association of Engineers, said
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~\[r Johns referred to the benefit that had accrued. to the mining
: dustry from the work and researches of the members of the Chemical
~n d Metallurgical Society, most of whom were directly conneCted
a~th the mining industry, and in that connection he expressed the
w~ h that the Society
would assist to further reduce working costs.
WIS
,
•
•
He differed from hIS fnend Mr Johns, and thought he had omItted
to mention a very important function. They should remember that
nine years ago they had a 1,600-mesh screen, that they took care that
their stamps did not exceed 850 lbs., and that they dropped these
very cautiously. Then 'there rose up a few men like Mr Bettel,
]\ir Williams, Mr Johns, and a few others, who convinced them that
the theories which they then held were erroneous. The result of
their work, research, and investigation had been to enable t~e
industry to make a profit of four and half millions sterling per
annum. He thought they would agree with him that the amount of
money that is now made out of what was formerly considered waste
formed a large part of the profits of the industry to-day-( A Voice:
"Nearly all ")-nearly all, and t~ought the grateful thanks of the
shareholders in the industry were due to the Chemical and Metallurgical Society, which had been the means of increasing the profits
to such a large extent; and he would suggest that in lieu of
j\Ir John's wish that the Society should assist them to reduce their
working costs, they should possibly look to reducing the' residues.
The duty fell upon the members of that Society of reducing" the
residues from the particular point to which they had now got, and~
they looked to them to accomplish this, possibly before their next
banquet, so that they should ultimately increase the extraction from
87 per cent. to 100 per cent. With these few remarks he begged to
thank them on behalf of ·the Association of Engineers.

THE PRESS

Mr E. H. Johnson, in a humorous speech, proposed the toast of
the "Press." He remarll:ed tliat the Society emulated the Press on
one point, and that was in a rigid adherence to the truth.
Mr W. F. Monypenny in responding said-Mr President, Mr
Johnson, and Gentlemen, on behalf of my colleagues and myself .1
beg to thank you for the very kind terms in which you have
proposed the toast, and the company for' the very kind way in which
they have received the toast. I had hoped that the duty of responding to this toast would have· devolved upon a friend and colleague of
mine who was present here this evening-the editor of a paper
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which, if one is to judge fr9m its name, i~ to be the leading paper
not only of Johannesburg, but ~f the entue -Transvaal, and befor
which the heavenly' luminary which has been committed to '" e
'"y
charge must fall in effectual fires-I mean my friend, 1I1:r Pakeman.
or if 1I1:r Pakeman failed ther.e i~ another distin?uished journalis~
present who could have done JustIce to the occasIOn-the editor of
the Journal oj the Chemical and Metallurgical Society, and in that
case, as we have been told that the editor is a committee, we might
have been treated to half a dozen speeches instead of one. As you
all know, my experience of South African journalism has been very
brief, and my qualifications to speak on behalf of my colleagues are
very slender. Perhaps for that very reason, however, I shall be able
to remind them of some of the incidents of our profession here which
strike a newcomer, and which they may be so accustomed to as to
have almost forgotten them. The first thing that strikes one after
coming here is that the return, both in the matter of praise and
blame, is much more immediate than at home. Before one has time
to recover one's breath after one's morning work,-the street is resound.
ing with them. If you step into the club to lunch you are at once
met with praise or criticism of the morning's labours. The natural
politeness of one's friends prompts them to conceal their thoughts,
when these thoughts are unpleasant j but occasionally one has an
opportunity of overhearing conversations not intended for editorial
ears. For instance, a few mornings ago, I overheard a dialogue between
two gentlemen, who were evidently ignorant of my identity. One
asked the other if there was anything in the Star that morning, and
he received the prompt reply that the Star under its new editor was.
publishing greater rot than-what we are in the habit of calling our
morning contemporary. That is one incident of our profession.
Another, which is more exciting, perhaps, than pleasant, is that a
journalist has to perform his duties with the possibility ever before
him of having to make a more speedy than dignified retreat to the
border. However, there are compensations, and the _first is the
extreme kindness and bounteous hospitality, with the desire of every
one to a~i?ist him, which the journalist meets in Johannesburg.
Take, for example, the gathering this evening. At this late hour I
will not detain you any longer. Again, I beg to thank you on
behalf of all my colleagues for your very great kindness, and for the
way in which you have received this toast j and I beg to assure you
that whatever mistakes we ~ay make it will be our constant endeavour to retain the approbation which you have so generously
accorded to us.
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The President then declared the official part of t~e dinner over
, d left the chair. He cordially invited all present to remain and
,l,n n to a few humorous songs with which some of. the mem bers
lIs t e entertain them. Th'IS lllVltatlOn
. . . was h ear"l
·'1y respon ded to by
ftU ld
.
yof the guests and members, and they were well rewarded by
~anexcellency of the musical contributions. Amongst these was an
;, ~de" written and composed by Mr R. E. Fletcher, which is
herew'ith reproduced, with thanks to the gifted poet.

ODE TO THE OHEMICAL AND METALLURGIOAL SOCIETY

By R. E.

FLETCHER
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I will not sing of politics because they are tabooed,
I will not sing a syllable that might be misconstrued,
Nor make no personal remarks, because it would be rude.
I will not sing of dynamite-its better left aloneIts ticklish work to meddle with a precious corner stone,
I'll simply sing a ditty in my liquid baritone.
I'm to sing a song of science, but I fear it will be fudge,
.Of things like" processes" and" tests "-I really am no judge,
And slimes are nothing more to me than ordinary sludge;
But to settle all the sundries you've been passing o'er your plates,
I'll try to make it sedative, with naught that irritates,
Something soft and sweet and soothing, like your chemical debates.
I know but little ehemistry beyond that I can tell
Sulphuric acid mixed with zinc will make an awful smell,
And carbolic, if you get it on your fingers, gives you beans;
I know blue litmus paper in an alkali turns pink,
Or else the other way a bout, the latter now I think,
And cyanide solution makes a most unhealthy drink.
But I've been so busy lately I have had no time to cram,
And it's many years since I scraped through my chemistry exam. ;
Of metallurgy-1 do not know a continental thing,
I'm ignorant on matters of a scientific kind,
But being as a scientist, unqualified and blind,
I can sing to you of science with a quite un biassed mind.
I'll sing of some discoveries that have not yet been madeThe Secretary's after one-he'll fail, though, I'm afraidIt's how to get subscriptions in that memberR havn't paid.
There's another on the carpet, too, as every member knows.
The automatic nigger with the automatic hose.
It's to save the cost of pumping I am given to suppose.

654
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You have two crushing'processes that with each other vie,
And some of you prefer the wet while others like the dry,
And some who shall be nameless say that both are" all my eye" ;
And which one really is the best, I'm sure I do not know,
But think my vote in favour of the wet would surely go
Provided that the wet was made with C2H,O.
Concerning C 2 H,O"to find which brand is best
I fancy I have heard that certain members have professed
Their readiness to make herein a physiologic test.
A brilliant suggestion has just o~curred to me
That this occasion offers them an opportunitee,
And the sanitary ambulance might call at half past three.
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To change the painful subject now, 1 wonder did you spot a
Story of prospectors in the Free State who had got a
Reef of what they stated was the purest terra cotta;
A funny place the Free State is, I know it well of old,
Choke full of indications, but there's very little gold,
And their mines don't get discovered till the property's been sold.
I also heard some people hold a vigorous belief
Explaining why our honest men so seldom catch a thief,
That s'omewhere round the loG.B. Department runs a reef,
That if you sunk a shaft there you would find it come to pass
You wouldn't go so deep before you strnck a mine of brass,
Not patchy like at Rustenburg, but simply in a mass.
There are plenty more discoveries that lend themselves to rhyme,
I'd sing you several verses more, if it were not that I'm
Afraid you'd think me taking up your valuable time,
So I'll bottle up the balance, just expressing my desire
That you'll all go on and prosper like a-say, a house on fire,
And offering my compliments, I will, in short, retire.
NOTE BY THE BARD.-This song requires to be heard to be properly
appreciated, as in the above the "fol-cIe-rol" chorus is omitted to
save 'time and space. Those who did not remain for the concert do
not know what they missed even yet.
R. E. F.
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TilE monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society of
South Africa was held in the Council Chamber of the Chamber
of Mines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening, April 15th,
1899. The President (Dr J. Loevy) occupied the chair, and there
was a total attendance of 48, as follows : 33 Members-Messrs A. F. Crosse, W. A. Caldecott, H. Durant,
S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams (Council) j F. F. Alexander, M. Baumann;
W. Boyd, A. W. Brattlund, H. Brazier, W. O. Brunton, T. L. Carter,
P. Cazalet, J. Daniell, W. R. Dowling, R. L. Edmiston, J. Higham,
G. Innes, A. McA. Johnston, O. F. Kelly, F. G. McDonald,
G. Melvill, A. Mennie, H. Morrell, J. D. O'Hara, D. E. Powrie,
Prof. Prister, H. H. Robins, A. Russell, P: E. Truscott, A. Whitby,
M. B. Zerener.
8 Associates-Messrs C. A. Bettington, A. von Dessauer, G. I.
Fitzpatrick, A. B. Inglis, G. A. Lawson, F. Mosenthal, H. Rusden,
W. Versfeld.
6 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
NEW MEMBERS

The President stated that the first business of the meeting was toballot on the following eight candidates for membership :-Messrs
Harry S. Denny, John Bruce Dunn, H. W. Fordham, G. A. Goodwin,
R. E. Jay, Frederick William Jenkins, James McCracken, Edward
Charles Townsend. These were unanim~lUsly elected.
The Secretary notified that the following gentlemen had been
admitted associates since the last meeting: - Messrs Chas. B.
Brodigan, J m. Hugo Desuzinge, France.
GENERAL BUSINESS

The President--I would now ask if any member wishes to make
any remark in connection with the proceedings as printed in the·
March number of our" Journal." As there is no remark offered, I
move the adoption of the proceedings as printed in our March
"Journal."
Mr A. F. Crosse seconded the motion, and it was carried unanimously.
655
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Mr J. R. Williams-Mr President and Gentlemen, I have very
much pleasure to· night-and I think you will all agree with me~in
proposing a hearty vote .of thanks to our Secretary, Mr Rowland, for
the indefatigable way in which he has worked in connection with the
annual dinner. I think you will all agree with me that any success
which can be attributed to that dinner is in a great measure due to
Mr Howland's work.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I have very much pleasure in seconding Mr
Williams' proposition. I do not know whether I am in order, but I
should like to draw the Committee's attention to the annual dinner
I see that the mine managers in their yearly reports say there is s~
much developed ore in sight. I think it would be a good thing, when
we have 'the next dinner, if we had so much visible ,food on the
table. I do not· wish to criticise the thing very severely, but many
of us went away hungry. For the next year I think it would be a
good idea: to have a cold supper, and have it in sight.
The President-I am very pleased that Mr Williams has proposed
a vote of thanks to the Secretary, Mr Rowland. I can fully endorse
what Mr Williams has said, for I have had an opportunity of seeing
the able and energetic way in which Mr Rowland has worked for our
dinner, as well as for the Society in general, and if the dinner has
been a success I am sure it was very much due to Mr Rowland, who
has so ably assisted the dinner committee in its work. With regard
to the "invisible food," referred to by Mr Crosse, I am very sorry
that many members were disappointed with the quantity, but I think
there is only one opinion as to its quality, which all the gentlemen
say was very good indeed; but, of course, the good quality is nothing
if the quantity is not there. I have come to the conclusion. and so
have many others of those present at the dinner, that it is impossible
here in Johannesburg to get a caterer who is able to cater successfully
for such a large gathering as 200. They have not the necessary
arrangements in the kitchen, and the greatest difficulty is that they
have not a staff of trained waiters. I think that at the next dinner
it would be better, instead of having warm food, simply to have a
cold dinner. 1 n this way the difficulty will be done away with, and
we will get quantity as well as quality. Setting aside the quantity
of the food, I think our dinner, w"as rather a success, and we can be
well satisfied.
I .have ~ow pleasure in calling upon Mr Williams to read his paper
on "The Indirect Ad vantages of a Slimes Plant."
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lIfr J. R. Will~ams-I am p~t down f~r a paper to-night, whereas
areement WIth the CouncIl was to gIve you a very few notes on
~~
.
the indirect advantag~s of a slimes .plant. . W~ether I oug~t ~o regret
. r not, my paper IS not of a hIghly SCIentIfic n"ature: It IS rather
Jt 0 commercIal;
" but
"ast 1"IS I"
"
more
gIve It.

THE INDIRECT ADVANTAGES OF A SLIMES PLANT
By

JOHN

R.

"\VILLIAMS (MEMBER)

I have much pleasure in placing before you a few notes, which, for
the want of a better term, I have entitled" The Indirect Advantages
of a Slimes Plant," and I will try to show you that in some cases the
indirect profits are far .greater than the direct profit accruing from the
slimes treatment.
I shall have to apologise for the incomplete character of these
Botes, which is due to the limited time at my disposal; but I trust
that this will have at least the advantage of allowing many of you
present to contribute furtber to· this, and it will also leave room for
discussion on the points I may have missed.
The main points I wish to touch upon are : 1. A larger proportion of gold is obtained by amalgamation.
2" Economy in time required for leaching of sands.
s. Storage of slimes.
4. Economy in water.

I
A larger percentage of. gold is obtained by the amalgamation
process, due to the fact that the lime in "the water causes the slimes
to coagulate, and brings nearly all the finer crushed particles of the
ore, viz. slimes in contact with the amalgamation plates.
I have often noticed that after the slimes plant has been running
for some time more gold has been found at the foot of the plates
than was the case before. I am well aware of the fact that many
mill managers and amalgamators have a great dislike to lime in
water, but in no case that I am aware of has it caused any loss. I
am, however, prepared to admit that the plates do not look so nice;
but as in all cases the pulp leaving the mill has been lowered in
value, this objection, therefore, becomes one of sentiment only. But
I will state: that the use of hot water in the mill, together with the
2T
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lime, may act deleteriously to amalgamation.
There are Illan
battery managers aI).d amalgamators belonging to this Society, and ~
earnestly hope that they will come forward with their experiences
and criticise me as much as possible for the benefit of all their fello~
workers, or else hold their peace for ever on the ever-vexed question
-the red rag and the bull-I mean lime in mill water.
That lime does not cause loss in amalgamation, I will quote the
figures of the following companies :-Geldenhuis Deep, Crown Reef
~nd Treasury, which I have selected as having had a long run with
and without the slimes plant.
GELDENHUIS DEEP
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Gold recovered by amalgamation wasFor 1897, without lime in the water,
For 1898, with
do.

49'63 per cent.
54'53

"

the slimes for the first year having a value of 4'21 dwts., whereas
for 1898 the value was 2'93 dwts. The total amount of gold in
slimes for 1897 amounted to lO'1 per cent. of gold in the original
rock milled, whereas at present this has been reduced to 5'3 per cent.
TREASURY GOLD MINES

Gold recovered by amalgamation wasSlimes Value.

Before starting slimes plant
55'0 per cent.
For the year 1898, with slimes plant 61'5
"

4'01 dwts.

"

CROWN REEF

Before starting slimes plantMill recovery
For the last year

"
"

6'16
4'50

"

"

In all these cases the ore is of a slightly higher value for the latter
period quoted. In the case of the Crown Reef the ore was about 1
dwt. richer.
I have refrained from quoting many other cases where slimes
plants are in operation, as in nearly all of them they were started up
at practically the same time as the mill, but I may state that on
nearly all of them the slimes have/decreased in vallle'by about 1 dwt.,
which represents the extra amount gained in the mill.
In some cases where acid water has been used in the mill, this
reduction of value of the slimes has not been so apparent on starting

Use of Frue .Vanners
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'IIles plant-due to a fact which I have already. pointed out
' .
'
the sl1
. that acid water also coagulates the slImes.
VIZ.
• d h I '
h
I have also notIce t at w lere frue vanners are In use, t at the
are also not so appreciably reduced in value, owing to the
.
~1lines
.
.
.
f .t that a fair proportIOn of amalgam IS caught on the shakmg plates
~c the vanners, and also that a large amount of fine slimes is caught
~vhich has a very much higher value than the concentrates themselves.
You will observe from the above figures given, the companies show
an increase by
. amalgamation, of from 4'9 per cent. to 7'S per cent. in
the case of the Crown Reef, and that the slimes have been reduced
proportionately. This gives an extra extraction of about 1~ dwts.
per ton of slimes, ~qual to 6s. 3d., or more than the direct profit
accruing from the slImes treatment.
In order to further emphasise this I think I cannot do better than
quote the figures given by 1\'1r G. E. Webber in the" Rand Mines
Annual Report for lS9S," where in the case of the Geldenhuis Deep,
he says;"The tailings flowing from the mill show an average of 5'lS dwts.
as against 4'64 dwts. for the previous year. As the value of the ore
in the preceding year on the same basis of calculation was 11'18
dwts. per ton, it will be seen that although the past year'll (lS9S)
yield was '9 dwts. higher, the actual increase in the grade of the ore
was only '22 dwts. The higher yield is due largely to the increased
mill extraction, which appears to have been considerably benefited by
the quantity of lime used in the slimes treatment This water on
being returned to the mill has evidently caused the finer particles of
gold which hitherto escaped amalgamation to be recovered."

II
It will be observed that as the tailings or sands are quite alkaline,
no preparatory ~ashes are needed, thus giving more time for treatment, which should be accompanied by a higher extraction, and alRo
a small saving 'in cyanide. To this might be added a saving in
capital expendit?re, as a smaller plant will obviously do the same
work as before.

III
Slimes have tp be stored whether treated or not, and from all data
that I can get, i~ has cost 6d. per ton of slimes. This item has been
charged to mill, or in some cases to slimes dam account, whereas it is
now charged to slimes treatment, thus relieving the other depart-
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Plents of 1!d. per ton milled. Furthermore, I would point out that
in some cases, the space: required for this purpose, could not ha,,~
been found, as at present not being dependent upon.gravitation, it may
be pumped out to any part of the property that is available, and in
its more concentrated form, far more can be stored upon the same
space.

IV
Instead of having large dams to allow of the settlement of the
which ,in consequence present a very great surface area for
evaporation, the water can now be returned direct to the mill.
I am indebted to Mr C. H. Spencer of the Treasury Mines for the
following figures, showing the saving of water on the mine :_
sliI~les,
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Monthly consumption before'slimes plant
Monthly consumption after slimes plant

5,038,000 gals.
2,533,000 "

or a saving of nearly 50 per cent., or about· £150 per month in their
case.
. The present consumption being for 60 stamps as again·st 40 stamps
above quoted is as nearly as possible 3,000,000 gallons. This is in
itself a most important factor, as no water means no work, therefore
no profit.
.
I am leaving out of the question the fact that the slimes plant
costs include a part of the cyanide manager's salary, and in some
cases the staff also-general expenses, etc., etc. Let me give you a
set of not hypothetical figures : .
DIRECT PROFIT OF A SLI~IES PLANT

2,000 tons at 2'5 dwts ..
75 per cent. actual extraction
Cost of treatment at 3s.
Declared profit

£1,000

£750
300
£450

Now add to this 1'5 d wts. per ton of slimes extra caught in mill,Equals.
Cost of slimes storage at 6d,

£600
50
£650
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£200 more than the declared profit, making no allowance for the
other advantages such as saving of water, etc., which in the'
Jllllny
.
of the Treasury would mean another £150.
r.as;ro m this it will be seen that the declared profit amounted to
£450, whereas the indirect profit amounted to at least· £.800,. or a
real profit in the aggregate of £1,250, or 12s. 6d. per ton Instead of
the 4s. 6d. per ton only accredited to this department .. ,
I do not wish to state absolutely that these figures apply to all the
• es but it does more or less to nearly all, and I think it of
IIIW ,
.
sufficient interest to draw your attentlOn to these few notes, and I
trust that others w,ill give us their experience also, and a full
criticism.
.
In conclusion, a very marked case has come under my observation
at Pilgrim's Rest, where the addition of lime to the ~re going to the
miIl, has reduced the value of the slimes by fully 5 dwts., with a
corresponding increase in the amalgamation returns. Here we have'
a case where no less than 20s. per ton would have to be credited. I
might cite many more cases, but I think that I have given sufficient
for the purpose of showing that the indirect profit from the slimes
plant can no longer be ignored.
.
I have omitted to mention that an extra 2 per cent. to 4 per cent.
of sands is retained in the collecting tanks.
The President---":I have pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to
Mr Williams for his interesting paper. Everyone of us of course
knew the direct advantage of' a slimes plant, that is to say, the return
of gold that is obtained from the treatment of slimes, but few of us,
I think, have up till to-night paid attention to the indirect
advantages of a slimes plant which 1\1:r Williams lias dealt with this
evening. A highly interesting point appears to me to be the increase
in the amalgamation, attributed by Mr Williams to the lime present
in the water. This I think will be a 'very interesting point for
discussion, and some of the questions for consideration will be:
Are there any other causes responsible for this increase ~ Is the
amalgamation always carried on under the same conditions, or
perhaps is a change in the quality of the ore partly responsible for
that increase ~ There are many other points in 1\1:r Williams' paper
which I am sure will lead to an interesting discussion at a future
meeting.
Mr J. R. Williams-Might I apologise for one minute 1 I would
like to make one remark which I omitted from my paper-that in all
the four cases I have taken, the same battery managers have been in
charge of 'the mills, and there has been practically no change in the
Ilr,
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amalgamation. "From 2 to 4 per cent. more sands have been got as a
leachable product in ~he tailings, which is a factor to be considered.
The President invited members to put any questions they wished
J\1:r Williams to answer, or to make any remarks.
Mr D, E. Powrie-When Mr Williams m'ade this test, was there
any free milling ore sent through the mill ~
Mr J. R. Williams-In all these cases there has been nothing at
all but blue rock milled. In every case the mines are practically
deep levels. The Crown Reef might be considered a deep level since
1897, as we were out of the free milling rock- long before .that.
Mr H. Rusden-Might I ask Mr Williams if he puts down the
increased advantages of the slimes plant to the lime that is contained
in the water 1 Is it simply on account of the lime 1
Mr J. R. WiIIiams-I am of opinion that the increase in amalgama_
tion is due entirely to the lime in mill water. By the neutralisation
of the acid, and also on account of the fact that it coagulates the
slimes, it allows the finer particles of ore to come in contact with the
plates, whereas previously they were carried away on the surface of
the water. In all cases that I have seen, more gold has been found
at the foot of the plates than previously, and I think that is due
entirely to the lime in the water.
Mr M. B. Zerener-I should like to know if Mr Williams could
give us an idea of how much lime is contained in the mill water as
an average 1
Mr J. R. Williams-There is something between '005 and '01 per
cent. of alkalinity.
1\1:r M. B. Zerener-If the increase in amalgamation is due to the
lime, would it pay companies that have no slimes plant to put lime
in their mill water 1
Mr J. R. Williams-I am very pleased that Mr Zerener has raised
this question. I was waiting for it. What I want to point out is
this, that if companies not having slimes plants added lime to their
mill water, I am of opinion that in every case it wonld increase their
a.malgamation by froUl 4 to 8 per cent. j but, if you add the lime to
the mill direct, the mill has got to pay for it, and that means somewhere about 5d. per ton of slimes, In every case where you have a
slimes plant the slimes plant pays for that amount, but the mill gets
the main advantage of it,
The President-I remember some instances in which the percentage of lime in water from slimes plants amounted to from 400 to
600 miIIigrammes per litre, equal to from 40 to 60 degrees of hardness. The question is whether it would be very expensive to add
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,uc h an amourit of lime to the mill water. I don't think it can be
'. ry expensive.
\c)ir J. R. Williams-I do not think it would be. In' reference to
the figures I have got, the slimes were reduced 1 dwt. per ton.
Mr B. Rusden--Many of the gold mines of India actually feed the
lime into their boxes, and it may be on account of the reasons Mr:
Williams has given. I cannot say exactly that is the reason, but it
is a fact that they do so.
Tbe President-I postpone any further discussion till next
meeting.

NOTE ON "CHEMICALLY PURE" NITRIC ACID

By A.

WHITBY (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

The President-I now open the discussion on Mr Whitby's paper,
"Note on 'Chemically Pure' Nitric Acid."
Mr A. F. Crosse-I am glad Mr Whitby brought up this matter.
I do not want to add anything to his remarks, but still the matter is
important in this way: Weare here in the centre of a big mining
industry, in which many of us are engaged not only in assaying but
in analytical work, and it is difficult to know months in advance
wbat chemicals we will require. My experience in Johannesburg is
that it is very difficult to obtain pure chemicals. (The PresidentUnless you come to me.) Dr Loevy says unless you go to him, and
The other day I wanted to examine some sulphohe is quite right.
<:yanide of potassium, and I wanted to find out if it gave the reaction
which Dr Loevy brought up at the last meeting. I found the
sulpho-cyanide, which I obtained here in town, gave the reaction,
and why ~ Because it contained the sulphide. I could mention any
number of cases of that kind. We cannot get pure ammonia; Dr
Loevy will tell you that it would be difficult to get pure alcohol and
ether; and I think it would be important if our Society could bring
to the notice of importers that even if we have to pay a higher price
we should get pure chemicals when we want them, because we cannot
foresee what chemicals we require three or four months in advance.
Therefore, I am very glad Mr Whitby has brought up this question
.of "chemically pure" nitric acid.
The President-I can fully confirm the remarks of Mr Crosse
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regarding pure chemicals. ,As a matter of fact it is an absolute
impossibility to obtai,n at local chemists what y?U can call a pure
chemical in the correct sense of the word. The nitric acid, as I have
convinced myself now, always contains iodine, although in such a
small percentage that I do 'not think it will interfere with gold
assaying. But still it shows that the wholesale dealers consider that
they have done their duty if they import, under the designation of
" chemically pure," a nitric acid free from chlorine. With regard to
hydrochloric acid, it is impossible to obtain it free from, arsenic, and
the sulphuric acid always contains nitrogen compounds, so that it is
not possible to use it for water analysis, or nitrogen determination.
The same remarks apply to all the other chemicals which are sold by
local chemists as, chemically pure, as' the case of sulpho-cyanide
mentioned by Mr Crosse shows. I think the notes of .Mr Whitby
have been very interesting to everyone. of us, and it will be an
inducement to many assayers to take the trouble to tcst their
"chemically pure" acids before using them for parting, and thus
avoid the risks of getting wrong results.
'Mr A. ,Whitby, in reply, said-I have not much to add. I am
very pleased to see that you have 'been 'able to confirm my finding.
There is one other chemical 'that I might bring before you .to-night
that is impure, and that is the silver that is used. I have silver in
my office containing '07 per cent. of gold-the silver foil sold as pure,
for assaying purposes. That only bears out the statement made by
Mr Crosse and the President. I think the President made a slight
error in his remarks on my paper. He alluded to the presence of
hydriodic acid. Hydriodic acid could not exist in the presence of
nitric acid, which would decompose it. (The President-I meant
iodic acid, of course. It is a mistake in translation.). I 'made many
experiments to determine which is the best method of finding the,
iodine in nitric acid, and I came to the conclusion that my method
was'the simplest and best. I tried all sorts of reducing agents. I
did not try the test that the President gave, because it diu ,not exist
in the British pharmacopceia, and I ,was not acquainted with any
foreign pharmacopceia. I wish to mention one point. It is not only
that you get silv~r salts deposited, but if some of the iodate is
reduced you must have free iodine present, and free iodine exercises
a solvent action on the gold, so that you never know exactly where
you are. 1 myself have had surcharges varying from
to
pel'
mille. J do not think it is right', anu it does not agree with good
work at all. I have no further remarks to maki; on the matter.
This closed the discussion.
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The next business before the meeting was the.discussion on a
aper read by Dr Loevy, entitled; "Notes on the estiniation of
P
.
·d"
sulphides
III cyam es~

NOTES ON THE ESTIMATION OF SULPHIDES IN
CYANIDES
By

DR

J.

LOEVY (PRESIDENT)
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Mr A. F. Crosse-I have to-night rather to modify the opinion
which I expressed some time ago when this subjeCt came up for
discussion. At. that time Mr Bettel did not agree with me, and I
am beginning to think he is right. I do not attach so much importance to the presence of sulphide in. cyanide of potassium as I did
then. I find from a number of experiments which I have made that
thll presence of a small amount of sulphide in an alkaline solution
does not absorb the oxygen very quickly-it takes a long time. I
took a large flask containing 10 litres, and I kept the air going
through for an hour or two every day for three or four days, and still
it did not dissolve the oxygen in the cyanide of potassium. So, a
little sulphide, I expect, is not so injurious. There is another thing.
If there is any sulphide, and it passes through the zinc boxes
treated by Bctty's process, there will not be a trace of sulphide when
it comes out. Before I sit down I should like to corroborate our
President's remarks regarding his test. It if; an extremely delicate
test for sulphide in cyanides.
Mr A. Whitby-I should like to ask the President why he uses
the ferric-hydrate as a reagent instead of nitro-prussiate 1
Thc President--You could u·se the nitro-prussiate as well. It is a
vcry delicate indicator.
Mr A. ·Whitby-It is very delicate. I have been making some
experiments, and I cannot get a reaction with ferric-hydrate. I
should like to know the exact conditions under which you work.
Mr A. F. Crosse-Was your solution warm or cold 1
Mr A. Whitby-Warm; I used it at about 60 degrees Centigrade.
I found before any darkening occurred on the filter paper that" the
indication of sulphide was sufficiently present to give the reaction
with nitro-prusside on a white porcelain plate. I was struck then
with the idea that"the ferric-hydrate was not sufficiently delicate.
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The President--Of course, nitro-prussiate can be used just as well
to produ'ce the end reacti?n. But I am sure you will find fenic.
hydrate sufficiently sensitive as an indicator if you follow exactly the
direction laid down in ·my notes, and I think you can very well do
without using sodic nitro.prussiate as an indicator. (The President
here gave a detailed description of his method of carrying out his
test. )
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THE HEATING OF CYANIDE SOLUTIONS
The President-Mr Caldecott wishes to make a few remarks
regarding the heating of cyanide solutions, and I am sure his notes
will be interesting to all of us.
Mr W. A. Caldecott--The remarks that Dr Loevy has alluded to
simply refer to a letter that I received about a month ago from Mr
Butters, from the United States. Of course, he reads our discussions
with a good deal of interest, and he took special interest in the discussion we had on the heating of solutions. Mr Clennell has been
making some tests with hot solutions on American ores, and finds,
particularly when the gold is associated with a good deal of silver,
that he obtains a higher extraction with a hot solution than with a
cold one. Ml' Butters is now erecting two large plants in Mexico, for
the treating of several thousand tons of tailings per month, in which
plants he proposes to test the working of hot solutions on a large
scale, and I have no doubt that in time we shall learn the results.
Mr J. R. Williams-Can you give us any figures with regard to
the treatment with hot solutions 011 the Worcester tailings plant, Mr
Caldecott 1 We have been promised these figures for some time. I
am certainly of opinion that a hot solution' does not give very much
increase in extraction. I would like to find out a single example
where it has been a success on a practical scale.
Mr W. A. Caldecott--Mr Von Gernet referred to these tests at the
Worcester, and I think if Mr Williams asked him he will be very
pleased to give these figures.
The President--rt appears Mr Von Gernet has not continued these
experimE.Jnts; I do not know whether Mr Von Gernet carried out
these tests with regard to precipitation or with regard to extraction.
Mr W. A. Caldecott-The solutions were heated in the boxes. I
think the idea was with regard to precipitation, and not with regard
to the solution of the gold.
The President-I am sorry to say we are still mixing up the terms
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t raction and precipitation, so that we never know Where We are.
to be mor: careful in the use of technical e::,pressions,
to prevent misu~ders~an~mgs: I merely referred to the Increase in
extraction, and III thIS dmlctlOn the remarks of Mr Caldecott have
been very interesting to me, as t~ey practically confirm t~e conclusions
which I had formed on a f;enes of laboratory expenments. Mr
Butters, it appears, is going in for heating of solutions on a large
scale, and he is known to us as a practical man, who would not make
such an experiment on a large scale without being fairly certain that
sOlllething would result from it.
]l'[r W. A. Caldecott-Mr Butters found in these tests that he gets
much drier residues. I do not know if that is the effect of the heat
{)r not.
The President-It is very likely due to the warm water, which
-evaporates more quickly than cold' water.
:lIir J. R. Williams-At a previous meeting of the Society a letter
was read from Mr Darling, showing the increased extraction in the
summer months as against the winter, months. I see my friend, Mr
Fraser Alexander, present, and I know he has kept a very careful
record, and perhaps he would give the figures to us. The heating
factor has been given credit for a higher extraction of 2 per cent. at
the Robinson Gold Mining Company. I do not think it has anything to do with the case. I am sti1l inclined to the opinion that the
higher extraction in the slimmer months is due to the fact that you
have a lot of water in the dam, and the organic matter becomes
neutralised. The higher extraction is due to the water in the mill.
I am sorry that I disagree with the President, Mr Caldecott, and Mr
Butters. From my own experience I have been able to find out,
with regard to the solution of gold, that heat makes no difference at
all. Mr Alexander has kept a very careful record, and if you ask
him to give his experience-not for one, but for several years-it will
be very interesting.
Mr F. F. Alexander-I am not prepared to give any figures on the
.subject to-night. As I pointed out to Mr Williams, I find we had a
better extraction during the summer months, after the rains had
fallen, and 'I put it down entirely to the fresh water supply. I do
not think that heat makes any difference at all in the extraction of
the gold. I do think that fresh water gives a cleaner precipitation
from the extractor boxes. At the New Heriot we have at times used
very hot water, and the water flowing into the dam has been so hot
that you can hardly stand in it, and I found no better results from
this hot water than from that used at any other period of the year.

;~ e rcally ough t
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The President-In extraction or precipitation 1
Mr F. F. Alexander-In ~xtraction. During the cold weather We
have, especially in the latter part .of the winter, a large amount of
iron salts in the water, which affects the extraction, I may say
throughout the plant. I do not think the difference is due at all t~
the heat or to the cold. I think the same extraction can be got by
cold water, provided it is pure, that you will get by hot water ~nder
the same conditions.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I am not a practical cyanide man, but I cannot
help agreeing with my friend Mr Williams. Some time ago I was,
out at the East Rand Proprietary Mines talking to Mr Pead, and he
said that the difference in the extraction is due, as Mr Williams says,
to the water in the summer months, after the rains haye fallen, being
more pure. At all events his opinion agrees with Mr Williams'. I
think the point that Mr Williams has brought up this eyening ought,
to emphasise the necessity of grou'ps of mines having their water
analysed-having in fact everything that is used more or less analysed.
If they did that 'they would be able from known data to certify certain,
facts. I~ water carrying iron salts, or organic matter, affects extraction or precipitation of gold, then these facts could be used, but it
would be difficult to say how they could be used before one found out
the results of the analyses. If these were noted they would be of
great value.
.
Mr J. R. Williams-There is one point that occurs to me from
what Mr Crosse said. In dealing with certain water carrying a largeamount of organic matter, possibly through inefficient mines sanitation, the slimes residue was never under Ii dwts'- Immediately that
sufficient oxygen was put through the solution, the residue was.
reduced to '4 dwts. Another interesting point is that precipitation
with the Betty, or the Siemens-Halske process-they were both,
in: vogue at the time-was almost impossible. I think the 'question
was brought up by Mr Caldecott whether that was due to organicmatter, but the members of the Society did not pay sufficient attention to it. I think it would pay yery well' to investigate it.
Mr M. B. Zerener-As regards the effects of organic substances
and iron salts in cyanide solutions affecting the extraction, I remember a very bad case, when the African Gold Hecovery Company
started treating the tailings in Natal Spruit. These were old tailings
washed down in the early days, and they formed a layer of about a
foot thick, entirely covered with grass roots. We removed the grass
roots as 'far as possible by sifting the whole lot, but still there was so'
much organic matter left in these tailings that the cyanide solutions
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left the tanks with an almost black colour.
First of all we found
it impossible to get any precipitation in the zinc boxes, and the
traction also was very bad. We analysed these
solutions and
eX
found various organic acids. I do not think this plan t was ever a
,commercial success; there was so much difficulty in connection with
-extraction and precipitation on account of the organic matter.
Mr F. F. Alexander-I think that is rather confusing the point
with regard to 'extraction and precipitation. I think at the. latter
-end of the winter months, when we have had cold weather, a good
.deal of the bad extraction is due to bad precipitation. I am very
well certain in my own mind that it is not due to hot or cold water
that the summer months produce better extraction than the winter
months'; but I think the precipitation affects the extraction during
the winter months. Before we had the Betty process we were not
able to get all the gold from our weak solutions as we could wish,
and I think these weak solutions carried a good deal of the gold back
to the sands, which affected the extraction more than ever the hot or
cold weather could do. It is very difficult to eliminate the one from
the other, but, as our President remarked, we should always endeavour to keep extraction and precipitation separate, and I think one
.depends largely on ·the other. When we have bad water we have
bad precipitation, which is continually changing during the day, and
requires careful watching, and that will yield bad extraction in the
month's clean-up.
Mr M. B. Zerener-I do not see how precipitation can affect the
total recovery very much in a tailings plant. If there are 10 grains
in the last solution it would only leave about 1 grain more in the
tailings, so that the precipitation could not affect the total recovery
to a very large extent.
.
Mr J. R. Williams-In reply to Mr Zerener, he is talking now of
cases of 10 grains. I was called out to investigate a case where a
strong solution was used, the weakest of which carried 11 dwts.. to
the ton. Call that 10 dwts. and allow 10 per cent. only of moisture,
and that would mean 1 dwt. per ton extra in residues.
Mr M. B. Zerener-I do not mean that the solution carried 10
grains j I mean a difference of 10 grains ..
Mr J. R. Williams-In the aforementioned we had a distinct case
{)n a large scale, which is not by-the-bye an isolat~d one. There have
been many more cases in the past where the solution carried from 4
to 10 dwts. to the ton, and if you have to finally wash with solutions of this grade you can easily see how bad precipitation affects
extraction.
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The President-In reply to Messrs J. R. Williams, Alexander, and
Crosse, I would like to state the following:-When 1\1:r Darlinocommunicated to us, soine time ago, his figUl'es about a higher ex~
traction obtained in summer, as against that obtained in the winter
months, I said at once that I did not attach much importance to that
small increase which, as 1\1:r Darling and other members t.hought, Was
due to thc higher temperature of the solutions during the summer
months. I quite agree with Mr Williams that the slight increase of
2-2t per cent. in the extraction during the summer months can
hardly be put down to the higher temperature of the solution. I
believe that it does not make any difference with regard to extraction
whether the temperature of the solution is 12, 15, 20, or 22 degrees
Centigrade.
But I do believe that the extraction is considerably
increased if the temperature of the solution is raisfJd over 30 to 40
degrees Centigrade. It appears to me that I have been entirely misunderstood on this point. My contention is that extraction will be
increased by heating tIle solutions over 35 degrees Centigrade, as I
have clearly stated in my inaugural address.
Mr A. von Dessauer-Last year before we closed down at the May
Consolidated, we had an increase in the extraction for some months.
I started from 71 per cent., and the last month we had 83 per cent..
actual extraction.
The President-Do you mean total recovery, or extraction 1
Mr A. von Dessauer-Total recovery. The May Consolidated
Mine closed down through shortness of water. 'Fhe water .had been
used for condensing purposes, and the consequence was that the temperature became higher and higher. In this instance we noticed that
we got actually a very much higher extraction as long as the influence
of the hot tailings showed itself. When I went to the May, the first
solutions came down to 5 dwts., and it averaged that for several
months afterwards, but the hot tailings showed a very high percentage, and it actually amounted to 40 per cent. higher than it was ever
noticed before. I think that proves clearly that a higher solution of
gold can be obtained from hot tailings.
The President- It means· practically the same thing as if the
cyanide solutions are heated.
Mr A. F. Crosse-If the tailings are heated, and you put on a cold
solution well saturated with oxygen, it gives quite a different effect,
because if you heated them to a high/ enough temperature, to come
out warm, you would have driven A)ff 80 per cent. of the oxygen.
In this case we had hot tailings, and if the oxygen were driven off,
at all events it was used where it was wanted.
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The President-From what I can see authorities are rather divided
. their opinion on this point. I think we will be able to come to a
In
.
'h t shortly
conclusion about t h e' matter sometime;
perh aps we mIg
cret fuller information from America.
" Mr J. R. Williams-Do you mean we will get a higher actual
extraction, or is it simply a question of time, or will you get the
same extraction in less time ~
The President-Increased extraction in less time.
Mr J. R. Williams-I do not think a higher extraction can be
obtained by heating the solution. There might be a small saving in
time.
The President-You cannot generalise my statement. I do not
wish to say that it applies to all kinds of ores; there might be ores
to which it could not apply. Proceeding, the President referred t()
experiments which he made in 1892 for the May Consolidate~ Gold
Mining Company at a time when that Company was entering into a
contract with the MacArthur-Forrest Company, and the object was t()
have the ore treated as it came from the mine; by heating the
solution the extraction was increased by 10 to 14 per cent.
Mr J. R. Williams-In that case I take it th~re was a lot of free
gold present.
The President-It was pyritic ore; about 50 or 60 per cent. of the
total gold was free gold.
Mr J. R. Williams-50 or 60 per cent. free gold as against nothing
in ordinary tailings is a very large amount.
The President-I do not form my conclusions from that experiment alone, which I only mentioned because the results were very
striking. I experimented on tailings with similar results.
Mr F. F. Alexander-As I had to do with the handling of that
ore to which the President referred, I may say it was highly free
milling. It was taken from the second level, and the greater portion
of it was taken from that part of the mine in which we usually
collect specimens. showing visible. gold.
Some discussion took place on general chemistry in connection
with solutions and the formation of chemical compounds, after which
the President closed the meeting.
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THE ordinary monthly meetin~ of the Chemical and ~Ietallurgical
Society of South Africa was held in the Council Chamber of the
Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening,
May 20th, 1899. The President (Dr. J. Loevy) occupied the chair,
there was a total attendance of 82, as follows :49 Members-Messrs W. Bettel, A. F. Crosse,- H. T. Durant,
R. E. Hall, E. H. Johnson, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams (Council);
A. Aiken, F. F. Alexander, H. L. Bertram, P. Billyard, W. O. Brunton,
A. 'Y. Brattlund, H. Brazier, D. V. Burnett, T. L. Carter, P. Cazalet,
]'. Drake, R. L. Edmiston, L. Ehrmann, Dr Garny, J. Gaze, K. L.
Graham, H. Hamel, J. Higham, S. H. Hart, A. H. Hartley,- G. Innes,
R. E. Jay, J. H. Johnson, A. McA. Johnston, R. L. Kerr, A.
McNaughtan, Geo. Melvi!!, P. T. B,' Morrisby, A. Mennie, W.
Mitchell, Prof. Prister; A. Russell, L. E. Strother, C.- E: Stamp,
P. S. Tavener, E. C. Townsend, J. Watson, W. W. -Ward, H. A.
White, W. Fischer Wilkinson, M. B. Zerener.
23 Associates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, C. A. Bettington, W.
Broom, C. H. Cotterell, A: von Dessauer, B. W. Durham, J. G. W.
Fairbairn, G. 1. Fitzpatrick, W. H. G. Furnivall, W. P. Ferguson,
E. C. Homersham, W. T. Hislop, C. B. Hilliard, A. B. Inglis, G. A.
Lawson, A. N. Locke, W. W. Lynch, F. Mosent~ai, C. A. Margach,
H. Rusden, F. E. Shaw, M. Torrente, T. P. Waites.
9 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland (for the Rand Agency, Ltd.),
Secretary.
NEW MEMBERS
The President informed the meeting that the twelve candidatesMessrs Gustave Bernfeld, Gordon Beves, Edouard Boucher, W. Wilson
Lynch, Charles Murray, Aurel Schulz, M.D., Raymond W. Schumacher, George Seeton, Geo. D.Stonestreet, Lionel E. Strother,
Thomas P. Waites, Robert Wormald-balloted for this evening had
been duly elected members of the Society.
The Secretary notified the names of those gentlemen who had been
admitted associates since the last meeting :-Messrs Wm. Kemmis
Betty, Clifford Cotterell, A. H. ExtO'n, W. H. G. Furnivall, Cyril
Woodbine Munnik, J. A. Pringle, Ralph G. L. Tottenham.
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GENERAL BUSINESS

The President moved the adoption of the proceedings of the last
meeting as printed in the April issue of the Journal.
Mr A. F. Crosse seconded the motion, and it was agreed to
:unanimously.
The following paper was then read :-

NOTES ON THE ESTIMATION OF PROTECTIVE ALKALI
IN CYANIDE SOLUTIONS
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By

ANDREW

F.

CROSSE (MEMBER)

Everything connected with the analytical investigation of our
'Working cyanide solutions will, I feel su~e, interest you, but I shall
make my remarks as brief as possible.
Pure cyanide of potassium becomes rapidly decomposed if brought
into contact with air, owing to the presence of carbonic acid. Most
of our tailings and slimes contain a certain small percentage of free
sulphuric acid, or basic ferric salts, which decompose cyanide of
potassium. We must protect or prevent this decomposition as far as
possible. Cyanide of potassium is an expensive material; we should
therefore endeavour to prevent its unnecessary decomposition by the
use of some inexpensive alkali-such as lime-and it becomes necessary to have an accurate method for determining the amount of
caustic lime in solution, or other protective alkali. There is, of
-course, nothing new in all this, but I have to mention it, in order to
introduce the experiments which I intend to describe to you.
Protective alkali is the alkali present which will unite with any
-acid before decomposition of the cyanide begins.
It is very important in many cases to be able to determine the
percentage of this alkali exactly.
In my experiments I take lime (calcium oxide) as the protective
alkali, but the results can be calculated out for caustic potash or
caustic soda, if so desired.
If I add an exact amount of sulphuric acid to a solution of pure
-cyanide of potassium containing the latter in excess, I have the
following reaction : 2KCN + H 2S0 4 = K 2S0 4 + 2HCN or 98 parts H 2S0 4 liberate 54
parts of hydrocyanic acid.
2u
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Now, if instead of H 2S0 4 , I take pure bi·sulphate of potassium, the
following reaction takes. place : KHS0 4 +KCN=K 2S0 4 +HQN or 136 parts KHS0 4 1iberate 27
parts HCN or 1 gramme KHS0 4 will liberate '1985 grammes
HCN from a solution containing an excess of cyanide of potassium.
Supposing, however, that the cyanide of potassium solution contains a free alkali, the sulphuric 'acid is neutralised, and less hydrocyanic acid is liberated, in direct proportion to such alkali present.
If there be no protective alkali. I know that in presence of an excess
of KCN 1 gramme of KHS0 4 liberates 0'1985 grammes HCN.
If less HCN is liberated it practically amounts to its being retained
by the alkali so that if I take the equation2HCN + CaO = Ca(CN2 ) + H 20.
54 parts of HCN = 56 parts calcium oxide.
My proposition is now as follows : 1 take 500 C.c. of a cyanide solution, add 1 gramme of KHS0 4 ,
boil for forty-five minutes, collect the HCN in a flask containing
caustic potash, passing the vapour through a Liebig's Condenser.
1 estimate the HCN in the ordinary way in the potash solution
with nitrate of silver.
Let A = amount of HCN liberated by 1 gramme KHS0 4 in
presence of excess of cyanide without any alkali.
Let B = amount found in experiment with alkali.
A-B = C
C x -H- or 1'037 = amount of calcium oxide
present.
I made a series of experiments with various proportions of carefully
prepared lime water and cyanide solutions, and obtained very accurate
results.
As for instance, the following :-1 took 300 c.c. distilled water
containing 2 grammes of pure cyanide of potassium, I added
200 C.c. of saturated lime water (at 18° Cent.) which contains
0'260 gl'ammes calcium oxide.
I tr~ated as described, and I obtained the following results :1 had taken in this case 2 grammes KHS0 4 •
HCN liberated by 2 grammes KHS0 4 = 0'3970 grammes.
HCN liberated in experiment
= 0'1509
"
'2461 grammes.
C = 0'2461 C x 1'037 = 0'2552 grammes.
Calcium oxide found 0'255
"
"
taken 0'260

"

"
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or in percentage 0'051 and 0'052 respectively, or only rifOlJof a per
cent. from the correct amount, or within 2 per cent._of the lime
taken. Of course the operation requires care and practice.
Mr Darling was kind enough to send me two samples of solution
from the Robinson Gold Mining Co.'s Cyanide Works.
The medium solution gave O'Oll of protective alkali, and' the
strong solution 0'025 of protective alkali, reckoned as calcium oxide;
two determinations were made in. each case, which agreed with each
other.
I had better mention here that the flask in which I boiled the
solution had a long upright tube reaching 9 inches above the
india-rubber bung, to prevent drops of cyanide being mechanically
carried into the receiver.
You must understand that I made several careful tests, with
bi-sulphate of potash and cyanide of potassium in excess, in order to
prove whether the bi-sulphate which I used really liberat~d the
theoretical amount of hydrocyanic acid required, and I found this to be
the case. I must not forget to say that before starting the experiment,
I found it necessary in testing the working solutions, to add about 2
grammes of chemically pure cyanide of potassium to the 500 c.c. treated.
One of the advantages of the above-mentioned method for determining the protective alkali, is that no other solution is required
except the ordinary deci-normal nitrate of silver solution, and also
some pure cyanide of potassium and some pure bi~sulphate of
potassium.
The President-I have pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to
Mr Crosse for having worked out a method of determining protective alkali in cyanide solutions, a method which I have no doubt
is perfectly correct, and must give absolutely accurate results. I do
not wish to criticise Mr Crosse's paper to-night, but there are some
points which are not quite clear to'me, and upon which Mr Crosse
may be able to enlighten me. Am I to understand that by "protective alkali" he means the total alkalinity of the cyanide solution,
no matter what alkali it is ~
Mr A. F. Crosse-As I stated in the earlier part of my notes,
protective alkali is the amount of free alkali present which would
unite with an acid before that acid (whether it is carbonic, sulphuric,
or any other acid) began to decompose the cyanide of potassium.
When the cyanide of potassium begins to be decomposed, the
protective alkali has been neutralised.
.
The President-That practically means the excess of alkali present
in the solution.

Protect£ve A lkal£
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Mr A. F. Crosse-If you take "it in the ordinary way it is alkali
in cyanide of potassium:
Mr R. E. Hall-With regard to Mr Crosse's remarks, I may say
that Mr Clennell has advised, for the estimation of excess of alkali in
cyanide solution, the titration of the solution with AgN0 3, and
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titrating with

~H2S04'

or oxalic acid.

The President-What I wish to point out to Mr Crosse is that
any free alkali present in a solution of pure cyanide of potassium
can only be due to a certain amount of caustic alkali or carbonate of
potash being present; and therefore I think that what Mr Crosse
calls "protective alkali" is identical with the alkalinity of the
cyanide solution.
Mr W. Bettel-What we term protective alkali in cyanide solutions
is that alkalinity remaining after neutralising the cyanogen with
silver nitrate. This protective alkali is either caustic potash or soda
or hydrate of lime or alkaline carbonates. If you convert that
caustic into a neutral substance, and the carbonate into bi-carbonate,
then you will have saturated the protective alkali. You may only
have carbonate present, but there will still be a certain amount of
protective alkali. That carbonate will absorb a certain amount of
acid, so that the remaining carbonic acid in the solution will be a
bi-carbonate.
The President-But do you not think the same result will be
obtained by the ordinary method of estimating the total alkalinity 1
Mr R. E. Hall-Mr Clennell worked out this matter thoroughly.
His method is very quick, and it is used on all the cyanide works on
the Rand.
The President--We will have an opportunity to go into this matter
at a later date, and I postpone the discussion until the next meeting.
Mr L. Ehrmann then read a paper entitled, " Notes on Sampling,
Analysing, and Treating of Slimes," the reproduction of which, owing
to the unavoidable delay in the reproduction of the drawings, is held
over for our next issue.
The following paper was then read : AN EXPERIMENT IN CYANIDE
By

POISONli~G

A. McARTHUR JOHNSTON (MEMBER)

Mr President and Gentlemen, it is with extreme diffidence that I
undertake to read you a short account of an experiment tried re the
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fficiency of peroxide of hydrogen as an antidote for cyanide poison-

~ Cf The only excuse I can produce for bringing it before your
In '
o

notice is to prove that non-medical men can resort to this method at
immediate notice, and thereby save life. I never, for one moment,
doubted the article of the President in the March proceedings, but in
talking it over with Mr Rand, of the Simmer and Jack cyanide works,
we were dubious as to whether the method would be successful when
employed by unskilled hands.
In order to confirm, or in most part dispel, our doubts we procured the necessary apparatus :-a solution of hydrogen peroxide
(obtained from a Johannesburg chemist), a hypodermic syringe,
capable of containing 1 cubic centimetre, and the necessary animal
organism, in this case, a dog, unattached and to all appearances in
first-rate condition.
This solution of peroxide of hydrogen was
diluted to 2'5 times its strength, a trifle more, perhaps, than necessary, but we were determined not to stick at trifles. The first attempt
to make the dog a martyr to science was useless, as he, as dogs will,
refused to swallow the cyanide. However, about 300 cub. cent. of
cyanide solution was taken from the reservoirs, and when tested was
found to be of 0'1 per cent. strength. The potassium cyanide contained was thus about 0'3 grammes, and sufficient to kill a full-grown
man. This solution was taken because it was desired to bring the
experiment as nearly allied as possible to probable contingencies.
This, after some difficulty, was completely partaken of by the dog,
scarcely a drop being wasted. When immediately released the dog
stood up, but gradually sank, and within a few seconds was stretched
out and breathing with the greatest difficulty. The syringe, charged
with peroxide of hydrogen solution, was then produced and tried, but,
unfortunately, the first needle broke owing to the thickness and
toughness of the skin. Hastily fixing another needle and making a
small incision in the abdomen with a penknife, the solution was
successfully injected, fully one and a half minutes having elapsed
between the drinking of the solution and the first injection. By now
the animal was to all appearances lifeless, its body stiff and the legs
stretched out, whilst it seemed unable to get a breath of air, trying
to gasp and unable to do so. The peroxide was, however, perseveringly injected at intervals of, roughly, about two and a half minutes, and
this was continued for nearly an hour. During this time the animal
lay with mouth wide open and tongue lolling out, whilst the gasps,
when they occurred, were prodigious, the lungs expanding fully a
couple of inches beyond the usual and being depressed to almost a
shadow-like shape. Twice, to all appearances, the respiration had
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ceased, and it was only by applying the ear that the faintest possible
sigh. could be detected. This showed that the third and last stage
of cyanide poisoning symptoms had been reached. by the animal.
Thus encouraged, the injection was continued, and· at the end of
three quarters of an hour the animal began to show signs of returning
consciousness and will power. The tongue was gradually withdrawn
.and the head began to move. The difficulty in. respiration continued
for some considerable time, but gradually the body began to R.SSUllle
, its usual appearance, although the teeth were now, and for some time
on, tightly clenched. The last inje!)tion seemed to congregate just
where it entered, and took a: short time before being absorbed by the
blood, whereas the previous ones had almost instantaneously dis.appeared. Arguing from this and from the general appearance and
condition of the animal, we desisted and let the ,dog come to itself.
This it gradually did, and at the end of one and a half· hours aftcr
drinking the cyani~e it was able to stagger up and move away, though
very unsteadily. The eyes se!)med dazed, whilst the mental equilibriu~ was wanting, as its movements were very erratic at first.
Considering this we tied it up and offered it water, but this it absolutely refused t9 drink. In all about thirty injections were made,
that is, about 30 cub. cent.
I learn that, curiously enough,
the animal was exceedingly skittish the following day, and latest
reports show that, if anything, the experience has left it better than
before.
Unfortunately, for the sake of an acc\lrate description of the various
symptoms, I had no intention of bringing up this matter before the
Society, or you could h~ve had a more complete statement, but from
the facts I have stated I hope you will agree with me that a practical
prevention against cyanide poisoning can be placed ill the hands of
all men orr cyanide works, and should any case of such poisoning
occur I am confident it can be counteracted if the proper restoratives
be applied in time, that is-I quote Robert as authority-before
visible evidences of animation have ceased to show or even one or
two minutes thereafter. This latter peculiarity, the same authority
remarks, is due to the fact that in cases of poisoning by weak solutions the heart is the last organ to be affected by paralysis. Of course
with excessively strong cyanide solutions the paralysis, and therefore
death, is practically instantaneous.
Mr A. F. Crosse-While thanking Mr Johnston very much for his
paper, I would like to make one remark on the sad case which
happened the other day at the New Comet. I am afraid that this
proposed method would have been of no use in that case, as the
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strength of the cyanide solution was, I have been informed, several
er cent.-certainly 4 per cent.-and I do no~ think that any
;ntido te could- possibly have been of use in that case.
.:'III' A. McNaughtan-I think I happened to have had a rather
eculiar experience as far as cyanide poisoning is concerncd. I think
ihe only case of suicide by cyanide poisoning that has occurred on
the Rand took place in connection with the cyanide plant of which I
happened to be manager. That was at the Banket. I had all the
antidotes known at that time. I had the ordinary solutions, with '
which wc mixed the _soda and -the iron salts; and of course we
dashed cold water' on the patient and gave him strong ammonia
solution; in fact, I think I can honestly say I had every appliance
we could think of, at that time. This gentleman, unfortunately, for
reasons which'I do not wish to expatiate upon, drank a quantity of a
solution which I found to contain 2! per cent. KeN. I was only
thirty yards off when this occurred, and I was called immediately by
the boy. I do riot suppOF;e more than five or six seconds had elapsed.
Nothing could be done; he was absolutely comatose, every muscle
was limp, and all we could do was to walk him about and to dash,
cold water on him. In about five or six minutes he expired. I
should really like to know if, in a case of that kind, where only five
or six seconds elapse and where a'man takes what would certainly be
50 c.c. of 2! per cent. cyanide solution, the application of peroxide
of hydrogen would be of any use ~
Mr R. E. Hall-I would like to ask 1\1:1' Johnston what was the
strength of the solution he used in his experiment ~
Mr A. McA. Johnston-'1 per cent. We took it exactly as it was
from the tank.
Mr R. E. Hall-I had an experience in connection with a man
who drank a quantity of cyar.ide solution in mistake for distilled
water. He went into a dead faint; I administered some ferrous salt
with carbonate of soda. He had previously vomited, and I think
that saved him. He swallowed more than 50 C.c. of cyanide
solution of '1 per cent., and he recovered. I tested the solution
immediately to ascertain its strength.
The President-I would like to make a few remarks in connection
with NIl' Johnston's paper and the points brought forward by Mr
McNaughtan. Mr Johnston's paper is certainly a very valuable
contribution to the toxicology of cyanide, and his experiment conlirms the results of previous experiments which have been made by
Professor Kobert, an acknowledged authority on toxicology, formerly
of the University of Dorpat, and now at the University of Rostock,
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in Germany. This gentleman, as has been pointed out on aformel"
occasion in our Journal, was the first to show that peroxide of
hydrogen is indeed ~ very valuable antidote for cyanide poisoning,
and he has proved it by a series of physiological experiments.
With regard to Mr Johnston's experiment, I may say at once, that.
from a scientific point of view, it cannot'be considered conclusive.
because he omitted to do one thing which is absolutely necessary in
making physiological experiments of this kind: he omitted to make.
what we would call in the language of the assayer, a check assay.
He ought to have experimented on tw.o dogs, and given the samedose of cyanide to both dogs, and then to have injected the peroxideof hydrogen into one of them and to have seen whether the dog to
which the antidote had not been applied died.
Therefore, theexperiment has not been carried out in an absolutely irreproachableway. I am, however, convinced that the dog experimented upon by
Mt Johnston would have died had no peroxide of hydrogen been
injected into him, because 300 milligrammes of cyanide of potassium
is a dose which will kill any dog, and from the description Ml"
Johnston has given I can see that the dog was in the very last stage
of cyanide poisoning.
A Member-Would not the effect of the peroxide of hydrogen on,
the system, supposing it was given in excess, be injurious 7
The President--Yes, it will have a certain effect on the system.
and care must, therefore, be taken in not injecting too large a
quantity. In all poisoning cases an excess of the antidote is to be
avoided, because many of the antidotes are likewise poisons. In the
case of cyanide poisoning the effect of peroxide of hydrogen is due to·
the formation of oxamide.
The Mem ber-Would not the formation of oxamide cease directly
all the cyanide has been destroyed 7
The President-Yes, of course; the oxamide can only be formed
as long as there is cyanide present.
The Member-Therefore, you must inject enough peroxide of
hydrogen to convert the whole of the cyanide into oxamide 7
The President-Yes, and any additional quantity of peroxide
might act injuriously. If a very large quantity of cyanide has been
taken, then the amount of oxamide formed by the injection of
peroxide of hydrogen may likewise be fatal. From this it follows
that this antidote, as all other ant.jdotes, can only be relied upon in
such cases where no excessive amount of the poison has been taken.
With regard to the case mentioned by Mr McNaughtan, I can safely
say that no antidote would have saved the man, because the action
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anide taken in large quantities is so rapid that it is absolutely
(). f cyossibl e to coun t erac t th e operatIOn
. 0 f t h e pOlson.
.
'"
lln~Ir A. McNaughtall-I may say that in this case there was
idently no sound uttered at all. In cyanide and prussic acid
eV 'sonin" there IS
.
.
h
usua11y a cry gIven,
ut 'III t h"IS case t h ere was no
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cr~l'he President-I think the majority of cases of cyanide poisoning
at our mines are not cases of suicide, but rather of misadventure;
and in such cases, :where, as a rule, only small quantities of cyanide
have been taken, there can be little doubt that a man can be saved
by the injection of peroxide of hydrogen. I am very pleased Mi
Johnston has brought the matter up, as it is likely to do away with
any doubt that may have 'existed among some of our members or
those connected with the mining industry. I think it is a very
important matter that the mines should have arrangements that,
should such a case happen, they would be able to administer help
immediately. It is no expense whatever to keep these chemicals on
the premises, and as Mr Johnston pointed out, the operation can be
performed by any layman who practically has not any experience in
medical matters.
Mr A. McNaughtan-There is one point I would like to bring
forward. It may perhaps seem a jocular idea, but it is a positive fact,
nevertheless. I think it might be worth while observing what the
effect of cyanide is on mules. Seven ,or eight years ago we had an
old mule that we used to call "Japhet." "Japhet" would go along
the cyanide tanks, and no matter whether they contained strong
solution, medium solution, or weak solution, "Japhet" would have a'
mouthful out of each of them. Mr Bettel heard' Mr W. R. Feldtmann mention this. I remember that once or twice that mule seemed
to stagger a little, but he never fell down. I have known that mule
take at least half a dozen cyanide drinks. I do not say he took
much, but I know he had a good mouthful of that cyanide solution.
One thing I know: I have seen oxen and horses knocked down
with cyanide, but I have never yet seen a mule poisoned with
cyanide.
The President-The same thing has been told to me ,by other
gentlemen connected with cyanide plants, who pointed out that a
mule could drink large quantities of cyanide solutions without any
fatal results. It is very possible such is the case. You have it very
often that poisons act very differently on different animals, anu that
one animal is very much less subject to the action of a certain poison
than another. This is especially the case with some alkaloids. The
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statement made by Mr McNaughtan will be interesting to. many a
toxicologist,
Professor A, Prister pointed out that peroxide of hydrogen is very
easily decomposed, so that when they had occasion to use it they
might find that it was useless through decomposition; and he
suggested that barium peroxide might prove more effective as an
antidote. They could keep a few gramrnes, dissolve it in water, and
give it to the patient.
The President-Barium salts are strong poisons.
Professor A. Prister---,Bariuru salts are 'poisons, but weaker poisons
than cyanide.
Mr R. E. Hall-With liarium peroxide the reaction would not take
place before you were poisoned by the prussic acid. The action of
the prussic acid would probably close 'up the throat altogether.
The President-I know it from personal experience that if you are
poisoned by cyanide it is exactly the same as if you were strangled.
You cannot get any air into the lungs, and YOll cannot swallow. The
only difficulty with peroxide of hydrogen'is that it is easily decomposed, but this difficulty can be overcome by keeping it in hermetically sealed bottles. Barium salts are strong poisons, and I am sure
their use for this purpose is out of the question.
Mr W. Bettel-About four years ago a note appeared in one of the
German papers with regard to the action of nitrate of cobalt as an
antidote to cyanide poisoning. Have you heard anything about that ~
The President-Yes, I have heard about it, but I do not know of
any cases in which it has been tried successfully.
Mr W. Bettel-An experiment might be made by injecting the
nitrate of cobalt. It is not a very poisonous metal. I believe it is
more active than the iron salts.
Mr F. F. Alexander-I may mention that Dr Mitchell tried cobalt
nitrate as a remedy for poisoning of the arm through cyanide, hut he
did not find it successful.
The President-I think that in view of the rapid decomposition of
the cyanide in the stomach, it is always more advisable to use the
antidote by injecting instead of giving it per as.
Mr W. Bettel-There is one remark Mr Johnston has' made showing that a very powerful emetic seems to be more effective than any
other' antidote. Now, apomorphine causes almost instantaneous
vomiting, and if that were injected/ it might help the peroxide of
hydrogen by causing violent vomit,ing.
The President-It might. But that can only be found out by
experiments.
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l\'lr R. E. Hall-In the ~n~tance I brought forward I think the
's life was saved by vomltmg. As soon' as he recovered from his
wan
f int he vomited tremendously for a quarter of an hour.
a ~lr A. :McNaughtan-As far as vomiting is concerned, I do not
think there is a manager here who has not seen dogs take cyanide
and then vomit, and these dogs always recover. I myself have seen
two or three cases where dogs have so vomited, and each of them
recovered.
The President-I do not think it advisable to go into medical
questions, which are out of our ,line. Let us confine ourselves to the
concrete case ~:)fought forward to-night by Mr Johnston, which has
led us to the conclusion that there is a chemical, easily procurable at
every chemist, which will powerfully act as an antidote for cyanide
poisoning. I postpone any further discussion on the matter until the
next meeting.
The following paper was then read by the Secretary : -

NOTES ON PRECIPITATION OF GOLD FROM CYANIDE
SOLUTIONS

,By A. H.

HARTLEY (MEMBER)

The following figures and remarks, I hope, will not be taken as a
continuation of the discussion on Mr Carter's paper, "A Method of
Precipitating Gold from Weak Solutions," though' they might seem
to bear upon that subject very considerably. They are here given
merely as a matter of probable interest to cyanide managers, and
possibly to other members of the Society, more especially those who
are, or may be, called upon to recover gold from tailings elsewhere
than on the Rand.
The tailings and slimes to which these remarks apply were produced from the battery of a private mine called the "Ulundi,"
belonging to Thomas Andrews, Esq., situated on Fever Creek,
fourteen miles from Barberton. The ore for the most part was free
milling and highly oxidised, and contained a considerable quantity
of copper. The tailings varied in value from 5 dwts. to 8 dwts. of
gold per ton. After treatment they assayed from 16 grains to
36 grains. The residues did not vary according to the richness or
poorness of the tailings, but according to the cleanness of same.
Sometimes the pulp from the battery carried as much as 60 per cent.
of slimes, and never less than 45 per cent. The tailings, however,
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were always leachable, a.nd would have been clean had it not been
for the presence of from 10 to 15 per cent. heavy clay or earth, which
would not float off with the slimes, and which was certainly detri.
mental to proper treatment.
Regarding precipitation: the rate of flow of solution through the
boxes averaged from 1 to It tons per cubic foot of zinc in twenty.
four hours, or from half an hour to three quarters of an hour's
contact.
The following were the strimgths of leachings and assay results
(results of gold assays stated per ton of 2,000 Ibs.) :GOLD,
KON.

'05 per cent.
'10
'14

Head of boxes.

}

"

"

Foot of boxes.

19 dwts.
39
10 "
10 "
"
16 grains

trace.
4 g,rains.
trace.
'trace.
trace.
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I found that to continue the treatment which gave these leachings.

as much as 4 Ibs. of cyanide per ton of tailings would be consumed.
By using weaker solutions the extraction of gold from tailings continued equally as good, whilst the cyanide consumption fell to 2 Ibs.
per ton. The solution assays were now as follows : No. 1.
GOLD.

No.2.

KON.

Head of boxes.

Foot of boxes.

'02 per cent.
'05
".,
'04
'002

8 dwts.
13
"
1

"

trace.
trace.
trace.
trace.

+KCN at head
of box.

Gold at foot
of box.

"

Strength ofleachings.
KON.

'002 per cent.
'006
"
'888

"

2~

'02 per cent.
'05
"
'('5

"

trace.
6 grains.
trace.

'When commencing slimes treatment the increased quantity of solution necessitated the percentage of cyanide being again reduced, in
order to keep the consumption within reasonable bounds, and to·
ensure good precipitation the zinc shavings were dipped in a solution
of lead acetate. The precipitation continued as good as before, the
average strength of solutions leaching from the tanks being ·OO~
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per cent. KCN, with the addition of KCN at head of boxes '02
per cent.
,
Gold at foot of boxes: traces.-And, without the addition of
cyanide to head of boxes, the following were the solution assays:GOLD.

KON.

Head of boxes.

Foot of boxes.

·02 per cent.
'007
"
'004
"
'006
"
'009

1 dwt.

trace.
trace.
trace.
trace.
trace.
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and so on with little or no variation.
The consumption of cyanide now figured at !J lb. per ton of ore,
with as good results as when 4 lbs. per ton were consumed.
It will be seen from the foregoing figures that the precipitation
was as good without the addition of cyanide at the head of the boxes
as it was with it. When at times the zinc became" dead," that is,
when no action could be observed in the boxes, the addition of a
small quantity of cyanide, say l()th of a lb. per ton of solution, did
not bring it into an active state, though the use of caustic soda or a
much larger quantity of cyanide did. One objection made to the
lead-zinc couple method of precipitation at a former meeting was
that mration necessary for the effective solution of gold in tailings or
slimes hindered precipitation in the boxes; this objection would not
hold good under the circumstances quoted above, as, if these solutions were not mrated, few are; but this fact never hindered precipitation as the figures show.
In my opinion these unusually good precipitations from very weak
solutions were caused by the presence of copper. If this be the case,
copper-bearing ores would seem to present no difficulties whatever to
the successful treatment of tailings and slimes by the usual zinc
method of precipitation.
The resulting cyanide bullion for nine months' work at the Ulundi
mine averaged 850 fine, which was obtained by ordinary fiuxings,
without any special refining agencies; this would show that the
copper dissolved from the ore and precipitated on the zinc did not
materially affect the fineness of the bullion.
Mr J. R. Williams-I may say that the experience of copper in
cyanide solutions I have had at Pilgrims Rest, and also the experience of Mr Feldtmann who worked up there, is that precipitation
was not obtained if there was copper in the solution without the
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addition of a drop of cyanide at the top of the box. In the plant
designed by Mr Feldpmann f~r Kameel's Creek he, had made arrange_
ments to bring all the cyamde up to ,'05 or '1 per cent. before it
flowed into the boxes. Of course up there there may be a great deal
more copper in the solutions than Mr Hartley mentions. When We
started with the Siemens-Halske process we found the lead itself
added 33 per cent. of its weight in copper at the end of the first
month. There was so much copper that we had to add 3 tons of
lead for every ton we cupelled at the Rand Central. I contend
myself that small quantities of copper do not effect precipitation at
all. Where it comes to an excessive amount like we have up there
the Siemens-Halske or any other good method of precipitation will
hold its own. I think the more impure the ore is in that way the
more necessity there is for electrical precipitation.
Mr W. Bettel-In 1896 I visite,d the Orion, and noticed that they
were in the habit of adding cyanide at the head of the box. For
leaching they used a ~ per cent. cyanide solution, and the cyanide
almost entirely disappeared from the solution, before precipitation.
The copper was readily precipitated, and plated the zinc, and it was
only by the addition of cyanide at the top of the box that they got
precipitation, and then a fairly good precipitation was obtained.
The President-I postpone ,the discussion on Mr Hartley's paper
to the next meeting.
The following paper was then taken as read :-

A CONTINUOUS PROCESS OF SLIMES TREATMENT

By

ERNEST

T.

RAND (M~MBER)

Mr President and Gentlemen,-This evening I wish to bring to
your notice a process, the practical details of which I have been
working on for a considerable period. We know that the probable
ideal method of treating slimes will be by some continuous process of
one kind or another, and I shall now describe to you a process which
I think approaches towards this end. I do not claim -that it is a
perfect process. Perfection will only be attained by increased experience, but you may now judge as to its adaptability for yourselves.
In starting, I may say that the slimes are, from entering the works
until finally treated, in a constant state of movement. The process
itself may be conveniently sub-divided into four different stages.
In the first stage, the slimes pulp fr0m the overflow of the sands
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large spitzkasten or inverted conical vats
ttl in0a vats passes into I
sa·th
'These vats or
the sides at an ang e 0 55 tof
60 degrees.
:;itzkasten are of sufficient capacity to settle the slimes to a consistncy of one, or one and a quarter wet to one of dry slimes. A settlea ent equivalent to three hours is given to these, that is, a certain
~oportion of the pul p will take three hours to fill one of the vats
~ithout anything being drawn from the bottom and before the clean·
water begins to overflow.
Au inverted conical vat with delivery of slimes pulp at centre of
vat is preferable to a spitzkasten owing to the much larger overflow
line. When the vat begins to overflow the nozzle at the apex of the
cone is opened and the slimes allowed to flow out in a very thick
contiuuous stream. It is desirable to have the vats large, in order
to be able to use a large nozzle, as a small one which would necessarily be required for a small vat would, owing to the very thick
pulp, be more liable to choke. The overflow water can be taken
back directly to the water dams by pump or gravity, according to
circumstances. The pulp leaving the vat passes into a V-shaped
launder, fitted at intervals with linch mesh screens inclined in
the direction of flow, and occupying two-thirds of the depth. The
object of these screens is to cause the slimes and the solution added
at the head of the launder to mix thoroughly. The quantity of
solution added is that required to bring the pulp to a consistency of
four and a half of solution to one of dry slimes. Fresh potassium
cyanide is added at the head of the launder in sufficient quantity to
make the strength 0'015 per cent. Lime is also added, principally
to assist settlement after the dissolving of the gold has been effected.
At the lower end of the launder is a box into which the pulp is
delivered. To. the side of this box near the top is placed an overflow
pipe, which would come into use should a stoppage occur. The pulp
from the first settling vats could thus be run into some suitable
place, whence it could be taken and worked when the plant is again
running.
The second stage comprises the solution of the gold in the dissolving vats. There may be one large vat, or, still better, two smaller
vats to work simultaneously. These are constructed with conical
bottoms, the vats having two-thirds of their total depth with vertical
sides, the remaining one-third being conical. This arrangement ensures that no deposition of settled slimes takes place on the bottom.
These are together of a capacity equal to that required to contain
the pulp run into them from the first settling vat for seven hours,
without anything being permanently withdrawn. The vats are each
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fitted with an agitator, the speed of the ends of the blades bein
about 620 feet per minute when in motion. A circulating pum;
-capable of passing through all t~e pulp contained in the two vats
,once everyone and a half hours, connected to a hole near the bottom
is used to circulate the pulp already in the vat, and to introduce th~
pulp from the first settling vat. This circulating pump delivers into
a pan placed over the centre of each of the vats, and from the bottom
of which radiate a number of pipes closed at their outer ends and
perforated by a number of small holes in each, in order to spray the
pulp (thus producing a slight roration) as near the periphery of the
vats as possible. The vats are fitted with baffle-plates placed near
the surface of the pulp, in order to cause the greatest possible mixing
of the freshly introduced pulp with that in the vat. Into the suction
pipe of the circulating pump, at an inclination towards the pump, is
introduced a pipe leading from the box into which the pulp from
the first settling vat flows. The dissolving vats, if possible, should
,be placed so that their top is slightly belo'w the bottom of above
box. This pulp then flows from the first settling vat into the suction
pipe of the circulating pump by gravity. Air may be introduced
into the pulp by checking the passage in the suction pipe leading
from the dissolving vat, the air passing down the fresh pulp pipe.
'As will thus be seen, the fresh pulp receives a preliminary treatment
in the pump before entering the dissolving vat. A pump, having its
suction pipe with valve fixed half way up the slope of the conical
bottom, draws the pulp away from the dissolving vat at the same
rate as it passes into it from the first settling vat. By this means a
-constant level is maintained in the dissolving vats. As it takes
seven hours to fill these vats, the pulp practically receives a seven
hours' treatment. I say practically because though some of the pulp
may get away before it has received its full seven hours, other pulp
in the vats must receive as much more as the former receives less.
Therefore, since there is no reason why pulp with gold undissolved
should get away before that which has its gold dissolved, the time
for dissolving in the vats may safely be put down at approximately
seven hours. This time, by the way, is in excess of that usually
given to present production slimes as at present generally treated.
The pump drawing away the treated pulp from the dissolving vats
·delivers into an inverted conical vat (this being the third stage of
the treatment) of such dimensions as'to give the pulp three hours'
settlement. This represents the first wash. The overflow solution
from this passes through a suitable filter to the precipitation boxes,
and from these into a sump, whence it is pumped to mix with the
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ulp leaving the bottom of the first ·wash vat. This pulp is as far as
Possible regulated to the consistency of that leaving the first settling
~at. The pulp from this vat, or spitzkasten, passes into a V-shaped
launder, also fitted with similar mixing screens. There it is well
wixed with the solution from precipitation boxes, and by gravity
runs into the centre of a vat in every respect similar to the first wash
vat. This brings us to the fourth l'tage of the treatment, where the
second wash takes place. The overflow solution from this second
wash vat passes to the head of the launder carrying the pulp from
the first settling vat, and forms continuously the solution necessary to
be strengthened for the fresh slimes. It wi~l be seen that no solution
storages are necessary. Of course, when there is loss from leakages,
evaporation, etc., the solution can be maintained by a water service.·
The slimes from the second wash vat pass to the residue dam. The
consistency is the same as that leaving the first settling and first wash
vats. Thus, from the 4! water to 1 of slimes delivered intq the
centre of the first wash vat 31 parts is taken away to boxes, and the
same quantity from the second wa::>h vat, and so 6! tons of solution
will have been scparated out from the slimes in .the treatment of
every ton. The slimes treated by this method require three hours in
first settling vat, seven hours in dissolving vats, three hours in first
wash vat, and three hours in second wash vat-in all, sixteen hours
from entering the works until discharged with gold extracted.
So much for the explanation of the process, and now for some
practical rcsults. I shall now describe an experiment worked at the
Simmer & Jack slimes works with this process on a fairly large
scale, and give particulars of the results obtained. Two of the
dissolving vats were used, both being connected to a centrifugal
circulating pump. The first was used as a pulp storage. In this
way a pulp of a consistency of 4i to 1 was made up in it, water, not.
::yanide solution, being. used. The agitator of the ·vat was kept
going to maintain the pulp in a uniform consistency. l'hc second
vat was used as the dissolving vat, the supply of the untreated
pulp being drawn from the first vat. Near the bottom of the
dissolving vat a pipe, with valve, was fixed. This delivered into a
launder which coriveyed the pulp to a settling vat. This vat was
~4 by 8 feet deep, and had been made into the form of an inverted
cone inside, although the angle of the slope of the sides was not
acute enough for the best work. Eight inches of Ii-inch pipe;
terminating in a i1l"ths of an inch nozzle, was fixed to the apex of
the cone. Around the top of the vat was a launder to which a pipe
u.elivering into the precipitation boxes, was fixed. The solution

2x
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from the vat overflowed into this launder and passed through the
pipe to the boxes. The launder from the dissolving vat delivered
the pulp into the centre of the vat and at the surface of the solution
in such a way as to cause no appreciable motion on the surface of the
solution. The method of working this experiment was as follows :_
The pulp was drawn from the first vat at a rate equal to 10 tons per
hour, and passing through the circulating pump was delivered into
the dissolving vat along with the pulp being circulated. The cyanide
was added to the pulp in the dissolving vat j a very strong solution
was allowed to drip into the vat, thus maintaining a fairly even
strength of '014 per cent., 40 lbs. of lime was added every 4! hours.
A quantity of pulp equal to that coming into the dissolving vat from
the first vat. was drawn off continuously, a normal level of the pull>
in the dissolving vat being maintained. This pulp passed directly to
the settling vats. The solution overflowing from this was quite
clear, the surface of the slime pulp being kept from 9 inches to
1 foot below the overflow rim. The pulp taken from the bottom
could have been better concentrated had the angle of sides of vat
been more acute. It contained 40 per cent. of dry slimes, so three
of the four and a half parts of solution were separated and passed to
the precipitation boxes. The experiment lasted three weeks, and a
little over 1,000 tons were treated. The cyanide used worked out
'5 lb. per ton. A second wash was not given, as there were no conveniences for doing so, but I shall leave you to judge for yourselves
what the results would probably have been had a second wash been
given, after putting before you the results of one wash only. Of
the residues leaving the settling vats a sample was taken every two
hours; part of this was put into a pail containing clear water, and
part into a jar. Every twenty-four hours samples of unwashed and
. thrice water-washed slimes were sent to be assayed-the washed
and the unwashed being parts of the same sample taken from the
settling vat. Thus a very fair comparison could be made. A sample
of the overflow solution from settling vat was taken every two
hours, and daily assayed. The original value of the pulp averaged
1'8 dwts.
The following are the results of a few of the residues obtained:April 6th, unwashed re,sidue
"
"
washed,'"
" 8th, unwashed
"
"
"
washed
"
"
" 10th, unwashed

0'3 dwts. per ton.
0'05"
"
0'15"
"
0'10"
"
0'15"
"
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April
"
"
"
"
The solution

A malgamation and Lime
lOth,
washed residue trace dwts. per ton.
12th, unwashed
"
0'40"
"
"
washed
"
0'20"
"
18th, unwashed
"
0'50"
"
"
washed
"
0'10"
"
overflowing from the settling vat assayed
April 7th to 10th
15th
"
20th
"
28th

"

9'5 grains per ton.
8'0
"
"
6'0
"
"
9'0

"

"

Discussion on this paper was necessarily deferred until the next
meeting.

INDIRECT ADVANTAGES OF A SLIMES PLANT
By

JOHN

R.

WILLIAMS (MEMBER)

DISCUSSION

The President then opened the discussion on the paper read by
Mr J. R. Williams at the April meeting entitled: "The Indirect
Advantages of a Slimes Plant."
Mr D. E. Powrie (written contribution)-Mr Williams in his paper
on "Indirect Advantages of a Slimes Plant" brings forward the
statement that lime used in the Slimes Plant has a beneficial effect
in amalgamation. He also says that more amalgam is caught on the
lower portion of the plates. This is not what I have found by
experience. I agree with Mr Williams when he says that the plates
become discoloured by the use of lime, and I can go a little further
and say that I have seen nearly all the mercury taken off them by
the use of lime. In a test I have made over a period of six months
on an ore of one value I found a difference of 4'8 per cent. in the
catch on the plates in favour of water showing an acid reaction.
The value of slimes being 9 per cent. lower during the" acid period."
In making a test of this sort it would not be correct to take one
period and compare it with another and say that' because one result
is better than the other that it must be due to the use of lime in the
mill water. If a test is to be made let it be done on an ore of one
value under the same circumstances. Size of screen would make a
great deal of difference. Mr Williams does not state that the same
size screen was used throughout the test, nor does he specify that the
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ore and the circumstances were as near as pos~ible identical, but
judging from the results quoted I should imagine that some differenc
in grade and screen would account for the difference in the recove;
on the plates.
Another very important matter to be considered is the method of
amalgamation. In a test I made, dividing a mill alternately into
two sections (one to treat the ore by inside amalgamation and the
other by outside amalgamation only, 500-mesh screen being used
throughout the test), I found that the increase in catch on the plates
was 2'4 per cent. in favour of inside amalgamation. By inside
amalgamation I mean using mercury in the boxes but no copper
plates.
Mr A. von Dessauer-I do not know if the battery manager of the
New Heriot is here, but I obtained some information from him that
he experienced no difficulty when using lime·water. The only difficulty he had was for a short period, but later on the water became
perfectly free from organic matter, and other impurities. I think I
am right 1
Mr A. B. Inglis-Quite right.
Mr A. McNaughtan-I think Mr Williams has handicapped himself to a certain extent. I have used lime-water, and my experience
is this: I really do think that you get more gold, but you certainly
do not get it at the bottom of the plates. I am not prepared to give
the reason, but in every case I am aware of, and in every case I heard
of, the plates do not look well. In every case I am aware of the
bottom of the plates was very bad. One gentleman said they obtained
more gold at the bottom of the plates; but that is contrary to my
experience, and I think I can appeal to every battery manager that
it is contrary to their experience. They may get more gold, but they
do not get it at the bottom of the plates. As far as that part of the
paper is concerned, I think we ought to have an explanation. I
have been watching the plates since Mr Williams read his paper.
We use lime almost in excess. We ought to have the experiences of
battery managers on the point. If it is really a good method, ana
if the plates look bad, and no explanation of why we get more gold
at the top is given, I do not think Mr ·Williams' suggestion will
have as good a chance as I think it ought to have.
Mr W. Bettel-In 1894 I think I was the first to use lime in
excess at the New Primrose, and to cla;ify all the water in the dam
with the addition of lime; but. in spite of my protest the use of lime
was discontinued, because the battery manager said the amalgamation
was imperfect, the amalgam becoming thin, and the mercury ran off
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the plates. I had nothing to say to that, because I was not an
amalgamator, and I could not contradict the. statements that were
wade. I knew there was no diminution in the amount of gold
obtained; as to whether there was an excess . I could not say. I
think it requir~s a little more work on the part of amalgamators to
keep the plates clean. There will no doubt be a certain amount of
carbonate of lime formed, but if the plates are cleaned more·frequently
I do not see why good results should not be obtained. At any rate,
in using lime for the settlement of slimes, you are bound to have
lime-water passing through the mill, and so the water will be always
alkaline, and the amalgamators will have to make the best of a bad
bargain. From what I have heard, I think it simply requires a little
nlore care on the part of the amalgamators; and as to whether there
is more gold caught I cannot say, but I know there is not more lost.
Mr A. B. Inglis-In the latter part of 1897 we found our water
at the New Heriot very acid, and we were advised to use a small
quantity of lime. The immediate effect was disastrous. The plates
became badly coated, but by continuing the use of lime we found a
great improvement. Taking the plates only, we obtained a very good
recovery indeed. For the first eight months of 1898 the battery
recovery was 53'68 per cent.-that is, using two bags of lime per day,
or about 1 lb. per ton.' Taking the latter eight months, the battery
recovery improved to 55'1 per cent. In 1898 the recovery by cyanide
was 26 per cent., and in 1899 27'3 per cent. The total recovery for
the first eight months was 79 '9, or 80 per cent.; for the last eight
months it was 82'49 per cent. So there was an improvement on the
total recovery of 2Z per cent.-that is, by using always a quantity of
lime, about
lbs.per. ton. At the present time I think I can claim
that our plates are in practically a perfect condition. In 1897 the
percentage of sands caught was only 66 per cent. In the first six
months of 1898 it was 75 per cent., and in the last eight months
76'15 per cent.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Can you give the assays for these periods ~
There is no use in comparing these results unless we have the assays.
Mr A. B. Inglis·-The assay value of the ore treated was practically
the same.
Mr P. S. Tavener-At first when we (Bonanza) started using lime
the amalgamators complained of great difficulty about dirty plates,
but that was only for the first few days. Since then we have llad no
complaints at all, and the amalgamation has certainly increased from
about 6 to 7 per cent. I do not think it ends there. Previously we
used to have great difficulties in catching our sands clean. I had a
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lot of trouble in leaching the upper vats. . Now we use lime-water
and we catch something like 5 per cent. more sands. We. hav~
no difficulty in leaching, and we have very much better results
Cert\tinly we can attribute it to nothing else but to the use of lilll~
in
the water, because it dates back to the very time we started usina.,
.
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Mr J. R. Williams-How much were the slimes reduced in value ~
Mr P. S. Tavener-When we put up our slimes plant we con~
sidered we would have 8 dwts. slimes, but since this water Was
circulated our slimes were reduced to about 5! or 6 dwts.
The President-There is one point I would like to draw attention
to. I think nothing has been said as to the chemical cause of the
blackening of the plates in using lime-water, and it would be
interesting to have an explanation on that point.
Mr A. McNaughtan-May I be allowed to make one further
remark 1 I would like some of the mill managers to get up and talk
about this m.atter. I agree with MJ' 'Williams there is more gold
caught, but the plates are blackened at the bottom, and I think the
battery managers should get up and say so.
Mr A. B. Inglis--I should like to see Mr McNaughtan at the
Heriot. I should have much pleasure in showing him round.
Mr R. L. Kerr-I think Mr McN aughtan is very well acquainted
with amalgamation. Some time. ago our (French Rand) battery
manager was in some <lifflculty owing to acid in the ore. The effect
of the acid was to scour the top of the plates. He then added lime to
the ore belt. Afterwards lime was dissolved in the slimes dam-this
was a plant where no slimes plant was in use-and the water was
alkaline when running into the mortar boxes. After three or four
days the plates assumed their normal condition, with a few bare
patches occasionally. It was found that there was more amalgam at
the top of the plates. In dressing the plates it is the custom to
brush the amalgam towards the top of the plates. Mr Williams says
more gold is found at the bottom of the plates than before. I am not
in a position to speak about this, but as far as recovery is concerned
I can certainly say there is a better recovery in consequence of the
addition of lime to the water.
Mr H. L. Bertram-I tried the use of lime in Barberton at the
Consort battery. The ore was very aci~ and refractory at the
beginning, but we succeeded in getting. a better recovery. I also
tried it on the Rand, but the ore was. not so acid, and I found very
little difference, if any at all. But with refractory or acid ore lime
makes a great difference; you get a much better recovery.
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Increase in Amalgamation

)',11' J. R. Williams-Did you add sufficient lime to make the water
alkaline?
"NIr H. L. Bertram-We sent it through the mortar boxes; about a
bucketful of lime to the ton.
The President-A bucketful is rather a vague statement. There
are large and small buckets. The more opinions we get about this
very important question of amalgamation the better. At the last
lueeting I referred specially to this point, and I stated it would be of
the greatest. importance to find out whether the increase in the
amalgamation is really due to the lime or to other causes.
Mr J. R. VnUiams-I may say since the last meeting I have had
rather an interesting case of starting a slimes plant. We used a very
large amount of lime. The manager said they wei'e losing gold at
.the rate of 100 ounces per day. I was absolutely convinced that
they could not lose gold,' and the engineer, manager, and mill
manager confirmed my opinion, for they told me that there was 2!
per cent. better recovery by amalgamation. I am certainly inclined
to think that the reason of this increase was that the slimes had
been reduced very much in value, and. that was only due to the lime
bringing the slimes in contact with the plates. One gentleman
mentioned the case .of acid ore. In my paper I stated that acid
water also coagulates the slimes, and where you have acid previously,
the reduction in the slimes may not be expected to be quite s~ great.
Mr R. E. Hall-I think our battery manager at the Ferreira said
he had very much better recovery from the plates, and his plates
looked' better, since we started our slimes plant at the beginning of
last year. I will not say authoritatively, but I will ask him, and I
will let you know at the next meeting. He has given me to understand that lime has been beneficial to amalgamation.
Mr F. F. Alexander-I would like to mention we found a discolouration of the plates at the Heriot when we first used lime. The
lime was put in our small dam, and after being added you would see
the water in the reservoir changing colour-turning green. I think
these solid matters in the water are the cause of the dirty appearance
()f the plates. I think the lime, immediately it comes in contact with
the water in the mortar boxes, and being mixed with ore, precipitates
certain iron salts from the water, and acid ore which discolours
the plates. I think Mr Inglis can bear me out. Since we have
thoroughly neutralised the water, and clarified it from all impurities,
we have no difficulty in keeping the plates clean. It is only on the
first introduction of lime that the plates appear to be dirty, and of a
greenish-black.

Increase z"-n A malgamatz"on
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Mr H. Rusden-I compared the Ferre~ra plates with the Worcester
plates. In the case of the Ferreira they use the retUl;n from the
spitzkasten. The Ferreira plates certainly looked a great deal better
than the Worcester plates. They looked quite free from spots of any
kind, whereas the Worcester plates were spotted in several places.
Mr R. E. Hall-That is about the fairest comparison you can get.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I should like to make one short remark. I can
take a perfectly impartial view of the situation. I believe Mr .Williams
is quite right. I think there is an enormons difference. Mr Bettel
said a bucketful would be about 30 lbs.; in many cases it would contain about 12 lbs. of caustic lime, and a large part of that is washed
away irregularly; but in the case Mr Williams refers to, the water is
absolutely alkaline, and there is a great difference in having water
which is. really al~aline, and water which mayor may not be alkaline.
The President-I think it is better to postpone any further discussion on l\'/:r Williams' paper, which I am sure will continue to be
interesting. With regard .to the question of blackening the plates, I
think it 'would be very interesting to have at our next meeting some
chemical explanation on the matter.
DEPARTURE OF lIIR DURANT

The President-Before closing the meeting I wish to draw your
attflntion to the fact·that we·are going to lose one of our members, as
Mr Durant, who has been for the last year. a member of the Council,
is about to leave this country. ACQording to the newspaper reports, he
is going to l\1:exico to join our past President, Mr Butters, in his work.
I am sure you will aU agree with me that Mr Durant's departure will
be very much regretted by our Society. Weare very sorry to lose
him. He has been a member of our Society for the last three years,
and during that time he has in a very modest unobtrusive 'fay done
a lot of good for our Society, and contributed in a very valuable way
to our proceedings and to our Journal. I am sure I am only voicing
the feeling of the meeting in wishing Mr Durant success and prosperity in his future cftreer; and I also express the hope that the
newspaper reports about his leaving the country for good may not
be correct, and thftt we·shall have the pleasure of seeing him here again.
Mr H. T. Durant-I· thank you very much for your generous remarks. I am not sure that I am going to Mexico, and. if I do, I
hope to have the pleasure of returning)n .the course of about a year,
when I hope to sit amollg~t you again ... In the event of my not going to
:Mexico I will be back amongst you again after a three months' holiday.
The proceedings then terminated.
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NOTES ON SAMPLING, ANALYSING, AND TREATING
SLIMES
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By L.

EHRMANN,

F.C.S.

(MEMBER)

After such important discussions on Slimes Treatment as those
yoU have recently listened to, I owe an apology for coming to·day
with notes on some particulars of the analysis and treatment of slimes
which at first sight do not appear to be of much importance. But,
to.day, we have before us a slimes question, as in previous years we
have had a cyanide question. ,Ve cannot even say yet that the
cyanide question is closed, as we are still considering the proposals
of hea,ting solutions. The question of oxygen in solutions is also an
important one, as you yourselves proved when presenting Mr A. F.
Crosse with the Society's gold medal for his method of determining
oxygen in cyanide solutions. By-and-bye, cyanide managers will
have to test numbers of things-lime, oxygen, etc.-not thought of
some time ago, and will doubtless consider some members of this
Society very troublesome people. But science advances day by day,
and I daresay the methods of treatment of slimes are still in their
infancy. It has been started on the extreme dilution system, with
electric precipitation by dynamos on lead cathodes. Now it seems
we are coming to the period of concentration treatment and electrical
precipitation by a primary cell being formed in the zinc boxes, so as
to get rid of dynamos, lead cathodes, and cupellation.
Anyway, electricity is to be, for a long time to come, the principal
agent of precipitation of gold in the zinc boxes, as I explained to th~
Society when I communicated my experiments on the zinc-copper
couple in cold and hot solutions.! As long as we are to employ
cyanide as the solvent, there is little probability of arriving at a
purely chemical precipitation of the gold without destruction of the
cyanide; so we shall have, probably, to rely on zinc, as long as
cyanide is used.
Now, zinc-lead couple, zinc-antimony couple, and some other
improvements, . are in the experimental or practical stage. Such
processes are nothing else than electricity being generated in zinc
boxes by a couple of zinc and some other metal; the question before
us is to arrive at the maximum precipitation with a minimum of
dissolution of zinc. We shall have to increase the activity of the
1

"The Precipitation of Gold from Oyanide Solution. "-April 17, 1897.

Automatic Sampler jor Sl£mes

lMAY 1899

zinc-couple in weak solutions j and I think the question of slimes
treatment will be settled, when gold from slimes solutions will be
precipitated in zinc boxes with no more difficulty than from sands
solutions, and recovered in the same way. It would be premature,
at this period, to go more fully into this question, but I think I can
say that we can see our way more clearly, thanks to the researches of
some members of our Society, and the alliance of theory to practice.
The slimes question may be compared to a big building, of which at
present we are only constructing the foundations. If each one of us
adds one more stone to the foundation, the sooner the building will
be finished. In this paper I wish to bring some stones for this
foundation, for which I hope a place will be found.
I begin with the question of sampling the slimes j and submit
herewith a plan and description of an automatic sampler I have
devised.
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AUTOMATIC SAMPLER FOR SLIMES

A regular sampling of the slimes passing down the launder is an
absolute necessity to arrive at an accurate knowledge of the gold to
be recovered. The method of sampling by a box placed in the
laundel' is not a reliable one. The sampling in the collecting or
dissolving vats has the objection of taking principally the lighter and
finer portion of the slimes. For this reason I have devised the
automatic sampler, fully described in the accompanying sketch.
To an ordinary driving wheel (A) placed in the launder (L), as in
the Automatic Lime Feeders, is connected-either directly or by an
intermediate gear, so as to transmit the motion from the pulley (D)
to the intermediate gear or to the pulley (C)-a flat disc (B), perpendicular to a hollow axle (a2) and parallel to the axle (a1) of the
driving wheel. To this is fixed an in-curved pipe pp'. At each
revolution of the sampling disc (B) the lower part of the curved pipe
plunges into the slimes from the top of the liquid to the bottom of
the launder, then goes to the top again, and is filled with a portion of
the liquid slimes. By the revolution of the disc the sample is
delivered in the hollow axle (a2 ) where the incline of the perforated
central part is such as to cause the sample to flow at once to the
prismatic funnel (F). To this funnel is attached a double pipe, the
one pipe (G) going back to the launder, the other (H) going to a tin
box or bucket where the sample for analysis is collected. In the
prismatic funnel a movable partition is pl~ced, so as to divide the
sample between the two parts of the double pipe in such quantities
as are desired.

A
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Now I have to come to the question of the addition of lime to the
slimes, and I have to apologise for a third note on the subject of
float gold in slimes.
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PRECIPITATION OF SLIMES BY MILK OF LIME

After lllany interesting discussions on the theory of the action of
lime in precipitating slimes, it is now quite proved that precipitation
is due to the action of the soluble lime.
There has been, unfortunately, a strong opinion in favour of using
lime powder in the launder, and, consequently, an objection tO,using
lime in form of milk of lime. My purpose, now, is to show the
.advantage of using lime mixed with water, and to prove that the best
way to obtain a regular quantity of lime so as to obtain a complete
precipitation without employing an excess is to use milk of lime.
The automatic feeder for dry lime is a very ingenious apparatus,
but, in practice, is inferior to a milk of lime machine, for the
following reasons : 1. Lime must first be crushed in a ball ,mill, or other form of
grinding mill.
2. It requires, almost continual attention so as to be properly
filled with lime; and sometimes, even when there is plenty of lime
in the hopper, lime does not fall into the launder and the screw
revolves empty. Besides, the dust is very troublesome.
3. The supply of lime in the launder cannot be properly regulated
to the exact quantity required for a complete precipitation; therefore, to obtain a complete precipitation an excess has to be used.
4. Two boys are required per shift working the grinding mill, and
,carrying the lime to the feeders.
The advantages of using milk of lime are as follows : 1. By the use of an inexpensive apparatus, which can be made on
any mine, milk of lime can be prepared at a regular density without any
trou ble by the boy in charge when he has been once shown how to do it.
2. The supply .of the quantity of milk of lime required for the
precipitation of slimes can be regulated from the slimes plant with
the greatest facility at a moment's notice, by using an electric bell
for signalling from the slimes plant to the boy in charge, to increase
,or to reduce the quantity of lime.
3. On account of the facility and rapidity of regulating the supply
{)f lime in the launder, no excess of lime need be used; the precipitation is regular, and a large saving can be made in the cost of lime.
4. When using milk of lime, there is no necessity to crush lime
through a mill; the milk-of-lime mixer being filled from the bag.

Preparation of Milk of Li"me

[MAY

1899

5. One boy only is required.
.
6. As slags ana unburnt limestone are separated from the milk of
lime in the mixing machine, the quality of milk of lime is much,
more regular than the quality of crushed lime.
The quantity of pure lime (calcium oxide, hydrated) in milk of
lime depends, of course, on the quality of lime, i.e. of the proportion
of carbonate of lime mixed to calcium oxide.
The annexed table gives, as an average, the quantity of lime
calculated as calcium' oxide, at each degree Baume from 10· B. to
30· B.
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If we take 1 ounce avo = 23'35 grammes.
1 gallon = 4'54 litres..
1 cubicfoot=2S'315litres,

we can calculate the' size of the apparatus required so as to contain
enough lime to give the required alkalinity to slimes for a fixed time.
But it would be more accurate to have a small quantity of milk of
lime made with the lime to be used, say, one bucket, take its density,
and titrate it for calcium oxide by any of the well-known volumetric
processes. As, according to the nature of limestone, and the working
of the lime-kiln, the quantity of calcium oxide may vary fro~ 30 per
cent. to 65 per cent. in lime, I would recommend titrating the milk
of lime. The best and quickest method is to transform calcium
oxide in saccharate of lime, and titrate by standard acid.
The apparatus consists of a circular tank to be partly filled with
water; with a vertical axis on which are attached flat iron paddles
in-curved so as to move the liquid upwards. To the circular edge
of the top, are suspended, inside the tank, metallic baskets made of
iron sheets with bottom and sides perforated.
The bottom of the baskets is to dip 2 or 3 inches in water when
starting; the haskets are then filled with lime, the machine started,
and the finer part of the lime falls through the holes into the liquid,
and is kept in suspension, enough lime being added to raise the
density to say 20· B. Then, by occasionally adding water in the tank,
and lime in the basket, the density is easily kept quite uniform.
No cock is to be used for regulating the flow of milk of lime· in the
launder; the best plan is to have a square hole cut at the lower part
of the tank, say, 12 by 12, to close it by a wooden plank; and to drill
through this plank several holes·t or -i1r in. diameter, to be closed by
wooden pegs when required, so as to supply to the launder the quantity
of lime required. An iron plate bent downwards behind the wooden
door is to protect the flow of liquid from the agitation of the lower
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paddle. This is the simplest and cheapest apparatus for the purpose
required.
.
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TABLE SHOWING AMOUNT OF LIME PRESENT IN MILK OF LIME

Baume.

Density.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1075
1083
1091
1099
1108
1116
1125
1134
1142
1152
1161
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1241
1251
1262

Calcium Oxide,
per
1,000 grammes.

94
104
115
126
137
148
159
170
181
193
206
218
229
242
253
261
263
266!
270
273
277

to 133

"
"
"
""

"
"

""

"
"
""
"
"
""
"
"

"

142
152
161
170
179!
189
198
207
215!
224
237
240
246t
255
268
281
295
309
324
339

Average
grammes
per 1,000 c.c.

113!123
1331
1431
153!
163!
174
184
194
204!
215
227!
235
244
254
264!
272
280!
289!
298!
308

A CAUSE OF IRREGULARITIES IN TREATMENT, AND OF ERRORS IN
ASSAYS OF SLIMES

When recently reading the Journal of our Society, I noted an
observation made by 1\'1r J. R. Williams on slimes carrying away fine
particles of gold, the latter thus escaping amalgamation. It reminded
me that two years ago, when experimenting with old slimes to test an
apparatus patented by 1\'1r E. Brochon, I had much trouble, and was
unable to obtain reliable and concordant results before and after the
experiments until I had devised a method of taking the assay from a
part of a very large sample, say, 12 to 15 A.T., specially prepared to
eliminate errors due to particles of gold of different size being mixed
in the slimes, and not being evenly distributed all over thc lot.
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Sampling and Assay of Slimes.
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I will describe first the experiment, and second the mode of
sampling I have adopted so as to obtain a very correct analysis,
despite the irregular distribution of the particles of gold in the mass.
The apparatus I had to test was unfortunately of too small a size,
so that it could not be run for many hours without being blocked by
an accumulation of slimes. It looked like a lot of very fiat boxes
piled one over the other, formed alternately of amalgamated copper
plates separated by an india-rubber isolating frame from iron plates,
both to be used as cathodes and anodes respectively. The plates
were perforated at alternate ends, so as the slimes could circulate
between the plates, and run all through the apparatus, the distance
between the parallel plates being t or /6' Each of the copper, as
well as the iron, plates had the necessary attachments so as to be
connected with a source of electricity.
By a special arrangement, which it is not necessary to describe,
small measured quantities of the slimes entering the apparatus, and
also at the exit of the apparatus, were taken at regular intervals.
I had a lot of old slimes, well mixed and sieved, weighing about
100 lbs., kept in a box, the moisture being 3'54 per cent., 3'55 per
cent., 3'58 per cent. I took samples for assays from different partstop, bottom, middle, diagonal, etc. Instead of mixing all the samples
in one lot, I decided to analyse each sample separately, so as to see if
there was any difference. The assays were made under exactly the
same conditions, as well as in the subsequent experiments, litharge,
charcoal, and fluxes being weighed and new crucibles used. I was
surprised to obtain the following results : GOLD PER TON

Average

Oz.

Dwt.

Grs.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
3
6

9
5
0

3
3

5
2

2

19
10
14
0
0

0

3

3
2
3
4

/

13t
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Distribution of Gold in Slimes
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I could only think that the irregularities were due to some particles
of larger size being irregularly distributed, even after the more careful mixing. I supposed that by taking part of the lot, mixing it
with water to about 70 gallons, I would get a more regular sample,
and that by running the slimes through the apparatus I would be
able to detect if floating gold had been retained by the amalgamated
plates, of course no source of electricity being used in such experiment.
The alternate plates of amalgamated copper and of iron were not to
act as cathodes or anodes respectively, but were only to be considered
as a series of amalgamated plates over which the slimes were running
in a thin film. The result has proved that part of the gold is irregularly distributed in slimes, and that this is so is shown by the fact
that some years ago amalgamation was probably not so effective as it
is now. No cyanide was' used in the solution; but, for another
purpose, about 10\0 of HOI had been added to the water.
From each lot, four assays have been made.
A. Slimes before entering the apparatus.
B. Slimes after they had gone four times through the apparatus.
C. Slimes after they had gone six times through the apparatus.

RESULT OF ASSAYS

(per ton or 2,000 Ibs.)

No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4

oz. dwt. grs.

oz.

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4 20
2 20
4
5
(lost)

----Average

0

3

C.

B.

A.

23

dwt. grs.

3
4
2
2

20
20
15
15

----0

3

61

oz.

0
0
0
0

dwt. grs.

3
3
3
3

15
10
15
0

----0

3

4

The balance of the lot C having been lost through some misunderstanding, I weighed the balance of lots A and B and put each lot in
a porcelain basin, where it was moistened with water, and treated
with aqua regia on a water bath and left for the night, then after
being well mixed with a glass rod and an addition of carbonate of
soda, each sample was dried and weighed again. From the original
weight compared with the second one, a simple calculation indicates
the weight which will correspond with 1 A.T. of the original sample.
Under such conditions the gold is evenly distributed all over the
mass.

Preparing Slime/or AnalYsis,
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(Incidently I would recommend a similar treatment to distribute
gold in the samples taken for analysis of concentrates.)
Two assays made for each lot agreed ,exactly, and the results were :-
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Gold in slimes before amalgamation.
Gold in slimes after amalgamation

oz.

dwt.

grs.

o
o

4
3

3~

2~

So without any chemical treatment 13'2 per cent. of the gold in
original slimes was recovered.
To conclude: Gold is very irregularly distributed, I do not say in
all slimes (which may vary with the different reefs) ; I only say in
some slimes.
Some particles of gold are not so fine 'as the others, and in such
case, we might ask if, the bigger particles being heavier, and settling
first, are or are not entirely dissolved by the extremely dilute cyanide
solution, since, as soon as they begin to settle, they are protected by
the heavier slimes from the action of the solution. Besides, being in
the .bottom of the tank, there is a possibility of escaping sampling. If
such is the case, the assay of residues is lower than it should be, so
the percentage of extraction seems higher than it really is.
On the question of assays of slimes we have also to conclude that,
to make the assay quite accurate, it is to be made from a lot of]2 to
15 A.T. treated as I have explained, so as to have the gold dissolved
and distributed all over the sample.
'>
.
I would recommend the following method of preparing samples of
slimes for analysis (original sample before treatment).
Use a small experimental filter press; filter the slimes through
the press, after the pulp has been well mixed, and make two, three,
or more cakes, according to the volume of the original sample. The
size of such cakes is 17f centimetres diameter (7 inches), and the
thickness 1 centimetre, 2 centimetres, or 3 centimetres, according to
the frame being used (0'394 in., 0'798 in., or 1'192 in.). The larger
cakes when fresh weigh 1 kilo. 442 grammes, when dry 1 kilo. 030
grammes. Water lost 0'412 kilo., or 28'57 per cent. Now, from
each fresh cake two opposite triangular parts are cut, and this last is
well mixed with water to a pulp, and sent again through the filter
press until only one cake is obtained. From this cake, being a good
average of the lot, and weighing, whep.' dry, nearly 35 A. T., for the
larger frame, cut triangular opposite parts, so as to get nearly half of
the cakes, 16 to 17 A.T. Dry it, take the weight and treat as previously described, by aqua 1'egia, etc., to get the final samples for assays.
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Dissolved Gold Assay .

For slimes after treatment, residue samples, containing dissolved
gold, weigh first 100 grammes of the pulp and dry it, so as to get per
cent. solution and per cent. residue slimes. Now send the full lot of
the samples through the filter press, keep a sample of the clear solution for determination of dissolved gold, and prepare the cakes
through the filter press as above described, until the last one is
obtained; then, through this cake, by the special pump of the washing apparatus, force a few bottles of water so as to remove all soluble
gold, and treat the washed cake as previously described for undissolved gold.

2

y
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XXXII
THE fifth annual general meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held on Saturday evening, 17th June
1899, in the Council Chamber of the Chamber of Mines Building,
Johannesburg. The President (Dr J. Loevy) occupied the chair,
and there was a total attendance of 56, as follows :36 Members-Messrs W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, R. E. Hall,
E. H. Johnson, S. H. Pearce, J. R. Williams (Council), A. Aiken,
J. F. Bagshaw, C. J. C. Baker, P. E. Baker, M. Baumann, G. Bernfeld, R. G. Bevington, P. Billyard, A. W. Brattlund, G. A. Darling,
R. L. Edmiston, L. Ehrmann, G. Innes, A. McA. Johnston, W. W.
Lynch, A. McNaughtan, H. Martienssen, A. Mennie, H. W. Miller,
W. Mitchell, H. Morrell, P. T. B. Morrisby, Professor Prister, E. T.
Rand, C. E. Stamp, G. D. Stonestreet, L. E. Strother, T. P. Waites,
J. Yates.
13 Associates-Messrs C. K. Bradley, W. Broom, J.G. ';N. Fairbairn, oW. E. G. FitzPatrick, E. C. Homersham, G. A. Lawson, S. B.
Margerison, W. P. Pritchard, H. Rusden, F. E. Shaw, G. "J. F.
Townsend, F. G. Westbrook, W. H. Wood.
6 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland, Secretary.

NEW MEMBERS
Messrs Yates and Mitchell were elected scrutineers for the ballot
of members as well as for the election of officers and Council.
The President announced that the ten candidates-Edwin Gripper
Banks, James Francis Bilbrough, Paul Justin Dupont, Francis J. T.
Hunt, William Law, Fred. Thomas, S. Clifton Thompson, Charles
E. Walcker, F. M. Watson, Arthur Yates-balloted for had been
unanimously elected members of the Society.
The following gentlemen-Messrs John F. Allan, William Wallace
Anderson, Bertram Hunt, Edward J!}ffrey, Samuel B. Marge~ison,
Gaston Polak, W. P. Pritchard, James Watkinson, John S. Youngwere reported as having been admitted to associateship since the last
meeting.
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A nnltal Report
ANNUAL REPORT

The appointment of Messrs Aiken and Bevington as auditors for
the past year having been duly confirmed, the Secretary read the
annual report and balance-sheet as follows : Your Council have much pleasure in submitting their report of
the work and progress of the Society during the fifth year of its
existence.
The rapid advancement made by the Society during the past year
has been exemplified by the large number of members and associates
elected, and by the large attendances of each monthly meeting, the
average attendance thereat during the period under review being 78,
as compared with 64 mentioned in the last annual report. The widespread interest in our proceedings is also shown by the cosmopolitan
nature of our membership, as submitted in the following tabulated
statement : lfIEMBERSH!P
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Hon.
Life
Members. i\fembers. Members. Associates.

Transvaal (Witwatersrand)
"
(Outside)
Rhodesia
Cape Colony .
Natal
Orange Free State
'German South Africa

225
17

3
1

1

3
3
2
1

157
26
5
2

1
1

251
Total for South Afr'ica
Great Britain and Ireland
14
6
Australia
1
Tasmania
3
New Zealand
2
Canada and British Columbia
India.
-China
1
Germany
France
Holland and Belgium
2
United States of America
1
Mexico and Nicaragua

5
6

281

14

1

192
13
8
3
1
.J.

1
1

1
9
2

1

238

Annual Report
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From this it will be seen. that the Society has a membership at
I
present of
14 Honorary Members
1 Life Member
281 Ordinary Members, and
238 Associates, making a total of
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being a nett increase of 6 Honorary .Member~, 86 Ordinary Members,
and 58 ARsociates.
We much regret that our loss by death during the year has been
very heavy, including as it does the following members and associates :-Messrs G. T. M. McBride, J. Buchanan, E. Y. Surtees,
W. Y. Campbell, D. M. Kisch, and W. H. P. Roberts.
By resignation our numbers have been reduced by two members
and two associates. Seven members have been struck off the roll,
in accordance with Clause 11 of the Constitution and Rules;
10 associates have been transferred to the membership roll, and one
member (who has left the Transvaal) has been transferred to the roll
of associates.
Owing to the deadlock that occurred in the election of officers and
Council in June last, the ballot had to be postponed until .J uly, and
in order to avoid any similar occurrence in the future, a new Constitution and Rules was framed and adopted in October last, which
we trust will obviate any future difficulty in this or other matters
of procedure.
Since the last report one meeting of the old Council and 20 meetings of the present Council have been held, at which there has been
an average attendance of 8. Owing to his unanticipated length of
absence, Mr Franklin White resigned his position on the Council, to
the general regret. The following is the attendance of each Council
member:Dr J. Loevy
A. von Gernet
W. Bettel (ex officio)
A. F. Crosse
W. A. Caldecott
H. T. Durant

19
5
11

20
10
12

R.
E.
S.
F.
J.
T.

E. Hall
H. Johnson .
H. Pearce
White.
R. Williams
W. Wood

II

18
11
4

12
14

Twelve ordinary meetings and one adjourned meeting, and two
special general meetings have been held during the period under
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review, at which the business transacted and the papers read have
been as follows : June 18th, 1898 (fourth annual general meeting)-The Council's
Fourth Annual Report; Pure Bullion from the Zinc Process, by
Mr A. F. Crosse; The Quality of Crucibles; The Position of
the Assay Department in Mining Economics, by Mr Franklin
White; The Composition of Slimes, by Dr J. Loevy; The
Accuracy of the Fire Assay.
July 16th, 1898-Discussion on previous papers; Discrepancies in
Slimes Treatment, by Mr W. A. Caldecott; election of officers
and Council.
July 16th, 1898-Special General Meeting; Addition to Rules.
August 20th, 1898-The President's (Dr J. Loevy) Inaugural
Address; The Estimation of Oxygen in Working Cyanide
Solutions, I., by Mr A. F. Crosse; discussion on· previous
papers; The Use of Glass as a Flux.
September 17th, 1898--The Estimation of Oxygen in Working
Cyanide Solutions, II., by Mr A. F. Crosse; discussion on
previous papers.
October 15th, 1898-A Means of Economising Water in Concentration, by Mr E. H. Johnson; A Zinc Process for Precipitating
Gold from Weak Solutions, by Mr T. L. Carter; discussion on
previous papers.
October 15th, 1898-Special General Meeting; Adoption of New
Constitution and Hules.
Novem.ber 19th, 1898-Remarks on Fire Assaying of Gold-bearing
Materials, by Mr W. Bettel; discussion on previous papers.
December 17th, 1898-The Assay of By-Products, by Mr H. F.
Lofts; Notes on Experimental Metallurgy, by Mr J. E.
ClennelI; discussion on previous papers.
January 21st, 1899-Lossp,s of Gold in Mill Water, by Mr A. von
Gernet; Presentation of Society's Gold Medal to Mr A. F.
Crosse; The Theory of Solutions, by Professor A. von
Oettingell; discussion on previous papers.
February 18th, 1899-The Theory of Dissociation, as applied to
Galvanic Currents, by Professor A. von Oettingen; discussion
on previous papers.
February 25th, 1899-Adjourned Meeting; discussion on previous
papers.
March 18th, 1899-Note on" Chemically Pure" Nitric Acid, by Mr
A. Whitby; Notes on the Estimation of Sulphides in Cyanides,
by Dr .J. Loevy (President); discussion on previous papers.
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April 8th, 1899-The Annual Dinner.
April 15th, 1899-The Indirect Advantages of a Slimes Plant, by
Mr John R. Williams; discussion on previous papers.
May 20th, 1899-Notes Oil the Estimation of" Protective Alkali" in
Cyanide Solutions, by Mr A. F. Crosse; An Experiment in
Cyanide Poisoning, by Mr A. McArthur Johnston; Notes on
Precipitation of Gold from Cyanide Solutions, by Mr A. H.
Hartley; A Continuous Process of Slimes Treatment, by Mr E.
T. Rand; Notes on Sampling, Analysing and Treating of Slimes,
by Mr L. Ehrmann; discussion on previous papers.
It will be seen by the foregoing that the subject matter dealt with
has been of unusual interest, and it has led to considerable and
useful discussion at which the debating qualities of the Society have
been very much in evidence.
In recognition of the original work achieved, the Society unanimously awarded Mr Andrew F. Crosse its gold medal for the paper
on "The Estimation of Oxygen in Working Cyanide Solutions"
read at the meetings in August and September 1898.
Another notable feature of our meetings was the visit of Professor
V on Oettingen, of the University of Leipzig, who favoured us with
two most interesting papers on "The Theory of Solutions P and" The
Theory of DissoC'iation, as applied to Galvanic Currents." His
lectures led us into the realms of pure science, and your Council
hope that from time to time we may have opportunities of listening
to scientific men of like calibre. Professor Von Oettiugen was elected
an honorary member.
We also had the pleasure of receiving an interesting pape'r from
one of our Associates (Mr J. E. Clennell) in the United States, and
the Council believe it would be valuable if the Society could obtain
similar papers from abroad as a means of enabling the membership to
compare local with foreign practice.
Endeavours have been made to obtain reduced fares from the
Netherlands Railway Co. for the benefit of members attending the
Society meetings, but proved unavailing, owing to the Company's
regulations only applying to delegates attending Central Conferences,
Synods, etc.
The annual dinner was held at the Masonic Hall on the 8th April,
and was a very successful function.
There was a record attendance
of about 200 members, associates ,and guests, amongst the latter
being the leading representatives 'of the Industry, the Government,
and the Town.
The question of a Joint-Technical Library for the various scientific
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bodies in Johannesburg was brought forward during the year, but
owing to the Chamber of Mines not seeing its way clear to grant the
considerable monetary support required, the matter fell through.
However, the Chamber of Mines has agreed to considerably augment
the collection of reference books for the use of their Patent's Committee, to which no doubt they will be happy to accord access should
any member desire it.
The second volume of our' transactions will be in t'he printer's
hands shortly, and will include all proceedings up to and including
December 1898. Owing to the great amount of tirpe necessary for
the proper revision and compilation of the matter the publication of
this volume has been considerably delayed.
The Journal of the Society still continues its successful career, as
evinced by the frequent reference to and extracts made from by the
scientific and technical press of other countries. A feature of considerable interest in the Journal is the increased amount of abstracted
matter containing llluch valuable and interesting information from
scientific sources. The thanks of the Society are due to the
Abstractors, Messrs G. Andreoli, W. Bettel, J. Daniell, H. T.
Durant and C. E. Stamp, for their arduous and gratuitous labours in
this connection. The Council also wish to record their indebtedness
to the responsible editor, Dr Loevy, who has devoted much valuable
time to the Journal, and to the Editorial Committee, Messrs W.
Bettel, VV. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse and 'E. H. Johnson.
It should be evident to our members that the work and importance
of the Society is steadily increasing, and consequently our monthly
expenditure is very heavy, and we would point out the absolute
necessity of the prompt payment of subscriptions. We trust this
hint will be sufficient to those whose subscriptions are still in
arrear.
During the past year your representatives, Messrs W. Bettel, Dr
Carrick, and A. von Gernet, whose services your Council wish to
acknowledge, have attended the monthly meetings of the Patents'
Committee of the Chamber of Mines.
The Council wish to testify our indebtedness to the Chamber of
Mines of the S.A.R. for the generous manner in which they have
placed their Council Chamber at the service of the Society for its
monthly meetings.
Their thanks are also due to the local Press for their ready assistance so freely given in inserting notices and reports.
Owing to the largely increased work, due to the expansion of the
Society and the publication of our own Journal, the Council have
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THE CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA,
Dr.

REVENUE ACCOUNT FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 16,1899.

Cr.
'-l

To
"
"
"
"

EXPENDITURE.
Charges (including Postages, Attendances, Bank Charges,
etc.)
'"
Stationery .. ,
Printing and Advertising
Rent and Lighting .. ,
Secretary's Salary .. ,
Loss on Annual Dinner
By Society's JournalCost of Printing, Reporting, Postages,
and Sundries
.. ,
.. '
£590 7 4
Less Received for SUbscriptions and
Advertisements
267 2 9

.....

REVENUE.
£97
12
44
54
193
65

9
14
16
0
12
12

0
3
6
0
6

0

325

4 7

£793

8 10

By SUbscriptionsMembers
Associates

t,)

£487 5 0
222 13 6

---

" Entrance Fees
Deficit

£709 18 6
80 17 0
2 13 4

~
£793 8 10

BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 16, 1899.
LIABILITIES,
To Sundry Creditors
" Subscriptions for next year paid in advance
" Revenue AccountBalance at 15th June 1898
£95 9 7
Less Deficit on current year's transactions 2 13 4

"-

>-:J

ASSETS.
£46 13 6
40 17 0

92 16 3

By Cash at Bank
" by Cash in Hand

~
~

£21 11 6
1 8 1

'rransactionsBalance of Cost, 16th June 1898
Sales during year ...
" Sundry Debtors (for Advertisements, etc.)
" Members' Subscriptions, due and unpaid

£180 6 9

~
~
~
l;:l

£2219 7

~

45 19 5
20 7 11
25 11 6
72 19 8
58 16 0
£180 6 9

~

~

t<J

We have examined the foregoing Statement of Accounts, compared them with the
Books and Vouchcrs of the Society, and we lind the statements to be ~rue and correct,
RICHARD GEO, BEVINGTON} TT
A d't
ALEX. AIKEN

JOHANNESBURG,

17th June 1899.

nOn,

" . O1'S,

J. LOEVY, President.
ANDREW F, CROSSE, Hon. Treasw'e1'.
FREDK. ROWLAND, &creta,'y,

to-'

CO
~
~
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found it necessary to engage the services of Mr F. Rowland as
Secretary, to devote himself entirely to the interests of the Society,
which they feel confident will meet with your approval.
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THE PRESIDENT'S (DR J. LOEVY) VALEDICTORY
ADDRESS
The President, in moving the adoption of the report, said:After hearing the annual report just submitted to you, I feel
confident that we may congratulate ourselves upon the past twelve
months having been a period of progress for our Society in almost
every respect. The report, for the compilation of which our thanks
are due to Messrs A. F. Crosse, E. H. Johnson, and our Secretary, F.
Rowland, is so clear and exhaustive that it hardly requires any lengthy
comment. With feelings of pride and quiet confidence we can send
this record of our year's work to every part of the world, and allow
our readers to draw their own conclusions therefrom.
I would ask you primarily to note that the period under review
constitutes a record year for our Society, as far as the increase in
members and associates is concerned, for the grand total of 534 now
achieved is one of which many a similar So()iety in older countries
would be proud. The quantity and the quality of the work performed and papers read compares, I trust I am justified in saying,
most favourahly with the record of former years, and a progress also
in this direction can be noted.
Naturally the majority of the papers dealt with at our meetings
during the past year had for their subject matter various processes of
Gold Extraction in use on these fields. But, apart from these, a
number of purely scientific papers have been read and animatedly
discussed; and I feel satiRfied that we have now conclusively removed
any uncertainty which in former years might have existed as to the
scientific character of our Society, and that we can to· day afford to
smile at any attempt to honour us with the epitheton omans,
"Cyanide Club."
All the papers, b~th technical and scientific, read during the past
year have been of a highly interesting and instructive nature, ltnd
several of them have finally settled some important chemical questions
of general interest, on which hitherto considerable differences of
opinion existed. To quote some examples of this kind, I might refer
to the lengthy papers and discussions on the accuracy and reliability
of the fire assay, by which we have, as the result of actual investiga-
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tions, shown conclusively that the scruples now and again brought
forward against this method are entirely unfounded, and that the fire
assay is an absolutely reliable· means of determining Gold in Ores,
irrespective of the state in which it is contained, metallic or other_
wise. Considerable attention has been paid to these discussions by
various foreign sciflntific and technical magazines. some of which have
most favourably commented upon the work we have done in connection with this important matter. Other papers and discussions likewise elucidating chemical questions under dispute w.ere those on the
respective accuracy obtained in the crucible and the scorification assay,
and I believe that this subject has never before been so thoroughly
investigated as by our Society, a natural sequence, seeing that there
is hardly another place like the Witwatersrand where so many
facilities and such multifariou:> materials for these investigations
exist. Moreover, our investigations on the chemical composition and
physical properties of Slimes may be considered original and fundamental, and have been appreciated by the foreign technical press.
Another paper, interesting and important from an economical point
of view, was that read by Mr Franklin White-" The position of the
Assay Department in Mining Economics." In this paper Mr White
has successfully endeavoured to demonstrate the importance of the
Assay Department in Mine Management, and he has pointed out the
necessity for the existence of efficient arrangements at our mines,
both with regard to assaying plant and assaying staff, so that reliable
and correct assays may be obtained. The discussion on this paper
led us dangerously near economics and Trades' Unionism, subjects
outside the sphere of our Society; but the aim of the paper was
sufficiently justified in strongly drawing attention to the truth that,
in assaying, quantity can only be obtained in sacrificing accuracy.
Of the purely scientific papers, I may mention Mr A. F. Crosse's
method of determining Oxygen in Cyanide Solutions, for which he
has earned a well-deserved reward in the shape of the Society's Gold
Medal, and, further, the highly interesting, purely scientific, and
classical lectures of our honorary member, Professer Von Oettingen,
on "The Theory of Solutions" and" The Theory of Dissociation as
applied to Galvanic Currents," which we can consider an ornament to
our proceedings and to our Journal. The discussion on these lectures
is not closed yet and we can anticipate with pleasure the Professor's
reply to Mr ·W. Bettel's able criticism, a. reply, which, I feel sure.
will be quite as interesting as the original paper itself_
Whilst in the majority of cases we have been successful in settling
more or less satisfactorily the differences of opinion existing amongst
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us with rpgard to the various scientific and technical subjects brought
forward in our papers and discLlssions, we have entirely failed to do
so in one case, namely in our ,discussion on the Precipitation of Gold'
from Cyanide Solutions by a Lead-Zinc Couple. Our' endeavours to
have the many points upon which we could not agree investigaterL
by a special committee have likewise been unsuccessful, in conse-~
quence of the negative attitude assumed by a Company whose support
in the matter we necessarily required. The discussion on this subject being definitely closed, all we can do, therefore, is to let time
give the final verdict on the relative merits of the two processesLead-Zinc and Siemens-Halske-undel' dispute. Personally I must
say-and I lmow all the Council members agree with me-that I am
not sorry for the preliminary failure of the commission, for without
wishing to place the slightest doubt on the ability and competency of
the committee members, I have always be~n very sceptical as to the
results of such an investigation. Being one neither technically nor
financially interested in either of these processeB I can only repeat
what I said in closing the discussion on Mr Carter's paper, viz. that
when the subject was before us, the time of observation had been.
rather short to allow us to come 'to a definit!l conclusion. And I
IDay add that, to any uninterested and impartial observer even the fact
of the Zinc-lead Process being adopted by a number of leading mines
on these fields is no definite proof of its all round superiority over the,
Siemens-Halske Process.
Returning to the progress and development of our Society since
the time of its foundation, I think the attainment of its half decennium justifies some contemplation on the causes responsible for
producing the satisfactory state of affairs now prevailing and, also, on
the policy we will have to follow to maintain our position and to
make a still further advance. I am of opinion that the rapid advancement of the Society and the important position it occupies
to-day is, to a great extent, due to natural causes. 'When the Society
was founded in 1894 there was absolute need for such a corporation.
The chemical and metallurgical part of the Gold Industry was here
in its infancy and the chemist and metallurgist had a vaRt field for
investigation, discovery and improvement-he had, indeed, little to
lose and everything to win. We must admit that it would be scarcely
possible to start a Society like ours under more favourable auspices,
and that it would be almost impossible to imagine more favourable
conditions for the advancement of such a Society than those prevalent here during that period. "The flowers that bloom in the
spring" do so because, obeying a natural law, they cannot help
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blooming. Likewise our Society, born in the spring of the Gold
Industry, and consisting of chemists and metallurgists with a strong
vitality and an hOliest desire to work, was bound to prosper and
flourish. Therefore, I say that our Society as it stands to-day with
its past successes and achievements is, to a great extent, the natural
product of the circumstances prevailing here from the first hour of
its existence.
However, this view of the matter, though useful to prevent Chauvinism, must not make us under-estimate the share which our
members have had in the advancement of the Society.
We know that any natural process can be hindered or even entirely
stopped by the interference of abnormal conditions, and there existed
a possibility of the natural development of our Society being retarded
or even choked by such abnormal factors as lack of interest, of zeal,
or of energy on the part of our members, factors which, I am glad to
say, were in our case always conspicuous by their alJsence. We
likewise know that any natural process can be considerably furthered
and accelerated by favourable conditions, and we must congratulate
ourselves that from the first day of its existence such favourable
factors have been present in our Society. Of these I consider the
following the most important:1. The zeal and interest displayed by our members in everything
connected with the Society, and the support given to it by each
individual member and associate, as is evidenced by the large number
of papers read, by the animated discussions thereon and by the large
average attendance at annual, general and council meetings.
2. The sympathy shown and the encouragement given to us by
the leading representatives of the industry, the Government and the
town. It seems hardly necessary to bring proofs in support of this
statement.
Amongst our members and associates are several
prominent representatives of the industry and of the Government;
further, the obliging attitude assumed by the Chamber of Mines
towards us, and the success of our annual dinner will sufficiently
confirm my statement.
3. The liberal policy adopted by us in regard to the admittance of
members and associates. On this important point I would like to
say a few words. Some time ago it was suggested by an influential
local weekly that a certain scientific and technical qualification should
be made compulsory for anyone desiring to become a member of our
Society. Since reading this suggestion I have given it careful attention, and I have come to the conclusion that it would be bad policy
to adopt such a course in a new country like this, where the staff
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working on the development of the industry is necessarily composed
One of the objects of our Society,
of heterogeneous elements.
according to the Constitution, is :-" To extend the knowledge and
practical application of improvements and discoveries in matters
bearing upon the chemical and metallurgical profession, and to afford
mem bers opportunities for interchange of ideas on chemistry and
metallurgy." This object, I think, can only be attained by giving to
everyone engaged in the technical part of the Gold Industry an
opportunity to come forward with his observations and experiences.
There are gentlemen on these fields who do not claim to be scientifically trained chemists, but who, by their uninterrupted technical
connection with the local Gold Industry, have acquired a thorough
knowledge of, and a great competency in, the practical working of
the various processes of Gold Extraction. These gentlemen are
giving to our Society the benefit of their great practical experience;
they are ventilating questions, bringing forward points observed by
them, and thus giving us an opportunity to discuss and investigate
such matters from a scientific point of view, and to arrive at conclusions and establish many facts often of the greatest importance to the
Gold Industry. The members of our Society, as well as the industry,
benefit by such a mutual exchange of ideas, as the experience of past
years has sufficiently shown, and it would for these reasons certainly
be a great mistake to depart from the liberal policy we have hitherto
adopted.
4. The last, though not the least, factor responsible for our success
is the independent position adopted by our Society which enables us
to be entirely uninfluenced in the expression of our views, and to
treat with an absolutely un biassed mind any technical subject bearing upon the industry. This factor is of great importance, as it
affects to a certain degree our financial position, which, as it would
appear from .the balance-sheet, is not precisely brilliant. I do not
think it would be difficult to obtain monetary support from without,
but whenever such a suggestion was made the Council was almost
unanimous in refuting the idea, and I feel confident they will continue in this refutation with the consent of everyone of you. The
greater part of our expenses is incurred through our monthly Journal,
and by the Secretaryship, but I am sure we all agree that in both
cases we are getting value for our money, as to these two factors a
great part of our Society's success is due. BesideR, our financial
position is not quite as bad as the balance-sheet would superficially
lead us to believe. The subscriptions in arrear and those to be paid
for the next year amount to about £800, a very handsome sum to
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which we can look forward within the next three months, and which
will prevent any financial difficulty for at least twelve months. I
hope you will excuse me if I here take the liberty of pointing out
that tbe punctual payment of the annual subscription is as important
a duty for every member and associate as the regular attendance at
Our meetingR, and that by a prompt payment of subscriptions the
position of the Society will be strengthened and trouble and annoyc
ance saved to the President and Council. There is another source of
income to which I feel confident we may now look forward, viz. our
monthly Journal. The commercial success of this has not hitherto
come up to expectations, as under the old system of secretaryship it
was impossible to devote the necessary time for the canvassing of
advertisements. But now, since we have been successful in engaging
the valuable services of Mr F. Rowland exclusively for the Society,
more attention will be paid to the matter, and no doubt we will be
more successful in this direction than in the past. Altogether I feel
perfectly confident that there is not the slightest reason for anxiety
regarding our financial position, and that also in future, as in the
past, we will be able to go ahead independently and without monetary
support. After all, we do not intend to heap up money, and if, as
Micawber says, our monthly income is £20, and our expenses £19,
19s. lId., the result will be satisfaction and happiness.
And now as to the question: What policy have we to follow in
order to maintain and improve the position of the Society 1 I think
I need not d wlOlll at length on this point, for we all know what our
duty towards the Society is. But there iR one matter upon which I
take the liberty of drawing your attention, a matter where, in my
own opinion and in that of the majority of the Council members,
there is room for improvement. I refer to the way in which sometimes statements in papers and discussions are brought forward at
our meetings. We do not expect any member of the Society to be a
Demosthenes, but I consider it would be a great improvement if,in
reading papers, or in taking part in discussions, we would try to
speak as much as possible to the point, to express ourselves in a
technically correct manner, and to deprive our statements of all unnecessary verbosity which often makes it very difficult, if not
impossible, for the hearer to grasp the quintessence of the statement.
I could quote dozens of instances of this kind, but I have no intenI will confine myself
pointing out that, in being
tion to do so.
careful and precise in our statements, the scientific and technical
standard of our meetings will be elevated and,' in addition, the
editorial committee will be materially assisted in their sometimes

to
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..ery troublesome task in sub-editing the proceedings for the
Journal.
Apart from these minor points the future of the Society lies in the
maintenance of the policy we have hitherto adopted, and it is a
matter for congratulation to us that our friend who will to-night be
promoted to the dignity of presidentship, has, whenever the occasion
offered itself, given evidence of his full accord with this policy.
With a president, actuated by the wish to advance the Society, at our
head, and with the natural favourable conditions fur its development
still existing, the Society has a bright future before it and we have
every reason to look forward to the ne:lCt annual report being at least
.as satisfactory as the one submitted to us to-night. To have been
{)alled upon .to preside over you during the past year is an honour of
which I am and shall always be proud. And I am only giving
expression to my true feelings, when I ask you to accept my sincere
gratitude for the confidence you have placed in me and for the
leniency you have always so kindly evidenced towards me in the
discharge of my duties, the fulfilment of which, to the best of my
.ability, has always given me the greatest pleasure.
I now beg to move the adoption of the annual report and of the
balance-sheet.
Mr A. McNaughtan questioned the advisability of debiting the
Society with such a large deficit as £65 for the annual dinner, and
thought that, in future, the price of the tickets should be raised
rather than incur such a loss,
Mr S. H. Pearce seconded the motion for the adoption of the
report and balance-sheet, and it was carried nem. can.
ADOPTION OF PROCEEDINGS

The President--I now beg to move the adoption of the proceedings
of the last meeting, as printed in the May number of the Journal.

Mr R. E. Hall seconded the motion for the adoption of the
proceedings, which was carried.
ELECTION .OF OFFICERS

The President announced that the only candidate for the post of
President was Mr John R. Williams. He had, therefore, pleasure in
declaring Mr J. R Williams duly elected President of the Society.
After the scrutineers had submitted their report, the President
,declared that the result of the election was as follows : Vice-President-Mr E. H. Johnson. Han. Treasurer-Mr Andrew
F. Crosse.
Council-Messrs A. Aiken, W. A. Caldecott, J. T.
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Carrick, G. A. Darling, R. E. Hall, J. Littlejohn, S. H. Pearce,
T. W. Wood.
ELECTION OF AUDITORS

Messrs R. G. Bevington and H. W. Fordham, on the proposition
of Mr S. H Pearce, seconded by Mr R. E. Hall, were elected
honorary auditors for the ensuing year, and a hearty vote of thanks
was accorded Messrs Aiken and Bevington for their. past services in
this connection.
The President then called upon the Secretary to read the following
paper, which had been received from Mr George A. Packard,
Wakefield, U.S.A.:-

NOTE ON GOLD PRECIPITATION BY ZINC DUST
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By

GEORGE

A.

PACKARD, WAKEFIELD, MASS.,

U.S.A.

(ASSOCIATE)

It has been with much interest that I have read the valuable
papers and discussions appearing in the Journal of the Society during
the past year relative to the various methods of gold precipitation
from cyanide solutions. In the United States we still adhere to the
precipitation by zinc, and the one or two plants where electrical
deposition has been attempted in the past, having no Von Gernet to
guide them through the tortuous pathway to success, have returned
to the old method. It is true we have sometimes dipped our
shaving!l in lead acetate, when we have had copper in our ores and
tailings, but so far as the writer has been concerned this has been
solely for the purpose of eliminating the difficulties attendant upon
the presence of copper, and not with the view of being able to precipitate from weaker solutions. Personally, with solutions down to
0·08 per cent. KCN, the writer has had no difficulty in precipitating
the gold down to 4 or 5 grains (left in the solution) with the old
extractor boxes, when proper attention was paid to the rate of flow
and the alkalinity of the solution.
We have not tackled slimes
yet, and in most plants get along very well with a weak solution of
the above strength.
There is, however, one innovation in the precipitation by zinc
which, though possibly not unknown in South Africa, has at least
escaped mention in the discussions; and that is the precipitation by
zinc dust, a method which has been in practical and successful use in
some o! the larger plants in the United States for about three years.
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The method was doubtless developed from an effort to use Mr Sulman's process of precipitation by zinc fume, but the apparatus
employed bears no resemblance to that described by him in the
"Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry" (vol. xvi., p. 961).
Probably the largest plant using this method of precipitation' is that
of De La Mar's Mercur Mines, at Mercur, Utah. This mill treats
500 tons of ore a day, the oxidised ores going direct to the tanks,
after crushing, while the clayey ores are dehydrated in one roasting
furnace, and the arnenic, antimony, and sulphur removed from the
baser ores in others, before cyaniding. The solution from the leaching tanks, of which there are ten, 25 feet by 50 feet by 5 feet deep,
passes to three storage tanks, each 20 feet in diameter and 12 feet
deep. From these it is drawn into the precipitating tanks, three in
number, 14 feet in diameter by 8 feet deep. Here the zinc dust is
added and the solution is agitated by the admission of compressed ail'
at the bottom of the tank. The solution is then pumped out through
a filter press, and goes to the sump tanks to be used over again. At
this plant the solution is not allowed to settle before pumping out, the
former manager, Mr H. A. Cohen, claiming that by lessening the
time of contact with the zinc in the tanks they secure the maximum
precipitation with a mimimum loss of cyanide. Other managers,
however, allow the dust and precipitate to settle before drawing off,
and claim that the loss of cyanide is as infinitesimal as in the old zinc
boxes. At the De La Mar mill there are five eighteen frame filter
presses, the frames being 24 inches square. As the pipe through
which the solutions are drawn off is 8 inches above the bottom of
the precipitating tanks, much of the precipitate accumulates in the
bottom of the tanks and is cleaned up without going to the filter.
presses. Manager Cohen stated that the strong solution used at that
time contained about 0'3 per cent. KCN, and the zinc consumption
amounted to about one-fourth of a pound per ton of ore treated.
At other plants this method of precipitation has been used for solutions running as low as 0'05 per cent. KCN, containing from 3 dwts.
to 5 dwts. gold per ton on going to the tanks, and showing after precipitation 2 grains gold per ton as the maximum. A peculiarity
observed here has been that the strong solutions, containing from 0'2
per cent. to 0'25 per cent. KCN, retain more gold, averaging about 5
grains per ton, after precipitation, than the weaker. The most
pleasant feature about this method is that all of the plants using it
report that their bullion extraction fully equals their assay
extraction.
Whether this method of precipitation would be of value in South
2z
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Africa I cannot know, but from my own experience, in this country,
with the difficulties met in treating ores carrying copper~containing
materials, and my observation of the ease with which the impurities
arising from these are eliminated from the solution by zinc dust precipitation, it would seem that the method might be an improvement
upon the zinc-lead process, even if it would not tr~nch upon the field
of the Siemens-Halske process.
The President-I think we are very much indebted to Mr Packard
for his interesting paper, and we should be very pleased to receive
from time to time such valuable contributions from other countries.
The discussion on this paper will be opened at one of our next meetings under the able lead of Mr J. R. Williams.
AN EXPE,RIMENT IN CYANIDE POISONING

By A.

McARTHUR JOHNSTON (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

The Secretary then read the following contribution from Mr John
Watson on Mr A. 'McArthur Johnston's paper : Mr John Watson-In the discussion on Mr Johnston's paper at the
last meeting, Professor A. Prister said that" peroxide of hydrogen is
very easily decomposed, so that when they had occasion to use it they
might find that it was useless through decomposition"
Such a statement throws cold water, so to speak, on the excellent
suggestion of Dr Loevy, that a hypodermic syringe and solution of
hydrogen peroxide should be kept, ready to hand, in all cyanide
works. For several years, in a large alkali works laboratory in the
North of England, I used peroxide of hydrogen, almost daily, to
oxidise sulphurous, into sulphuric, acid. We used the" 10 volume"
quality, probably the same as would be called pure by any Johannesburg pharmaceutical chemist. Hydrogen peroxide, however, in its
manufacture from barium peroxide and sulphuric acid, is purposely
left with a trace of free sulphuric acid which enables it to keep much
better than when pure.
A Winchester quart (about 2~ litres) used to serve us about three
months. The stock bottle was kept in ~ moderately cool, dark cupboard, whilst we had an ordinary 20-ounce clear-glass bottle from
which the reagent was used. Now, for all practical purposes, this
peroxide was just as effective at the end of three months as it was at
the beginning.
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The mere trace of free sulphuric acid would not be sufficient to
debar its use, as a 2 per cent. solution, for hypodermic injections, I
infer; for it is well known that pharmacists often use a few drops
of free sulphuric acid in dissolving sulphate of quinine for internal
use. I will only add that I listened with great interest to Mr
Johnston's useful paper.
Professor Prister-As Mr Watson has made some observations on
my remark as to the preservation of peroxide of hydrogen, I may say
I worked with peroxide of hydrogen for about two years in Italy,
for the preservation of fine merino wools. I doubt whether peroxide
of hydrogen could he preserved in a laboratory here on the mines,
taking into consideration the temperature and other conditions.
The President-I must agree with Professor Prister on this point.
There is a great danger of peroxide of hydrogen being decomposed,
and the only way to make sure of its being efficient would be to keep
it in hermetically sealed bottles. I quite believe that Mr Watson
has had no difficulty in preserving it in the factory mentioned by
him, but the same conditions do not exist here on the mines. Besides, it must be remembered that months or even years might elapse
before an occasion arose for using it.
Mr J. R. Williams-Mr President and Gentlemen, the elections
having been gone through, I rise with a good deal of diffidence to
thank you for the honour you have done me in electing me President of the Society. I have always thought the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society made few mistakes, but I believe they have
been very fallible to-night. I think I am the wrong man in the
wrong place. I only hope, as far as opposition is concerned, that
every man will do his very best in the same manner as I have
done. I think my position in the Society ought to be that of a
freelance. I can ass lIre you I wiII do my best, whether in the
chair or out of the chair, for the interests of the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society. I have taken a deep interest in the Society
since its birth. I will have an opportunity of addressing you very
shortly, so I will be as brief as possible to-night.
VOTE OF THANKS TO DR LOEVY

Mr A. F. Crosse-Our Chairman, who vacates the chair this evening, has done the duties of the office for more than a year-fifteen or
sixteen months-and I am sure he deserves a hearty vote of thanks
from us all. I think his very interesting address this evening will
form a nice addition to our next JournaL In every way he has
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promoted the interests of the Society. Many of you have not been
in the position to realise his work and appreciate it as well as I have.
Hardly a day has passed for the last year that he has not done something for the Society. He spent many hours every week in looking
after the interests of the Journal. I look upon the Journal as one
of the most important features in connection with the Society.
Mr J. R. Williams seconded the motion, which was received with
hearty applause.
Dr Loevy-Mr Crosse and Gentlemen, I thank you sincerely for
your very kind remarks, but I must' say that I cannot quite agree
with them. I must disagree with Mr Williams when he says that
he is the wrong man in the wrong place, for I am perfectiy convinced he is the right man in the right. place, and I feel ·absolutely
confident that under his lead the Society will continue to flourish
and prosper. As to the kind words of Mr Crosse I can only say.
what I have tried to do for the welfare of the Society is only a sman
equivalent for the honour you conferred upon me twelve months ago
in electing me your president. Let me assure you that, although I
vacate the chair to-night, I will continue to take the greatest interest
in the Society, and to work for it to the best of my ability.
The meeting then closed.
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THE ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and MetallurgiQal
Society of South Africa was held in the Council Chamber of the
Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening,
July 15th, 1899.
The President (Mr John R. Williams) occupied the chair, and
there was a total attendance of 74, as follows ; 42 Members-Messrs E. H. Johnson (Vice-President), A. Aiken,
W. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, J. Littlejohn, Dr J. Loevy, S. H.
Pearce, T. W. Wood (Council); G. Bernfeld, P .. Billyard, G.
Buchanan, T. L. Carter, J. Daniell, F. Drake, L. Ehrmann, H. W.
Fordham, K. L. Graham, F. N. Hambly, A. McA. JohnRtoll, Q. J.
Leitch, R. Lowe, W. W. Lynch, J. J. McDowell, A. McNaughtan,
G. Melvill, A. YIl3nnie, H. Morrell, P. T. B. Morrisby, F. Mosenthal,
S. S. Osborn, C. J. Price, Professor Prister, E. T. Rand, A. Russell,
C. E. Stamp, J. E. Thomas, C. J. Trimble, T. P. Waites, W. H.
Wood, A. Yates, J. Yates.
Hi Associates-Messrs W. W. Anderson, C. A. Bettington, J.
Brown, T. C. Burgess, H. B. Bunkell, J. T. Caine, C. H. Cotterell,
B. W. Durham, A. H. Exton, C. B. Hilliard, E. C. Homersham, S. B.
Hutt, S. B. Margerison, W. P. Pritchard, H. Rusden, F. E. Shaw,
R. C. Warriner, J. C. Watson, F. G. Westbrook.
12 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland, Secretary.

NEW lIIEMBERS

The President announced that the eight candidates-Messrs
Abraham Mitchell, Fritz Mosenthal, H. Meyers, J. B. Pitchford,
John Stuart, Percy Egbert Truscott, Howard Warren, F. L. Webster,
William Howorth Wood-balloted for had been unanimously elected
members of the Society, and the Secretary notified that Messrs
Harry L. Aschmann, Thomas Robert Dodd, Robert B. Rintoul, Val.
E. Scaer, M.E. (Cape), Wilhelm Schonfelder, William John Sharwood, Alfred Waugh, had been admitted associates since the last
meeting. He stated that the total membership of the Society was
now 549.
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GENERAL BUSINESS

On the proposition of the President, seconded by Mr. E.' H.
Johnson, the proceedings of the last meeting as printed in the June
number of the Journal were confirmed.
'fhe President then delivered his inaugural address, as follows :-

THE PRESIDENT'S (MR JOHN R. WILLIAMS)
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
'
In thanking you for the honour you have conferred upon me, in
advancing me to the proud position - that of President of this
, Society (an honour which any man connected with our science would
, look upon as a red-letter day in his career), I am rather' of opinion
that after the very able presidents you havll had in the'past, and the
remarkable attainments made in former years, the task becomes more
onerous each year to preserve the record o'f progression; and with
diffidence I beg to express the hope that your selection will not be an
act of retrocession. However, I promise you that I will most
jealously guard the' interests of the Society, and with your hearty
support and co-operation, I trust I shall be able, at the end of my
term of office, to vacate this chair with the satisfaction of knowing
that the Society has not suffered during such period-at any rate, I
promise you it shall not be for want of work and energy.
It is usual in inaugural addresses to give you a few pointers for
the coming year, but I would first crave your indulgence fora few
minutes to briefly touch upon the metallurgy of these fields for the
past few years.
Some ten years ago the stamp mill was the only metallurgical
operation in existence for the recovery of gold, and with a few
exceptions, these were in a crude state, free gold and amalgam being
found in the tailings, while to-day I think we may say that our mills,
and the work done in them, will compare more than favourably with
any other part of the world.
The chlorination process, with the necessary frue vanners, was
,started in 1889, and though it is one of the most perfect metallurgical
processes that has ever been discovered, its high working costs h!lve
resulted in its being supplanted by yh~ less perfect, but more profitable proceRs~that of hydraulic classification, and subjecting the products to varying time of leaching with cyanide of potai'sium solution.
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Rere I would like to add, that while we have reason to congratulate
ourselves upon the high state of perfection that has been attained in
the use of this process, you must not forget that it could never have
done so had not the local ore been so particularly amenable to such
treatment.
When the cyanide process was first introduced on the Rand, its
sphere of operations was very limited-the use of agitating vats
capable of working one ton charges with a 2 per cent. solution
rendered its profitable application very small. To emphasise this, I
would mention that the introducer of this process refused to grant
me permission to work it upon 8 dwts. tailings, giving as his reason
that there was no margin of profit. To-day 1~ dwts. tailings yield a
fair working profit.
Row has this been accomplished 1 By the joint labour of the
engineer and the chemist and metallurgist, and last, but not least,
the courage of the capitalist, who has not hesitated to put half a
million of money to develop a mine with the necessary' surface equipment' before the first ounce of gold can be obtained.
I think you will agree with me that the most essential improvements are due to:1. Working on a larger scale.
2. Direct filling, which has brought the cost of handling from
2s. 9d. down to 5d. per ton (or a saving of more than the total cost
of treatment in some of our modern plants), and effected a Raving of
cyanide of from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. per ton, permitting a longer time for
treatment, as preparatory washes are not required.
3. The use of weaker solutions, and the open doors of all works
giving free exchange of ideas, and at the same time creating a spirit
of emulation among our workers.
4. To the engineer, who, in addition to perfecting the mechanical
appliances, has raised the status of the cyanide workers from a drudge
to an intelligent worker, by enabling him to -have sufficient time to
give more attention to the more essential points of the process.
5. To the invaluable work done. by our chemists, who have been
most indefatigable in finding out the seats of mischief, and giving us
remedies for same.
It is only about two years ago that the problem of slimes treatment was tackled in a practical form, a product that was considered
previously as worthless and cumbersome.
.
I am pleased to be able to say that slimes treatment is an accomplished success, slimes of 2! dwts. giving a direct profit of 5s. and
upwards per ton. It is with great satisfaction I am able to point out
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that the great discrepancy mentioned by one of our former presidents,
Mr Charles Butters, between the gold called for and the gold obtained
has now practically disappeared, and I am sure it will be a matter of
pleasure to all of you to know that a fair profit is being made on
slimes of less than 2 dwts. in value. This I consider the Chemical
and Metallurgical Society should be proud of, as so large a proportion
of this success is due to its work.
So much, gentlemen, for the past and present.
:It will be a source of satisfaction to you to know, that after a
careful examination of the returns of several companies, an average
actual extraction of 90 per cent. and over was obtained, but there is
still plenty to do in the margin of the 10 per cent.
Some of my friends seem to think that all the work has been Llone,
and that now all we have to do is to let well alone. That would be
the greatest mistake in the world. Our watchword should be, must
be, and will be-Progress, Progress,' Progress.
It may be generally admitted that a 60 per cent. recovery from
sanni', etc., is very easy; that 70 per cent. requires more skill and
attention, and that after a certain point every 1 per cent. becomes
more and more difficult to obtain. Have you ever thought what
1 per cent. extra extraction means ~ It would mean an extra profit
of £200,UOO per annum from these fields.
As a suggestion as to how these extra I per cent. may be obtained,
I would say, pay every possible attention to the filling of your tanks,
thereby eliminating all the slimes j and in your slimes plant beware
of sands, endeavouring at all times to keep each product in its own
department. I cannot emphasise this point too strongly, if you wish
to make improvement.
Give much more thought and time to your precipitation, as good
work in this department means a decrease in the soluble gold in your
residues, and a consequent lower value.
At present final water washes have to be limited, but I hope that
Mr W. A. Caldecott will shortly read a paper on a new process he is
introducing, and go more fully into this branch.
Due attention to the alkalinity of mill water and slimes solutions
will be remunerative, as good settlement in residues means less gold
leaving the works.
I would like to add that "Cleanliness being next to Godliness"
applies as much to cyanide works as to apything else.
We have had several very interesting papers on assaying during the
past year, but I am of opinion that far too little has been said about
the absolute necessity of care and competency in sampling, without
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which the work of the assayer is labour in vain. The same applies
to mill tonnage, for unless these two factors are dependable, any comparison or"recoveries between two companies is of no value. As a
case in point, I may mention an instance where a company had an
-actual recovery of 102 per cent. of the assay value of the ore going to
-the mill, notwithstanding the fact that their slimes were untreated,
and the cyanide residues about 1 dwt.
I am looking forward to an interesting paper on this subject from
Mr S. H. ,Pearce at an early date. I am certain it will be interesting,
and I' hope it will be followed by others. Sampling and tonnage,
gentlemen, are the foundation stones upon which our entire superstructure is built, and their importance cannot be exaggerated.
I am aware of a cyanide manager who takes a true ton of 20 cubic
feet, after several estimations, who had his attention drawn to the
fact that his discrepancy of 31 per cent. between actual and theoretical extraction denoted poor work, because his almost next door
neighbour had a difference of only '2 per cent. The manager, perhaps, did not know that this man was taking 7! per cent. more than
his true ton.
I am, however, pleased to say that this cannot last much longer,
as slimes plants will soon be found necessary on all the mines, and
discrepancies in tonnage will not be tolerated.
The successful working of tailings plants has increased the crushing
€fficiency of our mills very considerably. In the past it was a case
of catch all the gold you can on the plates, as the rest was lost. Of
late there has been a great tendency to crush very coarsely, because
you can catch more sand in the cyanide works. This I have proved
to be a dangerous policy. I will only give you one instance. A
new mill was started, and because their neighbours were using a 700
mesh they did likewise, with a result that their first residues ran
3 dwts. and upwards. Upon examination, these tailings showed no
free gold or amalgam after panning, but on regrinding the coarse
particles, there was no doubt about encased gold, which of course
cyanide solutions were powerless to deal with, owing to not coming
in contact with it. A change of screen in this case brought down
the value of the tailings by 2 dwts., and the cyanide residues to
under 1 dwt. This, I think, proves the necessity of screen experiments when starting any new mill, as undoubtedly the physical
conditions of the ore vary even on the main reef series.
I need hardly remind you that all gold caught in the mill means
100 per cent. actually recovered, and not 75 to 80 per cent. only, as
it does if it leaves the mill in the form of tailings.
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With the erection of slimes plants the dread of sliming has
vanished, as slimes can be treated nearly as cheaply as sands, and
with just as good an extraction. The duty of all connected with
metallurgy, more particularly mill and cyanide managers, should
therefore be to work together in the interests of their various companies. The want of this co-operation has been (as I have _overwhelming evidence to prove) the loss of many thousands of pounds
in the past.
To the mill manager I may offer golden advice; that is, when his
colleague tells him he is crushing 6~ tons per stamp against your
5 tons, show him your 92 per cent. recovery from all sources, as
against his 80 per cent., and what does this mean on a 10-dwt. rock
-50 per cent. or more is required to payexpenses, so the 80 per
cent. means a profit of 12s. per ton, whereas your 9~ per cent. shows
a profit of 17s. 8d. per ton.
Our motto should be-The Mill and Cyanide Plant -(tre the
Recovery Works. Let us, not I (remember the organist) do all we
can to get, not necessarily the maximum extraction, but rather the
highest profit.
.An erroneous impression appears to have gained credence to the
effect that the capitalists are unwilling to adequately reward workers
for bona fide improvements and inventions connected with the
metallurgy of these fields, about which I take the present opportunity
of speaking, as I am in a position to state that such is far from being
the actual fact of the case. I can, if required, call upon some who
are even in this room who will bear me out when I say they have
actually received more than they asked.
Mr E. H. Johnson-I beg to propose a vote of thanks to our
President for his very able address. He has given us a number of
subjects-on which we ought to have some very important papers and
discussions in the coming year.
Mr .A. F. Crosse-I should like very much to second this vote of
thanks, and also to bear out what the President has said in what I
might call the postscript of his address. If any of yuu have any
inventions which prove to h'l useful, I am sure the capitalists will
reward you. I can say that from my own experience. I move that
the discussion of our President's paper be postponed until the next
meeting.
,
This was agreed to.
The President-The next business 'is the discussion on a paper
read by myself on the" Indirect .Advantages of a Slimes Plant."
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INDIRECT ADV ANTAGES OF A SLIMES PLANT
By

JOHN

R.

WILLIAMS (MEMBER)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

Mr L. Ehrmann-It was quite unexpected to see, as a result of
treatment of slimes, that it would be beneficial to the battery and
more gold was to be recovered from the plates, due to the fact that
the coagulation by lime brings finer particles more in contact with
the plates. We see from our President's inaugural address that
1 per cent. gold recovered is equal to a value of nearly one-fifth of
one million sterling. If 1 per cent. more gold is caught by the
plates by the alkalinity of mill water, without any extra cost than
the cost of lime, which is to be charged to the debit of the slimes
plant, such an'indirect result is really surprising; as besides obtaining from the use of lime the coagulation of slimes, the amalgamation
is rendered more complete, and we come very near to the muchdesired result, that every available product is kept in its department,
and only gold goes to cyanide treatment which is refractory to
amalgamation.
In the notes I have just published on slimes treatment I have
shown that in an experiment I recovered by amalgamation 13'2 per
cent. of gold in slimes, so we have to congratulate our President for
having called our attention to the fact that amalgamation is rendered
more effective by alkaline water being used in the mill.
Mr Williams has shown us a new way for improvements in the
amalgamation process which would probably have never been sought
for if slimes had not been treated.
We have now only to go into details. As for the question of gold
being caught at the top or at the bottom of the plates, we are first to
be satisfied that it is caught and recovered; and there is more chance
for a more complete recovery when it is caught at the top. If no
trace of gold can be taken at the bottom of plates, that would
prove that amalgamation is as complete as it can be, and is near to
perfection. Now we have to investigate the reason of such differences; they are due either to special or local circumstances which
must be investigated, and another indirect advantage of Mr Williams'
paper is that our attention has been called to this question of local
circumstances, such as nature and richness of ore; quality, alkalinity,
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and temperature of water j quality of lime; and velocity of the current
of sands on the plates, varying according to the quantity of ore
crushed by each stamp j such being the causes of the differences
observed in different mills.
I think the most important point is the quality of the water. As
it is more or less polluted, we can conclude that, as soon as lime is
used in slimes treatment, ammonia salts are formed - especially
sulphate, sulphide, and chloride-and as any trace of ammonia salts,
specially ammonium chloride, is detrimental to amalgamation, this
has been the cause of the trouble in amalgamation as long as the
water has not been purified, and also the cause of improvements in
amalgamation after a few days, when all the ammonia has been
evolved and organic matter coagulated and precipitated.
There may also be another reason. When water has been polluted
by organic matter, and contains sulphate, there are algae which
develop in water; some of those algae, sulphuraria3 alga3, quickly
assimilate a large amount of sulphur, but if water is alkalinised by
lime they cannot live, and calcium sulphides are soon formed. No
doubt any appreciable quantity of calcium sulphide would also spoil
the plates, until, by continuous oxidation of mill water, it is destroyed
and turned to calcium sulphate, when it cannot have any bad effect.
So after the destruction of the ammonia and sulphide no bad action
on the plates is to be feared, and the good effects on amalgamation
are obtained after water has been purified.
Mr G. Melvill-I would like to make one remark regarding a statement made by Mr Williams, that the gold value of the slimes
decreases after adoption of the slimes treatment. I observed this
when we first started our slimes works at the Henry Nourse, but last
month we found that the value of the slimes seems to have increased,
and we cannot account for it at all. The gold contents seem altogether too high j in fact some of the samples went as high as some of
the samples from concentration. I would like to know if Mr Williams
has any explanation for such an increase.
Mr S. H. Pearce-Is it not a fact that the mine referred to has
discontinued the use of lime in the mill lately 1
Mr G. Melvill-The lime has been added after the pulp left the
mill. They stopped me using it in the mill, as in the opinion of the
-battery manager it was detrimental to the plates.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Is it not possible that the extreme cold we
have had lately had something to djY' ~ith it 1 In one of our late
discussions we came to the conclusion that if water was kept at an
,even temperature it would not make much difference. ,On the French
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Rand we noticed that the value of the slimes varied considerably.
Daily tests showed that the alkalinity of the wa~er varied con.
siderably.
Mr A. F. Crosse-1 should like to know what the alkalinity
was 1
Mr A. McNaughtan-Roughly, about '002 per cent. NaHO.
Mr A. F. Crosse-1 do not see how the temperature of the water
could have anything to do with the alkalinity. If the water is a
little cooler it does not decrease the amount of-lime dissolved.
Mr A. McNaughtan-That is with regard to amalgamation. Taking
it for granted the regularity of the alkalinity would coagulate the
slimes and cause better amalgamation, then cold weather ought to
have a better effect j but the peculiar thing is, judging by our own
case, the slimes seem to have increased in value during the cold
weather. There may be some other cause apart from the alkalinity.
The President-Whilst not wishing to reply to the discussion, I
may say, with regard to the group of mines I am connected with, our
slimes were '1 of a pennyweight lower for the month of June than
the previous month. They averaged 2'59 dwts. per ton for the previous month, and 2'49 for the last month. I am of opinion that
very often changes in the various parts of the mine account for it.
You may get the ore more or less slimy, and the value of the slimes
will increase proportionately with the decrease of the quantity. You
would never expect the slimes when working on a large reef to be
higher in value than when working on smaller reefs, I wish to go
into the matter very carefully, and reply to your questions at a future
meeting.
Mr A. F. Crosse-There is another very interesting question,
rather mixed up with this, which would be worth while investigating. Does not the water in the dams become more and more unfit
for use owing to the continued concentration of impurities by evaporation during the 'dry weather 1
Mr A. McNaughtan-1 would like to add that we are rather shOTt
of water, and I attach much importance to Mr Ehrmann's statement
regarding ammonia salts.
Mr L. Ehrmann-As the question of the alkalinity of water is a
very important one, I would suggest that a committee should make
investigations re testing the alkalinity of water by phenolphthalein
paper.
Dr Loevy-1 am rather pessimistic with regard to testing water of
such small alkalinity by phenolphthalein paper. Even if the paper
is very carefully prepared and is exposed to air, or to acid fumes
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always present in a laboratory, it will become useless after a very
short time.
Mr C. E. Stamp-Is it not a fact that in some classes of slimes more
lime settles than in others, and in that case it would be impossible
to get a standard of' alkalinity 1
Mr A. McNaughtan-As the President has promised to go into
the question of the small decrease in the value of slimes, I presume
he will carefully endeavour and take the averages as far as possible,
and give us the values. If we found that on the whole there is an
increase of 2 or' 3 grains, this would not go very far to prove
an actual increase. The value of the tailings plus the slimes may
be 3 or 4 grains more than the average of the previous month. In
that case you cannot base very much on the value of a fraction.
The President-It is about 4 per cent. less in the value of slimes,
but I think it is practically met by a corresponding increase in
amalgamation. I do not know if there is any particular reason.
Perhaps one company may have a patch in their mine where there is
a large amount of free gold, and if you take that one exception by
itself it lllay bear out your contention, but I do not think the average
will do so. With regard to the amount of alkalinity required, I
may point out there are examples on the Rand where you require no
lime at all to get settlement, and that is due to acid are. If there
is acid in the ore, lime is not required; the lime is required to
render the slimes alkaline. ",There a new slimes plant is started
there will be no sueh increase. I think it is due to hard water
causing coagulation.
Mr E. H. Johnson-May I ask Mr Melvill-was th!l increase III
value of the slimes coincident with the change in the method of
applying the lime 1
Mr G. l\felvill-I do not know that such was the case. The
amount of the increase in the slimes was due to an increase in the
value of the ore going through the mill, but still the increase was far
too great.
Mr E. H. Johnson-I mean with regard to changing the method of
applying lime 1
Mr G. Melvill-I do not know if that was the reason,' because we
used lime both in the mill and in the slimes plant. When we first
started we did not use lime in the battery,. but did so at a later date.
I have not used it since the battery manager said the lime washed all
the amalgamation off the inside plates: '
The President----May I ask if it is not a fact that when you used
lime in the mill you obtained a higher amalgamation that month 1
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Mr G. Melvill..:..-That is quite true, but it is very difficult to say
if it is gold from that month. It all depends on the gold taken off
the plates.
The President-I would like to get the opinion of Mr McDowell.
lIe' was running a battery Jor a long time for the Rand Mines. I
knoW the average battery manager does not like anything but a
bright plate.
Mr J. J. McDowell-They all like a bright plate. When we used
twelve bags of lime in the mill we had a better extraction, but the
plates did not look so well. They had a greenish colour, to which I
did not object.
Mr A. McNaughtan-Is it not possible there may be something
in the amount of ore going over the plates, and the amount of gold
taken off the plates 1 I pointed out before a slight exaggeration in
NIr Williams' paper. He gave us to understand that there would not
necessarily be a discolouration of the plates, a statement which really
handicapped him. The high grade mines do not seem to hlwe the
trouble with discolouration which the low grade mines have. If
there was a little gold left in the bottom of the plates, and it was
not so persistently brushed off, they might look as well as ever.
Mr G. Melvill-I do not know if Mr McNaughtan considers the
Henry Nourse a high or low grade mine, but they certainly had discolouration there, and the mill manager was always endeavouring to
discontinue the use of lime. The plates were all discoluured-quite
red, but they are not so bad now.
The further discussion on the paper was postponed to the next
meeting.
INVESTIGATION OOMMITTEE

Mr S. H. Pearce-Before you proceed with any further business, I
would like to ask Dr Loevy a question. With reference to the
question of the appointment of a committee to go into the matter of
the Siemens-Halske and the zinc-lead couple processes, he makes a
statement about" the negative attitude assumed by a company whose
support in the matter we necessarily required." May I ask him to
definitely state which of the companies it was 1
Dr Loevy-I do not know whether I am entitled to answer this
question without the consent of the Council.
Mr S. H. Pearce-May I ask one question-Was there any
opposition on the part of the Rand Mines to go into this
matter?
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Dr Loevy-No. I think there is absolutely no harm in stating
which is the company referred to. It is the Gold Patents' Company.
They wrote a letter in which they gave the reasons for declining to
take part in the inquiry,and I think under the circumstances, as
the matter has been brought up, it would be better to read the letter.
I would propose that the President instruct the Secretary to read it.
The Secretary read the letter, which was as follows:Gold Patents' Company (Transvaal), Ltd.,
Johannesburg, 25th May 1899.
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The Secretary,
Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa.
Dear Sir,-After careful consideration of the matter, my Board
have come to the conclusion that, while such investigation as you
propose regarding the relative merits of the Siemens-Halske and zinc
processes might prove interesting and valuable from a scientific or
technical point of view, they fail to see the practical utility or benefit
to be derived from a commercial or business standpoint. The
discussions and arguments which the members of your Society have
had relative to the subject have no doubt been quite within the
scope of the objects of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society, and
have served their purpose in elucidating the experiments made in
connection with the two processes, and the Society's records of same
will always be available for reference, but my Directors are of opinion
that this Company, as owners of Siemens-Halske patent for the
purpose of exploiting same commercially, is not in any way called
upon to enter into such discussions, or take cognisance of any such
investigation as you propose.
F. W. FORBES, Secretary.
(Signed)
Dr Loevy-I think that as we have gone so far it would be as well
to read the reply we sent.
The Secretary did so, as follows :The Chemical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa,
Johannesburg, 9th June, 1899.
The Secretary,
Gold Patents' Company (Transvaal), Ltd.
/

Dear Sir,-I am instructed by my Council to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of tbe 25th ult. containing the information that
your Company declines to take cognisance of the investigation
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reaarding the relative merits of the two gold precipitation processes
(l:ad-zinc and Siemcns-_~alske). My Council b~g to state that they
are pleased at your deCIsIOn, as thcy were only lllduced to take this.
step in consequence of the position assumed in this matter by Mr A.
von Gernet, who, they believe, is intimately connected with your
Company.
(Signed)
FREDK. ROWLAND, Secretary.
Mr A. McNallghtan-The decision is final, r presume.
The PreRident-I believe that as far as the Gold Patcnts Company
is concerned the decision is final. ""Te have not asked for any further
permission.
A:'ol" EXPERIMENT IN CYANIDE POISONING

By A.

McARTmiR JOHNSTON

(MEMBER)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The President-Thc next business is the discussion Oll Mr
McArthur Johnston's paper on cyanide poisoning. I rather regret to
say that a medical friend, Dr Johnston, who had intended to be here
and submit certain experiments, has gone down to the Free State.
Whethe~ he is going to bring forward thosc experiments I do not
know, I think they would be of the highest interest, and would prove
this question right up to the hilt once and for all, and if there is 110
discussion to-night, I would ask that the discussion should be postponcd till neJ(t meeting to enable him to make the necessary research
work. It is a matter of great importance.
Mr A. McArthur J ohnston-I think we ought to close the discussion on my paper to-night. I took up this matter and treated it
from a common workman's standpoint, and I think the results of Dr
Johnston's experiments should be given in a separate paper.
The President-Dr Johnston is not prepared to read a paper. He
wanted to prove the correctness of the theory, and I believe he rather
agrees with yOlll' view, so that you need not be afraid of the address.
Dr Loevy--Even if experiments show that the views expressed hy
Mr A. MeA. Johnston arc not correct, there will he no reason for Mr
Johnston to be afraid, as he never desired us to consider the result of
his experiment as conclusive. I am now in correspondence with Professor Kohert, and I am looking forward to some very interesting
information OIl the mattcr, which I hope to be able to lay before you

3A
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at a future meeting. I have also seen the gentleman referred to by
the President, and I think the experiments he intends to make will
be carried out in my laboratory. As he has not been able to get the
necessary guinea pigs I have placed my stable at his disposal.

NOTES ON THE ESTIMATION OF PROTECTIVE
ALKALI IN CYANIDE SOLUTIONS

By

ANDREW

F.

CROSSE

DISCUSSION

The Secretary-By this mail I received the following short note
from Mr Durant, written from Madeira : Mr H. T. Durallt-I heard with interest Mr Crosse's" Notes on
the Estimation of Protective Alkali in Cyanide Solutions." Not
being present at the June meeting, I was unable to make any remarks
on the sn bject, nor have I since had the opportunity of practically
testing the method.
It seems to me that" protective alkali" should be defined as any
"alkaline hydroxide": in order to exclude carbonates and bicarbonates, remembering that HCN is a weaker acid than carbonic acid.
Probably Mr Crosse has compared the results obtained by his
method with those obtained by titration with fa acid solution after
AgNO s titration; comparative data on this point would be interesting,
especially where much zinc is present in solution.
In approving, or otherwise, of any method for uetermination of
alkali, the large number of tests which have to be made daily mllst
be borne in mind, and a small, constant, and well understood error
may frequently be ignored with advantage.
Professor A. Prister-Mr Crosse's statement that "if the cyanide
of potassium solution contains a free alkali, sulphuric acid is
neutralised and less hydrocyanic acid liberated, in direct proportion
to such alkali present" is indisputable. Before discussing Mr
Crosse's paper I may be alloweu to draw your attention to some
thermo-chemical constants determined by Berthelot and Thomsen.
One equivalent of calcium oxide, dissolved in 25 litres of water
at 15° C., developes 15·6 calories when brought in contact with
an equivalent of sulphuric acid in 2 'litres of water; 3·2 calories
with hy drocyanic acid; and 9·8 calories with carbonic acid. Under
the same conditions an equivalent of potassium oxide developes 15·7
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calories with sulphuric acid; 3-0 calorics with hydrocyanic acid; and
10-1 calories with carbonic acid_ In order to fully realise the bearing
of these facts upou the matter under discussion, it is nece~sal"y to
bear in mind Berthelot's" law of maximum work," which states that
" every chemical change accomplished without the addition of energy
from without tends to the formation of that body or system of bodies,
the production of which is accomplished by the production of the
maximum quantity of heat_" This much discussed law apparently
holds good in this case, as shown by the following equations : -
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(1)

2KCN+H 2S0 4 =K 2S0 4 +2HCN
2 x 64-7
+ 218 328-28+ 2 x 13-1
The sum of the calories on left side of equation = + 347-40 calories
The sum of the calories on right side of equation = + 364-48 "
Hence plus difference of calories on right side of
equation _
+ 17-08
"
CaO
+
H
S0
=
CaS0
+
Hp
(2)
4
4
2
149-46
+ 218
320 + 69
The sum of the calories on left side of equation = + 367 -46 calories
The sum of the calories on right side of equation = + 389-00
"
Hence plus difference of calories on right ~ide of
=
+21-54
equation
"
CaCO g + H 2S0 4 = CaS0 4 + H 2 0 + CO 2
(3)
269-25 +218
320 +69+9~)-6
The sum of the calories on left side of equation = + 487-25 calories
The sum of the calories on right side of equation = + 488-60
"
Hence plus difference of calories on right side of
equation _
+ 1-45

"

JliIr Bettel has remarked, in discllssing JliIr Crosse'8 paper, that if
carbonate of lime is present in solution it will absorb a certain
amount of acid, ~o that the carbonic acid remaining in solution will
form a bicarbonate_ If I understand Mr Bettel aright, he says that
carbonate of lime acts as a "protective alkali" towards potassium
cyanide as efficiently as calcium hydrate, in regard to carbonic aciJ_
From this opinion I venture to disagree, though it is apparently
shared by Mr Crosse_ In the first place, the existence of calcium
bicarbonate is quite hypothetical, eminent chemists such as ';V urtz
being of opinion that calcium carbonatc simply dissolves physically in
a solution of carbonic acid in water_ But even admitting its existence, a solution of carbonic acid snfficiently strong to fulfil the
reaction expressed in the following equation is required:(4)
CaC0 3 + Hp + CO 2 = Ca(HCO S)2
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I do not know that this salt has ever been isolated, or that any
thermo-chemical determinations regarding it have been made. However, the stability of calcium carbonate indicates the difficulty with
which the reaction occurs, and we know that by merely raising the
temperature of the solution calcium carbonate is precipitated, either
because the bicarbonate is decomposed or because the solvent CO 2 is
expelled.
From equations (1), (2), and (3), we see that the relative stability
of CaO, KCN, and CaCO n in presence of sulphuric acid is in the
order given.
2KCN + H 20 + CO 2 = K 2C0 3 + 2HCN
(5)
2 x 64·7 + 69 + 99'6 285'93 + 2 x 13'1
The sum of the calories on left side of equation = + 238'00 calories
The sum of the calories on right side of equation = + 312'13
"
Hence plus difference of calories on right side of
equation
+ 14'13
"
CaO-+ H 20 + CO 2= CaC0 3 + H 20
(6)
149'46 + 69 + 99'6 269'25 + 69
The sum of the calories on left side of equation = + 318'60 calories
The sum of the calories on right side of equation = + 338'25
"
Hence plus difference of calories on right side of
equation .
20'14

"

From equations (5) and (6) we see that the stability of KCN in
presence of CU 2 is less than that of CaO, so that in this way the
protective action of CaO is accounted for.
The thermo-chemical equivalents of the substances involved in the
reaction expressed by the equation below, given by Mr Crosse for the
formation of calcium cyanide, indicate that only + 3'22 calories are
eV0lved, thus showing the instability of the salt.
(7)
CaO + 2HCN = Ca(CN)2 + H 2 0
From the foregoing reasoning it is apparent that carbonate of lime
cannot be considered as a "protective alkali" for potassium cyanide,
either with reference to carbonic acid or sulpllUric acid, and that
only lime and caustic soda fulfil this description in a practical
sense.
Mr Crosse's method and that of Mr Clennel, wherein 1'b- H 2 S0 4 is
used as described by Mr Hall, are very valuable for practical working, but cannot be considered as accurately determining the "protecti ve alkali." I consider the use' of -to oxalic acid in place of
I~H2S04 in Mr Clennel's method is preferable, and this is generally
done.
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The President--We will postpone the discussion on lVIr Crosse's
paper till next meetiI~g. I am sure ~rofessor Prister has brought
forward some new pomts, and I belIeve 1'I1:r Crosse would prefer
replying to that valuable addition to our discussion at a future
mecting.

A CONTINUOUS PROCESS OF SLIMES TREATMENT
By

ERNEST

T.

RAND (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

Mr F. N. Hambly--l shollidlike to make a few remarks on this
subject, not so much in the way of criticism, as to point out the
remarkable similarity between the continuous slimes process, as
worked out by Mr Hand, and that known as the Clanc.y Continuous
Slimes process, both as regards apparntns and method.
The accompanying diagram illustrates the cycle of operations
pursued in the Clancy process, and for which a plant was designed in
March 1898, for an 80 heavy staJlJP mill.
This plant is under order, and will shortly be erected on olle of
the mills here.
I shall first outline the Clancy plant operations in general, and
then point out what I CUll sider its ad vantages over that designed by
Mr Rand.
By the arrangement of the vats A, A I, and B, we get a partial
separation of the slimes and water in the vats A and A I, the discharge into vat B containing about 25 per cent. slime. From vat B
it is easy to maintain a discharge of 1 to 1 pulp iuto the No.1
mixing chamber. The subsequent separations of slime and cyanide
solution in vats C, D, and E are the same as that done in B, namely,
50 pel' cent. slime.
In mixing chamber I, the 50 per cent. slime is mixed with cyanide
solution, which is overflowing from vat D, the proportions being
3 of solution to 2 of slime pulp. In passing through the mixing
chamber the pulp is agitated by compressed ail', the time occupied in
passing through the cham her being from 10 to 15 minutes.
From mixing chamber 1 the pulp Hows into vat C, where the slime
is separated from the solution, which goes to the precipitating boxes.
The slime discharges into mixing chamber No.2, IV here it meets the
solution overflowing from vat E; here it is again agitated by air, and
is then pumped into vat D, where the separation of 50 per cent. slime
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is again effected, which is again mixed with the solution which has
passed throngh the boxes in mixing cham bel' No.3. The solution
overflowing from vat D passes to mixing chamber No.1, as before
mentioned.
The same mixing and agitation is effected in mixing chamber No.3'
as in Nos. 1 alld 2, and a final separation of solution and slime takes
place in vat K The 50 per cent. slime residue going to waste and
the overflow sulution to mixing chamber No.2, as before mentioned.
The design of the plant allows for a 4-hour contact of the slime
with the KCN solution, which in the circulllstances I consider ample
for the highest extraction.
Yon will notice that no dissolving vat with circulating pump,
agitators, etc., such as that shown in Mr Rand's plant, is provided, as
wc have demonstrated, with one mixing chamber and separating vat
on a 3'5 dwt~. slimp, giving a contact of 40 minutes only, after treatlllellt and w~shing in the same manner as described by Mr Rand,
that 85 per cent. of the gold had gone into solution.
Yon will also notice that the vats are slightly different in shape
from those shown by Mr Rand. The shape of the Clancy vat allows
of a larger bulk of settled slime just above the discharge; this is
ad vantageons, in that it ensures a much steadier flow of thick slime.
The delivery point of the separated slime is from 3 to 6 feet above
the bottom of the vats, thus reducing the pressure at the point of
discharge, and alluwing the use of a larger dischargc nozzle, the
advantage of which has been shown by Mr Rand. Another advantage
of this arrangement is that it minimises the height of the plant.
Again, the point of delivery of the slime pulp intu the separating
vat is much lower than that shown in 1\1:1' Hand's arrangement. In
an experimental plant wc have proved that a splendid separation is
effected by this method.
It has al ways been my intelltion to gi ve this Society the particulars
of and the results from the Clancy process when results from a working plant had been obtaincd, and I had been constrained to give the
above details in order that the credit, if nothing more, should be
allowed to those interested in the working out the Clancy process for
evolving the first continuous process for the treatment of slimes on
the Rand.
The Presidellt-I am sure that this paper of Mr Ralld'~ onght to be
one of very great interest, and I trust that al! of YOll-yon havc had the
paper hefore you now for six weeks-wtll give us the benefit of yonI'
criticism on it. I do not know, 1\1:1' lhud, whether I understood rightly
that a plant of your design is being erected at the Robinson Deep 7
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Mr E. T. Rand-It is not built yet.
The President-I would like to ask NIl' Rand ~ne question. I
am given to understand that you worked this continuous slimes
process at the Simmer and Jack for some weeks?
Mr E. T. nand-Yes, we experimented with it there for three
weeks. I gave the result of that working in my paper.
The President-I do not want to criticise your paper this evening,
but I would like to ask one or two questions. Is there not a danger
in this continuous slimes process that part of the slimes that go into
the vat last may leave the vat first!
Mr E. T. Rand-That question came up with regard to the working of that experiment, and that is one of the things I wished to
ascertain. Judging from the results given in my paper, the average
value of the residue seems to have been brought down very well, and
I am quite satisfied myself on that point; the gold was dis sol ved,
and a very fair average low residue was obtained. In making this
experiment that was the particular point I wished to aseertainwhether the gold was dissolved in mnning in and being taken out
continuously at the same rate.
.
The President-Are you quoting for washed or unwashed slimes?
Mr E. T. Rand-I quoted washed and unwashed. A sample of
each was taken and assayed, and I gave the result of both. In all
cases where it was washed it showed a very small proportion of the
gold.
The President-Do you not think there is a safety valve needed
for this continuous process? Take from two to four hours, if you
had slimes carrying a large amount of organic matter, there would be
a possibility of that leaving the works before any extraction is
obtained. I only ask the question in order that we may get the
whole thing opened for future discussion.
Mr E. T. Rand--Do I understand you to say from two to four hours?
The Presidellt-Yes.
Ml' E. T. Rand-Seven hOUTS.
The President-We have had experience where gold has not been
dissolved even in seven hours in slimes. I am rather afraid that one
of the difficulties about any continuous process is going to be the
want of a safety valve.
Mr E. T. Hand-I think I stated in my paper that it applied to
present production slimes. I do not claim anything for the process
regarding accumulated slimes, and I do not claim that it would be
applicable to such.
I have experimented on present production
slimes, and I obta.ined very good results.
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The President-I was thinking of the accumulation we get in the
,stopes as we brush them down, and I think if one or two hundred
tOIlS were put through a plant of that kind you would not get any
extraction at alL
Mr S. H. Pearce-I should like to ask Mr Rand upon what grounds
he bases his supposition that 3 hour~ are sufficient to cnsure an effluent
having a constituency of 1 to 1 or Ii- to 1 liquid to solid, as in working out the factors in his expcrimental run, i.e. 10 tons per honr into
a COlle 24 feet by 8 feet; he has nearly 5 hours' settlement, and then
only obtains an effluent of 40 per cent., or 11 to l.
Another point I should like to mention is in regard to the cubical
capacity of his first settling, or what we should call a collecting vat or
spitzkasten. In looking at his figures from a 200·stamp mill point of
view, I calculate he wonld want 40,000 cuhic feet, or a capacity equal
to a 40 feet vat 32 feet deep-equal to four collecting vats 8 feet deep,
as on the Geldenhuis Deep, which is practically all they are using at
present. If his factors, as claillled in the subsequent stages of the
process, are correct, I think this is an extravagant lIlethod, and could
be greatly improved upon.
Mr E. T. Rand-'Where do you get the five hours from ~
Mr S. H. Pcarce-I may havf\ made a mistake in my calculations,
but that is what I reckoned it ont from the capacity of your vat. I
merely bring this forward as a suggestion. Taking a 200-stamp mill
and giving a thrce hours' contact, I think we should want a collecting
vat or spitzkasten of a capacity equal to five 8 feet vats. I think
that is a rather extravagant way of settling slime8.
Mr E. T. Rand-I have got some figures with regard to a 200stamp mill, but not as to the size of the milL
Mr S. H. Pearce-I am working it out on the basis you mention,
and I reckon that you would requirc vats of that kind to give you a
capacity of 40,000 feet, which is equal, ronghly, to five of the vats
you are speaking about.
Mr K T. Rand-I will reply to Mr Pearce at the next meeting.
The President-May I ask if yon have gone into the question of
what you think wonld be your working costs ~
Mr E. T. Rand-It would be Is. 6d. per ton.
The fnrther discussion on the subject was postponed until next
pleeting.
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NOTE ON GOLD PRECIPITATION BY ZINC DUST

By

GEORGE A. PACKAHD, 'WAKEFIELD, MASS., U.S.A. (ASSOCIATE)
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DISCUSSION

The President-The next business is the discussion on a "Note
on Gold Precipitation by Zinc Dust."
Mr C. H. Pead (written contribution) - I have been much
interested in the paper by Ml' George A. Packard read at the last
meeting of our Society, entiUed "Note on Gold Precipitation by Zinc
Dust."
The idea is a new one to' me, though I have heard of 1\'[r Sulman's
process of precipitation by zinc fume.
I think the zinc-dust process is well worth the careful consideration
of our Society, anu have no doubt such attention will be given to it
as it deserveR.
The efficiency of the process is a matter of experiment; and I
regret that as lJJy copy of the proceedings at our last meeting only
reached me this week, I have been unable to give the subject the
attention I should wish, and merely venture to offer these few
remarks as suggestions for future discussion, the time having been
too short to form any decided opinion at present.
The process appears to me to offer several advantages over the
ordinary use of zinc-shavings, the most noticeable being:-

(a) Saving in first cost of construction of plant.
(b) Easc in handling precipitated gold.
(r;) Intimate contact of precipitating medium with solution.
(d) Longer time of contact, if necessary.
I have made one rough experiment in which I took two beakers
contailliIlg 1,000 c.C. of gold bearing cyanide solution each. To
No.1 I added zinc-dust, to No.2 an equal weight of zinc-shavings,
anu stirred both at frequent intervals.
After twelve hours' contact I filtered each solution and tested for
golu.
No.1 contained 0'2 d wts. of gold per ton of 2,000 Ibs.
No.2"
2·0
"
"
"
"
Of course, an isolated experiment of this kind is quite inadequate
for the purpose of formi;,g an opinion, but I hope to make further
experiments shol'tl,Y.
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I may mention that being unable to obtain true zinc-dust, I used
the very fine zinc obtained in small quantities from the zinc:cutting
lathes.
In conclusion, I would like to ask Mr Packard:1st. How the zinc-dust is obtained: if from melting works iu
the district' or elsewhere, or if made on the spot 1 Also
w hat the cost per lb. is 1
2nd. On what basis the zinc-dust is added to the solution 1
3rd. If by this process the solutions are found to carry an
excessive quantity of dissolved zinc 1
Mr S. H. Pearce-In reference to this paper, I should like to say
that as this is one of the few contributions we have had from that
source (America), we ought to feel gratified for any information we
receive relating to the practice they find the best, and as such, the
same should not be too strongly criticised. It is a pity, however,
that the paper shows a want of detail, and is moreover rather loosely
worded; as, for instance, we are given to llndcrstand that in a case
where the solution is drawn off 8 inches from the bottom of a 14 feet
vat the balance is cleaned up without a filter press-which would I be
very unpractical. I should like to puint out that the size of vats
used compares ullfavourably with the cubic contents of our zincshaving boxes. Another point I gathe'r is that Mr Packard appears
to think that all our cyanide consumption is due to contact with the
zinc, which of course is not the case, and it is also a point of interest
that they work on roasted ores, which is a very favourable factor.
Finally, ill regard to the" theoretical and actual" agreeing there, I
might offer the suggestion that the same is contrary to our experience
here, I am sorry to say; and that, if I may be allowed to, I might
cite a case about which I have often chaffed another American
gentleman.-I mean Mr Butters-who admitted that he took as much
as he could get for a ton.
Mr E. H. Johnson read the following notes by lVI r W. A.
Caldecott : Mr W. A. Caldecott-'With regard to the usc of compressed air
for agitating purposes during zinc precipitation, I may quote some
experiments I made on the subject during 1897.
A filiform zinc-copper couple was being used for the precipitation of
unfiltered slime solutions. The suspended s)imes carried by the solution
and the insoluble deposit formed on the,zinc lessened the efficiency of
the precipitation, so the above meallS of agitation was tried with the
view of dislodging the coating and then running it rapidly off. The
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zinc couple, on which a fair amount of golLl was already deposited,
was contained in a small circular vat, and below the sieving at the
bottom upon which the zinc rested was placed a perforated lead pipe
in the form of a flat spiral, which was connected with an air-compressor. A large supply of air was turned on and samples' of the
solution from the vat taken, filtered, and assayeu, with the results
given below : Per

Original solution (before precipitation)
After 5 minutes aeration

"
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"

15
30

"

"

"

tOll.

10 gl's.
70 "
84 "
128 "

It is apparent from this that the solvent power of the highly
aerated cyanide solution was sufficient to dissolve off the zinc gold
already deposited, with the consequent gradual emichlllellt of the
solution. Evidently from Mr Packard's results sufficient air is not
used by him to render this effect appreciable, but in view of the ,fact
that precipitation is essentially a process of reduction, a mechanical
means of agitation which would prevent the introduction of an
oxidising agent into the extractor vessels wonld seem preferable, and
would obviate the danger of any reverse action arising from the
employment of an excess of air.
Professor A. Pl'ister--I wish to make an ohservation regarding Mr
Packard's paper. In works where zinc is used for reduction pro·
cesses, zinc in fine sub-division wonld certainly act better, but once
it settled the action will cease, because the solution will not come in
contact with the metal. For the introduction of zinc dust in gold
precipitation thcre will therefore be two great difficulties to contend
with. Firstly, it will be difficult to obtain the amount of zinc dust
l'equired; anLl, secondly, the action of the zinc will cease as soon as it
has settled.
1\'[1' E. H. J ohnson-I think all .Mr Packard claims is less firstcost in this instancc, but he also says that they usc a filter press,
which I think would be rather expensive.
1\'[1' C. K Stalllp-I think 1\i(r Pearce is doing Mr Packard an
injustice when he says th:1t he states that a large portion of the
cyanide consumption is due to the extractor boxes. On page 129 Mr
Packaru says :-"
thc loss of cyanide is as infinitesimal as
in the old zinc boxes," which shows he does not think that so much
of our cyallide consumption is due to them.
The President-Is there any gentleman in tlw room who cun give
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ns the result of experiments which may have been made to determine
the consumption of cyanide going through the zinc boxes 1 I am surc
we have a number of .cyanide workers here, and some of them ought
to have the figures in their memory.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I am not a practical cyanide worker. I think it
can only be answered in this way: The solution must he analysed
the zinc being accurately determined before entering and after leavin~
the boxes, and the gain in zinc calculated into double cyanide of zinc
and IJotassium. This will account for the chief consumption of
cyanide in the boxes.
Professor A. Prister-I went into this questIon very carefully, and
determined the alkalinity by the ordinary method with nitrate of
silver. Probably the method proposed by Mr Crosse is better.
Mr A. McNanghtan-Regaruing testing at the top and the bottom
of the boxes, my experience is exactly the same as Professor Prister'R.
If you have a solntion of from '01 to '03 you can test it at the hl.'ad
or bottom of the box, and there will be no appreciable difference.
The meeting then closed.
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XXXIV
THE ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Soeiety of South Afriea was helll in the Council' Chamber of the
Chamber of 1\{ines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening,
August 19th, 1899. The President (Mr John R. Williams)
oeeupied the ehair, and there was a total attendanee of 52, as
follows : 28 1\1embers-MessTs "Y. A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse, S. H. Pearce,
T. W. Wood (Couneil); F. F. Alexander, C. J. C. Baker, P. Barrett,
G. Bernfeld, W. O. Brunton, G. Buehanan, G. Carter, P. Cazalet, J.
Davies, F. Drake, R L. Edmiston, K! L. Graham, A, H. Hartley, G.
Innes, A. MeA. Johnston, W. W. Lyneh, A. MeNaughtan, G.
Melvill, C. H. Pead, E. T. Rand, E. C. Townsend, T. P.Waites, A.
Yates.
12 Associates-Messrs W. T. Anderson, W. Broom, T. Burgess, J.
T. Caine, J. Caldow, E. C. Homersham, A. B. Inglis, C. L. Johnson, G.
A. Lawson, S. B. Margerison, H. Husden, C. VV. Salisbury.
11 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland, Seeretary.
NEW MEMBERS

The President announeed that the fourteen eandidates for membership-E. Powys Adams, Byran Cookson, Harry R. Grix, John L.
Hanrahan, Chas. Hunter, T. G. Maelear Ladds, Stephen Morrison,
W. J. R. North, Robert Henry Robertson, Courtney W. Thompson,
J. F. Walsh, C. H. Napoleon Williams, Robert Wilson, W. J.
Wybergh-balloted for had been unanimously eleeted.
The Secretary notified the names of the following gentlemen who
had been admitted assoeiates of the Soeiety since the last meeting:
-Messrs Robert Allen, Orlando Brothers, John Davidson, Herbert
George Fothergill, Frederick Nelson Moore, Stephen George
Richardson, Frank G. A. Roberts, George Lawrenee Stevens.
GENERAL BUSINESS

The proeeedings of the meeting held on the 15th July, as printed
in the July issue of the Journal, were, on the motion of the President, seeonded by II'[r S. H. Pearce, eonfirmed.
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The President then called upon l\fr S. H. Pearce to rend hIS paper,
entitled" Notes on Mine Surface Sampling."

SOME NOTES ON MINE SURFACE SAMPLING
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By S. H.

PEARCE (LrFE ME~IBER)

I have been asked many times to read a paper on Mine Surface
Sampling, but I have refrained from so doing, mostly on account of
the incompleteness of my own knowledge of the subject, but I am
in hopes that the after discussion will educe further information, and
leau to beneficial results to us all.
In dealing with the question of sampling Ollr are here in its
various stages, from the time it enters the mill, to its being deposited
on the dump or in the dam, it is not the least difficult part of the
matter to decide what shall be left out and what shall be included,
for while not wishing to bore those of you who are well acq nainted
with much I have to sa'y, there arc many who have but a hazy idea
of what is involved, and I can assure you, that apart fronil all
technical considerations, I feel I shall have achieved a great part of
my object, if I can awaken a more lively interest in the subject
among those who are connected with sampling in any of its
branches.
The primary object of sampling is to obtain, in as small a bulk as
may be convenient, a portion which shall represent the whole, in
whatever particular that lllay be desired; for ir..stance, in the .case of
wall paper, it might take some scluare yards to demonstrate the
pattern, whereas an inch or so would be sufficient to give you the
quality of the paper itself, provided that it were all unifurm; and in
sampling any material where the constituents are unevenly distributed, this want of uniformity is the greatest draw back to obtaining
a representative sample, no matter for what purpose it is requireu;
and the difficulties may be further enhanced by circulllstances.
I think I might illustrate this to you by an experiment you can
make for yourselves. Suppose you take a quantity of coins of one
kind, you ,~ill have no difficulty to get a representative sample, but
if you mix in some others the matter becomes more complicated in
ratio to the number of varieties you introduce. You know beforehand that a handful taken indiscriminately from a large heap is not
likely to give you more than a very approximate idea of what the
heap consists of, but if the operation be· repeated (which you can
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try for yourselves o~ a small scale), a~d the res~lts averaged out, it
is probable that a fairly elose result WIll be obtallled. . Use is to be
made of this law of averages in order to overcome most of our
difficulties, which should be carried to such a point as is found to
rrive sufficiently correct results.
o The subject matter before us is anything but uniform in regard to
the onc constituent we wish to determine, for in the case of rock to
mill we have a mixture of all values, from waste rock, containing
practically nothing, to reef matter, containing as much as 50 ounces
to the ton, to say nothing of some free gold itself, which varying
values are very unevenly distributed.
To further complicate the matter, we have an enormous variation
in the size, which varies from dust to pieces as big as a man's head,
in some cases, and probably no two pieces having the same value.
As a third difficulty, we have the enormous quantities of material
to sample daily, which amounts to as much as a thousand tons in the
case of a 200-stamp mill.
These are the main difficulties in sampling rock to mill j there are
some others, but they are comparatively unimportant. If we consider them, we find that the only way to overcome the first two is to
take a large enough proportion, which, unfortunately, the third condition renders impossible. We may fall back lIpon averaging, and
trust, however much the daily samples may be out, that if they are
averaged over a sufficiently long period, it may give us what we want.
III regard to this point, I regret to say I have not sufficient data to
prove that such is absolutely the case.
This is of course very unsatisfactory, but I am giving you notes of
difficulties, and I shall gladly welcome other experiences more happy
than my own which have been generally, that the uimost care and
trouble has resulted in obtaining at best, a sample that has a fairly
constant factor of error j this, however, I put down to some peculiarity
either in the method or circumstance.
There are three ways, more or less generally adopted in sampling
rock to mill1. From the trucks to mill.
2. From the Cam-floor chutes.
3. From the feeders.
FROM TRUCKS TO MILL

This sample is generally obtained by taking a shovelful from each
truck, and if it were fairly and regularly performed, I believe it would
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give very fair results; but the 'difficulty comes in with the large
quantity necessarily taken. A shovelful weighs about 7 pounds,
and even with a IOO-stamp mill, where I-ton skips were used, the
daily ~ample would amount to Ii tOllS, which is a considerable
amount to crush and quarter down for assay. Even were this of no
consideration, there would be a tendency for the larger lumps to faU
off the shovel and an unfair proportion of fines taken, and as these
are usually the richer part of the material being considered, the
sample would be generally too high, which, according to my experience, is the trouble in most cases; and a discrepancy in the gold
returus, causing uneasiness among those most interested. To obviate
the taking of the large quantity mentioned, it is not unusual to put
a Kallir on to taking a handful or a lump as the fancy takes him.
There can be no regularity or much dependence placed upon a sample
so obtained.
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FROM CAM-FLOOR OHUTES

This sample is obtained by taking a shovelful from each chute, at
regular intervals, uBually hourly.
.
It seems to give very fair results on some mines, but it has th1e
same drawback as the last in regard to the quantity taken; in this
case, however, the rock in the bins in travelling down to the chutes
has a tendency towards separation of the fines to the bottom and the
coarser to the surface, and the probability is that the sample will have
too much coarse rock., It is possible that this in a great measure will
counterbalance the tendency for the lumps to fall off the shovel, and
so account for those cases where more favourable results have been
obtained.
FROM FEEDERS

This sample is also taken at intervals of time like the last. There
are two ways in which it may be taken, i.e. by small shovelfuls from
the elisc of the feeder, or by holding a tray made to Ht the edge of the
diHc under it, to catch that which falls from it.
In either case the sample will generally be found too high, as owing
to the amount of vibration in the mill, there is always a certain
amount of concentration on the disc, which affects the sample; in the
first case the concentrated matter is included, in the sample because
the surface of the disc is smooth and the ,shovel scrapes it all clean
off, in the latter case it was thought that this would be obviated, but
it seems that such is not aCtually the case, as when taking the sample
the mortar box supply is cut off, and the extra violent blows given to
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the feed lever causes the same effect, in that it shakes the accumulations off the disc into the sample.
In speaking generally of all these rock samples, it would appear
that they will give too high a result, and I may say further that the
smaller the sample taken, the more erratic will the results come out
daily; this is to be avoided as much as possible, as it is by no means
satisfactory for the manager of a mine to see that the assay for any
day is low, and that the amalgam returned is unusually good; I fancy
he would like still less the reverse to be the case.
rt has also been my experience that the larger the mill the more
steady will be the daily assays; in this case I do not think that this
is due so much to the quantity takeR, as that it is taken from more
places, and has a better chance of being mixed.
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QUARTERING DOWN, OR REDUCING THE BULK OF THE SAMPLE

Every mine shoulu be equipped with a proper sample room, fitted
with suitable crushing machinery, which if not actually needed for
rock to mill samples, is at least required for mine samples; and though
it hardly comes under my subject, a few remarks on the same may
not be out of place.
The old style of Kaffir, and pestle and mortar on the veld, useful
enough in the past, and in the present as a stand by, cannot to-day
be considereu as sufficient to meet the requirements of a moderately
equipped mine, when it is considered advisable, if not necessary, to
employ a man on mine sampling alone. I have no doubt that many of
you are aware, even if you have not actually experienced the Kaffir's
partiality for throwing away the unsieved portion when he consiuered
he had pounded the sample long enough, and that, alas! all too soon.
Besides this, where many samples are taken, the saving in labour
alone, is, or should be, a sufficient inducement to provide the
equipment.
Here, too, is one of the other cases that our President mentioned
in his address, where cleanliness is next to godliness, and it is
perhaps more essential here than in any other department; and yet
I am grieved to say, in most instances, any kind of lean·to shed, I
almost said pig-sty, is considered good enough, and to the detriment
of accuracy, for which the unfortunate assayer is blamed. I do not
think any words are too strong to condemn such a policy.
A properly equipped sample room, an example of which may be
seen on the Nourse Deep, should be large enough for all purposes;
being, say, 16 fp,et square, fairly draught and uust-tight, and have a
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floor, not of earth, w bich cannot be cleaned, but of cement, or iron
plates on which a large sample may be quartered down; and have at
least two crushing machines, one for reducing, say, to ~-inch cube, and
the other for fine grinding. There should be a quartering table, and
counters and shelving, as well as the panning tank, if such is required,
and all articles such as sicves, brushes, and other little things supplied
freely. As a hint I woulli suggest that a newspaper makes a poor
substitute for a duster.
In regard to quartering down, I lay before youa small table, which,
if not exactly accurate, may be taken as a fairly safe guide to the
limit to which it is advisable to go in reducing the bulk of your
sample.
2 in. cube to 1,200 Ib8.
300
1
" " " 80 "
,~
" " " 20 "
" " "
j
5 "
8'

t
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"
·bi' "

"
"

"

"

2

"
"

I have not been able to find any data published on the subject, and
these figures are based more upon expericnce and convenience than
any law on the matter. In this I shall be glad if some of you will
give your experience, as I certainly think the matter worthy of more
than a passing interest.
The old practice of quartering is, I think, as good as any other.
It may be a little tedious, but it is at least free from the o,bjection
attached to most of the machines used for that purpose, viz. the
difficulty of cleaning them out, which practically compensates for the
extra time taken.
The operation is, I think, well known to all of you, and I need
not do more than advise you to spread as thinly as you can, and be
very careful to eliminate the whole quarter each time. Use a brush
for that purpose if necessary, so as not to leave any fine matter
behind, which may perhaps contain free gold. Mixing between each
operation cannot be performed too thoroughly, and here I should like
to state, that in cases where the ore has been very finely ground, it
is more difficult to mix than coarser material, and in such a case I
think it not an unnecessary precaution to mix by passing through
a sieve, as the particles adhere in' cakes, and merely roll over each
other in the usual course. I know instances wherc this is the only
way to ensure duplicates agreeing.
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SCREEN SAMPLE

This sample, although a factor for the determination of the value
of the ore millcd, is hardly under the same heading, inasmuch as a
small amount of the gold contents have been extracted, and therefore
is incomplete owing to the fact that this amount has to be added to
the result.
It is obtained by taking a certain quantity of the pulp as it passes
through the battery screens at regular intervals of time. In this case
at least one of the disturbing factors is removed, and the ore is now
reduced to a finer state of division, and is, moreover, better mixed;
under these conditions a much smaller sample can be taken, with
more reliablc results. There are still many difficulties even here,
some of which you may see if you closely observe the way in which
the crush cd ore is discharged from the mortar box. First, bear in
mind that the constituency of the matter is now more complicated,
in that mercury and water have been added. The difficulties will be
found to cxiRt mainly in the limited space there is to use a receptacle
of any size for the sample, so that you have to guard against overflowing, and consequent concentration; the area of the screen is large,
and there is a tendency fOl' the lighter stuff to be thrown straight out
and over the sampling vessel; but the greatest difficulty of all lies in
the fact that the heaviest material and the richest creeps down over
the iron lip, and unless the vessel is held there close, so that there
:1I'e no spaces between them, the sample will be very much below
what it should be. There are some other factors in the shape of an
occasional inclusion of amalgam in the sample, and the fact that the
sampling vessel is twice as long in the upper or light particle carrying
part of the pulp, if no appreciable time is allowed for the vessel to rest
against thc mortar lip.
The difficulties being known, the remedies sllOuld suggest themsclves. In regard to the splash I should suggest the adoption of a
splash board to throw the pulp downwards on to the iron lip, and so
help to carry away thc heavy matter continuously. I would advise
the use of as large a vessel as may be convenient, and not be afraid
I also think it a good thing to try and
to take a good big sample.
arrange the time of sampling, so that it comes just before the time
for adding the mercury to the boxes, so as to avoid as much as
possible the inclusion of amalgam.
I certainly consider this sample as being the nearest daily check
upon the value of rock milled. It has the disadvantage of being
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minus the gold caught in the boxes, and this has to be remedied by
adding that amount, divided by tonnage, to the assay at the I;nd of
the month; this will include die sands, screen tanks, and lip. sands.
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PULP LEAVING MILL

This is usually sampled, either by the automatic sampler, or bv
hand sampling. The latter operation consists of passing ,n, cup, ~r
other suitable vessel, along the stream flowing from the bottom of the
plates. In some mills an arrangement of mercury traps pre,vents its
being taken at all; in many others the space is not sufficient to allow
of a large enough cup 'being used, in which case the cup overfiows,
and the sample is concentrated. There is also the danger of the cup
touching the edge of the plate, where there is always amalgam
present, the least fragment of which, I scarcely need state, renders the
whole day's sampling of no value.
This sample, under proper conditions, is a very good one, and I
should always recommend its adoption as a check upon other methods,
if there is any question at all as to the value of the pulp,leaving
the mill.
The automatic sampler is, I think, pretty well known to most of
you, and is the most useful of all sampling apparatus.
Briefly
described, it consists of a mechanical contrivance for taking a section
of the pulp stream, by means of a slotted pipe, which is mechanically
passed twice through the stream at each operation; for its motive
power and automatic action, it depends upon a supply of water,
which gradually fills up a small' receptacle; this, upon reaching a
certain height, changes the centre of gravity, overbalances, and tips
out the water and returns to its original position; the amount of
water supplied regulating the intervals of tipping.
The accompanying sketch will demonstrate the contrivance which
is now most used on these fields. It is not by any means perfeet,
and I trust many of you will give the subject some thought, and will
be able to suggest an improvement.
The two main imperfections are-that a pipe being used, there
must be considerable disturbance caused in the stream when passing
through it, and therefore the sample is affected; the other is that the
position of the slot is necessarily movable, which is a drawback,
inasmuch as it can be so arranged to' take almost any proportion of
either pyrites, sands, or slimes at' will, which although perhaps an
advantage in one way, is more than compensated by the difficulty in
knowing whlit is actually the proper position that it should be set.
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Beyond the machine itself, which requires a clear fall of G inches,
there are several little things to be careful of, such as silting up of
thc laundel's, which frequently occurs, and any irregularity in the
stream are disturbing factors, for which reason it is better that there
should bc a straight undisturbed run of at least 15 feet before the
machine is set up.
The wet pulp sample, when collected from the -sample box, which
is usually performed by first running off the clear water by means of
plugs in the side of the box, and shovelling it all out into a bucket,
is by no means an easy thing to deal with_ The only really satis-.
factory way is to dry the whole sample and pass through a sieve
before quartering down: this is rather a tedious operation, but it is
the only way to ensure a safe division.
In a very few cases, where the circumstances warrant such a procceding, a hucket may he used, and the surplus clear water be allowed
to overflow, and in such cases the pulp settles in quite hard layers
(this is so especially in the matter as samples taken hy hand, such as
" Screens" and" Hand Tails," from the plates), and the water may
bc poured off quite dry without carrying any appreciable amount of
slime. If this is the case, time and trouhle may he saved by
sampling the buckets with a small rod, which is made slightly smaller
at the end, only great care must be taken that clean sections are
obtained, and nothing is left at the bottom of the hole. If the
material is too wet for this, it iH possible to reduce the sample by
turning out the contents of the bucket on to a sampling table,
mixing thorougbly, and quartering down to a more convenient
quantity for drying.
I do not recommend cither of thcsc methods
as being safe practice in a general sense, the results depending a good
deal upon the skill and experience possessed by thc operator-much
the same as the handling of nitro-glycerine.
I think I would recommend an occasional classification of all
these wet samples, however obtained, in regard to proportioll of
different sizes, as a check upon their representativeness, as I have
frequently noticed, for instance, that a high tailings samplc proved
upon even a cursory examination to contain an unfair proportion of
coarse sands, and vice vena.
SPITZLUTTEN CONCENTRATES

This material is frequently a very unsatisfactory subject to sample,
and one is apt to be much puzzled at the erratic results obtained at
timcs, hut it should be remembered that the object of the spitzlutte
is to scparate from the bulk of the mill pulp, a proportion, tu which
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it is advisable to give a longer period of treatment; the material so
obtained will therefore consist of coarse particles, and include
amalgam, etc., which has passed the traps uesigned to catcll the
same. This is onb of the chief reasons why sometimes an assay of
30 dwts. is 01tainecl where less than half that amount per ton would
represent the actual value of the chargf'.
There lire many'ways of taking, or not taking a sample of this.
Rod sampling, I consider, the most unRatisfactory of all, on accoUllt
of the gold contents being so unevenly distributed over the tank.
The only way I am aware of that will give anything like consistent
results, is to take a measured quantity, say a b~cketful, of water and
concentrates, every hour or like period, and collecting ill a common
receptacle for l'eductioll at the cnd of the charge, or the twenty-four
hours as desired.
In this, howeyer, there are precautions to be observed. Where
more than one spitzlutte is used, which is generally the case, it is
no use to take some from each, as the value of each is diff'erent, and a
proper proportion cannot be obtained. The whole stream should be
leu into one launder, at thc end of which the sample should be
taken. In cases where it is not convenient to adopt a permanent
arrangcment, a temporary launder should be used. Holes or leaks
should be avoided, as otherwise some of the concentrates will get
away unsampled, and it cannot bc said that this will not 1e of a
different grade to the rest-it is usually much richer; silting in the
launders is apt to cause concentration, and coming away irregularly
seriously affects the sample.
Beyond this, the main thing is to see that the spitzlutten are
working regularly, and as nearly as possible under the same conditions
always, which is good for other purposes than the sampling; the
water supply sometimes varies, and other things require attention,
and I think it well to note here that it is not a good thing to regulate
the concentrators first, and then take thc sample, or the result will
be that the sam pic will not be what is actually in the t.anks, but
rather what ought to be obtained; and you have no opportunity for
being as sufficiently acquainted with the actual conditions as you
should be.
The same ad vice iu regard to all irregularly constituted material
will apply here, viz. : To take as big a sample as you conveniently
can, and not to quarter down too far 'before drying. It is very
advisable aftenvards to grind to a 60-rnesh sieve for the latter stages,
as the particles are usually vcry coarse, and the results are otherwise
liable to be very erratic.
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The same remarks apply to the residues after treatment, in other
respects there is no ma~erial difference between these and the sands
residues mentioned later.
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(hose-filled)

In the case of rloublo-storied tanks, which are more used than any
other, this is a mORt difficult and unsatisfactory subject to sample,
as in the upper or collecting tanks it is deposited uneveuly in value,
either horizontally or vertically, or in any other direction. Vertically,
it differs according to the value of the rock milled, horizontalliit hns
a higher value in the centre, and decreases with more or less regularity
towardR the edges of the tank, according to the method of filling
adopted. The variation may he from 5 dwts., or more in the centre,
to 3 dwts., or less at the Rides, even in a well-filled tank, and for these
reasons I do not at present see how any system can be efficient.
I have tried several withont succcs~, among which I might
mention as being the most important:Sampling from the hose is invariably too high, owing to a large
amount of slime leaving the tank.
Cutting sections from the sides of the holes made to lower the tank
is about as satisfactory as any of an unsatiRfactory lot.
I have tried taking handfuls from each door as the tank is being
lowered, but this methoJ, besides being very unpractical, had the
disadvantage of not including a fair proportion of slimes.
Rod sampling, generally, is not satisfactory, as there is a tendency
for the rod to get choked up with the first few inches driven, and
after that you drive clown a solid rod, the bottom not being sampled
at all. In the case of a closely packed mass like a hose-filled tank,
this may be overcome to a great extent by taking sections of about a
foot at a time; as far, however, as sampling the whole tank is
concerned, this will not help you very much, unless you are prepared
to take a nnmber of samples to find out first how the gold contents
are distributed, and to calculate out afterwards what the value of the
tank is. I think it is simpler to calculate from the automatic
samplers, as is the present general practice.
In the case of the sands being trucked without preliminary treatment to the other tanks, they can be sampled as in the case of
residues.
SAN DS HESIDUES

With these we have an opportunity of sampling each truck on its
way to the dump; even here we arc not free from dift1culty. To-day,
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owing to better precipitation, there is not the same need for sare in
the matter of draining out of gold-bearing solution, which in many
cases, by giving too Iowa result, was a cause of discrepancy; it is
well though to bear this in mind, in the case of wet tanks, which
will sometimes happen in the best of plants, and therefore the only
real difficulty comes in with regard to obtaining a fair proportion of
slimes, which in the form of lumps, I need hardly say, are not a sign
of good work done. These, owing to their· greater impermeability,
do no receive a proper treatment, and are quite a consideration in
the shape of discrepancies, if not included in the sample. Here
again rod sampling is not a good thing, as the lumps are hard enough
to turn aside the rod, or at best it only scrapes off the outside, which
is the better treated part; it would seem, therefore, better to take
handfuls. Beyond this I do not think I need do more than point
out that usually the top of the cone of filled trucks is all clean sand,
and that the slime lumps roll down to the corners, whit:h means
that some discretion will have to be observed, and that the best
remedy of all is to have no slime lumps at all.
In quartering down, the whole sample should be passed through a
lin. sieve, so that the whole can be more intimately mixed before
reducing.
SLIMES

This material, on account of its more uniform character, presents
the least difficulty of all. Sometimes there are some sands associated,
but which, with ordinary care, should give no trouble. The automatic sampler gives excellent results in any case.
In collecting this sample some care must be used in running off the
supernatent water, after which it should be baled, or otherwise transferred to a bucket, seeing that nothing is left behind; here, if sufficiently thick, it can be mixed up by hand and a portion taken for
assay j if preferred, a dividing funnel may be used, which is better if
the pulp is very thin, or there is much sand present.
SLIMES RESIDUES

For this material there are two methods III use :-1. From the
tanks. 2. From the end of the discharge pipe.
In regard to the first one, it should be borne in mind that the
residues are homogeneous, horizontally, bllt not vertically, and that
this sample requires a lot of care to obtain by any method a proper
proportion of the whole. The advant~ge of this way is that the~'e is
less moisture or gold-bearing solution, and therefore it is easier to
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handle su bsequently. The disadvantages come ill when the depth of
charge is very great, or the tank is for any reason not well settled, in
which case there is a tendency to get an undue proportion of solution,
which should carry most of the gold.
I am inclined to think that the second method is the fairer of the
two, though in most cases the two agree very well when taken on the
same tank. The disadvantages of this method will be found in
having a much larger sample to handle, and it also contains such a
large proportion of water to be evaporated.
The sub-division of these samples may be made precisely as in the
case of the originals.
In dealing with the foregoing samples I have had necessarily to be
brief and incomplete, as it is impossible to do justice to so extensive
a subject in a short paper like this. I have left untouched, for
instance, the many sampling devices there are to be obtained or
made j or also, the merits of any particular method of quartering
down or reducing any special samples, such as concentrates 01' byproducts.
Discussions are always the most valuable of all contributions, and
I am less inclined to apologise for that which is omitted than for that
which is said, but as a few concluding remarks, I should like to say
in the first place: Don't take all I have said for gospel, but try as
many experiments as you can to prove how and where I am wrong.
It is a subject in which most of you have had some experience, and
I am as anxious to add to my knowledge as any of you.
There are naturally some points where discretion and judgment
may be used to advantagc, such as in the case of dividing up of wet
pulp samples, but the trouble is that, however desirous it may be to
save labour, it frequently leads to carelessness, which tendency is
accentuated by the monotony of the opera.tions and the desire to get
through quickly. For instance, in taking borings from the sample
buckets; by use, the rod may open out at the end and then the clean
section is not obtained, some remaining at the bottom of the hole j
or the S[1me result may happeu through the sample being too wet.
Don't S[1Y "Oh, that little bit won't make any difference," hut
remem ber that there is no case in which it might be more aptly said
"If a thing is worth doing at all, it is worth doing properly." As
another instance, in thc C[1se of mixing up the wet pulp and quartering, I found on one occ[1sion that this had degenerated into merely
takillg a small shovelflll from the collecting box, alld that without
mixing, 011 which I need not comment.
One of the most important things to remCll1 bel' is carc alld regularity
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and cleanliness above all things. I have known occasions when it
has been said, "What is the use of all this bother 7 Sampling does
not give us any more gold." Those who have said this and still
think it, never made a bigger mistake in their lives. Our President
in his address drew our attention to what 1 per cent. more extraction
means, and unless we have reliahle samples taken regularly to give us
comparisons, how on earth are we to know what we are getting, and
I say to all of you who are interested in sampling, from manager to
shiftsman, those of you who do not use all your endeavours to obtain
the best you can, are neglecting one of the most important of your
duties towards your employers.
I need not dilate further upon the importance of this department,
and I regret that I have had no time to touch upon two equally
important matters which are as indispensable to comparisons, viz.
As~aying and Tonnages.
Each of these. are worthy of a separate
paper that will open up the whole subject, and I trust that they will
be forthcoming at a future meeting.
Mr A. F. Crosse-I think Mr Pearce deserves a hearty vote of
thanks from our Society for his very interesting and able paper. I
propose that the discussion should be adjourned till our next meeting.
He has gone right down to the bed rock from which we must start in
every discussion upon improved methods of gold extraction. We
must be able to know how much gold we have in the ore and various
products, and it appears it is a much more difficult matter to obtain
this knowledge than many of us would have supposed; I am sure
the paper will give rise to a very interesting discussion. Mr Pearce
deserves our thanks for having taken so much trouble to explain the
important matter of sampling.
The President-I have much pleasure in calling upon Mr Caldecott
to read his notes on " The Use of Vats in place of Zinc Boxes."

THE USE OF VATS IN PLACE OF ZINC BOXES

By Vol. A.

CALDECOTT (MEMBER)

The rectangular extractor box, as used for zinc shavings or a zinc
couple in the precipitation of gold from cyanide solutions, has undergone practically no change, except increase in size, since its adoption
by J. S. MacArthur and introduction here in 1890. As is well known
/
to the majority of our members, it has certain mechanical disadvantages, the most obvious being the tendency of the solution passing
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through it to travel up the sides and particularly up the corners of
the compartments, thereby forming channels. Other objections in
practice are the frequent liability, from faulty construction of the
boxes, of the solution to leak from one compartment to another without coming in proper contact with the zinc, and the inconveniences
this leakage produces in cleaning up. I am inclined tu think that
imperfect precipitation has occasionally in the past been attributed to
chemical considerations, or to certain constituents of the solution,
when the reason has been really mechanical, or the want of proper
distribution of the solution so as to ensure actual contact with the
zinc. N atUl'ally, the shape of the vessel containing the pl'ecipitatillg
agent uoes not influence the chcmical or· electro-chemical reactions
upon which the preuipitation of the gold depends, but the use of
small vats in place of the usual type of extractor boxes obviates the
mechanical disadvantages already mentioned, and in addit!on these
vats contain abont one-half more zinc per square foot of floor space
t.han boxes. An ordinary extractor box contains zinc shaving;; to
the extent of about 35 per cent. to 50 per cent. of its total capacity,
whilst a zinc vat of the type shown contains about 67 per cent. The
model exhibiteu, and the accompanying plan, which was kindly prepared for me by nIl' John Kelly, will render these points obvious.
The vat is designed with the object that the path of least resistance,
which the solution naturally take~, ~hall be through the mass of the
zinc, thus ensuring propel' contact, rather than between tlw zinc and
the sides of the vat. Thn vats have an internal diameter of 5 feet
and depth of 3 feet, and may be arranged in a series of three;
each vat contains about 40 unbie feet of zinc. The even uistribution
of the solution in the vat may be readily seen in practice from the
uniform rising of the bubbles of gas to all parts of the surface. The
mcthou of introduction of thc solution, the packing of .the zinc
betwePll the ring allll the side of the vat, the large cross-sectional
area of the vat, ami the absence of corners all tend to prevent the
formation of channels. For convenience in cleaning llP, the ring to
which is itlst.elleu the sieving, is made removable. The detailR of
construction of theRe vats may be considerably modified, and a little
consiueration shows various ways of introducing the solution at the
bottom and taking it oif at the top. For instance, the inflow pipe
may be brought down the siue of the vat or introduced from the
bottom, and ill place of an clbow tnrneu square down over the
ceutre, may terminate in a ring of perforated pipe. Similarly, for convenience in cleaning up, the bottom of the vat may be made slightly
conical or sloping to an outlet on one Ride, which uelivers by a launder
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into a settling vat, or is connected with the pump of a filter press.
The arrangement of the side pipe-line, as shown iu the plan, enables
one vat to be cut out at a time without shutting olf the others whilst
cleaning up or dressing the zinc, and the open T-piece allows the vat
to he readily emptied of solution, and likewise prevents any accumulation of air'or other gas at the angle. With a precipitation plant
composed of small vats as units, the ease of - re-arrangement or
extension to any degree required is readily apparent.
As mentioned in the &Λ.. Mining Journal of the 22nd July last,
the use of these vats was beguu last month 011 the Witwatersrand
G.M. Co., and the precipitation has since been showing excellent
results. Mr W. β . Dowling, the Company's cyanide manager, has
kindly furnished me with the following information on the subject.
Two sets of vats, of three in each series, have been employed in the
precipitation of about 200 tons per day of weak (Ό4 per cent.) cyanide
solution by means of the lead-zinc couple, the rate of flow being one
ton of solution per cubic foot of zinc per twenty-four hours. The ^
average value of the solution entering from 24th July to 16th
August was 3 dwts., and of the solution leaving 2"5 grains, so that
96'5 per cent, of the gold was precipitated.
Special samples, taken on 16th August, showed the following
results:—
Per Ton.

Solution entering first vat .
.
2 dwts. 20 grs.
„
leaving
„ „
.
.
10 „
,,
,,
second ,,
.
.
5 ,,
,.' third „
.
.
4 „
The high efficiency of the zinc in a single vat is shown by the
large proportion (85 per cent.) of the total gold in solution precipated in the first vat, the flow through which was equivalent to
3 tons of solution per cubic foot of zinc per twenty-four hours, or
only fifteen minutes contact. These results indicate, as is likewise
shown by the appearance of the zinc, that the second and third vats
only require cleaning up at comparatively long intervals.
The plant has been seen in operation by several of our members, and
I am sure that should any others desire to see it at work they will be
afforded every facility by the Witwatersrand Company for doing so.
In conclusion, where zinc boxes show imperfect results from any
of the mechanical causes mentioned, 01· where the installation or
enlargement of a zinc precipitation plant is contemplated, I think
that the system of using small vats in place of the ordinary type of
zinc boxes is worthy, for reasons given, of serious consideration.
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The President-I somewhat regret that Mr Caldecott has not quite
done himself justice in another direction. He has been more successful in using the round vats in preference to the square boxes, and
I hope he will give us the benefit of his experience at the next
meeting. I think it would be wise to postpone the discussion on
Mr Calcle(;ott's paper until the next meeting. In one of the Proceedings of the Society of Chemical Industry eight or nine years
ago I saw that round vats were used, and successfully uRed, in some
parts of America. I will try and look the matter up and give the
Society the data at the next meeting.
The President-The next business is the continued discussion on
the paper read by myself, "Indirect Advantages of a Slimes Plant."
Mr A. F. Crosse took the chair.

INDIRECT ADVANTAGES OF A SLIMES PLANT
lh

JOHN

R.

WILLIAMS (MEMBER)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The Secretary read the following notes sent by Dr Pauli :-Dr H. Pauli (written contribution)-Amongst the various beneficial
effects lime water has for milling purposes as well as for cyaniding,
as pointed out by Mr Williams, one point has, so far, not been
touched upon, which, although of minor importance, will help
amalgamation.
Alkaline feed water will solve grcasy contaminations, as may
occasionally trickle into the mortars from the guide blocks and grease
from the soft candles used unuerground and coming up with the ore.
Such like, containing free fatty acids, would be rendered insoluble
fat salts and made innocuous to amalgamation by the presence of
free alkali. This effed win be aicled by the thorough mixing action
of the violent splash of the pulp inside the mortar box, especially on
such plants where the steam exhaust is conveyed by the circulating
mill-feed water, thus raising the temperature of the water to some
little extent.
The Secretary-Mr Von Dessauer apologises for not being present
to-night. He wishes to make some remarks on Mr Williams' paper,
and he hopes to be able to do so at the next mceting, and trusts on
that account the discussion will not be closed to-night.
The Chairman-If no one has any furthcr rcmarks to make on Mr
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Williams' paper, perhaps we had better leave the further discussion
over until the next nleeting, when Mr Von Dessauer will have some
remarks to make, and Mr Williams will give his final reply to the
criticisms made.

AN EXPERIMENT IN CYANIDE POISONING

By

A. McARTHUR

J OHNSTON

(l\'IE~IBEll)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The President--The next business is the continued discussion on
the paper, "An Experiment in Cyanide Poisoning," by Mr A.
McArthur Johnston. I am sorry that the medical friend who promised to give us a valuable contribution to this discussion has been
prevented from attending this eveniug.
The Secretary read the following contribution by Mr Ehrmann : Mr L. Ehrmann (written contribution)-"Yell-prepared solutions
of peroxide of hydrogen at 10, 12, and even 20 volumes, keep for
months without deterioration j but, with the low atmospheric pressure
we have in Johannesburg, bottles should be kept well stoppered.
It is a more powerful antiseptic than bichloride Qf mercury, with
the advantage of being non-poisonous, and it is now largeiy used in
surgery and medicine. It would be out of the question to quote its
usc in many industries j but as we have to refer only to the question
of its action in the treatment of cyanide poisoning, I think it lIlay
interest our Society to know that it is now used as a preventi \'e
against excessive vomiting. Dose: one tablespoonful to 1 litre of
water. Peroxide of hydrogen solution titrated at 10 volumes.
It would be much more quickly and more easily applied as a drink
-say one teaspoonful in a glass of water-in cases where the patient
can swallow the. liquid, and to reserve hypodermic injections for more
desperate cases, when the patient has contractions of the throat and
cannot swallow anything.
Hypodermic injections of solutions of peroxide of hydrogen, 10 to
12 volumes, can be made if used in small doses and slowly. In such
conditions a rat has been injected with a large quantity of solution
representing 1,000 C.c. (1 litre) of oxygen.
As Dr Johnston intended to subh-tit some experiments to the
Chemical and Metallurgical Society in connection with the interesting note read by MI' McArthur Johnston, I would suggest that com-
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(uative experiments be carried out on dogs, in both ways, crivin"
Pome
of them a diluted solution or peroxide of hYllrogen
drink an db
s
. to,
treating some others by hypodermic injections. At the same time
Dr Johnston could advise us what woulcJ be the best stimulant to be
appliecJ by hypodermic injection to relieve the action of the heart
and lungs.
As for the question of difference of action of cyanide solution,
such a difference is due no doubt to the difference of, acidity in the
stomach. The more quickly hydrocyanic acid is evol ved, the more the
elimination of poison is difficult, and the greater is the danger of death.
In some cases lime water might be useful, and at any rate would do no
harm. I had for a time to manipulate strong solutions of cyanides,
and I have only 011 one occasion resented the effects; but when I
have had to prepare some Winchester bottles of strong Rolution of
hydrocyanic acid, and to empty the solution in cyanide tanks, I have
been extremely careful, and despite every precaution taken, my
assistant and myself have always ~uffered from headache for a few
hours. The activity of HCN is not the same when free or combined,
but the danger is not to be exaggerated. We have to thank Mr A.
McArthur Johnston for his note, and as we are only chemists and
making experiments in viteo, we will be very glad to get the assistance
and co-operation of medical men in such an important question.
The President-If there are no further remarks I will (~all upon Mr
J olll1ston to reply.
Mr A. McArth ur J ohnston-With your permission I will be pleased
to reply at the next meeting, becausc then I believe we will have
somc further information on the subject.

NOTES ON PRECIPITATION OF GOLD FROM CYANIDE
SOLUTIONS

By A. H.

HARTLEY (MEMBER)

CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The President-The next business is the discussion on Mr Hartley's
paper, " Notes on the Precipitation of Gold from Cyanide Solutions."
There being no response, the President said he rather regretted,
considering the importance of the paper and the number of cyanide
men present, that they did not take a keener interest in the subject.
Mr A. McNaughtan-It is !lot for want of interest, but this subject
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has been discussed from various points of view already. There are
two points I might bring forward. The one is my experience of precipitation from cyanide solutions containing copper. "With extremely
dilute solutions-from '005 to '05 per cent.-to get a good precipitation, I found it necessary to run the solutions much slower through the
boxes than the rate mentioned by :!vIr Hartley. Where he put through
one tOll of solution I could only manage about half a tOll. Even if the
zinc was quite red, the precipitation continued good. Like Mr Hartley,
I did not find tl1e addition of cyanide or caustic soda at the head of
the box of much value. I did find, however, that if the solution,
after contact with the ore, was re . streugthened three or four points
before passing over the zinc boxes, I could double the rate of flow
with excellent results. The other point is the extreme fineness of
Mr Hartley's bullion, which I would like him to explain. I un del'st~nd he only used plumbago crucibles.
1\1:r A. H. Hartley-With clay liners.
Mr A. McN aughtan-Well, that would make a considerable difference, but even so, the bullion see~ls exceptionally high. At Coetzeestroom I found from 40 to 45 per cent. copper in the bullion, and I
could not manage to eliminate it. It is true Mr Hartley's tailings
went 8 d wts. and mine seldom over 2 d wts., but so far as the copper
is concel'lled, that w(}uld make little difference. On analysis it might
be found that the percelltage of copper in the ore was very small.
Like the President, I am sorry more has not been said on the paper,
considering its importance. If Mr HarLley finds that, without any
appreciable increase of strength or alkalinity in his solutions, he gets
these extraordinary results, the zinc-copper couple is certainly worthy
of further investigation.
j\fr A. F. Crosse-There is one thing I should like to mention.
Mr McNaughtan, and also our President, said that it was a pity that
more discussion did noL take place on the paper. For that, I think,
there is one reason. I believe the reason is that our discussions are
often postponed too long. We ought to finish one or two papers at
a time. We really forget what lias been said or what we read, and I
think that is sometimes the chief reason why papers are not discussed
as they deserve.
The President--Unless any gentleman has any further remarks to
make, I call upon Mr Hartley to reply to the discussion.
Mr A. II. Hartley-I have no remark,s/ to make. I merely gave
the facts as I found them.
/
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The President-The next business is the continued discussion on
Mr Rand's paper, "A Continuous Process of Slimes Treatment."
Mr E. T. Rand-I should like to reply to some of the qu~stions
asked, amI statements made at the last meeting of this Society in
connection with my paper. In regard to Mr Hambly's notes, I think
it would be better if they were made the subject of a separate discussion. Before proceeding to my own paper I should like to make
a remark or two on the opening paragraph of his notes, where he
comments npon the remarkable similarity between the process he
brings forward and my own. On some points I agree with him that
they are similar, but on the most vital, there is no similarity whatever. I may state that when I designed my process I had no idea
what the Clancy process was like, or how it was worked. Also, will
Mr Hambly inform us now, or in the next issue of the Journal, what
the capacities of his dissolving chambers are for a plant to treat the
slimes from a mill of a certain number of stamps, each crushing 5
tons per day, and producing 25 per cent. of slimes. In addition,
what percentage of extraction he obtained in each of his three
chambers 1
Mr President, you remarked at last meeting that you thought one
of the difficulties in connection with any continuous process is going
to be the want of a safety valve. Where do you consider the safety
valve is required 1
You also say" we have had experience where the gold was not
dissolved in seven hours." If the experience was with current slimes
I can only say that I think the case must have been exceptional.
Was it not accumulated ~ To treat which, of course as you well
know, special arrangement have to be made.
Most plants, I believe, are to-day constructed to meet the requirements of current slimes. In regard to stope sweepings, the quantity
is so small as compared with the bulk of the ore passed through the
mill, that probably only in. isolated caS'es its effect may be felt in the
slimes works.
Mr Pearce wishes to know upon what grounds I base my supposi-
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tioIL that three hours are sufficient to ensure an effluent having a
consistency of 1 to It to 1 liquid to solid, as in working out the
factors of my experimental run 10 tons per hour into a cone 2 feet by
8 feet, I have nearly five hours' settlement, and then only obtain an
effluent of 40 per cent., or 1~ to 1. In reply to the first part of his
question, I may state that from experiments made with the spitzkasten at the Simmer and Jack: after having blocked a nozzle for
two hours, on opening it a very thick stream of pulp left the nozzle
for two or three minutes, when it gradually got thinner until it
assumed its normal density. From this I considered that by giving
one hour more, or three hours' settlement in a vat with a 60° cone, I
should get a continuous stream of pulp at about 1 to 1.
He mentions that I gave nearly five hours' settlement in my
experimental 24 feet by 8 feet conical vat. I should here like to state
what I should have stated in my paper, is, that I base all my calculations of capacity on the space that would be occupied by water. I
have gone into the above five hours' settlement, and I find on
calculating the quantity of slimes in the 10 tons of pulp, and the
space occupied by the solution, that there was a little over four hours'
settlement. I mentioned in my paper that the pulp would have been
better concentrated had the angle at the apex of the cone of vat I used
been more acute, as it was only 30°. It can be well understood it
was not the best for good work, but I had to do the best with the
means at my disposal. The experiment was worked to ascertain
whether the gold was dissolved by drawing off a given quantity of
the pulp as fast as it was run into the dissolving vat, and not for the
sake of the settlement, the means, as I have mentioned, being quite
unfittcd for the best work.
Mr Pearce made a comparison between the preliminary settling
area as required by my process and that at the Geldenhuis Deep.
lIo says that four 40 feet by 8 feet vats are used for that purpose.
This is in excess of that required in my process, being 40,192 cubic
feet as against 34,272. Mr Pearce has not included the spitzkasten,
which equals 4,480 cubic feet. Thus we have 44,672 cubic feet at
the Geldenhuis Deep as against 34,272 cubic feet used for preliminary
.settlement by my process.
To enable me to make a comparison of the process under discussion
with a plant of an equal number of stamps as at the Geldenhuis
Deep, I approached Mr Pearce, who very kindly gave me permission
to apply to Mr Graham, the cyanide manager at the Geldenhuis
Deep, for data of the capacities of the slimes works there. From
,him I obtained the following data:-

Comparison of Processes
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GELDENHUIS DEEP

Total Settling Area ofSpitzkasten
.
Settling and dissolving vats
Solution storages
Clarifiers

176,030

Total
There are—

Two 5-in. Sludge Pumps.
Two 3-in. Solution Pumps.
MY

CONTINUOUS PBOCESS
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Total Settling Area of—
Preliminary settling vats
Dissolving vats .
First wash .
Second wash
Clarifiers

Cubic Feet.

= 34,272
= 12,480
= 5,357
= 5,357
= 6,370
63,836

Total
There are—

Cubic Feet.

= 4,480
= 150,792
= 11,710
= 9,048

One 7-in. Sludge Pump.
One 4-in.
,,
One 3-in. Solution Pump.

Thus we see that by the latter process there is but little more than
J. of the capacity of cubic feet required over that at the Geldenhuis
Deep to treat the slimes, I consider as effectively, and probably at
less cost from an equal number of stamps.
Mr A. F. Crosse, then took the chair and invited discussion on
the President's Inaugural Address.
PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
DISCUSSION

Mr A. M c N a u g h t a n — T h e r e are one or two things in the addressof which I would like to take notice. I think the President is a
little bit hard on the earlier cyanide workers (himself included) and
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the earlier contractors with tailings plants.
I am not aware of any
particular case (in actual work, apart from very early experiment)
where the handling of the tailings went up to 2s. 9d.
I can
remember that at the Jumpers plant--Mr Hartley, I think, can
corroborate the figures-when we were scraping the dams our
contract price went up to 2s. 4-kd., but that I consider was an
extreme case. The President has not laid sufficient weight on what
direct filling has done for us. No one is more satisfied than myself
as to the extraordinary difference this has made in cost, but apart
altogether from that. I think the cost our President gives is rather
high. Supposing we take a few of the plants where they do not use
direct filling, to my knowledge it is possible to haul from pits under
modern conditions at a cost of not more than Is. ld. per ton. At
the same time I know one plant where we had settling tanks, but
they were not superimposed, and we had to discharge from these and
to bring them round to the filling tanks; and we were able to get the
whole thing done at lOd. per ton. On the other hand, the President
says there is a saving of cyanide of 3 to 4 pounds per ton. I do
not understand this. I know there were cases in the earlier days
where the consumption of cyanide was extremely high, but I do not
know of any cases where there was practical work done where you
could really add 4 or 5 pounds of cyanide.
There is one thing I
might point out which our President has forgotten with regard to
the reduction of cost, and that is that while the cost of cyanide now
amounts to llid. up to Is. 2d. at the time our President is talking
about it was 2s. 6d. per pound, and it went nothing like 100 per
cent. That ought to go to the credit side of the old plant. There is
only one other remark that I would like to make, and that is in
reference to the paragraph where he talks of the filling of the tanks.
This is a point I do not like to bring forward, but I must honestly
say that I do not think we have got a perfect system of allowing the
slimes to ovorflow from the tanks. I have not seen any plant more
modern than the one I am working, and the ordinary wooden sluts
with canvas screen-it may have been a very good plan long, long
ago, but it is a perfect disgrace to modern cyanide practice. It is all
very well to say " try and eliminate all slimes, and do not lose any of
your sands," but, as our President knows perfectly well, when you
have this plant for a week or two, and the sluts have been loossned
by chiselling, they all go to pieces. Anyone who tries to fix that
screen properly will find that it will go to the one side or the other
or become lumpy, and the slimes will not flow regularly over it.
Possibly it is not beyond the province of the engineers to find a
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better method. I have thought about it, but not being an engineer,
the mechanical difficulties have been too much' for me. We want
something on the principle of a rolling shutter or sliding doorsomething that we can regulate right down to half an inch, and that
we can raise and lower easily if necessary, and not the clumsy,
cum bersome process that we have at present. There is only one
other thing that I would touch upon, and that is this mill where they
crush with a 700-mesh screen, and where the first residues ran 3 dwts.
and upwards. I would like to know if this is on the Rand, because
it seems to me an extraordinary thing. There are mines-I am not
going to say what their mesh is supposed to be-where they are
crushing with a 400-mesh, and the residues do not go much over a
pennyweight. With a 700-mesh I do not see that it is possible to
get residues of over 3 dwts. I would like the President to be able'
to assure us that it did not happen on the Rand, unless it is a very
exceptional case. I have only to thank the President for his paper;
it is full of most valuable practical suggestions, and I hope that either
to-night or at a following meeting some fresh ideas and further
suggestions will spring from it.
The President-Without wishing to reply in full to Mr
McNaughtan, I would like to assure him that the particular mill
that I mentioned as using a 700 screen was on one of the mines of
the Rand, and within a three-mile radius, and the mill manager and
the cyanide manager were both as competent men as ever ran a plant
on the Rand.
The rest of the discussion I will reply to at the next
meeting. I do not think I would be out of place if I mentioned to
Mr McNaughtan another new mill recently started, where we tried
experiments with a 900 and a I,OOO-mesh. I am not quite certain of
the figures, but between 10 and 15 per cent. more amalgam was obtained with the I,OOO-mesh than with the 900. I am quite prepared
to admit, with a 700, a 600, or a 400-mesh equally as good extraction
might in some cases be obtained. It is important to experiment on
each mine to find which screen will give the maximum extraction or
profit.
Mr A. McNaughtan-The President will not misunuerstand me. I
am not arguing in favour of coarse crushing, and I admit there are
exceptional cases. Still, in this particular case mentioned, of the
900 and I,OOO-mesh, the combined result at the end of the month
might have gone to show the sU:periority of the 900 screening.
Whatever the past practice may have been, the mill and cyanide
plant now work to one end. There is no jealousy; all we strive for
is the correct total recovery percentage at the month's eud.
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The President-That is what we all want.
Mr A. McNaughtan-It is almost a truism that the plates will benefit
by the use of 1,000 screening as compared with a 700. But a
3 dwts. residue with a 700-mesh seems incredible. It is a long way
above the usual average spitzlutten concentrate residue, where, from
the nature of the product, you do not expect a normal, or a fairly
regular residue.
The President-Mr McNaughtan has not placed any emphasis on
the point I wanted. I distinctly said that the gold was encased
gold, but that on recrushing there waR no question of it being encased gold, which cyanide could not get at. That is the point I
wished to impress upon everyone - that you must experiment on
screens just as much as you would on any other part of the recov-ery
works of the mine.
Mr A. F. Crosse-The discussion on our President's inaugural
address will be postponed until the next meeting.

NOTES ON SAMPLING, ANALYSING, AND TREATING
SLIMES
By L. EHRMANN, F.C.S. (MEMBER)
DlSOUSSION
The President-Mr Ehrmann being down at Durban, he has particnlarly requested that discussion on his paper should be left over
until the next meeting. He has something further to COli tribute.
The discussion was p08tponed accordingly.

~OTE

ON GOLD PRECIPITATION BY ZINC DUST

By GEOHGE A. PAOKARD, WAKEFIELD, MASS., U.S.A. (ASSOCIATE)
OONTINUED DISOUtlSION
Mr C. H. Pead-I have got a few rough notes further than those
I have given. I fully endors'e what has fallen from Mr Caldecott
this evenin~ about the importance of looking into the question of
greater area, and better contact in precipitation by the zinc method.
My attention has been drawn to it in many ways by frequent difficulties, and I have lately, since Mr Packard's paper was read,
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conducted a few experiments. Mr Caldecott's remark about quick
extraction in the first of a series of three tanks is very noticeable,
and is borne 6ut by my experiments, which show exactly the same
results. In the first half hour a far larger percentage of gold was
obtained than during remaindcr of treatment, and by intimate contact, by use of an auxiliary method, by which I mean stirring, in
this instance a very much better result was obtained than otherwise. I made a variety of experiments, but they are practically all
embodied in one, and therefore I will give you that. I took for experiment an amount of solution as nearly equal pm 1'ata as I could.to the
quantity of solution which was passing through my own boxes, the
rate of flow through which is estimated at 4 tons per hour. To
16,000 C.c. of solution gold bearing I added 400 graml11es of zinc
shavings. On the other hand, I added 250 grammes of zinc dust,
allowing a trifle in favour of zinc shavings, because I desire to show
that zinc dust would do as good work with less quantity. The box
with the zinc shavings I stirred at intervals, whereas in the case of
the zinc dust I had to stir it constantly to emmrc contact throughout.
In the first half hour with thc )linc shavings, from an original value
of 11 dwts. IobtainAd 3'1 dwts. left unprecipitated. With thc zinc
dust for the same period I had '8 d wt. In one hour with zinc shavings I had'7 dw-t., and with zinc dust '2 dwt. In an hour and a
half with zinc shavings I had '3 dwt., and with zinc dust·!. After
two hours' contact I had a residue of '2 dwt. with zinc shavings,
and '1 with zinc dust; showing that the dust gave better results from
start to finish. There was a fairly good precipitation within the
first half hour-'8 is not a very bad precipitation, although we
generally look for better. As I thought the activity of the zinc
might be exhausted by constant use, I treated the experiments
similarly for six days with the same zinc, adding fresh solution every
twenty-four hours. I stirred for two hours each time, and then
allowed the solution to stand in contact with the zinc until tIle
following day. On the sixth day I took a further series of results.
With the zinc shavings the residue after half an hour's contact was
3'8 dwts., and with the zinc dust 1'6; after one hour with zinc
shavings 2 d wts., and with dust 1'1 dwts. ; after an hour and a half
with shavings 1'4 dwts., and with dust '8 dwt. ; after two hours with
shavings 1 dwt., and with dust '8 dwt. I think these experiments,
as far as I have gone, go to show if ~ve can in any way get more
intimate contact than has been hitherto obtained, we can get far
-better results, and get over a good many of our difficulties. These
experiments have been carried out with a strong solution-'I6 per
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cell.t KCN -and it does not follow, necessarily, that
. with a weaker
solution we could get the same result. I just made one experiment
with a weaker solution. Its strength was '005 per cent. KCN, and it
contained 4 dwts. to the ton. After two hours' contact with shavings
I still found un precipitated '3 dwt., with dust I obtained '1 dwt. I
think that goes to show intimate contact is llecessary. I think any
innovation tending to this end will do us more good than anything
we have done for a long time.
Mr W. A. Caldecott-There is just one question I should like to
ask Mr Pead. In making these experiments do I understand he
stirred the zinc dust, but left the solution in quiet contact with the
shavings ~
l\ir C. H. Pead-No; I stirred the zinc dust constantly, but the
zinc shavings I stirred every half hour.
Mr W. A. Caldecott - That seems to me a rather important
difference. Of course in extractor boxes the solution is in constant
motion. There is another point. If he stirred the dust continually,
it would tend to get rid of the bubbles of gas which always, more or
less, retard the action, by preventing the solution coming in contact
with the precipitating agent.
l\£r C. H. Pead-I should like to say that these experiments were
chiefly dOlle on account of difficulties with the solution. At thc
time these experiments were done we were getting bad results.
Stirring even with the shavings bas proved that you get more
intimate contact in the experiments than we can actually get in
pl'actice through a box. Particular attention has been given to the
sides and corners, so as to avoid channels, which we all know are a
source oi' danger at all times, but in spite of this we get very much
better extraction experimentally, and I think as a rule we get better
rCHults in practice than we can get in experiments.
Mr A. l\lcXaughtan-May I ask what was the average amount of
zinc put ill the boxes, and was it coarse or fine 1
Mr C. H. Pead-The zinc I have been using is coarse. I have used
coarse zinc for a good many years. I prefer it. I obtain very good
results from it as a rule, and consequently the results I obtained I
cannot put it down to that cause. I thought it might possibly be
due to that, and I got fine zinc for a period, but with no better
results, and now I have gone back to the coarse.
Mr S. H. Pearce-When you give these results here did you
calculate out the accurate area contained by the shavings, as compared
with the amount of zinc, and was the zinc included with lead, or was
it not 1
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Mr C. H. Pead-There was no zinc-lead couple, and the shavings
and dust were added by equal weights, not by surface area.
Mr S. H. Pearce-Is it possible under these conditions that you
had the same surface area 1 The chances are that you had mOre
surface area on your dust than on your shavings. I may mention
we obtained 97 per cent. extraction after a two hours' contact with
the zinc without any trouble.
Mr C. H; Pead-I think we can obtain a very high 'extraction with
ordinary shavings. I think it was within everybody's experience
that we get an extraordinary extraction at times. I am sure I have.
I have had only traces at the bottom of the box. As far as the
question of area is concerned, there can be doubt that an equal
weight of zinc dust will give a bigger surface area than any sort of
shavings you can get, and probably it is due to that that better
extraction is obtained. I think the point worth noting is that it is
possible to obtain better contact by the use of zinc dust. That is the
point to go into. Of course there may be other methods of obtaining
this contact without using such a fine agent as zinc dust.
Mr S. H. Pearce-I mention the matter because I see great
mechanical difficulties in the way of zinc dust; and I do not think it
would be advisable to introduce it unless you see it is going to give
proper results. In the ordinary zinc boxes we are enabled to get an
unlimited surface area. With your zinc dust I do not see what
mechanical appliances could be made to utilise your zinc dust beyond
a certain point; therefore, I do not think you can make any saving
either in amount of dust you use, or in the mechanical handling of it,
or in the saving of gold.
Mr A. McNaughtan- There is one point persistently lost sight of.
As I understand Mr Pead, these experiments of his were instituted
because they had certain difficulties with the solution. As a practical
cyanide worker, that is much more in my line. I would like to know if
there is any pal,ticular secret as to what was the matter with the solution,
if they have experimented to find it out, and if they have found it
out, would he give others and myself the benefit of his experience.
Mr C. H. Pead-I am not in a position to say what was the matter
with the solutions. I believe the first trouble originated with the
water, but what complications ensued I cannot say. If I had sufficient knowledge I should be only to glad to give analyses of these
solutions, but as I have not I cannot tell. An analysis will be made
, of it, and consequently something will be gleaned later on, and then
I will be pleased to answer Mr McNaughtan.
!VII' G. Melvill-What is the alkalinity of the solutio1l1
0
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Mr C. H. Pead-Roughly speaking, '003 N aHO, but it is impossible for me to t~ll. exactly, b.eca~se I fo~nd. an erro~ in .testing
the solutions for alkahmty. I thmk mstructlve mformatIOn IS to be
obtained from Mr Crosse's recent paper on the subject, which has
upset several of my former calculations.
Mr G. :Melvill-I have had a difficulty with my precipitaton. I
found the difficulty was due to the lime from the slimes plant.
Mr C. H. Pead-I believe it will be found in future on every works
to pay to obtain pure water-even if you have to purify, because I
believe half the troubles on the fields is due to trouble with the water.
The President-Mr Pead has emphasised the fact that they were
having analyses made, and were going to have analyses made of the
solution. I would like, notwithstanding that my friend Mr Crosse is
sitting next to me, that the experiments should be Rynthetical as
well as analytical. About three years ago I purposely took charge
of a certain plant where I thought my instructions were not being
carried out properly. One of the best-known chemists on the Rand
made an analysis, and his verdict was that there was too much ferrocyanide in the solution to get precipitation. Analysis of the sumps
went from 9 to 15 dwts., from the weakest to the strongest, per ton.
I wanted that, of course, to prove that ferro-cyanide could not interfere with precipitation. For that purpose, I took solution from two
tanks and equally divided it into two precipitating boxes. In the
one box I put a large amount of ferro-cyanide with the result that I
got almost total precipitation, whereas in the other box I got 9 dwts.
of gold leaving the box. I found ferro-cyanide was a very expensive
substance to use, and therefore I used acetate of lead in drips, and
before the first week was over there was not a single sump in the
workH that went to 12 grains to the ton. The result was that the
fimt weck'R clean-up gave more gold than the whole of the previous
IIWllth'H output. I had another caRe some years ago where we got an
immenRe amount of humic acid, and I found there the addition of
ammonia salts improved precipitation. Mr Crosse is going to give us
a very valuable addition to the chemistry of cyanide. I think Mr
Crosse should give us, in conjunction with his analysis of working
solutions, also an analysis of solutions synthetically prepared. We
would be very pleased to help him if he told us what he is going to
do-some of us will do the synthetical part. With regard to the
zinc dust, I would like to point out the practical difference comes in
between '2 and '8 dwts. The doubling of your precipitation is a
very small cost, as compared with the very large amount of filter
presses which would be required to separate the solution from the
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gold slimes as formed.
In another case, as Mr Pearce has pointed
out, you can never be sure whether you h!Lve used the zinc. Taking
it from a rational point of view, the more contact the more likely
it is to have decomposed the cyanide. At all events, I hope in the
near future we can have a few experiments made on a practical
scale. I know Mr Crosse does not quite agree with me in rather
depreciating laboratory experiments.
How was the zinc itself
formed-was it true zinc, or zinc filings 1
Mr C. H. Pead-Zinc filings.
. The President-In zinc filings I think you can have the maximum
quantity of surface that you can get. I think that the discussion on
this paper, having so much importance, and as Mr Packard is not
here to reply to it, can be left open to a future meeting.
Mr A. F. Crosse-With the Chairmau's permission, I would like
to make one remark.
I think Mr Williams expects too mu.ch from
an analytical chemist. He referred to a friend of ours, who is not
here this evening, but I think we all knew whom he meant-he is
certainly one of the ablest chemists in South Africa; he was asking
altogether too much of him. Supposing it were possible to take the
ordinary working cyanide solution and determine absolutely every
ingredient in that solution, he could do it, but I do not think that is
We know how to get most of the things in the solution,
possible.
but not all of them. Supposing I have a list of the various compounds in the solution and I take out most of these compounds, I am
afraid if I asked Mr Williams, or any practical cyanide man who has
worked with cyanide solutions, if it is injurious or not, he would not
be able to tell. He does not know. None of us know. ·Who is to
blame for this ~ Not the analytical chemist. The industry is to
blame. If they had hundreds of analyses made, then we might be
able to refer to certain cases when the results are not satisfactory, or
where decomposition occurred. We could find a solution that gave
medium results, or much decomposition. If the results were very
bad we could look at the analyses, and after some years' experience.
and some analyses to look at, then tqe analytical chemist would find
that solution cannot work properly because it has got that substance in
it. That has not been done, and the analytical chemist is not to blame.
Tire President-The want of synthetical experiment, Mr Crosse.
The Secretary and Treasurer both remind me that a large aniount of
subscriptions are outstanding, and }he Society is really in want of
funds. We do not want to mortgage our ar.chives, so I hope you will
come forward with your subscriptions as soon as possible.
The proceedings then terminated.
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THE ordinary monthly meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa was held in the Council Chamber of the
Chamber of Mines Building, Johannesburg, on Saturday evening,
September 16th, 1899. In the absence of the President (Mr John
R. Williams) Dr J. Loevy (Past President) took the chair, and
there was a total attendance of 37, as follows : 25 Members-Messrs W. Bettel, J. Littlejohn, S. H. Pearce, T. W.,
Wood (Council); G. Andreoli, H. K. Austin, G. Bernfeld, G.
Buchanan, R. L. Edmiston, F. N. Hambly, S. H. Hart, A. H.
Hartley, J. Higham, A. McA. Johnston, A. McNaughtan, A. Mennie,
H. Morrell, W. J. North, A. Prister, E. T. Rand, L. E. Strother, H.
Warren, C. H. N. Williams, A. Yates.
8 Associates-Messrs W. Broom, C. H. Cotterell, C. Hilliard, S.
B. Hutt, C. A. Margach, H. Rusden, C. W. Salisbury, G. J. F.
Townsend.
3 visitors, and Fredk. Rowland, Secretary.
The Chairman-Our meeting to-night offers a rather unusual
aspect, but I think it is hardly neceRsary to give reasons for the
small attendance. The question came up at the last Council Meeting
whether it would be advisable to hold the meeting at all. Personally
I am of opinion that, in spite of these critical times, we should go on
holding our monthly meetings as long as we are not actually prevented
from doing so. Weare running the Society to a certain extent on
business lines, we have to publish our Journal every month, and we
have to fulfil our duty towards our outside members, associates, and
advertisers. If we held no meetings it will be difficult to publish
the Journal, and I think you will agree with me that we must do our
utmost to prevent any stoppage in the Society's business.
NEW MEMBERS

The Chairman announced that the six candidates-Messrs William
Broom, W. Garfield, George Kubale, T. J. Peplar, II. R. Radford, Dr
Storch-balloted for had been unanimously elected members of the
Society.
The Secretary notified the names of. the following gentlemen who
had been admitted associates of the Society since the last meeting : 78I

A lkal£n£t)'

hi M£ll

l/Vater
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Messrs William Griffin Bawcett, Roland C. Billington, Eugen E.
Brandenburg, C. F. Guthrie, H. G. Boswood Ridges.
GENERAL BUSINESS

The Chairman moved the adoption of the proceedings of the last
meeting of August 19th, as published in the August issue of· the
Journal. The motion was seconded by Mr Littlejohn, and carried
unanimously.
INDIRECT ADVANTAGES OF A SLIMES PLANT
By

JOHN

R.

·WILLIAMS (MEMBER)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The Secretary read the following written contribution sent 1D by
Mr A. von Dessauer : Mr A. VOll Dessaucr-Detained by some business which requires
my personal attendance imperatively, I beg leave to lay a few remarks
in writing before you which have reference to Mr J. R. Williams'
paper, "Indirect Advantages of a Slimes Plant."
By the very first remarks of our esteemed late President, the
whole discussion on this subject had been run into one groove, and
none of the previous critics of it had been able to liberate himself'
from this spell with the exception of Messrs Inglis, Tavener, and
Zprener.
From the discussion one would believe that the paper of Mr
Williams had been" On the Advantage of Using Lime in Reduction
Works." All the main points have been left undiscussed, the
. whole attention had been concentrated on the question of lime in
mill water, its influence on amalgamation, and the reduction of the
yield of slimes in consequence thereof. Most valuable and interesting information has been brought forward, and, as it appears to me,
in overwhelming majority in favour of a well-regulated, carefully
tested alkalinity of mill water.
But not one of the former speakers bas attempted to check or
test or contradict the paper of Mr Williams in toto, not one has
scrutinised it point for point-and from the abstaining of doing so I
presume that the fact of large profits being made as "Indirect
Advantages of a Slimes Plant" is 'generally and silently admitted.
I have had much pleasure in bearing out Mr Williams' figures ~nd
data in an article to the Mining Journal which had been taken over
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into our May Journal by the grflat courtesy of our Editorial ComJIlittee. The records which I quoted therein for the New Heriot
G.M. Co. are even more startling than those quoted by Mr Williams.
I do not intend to bring them up to date in these. remarks, but
I do look forward to the reply of Mr Williams to the discussion,
hoping that he will give us a compilation of all the records of the
JIlany reduction works under his control. At the same time I
believe that I shall not appeal in vain to Mr Williams when asking
him to clearly state in such a compilation from what sources those
incrflased profits are derived, to thoroughly analyse the total surplus
of indirect income and to show to which alterations or improvements
in plant or methods they are due.
When I had the opportunity of studying the figures of the New'
Heriot G.M. Co. with the kind help of its general manager and staff,
it occurred to me that hardly anyone of the various sources of this
indirect or surplus profit had anything to do with the slimes plant.
l\1r Williams enumerated these as follows:1st-Increased returns from the battery.
They are due to the steady and sufficient alkalinity of the
mill water.
2nd-Larger tonnage of tailings retained in sand plant.
This is due to the use of a return spitzkasten.
3rd-Better extraction of tailings which were cleaner and freer
from slimes than formerly.
Again due to the introduction of a return spitzkasten, or where
the latter has not yet been erected, it is caused by the custom
to allow sands to go with the slimes.
4th·-Increased recovery from slimes in spite of their decline in
yield.
\Vhich has been observed where return spitzkasten have been
iuterpolatt'u, and which is certainly also caused by the alkalinity of the water.
5th ·Croat economy in water.
Which is again the direct consequence of the audition of lime.
Gentlemen, you will surely now ask in surpriRe, "where is the
slimes plant coming in 1 "
W ell, do not ask me, because this is the only point over which I
cannot agree with Mr Williams. The slimes plant is neither directly
nor indirectly responsible for those profits.
All that Mr Williams has brought to your notice in his novel and
lucid compilation has been caused by improvements in practice and
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methods, by certain additions to the plant, the necessitffor which
became only apparent when slimes plants were started on these fields.
Mr Zerener had asked if it would pay companies who do ,not treat
their slimes to use lime in the mill water, and I beg to ask Mr
Williams if it would not pay those companies to also adopt all the
other improvements. For this purpose I have asked him to show in the
tables of costs and profits distinctly from which sources the latter result.
It is my firm belief that these records will prove of the utmost
importance, as they will show how easily the total recovery of gold in
our present reduction plants can be improved. They will demonstrate more than that; they will be calling your attention to the
weakness and most neglected part in the present fashion of laying
out surface plants, namely, the almost complete omission of what is
called in German, "Sand-und Schlammaufbereitung," and what I
attempt to translate as "dressing or concentrating the mill pulp."
There is no system or method followed on these fields-part of the
dressing is done in the so-called classifiers or concentrators, part of it
in the settling tanks and. return spitzkasten. You will notice the
large proportion of these indirect profits which is contributed by the
action of the return spitzkasten at hardly any special expense. Why
should this hint not be followed up 1 Why should it not be proved
by practical experiments what theoretically is known long ago, that
still better results can be obtained if the shape and size and
number of the unfortunate spitzlutten or classifiers for the concentrates are altered, if others are added t'or an absolute and clean
separation of sands and slimes, if all the appliances and apparatus
now in vogue for dressing the pulp are gathered, completed, and
augmented in one group by themselves.
One central dressing plant should be established for the mill pulp,
from which the different clean products as concentrates, tailings,
and slimes should be distributed to the different departments.
It is quite feasible that such a test would solve for many a mine
the question whether it should treat its slimes. Mr Williams' data
prove that the introduction of one return spitzkasten and alkaline
mill water reduced the yield of slimes in some instances to such a
limit that it is questionable whether their treatment leaves any
direct nett profits. What may be the effect of a complete methodical service 1
This is the main point which ~ /believe to see in Mr Williams'
paper, which is not only of highest interest to the man in charge of
reduction works, but also to those who project new plants or control
the interests of the mines.
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The Chairman-If no other gentleman wishes to speak on this
subject I think I am justified in closing the discussion On Mr
Williams' paper. The contribution of Mr Von Dessauer is certainly very interesting. I hope we can look forward to Mr Williams'
reply at the next meeting.

AN EXPERIMENT IN CYANIDE POISONING

By

A. McARTHUR JOHNSTON (MEMBER)
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CONTINUED DISCUSSION

The Chairman-The discussion on this paper has been closed at the
last meeting, and it is for Mr Johnston to reply this evening.
Mr A. McA. Johnston-It has afforded me great pleasure in listening to the remarks made by the various speakers at our meetings, and
to the notes contributed by others on the paper I had the opportunity
of laying before you in May. The paper itself establishes very
little, but I rejoice that it has been the means of bringing this most
interesting subject more prominently before the cyanide world, if I
may so term it. Before summing up let me thank our late President,
Dr Loevy, for the interest he has taken in answering any of the
critics of the peroxide of hydrogen antidote.
His doing so has
lessened considerably the responsibility which otherwise would have
fallen on my shoulders, although in as much as he really introduced
the antidote to the Society in the April Journal, it was but fit that
he should undertake this responsibility.
The August number of the Journal really sums up the subject,
for when we hear of Professor Kobert writing that the use of
hy(lrogen peroxide as an antidote for cyanide poisoning is now so
univ(ll'flally established that" any fresh experiments on animals is an
unner:essary cruelty," we can but recommend it to all who are in need
of such an antidote. Also, Mr Carter's note, wherein he tells of a
Kaffir's life being saved by injections of this substance, brings its
efficiency very near our own sphere. I am extremely sorry that Dr
.JolmHton hus not been able to carryon the experiments as promised
by our President to us, for had he done so we would undoubtedly
have been in a position to further verify the use of peroxide of
hydrogen as an antidote, and to receive some information on the
nocessary dose. The difficulty of the stability of the antidote will,
as Dr Loevy points out, be considerably lessened if sealed tubes, con
taining a maximum dose, can be obtained, but with ordinary carll
:lD
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and attention to stowing the solution in a dark box or chest in a
cool part of the cyanide works, where variations of temperature are
reduced to their minimum, I see no difficulty, as Messrs "Watson and
Ehrmann point out, in the solution retaining its efficiency or a considerable part thereof for a lengthy period. As Mr McNaughtan
has affirmed that he has never seen a mule poisoned by cyanide, I
may just be excused from adding my testimony that mules are not
altogether, though they may secrete an antidote for small quantities
of cyanide solution, immune from its baneful effects, as my first case
of cyanide poisoning in this country was in killing a mule, which
had broken its leg, by giving it half a bottle of cyanide solution.
As, however, it is now some years since then, I cannot recall the
exact strength supplied, but it was considerably over 1 per cent. KCN.
With regard to other antidotes, nitrate of cobalt, freshly"precipitated carbonate of iron, etc., I am not in a position to co'mpare them
relatively with hydrogen peroxide, and must leave it to the members
themselves to judge. Every cyanide worker will have his own theory
and opinion, and rival processes even in counteracting cyanide will
always be in evidence, else 'twould be inconsistent with the uses and
abuses of the same, but if all works, here and all over the world,
using cyanide in any way, have at hand, ready for immediate use,
either this or some other antidote, the Society will not in vain have
spent its time in bringing forward this discussion.
The Chairman-I think we have gone into this subject as far as
we possibly can as chemists and analysts. What there still "remains
to be done we must leave to our medical friends, and I hope that
sooner or later they will take the matter up.
NOTE ON GOLD PRECIPITATION BY ZINC DUST
By

GEORGE

A.

PACKARD, WAKEFIELD, MASS.,

U.S.A.

(AsSOCIATE)

CONTINUED DISCUSSION

Mr W. Bettel-There is one thing I should like to say. In 1892
Mr Charles Butters took out provisional protection (whether he took
out final protection or not I do not know) for a method of preparing
zinc dust for the precipitation of gold from cyanide solutions. It was
a mill in which a cylinder of zinc was rotated on an emery disc.
This emery disc had channels cut in~o it, and there was an opening
through which the cyanide solution passed between the zinc disc and
the emery wheel. The finely divided zinc was supposed to be taken
away, and then the solution was allowed to settle. The zinc was
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collected and treated in the usual way. As to whether experiments
ere made on a large scale by Mr Butters, I have no means of
:Scertaining. It seemed to me that that contained the principle of
precipitation by zinc dust. It was certainly prior to any suggestions
being made by Mr Sulman for the use of zinc fume, and I was rather
surprised that no one had mentioned it or heard of it. .
The Chairman-Mr Caldecott should be able to gIVe us some
information.
Mr W. Bettel-I don't think so, because it was when Mr Butters was
at the Robinson Gold Mining Company in Mayor June 1892. I
have made some experiments of finely divided zinc amalgam for Mr
Butters. He had started the experiments, and I continued them and
got very good precipitation, and that was the method of working.
The Chairman-I am sure if Mr Butters reads these remarks,
which I hope he will do, he will reply to them, and he will then
know whether he has really anticipated the use of zinc dust as a precipitating agent. I close the discussion on this paper, and I hope Mr
Packard will send us his reply as soon as possible, so as to enable us
to publish it in the "JournaL"
SOl\iE NOTES ON "MINE SURFACE

By S. H.

SA"~lPLING

PEARCE (LIFE "MEMBER)
DISCUSSION

The Chairman-The next business is the uiscussion on Mr S. H.
Pearce's paper entitled, "Some Notes on Mine Surface Sampling."
I am sure the discussion on this paper will be a very interesting one.
:'Ilr A. l\lcNaughtan-I presume, owing to the importance of this
·mldeei, ihe uiscussion will be postponed to the next meeting.
Thore is olle point I think Mr Pearce might look up before the next
meoting. We know perfectly well the only way we can arrive at any
correct average rcsult is by taking the long .law of averages. The
group of mineH with which Mr Pearce is connected is very particular
with regard to the averages. That being so, the results, naturally,
will be fairly accurate, and I think Mr Pearce might give us the
result on the long law of averages. We have got the result of Mr
Pearce's experiments, and I think he ought to give us a table to show
how these results pan out in working. The great difficulty, of
course, is the accuracy of tonnages, and I understand Mr Pearce is
prepared to swear to the accuracy of the tonnage. With further
details I think we will be in a position to go into the paper more fully.

Vats and Zinc Boxes
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The Chairman postponed the further discussion of Mr Pearce's
paper to the next meeting.

THE USE OF VATS IN PLACE OF ZINC BOXES

By W. A.

CALDECOTT (MEMBER)
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DISCUSSION

Mr S. H. Pearce-I think Mr Caldecott will be in a position to
give us some figures, on the same principle as Mr McNaughtan has
asked me for figures.
Mr McN aughtan-I made a few experiments some years ago with
regard to precipitation in the first, second, third, and fourth boxes. I
am sorry to say I have mislaid these notes, and I cannot find them.
It may be a valuable suggestion, but I certainly do not think, as far
as my experience goes, it will be necessary to throw out the square
boxes. I think if the gentlemen who have made assays as regards
the first, second, and third boxes, will bring forward the results of
their analyses it will help us. Judging by my own experience, I have
always got very good precipitation in the first four boxes. I will try
and make a few more experiments.
Mr S. B. Hutt-I would like to confirm what Mr McNaughtan has
said. On the Goch we use the old-fashioned square boxes, and the
results we compared, and they agreed very closely with the figures
published by Mr Caldecott in the Mining Journal. I have not
seen them in the Chemical Journal at all. I think that most of the
mines are getting good precipitation from the square boxes.
The Chairman-I postpone the further discussion on Mr Caldecott's paper until the next meeting. This being all our business,
beg, in view of the early hour-it is only a quarter to nine-to inform
you that, in compliance with the wish of the Editorial Committee, I
have written a short biographical sketch of the late Professor Bunsen,
who died on the 16th of August last. If you consider it desirable, I
shall be very pleased to read it now.
.
The members having signified their approval of this suggestion the
Chairman read the biographical sketch of Professor Bu~sen.
Mr S. H. Pearce-l should like to propose a very hearty vote of
thanks to Dr Loevy for the trouble he has taken in· preparing the
most interesting biographical sketch'~hich we have ever had read III
this Society.
The proceedings then terminated.
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AP PEND.ICES
I

INTERIM REPORT OF THE
ASSAY DIFFERENCES COMMITTEE
[March 1897, p. 19.
Following the discussion on a paper read before the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society of South Africa on "The Assay of Bullion," the ensuing resolution was
unanimously carried :-
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"That a Committee bo appointod to investigate the matter of differences
of assays between the Rand and Europe, with a view to obtaining as much
information as I'ossible to place before the next meeting of the Society; to
avproach the Mine Managers' Associatiou, asking them to appoint a Com.
mittee to co·operato in the investigation of this matter to the end that the
information thus obtained be submitted to both the Chamber of Mines and
the Association of Mines."
The following gentlemen were appointed by the Chemical and Metallurgical
Society on tho 27th March 1897 as a Committee :-Messrs W. Bettel, John R.
Williams, and A. von Gernet-the latter, on leaving for Europe, being replaced by
Mr Chas. Butters on the 19th of May.
Messrs T. J. Macfarlane and H. W.
Miller were nominatod by the Mine Managers' Association; and the first meeting of
the Joint·Committoo was held on the 6th of April.
Heven committee meetings have since becn held.
Messrs A. F. Crosse, T. W. Wood, and J. Litllejohn, the chief assayers of the local
banks, woro invitod after the first meoting to j1in the committee as advisory
m~mborR.

A sorios of quostions were tabulated by the committee in order to obtain the
opinions of tho n.,,<;ayers on the mines, and also to find out whether the methods
adoptod woro sufficiently roliablo for comparison with the Assay Offices in London.
'rho following circular letter and series of questions was sent out to the mines
awl othor" ho\'OundOl' enumerated, to which replies were received from those marked
tlllIS'~:

.

[GOPY.]

7th April 1897.
The Uenfral l.l/ullftg(·'"

DEAl~

Hm,

Tho Joint·Uommittoo appointed by the Chemical and Met.'1.llurgical Society
anel tho Mino Managor,,' A.,sociation for the purpose "of invcstigating the matter
of ,lifforencos of assay" of bullion occurring between the Rand and Europe" would
esteem it a favom if you would ohligo them with the inform'l.tion asked for in the
annexed form, with a view to dotermining whether the present method of disposing
of bullion is a satisfactory 0110.

/1ssay
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In order that this may be arrived at with the utmost despatch, the Committee
would be glad if you would be good enough to forward the full particulars desired
to me, net later than the 15th instant.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed)

FREDK. ROWLAND,
Secretary, J oint· Committee.

ANNRXUIlE.

LIST OF QUESTIONS
to which answers are desired in order that the J oint·Committee may be enabled to
pursue·their investigations :1. Method of sampling

2.
3.
4.

5.
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6.

(a) Mill bullion.
(b) Cyanide bullion.
Concise description and method of assaying.
To whom the bullion is disposed. If in Europe, state brokers and refiners.
Detail the List of Account Sales for 1896.
(,,) Mill bullion.
(b) Cyanide bullion.
When check assays have been made by the local bank., what have been the
differences-for and against-the Company 'I
Give any further information you can that you think will assist the Com.
mittee in their inquiry.

The foregoing letter and circular was sent to the following mines and others :tBonanza.
tCityand Suburban.
tCrown Reef.
tDurban Roodepoort.
tFerreira.
tGeldenhuis Deep.
tGeldenhuis Estate.
tGeldenhuis Main Reef.
tGinsberg.
Henry Nourse.
Johannesburg Pioneer.
tJubilee.
+Jumpers.
May Consolidated.
tMinerva.
tNew Comet.
tNew Heidelberg Roodepoort.
tNew Heriot.
New Modderfontein.
tNew Primrose.
tNew Spes Bona.
New Rietfontein Estate.
tNigel.
Paarl Central.
tRobinson.
Roodepoort.
tRoodeport Deep Level (closed down).
Salisbury.
tSimmer and Jack.
Stanhope.

tTreasury.
The Rip.
Vogelstruis Estate.
Witwatersrand.
tWolhuter.
tWoruester.
L'Champ d'Or.
New Croesus.
Block B Langlaagte.
Geo. Goch.
tLanglaagte Estate.
tMeyer and Charlton.
New Midas Estate.
North Randfontein.
Porges Randfontein.
tPrincess Estate.
Roodepoort United.
tVan Ryn Estate.
tWemmer.
tRand Central Ore Reduction Co., Ltd.
New Transvaal Chemical Co.
tAfrican Banking Corporation.
tBank of Africa.
tNatal Bank.
tNationale Bank, S.A.R., through the
Master of the Mint.
tstandard Bank of S. Africa.
French Bank.
Robinson Bank.
Netherlands Bank.

In all 59 circulars were issued: 35 replies were received, and no response whatever
from 24.
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The local hanks me~ely acknowledi5ed rec~iving ~he questi0Il:s, as from the nature
of the inquiries sub~mtted to t!'em, It was Impos~lble to furmsh the data required,
h information bemg of a pnvate and confidentIal nature. '
sURe arding the evidence brought forward, it was very contradictory, The opinion
pre~ed by somc of the reports was to the effect that their valuation exceeded that
cXade by the assayers in Europe; others again were satisfied with their returns.
III Tho committee carefully examined the description of the methods used for bullion
,;saying and much surprise was caused by the great diversity in detail of the
~ethod; used, considering the fact that there is only one recognised method of
buJlion assaying..
. . .
With a view to rendermg the methods of samphng and assaYIng as umfonu as
possible the committee have drawn up a short description of the process as it ought
to 'bo co~dncted (see annexure), and desire to obtain from the mines a further set of
rC!iults obtained in a more unifonu manner.
It was also pointed out to the committee by some of th~ members that in realising
the gold in London through the banks or other agents, m every case a check assay
conld be obtained from an independent assayer of repute. Pending such assay
boing received, the final sale of the bar could be held over until the bank or other
lI/.(cnt in London accepted the buyer's assay, after comparing it with the check
lI"r:;the course of the investigation another detail was discussed, upon which there
was considerable unanimity of opinion, viz. in many cases an undue loss was shown
in remelting the bars by the refiners. By an undue loss, it is meant that the fineness
of the bar is not always proportionately increased, so that the loss in weight is not
mado up by the increased fineness obtained. Against this loss the companies on the
Hand are entirely unprotected, and this is a matter which is of sufficient importance
to receive more consideration as to the best means of preventing such loss.
It is advisabltl that in all cases where the zinc process of precipitation is used, that
Homo method of partial refining should be adopted in order to bring the bullion to a!i
high a standard of fineness as is practicable, for the following reasons :-The higher
thc fineness of the gold the smaller is the reduction made in London, as bars giving
over 800 fine have two points taken off; for 700, 3 points; 600, 4 points; and under
600, 5 points; also if the gold is alloyed with base metal, 4d. per ounce is charged
for every snch ounce of base metal present. For instance, if 500 ozs. of fine gold is
contained in a bar of 600 ozs., the refining charge would be £10, but if the same
amount of gold were contained in a 900-oz. har, the refining charge would be £15,
thoUi!h tho vfLlue of the gold is the Same in each case.
Thore nrc technicnl rcasons why assays carded out without the best apparatus, and
the roquisito cnre, generally tend to give high results.
'['his committee would therefore recommend :'l'I,,~t tho mothod of snmpling nnd assaying (as annexed) be brought into general
u'o WIthout dolny.
'I'hat c"ref,,1 rccord .. of all results be kept for, sny, six months, when a further set
of n",,,It" bo ohtained for compnrison.
'~'h"t in .mlor that .Ruch results may be uniformly acquired, the balances and
w"prhl:! of "II a"say offices be checked and adjusted at least every six months.
Tllllt It "kill",1 .artisan bo obtained for the Rand, who shall be competent to clean,
,t> 1.111 ,1,,111111 roplllr halanoes, and check and adjust weights; and that he shall bring
,,"t ih .. "".,.",,,,,ry "ppli"nccs for such work. This may be accomplished by each
(~Ollll'lllly Jlltyin,t~ from 7 gnineaR to]O guineas per annum.
Tho labour>! of this committee will not have been useless if tbe attention of the
11Iil1~1 11J1l1I":~'IT" h"v~l beon .Irawn to the importance of having the assays of their
111111"", .'"rrw.1 out m the hest possible manner, and with the most reliable apparatus,
ll'1 <'~"Tcrt re'lI1lb ran only: ho obtained with delicate balances, and all the best
"""hanl'wl tlllLt are requislto.
't'. J. M. MACFAlU,ANE, Cl"ti1'm«n.
JOHN R. WILLIAMS.
JA~[ES LITTLEJOHN.

F. CROSSE.
W. MILLlm.

ANDllEW
HAIlIlY

W. B~;TTEL.
'1'. W. WOOD.
{~HAB. BPTTEHR.

CIIAMllIm OF ~II:-<~:".
,"{. I,ll nihil' ] 0, 1Hili.
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A STANDARD METHOD OF MEL'l'ING, SAMPLING, AND ASSAYING
BULLION
[llf ay 1897, p. 51.
MELTING AND SAMPLING

MillGold1. The retorted gold is to be melted down in plumbago crucibles.
2. Sulphides oxidised by nitratc of potash, with calcined borax added afterwards
to take up oxides and other impurities.
.
3. Stir vigorously, having a cover of melted borax, and take a "dip" sample
casting the sample, still under borax, int? a ~uitable mO~lld..
'
4. Cool to proper temperature for pourmg, and pour mto wann OIled, carbonised
or greased moulds.
.
5. If the bar is to be cast into closed moulds, the slag formed must be skimmed off
,
before pouring.
6. Where a dip sample has not been taken, sample by chippings from an upper
corner and the opposite lower corner of the bar, or drill the bar top and bottom.
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Siemens-Halslce Pine B"UionMelt under a layer of borax, stir vigorously with previously heated plumbago Spoon
and with this take a sample covered witb borax, which, together with borax covel"
is cast in a small mould. Pour as cool as possible into open moulds. Owing to th~
rapid refining of this gold at the surface by oxidation of its lead contents, the upper
layers in contact with air (-i.e. when not covered with borax) speedily get within a
few points of the maximum fineness. It is, therefore, absolutely necessary in
sampling this gold to cover with melted borax, then stir and take a "dip" sample
(under cover of borax) for the assay results to be reliable.
.
Chlorination gold may be treated the same as cupelled bullion from the Siemens.
Halske process.
.

Cyanide BullionIt is strongly recommended that the gold slimes be refined as much as possible by
treating with sulphuric acid and roasting. In re-melting the cyanide buttons it is
advisable to use a mixture of borax, carbonate of soda, and fluor spar, in the propor.
tion of calcined borax, 5; carbonate of soda, 1; fluor spar, l.
When the slag on the surface of the metal, as well as the metal itself, is in a perfect
state of fusion, remove the crucible from the fire,· and then stir vigorously with a
stirrer (sawn out of an old plumbago crucible), the foot of which has a hollow cavity.
One or more "dip" samples are taken, and the sample of metal, under borax, 'is
poured into a suitable monld. The molten bullion is then poured into an open mould
and the slag separates readily when the bar is placed in a vessel of water. Th~
moulds at time of pouring should not he hotter than 3000 cent.
ASSAYING

1. The anvil and hammer-face to be kept from rust and polished.
2. Rolls: These should be of the best make, known as jewellers' adjusting rolls,
and shonld be kept specially for this purpose, free from nlst, polished and well oiled.
Under no circumstances must anything other than flattened annealed beads be passed
through these rolls.
3. B"lances and weights should be adjusted and checked at least every six months.
4. Cupels: French cupels (Deleui!,s) should only be used, as being uniformly more
reliable than any other make for bullion assaying.
5. Gold for checks: Only chemically pure gold obtained from either1.
2.
3.
4.

The State Mint, Pretoria;
F. Claudet, London;
Johnson, Matthey & Co., London:
Johnson & Sous, London;

to be used. This should be certified to contain not more than one part of impurity
per 10,000 parts of the gold by careful wet as~y, taking not less than 10 grammes of
gold, dissolving in cold dilute aqua regia in darkness, iIi. a clean glass stoppere d
retort, the gases being led through an upright washing arrangement containing
moistened fragmcnts of glass.
.
Search is made in the solutions for traces of silver, iron, copper, lead, platinum.
palladium, and iridium, taking every possible precaution to ensure accuracy.
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G. Amount of gold or bullion to bc taken for assay 1,000 parts (1,000~~ gramme, or
1 000- 5 grains).
, ~ Lead to be t.aken for cupellation for ~ gramme raw gold ;I.
Grammes lead.
1. For fineness (gold and silver) of 950
2
2.
Do.
do.
900
4
6
3.
Do.
do.
800
8
4.
Do.
do.
700
10
5.
Do.
do.
600
12
6.
Do.
do. 100 to 500
S Add a small quantity of pure copper, say, 3 grains or 25 milligrammes
to tho lead containing the gold and silver before cupellation, except in cases
whcre the bars contain copper (this addition of copper must also be added to the
chcck). It may sometimes be necessar~ to scorify, but this mnst be left to the
jndgment of the assayer. If the fineness is not known within certain limits, a preliminary assay must be made. It is advisable to have about 2'75 times as much fine
silver as the gold contained in the sample (this includ!,s the silver in the same.)
'l'here should not be a greater surcharge than one per mille, and tho weight of the
tine gold takon for a check assay should not be far removed from the fine gold in the
Hample or samples being assayed.
9. It is advisable to use a platinum parting apparatus.
10. The gold and silver beads to be finished qnite fine, cooled, cleaned, freed from
bone-ash, flattened, annealed, rolled to about 1 millimetre, exactly 0'0141 inch
thickness, say, 3 inches long by ~ inch wide, then re-annealed, and coiled into
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cornet-A.

11. Boiling: Nitric acid of two strength, to be used, free from nitrous fumes,
chlorinc, and iron ;Strength of first acid
1'16 sp. gr.
second acid
1'26 sp. gr.
Timc of boiling: twenty minutes in each acid. Wash cornets in boiling distilled
watcr until free from acid, dry, anneal, cool, and weigh cornets, and record weight,
of golc\ and proofs.
12. An amount of sample equal to not le"s than 3 gramme.'; should be retained for
"ssay.
Ia. I~csults shonld be reported to the nearest whole or half num bel' under the
result found as881i·fl repmt as 885'5, 01'
885'4
885
Koptem bcr 18~7.

II

CONTlUnUTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE
ngFINI'l'ION OF "SLIM.ES"

By W. A.

[April 1898, p. 290.

CALDECOTT

\)1' Loovy'" ,lc'lillition of slimoA appoa\'R to me imperfect owing to the fact that
('onl;titllonbl of !llime, ~)tllllr thlLn Rilica and clay, are not mentioned.
Pyrites,
C·!t1Cit o 01' nthor. lIla!'!"l1h, al'O oxe~\l(lccl.
In addition, accepting the definition
htm'l1lly, tho onbl'o ,;lIwoollil l~n,1 Ilr[,lllaCCOlls contcnt of the mill pulp from, say a
lIOO-lI\oAh ,"'1'00" 11I1!:i.t I,,, lII<'\Juled, aR if dded and uniformly mixed it is ~n
nl.t1 olLchlLhlo PI'O,\Jwt. I wOIli<\ h~nco pl'opose to amend tho dcfinition by describing
IlI.Ill.lUS l:onoTl~lI'y, "'; "that portIOn of tho crush cd orc which, owing to its finely
,hv](lcc\ eonchtwl1, '" lIoll-lollchahlo, IIIIC\ from which no leachable product can he

!'opal'utUil. "

'I'ho "hoyo ,Iutinitinn i., 10"·,,,,1 on pcJ'imp' tho most promincnt physical propcl'ty
of ~lim.m".. l~~qulLny important. howovor, nn<1 really <IUD to the Ramo cause, namely,
1\10 fnctlOn ,Ino to tho onorlilon'. ratio of A"rfaco to wcight of particlc.., is the
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property of remaining suspended in a gently rising current of water, on which Mr
Crosse's definition is based. Any attempt to define slimes generally from a chemical
standpoint would appear futile, as any gold-bearing ore, if sufficiently finely
d!vide~, constitutes slimes, and a referen?e. to ~~e list of known matrices .for gold,
given III Louis' "Handbook of Gold Mllhng (pp. 7-9) shows how vaned these
minerals may be.
'l'HE COAGULATION AND RAPID SETTLEMENT OF SLIMES
By PROFESSOR Auo. PRISTF.R
[April 1898, p. 290.
I have read with great interest the observations made by Mr W. A. Caldecott on
my explanation of the ac.tion. of dolomitic lime employed for the rfLpid settlement of
slimes. On close exammatlOn I see that we partly agree and differ only u.s to the
explanation of the coagulation phenoI.1lenon itself.
Mr Caldecott agrees with me
that the rapid settlement of slimes is in accordance with Rittinger's formula.
With regard to coagulation, if a small percentage of some soluble iron salt
neutralised with caustic soda, be added to some pulp, the slimes will settle rapidly'
owing to the action of the heavy flocculent iron hydrate formed (Sp. Gr. 3'739):
The same result is obtained by the addition of finely divided magnesium oxide. As
Mr Caldecott assumes that only the dissolved lime affects settlement it may be
noted that the solubility of MgO in water at 15" C. is only 1 to 5,800 (Henry) or 1 to
16.000 (Dalton). From this it may be concluded that it is not the dissolved magnesium oxide which precipitates the slimes, but the undissolved heavy and voluminOUR material. As yet I have been unable to make a complete analysis of slimes
but have observed that the water filtered off fresh slimes contains a large quantity
of free and com bined sulphuric acid, accompanied by a relatively large quantity of
magnesium sulphate.
The source of this· MgSO., which occurs in larger amounts in accumulated acid
slimes, may be explained by the action of H.SO., and "!i'eSO., formed by weather_
ing of the pyrites upon the magnesia silicates in the banket.
The coagulating action of various salts and acids in solution, when added to
suspended slimes, may be explained as a simple solution phenomenon. The slimes
represent a chemical and physical solution, as is very well illustrated by the following extract from Berthollet's Es.,ai., de Stati""e Ch,.",i,]ue (1803) :-" When lime is
placed in water, mutual action begins at once, but the cohesion of the particles of
the solid is so great that the dissolving power of the water does not produce any
appreciable effect for some time; as, however, the lime absorbs water its cohesion is
overcome by the solvent action of the water until finally the lime dissolves. During
this process, two combinations of lime and water are formed, one soli.i, the other
liquid; the effect of cohesion is to increase the amount of the solid compound,
whilst that of solution is the reverse. A state of equilibrium is finally established
and continues whilst the conditions remain unchanged, but alterations of temperature in the relative masses of water and lime are sufficient to disturb it. Thc samc
thing happens with slimes; on addition to slime pulp of an acid or alkali or salt the
conditions of the solution are changed; sometimes a flocculent precipitate is formed
which mayor may not retard the settlement of the slimes.
As stated by Berthollet, the equilibrium of the solution is also disturbed hy
alterations in temperature. At 35" C. to 70" C. the slimes, without addition of anything whatever, coagulate and settle rapidly. I do not consider that a surface
tension theory, necessarily very complicated, is required to explain slimes settle·
ment. The law of mass·action (Etudes .,n)' les A.tfinites Chimique", 1867, Christiania)
which confirm Berthollet'~ views, is sufficient to explain the chemical portion of the
process of settlement. It may be objected that slimes suspended in water are not
a solution, because it is not homogeneous; I maintain that it is, as an average
sample can be obtained anywhere. in conclusion, the slimes suspended in water
form a physical and chemical solution, derived mainly from the matrix of the conglomerate, but partly from very finely divided conglomerates, quartzites, pyrites,
and gold. The equilibrium of this solution may be disturbed, causing the physical
phenomenon of coagulation, which mayor may not be accompanied by a chemical
reaction:/
(1) By raising the temperature.of the liquid.
(2) By the addition of some acid, alkali or salt.
(S) By changing the prqportions of water and solid matter.
-Tile .Tol/rna.! (lfllie Chemical and Metal""'gical &ciety of 8 . ..1., Vol. L, No.5. June
1898.
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THE COAGULATION AND RAPID SETTLEMENT· OF SLiMES

By W. A. CALDECOTT.
With regard to Prof. Prister's explanation of the reason why lime acts as a floceuI ting agent a crucial test shows that this action is not due to undissolved lime.
perlectly ~Iear solution of !ime wa~r, containing of course only dissolved Ca0 2 H 2,
'nstantly causes the flocculatIOn of shme pulp.
I As regards the amount of .dissolve~ alkali required to effect fio?culation, it may be
noted that with pr,?perly adjusted spltzkasten '0~3 per cent. alka~1 (equal to :0021 I?er
ccnt. CaO) is suffiCient to .ensure settl~ment of ~hme~, though thiS IS only 1 m 47,000
as against 1 in 16,000, whICh Prof. Pnster copslders madequate.
. .
A9'ain with reference to the effects of Iron hydrates on settlement, It IS well
knoWn that slimes from partially or wholly oxidised OI'es, containing iron hydrates
after addition of lime, settle far less readily than slimes from pyritic unweathered
material.
Whether the surface-tension theory is more complicated than the "mass-action
hypothesis" is of course a matter of opinion (though a reference to page 737 of the
first volume of Watt's" Dictionary of Chemistry" would not appear to bear out
Prof. Prister's belief). Finally, Prof. Prister's statement that slime pulp constitutes
a solution may possibly be open to question. A mixture of a liquid with a purely
divided solid whose homogeneity can only be maintained by artificial agitation,
hardly falls ~thin the limits either of Mendelejetf's definition of solutions as "fiuid,
unstable definite chemical compounds in a state of dissociation," or of Ostwald'e
definitio~ of slimes as "homogeneous mixtures which cannot be separated into their
constituent parts by mechanical means."

t'
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THE COAGULATION AND RAPID SETTLEMENT OF SLIMES

By Da J. T. CARRICK
[July 1898, p. 367.
In the June numher of the Journal, pages 82,83, Professor Prister, in reply to
:1111' W. A. Caldecott, once more urges that slimes particles settle in water according
to Rittinger's fonnula, as given in the Journal on page 12. The Professor, however,
fails to illustrate the necessary quantitative results of the action of this formula in
regard to very fine particles, and as these quantitative results Seem to me to contradict thc contention, I beg to submit hercwith to his attention the fact that a slimes
particle with a diameter of 0,001 millimetres and a specific gravity of 2'62 should
settlo in wator according to the formula at the rate of 1 centimetre per second, or
60 eentimctrcs, equal to 21'8 in. per minute.
N ow, as thc above-mcntioned particle is almost, if not quite, invisible to th"
huml1n aye, and yet settles in water at such a velocity, I must say that the only
conchlHion to which I can come is that slimes particles do not settle in water accordin:( to Hittingcr'H formula; much in the same way that very finely divided solid
matt-!r in air ,Iocs not obey the apparent requirements of the ll1w of gravity, and as
thu \'OHt (!xpl/lllation of this, T am of opinion, with Mr Caldecott, that we must look
to n nocclliation theory 011 tho lines of that of Whitney, as given by Mr Caldecott in
tho Jonrnal, pago 02.
~'lIrthor, I /lm of opinion that agglomeration must take place previous to precipitation, and that the action of thc lime is exactly described by Mr Caldecott in the
Journal, PH!(C f,l, whore he says that" The ,"a,,,,,e;' in which the dissolved alkali acts
h" by eausinlr the alrglomcration into comparatively large flocks of the impalpably
fine "limo particlcs in tho pulp."
P~ofesHor Pri~tcr nrgl~es (Journal, page 12) that "As the magnesium oxide and
calCIUm hydroxldo partIClcs fonn a flocculent precipitate they involve the slimes
particles and carry them down" "By a simple mechanical action," for "It will be
no~ed that the. specific g'l'avitics o! dolomite, calcium hydroxide, and magnesium
OXIde, all constltuont." of our local hme, are higher than that of slimes."
In othcr words, wc are to prcsume that from three to ten pounds weight of
flocculated limo can 1/w'''«"ic«l/,II carry down two thousand pounds weight of slimes
of a very slightly infcrior Hpecific gmvity - a contention which to my mind is
untcnable, especially when it is 0. matter of common knowledge that lime in solution
only is all that is rC'luired to bring ahont precipitation of slimes, and that most
thoroughly.
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. Again, in reply to Mr Caldecott's conclusion that the ~,ction of the lime in ~olution
IS of an agglomerating nature, and my further conclusIOn that agglomeratIOn ",,,.t
take place be/m'e precipitation, it may be urged that Mr Caldecott s conclusion is
based on the result of personal observation only which may have misled him, and
that although it can be shown that slimes particles do not obey the dictates of
Rittinger's formula in water in absence of lime that is no proof that they may
not do so more or less in the presence of lime. In a few words, it may be contended
that agglomeration ~s '/~ot a n~c.essar~ prelude to precipitation.. To whi~h, I think,
there is a most convmcmg reJomder m a refcrcnce to the behavIOur of slimes which
have been treated with soap and lime, as cited by Mr J. R. Williams (Journal, page
40) for here we have, in my opinion, an unmistakable case of agglomeration so
co~plete that "the resistance due to capillary attraction," suggested by !lir
Franklin White in the Journal, page 39, is so small in the resultant, comparatively
coarse precipitate that the precIpitated mass of agglomerated particles is actually
leachable.
Finally, I think that it may be concluded with perfect safety that if agglomeration
is not the first stage of the precipitation by means of lime that it is an inevitable
resultant effect. To which conclusion the practical corollary is, I think, that the
proper place to add the lime is the mortar box, for the more time and chance that the
lime has to bring about agglomeration, the smaller should be the percentage of
slimes produced as such, and the greater the average size of the slimes particles
with the resultant effect of less, and more easily treatable slimes, and increased
capacity for the slimes plant.
.

HYGIENIC CHEMISTRY
FOODS, BEYERAGES,

WATEI{, SA;>II'rA'rION

Annual report of analytical work and hygienic investigations conducted for the
Johannesburg Town Council, from January 1st, 1897, to December 31st, 1897, by
Dr J. Eo Loevy, Public Analyst.
MILK

128 samples of milk have been analysed, of which 25 (= 19'5 per cent.) were con·
demned as unfit for human consumption, for the following reasons :21 samples were found adulterated partly by the addition of water (from 15 to
50 per cent.) and partly by the removal of cream (from 20 to 60 per cent.). One
sample contained a large amount of sand, fragments of hairs, and wood.
Two
samples were in an advanced state of mucic fermentation, and four samples were
from sick (inoculated) cattle. In view of the outbreak of rinderpcst on the Rand,
all the milk samples have been analysed chemically and microscopically to find out
how far inoculation with rinderpest serum affects the quality of the milk. These
investigations showed that inoculation of healthy cows has no effect whatever on the
chemical composition and quality of the milk, so long as no symptoms of the disease
show themselves. As soon as the discase scts in, however, a sudden change of the
milk,. both chemically and microscopically, takes place. The percentage of fat
decreases rapidly by 40 to 60 per cent., and under the microscope numerous epi.
thelium cells can be noticed in every instance. All such samples were of course
condemned as unfit for human consumption. The presence of epithelium cells in
the milk is an important stage, in so far as it shows conclusively whether the low
percentage of fat is due to sickness of the animal or to intentional removal of the
cream. In spite of rinderpest, the average quality of the milk has not decreased
dnring the last twelve months, which goes far to show that practically no milk from
sick cows l\.as been allowed to be' put on the market. As pointed out in my report,
dated June 30th, 1897, the average quality of the milk in this country is consider·
ably better than in Europe, samples of local milk with 4 to 5 per cent. of fat being
quite a usual occurrence. The following is the analysis of a local milk sample,
which may be taken as typical :Reaction.
.
.
Specific gravity at 150 C. .
.
Density on lactodensimeter at 200 C.
Fat.
.
.
.
.
.
Total solids (including fat) dried at 1100 C.
Mineral substances

Amphoteric
1'0323
31
4'60 per cent.
14'06
0'78
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CONDENSED MILK

4 samples analysed.
2 (Ostrich brand) were condemned as unfit for human
consumption.
.,
.
The suspicion havmg arisen that mixtures of unsweetened condensed milk and
~ater are sold by certain dairymen as fresh ,!,il~ (a I'ractic~ which must b<; strongly
\ . cted to both from a legal and from a hygJemc pomt of View), thorough mvestiga.
o. Jes have 'been made to find a reliable method of ascertaining whether such a
tlo':,tice has been carried on. The investigations have been successful, and all the
pr~k samples submitted are in addition analysed to ascertain the eventual presence
~I condensed milk.
BUTTEU

2 samples analysed. 1 of them was found to be margarine; the other, though
"tural cow-butter, was unfit for human consumption, owing to its high degree of
ncidity (21° Burstyn) which exceeded the allowed maximum of 13°. 'I'he analytical
~ethods of ascertaining the presence of foreign fats in butter, have b/len greatly
improved by the adoption of the" Zeiss Refractometer." By this instrument, which
I am now using in all butter analyses, the smallest quantities of foreign fats which
might have been added to natural butter can be speedily and most conclusively
detected.
BUllA\)

8 samples analysed. 4 samples of white bread were rancid, and contained Considerable quantities of valerianic acid and butyric acid, owing, most likely, to old
rancid butter or milk having been used in the manufacture. They were condemned
as unfit for human consumption.
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COFFIlIl

2 samples analysed. I, sold under the designation of "pure coffee," oontained
25 per cent. chicory. The other (beans) Was dyed with indigo.
TJNNIlD FISH

2 samples of tinned fish were found of good quality and fit for human consumption.
WALL PAPEH

U samples of wall paper have been analysed for poisonous colours. 8 samples
contained traces of arsenic; in no sample, however, was the amount of arsenious
acid highcr than 1 to 2'5 milligrammes respectively per 600 quo centimetre of wall
paper, and the samples were, therefore, passed as harmless.
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS

1. Whisky.-Of 15 samples analysed only 1 was genuine whisky, the 14 other"
were diluted raw spirit, blended with essences and coloured with caramel or other
colouring matter.
2. Brandy.-l sample was analysed and found to consist merely of diluted
spirit, with a small quantity of acetic ether and caramel.
3. Gin.-6 samples analysed were found to consist of diluted spirit, partly with
and partly without sugar, blended with a small quantity of Juniper berry oil.
4. Ginger Brandy.-3 samples analysed were imitations of EngEsh Ginger brandy
and were fit for human consumption.
HOP BEEU

4 samples analysed; 3 found unfit for human consumption.
OINGEU BEER

4 samples analysed, of which 3 were unfit for human consumption.
LOCAL SODA WATER

3 samples analysed.
human consumption.

1 was prepared from contaminated water and unfit for
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WATER
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57 samples of water bave been analysed chemically and bacteriologically, viz. : 29
from the Johannesburg town supply and 28 from wells in various parts.of Johannes_
burg and its suburbs. Of the 29 samples of toW? ,,:ater, taken from diffe:e~t taps,
reservoirs and boreholes, 15 were good, pure drmkmg water, 3 were admissible for
drinking and household purposes, 3 were suspicious, and 8 were contaminated and
unfit for human use. The minimum number of developable micro-organisms in I. c. c.
of water was 31 (sample from borehole No.3), the maximum number was 1,330 and
the average 515. 1 The following species of Alg'" :<nd infuso;iae w~re. f~)Und to be
prominent in the town water: Amoebae, Coleps Hlrtus, Detritus, ClChdlUm, Glau_
coma. Also during the period dealt with in this report, it has been found that the
quality of the town water varies in different parts of the town. Analyses of the
samples taken from boreholes and reservoirs of the Johannesburg Water Works
Company, showed conclusively that a great part of the water is contaminated in the
reservoirs. Of the remaining 28 samples whieh were taken from wells in various
parts of Johannesburg and its suburbs, 3 were found of good, pure quality, 4
were suspicious, and 21 were highly contaminated and utterly unfit for drinking and
household purposes. The minimum number of developablc micro-organisms per c.c.
of water was 23, the maximum 47,000 and the average 4,679. 8 samples Contained numerous fecal bacteria.
As the result of the water analyses conducted during the period under review, I
found that for the majority of the local water samples, from the town supply as well
as from other sources, the result of the chemical analysis alone cannot be consirl ered
as conclusive, a bacteriological examination being necessary to determine the hygienic
quality of the water.. In numercus instances it has been found that water, which
chemical analysis showed to be entirely free from ammonia, nitrates and nitrites,
yet yielded such a large number of developable micro-organisms (up to 3,700 per
c.c.), that it had, for this reason, to be condemned as unfit for human use.
DISINFECTANTS

Comparative bacteriological experiments have been made on lzal, Jeyes Fluid, and
Creolin-Poarson with a view to ascertain their germ-destroying power. For this
purpose three series of experiments were made with Bacterium Antillacis (with and
without spores), B. typhi abdominalis and B. choler", asiatic",. The results of these
investigations showed that all three are powerful disinfectants, but that the germicidal power of Creolin-Pearson on the germs experimented upon is superior to that
of lzal and J cyes Fluid. ~'urthermore, it has he en found that the Creolin Emulsion
with water is entirely homogeneous and remains so for an almost indefinite period,
in distinction to Izal, which, after a comparatively short time (3-4 hours) separates
from the water.-The Jo1t1'nal of the Chemical and MetalZ,""gical Society of S . .1.,
Vol. 1., No.5, June 1898.
MR FRANKLIN WHITE'S PAPER
[June 1898, p. 358.
In Par. II. of Mr White's interesting paper on "The Position of the Assay Department in Mining Economics" the astounding statement is noticed that" The practical
man still exists who believes only in the 'pan' as a means of testing the value of a
sample of ore" and without criticising the indefinitiveness in this assertion it will be
assumed that the author of that paper means gold ore.
Now every man who bas had a practical acquaintance with the mining and milling
of gold ores must necessarily from the nature of the operations involved be quite
clearly aware of the two following things, viz.:(a) That gold ores universally contain more or less of refractory residues with which
is associated some portion of the gold.
(b) That the "pan" is simply a mechanical device for showing as quickly as
possible the greater portion of the free gold in a sample of ore.
These two things are too clearly associated with the nature of the case to need
further remark and it therefore follows that the author has either somewhere met a
contentious p ..."do practical man and from tii'e interview has committed himself to
an unwarranted sweeping assertion, or else, that he has somehow misconstrued the
contention of some "practical man who believes in the 'pan' as ~ means of testing
I In a ~ood drinking water the 'number of developable micro-organisms per e.c. should not
exceed 300.
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tho (free-milling) va~ue of a sample of ore," which is entirely different from the
tatement under reVIew.
S Frequently some po~tion ?f the free g?ld in.a sample of o~e "~ay be affected by
an conditions" whICh WIll not permit of Its bemg retamed m the" pan" even
:nd ~robablY I?-0 one can so completely rcalise the necessity for chemical ~etermina:
tioD to ascertam the absolute v~lue .of a sample of ore as t~e man of expenence with
a "pan" who ~as constantly m .hls. hands ~nd before his eyes tbe ever recurring,
unmistakable eVIdences of the hmltatlOns of his own test and by whom the remainder
of the paragraph will be valued as so much professional gratuity.
For arrastras and small mills the installation of a complete assay plant is impossible
on thc score of expense and for them the" pan" test is practically the only one for
constant use.
In cases also where the residues are not sufticiently valuable to admit of subsequent troatment, a mill can be easily run by the "pan' test, but in each of these
cases the practical man usually at first obtains from reliable assay certificates his
criteria for estimating the value of the" show" in the "pan" of the particular ore
which he is mining and milling and after more than twenty years of experience of
mining and milling with both "pan" and "assay" tests in various parts of the
world the writer of this has failed to meet any "eally "practical man who believes
only in the 'pan' as a means of testing the value of a sample of ore" and
himself regard s panning at its best to be only expert guess-work.
In Par. III. it is noticed that" others maint"in that the mill is the best sampler,"
and the answer thereto is a complete one from the author's point of view, but the
statcment is probably an extreme way of putting the common contention of many
mining men that the use of a small portion of the mill is the pest way for sampling
and tcsting gold ores, but this does not preclude the" necessity for correct as;ays"
and which in fact is never disputed by practical men.
In these days of emulation in treatment of residues the beginning of Par. VI. will
probably more correctly meet existing state of things if the author of that paper
will allow that "most managers of mines, mills, or cyanide works recognise that
assays are indispensable" and for the sake of the "l"'olession" it is suggested that
tho word" scarnp" in Par. IX. be exchanged for the word" hurry" as it is difficult
to conceive that a capable, conscientious man should "scamp" anything he may
undertake.
HORATIO COLLINS.

DATA OF TWO EXPERIMENTS SHOWING LIQUATION IN CYANIDE BARS
By CLIFFORD W. LEE, F.e.S.

NOTK.-'l'hcse bars contain an abnormal amount of lead for bars obtained from
zinc precipitation process.
BAit

No. 1.

Weight 483'03 ozs.
Finc gold 567
silvcr 53

llip AHsay.

took 1[; ,lrill samplcR frolll this bar at the points indicated on the accompanying
1';IL~h holo was put through the entire thickness of the bar, and the drillings
pow,lorUl\1Il an agato mortar HO as to got thoroughly representative samplcs from the
,lifl'orollt pointH.
'I'ho ILvom,'(o of thoso 15 ,lrill samples is 562'5 fine gold, against 567 from the dip
Halllple.
AftUl' this hal' hall heen east about half an hour T turned it out and a few ounccs
of mot,d exuded from it, which assaycd 360 fme g~ld.
pill II.

BAR

No.2.

Woight 267'625 ozs.
Fine gold 399
Dip Assay.
silver 57
l"rom this bar T took :JG ,!t'iI! samples with tho objcct of ascertaininO' whether the
liquation took placo in tho upper or lower portions of the bar.
0
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BAR No. 1.
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559

575

558

553

0

0

0

0
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558

558
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562

559'

0

0

0

0

0
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572

576

563

559

0

0

0

0

0

BAR No. II.

395 0 394

396 0 398

401 0 397

416 0401

401 0 399

393 0 395

392 0 393

398 0 397

415 0 403

400 0 410

403 0 397

390 0 391

384 0 396

392 0 397

406 0 404

414 0 405

395 0 399

390 0 396
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Value

0./ Slimes

Residue

With this object I took samples from each hole put thro\Igh the bar, the first one
esenting the upper half of the bar, and the other the lower.
relthe assay of the upper p.ortioJCl is in the lighter type, and the lower is in
thicker type in the accomp~nymg dIa~am..
.
'l'he average of the 36 drIll samples IS 398'6 fine gold, agamst 399 from the dip
samples.
.
As will be seen from the results on the dIagram there is no regular liquation in
either the upper or lower portions of the bar.
MR W. A. CALDECOTT'S NOTES ON DISCREPANCIES IN SLIMES
TREATMENT
[July 1898, p. 372.
Numerous experiments have convinced me of the truth of the statement that one
dO~s not get the true value of a slimes residue by the ordinary assay. Why you
should not I am not prepared to say, but the fact stands, and the explanation must
come later: If every slimes residue had to be done as Mr Caldecott suggests, every
mine almost, would have to engage the services of an additional assayer to do this
work' or else resolve to kill by over·work the one assayer they have. It is question.
able ;"hether the extra expens,: of time and labour would pay the companies to have
thcir slimes residues assayed WIth such care, but every assayer might make a series
of experiments, and find out what per cent. discrepancy occurred in his assays of
Suppose he found that they were all 10 per cent. too low;
slimcs residues.
obviously to get the correct result he would add 10 per cent. of his known value to
that value to get the right one.
This is a simple way out of the difficulty, Then,
too, I find that the character of the flux makes a great deal of difference. The
ordinary flux used for sands does not answer. I find that a large amount of litharge,
little soda, answers bcst. 'l'oo great a quantity of slimes should not be put into one
assay. An assay of three assay tons is as much as you ought to use, it seems to me.
Say you want to take a quantity of 5 A. T. for a slimes residue. I find the best wav
is to plac~ 3 A. 'l'. in two po.ts, and then scorify t1!e but~ons.
.
I will gIve the two followmg results that I got m findmg the true value of slimes
residue :42 per cent. solution at 22'5 grs.
58 per cent. dry residue at 19'0 grs. (undissolved gold)
42 x 22'5 =
945 grs.

58 x 19

1,102"
2,047 grs.

2,047

35 grs. (calculated value of slimes).

58
The assay made in the usual way gave 28 grs.
By the same method another residue came out as follows :Moisture. 40 per cent.
Calcuhlted value
35 grs.
Actual value
= 31'68 grs.
T. L. CARTER, Assayer.
Crown Deep, Ltd.
COAGULATION AND RAPID SETTLEMENT OF SLll\1ES
By PROF. AUG. PRISTER
In the July number of this Journal Mr W. A. Caldecott and Dr J. T. Carrick make
some very interesting remarks on my explanation of the action of dolomitic lime for
the settlement of slimes.
As this is a relatively important question I hope somc space will be granted me in
the Society's Journal for a reply.
Mr W. A. Caldecott states that 0'003 per cent. alkalinity is sufficient to ensure the
settlement in using lime; this I admit, but still think it does not contradict my
explanation. My hypothesis is based on both chemical and mechanical action :MgS0 4 + Ca(OH)2=CaS04 + Mg(OHJe,
This is one of the reactions (the iron sulphate has a similar one). Both products
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on the right side of the equation are heavy and insolublc. At the same time we must
not forget that the liquid that was before acid has now become alkaline. The observa_
tion of Mr W. A. Caldecott that iron hydrate retards the settlement of slimes does not
well accord with the experience of Mr J. R. Williams (page 378 of these Proceedings)
or my own. In my definition of slimes suspended in water I employed purposely the
~ords "that they form a chemi~al a.nd physical solution" (p:,ge 746 of these Proceed_
Ings), which differs from a solutIOn III the sensc of McndeleJeff and Ostwalds. (The
colloid state of the argillaceous particles of slimes is referred to.) I may add that
the phYRical condition of the undissolved precipitating mineral particles is of the
grcatcst importance. Calcined and ground magnesitc of 90 per cent. MgO is rela_
tively without effect, whereas IlfgO obtained by precipitation from a MgO salt is
most effective.
I takc the liberty of calling the attention of Dr J. T. Carrick to a most valuable
and elaborate paper by Messrs R. Richard and Woodward on "The falling rapidity
of small bodics in water" ("Trans. of Am. Soc. of Eng.," 1890, page 644). There he
will find that a particle of silica of 0 ·0005 millimetres, according to Rittinger's
formula, falls only 0·058 metres per minute-exactly one-tenth of the velocity calcu_
lated by him for a particle twice as large.
r may point out that the formula is wrongly printcd in our Journal, and should
beAt page 83 I say, "that the equilibrium of this solution may be disturhed, causing
the physical phenomena of coagulation, which mayor may not be accompanied by a
chemical reaction. (v) By the addition of an acid, alkali, or salts."
This is one of the effects of the addition of lime. Another effect is the mechanical
work done by the lime. It is evident that 10 Ihs. of lime cannot draw down 1 ton if this
ton has not the natural tendency to fall, hut 10 Ibs. of lime can disturb the equilihrium
of 8 tons of a liquid mass (7 tons H 2 0 + 1 ton slimes). We know that a single crystal
introduced into a concentrated and cooled solution will produce the crystallisation of
a large mass (glycerine f. i.). If Dr J. T. Carrick would caleula te the enormous
myon d' action of 10 Ibs. of lime he would find little difficulty in understanding its
action.
Mr W. A. Caldecott says on page 799 of these Proceedings that he obtained perfect
precipitation with 0 ·0021 per cent. of CaO. According to this, 5,000 grammes of pure
lime are sufficient for about 250,000 litres. If the lime used contains only 50 per
cent. of CaO it would be wfficient for 125 tons of liquid. I assumed only 8 tons.
H 10 Ibs. of lime cannot draw down 2,000 Ibs. of slimes, thcy may readily cause and
accelerate their precipitation, We must not forget that the slimes also contain a
large amount of mineral particles, which would settle quickly without any addition.
Further, we must remember that coagulation and chemical action are' contemporaneous, although the chemical action is not absolutely necessary for the rapid settlement of the slimes. At the moment of the addition of the lime, equilihrium is
disturhed, the coagulation commences, the MgSO. is decomposed and precipitated
wit h the other salts.
In further support of my explanations I would like to call the attention of my
colleagueR to a valuable paper hy T. Thoulet, Prof. of the University of Nancy,
puhlished in the" Annales des Mines," 1891, page 1, on the falling rapidity of pure
kaolin in watcr and acids.
This investigation, which was continued for three years with the greatest care,
should be fully translated, as it is of the greatest interest for the chemist in charge
of a slimes plant.
The falling rapidity was observed in calibrated glass pipes of 25 millimetres
diameter, and ahout 25 centimetres long, suspended in a d'Arsoval stove, and kept
at the constant temperature of 56.5 C. The Professor's observations lead him to the
conclusion that fOl' 80 ho",'s the falling mlJidity of kaolin ,:n waler is 1lnij'Yl'm. (This
confirms the applicability of Rittinger's formula.)
0
0
h~tlnence of tempeml1ll'e.-The observations made at 52 C. to 66.5 C. indicate that
the rapidity of the scttlement is increased by a higher tempcrature. It seems that
the clay at 230 C. in pure water remains indefinitely suspended.
Under the experimental conditions, by raisi)lg the temperature the rapidity of the
settlement during 80 hours was increased by 0 ·081 metres for each degree centigrade.
The influence of the temperature may be explained by the relative difference of
density of the water and the falling body. The change of the specific gravity of the
water is greater and more quickly affected than for the mineral par~icles.
Influence of the quantilY of mailer SHspendedin Ihe Uquid.-The greater the quantity
0
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of scdiment the slower is the descent. of the upper layer (of kaolin).. 'Yithin a certain
limit the angmentatI?n of sedIment IS wIthout mtluence on ~h.e rapIdIty of falling of
th upper layers, WhICh becomes almost constant. The rapIdIty of the settlement is
~ given by the highest layer but by the lowest. The rapidity of falling from the
~~ er to the lowest layer~ see~s to decrea~e .in arithmetical progression.
IJ,,/inence of hydrochlonc ac~d.-The raplchty of the settlement for experimental
onditions is in direct proportIOn to the qnantity of acid added.
The raising of the
~ mperature demonstrating its action also in this case. The quantity of acid necess~ry to accelcratc the settlement was an oxtremaly sm,,'!1 one, at the same time the
kaolin particles showcd a tendency to agglonlerate and form flocculent bodICs.
'Influence of the disso!ved a,:,'. -Sam? experiments were. made with boiled wa.ter
absoiutely free from aIr, and also WIth ::crated water; m both cases the fallmg
rapidity was the same. But as the air adhcres to the mineral particles it retards the
f:lll of the smallcr ones and a classification Occurs.
, Influence of dissolved salts. -Prof. 'l'houlet has further <lemonstrated in another
communication ("Compt. Rend. Acad. Sc. FranQ." page 1,072, and '1'. C., page 1,002,
ISb5), that whcn a solid is int:-oduced. into a salt solution it fix;es on its surface a
ccrtain amount of salt.
Th,S explams why clay, winch remams suspended m a
river (of which thc water is relatively pure) must settle when coming into contact
with the sea, although the specific gravity of the sea water is higher, about 1,002.
En pass,,,,/, 1 will obs;>rve that this may be the explan.ation, too, of Mr J'.R Williams'
observation at page 3/8, "m case of scttlement of shmes all you want IS to produce
a sufficicnt hardness in the watcr," in other words a salt solution. This explains also
~ne of the actions of the dissolved lime. 'l'he salt is fixed on the surface of the slime
particlcs, which become heavier and settle rapidly, and reciprocally the precipitates
formcd by the chemical reactions attract and fix slime pm-ticle on its surface, and
thus settlc. The air dissolved in water is also attracted by the slime particles-a
part of it is consumed for the oxidation processes, the remainder produces the
mentioned classification.
.
.
b!fluence (!lp,.essnre.-Experiments made with a pressure of 15 Atm., demonstrated
that up to this pressure there is no intluence on the falling rapidity of kaolin.
Falling mpidify of the fJlouiyerinns.-Prof. 'l'houlot measure<l directly the falling
rapidity of globigerinas (infusoria) of 0'12 millimetres diameter, in sea water, and
found 0'7 centimetre per second. Rittinger finds for quartz grains of 0'5 millimetres
diamcter, 7 centimetres per second. We must remember that the silica of the
globigcrinas has a lower specific gravity, and on account of their form they meet
more resistance in descending. I lhink that the theory I have advanced to explain
the action of dolomitic lime for the ral)id settlement of slimes is supported by a large
number of observed facts.
GOLD THEF'l'S AND ILLICIT GOLD BUYING ON THE RAND

By A.

YON

DESSAUEH, M.E.

The suspICIOn that extensive illicit gold buying had been going on on the gold
fields of thc Transvaal becamc long ago a certainty. Proofs became more numerous
from day to day that the evil was increasing constantly and steadily, in spite of the
war thc ever-watchful representatives of the industry waged against it. It attained
such dimensions that the Chamher of Mines, the Mine Managers' Association, and
others have been considering for some time hy what speci,,'! measures this evil can
be fought and stamped out.
Thc Chemical and Metallurgical Society has not yet discussed the matter, nor has
it contributed any proposals to this question.
But, as by its position it has
undoubtedly the right and the duty to take part in this movement, the writer feels
justified in bringing up this question, and hopes at the same time that many others
will cxpress their views upon it.
Before entering upon the subject, it is advisable and necessary to repnlliate a
tendcncy rccently shown by speakers in pllblic of exaggerating the extent of this
cvil. This has been done to snch a degree that there is very little room left for an
honcst employee in connection with the gold illdustry.
As this Society recruits its members almost exclusively from those who are
engaged directly or indirectly in the gold industry of th0 Transvaal, who spend all
their time and energy and knowledge for the sake of the illdustry; who are to a not
small degree responsible for the wonderful progress of these gold fields and for the
grcat and healthy devclopment of mining and metallurgy-it is the duty of each
and all to protest against these exaggeratcd statcments.
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They are still fresh in everyone's mind, and the newspapers of the world have
repeated ad nauseam that at the Rand an incredible amount-" anythmg from
30,000 ounces a month to even one-third of the output"-of the gold prodnction
was stolen.
These statements are not true, and cannot be true. It is not the object of this
paper to investigate why they have been made or to try to find out, if that werc
possible, to what extent LG.B. 'has developed. That is the duty, or ought to be, of
those specially appointed by the law for the protection of the industry.
Bnt it can be shown th~t there is no room for gold disappearing to the extcnt
referred to above.
Some time ago there was an article in the S[",' dealing with deep-level mining on
the Hand, and giving a table in which the forecast of the grade of ore in sight and
the actulIl results obtained were compared.
This table was as follows ;FOJ'ecast in shi1lin~s
pel' ton of ore.

Bonanza.
Crown Deep
,
Geldenhuis Deep.
Jumpers.
Nourse
Rose
,
Hobinson.
Village Main Heef

87'6

48'0
36'0
35'0

48'0
40'0
60'0

48'0

Gold
nctually

W(ln.

105'6
39-1
38'6

40.0
48'0
44'0
63'0
59'3

There is here no shortfall that points to a disappearance of one-third of the
output, nor even of 30,000 ouuces. In the Case of the Crown Deep the difference
in the returns is due to a changed policy of working the mine and had been
explained officially and pUblicly.
A complete list like the one above would show very similar results for all the other
mines on the Hand.
'
So much for the statements.
It can be safely said that not very many other barriers cxist to prevent the illicit
trade in gold from increasing to unlimited proportions than simply the integrity of
the men employed in the gold industry in general, upon whose honesty those
exa)!gerated statements threw such grave doubts.
All the same we all are aWare that the evil has attained such dimensions that it
must be fought by every possible means.
There are two ways of doing this, viz. ;Prevention of the crime and
Prosecution of the offenders.
Introduce such measures, systematise them so carefully and with snch complete
organisation that every possibility of theft is prevented.
Then have a perfect legal mechanism for detecting the guilty and inflicting
severest punishment if the measures of the first class fail once and crime is committed in spite of them.
Whilst the industry ha.q to depend upon the Government of this State in reference
to the detection and punishment of crime, it does not need any exterior' help to bring
everything that tends to prevention to the highest degree of efficiency.
It will be apparent even to laymen that far greater ult.imate success will bc
attained by removing every physical possibility of theft, by building up so
thoroughly organised a system as will remove temptation owing to the certainty of
immediate detection, than by trusting to the deterring influence of a severe pnnishment alone.
'l'he measures I am going to propose have been thought out and recommended by
a commission elected from a large lhlmber of gold mines in Transylvania, to which
commission the writer had also the honour to belong.
In that country gold stealing received the greatest incentive from every side:
even some of the Honmanian priests admonished the poor workmen and miners from
the pnlpit to steal as mnch gold as possible in of del' that they (the priests) conld bny
it afterwards.
It is obvious that stealing rose to extraordinary dimensions under these conditions,
and that proportionate means had to be resorted to in order to check it. These
were almost exclnsively of snch a character as to prevent the crime. 'l'he whole
machinery of the law was heavy and slow and antiquated, and required a constant
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find expensive lu~rieati0.n. 'rhe mines wer~, theref.ore, eompelled to help themselves, find they ,hd so with great sueeess by mtroducmg the following- system :_

CONTHOL AND SUPERINTENDENCE

All reduction works, assay offices, etc., were plaeed under charge of one qualified
.
man to whom the manag?rs of all departments were responsi~le.
Each manager was aSSisted by two foremen, for day and mght. slnft respectively,
with the necessary number of other employees according to the Size of the works.
An official (chief controller) of undoubted character Was appointed to the head
office where he found work in his spare time. He and two of the staff had to be
presc~t whenever gold, amalgam, slags, precipitates, or other valuable products were
handled; they had to remain there until everything had been weighed and loeked
away safely. Not being required to earry out any manual work for the execution
of which they gave the neeessary orders, they were able to eoncentrate all their
attention on supcrvision only.
All manual 01' meehanical work had to be done by speeial men employed, viz.
fitters, riggers, carpenters, etc., and by the assistants and learne~s ..
'1'he duties of foremen and even amalgamators were superviSIOn of plant and
machinery only.
Special detailed regulations were drawn np for every department.

II
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MEASUHES TO ENSUHE

~'HE

SAFE1'Y OF GOLD DUHlNG ITS RECOVERY

All appliances for the recovery of gold or by-produets of value were closed and
locked in, especially plates, clean-up plant, precipitation boxes, storage for byprod ucts, etc.
All doors, or covers, or lids had two locks, the keys of which were in possession of
two diffcrent members of the staff. Several of the enclosures 01' covers, which were
not opened except at long intervals, were sealed by the ehief controller, besides being
donhle locked.
The clean-up plant for amalgam and the office of the managor of eaeh department
woro plaeed in ",lOh a position in the works and constructed in sueh a way with glass
partitions that they afforded a elear vicw over the whole plant (plates or boxes).
In this way all who wcre at work in either place exercised constant supervision
upon all others engaged in that department.
WhellOVOl' possihle the cloan-up plant and manager's office were plaeed so that one
Hi,lo was HOl'arated from tho main engine-room by a glass pal'tition only.
'I'ho w'm\o"t care was takon that an abundance of light in day and night prevailed
wh"l'ov,'" valuahle pr()(luets were recovered and kept.
Wilhi" Lho olloloso,1 Hpace of platos, boxos, and clean-up plant nO work of any
<I,. ""'ipl iOIl WIC" porlllittc<l that could possibly bo done somewhere else. No material,
.. Ltll"(:,o, "pnl'tl l'artK, ute., were allowed to accumulate there; these rooms were, as far
" . po ,:.il.I", ham a\1ll empty; the tloors were of the best material, and the most rigid
cll'aHll1IUl~n WilH

unforcod.

JII
UENEBAL MEASURES

A ,-~t. of III.ok" woro kopt in oaoh dopartmont to affol'd the best eheck possible by
rocor(ln of tho valllllH of Ore or prochwts before anclll.fter each treatment;
10,," of lIIorcmy pOI' ton; tahlos of weights obtained often by self-rcgistcring seales,
ute., otu.
'rho wlllllo t11;,tf wlI".I~ut on pl'emium of produetion and extraction, in order to
pineo everyonu HI It p()~ltlOn ahovu tomptation.
A hlnok li"t, of ,lit1hollo"t porHollH WUH kept at oach mille; overy case of dishonesty
l'rovUlI ww,"lw"y., 1'1ll'ortUilat 01100 to all tho othor mines.
A \I ,,"rfa('o "lllllh woro flll"'o,l ill, cHpocially thoso whoro valuablo produets were
rpc:ovc'l'ucl ;, only (~rlO lmtraJWtl WU'\ l,H..lrInittctl, at which a. gatekeeper was stationed.
~llIlIy III1TlOr pomb cOillploLUlI thw Hystom, but thoy were moroly of local import('olltmlnn~~
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ance. Other measures'would have to be added here to meet the conditions peculiar
to the Rand. All these ought to be thought out and well considered by a mixed
commission of all parties interested. Much has been done here :,lready of a similar
nature, but more in a casual, unconnected manner, not systematised, It IS the talk
of the town that the gold thieves form one or .everal well-organised bands, and the
industry Can hardly be expected to figbt them with success unless the defence is
founded on a system superior to their own.
As thcre is nothing ignominious or degrading in the above-proposed system of
control and as it would simply tend to a successful protection of everyone's character
and reputation, the writer is convinced that most of the employees concerned would
gladly co-operate to assist in the introduction of these measures. Many with whom
he has had an opportunity of speaking on the subject assured him that they would
prefer even the strictest control to the present conditions, when at any time doubts
might be cast upon their integrity.
This system will be, furthe~, not ,?nly o.f material gain to the in,dustry ~y returning
a larger output at comparatively httle mcreased expensc, but It will gIve those in
charge of the mines and industry the desirable assurance that everything in their
power has been done to secure the gold of the reefs for its legitimate owners.
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"THE POSITION OF THE ASSAY DEPARTMENT IN MINING
ECONOMICS"
Mr F. White seems singularly unfortunate in being unablc to grasp the gist of the
criticisms on his papcr, and if the discussion be reopened for others to explain their
positions, it is also dcsirable to point out that his sarcastic assumption, that the
writer of this has a self-constituted "standard for estimating a man as practical," is
neither argument nor refutation of argument.
'l'he original paragraph refers to methods for ascertaining the accurate value of a
sample of ore, and it is therein stated: "'l'he practical man still exists who belicves
only in the 'pan,''' etc. "He is cvidently unaware that the assayer," etc., can do
it infinitely better, and in the criticism it was pointed out that the practical man
must necessal";l!! be aware of the presence of refractory residues and of the limitations
of the mechanical device which made it impracticable to show any but the free gold
of the sample tested. Being impractical the logical conclusion is, that whoever
believes it to be practical cannot himself bc practical on that point at least; but
being stated "the p1'Uctical ",an," it follows that the statement is contradicting
itself and unfounded, and it is evidently a dis ingenious way of construing" the contention of some practical man who believcs in the pan as a mcans of testing the
free-milling value of a sample of ore," and for the sake of the numerous unexploited,
small, free-milling quartz mining ventures of South Africa "let us hope that thcir
n"mbe,. will increase," The criticism on par. III. was made under the impression
that Mr White understood the saying" tbe mill is the best sampler," to be a contcntion that it was the best method of testing the value of the ore, but if that vicw
of the case is not insisted upon there can be but little objection to "the statement
made just as it was put in the paper."
As Mr White is a stickler for the use of the word scamp, the scntence "and can
realise the temptation to scamp thc work," can be left without further reference to
the conclusion that might be drawn from the confession. "To hUrl'!! an cssay" is
not necessarily as dangerous a thing as to scamp it, because it may not be prompted
by an equally dishonest motive, and if scamping be inconceivable for a conscientious
man, it were also impossible for the temptation to exist for him.
HORATIO COLLINS.

THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE MAIN REEF
[Oct. 1897, p. 143.
J~hannesburg,

6th October 1898.

The Secretaries,
The Chemical and Metallurgical Society of S.A., Johannesburg.
Dcar Sirs,-A long absence in Rhodesia has'prevented me from senrling an earlier
apology for misquoting Messrs Hatch and Chalmers' book, "The Gold Mines of the
Rand" in my paper on the" Economic Value of the Main Rcef," to which attention is
called in tbe March Journal. Thcir estimated yield for the section Driefontein to
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d poort is £592 000,000, mining to be carried to a depth ,of 3,fiOO feet and not
~tooo efeet as given by me in ~he table, page 8, which, however, is the depth that they

'. k mining posSible, page 6 of theIr book.
thl" m glad that the mistake Can be corrected before the paper appears in the next
voln';"e of proeeedings.-I am, yours faithfully,
W. FISCHER WILKiNSON.

A REVERBERATORY FURNACE FOR SMELTING GOLD SLIMES
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By

W.

BETTEL (MEMBER)

Not long ago I noticed a description of a furnace for smelting the ash from the
calcination of charcoal, which had been used for the precipitatIOn of gold from
liquors obtained in chlorination works.
Tho similarity of this, in arrangement and construction, to an old style of pan
furnace which I had used many years ago in several smelting establishments at
home and its adaptability to conditions obtaining on these fields, has induced me to
bring'the matter before the notice of readers of this Journal.
Tho furnace is constructed somewhat like a eupellation furnace, only with a
rcctangular, instead of an oval opening to admit the removable brick· lined cast-iron
,an (furnished with a tap-hole and spout, to be lined in the usual way). Two
bearers of heavy iron are built into the brick-work, and carry four long screws which
support the pan. A simple arrangement is used for regulating the temperature of
the furnace, which makes the furnace very economical in fuel consumption.
The method of working here would be as follows :-The pan being lined (with
brick set in clay), is heate<1 until all moisture is driven off; the fire is then urged
until a good melting temperaturo is obtained in the furnace, and a charge of fairly
clean slag is melted therein.
When it is judged that the brick-work in the "pan"
is fairly saturated, the excess of slag is tapped out (the basin d the brick-lining
sloping in all directions to the tap-hole) into a large mould (holding about 2 ewts.)
having a tap-hole near the base to draw off the slag after the particles of gold have
subsided. 'l'he furnace is now ready for charging with the mixture of calcined
slimes and flux, thoroughly moistened with water, either put into paper bags or
comprcssod, as is the custom in "briekin/!," "fines" for blast furnace work, by
hydraulic or steam pressure, in America. The moisture prevents all but a minute
loss hy dusting (about 0'04 per cent. to 0'05 per cent.) during melting. When a
ehargo is molted, tho furnace is again charged with fluxed slimes until the brick-lined
pan iH full of molten slag. It is now rabbled with all iron paddle to thoroughly mix
tho slag and collect the particles of gold (these being fairly pure, have a high meltinr: point, and they sink nnmelted, but as coherent masses, to the' floor of the
furnnco). About twonty minutes firing "cleans," the slag sufficiently. It is then
tal'l'",l out, tho [(olt! boing left unmelted. When all the slag has drained out, the
h"at in fUl'illly raiHed (a smoky fire being avoided), and the oxidisin" flame quickly
Inuit" IInll retinos tho gold. '1'he molten gold is then, with due precautions tapped
~mt inLo llllHlllls,. If, III?wever, a. large quantity of slimes has to be melted, the slag
I. bl'l't'll f"olll tmlD to tUlle, lenvmg the gold un melted in the furnace until after the
,1i,I::t (ltpp.1I1!( .Ollt of tho HI:II(, whon tho gulll is then smelted down, relined and tapped.
Iii" ~,'~III1".' UI ro-nlUltetl III the usual manner for casting out bars. When convenient,
i.ho IIII.'Ulr In i"l{Un ont of tho Imu, the dark-coloured brick ,eparated from unstained
flro 1:I'I<'k, tho formor "':n,h~d 1Il a small mill, and the gold recovered by cradling,
p,~nlJll~~~1 01' amult~anmho!ll .In the tL<;l~lLl way; tbe residue, if rich, being re-smelted
With r",11 nl"I(. If I'0or, It IS to he uuxed with the bulk of the slag for sale.
'1'110 '.llJmllanlt?"nt of "oltl collected in the flue (and dust chamber, which is not an
OXI'0!'IIIVO ,,,lthtlOlI) nftor, say, SIX months' smelting, is smelted with the next batch
of Hhull':-I.

'J'hin Hillll'litj"" "lillll'" s~lIol~in:(. .It is less expensive than ordinary smelting with
I'lnlllh"lp' 1'0(11: iho Iml.IIt>IlIH ol~t","od of any fineness up to 995, and with ordinary
l'reclLutIollJl cnntmllnry 111 han(~hng gold~beal"ing materials, can be relied upon to
I'rov~nt I""HOH lit prelilont lInavolClablo. The refractory material (firo bricks) is easily
ohtnJl.'ablo, and tho t'OHt ]>01' ounco of golrl for renewal extremely small. After
llinoltlll!r, tho plln IIIlly ~'o rulllove<1 .frolll the furnace if thonght advisable and placed
IIlIclor lock lind koy unbl tho followllI.'( smolting, thus avoidiug all risk of theft of the
IIJ1lulI amonnt of golel it may eoutaill.
1"llr~hor i!'fo .... llltion upon this Huhjed may \'0 obtained by thoso desirous of
Ilclol'tlllg tlllH stylo of furllILco, 111'011 "1'l'lication to tho writer.
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I have read with great interest in the Journal of your Society (Nos. April and
August 1898, this volume, p. 407) the res"rne of the discussion on my process for gold
extraction.
Allow me to make a few remarks on the objections raised by your President Dr
Loevy, Professor Prister, and lIir J. R. Williams.
"
I make these remarks with the greatest diffidence, for it is possible-indeed it is
most probable-that J am not quite in touch with the gold industry of the Rand.
For many reasons it is quite impossible for me to go to the Transvaal, and it is only
from the various publications which I rcceive that I am able to learn what is going
on among you.
First of all I will answer the statements of Dr Loevy and lIir J. R. Williams,
They agree with me on one point: my process precipitates all the gold in solution
and can produce it in a state of purity. At the same time the two gentlemen only
recognise my process as an analytical method, and consider it inapplicable, com.
mereially speaking, on account of the too high cost. On this point 'I do not agree
with them.
If this has always been their opinion, and if it be correct, I should consider my invention of very little importancc, scarcely worthy of being in print, and not deserving
the honour of having gained my nomination as an honorary member of your Society.
It has been known for a long time that gold can be completely precipitated by
nitrate of silver from its solutions, when combined with cyanide of potassium. And
this led me to the successful result in comparing the analogous reactions of the
argentiferons and cnpriferons salts, by which means I was enabled to precipitate the
gold.
Professor Prister fears that "the greatest difficulty here is the introduction of
such a large quantity of sulphurons acid."
I can at once reassure my worthy critic by telling him that, thanks to my researches, I am able, as he will see later on, entirely to omit the use of sulphurous acid.
In a letter dated 15th August 1898, l'IIr John R. Williams hononrs me by saying,
"I would point out that on a plant where 750 tons per day arc treated, the practice
is to usc :J tons of solution per ton of tailings treated, and taking the solution at
0'1 per cent. of KCN, this means a cost in cyanide alone of not less than 48. per ton
treated, whereas the total cost as per present method (zinc) is not more than 2s. 6d,
per ton.
At your general meeting on the 26th August 1898, lIir John R. Williams admits
that one can cyanide with 2 tons of solution at 0'05 per cent. KCN, and reduce
consequently to 2s. thc cost of cyaniding, "equal to about the total cost of actual
treatment of some of our large plants."
If, after the lapse of only live days, lIir John R. Williams is willing to reduce by
50 per cent. my consumption of cyanide, I am not without hope of obtaining increased reductions on his part. I wrote to him on the 29th September 1898 that if
2 tons of solution at 0'05 per cent. KCN were needed to treat 1 ton of tailings,
my process would then not be worth one farthing. But why does lIir John R.
Williams insist that my process should be carried out on the same lines' as the
MacArthur-Forrest process 1
It is well known that in the above-mentioned process the precipitation of gold on
zinc is very incomplete when using dilute solutions, whilst my method is well adapted
for such solutions.
If lIir John R. Williams is really convinced that the solution of gold by cyanide
can only be successfully carried out under the conditions he has described, I shall be
very much obliged if he will inform me of it. But if this be the case, his objections
are' equally applicable to the Siemens-Halske electrical process; and, therefore, from
a commercial point of view the Siemens process is as bad as mine. And in reality
the auriferous solution treated by the electric method might just as well be treated
by my method, and be entirely deprived of their gold, a result which is not
obtained by electricity.
This process is used at several of the miries on the Rand.
N either can J understand lIir J. R. Williams, who works the slimes at the Crown
Reef with" very wcak solution of cyanide" (C. Butters), and who wants to make
me use 2 tons of solution at 0'0 per cent. KCN.
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D
ho want me to dissolve the gold under other conditions, when applied to my
oes than it would be if it were to be precipitated by electricity 1
I"Tcess'i n ~r. Eissler's work on the" Cyanide Process," London, 1895 (pages 40 to 49)
Sdetailed description of the Siemens-Halske process as it is carried out at th~
t~e0 rc~stcr mine. I see there that in order to treat 137 tons they use 70 tons strong
\ 1 t' n of 0'05 to 0'08 per cent. KCN, and 21 tons weak solution of 0'01 per cent.
K~~NiO As solutions at 0'05 per cent. are sufficient, the treatment of 135 tons of
K. "n' s only needstaIiI g
70 tons+500 grms. =35,000 grms. KeN.
21tons+100grms.=2,100"
"
Total.
37,100 grms. KCN.
37 100 grms. =275 grms. KCN per ton tailings, instead of 1,000 grammes which
tons.
Mr J. It Williams points out.
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r see also in Tlw Journal 'If Ihe Society of Cltcmic(!llndllst1'Y, 30th April 1894, page
Tl'i (paper by 1'111' Henry de Mosenthal), the following :-" Thesc tanks in most of the
, : 'rks hold from 70 to 100 tons of tailings, and in addition one-third as much solu;' ~n . so that one of these tanks will hold, say, 75 tons oftailings and 25 tons of solution."
1 o~e may come to the conclusion that in leaching 3 tons of tailings with 1
ton of solution of 0'05 pCI' cent. of KCN, one obtains all the gold capable of being
lissolved. '1'he amount of cyanide used will, therefore, be '~n grammes= 100
:"'ammes pel' ton of tailings, 01' only ten-sixths of a 1,000 grammes, which 1'111' J. R.
'\Villiams considers necessary.
If the results of treating slimes arc taken into eonsideration where a very" dilute
'olution of cyanide is used, and where very dilute solutions containing 0'01 to 0'001
;)el' cent. of cyanide are treated by electricity (see Butter's Valedictory Address, Feb.
'otli 1898) we may hope for new and important reductions in the amount of cyanide
;IKo:l (see ~Iso the communications of lIir T. L. Cartel', this volume, September 1898,
1" 436 and October 1898, p. 440).
M. Eissler (Cyanide Process, page 44) says that a solution at 0'03 per cent. KCN is
Klllticient to dissolve the gold in the tailings, and the opinion expressed by Mr C.
Butters (this Yvlume, Feb. 1898, page 254) is that" very dilute solutions of cyanide
"cem to have more chcmical power than almost the most dilutc solutions of any
other chemical I know."
Professor S. B. Christy (Bullion Superintendent, Mining and Metallurgy, University of California, 1890, page 35) says :-" As the aetion of the so-called
'cyanicides ' contained in the ore is better understood and prevented, it seems not
unlikely that the strength of the solution in potassium cyanide may be reduced to
one one-hundredth of 1 per cent.-or even lower--so that a ton of solution of 0'01
pel' cent. potassium cyanide solution contains thirty times as much cyanide as is
nceded to dissolve $3 worth of gold in a ton of ore.
Considering that solutions containing 0'01 per cent. KCN are actually used for
treating slimes, why cannot they be used for treating tailings 1 MacArthur's
process is certainly not suitable for precipitating the gold from such weak solutions,
hut my process would certainly be successful.
NEW METHOD 0]0' PRECIPITATION

'rhe use of sulphurous acid is avoided.
The new precipitant which I usc is cuprous chloride (CuzClz) dissolved in a solution
or chloride of sodium (common salt).
r prepare the solution according to the method described by 11'1. D6miges (" Compo
ltend.," 1889, page 576), which I have sli!\,htly altered. In 1,000 litres of saturated
Holution of chloride of sodium, and con taming about 360 kilogrammes of salt, one
dissolves from 100 to 150 kilogrammes of sulphate of eopper CuSO. + 5H zO, finely
powdered. A green liquid is obtained whieh can be kept in a storage tank.
If we desire to preeipitate gold we draw off a certain quantity of the green liquid
into a vessel containing eopper shavings (in exeess), or preeipitated copper.
The vessel must be closed to pre"ent the action of the air. A good shaking must
he given.
Before an hour has elapsed the liquid will have completely lost its
colour, and will contain a solution of cuprous chloride in the brine rcady for use.
The solution of auro-potassio-cyanide which ha" to bc treated must first be e",-c/nll.'/ neutralised with dilute sulphuric acid. Then the solution of cuprous chloride
IS added, with all the precautions which I described in my pamphlets. 'l'he settlement of the precipitate can be very much hastened by the addition of 3 to 4
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grammes of chlorate of potash (per ton of solution), dissolved in water, and by
blowmg compressed air through a perforated leaden tube fixed at the bottom of the
precipitating tank.
T!,e liquid, after the precipitation of the gold, is suitable for dissolving gold after
addmg caustic soda and. clanlde.
..
'"
The precipitate contammg copper and gold .IS dried and ·e~lcmed m the all'.
It leaves a mixture of gold and cuprous oXide CUzO. This must be treated with
hot sulphuric acid of a density of 20' Baume.
'l'he gold remains in a pure condition, and the sulphate of copper is reeovered.
Half of this copper must be precipitated by metallic iron, and the precipitated
copper thus obta.ined can be used in the prepa:-atio,: of t~e .chloride, and the other
portion of the sulphate of copper for the preclpltatmg hqUid (as before described).
We see that the same coppcr is used again and again, except for slight losses
inevitable in practice.
From the above it is evidcnt that really the only chemicals which I use for the
precipitation of gold are chloride of sodium and sulphuric acid. This does not
include the small amount of chlorate of potassium, the cost of which is not worth
mentioning.
We can now put thc question-Which proccss has the most chance of being
universally adopted on the Rand for the treatment of slimcs and tailings 'I
As regards the tailings, I believe, basing my opinion on that of Messrs Charles
Butters, Christy, and Eissler, mentioned above, that if a proper'trial were made, IL
would be proved that with 1 ton of 0'01 of cyanide solution, having a sufficient
quantity of causic soda added to it, acting as an "anti-cyanicide," the gold would
be as thoroughly dissolved as by \Ising a 0'1 of solution, at present used in the
MacArthur process.
Allowing that 1 ton of solution wiII be enough for 3 tons of tailings (see above,
H. de Mosenthal), that would represent a consumption equal to only 33 grms.
of eya,nide for 1 ton of sand (about an ounce), and the expense about 1d. To
which must be added the expenditure for caustic soda, which would vary, and
would depend upon the nature of the ta,ilings. It would probably not exceed 1d.
But, frankly speaking, we must admit that we make use of solutions of 0 '02 or
0'03 per cenL., and that we double 01' triple the expense for cyanide.
With
such dilute solutions MacArthur's process can only give mediocre results, and porhaps it is destined to disappear altogether.
Now, there only remain, first, the Siemens-Halske proccss ;
Secondly, the new Betty process, described by Mr '1'. L. Carter (this volume,
October 1~98, p. 440), which is an improvement on the MacArthur process, and is
used at tho Crown Deep slimes plant, and which is doubtless applicable to the treatment of tailings;
And, thirdly, there is my own process.
Looking at the question regarding the consumption of cyanide, within narrow
limits, the three methods would be about equal (in other words, the gold can be
precipitated from the solution obtained by either of the three processes), and
probably Betty's process would have a siight advantage over the other two, as they
decompose the cyanide completely.
Mr Carter acknowledges an expenditure for cyanide of 3~d. per ton treated, but
this refers to slimes, and not to tailings.
'l'he problem which has to be solved is chiefly a question of the cost of precipita.
tion of the gold, and the percentage of extraction obtained by the three processes.
As regards the Sic mens- H alske process, I am not in possession of any informatiun
beyond that published by M. Eissler (" Cyanide Process," 1'. 47), and by Dr
A. Scheidel ("The Cyanide Process," p. 39). The authority referred to is Mr A. von
Gernet, Gcneral Manager of the Rand Central Ore Rcduetion Company.
These expenscs, to my idea, would be considerably reduced by using weaker
solutions of cyanide.
I must here remark that there are mistakes in lIL Eissler's book, caused by the
decimal points being misplaced.
The extraction of the dissolvcd gold is nearly perfect. 'N e must ask why such a
perfect process as described by the promoters is not universally used for the treatment of tailings 1
/
The Betty process, as described by Mr Carter, appears to have interested the
members present at the general meeting of our Society, October 15, 1898.
The description is accompanied by very interesting data conccrning the costs and
percentage of extra.ction (this volumc, October 1898, p. 445). I see that for 11,280
tons of slimes trcated, the 21,842 tons of solution which have passed through the box
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tained 1 645'679 ozs. of fine gold, and that the gold extracted weighed 1557'847
con fine gold being an extraction of 94'6 per cent.
P
,
oZThe gold ~ot pr,:cipitated represents the differcnce ~qual to 87 '832 ~ ozs. of fine
worth
approximately
8,400
francs
(£333,
4s.),
whICh
represents
15
centimes
ld
0
. 1l'7 d. per ton of s~imc~ ,treated:"
.
.
( My process bemg analytICal, :ccordmg t? Dr Loevy and Mr J. R. WIlliams,
d causing nO loss of gold, shows 1d. pcr ton m favour of my process as compared
:th Betty's-supposing that this process gives the same results w.ith tailings as
with slimes.
It now remains to determine the cxpenses for chemicals for my mcthod of precipitat'on which are limited to chloride of sodium and sulphuric acid, as shown above.
I This cxpense will be very small for a 0'01 pcr ccnt. cyanidc solution, and thc small
uantity of free caustic soda likely to be contained in it.
'l Let uS suppose that we even use 0'03 per ccnt. cyanidc solution, which would
rc )fesent 100 grammes of cyanide per ton of tailings treated.
~s I am entirely ignorant as to the prices of sulphuric acid and chloride of sodium
on the Rand, notwithstanding many letters written by me to obtain this information,
it is impossible for me to calculate this cost; but every chemist, and there are somc
well-known men among you, can make the calculation if the question intercsts
him.
..
I await the result with entire confidence.
The Jl1acArthur process is not used for the treatment of slimes - up to thc present
time the electrical precipitation (Siemens-Halske) only was used. But rccently there
has sprung up the .Be~ty !,rocc~s-which is mcntioned above-and which your
Sociecy is now occupwd m dlscussmg.
Can my process be successfully applicd to the treatmcnt of slimcs 1
I really cannot say, for everything depends on the pricc of the sulphuric acid,
which I must use for neutralising the dissolved lime before precipitating thc gold.
I can supply the necessary data for those interested in thc question.
I do not think I am very far wrong in stating that the filtered solution, ready to
bc electroliscd, contains about the same amount of lime as l'ime ,""tel', and the latter
contains 1'282 grammcs of limc in a ton of solution at 18 centigrade, which
rcquires, in order to neutralise it, 2,243 grammes of sulphuric acid (H 2S0 4), Then
l.he 21 842 tons of solution treatcd by the Betty proccss (see this volume, October
1898
445), multiplied by 906 kilos., give 19,789 tons to 1,000 kilos. -19,789 tons x
2243 grammes=44,386 kilogrammes of sulphuric acid to be used.
'The success or failure of my process for the treatmcnt of slimes depends chiefly
upon the value of the excess of gold which will be extracted by it, and the cost of
the sulphuric acid which I am obliged to use in a rather large quantity.
Taking into consideration the probable high price of sulphuric acid in the
'rransvaal, I foresee that there will be no chance for my process in treating slimcs,
but, on the other hand, I claim for it the first place in the treatment of tailings.
The idea which I first evolved, namely, to deprive the solutions of the lime which
they contain, by means of carbonic acid, need not, however, be given up.
It would not be necessary to bring the carbonic acid through pipes from Krugersdorp,
as suggested by Mr J. R. Williams; it would only be necessary to imitate the
manufacturers of bee'troot sugar in Europe, or the large manufactory of soda
belonging to Mcssrs Solway & Co. at Varangcville, near Nancy, and to import
the limestone and thc cokc in order to produce the lime and the carbonic acid
required.
'l'hese matcrials are often convcyed from a greatcr distancc than from Krugersdorp
to Johannesburg.
At Johannesburg you can reckon out what the carbonic acid would cost obtained
in this manner.
_
If I have been able to convince some members of your Society of the possibility of
cyaniding tailings with the small quantities of cyanidc mentioned above-this is the
opinion of Messrs Eissler & Christy, and also of Messrs J. R. Williams & Chas.
Butters, regarding the treatment of slimes-I think that my process, for which I
have obtained a patcnt in the Transvaal, will be tested on a large scale. 'l'he
inventor is quitc ready to come to terms with anyone who is desirous of making a
ttial.-T""nslatedJrom the F"ene" b.1f A. F. Crosse.
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A REPLY TO PROFESSOR P. DE WILDE
By WILLIAM BETTEL (MEMBER)

A prccipitation process suited to the rcquirements of these fields must possess the
following qualifications :-
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l. 'l'he cost of installation should not materially cxceed that of the Sicmens_
Halsku process.
2. It must be casily worked, and require vcry littlc attention.
3. The amount of storagc capacity for solutions must not bc greater than at
present, owing to the scarcity of water in the dry scasons.
4. It should not render the solvent liquors impurc with cbemicals which will
decomposc cyanide, or evcntually rcduce the gold-solvent power by solublc
salts in the solution.
5. It must yield (after allowing for royalty, interest on plant, etc.) a grcatcr
profit than existing methods, sufficient to indnec mine owners to abandon
processes they are now moderatcly satisfied with.
6. '1'he "clcan-up" must bc rapid and not complex, and thc c~llected auriferous
material should be easily treated, preferably in thc form of a prccipitate
containing over 2.0 per cent. of gold.
Professor Dc Wildc proposcs to use a much smaller quantity of solution than is
found to be nccessary for the cxtraction of gold from sands, concentrates, and slimcs
on these fields, and suggests, if thc process bc found too costly for' slimes plants it
may be successfully used on sands plants. I may point out that, with thc exception
of some cases wherc the Siemens-Halske proccss has bcen used for slimcs and thc
zinc process for sands, it is prcferrcd to usc a proccss which is suitcd for both plants
-either all Siemens-Halske, all zinc-lead, "clectro-zinc" (the writcr's), or, should it
be adoptcd, the process devised by Professor De Wilde. 'l'he profits are too small
from a slimes plant to permit of the adoption of two divcrse processcs for sands and
slimcs. If, therefore, Professor De Wilde's process is to be adopted herc, it must bc
successful in economically treating slimes.
Professor Dc Wilde quotes the Crown Deep (Rand Mincs) practice of using about
2 tons of solution to 1 ton of (dry) slimes. It is preferred, in works morc profitably conducted than those of the Rand Mines, to usc at least 3 tons of solution
to 1 ton of slimes, plus 1 ton of water (accompanying "current" slimes. This
solution cntcring thc precipitation boxes shows an alkalinity of '.02 per ccnt. calcium
hydrate (calculated as NaHO), and '.01 per cent. KCN. We will further assume that
this solution has been uscd as a wash for a previous charge before Qcing strengthened
up with alkali and cyanide for treatment of a fresh charge-for economy.
'l'he amount of fcrro-cyanide produced during trcatment depends on many conditions, such as :(a) Whether lime for settlement is added in thc mill, or to the slime pulp, aftcr
(~)

(c)
(el)

(e)
(1)

separation of sands.
The amount of lime added, and its value, in terms of alkalinity.
Whether oxidised (weathered) rock is being crushed in regular or irregular
quantities.
The amount of reration reccived by the slimcs pulp before final decantation
of excess of mill water and treatment by cyanide.
The constituents of the pyritic matter in the pulp, such as pyrrhotine,
marcasite, copper pyritcs, etc., if present in variablc quantities, with
ordinary pyritcs.
Alkalinity of cyanide solution, duration of agitation, and mration of pulp
during solution of gold, etc., etc.

The percentagc of ferro-cyanide may vary from traces to '.0.08 pCI' cent., according
to circumstanccs, in these weak solutions. As ferro-cyanides arc precipitated in
Professor De Wilde's process it is well to bear this in mind, as '.0.05 per cent. cupric
ferro-cyanide precipitated equals 1,8.0.0 lbs. on' a month's olean-up of a 6,.0.0.0 ton (per
month) slimes plant.
,
Profcssor De Wildc, in his carlier methods, neutralises the solution carefully, and
precipitates excess of cyanide and ferro-cyanide with ferrous sulphatc, subsequently
treating with S02 and CuSO.. In the ncwer process thcse (presumably on account
of thc greater dilution of the solution and for economical reasons) opcrations arc
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(with the exceptio~ of neu.tr!,lisation by sulphuric ~cid) omitted, th.e cyanidcs and
double cyanides .beI~g pre~I~Itated by cuprous chl?rIdc m sa.lt solutIOn. Assuming
that all thc cyanIdc IS preCIpItated as cuprous cyanIde accordmg to the equations-·
CU2Cl:!+2HCN=Cu,,(CN)2+2HCI and
2KAu(CNh+Cu2Ci2=2CuAu(CNh+2KCI,
18000 tons of an '01 per .cent. KCN solution (assaying 20 ~rains gold per ton) will
.' e a precipitate (dry weIght) of 5,225 Ibs. of cuprous cyamde, and about 90 Ibs. of
~Txe~1 doublc cy~nides of silver and coppe~, ~nd gold and copper. 'rbercforc, taking
a conscrvative VIew of the amount of preCIp,tated collccted, we haveCopper Ferro-cyanide
Oyanide.
.
.
"
Silver and Gold Cyanides

1,800Ibs.
5,225 "
90 "
7,115Ibs.

or 3 tons 1115 Ibs. (without clayey slimes escaping sand filters) matcrial (dry) to
trcat for ex'traction therefrom of 750 ounces of gold and about 75 ounces of silver.
Bear in mind that this material.(collccted. in filter presses) must be dried, and the
precipitate is bulky, then the drlCd preCIpItate must be calcmed to CuO (frce from
CuP) Fe20'h and fr<;e from ~ilver and. gold. . .
..
The calcincd preCIpItate IS then dIssolved m hut dIluted SUlphurIC aCId for the
solution of the cupric oxide, and to admit of settlement of tbe gold, silver, and the
bulk of the ferric oxide.
To collect all thc fincly-dividcd gold held mechanically in suspension through the
prescnce of ferric oxide, it will be necessary to allow the solution to cool (in leadlin cd vats) without crystallising_ Now, in the 7,115 Ibs. of tbe original slime there
will bc about- 4,760 Ibs. of metallic copper, equivalent to 18,700 Ibs. crystallised
snlphate of copper.
'l'hereforc, as a saturated solution of CuSO.5H 20 at 10 C. (according to Poggiale)
contains 36'95 per cent. -say, 37 per cent.-copper sulphate, the volume of cold saturated solution of 18,700 Ibs. of the salt would be 5,054 gallons, or 25!! tons, half of
which would havc to bc evaporatcd to crystallising point and the other half precipitated (aftcr dilution) with metallic iron. We may, therefore, assume that a vessel,
or a scrics of vesscls, of about 40 tons total capacity will be required to precipitate
this solution, unless little (aided by steam). This precipitated copper is by no
mcans pure, thcrcfore it must be freed from iron scale, particles of metallic iron,
otc., before it is fit to be used as a reducing agcnt. These operations, it will be
Rcen, arc going to take a considerable amount of labour, and, although they would be
thought littlo of in a rcfincry attached to a smelting works, only being twelve
"boilings" of cupric oxidc (in leaden vats 6 ft. by 6 ft. by 2 ft. 3 in. decp), cach
"boiling" taking about three hours, and the extra work being attended to by
gonoral utility mon, tho grcat liability to loss in handling the collection and trcatment of thc aurifcrous sediment in a modern cyanide works, where operations are
cllrriml Ollt at brcak-nock spced, and the slimes from the tri-monthly clean-up are
Hmoltc,l in about thrco or four bours in a reverberatory (crucible) furnace, is not a
chcurinIT prospcct. Mr J. H. Williams complains that men sufficiently compctent to
run tho Hiomons-HalHko plants as they should be run "are few and far betwecn,"
therofore it would be neccssary to import men to work this process-and thus the
oxponses would bo incrcased considerably.
AH l'rofessor Do \Vilde docs not propose to use sulphurous acid, or other reducing
,,(,ent, to onSlll'O the cuprolls chloride against oxidation, it will be found thllt thcre is
a not inconsidorablo loss of copper which rcmains in solution, and if the latter be
ro.-usc,l aftcr ~cutralising and ad~ition ?f e,,:tra cyanide, etc., the contained copper
wIiI fo~m cuprIC or c.nproso-cuprIC cyanIde (m the latter case with decomposition),
and th,s eyanoi(on wIiI ho lost.
'l'ho followini( calculation will show how this may occur :-3 tons solution (for 1 tOll
Hlimos), fully .m·atcd, will contain 16'362 grammes (taking 6 milligrammcs pcr litre)
oxygcn 2,727 X '006 ~ 16 '362. 'I'his will, according to the eguation-
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Cu 2CI 2 +2HCI+O=2CuCI2+H zO,
205 i(ramm~H, or '45~ Ih., cuprous chlori,le into solublo cupric chloridc, equal
to 1 'l,l IbA. cryHtallL,c,1 cuprIC Hulphato per ton of slimes.
~\)~. the prccipitation of . tho cyanogcn, auro- and argento-cyanidcs and fcrrocyanIdcs, the coppcr u.,ed WIll he e'lual to 3·n Ibs. of crystalliscd copper sulphate
convo~t
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per ton of slimes. Neutralisation of alkalies-and alkaline earths will take 2·21lbs.
of 80 per cent. sulpburic acid, and liberation of hydrocyanic acid from cyanides
2'88 lbs. per ton of slimes.
will consume '67 lb. acid
The S"lt (in cuprous chloride solutions) equivalent to .4'24 lbs. sulphate of copper
(half converted into metallic copper), will amount to 5'65 lbs. per ton of slimes.
hon for precipitation of copper from cupric sulphate solution, will amount (with
waste)'to about Ii lbs. per t?n o~ slimes.
.
..
Oonl, for drying a.n~ roasting m furnace capable. of drYing and calCining 10 cwts.
dry slimcs per day, WIll amount to 50 cwts. per dIem-for 71'15 cwts. the cost wi]]
be 355'75 cwts. coal (mixed steal!, and bituminous) for 6,000 tons slimes = at -30s.
per ton of fuel: 1 ·06d. per ton shmes.
The cost of Sle",n for dissolving, evaporating, filter.pressing, pumping, etc., etc.
can only be roughly estimated, but will amount to at least l!d. per ton slimes.
'
Lime. for rendering solution alkaline, say, I!; lbs. per ton of slimes.
.
Oyanide, to replace thi.lt consumed = '6 lb. at Is. 4d.
EJ;tra 1"l,ou1'-one whIte man, £22, lOs. per month; 6 Kaflirs, £18-£40, lOs. ==
1 ·62d. per ton.
Stores, lighting, power, maintenance, etc., cannot be less than 1 ·5d. per ton.
The' extra costs, therefore (minimum) will be as under :Per Ton or
Dry Slimes.

=

Ibs.

4'24
2'88
5'65
1'25
(j'93
'60

Sulphate of copper
Sulphuric acid
Salt (native)
Metallic iron
Coal (mixed)
Cyanide
Steam
Extra Labour
Stores, etc., etc.

@ 6d.

per lb.

@ 3~d.
@ ~d.

@ _d.
"
@ 30s.
per ton
@ Is. 4d.

.'.

d.

o
o
o
.0
o
o

1'06
9'60
1'50
}'62
1'50

2 1'44
o 10'08
o 2'82
~'50

4. . 8'12

=
9d. per ton of

To this must be added cost of treatment and clean-up-about 2s.
slimes.
The process, therefore, will cost about 7s. 5d. per ton of slimes, with a certainty
that there will be a considerable loss of gold in handling owing to lack of facilities
on a cyanide works to undertake work only suited to a metallurgical smelting and
refining establishment. Without considering the plant necessary for conducting the
operations, it will be seen that the process, although it may be used in treatment of
cupriferous ores (using sulphurous acid to neutralise alkalinity of solution and reduce
cupric to cuprous salts), cannot be used on the Witwatersrand Gold Fields with
financial success.
PROFESSOR P. DE WILDE'S PRECIPITATION PROCESS
While sympathising with Professor De Wilde in his endeavour to obtain recognition
for his ingenious process, 1 cannot help thinking that it is unfortunate that he
dreads the sea voyage to the Cape, otherwise he might be induced to pay us the
honour of a visit to Johannesburg and ascertain for himself why his admirable
methods are not like to supersede existing processes.
As the Profcssor declarts it to be impossible for him to make the journey, and as
the leading lights of the Society decline to enlighten him regarding the reasons for
non-introduction of his process, I am constrained to take compassion on him and
afford him some insight into the predisposing causes and local conditions which
determine the adoption or rejection of a precipitation process otherwise suitable on
these fields :1. The process must be theoretically perfect, and there must not be "unaccountable loss" (but rather a gain) in "deaning-up."
2. It must yield more profits when worked carelessly in conjunction with an
indifferent plant than would be obtained by the use of any properly conducted process worked in conjunction with a well-designed plant. (N.B.This reads rather curious, but if you juggle with the tonnage and samples
of originals and residues it will work out all right-on paper.)
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3, The cost of installation must be small, and old matcrial (precipitation b
paraffin tins, etc.) must. be workcd up to save expcnse. '(If the install~~~~
of the treatment plant IS new, the whole plant must hc reduced in cost I
(1) per cent.-'l'his is a. pe~o!,al cquation and vari~s with thc umpire.)
ly
4. The process must be sImphCIty Itsclf, so that shIftsmen, "when resting"
may confidently leave it in the hands of Kaffirs, who will understand the
working intuitively. In fact, it should approach thc Ideal Process of the
Rand, an automatic method requiring no brains to direct its operations· one
that will work successfully undcr the most diversc and advorsc conditions
so as to be inllependcnt of natuml laws and yield rcsults according to
expectations of thc manager ",nd mles of common·scnse.
5. Thc inventor must be satisfied, after hc h"" spent his substance in proving
the process, with the honour of being known as the originator of the
method; if hc desires to have it introduccd and worked here, he must
charge a ""inns royalty (say, thc half of 1 per cent.) to any mine using the
process. Should he foolishly wish to charge a royalty of a similar plus
amount, the process will bc introduced (under another name) if it lends
itsclf to slight modifications which, together with legal quibbles, will enable
the professional brain·borrowcr to introduce it to the world as a "happy
combination," for which he can charge (C professional)) fees" for consultation," ,vithont royalty.
6. On no account must the services of the profcssional chemist or metallurgist
be rcquircd to control any portion of thc work, for it is the intcntion of
superior persons to dispcnse with chcmical and mctallurgical knowledge
(and the services of persons skilled in science), and "common·sense" will
be the only qualification required of a cyanide expcrt.

It therefore follows, if the processcs of Professor De Wilde do not fulfil the con·
ditions herc laid down, there is "no earthly chance" for him to introduce thcm "by
correspondence," as the" zinc-Icad·drip.of.cyanidc·process " is said to be the process
of the future by porsons whose claim to infallibility of judgment is respected by
persons possessing" common·sense" (but no scientific knowledge).
A. SnIPATHISER.
['l'he greater part of the statements of our correspondent arc evidently cxagger·
ated and intended to be takcn enll< 9,""no saUs.
We do not hesitate,
however, in publishing this Icttcr, which certainly contains SOme truth.-

ED. COM.]

OSl\lOTIC PRESSURE, DISSOCIATION, AND ELECTROLYSIS
A CONTmBU~'ION TO THE DISCUSSION ON PROFESSO!l VON OETTINGEN'S PAPER
By

W.

BETTEL (MEMBER)

[Jan. 1899, p. 543; Feb. 1899, p. 556.
The modern physical theories of solution and electrolysis (recently so ably
expounded by Professor Von Oettingen in two papers read before our Socicty),
through ingenious experiments made during the last twelve years, scem to have
made many converts, and among the adherents of physical chemistry appear to be
rapidly replacing the older theories adopted by chemists, which the latter still
tenaciously cling to as to a religious faith founded upon revelation.
As a student of the older sehool of practical chemists, whilst reverently accepting
thc results of modern research as correct when applied to solutions of infinite
dilution, 1 am unable to follow the arguments of physicists (and I suppose that is
my misfortune) when they tell us:1. That the "eason substances dissolve, is, that they diffuse into solvents as a gas
does into a vaeuum.
2. That true eleetrolytes are exclusively inorganic, and consist of acids, alkalis,
and salts which in solutions of infinite dilution, are split up into ions.
3. That the co.effici~nt of molecular conduction of the eurrent is proportional to
such dissoeiation, and
4. That the speed of eleetrolysis is equal to the sum of the speed of migration of
"ions," and that by such migration only can electricity travel in a solution.

3F
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~tatements of fact which only explai~ extra.ordinary conditions ?annot be implicitly
rehed on to replace well·known theones, whICh; however defective, have the merit
of agreeing with the results of practical work, thus appealing to the reasoning powcrs
of ordinary chemical workers who, hke myself, have not han the advantage of a
thorough training in the high~r mathematics, and consequen.tly d~ not r.egard
chemical reactions and propertlCs of matter from thc mathematICal pomt of View of
the physicist, but from "n ordinary smndpoint taken !rom a famili",·. acq~n.intance
with actun.l work on both concentrated and dilute solutIOns, and reactIOns mvolving
the n.pplicatio,?- of low n.nd high temperatures.
..
To avoid misapprehensIOn, let me at once declare myself a behever (with certain
rescrvations) in the theory that regarns the physical properties of solids in solution
as n.kin to those of gn.ses, but, as I cannot grasp the ingcnious expln.nations offered
to n.ccount for alleged discrepancies in these laws when dealing with solutions of
electrolytes in different states of concentration, and as I especially note the failure
of the theory to n.ccount for concentrated, saturated, n.nd super-saturated solutions
or for the ,·ea.'o" why substn.nces dissolve at all, J desire to lay my difficulties with
all respect before Professor Von Oettingen, in the hope that he, from the vast stores
of knowledge which he has n.ccumulated in the course of his brilliant career, will
offer explanations which, in some degree, mn.y tend towards the removn.l of difficulties which I myself, n.nd others, as chemists, have in accepting in their entirety
the modern theories of physical chemistry, to which he has so largely contributed.
In the first pln.ce, the conductivity of n. solution is said to be a measure of the
number of molecules dissociated into ions, each gramme molecule of which has n.n
electrien.l capn.city or charge of 96,540 coulombs, n.nd that these ions are positive and
negative. '1'0 explain the curiosities of osmotic pressure exhibited by inorganic
sub!tances soluble in water, it is assumed that some 90 per cent. of the molecules are
dissociated (nearly 100 per cent. in solutions of "infinite dilution") n.nd 10 per cent.
are not conductors of electricity.
It is stated that non-electrolytes do not pn.ss through semi-permen.ble membranes,
but that "all membranes hitherto prepared" failed to prevent the passage of a
certain proportion of molecules of inorganic acids and salts because "the molecules
. . . are smallel"" (presumn.bly than other molecules).
Now, as I have been instructed in the past, that "all ",oleeules are of the s"",e size
Imt of dijlel"ent weights," it appears to me that we have here a contradiction. Agn.in,
the statement thn.t ions migmte (in the manner described), if strictly true, and taken
therefore litemlly, would mean that capillarity would, by such migrn.tion, separate
hydrogen ions from the slower moving chlorine ions, and cause more cations than
anions to appear outside n. semi-permeable membrane-that is, if the n.nalogy
between osmotic pressure n.nd gaseous diffusion be complete. Such n.nalogy requires
thn.t n. solution of an acid such as hydrochloric acid, pln.ced in a vessel closed by a
semi-penneable membmne, n.nd immersed in wn.ter, would pennit of the diffusion
into the water of hydrogen ions in greater number than of chlorine ions; the logicn.l
conclusion of which is thn.t such semi-permen.ble membranes will dissociate and
decompose chemical compounds, wilholtt the decomposition veing shown vy chevdcal
analysis! What I have n.lways assumed is, that molecI<h,,' migration takes place,
and, so far, the statements of Professor Von Oettingen have confirmed me in this
conviction.
If, however, Professor Von Oetting en's contention is correct, then, instead of the
osmotic pressure being greater by 90 per ccnt. thn.n theory demands, it ought to be
less, if the formula given below is correct· for diffusions of gases through a porous
membrane ;-

c:

c'=~--;V--

~-d--

c n.nd c' being diffusion rates of gases (or solids in solution 1) whose relative densities
arc d and d'.
Of course the solution, not being a vacuum 01" a gas, introduces another bctor.
But we may be smrting with false premises. Physicists state that molecules of
organic substanccs in solution do not pass n. semi-permeable membrane, whilst those
of liquids (solvents) do pass; and that the ,dissocin.tion (into ions) of inorganic substances increases with dilution. May it not be that, instead of having free molecules
(of non-electrolytes), we are having insten.d a definite agglomeration of molecu.les
with solvents (too large to pass the interstices of semi-penneable membranes), whICh
further dilution fails to split up, while in the case of aqueous solutions the smallest
agglomeration (of electrolytes) will consist of one molecule of the dissolved substance
with the maximum quantity of water it can combine with to fonn a hydrate, and
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this one. molecule aggregation with watc~ m?lecules is small enoug~ to pass through
h semi_permeable membranes, If thiS V18W be accepted-and It seems a rational
~I~~_there is no necessity.to regard solutions of inorganic substances as a collcction
f ions, for this theory will emJ;lrace co!,ce'!trated, sat~rated, and super-saturated
~olutions as wcll as dilute solutlOns, winch IS not pOSSible with the "ch~sociation"

th1°~;~uld likc t,;, point out, further, that thc analog~ bet,~cen osmotic and gaseo~s
rffusion is very mcomplete, when we take mto conslderatlOn the fact that there IS
c I known gas which cannot diffuse through a porons membrane (when dry) according
~~ thc formula alrcadJ: given, whils.t we have almost innumerablc instances of comounds in solution which do not diffuse at all through such membranes, and others
P hich do not obey the dictatcs of the osmotic thcory as it exists to-day.
w Further the combination of substances with the solvent, and the splitting np (by
hydrogen)' of molecule aggregations of inorganic substances into single molecules (in
infinitc dilution), with their attached agg;regates of. molec.ules. of water, is not or:ly
'm cxplanation of the facts of thc solutIOn, but will fit m With the othcr thcones
~cgarding the constitution and physical properties of solublc matter, including
clectrolysis, and show that when substances do not co,?bme With more than a few
molcculcs of the solvent they separate from solutIOn as msolublc salts.
There are other points which seem to me to require explanation, such as if a
colourcd inorganic salt ?ontaining water of. crystallisation (thc anhydrous form of
which is of an entirely chfferent colour) be dissolved m water, wky thc colour of such
a compound in solution if dissociated, as stated (in a solution of i'.'finite dilution),. is
proportionate to the am.ount of suc~ salt prcsent, .and ~oes ~ot dlffcr from the tmt
of the solid crystals (whICh are certamly not chssocIated mto IOns).
Now as the tinctorial power of various salts of non-mctallic acids is thc resnltant
of at least two factors, 'which differ in differcnt salts, the colours should vary,
according to "dissociation of the ions," which is not the case; or wc should not bc
ablc to conduct colorimctric analysis, and deduce from the result the amonnts of
substanccs (not ions) in combination.
Again, chemical attraction or affinity appears to differ f~om molecular el~ctrical
conductivity, To decompose a chemICal compound mto ItS elements, whICh are
thereby caused to assume the free or molecu~a: state, requircs thc expenditure.of as
much force as is evolved (as heat or electnclty, etc,) when the elcments umte to
rcform that compound, according to the laws of conservation of energy.
To separate aluminium in the metallic state from a solution of one of its salts in
watcr is, up to thc prescnt, impossible, or impracticable, as the power required to sct
frcc thc aluminium is grcater than would totally dissipate the water into vapour or
into its constituents; this would Icave the compound in the solid state. Thus, not
heing- in Holution, the solid would no longer conduct the current, and no electrolysis
woul,1 cnsue until it was fuscd.
Aro the ions of aluminium constantly employed in dccomposing water 1 It is
rathOl'" far-fetcheclnotion. Pcrhaps the" jump" of potential required is more than
tho water can Ht[1n,1. A simplcr statement seems to be that" as 1/umy clt{o,.ies m'e
f 1'0/", rI if I t!u' fiJl'mafioli of a. si(tied l1Ur.,SS of a. compound (t.s are ((,usol'ued in, tlte decmnposition
tii tj,f ,mllll IIWH,'l qj'that compound." It seems to me incomprehensible how the ions of
dh;;m('iatt..l(l moluunloH, chart.{c(l with snch an amount of electricity plus and minus as
ha" hoon "tllteci, shoul,1 not re·combine, If they do not, what is to kecp them apart 'I
I f they ,10, from whence iA tho force to be dCl~ved to again teal' them asunder!
If the lIlolecnlar "tato of equilibrium be disturbed in a solution then I can
ima:{irlO tho oiectl'iuitioH in the molecules being in a state of tensio~ sufficiont to
,'aIiAO a ,Iilferencc of potential, but not causing thc flow of electricity until a power
l(l'Oa[er than that holchng' thelll togcther causes lIIutual intcrchange. It is said that
the ion" (l','II'l',I'ing- the ele~t!'icity) travel a few centimetrcs pel' second, and, unles"
they r/" nlll~rate, no clectrIClty can pass. J have surcly misunderstood this state·
lIlunt, for it is contral'Y to Illy cxpel'icnce.
I havc found that the cffect i, illstantaneOIl", 'lll,1 nmy h" likelled to induction, which probably is thc corrcct explanation.
'1'10,,[ an eloctrical <:urrent, pa"Ac,1 throug-h a solution polaril;es thc liquid givino- rise
in a eert.ain HIJIOllll,t of "hack j~~.:\-I .1:'.," .during elcctrolysis is true, 'but when a
vory ]~cavy cllrrent IK 1'.w-IHo(l, tho HolntlOn IH hcated, cauHing- tho disappearance of
"luctrlCal forco (potentwl) ; further, from thc diffcrcnccs noted between theoretical
~1Il~1 "utua~ output" of clectrical copper refincrics (~aking l,c,:lmge, ctc" into account),
It 1>1, I hollOve, ahsolutcly provo,1 that undcr eertulll conchtlOns /)(/1'1 <1 the e/ecll'icily
;ii f'lIlIdllcit,d without '.ITertiJl,fJ ,/ff'lr(}I//.'ii.~.
'Plio <irovo Gas Bnttery, (lno to tho lato f!hief-.Tnstico Grovo, is an instance hO·N
1100 hack E.:l1. F, is Ahown to ho [1 reality, ane! affords a currcnt proportionate to
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that used to create the difference of potential, the hydrogen and oxygen previous I
liherated by the current re-combining to form water, as under :Y
Before polarisation, thcrc being no difference of potential-

+ + + + + + +
I I I I I I I
+ + + + + + +

H=".;-"
0="-"

Polarisation; with difference of potential (by induction)Electrodc
+ + + + + + +

Elcctrodc

+
+ + + + + + +
Electrolysis, with polarisation-

+ +
0"(-)

+ + +

-I-

-

-

-

-

-

+ + + + + +
----------+ + + + + +
0"(-)

-
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Recombination
(0 2 disappears
as wateri

-

-

-

-

-

+ + + + +

+ + + + + + +
I I I I I I I
+ + + + + + +
--------- - - + + + + + + +
I I I I I I I
+ + + + + + +

(2H2 disappears
as water).

The value of these experiments with the gas battery seems to me to be ignored by
the votaries of physical chemistry.
Chemical changes can hc, and are, predicted by the application of well-known
laws; those changes take place the more readily when the cvolution of heat accompanies combination, or which favour thc formation of insoluble substances .
. The subject, however, is so vast, that it is impossible, with the limited time at
our disposal, to do more than superficially touch upon the differences between thc
views Professor Von Oettingen has advanced, and those generally held hy
chemists.
. Professor Von Oettingen says, regarding electrical charge of ions :-" Of this
charge (-i.e. gramme molecule) we know the amount; it is 96,540 coulombs . . . ,
but amounts to very little for each a/oln, considering the fact that the number
existing in one equivalent is about 140 trillions." It is here assumed that individual
ions are" atoms." For all we know to the contrary, these semi-molecules (not
atoms) as they have been called (and some chemical equivalents are 7Ilolecni£,,'), may
consist of aggregates of an infinite number of "atoms." What we ler", atoms and
what are atoms are probably widely dissimilar. Here is olie .point on which thc
views of chemists and physicists differ. Further, in these new theories, chcmical
attraction, or affinity, as it used to be called, is ignored.. It is assumetl that, with
a given charge of electricity (-i.e. the groups of atoms posscssing a charge of [16,540
coulombs), one positivc group may rcplace another positive group without refercnce
to their heats of combination, "jumps" of potential being substituted. I may bc
dense, but I cannot see how this is going to explain to me why silver salts soluble in
water exchange their anions with those of soluble chlorides to form an insoluble
silver chloride, and why other insoluble, sitlts form, or when formed, are re-dissolvcd
by other solvents.
With all respect to Professor Von Oettingen, it seems to me a poor substitute for
the workable theory of chemical reactions, represented by calorics, it may me"n the
same, but as a practical working theory I prefer the u5C of calorific equivalents,
both for wet and dry reactions, as does Professor W. C Roberts-Austen, who says in
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I 's lecture on "The Rarer Metals and their Alloys" (after descrihing the experiment
;: causing expl~~ive combi.n~tion to take place by h~ating a mixture of red lead and
luminium) ;-- The alummlUm loudly protests, as It were, agaInst bemg entrubted
a .th such an easy task, as the heat engendered hy its oxidation had not to be used
:"1 melting a difficultly-fusible metal like chromium, the melting point of which is
r~gher than that of platinum . . . . It is this kind of experiment which makes us
rn with such vivid interest to the school of St Claire Deville, the members of
which havc rendered such splendid serviee to physics and metallurgy. 'l'hey do not
dvocate the employment of thc mechanism of molecules and atoms in dealing with
\emical problems, but would simply accumulate evidence as to the physical circum~tanccs under which chemical combination and disso?i::tion .take place, viewing t~ese
as belonging to the same class of phenomena as sohciIficatlOn, fUSIOn, condensatIOn,
and cvaporation. They do not even insist upon the view that matter is minutely
granular but in all cases of change of state, make calculation on the basis of work
donc viewing changed 'internal energy' as a 'luantity which should reappear
whe~ the .ystem returns to its initial state.
"A verse of some historical interest may appeal to them. It occurs in an old
poem to which I have already referred, . . . and it expresses Nature's protest
against those who attempt to imitate her works by the use of mechanical methods.
'l'hc 'argument' runs thus ; -

t"

HI

Comme Nature se complaint,
Et dit sa doulem' et son pJaint,
A un sot souffleul' sophistique
QUi n'u~e que d'art mcchnnfque.'

" If the use of 'mechanical art' includes the study of chemistry on the basis of
the mechanics of the atoms, [ may be permittcd to offer the modern school the
following rendering of Nature's plaint;," How Nature si,ghs without restraint,
And grieving, makes her sud comvluint
A~ainst

the ,ubtle sophistry
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Which trusts atomic theory.' "

The chemist and thc physicist seem to be travelling along different roads to the
samc destination, each scientist being convinced that his road is the only right oneuntil thc two paths merge into one. For instance, Professor Von Oettingen says;" Mauy purcly chemical processes may he explained by the theory of dissociation.
Most well-known reactions take placc quickly, otherwise they would be of no
practical value. There are, however, other phenomena in which the influence of
time must he reckoned with," and reference is made to the splitting up, by hydration, of cane sugar into dextrose and hevulose ;-

R.

L.

C12H220n + H 20 =C"H I2 0 6 + C6 H I2 0"
dextrose lmvulose
and the rcaction between acetic acid and methyl alcohol (aided by "dissociated
acid ions ") ;-

or
CH3 . f H
J CH.,
{ COHO + l CH HO - H 0= ) COiCHa)O
2
2
In the one case water is added to a molecule of sugar, which thereupon splits up
into two distinct kinds of sugar with optical properties entirely dissimilar, and in the
othcr a salt of an alcohol is formed by the abstraction of water, which can only be
donc by "catalytic" processes, or through the influencc of time.
Thesc reactions may very readily be explained by the influence of complex
hydrates ready to take·up or abandon more or less molecules of added water having
ccrtain small surface charges of force (electricity 1), without the necessity of assuming
that under the influence of the ions of the dissoCiated acid molecules, watcr is
separated into its ions, and these crawl into 01' out of combination in a very obliging
manner.

[n pondering over the latter idca I feel in thc position of the person who "spoke
disrespectfully of the equator"; it'might be there, but he could not" see" it.
Again, it is no new thing to speak of all heat formations of salts, formed by the
uuion of strong acids with strong bases <in infinitc dilution) as being the same.
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Were we not taught:1. "An' acid' is a salt of hydrogen."
2. "A' salt' of a metal or compound radical is formed through the di'placement
of the replaceable hydrogen ill an acid, by the mctal of a base when the
latter is presented to the former in the form of a hydratc."
3. "An acid is called 'mono-' 'di-,' or 'tri'-basic when its replaceablehydro~en
is capable of being displaced by one, two, or thrce equivalents of a
monatomic mctal, whcn the oxide of the latter is presentcd to thc former in
thc form of a hydrate."
4. '''rhe heat formations of salts form cd by the union of strong acids with
strong bases are thc same, although thc heat formations of the acids
themselves, or the bases, and the heat of dilution with much water
differ."
J
The affinity of hases, acids, and salts for water is satisfied by infinite dilution but.
"ureiy, if a small quantity of water uniting with any of these can form a hydr,{te, "
lar!Je?' Ij""iltily oj ,,,,,ter cannot de-hydmle tlwl "'yeZmte?

From the equation-HO+O=HzO, or as stated more exactly
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-+ +- ++=
++=
M'H'O"+A'H'=M'A'+H'H'O"
(M' being the monad base (or cation) and A' the monad" anion ".of the acid), we
knmv that the same amount of heat must be evolved in the union of strong acids
with strong basis. '1'he salt, however, retains the "residual affinity" of its
constituents which is not evolved as heat during its formation, but, by its power of
forming additive compounds, sllch as water of hydration, water of combination
water of crystallisation, and "double salts," its latent heat, specific heat and
volume, heat of fusion, specifiC gravity, and in fact all its known properties, it only
exhibits the undisseminated forces still active in its ultimate particles.
There are many ways of accurately expressing a truth, but if the germ is always
p,esent, the husk does not matter; thus, in speaking of chemical reactions, and
referring to the statement that "chemical reactions depend solely upon the nature
of their ions," Professor Von Oettingen says, alluding to the statement of fact that
chlorine can only be detected by silver nitrate when the former is directly combincd
with the base, and is not part of a complex "anion"; "On the other hand, silver
can only be detected by means of metallic chlorides when it is in the "cation"
state; in potassium argento-cyanide it cannot be precipitated by haloid salts."
I assume that I am correct in stating that the reason silver is not so detected, is,
that the haloid salts of silver, are soluble in cvanide solutions to form a new and
stable salt (decomposable, however, by acids), for, if such double salt be decomposed
by hydrochloric acid, the following reactions occur ;1. (With one molecule HO!.)
KAg(ON)z+HCI=KOI+AgON +HCN insoluble.
2. (With two molecules of HCH.)
KAg(CNh+2HOI=KOI+AgCI+2HON.
The reason that these reactions occur is that the cOlTesponding hydrogen salt,
HAg(CNb is unstable, and is decomposed by water, splitting up into HON and AgCN
in the first equation, and in the second equation' the HOI decomposes the AgON with
formation of AgOI, a more stable salt, in acid solution.
Now, in the case of an auro-cyani,le in solutions of infinite dilution, the salt is
decomposed by hydrochloric acid ,"it;" formation of a fairly stable auro-cyanide of
hydrogen, as under :KAu(O~)z+ HCI= HAu(CNh+KCl

and a further addition of HOI has no effect on this complex acid, the AuUN being
a more stable compound than AuCI, its formation being exothermic.
If, however, the cyanide solution is incapable of decomposing a certain insoluble
silver (or other metallic) salt, then the silvcr, etc., cal' be detected when it is in a
•• complex anion" by the addition of a substance causing the formation of such
insolu hie silver compound.
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For example, t.ake the rea.ction of alkaline sulp?ides or hydrogen sulphide on a
solution of AgCI m KCN, or m other words, a solutIOn of KAgC(Nh in water.
We getIs not that a reaction " co~.mon to salts of silver in the 'c,,:ti.on' state 1"
Perhaps however, phySICISts would term it a decomposItIOn of a "mcta-cation"
Ag in Ag{CNh, by H 2S, leaving an atom of hydrogen on the potential" jump" to
cat~h the" cation " K, also" on the jump."
,
'l'he idea is rather strained and is probably too new to be rcadily grasped.
The reason that gold compounds are not precipitated in such a manner, seems to
be that all gold compounds are soluble in alkaline cyanides, but should we put zinc
(" chemically clean") into a solution of alkalinc auro-cyanide we see the "metacation" Au come with a "jump," just as if it were merely in combination,
as :-

thus:

(KCNh, Au2(CN)2
+- ++-- ++
(KCNh,Au2(CN)2+Zn=
+- ++ -- ++
(KCNh,Zn(CN)2'+ Au2
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this reaction being also exothermic.
Elements in the free or molecular state consist of the ions as we know them in
solution, l'LUS ENEHGY, this energy representing the accumulated force required to
set free the elements from their combination. When such elements again assume
the combined state th.is eJ>erg?!, stored "p, is erolved as light, heat, electricity, or
sound; all interchangeable and represented by a definitc amount of "energy" or
" force."
Now tl,,'s en!':lV?/ is closel?/ related to, ~ut is not the sa",e as chemical valency, in solution;
it ,:s exp"essed in calories '·epresent,:n.,! the ajfi,.ities of the cOll!~in'ing suostances.
Physicists and chemists, as I have before rcmarked, view chemistry from different
standpoints; Sir Edward Frankland remarked that" when a physicist began splitting up molecules he trespassed upon the domain of the chemist." Chemists regard
solution and liqucfaction as opposing forces to cohesion, and it is possible that, in
aqueous solution of electrolytes, weak chemical combinations of agglomerations of
thc molecules of a substance with water are formed, and these agglomerations are
g-radually split up on further dilution until the combinations consist of associations
of single molecules of the electrolyte with the HHtximum number of molecules of water
they can attach to themselves. Such weak chemical comOinat-ions or associations (not
dissociated into ions) of water with molecules of soluble compounds (electrolytes)
may cause the discrepancy observed in readings of osmotic pressure and determinations of electric (molecular) conductivity. 'rhe ditference of potential betwem solutions of ditferent dilutions of the same salt represent this weak chemical combination;
in another way a much greater potential (due to chemical action) would be exhibited
by a solution of nitric acid separated, by a porous pot, from" solution of caustic soda
(the elcctrodes connecting the two fluids being of platinum).
When chemical combination ensues by admixture of two different solutions and a
prccipitate occurs, it is an indication that either the hydrate formed is insoluble (or
will not combine with the solvent), or that the substance does not combine with
water or the solvent at all, but separates in the anhydrous state.
Referring once more to the conservation of energy we may say that as the rarefaction of a gas, or its diffusion into another gas, does not necessarily result in its
dissociatiou or assumption of the atomic state, there is no reason to infer that the
osmotic prcssure observed in solutions (of infinite dilution) of inorganic substances is
clue to a more or less complete separation of elements or groups of elements into
constituent ions (or "atoms") charged with elcctricity, which combine, separate, and
recombine with inconceivable rapidity, or migrate restlessly until finally recombined with their natural affinity.
In a conversation I had with Sir William Crookes, hc cxpressed a thought that it
is not improbable that the" ether," the movements of which in "mattcr" constitute
what we know as " energy," is matter in an atomic state, uninfluenced by gravity,
the atoms being of such infinitesimal proportions that no apprcciablc rcsistance is
otfercd to thcir passage in all directions by "matter," which, to quotc Professor
Oliver Lodge, may be considered, popularly speaking, as "knots tied in the
ether.
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If these aggregations of atoms, which \~e can molecules, be completely segrated, it
would follow that matter as we know It, would be destroyed and cease to exist.
This, we are unable with bur finite knowledge, to conceive as possible or probable.
It appears to me 'speaking as a chemist, that much remains to be accomplished
before the true nat~,re of chemical reactions, in which I include solution and electro_
lysis, can be put on a clear and final basis which will embrace all known properties
of liquids and solids.
~ome genius may arise whose profound t~oughts an~ w.ork may em-i~h science with
brIlliant conceptions. and expressl(~ns suffiCIentl:)' ?onvmcmg to r~concIle the apparently irreconcilable Ideas of chemIsts and phYSICIsts, but, for thIS, we may have to
wait until the true nature of the" ether" is revealed, with all its complex functions
which seem to regulate thc universe and the genesis and properties of matter.
'

A REPLY TO MR S. J. JENNINGS.
[Mar. 1899, p. 623.
As Mr Sidney Jennings thought fit to make certain derogatory statements at your
last general meeting, respecting the figures given in the Ferreira Annual Report for
1898, relating to the gold extracted from cyanide solutions in connection with the
slime treatment plant by the Siemens-Halske process, which statements are inaccurate and misleading, I beg that you will have this correction inserted in the
Journal of your Seciety in which Mr Jenning's statements will appear.
Mr Jennings attempted to prove that the statement made by Mr R. E. Hall, at a
former meeting of your Society, to the effect that the Ferreira Company received
84s. !,d. per ounce of fine gold in the bullion recovered from the slime treatment,
was Incorrect.
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Mr Jennings first quoted certain figures from the Ferreira Annual Report for 1898,
which show that the amount recei\'ed by the Company for 3,901 '898 ounces of fine
gold was £16,249, 18s. lld., which is equal to 83s. 3·51d.
It must be understood that Mr Hall referred to the value received for gold shipped
to Europe, whereas the figures given in the Ferreira Annual Report embrace :(,,) Gold in lead bullion sold to the Rand Central Ore Reduction Coy., Ltd.
prior to the erection of furnaces on the mine for the separation of the gold
and silver from lead bullion, viz. 1,419'497 ounces fine gold, which realised
81s. 2 ·36d. per fine ounce.
(h) Bar gold shippocl to Europe, viz. 2,425'401 ounces fine gold, which realised
84,. 5 '97 d. (net) par fine ounce.
(e) Bar gold shipped to Europe, forming a portion of a bar from by-products
account sale of which had not been received when the report was written;
and the value of which was purposely estimated low to be on the safe side,
viz. 57 ounces fine gold, estimated at 84s. 2 ·Sd. per fine OUnce.
Mr Jennings next quoted from a portion of the Ferreira Report, headed" Treatment of Slime," which was written to show shareholders of the Company, as nearlv
as possible, the result of treating current slime for the year, and the profit that
might in future be expected from that source, it being distinctly stated that only a
portion of the gold had been sold, and that the working expenses were given in full,
including amounts unpaid at the end of the year, and would, therefore, not agree
with the figures shown elsewhere in the report.
From this statement Mr Jennings selected the figures given opposite "Aetual
Recovery" (see below), and assumed certain other figures which enabled him to
arrive at the following conclusions :.1st. That only 5,524'058 ounces of fine gold had been recovered, instead of 6,175'332
ounces, as stated by me in the FeITeira Annual Report.
2nd. That 1,622'01 ounces fine gold, included in the output for January last, would
.
realise only 83s. 3 ·404d. per fine ounce.
3rd. That the value of the gold from slime treatment, included in the output for
the past year, plus that included in the output for January last, viz. 5,524'508 ounces
of fine gold, was only £23,00i, 9s. 4d.
This sum Mr Jennings divided by 6,175'332 (being the number of ounccs of fine
gold opposite" Actual Recovery" in the Ferreira Report) to arrive at the value per
fine ounce given by him, viz. 74s. 6·168'd.
.
Having assumed so much, Mr Jennings attempted to prove a loss to the Ferreira
Company of £2,929 on the value of its gold, obtained from slime during the year, or
13'3 per cent. of its gross output, through employing the Siemens-Halske process.
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The facts of the case are as follows : The Ferreira Slimes Plant was started at the beginning of 1898, and cleaned ul' at
the end of the year to ascertain the result o,f a full year's work. The cathodes were
taken ont, smelted, an,d cupelled; t,he sackmg was taken off the anodes, the plates
scraped and the scrapm!,'" and saekmg treated; the boxes were cleaned out and tho
gold extracted from the Prussian blue, while the amount of gold in soh:tion was
determined hy assay,
In the Ferreira ~nn~;,l Report the following statement appears, under the heading
"Treatment of Shmes : 6,537 '350 ozs, fine Q;old
81 '521 per cent,

Theoretical recovery
equal to an extraction of ,
Fine gold actually recoverer!
Fine gold in cyanide solution
Estimated amount of fine gold to be ex,
tracted from by,produets ,

6,028'332
52'0

Actual recovery
Equal to

6,175 '332 ozs, fine gold,
77'006 per cent,

95'0

Of the 6,175'332 ounces fine gold 3,901'898 ounces were included in the output for
1898, 1,622'61 ounces were included in the output for January last, 421'277 ounces,
forming part of a by-product bar, were included in the output for Fehruary last, 52
ounces, as shown above, were left in solution,
The remainder is on hand and will he returned in due course, as Mr Jennings
could have ascertained, had he wished to do so,
It will he Seeu from tht foregoing :1st, That Mr Jennings' assumption that only 5,524'508 ozs. of fine gold was
recovered instead of 6,175'332 ozs., as stated in the Ferreira Report, is false.
2nd. That 1,622'61 ounces fine gold, declared in January, will realisc al'proximately 84s. 6d. per fine ounce, instead of ~3s. 3·404d., as assumed by Mr Jennings.
3rd. That the average price, obtainable per fine ounce of golr! shippcd to Europe
from the Ferreira Company's slime plant, is approximately 84s. 6d., instead of
74s. 6·168d., as stated by Mr Jennings.
4th. That the loss to the Ferreira Company of £2,929 during the past year, due to
the employment of the Siemens-Halske process, as stated by Mr Jennings, occurred
only in that gentleman's imaginations.
This, I think, is sufficient to show that the statements made by Mr J cnnings were
incorrect, and, in conclusion, I would state that I am no more intercsted in the
Siemens-Halske process than the Betty process, and would be glad if the superiority
of either could he estahlisbed, but I do not think that biassed statements wiIl tend
to that end.
If one process is superior to the other, it would be of immense advantage to tho
industry to have it established, and I would suggest that a representative committee
of members of your Society be appointed to thoroughly investigate the merits of
each process, and that the mining companies give such committee every facility for
a searching investigation.
J. HARRY JOHNS,
General Manager, Ferreira G.lIL Co., Ltd.

A SUGGESTION
[Mar. 1899, p. 608.
The papcr read by our worthy President on the Estimation of Sulphides in
Cyanides, and also the present use of the lead ,zinc couple, suggests thc following
idea:Some years ago Mr MacArthur recommended (vide Mr Feldtmann's Pamphlct on
Cyanide) the use of lead salts in order to counteract the evil effects of sulphides in
the ore, presumably fonning insoluble lead sulphide.
I should like to ask if this is simply a chemical thcory, or a fact proved by
analyses and tests 1 If it is a fact that such reaction takes placc, thc use of load in
the boxcs should have a beneficial effect on the extraction, irrespectivc of precipitation, neutralising the sulphides in the ore, as wcll as in the cyanidc. ~'his would
probably be found useful when treating old accumulated slimcs, in oonjunction with
the lead-zinc couple.
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If this is a chemical theory only, could not .the idea be f?llowed up by one who has
the t,me and appliances to thoroughly mvestIgate the subject.

S. B.

HUTT,

New Goch G.M. Co., Ltd.
[Acetate of lead used with the solution as suggested by Mr MacArthur undoubtedly counteracts the effect of soluble sulphides. The effect of lead
in connection with zinc is, however, purely electrolytic in its nature.
Lead acetate has been successfully used for both purposes at various mines
for many years.-ED. CmL]
CY ANlDE POISONING
Th.e sad. occ.urrence at tho New Comet G. M.. Co., resu}ting in the death by
cyamde pOIsonmg of the assayer, Mr Thomson, mvoluntanly conduces to certain
reflections, and, considering that a large amount of attention has lately been paid
by the leaders of the industry to hygienic questions in connection with mining life
a few comments on the special case referred to above may not be out of place.
'
From the reports in the newspapers, it transpires that Thomson,' in order to
refresh himself, intended taking a drink of condens~d water, and, very naturally
the question arises: why should he have inclined towards such a flat, tasteless, and
unrefreshing liquid. The answer possessing the greatest probability is, that there
was evidently no good drinking water available, and that, having to choose between
impure drinking water, he took the latter as being the smaller of two evils. If this
theory is correct, it follows that the sad accident would not have happened if there
had been good drinking water at his disposal. I am well aware of the difficulty
existing at the majority of our mines of supplying the staff with good drinking
water; but, thanks to the progression of hygienic science, this difficulty can, to a
great extent, be overcome by the use of good filters, of which there are now soveral
absolutely reliable kinds to be had at a cheap price in the local market. I think it
should be compulsory for each mine not in a position to obtain good natural
drinking water, to have filtering arrangements to produce such for the use of the
staff. Condensed water for drinking purposes should be forbidden to employees
as is the case in many European industrial establishments, owing to a certain dange;
always conneeted therewith.
This theory that Thomson had no good drinking water at his disposal may be
erroneous, as some other reason (say pre-occupation, etc.), may have led him to use
condensed water, but the mere possibility of the theory advanced being correct
justifies me, r think, in drawing general, attention to the necessity of making every
effort to have a supply of good, pure drinking water at each mine, and thus prohibit
the use of condensed water with its attendant dangers.
.
A second point of the greatest importance is the following :--From the fact that
Thomson died as late as forty.five minutes after his fatal mistake, I come to the conclusion that the quantity of cyanide taken by him must have been very small, as
otherwise death would have been almost instantaneous. Thus I feel almost sure that
the life of the poor fellow could have been saved had help been administered to him
immediately and in a rational manner. The rapid deadly action of cyanide is due to
the fact that, owing to acid always being present in the stomach, free hydrocyanic
acid is immediately formed which, by entering at once into the blood, acts as a
strong blood poison. Any antidote administered calculated to counteract the poison
in the stomach itself (ferdc or ferrous salts) will have no effect whatever, as many
instances have shown. Very little is known of the action of hydrocyanic acid in the
blood, but authorities agree on this point that hydrocyanic acid deprives the tissues
of their capability to absorb oxygen, even if this latter is present in a large quantity.
Cyanide poisoning is, therefore, according to Kobert, a suff,ocation in the presence
of oxygen, a theory which I can fully confirm from personal experience, as, in
September 1894, I was myself almost the victim of cyanide poisoning in my laboratory. It follows from the above that, in the case of cyanide poisoning, an antidote
can only be expected to have effect if immediately administered and incorporated
into the blood by subcutaneous injection. The only chemical which, according to
practical experience, can be considered for this purpose, is peroxide of hydrogen.
Kobert was the first to draw attention to this, and.as the result of numerous physiological experiments he recommends the subcutaneous injection of a 2 per cent.
solution of peroxide of hydrogen as an almost infallible means of counteracting the
effect of cyanide, provided, of course, that the injection is made immediately, or
very shortly after the introduction of the poison. Only lately several cases have
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been reporte~ in G:errr:any where hum~n lives have been saved by this method of
treating cyamde pOlsomng, and the subject has been already noted m previous is,ues
of our J ourna!.
It is a l~ighly satisf~ctory, and, I mig~t. say, surpri~ing b~t that, in spite of
cyanide bemg handled m snch ~arge '.lua~tltles at the var~ous \\ ltwatersrand mines,
only very rarely are cases of cyamde pOlsonmg heard of. Th,S fact, however satisfactory
should not permit managers allowing a feeling of safety to be producee!. The dange~
always exists, as the accident referred to clearly shows, and, acknowlee!ging the
everyday existing possibility of cyanidc poisoning, one would certainly not be asking
too much that provision for immcdiate rational help shoule! exist on every cyanide
plant. I consider safety can be provided for in the following manner :-A certain
quantity of pure peroxide of hydrogen, distilled water, and a Pravarz syringe should
be kept in every cyanide plant, and all workmen on the plant should be made
acquainted with the method of preparing a solution of the required strength and of
injecting it subcutaneously-a practice which any sensible man can readily acquire.
The peroxide of hydrogen should be kept in small bottles containing about ~ oz., with
tight-fitting glass stopper, and kept in the dark to prevent decomposition. Considering that provisions have been made in all large industrial establishments to render
first surgical aid in the case of accident, I think that a provision as suggested above
against cyanide poisoning is just as well called for in cyanide plants. Pcrsonally, I
am convinced that !'Ifr Thomson would be alive to-day had such an arrangement been
in existence at the New Comet Mine.
Dr J. LOEVY.
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SHALL WE BUILD SLIMES PLANTS 1
[Apr. 1899, p. 657.
In the report on the proceedings' of the last meeting of the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society, a short extract was given in this Journal of Mr J. R.
Williams' paper on "The Indirect Advantage of a Slimes Plant." That paper
is of a much deeper significance than its shortness would lead one to suppose,
and the author fails to do full justice to himself in saying that it is more of a
commercial than scientific nature. The instaUation of slimes plants on these fields
has led to many improvements in the treatment of tailings, and to the erection
of appliances in connection with it which were not generally used before-as
return spitzkasten and clear water spitzkasten. It introduced the addition of lime
to the water and, conscquently, led to the crushing with alkaline water in the mill ;
raising the interesting question whether alkaline water. acted deleteriously or even
detrimentally on the amalgamation, which many of the old battery hands were prophesying, and are still maintaining, or whether such water is an assistance to the
mill, as contended by the other side. All these points, for the first time compiled
and systematised by Mr Williams in his usual clear and concise manner, are scientific
and highly interesting. His paper further proves that a slimes plant has a great
commercial value in the working of a mine; the indirect net profits derived from
such amounting to many thousand pounds sterling a year for the three mines he
quoted in his paper.
The four main points that gentleman raised are :-Increased returns from the
battery, larger treating capacity for an existing tailings plant, no storage of slimes,
and a large economy in water. How everyone of these points are borne out by facts
is illustrated by the experience gained on the New Heriot Gold Mining Companyeven better than the figures given by Mr Williams with respect to the Crown Reef,
Treasury, and Geldenhuis Deep Mines.
At the New Heriot an agreement was entered into in September 1898 with the
Jumpers Deep to the effect that the slimes of the Heriot should be treated in the
slimes plant of the latter mine. The immediate reason for this was that no room was
available at the Heriot for the storage of slimes, the old dam being full to its utmost
capacity. Two spitzkasten had to be erected for the return of sand escaping from
the settling vats, and a large slimes-spitzkasten for the separation of slimes and
water; the former are pumped to the Jumpers Deep with a centrifugal pump, the
water returning directly to the main dam. The ae!dition of lime to the mill water
had been increased from two bags a day to four bags, i.e. at the rate of one pelllly
per ton crushed. After a few months' trial these arrangements now work with perfection, but at a direct monthly loss of from £30 to £40. Still, profits are made in an
indirect way, such as have not been earned previously to the slimes bcing treated, and
which afford a most interesting lesson. The average rcturns per month are given as
from January 1898 to August 1898. Of 8,.~15 tons milled 75'2 per cent (equal to
6,282 tons) were treatcd as tailings; 24'8 per cent. (equal to 2,232 tons) being stored as
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The yield of gold per ton of tailillgs t~eated .1"as 6'437 dwts., of which
13'045 pel' cent. was recovered; the untreated shmes Yielded 3'13 dwts. The proportion of gold was therefore, 85'3 per cent. in the tailings to 14'7 per cent. in the
slimes. The record for March 1899 i.~ as follows :-9,110 ·tons milled; 7,200 tons
(equal to 79 '03 per cent.) tailings of a yield of 5 '452 dwts. gold Pel' ton, and an actual
extraction of 79'8 per ccut.; 1,798 tons of slimes (equal to 19'/4 per cent. of the
tonnage milled, and of a yield of.2·38 Awts. per tou) we~c tre:,ted by the Jumpers
Deep. The proportion of gold m talhngs to gold m shmes IS, therefore, 89'8 per
cent. to 10'2 per cent.; 1'23 pel' cent. of the ore milled has not been recovered, the
same escaping with the overflow of the slimes spitzkasten. A comparison of both
records shm,", besides a lower yield of the ore treated, a larger percentage of sanrl
retained as tailings for treatment, viz. 79'03 pel' cent. agaiust 75 '2 per cent. last
year; this is due to the erection of two return spitzkasten. Further, it exhibits a
largely improved extraction of the tailings, viz. 79 '8 per cent., against 73 '045 per
cent. last year. 'l'he cyanide manager explains this in stating that he has a very
mucb cleaner product to handle, almost entirely free from slimes; which, as a result
permits perfect percolation and draining to complete dryness-a highly favonrabl~
condition for a good washing. The slimes have decreased in proportion in quantity
as well as in yield, viz. from 24'8 per cent. (or, rather, 24'8 per cent. less 1'23 per
cent. not recovered and equal to 23'57 per cent.) to 19'74 per cent., and from 3'13
dwts. to 2'38 dwts.
Bearing on this matter, the following table affords a simple illustration: -
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(a) Under present

Tons.
7,200 79'03 5'{52
slime. plant
did not exist
6,850'7 75'2 5';538

ozs.
1,a62'7

79'S

1,566'25 1,7a8

19'74

2'~8

1,86,5'2

73'045

1,362'4

23'57

2'698 :121'45 (';;.{ 210'2

conditions

223'95 61i'4 14645 1,712';

(b) If

2,147'3

1,072'6

__________________________
D_iff_e_'_'e_n_cp._,__________-'-_ _ 140.1
ln this table the first (a) line of records were utilised to establish the statc of affairs
as would have existed in the tailings plant before the slimes were treated, and to
show the results that would have been obtained if the accumulated slimcs were
treated later on (v). The total amount of gold recovered in exccss is therefore 140'1
ozs. fine, at 84s. 6d. =£591, 18s. 6d. from the two (combined) plants. To this has to
be adrled the difference iu the cost of treatment, viz.:JJra1'ch 1899.
7,200 tons tailings at 3s.
= £1,080 0 0
1 798 tons slimes at 5s. 9d.
512 13 6
Total

UndCl' old conditwns.
6,850'7 tons tailiugs at 38.
2,147'3 tons slimes at 5s. 9d.

£1,653

8 9

£1,027 15
625 13

0
9

Total
£1,592 1:3 6
or a difference in favour of thc present system of £60, 15s. 3d., which gives a grand
total of £652, 13s. 9d. as indirect advantagcs of a slimes plant so called by Mr J. R.
Williams. The net profit, as will thus be seeu, is £652, 13s. 9d., less the direct loss
of about £40 above mentioued, or about £610 pel' n,lOnth. In addition, the battery
manager maintains that a larger percentage of gold than formerly is rccovered in 1.110
mill, cspecially from the foot of the plates, Unfortunately, no figures can be given,
as a general clean-up Was made in the battery during January and February; these,
however, will be furnishcd at a future date. Another largc savin/! is cffected
through economy in water, but, a3 no measurements have been made in former
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Building of Slimes Plant

years this also cannot be described in figures. The cost of pumping the slim t
the J;lmpers Deep is included in the cost for slimes treat~ent. Should the latt:~ b~
stoppcd, these expenses would have to bc borne by the tallmgs plant, thus reduein
the profits. 'fo allow :,nother £~OO for the last three sources of saving, thus brin;
ing the indirect gam smee the shmes were treated to about £800 per month, is not
to court exaggeratIOn. .
.
An important 9uestlOn arIses fro~ these ~tat~men~s, uam~ly, S~lOnld "'e build
slimes l'ic"'ts? seemg that a very consldembl~ mdlr~et mcome ~s derived from such
an installation even If the chrect profits are mSlgmficant 01' a shght loss snstained as
~xemplified hdretofore. Shall those considerations intiuence our calculations when
trying to determine ~hether slimes can be treated at a. p!'ofit or ',lot 1 The last question most decidedly, m the face of facts, must be negatIVed. The profits recorded
above have nothing to do with a slime~ I?lant, directly or indirectly. They are the
direct result of improvements and addItIOns to the old system of tailings plants, the
defects and shortcomings of which were discovered only since slimes plants were
erected.
'rhe duty of every manager is, therefore, to discover whether his present tailings
plan t and general arrangements are complete 01' .not ; and as lonl;\' .as the:e arc no
returJI spitzkasten, no separators for water and s~lmes, and.no addItIOn of lime to the
water they are incomplete, and much money IS lost whICh could easIly be won
through necessary erections and the appliance of mehhods in connection with the
three matter., named. 'l'he results of mines where such have been introduced prove
that slimes will substantially decrease in value and quantity. It is therefore strongly
advisable not to consider the erection of a slimes plant before these improvements
have been made and worked for some time, otherwise it might happen that the
inevitable subsequent drop in value of the slimes will cause a considerable loss to the
slimes department instead of the expected profits.
'rho valuable papcr contributed by 1111' J. R. Williams to the recent meeting ofthe
Chemical and Metallurgical Society should not have been termed "Indirect
Advantage of a Slimes Plant," as that title is misleading. It should have been
"Improvement in the treatment of ore as a direct consequence of the experience
gained by the erection of slimes plants."
Beforo concluding, I wish to tcnder my sincerest thanks to Mr Raine, the general
manag-er of the New Hcriot Gold Mining Company, for the information he so kindly
placed at my disposal. A. VON DESSAUER, S.A. fifining Journal, 29th April, 1899.
At the last meeting of the Society, Mr Prister makes me say that I regard
carbonate of lime as a protective alkali.
On page 676 of these proceedings my remarks read : "'l'his proteetivo alkali is either caustic potash or soda, hydrate of [.imp, or alkaline
(,([I'IJ(}//({Ies." I havo always been under the impression that carbonate of lime is an
"lk"li""-f"l'lh carbonate. It certainly could not be regarded in any sense as a
"protective alkali" in cyanide solutions.
W. BET TEL.
OYANIDE POISONING
[May 1899, p. 676.
An .important consi?eration in cOlm?ction with Mr Jol~nston's paper is, whether
III'ruxlllc "f hyuro::en IH aH good an antidote for hydrocyamc gas as for the potassium
"y:,uil.lo ,,,intion: 'l'h~ (iangcrH of poiso~ing from gas are as great as from the
(b·lIlkm.'.i of .HolutlOn. \<rom tho few oxpernnents 1 have tried, it seems that H 20 2
I" aH I'lhcll"lO.UH fo!' ono a" for. the oLher.
l. mIght add my small testimony to the
HIIC"""" of tlllH alltltloto by "aylllA' that on tins mine a Kaflir who swallowed a fatal
dUKu, WWi KtLve<l llyan injection of tho peroxide, and was ~t work again in a few
Jay".
Tho instahility of tho peroxi(lo of hydrogen scems to mitiO'ate its usefulness. I do
noL know whether it haH yet been trie(l, bnt I should think~that ozonic ether would
Ill'ove even butte I' than \,croxi(lo of hydl'ogcn, for it i" much more st"ble than the
pel'oxi1le, and eonHctJuelltly maI'o to \'e depended on.
It lIlight bc well to mention in connection with 1\11' Johnston's paper that there is
anoLhcr dang-er from poiHoning- in the eYllnide work" which should not be overlooked
and that iH the dangcr of havin{r al'Hcnie in the zinc, or ore, with the formation of
tho deadly arseniurettClI hyclrog-cn.
N o~ long a!\,o .there Was a very ~a(1 accident iI? Am?ric" duo to this cause, every
man m the bmlcbng, threo or four III numbcr, losmg Ins life.
LANE CAlt'fER.
Crown Dcep, TJt(l.,
23rd Augllst 1899.
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'fhe ab?ve interesting cont~ibu~ion scems to be allOther proof of the efficacy of HzOz
as an antldote for cyanidc POlS0l110g. It was to be expected that HzOz would prove
useful in cases of poisoning by gaseous hydrocyanic acid, where any other antidote
administered pe;' os (e.g. ferrous and ferric salts and coba.lt nitrate), and calculated
to produce non·poisonous compounds m the stomach WIll be found useless. 'fhe
superiority of H 2 0z lies in the f.act that it will act a,. an effective antidote even after
the HCN-whether inhaled dU'ectly or produced m the stomach from KCN-has
entered t.he blood. It cannot be too strongly pointed out that, as a rule, KUN is
rapidly decomposed by the acidity of the .tomach, and the HCN thus liberated enters
the blood so quickly that any antidote administered with a view to counteract the
poison in the stomach itself will, in the majority of cases, prove unsuccessful. Hence
the superiority of subcutaneous injection of H 20 2 , which will counteract the free
hydrocyanic acid in the blood, by preventing the formation of cyanide·haemoglobine.
Professor Kobert, in a letter to me, expresses the opinion "that in view of the
numerous proofs, both experimentally and in practical life, brought forward for the
efficacy of H 2 0z in cyanide poisoning, he considers any fresh experiments on animab
as unnecessary cruelty." The difficulty which, as Mr Carter rightly points out
exists in the instability of H 20 2 will shortly be overcome, as I am informed that ~
local wholesale firm has ordered complete sets of apparatus for the injection of
H z0 2 , containing hermetically sealed sterilised tubes with a solution of H 20z ready
for use, and the necessary implements for injection.
.
The case of poisoning by arseniuretted hydrogen referred to by our correspondent
has been noted in this volume, page 829.
'J. LOEVY.
ZINC-DUST AS A PRECIPITANT
At the meeting of the Chemical and Metallurgical Society held on Saturday.
September 16th, Mr W. Bettel stated that zinc-dust was experimented with at the
Robinson G.M. CO.'s Cyanide Works by Mr Chas. Butters in 1892. Dr J. Loevy
(the Chairman) thereupon remarkcrl that if such was the case, the credit of first
attempting to use zinc-dust as a practical precipitant lay with Mr Butters.
I desire to point out that the Cassel Gold Extracting Co., Ltd., Glasgow, can
claim to have used zinc·dust as a precipitant in June 1889, three years before
Mr Butters' experiments.
AllTHUR YATES.
[N ote by Mr Bettel: Mr Yates is under a misapprehension. I spoke of a patent
Mr Butters had applied for in 1892, the invention consisting of an apparatus
for grinding zinc or amalgam of zinc to powder in the presence of cyanide
solntion containing the gold precipitated. The use of zinc-dust, i.e. zinc
"fume," has long been known-and abandoned.]

III
~bituaries
MR G. T. M. McBRIDE
We regret to have to record the death of Mr G. T. 111. McBride, manager of the
New Spes Bona U. M. Co., Ltd., who succumbed to an attack of acute pneumonia on
the 19th September 1898. The deceased gentleman joined the. Society in November
1895 and was a member of the Council in 1896-97 and 1897-98. He always took a
keen' interest in the work of the Society, and was held in the highest esteem by his
fellow members.
At the funeral, which took place on Wednesday, the 21st September, our Society
was represented by Mr A. F. Crosse and Dr J. Loevy, who, on behalf of the Society,
laid a wreath on the coffin.
THEODOR RICHTER
The news of the death of Dr Theodor Richter, Professor of .~Ietallurgy at the
Academy of Mines, in Freiberg (Saxony), who, on the 25th of September last, expired
at the ripe age of 73 years, will be learned with regret in metallurgical and chemical
circles all over the world. Professor Richter, whose pupils and friends are to he
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found in every sphere, and in every land, was a pupil and the successor of Prnfewnr
Plattner, of chlonnation fame, and was an acknowledged authority in metnlln
and assaying, which have benefited very considerably by his experience I S
improvements in the use of the blow-pipe ; indeed, he is generally considered -U' thp
perfeeter of this process, of which Plattner was the original inventor
The' hiVh
degree of perfection to which Professor Richter has brought this method is evidenced
by the fact that, in making' a preliminary blow-pipe test of the mineral " Aro-vrodit "
—in which Winkler subsequently discovered the new element Germanium—lie
(Richter) was at once led to the conclusion that the mineral must contain an
unknown element.
Professor Richter was born in Dresden in 1825, and sinco 1856 has uninterruptedly
occupied the Chair of Metallurgy at the Freiberg Academy. In 1863 he, in conjunction with F. Reich, discovered the new element Indium, in the Freiberg Zincblende. His scholarship and research work are evidenced by the numerous works
published by him, among the best known of which are perhaps the following : " A
Treatise on General Metallurgy" (1863), and " The Use of tho Blow-Pipe " (1865).
Many a mining engineer.and metallurgical chemist, now in this country, will
remember with pleasure their association with the venerable Professor, who had the
exceptional gift of imparting his knowledge to others, and who was, in consequence
of this, and of his other numerous kindly qualities, much admired and respected as
a man, and as a teaeher.
J . LOEVY.
We very much regret to have to announce that our Society has lost by death
recently one member and two associates :—
. Mr J . BUCHANAN (a foundation member), lately of the Geo. Goch Amalgamated,
Ltd., who for a time was Hon. Secretary of the Society ;
Mr D. M. K I S C H (associate), who died on his way to Europe, which trip he was
taking for the benefit of his health ; and
Mr W . H . P . ROBERTS (associate), who was, until his death, sampler and assistant
assayer at the Henry Nourse G.M. Co., Ltd.
We tender on behalf of the Society our sincere condolences to the relatives and
friends of the deceased in their bereavement.
OBITUARY OF THE YEAR 1898
Amongst the prominent representatives of Natural Sciences, Chemistry, and
Metallurgy who died during the past year are the following :—
'
Sir H E N R Y BESSEMER, of steel fame, 85 years old, at London on January 15th.
Dr T. DRAGENDORFF, late Professor at the University of Dorpat, great toxicologic, 62 years old, at Rostock, Germany.
B E R N H A R D MOBTUS, inventor of a process of electrolytical separation of gold from
silver, on May 17th.
Lord L Y O N P L A Y F A I R of Saint Andrews, great chemist and politician (pupil of
Liebig), Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Institution in Manchester, at the
Government School of Mines, London, and at the University of Edinburgh, discoverer of the nitro-prusside compounds, 79 years old, at London.
'
Dr F E R D I N A N D COHN, Professor at the University of Breslau, great physiologist
and biologist (teacher of Professor Koch), 70 years old, on June 25th, at Breslau.
Dr THEODOIt R I C H T E R , Professor of Metallurgy at the Academy of Mines in Freiberg, of blow-pipe fame, 73 years old, on September 25th, at Freiberg.
Dr V I C T O R M E Y E R , Professor of Chemistry at the University of Heidelberg
(successor of Bunsen), 51 years old, on August 8tli, at Heidelberg.
A very sad occurrence, resulting in the death of a young man, is reported from
the Comot G.M. Co., Ltd. Mr THOMSON, acting chief assayer of that mine, intending to drink some condensed water, took by mistake a quantity of cyanide solution
and expired after three-quarters of an hour, in spite of the efforts of a physician to
counteract the effccts of the poison. Mr T. W. Thomson was about 35 years of
age, and leaves a widow and one child to mourn his loss. He was one of the foundation members of our Society, and although for the last year or so he had dropped
this connection he was well known to our members, who herewith tender their sincere
condolence to the relatives and friends of the deceased in their sad bereavement.
We deeply regret to reeord the death of an associate of our Society, Mr W. Y.
CAMPBELL.

Mr W. Y. Campbell bccame an associate of our Society in the beginning of 1898.
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He was about 45 years of age, and his death, which occurred at Lisbon, is, accord in
to ncwspaper rcports traceablc to smallpox-a most remarkable coincidence con~
sidering that thc dec~ased bclo~gcd t? ~he most enthusiastic opponents of va~cina_
tlOn.. Mr Campbcll was a p.romment CItIzen of Johannesburg, whcre he reprcscnted
the mterests of large finanCIal groups.
" A man of commanding presence and exccptional elocutionary powers he will be
remem bered by thc ordinary ~itizen Jrom ~he iml?or~ant ,:ole he played in the Jubilee
celebrations at Johannesburg m 1891 . .Hls asSOCIatIOn WIth thc South African Trust
and Financc Company and the flotatIOn of the Heidelberg, Roodepoort Aurora
West Aurora, Metropolitan, and Van Ryn Estate Companies is recent histo'ry. 'rhe
decedsed was pmctically thc crcator of the organisation now known as the Chamber
of Mines. In priva.te life 1I1r Campbell was very popular. Hc was a man of erudite
learning, and almost a bibliomaniac in his enthusiasm for literature. His library
which was sold on his departure from the Rand for England, was said to be the best
Ii terary collection in South Africa." -Standa,.d (md D-igged 1Yews.
ROBERT WILHELM BUNSEN
With the parting century chemical and physical science has to mourn the loss of
one of its greatest sons, Professor Robert Bunsen who, as announced in our last issue
,dicd in Heidelberg on the 16th of August last, at the ripe age of 88 years. With
feelings of deepest sorrow and grief I .. m writing this short biographical sketch
thus paying my last tribute to thc great scientist and the noble man whose pupil 1:
have had the privilege of being.
Robert Wilhelm Bunsen was born in Goettingen on the 31st of March 1811. He
devoted himselfto the study of chemistry, physics, and geology in his native town as
well as in Paris, Berlin, and Vienna. J n 1832 he established himself as "Privat
Doccnt" at the University of Goettingen, and three years later he was called upon
-as a youth of twenty-four years-to occupy the chair for chemistry and physics at
the Polytechnicum in Cassel, as the succcssor of Wohler. In 1838 he went to
Marburg as Professor of Chemistry, and in 1851 we find him in Breslau, where he
conducted thc erection and outfitting of the large University laboratory of that
town.
But Dlready in 1852 he left the Silesian metropolis and accepted his election
to the chair of chemistry at Heidelberg Univcrsity, which he uninterruptedlyoccupied until 1889, when he retired to devote the rest of his life to well-deserved
repose.
'rhe scientific activity of Bunsen extends over a period of fully sixty years. His
gigantic labours arc classical and fundamental, and almost every branch of chemistry
and physics have benefited by them. It would be impossible, in a short sketch like
this, to do justicc to thc merits of the great scientist, and to enumerate all the discoveries and labours by which he has made his name immortal. Suffice it, therefore,
to mention the most important ones, which have made Bunsen's name a household
word all over the world in scientific circles and amongst laymen. In 1840 he made
his classical research ou the kakodyl group, a series of poisonous and explosivo
organic arsenic compounds. In the course of these investigations he met with
several accidents which almost cost him his lifc, but with his characteristical persevcrance and intrepedity he brought his work to a successful issue and thus
became, with Wohler and Liebig, one of the founders of the theory of radicals.
In 1845 he succeeded in isolating by an electrolytical process the element
aluminium, a discovcry which proved of the greatest importance for technics
and industry. In lecturing on this metal, he used to say to his students:
" When we shall have at our disposal the strong electric currents which technics are
bound to furnish us with before the end of this century, then the fabrication of
aluminium on a large scale will meet with no difficulty, and mankind will have the
benefit of this useful metal." What a satisfaction it must have been to the great
master to have lived to see his prophetic words confirmed. In Paris he made, in
conjunction with Gay-Lussac and Alexander von Humboldt, the first analysis of the
air, and in 1857 he published his" Gasometric Methods" (translated into English by
Roscoe), which are fundamental for all subsequent investigations on the chemistry and
analysis of gases. His labours on double cyanides, on specific gravity, specific heat, the
absorption of gascs, the determination of the chemical action of light, the photometer,
and many others too numerous to mention, are likewise genial and fundamental. In
1860 he, for the first time, produced a comparatively large quantity of magnesium,
and demonstrated the chemical efficiency of the light obtained in burning this
metal, a discovery which is now utilised in photography. With his bunsen-burner
he gave to the experimenting chemist a heating apparatus of invaluable service, and
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of thc dynamo. By the discovery of a rcliable antidote for arsenic he has attributed
his share also to pharmacoutical chemistry. . But Bunsen's most ge.nial ~ork is
undoubtedly the discovery of spectrum analysIs, b'y whICh, togeth,,;r ':"Ith hIs gre~t
eollaborator Kirchhoff, he has elevated chemIcal SClenco abovc the lImIt of terrestrlO
investigation and thrown a full lig:ht. on th~ chemical composition of the sun and the
far distant planets an~ stars. It IS ~mposslble to e;<a.ggerate. the impo~tance of this
discovery which has smce rendered mvaluable servICes to sCIence and mdnstry, and
which has been the means of the detection of many new elements, amongst which
are caesium and rubidium, discovered by Bunsen in 1860 and 1861 respectively.
Up till to-day visitors to Heidelberg are shown the modest room in which tho
scientific twin brothers, Bunsen and Kirchhoff, have made their classical research on
spcctrum analysis.
.
\Vith his keen power of observation, his scientific thoroughness and perseverance,
Bunscn combined a practical and manual ability which was simply astonishing. He
was his own locksmith, carpenter, wood-turner, and glass-blower; he made, himself,
the most complicatcd app01ratus, and, on the other hand, he performed thc mo.t
difficult research work and experiments with the most primitive implements. It is
an authentical fact that his first spectroscopc consisted of a cigar-box with two
old telescopes and a prism. Truly, hc fulfilled the postulatum of the great Berzelius
who required from a chemical experimenter .. that he must be able to drill with a
plane and plane with a drill."
It is only natural that Bunsen's merits have been fully acknowledgcd by his contemporaries, and tbat he was the recipient of many honours. Many academical
distinctions fell to his share, both in Gormany and abroad. In England the Royal
Society elected him, in 1858, one of itsforcign members, awarded him tbe Copley medal
in 1860, and made him the first reeipicnt of the newly instituted Davy mcdal in 1877. In
his own country numerous orders, decorations, and titles were bestowed upon him.
But the chief characteristic of thc great man was modesty to the extreme, and he
never cared much for such distinctions; on the contrary, he was always anxious to
escape them. It was really touching to see how uncomfortable he felt when, at some
solemn occasion, ho had to put on his orders, golden chains, etc., and how anxiously
he buttoned bis coat to conceal his decorations from thc eyes of thc public. When
junior students, unaware of his modesty, addressed him" Your Excclleney "-a title
eonforred upon him by the German Empcror-he used to say, "Please, gentlemen, do
not call me Excellency: the only man who has the privilege of addressing me thus
is my letter porter. 'Herr Professor,' or at the most 'Herr Geheimrat" is good
enough for me." I rcmember an amusing and charactcristic episode which happencd
when I first went to Heidclberg. I was then under the erroneous impre,sion that
Bunsen had been made a noble, and consequcntly I made in my Univcrsity book
(Testirbuch) the cntrance: "Analytical Chemistry, von l Bunsen." When submitting
it to the Professor for his signature (Antcstiren) he said, with a somewhat sarcastic
smile: "\Vould you not, pI case, strike out the word' von,' for I must tell you I am
not a noble, and I. sincerely hope at least this distinction will be spared me." I, of
course, understood, and deleted the word" VOll."
An almost exaggerated modesty Bunsen likewise evidenced by never mentioning
his name in connection with his own discoveries; indecd, he possessed a remarkablo ability in carefully avoiding to pronounce the word Bunsen, in referring to any
of his great scientific achievements. Thus, for example, he never called the bunsenburner otherwise but the "non-lighting gas burner." "One has found," "one has
invented," "one has discovered,"-this was his way of speaking in his lectures even
on such of his own discoveries as the spectroscopc, gas analysis, caesium, rubidium,
etc. Even in a personal conversation it was almost an impossibility to get him to
admit that such or such discovery had been made by him; he always tried to give
evasive answers to such questions. But very oftcn, during his lecture, the audience
lost patience and raised an energetic protest against his modesty in interrupting
these statemcnts by a roaring applause, which the master acknowledged with a
slight bow and an em barrasscd smile.
As a teacher and as a man, Bunsen was a perfect ideal. A look on the picture
accompanying this sketch and representing him in his eightioth year, will suffice to
show that kindness and patience are written on his noble face. His lecturcs are
unforgettable to everyone who has been fortunate enough to listen to them, and his
intrepidity and cleverness as an expel~mentor was simply admirable. Up to the last
day of his activity he passionately devoted himself to tho performance of bis duties,
to his laboratory and to his students. Daily from 8 to 9 o'clock he dolivered his
original and instructive Icctures on general chemistry before a cosmopolitan audience
1 The word

I.

von" in front of n German name :::fgnifles n noble.
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of about 200. Then ho descendod to the laboratory t.o watch, with the help of his
assistants, over the work of abou~ 100 studcnts. WIth a .remarkable clear.sightedhe perfectly kuew those of h,s students who were anxIOus to work and to learn
~~ds those who came in his laboratory merely for the sake of ."port. :rhc latter clas~
he ostentatiously neglected, !mt .to the former hc devo~ed hllllse.lf WIth the greatest
Jatience and kindness, e:,termg mto the small~st detal!s of theIr wo~k, ~nd somelimes spending hours WIth one studen~ to cnhghten hIm. on some sClOutIfic point.
'l'hc company in the labQratory was dlst:nctl), .eos~opoh~an, Gcrmans, of co,:,rse,
being in tho majority, but .all other natIOnalItIes, mcludmg Ame.rICans, RUSSIans,
Japanese, and Uhinesc bemg numerously represented. EspecUl.lly the British
element-to whom old Heidelberg has alwa):s been [L great attraction--:was strongly
in evidence, and Bunso~, who spoke Engh~h fluently, .had a great. hkmf!" for his
English pupils, perhaps.m reIll~mbrance of hIS for!ner assl~tant and frlOnd S,r HellJ"y
Hoscoc. I remember hIm makmg ~u.merous specIal appomtme~ts and w".rkmg oyer
honrs with a diligent youthful BrltIsher, who was engaged m some mterestmg
research on the separation of caesium an? rubidium.
.
As an examiner Bunsen was kmd, lement, and reasonable, especIally to those who
had como into personal contact with him in the laboratory. But he had his
"irreducible minimum," which he expected every canchdate to fulfil under all
circumstances and to those who failed to do so he gave, with a regretful smile and
a slight bow, the friendly advice to "call again after 8i:< months."
.
Physically, Bunsen was a gIant whose nevcr-faIlmg health enabled hIm to
undergo the greatest hardslnps. When seventy years of age he made an ascent
of Mount Etna for the purpose of investigating the chemical nature of the volcauic
gases. Until ~ few week~ provious to his death he was in full posscs~ion of his
mental and physical facultIes, and the only complamt he made was that h,s eyesIght
was not q"ite so good as it used to be. Every day one could see him walking along,
straight' as a soldier, the Leopolds-Anlagen to his beloved Heidelberger Schloss,
whenever the weather permitted him to do so.
Now the grcat master has paid his last tribute to nature, and, as to myself, his
death comes as a personal grief to his numerous pupils and friends all over the
world. Bunsen is gone for ever, but his name is written with indestructible letters
in thc annals of chemical and physical science.
Dr J. LOBVY.

sm

EDWARD FRANKLAND

Whilst writing the biographical skctch of Professor Bunsen, we receive the news
of the dcath of one of his most efficient pupils, Sir Edward Frankland, who died on
trip to Norway on thc 8th of August last, at the age of 74 years.
Edward Fraukland was born on the 18th of January 1825, in Churchtown, near
Lanca.ter. 11 0 rcceivcd his first chemical training at the London Royal School of
Mines and thcn went to Gcrmany, where he studied under Bunsen in Marburg and
undor Liebig in Giessen. Ho took the degrce of Ph.D. in Marburg, with a Doctoroi,"ertation, on "a method of isolating the ethyl-radical," a most remarkable and
importaut investigation which provod to he of the greatcst value for the theory of
thu constitution of organic radicals.
In 1851 Frankland became Professor of
ChulI,istry at the Owens Collcgc in Manchestcr, and later on he oecupied the chair
fOi' UhumiHtry Ilt ~t llartholomew'H Hospital, London, and at the Royal School of
~lines.
I"rom 1868-1874110 was a mcmbor of the Hivers Pollution Commission and
for tho last thirty years the London water supply was under his personal co~tJ·ol.
Hinco IH,,:l hu was l1111umber of tho I{oyal Society; in 18i! ho was elected President
of th? Ch?miclll Hocioty, and i~ ISH fir,t Presidcnt of tho Institute of Chemistry .
.IIc IIkewlsc was It COlTCsllOlHhng lllom ber to the Academies of Science of Berlin
JIlunich, Paris, lind Ht Petersburg, and honorary member of the German Chcmicai
Hociety.
Frallklan,j's works an,l investigations Rro of the highest importance for organic
chcmistry. In 1849 ho puhlished tho rosults of hi. investi"ation on "a new scries
of organic compounds containing motals," which produced '-;' total rcvolution in the
theories of organic chemistry. Of his numerous works which aro publi.hed in the
Journal of ~ho Uhcmic~Ll Hocioty, and in "L}ebig's Annalen," we will only mention
tho followmg nIGHt Illlportant QneR: "HYHtClll of notationR," I' gxperimcntal
researches in pure, applied, and physical chemistry," "On chemical changes in their
rolation to micl'o.organiHmH," "ContributionH to tho chemistry of Htorago batteries.'
IIi. "Lecture notcs for chcmical student.," and "Handbook of water analysis"
belong to thc best pUblications of this kind.
Dr J. LOEVY.
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SMELTING TITANTFEROUS llWN ORES.-It is generally considered that the treatment of iron ores rich in titanic acid is not pmcticable.
This question is an important one for metallurgists in the Transvaal, as there are
millions of tons of titnniferous iron ore in the Middelburg district, and we recommend those who may be into rested in this question to read a very interesting article
in Slahl1Jnd £ise", dated April 15th, 1896, entitled" Zur Ehrenrettung titanhaltiger
Erze." This article mentions certain experiments made by Mr A. T. Rossi with a
small bh>st furnace specially erected for this purpose, at Buffalo, and what is
especially interesting for the future Transvaal iron industry, is the admixture of
magnesia for the production of a fluid slag, at moderate temperatures when titanic
acid is present.
As most lime stones in the Trans'mal contain large quantities of carbonate of
magnesia, there will be no difficulty in procuring an admixture of the right proportion of silicia, alumina, lime, and magnesia, to form a fluid slag with titanic
acid.
Curiously enough, the experimental blast furnace produced a larger amount of
iron with titaniferous ore than with ha:matite. The iron from the titaniferous ore
contained only traces of titanium.
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THE LATE PROFESSOR KEKULF:.-An influential committee has been formed of
English chemists, with the object of raising funds in aid of the Kekule Memorial.
It is proposed to erect a bronze statue in his honour at Bonn.
THE Minister of Mincs for Victoria has invited owners of placer claims within the
province to send a few ounces of black or grey sand obtained in washing the gravel
for gold, as it is believed that platinum, and perhaps iridium, are frequently passed
over and lost by the pro~pector, as though extremcly valuable, they have the same
appearance as iron.
MELTING POINTS OF SILVEH AND GOLD.-By means of a platinum-iridium thermoelectric cell, M. D. Berthelot has found the melting point of silver to be 962 0 C. and
that of gold 1,0640 C. Becquerels' detcrminations in 1862 were 9600 C. and 1,0920 C.
respectively.
JUBILEE CELEBRATION OF THE DISCO"ERY OF GOLD IN CALIFORNIA.-The Mining
(tnd &ienl~fic Press of San Francisco has celebrated this important event by the
publication of a special jubilee numbcr (January 29th) of considerablc interest. It
is illustrated by portraits of some of the flrst pioneers, 9nd by some of the old
sketches of early life and the crude appliances at first adopted. '1'hc articles are
well written, and the number is well worthy of perusal.
MANUFACTURES OF CYANIDE.-Many attempts are being made to produce cyanides
by the direct combination of the clements. The patent lists continually give evidence
of efforts in this direction. A recent American patent (598,195) claims to produce
cyanides and ammonia by the introduction directly and separately into a closed
alkali furnace of highly heatcd air and fuel gas under pressure.
QUALITY OF CRUCIBLES.-Hefcrring to a discussion on this subject at a meeting of
the Society held on the 19th March 1898, a representative of The African Revi,,"
has made inquiries respecting the alleged deterioration of the Crucibles, as very
large quantities of fireclay and plumbago crucibles are made in London for export.
He reports that" the makers say that the clay from which the crncibles are made is
of as good quality as formerly, and that there is no scamped work in the fireing,
although it is of cour~e always possible fo~' a consignment to p~ove .below the aver~g~.
Pyrites eats very qUickly through a crUCible whIle an assay IS belllg made, and It IS
suggested that, where the crucible gives way'before the assay is completed, there is
probably an excess of pyritic ore, and that corrosion is therefore inevitable. The
makers however, give the assayers a picce of advice on strictly business linesnamely to buy direct from London, an<l not from local dealers, who can make a
larger profit on inferior pots of unknown manufacture." -The African Re1!iew, London,
May 7th, 1898.
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Whcn Sp. Gr.
of Dry Slimes 158\',,-1)
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(2.) Let per cent. (by weight) of dry slimes in pulp=y.
(5.) 1 gramme per litre =1 oz. (av.) per cubic foot.
(6.) Capacity (in cubic ft.) of circularvat=(Diam. in ft.) 2X (Depth in

99'265 (x-I)

20-15
x-I

ft.

X

'i'

~
~

~
~
;:;:

ft.)x~.
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(i.) Sp. Gr. of slime pulp= {Wt. of (flask+pulp) - Wt. of flask.
Wt. of (flask+water) - Wt. of flask.
Weight of dry slimes in air.
.
(8.) Sp. Gr. of dry slimes= {
'Vt. of dry slimes in air + Wt. of (flask + water) - Wt. of (flask+shmes+water).
~')/
(9.)
.
xy-IOO (x-I)"

.::

~
'\J

I

NOTEs.-In samplmg a charge of slime pulp undergoing agitation a narrow-necked vesscl fastened to a rod should be employed, so I
that the sample may be taken not only from the smface of the charge, but also from as far bclow it as possible.
,
A 500 c ..c. flask is a convenient size to cmploy in determining the Sp. Gr. of the pulp; the vessel containing the sample should be I
well shaken m the intervals of pouring into the flask, so as to prevent settling of slimes duri~ ~he operation.
.
,
(3.) ThiS statement and the formul", derivcd from it are not absolutely accurate, but su cJently so for practiCal purposes.
.
(5.) The use.of this for simplifying calculations is obvious. For instance, the weight of dry slimes in grammes yicldcd by a htre of I
pulp can be readdy converted into lbs. per cubic ft.
-

--.'
;::

x-I
20'15

(3.) 1 cubic foot of water or solution = 62'5 Ibs.
(4.) 1 ton of water or soh;tion.
= 32 cub. ft.

(1.) Let Sp. Gr. of slime pulp.
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IN a very favourable and appreciative notice of the. pnblished volnmc of "'1'he
Proceedings of the Chern. and Met. Society of South Africa," Th.e NelV Zealand
Standa1'd expresses a dcsire to see a regnlar exchange "of experiences between the
South African Societ.y and our own institute."
ESTBIATION OF FERRO-CYANIDE.-·-This method is based on the fact that when
ferro-cyanides are treated with a solution of caustic potash thcyare convcrted into
potassium ferro-cyanides; further, that this latter compound when fused with
potassium nitrate and sodium carbonate is completely oxidised, the iron being convertcd into ferric oxide, which can bc estimated in the usual way. The sample to
be analysed is boiled with 10 times its weight of solid caustic potash in solution,
10-15 minutes being sufficient to convert all ferro-cyanides into the corrcsponding
potassium salt.
After filtration a known part of the liquid is taken, acidulated with nitric acid and
after addition of an amount of son.ium carbonate equal to the quantity of potassium
nitrate prod uced, it is evaporated fo dryness and fused in a platinum dish.
Aftcr cooling, the fnsed mass is extracted with boiling water and filtered, when
the insoluble residue will consist of Fc20a; this is dissolved in hydrochloric acid,
reprecipitated with ammonia and weighed as FeoOa.
19 parts Fe203 being equivalent to 100 parts K.Fe(CN)63H20, the amount of
ferro-cyanide is calculated accordingly.
(L. de Koningh, Zeitschrift fUr angewandte Chemie 20, 1898.)
THg Australian llIinin.q Standard gives an incident which happened to a Queensland speculator, who recently made arrangements to treat several thousand tons of
tailings, the accumulation of a battery which had been working intermittantlyon
some fairly rich stone. 'l'he cyanide plant was carefnlly selected, and was in course
of erection, whcn it rained. '1'he cyanide plant survived but the tailings disappeared
down the creek with considerable velocity. The whole of the plant is now for disposal
at a considerable reduction.
LEASES have been granted by the New South Wales Government of the bed of the
MacqlJarie River for dredging purposcs. The colonr of gold can be got almost
anywhere in this bcd, and parties are at prcsent making about a pennyweight per
man per day by washing the finer shingle. It is expected, however, that the finer
wash which lies in the deeper parts of the river will carry considerable quantities ef
gold.
EXTRACTION OF NICKEL PROM ORES.-Nickel ores, especially such as contain much
silica are treated with a solution of perchloride of iron and heated by steam. The
nickel becomes dissolved as chloride, and ferric oxide is precipitated. The solution
of nickel is drawn off and the nickel precipitated by electrolysis. (Eng!. Patcnt
22,721, T. Storer, Glasgow.)
THE BRICE TRANSMUTATION PROCESS.-The Chicago plant, which had been established for the pnrpose of making gold out of antimony, has closed down, ann. the
"inventor" has left the city. There are still a few more similar nndertakings afloat
in the States.-Eng. and Min. Jow·n., 18th Jnne 1898.
CYANIDE PorSONING.-The April issnc of onr Jonrnal contained a note nnder the
heading" Antidote for Cyanide Poisoning" in which a 2~-3 per cent. solution of
peroxide of hydrogen as snbcntaneous injections and washing ont of the stomach with
a 2 per cent. solntion of that componnd was recommended. as a powerful antidote
against cyanide poisoning. It was furthel" stated that peroxide of hydrog'en forms, with
HCN, the comparatively harmless compound oxamide, according to the equation-2HCN + H o0 2 =CONH2 •
CONHo'
This note has been copied by the Engineering (,nd .M·':ning Journal, 1898, 65, 760,
without ANY ACKNOWLEDmIENT OF THE SOURCE, and from thence it found its way into
the Ghemiker Zeitnn.q (Coethen) which publishes it in No. 22, 1898, giving as source
the Enpineer/np and llIi:ning .Tmmwl.
.
In No. 63 of the Gil"ni!.;er Zeitnnq (August 6th, 1898) appears a communicatIOn
from Dr Rudolf Kobert, formerly 'Professor of Toxicology at the University of
Dorpat, in which he claims priority for having been the first to recommend peroxide
of hydrogen as an antidote for cyanide poisoning. His first statements on the
subject were published in the" Annals of the Pharmacological Institute of Dorpa.t,"
1891, page 153, under the heading" The Treatment of Cyanid'1 Poisoning by PeroxIde
of Hydrogen," in which the following passage appears :-" JllIy experiments show con-
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elusivcly that by using H 2 0 2 one .can. save cats, dogs, and rabbi.t~ which havc received
internally or by snb.cutane?ns injectIOn a 'lUantlty of hydr~~yall1c aC1(1 by far excecding the dosis lelahs. It IS most probable that the HCN combllles with H 2 0. to
oxamidc, a compound wl~ic~, .considering the small amount in. which it is .for~ed,
cannot possibly have any lIlJunous effect on the health of the ammals expcrImentcd
upon."
.
f IoWlllg
I'
'
Professor Ko bert then gIves
the o
metI10d 0f t rca t'lIlg cyam' d
e pOlsoning
:_
"Wash the stomach with a 0'5 per cent. solution of potassium permanganatc or peroxide
of hydrogcn. '1'he hydrollen peroxide may :<Iso be g~ven hypodermically in small doses
and with grcat caution.' We gladly gIve pubhClty to the fact that. Professor
kobert has been the first to discover this antidote for cyanide poisoning. At the
same time we hope that the ltngineering and 111ining Journal will acknowledge, iu
'future, thc source from which they obtain their information.
GOLD FRO"! SEA \VATER.-The American company which had been started to work
the above idea has at length come to an untimely end. The original "discoverer,"
the Rev. P. F. Jernegan, has suddenly received a pressing call to Europe. The affair
has turned out to be au ordinary swindle.-Engineering and Min·ing JOl,,-,wl, July
30th ane! August 6th, 1898.
THg BgAM PJ\OCEss.-This process, which promises investors the actual extraction
of considerably more gold than is indicated by ordinary assay, has broken out in
England, where a numbcr of people klve invested money in it. It is exposed by
tho prcsent article.-Engine,,·ing <tnd lilining Jou7'nal, July 23rd, 1898.
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A NEW description of pan for button balances has been introduced by an American
balance manufacturer. They arc made of the fiuest annealed crystal glass 1-100th of
an inch in thickness, are very light and almost unbreakable. They do not oxidise,
and arc claimed to be superior to metal in every particular. They are adjusted by a
copper file charged with diamond dust.-llfining Reporter, Denver, July 7th, 1898.
The Trans,"",,! Critic in its last issue (September 23rd) pays a high compliment to
our Society. Tn an article headed" A Dynamite Discussion," in which part of the
proceedings at the Society's last meeting is reported, it says :"1.'hcre arc no subjects an accurate knowledge of which is of more vital importance to the gold mining industry than chemistry and metallurgy. In all parts of
the globe in which gold is being mined it is acknowledged to-day that in these two
scieuces, as applicd to the economical treatment of gold-beariug ore, the Witwatersrand leads the way. 'l'his gratirying compliment is largely due to the valuable work
done by the Uhomieal and 1Iletallurgicai Society of Sonth Africa. A vast amount
of useful knowledgc has heen the fruit of many discnssions by the members of that
Society, and amongst the numerous debatable qnestions dealt with noue arc of
greater importance to these ficlds or deserving of more care aud attention than the
'llloHtion of <lynmnite."
'1'111': (.'1"'111 /''"'' Zeit ""!f is publishing regularly the proceedings of the mcctings of
our H!)(·iety. 'I'his is very gratifying to ns, in view of the fact that the Chern·i!,;",·
XI it II 11.'/ iH the l(:lL(lin~ ehc111ical periodical in Germany.

11111 \V. It. 1"I-:I.IlTMA~~, a1l expCl:ienc?!1 Sonth African mining man, will take over
th" 1111l'"1:(!'lIWllt of tho Browll Ih11l111ne (Western AnHtralia) in place of Mr H. R
(ioodwill rt'.C\i:~lIull.--- .. llftif,.(tlian lllilliJ/.fJ S(ullda,rd, Augnst 4th, 1898.

AMMONII'M [)!TIIIO-(JAIlBONA'rg A SUllHTJTe'fK FOIl SULrRUllll'fTED HYDHOGEN.Arter nnmerO!l" teHts and experiments, Vogtherr, in the Benchte del' Plwnn. Ge.,.
(IHDH, 6) recommends the uso of anllnoninm-dithio-carbonato as a snbotitute for
1I2H awl (Nll,)xH . . '1'here he [(ivilH. the following method for the preparation of
that compoun!1 :-I''lve partH (hy wClght) carbon hi-sulphido (CS.,) aro mixed in a
glaHH-Htoppere!1 hattie WIth nino partH ammonia of 20 per cent. NII.,. Thcse arc left
in contact awl Hhaken from timo to time nntil no moro CS 2 is absorbed. A slight
pre"SI~re will be n~~ieCfI <lurill[( this ope~ati.oll, dne to the. formation of CO 2 (sec
equatIon b.elow). 1 he e~eesH. of f1"':l11oma IS then nentrahsee! by the addition of
hydrochlonc amd or aeetlC aelll, tak1l1:, care, howevcr, to add only so much acid
that a yellow precipitate eonHiHtiug' of <lithia-carbonate acid 1>0 not formed. 'l'he
liqnid is then dilute!1 with water to about four times its volume and the reagent
thns resulting will contain ahont
'
1:.l per cont. ammonium-dithio-carbonate,
8 per cent. ammollium chloride,
and traces of ammonium rhodanate and ammonium sulphide.
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EQUATIONS
(1) Cs,,+2NH.OH=HzO+CO(SNH.lz
(2) CO(SNH.lz
=HzO+HzS+CNSNH.
(3) CO(SNH.)z
=COz+HzS+S(NH.h
The new reagent is a liquid of a yellowiah colour; it is characterised by an
ammonical smell, but is almost entirely free from any smell of HzS. It possesses a
remarkable stability, and decomposes so slowly (sec equations 2 and 3) that one can
continue experimenting with it for several days without being inconvenienced by
any smell of H,S. . In. its chemical reactions it is analogous to H 2S and (NH.)xs,
and can, in the majOrIty of cases, replace these two nauseous reagents, whICh every
chemist will be only too pleased to banish from his laboratory.
We hope that the proposition of Mr V ogtherr will become practicablc, although
we must frankly say that the statement that H,S should be entirely banished from
the laboratories seems too good to be true. Besides, eyery chemist is so familiar
with H,S that, we are afraid, he would not be happy in his laboratory without being
from time to time reminded of the smell of that compound.
PROFESSOR WILLIAM RAMSAY has consented to read a paper on the discovery of the
new elements argon, helium, krypton, and neon, before the German Chemical Society
in Berlin, on the 19th December next.
'
TESLA has recently announced the discovery of a method for the transmission of
electrical energy in quantity through the atmosphere without the use of wires or
other metallic conductors.-.llIining and &ientiJic Press, November 5th, 1898.
ANTIDOTE FOR CYANIDE POISONING.-We much regret that, by some misleading
information received, we charged in our September issue The Eng·ineer;1I.'] and
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.Minin.'] .TOl",,,al of New York with taking over a note under the above title printed
in our April number without acknowledgment of the source. This, we find, is not
correct, and our sincere apologies are due to that journal for the charge erroneously
made.
ACETYLENE.-One of the most disagreeable, and at the same time dangerous,
impurities contained in acetylene gas is phosphoretted hydrogen, which in the fiame
becomes oxidised to form phosphoric acid. This latter produces foggy clouds, and
in addition to injuriously affecting the respiratory org'ans, it acts on metals considerably. A. Frank (Chern. Zeit. 903) recommends for the purification of acetylene from
this PH3 kieselguhr impregnated with a solution of CuClz in eight parts HCI. P.
\Volff advocates for this same purpose a mixture of bleaching powder and chrom:1tes.
The hypochlorites, although not acting upon acetylene directly, oxidise completely
the PH 3 , whilst the chromates combine with the free chlorine eventually generated,
which otherwise, when mixed with acetylene, might cause an explosion. Professor
Vivian B. Lewis, in a paper read before the Society of Arts in London (Chern. Zeit.
1,027), expresses the opinion that acetylene ;s much less injurious to hea.lth than
ordinary coal gas. He had himself worked for five years in an atmosphere containing a considerable amount of acetylene, and had never noticed any injurious
effect on his health. The metallic compounds of acetylene, e.g. those with CuO, are
explosives, but under ordinary conditions CuO and acetylene do not act on each
other. There is absolutely no danger in bringing acetylene into contact with lead,
tin, or iron. As the characteristic smell of acetylene enables onc to' discover any
leakage in the pipes or joints, Professor Lewis does not consider it advisable to free
the gas from its smell by purification. Liquefied aeetylenc is so easily decomposed
that thc a,ttempts to place liquid acetylene on thc market cannot Le too strongly
condemned. In England the usc of liquid acetylene is forbidden on account of its
tendency to decompose and the resulting dangers.
PROFEESOR WILLIAM RAMSAY IN BERLIN.-As announced in the November issue
of our Journa.l, Professor William Ramsay, at tho invitation of the German Chemical
Society, lectured on the 19th December last in the)arge chemical auditorium of the
Berlin University, his subject being th,e recently discovered gases Argon, Helium,
Krypton, Neon, and Metargon, and their rela~ions to Mendelejeff's periodical law.
Professor Liebermann, President of the German Chemical Society, occupied the
chair, and there was a large attendance of prominent representatives of natural
science, amongst whom may be noted Professors Ostwald, Leipzig; R. Meyer,
Brunswick; L. Knorr, Jena; Virchow, Berlin; and A. Koenig, ·Berlin. The Pre-
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sident tendered t?eir disting~is~ed guest a he'.'rty welcome, and on behalf of his
Society thanked ~Im for the .wlllmgness ;Vlth w!ueh he had accepted. their invitation
to lecture in Berlm on a subject eoneernm.g whICh he would sp?ak Wlth the greatest
authority. Professor ]~amsay. then dehvered h.ls address m fluent German, a
language perfectly famlhar to him, as he has studied for several years in Germany
He first gav.e some details ~n ~he history of the n~w gases: for the dis?overy of
which he sald, the first credit IS due to Lord Rayleigh. This famous sCientist as
the r~sult of numerous investigations, had found that atmospheric nitrogen Ilad
always a larger densit~ than nitrogen o.btained fr.om chemical eou;pounds, e.,g. ~N03'
In his endeavours to find an explanatIOn for this anomaly he discovered m all' the
gas argon. He then tried to obtain this gas from other sources, and the result of
his researches was the discovery in "Clevit" of helium, an element hitherto known
only in the sun spectrum. Great difficulty is being experienced in bringing the
atomic weights of the new gases in accordance with MendelejelI's periodical law.
It must however, be taken into consideration that the atomic weights of argon and
helium 'have up to the present only been determined from the density of these
gases, and t?e values .obtai,ned ha~e not so far been confirmed by chemical meth?ds
of determimng atomIC weights, smee no one has yet been successful m produemg
chemical compounds of the gases. Also Berthelot has failed in this direction, and
Professor Ramsay has therefore supplied him with a litre of argon for further
investigation. In studying the proper.ties of argon it has been f~)Und th.at this gas
is not, as was supposed at the begmnmg, an element, but that It eontams several
gaseous admixtures. Ramsay undertook to find out the nature of these foreign
clements, a most difficult and troublesome ta$k, which resulted in the discovery of
the gases neon and krypton. Although these two elements have not yet been
obtained in ;t chemically pure state, their atomic weights have been approximately
determined. 'l'he speaker then dwelt at some length on the probable situation of the
Hew gases in Mendelejeff's periodical system, and also presented illustrations showing the various apparatus he had used in his work. Professor Ramsay was most
entlmsiastically rcceived, and in the name of the Society again thanked for his
interesting address by the President, who further pointed out that the lecturer had,
with admirablc ingenuity, combined physical, chemical, and industrial methods to
arrive at his results, and that it must be considered a triumph of science that he was
able to handle the new gases like any ordinary liquid. On the following day (20th
December) Professor Ramsay was received by the Emperor and Empress, before
whom he gave a short lecture on the new gases.
THE London Royal Society has given the Davy medal for the past year to Dr
Wislicenus, Professor of Chemistry at the University of Leipzig.
CHAHLHS Bu'rTHRs has obtained a lease on one of the great mill tailings dumps on
the Comstock lode, and is experimenting with its treatment by the Siemens-Halske
process, which is used successfully in South Africa.-ilIining Repurter, Denver, Col.,
Decem her 29th, 1898.
"'l'flB I~LBC'rRICAI, ENGINEER" (January 20th, 1899) has the following :-" South
Afrieall "carneel Hocieties.-We have just received the last issue of the old year of
, '!'he .1 ourn" I of tho Chcmical and Metallurgical Society of South Africa,' together
."',th " co!'y of tho constitution amI rules of this Society, which has its headquarters
III .Iol..".nnoshlll'/'.
The reports of their .meetings, with the discussion on the papers
Oil, u.llll1n:~ l'rocoMHcH! a1'o Inm~t Interesting reading,
The members express their
01"111O'~S frc·ely, "'.HI ~n one case (Novemher meeting, Abs.), the President opened the
dISCUSSion hy relllnHlmg those prescnt of tho motto of the Society 'Sn(witer in ",odo
fOI'II:/f/" III rl.
tl'l-n: FWHT 'rlu:x llEGAN. . . . " [Hero follows
summary of a dis~
CIlHSIOIl cOllllnencoelaL the Novembor meeting of tho Society (Abs.).]

d

. A L.\I~Y Doc'roR. Miss le;lsa Neumann, of Berlin, has taken the degree of Doctor
m Chemistry anel Physics at tho Bedin Universitv. 'rhis is the first instance in which
tho Mi.nistcl' of ~~eluc1\tion '!f I'ru""ia has departed from the University regulations,
acc(mlmg to whwh ItClulullllCal (Iegrees cannot he conferred upon the representatives
of the fair Hex. '!'ho title of :lli>s Neumann'" diHHertation was: "The Polarisable
Capacity of Hoversihle mectrodeK," by which sho gained for her diploma the certificate "eum 1aude. n (jo(l~Hpeed to our fair young- colleague and" Vivat sequens! "
.ATOMIC ~E[QflT8 OF EI;EMgNTH aH re?entl?, ,~otermined by the investigation commltteo appomted by tho (,erman ChemICal HOCIOty (from tho report of the committee
1IR published in "Berichto," :.II, 27{H, 1898): _
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8,42
Aluminium
Antimony
Argon
Arsenic
Barium
Bcryllium
Bismuth
Boron
Bromine
Cadmium
Coosium

Calcium
Carbon
Cerium
Chlorine
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Erbium
Fluorine
Gallium
Germanium

Gold
Helium
Hydrogen
Indium
Iodine
Iridium
Iron
Lanthanum
Lead
Lithium
~Iagnesium

Al
Sb
A
As
Ba
Be
Bi
B
Br
Cd
Cs
Ca
C
Ce
CI
Cr
Co
eu
Er
F
Ga
Ge
Au
He
H
In
I
II'
Fe
La
Pb
Li
Mg

27'1
120
40
75
137'4
9'1
208'5
11
79'96
112
133
40
12
140
35'45
52'1
59
63'6
166
19
70
72
197'2
4
1'01
114
126'85
193
56
138
206'9
7'03
24'36

Manganeso
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Nitrogen
Osmium
Oxygen
Palladium
Phosphorus
Platinum
Potassium
Rhodium
Rubidium
Ruthenium
Selenium
Silicon
Silver
Sodium
Sulphur
Strontium
Tantalum
Tellurium
Thallium
Thorium
Tin
rritanium

Uranium
Vanadium
Wolfram
Yttrium
Zinc
Zirconium
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Mn
Hg
Mo
Ni
N
Os
0
Pd
P
Pt
K
Rh
Rb
Ru
Se
Si
Ag
Na
S
Sr
Ta
Te
TI
Th
Sn
Ti
U
V
W
Yb
Zn
Zr

55
200'3
96
fi8'7
14'04
191
16
106
31
194'8
39'15
103
85'4
101'7
79'1
28'4
107'93
23'05
32'06
87'6
183
127
204'1
232
118'5
48'1
239'5
51'2
184
173
65'4
90'6

THE Tmnsvaal Leader of April 10th has the following :-" At the Chemical and
Metallurgical Society dinner on Saturday the President, Dr Loevy, was a German;
the Vice-Prcsident, Mr Von Gernet, was a Russian. The toast of the Mining Industry
was responded to by Mr George Rouliot, a Frenchman, and by Mr George Albu, a
Gennan naturalised British subject. They all spoke in English.
LADY DocToRs.-Three ladies of German, English, and American nationalities
rcspcctively have lately gained diplomas as Doctors of Science at the University of
Heidelberg, Gcrmany. The first of these, Miss Walther, . from Quedlinburg, had
studied English philology, and chose as subject for her dissertation "1I1alory's
Influcnce on Spenser's Faerie Qucene." The second, Miss Marriage, from London,
had studied German philology, Germanistic and literature. The title of her dissertation was "The German Volkslied." The third, Miss Dinson, from America, had
studicd art-history. The titlc of her dissertation was "Nicolas Poussin: His Life
and \Vorks." Racial feelings have no chance in science, nor have politics.
THB FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONORBSS of the representatives of Applied Chemistry
will be held in Paris from 23rd July to 31st July 1!l00. The committee consists of
the following gentlemen :-llonomry President, Berthelot; President, Moissan;
Vice-President, E. Durin; Secretnr.'!, F. Dupont; Councillors, Deherain, Lindet,
Gallois, Pellet. The meetings will take place in the spacious chambers of the
"Nouvellc Sorbonne" (University). 'rickets, price 20 francs, may be obtained on
application to M. F. Dupont, Boulevard de Magenta, 156, Paris.
PROV'BSSOR L. VON BAEO, a prominent chemical scientist, died recently at Karlsruhe
(Germany), at the ripe age of eighty-one years. The deceased is well-known in
chemical circles through his numerous publications, 'some of which were written in
collaboration with Fresenius; for instance, "An jnfallible method of detecting amI
determining Arsenic in poisoning cases" (1844). Other publlcations are: "The
tension of steam in salt solutiollil"; "Investigations on Ozone"; "Some products
of the decomposition of Cinchonine"; "The Furfural," etc.
THE Sl>IITHSONIAN I"STITUTB (BOSTON

has presented Professor James Dewar,
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London, with a go}d med,:1 in consideration of his recent discoveries in connection
with the liquefactIOn of air.
THE members of the German Commission for the investigation of Atomic Weights
have issucd invitations to all promine~t chelI!ists of every nationality to form an
'ntcrnational committee to deal exhaustively With the matter. The representatives
~f Germany already appointed are Professor Wilhelm Fresenius and Professor Von
Grucber.
IT is stated on definite authority that a University, "for ladies only," will shortly
bc established at Moscow.
For the foundation thereof a donation of 100,000
roublcs has alrcady been madc.
AT the first annual mceting of the Association of Mechanical 'Engineers of the
Witwatersrand. on Saturday, 27th l\lay 1899. our Society was officially represented
by the President, Dr Loevy. 1\1r John R. Williams was also present. The Associa.,
tion, although in existe~ce only one year. has gone ahea~ most rem.arkably, a~d
justifies great hopes for Its future. The annual ·report, whICh IS pubhshed fully 10
The B.A. }.fining Jonmal of 3rd June, will prove interesting reading to our
members.
A LARGE body of bauxite has been struck in the neighbourhood of Sydney, and
one may, therefore, rightly c,:msider that the production of aluminium in New South
Wales is more than probable 10 the near future.
A GOLD field has been discovered in Taxco (Mexico), about thirty miles from the
Gran Pacifico line. Professor William Niven reports that a sample weighing about
500 Ibs., and taken from a 3 ft. reef, assayed 3;1- ozs. fine gold per ton.
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AN intornational exhibition of acetylene lighting apparatus was opened at
Buclapesth on the 13th of May last. The majority of the exhibitors are Germans,
but English, French, and Italian manufacturers are also strongly represented.
THE following scientists have been elected honorary members by the Royal Institu·
tion of Great Britain, London :--Profeosor H. Kayser, in Bonn; Profossor W.
Nernst, in Goettingen; Professor W. Ostwald, in Leipzig; and Professor Liebreich,
in Bcrlin.
PnoFEssoR L. T. NILSON died at Stockholm on the 14th of May last. The deceased
was tho discoverer of the element Scandium, and is also well known by his deter·
minations of the atomic weights of thorium, beryllium, and niobium, which he
ma,le in conjunction with the late Profcssor Kruess.}1unich.
A'I' tho mceting' of thc Hoyal Society at Burlington House on May 3rd, Sir Wm.
('rookcs lectured on the results of his recent investigations on phosphorescent
"pcutm, nlHI oxhil,ite<1 a number of photographs illustrating the subject. In the
ultm violut ro:(ion of tho spectrum ho had found a number of lines, which he attri·
!lllttHI t.o IL lluW olmncnt " Victorium/' a. companion of yttriUDl. The new clement
I" of " hrown colour, an,1 has the atomic weight 117.
A MOX" tlll' ,lillienltics which cyaniuers havo to contend with in the colcler portio"" of Am,tmlia, fru:.t haH to bo reckoned with. At Cowra Creek, in the Monaro
<1ist"iet of Now HO\lth Walcs, tho eyanidc works arc shut down owing to the solution
frue1.in:( in thu pipes "n<1 vats. A littlo practical ingenuity says the AHstmiian
A[/.II.'"!J Slnm{lI,-d, disp]ILye,] in the utilisation of wasto steam w~uld probably remove
the hin,lranre without an il,"ullOrable amount of trouble.
MISS A. ['AMII":!l'f, )!.He., of the Melbourne University (says the Australia.n
']['nill'l S/«"</"""), who Was rooontly appointe,] assistant lecturer in biology ~ice Mr
'1'. H. i[all, appuintu,1 to tomporarily diHcharg-e the duties of loctnrer on ge~logy, is
Hot the only la,ly whusu "eielltifie attainments have recently reoeived the recognition
of hor alrna 1/llti('J', Hhe iH l'artnoro(l hy l\'fiHH I~hm, Neumann, who has received at
the ~lallllH of the Berlin tr niverHity the ,leg-ree of Doctor of Chemistry and
PhysICS.

'rim first international Cong-resH for tho suppression of Tuberculosis was opened in
Berlin on the 22ml of III ay last, in tho prosenco of the German Empress. 'l'he large
hall of the Reich'/(,gsgeuiiHde waH occupied by a total attcndance of about 2,000, in-
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eluding 200 official delegates from all parts of the world. England was represented
by 7 delegates the United States by 7, Russia by 8, Austria by 17, France by 17
Belgium, Swed~n and Norway, and Japan, each by 8, ·Switzerland by 8, and Italy by
5. Other countries represented were: Spain, Portugal, Monaco, Servia, Bulgaria
Mexico, Australia, Persia; in short, almost every civilised country of the world had
sent its representative.
THE annual meeting of tbe South African Association of Engineers was held on
Wednesday, the 27~h of J;me. Mr L. 1. Seym.0':lr was e.lected President fo~ the
ensuing year. In his valedICtory address, the retumg PreSident, Mr H. W. lIilller,
speaking about the industrial development of the country, said :-" It is gratifying
for us to lend our testimony to the fact that the Dynamite Factory is a legitimate
manufacturing concern, having the necessary plant and apparatus to enable it to produce high explosives of a quality suitable to modern requirements, and whatever
our individual views arc as to the price paid for the manufactures of this. Company,
we must, as scientific men, award the honour justly due to successful enterprise."
Proceeding, lI'lr Miller gave the following highly interesting data in connection with
the progress of the Gold Industry of the Transvaal during the last few years :-" At
that period (1893) there were 1,071 boilers in use, of which namber 732 were in USe
in this district, and the remainder, including 53 locomotives of the Z. A. S.lIi., were
scattered in various parts of the Republic. At the end of 1897. there were 2,282
boilers in the State, of which 1,664 were in _use, 943 being employed on the
Witwatersrand, Heidelberg, and Klerksdorp goldfields. Of steam engines, 1,239
are in use, of which 946 are employed on these fields alone, classified as follows :Winding, 314; pumping, 170; crushing, U3; air compressing, U7 ; lighting, 58;
transmission of power, 33; various purposes, 134; locomotives, 7-total, 946. Of
electrical machinery, 280 dynamos were in use in this district alone, communicating
light and power of a total energy of 13,853,625 Watts to 1,408 motors, and 32,971
lamps of a total candle power of 790,622. Of explosives, 33,868 cases of dynamite,
at a cost of 89s. 6 ·8d. per case, and 139,286 cases of blasting gelatine, at a cost of
106s. U·7d. per case, were used to break the ore mined on the Witwatersrand goldfields in 1897, the aggregate cost for explosives for the year being £896,691, in addition to a sum of £56,270 for fuse and detonators. At the close of 1897 there were
employed 8,553 whites and 60,234· natives, as against 3,558 whites and 30,000
natives during 1893. 'rhe wages paid in 1897 amounted to £2,702,423 for whites, and
£1,912,537 for natives, as against £1,000,000 and £900,000 paid in 1893. 'rhe total
value of the machinery and plant at work on these fields at the end of 1897 was
£6,355,037, as compared with an estimated value of £2,000,000 at the end of
1893.
IN a private letter to Dr Loevy, the Professor (A. von Oettingen, Leipzig) writes
as follows :-" I always remember with pleasure my visit to South Africa, which pre- .
sen ted so many attractions for me. Kindly convey my respectful compliments to
your Society."
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS at the twenty-one German Universities during
this summer is 33,563, making an average of 1,598 for each University. Berlin heads
the list with 4,997, then come lI'Iunich with 4,257, Leipzig with 3,270, and Bonn with
2,140. .rena and Rostock have the smallest ·attendance with 732 and 475 respectively. 31,279 of the students are of German extraction, the balance-2,284-are
" Uitlanders," the majority belonging to Russia, Switzerland, Great Britain, and
the United States. The number of students devoting themselves to natural sciences
and chemistry is 4,896, equal to 14·6 per cent. of the total number.
THE DENSITY OF THE EARTH.-Messrs Franz Richarz and Otto Krigar Menzel have
now submitted to the Royal Prussian Academy in Berlin the results of their investigations on the average density of the earth, started fifteen years ago on the
initiative of the late Professor Helmholtz. The Royal Prussian Ministry of War
took a great interest in this important work, and gave the investigators every moral
and financial snpport. Amongst other things they provided the experimenters with
a solid piece of lead, weighing 100,000 kilogrammes, and moulded by the gun
foundry at Spandau. The report now submitted contains all the details of the
experiments extending over a period of fully/fifteen years. The final result is that
the average density of our planet is estimated at 5·505 (water=l). Thus the total
weight of our planet wonld be about 5,690 trillions of tons (of 1,000 kilos.). One may
justly reason that this figure is correct within 60 trillions of tons, a small error
considering that it amounts only to 1·06 per cent., but rather large if one considers
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that it represents about 25,000 times the weight of the whole of the Himalaya
mountains.
THE CHEMIS:RY AND ~HYS[?LOGY o~·.ToBACCO S~IOKING.-Dr'N. Witt, Berlin, has
ecently investIgated thIS subject, and m P"o11lotheus, a German weekly magazine for

~atural sciences, he published his views and the following conclusions : -

It is a great mistake to attribu~e every indisposition resulting from tobacco
smoking to nicotine poisoning. Nicotine in tobacco varies in percentage from 0'6 to
4 but its presence has no connection with the aroma or the tlavour of the tobacco
first-class Havana eigar contains m~ch les~ nicotine than a G,erm~n cigar of
Bavarian manufactur~" yet the l~tter"wIll les~, mfluencc the s!"oker s dlge~tive and
other organs than an Ul?ma.nn or V,llar.
A.1arge ge~u~ne Havana CIgar Contains about 0'1 gramm<; mcotm.", but the greater part of th,S IS decomposed ~uring
the smoking process; m fact, It has never been I,roved that the smoke we mhale
eontains any trace of nicotine. Tobacco ~moking is simply an imperfect combustionprocess similar to, or even identical with, the process taking place in a charcoal oven
or coking furnace. Immedia~ely ~hind the ash. of a cigar there is a very thin layer
of burning tobacco. By drawmg aIr through a CIgar We supply the oxygen necessary
for eom bustion.
The two gases, carbonic acid and water steam, thus resulting,
together with the nitrogen of the air, enter the mouth. But before so doing their
heat produces an imperfect combustion of th"t part of the cigar lying immediately
behind the ash, and the products of this" dry distillation process" are volatile substances of the most complicated chemical composition containing creosot, carbolic
acid xylol, phlorol, xylenol, pyridin, etc., in fact all the volatile compounds contain~d in tar. These are not, generally speaking, direct poisons, but possess highly
disinfecting and antiseptic properties, and have therefore a beneficial effect upon the
mouth stopping the development of many kinds of bacteria therein present. On
the other hand they have an irritating effect upon the mucous membranes, producing
in some cases throat diseases and inflammations of these membranes.
Nicotine, truly, is a very volatile alkaloid. In the tobacco, however, it is not
present in the free state but as malic salt, which is only decomposed at very high
temperatures. Even admitting that the temperature in smoking is sufficient to
decompose the malic salt of the nicotine, this would likewise be decomposed into
comparatively harmless substances, chief of which are collidin, pyridin, and piccolin.
The most dangerous constituent of the tobacco smoke, carbon monoxide, has yet
to be accounted for. The carbonic acid produced from the burning tobacco-Icaf
passes through the carbonised part of the tobacco and is thus, by the action of the
carbon reduced to carbon monoxide. The quantity of this latter varies with the
dampn~ss and the density of the tobacco. A dry, porous cigar will produce less
carbon monoxide than a damp or badly-drawing one, as, in consequence of the large
supply of oxygen, a more perfect combustion of the tobacco together with less
carbonised matter will be attained.
Carbon monoxide is undoubtedly the most
dangerous constituent of tobacco smoke, and is certainly responsible for the bad
effects of smoking generally attributed to nicotine poisoning.
Another very
poisonous gas which, according to the investigations of Reischauer, is present in
tobacco smoke is hydrocyanie acid, but it is at least doubtful whether this is One of
the dangerous constituents, on account of the infinitesimally small quantity present
'fhe writer then concludes with the remark that the cigarette is the most harmless
smoke, considering that therein a maximum of quick and perfect combustion is
obtained and a minimum of carbon monoxide produced. The contention that the
paper of the cigarette in burning has an injurious effect upon the smoker is entirely
unfounded, for the paper consists of the same material as the bulk of the tobacco
itself, viz.-C 6H ,O OO (cellulose).
The real danger eonnected with cigarette smoking
lies not in the paper, but in the addition of opium which, unfortunately, many
brands of cigarettes contain.
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CYANIDE PorSoNINo.-The following letters in connection with this matter
appeared in The Aust"arian Mining Standaj'd of 8th June 1899:South Australia Register, March 15th, 1899.
Sir -In view of the recent deaths (three this week in Australia) from cyanide
poiso~ing the present may be a favourable time for impressing on the mcmories of
those eng~ged in cyanide operations the treatment to be adoptcd in cascs ?f poisoning. The patient should first be placed in a hot bath, and cold water apphed to the
back and neck. In cases of internal poisoning vomiting should be induccd by
emetics. A pint of Wal"Ill water, with a dessert-spoonful of mustard mixed therein,
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will be found effective. Mter vomiting has taken place a dose of freshly precipi_
tated carbonate of iron may be given. This may be made by mixing equal quantities
of carbonate of sodium and sulphate of iron while the patient is being prepared. If
the poisoning has been caused by inhalation of prussic acid the patient should inhale
small quantities of ammonia, ether, or chlorine gas. The latter may be made quickly
by sprinklinO' a little bleaching powder on a cloth moistened with acetic acid, and
applied by holding to the nostrils .. Dr Johann ~ntal, a Hungarian toxi.cologist,
reported in 1893 to the Hungal'lan SOCiety of MedlCme that he had found mtrate of
cobalt to be a perfect antidote for prussic acid.
When the symptoms indicate that
the poison has been absorbed in considerable quantity hypodermic injection of two
to four minims of liquor atropinae sulpha tis every half hour may be necessary, but
this agent should never be used by laymen if medical aid is within reach.-Yours,
etc.
J A~IES C. FHASEH.
South Australia Repisle}', March 17th, 1899.
Sir,-The sad death of Mr E.- F. Turner by cyanide poisoning, and the fact that
so much of this dangerous chemical is nowadays in uoe, especially in connection with
the well-known gold-recovery precess, makes it almost imperative that a simple antidote should always be on hand where this chemical is in use. For the past five years
I have always kept nitrate of cobalt on hand for this purpose, but fortunately have
had no occasion to nse it for the saving of hnman life. Some three years aO'o, however, at the works of the Australian Gold Recovery Company, Cobar (N.S. W.), I
made an experiment on the life of a rabbit, which was so remarkably successful that
perhaps it may not be out of place to record the fact, so that others similarly
engaged as myself may follow the subject up. In this experiment a solntion of
potassium cyanide was forced into the stomach of a rabbit.
The effect of the
poison was seen almost immediately, and in a few minutes the rabbit had apparently
breathed its last. When I could detect no further life or action of the heart, I
leisurely forced a solution of cobalt nitrate down the throat of the rabbit, plunged
it into cold water, and breathed into its nostrils. After the lapse of about one
minute the muscles began to show signs of returning animation, and in the course of
about ten minutes time the rabbit attempted to run away. I caught it again, and
to make sure that its cure was permanent kept it till the following day, when it
effected its well-earned liberty by hopping away as lively as a cricket. Of course,
an excess of cobalt nitrate is necessary, and its effect is to form an insoluble fleshcoloured precipitate, which, on account of its insolubility in the stomach, is evidently
non-poisonous. What the effect of a very large excess of nitrate of cobalt may be
on the human system I am unable to say. Perhaps some medical authorities may
be able to enlighten us on this point. No doubt it would be safer to have the
stomach of the patient emptied after the antidote had done its work. This antidote,
T believe, was suggested, and no doubt used, by a Hungarian doctor about six years
ago.-Yours, etc.,
A. WAUCHOI'E,
The Woodside Consolidation Syndicate Cyanide Works.
Woodside, March 15th.
THE HANBURY GOLD MEDAL of the Pharmaceutical Societvof Great Britain has
been presented to Dr A. Ladenburg, Professor of Chemist,:y at the University of
Breslau.
PROFESSOR ROBEHT BUNSEN, the celebrated German chemist, died at Heidelberg,
at the ripe age of 88 years. A biographical sketch of the great scientist will be
published in our next issue.
LORD KELVIN (Sir William Thompson), the great British scientist, contemplates
retiring from the chair of Natural Philosophy at the Glasgow University, which he
has occupied for the last fifty-three years.
THE close of the present year will witness the twenty-fifth anniversary of Professor
Hahn's incumbency of the chair of Chemistry at the South African College. It is
proposed to raise a fund by subscriptions on the part of those who have been under
Dr Hahn's tuition during these twenty-five years, and, by means of a fitting
testimonial (to be presented at a public dinner), to mark the appreciation of the
valuable serviceo rendered by Dr Hahn, and the recognition of the position he has
attained as senior professor of the above-named institution. The committee which
has been formed to give effect to this proposal comprises the Hon. W. P. Schreiner,
the Hon. Sir H. H. Juta, Drs W. C. Scholtz, J. H. M. Beck, and E. B. Fuller, and
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Messrs P. Maskew, ~. E. Lawton, R. 111. Maxwell, C. 1<'. Juritz, and. W. S. Woodhead.
Messrs Juntz and Fuller (Cape Town) are actl~g as Joint honorary
secretaries and treasurers.
WE are indebted to Profcss~r J. ~'. Lawn for a copy of the Prospectus for 1899 of
the South African School of Mmes, Kimberley. The ~ontents o~ the little pamphlet
reflect great credit upon the staff and the managmg committee of that. useful
institution whICh we are happy to seo has made remarkable progress durmg the
short time' of its existence. From Professor Lawn's report on the period from 1896
to 1899, we learn that classes were first commenced ';>U lOth August 189~, and .were
attended by five students, who were the first candidates to pass the First Mming
Examination of the Cape of Good Hope Univer8ity. In June 1897 they all passed
the Second Mining Examination held for the first time by the University; they then
proceeded to the Rand, where they studied for one year the various departments of
gold mines, aftcr which they all passed the Final Mining Examination in June 1898.
Four of these gent~C1,,"en, Messrs V!. Versfeld, R. M. Kayser, M. Baumann, V. 'E.
Scaer have since Jomed our Society, and are well known to our members alld
associates. In Augllst 1897 tw,clve. students, who .had passed the First ~inillg
Examination, commenced work m Klrr.'berley, and SIX of them passed the i::lecond
Mining Examination in Kimberley m June 1898. In 1898 seventeen jUllior
students commenced work; thus the number of students during the three year.
1896.1899 was 34. Likewise evening classes were held in engineering', drawing,
geometry, and mineralogy. Eighty-five students joi'.'ed these classes in 1898, and
there was an average attendance of 58'4 for two evenmgs per week throughout the
season. The pamphlet also includes a syllabus of courses of instruction, through
which students of the School of !\lines have to go, and which is based on vcry
rational principles, both scientifically and technically.
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SOLIDIFICATION 0]0' HYDROGEN.-According to the Chemical Ne?c.! of August 18th,
Professor Dewar has sncceeded in solidifying hydrogen into a glassy transparent
mass.
VIC1'ORlUM.-Sir W. Crooks, F.R.S., has discovered a new element (which he has
named" Victorium ") associated with yttrium. (See Journal No.6, 1899, page 130.)
THE DANGERS OF DISTILLED WATER.-It has long been an acknowledged fact that
distilled water has all injuriou., effect upon health. H. Koeppe, in the "Deulse-he
Mcd. Wochenschrift" (1898, 624), writes as follows on tho subject :-" Distilled water
produccs tnrgcscence of the tissue by depriving it of salts. Cells and one·cellular
organisms perish in distilled water; they die as a consequence of the turgescence
which deprivos them of tho faculty to absorb salts and other soluble cell constituents.
Distillod water is for this reason a protoplasm a poison of the most dangarous kind
and its solo and continual use for clrinking purposes cannot be too strongly depre:
catod. In tho stomach it will produce destruction and consequent elimination of
tho suporficial layors of the opithelium, resulting in indisposition, vomiting and
ell tarrh of tho intestines." (Hcfcrence is made to this rna tter in this J ournl1J;V 0'1. II.,
No. :l, lR99, pur:e 71.-Ed.)
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C.'lltllitie 1'1"0"'""''', Limitlt(ion oftllC-P. Argall. Ell.'}. and 111inin,q J. 1897.
Tt is statod that tho cyalli,lo proccss is inapplicablo in the case of oxidised ores
in which tho I~ohl oeCtus partly in a eoarso state, unless tho cyaniding is preceded o~
followe? by .amall:um~tion. Coppor oros ar? als~ unsuitablo for cyanide treatment,
even With ,hluto solutIOns. as tho copp"r wlneh dlssolvos, accumulates flnd is finally
deposited on tho zinc in tho precipitating hoxos. Hkoy fOllnd that a'0'03 por cent
cyanidc solution, aftor stan,lin!~ for ono hour in contact with crushed and thoroughly
washod samplos of chalcopyrito an,l copper glance, containcd a perceptible quantity
of copper cyanido and traces of sulphur and oxidised sulphur compounds. Sulphide
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of antimony is also soluble in cyanide solutions. With regard to the action of
sulphide, Skey found that a 1 per cent. solution of pure cyanide dissolved a givcn
weight of gold in ten miuutes, but on the addition of 1-100,000th part of Rulphur (as
a sulphide) it required two hours to dissolvc the same. weight of gold. The author
however considers that the presence of minute quantites of alkaline sulphides is not
seriously injurious in the practical application of the cyanide process. If the sulphur
of a soluble mineral combines with the cyanogen, it does not interfere with the
solution of the gold; for instance, galena, though soluble, is usually quite amen_
able to cyanide treatment. Zinc blende and pyrites are practically insoluble in
cyanide solutions.
. . .
.
It is stated that a large consumptIOn of cyamde-whlCh may be due to the
presence of free acid in thc ore, of acid or basic salts, or to the ore being easily
soluble in the solution-is invariably accompanied by a low extraction of gold.Journ. S.C.I., Nov. 1897.

Cyanide Mill Solutions-P, Argall. Eng. and Min1:ng J., 1897.
The following table shows the changes which take place in ordinary mill solutions
where zinc is used as a precipitant. 'fhe solution was originally made from pure
potassium cyanide, and its strength was maintained by the addition of pure cyanide
from time to time as occasion demanded ;After 6 months' continuous use, during

which time the

Solution passed
through 11,000 tons

of Ore.
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KCN
HCN .
.
.
Total simple cyanides
K Fe(CN)6
K NS.
Zn
CaO

6

Gold (in ounces)

After 13 months' continuous use, during

whtch time the

Solurlon passed

throogh 26,000 tons
of Ore.

Before

After

Before

Precipitation.

Precipitn-

Precipita-

tlon.

tlon.

After
Precipitatlon.

Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.
0'501
0'491
0'505
0'505
0'061
0'079
0'017
0'021
1,302
1'335
1'470
1'445
0'098
0'018
0'117
0'026
0'212
0'207
·0'058
0'057
0'316
0'360
0'368
0'388
0'082
0'1,2
0'085
0'172
1'150

0'037

1'810

0'030

.,

There was no material change in this solution after 18 months' continuous use,
Zinc does not accumulate in the solution, as the greater part of that which is dissolved in the precipitating boxes is precipitated on the ore charges in the leaching
tanks; zinc also separates out in the form of insoluble ferro-cyanide, and as sulphide
from the action of alkali sulphides, which are usually present in small quantities.Jou1'n. S C.I., Nov. 1897.

Notes on the Action of Potassium Zinc Oyanide Sol1ttions on Gold-By W. J. Sharwood. Eng. Min. J., 64, 396, 426, 460, 461.
. The author gives a summary of what has been published on the subject with
all the necessary references, discusses the value of the different equations proposed
from a thermo-chemical point of view, and des!,ribes in detail his own experiments,
embodying over two hundred and fifty observations, to which the reader is referred
for detail. The conclusions arrived at are: '(1) The gold-dissolving power of a solution of potassium zinc cyanide increases rapidily with increased excess of oxygen,
presence of oxygen being the most essential condition. (2) It increases somewhat
with strength of solution, but this effect is small. (3) It increases with a rise of
temperature. (4) Gold dissolves in the solutions without forming any precipitate at
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fi t but after a certain proportion of gold has dissolved, a white precipitate begins

a~d' continues to fo!~, gra.dually coating. the metal and retarding further action.

'1'hc amount of preCipItate IS not proportIOn.al to that of the gold dIssolved, being
latively less when the amount of solvent IS larg-e; It consIsts of a somewhat varir~le mixture of cyanidc and oxide of zinc. (5) '1'he solvent action of the double
~yanitlc solution is less than that of a solution of simple ~otassium cyanide contain. g the samc amount, or half the amount, of cyanogen III equal volumes. (6) It is
:~creased by addition <?f caustic alkali, ?ther conditions remaining the same, and
thc increase is greatest m solutIOns to WhICh oxygen has the freest access. (7) The
cOllsidcrable increase in solvent po,,:er observed w?en caustic l;otash is added
(always provided that oxygen IS accessIblc), coupled wIth the supcnor effect of free
potassium cyanidc, is good evidence tl"'~ so~e free potassium cyanide is formed
upon such addition, and, therefore, that In dIlute solutIOns (such as 0'3 to 0'6 per
cent. or O'SO to 0'40 gram molecule per litre) potassium zinc cyanide is partially decomposed by caustic. alkali, !n accordance with the prin,ciples of che'!,'ical equilibrium
between substances m solutIOn, -JouT1wl Am. Chem . .soc., Dec. 1891.
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J\Totes on so-called" Selective Action" of Cyanide of Potass;",n. f01" Gold-\V. A,
Dixon. A paper read before the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, Nov. 17th,
1897.-Thc author concludcs that a much diluted solution of KCN contains much
frec dissolved oxygen "en P"o1'o1"t;on to tke epanide and, therefore, dissolves much gold
in I"'oportion to the cyanide pm'ent and afterwards littlc base metal, because there
is little cyanide left to saturatc, and it therefore "ppeMs that the cyanide has
selccted thc gold. Also that a solution containing more thanthe theoretical quantity
of cyanide to thc ox.ygen present must b~ used, bepau~e, WhIlst a grannie of gold IS
consumin"" the cyamde and oxygen m ItS ,mmed,ate neIghbourhood, the oxygen from
the sUlTo~Inding solution diffuscs in sooner than the cyanide, and, therefore, an
cxcess of cyanidc must be used to compensate for this diffcrence .
•Votes on Snmp Sol'utions, Extmetor-Box }Vo,.,{; and Clwning up in the Cyanide P.rore.•s-Alfred Jamcs.-A papcr read before the October (lb97) Meeting of Inst. of
],1 in. and ~Iet.
The C~a"ide Process.-Discussion of the papcrs of S. B. Christy, H. Furman, and
G. A. Packard.-Trans. A,n. Inst. of Min. Engs., Sept. 1897.
Edito,.·",l on Pi"oceed';nf/s of Chemicct/ and Me!aU""'gical Society of S.A.-African
ReView, 25th Dec. 1897.-Comments on dry - crushingidiscussion, and advocates
furthcr cxperiment.
('~""ide of Potassium 11"o>n Blast Furnace GIMes-Eng. and Min. Jou1'nal, 4th Dec.
1897.-(joncludes that at the present day the recovery of the cyanide formed has
very little bearing on the economic use of coal owing to the cost of recovering and
renning the crude product obtained.

C'llcwide Solutions-W. J. Studds. Aust. Min. Stand., 16th Sept. 1897.-Describes
metJlOus in use at Coolgardic, W.A.
"NOTES ON PllESEl<T WESTERN PRAC'fICE OF MI,TALLURGY ECONOMICALLY CONSIDEIlED"-W. B. Devereux. Colnmbia School of Mines Qua1'/erly, July 1897.
"'filE GEl<HSIS OF CERTAIN AURIFEROUS LODES "-J. A. D. (Otago, N.Z.). Proc.
• 1711. Inst. 11lining Engineers, February 1897.-" Every sample of chalybeate mine
watcrs analysed by me acted as a precipitant of gold whcn taken fresh from the
workings, but as a solvent of gold at ordinary temperatures in the presence of the
oxilles of manganese, when it had bcen exposed to the air for a week or two."
"ROASTING rREVIOUS TO CYANIDING "-Wallace Macgregor.
Slcmda,.d, 20th Jannary 1898.
"HCOHlI,'ICATION
,Janurlry 1898.

Tel·S/l.S

CUPELLATION "-H. N. Warren.

Auslralian 11lining
Cltemical Nutes, 28th

"NOTES 0:; THE ACTION OF CYANOGEN ON GOLD "-James Park. p,.oc. lnst. of
Mininp <lnd Metcdlurgy, 19th January 1898.-Concludcs that cyanogen acts feebly
nntl superficially on gold, forming a film of aura-cyanide which dissolves in the small
traco of ammonium cyanide which is formed by decomposition of the solution.

3H
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"ON THE SUCCESSPUL TREATMENT OP TAILINCS DY THE DIRECT FILLINC PUOCESS
ON THE WITWATEUSRAND "--F. C. Pengilly. Proc. Insl. of Mining and 11felallurg~
19th January 1898.-Describes methods in use at the Jumpers Gold Mining Oom:
pany, Limited, and the New Kleinfontein Company, Limited.
"THE CONTHOL AND FIXATION OF SHIFTING SANDS "-John Gifford .. EngineeJ:ing
:bfagazine January 1898.-Becommends the use of Psamma ,wena?'''' and Pmu8
rnw'it/,na,' as employed in France for the fixation of shifting sand dunes.
"THE OYANJDE PROCESS FOn GOLD OnES IN WESTERN AMERICA "-Thomas Tonge.
EngineC1ing Magazine, January 1898.-Gives the early history of the process in the
United State., and of companies exploiting the same. States that in all 41 plants
treating 3,362 tons per day. are at work on tailings, crude ore, and concentrates:
Illustrated from photographs.
"THE OmorN OF NUGGETS"-A. Liversidge. Anstndian :bIinin.'l Standco'd, 30th
December 1897, et seg.-Illustrated by reproductions of photo-micrographs of nuggets
and sections.
"'l'llE MODEnII' GOLD CHLOIUNATION PnOCESS FOn THE TnEAnIENT OF GOLD OUES"
-J. E. Rothwell. :bfl:ning and Scient~fic Press, 18th December 1897.-An illustrated
article describing barrel chlorination as at present practised in the United States.
"CHAnCOAL IN CYANIDING "-N. D. Power. A'nst""li«n _Mining Standa",l, 14th
October 1897.- Gives information relating to the use of this precipitant, and directions for the process.
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"CYANIDING SULPHIDE GOLD OnES "-R. Recknage!. Engineering and :bJ.inin[f
Jou?'nal, N. Y., 13th November 1897.-Remarks on this subject, causes of failures,
differences in extraction, etc.
"GOLD, ziNC, AND ELECTROLYSIS "-E. Andreoli. Elekt,'ochelllische Xeilscl,,'.,
October 1897.-Discusses the t:liemens method of precipitating gold from a cyanidc
solution by electro-deposition. instead of filiform zinc.
"THE SULMAN-TEED (BnOMO-CYANIDE) PnOCESS O~' GOLD EXTRACTION" - H. L,
SuI man and F. L. Teed. Society of Chemical Industry, December 1897.-" It is
now pretty obvious that a cyanide solution will dissolvc base metal from an ore as a
function of its strength, but will dis,olve gold as a function of it, strength and its
oxygen contents. Since Maclaurin's proof that the oxygen dissolved is an inverse
function of the cyanide strength, it became a pretty problem to determine the best
practical strength, so as to give the maximum solution of gold with the minimum of
base metal. The solvent power of 'a cyanide solution in practice depends on thc
oxygen supplied from air (1) previously dissolved in the liquors, (2) cntangled
between the grains of ore or tailings, and (3) dissolved by the surface layers of
liquid and slowly diffused throughout the mass during leaching. These supplies are
sufficient to effect the fairly rapid solution of the finer particles of gold at the commencement of the leach, but the varied applications of strong' and weak solutions,
the necessity in many cases of alternate drainings of the partially extracted orcs,
and, in general the effecting of as much reration as possible, all point to the comparatively rapid exhaustion of the oxygen supply, and consequently to the intermittent nature of the solvent action occurring with simple cyanide liquors. The
coarser the gold particles and the richer the ore, the more striking does the necessity
of oxygenation become. The difficulty in extracting rich pyritic concentrates by the
ordinary cyanide method, and the great length of time required is partly due to this
among other factors; and it is not all to be laid to the mOre or less complete overlaying of gold laminm by crystals of pyrites, Moreover, the lm'ge 'masses of pyrites
and other oxidisable minerals immersed in alkaline solutions intercept the oxygeh
supply necessary for the dissolution of the gold, thus lengthening the latter process
and enabling the cyanide to be destroyed partly by greatly prolonged contact of the
cyanide with the naturally occurring compounds of the base metals.
"Assuming the solubility of oxygen in dilute potassium cyanide solution is thc
same as in water, and that oxygen constitutes one-fifth of thc atmosphere, calculation (on the basis of Elsner's equation) shows'that 18 cubic iuches of plain cyanide
solvent would be required to dissolve 1 grain of gold. If every particle of solution
were brought into contact with every particle of ore, applying a weight of solvent
equal to onc-third of the weight of the ore, the acrocyanide solvent could not
possibly extract morc than 2 ozs. 2 dwts. 9 grs. of gold per ton of ore. 1n the above
calculations it is assumed that no oxygen is wasted on oxidisable matter in the orc,
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but also that no atmospheric reoxygenation takes place during the process of the
extraction."
.
.
. d t
I
I
I ' '"
'rhis method IS bemg tn~ a two l' aces, name 11 t 10
Day Dawn (West
Australia), where the process IS worked up~n battery tmlmgs f~om a free-milling ore;
and Deloro (Canada), whcre we are ext~'actmg an ,?rc dcred" wlthol~t any preliminary
rOllsting or chemical treatm?,nt. cOnSIStlOg of masSIve arsemeal pyntes often carrying
over 40 per cent. of arsemc. ~
"
.
'rhe Deloro ore averages 1'~ dwts. gol~l pcr ton" and YIelds an extractIOn of 90 per
ccnt. " At Deloro the gold IS m a lammar conchtlOn betwecn ?rystals of arsenical
pyrites. 'rhe ore is there crushed by a Krupp Grusonwerk ball null to 30-40 mesh, A
ccrtain amount of fines is separated by an air ~rader. 'l'hi~ pa~t of the proces~ is in
coursc of mOllificatIOn, as It IS !ound that despIte many appl~catlOns o~ th~ prmc,lple of
.tir scparation a large proportIOn of still leachablc though fine materIal IS earned off
;vith thc unl~achable slime, by means of applicd air currcnts, In several cases
invcstigation~ showed that the air-separa~ed product contained 40 to 60 per cent" of
material wInch though very fine, was stIll granular enough to have been dealt wIth
in the le~ching 'tank. '1'0 retain this it has been found dcsirable to have recourse to
wet separation, wh~reby not only is the mass of the fines greatly reduced, but the
absolutc slimes rejected by It are very much poorcr than the average product
separated by an air eurt·ent. Slimes from Deloro ore by wet sepa.ration can be
obtained as poor as 3 dwts. per ton, whereas the dry separated matenal often runs
from 8 to 9 dwts."
,
"At both mines the crushed ore or tailings is simply dumped direct into the leaching
vat. Both plants are for working 50 tons per day. "
"'rhe time of extraction is 14 to 15 hours at Day Dawn, and 30 to 40 hours at
Deloro, the difference being entirely due to the very diffcrent distribution and
occurrence of the gold particles in the two oros. At Day Dawn only one set of
liquora is used, averab<ing 0'1 per cent. or less of potassiulll cyanide, with a proportionate amount of bromide of cyanogen. At Deloro two sets are employed; the
"trong, 0'2 to 0'25 pcr cent., and the weak, 0'1 per cent. of potassium cyanide, each
with its snmll re'luisite addition of bromide of cyanogen. The consumption of
chcmicals is at Day Dawn rather less than 4 ozs. of potassium cyanide ancl 1'1 OZ8. of
bromide of cyanogen pcr ton of ore. At Deloro it is 1 lb. of potassium cyanide and
! Ih. of bromide of cyanogen per ton of ore. The percentage of extraction averages
about 90 per cent. at both mines. At Day Dawn the tailings average 3 to 4 dwts.,
ancl the re"idne, after extraction, 8 to 10 grains. On more than one occasion these
14 hour~ extracted tailings were boilod with aqua'regia, when no further diminution
of the rcsidual gold contonts was cffccterl, thus proving a completc'extraction of all
cxpose,l gold hy tho short bromo-cyanido Icaeh. It is of course obvious that no
prooos" that does not llissolve quartz can attack a particle of gold completely
AUrrOUll( lu(l by q nal't~."
A fnll ,loHcription, illustmtocl by plans of the latcst methods of zinc-fume
prot"ipitation i. h';vcn. In the discllssion which followed, Messrs A. C. Claudet A.
,IamuH, ann D. A. Loui" criticisen thc process somewhat severely. (See also Proc.
('I" 111. "/ld ).lId. SUc/"'iI of S.• I., Vol. J. PI'. 109-133.)
u C.\I.(·':-:":-;'!l

(~IU-;.~

nl~.FonH

rl'IlH.~T~[ENT

Wl'l'H

CYANIDE "_Eng.

and

.11['i-n~ng

./0"1'11,,1, fl.)., 12th Api'll 1R(l7. -Ihthcrto, all the ores of the MercU!' district in
IltHh, wh",'" th" cYllui,lo Ireatmcnt had the first marked SllCCCSS in the United
~tatc!\, wtJI'olOltt:htJIl raw.
For n. t:ollsidcrah'c period it has beon known that in many
lTIHtaW'('.':L portlt!11 of tho ~~{J1(1 r~a.~ Im;t, but owners were apparently satisfied, so long
"" oP"'·U.tIOIIH 1'",,1 "profit. I he model De Ln Mar pl:tnt now being built is
nrl'lH1:rt~d itl ,'alt·ino all UlOd awl roaHt tho arMenicnl products. 'Experiments rece~tly
mudu O!l ~layuy I,n (~i~~lLlu ore, Oil th~ ':CHt Dip porti?n of M.crcur canlp, show that,
hy cah'IT1'n'~, the oro IOIL<'hn, better II!
hom'. than 1Il fivo days without calcining'
awl ('aleinill.(~ fUI'IlfH'UR nra to be imlnc(1iately put on. Like l'osults were had o~

2'

HaCl"mll,t.:lIl,to, :--;tlll~hirlO, alH 1 other OI'UH.

that thlH IllllovatIOIl
l~lOn: churty

:"".1

('aII

Evon tho 1\lCl'L:nr lllanttgeIllcnt now admits
he adoptud to :](lvallta.~c, thongh tho orcs of this nline are

f,."ur fl'OlII ,limy lII~torial. than any of thoir neighbours. In all
hkohhood, WIt hill a YOlLr, ovory cyan"lo 111111 of that camp will bc equippcd with
ealcil1illf~ fl1l·wtce;ol.
By t hiH 1I1Oan~ U.IHO, it iK ho!ievc,l that Inost of tho lnill tailing
,lull1pH call 1:0 1n,,,lo Lo affor,l" profit, aIHI thoy wjll prohal>ly he HOlllC ,lay re-worked.
--Jotll"lInl 1r..;,(}C. Ultel/I. Imlll"tl'/1, Dcc. UW7. (Huo [Lh~o .Journal I"OC. Chern. Indu,.,stlY,
p. /l0:3, 1897.)
"AHOENTII"EltOII~ AND AUlliio'J<:ltclUH LEA]), NO'l'EH ON 'rUE H.U!I'LING OF. "-A. C.
Ubudot, lltsl. of ltlia. «1111 Mtt., 20th Ocl. 1~!J7. -" It ha" been found that differnnt
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parts of the same bar of lead, carrying silvcr or gold, vary very much in their COn_
tents of these mctals and this circumstance affects the sampling of argentiferous and
:,uriferous lead bulli~n on the large scale. The surface of a bar is, as a rule, poorer
m sliver and gold than the bottom, but when the gold contents become high the
reverse appears to be the case. The ordinary methods of sampling are as follo":s :_
(1) Cutting chips out of the tops and bottoms of the bars. (2) Sawing by a circular
saw throngh the bars. (3) Melting the bars in mass into clean lead and dross.
,. In S!lste1n (1) chips are cut by a gouge or chisel out ofthe top and bottom of every
bar, or alternately the ~op of one bar and the bottom of the next. The chips are
melted, eithcr together l~tO one bar, or those from the tops and bottoms separately
into two bars. On assaymg the bars, the results arc compensated for enrichment on
melting, if necessary. 'l'his method should only be employed with lead containing
10 to 20 ozs. of silver per ton.
"Syste1n (2). 'l'he bars are .sawn transversely, either half way or right through.
The sawings arc either melted mto small bars and assayed, Or they are assayed without melting; in the latter case, t.he result must be corrected for impoverishment
due to the oil which has to be used when sawing the bars. The teeth of the sa":
should be rather small, to prevent too frequent breakagcs and to produce small sized
sawings. This method may be satisfactorily used with lead containing silver up to
100 or 200 ozs. per ton.
"System (3). The lead is meltcd in large iron pots holding from 10 to 30 tons.
the charge is heated and skimmed until the molten lea::! is quite clean' th~
temperature is as high as possible, the lead well stirred up, 'and a 'dip' sdmple
taken.
The dross is broken down when cold and a samFle takcn.
'l'he
two samples are then assayed, and the results corrected and calculated with
regard to the original lead charge. This method takes the longest time but it is
stated to yield the most reliable reouits; it should be employed in all cdses where
the silver is above 200 ozs. per ton, and where the gold is above 1 oz. or 2 ozs. per
ton. Nine plates accompany the paper, fully illustrating the precise methods of
obtaining samples by cutting or sawing the bars. "-Jou1"I1al Soc. CAem. Industry
Deeembcr 1897.
_
'

"'rHE ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TnEATMENT OF GOLD OnES "-Major-General Webber
R.E. Eny1:neering, February 11, I89S.-A paper read before the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, describing the Peletau-Cleriei process, gives a history of the
various attempts to hasten the solution of gold with the aid of the electric current
from Becquerel's experiments in 1831) up to the present day. The paper gives th~
following details'ltS to the working of the process :-'l'he powdered quartz is mixed
with water to form sludge, and is placed in 2~-ton lots in a wood-lined vat. The
bottom of the vat contains a layer of mercury, in which is placed a copper plate.
TillS plate is connected to the negative pole of the dynamo, and the mercury forms
the cathode. In the centre of the shaft is a vertical revolving shaft, carrying four
flat vane-shaped horizont"l plates, the surfaces of which are 4 in. to 6 in. abovo
the mercury. These plates arc connected to the positive terminal of the dynamo,
and form the anode. Stirrers and baffiers are also connected to the revolving shaft,
in order to keep the contents thoroughly agitated. The current is passed into the
vat at a potential varying from 5 to 14 volts. 'fhe minimum current used is 1~
amperes per square foot of half the combined areas of the anode and cathode.
During the first two hours about I per ccnt. of salt to the weight of ore is
added, the decomposition of which yields ,NaHO, NaCIO, and free CI. The latter
dissolves gold, forming
AuCI.
which is subsequently electrolysed, the gold being dissolved by tht' mercury. Should
acidity result, lime is added and cyanide of potassium, which Causes a further
solution of gold, though a considerable proportion of the cyanide is destroyed by
the sodium hypo chloride present.
"The addition of potassium cyanide (KCN) to an ordinary agitating vat causes
the solution of some of the finely divided gold; and a further solution will ensue
when, by the passage of an electric current, a decomposition yielding free cyanogen
at the anode and caustic potash and hydrogen' at the cathode will ensue. So far
the reactions Me common to all arrangements which combine ~gitation with electrocyanide processes. They are: with dissol ved oxygen alone availabJe4KCN +AU2+ H.0+0=2KAu(CN). +2KHO ;
with nascent eyanogcnKCN +Au+CN=KAu(CN).,
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"The cost of treatment given was: Chemicals, 2s. 6d. to 4s. ; powor, 1s. 6d. ;
' .
labour, 6d. to Is. per ton.
I' rrhe following are some ?f the results of expeflment~ on [L 'Yorklng seale carried
out at Denver (Uolorado) with low grade ores from various mllles, pulverised to 40
mesh only.

Nome of Mine.

Dwls. to the Precipitated Precipitated Total Gold
Ton Assay
Crom the
saved.
direct·.
Solution.
Gold Vnlue.
Per c('nt..
---- ----

•

10'0

40

50

Dc la !'lIar.

13'0

46

31

77

4'S

55

25

80

"
Oaxaca

8'0

45

30

75

Bassick tailings

6'S

23

53

76

13'~

64

21

85

2'4

75

17

92

Baby.
Phamix
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90

Hose.

Leroi.

8'4

57

19

7G

Alma.

18'4

80

9

89

!'IIiller

7'S

60

25

85

"Some of the above samples were pulverised also to 60 mesh, and g"ve a result
from 6 to 10 per cent. better."
Tn the diseussion which followed the process was adversely criticised, speakers
being of opinion that the present cyanide process is for every reason a more
practicable one.
DETERMINATION OF GOLD AND SILVER IN CYANIDE SOLUTIONS
"The following is a simple means, supplied by !'III' Peletan, of testing quantitively
for the presence of gold and siher in the solutions with potassium cyanide as a
solvent at each stage of treatment, which can be easily used by the assayer in
charge :-'fake 500 cubic centimetres of solution. Heat nearly to boiling point.
Add 2 grm. sn)p""ie of coppc?' (bluestone) and 2 grm. of sodium sulphide. Add hydro.
chloric acid so as to have a strong acidity. Heat to boiling point. Filter the black
precipitate in which all the gold and silver are retained. Scorify the precipitate with
50 grs. litharge. The precious metals arc recovered from the lead by cupellation.
" 'rhe sodium sulphide used in this test is mado iu a very simple way, by fusing
in a crucible one part of cm'b01wie of sad" and one part of slrlphw·. 'l'hc crllciblo
must be well covered."
"SmlE ROUGH NOTES ON THE AMALGAMATION OF AURIFEROUS ORES "-Spencer
Cragoe. "lfining .loi",,,al, London,February 5,1898.- r n commencing a series of articles
on this subject, the writer expresses the fear that, in view of the prominence given to
the other branches of gold extraction, sufficient attention is not given to amalgamation, "which requires no inconsiderable degree of skill, patience, and minute
observation, coupled with thorough practical experience, and a sound knowledge of
tho theory underlying it to carry it out. with uniform success."
In his opinion the tables used in outside amalgamation, as a rIlle, are too shor
-they are never too long. Sixteen feet is qnoted as a satisfactory Icngth of table
-that is, foul' 48-in. plates, with perhaps the addition of a short concave tail plate
preceding mercury taps.
.
Objection is taken to any narrowing- of the width of tho plate, whi"e .tress is,Iaid
upon the importance of their correct inclination. Steps are recommended With it
fall of abont 2 inches, in preference to a plain surface.
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In the second article Mr Cragoe deals with battery frames and utterly condemns
the. use of iron and stcel for this purpose. Hc points out the continual breakages
whICh occur, owing to the deleterious effect of the constant jar on the metal
Wooden framcs are now extensively adopted, and the practice of the Transvaal i~
quoted.
Thc writer then procecded to discuss the type of mortar and battery screcn and
the variations necessary in different quality or orcs. .
"DECOMPOSITION OJ.' AUlUC CHLOlUDE IN DILUTE SOLUTION."-E. Sonstadt.
Che",. News, Feb. 18, 1898.-The writer finds that dilute solutions of auric chloride
are decomposed on boiling with the evolution of hydrogen peroxide
AuCI 3 +2H,O=AuCl+2HCI+ H.02
"FERRIC SULPHATE IN MINE WATERS AND ITS ACTION ON METALS "-L. J. \V.
Jones. Pl"oc. Colo. Sci. Soc., Junc 5, 1897.-The corrosive action of the water of
thc Stanley l'Iline, Idaho Spring, Colo., is investigated. Sulphuric acid in the frec
state iR absent, and the destructive action which corrodes iron, lead, copper and
bronze is attributed to ferric sulphate.
'
"CEMENT FOU THE ASSAY OFFICE "-En!!. "nd ]lIin. Jow'n,,', N. Y., Jan. 8, 1898.A mixture of 1 to 2 pa.rts of litharge, 10 parts of bone ash made up to a paste with
water is recommcnded for repairing muffles, etc., as an efficient substitute for
fircclay .
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. "THE GOLD MINES OF THE WITWATEHSRAND "-J. Hays Ha.mmond. The Engineer.
1n.q ]lI"9"zine. Feb. 1898. -An interesting article, dealing with the development of
thc mines of the Rand, and with the geology of thc region. Thc contJ~bution is
beautifLllly illustrated.
"Duy SEPAUATION OF GOLD AND COPPEU "-Dr Franklin R. Carpenter. Eng. and
Min. Jon,-n"l, N. Y., Feb. 12, 1898.-ln smelting gold ores containing copper, a
small amount of copper mattc rich in gold is produccd. This product is not suitable
for thc copper smeltcrs, but is sold to the lead smelters, who treat it in their furnace
charges as an ore. The paper dcals with the problem of the separation of copper
from gold, and refers to seme of the old methods of dealing with the subject. 't'he
" liquation" proccss, the oxidation and scorification with lead and cupellation
process, and also the" coppcr bottom" proccss, are touched upon.
A new patented process is dcsOl~bed, in which tho copper is slagged away from
thc gold in a reverberatory furnace, as oxide and silicate of coppcr, while the "gold
takes care of itself." Towards the end of the operation lead may be added, which
protects thc silver, but probably is of little value to the gold. .
"TE)IPERATUUE IN AMALGA)IATION"-Engineering and ]lfining .To1<1·n,,', N.Y.,
Jan. 29, 1898.-" Some months ago Mr Thomas J. Grier, manager of thc Homestake
Company's mines in the Black Hills in South Dakota, ascertained by experiment
that tho cooling of the water used in the stamp mill batteries ·vcry considerably
increased the yield of gold from the Homestake ore. The difference was in thc
saving of thc fine gold-the coarse gold taking care of itself-which was apparently
much grcater at lower than at higher temperatures. The facts, as communicatcd
to us through the courtesy of Dr Franklin R. Carpenter of Dead wood, are that two
batteries side by side Were run ul'on thc same ore, one with the water at a tempcra.
ture of about 50° F., and the other at a higher temperature of 60° to 70°. 'l'here
was no possible doubt of the increased yield from thc colder battery. It was
supposed that more fine gold amalgamated at the lower temperature-the coarse
gold not being lost at any tempcrature. Mr Grier desired to make the facts public
for the benefit of mill mcn, and we do so with much pleasure, hoping to draw out
discussion on the causes of this difference, as well as notes of the experience in other
mills.
"Thc first thcory propounded by those to whom the facts were submitte d was that
at the lower temperature there was cithcr less oxidation of the mercury or that
thcre was less decomposition of iron pyrites or other minerals containcd in the ore
to foul thc quicksilvcr. Either of these causes would, of course, interfere with the
amalgamation of thc fine gold. In answer to a suggestion that in w(1rming the
water by waste steam _mall particles of oil might be carried to the batteries, Dr
Carpenter obtained from l'Ilr Allcn J. Clark, assayer for thc company, a statement
that the mill water, while the higher tempcrature was used, was never in contact
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with any oil or, grease, ,The steam from tl~e cylinder Wag p::ssed through a series of
'pes with whICh the mIll water was held 111 contact for a tIme sufficient to give th
~~sir~d temperature. The condensed. steam was discarded.
e
" Mr Clark also ::dded t? the fa,ets m ~he case the state~ents, from his personal
ob;ervations, that m the G~I~en Sta: l'Ih!1 the :water of a sm~le bat.tery was cooled
by contact with pIpes eontammg a freezmg mIxture, placed Immediately below the
first row of plates, so that t.he water on the second row o~ ~his battery was about
10" F. below that on the adjacent plates. presumably reeelvmg the same quality of
ore. The recovery of amalgam ,,:as deCIdedly better than from the other plates.
I n the Highland plate house (thIrd row plates) the recovery of amalgam would
diminish during a period of warm weather, and perhaps for 24 hours after.
" There seems to be no doubt about the correctness of Mr Grier's observations, nOr
about the fact that better results were obtained in amalgamating Homestake ore
~'hen the water was at a temperature of 50" than it was at 60" or over.. \Vhether
the explanation i.s th.at given above! whether t~ere is really a temperature a~ which
the affinity of ljllleksllver for gold ~s at a maXImum, or whether the effect IS only
mechanical does not seem to be deCIded.
"Some light may be thrown upon the question by experience in other places, and
in this connection we find the following statements in Mr T. A. Riekard's 'Stamp
Milling of Gold Ores,' pages 125, 126, the first reference being to Australian practice:
" 'At the Britannia United on Bakery Hill in Ballarat the water used in the
batteries is warm, and is made so by conducting the eondenser water of the engine
into the tank which supplies the mill. 'l'wo points open to cliseus.ion are here
suggested, the use of warm water and the addition of lime. The object of heating
the battery water in such It warm climate as that of Ballarat does not appear very
evident. 'l'he use of condenser water in any mill is decidedly objectionable. To
consider these two propositions, let us take first the effects of warm water upon
amalgamation. At the alluvial mines of the mountains of the interior of Otago,
New Zealand, the use of mercury, the good friend of the minet· all the world over,
is hardly known, and the explanation given is that mercury will not aet in the cold
climate of that region. 'l'his is due to the usc of hot water in cleaning up at both
mines and mills. The idea is, of course, quite an erroneous one, though there is a
substratum of truth in it from the fact that amalgamation is usually assisted by heat
and retarded by eold, but within narrow limits only. The amalgamation of gold,
not silver, in ordinary stamp milling, not pans, is here discussed. On the other
haml, at Black Hawk, at over 8,000 feet above the sea level, in the bitter eold of the
Colorado winters, the millmen will tell you that cold weather is better for amalgamation upon the plates than summer heat. Why 'I Bec~use heat thins the amalgam,
nn<l the vibration of the mill, due to the faIling stamps, causes the glolmles of
mercury to run off and down the surface of the amalgamating tables, while cold
(whieh thickcn. the amalgam) tends to keep it in positiou. From one point of view
hot water i. to be recommended. Slimes whieh will float on cold water will sink in
warm water, owing to the expansion of the air bubbles, which float the fine dust and
aro tho raison (l'etre of the slimes. On the whole, however, while amalgamation
(all(1 here the amalgamation of gold is the only question discussed) is assisted by
lu'at, yct helow the temperature of boiling water the effects of a small rise are so
"Ii::ht th:~t .it i. (Ioul:tful if ~he uso of warm water is to be ~dvised in ordinary gold
'!tamp 1IIllhn:r. It 1-" ccrtlllllly not to be recommended m summer at a locality
havill:r tho climate of Ballarat, and therefore its usc at the Britannia United is to be
oJ.jcdc,1 to. (At Lhe time rcferrCll to it was summer and the temperature outside
tho mill HO' I.'.)'
"Tho execllent paper on the 'Amalgamation of Free-Mineral Gold Ores' by Mr
LOlliH .JHnin, .Jr., in "nlC Minoral Industry,' Vol. IlL, has brief reference~ only to
thiH ,!,,,,"tioll, 'I'hn. he Hay", on pages 328 and 343:. ": Kome l1lilhllcn helieve in heating the battery water, but it would seem doubtful
If th~. "an ]>ro(ll1(,c any re"nlt other than to create a flnid amalgam. The plates in
parllcl1lar aI''' .oflcr whun w,m'lll water i~ lIHed, hnt this is a doubtful advantago, If
the watcr h~ hcate(1 at all It Hhonl(1 not ],0 dono by the direct application of the
oxlmuHt HtoalU, aH

i~

oxplaino(l olHowhoro.

" 'A pccnliarity of amal:ralll i. that it contains more gold in winter than in
'l'hiH iH (1 no llJl(louhte<lly to tho WiUTIIOl' water in summer making the
lIlnal~am mora lini(!.
'!'I1O differcnce or(linarily iH slight. Amalgam that retorts

HumnlOr,

40 per c~nt. in :·mnnnor may I'etort 4f> pel' cent. in winter,'

"'1'110 experience reportc(1 ],y MI' Allan 0. Ulark in the IIomestake Mill itself points
rather to the thcory that the effcct iH chiefly mechanical. [n the caSes reported by
him, the amalgam from the thir(1 row of plates is softer thall that of the first I'OW-
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it rarely retorts over 20 to 22 per cent. as against 35 to 37 per cent., and after
standing for some time after squeezing, it assumes a more or less liqnid condition_
the nll1.terial collected during two weeks after coming down to the assay office for
retorting, fully 75 per cent. in liquid form, with a few paBty lumps included in it.
Moreover, this condition has not been so noticeable during the winter months as it
was ?uring the summer and autumn. In this case the c?lder .water, by hardening
or stiffening the amalgam, may prevent scouring, and so give higher results.
" Mr Reed, amalgamator at the Golden Star Mill, experimented with a battery that
had been worked for some time on water at 56° F. Before leaving the mill one
evening, he changed it t? 70° F.-at :his time the pla.tes being covered with
amalgam-and next mornmg at seven o'elock much of thiS had washed off, small
wedges remaining where the brushes had broken the even surface of the amalgam'
at 11 A. M. these had disappeared, and the plate was almost bare. Thi. was a silve;
plate; the copper plate of the first row showed no such changes in working when the
temperature is varied. 111' Read add, that he has only occasionally observed any
evidences of chemical action when using warmer water j a black scum showing on
the surface of the plate when it is gently rubbed with the hand.
"So far, therefore, the weight of testimony seems to be rather in favour of the
mechanical effect. The experience of millmen in other localities may point to
different theories, however; it wO'lld at any rate be of value. Mr Grier's discovery
is suggestive, and it is quite possible that it might be of advantage to pay more
attention to the temperature of the water than has hitherto been done in many
places."
"CYANIDING SULPHIDE Gor,D OnES "-R. Recknagel. Engineering «jul .Min'ing
.70",.n"l, 13th Nov. 1897,-" The failure in treating sulphide ores by the cyanide
process may be attributed to :-(1) 'l'he decomposition of cyanide, which makes the
cost of treatment too high, even when a satisfactory extraction can be obtained.
(2) Unsatisfactory extraction; some sulphide ores, and even concentrates, decompose only a very small amount of cyanide, and in such cases the percentage of
extraction is of chief. importance, In some cases both of these dofects exert an
influence against the cyanide treatment.
"With regard to the causes of the difference in extraction, although most of the
gold contained in metallic sulphides is in the free state, yet some might exist in
combination with sulphur, arsenic, antimony, etc., or as a silicate, and thus not be
amenable to cyanide treatment, since, although the artificial sulphide of gold is
soluble, the natural sulphide-judging from the behaviour of the natural tellurideand the silicate, would probably not be soluble in the cyanide solution applied in
practice. In most cases, however, the mechanical conditions under which gold is
contained in the orcs, rather than chemical difference, will determine the percontage
of extraction. Amalgamation previous to cyaniding will overcome the difficulty
can sed by the coarseness of the gold particles, but when the gold is in a fine state
of division, the only remedy is a very tine pulverisntion of the are.
"With regard to the high consumption of cyanide, this is not difficult to account
for, when a partial oxidation of the sulphides has taken placc, and when acid and
basic salts have been formed j but when it is due to some of the sulphides bcing
dissolved, an analysis of the are will not always afford an explanation, since it has
been found, on experimenting with natural sulphides, that apparently the same
material is acted upon with different degrees of intensity by cyanide solution.
The author suggests the following explanation of this apparent inconsistency. The
empirical formula of copper pyrites is CuFeS" which might mean either that
CuS+ FeS or Oil,S + Fe,S" 'combine together' ; and in either case the action of
cyanide solution on the are would be variable if part of the iron were present in the
ferrous state whilst the bulk was in the ferric condition, and ~ice ~el'sa. The same
replacemcnt might ensue among the two possible copper sulphides. Large interchanges of this kind could of conrse be detccted by chemical analysis, but small ones
would escape detection. In the case of the difference in the action of cyanide
solution on natural bisulphide of iron, FeS" the author found that, apart from any
admixture, 'lIUw'Casl'te, the variety of FeS 2 Cl}'stallising in the rhombic system, is
always attacked by cyanide to a considerable degree; whilst iron pyritcs, crystallising in cubes, is not at all, or only very slightly, acted upon. A. P. Brown (P1'oe.
A"wl'. Philos. Soc" 1894, 33, 225-243) has shown that whilst marcasite corresponds
to the formula FeS., the real formula of pyrites is FeS,Fe.S s , and the author
considers it probable that the proportion of four-fifths of ferric iron is not fixcd, and
that other combined proportions of the two sulphides OCClll', which would account
for 'Ill tIle differences ill solubility, since the action of cyanidc on FeS, and
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Fe.S. seems to correspond with that. on FeO and
the first being easily
soluble, and the. latter msoluble. It IS probable that sImilar conditions prevail
regarding the dImorphous. substance~ Ag:.,S, Cu,S, a~d ZnS; and, taking into
account the occurrence of sImple sulplndes m sulpharsemtes, sulphantimonites etc
and the frequent partial substitution of one by another, it is very prohable th~t th~
natural sulphides of heavy metals are not only polymorphous, but that they also
exhibit different chemical characters..
. ,
"'fhe author concludes by advoeatmg the deadroastmg of sulphIde ores previous to
cyaniding." (See W. W. MacGregor, Journ. Soc. Cltem. Ind., page 803, 1897.)JOl<I'Il,,1 Soc. Chcm. Indust,,!!, Jan. 1898.
"CYANIDE PHOCESS, NOVELTY IN"-C. R. Hering. Bel'g- >t • .lliWenm Xe-it., paO'e
357, 1897.-"Netto has evolved a process. for the tre~tmen~ of gOI.d and silver or~s
by cyanide a 0'2 to 0'6 pel' cent. solutlOn of alkah cyamde haVIng the power of
dissolving both metals equally. The silver forms AgK(CN)" which is decomposed
by a slight excess of HCI, forming AgCI, KCI, and HCN, and the clear liquid
dmwn off from the AgCI is electrolysed for gold with lead cathodes and carbon
anodes; but the gold should not be completely deposited, in order that decomposition of HCN may be avoided. The HCN is reconverted into KCN by the addition
of potassium hydroxide.. T~e formation of chlorine during ~I.ectro.lysis leads to the
production of eNCI, whlCh IS a valuable solve?t for g·old. S,lver ~s thus saHl. to be
ohtained free from gold, and gold free from sIlver, the loss of cyamde amountmg t,
15 to 20 per cent. The presence of zinc and lead in the ore does not interfere, but
copper must first be removed by roasting and leaching. The process has given good
results on a large scale with various Spanish ores. "-Jon"n. Soc. Cllem. ind.,
January 1897.
"INFLUK\'CE OF THE ANODES IN DEPOSITING GOLD FHOM ITS CYANIDE SOLUTIONS"
~JJIin'ing JOII,.,"'Z, N. Y., Jan. 22nd, 1898.-Reference
is made to the precipitation of gold by the Rand Central Ore Reduction Co. on the
'Vitwatersrand, and this is stated to be the only Company whlCh at present has
adopted the Siemens-Hal"ke process. It is referred to by the writer to be the only
practical, efficient, and cheap method for recovering the precious metals from their
cyanide solutions. The use of various substances as anodes is discussed.
Carbon
becomes disintegrated and is absolutely worthless, while all the metals are more or
less rapirlly corroded. Iron in the Siemens tanks forms Prussian blue, which yields
ultimately ferric hydrate. There is in fact no single metal that will stand the action
of the current in cyanide solution, and the electrolysis of gold is not successful if the
anodes arc attacked and become corroded.
'l'hc usc of platcs of peroxidised lead as the anode is explained, and their extreme
durability in usc in cyanide solutions whether strong or weak.
'rhe complications
duo to contamination of the solution by decomposed anode are entirely absent, the
soltltion remaining perfectly limpid. The cathodes recommended are of iron plates,
uI,on which tho gold is deposited, and from which it can be removed by dipping
the plates into melted lead. 'l'his operation would render a "clean-up" possible
marc fl'C(ltlOntiy than can be done at present, and there would be no necessity to
.to\, tho oporation.
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-E. Andreoli. Ellpinee,.,·n!! (LncZ

"H,DII'1.1NIl m' Olm IN PLACE"-Bnlletin Colo. Sci. Soc., January 3rd, 1898.-Au
inKtI'uctivo di.cussion hy the members of the society on this subject.
"X01'~ ON i<:L1!CTHO-METALT.UHGICAL PHOCESS "-D. 'I.'ommasi.
A Pn."'phlet
))11",,.,,1,,<1 iii. J'(lris, 1R98.-'L'he author gives a description o~ an electrolytic
~pp"r"tu" whwh presonts the followlllg advantages for metals winch arc deposited
m the spon/ry Htn.tO, snch as Icad :-lst. Polarisation is completely avoided (<<)
by Illcan" of a rotating- cn.thodo disc 01' drum; (b) by the usc of scr.1pers on the
opposite si(les of tho <lise to facilitate tho escape of hydl·ogcn.
2nd. The metal
precipi!.:tte(1 on thc disc is ren,'oved as fast as it is deposited, p;'escnting the following
a(lvantug'e.: (a) Tho motal hemg' continually withdrawn from the oxidising action
of tho elcctrolyte is no longcr attackod, and is thel'efore not liable to form 'Iocal
conples, which all tond to set up a curront in tho oppositc direction to the main
current; (I,) I mpol'tant reduction of the resistance of tho bath, "-, the anodes can be
broug.llt vary closo to tho cathorle witho~t causing short currents; (e) geonomy in
clcctrlCal powcr OWIllI( to tho reduced resIstance of tho hath.
3rd. 'rhe density of
the solution is kept uniform owing- to tho rotation of tho disc, which keeps it in
ag'itation, an,l eons0'lucntiy prevents it from becoming- saturate,l in the lower part
of the vat and losing strcng-th in thc upper layers, as is the case when solutions a,re
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electro lysed without agitation or circulation.
With metals which are deposited in
the reguline state coffer for instance. 1st. Polarisation is suppressed by the rota_
tiop of the composite cathode disc. 2nd. The .different secti?ns compri~ing the. disc
bemg removable from the bath when not worklllg, the deposited metal IS not hable
to be oxidised. 3rd. When the thickness of the deposited metal is considered
sufficient the diffcrent sections can be replaced without stopping the cunent or
taking the apparatus to pieces. 'l'be app.aratus can be used adv~ntageously !n ali
the electrolytic processes of metal refimng. such as copper, zmc, lead, mckel,
silver etc. the stripping of turned iron, the treatment of mattes, and the extracti~n of metals from their ores, particularly those of copper, zinc, antimony,
gold, etc.
.
'l'he author then describes the electrolytic desilverisation of argentiferous lead, to
which particular attention haH been paid.
Thc principle on which the process is based consists in electro lysing a lead
solution, which has not only a low resistance but does not form peroxide of lead,
and in using the argentiferous alloy itself as the anode, and a rotating metallic
disc as a cathode. Under the influence of the current the lead dissolves at the
anode, and is deposited in the fOlm of spongy crystals on the cathode disc, while thc
siher contained in the lead, being insoluble in the solution, falL. to the bottom of
the bath, where it is collected.
DETECTION OF POTASSIC CYANATE IN CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.-Potassic cyanate, c'en
in very small quantities, can be readily detected in cyanide solutions by acetate of
cobalt. If a solution of this reagent is added to a liquid containing KCNO, a
blue c~lour appeals at once, owing to thc formation of cyanate of cobalt. The
blue colour is not very distinct in very dilutc solutions, but becomes more perceptiblc if alcohol is added. In testing cyanide solutions for KCNO it is necessary
in the first place to destroy the KCN by passing CO, through the solution until
all the KCN is convertcd into K,C0 3 •
This latter is precipitated by alcohol
and filtered off, and the filtered solution is testcd with acetate of cobalt as stated
above. Before adding the cobalt acetate it is advisable to pass a current of CO.
through the filtered solution in order to eliminate any free HCN which the solution
may contain.-Bel'. der deutschen citemise"en Gesellsch., No. 12.
ANTIDOTE FOR CYANIDE POISONING.-Practical experiencc has shown that peroxide
of hydrogen may bc considered a powerful antidote for cyanide poisoning. It has
recently bcen applied successfully in 2~-3 per cent. solution as subcutaneous injections,
which were perlormed every four minutes at different parts of the body. At the
Samc time thc stomach was washed out with a 2 per cent. H,O. solution.
Peroxide of hydrogen forms with hydrocyanic acid oxamide, which is a harmless
compound2HCN +H.O.=gg~~~} oxamidc.

-Ph. ZIg., Berlin.
ETARD'S PROCESS O}. EXTRACTING GOLD FRO;,! ORES.-Professor Etard, of Paris, is
the inventor of a process in which the ore is treated with a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid, to which arc added manganates or permanganates of potassium Or
sodium as solvents. The gold thus obtained. in solution is precipitated by ferrous
sulphatc, "charcoal, leaves, grecn herbs, or any knowB process." The plant used in
the MacArthur-Forrcst process is admirably suitable for the precipitation. Agitation
is recommended in the dissolving tanks, and if sulphur, tellurium, selenium, arsenic,
antimony, pyrites, or organie matter be present in the ore, it must be firs't thoroughly
loasted.-A"slmlian lr/inil1g Standanl, February 3, 1898.
.
THE PELATAN-CLEUlcr PROCESS AT DE LAMAR, IDAHO.-A correspondent states
that the plant working the above process bas been closed down, leaching vats having
been introduced in its place. The reason given is the high cost of fuel; the mill has
in its nine ycars' run, used up all available wood. 'l'he recovery of gold in the
Pelatan-Clerici plant has been about 80 per cent.-The Engineering and .Mining
/
Jonrnal, March 12, 1898.
/

THE GOLD MINES OF THB WITWATERSRAND.-A second article on this subjcct,
dealing with the probable value, the approximate duration, and the mining laws of the
region. The article is supplemented by one by Dr Raymond on the Mining Law in
North Amedca.-J. H. Hammond. Engineering JIagazine, March 1898.
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TilE WITWATER~RAND B;\NKET; .WITII N?TEB ON OTIIE~ GOLDDEARING PUDDING
STONEs.-In a s~rws of articles, whICh are. mcorporated m· the Eighteenth Annual
Rcport of the Mmeral Re.sources. of the Umted States, the local deposits arc exhaustively discussed, and t~~u' relatIOn to th~ general geology of South Africa.-G. F.
Bccker. Mini·ng and Sc,. P,-ess, S. FranClsco, January 15th, 1898.
Cr,EANING A}IALGAl>lATING P!'ATEs.-In rcference t.o the above .Mr Denniston, an
experienced manufacturer of silver-plated amalg.amatmf( plates, gIVes preference in
cleaning these plates to a weak solutIOn of potassIUm eyamde, or a strong solution of
Halt water using a brush with each. 'ro ensure good amalgamation, the plates must
be kept dleaI~ and bright. Grease or oil, if prese,:t, must be counteracted by the
introduction mto the battery of a saturated solution of wood ashes. Cyamde of
potassinm in dilute solution used to promote amalgamation, but the practice is less
common than formerly. Some use a solution of salt and vinegar for cleaning plates.
Very dilute nitric acid is also used, the plates being at once rubbed with quicksilver,
after being washed with clean water. When the quicksilver becomes dirty or mixed
with foreign substances it must be retorted at a low temperature to thoroughly Clean
it.-lIlining and Scientific Press, San Francisco, Jan. 15th, 1898.
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THE METALLURGY OF GOLD.-In this contribution to a series of articles the
chlorination method for the extraction of gold is described, both from the theoretical
and practical aspect. The use of bromine is also touehecl upon.-Professor Furman,
E. M. Mines an(t 11Iinemls, Scranton, Pa., February 1898.

A NEW METHOD OF EXTRACTING GOLD.-In this patent process, which bears the
names of Von Raez and Ascher, the Ore after di'y-el'tlshing is diluted with a
'chemical solution" of unstated composition and concentrated on Frue Vanne!'s.
The concentrates are then treated with mercury in a tank and afterwards the pulp is
passed over amalgamated plates. It then passes over a second Frue Vanner, The
amalgamatecl plates offer the novelty of being covered with a network of wil'es of
iron or other metal, forming walls of half a millimetre to several millimetres high.
Above this is a covering of some suitable fabric, and the pilIp Howing underneath
impinges on it, and is then moro easily brought into contact with the cells of
amalgam. It is claimed that the gold is obtained by this process without any
appreciable loss. -1'/te llIining Jo"rn"l, London, March 12, 1898.
N~;w ELECTROLYTIC Al'PARATUS FOR THE SOLUTION AND SEPARATION OF GOLD.The pulp and cyanide solution are passed through a channel which contains a series
of contractions composed of anodo and cathode plates. The cathodes are amalgamateu copper platcs, while mercury wells are fitted into the wider portions of the
channol. Coar~o t-:olcl is arrested by the mercllry in the usual way, and the solution
of Hno gold is aided by tho agency of the current. This is the subject of an
American p:dent boaring tho names of Motz and Welch. The notice is illustrated
hy tlr"winr:~. ,llIslmlia" llNnillg Record, January 2ith, 1898.
'1'1IH CIlYH'['ALLINg H'l'IlUC'l'UIlB OP GOLD AND PLATHWM NUGGETs.-An interestinO'
illvo"ti:(ation into the Htructuro of native gold and platinum in regard to which th~
w";(",· ,·ollell1.I,," that "aK fill' as it goes it prove." that gold nuggets do not show that
thoy havo ],0011 built ?P of concentri? coatings round a nucleus, but that they
1"",0;.",\ a woll-marketl llltcrnal cl'ystalhne structure, and that they usually enclos.
10rui:(11 HubHtall"uH; also that a similar crystalline structure is shown by gold which
hutl b,'oll f\~"?'l. I ,In not, howevor, th!nk ~hat native gold h:," necessarily been in a
fllHo,1 ,,,,,,,lllltlll; on tho contral'Y, I thmk It has been deposited from solution and
IlHlIal!y :vilhi!' Veill". or !,ocket" in rocks, although if it had been deposited ~ound
nudel, 11. 1I11:~ht htIll h:tV~ !,oSiesso,1 the crystalline structure which has been

tloHt..:l'ihud aIHI

li:~\lrcd."

'I'ho artielo iH ilhlHtratcll.-A. LiverKidge.
X.1'., Fob. HI, IHUH.

En!Jineering "nd .JlIinin!J

JOlO'IWl,

FllO),[ (;OLD, HEPAltATION ()i<', TIl" N}<~TTO!S 1\fETHOD "-\Vitter and
nl/'U- If. 11 iift~ hili Zn't., 4H97, 56, 405.-" rrhe [t.uthorH have extracted the
motalH from a n,nmhor of I~o}.(.l and M~lver-bcaring' orcs with potassium cyanide, and
trcato,l tho ~olntlonK by tho (,upnor-\)\Chl process. They found that the addition of
cupron" K,,!t WaK not nC?CH."'lfY to cauKo. tho ,Prcc.ipitation of the f(old on acidifying,
and t.llllt mth.or. ~ul]>ll1!rw or hy,lrc.Jehlo:iC amd mlv;ht bo used. \Vith stronger cyanide
solutlOnH, aCidified With HulphurlC aCid, 2 to 4 mt-:r. of f(old per c.c. rumained in
Holutiol1, ,,,)cording to temperaturo; aciuifying with hydrochloric (lcid, at most l'Q
"HILY1Ut
~lulchln~.
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to 1'5 grm. so remained. This is caused 'by the formation of auricyanides, which,
however, are broken up at 50° C., wh~n the gol~ is ?omplete.ly precipi,tated: Netto's
statement that on acidifying a gold-sll vel' soiutlOn m potasslUm cyamde wIth hydro_
cbloric acid, the silver alolle falls and all the gold remains in solution, is not in
accordance with the facts. "-Jow'nal Soc. Chem, ind'llstry, Feb. 1898.
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"GOLD EXTRACTION BY THE DIRECT FILLING PROCESS (CYANIDE), TUEATMENT OF
TAILINGS ON THE WITWATERSRAND "-F. C. Ptngilly. institllte of lllining and
Netalll1rgy, Janu~ry 1898.-'."~hc above process is now successf:,lly worked a~ .two
mines in the distnct. The tallmgs from the battery plates are hfted by a tallmgs
wheel into a launder, by which they are conveyed to the slime separators, of which
there are two. The slimes from the first separator pa-s into the second, thus saving
fine sand. Fifteen per cent. of the slime is thereby eliminated, and 10 per cent.
more is washed out when running the remaining pulp into the treatment vats, thuR
producing tai.lings ~airly free fro~ slimes. Th~se tailings .a~e then drained.. treated
with an alkah soiutlOn to neutral"e the free aCld from pyntlC are, and ,ubJected to
0'6 lb. of cyanide per ton of tailing. in solutions of different strengths, this treatment lasting over a period of , ix days. The gold is precipitated by zinc, preferably
as zinc-lead couples containing 1 to 2 per cent. of lead, to overcome the action of
foreign metals in retarding the precipitation of the gold, which couples are made by
dipping tho shavings into weak acetate of lead solution. The precipitate, containing
4 per cent. of gold when dry, is agitated with a 10 per cent. solution of sulphuric
acid, wbich dissolves the zinc and increases the gold contents to from 33 to 45 per
cent. The bullion obtained yields an average fineness of 847 gold and 60 silver.
The chief advantages of tbe direct filling process are the smaller plant necessary and
the saving in working cost. "-Journal Suc. Chem, Industry, Feb. 1898.
"GOLD EX'fRACTION BY CYANIDE FROM MINERVA TAILINGS, BLACK REEF, WITWATERSRAND GOLD FIELDS "-W. F, Wilkinson Inst. ll'[ining and llle/all., 10-13."'l'he ore contains much copper, and this necessitates the u'e of stronger cyanide
solutions than those used on the Main Reef. With an ll-dwt. 2-gr .•ample a 0'3 per
cent. solution gave in six days an extraction of 9 dwts. '8 grs., whilst a 0'5 per cent.
solution extracted 10 dwts. 5 grs. It is true that the consumption of cyanide
amounted to 2'75 and 3'8 lbs. per ton respectively, but the increased yield of gold
more than compensated for the greater loss of solvent.
Fresh ore gives no trouble
owing to acidity, but material that has stood for any length of time may contain so
much free sulphuric acid and iron sulphate (from the pyrites present), tbat a special
plant for washing and neutralisation prior to extraction would be required. In precipitating, the copper first deposits on the zinc, and then the gold 011 the copper,
but the latter more slowly than it would upon fresh zinc."-Jou'rnal Soc. Che,n.
I1ulustry, Feb. 1898.
CYANIDE PRACTICE AS USED ON THE KOLAR GOLD FIELDS OF 1NDIA.-The introduction of the cyanide r,rocess on these fields dates from 1894, and has been highly
successful. The ores are peculiarly amenable to cyanide treatment, being pure
quartz, with a very small percentage of pyrites, It is found, however, that the
sands direct from the battery do not yield the gold as well as tailings which have
been sundried and weathered. On the Mysore Company's plants a 1,600-mesh screen
is used in the battery, with inside amalgamation, this giving a yield of 90'65 per
cent. The tailings give an extraction of 74 per cent., thus making a total extraction
of 97 per cent. Slimes are dried and exposed to the air before treatment, otherwise
they form a compact and entirely unleachable deposit.
Particulars are also given of the method of treatment of zinc box gold slimes
adopted on the Mysore Company's plant.-L. Pitblabo. Jour". Soc. Chem. [nd",t)"'!!,
Feb. 28, 1898.
FLOCCULATION A~ AN AID TN LABORATORY WonK.-The phenomenon of settlement
of finely divided material held in suspension by water is discussed, and the various
theoretical considerations connected therewith. A number of hypotheses which have
been advanced from time to time, to explain the coagulating action of certain
chomical agents on suspended clay particles, are quoted without comment. For
those who are concerned in tbe "settlement of slimes," this contribution is of great
interest.-R. G. Smith, M, Sc. Journ. Soc. C"ell;. /Irul'I.Stry, Feb. 28, 1898.
"GOLD FROM SEA WATER. "-Another remarkable invention, one which again owes
its origin to the United States, and to the fertile resources of the Rev. P. F. Jernegan
of Middletown, Conn., is worthy of notice, The stock is now in the m'lrket under
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tho name of the Electrolytic Marine Salts Company. This compau h
.
its works at Q.uebec, where a tidal pond or b.ay, :vhich contains abo~t ~O o~tobhshed
water is utilIsed. The method of separatlOn IS a profound secret a '
tons of
nceds' to be for the sake of the stock, and under the supervision' o~ fh'rh"gs it
mentioned divine, no doubt great results may be expected. Sea water
~ ve found to contain about ~ grain of gold to the ton, but has hitherto de~ d een
attempts at separation.-Engineering and Mining Journal, March 26, 1898. e all

ha b

CHEMISTRY OF THE. Cy ~NIDE PROCESS. -The ph.enomena attending the solution of
gold in cyanide solutlOns IS dIscussed, and. concluslOns drawn ar~ somewhat different
from those now .generally accel?ted. It IS o?served t?at .the IllferlOr so!ubility of
cyanide of gold III strong; SOIUtlOnS of pot~sslUm ~yamde I.S ~he expla,:atl,?n of the
superiority of dilute soluttOns now adopted III practlCe.-Mtmng and SCtent1,(ic Press,
San Francisco, March 12, 1898.
CHLORINATION TAILINos.-The disposal of this product, which it is stated
generally contains about 6. dw~s. per ton, is referred to. It is noticed that a good
e"traction by th,s process IS 9D per cent. on 100-dwt. material, though 98 per cent.
cxtraction is occasionally obtained. It is recommended that the chlorination tailings
be used as a flux in the smelting of galena, thus recovering the whole of the gold in
the lead.-J[ining and Scient1:tic Press, San Francisco, March 12, 1898.
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THE BLACK-ETARD PERDIANGANATE P1WCEss.-The original Etard process, in
which hydrochloric acid is employed in conjunction with an alkaline pemlanganate,
lIas becn modified by Dr Black, of Otago University, who substitutes sulphuric acid
and salt. Owing to the lower price of these materials in the colonies, the cost is
reduced. An experimental plant has been erected at Dunedin, New Zealand, and a
company has been started to work the process. It has been found of value in the
treatment of ores containing copper and base metals, and has been installed on
several of the New Zealand mines.-Engineering and Mining Journal, March
19, 1898.
THE MAUSHALL GOLD PROCEss.-An entirely new process, which gives quite new
results. Ores which showed by fire ass"y "not a trace," have given splendid yields,
in one instancc up to -!; oz. per ton, while a gravel yielding' only i dwt. was by the new
process converted into a product containing 12~ dwts. Particulars of the treatment
are quoted, but are not worth space. 'rhis process, "the making gold," and the
" gold from sca water" "re three discreditable frauds at present afloat in the States.
-EngincC1·ing and 11fining J01m,al, N. Y., March 26,1898.
TIn] "FAuvEL" GOLD RECOVElW PnoCESS. - In this process a furnace, with
steppcd llOarth, so inclincd tlmt the ore travels automatically from the highest and
coldcst p"rt to tho lowest, where the heat is most intense. The ore is ground to 30
or 40 mesh and aftcr roasting is "llowed to fall into watcr. This is stated to cause
((rc"tor accessibility of gold "nd to hcilitatc subsequent leaching.-The 11[ining
'/on,.,,,", London, April 2, 1898.
'1'111'. BHO~IINg ]IXTHAC'flON PnocEss.-A description of the above process as used
at tho Nolly Hly Mill, Boulder, Colo. 'l'lIe orcs which contain telluridcs are not
:nnollal>lo to mnalgamation, ncithcr do they admit of concentration. Chlorination
"'HI cyani(lation havc both been tricd without succcss. In the process now in use at
this mino, tho ore is crushed through Cornish rolls to pass a 3D-mesh screen and is
roaste~l sweot, tho !~town ho~seshoo type of mechanical roaster being best adapted
f,;,r tlns JIIl~1)oso. Iho rC'lmr?ments are very gradual heatiug of the charge, contuum I HtlrrlIlg, awl a strong Imal temperature. It has becn found that the loss of
gold in roasting is vcry trifling. From the roastcr thc orc is carried over the Brown
mcchm;ical cooling and convcying hoarth, and automatically tlischargcd to the
"!-ore-bill. 'rho bromination is clfected in revolving barrols (similar to the chlolina~lOn apparatus) and a 2 per ccnt. solution of bromine is used.
Uncombined bromine
IS rccovcred by treating the solution to about 300 0 F'ahr. by mcans of stcam and
thc vaj>ol~rs e.v,!lve~ arc condopscd il!- w",ter for'J?ing the solution for the next charge
of ore. 1 remp,tatlOn of gold IS obtained byaddmg powdered sulphide of iron to the
solution, ,the pr~eipit"te .bein[\' rcdi~solvecl in bron;ine solution and again precipi~ated.
'Iho bulhon o~tamed IS of high deg~ee of fineness. A !eccnt improvement
m thc process consIsts m the usc of an " alkalIne bromo salt," WhlOh can be applied in
open leaching vats, and which produces no objcctionable fumes.-H. F. Brown.
J[ining <tnd Scientific Press, lOan Francisoo, I"eb. 19, 1898.
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TURNBULL'S GOLD RECOVERY FURNACE.-The URe of charcoal as a precipitant of
gold from cyanide solutions, has directed attention to 'the means employed for the
combustion of the carbon and the saving of the gold ashes. The above furnace,
which is of simple construction, is virtually a self-contained fireplace, the draft being
obtained by a sinall ejector and the products of combustion arc passed through
water. The heat is obtained by the burning of the charcoal itself, no other supply
of fuel being required. The ash pit is closed and is supplied with water, from which
the gold is easily obtained.-Australitm ~Iining 8lancianl, March 10, 1898.
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MAKING GOLD. - There arc at present in the United States three individuals
engaged upon the" transmutation" business. The industry is not characterised by
any uniformity of procedure, as l\1r Emmens of New York utilises silver for the
purpose while Mr Marshall of Missouri is able to evolve the precious metal out of
such indxpensive material as iron and sulphur. Mr Bryce of Chicago has furnished
his formula, which is given in the Jllining and Scientific Press as follows :-" Take of
chemically pure antimony 5 parts; sulphur 10 parts; iron 1 part; caustic soda 4
parts. Place in a graphite crucible and expose to a white heat of 5,000 degrees from
8 to 48 hours. Powder the resulting lllass and mix it well. Combine this with charcoal 1 part; oxide of lead 5 parts; and caustic soda 4 parts. Fuse until a metallic
button is obtained. Scarify and cupola this metallic mass, and the resulting lead
will be gold and silver."
PROPOSED CHANGES IN STAMPMILL PRACTICE. - The paper read by Mr E. H.
Johnson before our Society on "the Stamp Milling of Gold Ores," has attracted a
large amount of attention from practical men, and has elicited the expressions of
opinion in the above article. JIll' Sharwood, referring to the" chuck-block," after
stating his objections to this contrivance, states that he saw this mistake in construction more than twenty years ago and had a pattern made which dispensed with the
chuck-block. In this arrangement the copper plate was rivetted to a stout sheet
iron backing and set at an angle of 60' from the horizontal, being held in position by
wooden wedges' driven against lugs in the casting, at each end of the mortar. When
the dies are about half worn down they are placed in a battery which has a false
bottom 2! ill. thick, then keeping them level without the necessity of altering a
chuck-block. These mortars are in usc in several mills in this country (Tuolumne,
Cal., U.S.A.) and always give satisfaction as the plates amalgamate much better
without scouring, and a larger quantity can be crushed because of the freer discharge. 'rwo sketches accompany the communication, showing the two styles of
construction.
Captain R. Parker contributes an article giving a description of the" false shoe,"
the use of which compensates for the loss of weight due to the wear of the crushing
shoe, and refers to its use on the Rand.-Mining and Scientl;fic P"ess, San Francisco,
Feb. 26, 1898.
SonE FUR1'HER EXPERIMENTS RELATING TO TH}; MANUFACTURE OF CYANIDES.The processes for the manufacture of cyanides are divided into two classes, (1) those
in which the nitrogen of the atmosphere or of ammonia is utilised, and (2) those in
which sulpho-cyanides are formed as a stage in the manufacture. When carbon
bisulphide, ammonia, and a base such as soda or lime are heated in a closed vessel,
a combination is effected, resulting in the formation of a sulpho-cyanide-NttCNS or
Ca(CNSlzS. In the above communication a description is given of the various processes which have been devised for the removal of the sulphur atom from the sulphocyanide, and details are given of the author's experiments in this field.
A supplementary paper by Dr Conroy deals with the" Composition and Solubility
of Sodium Ferro-cyanide," and gives some new data in regard to this substance.I. '1'. Conroy, B.Sc., Ph.D. J01,,",utl80c. Ohe1ll. Illd., London, Feb. 28,1898.
TEN YEARS' PHOGRESS OF THE CYANIDE PHOCESS FOR THE EXTHACTION OF GOLD.A comprehensive sketch of the rise and growth of the cyanide process, and its introduction into g01d extraction works in all parts of the world. The first MacArthurForrest patent was granted on the 19th October 1887, and it is observed that the
process was first made a practical success iii the Transvaal. Interesting details are
given of the various alterations introduced, and( diagrams accompany the article,
showing the progress and extent of the induSLry in the various gold-producing
countries. A bibliography of the cyanide process is also included.
The discussion which followed the reading of the above paper in Glasgow was
important one, the remarks of Messrs MacArthur, Tatlock, and H. A. Jones
ing reported.-G. T. Beilby. J0U1·"nI80c. Cltem. incZ"stI"Y, Feb. 28, 1898.
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NOTES ON THE TESTIN~ O}' GOLD ORES, ETC., I~ m;LA.TION TO T~ElR THEATlIlENT
BY THE CYAN~DE PROCE~s.-In a long and exhaustive artiCl~ the writer describes the
various experi1!wnts WhiCh should ~e undertaken .to dete~me th~ action of cyanide
solution of variOns strengths on vanons gold-beanng matena'fs.. fhe tests described
are practical ones and the ,,;rbcle should comn;and the attentIOn o,f those engaged
in cyanide work.-C. J. Elhs, F.I.C. Jou,.". Soc. Chern. Industry, Feb. 28, 1898.
CRUSHING AND PULYERISING MA.CHINES.- -In a capitally.illustrative artiel e the
various app!iances devised for crushmg oyes and other matel"!al are described, from
the most pnmltlve to. the maclnnes n~w III use. The~e arc, howeyer, no data given
. regard to the relative cost and effiCiency of the vanous arrangements described._
~~ Douglas. Cassia's .ilIagazine, April 1898.
THE MINERALS WHICH ACCOMPANY GOLD AND THEIH BEARINGS UPON THE RICHNESS
OF ORE DEPOSITs.-The first part of a well-written paper showing that the evidence
'n support of the value of supposed "indicative" minerals is altogether of a very
~ontradictory nature; not only ",s regards the presence of gold and silver bnt also "'s
regards th,;, dchne.s and continuity of the deposits.-T. A. Rickard, III. Inst. M.M.
London ~[",,,,g .Journal, May 14th, 1898.
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A PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING ALKALINE CYANIDES AND CYANATEs.-The above
is a patent process due to H. R Vidal, ",nd depends on the heating of the di-ammonia
deriv",tive PNzH c",lled "Phospham" with alkaline carbonates or oxalates; the
reactions claimed are : (1) PN;H+2K2C0 3 =K2HP0 4+2KCNO
(2) PN2H+K2C204=KzHPO.+CzNz
From the cyanate obtained in the first equation either cyanide, ferro-cyanide or
sulpho-cyanide may be obtained by usual.methods; and in the latter 0l?eratio~ by
replacing the normal ox",late by the aCid oxalate and carbon there IS obtained
Hydrogen Cyanide.-Jo"rnal Society Che1nicalIndustry, April 30th, 1898.
CRYSTALLISED CARBON DIOXIDE.-When solid CO2 is examined microscopically it
presents along its edges projecting wire-like crystals carrying branching filaments at
right angles, resembling the grollps of minute crystals seen in crystallised gold, iron,
or ammonium chloride. The rapidity with which the COz evaporates renders it
difficult to catch tbe form of the uryst"'ls either by photogr"'pby or other means.A. Liversidge, F. R. S. Proc. Australasian Assoc. for Advancement of Science,
Chemical News.
ON THE CORROSION OF ALUMINIUM.--A short article refuting some generally
accepted ideas concerning the negative properties of aluminium. Experiments were
made with shallow dishes exposed for several days in snch a way as to c",tch rain
water and to allow the s",lts, etc., in solution time to act on the metal; tbe results
were lo,s of brilliancy, roughening of surface and slight incrustation. due probably
to formation of hydrated oxide of aluminium; an increase in weight was also
noticed.
The action of sodium chloride on aluminium, however, causes a loss in weight;
this latter fact has great bearing on the use of aluminium in shipbuilding. -A.
Liversidge, F. R. S. Proceedings of the Australasian Assoc. for the Advancement of
Science.

SOME NOTES ON THE RECOYERY OF GOLD FHOllI CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.-A paper
dealing experimentally with the electrolytic recovery of gold from cyanide solutions.
The author lays down the following conditions which the cathode should fulfil :"The gold should be ",dherent during the process of deposition."
(2 '''fhe gold should be capable of being readily stipped after removal from the
electrolysing cell."
(3) "The cathode should be electropositive to the gold in solution to insure the
cathode being coated with gold on immersion."
The author finds that aluminium meets these requirements, ",nd gives the results
of experiments on its use, the anodes employed being of iron.-Sherard Cowper-Coles,
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.
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ROASTING GOLD ORES.-An article dealing with the roasting process, stating the
description of ores which require this operation, and the chemical changes involved.
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A description of thc various methods of roasting and of the different furnace.
employed is included.-Prof. Furman, E.M. Mi'nes and llIinerals, Scranton, Pa.
April 1898.
EXTRACTING PRECIOUS METALS FROM BLACK SAND, ETC.-In this process, which is
the subject of a patent, the finely divided black sand or ore is passed between
electrodes in the presence of water or solution of salt. 'l'he mixture of ore and
wator or solution flows over an amalgamated plate which is a plane surface, but
which has a number of obstructions of wood placed on it. This amalgamated plate
forms the cathode of an electrical circuit, the anode being placed close abovc it.Australian ,Mining Standal'd, March 24th, 1898.
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THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OP WATERHEQUIRED FOR STAMP MILLS.-Thc importance
of economy of wator induced the writer, who owns a mine on the Desert of Southern
California and Arizona, to conduct a series of experiments on the above point. He
concludes that thcre is no reason why water may not bo used any number of times
over, provined there is a sufficient number of receiving tanks to allow abundant time
for the full precipitation of the pulp.-ltnginee?·ing and ,frIining Journal, N.Y.,
April 16th, 1898.
THE GATES CANYAS PLAN'r IN' COLORADO.-The mill pulp is separatcd from coarse
sands by means of a segregator, and the fine portion still suspended is concentrated
by being passed through distributing troughs over tables 12 feet wide, 10 feet long,
Over which No.6 canvas is stretched. The tablcs have a fall of H inches to the
foot, On these the fine sulphides are canght and are periodically hosed into a
scttling box 2 fect by 12 feet by 2 feet decp. Tho value of these fine concentrates
is about 30 dwts. per ton, and by a second concentration on a short smooth belt and
end shake machine with a very rapid shako, steep slope and thick pnlp, they are
brought up to 60 dwts. per ton.
The paper is illustrated by a photograph and diagrams of the plant, and also discusses the formation of waves during the flow of the pulp. The canvas used is
renewed overy eight months.-llIining and Scient~fic Press, San Francisco, April 9,
1898.
AN ApPARATUS FOR THE REMOVAL OP SAND FROM WASTH WATEH OP ORE
W ASHEHS.-A description with photographs and diagrams of an automatic apparatus
for the removal of sand from the water of ore washers.-I. E. Johnsnn, Jr. Trans.
A mer. Inst. l1Iin. En,g., February 1898.
CHLORINATION AND CYANIDING.-This is a contribution by lVIr C. C. Burger ,to a
discussion on the relative merits of the abovc two processcs. The writer contends
that tho item of crushing is an important one, for cyaniding 30 to 40 mcsh being
IIsed, while on the same material with chlorination 12 to 16 mesh is sufficient.
Further, he states that by chlorination even of refractory ore 90 to 95 per cent. is
obtained, whilc nnder similar circumstances an extraction of 85 per cent. by cyaniding is about thc average result.-Engineering and _~lining JOlt1'Jwl, N. Y., April 9,
1898.
FILTEll PRESS TRHATMENT OF GOLD ORR SLIMES (HANNAN'S, WHST AUSTRALIA).The difficulty in treating slimes is generally admitted to bc chiefly mechanical. On
the Rand, where water is fairly plentiful, the" natural settlement" process followed
by decantation has proved itself an economic success; but in West Australia where
water is not abundant and thc clayey nature of the ore causes the formation in crushing of a high pcrcentage of rich slimes this process cannot always be satisfactorily
applied. The author prefers in many cases the use of a filter-prcss method of treatment instcad of the decantation process.
Such a plant has bccn successfully at work at the Hannan's Brownhill Minc for
some timc. The method of trcatment adoptcd there is as follows :-The slimes are
agitated by paddles with cyanide solution until the gold is dissolvcd, the pulp is then
run into a montejus from which it is forced by atmospheric pressure into a filter
press; the clean solution flows into a storage vat from which it goes through zinc
precipitation boxes to the sumps, After the cakes of slimes have been washed in the
filter press to remove all the cyanide tho press is opened and the compressed slimes are
sent to the dump. Tho compressed cakes of slimes have bcen examined by Mr A. C.
Claudet and found to carry 20 per cent. moistnre, and from thio'it is calculated that
the press can treat Ii tons of dry slimes per chargc. The specially designed filter
prcss used permits of the cyanide solution containod in thc cakes being cffcctually
replaced by water-wash.
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F' Q"Ures as to cost of treatmcnt by this method are arrived at by comparison with
Five dwts. slimes
rcsiducs of one dwt. after three hours' treatment, and the subsequent operations
Zf~~teriJlg, washing, emptying, and elos!ng the press too~ only .50 minutes.
The paper is concluded by th~ exprcsslOn of the auth~r s opmlOn that filter presses
,'Il be more extensively used m the future fer treatmg gold ore shmes and will
":obably be found to give a grcater extraction than any decantation meth~ds._W.
)lcN eill (Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, May 1898).

oth~~ industries where presses are used, but they are valueless.
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0:-1 A SUPPOSED CHANGE OF \VEIGHT WITH CHANGE O}' TEMPE~ATUR~.-A paper on
the abovc subject was read by Paul R. Heyl before the Fm.nkl:n Institute. Certain
expcriments performed ~y the autho~ recently seem.ed to mdwate that the loss of
weight noticed in weiglnng hot bodws was not entirely to be accounted for by the
rarefaction of thc surrounding air, but that there might be a true loss of weight of
minute proportions.
'fhe author carried out some very accurate experiments, the results being entirely
ncgrttive the very slight differences noticed being in all cases far less than the limit
of a~cur~ey of the bai<1nces employed. .He remarks: "It seems hardly credible that
if gravitation is a property of matter It should be unaffected by the state of the
m·,tter.
'" 'rhe first step towards an explanation of gravitation will have been made when it·
Hhall be shown that gravitation depends, even in the slightest degree, upon something
clse than the relative position of bodies. "-lmlustries and hon, May 20th, 1898.
LIQUID Am AS AN EXPLOSIVE.-It is claimed that a practical commerdal application of liquefied air is to make an explosive by mixing the liquid air with carbon.
In a reecnt lecture before the Society of Arts, Prof. J. A. Ewing gave a very
intcresting account of the details of the process of manufacture employed by Dr
Linde.
'rhe explosive obtained by mixing liquid air, enriched by the evaporation of a large
part of its nitrogen, with powdered charcoal, compares in power with dynamite, and
can be made to go off violently by using a detonator. Cotton wadding impregnated
with coarse charcoal powder can tako up more than enough liquid air to supply
oxygen for its completc combustion, and when put quickly into thick insulating cases,
made of paper, the explosive power is retaincd for 5 or 10 minutes. According to the
sizo of the cartridge all this power is lost after an interval varying from 15 to 30
minutes. For several purposes this is a dccided advantage. On account of the low
tempcrature produced by the explosive, which is lower than that required to ignite
fire-damp, the process has been commercially used in some mines in Germany and
has bcol1 found vcry satisfaetory.-Eng;netring and .JIin'ing .10,,,.,,,,1, J'\lay 7th, 1~98.

"'rill'; COMI'AIlATIn; EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS MODES OF TREATING LIQUIDS WITH
(IA~I>H,"

Uno of the most important of the late Dr Hunter's contributions to applied
('1H'mistry is hiH KCl~CS of papers on the above subject. "In the first paper he shows that
allllpI"'1'I\t11s for treatinilliquid with gases can he divided into three classes :-(1) The
!~" , <livid",1 into small bnbbles passing through a column of liquid.
(2) The liquid
<lividud illto tille drops falling through a column of gas.
(3) Solids with extensive
11111-["""., "ovel,,"1 with thc li'lllid, tho gas filling up the interstices.
In order to com1'''''0 th,' " till'l'O ul'''Hcs of apparatus it was necessary to have a unit of contact for
"1'011 tl,,' illlil1l11"y of the contact between the gas and the liquid depends, to a great
(lXLl'lIt, tho valli" of tho apparatus. IIe defines the unit of contact to be that
UllkUOWIl 1l111llhol' of mo]oculcH of a gas which would impinge in one second upon one
HqlWI'O IIwtl'O area, if the g~L'; were ul1(lcr a. pressure of ono metre of water. The
'"'Wllllllil'al otlil'i"ncy of IIny picee of apparatus could be measured by the number of
Hllch unit., of ('o."Iilet yilll'led by a givcn expcl1diture. of work. Apparatus belonging
t~, class (I) IS <l1"',,"sod, "lid oxperiments arc descrihed made for determining the
R'~O ","I slICe,l,of I.:as .Illl~,ble~ ulH!er varying conditions, such as height of liquid,
tlmmeter of erIllI'o of ,hstl'llmtlllg pIpe, anti nature of gas. The velocity was found
to bc ulliform, aIllI, apl'l'Oxilltatoly, 1 foot pcr second. '1'ho size was found to vary
with tho diamcter of the orifice from which thcy issupd, and the naturo of the liquid
~1lI1. to. bo independent of the ~epth of liquid and tho nature of the gas. Afte;
lIl,hcatlllll how tho numher of umts of contact produced by a bubblo in rising would
be calculated, ho gives formulw for determining the relative efficiencies of the three
~od.ifications of appa~atu.s in which bubbles of gas ~re. made to rise through the
h~md.
(1) '1'ho gas IS SImply blown through tho hqmd. (2) '1'he gas is pulled
through the liqui,l. (:l) 'l'he gas iR blown through under pressure. Of these the first
shown to be by far the cheapest, and strcss is laid upon the necessity of carefully
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considering the chemical side of the question, as well as the mechanical, if the
efficiency as represented by the cost is to be kept up to the maximum.
In the second papcr some of the usual methods of distributing a gas at the bott?m
of a column of liquid are conslderp;d and a numb,:r of experiments described, whICh
were made with a view of detcrmmmg the relatIOn between the total area of the
perforations and the amount of gas to be distributed. These expc6ments show that
when the supply of gas gets below a certain minimum fewer and fewer of the perforations deliver gas, but that the amount delivered from each of those that do work is
just the &~me as when they arc all working_ If the amount of gas is more than sufficient
to keep all the perforations supplied, then each one delivers more, but all alike. By
further experiment it was found that thc discharge of gas from an orifice under
water obeys the same law as the discharge from a similar orifice into air with the
same hydraulic head. Taking the smallest pressure at which all the perforatious of a
distributor are supplier! as i! inch, the linear velocity of the disclHtrge is 35 feet per
second, and, dividing the total amount of gas to be distributed by35, the total area of
the perforation is obtained. 'i'he paper concludes with a series of calculations showing,
from a case in actual practice (carbonation of vat liquors), that when a gas is blown
through a liquid there is a certain depth of the liquid which gives the most economical results, depending on the cost of compression, the value of the gas, and the
rapidity with which the useful constituent of the gas is taken up by the liquid.
'fhe Welden process is instanced as a case in which it is profitable to use a considerable depth of liquid, in spite of the extra cost of compression, on account of the
slowness with which the gas is absorbed.
In March 1893, the thil-d and last of his series of papers dealing with this subject
was read. In it Hunter discusses, first, the clnss of apparatus in which the liquid
divided into fine drops falls through a column of gas; second, the coke condenser, as
the representative of that class of apparatus in which solids with extensive surfaces
and interstices are covered with the liquid, the gas passing through the interstices.
After pointing out that in most technical processes the volume of the gas is at least
100, more often 1,000 times the bulk of I he liquid, mathcmatical proof is given of the
superiority of the method of subdividing the gas over the method of subdividing the
liquid, both as regards the units of contact obtained and the consumption of
mechanical energy_ 'rhe reasons for the great efficiency of the coke tower are next
examined. On account of the large rough surface of the coke and the slowness with
which a stream of watcr descends over it, the liquid contact service is very great,
and is active upon the particles of the stream of gas for a period depending upon the
mte at which the gas is passed through. By calculation a formula is arrived at for
expressing the amonnt of contact surface available per unit volume of gas per second, in
terms of the total surface exposed, and the volume of gas passing per second. Using
this formula as a measure of the contact, the three classes of appam tug are compared, and the coke tower is shown to be the most efficient. After pointing out that
another great advantage of the coke tower is the large amount of liquid which it
holds, and describing an experiment made for the purpose of investigating the distribution of the liquid, the plate tower is compared with the coke tower, and the
results of his investigations of the methods of treating liquids with gases are summed
up as follows :-'i'he subdivision of the liquid into drops or spray is of little practical use
and requires the expenditure of too much mechanical power for a given effect. The
subdivision of the gas into bubbles is better, but the cheapest and best method of
presenting a liquid to a value of any apparatus for producing contact with the gas is
by means of a coke tower. 'rhe comparative amount of total surface presented to 1
cb. ft. of the gas per second, the formula referred to being a true measure of the
value of such apparatus.-Jow·nal Soc. C'he1JL. Ind., May 1898.
CYANIDE PLANT AT THE KING 0]<' AHIZONA MINE.-At this mill the electrical
precipitation plant has proved a complete failure at considerable cost.
Dynamos,
electrical precipitating apparatus, etc., have been discarded, and the plant is now
remodelled to work the MacArthur-Forrest process.-J. J. Macdonald. Eng. and
Jilin. Journ., May 28, 1898.
THE STICKNEY PYHITES FURNACE.-The object of this patented furnace is to
obtain sulphur from pyrites without undue- production of sulphur dioxide. The
furnace is cylindrical and a mechanical stirrer with removable blades after the
propeller pattern fixed upon a central shaft, serves to introduce the charge, to move
it through the furnace, and to expel it when desulphurised. The charge consists of
a mixture of pyrites and coaL Tuyeres are provided which serve to introduce fuel
gas, steam, and air.
The furnace is heated by fuel gas and air until the fuel in the
charge commences to burn, when steam is introduced. The action is now stated to
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be the decomposition. of water, oxida~io~ of pyrites and the formation of sulI retted bydrogen Wlth some sulphur dIOxIde. These gases are passed into
r

Plu~bers where they mutually react, forming water and depositing sulphur cO~'hng
~:~ then subjected to the action of electric sparks,.whic~ caUSes a further d~posit
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sulphur. Finally they pass th~ough a ehamber I.n WhICh they are washed with a
-, ay and thc last traces of sohd sulphur are obtamed.
'PTh~ description is illustrated by drawings ofthe furnace.-Eng'i:nee,·ing and ,Mining
Jonmal, June 4, 1898.
MORISON'S HIGH-SPEED STA)rp-Jl'hLI,.-A gravitation stamp, which can be driven
at 135 drops per minute, and which, with 8~0-lb. stamps and a,7-in.. drop, has a
capacity of 7 tons per stamp per day, .workmg on hard '1Uartzltc, WIth a 3D-mesh
screen. Arrangements are made for takmg up wear of shoes and (hcs, and for the
rottltion of the stamps.
A photograph of a 5-stamp mill, and drawings of the water cylinder accompany
the description.
'l'HE SO-CALLED" SELECTIVE ACTroN" OF POTASSfUM CYANfDE FOR Gor,D.-The
author regards the term "selcctive aetion" as inappropriate, and points out that
in the treatment of ores with solutions of cyanido, the cyanide dissolves the free
metal which is generally gold, so long as free oxygen or its eqnivalent is present,
and s~bsequentlv any remaining cyanide attacks the compounds of thc bu.,e metals,
hence when com-pa.ratively much cyanide and little oxygen is prcsent, as in strong
cyanidc solutions, .n~uch base metal and little gold is dissolved, but in dilute cyanide
.olutions the condItIOns are reversed, and so also IS the result, so that much gold and
but little base metal pass into solution.
Referring to the term" eyanicides," the author regards it only as applicable to
snbstances that decompose cyanides, and not to substances that simply render them
passive; irou, for instance, as ferric sulphate destroys cyanides, but in the form of
potassium ferro-cyanide is stated to dissolve gold in the presence of oxygen in
accordance with the reaetion6A u + :m:.FeCr,Nu+ 202 + H 20 = 6KAnC"N2 + 2KOH + Fe20'1_
-W. A. Dixon. .Tolll·na! of the C'lwm'ical Society, May 1898.
SCOIlfFICATJON AND CUPELLA'rfON WI'rHOUT Mun'LE.-A new furnaco is described
in which the various processes of roastiug, scorification, melting and cupellation can
all be elfected, tho fnel used being gas or gasoline. The furnace iR of thc injector
pattern of "quare scction, the mixed gases being admitted at the back. The front
of the furuace is fitted with four air tuyeres, and corresponding apcrturcs are cut
in the furnace hotly.
For scorification, the ~corifiers arc placed opposite these
ttlyerc" on a suitahlo support, and after fusion thc air blast admitted, cnsuring
rapi,1 oxi,latioll of tho contentH, in the caso of dry ores twelve minutcs being sullidllnt. Tho I"'oce,s of cupellation is effccted in a similar manner, tho air blast
.1"tt'rmilliIl,'r tho conversion of the lead into oxide ,Vith extraordinary rapidity, four
awl a half lIIinuto" heing sufficient to bring a 3D-gramme button of lead to the flash
point. '['hi" ruto of Hpcc,l in gelleral givcs re,ults with silvcr that are too low,
allll<>II:,'h tho a"thor o],,,orvoH that" buttons from gold-assay fusions may be run at
Ihi \ hlli'tlll without fl~!lr of lUSH."
~i\.tt'I~11 of tllt'~10 fnrn:LCCH are hcill~ installed ill the new assay laboratory of the
,\1 it'hi::'iLJI Nt,twlIl of :\lilw.-..!. ·G. A. l(ocuig, Ph.D. :Prans. Amer. illst. l1!in. Eng.,
1~1t·IJI·lIill·'y

I H~I,~.

(:II'IIIIII~Jm ItIlLl".
Tho difliculty cxpericnced with rolls used in
that Ih ..y a"O foree, I apart by thc lar~cr picces of matcrial, and thus lose
tht·ir OI[I·divl'lIt':":t for a Illr:~o portion of tho time running is well known The
a'lthOl' of thin ('OIl1l1ltluh'ntion n(lvocahlH tho UMC of a ron' divided into several
neutiollll (rOlli', bh., or oi:~ht) awl tho intl'o<hwtion of a stiff india-ruhber cllshion for
H""','III:>I,\I,

"rn',hin'~,

Pl1uh lIoutioll littill.'~ l~nn'~ly into tho hol'o of the hnh, and elo~ely around tho shaft.

rpllO l:tl'!~t'r pitH'l' L tbn·, 1l1Ol'oly nlfl.H:t <lnl! l-Iectioll without oponing tho whole system.
It i" Cla'"11'" Ihllt Illoro thlln:lO pur eellt. inel"CfLsUlI result" h(lve bcen obtained..J. \V. PilHler. 'I"'("I..~. ~II/lj,·. III "d • ..111//. Ji..',I!/., Four1llLry ums.
H'rA~lI' i\.111.1, 1~IHo.\'r()lt I>L\I1IL\:\IH.--}ll'ofe:.Hor LouiH' paper dmwrihes a mothod
t'aHilyapplillll, of re1~illtorinJ~ tho motion of t.he Htnmp, which iM of oxtreme interest:
A pencil attache(l to tho Htnrnp HtOlll, HO nH to HhHl'll its vertical movmnent only

pro.,,"e" a::aill"t a cylinder which iii rotatc.1 by lJIllall" of a conllection with the ca~
Bhaft.
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The resulting figures clearly indicate the effects of friction of thc cam, the retardation in falling due to the friction of the guides, the rebound and the duration
of the interval of rest_
The paper, and tbe methods of investigation thus opened up, suggest themselves
to the attention of all mill engineers.-Trans. A mfj-. Insl. j}[ining Engi:neers, Feb_
ruary 1898.
'l'BE CASSRfrHINMAN GOLD AND BHOMINE RECOVEHY PROCKSS.-The attempt is
made to re-introduce the. uso ?f bromine for the extraction of gold, and through
the adoption of a few mmor Impro.ements the process has been patented. The
pulverised ore is treated in open leaching tanks with sulphuric acid and with a
solution of sodium bromide and sodium bromate. The reaction of the acid upon
the bromirle and bromate is asserted to be the liheration of bromine in the nascent
state. This attacks the gold forming auric bromide, which goes into solution. The
soluble gold is waRhed out of the pulp by water in the usual way. The solution of
auric bromide is passed through If. tower, meeting on its way with chlorine, stea.m
and air. The chlorine decomposes auric bromide, producing auric chloride and fre~
bromine. The vapour of bromine is passed into a solution of sodic hydrate, by
which it is absorbed, forming sodium hromide and hypobromite. 'l'his, by heating
the solution, becomes convertcd into bromate, and is thus ready for another charge
after a sufficient fresh supply of bromide and bromate has been added. The patent~
for this process have now been taken over by an English company with a capital of
half a million pounds sterling.
The method is very adversely criticised by the Jom'ned, and the action of Sir
William Crookes and Professor Ramsay, who have reported favourably on the process, is referred to in these terms :"Incidentally we shall take occasion to refer to the impropriety (we use a mild
term) of eminent chemists in reporting upon subjects outside their own field of
work and knowlerlge, the public being- unable to comprehend that a scientist who
conld discovcr a new element may not be a good authority upon a new metallurgical
process. "-E,nginee,.ing and ;\lining Jou,.nal, June 18, 1898.
ROASTING GOLD ORES.-This contribution deals with mechanical reverberatorv
furnaces. Descriptions and illustrations of the Pearce turret furnace, single and
double hearth, and of the Ropp stmight-line furnace are given. accompanied by
illustrations.-H. van F. Furman, E.M. Mines and 11Iinem/s, Scranton, June 1898.
PROGUESS IN ELECTHO-'1iIETALLUUGY IN lS97.-The new electrolytic method for
extractino- gold from its ores seem generally to be little adapted to the treatment of
huge ma~ses of ore. Among these electrolytic processes there is not a single one
that can be applied economically to the treatment of from 100 to 200 tons of ore a
day. The Haycraft process of gold re(!uction is represented as simple and complete,
the whole of the ores being trcated in one operation after coming from the mill and
all the gold being practically extracted during that operation in two hours' time.
'l'he ore is reduced to a finencss of a 60 by 60 mcsh, is then transferred to steam
jacketted pans, each capable of holcling 1 ton of ore and fitted with stirrers, 201bs.
of common salt, 100 gallons of water and 100 Ibs. of mercury complete the charge,
which is heated to boiling point and the mercury is spread throughout the pan by
the action of the stirrers. Electric currents are applied to the pans, causing the
solution of the gold and the formation of an amalgam. The charge is then run out,
any waste of mercury being obviated by means of a concentrating table and the
resid ue flows into settling tanks.
The Keith process is worked by the Keith Patents Syndicate, Ltd. A great fault
in this is that porous pots are the basis of the electro-deposition of gold, and porous
pots are prohibitory in electrolytic tanks intended for t.he gold fields.
The advantages cla.imed by Mr Cowper Coles in his process for recovering gold
from cyanide solutions are that the gold is recovered as pure gold, not as base
bullion; the consumption of eyanid e is much less than in any other process; the
cost of labour is considerably reduced, as the anodes and cathodes only require
renewing at loni!' interva~s; that actual weight of gold ~ecover.ed. can be deter:nined
daily; the cyamde solutIOn ca!, be used f?r a ~onger pen.od, as It. IS not contam~nated
with any b~se metals such as zmc; there IS no consumptIOn of zme or lead as m the
MacArthur-Forrest and Siemens-Halske process, no smelting furnaces are necessary,
no zinc shavings are required.
Mr Cowper Coles uses iron anodes, and it is difficult to conceive how and why his
solutions do not become contaminated. Taking for granted that the deposition of
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old on an aluminium cathode proceeds in a unifor~ ma.nner, but in such a way
rhat the gold is deposl~e~ as a metalhc sheet. 'vlnch. I~ easIly detachable from the
aluminium plate by shlftmg or .feel~ng or r~bbmg, thIs IS the very worst thing which
happen in a gold extractIOn mstaliatlOn. ~We are not qUIte sure that a thick
ci~~osit can be obtained on aluminium and that the gold does not fall to the bottom
~f the tank, but we are ce~tain th~t no. gold mini?g company will adopt cathodes
from which gold can be stripped off by snnply rU.bbmg.
JlIr Cowper Coles speaks of a solutIOn contmmng only '01 per cent. and '0075 per
cent. KCN and 2~ dwts. of gold per ton, which is heated to a temperature of about
100' F. and of a current density of '03 ampere per sq. foot of cathode, the E.M.F.
bcing 6 volts. He does not, therefore, scem to be aware of the actual condition of the
electrolytic work in the Transvaal.
. .
'rhe writer has heretofore descrIbed thc anodcs made of perOXide of lead, WlllCh he
invented. 'rhe Siemens-Halske iron anodes dissolve and contaminate the solutions,
owing to the formation ,;,f hydrat~s of iron al\C~ Pr~ssian blue. Peroxide of lead
being insoluble m potasslllln cyamde, the solution IS always. clear. The gold IS
deposited on iron cathodes, whICh at the clean-up arc dipped m molten lead whICh
absorbs thc gold anel the cathodes, bright and clean, can be put back in the boxes
at once.
The p6ncipal points in elcctrolytical precipitation that it is desirable to .tudy are
thc amount of current per square foot of anode and cathode and the time the current
iH exertml taken in conjunction with the value of the solution. One of the first
points requisite is that the solution shall be absolutely clcar. This depends ·largely
on the solubility of the anode. The Siemens-Halske anode, with properly proportioned cUlTent, is a very perfect anode, easy to bc obtained in any quantity and as
casily manipUlated and scoured in the boxes. With a current density of '03-'04
ampere per Hquarc foot very little (Ie composition of the anode takes place. 'rhere
scems to be a limit of current dcnsity up to which an iron anode will show very little
corrosion, hut beyond that point oxidation seems to take place more rapidly than
the proportionate nse of current density would indicate.
With a peroxidc of lead anode no corrosion takes place. There is no reason to
believe that the continuous current is the only one fit for electro-chemical purposes.
,Vhy shoul,l we not assumc that we can leave on one side the old electrolytic system
and adopt a new onc based on the act ion of alternating currents and of high tension
in order to attain economy, efficiency, and saving of time '! 'l'here is no temerity in
predicting as an evolution in the application of electrical energy to the separation of
metals an' 1 to the winning of gOld, the usc ,·f high tension currents for electro
,lejlosition.-K Andreoli. Eligineering and ll!ining JOll,.""l, June 18, 1898.
'['Ill': CYANID1~ PltOCEss.-A proccss involving preliminary roasting can not be
economically employcd in a region destitute of fucl; nor can a method necessitating
all unwield.v maSH of expensive chemicals be operated in a district where transport
ill illlpr",·Ucable. AH thc proportion of loss incident on the treatment of gold-bea6ng
OI'(~H i~ cillO mOl'e to phYHical than to chemical clLlu,es, chemical extractive agents are
lal'!(dy lllIlployO(I in prcfcrenco to mechanical methods. The most efficient and
'IJII,·,'rHally 11He,1 HolvCllt iH cyanide of potash. In order to ascertain if a particular
or" i·, '"'1<'lmhlo to "yani,le trpatment a rcpresentative sample should be subjected to
1"·,'lil11i,,,"',Y t"HtH. Tho re",lltH obtaine<l hy small scale cxperiments are so reliable
a11(1 HO indieativo of larg-e Hcalo pmctice, that tests made on small samples may be
dnl'li('atud with 1'1'00'iRio11 011 "O·ton charg-es. Small scale experiments will show
",hoth,,1' tho .. rn"hml ore can he treatc,l by percolation or agitation. When the
laUe!: iH ,ulol'ted the ,lre"se,1 pnlp iH chargcd into a large cylin(ler, the cyanide
H)lutlOl~ I'lln m tho \1lanholo closO(I anel the chargc thoroughly agitated by revolving
the cylll1<1<... for the len!~th of time prcviously determined. 'l'he cost of chemicals

C0I1:-1ul111Hl )lur tOil of ore ran~";CH fr'om [, ccntH on silicious ore conta.ining' fine free
gold to ~~·;jO on (lyl'itic material requiring' fine cru:-hing and slow lcachinO'.
'Ilh~ initial COHt o~ an entir~ plant, .i~lC]uding the requisite I11achille~y for dry
crnslllng :L1l(1 scruOlllng, lilay ho approxImately cHthnatcd based on n, daily tonnage

output at 100 tonH <tllllnpw'mlH pcr 24 hotlrn $ti or pCI' ton output.-J. Stanly l\1uir.
Mining Reporter, July 7, IH!lH.
"PnmITIV~,

MININO." -A 'lescriptioll of a viHit to thc mining distl~cts of Hungary

and A11I.;tl'itLll SilcHia.

Most intcresting waH thc meth.oel of rc,luction in vog-ne among the poorer classes
of nunerH at VCl'aspabk Hchemmt" ,111<1 Kmnnit". Thc g-nlch is lined with miners'
cabins all the way up to the mincs, ml<l in front of each cabin is a Ixtttery of 10 to
:.W starn PH, opcmtml by water power from tho stream which runs down the gulch.
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The mills are of the most primitive charactcr, being constructed entirely of tim bcr
the. heads ,?f the stamps being he,,:vy stones. The main shaft is a heavy timber i~
whICh are Inserted strong pcgs which, as the shaft revolves, catch on shoulders in
the stems of the stamps, the stems being also heavy timbers. These pcgs raisc the
stamps, and as they pass from the shoulder let them drop on the ore in the mortar
which is usually a trough constructed of hoavy stones. Thc labour at the mills is ali
performed by women. Thc men are engaged in the mines and in bringing down the
?re on pack mulcs. . 'rh~ women shovel the ore ~nto the mortars and cat?h the. pulp
III great rawhide basllls III whICh the amalgamatIOn IS done.
All thc mampulatlon is
done in thesc basins, wbich are skilfully handled by the women, and scrve both as
amalgamators and concentrators, the earthy matter and silica bcing washed out in
tbe same manncr as in. the panning, Icaving the free gold amalgamated and the
concentrates ready for collection. '1'he concentrates are saved amI sent to a Govern·
ment smelter. The saving by these mcthods is very closc, and practically the entirc
low grade product is ntiliscd. No fewer than 1,500 of these stamps were seen, all of
which were in operation.-H. 11. Ayres . .Mining and Scientijic I'res", July 2,1898.
FLOCCULATIO" AS A" AID IN LABOIlATOllY WORK.-The first to write about this
matter appears to have been W. Skey, who, in an article in the Chem,:wl 1'felr.,
(XVII., 160, IS6S) upon "The Coagulation and Prccipitation of Clay by Natural
Salts generally," calls attcntion to the fact that the salts used for the clarification of
sewagc and purification of water depended npon the formation of a bulky precipitate,
which enclosed suspended particlcs and carried them down with it in the settling
tanks. There 'vere other salts, howevcr, which, although not forming gelatinous
precipitates, had the power of coagulating suspcnded particles.. The chlorides of
thc alkalis and of the alkaline earths, sulphate of soda, and sulphuric acid acted
in this way. The coagulating powel's of these substances were different, and when
the salt Was removed by washing, the sediment remained suspended on being again
shaken up with w.ter. 'l'he volume of water relative to the amount of salt employed
was of primary importance, while the amount of clay suspended was only secondary.
From several considerations he coneluded that these salts acted solely on aecount of
their affinity (stronger than that of clay) for water. In this rcspect they were likc
certain other substances which, although solUble in water, were precipitated by
others possessed of a superior affiuity for the solvent; for exam~le, Pl'ussian blue is.
precipitated by salts generally, silica dissolved in ammonia by ammonium chloride,
and barium nitrate by nitric acid.
Six years afterwards, in ISi4, Durham read a paper before the Royal Society,
Edinburgh (extmctcd in the Chemical News, August 18H), in which he instanced
cases of sedimentation by certain salts, a"ids, and alkalis, and further showed that
when using comparatively strong solutions of reagent, sedimentation varied inverscly
with the pcrcentage of acid and directly with the percentage of alkali. Simultaneously, Dr Storey Hunt read a p<1per before the Nat. Hist. Soc. of Boston,
U.S.A. (see letter by "T.R. 0.," (,11e",ic"Z.News, XXX., 9i, 18i4), upon the sedimentation of Mississippi mud by salts and acids. He considered that the mechanism was
explained by Guthrie's researches (Proc. Roy. Soc., XIV., 1864) upon drops of watcr.
Falling from a ball of ivory, drops of a 0'8 per cent. solution of calcium chloride, for
examl'le, were one-ninth smaller than drops of pure water, and from this the conclusion was arrived at that salts reduce the cohesion, that is, the viscosity, of water.
This is undoubtedly the case with so lie flocculating agents (as ammoQ!um chloride),
but not with others (as zinc sulphate) ; and, furt!Jermorc, the microscope shows that
the particles before flocculation arc separate, but after tlocculation they are aggregated into groups.
Ramsay showed (Proc. Roy. Soc., 18i6, 129) that thosc salts which absorb most
heat in g'oing iuto solution cause suspended mud to flocculate most rapidly. He
considered that owiug to the absorption of heat, the liquid particles vibrate faste,',
and the particles of solid have in consequence a better chance of gravitating without
meeting the resistance of impact. Sedimentation was also found to vary according
to the specific gravity of the salt solution and to the temperatilre.
. The most notcworthy contribution, however, is by Durham, who, two years afterwards (CI<em.iwl lYelos, XXXVII., 4i, ISn), described a number of experiments with
solutions of salts, acids, and clay particles, and from their behaviour arrived at the
following conclusions :-" 1st. 'rhere seems
be a regular gradntion of chemical
attraction from that exhibited in the suspension of clay in water up to that exhibited
in the attraetion of sulphnric acid for water, which we call ehemical affinity.
2nd. That ehemical combinations, solutions, and suspension differ only in degree,
and arc manifestations of the same force; and definite chemical compounds are
just the points where the affinity exerts force enough to hold an exact number of
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atoms with a certain strength. 3rd. The ~t~raetion of chemical affinity is not in
every case, at least, exhausted when. a deHmte eh<:mlCal compound is formed, but
has sufficient power left to form solutIOn or suspenslOn eompouncls."
;fhis hypothesis contends th"t not only have we ~hemieal affiuity such as that
exhibited by an anhydrous base for an anhydrous aCId, but we also have" residual
affinity" which may be exerted by substances upon water to form solution compounds-as the crystallo-hydrates, colloidal solution, and suspension.
'l'he formation of aggregates of. solid particles can be explained as Whitney has
done (\Viley's Agricnltnntl Annly."s, 1., 172), by surface pressure. The molecules at
the surface of a solid particle suspended in water have, within their sphere of
influence, a greater attraction for molecules of water than these have exerted upon
them by other water molecules; consequently, more molecules of water gather at
the surface of the solid particle than at any other place in the solution. There is in
eonsecl'lenee a surface pressure, and the compressed layer of molecules of water
prevents any two particles of ~olic~ approaching ~r adherini,i. Should, however, a
flocculating agent be dIssolved, It wIll, by Its supenor attractIOn for the molecules of
water withdraw them from the surface of the solid, thus lessening the surface
pressl:re ; and it may be lessened so much that from being a pressure it becomes a
tension which, being exerted on all the surfaces, Causes the particles to aggregate
into groups.
Should the ag·gregation of solid particles be sufficiently explained by surface
pressure, then could we not also explain precipitation by the .surfaee . pressure and
tension upon a molecule or molecular system of any substance III solutIOn 1 Surface
pressnre or surface tension is another expression for lllolecular attraotion or chemical amuity of a weak type, and appears to be identical with residual affinity. When
the surfa~e pressure is relieved, or the molecular influence overpowered-that is to
say, when the 1ll81ecules of water are drawn from the influence of the residual
affinity-the molecules of the substance about to precipitate, aggregate, and when
the molecular aggrcgates bccome sufficiently large they settle out as a precipitate.
Heat appears to annul the solution or residual affinity just as it lessens surface
tension and pressurc. ltamsay has shown that sedimentation varies with the
temperature, and, besides, we know that gelatinous precipitates become less gelatinous on heating. 'fhis contraction has been shown to be due to dehydration.
According to Wiley, ferric hydrate, which, when precipitated cold and air-dried
for IS clays, contains 38 per cent. of water, is converted by boiling for EOme hours
from a bulky red-brown precipitate into a bright red substance containing only :2 per
cont.
'rhe partial dehydration of aluminium hydrate from A1 20 3 , 5H 20 to A12 0 3 ,
21T 2 0 by prolongcd boiling has also been observed. Furthermore, when clay is
hoilo<l for somo days, tho individual particles become aggregated into small, roundecl,
opaquo, hruwn granules, which, when prosseu, afO soon nnder the microsoope to
hrcak up into a multitude of very fine particles ('Viley, loc. dt. Pl'. 244-5).
Whilo, with l'rccipitatioll and coagulation generally the separating out of tbe
mulocular ag-g-reg-atc may be Baid to be caused by the superior residual "ffinity of the
eon.:~I1Iat.inl~ ~nb"t<Ln<..:o, yot it is a caRO of give a.nd take; the precipitate exchanges
tho watL'1" luolccnlc" OVCI" which it had influence for a portion of the base of the
110("'l1hLtin/f alfcnt. That the resi,lual atlinity is small compared with the affinity of
IL 1I,,'tal for an IIci,1 ra,liclll, g-008 without saying; still it is quite ·sensible.
Durham
""",,,",,,1 iL lIli:rht ],u snlliciont to raise the atomic weigbt of calcium from 40 to 40·4
Ilwl .\le+Ll'ri Pidoll and Lin(lcr found that ahout n gramlne of arsenious sulphide re~
t.ainl·II 1il'lllly ~. ~ Illgl'lllH. of htl.rinm. rehe la.tter case was one of colloidal solution
whuro Lho snhstanco Wa,; jnst on tho point of precipitating.
By the moleeula;
PI'L',,·llIl'U IaYl'otliosiH, thu reHitlual affiuity mn.y, in g-feat part, be exerted among the
moim:ult);4 of Hllh"llnlWOH tholllHolvcs iUHtoad of upon the lllOlecules of water hut
cvcntnally in UIC ('o\loillal ,oluLion wc have moleenlar aggregates holding tenaei~usly
thu lu>t molccules of wator. I'nrt of this water is attracted by the flocculating agent
ancl pal"t is rcpla('o,1 hy tho floeculatim!: 1""0. This gradation of attraction for water
is g-cneml wit!, chenllical su hst"nuus. I t is exhihite,l in anhydrous "eills, as sulphuric
and pho"plwl"lC, wInch f01'1Il numerou" hy,lrates with water, the last few molecules
of whiuh arc atLracLol1 with stl-ollff atlinity, while to elimin"te the last molecule of
water a lmso iH nocessary. 'rIta HaUlC <ilfferonocR are to he scen ill the orystallohyclrnLc", whul'e Ifonerally tho last molcenles of water arc very Hrmly held.
Again
ther~ is the allinity of neutral "ubstances like alcohol for water.
'rllOse ideas reg-ardillg' the cause uf tloeoulation are associated with the hydrate
theory of solution, among- t!"O support?rs of which aro Pickering, Men-c1eljef,
!i'itzgerald, ancl Annstronf..[.
1 ho theory IS that when a soluhle Bnb,tanee is placeel
III water, the moleculc" of wator [LfO "ttractell by and slln-ound first tho molecular
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aggregates and finally the individual molecules in gradually increasing zones uniil
each molecule is the centre of a water system somewhat similar to a solar systcm.
Diffusion becomes not a distinct phenomenon, but a phase of solution; the mole.
eules of a salt or s~linc body spread or diffuse on account of new molecules of water
inserting themselves bctwecn and joining themselves Oll as parts of the systems. It
is evident then. that coogulation is the reverse of solution, and is similar to crystal_
lisation since both result from the withdrawal of water from the systems. 'I.'lie water
system; are supposed to be exceedingly unstable; thc molecules of water .of one
system are continually changing with the molecules of water of other systems. As
lIf endeleef expresses it, "Solutions may be regarded as fluid, unstablc, definite
chemical compounds ill a state of dissociation."
In explaining flocculation by the hydrate theory of solution, we ought not to lose
sight of the association of hypothesis, which has Armstrong as an active supporter.
This hypothesis supposes that, previous to chemical change of any kiI.'d occurring in
solution, a complex aSSOCIatIOn of elements or groups of elements IS formed; thc
various elements arc brought into close contact, and should they react with one
another to form new combinations, the association becomes unstable and breaks
down. This idea of association is undoubtedly a step in helping us to understand
the function of catalytic and of hydrolytic agents. In flocculation or coagulation we
have the same idea, but in connection with particles or aggregates of molecules
instead of elements or small elementary groups, the base of the flocculant or coagulant in the final stage replaces the molecules of water, and forms a stable association
of particles or molecular aggregates which settle out from suspension or solution.R. Grieg Smith, M.Sc. Society J01"",,,t/ C/IC'Tnicai Indust,·!!, February 1898.
THE ElmOn IN CAIlBON DETERMINATION MADE WITH THE USE OF WEIGHED POTASH
BULBs.-This paper, which is primarily intended for the steel-works chemist, is of
~eneral interest, as it gives a large number of determinations of thc amount of
hygroscopic moisture which dcposits on the outside of glass apparatus and which
affects their weight. The sources of error thus introduced are of somc importance,
especially in damp weather.-~lJne,.. C/wn. Soc., Junc 1898.
EXPERIMENTING WITH, AND PROCESS BY WHICH SULPHUHETS FROM THE PLYMOUTH
ROCK MINE, CAL., AHE WORKED.-These mixed sulphides contain zinc, coppcr, lead,
silver, and gold (11 ozs.), and offered considerable difficulties in treatment. Cyanide
and chloridising roasting were both attempted without success. 'fhe chlorination
process was ultimately found suitable, giving for gold an extraction of 95 pCI' cent.,
of silver 90 per cent., and of copper 60 per cent. Gold was precipitated by ferrous
sulphate, the silver ohtained by sodium hyposulphite, and the copper received from
the solutions by the electric current. The cost is 26s. per ton.-T. K. Code . .ilfinin!!
and Sci. Press, S.F., June 25, 1898.
A SEMI-ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS OF GOLD ASSAY.-This process is based on the
observation that when a plate of ((old is placed as an anode in an electrolytic bath
filled with water acidified with nitric acirl, the weight of the gold remains unchanged, whilst the silver and all other soluble metals in the anode (except lead) are
deposited on the cathode or are dissolved in the liquid. The method is said to
occupy the same time as the one now generally used, while the gold produced by
the new process is said to be quite pure.·- A. Bock. CIICIn. Zeit., 22, 1898, and Jovl'n.
Soc. Chern. Ind., July 30, 1898.
.
SOLUBLE GOLD.-Rcd solutions of gold similar to those of silver' prepared by
Carey Lee have been obtained by adding formaldehyde to very dilute solutions of
gold chloride made slightly alkaline. The solutions contain '005 per cent. of gold,
and may be concentrated by dialysis to '1 per cent. of gold. The addition 'of small
quantities of salt dilute acids changes the colour of the solutions to blue, whilst an
excess precipitates the gold entirely. -Zsigmondy Zeitsch, fur Electrochem. Jow·n.
Soc. CILe",. indo , July 30, 1898.
SO)IE PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS AS ApPLIED TO SILICATE ROCKS.The determination of the srecific gravity of mineral substances is describcd in this
paper, the ordinary metho( by suspension of larger fragments in water being first
described. For the determination of the densi.t.y of finely divided material the use
of the pycnometer and air pump is recommended.
"The pycnometer used is one with a capillary stopper, provided with a millimetre
scale etched in the glass, the divisions being numbered both ways from the centre
and calibrated by mercury, so that the value of each one in weights of water is
known. The capacity of the flask filled with water to the zero uivision is then
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calculated for eveq half d~gree. of tempe.rature from ~o C. to 30 C., by making a
'l.ries of careful weJglllngs. m WhICh, knowmg tl~e CalxtClty o.f the stem, it is quite
immaterial at what level the water stands prov](led It IS wltlun t.he limits of the
.. 1
'rhe exact temperaturc IS secured by an accurate thermometer placed in a
SC.1 ~;anion vessel of similar shape to the pycnometer and containing a like amount
"'fm. ater both being left in the balance case till its tcmperature has been nearly or
n ~~e as~umed as shown by a second thermometer. The weighing must of COUrse
tl madc befor~ the thread of water has sunk bencath the lowest division, which it
,~ill do after a time, even though at first filling the bore to the top of the stopper;
aIHI the corrected weight full of water to the ~ero mark is found by adding or
"n bstracting the needed amount, as shown by the heIght of the thread on the
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scale.
. use, an d th ese are o.f .d'ff
.,
For oach pycnometer m
~ er<:nt SIzes, IS prepared a table
showing its weight, the value of each scale dIVISIOn m grms. of water, and the
~apacity of the flask at d!ffe.rent temperatures, as indicated a)Jove. The preparation
of such a series of flasks IS tune saved m the end, for the weJghmg of the flask full
of water each time a density determination is made is rendered superfluous. All
that is necessary is to look up in the table the weight corresponding to the
temperature.
'rhc density of the previously weighed substance in this case is now determined in
much the same way, after the unstoppered pycnometer containing it, and nearly
filled with water, has stood with its companion vessel of water under the air pump
tho neccssary length of time. 'rhe water needed to fill thc flask is taken from its
cumpanion.
All who have used the pycnometer method for fine substances know the difficulty
cxperienced in preventing a portion from being held at the surface, despite all
attcmpts at makmg it sink. Hence it often happens that a very small portion runs
on t around the sides of the stopper on inserting it. J f the ilask rests in a small tared
,!ish thc grains thus forced out may be washed down into it and wcighed after
ovaporation, in order to get the correct weight of that in the flask; or, after weighing the contents of the flask may be emptied into a tared dish, and the water slowly
Dvaporatod off in ordor to get the weight of the mineral.
Usually this way is less
to he rocommended than the other.-W. F. Hillebrand. Chemical News, July 29,
I!lUS.
SIZES (w WmB SCHEENS.-In reply to a correspondent who inquired whether
lhere is any nniform standard for guagmg wire or punched screens for batteries the
lIlI!! ill n rill!1 and 111 ill ing JOllrnal (N. Y.) of July 2nd, 1898, says :-" Unfortunately
thoro is no Huch standard. There i" a variety of wire guages in usc, and, to add to
tho rc:\nltin,r~ confuHion, wire cloth-which is usually rated in meshes per inch-is
lund" \\ ith wire of a variety of HizCH. rl.'he conse(luence is that wire cloth of a given
IIH"II lIIay vllry eOIlHiclemhly in tho actual size of the openings.
Punched or per[,>I',>I,'d IIIl'!n\""I'COII' aro UHllltlly guaged by the number of holes to the linear inch
hili ,illt,l)'o it 110 lluif,orm Hta.nda.rd rccog:ni~c(l by different nULkcrs. Tl~e result is very
l'III,IiI,' III":.
,\ti.'UhOll wll-icallud to thIS matter in an article in the En,qinec1'ing nnd
,1/111111.'1 .1/1///'/1,1/ fnr ~l\plolllh<-:r l~th, 18~o,. pag:c 2,42. The question has been dis,." .. 01 \'.\' t\", '\I1I1"''''all h'Ht,tnto of ilhmng Engmeers at different times. More
.·.·1'1 lilly jill illlt'llipt. IIIL~~ "(Jell nmdu to utlopt uniform guagcs for wire with some
111'11 11('j'l "I'
Iwe'c': I.
TIIi:! WH'. ap}>l'Dvc<l hy the American Steel "Thfanufacturers'
\
111'1.11 illll, \\ hied,l ··jVt:.1 it ,thu HllpJlort of all the la.rge steel manufacturers.
'fhe
: ,\

1"111

1'1'01'11 ,I,d I i,till'

dl!Cl!nal I-lYHtum, a.nd abandons all the old confusing guages

dofl,I'tIVl', llOw~vel', hccauHo the g-uaging is bascd on the inch,
IIIHI 1101 4111 11I1'.llIlIllIlIt'tl'(',
lilly nnIful'UI HYHtelll, however, would be better than the
I"l' I'ld C'IIIIIII Itlil.

"'lId 1I111,dlc·!".

II: I,

'I',IIL ,\:: ,\~ 01 'I'EI:I..I'IIIIII'; ()HE:-I,
r':hu cxac~ HH:;:ty of orcs containing tellurium is
II jlll!l,II"1I 411 :,111111' dlllll'll1!y, Ihl'I'O 11l.'III'r comndorahle tendency to loss of silver and
:~old, ..III.II~~' ll!"~' ,c:ld,I,"'ll('io thu 1IIHttol' iH wcl~ dC~Llt with, t:,tnd the,results ofnlarge
111I1I1IH 101 111'''.,0111 ,"1\1'11 • . 1.10;;;,('.1 IIl'u lIWt. WIth In operatIOns wInch do not afford
1
10: '1 will'lI dl'nlll~'~ With Ol'lhlllll'Y IlIllb'I'io'll, arlfl thu alltllOl' concludes that the pot
1I.II·thol,l, l'IIlI'III,\'III'~' II 1:11:"'(' ),1I1'C'I' . of litllal':~p, iH thu mOHt Hatisfn.ctory, Scorificn.~
tlC!II" {,ltlim' ~)f tilt! 01'1: tht't·t·t or of t.ho IlllttOIlH resulting fronl fUHhions, is not ad~
1I11!., ,11.11'.

(lill'.,

II.

1'!litOII.

'/fI/I,,, ... 11111", (,Id, S(I('., AIl!-{, l8D8.

A K,lIoH'r K.'rl'J)Y ~)I:' '1'1I1~: ,\h;'rJloJ):-{ FOIL 'rBI·: ES'['I:\!A'1'ION OF KC'LPIfUH TN COAL,-A
lWII('tIl'al jll,t(t:l~', .'~IVJII:~ .h.":III'I';i of rt'lIult,'; by tIl{' WUl1·)<llOWll method ..." which will be
of 1l1;U lo practH.'lIl 1'1I1'IIII,.t"
(:, L. 11l'ath . .lvl/l'lI, . . 1mer. Cit. Suc., Aug, 18U8.
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GOLD Mrr,LING. -'rhe first of a series of articles on stamp milling, which dcals with
the situation, construction, and arrangement of milk Specifications of mills are
also given, accompanied by illustrations.-G. E. Bailey, E.M., Ph.D. N'incs and
jjl inerals, ::>cranton, Aug. 1898.
THE D};CLINE OF TUg CHIlIINgy.-The use of the ehimney stack for the purpose of
creating draught for steam-raising purposes has, in some American works, been discon_
tinued. At the chimney less establishment of the Sturtevant Co., Jamaica Plain (Mass.)
a mechanical draft pJa:nt has bccn installerl, and the otherwise useless chimney ha.~
been taken down for the sake of the bricks it contl1ined. A fan has now been placed
on thc top of the boilers, the gases being drawn through it and discharged tln'ough
a short stock extending but a few feet above the boiler house.-11/ines and 11/inemls
Scranton, Aug. 1898.
'
Loss OF 'VATEU 1'IW.l1 RESEflVOIllS.-A bnlletin on this subject has been prepared
by Mr L. G, Carpenter of the State Agriculture Experiment ::>tation at :Fort Collins
Colorado. The cxperiments were designed to cover losses by seepage as well as by
evaporation, but the former losses were found to be comparatively insignificant.
Contrary to general impression, he found that at high elevations (1<'ort Collins is
4,900 fect above the sca) the losses by evaporation are lesB than at lower levels.
In open reservoirs he found that the allowance for evaporation is 60 inches per year.
-The En,gineain,g 11Ia,guzine, August 1898.
THE DEn;LOP.lIENT 01' THE CYANIDE PuocEss.-The suitability of the eyanide
process to orcs of diffcrent composition is here discussed, in a paper which was read
before the International Mining Congress at Salt Lake City.
The ores of the
Mercur district are dealt with and the various difficulties encountered in treat'ment explained.
Extractions of 75 to 80 per cent. a.re obtained on 4 dwtB. ore, and
80.to 86 per eent. on 6 dwts. ore.
Mining in the Mercur district costs 4s. to 6s. 3d.
per ton, and the milling from 3s. to ~s. 2d. per ton, and several of the companies arc
mining and milling by cyanide for less than 8s. 4d. per ton_
The articlc is intercsting as dcaling with the cyanide treatmcnt of somewhat refractory ores.-Wm. Orr. jjlinin,g «;,d &i. P,·e..., S.F., July 23,1898.
MErllOlls FOR Pm,PARTNG PUOOF GOLD AND PROOJ<' SJLVER.-This method of preparing proof metals is from the U.S. Mint, San Francisco. It is dependent upon
the use of metallic aluminium. The process is as follows :-Gold.-Dissolve the
metal in nitro-hydrochloric acid, allow to stand for sevcral days. Decant or syphon
off and evaporate to crystallisation as usual.
Dilute copiously with distilled water
and treat the solution with pure metallic aluminium. The gold is precipitated, and
may be frced from aluminium by heating with hydrochloric acid. Dry and melt the
gold, which should now be 1,000 fine, Silver.-Dissolve silver in nitric acid, let stand,
and decant from any gold residue. Precipitate the silver as chloride and wash well.
Then introduce pieces of aluminium and cover with dilute hydrochloric acid.
The
chloride is rapidly reduced to metallic silver, which, when dried and melted, should
be 1,000 finc.-John 'V. Pack. 11[i". «"d Sci_ Pres", July 16,1898.
A NEW ELEMEN'f.-The discovery of a new element, which has been named
polonium, is announced in a rccent cOlllmunication by M. and Madame Curie to the
Paris Academie des Sciences. The reasoning which led the discoverers to suspect
the existcnce of this new body is of interest. Some time back M. H. Recquerel
drew attention to the fact that the salts of uranium had the property of emitting a
radiation having properties very similar to the X-rays. Th\ls they would impress a
photographic plate, traverse materials opaque to ordinary light, and further make
the air thro\lgh which they passed a conduetor of electricity. Further researches
showed that uranium was not alone in emitting these radiations, as thorium and its
compounds enjoy a similar property. Madame Curie further noted. that certain
specimens of pitch-bIen de showed the property even more powerfully than u~anium
itself, and was led to suspect the presence of a new element. By an elaborate
chemical investigation, M. and Madame Curie have now succeeded in isolating this
body in the form of a sulphido. From a chemical point of view the new metal
resembles bismuth, but its radiating powers are said to be 400 times those of
uranium.-En,ginee>in,g "nd 11/ining Journal,(New York), September 10, 1898_
LUBlUC,\NrS PUR GLASS SroPcocKs.-A mixture of 70 parts of pme rubber and
30 of yellow unblcached beeswax is recommended. The rubber, which should be
pure and fresh, is heated in a covered vessel until thoro\lghly melted, the wax added,
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and the hot mixture well stirred.-Franeis C. Phillips.
September 1898.

Journal Amer. Chem. 80c.,
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Er,ECTllOLYTIC DETERMINA~'!oN OF TIN IN TIN ORES.-One gramme ore fused with
carbonate of soda and sulphur, and the sulphostannate, dissolved in water filtered
stannic sulphidc precipitated from the filtratc by hydrochloric aci(l, the'solution'
boiled down to 75-80 c.c., 10 c.c., hot HCl (1'20 sp. gr.) added and Na,O., until th~
SnS, has been comI'letely oxidised to stannate.
Solution filtered into a large
latinnm dIsh and filter washed WIth hot water. NH,HO added to permanent
Eurbidity then 50 C.c. of a ]0 per ccnt. solution of acid ammonium oxalate. :From
this solution the tin is plated out by a current of 0'1 ampere by 4'0 volts -E, D.
Campbell and E. C. Champion.' Jow'n(d A",er. Ghem. Soc., September 1898.
A SEMI-Er,ECTRo['YTlC PROCESS OF GOLD AssAY.-In the ordinary process of
assaying by cU]lellation and parting, the former operation is accomplished with a
loss of gold, while the latter is incompetent to remove the last traces of silver.
When the whole assay is cxperimentally carried out on absolutely pure gold, mixed
with absolutely pure silver, the final crror is a constant one, and the proper allowance may be made. But in praetical work other metals besides silver and'lead are
li>1ble to be present (although in small amounts), and by their difference in specific
grlLvity they cause the results to vary. A. Bock finds tbat if a plate of gold be
placcd as anode in an electrolytic bath filled with nitric acid of the specific gravity
1'2, op~osite."' platinum cathode, the liquid rapidly becomes opalesce~lt. and opaque.
On interrnptlllg the current, the electrolyte clears agam, and a preCIpItate of gold
is deposited, bllt the cathode remains uncoated. '1'he action is, therefore, mechanical in
its nature; the anode is clisintegrated by the evolution of oxygen [lnd the current of
electricity, without being [lctually dissolved. If, however, the cell contains watcr,
but be faintly acidified with nitric aoid, the electrolyte does not become cloudy, the
wcight of the gold remains unchanged, whilst the silver and all other soluble
mctals in the anode (except lead) are deposited Oll the cathode or dissolved On the
liquid. Bock's process of gold assay depends on this phenomenon; and the following example, which shows its accuracy, also indicates the method of carrying it ont
in practice. Two pieces of fine gold, weighing 500 mgrms., were each melted with
1 300 mgrms. of silver in previously warmed grapbite crucibles. After cooling, the
b'nttons were hammered, rolled and melted once more to ensure uniformity of composition-tho yield in each case was exactly 1,800 mgrms. of alloy. The second
buttons were rolled out, parted in the usual manner, then immerscd in a bath
composed approximately of 1 vol. of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1'2) diluted with 6 vols. of
water) and submitted to an electric OUl'1'ent, the strength of which was" about that
employed in copper analysis." After ten minutes, the platinum vessel coutaining
tho rolls of gold were rinsed out with water, placed in boiling wa.ter for a few
minutes, again washed, and the gold dried and ignited in an earthern cruciblc.
'1.110 total weight of metal recovered was exactly 1,000 mrgms. 'When the legal alloy
of 900 fineness is being examined, not more than 900 mgrms. of .ilver should be
added to each 500 grms., lest the pieces of gold become too porous and break; but
tbe process is generally as accurate as in the ease of fiue metal. In melting this
alloy, it is well to use nearly new plum bago crucible", so that the carbonie oxide
produced may prevent oxidation of the copper. As lead is not dissolved hy the
above process, when this metal appears in the pieces of gold, they mnst be trcated
in a fresh bath of nitric acid with the direction of the current reversed; but under
no circumstances must the change of polarity be mado in the ono platinum dish.
'rhc new method occupies practically the same time as the old one; it is, taken
altogether, a little cheaper, and it forms an easier way of preparing samplcs of
pure gold to act as standards.-A. Bock. Chem.;!.:er Zeita"g, vol. xxii. (36), p. 358.
A bstracted from Electrical Review.
0

BULLION REFINING.-In this artic'!e the writer deals with the refining of gold
bullion, with cspecial reference to the lmrting of gold from platinum. In the
historical notes. upon the subject, he describes the chemical method introduced hy
D'Arcet into Paris in 1802, and by Mathesou into London in 1829. '1'he modification
of this original method known as the "Gu tzkow proccss," and used down to
the present date, is then described.
A dctailed account of the electrolytic
method worked out by Dr Wohlwill and his assistants at the Nord-deutsche
Hefinery, Hamburg, in the period 1878-95 follows.
This process dep.ends ul'0n
the use of 'the impure gold bullion as anode in a hot solution of au~lC chlOride
containing excess of hydrochlorie acid, or of the alkali metal. chlOrides.
The
cathodes arc formed of thin sheets of pure gold, hung at a dIstance of 3 cms.
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from the anodes. The current densit):' used varies from 95 up to 190 amperes
per square foot, and at the lower denSity an E.M.F. of 1 volt is found sufficient
to drive the current through each vat of the series.
The silver is found as
insoluble silver chloride in the anode slime, with some gold. 'l'he platinum and
palladium pass into solution, and are recovered at long intervals by chemical means.
If the bullion contain only olle part of platinum per 1,000, with a daily treatment of
20 kilos., 2 kgs. platint~m will b~ collected in t~e electrolyte in the course of 100 days.
ThiS process has been III operatIOn for some time at the works of the" Frankflirter
Gold und Silber Scheide Anstalt" at Hamburg, where a plant covering 'only 64
square fect of ground space suffices to produce 75 kgs. fine gold per twenty-four
hours.
A considerable portion of the article is devoted to the chemistry of the process
ami to Dr Wohlwill's explanations of the changes occurring in the electrolyte. Th~
latter has discovered that gold will not dissolve unle,s the conditions favour the formation of salts of the type AuCIMCI, or AuCI"MCI ; and it is the non-recognition of this
fact that has hindered the development of an electrolytic process for refining gold.
Space is also given to Dr Wohl will's theory regarding the origin of the gold found
in the anode slimes.
'l'he article concludes with a prophecy of the writer that the electrolytic method
of gold refining will ultimately displace the older chemical methods, by reason of its
greater economy, simplicity, and cleanliness.-Science.A bstmcts, July 1898.
PUEPARATION O~' PUOO}' GOLD AND PROOF SILvER.-After having dissolved several
ounces of fine gold in nitro-muriatic acid, allow to stand several days that any silver
chloride present may settle, filter and evaporate the solution to crystallisation.
Dissolve and dilute copiously with distilled water and pour slowly into a gla,s jar
containing several pieces of pure aluminium, the gold is at once reduced to the
metallic state, a great amount of heat being generated. Remove the larger pieces
of aluminiun, pour off the solution and wash; then add muriatic acid and. heat to
dissolve any small particles of aluminium and wash till free from acid, then dry and
melt the gold, whicl! should be proof 1,000 fine if proper care has been exercised.
In the prepamtion of proof silver, select silver as free as possible from gold,
dissolve in nitric acid and allow it to stand for several days to allow traces of gold to
completely settle; precipitate the silver ,,'ts chloride, stirring well so that the
chloride may be finely divided, pour off the acid and wash with water. Place
several pieces of aluminium in the silver chloride and cover with water, add a little
hydrochloric acid to start the reaction; in a short time the ehloride is reduced to
metallic silver. Wash with water and heat with acid to remove small particles of
aluminium. The silver, when dried and melted, should be 1,000 fine.-J. W. Pack .
.illin. and Scien. P1'ess, July 16, 1898.
OXYHYDROGEN AS A MINING EXl'LOSIYE.-Dr Ochse, of Cologne, has lately made
experiments in the direction of utilising oxyhydrogen gas for blasting purposes.
'l'he new method consists in decomposing water by the electric current in a dosed
vessel, though the gas generated is not allowed to pass off freely, bnt is highly compressed by the continual decomposition of the water, while the receptacle uscd for
decomposing the water afterwards serves as a blasting cartridge. 'I'hese cylinders
arc made of steel and are 7 inches long and 11'\ inches in diamcter, while the thickness
of the case is
of an inch. The cubic contents arc 80 cubic centimetres, and the
rcsistance is put at 1,200 atmospheres. The gases are fired by means of a Nobel or
Bornhardt igniting apparatus.-Jl1ines and .ill-inenils, Scranton, Scptember 1898.
GOLD FHOM i::)EA WA'fEll.-After a 'series of tests commenced in 1884, which were
made by the author with a view to saving the gold only from sea water, he came to
the conclusion that the only way in which the separation could be carried out profitably would bc in saving the gold as a by-product in connection with some othcr
article in which salt water was la.rgely used.
A method of separating the gold might be adopted in connection with the mannfacture of salt from sea water.
Ocean water contains carbonates, chlorides, and
sulphates of Ca, Na, Mg, K, Ag, Au, 1, and Br. 'l'he gold may be in connection
with the iodine or bromine. The first four crystallise out of the solution before the
others, nearly in the same order; after mQst of the chloride of sodium has become
crystallised the remaining water is drawn off a.nd represents about 1 or 2 per cent.
of the original water, and will contain the salts of magnesium and potassium as
chlorides and sulphates, the gold also being in solution. 'I'his bittern, as it is called,
is at present discharged into the ocean and lost. Two gallons of this bittern should
contain in solution all the gold from 100 tons of ocean water, which is the amount
.evaporated to make 3 tons of salt water.
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The author has examined t~e gold present in. th,: l?lack. m"gnetic sand found on
n beaches under the mICroscope, and findmg It m thm scalcs with edges rolled

~~:~ and the surfacc filled with small depressions and hO.les, came to th~ conclusion

that these scalcs were forme~ on thc surfac,: of small par~tcles of magnct~c sand, and
that clectricity w~s the prmClplc agent causmg the ~eposlt of g?ld of this ch!,racter,
the scales bec~mll.'W afterwards loosened by abrasIOn and fallmg off.-J. W. Pack.
lfinin,q and Sc"nt~"c Press, August 13, 1898.

ANALYSTS OF CYANIDE MILL SOLUTIONS.-A comprehensive paper, giving the rcsults
of c~mplete an[llyscs of solutions, which had been used on different classes of ore for
varying lengths of time.- \V. '1'. Sharwoood. Bngineering and Mining Journal.
August 20, 1898.
ON THE ELEC'fROLYTIC SEPARATION OF SILVEH AND COPPER.-The author finds that
thesc two metals undergo practically absolute separation from each other by means
of clectrolysis; the silver salts require a slightly lower difference of potential than
the corresponding salts of copper.
A. Electrolytic Precipitation of Silver in Acid S~lution.
.
.
Working with an E.M.F. of 1'3 to 1'4 volts the silver was deposited at first m the
spoD/l'Y state, but this inconvcnience was subscquently overcome by heating the'
a
electrolyte to iO C. .
. .
.
.
:';olutions used carned about equal quantltws of silver mtrate and copper sulphate,
and were strongly acid (nitric) thronghont.
The results were checked by weighing the silver obtained, and were very accurato.
B. Electrolytic Precipitation in a Cyanide Solu tion.
Using an E. M. }<'. of 1'6 to 1'8 volts and a. tempe~atnre of 45 _60 C. the results
obtained were very satisfactory. The depOSit obtamed IS more coherent; but the
mcthod is less exact than the former one, for if copper is present in great excess it
is precipitated first.-N. Revay. Ghern'ical Nen's, Augnst 20, 1898.
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NOTE ON THE INFLUENCE OF TEilll'EHATURE IN GOLD AMALGAMATION.--The author
rccords all instance in which both inside and outside amalgamation were employed;
the former plates were of plain copper, but the latter were silver-plated. '1'he
temperature of the mill water gradually rose and the condition of the outside plates
became more and more unsatisfactory in spite of all attention; with the water at
8:r P. the amalgam was so hard and the efficiency of the plates so small that the
stamps wcre hung up.
It iR to be noted that the inside plates which were of plain copper kept in good
condition throughout, as also did some small portions of the outside plates from
which mOHt of the silver had been worn.
:';oon after stopping the mill, when the plates had cooled, that portion of the
amalgam which had been hard and granular became soft, and the condition of the
platCH waH ltg-ain good.-F. F. Sharpless. Eng. and lIlin. Jo",."al, N.Y., Angnst
1:3,181)8.
'1'111" Ll<llllWAC'I'ION 01' JjYDHOGEN AND HELlUM.-It may be interesting to note the
fi:(ur,," which I'rofeHHOI' Dewar supplies in reference to the reccnt successful attempt

to liqIJofy hydl'ogon.
lly<ll''':~''n waH liquefie,1 by [lllowing the gas, cooled to -205 C. and under a
1"'''"''"l'll of I HO atmoHpheroH, to escapc continuonsly at the rate of 10 to 15 cubic feet
I'llI' minuto f"olll tho nozzle of a coil of pipe in a double silvered vacuum vessel of
Hpc('i:" ,·oll<t.ructioll, Hllrl'OlIndetl with a space kept below -200°C. Liquid hydrogen
cOllllllon,'o,1 to ,It·op from this vacllum vessel into another doubly ioolated by being
.,urrollll,l",l by a thit·,!. On this occasion 20 c.e. of Iiqnid hydrogen were collected in
0

about fivo miuutu:-l.

With hy,It'offen liS a cooling agent it will be possible to get within 20 or 30 of the
Zero of absolllto telllperature, an,1 its lIse will open np an entirely new field of
scientific inquiry. j)I'oc. Uhe1ll. Suc., No. 195.
0

0

OIWEH (H' ])IWI' IN H'rAMI' lIIrr,r.s.-·ln a 5-stamp mill, 1, [, 2 4 3 is considered a
good arrang-ement. Another alIthority on tho sllbJect says th~t' a g.ood spbsh is one
that shows a wavo passing- ulollf~ the I~w~r o<lgo of the ~creen, moving backward and
forward from elHl to end, or ill a sl!1ll1ar wave motion that has its initial point
frolll the ccntre "talllp, 'rhe successIOn most frequently adopted in California is
3, 5, 1, 4, 2; 1, 5, 2, 4, 3; 1, 3, 5, 2, 4, [In,l 1, 4, 2, 5, 3. '1'110 bst spreads the pulp
very evenly from end to end. 'rho great.est am~unt of discharge is obtained,
apparently, by droppmg the centra stalllp fi\'Ht, While tho most crushing is done
other conditions being eqnal, by dropping the end one first. Any aITangement of
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the stamps will answ~r, however, that distributes the pulp evenly and discharges it
well.-llIining and Sci. p,.ess, S.F., July 30,1898.
WEIGHT OF STAMPs.-Therc are ~till some. millmcn who advocate very ~eavy
stamps, and some of 1 400 pounds wOIght were lllstalled at the Big Canyon lI'IlIl, in
Califol:nia, not long dgo, but after a short trial they were. reduced in weight by
removmg the iron bosses on the upper cnd of the stems, as It had been found that
the jar of such heavy sta.mps caused frequent breakage of cam shafts. Stamps
yreighing 1,200 poun~s des!gned t.o drol~ 6 inches 100 times per minute were Jllaced
m La Fortuna Mill, m Al'lzona, m 1896. Thcy worked on a hard ore, crushmg it
throug'h a No. 00 Screen, and gave satisfactory results, although the ordinary plates
could not take care of the pulp. While there are some millmell all the Pacific Coast
who believe in the use of very heavy stamps, there are othcrs who go to thc other
cxtremc, advocating very light oucs, say, 750 pounds, dropping 105 times per minutc.
'l'he most experienced Californian millmcn, however, favour stamps weighing from
750 to 1,000 pounds.-Eng. and Minin.1J Jon1'nal, July 23, 1898.
ADYANCED M"THODS OF CONCENTRATION.-An address by J. W. Neill, of Utah, at
the Salt Lake Session of the International Mining Congress.-Jllinin.1J and Sci. P"ess,
S.F., July 30, 1898.
THE CYANIDE PIWCESS.-A paper read beforc the International Mining Congress
at Salt Lake City. The progress of the process is indicated, and the pmctice on the
Witwatersrand is quoted.--Louis Fade. Mining and Sci. Press, S.F., July 16, 1898.
THE CYANIDE PROCESS IN VlCToIlIA.-Mr Hans Irvine has decidcd to suspend
operations at his cyanide works, Steiglitz, Victoria, as he finds it impossible to treat
the sand and make it pay owing to the large quantity of base mctal contained
therein. The plant, which is an extensive one, was crected near the New Mariner
Mine several months ago. It is fitted with all the latest appliances, and various
proccsses were tricd without avail. It is proposed to remove the plant.-A"stmlial1
Min. StandaJ'd, August 11, 1898.
EXPERfMENTS IN SAMPLING SrrNER-LI'AD BULLION.-Samples taken by chipping
out of the top ancl bottom of cach bar almost always give a result lower than the
actual value of the bullion. This is due to the fact that that part of the bullion
lying against the sides of the mould is the" richest in silver, and that none of it is
obtained in the chip-sample. If chip-s"mples arc to be taken, it would be fairer to
take chips from thc top, bottom, and side of each bar, these to be taken diagonally
across the five bars when stacking. The tests reported in this paper prove that the
only really accurate samples are the, dip-sample and the saw-sample.-G. M.
Roberts. Trans. Am. lust. of Min. Engrs., October 1898.
CALCIUM NITRIDE.-When purc crystalline metallic calcium is heated to dull
redness in an atmosphere of nitrogen it combincs with that gas with incandcscence,
forming the nitride Ca3 N 2 • H. Moissan, who has lately prepnred this compound.
states that when the combination takes place at about 1,200° C. the nitride is
obtained in minute brown crystals. With absolute alcohol the nitride forms calcium
ethyl ate and ammonia, 6C 2H 5HO+Ca"N 2 =3(C 2H"OhCa+2NH:" and when treated
with watcr it evolvcs large volumes of ammonia, and forms calcium hydrate, thusCa"N2+6H20=2NH3+3Ca(HO)2.-Gornples r-endns, cxxvii., 497.
ESTIMATION OF GOLD AND SILVER.-L. Vanino (Berichtc del' Dcutschen Chemischen
Gcsellschaft, 1763) recommends commercial formaline, an aqueous solution of
formaldchyde, for the quantitative precipitation of gold and silver from its solutions,
and givcs the following rnodus ope>'"ndi :-l. For gold-Add formalinc and a small
amount of caustic soda to the auri-chloride solution, hcat for about five minutes on
the water bath, collect the precipitated gold on a dried and wcighed filtcr and heat
the filtrate again with some formaline and caustic soda in order to ascertain that the
whole of the gold is precipitated. Wash the gold on the filter with water and
alcohol, dry at 180 0 C., or calcine in a porcelain crucible. 2. For silver-The opcrations are exactly similar to those for estimation of gold with this "difference only,
that the silver on the filter must ultimately be w'l.~hed with absolute alcohol in order
to complctely remove the water which obstinately adhercs to the silver. Vanino has
flll'ther found that chloride of silver can, by fo'rmaline and caustic soda, be quantitatively convcrted into metallic silver, and he is of opinion that this rcaction can be
ntilised for recovering silver from laboratory residues, and also for the production on
a large scale of fine silver from silver chloride. Formaline is a 35 per cent. aqueous
solution of formaldehyde; its price in Europe is about 2s. per kilo.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT (SIR WM. CROOKES, F.R.S.)
OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE
The speaker, after a few preliminary remarks, proceeds to deal' with the question
of " Food SUfply."
He showee the consumption of wheat per head of the population to be over six
bushels per annum, and .that e?nsequentlyabout 240 millio!, bus~els of w~eat are
required annually: of tIns reqUlred amount of wheat the Umted KIngdom YIelds 25
c;. cent. and i.mports the ren;ainder.
.
p '1'hc difficultIes to be faccd m the event of war WIth any of the Great Powers and
the advisability of reserve g~anUl~es are discll~sed.
.
It is pointed out that, takmg the average YIeld of wheat per acre at nearly thIrty
b';shels, there would be required a good wheat-growing area of about one-fourth the
size of England.
It is calculated that there are at present abollt 516 million bread eaters in the
world and that the total 1897-98 harvest yielded a deficit of about 400 million
bushels, but which was counterbalauced by a surplus fr~m the last har>:est: the
majority of wheat cro!:'s between 1882 and 1896 have been n~ excess of reclUlrements,
.
but owing to Increase l~ populatIOn tlns ex~ess no l?~gcr eXIsts.
Spcaking of the aVUllable area, economIC conchtlOns, and acreage ywld of the
wheat-growing ,countries, it is said that it is practically impossible to place more
land in the United States under wheat without interfering with the other necessary
crops' moreover, exports of wheat from the United States may in the course of a
few y~ars be expected to cease in order that the States may be able to supply their
own population.
Next to the United States the greatest exporter is Russia, but the yield per acre is
very low, being between four and eight bushels, whil~ in Siberia the. climatic conditions are generally very unfavourable for wheat-growmg, and the opmion of experts
is that Siberia never has produced, and never can produce, enough wheat to supply
her own population.
It has been imagined that the fertile plains of the Canadian N orth-West could
supply the world with wheat, but so far the acres added for wheat have been sufficient
only for the increased population. Hitherto in nO country has more than 9 per ccnt.
of the total area been devoted to wheat.
Concerning the possibilities of Australia, only some of the southern portion possesses climatic conditions suitable for wheat. It has been asserted that there are
50000,000 acres in Queensland suitable for wheat, but there never have been more
th~n 150,000 acres under cultivation.
For the past two years in Souto. Australia and Victoria the wheat crops have been
failures; in the former colony the harvest averaged less than four bushels per acre,
which, after satisfying colonial requirements, leaves a mere nominal quantity for
export.
New Zealand, resembling, as regards climate, the south of England, possesses,
together with the Umted Kingdom and Denmark, the highest yield of wheat per
acre in the world. In spite of this, land is devoted to fruit and dairy farming in
preference.
Austro-Hungary and Roumania are both great wheat-growing countries, but
although the acreage under wheat has increased, little more than sufficient for home
consumption is produced, owing to increased population.
France and Germany are great importers of wheat, both being quite unable to
grow enough for their own requirements.
Much has been said concerning the expectations as regards wheat from Argentina
and Uruguay, but results have not and cannot bear out expectations. Locusts
and varying climatic conditions ravage the kelds, and much of the land is bad or
indifferent.
South Africa is an importer of wheat; regions suitable to cereals do not exceed a
few million acres.
Mashonaland is probably unsuited for wheat culture, for generally wheat fails
where the banana ripens, and the latter flourishes throughout Central Africa, except
in areas of great elevation.
'l'he wheat exports of Northern Africa are declining owing to increased local
demands. Egypt, with better irrigation, could supply far more wheat. In Algeria
and Tunis all reclaimed lands are devoted to wine-growing.
The enormous acreage devoted to wheat in India has of late years been declining,
and in 1895 over 20,000,000 acres yielded on an average slightly over nine bushels
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per acre. Of this total production leEs than one-eighth is available for export. The
annual increase in populatiou is more than three millions, and the annual addition to
the food-bearing land is less than one-fourth of the required amount.
The estimates and figures given by the author arc in all cases taken from the most
reliable authorities and with the greatest moderation. Any unavoidable errOr can
make no appreciable difference in the obvious inferences.
Briefly, the facts are as follows :-Since 1871 the unit consumption of wheat in the
United Kingdom has gradually increased to six bushels per head per annum, while
taking the whole world of bread-eaters collectively, the unit consumption is 4'5
bushels.
Under present conditions of low acre yield wheat cannot long retain its dominant
position among the foodstuffs of the world_ The actual consequences cannot be
predicted with any degree of exactitude.
Should all the wheat-growing countries add to their area to their utmost capacity
on the most careful calculation we should then have approximately an additionai
100,000,000 acres supplying what is now the average world-yield of 12'7 bushels per
acre, thereby yielding an amount sufficient to allow for the inereMe of population
among bread-caters till the year 1931.
At the present time there is a detieit in the wheat area of 31,000 square miles
which is not apparent owing to the fac~ that the ten crops ending with the 'year 1896
were more than 5 per cent. above the average of the previous twenty-six years. What
then, is to happen when all possible land has been placed under wheat 1 Where ca~
be grown the constantly increasing amount of wheat required by an ever-increasing
bread-eating population 1
'fhe dominant nations of the world are bread-eaters; other races, vastly superior
in num bers but differing far in intellectual progress. are eaters of Indian corn, rice
etc., but none of these f,'Tains have the good. value of wheat. On this account th~
aceumulated experience of civilised mankind has selected wheat as the food for the
development of muscle and brain.
Cheap production of wheat depends On causes varying with the locality-taking
the cost of producing a certain amount in the United Kingdom at 100s., the cost for
the same amount in the United States is 67s., in India 66s., and in Russia 548_
'1'he requirements are cheap labour, fertile soil, eMY transport, low taxation and
rent, and no export or import duties.
Fertility will diminish as the manurial constituents of the original soil diminish,
hence the price of wheat'tends to increase, though the impediments of taxation tend
to diminish as demand increases.
Starvation and actual dearth will be averted by the chemist. As a manure wheat
demands nitrogen fixed as ammonia or nitrates; the atmosphere is the main source
of nitrogen, and the fixation is only accomplished naturally by slow and.complicated
processes.
The principal sources of "available" or "fixed" nitrogen are :1. Distillation of coal yielding ammonia, which is collected as ammonium sulphate.
2. Guano.
3. Sewage.
4. Chili saltpetre.
Mention must be made also of the discovery of Hellriegel and Wilfarth regarding
the tixation of nitrogen by the Leguminosre through the agency of bacteria borne on
the roots. The suggestion followed that the soil should be cropped with clover and
the plant should be ploughed in when the nitrogen assimilation had advanced;
witness the alternation of crops, and it will be seen that practice hM been ahead of
science.
Considering the above-mentioned sources of fixed nitrogen, we know that the
amount yielded under the first head is comparatively small; guano deposits will soon
give out; with regard to sewage, at present the tinite nitrogen of the land is to a
large extent returned to the sea-the error is self-evident; the exports of Chili saltpetre exceed at present one million tons per annum.
Thirty years hence ·the demand for wheat will be such that with the present
wheat acreage the yield in bushels per aere will have to be nearly doubled to
meet the increased demand. This, as hM been practically demonstrated by Sir
John Lawes and Sir Henry Gilbert, can be done by using Chili saltpetre as a land
drcssing.
, '
For 13 consecutive years the experimental farm at Rothamsted was sown with
wheat without manure, the average yield per acre being 11'9 bushels; for the next 13
years the same field was sown with wheat and the soil:was dressed with 5 cwts. of Chili
~alt,petre per acre, the average yield during this period being 36'4 bushels per acre.
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It is calc,!lated that at the present rate of export the amount of Chili saltpetre
availrthle ,nil be exhausted III about a. quarter of a centu.ry; but the present rate of
export could not neMly meet demands for wheat manure m order to raise the world's
whcat supply to the neeessa.ry qua.ntity.
'fhe situation is briefly this :-When a.ll suitable land has been appropriated to
wheat·growing, n.nd the supply does not meet the dema.nd, the present average
yield per acre of just over twelve bushels must be raised by the use of nitrogenous
manures, and the available Chili saltpetre will be exhausted in a very fow years.
N ow the economic fixation of nitrogen must be a question of the near future, or the
Caudasian ra.ee will cease to be foremost in the world.
The a.uthor showed, in 1892, that nitrogen is a combustible gas, but its igniting
point is higher than the temperature of its flame. Ry passing a strong induction
current between tennina.ls the air takes fire and burns, forming oxides of nitrogen.
This method was used to separate argon from nitrogen and oxygen.
At Ningara eleeilica.l power is supplied at 1-17 of a penny per Board of Trade
unit. At this rate sodium nitrate would not cost more than £5 per ton, which is
less thml the present price of Chili sa.ltpetre.
Nia.gara ca.n generate enough electrical energy to produce far mOre than 12
million tons of sodium nitrate annua.Uy, the artifieia.1 production of which may be
sa.id to be within view. By the aid of the lrttter the wheat yield per acre can be
raised to thirty bushels. In the future the demand for wheat ma.yagain overtake
the supply; our successors must grapple with the problem.
'rhe a.uthor mentions the low temperature researehes of Professor Dewar carried
out a.t thc Royal Institution, where, during the present year, hydrogen and helium
have been liqllefied.
The density of liquid hydrogen is found to be only ~th that of water; the boiling
point under ordinary pressure is found to be -238' C., a.nd in a vacuum -250'C.
-that is. within 23' C. of absolute zero.
Already a. t such temperatures plrttinum resistance thermometers a.re becoming
useless, since the temperatures now reached are those near which the resistance of
platinum is practically nothing.
The discovery by Professor Ramsay and Dr Travers of the three new gaseskrypton, neon, and metm·gon-is mentioned; whether these gases are elements or
compounds is not yet satisfactorily known.
Of the three celestial elements,
coronium, anrorium, and nebulum, Professor Nasini clainl~ to have discovered the
former in some volcanic gases; the two latter still remain undiscovered.
The discovery of the electro-magnetic waves by Hertz, predicted more than a
quarter of a century ago by Clerk-Maxwell, has since then been elaborated by Oliver
Lodge, and quite lately practically developed by Marconi.
The ultimate suceess of the work of the latter physicist is due to the discovery of
a singuhrly sensitive detector for Hertz waves.
Professor S. P. Thompson has found that in the construction of Rontgen ray tubes
a meta.l of high atomic weight is most suitable for· the anti-cathode, osmium and
iridium being nsed with advantage.
Tho much disputed action of Honigen rays on baeteria has been studied by Dr
Rieder, who finds that bacteria are killed by the discharges from a tube in which
the vacuum is high.
Althongh phYRicists generally incline to a wave or ether theory for the Rontgen
rays, it appcars elear that the cathode rays consist of electrified atoms or ions in
rapid progressive motion.
Hitherto no other source of Rontgen rays but the Crookes tube has been discovered
but allied rays arc recognised, notably those noticed by Becquerel, emitted by
uranium and its compound", and otbers discovered by Curie a.nd Schmidt, emitted
hy thorium and its compounds. 'rhe latter ray. affect photographic plates through
~ereens of p.aper or aluminium, arc. absorhed hy. metals, and conise the air, making
It an elcctrlCal conductor, but nnhko the uramum rays they arc not polarised by
tourma.line.
The author discusses at some length tho enormous supplies of energy in nature
with spedal reference to the motions of atoms and molecules, and the possibility of
the ultimatc practical utilisaLion of this energy.
:rhe author gives an account o~ his work on the fr,,:ctionation ~f y~t'·ia, showing
bneHy how after years of unremlttmg work by fractIOnal preCipitatIOn, yttrium
samarium, and ytterbium were removed, and revealed an element which he nam"';
monium, thus adding another element to the raro earth elass, which on the assumption of its trivalency would possess an atomic weight in the neighbourhood of 118.(H.'l'.D.)
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THE CHEMlCAL N ATUllE OF Pn~PLE OF CASSlUS.-The author concludes that the
"purple" is a mixture of "colloidal" gold and colloidal stannic acid, and that the
gold acquires its property of dissolving in acids through the presence of the stannic
acid, which is soluble in them. In his opinion "A mixturc of colloids may behavc
as a chemical individual, the properties of one body will be hidden by the properties
of the other." R. Zsigmondy. A """Ie", 301 (2 and 3), 361-387. Abstract from
Jolt"""l Soc. Chem. Ind., Oct. 31, 1898.
SECONDAllY ELECTROLYSIs.-The author observed that if an electrolytic cell be
divided into three compartments by means of porous partition walls, and be filled
with the same electrolyte, a current passed through hy means of electrodes in the
two outer compartments does not produce any change in the central compartment of
the cell. If, however one or two insulated metal plates be immersed in the
liquid in the latter, electrolytic decomposition occurs, and to this is given the name
of "secondary electrolysis." 'rhe following examples are given:- .
1. Deposition of gold from a gold-cyanide solution placed in the central compart.
ment, lead plates heing used to receive it :-In the outer compartments, solntion of
sodium chloridc with gas earhon anode and iron cathode.
2. Deposition of gold from gold-cyanide solution in the central compartment, the
outer compartments being also filled with the same solution :-N 0 alteration in the
gold. content of the solution in the outer compartments could he d,teeted, cven after
several davs.
3. Conversion of sodinm hisulphite into hydro·sulphite :-The side compartments
may contain any electrolyte; the central compartment is fed with a solution of the
bisulphite, and only two metal plates are immersed in it. Bieaching operations may
be effected hymeans of the liherated hydro-sulphite.-E. Andreoli. Ind. Blecil'ochi1ll
1891, 2, 36-38; Science A ~sl1'((cfs, 1898, 1 (9), 565; Jaw·""l Soc. Gilelll. ind., Oct. 31'
1898. [Note hy abstractor this J ournal:-This "secondary" electrolysis seems t~
take place to a very large extent in Mr W. Bettel's "Electro-zinc" process of gold
precipitation recently worked at the New Comet and Geldenhuis Deep G.M. Cos.]
PIG InON AS A BY-PllODUCT.-At one of the Iron and Steel Institute meetings, a
member jocularly remarked that pig iron would soon become a mere by-product of
the hlast furnace; and this is just what will shortly happen in Denmark. 'rhat
country formerly produced eharcoa'! pig from its meadow oro, which is highly
phosphoriferous; and the consumption of wood for the charcoal had the effect of
deforesting the country. Jutland consumes considerable quantities of basic slag in
agriculture; and there is a movement on foot to utilise the phosphoriferous surface
ore for producing basic slag--and pig iron incidentally. This project naturally inyolves the erection of steel works, for the hasie slag used in agriculture is not that
from the hlast furnace, hut from the hasic-lined converter.-Oollim·y GU""di"", Nov.
25, 1898.
Oll THE SUPPOSED NEW GAS, ETHEllIOll.-A criticism of a paper hy Mr Charles F.
Brush, read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science at
Boston on August :J5th.
The results ohtained hy Mr Brush indicate that the supposed new gas, etherion, is
merely water vapour.-Sir William Crookes, F.R.S. Che>niwl N"C8, Nov. 4, 1898.
POISONING (ilY AnSENIUllETT};D HYDllOGEN) IN CYANIDE WOllKs.-A letter recording causc of two deaths at the North Pole Mining Co.'s Mill in Oregon ahout two
years ago. The superintendent and the foreman hoth died, and three others had a
" very close call." All these had heen present during the sulphuric acid treatment
of the zinc-gold slimes from cyani.ie treatment of roasted arsenica.i ore (containing arsenites or arsenates). The cyanide solutions contained arsenic prohahly
as an arsenite, and this had he en reduced in the extractor boxes to metallic
arsenic, and in solution of the zinc hy sulphuric acid the arsenic was cvolved as
arseniW'ettcd hydrogen.
The symptoms were: First, nausea, extreme languor,
with pains in the legs, followed hy discolouration of the skin in large patches, somewhat resemhling the coloW' of a tanned shoe; the white of the eyes became yellow
as in jaundice; finally, the passing hlood instead' of urine to such an extent that it
coagulatcd in a few hours, the patient apparently dying from internal mortification.
'],he severe spasms, contortions, and fearful pains following poisoning hy hydrocyanic acid or the soluble cyanides were entirely ahsent.
Thc recent poisoning case at. the Golden Gate (Mercur Mills) Cyanide Works
seems to have been due to the same cause. (This is also the editor's opinion.)
The arsenic being taken into the lungs, whence it passes throughout the system
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STATISTICS OF OUTPUT OF COAL MINES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBL1C DURING
THE SECOND QUARTER OF 1898
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and attacks rapidly all the tissues of the body, absolutely prevcnts any relicf by
mean~ of antidotes, as may be when po!sons arc. takcn int'? the stom:,"c.h.
It IS recommended that thc operatIOn of dlssolvmg zme (eontammg arsenic) be
conducted in a sufficiently large stink cUI'boar~ connected. with a chimney having a
thoroughly good draught.-J ohn Longmmd. Bng. «"d Jlbn. Joum«l, N. Y., Septem_
ber 24, 1898.
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A POCKET ASSAY BALANCE.-A description of a little pocket assay balance which
bas been introduccd by Mr H. Kohlbusch, of Ne~ York. It is intended for a
travellino- assayer, and is a very compact and accurate little balance of its kind.
The bal~nce is raised by meanS of a drop levcr, and the, indicator shows four
divisions for one milligram me. Whcn closed it measures 6 in. long, 2)1 in. Wide and
Ii in. high. Its, o'ltfit consists of a set of weights from 10 grammes down' to 1
milligmmme, whICh are neatly fitted mto the box WIth a tweezer. If desired a
half assay ton weight is'supplied instead of the 10 gramme weight, so that tI,e
scale can be used both as a pulp and aosay balanee.-Bng. «nd llHn. Jonrnal, N.Y.,
Scptember 24, 1898.
NOTES ON A PROCESS FOR TltEATING SLIMES WITHOUT FILTIIATION OR DECANTATION.-'l'bis is a record of work done by Messrs Gilmour and Young at thc Santa
Francisca G.i\L Co., Nicaragua. The ore contains a very large proportion of clay.
It is crushed by a No.5 Krupp mill and passed through a 30-mesh screen. 'fhe
slimes are now separated and treated separately.
The sands receive a second
(leaching) treatment for extracting an extra 15 per cent. of Imllion.
The treatment consists of agitation in a boss pan plant with 25 per cent. of water
and two to six bottles of mercury (to 2 tons ore) added until the globules Can b~
seen circulating in the pulp, then cyanide (1 to 2lbs. per ton of ore) added, after
running this for about two hours, 10 Ibs. weight of mixed zinc and copper amalgam
is added and the pan run for four hours longer, when only 1 to 10 grains gold per
ton are said to remain in solution.
The pulp and solution are then discharged into a settler, and the mercury recovered as in the ordinary pan process. Slimes show an extraction of 80 per cent.
and over, and sands without re-treatment 75 per cent. Re-treatment of sands by
four days percolation brin"s the extraction of the gold up to over 90 per cent.
From July 1897 to ,June 1898,4,129 tons (2,000 Ibs.) of ore have been treated by
the experimental apparatus, 5,262 ozs. 8 dwts. 13 grs. of gOld, and 9,825'5 ozs. silver
being in the original ore; 4,311 ozs. 3 dwts. 8 grs. of gold and 6,0i4'8 OZS. of silver
being recovered, or extractions of 83'6 per cent. of gold and 63'9 per cent. of silver
respectively. Most of the above work was·done by treating the crushed ore without
separation of slimes and re-treatment of sands.
CHEMICALS USED AlW COST (AT NICARAGUA)
Cyanide
Caustic
Copper sulphate
Cast-iron turnings
Zinc
Mercury

C

lb.
S.
1'67 at 1
0'65 " 0
1'16 " 0
0'25
0
0'39
0
1
0'40

d.
3 pcr lb.
1

lit

OA "

39

"

s.

d.
1'05
0 0'65
0 2'03
0 0'12
0 1'17
0 7'81
2

3 0'83
Labour comes to 3d. per ton, and 24 h. -po is required for 50 tons treated per d"y.
-Communicated by Alfred James. Inst. llfin. and l}[etallurgy, November 16,
1898.
SEPARATION OF ALUMINIUM FRm! OTHElt M~;TALS BY RYDIIOCHLORIC ACID.-The
method is based on the fact that aluminium chloride is insoluble in equ"al volumes of
hydrochloric acid and ether previously saturated with hydrogen chloride-the
chlorides of iron, beryllium, zinc, copper, bismuth, and mercury are soluble under
these conditions, and hence may be separated.-Frank S. Haven.. Abstracts, J .
. Olleln. Soc. (I~ondon), December 1898.
/
ABSORPTION OF NITRIC OXIDE IN GAS ANALYSIS.-A concentrated alkaline solution
of sodium of potassium sulphite absorbs nitric oxide completely and quickly,
forming with it alkali (hypo) nitroso-sulphate, and can be used in gas analysis with
satisfactory results.-E. Divers. Proc. Chern. Soc., London, November 24, 1898.
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WH~TE CAL~Il!M CARBIDE.-When calciu~ carbide i.~ perfectly pure, in which
eondltlOn H. J\[Olssau has recently. p~epar.ed It, .by reduemg pure. calcium hydride in
a bcd of pure amorphous carbon, It IS qUIte wlnte, and forms whIte scales whi eh
are
seen to be transparent when viewed through a lens. 'fhe presence of the least tr aee
of iron is sufficient to colour them; the brownish colour of commercial "alei
carbide is duc to traces of this metal.-Comptes "endlls, cxxvii., 917.
<
um
POLn!~RIC .METAL~IC OXIDEs.-The oxides of the rarc earths, aud particularly
eeresoeerle aCIds, + Ce30" arc found by G. Wyrouboff and A. Verneml to become
polymeriscd with. great faeilitf' and to for,? amo~g themselves complex combina_
tions whICh are also poly.mefl~ed,. ane! winch dl~er. III reactIOn from the simple
oxides. Normal eeresocerlC oXIde IS smd not to eXIst III the free state, and several
polymers arc shown to exist, varying in their molecular formul", according to the
method an.l temperature of their preparation. It is suggested that the .a-called
basic salts of these and other metals, such as those of bismuth, lead, and iron, are,
in reality, salts of successfully polymerised molecules of the corresponding oxidcs.
_Comptes "end"",, exxvii., 863.
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DISPLACEME:i'T OF METALS BY HYDROm;N.-Further evidence of the metallic
attributes of hydrogen are brought to light by the recent researches of Colson. He
finds that this clement will replace metals in many combinations; in somc cases
even at ordinary temperatures, in others, not until a somcwhat high temperature is
reached.
}i'or instance, yellow tribasic silvcr phosphate when exposed to an
atmosphere of hydrogen gradually darkened in colour, and in three months was
found to havc absorbed a considerable amount of the gas. The silver salt ha.l become
acid in reaction, and on analysis the amount of black reduced silver found was
directly proportional to thc amount of hydrogen absorbed. On increasing the
temperature, the displacement took place much more rapidly, but the liberated
silver was white. Copper sulphate, like silver sulphate, was not acted upon at
normal temperatures, but a considerable amount of the metal was quickly displaced
by hydrogen on heating.-Co1ll1'tes TendlLs, exxvii., 96l.
THE USE OP ALUMI:i'IUM ALLOYS.-Aluminium bronze contains copper 89 per cent.
and aluminium 11 per cent., the latter varying down to 4 pH' cent. with corresponding increase in the former; this alloy is used where great strength and noncorrosion is required; it is often also used for hearings. Aluminium brass may
contain from 1 to 10 per cent. of thc latter metal; usually a standard mixture of
zinc and aluminium is made containing 10 per cent. of the latter, and this is introduced into the copper with more zinc if ncccssary. 'rhe introduction of aluminium
into brass imparts an acid-resisting quality. In the alloys of copper, zinc, and
aluminium, and also copper and aluminium too, much of thc latter metal (25-30 per
cent.) gives a very brittle product. 'l'he addition of about 6'25 per cent. each of
aluminium and tin to coppcr increases tLe tensile strength nearly three times and
pr.oduees a vcry much harder and denser meta.l, consequently of great value in the
arts.-llI-ining a!nd Scientific P"ess, Gth November 1898.
EXPLOSIONS IN AIR-OO~[PRESSOHS AND RECEIVERS. _. Previous to the explosion
which took place in the air-compressor and receiver at the Clifton Colliery on 28th
May 1897, an ignition occurred in one of the air-cylindcrs without causing an
explosion, on 28th November 1895, and other similar explosions and ignitions have
taken place, one at Ryhope Colliery and another at Newbattle Colliery. Other
explosions and ignitions arc referred to as having takcn place in England; and in
America and on the Contincnt, where compressed air is very extensively uscd for
many purposes other than haulage power, a number of explosions and ignitions have
happened.
19nition ,md Explosion at Clifton GollieTy.-'fhe ignition oeeurrcd in thc right
hand cylinder on 25th November 1895. There was no explosion in tho air-receiver.
The engineman saw a stream of sparks issuing from the iulet valve at tLe front end
of the cylinder and throngh the pipe joints between the cylinder and the airreceiver.
He noticed at the same time that the outlet valve at the same end
of the cylinder had stuck and wa~ not lifting. All the joints of the pipes were
injured and were re-madc, but no further damage was discovered. It was
thought that the discharge valve failing to lift, the hot compressed gas in the
cylinder was re-compressed for several strokes before the engine could be stopped,
and by that means a very high temperature of the air was pl'oduced, so high as to
,obtalise the lubricating oil, and then to cause the ignition of the oil vapour.
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The explosion took place on 25th May 181!7. The pits eommenced to work at
7 A.M.! the air-compressing engine running !'t the :,sual speed of 40-48 revolutions
per mInute, and everything appeared to be In workIng order up to 8.45 A.M., when
the engineman was startled hy the safety-valves on the air-receiver suddenly
blowing off with a deafening roar, the noise of which increased every second and
caused great alarm in the pit-yard. Flames several feet high were seen issuing at
great pressure from the safety-valves, and sparks were blown out at the joints of the
pipes leading from the discharge valves of the air-cylinders to the air·receiver. As
soon as the eno-ines were stopped it was ohserved that the plates of the receiver were
heated to a v%ry high temperature, and that the pipe carrying the air from the
receiver to the pit was nearly red-hot near to the receiver . . . . Aftel' the
receivers were cool enough for inspection of the interior, it was found that olt the
bottom of the receiver; immediately under where the air first entered, from the
eompressor, a deposit of black carbonaceous matter had formen from one and a half
to two inchei thick and six square feet in area. A thin ~oating, eharred and
pre5enting the appearanee of vuleanite, was noticed at the sides, but only at the
end of the receiver nearest the inlet pipe . . . . The discharge valves and passages
were coated with deposit about a quarter of an inch thick in the worst parts, which
had evidently been incandescent but not quite consumed, some of it being of the
consistency of stiff putty . . . . \Vhen the explosion occurred it was thought that
the temperature of the compressed air had risen from some cause, above that of the
flashing and ignition points of the oil, and so caused the oil to volatilise, and by
some means to initiate the ignition of the vapour so formed. .If any hot compressed
air werb Icft in the cylinder at the moment of discharge, the ineoming air at the
next stroke would be heard, which would produce a high initial temperature, resulting in a higher temperature at the end of the stroke than if no hot air had remained
in the cylinder. Then again, Z,y the ,(isch",..'!e v(<i-ve slicking Wild only slighfly opening,
the air would he throttled and compressed to greater pressure, with a corresponding
increase of temperature than if the discharge valve opened properly to allow of the
free discharge of the air, and, further, any defect in the discharge valve preventing
it from thoroughly closing, or if it fitted badly so as to allow of a leakage of hot
compressed air from the receiver into the cylinder it would cause the incoming air at
thc next stroke to be heated, and so increase the initial temperature of the air, and
also the temperature of the compressed air at the end of the stroke. (In a report by
Boverton Redwood upon the cause of the explosion, the remark occurs :-" You are
probably familiar with the old lecture experiment of producing the ignition of a
piece of tinder inserted in the closed end of an air-compressing syringe, and you will,
therefore, readily understand that the presence of any inflammahle dust in the
atmosphere of an air· compressor may produce an explosion. ") Another cause for
the explosion was suggested by the makers of the oil :-" They could not imagine
thc explosion bcing caused hy the use of the oil, but only hy the misuse of it,"
implying that the oil had been used too freely in the air-cylinders.
The remedy applied by the author included more efficient cooling of the aircylinders, and lubrication with a three-eighths inch valve on each cylinder. The oil
is supplied to these snifting valves in drops which' are sucked into the cylinder drop
by drop by the action of the piston. It has been found that eighty drops of oil per
hour arc sufficient to keep each cylinder well lubricatod, and scarcely any oily
deposit is now found in the discharge valves or in the air-passages and air-receiver,
as compared with the large quantity found on previous oceasions when more oil was
used. '1'he flashing point of the oil used (entirely mineral) was 554' F. and the
ignition point 606 F. -T. G. Lees. 1',.,wsactions of the Fedemted Institntion of
i1lining Enginee:rs, April 1898.
0

THE (JONCENTHA'rION OF OHEs-By Robert H. Richards.
March 1898.

Teellnology Q"'t1'ler/y,

ACETYLENE.-Cantor Lecture delivered before the Society of Arts, London, Nov.
21st, 181!8, by Profcssor Vivian B. Lewes. (Reprinted in the Cotz.iery GU!J1'di"", Jan.
20, 1899.)
CONCENTHATlON AFTEH LrX]\"IATTON.-After cyaniding or chlol~nating "Cripple
Creek" ores (subsequent to dry-crushing and calcination) the coarse gold and
unattacked mincral is recovered on concentrators. Concentrates from both processes
range in value from 40 to 140 dollars per ton.-.Mining ""d Scientific Press, Dec. 31,
1891.
NOTES ON DHY-(J1WSHlNG AND (JYANlDTliG Ot' RAND OllK-Apal'er read before the
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Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, January 18, 1899, desClibing the arrangem t
of plant and a reeord of results obtained in dealing with some 22000 tons of or ent
the Luipaards Vlei Estate Company's Mine (15 pages).-By Franklin White.
e a
"THEHMO-HYPERl'HOIUC" PnocEss.-A description of a process which prcpares
refractory gold and silver ores for subsequent treatment by a preliminary heating
in water-gas, whereby it is claimed that antimony, arsenic, selenium, and tellerum
are removed with sulphur, as hydrogen compounds, and the precious metals can be
then treated by amalgam'~tion! cyanide! or concentrati~n and smelting (if .containing
much lead and cOl)per). rhe mventor IS the Rev. J. Campbell.-AusiI·almn l1[ining
S(nJ1(Z(ml, Nov. 11,1898.
'l'HE E[~ECrROLYTIC PIWDUCTION OF METALs.-The large currents which can now
be employed for the separation of metals by electrolysis haye placed the excellent
metal aluminium at the disposal of manufacturers, and the output is rapidly increas_
ing. In 1897 one-third of the entire copper produced, 137,000,000 kilogrammes, was
obtained electrolytically. 'rhe larger part of the gold and silver was produced in
the S{Lme way. Sodium is entirely produced by electrolysis, and the output· of
aluminium from 9,500 kilogrammes in 1888 to 321,000 kilogrammes in 1894 was duc
to electrolysis.-Industl·;es and ],-on, Feb. 3, 1099.
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USE OF FEHROUS SALTS IN ALKALINE SOLUTION AS A REDUCING AGENT IN VOLUMETRIC ANAL'SIS.-A solution made by adding an excess of sodium pyrophosphate
to a solution of ferrous ammonium sulphate is recommended as an alkaline reducing
agent in volumetric analysis.
Titration with iodine or permanganate solution should be carried out in a current
of hydrogen, the end point is extremely sharp. Ferrous sulphate is readily di,solved
bv solution of sodium pyrophosphate, and the green solution thus obtained is well
a:lapted for the colorimetric estimation of small quantities of iron.-Andr6 Job.
C01"}'tes >'end1!H, 1898, 157, 59-60.
RADIU~I: A NEW BODY STRONGLY RADIO-ACTIVE CONTAINED 1:'1 PITCH-BLE:'IDE-By
Mons. P. Curie, Mdllle. P. Curie, and Mons. G. Bcm",nt.-A new substance, contained
in barium ehloride prepared from pitch-bien de. By fractional precipitation by alcohol
from aqueous solutions, a sut stance has been obtained which undoubtedly contains
a large amount of chlOlide of barium, but on spectroscopic examination by M.
Demor9ay it shows a ray which does not seem to be due to any known element.
Tbe radio-activity of this substance is 900 times greater than that of uranium. The
isolation of the new substance is delayed through want of material.
Uranium, thorium, polonium, and radium render air a conductor of electricity,
and aet photographically on sensitive plates.
Polonium and radium are more
active than uranium and thorium. Good impressions on photographic platcs
were obtained with radium and polonium in half a minute; it requires several hours
to obtain the same result with uranium and thorium.-Ohen,icaZ News, Jan. 6, 1899.

SOLUBILITY OF LIMB IN AQUEOUS SOLUnONf, OF SODIUM AND POTASSIUM CULOUIDE.
-Curves are given whieh show that the solubility of lime in solutions of cithcr
sodi'lm or potassium chloride is a maximum for all temperatures when the solutions
contain about 60 grammes of the salt per litre; it is a minimum at any fix cd
temperature when the solution is saturated, the solubility then being much Icss than
in pure water of the same temperature.
A solution of sodium chloride dissolves more lime at all tempemtures and concentrations than a corresponding solution of potassium chloride.
In all cases the maximum solubility of lime in the chloride solution occurs whcn
the temperature is lowest; with solutions of all concentrations the solubility dccrcascs
regularly as the temperature increases.~Jo",."aZ Che>niC(tZ Society (of London),
Jan. 1899.
THE STUAHT PItOCESS FOIt THE PnODUCTION OF OXYGEN.-A paper by Romyn
Hitchcock. Description of an improved process for the commercial production of
oxygen based upon the Tessie dn Motay reaction, devised ~nd patented by. Profcssor
Ernest B. Stuart. The method consists in alternately passmg steam and aIr through
molten manganate of soda in an· iron retort.
Four retorts, each 8 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft. (set vertically in a fnrnn.ce) carry charges
of 1,500 Ibs. of manganate in each. The group of retorts yield 140,000 cubic fcct of
oxygen in twenty-four hours. When the full oxidised material is fused, steam is
admitted at the bottom of the retort and the evolution of oxygcn instantly begins.
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The gas comes off very rapidly at .first, but in a few min';ltes the yield de.crease~ and
soon stops. Bcforc the reaction IS complete the steam IS shut off and aIr admItted.
The oxidation is not (juite so rapid as the deoxidation, but in practice the two
operations are completed in the.course of ten to fifteen minutes. 't'he co~tof"oxygen
prepared hy this process is conSIderably less than by any 9ther process hItherto proposed. The e'luation reprcsenting the reactions are as follows (~'anta) : 10Na2l'11nO. +NaHO +10H 20='21N aHO + (Steam)[5MnzO;j+ 150
21NaHO+5Mn z0;j+ 15(0 + N.)= 10NUzMnO. + (Air)[NaHO+ 10HO z+60N
Professor Stuart uses sufficient caustic soda to make the manganate mixture fluid
at about 375°_400° C., between which temperaturcs the reactions are most readily
effected.-En!Jineer""g "nd lIIining Jow'nal, Jan. 21, 1899.
LIQUID HYDUOGEN.-At the Royal Institution, London, on Friday, Professor
Dewar gave the first evening discourse of the season, the subject being "Liquid
Hydrogen." Professor Dewar began hy showing pictures. of the successive forms of
apparatus he had employed for the liquefaction of gases, the one now in use weighing a couple of tons and containing 3,000 ft. of pipe. He next gave a short account
of the history of the subject, mentioning the various advances nmde by Faraday and
Andrewes, Pictet and Cailletet, and Wroblewski and Olszewski. In 1894 he himself
had attempted to obtain a lower temperature than could be reached by working with
liquid air by mixing hydrogen with air and thus raising its critical point; but
though in this way he was able to see the hydrogen in liquid form yet he could not
collect it. In 1895 he repeated in another form the experiments of Pictet with
various improvements, getting a jet of li'luid hydrogen in the middle of a jet of the
gas. But still he could not collect it, though he could use it for getting exceedingly
low temperatures. This led to the construction of the present apparatus, from
which, with the aid of an improvement in thc means of collection from the vacuum
tubc, he had obtaincd hydrogen as a static liquid. When pure it was a colourless,
transparent liquid, possessing considerable refractivc powcr. It had a well-defined
meniscus but nO appearance of being a metal, as Faraday thought it might prove to
be. It was not a conductor of electricity. Its density was very deceptive. At first
he thought it might be about half that of watcr, but, on determining it 1;>y the
mcthod of measlll'ing a given volume and seeing how much gas it produced, he
found it to he only one-fourteenth that of water, or six times lcss than that of the
lightest liquid hitherto known, One litre weighed only 70 grammes. It instantly
froze and solidified air and oxygen, and hence enabled the density of those two
solids to be ascertaincd. A little hall cooled in it and exposed to the ail' was first
covered with a coating of solid air and then hegan to drip li'luid ail'. A piece of
cotton wool soaked in it appeared lllagnetic, so that this phenomenon must be due to
the cotton wool being immediately filled with solid oxygcn, which of course was
highly magnetic. Professor Dewar next explained how vacua of very high tenuity
could be easily and simply obtained by immersing a closed tube in the liquid. 'rhe
air in the tabe was iltlmediately solidified, and if the tube was so arranged that the
portion containing the accumulation of solid air could be sealed off, tne oLher part
had, according to Sir William Crookes' calculation, a pressure amounting to only
one-ten-millionth of an atmosphere. If an attachment to a tuhe standing in
mercury were immersed in the liquid, the mercury rose to the height of the
barometric column, proving the pressure to be substantially nil. With vacuum
vessels for use with hydrogen it therefore was not necessary to pump out the air; it
was only needful to put the liquid in a double-walled vessel and it made its own
vacuum by solidifying tho air between the two walls.
The lecturer then gave some
details about its physical constants, and concluded by explaining the method of
measuring its temperature by means of a platinum resistance thermometer.- ColNery
GIl",.dian, Jan. 20, 1899.
.
SO~IE l\f.ODH'ICATlOl\'S OF THE CYANIDE PuocEss.-lIIi"ing and Scientific
Jan. 28, 1899.
.

Pl'eSS,

ACETYLENE.-The third of an interesting series of Cantor Lectures by Professor
Vivian B. Lewis, delivered before the Society of Arts, London.-Colli",·y Gual'dian,
Feh. 3, 1899.
/
SALT FOIUIATlOl\' IN ALCOHOLIC SOLUTIO:<.-In alcoholi" solutions the heat of
neutralisation of a strong acid or alkali is not the heat of formation of water from its
iOllS owing to the slight dissociation of the compounds, whilst for ammonia no water
results from the neutralisation. The heat of neutralisation of benzoic acid by
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t ium hydroxide wae found to be 6'847 cal., and by ammonia 12'643 whilst th
po assponding values in the case of lactic acid were 7 '180 and 14 '031. 'In oqu
c
corres
I'
.
f b
.
'd b
t
.
.. eous
Kolution tbe heat of ne.utra Isat~on 0
enZOl? aCI. y po aSSlUm bydroxide is 13'4
cal., an equal value bemg obtamed for la.ctlC aCid and sodl1~m bydroxidc. The
f II wing values for the heat of dl~solutlOn were also obtmned :-benzoic acid
~3~68; potassium benzoat~, -.3'213; ~m~omun: ben~oate, -1'i79 cal. By
Simcon M. Tanatar and BoriS Khmenko (Ze"t.
Ghem., 1898, 27, 172-174).
'--Jo1l1',wl C/wm.icltl Society, Dec. 1898.

1'''11",'',,1.

Er,EcTHOLYTlC CALUJUM AND ~UNGS1'EN.:-A few m~nths ag~ l\i~issan signalled the
preparation of pure calcium, wlnc!, not bemg contammate~ wlth ItS yellow nitrogcn
compound appeared Silvery wlute, malleable and ductile. From hiS contmucd
rcsearches' we learn that calcium may be cut wi~h a knife; its fr~cture iserystalline,
it scratches lead, is less malleable than sodmm, has a spec~fic gravity of 1'85,
decomposes water and is hardly attached by chlorme at ordmary temperaturcs.
llallopeau has no~ succeeded in prcparing electrolytic tungsten by electrolysis of
fu~ed paratungstate of lithium at a temperature of 1,000° C. with electrodes of
platinum. The electrolysis with a current of 3 amperes and 15 volts IastOlI three
hours. The product was successfully lixiviated with hot w[,ter, concentrated hydrochloric acid a hot solution of lithium oxiele, and again with water. 'rhe residue
showeel cry~tals of tungsten, generally needles, opaque, of me~allic .Instre. They
still contain Ill' to 6 per cent. of platmum, the electrodes haYing ehssolved m tbe
fused lithium oxide.
Hallopeau will try platinum-iridium electrodes.-1I1ining
ilrporter, Denver, Colo., Dec. 29, 1898.
LECTUHE EXl'EHDrENTS WITH LIQUID AIH.-The following experiments can rcadily
bo perfonned before a class hy the help of Linde's modified apparatus :-1. Carbonic
anhydride when passed into liquid air is at once precipitated as a white, snow-like
powdcr.
Mercury at once bccomes soliel, and retains this form for some time.
a. Alcohol is insoluble in liquid air, but solidifies in hard, crystalline ,h'ops, which
may bc heard to rattle against the glass when the containing vessel is shaken.
4. Ozone can rea(lily be liqueficr! to a deep blue, oily liquid. 5. Acetylene is at once
solidified amI can be prc.sse(1 into cylinders in the, same way as solid carbonico
anhydri,le.
6. When concentrated hydrochloric acid is cooled for a few minutes in
li'lui,l air and a piece of potassium then added, no action occnrs, but after standing
in the oren air for It short time explosive action occurs. 7. When liquid air is poured
into water, the light blue drops fall to the bottom, but are driven upwards by the
gte, formed round their surfacc, the liquid air being in the spheroidal state. By
Albert Ladenburg (ner., 1898, 31, 1968-1969.-.Tollrnltl Chemical Society, Dec. 1898.
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1';FFH'rE);CY OF A:;- gLEC'rl;OLY'rIC CELL.-A formula which expresses the efficiency
of all ('I«('tl'Olytic cell, or tlutt fruction of the energy consumed by the ccll which is
,'oll\'('rl('cI illto the desired potential chemical energy, is aefl'. Here e is the so-called
1t,"'1< J.:. ,\\. F. ('OlT«"l'on,ling to the products which are desired, and V the actual
I'; ..\\. F, 1I1l'(lsur'I(I"t the terminab of the cell.
The factor" is the fraction of the
ol"C'llCH'I"'lllical c'lllivalcnt of tho ,Iesired substance actually obtained per amperc.
'J'hool·"tie·ltlly, fOl' every ampore of ellrl'ent, one electro-chemical equivalent should be
ohtllined, anel this theoreti"al yiel,1 is easily approached in all cases where the
Hopal'tLted iOIlH aro dOl'mlited IlH Holi(lH or l'ClllOVed as gases. But ,yhcrc the products
of el~ctrelysis remain ill solution, the newly-formcll products take part in the con(lnetlOll
tho Clll'rent, HOlllO of whiuh thorofol'o iR WLLsted.
To Innkc a satisfactory
calclllatlOn of the exact value of the Cllrrcnt cfliciency, it is therefore neccssary to
kn.ow how the current divi(les between several electrolytes. This, as I1ittorf has
po~nted out, Can bo found hy mif'rati.on eXl'oriments, and current efficicncy depends
dueHy ~n. the pheuomo~" of migratIOn, or, what is practically the same thing, the
CO~HltwtlVlty of the solutIOns.
As tho authors show, a limiting valuc of thc current
efficlCncy can, thereforc, .bo calculatcd, hut in most cascs this is all, as in compiicated
proc~sses we know but httlo of tho real values of the KlIl. F. of polarisation.
By
Ferdmand Hurter and B. Zahorski (J. .'lac. Clee1/!. 1IId., 1897, 16, 97-107).)0"1',,,,1 C/u""Ie«1 Society, Dec. ]898.

.of

ACCURACY Q}' THE VALUES ()J.' DISSOCIA'fJO:;- DETEIl~n:;-ED BY TIlE ELEC'fIlICAL
C?:;-DUCTIYITY lI1ETHOD.-Yan Laar consi,ler" that the conductivity method docs not
gIVe accura~evalues for the dissoci~tion (J. L:hem. Soc., ii., 158); the author is of a
contrary opllllOn, ancl sho,:s tha~, III sO\~e particulars, the cxpressions deduced by
Van Laar for the heat of dissolutIOn arc maccurate, and deduccs formulw based upon
hoth O~twald's and VaI.' 't Hoff's dilution laws.
The valucs, as calculate,1 oy thcsc
expreSSIOns, espeCially III the case of the second, agree well with the experimcntally
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found values in the eascs of those compounds where Van Laar had found that dis.
crepancies Occur between the dcterminations and the values deduced by his formula.
The fact that the inversion velocities of sugar by hydrogen chloride differ in water
and in aqueous alcohol (Cohen, J. Chern. Soc., ii., 154), although the dissociation as
determined by the conductivity is equal in the two solvents, docs not disprove the
availability of the conductivity method, as the alcohol may have a catalytic retarding
influence on the reaction itself, whilst, fnrther, the experiments of Lowenherz
actually indicate :1 lowering of the dissociation in aqueous solutions on the addition
of alcohol (Abstr., 1896, ii., 58i). The conductivity dissociation values for potassium
chloride in from N /100 to N /10 aqueous soluti0ns arc in very close accord with thOse
determincd eryoscopically by Jones, Loomis, Abegg, and Raoult, whilst for sodium
chlorides the values do not diffcr more from the mean of the cryoscopic results than
do the latter among themselves. The author, therefore, considers that the condue.
tivity method docs aetually yield the true dissociation, and further points out that,
even if Van Laar's contention were supported, his explanation fails, inasmuch as it
neccssitates that the dissociation values should alter with the current strength, which
is not the case. By Arthur A. Noyes (Zeit. IJhys,:kal. Chern., 1898, 26, 699-710, and
J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1898, 20; 517·528).-'/olll'1!al Chem:ica!' SocietY,.Dee. 1898.
CONCENTllATION AND THEATM~~NT OF Low GIUDE ORES-The Problems Involved
and a History of the Process-The Advantages and Disadvantages of the German,
the Missouri, the Lake Superior, and the Stamp Mill systems of Coneentration.-A
paper written by Edmund B. Kirby, Denver, Colo., for illines ami illinem/s Web.
1899).
THE CHEMISTRY OF THE SO·CALLED NIT HOGEN lODlDE.-Well·defined crystals of
nitrogen iodi,le arc best produced by adding ammonia to a solution of potassium hypo.
ioditc containing '02 gramme.molecule per litre. The crystals are copper coloured by
ref\ectedlight and red by transmitted light, and have a speciflc gravity of 3 '5. All
ordinary reducing agents are rapidly oxidised by nitrogen iodide with the production
of hydrogen iodide and ammonia. The formula assigned by the authors to nitrogen
iodide is N2Hsl".-F. D. Uhattaway, K. J. P. Orton, and H. P. Stevens (Proceed.
ings Chemical Society (London), Vol. 15, No. 203) .
• CALORIMETRI'.-Mr Charles V. Kerr has a communication in the December number
of the '/ou,.,,,,l of \Vestern Society of Engineers of America, on "Berthier's Method
of Coal Calorimetry." He explains that the method was llue to a French mineral·
ogist, Pierre Bertltier, and that it was published by him in 1833. It consists of
mixing, say, one p!,rt by weight of the coal to be tested with at least 20 parts, but
not more than 40, of litharge. Charcoal, coke, or coal may be readily pulverisClI,
but in the case of wood, the sawdust produced by a fine saw or rasp must be em·
ployed. The mixture is put into a dose·grained, conical clay crucible, and coverell
with 20 or 30 timcs its weight of pure litharge. The crucible, which should not be
more than half full, is covered, and then heated gradually until the litharge is melted
and e\'olution of ga, has ceased. At first the mixture softens, and froths. \Vhen
the fusion is complete, the crucible should be heated more strongly for about 10
minutes, so the reduced lead may thoroughly subside and collect into one button at
the hottom. Care must be taken to prevent the reduction of any of the litharge by
the gases of the furnace. The crucible, while hot, should he taken out of the fi"e
and left to cool; when cold it is broken, and the bntton of lead detached, cleaned,
and weighed. The accnraey of the result should be tested by repetition. The
author in his paper gives a number of useful points to be observed in carrying ont
this method, and also a series of results that hc obtained. In each case he trie,l
some thrce or four expcriments with the same kind of coal, and the results did not
appeal' to vary much more than 1 per cent. f"om the average valne obtained in the
serics for each specimen of coal. He adds that he had intended comparing the
results with those obtained by the oxygen calorimeter, but that he found the forms
of instrument available gave such wide and varying results that the comparison was
not satisfactory. He concludes by giving a few figures as to the cost of calorimeter
tests by the Berthier method, ano finds that five determinations of a fuel can be
made at a total cost for materials of about Is. 4d., provided that a suitable fumace
is available.--Electrical Enginee,', Feb. 24, 1899.
NEW METHOD OF ESTIMA'fING CARBON lIiONOXIDE.-It having appeared to the
authors that th" Nicloux method (sec CoUiery G1"'1'dia", 1898, vol. Ixxv., p. 716)
was capable of extension, in so far as concerns the substitution of other oxygenated
bodies for iodie acid, they carriell out a series of experiments with molybdic acid,
chromic acid, arsenious acid, arsenic acid, stannic acid, antimonic acid, and antimoniouR acid, but without success, none of these bodies having been reduced at lEO
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degs. Cent., or even high.er temper:::ture . up to 200. to 300. degs. Cent. Attention
was then bestowed on vanous metallIC oXIdes, e.g. sIlver, bIsmuth, copper, aud lead
oxides, with the following r~sults :-.
..
1. Silt'e/' O);"le.-The oXIde, prevIOusly dned at 150 degs. Cent., was heated in a
U-tube ovcr the water bath, and exposed to a currcut of purified carbon monoxid;
the efflnent gas being condncted through a solution of bll.!'ium hydrate. At a tern:
perat11l'e of 50 degs. Cent., a white precipitate commenced to form, and became more
decided and abundant when the silver oxille reached 54 to 60 negs. Cent., thus
indicating the formation of carbon dioxide in qnantity. The dark btown silver
oxide at the same time changed to a bright white, and on facilitating contact betweeu
the gas and metallic oxide, by stirring, the reaction was quickly brought to COmpletion. In order to ascer.tain whether the reaction corresponds to .the equation
CO+AgZO=C02 +Ag2 , a LICblg tube charge.d wIth 30 per cent. caustic potash w":"
substituted for the barl11m hydrate, and wClghed both before and after the expel'lment. At the temperatures given above, 2 grammes of silver oxide suffered a loss
of 0'145 gramme of oxygen, corresponding to a theoretical formation of 0'385 grammc
of carbon dioxide; -i.e. the exact amount given by the inCl'ease in weight of the
callstic potash tube, thns demonstrating the accuracy of the method.
2. Cnp1'OIls Oxicle.-Employed in the same manner as silver oxide, cuprous oxide
"ave negative rcsults even when thc water bath was at boiling point; but on suh~titnting an oil bath ttnd heating to 125 degs. Cent., precipitation of the barium
hydrate commenced as a slight turbidity, increasillg to a copious deposit at 215 degs.
Cent. ~'owards 300 degs. Cent. a brisk incandescence occurs, and the whole of the
oxide is converted into crystalline metallic copper. 'l'hat the reaction is exW'essed
by the cquation CO+CU20=C02+2Cu is demonstraterl by the following experimental data :-Weight of oxide employed, 2 grammes; loss of oxygen, 0'25 gramme;
theoretical production of carbon dioxide, 0'680 gramme; actual yield of dioxide,
0'685 gramme. A slight error is occa.,ionell when the reaction is effected at a higher
temperatnre than HiO degs. Cent., owing to the conversion of part of the cuprous
oxide into cupric oxide.
3. Bis/lwtlt Oxide.-Proceeding as before, the barium hydrate solution commences
to show signs of turbidity when the oil bath teltlperature reaches 230 degs. Cent.,
At 200 degs. Cent. the deposition increases whilst the product tums yellow, ooCOlUing finally black between 385 and 40U degs. Cent., but remaining protoxide of
bismuth instead of being reduced to the metallic state. If, however, this protoxide
be emptied out into the air whilst still hot it ignites and changes into Bi 2 0 3 •
4. Lead o.rieles.-The behaviour of the different oxides of lead in presence of
carhon lIIonoxide vUl'ieswith their composition. For instance, with nliniulll, deoxidation commences at 225 degs. Cent., whereas litharge is not affected below 300
llegs. Cent., and the white oxide from the hydrate is still more difficult to reduce.
'I'hough it forms metallic lead when the oil bath temperature is raised to 430 degs.
Cent., the reaction i, less definite than with silver oxide or copper oxide, owing to
the I'reHcncc of reHielual protoxide.
'I'he ncw mcthoel therefore employs either silver or copper oxide, the working
temperature being 60 degs. and 300 degs. Cent. respectively, these oxides beiug completely reducell to the metallic state, and furnishing a quantity of carbon dioxide
cOl·reHponC\in.!(, exactly with theoretical reqllirements.-Colliel'!! O"""d,,,",,, 17th :Feb.
lSlllJ.

'1'Hl~ EXTHACTTON OF NICKEL FHOM ITS OnES ny THE MOND PRocEss.-The lVIonel
process markcd an entirely new departure in metallurgical practice and in the
principles which hall hitherto guided it. It depended on the remarkable property
possessed by nickel of forming a volatile compound with carbon monoxide from
which metallic nickel might be released if tho gaseous compound was hea'ted to
180 C. The methods hithOlto employed for oxtraeting the metal fl'om its ores
invol,:eel concentrating the ni?kel either as a sulphide (matte or regulus), 01' as
arsenllie (spOlse), followed by eIther elry or wet t.reatment; aud the metal had to he
refined, mainly with a view to separate it from associated carbon.
Tn 1889 Dr
Ludwig Mond, in collaboration with Dr Carl Langer, had been engaged upou a
method for eliminating the carbon monoxide from gases containing hydrogen.
They had been guided by the observation that finely-divided nickel removed
carbon from carbon monoxide at a temperature of 350 C., converting it into
carbon dioxide, whereas the dissociation of carbon monoxide by heat alone
according to Victor Meyer and Carl Langer, remained incomplete at the higl;
temperature of 1,690 C. The experiments were carricd out in conjunction with Dr
~'riedrich Quincke; finely-llivided nickel, formed by reducing nickel oxide at
0
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350 C. by hydrogen, being' treated with pure carbon monoxi.de ~n a glass tube at varying
temp~r,:,tures. The gas escaping from the apparatus was Ign.lted, and wl~lle the tUbe
contammg the nickel was cooling, the flame became lummous, and mcreased in
luminosity as the temperature sa?k below 10~0 C. "Metallic spots were .deposited on
a cold plate of porcelain held m this lummo~s fla.me, and on h~atmg th~ tUbe
through which the gas was escapmg a metalhc mirror was obtamed, while the
luminosity of the flame disappeared. These metallic dcposits were found to be pure
nickel. Nickel carbonyl was then isolated in a liquid state, and it was possible to
produce it with facility in any desired quantity. It could be readily distilled with_
out decomposition, but on being heated to 150 C. the vapour was completely
dissociated pure carbon monoxide being obtained and the nickel being deposited in
a dense m~tallic film upon the sides of the vessel. No other metals which were
submitted to investigation showed indications of combining directly with carbon
monoxide except iron. The discovery that in a mixture of metals only nickel and
iron would form volatile compounds with carbon monoxide, and that they could,
therefore, be separated from the other metals, incluced Dr lIIond to arrange experiments with ores containing nickel, cobalt, iron, and copper-such as "kupfernickel "
and" pyrrhotine." The experiments afforded such promising results that apparatus
of considerable size, though still within the limits of the resources of a laboratory,
was set up, and in it several pounds of ore could be treated with carbon monoxide.
The principal nickel ores which were metallurgically treatcd contained the nickel
in combination with arsenic and sulphur, besides other metals and gangue. These
ores had first to be submitted to calcination in order that the nickel might be present
in the form of oxide, and to drive olf, as far as practicable, the arsenic, sulphur, and
other volatile bodies. 'l'he resulting oxide of nickel was treated with reducing' gases,
such as water-gas or producer-gas, in order·to convert the oxide of nickel into finelydivided metallic nickel, and the material containing it was cooled to about 50 C.
and was treated with carbon monoxide. In 1892 an expcrimental plant on a large
scale had been erectcd at Smethwicl" near Birmingham. 'rhe process began with
" Bessemerised" matte; it ended with the market product, commercial nickel.
The Bessemerised matte proceeded to the first operation of dead roasting, after
which the matte contained 35 per cent. of nickel, 42 per cent. of copper, and about
2 per cent. of iron. It then passed to the second operation for the extraction of
part of the copper (about two-fifths) by sulphuric acid, the copper being sold as
crystallised sulphate of copper. The residue from this process contained about 51
per cent. of nickel, and it passed to the third operation for reducing the nickel.
Incidentaily, the remaining copper was reduced to the metallic state, care being
taken to avoid reducing the iron. This was effected in a tower provided with
shelves, over which mechanical rabbles passed, the reducing agent being the
hydrogen contained in water-gas. The temperature did not exceed 300 C., and
should be kept lower when much iron was present. From this tower the ore was
conveyed continuously to the fourth operation of volatilisation, in which part of the
nickel was taken off by carbon monoxide and formed the compound nickel-carbonyl.'
The formation of this volatile compound was effected in a tower similar to the
reducing tower, but the temperature was much lower and did not exceed 100 C.
From the volatiliser the ore wa3 returned to the reducer, and it continued to
circulate between the reducing and the volatilising stages for a period which varied
between seven days and fifteen days until about 60 per cent. of the amount of nickel
had been removed as nickel-carbonyl. The residue "from this operation, amounting
to about one-third of the orig-inal calcined matte, and not differing much from it in
composition, was returned to the first operation and naturally followed the same
course as bcfore. The nickel-carbonyl produced in the fourth operation passed to a
decomposer, which consisted either of a tower or a horizontal retort heated to a
temperature of 180 C., so as to decompose the'nickel-carbonyl and release the nickel
in the metallic form, either on thin sheets of iron, or, preferably, on granules of
ordinary commercial nickel. Carbon monoxide was in turn also released, and was
returned to the volatiliser for taking np a fresh charge of nickel. 'When the operation was in progress the gaseous carbon monoxide and the partially reduced oxide of
nickel and cop1)er continuously revolved in two separate circuits, which joined and
crossed each other in the volatiliser. The commercial product contained 99'8 per
cent. of nickel. The author proceeded to a description of the working as he saw it
in full operation in Smethwick a few months ago ..' The plant had been working for
some time, and about eighty tons of nickel had uJready been cxtracted from different
kinds of matte.
The results were quite satisfactory, and pointed to the conclusion that the process was well able to compete with any other process in use for
the production of mctallic nickel. 'rhe process would always occupy a prominent
0
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osition in chemical his~ory, and th~re appCaJ:cd to be no reason wh .
Play an Imp?rtant part m metallurgICal practIce. Its application inY t should not
P".cat nickehferous dIstrIct of Sudbury would probably contribute t ~~ad" to the
~lCnt of the resources of the /freat Dominion.-By Professor ROberts~Au:te~ev~~op
n.C.L., F . .R.S., Assoc. lnst. c.E. (abstract of a papcr read before the Institut e .B .,
Civil Engineers, November 8, 1898). Clte?nic"l Xcws, November 25, 189S.
IOn of
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'1'H}; .EL};CTHO-ZINC PRom;ss AND .EXPEInMENTAf" HESEAHCHES WHICH T,E'D TO ITS
])t;Vm,OI'MENT-By W. Bette!. l1Iin',nfJ llnd ScientIfic }'ress, February lStl;, lS99.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN OZONB AND NnHous ACID on HYDHOGEN PEHO:l:IDI.'_
Ozone produces a wine.-red colouration ":',ith a solution ?f metaphenylcnedia~ine
both in presence of aOlds an~ alkahs. tim.cc ~Clther mtrous aCId nor hydrogen
pcroxide produces any colouratlOn ~Vlth th? dmmme m presencc of caustIC soda, this
rcagent may be employed for dIstmglllslnng betwcen ozone, on the one hand, and
nitrous a,cid and hydrogen peroxIde on the other. A freshly prepared solution of
'1 to '2 grammes of metaphenylenediamine hydrochloride and 10 e.c. of 5 per cent.
"queo?". soda made ,:,p to 100 c.e. is rc?omlll?nded as a suitable reagent, 25 ~.e.. of
this gIvmg a yellOWIsh brown (;olouratlOn WIth '08 mIlhgrammes of ozone m five
sc(;ond,.-G. Erlwein and 'fheodor Wyr!. Journal L01ulon Chemic"l Society, 'March
1899.
EXPLOSIVE VALUE OP ACETYLEClE.-Frederiek Grover has conducted a series of
experiments in order to determine the value of the application of acetylene gas to
internal combustion engines, with the result that fuller information has been obtained
as to the eKplosive properties of acetylenc. He found that no weaker mixture than
1 ~ volumes of air to 1 of acetylene gas can be exploded at atmospheric pressure, 15
to 1 being the weakest mixture of coal-gas and air that can be fired under the same
conditions. The explosive capabilities of acetylene were tested by admitting a
known volume of the, acetylene gas to a cylinder, allowing time for its diffusion
therein and igniting the mixturc by electricity. '1'he pressurc developed was
mcasur~d by means of a Crosby indicator, the pencil of which worked upon a drum
revolving at a known speed. In this way the proportions of acetylene and air, the
timc taken to complete the inflammation, and the pressures developed were observed.
'1'he researches point to the usefulncss of acetylene in cngines where coal-gas is now
ordinarily used, and show that it will compcte effec~ually with other methods of
obtaining motive power. It is probable that thc effiCIency of acetylene motors will
reach 35 per cent., chiefly by an increase i1) the speed of revolution.-Science Gossip,
lviii.294.
P,\UI" JABLOcHKOPF-PATECIT 1.\)[1', 1877.-At this time it may be interesting to
recall somc of the work of Jablochkoff. fn his patent, No. 1,996, for the year 1~77
hc dcscribes a lamp which touches somewhat on the field more successfully explored
rccently by N ernst. Thc following extracts from the specification show the direction in which J ablochkoff was working and the views he had on the subject ;" According to my present improvemcnts, instead of the electric light being produced by the action of the electric sp<Lrk upon the conducting points themselves, it
is the result of the action of such spark upon refractory bodies placed between the
conductors, such bodies being cither raised to a su fficient tempcrature to become
luminous while subject to it slow combustion, or being subject to a rapid combustion.
'rhus if a thin slab of a rcfractory body such as kaolin be interposcd between tho
two conductors, whether of charcoal or of metal, the current operates in two
different ways, according as tho current is une of quantity or one of intensity, but
the result will always be a suitable light produced by the action of the cun-ent upon
the kaolin.
"In the case of a quantity currcnt the kaolin melts and disappears, producing a
flame as in the electric lamp previously described by me, while in the case of a
tension current the passage of the spark through the slab of kaolin has the following
effect ;-The substance becomes of greater conducting power at all points where it
is touched by the spark, and at the end of a few seconds the current passes readily
where it could not pass before, the spark appearing to form, as it were, a path for
the current by rendering conductors the points of the insulating body which it
touches, while at the same time the said body becomes incandescent along the entire
path of the current, emitting a fine uniform light . . . .
"In putting the lamp in action the current of the induction coil is caused, in the
first instance, to pass through a kind of conducting match placed on the surfac~ of
the refractory slab. A spark being established along the line of this match, the
heating and incandescence of the particles of kaolin along the same line is estab-
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lished, and the kaolin begins to -consume away slowly while producing a: brilliant
light. "-T/w Eleclrical Enyineer, February 24th, 1899.
'l'HE 'l'mAL OF' THE "PYX," or the Proceedings of the Assay Commission for
testing the weight and fineness of the United States coinage.
A history of the ancient custoI?s and a. description of the methods of sampling
an;1 assaying which are practised In the .Umted States. A most interesting account
wntten for ilIines and ilhnerals (Api'll 1899) by a member of the 1899 Assay
Conullission.
GOLD TN SEA W ATER.-Assayer Pack of the United States Mint at San Francisco
has recently made some experinrents on gold in sea water.. He reports about two
cents (0'5 gmin) per ton and four cents (1'0 grain) pel' ton in the water of San
I"raneiseo Bay, the values in the latter being largely in a finely divided stage and not
in solution.-il1in-ing Reporter, Denver, Colorado, March 30th, 1899.
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IODI};E TN THE AIR.-Aeeording to A. Gautier iodine in the state of vapour does
not occur in the air either in Paris 01' at sea, nor does it occur in the form of soluble
salts; but it is found in minute traces in an insoluble form in the air of Paris and in
sea air, being probably contained in microscopic algae, and spores floating in the
ail'. A sample of fine dust collected under the Colonnade of the Pantheon in Paris
at forty metres height was found to yield 0'066 per million of iodine, and the
lichenoid incrustation adhering to the stones of the same building at a height of
seventy-seven metres gave 0'551 per million of iodine. A thousand litres of Paris
ail' contained 0'0013 milligrammes, and the same quantity of sea air contained
0'0167 milligrammes of iodinc.-A. Gautier. Comptes ,·end. 128, 643.
PHOSPHORUS IN TUNGSTEN STEELS.-The author finds that with very low
phosphorus steels at least, the determination may be made in the usual way provided that the yellow prccipitate is not allowed to stand for more than 2)' hours.
Also in neutralising with ammonia, no excess must be used or tungstic acid will
precipitate with the fen'ic oxide and remain undissolved by the HNO a added to
clear the solution. Thc tcndency, however, is towards higher results.
Ferro tungsten is usually analysed by roasting followed by solution, filtration,
fusion, and evaporation with acid. The writer with a sample containing 35'25 per
cent. tungsten obtained low re,lUlts with this method, doubtless because only one
fusion was made, but had no difficulty when using the same method as for tungsten
steels except that aqua "egia was used as solvent, the metal being first treated with
strong HNO" and heated, and the strong HCI then added by degrees. 'l'he ferro
tungsten apparently could not be completely decomposod by this means, a bright
metallic residue was left consi.ting of almost pure tungsten and readily oxidising' to
tungstic oxide by ignition after filtration. In this procedure the preliminary
roasting of the ferro tungsten is of course unnecessary. 'rhc ferric oxide and other
contaminations varied in nine determinations of five different ferro tungstens from
0'28 to 1'60 per cent.-By George Auchy. Journal American Ghendcal Society,
March 1899.
A NEW INDICATOR FOR AClDIMETRY AND ALKALUmTUY.-" A solution of guaiacol
in alkali mixed with a solution of diazoparanitraniline gives a coloured diazo-body of
the formulaC6H.-N0 2 -N=N -C6H 30·CHaOH.
This body, which is brown, is soluble in alcohol and insoluble in water. The indicator
is obtained hy dissolving 0'2 grammes of above compound in 100 c_ c. of alcohol.
One or two drops of the solution give with the alkalies a beautiful red colouration.
The slightest excess of acid changes the colour to greenish yellow. The sensitiveness
of this indicator is greater than that of phenol-phthalein. To prepare the diazobody, 1 gramme of guaiacol is dissolved in 50 C.c. of water to which has been added
30 C.c. of a 10 per cent. solution, and into this a solution of diazoparanitraniline is
introduced, prepared as follows: -1'25 grammes paranitraniline, 50 c. c. distilled
water, and 4 c.c. concentrated hydrochloric acid are placcd in a flask, which is
warmed until solution is complete. 100 c.C. of cold water is then added, and when
the mixture is cool, 0'5 gramme sodium nitrite in about 30 c.c. of water. In mixing
this solution with that of the guaiacol, a red liquid is obtained, from which the
insoluble coloured body is precipitated by acidifying with strong sulphuric acid,
added drop by drop. The precipitate is washed and dried in a dessicator over
sulphuric acid. "-Em. Riegler. Bulletin de la Societe des Sciences de Buel,aTest,
Ro1t1ltania. (Abstract, Uhemical News, April 21st, -1899.)
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A NEW METHOD FOR ~'HE PHEPAHATION OF ·CACSIU~I.-The authors state that
'um can be prepared in almost theoretical quantities by heating the hydroxide
c~;l' magnesium powder in a red-hot tube through which is passed a current of
~~d~og~n. Cresium alum is first converted into the sulphate with barium hydroxide2CsAI(SO).212H20 + 3Ba(OHhSH 20= Cs.2SO. +2AI(OHh + 3BaSO. + 4SH20.
Tl e precipitate is rapidly filtered off and the filtrate of cresium sulphate evaporated
t 'dryness or crystallised. 'rho residue is dissolved in a minimum of boiling water
a~d converted into hydroxide according to equation•
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CS.]S04 + Ba(OH);,SH 2 0=20s0H+.BaS0 4+SH2 0.
The filtrate from this precipitate of BaS04 is evaporated to dryness in a silver dish
and a thin crust of ~ydroxide obtaine~. This is broken up i~to s?lall pieces and
mixed with magnesIUm powder (prevIOusly cleaned by heatmg m a current of
hy;lrogen). 'rhe mixture is placed in a ma~~eal:le iron tube, 15 m. m. in diameter and
1 metre long, bent to an angle of about 12D 1D c. m. from one end. The tube when
about one-third filled is placed in a ~lightly inclined combuEtion furnace, the bent
cnd dipping into a vessel contammg hqUld paraffin, and connected WIth a hydrogen
generator, the gas from which is previously pas~ed through permanganate solution
to oxidise AsH, and then thoroughly drIed. CombustIOn IS very gradually started
from the end f,;rthest from the mixture, while the hydrogen is passed through at the
rate of about 40 bubbles per minute. Action soon commences, and care must be
taken to keep the rate of flow of the gas below SO. bubbles per minute.
\Vhen all action is finished the angle end, wlueh should be as close as possiblc t.o
the furnace, is very strongly heated and constantly struck with a piece of iron. '1'he
metallic cresium which has distilled into this pm·t, of the tube will be liquefied and
trickles down through the paraffin, collecting in silvery drops.
The authors claim that by this method the whole operation can be accomplished in
four hours with no difficulty 01' danger. Explosions only occur when the tube is
heated too rapidly, or not suffieie"t attention paid to pressme regulation. -Hugo
Erdmann and A. E. Menke. .1o/[ma.l, American Chemical Society, March 1899.
THE RAPID DETEHMINATION OF 'rUNGSTEN IN STEEL.-The method generally in
nse and described in Blair's "Chemical Analysis of Iron" is as follows :-Solution of
the steel in "'1"" "egia, evaporation to dryness, re-solution in strong hydrofluoric
acid containing a little strong nitric acid; dilution and boiling; filtration and
iO'nition of the tungstic oxide contaminated with silica and ferric oxide; elimination
crl the silica by hydrofluoric acid; ignition and weighing tung'stic acid and ferric
oxide; fusion with sodium carbonate; solution and filtration to determine ferric
oxide.
'1'he author ol)sorves that in the last stage of the above method the amount of
ferric oxide carried down with the tungstic acid is constant in amount or nearly so,
and suggests that, if this nniformity exists in all steels containing every percentage
of tungsten, the dctermination of the ferric oxide contamination in every particular
instance is unnecessary. rrhc writer's own experience is confined to steels containing 0'20 per cent. to 1'75 pCI' cent. tungstcn, and indicates that the ferric oxide
contamination is always practically the same within those limits, and that the
amount, with 4 grammes of stcel taken for analysis and with varying amounts of
tungstcn present in solution, is about 0'03 per cent. in terms of tungsten. lIfore
accurately, the amount of ferric oxide lies between 0 '03 and 0'04 per cent. in steels containing from 1 '00 to 2 '00 per ccnt. tungsten. Hesults of determinations are given :Precautions in tungsten determinations: Authorities do not agree in considering
the complctcness of t.he tungstic acid separation to be affected hy the acidity of the
li'luid from which it separates. For instance, Blnir directs tha.t the dry' residue
after dehydration of the silica should be takcn up with an amount of strong HOI
sufficient for the purpose (about 10 c. c. for each 1 gl1ll. steel) and then, without
any previous evaporation or neutralisation, diluted, hoilClI, and tilterec!' In Arnold's
" Steel Works Analysis," on the contrary, the li,]uid is directed to be evaporated to
11 bulk of 5 c. c. before dilution and filtration.
A nother point not generally
appreciated is that evaporation to dryness and dehydration of the silica from HNO.,
solution does not always cause complete separation of thc tungstic acid, thougl~
similar treatment from an Hel solution completely separates it. The writer finds
that the complcteness of the separation is dependent on whether the previous
evaporation and dehydration has been made from an IIN03 or HOI solution. '1'hc
amount of acid present should be as little asJ,ossible, and the preceding eYaporation
to dryness and dehydration of the silica shonl be made in HCI and not HN0 3 solution.
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The best proccdure seems to be : Solution of stcel in dilute ~N03 (0king 4 grms.
• tccl); evaporation to first appearance of a scum on the hqUld ; ad,htlOn of 30.40
c.c. strong HC1' evaporation to dryness and heating on hot plate; re·solution in
40 c.c. strong HCn; evaporation .to first appearance .of scum;. taking up with 5 c.c.
strong HCl diluted to 20 c.c. wIth ,,:ater .and he~tmg;- addItlO? of 25-30 C.c. hot
water; and filtration. Results are gIven Illustratmg the necessIty for the precau_
tions above considered.
HIGH FRICE OF PLATINUM.-"The steady appreciation in the price of platinum
which is stated to have gone up 25s. per ounce during the last three months, and
appears likely to still advance, is. rather a disquieting fact with the makers of electric
glow lamps who would all be glad if it were possible to find some substitute. Up
to thc pres~nt, however, platinum wire is necessary to connect the filament inside
the globc to the exterior electric conductor, its suitability for this purpose consisting
in the fact that its ratio of expansion and contraction under varying temperatures
is as nearly as possible, the same as that of glass, in which it can therefore be
in',bedded ,~·ithout any danger of fracture. There is a steady increase in the demand
for the metal in other industries, that of photography attaining greater and greater
importance, while it does not appear that the available supply is likely to become
any largcr. "-lndnst,.ies and 1,.on, 21st April 1899.
ASPHYXIATION BY DYNAMITE GASEs.-In a lecture dclivered on April 15th by
Bergassessor Heise, to the superior technical mine officials of the Dortmund
inspecti0n district, as to the fatalities officially attrib!-'ted to ~phyxiation by
dynamIte gases, he gave partIculars of ten such cases, while observmg that the list
was not complete; and the following are the conclusions at which he arrived:Carbon monoxide must be regarded as the sole cause of death in these cases; but
dynamite is not alone capable, by its explosion, of furnishing this poisonous gas in
sufficient quantity to determine a fatal effect. It is exclusively to shot-firing in
coal tlmt this action must be attributed, while it has been proved conclusively that
the shots were what are called blown out. It is also evident that coal-dust, under
the influence of the .dynamite explosion, must be held accountable for the facts
observed. Now what happens when a dynamite shot in coal is blown out'! Round
the explosive the coal must necessarily be reduced to the state of very fine powder'
and the hot explosion gases in contact with the dust act under great pressure;
eombined with a temperatnre varying between 2,900 and 3,000 degrees Centigrade.
'rho carbon dioxide gcnerated by the explosives will be wholly or partially reduced
to carbon monoxide in the shot-hole; and, if there be complete reduction of the
carbon dioxide and complete combustion of the oxygen in excess into carbon
monoxide, it is possible for 100 grammes (3~ ozs.) of gelatine-dynamite to givc out
about 54 litres (nearly 2 cubic feet) of carbon monoxide, a quantity capable of
filling a space of 10 cubic metres (353 cubic feet) with an atmosphere containing a
little more than 0'5 per cent. of carbon monoxide, quite sufficient to prove fatal to
anyone remaining in it.-C'oaiery Gua'rdian, 12th 1I1ay 1899.
A NEW CYANmg PIlOCESS. -An article under the above title which may interest
-or amuse-some of our cyanide managers is abstracted from an exchange. It
describes an "invention" of an "old Colorado mining man" for which full and
complete patents have been obtained in all parts of the world, including the South
Afriean Republic.
This so-called "pneumatic process" consists briefly in passing a current of air
from an air-compressor through the falBe bottom of the leaching tank while the
'eyanide solution is being pumped on. The article continues :-" This method so
fully and completely fills all the requirements for successful and rapid leaching that
all thoughtful and unprejudiced readers must at once concede that the' pneumatic'
process is a long step in advance of the present methods. It will double, or under
favourable circumstances triple, [sic] the leaching capacity of any plant now using
the old methods, and not only thIS, but it will secure a much higher percentage of
value per ton of ore treated, because all the conditions for complete extraction of
the gold are presenL."
0
The article states that it has been found advantageous to heat the air between the
compressor and the leaching tanks, as not only ~ore rapid solution of the gold is
effected, but it affords a perfect protection in the winter against freezing of the
solution in the tanks and circulating pipes, and also apparently against chapped
hands on the part of the men on shift.
As to precipitation :-" The method of precipitation (which is covered and protected by separate patents) ill very similar to the zinc box now used, but contains
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-three new features in addition thereto which include the use of an add·t .
.cipitant, a seif-generating current of ~Iectricity passing through the s l'fnal prcthe use of. compressed air in cleaning the zinc compartments."
0 u lon, and
The artICle concludes thus :-" One thing that will attract the attention f "
men is the fact that the owners of this process do not propose to ask a royaOlt mf,m?g
. hts' d'Ireot to their customers. Th e patents are
y bor Its
use, but WI'11 se II' mI'11 ng
d
.and strong, and cove>' the l<se.ola solution 0fcpanide ojpota''''':",rnj01'leaching ores r~~d
_also the use of compressed air In connection therewith." [It would be interesti~g t o
learn if the" Old Colorado Mining Man" has endeavoured to sell "mill rig,hts " t
any company working: on the Rand, and if ~o, with what results. Also whether it i~
.a fact that patent nghts have been obtained in this country, as tins statement
. appears open to doubt.-Abs.]-The Mining Rep01·ter (Dcnver), 13th April 1899.
POLYMERISING OF ACETYLENE.-" What appears to be an economical means of pro-dueing polymerised pr?duc~s of acety:lene, such as benzene, naphthalene, and such,
has recently been deVISed III the Umted States. '1'he carbide and hydroxIde are
ground and ultimately mixed in their molecular equivalent proportions and then
subjected to a temperature sufficient to fllse the hydroxide. The latter then react..
upon the carbide, its hydrogen uniting with the carbon, and its oxygcn with the
base of the carbide. Only a preliminary heating is required, as the heat produced
by the reaction is sufficient to continue the operation until the whole of the carbide
.and hydrate may be used in this way. For example, with barium carbide and
barium hydrate the following reacti.,n will take place :BaC2+BaH202~2BaO+(C2Ho)x,

the formula (C2H 2)x representing the polymerieed products.
It is not essential that the hydrate should be of the same metal as the base of the
. carbide ; for instance, with calcium carbide, sodium hydrate may be used, thus-
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=

CaC2+ 2N aH 0 CaO + N aoO + (C2H 2 )x.
The hydrate is selected with regard to the desired tcmperature of decomposition,
· and in this manner the character of the product may be to a certain degree controlled, the hydrates which yield the greatest amount of heat being used when the
,desired polymerised product has a high temperature of formation. "-lndltstries and
hon, 21st April 1899.
ON CHARCOAL PRECIPITATION FROM AURO-CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.-In the district
·of Victoria this method is used to the almost total exclusion of any other, in many
.cases probably in imitation, rather than with any definite grounds for its superiority
over the zinc process.
The methods are identical down to the extractor house, which in a typical plant
· contains 189 tubs, each 2 ft. 4 in. high, 2 ft. 1 in. in diameter at the top, and 1 ft. 9
in. at the bottom. In the centre of the bottom of each tub are two small wooden
cleats, 4 in. apart, on which rests a glazed drain pipe, 4 in. in diameter, flanged end
. downwards. Centre pipes and tubs arc filled with charcoal, coarse for 6 in. from
bottom, and m'ldium size to within 6 in. of top of centre pipe, with about 3 in. out.side, and 5' in. inside the tube of coarse charcoal again. On the top of the char· coal, inside the tub and all round the pipe, is a wooden lid to keep the charcoal from
floating and blocking the outlet pipe.
Another form of tub much used has no centre pipe, but there is a false bottom of
filter cloth, while on the top of the charcoal is a hinged lid with feed pipe let
into it.
The preparation of the charcoal is inIportant, impurities being prejudicial and
wasteful. Fine stuff is objectionable, being a bad filtering medium and also passing
through into the sumps. Heavy compact charcoal again is not so efficient as that
which is light and porous, gold being deposited throughout the whole of light char· coal, so that compact material offers less depositing surface, and is, moreover, more
,difficult to incinerate. The charcoal is ground and sieved to three sizes: coarse,
medium, and fine, the latter being discarded. The other sizes are thrown into
· separate tanks of water, and only that which floats used.
The tubs in above works are arranged in two groups, the first of 144 filters, in 14
-sets of six each, for strong solution; the second of 54, in 18 scts of three each, for
.alkaline wash (0'04 per cent. KCN) and weak solution.
The solution passes down the centre pipe of the first tub in each set, coming up on
the outside and flowing over the lid through a I-in. pipe to the llext tub of the
"eries, and so on, finally passing away to its own particular sump. The top niter
3L
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cat.ches most of the gold and wben birly charged, is removed, each of thc remain_
ing five being moveu up' one step and'a newly charged tub bcing placed in the sixth
position. The filter removed is dmined of some of its solution and emptied into a
large box with a filter bottom, where the res~ of the solution is run off into the sump,
leaving the auriferous charcoal ready for the furnace room. A tub occupies first
position for about three days.
The efficiency of the precipitation is, of course, an important point. The strength
of solution does not appear to affect the precipitation at all, the percentage extraction
being uniformly high; tbe solution going ~l\~t to the sumps in one establishment
mrely showing more than 3ir grs. per ton (ongInal valuc not stated), while 0'04 per
cent. KCN solutions are successfully precipitated. The gold in the top filters is
considerably purer than that caught in the lower ones, and the author suggests that
means might be taken to keep the contents of the top filters separate. Frequent
tests show a. stcady diminution in the value of the gold, taking place downwards.
through a set, till the bottom tub is nearly pure silver.
The exact nction of the charcoal has never, as fa.r as the writer knows, been
experimentally demonstrated, but he thinks it may be due to the hydrogen and
hydro-carbons remaining in the charcoal, the result being the fonnation of hydrocyanic acid and free gold. This KCN represents a certain amount of loss of active
agent.
From the filter house the auriferous charcoal is conveyed to the furnace room,
where it is incinerated in four reverberatory furnaces, each 10 ft. long. .:rhe ash is
sieved through a 900-mesh trommel, and the coarser residues returned· to the
furnaces. The fine stuff or "ash," containing about 80 per cent. gold, is then
smelted.
The author thinks it doubtful whether the process will supersede the zinc process,
but points out the following advantages:(1) A high-class bullion is produced-one well-known mine receives £4 per oz. for'
cyanide gold.
(2) Percentage extraction is high regardless of strength of solution.
(3) In spite of the large amount of auriferous charcoal to be handled, the" waste"
is easily got rid of by burning, and the ash is easily smelted without the necessityof treating with strong acids or careful oxidising roasts (with some unavoidable loss)•.
One great disadvantage is the greater chances of loss through the immense bulk oi
stuff to bc handled, and the higher cost of the operation itself. The cost of charcoal
precipitation (with charcoal at 9d. per 40 lbs.) works out at 4·29d. per ounce of gold,
or 0·545d. per ton of stuff. Zinc precipitation (with zinc at 4!d. per lb.) would
cost 2·25d. per ounce of gold, Or 0·275d. per ton of stuff. Labour works out at 0'763d;
per ton for the charcoal, and 0 ·382d. per ton for zinc.
To recover the gold from the" ash" at these works costs Is. per ounce, bullion 900'
fine, exclusive of labour, as against about 2d. for zinc slimes, which would probably
a verage not more than 800 fine.
There remains the question of increased outlay for plant and buildings, but these·
are not very serious. Considering the same works, the 198 tubs cost £247, lOs. ; zinc'
boxes would require but a small portion of this. ....:.John L. Lowles, Assoc. l11Bt. M.M.
lnst. M. M., March 15th, 1899.
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF' CRYSTALLINE CALCIUM PHOSPHIDE.-" The·
reduction of tricalcic phosphate by carbon gives, under certain conditions, a
crystalline phosphide of calcium of a dark red colour, and having the fonnula
P2Ca3' The most curious reaction of this new compound is the facility with which
it decomposes cold water, forming calcium hydrate and phosphuretted hydrogen. 1t
may be remarked that a great number of binary compounds of calcium have this
curious property of decomposing cold water and forming a hydrated oxide and a
gaseous compound of hydrogen, united with the other element of the binary compound.
Calcium hydride decomposed cold water with evolution of hydrogen,
calcium carbide with evolution of acetylene, while calcium nitride gives the same
reaction with fonnations of ammonia. "-Henri Moissan. Comptes ,·endus. Abstract,
Che'/n?:cal News, April 21st, 1899.
.
ACETYLENE AS A POWER GENERATOR.-The recent annual meeting of the German
Society of Gas and Water experts in Nuremberg we,s made the occasion for an exhibition of acetylene and its applications.
•/
In reference to the application of this interesting product to the gas engine as a·
power generator, D,:ngler's Polytechnisches Journal has the following comments that
will be read with interest by American engineers, to most of whom such application
will doubtless be new :-
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The principal ?i.fficulty hithe~to cncountered in .applying acetylene as a motive
power lay in obtammg. a n<:n-Iummous flame--t~c eVIdence o~ complete cOInbustion_
vithout danger. This difficulty, our authority declares, IS now overcome by tl
dcvices construc~ed by one of the Berlin acetylene compan.ies.
Ie
[t is stated, m ~he ~ame connectIOn, that acetylene IS now applied in powcr
,enerators (gas engtnes) m the same manner as ordmary coal-gas and water-gas T
~rder to obtain th~ full output of the energy of the. gas, it .mu~t ~c mixed with ~iri::
the right proportIOn to produce pCliect combustIOn, v.:hICh IS IndICatcd by a non_
Imuinous flame. .The P?we,: developed by the explOSIOn of ace~ylene c?mpleteh
burned in the cyhndcr IS Said to be much gt'eatcr than that obtamable With watCl:_
"as.-Tlte .Tow·n"l of tiLe F""n/din Instih<te, May 1899.
h
DA~[AGE TO IIWN VESSELS BY GALVANIC ACTIO" AT A DrSTANCE.-An unusual and
interesting case of galvanic action exerted at a distance is reported from all Italian
source.
The captain of the port of Leghorn brought action in court against the owners of
ccrtain wooden yachts with copper bottoms to compcl them to remOve their vessels
from the neighbourhood of a number of ncw warships and other vcssels with iron or
stcel hulls lying in the same part of the harbour.
The Lundon Eng1inec,' is authority for the statement that the iron vcsscls were
damno'ed by galvanic currents set up from the eopper bottoms of the woodcn yachts.
'l'hc f~.ct of the damage to steel and iron ships having taken place, and of its being'
due to this cause, was clearly established before the court, and as a consequence the
c[tptain's orders for the removal of the copper-bottomed wooden yachts from the
Darsena harbour of Leghorn was supported by decree of the court.
The article proceeds to explain that the galvanic contact in thiscasc was established
by the ropes which were made fast to different buoys in the .baSin, but this explanation is quite unnecessary, as the sea water forms a sufficlCntly good electrolytio
conductor.-TiLe .Jo"rnal qftiLe Fran/din Institute, May 1899.
RARE AND PRECIOUS ~IETALs.-In a recent issue we gave the following list of rm'e
and precious metals in the order of their respective values : -
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Gallium
Vanadium
Rubidium
Thorium
Glucinium
Ualeium
Lanthanum
Lithium
Indium
rrantalum
Yttrium
Didymium
Strontium
Erbium
Ruthenium
Niobium
Rhodium
Barium
Titanium
Zirconium
Osmiulll
Uranium
Palladium
Tellurium
Chromium
Gold.
Molybdenum.
Platinum
'l'hallium
Iridium
rfungsten
Potassium
Selenium
Silver.

.£;14,000 0 0
,2,200 0 0
2,000 0 0
1,700 0 0
1,200 0 0
1,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
1,000 0 0
885 0 0
885 0 0
885 0 0
885 0 0
850 0 0
740 0 0
540 0 0
500 0 0
500 0 0
400 0 0
220 0 0
210 0 0
210 0 0
200 0 0
115 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
65 0 0
50 0 0
30 0 0
25 0 0
23 0 0
7 10 0
600
400
220
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Cobalt, magnesium, bismuth, so~ium, aluminium, manganese, cadmium, arsenic
and nickel follow in this order.
. .
,
Since the publication of this table many inquiries have been made as to certain of
the metals mentioned therein, especially with respect to osmium, platinum, and
iridium. It having been reported from Gippsland (V.) that iridium in payable quan_
tities may be there obtained, Mr Hughes, of Melbourne, has' offered a prospectors'
reward of £50 for the discovery. Mr Wood, the mining manager of the Victory
has undertaken to supply miners with full particulars as to the physical character of
the are. The following information regarding the three metals named will be of
present interest ;The metal osmium, says the Sdent~fic Review, the bluish-white metal with violet
lustre which Smithson Hennant discovercd 90 years ago in the residue from dissolved
platinum ores, has a specific gravity of 22'44i, thn.t of gold being 19'265, Icad 11'369
iron 7'79 and lithium, the lightest, only 0'594._ The French chemist Joly deter:
mined th~t osmium is likewise the most infusible of metals. It could never be made
to yield to the oxyhydrogen flames, which make platinum and iridium run like
water. But Joly has been subjecting osmium to the excessively high temperature
of the electric arc which Moissan has of late employcd successfully in the manufacture
of diamonds. Under this fierce heat the rare metal ruthenium, which is to be
deemed all but infusible, readily melts.
But osmium remains refractory, there
being apparently only the faintcst traces of fusion. On this account osmium cannot
be prepared in sufficient quantity to make it very useful in the arts. By its alloy
with iridium, which defies the acids, it is of some value, nothing better having been
found wherewith to tip gold pens. Being non-magnetic, its employment for the
bearings of the mariner's compass has been advocated.-The Australian ldin1:ng
Standard, May 18, 1899.
QUICK-TESTING OF LEA.D-TIN AND LEAD-ANTIMONY ALLOYS.-While great strides
have been made in analytical chemistry, yet there is in the direction of quick work a
field for the chemist that needs urgent attention, and as far as he has b.een able to
meet this demand the metallurgist is benefited by the progress made and the results
attained. I allude to methods of quick determinations, approximately true and
sufficiently so for the purpose required.
.
My own experience for the past thirty yeal's has been confined almost exclusively
to the working of the white metals, such as lead, tin, antimony, aluminium, and
zinc. It is well known that the bulk of the lead ores are contaminated with antimony,
and in the refining of lead, the antimony, when at a dull red heat, is rapidly oxidised
and floats on the top of the molten metal as a scum, carrying particles of lead with
it. This is removed as fast as formed, and in the course of ten to forty-eight hours
all the antimony is eliminated. It is very desirable in this process that the workman should know how he is progressing in his work; and in order to meet this demand
I have made a series of tests of the relative weights. of stllndard <+lloys" of antimony
and lead, from pure lead up to 24 per cent. of antimony. At this point the lead is
saturated, and if more than that quantity of antimony is present it will float on the
top of the molten mass; so that a standard alloy of 24 per cent. of antimony is the
highest that can be tested by my apparatus. I made castings of these alloys in a
mould, took the average weight of 10 of each grade, and the machine was marked to
exactly balance at the line or weight given by the average test. This I continued
from pure lead up to 24 per cent. antimony; thus a quick and reliable means is at
hand, so that all the workman has to do is to carefully cast his bullet, place it on the
balance, and it shows him at once the amount of antimony in the mixture. The following difficulty here arose ;-While antimony is lighter than lead, if a small amount of
antimony is present (less than 2 per eent.), instead of making the bullet lighter, it is
heavier than pure lead, and it is not until over 2 per cent. is present that its weight
becomes less than that of lead. This difficulty I overcame by discovering that the
physical properties of these alloys is such that if a small button is poured on a flat
plate and allowed to cool, the surface is not at all like lead, but of a fine white
crystalline appearance. So I have supplemented my test machine with a set of
buttons of a known composition from 2 per eent. down to zero, changing composition
by T'o per cent. in each button. I made the first button 2 per cent., the next 1,'0, and
so on down to pure lead.
Thus the operator can go on with his work until there is a perfectly lustrous
surface, free from frost, and at this point tile lead will be 998 fine or over_The
practical value of these tests is shown by the faet that since I made the first machine
for the National Lead Company their order has been duplicated six times.
Another method of quick testing was needed for the alloys of lead and tin_ When
I commenced this business the only way I could find out the percentage of tin in
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solder, solder joints, pewter an~ such like. metals, of which y>'e were buying hundreds
of tons each year, was by chemIcal alk'1IYSIS, and I found thIS took seveml hours and
required gr~at care and much practICe to. get accurate results. The use of the
specific graVIty ~est was suggested to the wrIter by an old member of the Institute,
Mr G. H. PerkIns, .but the means employed were .crude and unsatisfactory. So I
again commenced wIth ~ure lead as a standard, takIng 99 of lead to 1 of tin, and so
on till I got up to pure tIn. I made over 2,000 tests, confirmed them by analyses of
the metals used, and so made a set of standard weights, from which standards the
scale nOW before IOU was marked; each mark beIng the average of about twenty
tests and is correct to the tenth of 1 per cent. I may here remark that the weight
of these alloy bullets is, for, some physical reason, different from the calculatecl
specific gravities of the alloys, some being heavier and some lighter than the
calculated weights. The machine before you has a graded beam, and the moulds
are all made to an exact standard and are all interchangeable. If a firm loses or
breaks a part of the machine, it can be easily replaced or a new mould procured.
So that now, when we melt alloys of tin' and lead, we do not even have to depend on
accurate weighing of the metals to be melted, but test each pot and can check any
error that the workman might have made in his weighing. So accurate is this
test that a difference of a quarter of 1 per cent. is easily detected, and my experience
in my own laboratory, and with samples sent to a number of good chemists, is that I
would every time prefer my test for praetical purposes to that of the ordinary
chemical laboratory.
When we consider that many thousands of tons, roughly estimated at 7'5,000 of
solder alone, are used in the arts every year, one may easily perceive how valuable
a factor to the trade such a machine as this becomes, and it has been so recognised,
for at this time at least nine-tenths of all the smelting and refining works in the
United States arc'using my machine. Also in the new industry of manufacturing
roofing-plates with tin and lead alloy coating, called terne plates, I find that I have
supplied three-fourths of the plants with these machines; so that they may test and
keep regular the proper percentage of tin and lead in their bath. Many large
purchascrs of solder find such a testing machine indispensable to protect themselves
from lower grade metals than they pay for. This simple, accurate, and altogether
satisfactory method of testing is thercfore now in common use.
In my machine for testing roofing-plates, the beam is so adjusted that if a piece
of the sample plate exactly cut to template size and then weighed on the scale, gives
the weight of a box of 20 x 28 plates in pounds. For instance, if the plate cut shows
a weight of 220 pounds, that is the weight a box of plate would be with the ooating
on it. This piece of plate is thcn heated over a bunsen burner till the coating melts,
then wiped clean, heated again and wiped till no mOre metal is on the surface.
Whcn the snrface is blue all over, showing that all the coating is removed, weigh it
again. If it nGw weighs 200 pounds, this will be the weight of the black plate per
box, and the difference betwcen the two weighings is the weight of the coating in
pounds.-Joscph Richards. The Jow'nal oflhe .l'hm/';{'in Inst'itule, May 1899.

A MODIFICATION OF PIEHCE'S lIlETHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION' OF ARSENIC IN
OREs.-There are several methods for the estimation of arsenic in ores iu current
use, many of which, however, are defcctive or do not approach the accuracy required
even in technical work.
Pierce's method I (one of the best of those in general use), with or without Canby's
modification, on account of its simplicity, is largely employed in metallurgical works
notwithstanding the fact that it is subject to a range of inaccuracy which renders it
inadmissible where accurate results are required, and which can be reduced to
minimum only by the most careful execution.
It is my purpose, after having pointed out the defective points in the above
method, to present what is thought to be an improvement upon it, intended
especially for the determination of arsenic in ores, together with the results of a
number of experiments carried on with a view to determining its accuracy.
Pierce, after getting the arsenic into solution as an alkaline arsenate, expels
carbonic acid by boiling with an exeess of nitric acid and then very carefully
neutralises with ammonia and nitric acid, using litmus paper as an indicator. By
Canby's modification the neutralisation is effected by means of an emulsion of zinc
oxidc.
As to the first method, I have found it praetically impossible, after making a large
number of determinations, to secure concordant results, especially on high grade
ores. This is due to the fact that the silver arsenate is highly soluhle in n. slif;ht
1
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excess of either acid or alkali, and slightly sohible in an aqueous solution of
ammonium nitrate; whilc the precipitate under the conditions that exist here, even
after vigorous stirring invariably I'asses through the filter. I believe it is practically
impossible to Secure a 'neutral solution by means of the above reagents and indicator.
Litmus paper as is well known, is not a good indicator undcr the conditions as the v
exist above a'nd I have found it entirely inadequate for the purpose of securing the
degree of n'eutralisation which is here absolutely indispensable.
Canby's method is litt~e better in this respect, as t~e neutralisatio~ is only I?artly
effected the acid becommg too weak to attack the OXIde, but remammg sufficlCntlv
strong to dissolve the arsenate. The method which I propose for eliminating' tIle
dcfective points as above mentioned, is based on the following considerations : (1) "The addition of sodium acetate to a mixed solution of arsenic and nitric acid
is sufficient to insure the immediatc precipitation of silver arsenate when silver
ammonia-nitrate is introduced." I Also, silver arsenate is only" more freely soluble
in acetic acid than in solution of ammonium nitrate."2
(2) The use of phenolphthalein as indicator instead of litmus paper.
(3) The precipitation, as herewith proposed, renders the prccipitate granular and
as easily filtered as silver chloride.
Under consideration (1), the precipitation might be effected in a nitric acid
solution, but in .order to eliminate any solvent action which the presence of nitric
acid might have, the preciritation is effected in a sodium acetate solution slightly
acid with acetic acid, as WIll be seen in the scheme which follows :--The absence of
ammonia salts, etc., permits thc use of phenolphthalein as indicator, thcreby
sccuring the neutralisation promptly and without the tedious delay duc to the slow
action of the litmus paper. It will be noticed that I state above, on the authority
of Graham, that silver arsenate is somewhat more soluble in acetic acid than in
ammonium nitrate, whilc I precipitate in acetic acid solution. I will say. however,
that the above is a fairly strong solution of acetic acid, while my solution contains
only a sufficient excess of acetic acid to destroy the colour of thc phenolphthalein (a
drop or two of dilute of acetic acid in 100 c.c. of solution), in which I have found the
silver arsenate to be practically insoluble.
. The method is as follows: One-half gram of the finely-powdered ore is mixed in a large porcelain crucible
with from six to ten times its weight of a mixture of equal parts of sodium carbonate
and pota.ssium nitrate, preferably by mixing the ore with about two-thirds of the
flux and using thc balance a.s a cover. The mass is then heated gradually to complete fusion, and kept so for a few minutes, cooled, and the soluble portion
extracted with. boiling hot water and filtercd from the insoluble residue. 'l'he
arsenic is in the filtrate as alkaline arsenate. Acidify filtrate strongly with acetic
acid, cover, and boil rapidly for a few minutes to expel carbonic acid; cool, add It
few drops of a solution of phenolphthalein in alcohol, then a strong solution of
sodium hydroxide to alkaline reaction, then one or two drops of acetic acid, which
will discharge the purple-red colour, if too much of the alkali has not been used. The
solution should now consist of about 100 c. c. Add, in slight excess, while violently
agitating with a stirring rod, a neutral solution of silver nitrate, and allow to settle
a few minutes, keeping out of direct sunlight. Pour the clear supernatant liquid
through the filter, retaining the precipitate in the beaker, and wash once or twice
by decantation with cold water. Finally, throw the precipitate on the filter, and
wash thoroughly with cold water. Now, place the beaker in which the precipitation
was made under the funnel, fill the funnel full of water, add 20 c.c. strong nitric
acid. When the filtrate has run through wash filter thoroughly three or four times
with cold water, make the filtrate up to about 100 c.c., and titrate with a standard
solution of potassium thiocyanate, according to Volhard 3; or the silver may be
determined by scorifying the filter and precipitate and cupelling. The former
method must bc adopted in the presence of chlorides.
Following are a few of a large number of determinations made to test the accuracy
of this method : Two hundred and fifty milligrams impure arsenic trisulphide (AszSsl were fused
as above, and the solution made up to 500 c. c. Several portions of 50 c.c., each
containing 0'025 gram impure arsenic trisulphide, were taken, and each portion
treated as a separate determination from the point at which the filtrate is acidificd
strongly with acetic acid, then scorified and c}lpelled. Results are as follows :1 Every, in Crooke's" Select Methods," pa~e 420.
2 Graham, in Storer's H Dictionary of Chemical Solubilities."
• .Ann. Chern. (Liebig), 190, I.
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TABLE

No. of deter-

Weight of

mination.

silver button.

1
Calculated amount
of arsenic
trisulphlde found.
Gram.

Gram.

0'063915
0'02424
0'063240
0'02400
0'064720
0'02457
3
0'063450
4
0'02409
0'065075
5
0'02470
6
0'063675
0'02407
One-half gram impure arsenic trisulphide was fused and made up to 500 c.c. and
portions of 25 e.c., containi'.lg. 0'025 granr: of arse!,ic !ri~ulph!de, wel'~ treat~d as
above, except that the prec'p,tate was dIssolved III mtrIC aCId and tItrated with
potassium thiocyanate (1 c.C. =0'02875 gram arsenic trisulphide) instead of scorifying
-and cupelling. Results are as follows : 1
2

TABLE 2

No. of determination.

Standard solution of
potassium thiocyanate.
c.c.

Arsenic
tr!sulphide found.
Gram.
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1
2
3
4

8'6
0'024725
8'6
0'024725
8'3
0'023863
8'6
0'024725
5
8'6
0'024.725
6
8'7
0'025013
It will be noticed that the first table gave uniformly low results. This was attributed to the loss of silver in scorifieation and cupellation, and in order to correct
this loss four assays were run containing 0'06512 gram pure silver each, correspondino' to 0'024725 gram arsenic trisulphide (the a~ount found by titration in numbers
1, "2, 4, and 5 in Table 2). The average loss was found to be 0'001 gram silver,
which, added to the amounts in Table 1, gave an average result agreeing very
closely with those of the above numbers in Table 2.
Following is Table 1 corrected for loss of silver in scorification and cupellation :TABLE 3

No. of deter-

Silver found, as

minatIon.

per Table 1.

Silver after
correction.

Gram.

Gram.

Calculated amount
of arsenic
trisulphide.
Gram.

1
2
3
4

0'063915
0'064915
0'024648
0'06324.
0'06424
0'024392
0'06472
0'06572
0-024954
0'06345
0'06445
0'024472
5
0'065075
0'066075
0'025089
6
0'063675
0'064675
0'0244[;7
Average amount of arsenic trisulphide
0'024670
One gram of leucopyrite was fused and made up to 500 C. C. Portions of 50 c.c.
'Were treated as above and titrated with potassium thiocyanate (1 C.C. =0'0017536
gram arsenic). Results are as follows :TABLE

No. of determination.

Standard solution
of potassium
thiocyanate.
c,c.

4
fonnd.

Arsenic in
ore.

Gram.

Per cent.

Arsenic

12'275
0'012275
7'0
12'275
0'012275
2
7'0
12'275
0'012275
7'0
3
12'275
0'012275
4
7'0
-By J. F. Bennet, Jr. (Laboratory Agricultural College of New Mexico, Mesilla
l'ark. N.M.). Jour,.",l American Chemical Society, May 1899.

1
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ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL INDIGo.-The commercial production of artificial indig()"
by the Badische Anilin u. Soda ·Fabrik has aroused the gTeatest interest in the·.
textile world, and has caused much attention to be devoted by chemists to the com ..
position and properties of the natural product.
It has been shown that natural indigo constantly contains, besides indigotin and
mineral matters indirubin, indigo-brown, and indigo-gluten.
As the synthe'tical indigo is pure indigotin, it is a matter of some importance to··
determine whether the other incidental constituents of the natural product possess.
properties of value in dyeing, in order to ascertain the comparative value of the twoproducts.
The results of the exhaustive study of the natural product by MM. Schwarzenbergand Schwartz appear to establish the following facts of value :(1) The greater part of the indigo-gluten passes into solution in the indigo vat; a.
small quantity remains in the vat-sediment. This constituent of the natural
product is without influence in dyeing.
(2) Indigo-brown forms an insoluble compound with lime and remains in the.
sediment. This constituent, also, has no effect on indigo dyeing.
(3) Indirubin dyes to some extent, but it increases neither the fastness nor thebrilliancy of shade of the dye; the effect, indeed, of a large proportion of it is t()give a shade which is dull and unpleasing.
These conclusions, it is stated, have recently been fully confirmed by the Badische·
Anilin u. Soda Fabrik. These manufacturers declare also, that the fastn,!ss to·
rubbing and washing of their new artificial indigotin when died on cotton fabrics in
the ordinary manner is equal if not slightly superior to that of natural indigo. They
state also that the shade and fastness of indigo dyes are not influenced by indirubin,
indigo-gluten, and other organic substances present in indigo, but that such modifications as may occur in these features are due to methods of setting and working'
the vats.
It will be of interest to notice, in conclusion, that the manufacturers above named
state that they are in a position to produce, by a synthetical process, indirubin.The .1ow·nal of the FranJ.Jin [nst'itute, May 1899.
SmlE MODIFICATIONS OF THE CYANlDE PROCEss.-The following are brief abstracts.
of descriptions of modifications of the cyanide process, proposed by European
workers and published in foreign journals :-.
1. The Pape-Henneberg and Goepn81·-Diehl Combinai'ion Process.-This process was:
described in an Austrian paper by Dr C. Blomeke. Pape and Henneberg devised a·
method of dry-crushing and concentrating by the application of centrifugal force·
and air currents, while in British patent No .. 17,793 of 1896 and U.S. patent No.
580,683 Goepner and Diehl claim to precipitate gold and silver from dilute solutions.
by adding cyanide of silver or copper and then acidulating.
After suitable pulverisation, the ore is treated on a centrifugal separator with an
air current produced by an exhausting fan, yielding six grades of material, the four
finer suitable for leaching, the other two for amalgamation: (1) Heavy sand, (2).
medium sand, (3) fine sand, (4) coarse dust, (5) fine dust, (6) floating dugt, corresponding to slimes.
The advantages claimed for dry separation are: (1) The dust (slimes) is easily
separated and collected, as is not the case with spitzkasten, etc. ; (2) the "percolation products" are looser, freer leaching, so causing less absorption and higher gold
extraction; (3) much less water is required; (4) dry-separated products can be
treated at once by chemical processes, those got in the wet way requiring 24 hours'
drainage; (5) apparatus for dry work takes up much less space than spitzkasten,.
etc., and necessitates a less outlay; (6) the cost of gold extraction is less by the dry
way for refractory and low grade ores.
Goepner and Dieh!'" extracti~n 'process consists essentially in: (I) Leaching the·
ore with a solution of pure potassium cyanide, such as is 'always employed, but with
the addition of some secret ingredients; (2) in the removal of the auriferous solution
from the residue by filter presses; (3) in the precipitation of the gold by snlphuric
acid in place of the zinc commonly used. For the latter purpose an excess of copper'
cyanide is added to the solution, and then sulphuric acid, which precipitates the
cyanides of copper and gold. After this has settled the solution is removed and
made alkaline again by means of soda lye; upon adding a little more cyanide it is.
ready for further use.
. / .
The copper cyanide precipitate is re-dissolved'in fresh gold-carrying' solution and.
then thrown down again by more acid, and so on, whereby a continual enrichment·
of the precipitate takes place. When this enrichment has gone far enollgh the
precipitate is dried in filter presses, and re-dissolved in fresh potassium cyanide
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solut~on, from which the gold.is precipitated by electrolysis, while the copper cyanide.
remams and can be used ag-am.
As .high as 9? per ?ent. e;xtractions have been made by th:is process, both by percolatIOn and wIth shmes; m the latte! case the filter press IS used, and removes the
solution very completely from the resIdue.
Detailed accounts are given by Dr Blomcke of experiments on 500 to 2000-lb lots.
,.
of ore from \Vest Australian and South African mines.
2. Netto's p,.ocess.-In ~une 1896 Don Cesar. Rubio publis~ed in the .Revista
jfinera of Carthagena, Spam, an account of an Improve~ cyalllde process for the
cxtmction of gold a!,d 'i~ver f~om ores, the inyention of Max Ne~to, a foreign
chemical engmeer resIdent m Spam: (l) The solutIOn of these metals IS effected by
the action of aqneons KCN in the manncr common to the MacArthur-Forrest and
Siemens-Halske processes-sulphides and "dry" ores being prefcrably first roasted
with the addition of a little salt-the solution containing from 0'5 to 0'8 per cent..
this is run on at intervals, so that air is carried down with it, and is followcd by ~
water wash after 4 to 18 hours' contact. (2) Precipitation of the silver is effected by
acidulating with hydrochloric acid, which throws down AgCl (mixed, though the
author omits to mention it, with more or less AgCN), which is filtcred or decanted
off the KCN heing at· the samc time decomposed with formation of free hydrocy~nide acid. (3) The gold. is ohtained by el~ctrolysing the acid solution, some Cl
heing set free at the same time; the cathode IS a gold sheet and the anode of carbon.
(4) Regeneration of the alkaline cyanide is effected by adding soda or potash to the
solution in the proportion calculated to comhine the free HCN and form K0N
or NaCN.
The leaching is carried on in cement tanks, the rest of the process in wooden vats.
According to Senor Rnbio this procedure has the advantage of forming no prejudicial compounds like the MacArthur-Forrest system, and losing no appreciable
amount of cyanogen as with the Siemens method, only about 3 per cent. of the total
heing lost.
In the Bel)! und JI1wtien1naennisc1w Zeil1<ng of October 15, 1897, C. A. Hering
discussed this method favourably, pointing out that the Cl set free at one stage will
react at anotber stage to form cyanogen chloride (CNCI), which makes the solvent
more effective when subsequently used, another advantage being the production of
"old and silver nearly free from one another. In one case quoted an ore, carrying
~bout 1 oz. gold and 12 ozs. silver (as sulphantimonide) pcr ton, yielded 92 per cent.
of its value at a cost of about 5 dols. 50 cents per ton, a preliminary roasting being
necessary in this particular case.
In the same journal.Messrs Witter and Zuschlag criticised Netto's claims, stating
that the process, though it appeared continuous and satisfactory on paper, went on
differently in practice.
Their experiments were carried on for a year and a half, while they were engaged
in testing the adaptability of some forty ores to the Pape-Henneberg process already
described, the coarse gold having been removed from these ores hefore cyaniding.
The solutions from these experiments were precipitated by the method of Professor
Christy or Professor De Wilde (addition of copper and sulphate, sulpburous and
sulphuric acids), and the gold and silver thus precipitated were estimated by cupellation. Larger quantities, from tests on one-fourth to ten tons, were treated by the
precipitation process of Goepner-Diehl (copper or silver cyanide, followed by acid).
It was thereby shown that gold potassium cyanide solution, if it carries silver,
needs no addition of cuprous s"lts ; tbe gold and silver fall out almost completely on
acidulation with either sulphuric or hydrochloride acid. If solutions stronger in
KCN are acidified with sulphuric acid, 2 to 4 grams of gold per cubic metre (1 dol.
20 cents to 2 dols. 40 cents per ton) remain in solution, as against 1 to 1'5 grams (60
to 90 cents per ton) with hydrochloric acid, the original liquor carrying 20 to 100
grams per cuhic metre (12 dols. to 60 dols. per ton). The retention of these small
amounts of gold result. apparently from formation of auro-cyanhydric acifl
(HAu(CNh), which breaks up at 50° C. (120° F.), if heated to that temperature
the gold falls out quantitatively.
They therefore prefer to add to such solutions as carry gold only, some previously
obtained gold-silver precipitate, stir, and acidulate. In labor~tory experime.nts
copper chloride or silver nitrate was added to the auriferous solutlOn and then aCId;
this removed the gold quantitatively. Silver-bearing solutions naturally needed no
snch addition before acidulating.
These writers cite tbe results of their hundreds of experiments in disproof of
Netto's claim that his process yields the gold free from "ilver and silver free from
gold.
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. fil a still later number of the same journal (December 24, 1897), Max Netto writes
in defence' of his claims, premising that no extraction procees is universally applicable, ~~d that the cyanide process .especially is best "dapte~l to low grade ores and
mill tmlm[s. The solutions expenmented on by Messrs Wltter and Zuschlag (12
~ols. to 60 dols. per ton) are much richer than those met in or~inary pra~tice. As. an
mstance, he estimates that the average Transvaal ore should gIVe a solutIon carrymg
about 11 grams per cubic metre (6 dols. 60 cents per ton), and the tailings and lower
grade ores still poorer solutions. He' considers about 6 dols. per ton about as high as
is to be ordinarily expected in working solutions. If a solution of this value is
acidified with HCl, at the ordinary temperature, Netto states that the precipitated
AgOI (whether in large or small proportions) eontains only traces of gold, the gold
all remaining in solution; with solutions richer in gold and at higher temperatures
the amount of gold removed increases irregularly, irrespective of the presence of
silver. Hnt, as any heating is avoided on account of the great cost, it is to be
regarded as a favourable circumstance that the Netto continuous process goes on best
at the ordinary temperature. 'rhe correctness of these claims was proven by Netto's
extensive researches in 1893-94, since confirmed in other laboratories, including that
of H. Roscher at Hoboken-les-Anvers.-ll1ining and Scient·(fic P,·ess.
INCLINED RETORT SETTINGS AT ESSLINGEN.-The advantages of introducing
inclined retorts in a gas-works, which was so small that one setting of nine retorts
made more gas than was needed during the month of June, seemed dubious. 'l'hree
settings, each of nine retorts, set at an angle of 32" to the horizontal, were, however,
erected and started work ill August 1897.
A coal-breaking machine, an elevator,
and charging scoops, adjustable to the heights of the retorts, formed part of the
installation. 'rhe machinery was driven by an eight horse-power gas cngine. Not
more than 16 per cent. of the coke made was used for heating the retorts, which were
cbarged once. every four hours. Each retort was 3'5 metres long, and took a charge
of 180 kilos. of coal. The wages fell on the introduction of inclined retorts by
nearly 3,000 marks per annum, t.hong·h the make of gas had increased by 27 per cent.
'l'he total cost of production in 1897-98, with inclined retorts, was 4 '69 pfennige per
cubic metre, whilst in 1894-95, with horizontal retorts, it was 6'37 pfennige per cubic
metre, after making allowance for the differenco in the cost of ooal in the two
periods. A reduction in the price of gas has been made in consequence of this great
saving, and the additional cost of the inclined retort settings will be paid off in
thre~ to four years.-E. Kohler.
The Journal of the Society of Chem·ical Ind1tstry,
AprIl 29th, 1899.
NOTES ON THE ALLEGED SHORTAGE IN CYANIDE BULLION.-The impression that
the bullion returns from cyanide plants are, in spite of the observance of all possible
precautions,. uniformly lcss than the correct tonnage multiplied by the difference
between the values per ton indicated by assays of the" charges" and" residues,"
seems to have been so general that it was thought that a brief explanation would be
of interest.
The figures are the results from the operations, from July 1897 to November
1898, of the tailings plant of the Montana Gold Mining Co., Limited,' the capacity
of which is 12,000 tons per month, which was installed and operated under the
writer's supervision, and which has been working during all but the severcst weather
between the dates named, it being impossible to economically handle the store tailings in mid-winter,2 the thermometer sometimes dropping as low as 50" below zero
in this northern latitude, and the tailings freezing as hard as sandstone to a depth of
several feet from the surface in consequen·ce.
Est·imation of Output by Daily Assays ~f Charge a'"d Residue Sa1nples.-About 135
truck or car loads of tailings are hauled to the bins daily, each ear containing
approximately 3 tons of sand. From six to' ten of these are weighed, and large
samples are taken from each of the cars so weighed; the accumulation of these car
moisture samples gives the daily average moisture sample. From the number of cars
dumped, the average weight per load, and the moi~ture percentage determined from
the average sample is figured the number of dry tons treat"d daily.
The sand passes from the cars to the bins, and is withdrawn by a 24-inch belt
conveyor, one of which discharges into a rotary ~istributor over the centre of each
/

1

A (j'escription of the plant, which has since be.en enlarged, appears in the Jo'urnalof the

A.~socia'ion of Engin.eering Societies (U.S.) May, 1898, vol. xx. pp. 82~-326 ; also in the Engineel'ifl() and Mining Journal of Apl'illS, 1898, and Mining and Scientific Pre.~s. April 30, 1898.
2 The plant was. however, operated for a sbort period during November 1898, when the

thermometer ranged (rom zero tu ]5 below.
Q
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s"nd vat. The stream of s[Lnd as it leaves the belt is sampled th
.
durino- nine hours, which period is the average time consumed i~e~l~:mes per ll(~ur
mg
4:10 t~ns of tailings. The large "charge" assay sample so 0 btained
a vat WIth
down and 4 assay tons of the dried sample are taken for duplicate melt~s q~artered
illO"S of gold and .silver, care being taken that the lead buttons from e' a~ w1,gh2 ~ssay tons shall weigh approximately 30 grams. If the variation in ~~e m" \ ~f
of O"old obtained from these two melts of 2 assay tons each does not exceed .;:;mg·tr"
o-r:m (equivalent to 20 cents per ton), the average is taken as representing the m\ ,.
per ton of the tailings charged that day; otherwise the assays are repeat:g uc
duplicate until such a concordance of weights is obtained.
m
After treatment the residue in the vat is sampled by removing 16 cores from top
to bottom by means of the sampler. The sample thus obtained, weighing several
hundred pounds, is in turn cored ,vith a small tryer, yielding about 20 lbs. of residue
which is dried, mixed, and quartered for the final assay sample. Of this, 8 assay
tons are taken for assay, the dore buttons from each melt of 2 assay tons being
weighed separately and parted in pairs so as to give duplicate gold weIghings from
" assay tons each. If these weighings differ by more than,!o milligram (equivalent
to 10 cents per ton) the assays are repeated. All gold weighings are made on an
Oertlillg 12A balance, sensitised to rh milligram.
Estimation by Daily Sol",(ion Assays.-The total amount of unprecipitated or
pregnant solution flomng from the sand vats daily is measured, sampled, and assayed,
as is also the corresponding precipitated or barren solution.
Of the unprecipitated solution from 4 to 8 assay tons are measured and evaporated
to small bulk in ordinary saucers standing on a hot plate. Each saucer holds 5 or
6 assay tons; if larger volumes require to be taken a corresponding number of
saucers are used, and the contents, when sufficiently reduced, are poured into one.
A mixture of litharge, silica, and charcoal is then added, and the whole heated till
dry, when the contents of the saucers, after cooling, are mixed with sodium car·
bonate and charged into a crucible.
Any residue adhering to the suucers is
moistened with dilute nitric acid and taken up by a smull piece of filter paper.
which is then sprinkled with litharge and added to the crucible. The mixture is
then melted, the resulting· lead button cupelled, and gold and silver determined.
Duplicate solution us says are not usually made, but when so made the results
almost invariably agree very closely. '1'he sodium carbonate is not added to tho
solution with the rest of the flux, because it would cake on the inner sllrface of tho
dish and make the mixture difficult to remove. Of the precipitated solution, from
g to 24 assay tons are similarly prepared for the furnace, as many as 40 assay tons
being occasionally taken.
These solution assays are of great practical utility, not only as guides to the efficiency
of the precipitation, but also as giving warning of the presence of reducing material in
any charge several days before the residue from such a charge is available for assay,
and they are made primarily for these reasons .
.Monthly Bullion A.9says.-The monthly bullion assays are made with the usual
precautions, including determination of the cupel absorption, check for volatilisation
Df silver, etc. The shortage of bullion in the first clean·up is usual in cyanide plants,
the deficiency being made up in the succeeding months.
CO'Inparison.-The output of gold determined by daily assays of charge and residue
is $276,499·70, while the gold in the bullion obtained was $284,856·;)5, or 3·02 per
cent. greater. The silver called for by daily assays was $51,596·51, while that
Dbtained in the bullion was $52,572·27, or 1·85 per cent. more. Comparing the total
values we find $328,096·21 called for by daily assays, and $337,42S·62 obtained in
bullion, or an excess of 2·8f per cent. over the estimate, a highly satisfactory
concordance.
The estimates of precipitation have also averaged somewhat less than the gold and
silver obtained, the value of the gold being slightly greater than that 'Jalled for by
daily assays of charge and residues, and that of silver materially less. The deficiency
in silver is partly due to the fact that the lead buttons from the solution assays,
which are made primarily as guides to the efficiency of solution and precipitation,
are placed in the rear row of the muflle during cupellation.
The bases of values, $20·30 per fine oz. of gold and $0·50 per fine oz. of silver,
were taken for reasons of convenience in computation, their values not affecting the
comparison.
The ton referred to is the United States ton of 2,000 Ibs., and the assay ton contains 29·166 grams, or the same number of milligrams as ~he ton contains o~ troy
Dunces.-By C. W. Merrill, Assoc. lnst. M.M.
Transactwns of the In1!tLtutwn of
Mining and Metallurgy.
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LIQUID FLUORINE.-Messrs Moissan and Dewar 'have succeeded in liquefying this.
element, and publish some interesting facts respecting the liquid. Thus, its boiling_
point was ascertained to be about 187 (Centigrade) below zero, and at 210 below
zero it showed no sig'ns of solidifying.
If air be admitted to the liquid it is instantly liquefied, producing in the tube two.
layers--thc upper one colourless, of larger size; the lower one, of a pale yellow,
being fluorine.
In order to determine the density of the liquid, substances of known density wereimmerscd in it after first being sufficiently cooled. It was found that wood,
caoutchouc, and ebonite Hoated on the liquid, while amber remained suspended_
The density was thus determined to be about 1'14.
The intense activity of fluorine was strikingly shown by the circumstance that,.
even at the extremely low temperature of 210 (C.) below zero, hydrogen instantly
combines with it with the production of great heat and light. Oil of turpentine,
explodes, when brought in contact with it, with a separation of carbon. A bottle'of
the liquid was accidentally spilled on the floor, when the wood caught fire.-l'he·
Journal of the Fmn/.;/-in Institnte, May 1899.
0

0
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THE FIELD OF THE ARRASTRA.-The old Mexican arrastra is looked upon as a.
rather slow machine for this age of progress and activity; but while admitting that
the arrastra, as constructcd by the Mexicans, who introduced it into this country,
is a slow affair, the modern arrastra has a legitimate field of usefulness, and is by no,
means to be despised. On pages 32, 86, and 97 of the current volume of the Mining
a,nd Scient'inc P"e88 are articles describing the construction and operation of
arrastras, and that feature need not be discussed here. To secure the greatest
efficiency in an arrastra, it should be run as an auxiliary to some type of crushing
plant, either stamps or rolls, and the latter are probably preferable, as being somewhat lower in first cost for a given capacity. When ore has been crushed with rolls
or stamps to, say, a maximum size of three-eighths or one-half inch, it is in good
condition for the arrastra. If the ore is hard and flinty, it should be crushed still
finer, Hay, to one-fourth inch at the maximum. vVhen fed to the arrastra it crushes
readily, when, on the same ore broken by hand to walnut size, the capacity of the
arrastra is still quite small. 'l'he preliminary preparation of the ore by passing it
through rolls increases the capacity of the arrastra greatly. By the employment of
a screen sufficiently fine, the ore may be ground to an almost impalpable powder,
but it is not advisable to grind it any finer than necessary to free the gold. By
using water, steam, or electricity for power, two good-sized arrastras in connection
with five stamps or a set of rolls, with drags properly arranged so as to sweep the
entire surface of the bed, will crush and properly amalgamate a larger amount of
material than ten stamps, and do it cheaper and better. The arrastra is particularly
useful in the treatment of ores in which the gold is "rusty," or covered with any
film, as this coating is removed by the attrition of the drags, and the gold will then
freely amalgamate. A third basin, provided with agitators instead of drags, would
be found a desirable addition to such plant, as then the charge could be sluiced
directly into the third basin, which occupies the same relation to the plant as the
settlers do to a pan mill. The charges being drawn from the arrasta beds alternately,
the cleaning-up could be accomplished more quickly and satisfactorily in the settler,
and the process becomes continuous. This arrangement is inexpensive, as the mineowner can build most of it himself.-.Mininp a,nd Scient1;fic Press, April.8th, 1899.
IMPROVED MUFFLE FURNACE FOR BURNING COKE.-The coke muffie furnace, as
employed at the School of Mines, London, the M;ining School, Camborne, and
probably in many assay offices all over the world, is almost exactly similar to a
"wind furnace," with a hole left in the front about 6 inches above the bars, through
which the muffle is inserted. The muffle reaches to within an inch or less of the
back of the furnace, and is supported there by a projecting piece of brick. If a
long one it is sometimes supported also at each side near the front, but such projections interfere with the passage of the fuel. There are several disadvantages in this
arrangement, which may be stated as follows:1. Coke fed on the top of the muffle. Fine dust accumulates there and clinkers
badly.
2. The space at the sides, usually about 2 inches, is too restricted, and frequently
chokes more or less completely. This necessitates the use of the poker at great ri,k
to the muffle.
3. The draught passage at the back gets choked the first day of use, and cannot
be cleared. This makes it necessary to keep the month of the muffle open for the
free access of air, unduly cooling the front part.
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4. The. coke feeding dow~ on the. fire bars at each .side must. be frequently raked
·to the mIddle, or else cold aIr WIll rIse between the mIddle bars In direct contact with
the bottom of the muffie.
5. The connection with fiue being at the back of the furnace, the draught is COn.-centrated in that direction, especially at the top.
The greatest heat is thus applied to the back of the muffle, which is at the same
time furthest removed from, and least liable to, sudden chill by draughts of cold
.air. Hence the temperature of the muffle is very uneven from front to back, and
the top of the muffie never gets thoroughly heated at all.
6. The muffle is not efficiently supported, being liable to crack acrOSR the middle
.and, weighed down by the coke on top, it may fall aW!Ly without warning.
'
7. A sliding damper is frequently employed, which is rather awkward to work.
If thin it is liable to warp and jam, and if thick it is very clumsy to move.
(Diagrams accompanying the paper show sections of a furnace in which the above
.defects are almost completely remedied.)
1. The coke is prevented from resting on the t.op of the muffle by the single-brick
wall of the fiue opening. A little dust may settle on the top, but practically no
.c1inker is fonned, so that the transmission of heat is not interfered with.
2. The space each side of the muffle is increased to 4 inches, being wider than
that (3 inches) through which thc fresh coke is fed. Hence no obstruction is caused,
."ven if it becomes slightly clinkered up.
3. The draught passage at the back of the muzzle, instead of opening into the
furnace, is independently connected with the main fiue by a small fiue, regulated by
.a suitable damper at its mouth.
4. l'he increased width of about 4 inches given to the whole furnace is not added
to the grate area, but is taken up by a single-brick wall, which divides the grate into
two equal parts and supports the muffle, thus making two separate furnaces with a
·common fiue. By this arrangement the fuel falls evenly on each grate, requiring no
trimming beyond the necessary poking to keep the bars free of ash.
5. The fiue opening is about 2 inches wide, and the same length as the muffle.
'The sides are brought down to within an inch or two of the top of the muffie, compelling the hot gases to pass quite eveDly over it, front and back being unifonnly
heated.
This narrow fiue enlarges into a chamber, from the back of which is the off-take
to the vertical fi ue.
This enlargement assists in the desired longitudinal distribution of the draught.
6. The top of the dividing wall is bevelled so as to support the muffle along the
,centre wi~hout cutting off more than an inch of its width from the direct heat of the
fire. This inch width, however, gets heated by conduction as quickly as the greater
part of the muffle, and is never liable to sudden cooling.
7. A damper turning on a rod of iron as an axle, with a lever and chain attached,
is preferred to a sliding one-first, because it is easier to move, and, secondly, because it affords only a very small area of possible leakage of air alongside the axle
into the fiue, whereas a sliding damper with only -c. inch clearance give. a considerable leakage. There is also less vibration and shaking, with the liability to break
the joints in the brickwork.
Two furnaces constructed in this way have been employed for nearly twelve
months at Messrs Henderson & Son's assay office, Enys Quay, Truro, and have been
found very easy to manage, the temperature being maintained very uniformly from
. end to end, it being possible, by means of the independent fiue, to maintain a
sufficient current of air in the muffle when the mouth is as nearly closed as possible.
By this means the air becomes heated as it enters, and the front of the muffle is not
. chilled.
The time required to get up the heat at the commencement of the day's work is
very much lessened through the absence of clinker. For the same reason coke is
. saved, and on !Lccount of the improved support the life of the muffle is very much
lengthened.-Paper read before the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy by T .
. Graham Martyn, A.R.S.M., Assoc. Inst. M.M.-The Mining Journal (London), July
29th, 1899.
A NEW KAOliNITE. -A new mineral of the above group has been recently discovered in the Rocky Mountain district, being found about six inches below the
surface in rock formation, and running to a depth of from five to eight feet-it is
virtually a blanket vein.
This peculiar mineral, apparently a silicate of a~uminium, carbonate of. ~ime, and
magnesia, dehydrated by nature, assumes almost Instantly a soapy cond,tIOn when
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put into water, and acquires shortly afterwards a surprising degree of hardness when
exposed to the drying effect of the atmosphere.
The mineral contains considerable.
quantities of hydro·carbons and has been applied with wonderful success to the
packing of the hoofs of horses, owing chiefly to the healing properties of the' mineral
oil it contains. It also recommends itself for the manufacture of cement, soap, and
alum.-Den"",· Mining Reporter, June 22nd, 1899.
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A SD[PLE METHOD ]o'OR THE DETECTIO~ OF GOLD IN ORES.-The author recom_
mends ag'itating 4 ozs. of the finely pulverised ore (roasted, if pyritic) with either 4
ozs. of tincture of iodine or the same volume of bromine water. In the former case
after one hour's treatment, the contents are allowed to settle, and a strip of Swedis~
filter paper introduced into the clear solution and dried, This operation is repeated
"ix times. The paper is then burnt to an ash, when, if gold is present, the ash will
have a purple colour, which will quickly disappear on pouring bromine water over it,
When bromine water is used as a'solvent of gold in ore, the clear solution is tested
for gold by Harmon's chloride to obtain the purple of Cassius reaction.
If the ores to be treated contain an excess of carbonate of lime the roasted mineral
should be g'ently re-ignited with ammonium carbonate, before treatment with iodine
or bromine solutions,-Dr J. Ohly. New Zealand Mines Record, June 16th, 1899.
DECOMPOSITIO" OF CARBON MO~OXIDE I~ l'RESENCE OF METALLIC OXIDES,-ln
investigating the effect of metallic oxides on carbon monoxide at high temperatures,
the author employs the following apparatus. The combustion tube is of porcelain
glazed inside and out, 400 mm. long, 30 mm. in external and 24 mm. in internal
diameter, and is connected with a capillary tube, also of porcelain, measur.ing 200·
mm. in length and 1 mm. inside diameter, the walls being 4 mm. thick. The end of
the capillary is luted to a three-way tap, by means of which it can be put in connection with either a mercury pump or the external air. The wide tube is filled, for a
distance of about 100 mm., with pumice impregnated with cobalt, nickel, or iron, and
covered with a deposit of carbon proceeding from exposure to a current of carbon
monoxide at 445 degs. Cent. The rest of the tube is filled with broken porcelain,
and the free end closed by a metal tap and socket luted on with mastic. It is by
way of this tap that the supply of carbon monoxide is conveyed to the tube during
the experiment. When ready, the tube is placed in a Mermet furnace, in such a.
manner that the part containing the pumice is exposed to the direct action of the heat
evolved, the temperature being controlled by a Chatelier thermo·electric couple. Carbon monoxide is then passed through the tube so as to fill it with this gas, whereupon
the taps are turned off and the apparatus is heated for a predetermined period. When
the operation is terminated the tube is exhausted of gas by a mercury pump while the·
apparatus is still warm, the capillary tube greatly facilitating the prompt cooling of
the gaseous mixture. Moreover, the results of the analysis represent exactly the actual
condition of the mixture, since all contact between the gas and the carbon is instantly
broken off at the moment of extraction. The results obtained were as follows :Cubtllt oxide.
~

r\k~
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---'--,

IrOll oxide.
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Time.
CO 2 CO
CO2 CO
CO 2 CO
8 minutes
4'4 95'6
3'0
97'0
3'2 96'8
5'5
94'5
4'8
95'2
30
46
"
5'6
94'4
2 hours 15 minutes
7'0
93'0
6'3
!13'7
4 hours.
6'5
93'5
6'7
93'3
The reaction of the decomposition of carbon monoxide is therefore a function of
time, the quantity of carbon dioxide formed increasing in a uniform manner with the·
prolongation of the experiments; but only, however, until a certain definite limit is
reached, since the reaction ceases when the gaseous mixture consists of 7 per cent.
of CO2 and 93 per cent. of CO. It should also be noted that the rapidity of the
reaction varies directly with the temperature, since while the end point is reached'
in two hours at 800 degs. Cent., it requires six hours' heating at 650 degs. Cent. to·
attain the same result.-O. Boudouard. Compta)'end"s de l' Academie des Sciences..
-The Collio)'Y Gnardian, July 14th, 1899.
FRUE VA~NER SLIMES. -The extremely fine slimes floating on the surface of the
wash boxes of vanners, and elsewhere about mills, m~y usually be settled by allowing
the current carrying the floating material to pass ·through a piece of pipe, the lower
end of which is bent downwards, and discharging under water. The greater portion
of the slimes wi\! remain under the surface and settle to the bottom.
All current
must be avoided as far as possible. When this floating mineral passes from one box.
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to another, through a pipe or otherwise, and is albwed to discharge even a I rt
distance above the surface of the water below, the material rises to thc surfaces 10 I
all(
tloats as before.-llIining and Scientific Press, May 27th, 1889.
[Settlement of vanner and other slimes may be facilitated by addition of lime
water.-W. B.]
LIQUID AIR.-At the chemical works of Messrs A. Boake, Roberts & Co Stratford, E., D~ Rampso!, has .given an exhibition of his app~ratus use~ in the pr~duction
of liquid air. In dlscussmg the value of the latter m connection with industrial
matters he referred to some of the anticipations entertained in America as to its
elnploy';'ent, mentioning that it had been suggested there that lIb. of the materi;l
was sufficient to keel? a house cool.for.a whole dar, ,:,hile liquid-air engines werc to
supersede. steam en"mes on AtlantIC hnm·s. SubJectmg thes~ sta~en:ents. to a critical
examinatIOn, he pOl,:ted out. that the cheapest rate at whICh liqUid au' had been
manufactured, even m AmerICa, was 10d. a gallon, or, say, 1d. a pound. Taking
everything' into consideration, he calculated that pound for pound liquid air had
about thee same practical cooling effect as ice, which, however, cost very much less.
Similarly, he showed that, as a motive agent, steam was infinitely less expensive, and
his general conclusion was that the premises made in America were mostly unmitigated nonsense.-Ind1<stl·ies and I,.on, August 4th, 1899.
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A NEW i\IETHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OJ' ZINo.-In the method proposed, the
zinc precipitate (sulphi~e) is disso.h:ed in n~tric acid, the solution ev,:porated, and
the zinc converted to OXide by IgmtlOn. It IS recommended that the zmc be thrown
down from a dilute solution, and that the precipitate be dissolved "ithout ,,,,,shing,
to avoid' the usual difficulties at this point, and that the impurities in the ignited
oxide be determined and deducted from the apparent weight. In the analysis of
many alloys containing zinc, the solution from which the copper and lead have been
removed by electrolysis, may be directly evaporated and the residue strongly
ignited.-By A. C. Langmuir. .T. Am. Chem. Soc., 21, 115-118.-Technology
Q1tarteTly, June 1899.
THE ESTIlIATION OF NITRATES AND AlIMONIA IN W ATER.-Instead of using milk
of alumina to remove the organic matter which interferes with the colour in the
phenol-sulphonic acid test for nitrates in water samples, the author makes a duplicate
determination for colour due to the organic matter. The remarks on ammonia
determinations do not agree with the experience of the reviewer; for, while it is
trne that" dilute ammoninm chloride will not keep indefinitely," unless under
conditions' of complete sterilisatioll, it is not true" that it is useless to attempt" to
free alkaline potassium permanganate "from ammonia, as it cannot be kept so."
With pure reagents and suitable preparation of them, the solution, even if not at
first yet on standing, yields ammonia-free distillates.-By Frank A. lIfoerk. Am .
.T. Pharm., 71, 157-161.-Technology Q1<al'tCl'ly, June 1899.
ELEOTRO-MOTIVE FOReR BETWEEN AMALGAMS.-In this interesting paper the author
has verified experimentally the independence, required by the osmotic theory, of the
electro-motive force of various amalgam cells, of the nature of the solvent, and of
the concentration of the solution .required. The anomalous results obtained for the
molecular weights of the alkali and alkali-earth metals as computed from the
electro-motive force of such amalgam cells are shown to be in harmony with Ramsay's
observations on the vapour-pressure of the same amalgams. These anomalies are
shown to disappear when the heat of dilution of the amalgam, which was found t(}
be not inconsiderable', is taken into account. The heat of dilution of sodium
amalO"am was found to be independent of the temperature between 4° and 22°. An
error~relative to the electro-motive force due to polyatomic zinc ions is corrected by
lIfr Bancroft, J. Phys. Chem.. , 3, 107.-By Hamilton P. Cady. J. Phlls. Chem., 2,
551-564.-Technology QUa1·tC1'I;u, June 1899.
IMPURITIES IN ALUMINIUM AND ITS ALLOys.-In attempting to ascertain the
forms in which iron, copper, and silicon occur in commercial aluminium, the author
treated the metal with dilute hydrochloric acid, and then subjected to analysis both
the solution and the insoluble brown residue. The products of the action of aqua
ngia and dilute hydrochloric acid on an alloy containing 100 parts of copper and
3 parts of alnminium were also examined. In the first two instances, the residue
was found to possess the properties of impure silicon, whilst that from the action of
dilute hydrochloric acid on the alloy yielded aluminium, iron, copper, and silicon.
Silica was detected in all the solutions, and was presumably formed by the decomposition of metallic silicide. present.
Owing to the circumstance that the
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'impurities are distributed in both the soluble and insoluble portions of the substance
their separation by means of dilute acids is an impossible task.-By Ed. Defacqz'
,C01nptes "endu", 1897, vol. cxxv., pages 1,174-1,177.-C. S., Transactions oj th~
Institution of Mining Engineers, June 1899.
UTILISING THE WASTE HEAT OF COKE OVENs.-The plant consists of (a) 16 Bernard
firing two water-tube !:'oilers at a pressure ~f 78 pound~ per square inch (5'5
kIlogrammes per square centImetre); (b) 16 Coppee oven., firmg two semi-tubular
boilers at a pressure of 114 pounds per square inch (8 kilogrammes per square
·centimetre), the steam being expanded, however, to the above-named presSure'
.and (c) 20 COPl?ee ovens, firing three water-tube boilers, larger than t!,ose of group
a, and generatmg steam at the lower pressure above named. The boIlers of "roups
.b and care alone:employed in normal working, the heating surface utilisedObeing
,about 6,000 square feet (555 square metres), over which are distributed the gases
yielded by 145 tons of coal, containing 28 per cent. of volatile matter, charged per
24 hours; the heat given out by the gases being nearly 1,924,560 British thermal
units. The author observes that the determination of the weight of gas required
for vaporising a weight unit of water constitutes a method which has the advantage
of permitting comparigon between boilers whose heating surfaces may be of qnite
,different kinds. In this manner he found that for evaporating 1 pound (or 1
kilogramme) of water 0'313 pound (or 0'313 kilogramme) of gas was required with
the water-tube boilers of group a, 0'246 for the semi-tubular boilers of group b
.and 0'164 for the large water-tube boilers of group c• . He therefore considers tha~
this group is the most economical, while it affords the following advantages. It
permits the use of muddy or chemically impure feed water. By substituting for
the flues a few vertical baffle plates, it offers no resistance to the passage of the
gases utilised, while facilitating the examination of the boiler, By the large
,dimensions given to the combustion chamber, it permits of placing the boiler in a
hot place, where the gases have no appreciable speed, and thus the plates are not
subjected to burning, even during sudden and rapid disengagements of gas.
Owing to the combustion chambers, the gases are completely burnt, and the
,chimney never smokes; and it may be supposed that the gases are thoroughly
utilised, "ince the yield of the plant is equal to that of the best boilers. The
,difference between the maximum and minimum vaporisation is less than that with
other forms of boilers, thanks to the large mass of water, which acts as a regulator;
and, as the charges of coal and the hours of charging are approximately constant,
this regulator, instead of creating a danger that might be feared with coal-fired
boilers, affords, on the contrary, a guarantee of security that 'is wanting in
multi-tubular boilers subject to sudden variations of pressure.
The author concludes that a well-designed water-tube boiler gives as high a useful
effect as one of multi-tubular type, without possessing its many disadvantages, and
that it also affords a greater measure of safety.-By - Soulary. Bulletin de la
Societe de l'Indust,.ie Minerale, 1898, vol. xii., pages 343-379.-J. W. P., Tmnsaction•
.oftke Institution of Mining Engineers, June 1899.
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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF INTRODUCING FEED WATER TO THE STAMP MILL
MORTAR. (Preliminary Notice.)-The author describes a novel method he has
,successfully employed at the Dufferin Mine, Nova Scotia.
It consists essentially of feeding water under a static pressure of about 30 ft. head
below or on a level with the crushing surfaces of the shoes and dies.
The advantages claimed are ;1. Increase of crushing capacity.
2. Decrease of sliming.
3. Preparation of the bottom of the mortar to retain and protect the coarse of
gold from abrasion.
-Bernard MacDonald, B.A., Montreal. Journal oftke Canadian ll1ining Institute,
·vol. iv., 1899.
ON CHARCOAL PRECIPITATION FROM AURO-CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.-A critical ex.amination of the method of precipitation of gold from cyanide solutions by charcoal,
and comparison of costs, with those of zinc precipitation. The writer concludes that
,although the precipitation by charcoal is effe"ctive the cost of handling 10,000Ibs. of
charcoal (in 198 tubs), including dressing and calcining in four processes, and smelting the resulting ash, is far greater than that of precipitation by means of zinc and
treatment of gold-zinc slimes, without corresponding advantages.-John 1. Lowles
(Associate Inst. M. M.). Inst. Min. and Metallurgy, March 15, 1899.
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ENAMELS:-With. electrical cooking and he~ting apparatu.s great difficult
been expenenced wIth cast or wrought iron objects coated wIth enamel d
~hs
nnequal expansion and contraction of the two substances, thus causing a sp~·e t o . e
.of the enam~l. M. ~agliot .lately ,]>rought before t~e Fren~h "So~iete d'En~~u~:;me~
g
ment pour 11ndustne NatlOnale the results of h,S experIments m this connect·
that have enabled him to produce a whole series of enamels having various de~on,
of expansion.. It .app.ears .that enamels containing cryolite,. fluo~spar, and a lit~~:
rutile, or n~tIve tItamc a~ld, possess very high degrees of dllatatlOn, and that cast
or wrought Iron, coated Wlth calc"reous enamels containirig no lead, which are not
.at all injurious, may be formed by using boric acid. This hint should be very useful
to electrical manufacturers .who use wires of high resistance buried in .enamels fur
.electrical heating apparntus.-The Electrical Engineer, August 11, 1899.
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THE PRECIPITATION OF GOLD FROM CYANIDE SOLUTIONS.-The author claims that
precipitation b~ charcoal has. all the advantages of z~nc and electric~ty combined,
with the exceptlOn that the first costs for plant are hIgher than for zmc, and more
labour is req uired.
Quotations are given from discus>ions (printed in Trans. Chem. and Met. Soc.) On
Zinc v. Electricity, by W. Bettel and John Yates, relative to the merits of Siemens·
Halske and zinc precipitation, but by the omission of the words" by an advocate of
the process" after "ZINC" and "ELECTRICITY," Mr Watson makes the former
writer responsible for the quotation" therefore the zinc process must go," which is,
.of course, an absurdity.
The writer says, "It is my opinion, 'if the zinc process must go,' it will not be
because it will be driven out by electrical methods, but by charcoal."
The author quotes-at the commencement of his article-a description by Mr W.
B. Gray (Trans. Australian Inst. of Mining Enginee1's) of the practice at the South
-German Mill, Maldon, where 400 tons of tailings are treated pe,. 7Veek, and the gold
solutions passed through eight rows of filters, .fille filters in a row, and each filter con·
·taining 560 Ibs. of charcoal. [If these statements are not a series of printer's errors,
we find that to treat the solutions from 57 tons of tailing., per diem 8x5x560=
-22,4001bs. of charcoal are employed! so that to treat the products (concentrates,
tailings, and slimes) from a 200-stamp mill one would have to employ (and subsequently dry and calcine and smelt the ash of) 186 tons of charcoal as a precipitant
-of gold from the cyanide solutions used i]-Henry Watson. Austmlian Mining
Standard, June 22,1899 .
. CHROMIUM.-The following is an interesting abstract of a paper on the behaviour
-of chromium, read by Mr Hittorf at a recent meeting of the German Electro-chemical
Society. We are indebted to Mr Carl Hering's digest for the abstract. The author
gives the results of an investigation of the very curious behaviour of this metal,
which he referred to more briefly a year ago. He claims that the results prove that
·this behaviour is not due to an invisible coating of the oxide. The metal at ordinary
temperatures is not attacked by dilute solutions of the strong acids, but it is
attacked quite rapidly when the temperature is increased; it is then in its active
.condition in which, with platinum, it forms a primary battery of over 1'3 volts; this
pondition remains even if subsequently cooled. If the metal is made the anode, the
-development of hydrogen ceases and the metal becom~s inactive; if the current is
then reversed, it takes its active state again. Other experiments are also described,
but no attempt is made to explain this curious behaviour. In the discussion Ostwald
"generalised the action; Hittorf did not agree with him; he adds that the formation
of chromic acid requires energy to be supplied from an external source; he also
states that chromium at ordinary temperatures is truly a noble metal. - The
Chemical Enginee,., August 11, 1899.
GASEOUS REPUTATION.-In glancing back recently through . the columns of the
English Mechanic we came across an amusing note as to the fundamental law of
the increase of gaseous reputation, which reads as follows :-" Let T be the scientific
reputation that may be established by any means Whatever, on the condition that it
may be of a perfectly gaseous nature. Let ,T be the value which the investigator
places upon popular newspaper or magazine notoriety, and J , that which he attaches
to sound reputation
gauged by good opinion of men whose good opinion is worth
baving. Further, let C be the amount of his egotism, not to be regarded as con.stant, but as rapidly increasing in an enormous ratio, approaching asymptotically to
the limit of mental alienation. Then we have T=,{,.C. It is manifest tlmt under
J,
<the conditions named this function may assume an infinite value, as illimitable as
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the boundless sen, since it is composed of two factors,. one a ratio which may become·
as larg~ as we please by increasing the nu~erator an~ diminishing the de~10minator, .
each Wlthout limit, and the other factor C IS a quantIty that, by hypothesIs, expands.
indefinitely as a necessary consequence of the operation of the law." While agreeingwith the general conclusion as stated in the formulm we believe that men of experience in such matters such as Herr Szczpanik, have found that the lapse of time,
causes the curve to 'become somewhat peaky.-Tl/e Elect"ical Eng·inee,', August.
18, 1899.
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INCANDESCENT LAMP CONNECTIONs.-The high price of platinum has given great·
zest to the search fo'r alloys having the same coefficient of expansion as glas_, which
could be used for the leading-in wires of incandescent electric lamps. We learn
from the columns of the Ame"icon Electric·ian that Messrs C. E. GuilJaume, of
Switzerland, and L. C. Dumas, of France, claim in a recent patent to have discovered
that alloys of nickel and steel expand and contract under variations of temperature.
in a peculiar way, differing from the manner of either metal separately. By varying
the proportions an alloy may be obtained with any desired coefficient within certain.
limits. With small proportions of nickel the coefficient of expansion is between that
of iron and that of nickel, rising as the proportion of nickel is increased, until, with
23 per cent. of nickel, it reaches its maximum, approximately that of brass. As the
proportion of nickel is further increased the coefficient of expansion diminishes pro-·
gressively, until, when the nickel reaches about 37 per cent., it becomes practically
nil. Beyond this proportion the coefficient increases progressively and becomes·
approximately equal to that of platinum when the amount of nickel used in the·
alloy is 45 per cent. The first claim of the patent reads: "An alloy of nickel and
iron having the same coefficient of expansion as glass, substantially as described."The Elect,iml Engineer, August 18, 1899.
PURIFICATION OF IRIDIml.-Instead of using the old dry method for the purifica-·
tion of iridium, the author suggests a method founded on the conversion of the·
metal into chloride and then treatment with so(lium nitrite. The iron and lead are
first precipitated as oxides, the gold in the form of the metal itself. There remains·
then double nitrites of ruthenium, rhodium, and iridium, and sodium osmiate.
The ruthenium and osmium can be eliminated as volatile peroxides, whilst the rhodium
and iridium are converted into. the double chlorides with sorlium chloride, in which,
compound the two metals are easily separated. 'fhe author proposes to generalise.
this method to the purification of all the metals of the platinum group.-(E. Leidie ..
Chemical New", August 25, 1899.)
THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY AT WIESBADEN.-During the Summer Term 1899 the·
Laboratory was attended by forty-eight students. Of these thirty-one were from
Germany, three from Russia, two from England, two from Austria, and two from
Holland, one from Switzerland, one from Belgium, one from France, one from Italy,.
one from Spain, one from Norway, one from Sweden, and one from the United States
of America. There were three assistants in the Instruction-Laboratory and twentyone in the Versuchsstationen (private laboratories). In the certified body of teachers
there has been no change. '1'0 this body belong the directors, Prof. Dr H. Fresenius"
Prof. Dr 'V. Fresenius, Prof. Dr E. Hintz, and also Dr med. G. Frank, Dr W. Lenz,
Dr L. Griinhut, and J. Huber (architect). The next Winter Term begins on October
16th. During the Summer Term 1890, besides the scientific researches, a great
number of analyses were undertaken in the different departments of the Laboratory
(Versuchsstationen) on behalf of manufacture, trade, mining, agriculture, and.
hygiene.-Chemical iYe1C,', August 25, 1899.
SOME DRAWBACKS TO THE USE OF ACETYLENE.-Unfortunately, lighting byacety-·
lene still presents numerous difficulties, to which I am desirous of calling the attention of specialists and others, now that I have had the opportunity of examining the
installation which supplies the town of Veszbrim, in Hungary.
Let us first consider the carbide .. the source of all the trouble. This body is never'
pure, but always contains at least 20 per cent. of impurities. Theoretically 64 parts.
by weight of carbide should give 26 parts by weight of acetylene-that is to say,
that 1,000 grms. of carbide ought to produce' 406'25 grnlS. of acetylene, and, as
1 litte of this gas weighs 1'16 grms., we ought to get 350 litres. But the continental
factories will not guarantee a return of mbre than 300 litres, and practical experience shows that we can hardly depend on more than 280 to 290 litres. It is true
that the estimation of the return is not free from causes of error, inasmuch as
during the weighing the carbide absorbs a certain amount of moisture from theo
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atmosphere. This causes a loss of acetylene. But the small err
.
when calculated on 1,000 grms. of material, are multiplied in pro;~:'tWlllCh result,
obliged to work with small quantities, seeing that only 100 grms. of malo~: W,e are
30 litres of gas, and it is difficult to arrange graduated gas· holders to sto: nal gtve off
quantities. Further, the carbide is so little homogeneous that several Ba~sulch large
be testcd and examined in order to obtain a mean value. If, on the otber os ,fust
only take 10 grms., the error resulting from the disengagement of acetYlen~n. ' we
air will be multiplied one hundred times if the results are calculated, as they sY: tl~~
be, on 1,000 grms. I have examined the manner in which the carbide behav~u.
the presence of acids, and I found that concentrated sulphuric acid has no actio~ 1n
this body; but no matter how little water the acid may contain, bubbles of gas a~~
formed, until the whole of the water is consumed. This property uf the carbide of
not being attacked by concentrated sulphuric acid enables HS to estimate its produci,ng power of acetylene. I havc made several experiments in this direction and
the results obtained were fairlv correct and concordant.
'
1 must here again mcntion' that the carbide contains sulphur, phosphorus, and
nitrogen, from which it results that the acetylene wili be contaminated with sulphuretted hydrogen, phosphuretted hydrogen, and ammonia. The acetylcne must,
therefore, be purified to the same extent as is coal-gas, for fear that its use in closed
places might cause serious accidents.
But the greatest drawback of all is that acetylene burns with a smoky flame.
Certainly the flame does not smoke at first, but after :l00 or 300 hours smoke begins
to be formed. This is caused by the burners attaining a temperature higher than
that of the decomposition of acetylene, and thus the gas is decomposed into carbun
and hydrogen.
I have also noticed a very curious phenomenon in the gas pipes. I there found a
deposit of finely-divided carbon. like soot. I also found a very remarkable liquid
condensation, consisting of carbides of hydrogen. These bodies are also formed in
the generators, whence the necessity of using syphons. We thus see that it is quite
erroneous to imagine that acetylene does not require purifying.
There is still another inconvenience resulting from impurities contained in acetylene.· It is by no means uncommon to see, in a closed place, a sort of fog fill the
room after a longer 01' shorter interval. What is the cause of this phenomenon 'I
The acetylene is decomposed in the burner, the c",rbon is deposited while thc
hydrogen burne, giving rise to the formation of watery vapour; and it is this, in
conjunction with the ammonia, the sUlphuretted hydrogen, and the phosphuretted
hydrogen, which 'produces the fog, causing- headache and nause",.--By Prof. J.
Vertess, eTwm. Zeit1<ng, 18fl8, p"'ge 174. (The ehem'ic"l Ne1"", August 25,1899.)
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PATENT
English specification, No. 8,184, A.D. 1894. Date of application, 25th April 1894_
Complete specification left, 23rd January 1895 ; accepted, 2nd March 1895.
COMPLETE SPECIFICATlON-IMPHOVEMENTS IN PRECIPITATING PRECIOUS METALS FROM
CYANIDE OR SIMILAR SOLUTIONS

I, John Stuart MacArthur, of 12 Knowe Terrace, Pollokshields, in the county of
Renfrew, North Britain, technical chemist, do here by declare the nature of this
invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, to be particularly
described and ascertained in and by the following statement : My said invention has for its object to obtain increased economy in precipitating
precious metals from cyanide or similar sulutions, and to obviate injurious or impeding actions due to the presElnce of certain metals in the solution.
In carrying out my invention zinc is employed as the precipitant for the precious
metals, but when copper is present in the solution with gold or silver, or both, it is
precipitated first On the zinc in a manner to interfere with the precipitation of the
other metals. The copper seems to be precipitated on the zinc in a dense continuous
form, and greatly impedes the contact between the liquid and the zinc. To overcome this difficulty I coat the zinc with a porous precipitate of metallic lead, which
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prevents the impending action of the copper. The porou.s lead may be deposited on
the zinc either before or during the precipitation of the other metals. It may be
conveniently done by immersing the zinc for about a minute in a solution containing
about 1 per cent. of lead as an acetate of lead, or as a plumbate or other suitable
salt; or if done during the precipitation of the other metals, a small quantity of the
lead salt is added to the solution.
In cases in which the cyanide solution contains mercury along with gold or silver,
or both, the mercury is precipitated along with the other metals, and although not
impeding the chemical action, is inconvenient physically, as it forms an amalgam
rendering it difficult to separate the gold and silver from the precipitating metal by
chemical or mechanieal means. To remove the mercury from the solution 1 apply
metallic lead, preferably in the form of shot or finely divided. The mercury and
possibly a little silver become precipitated on the lead, and the precipitation of
the gold and remainder of the silver proceeds without inconvenience.
In ordinary solutions containing little else than gold and silver, the zinc is
economised and the action facilitated by means of lead, preferably in the form of
shot or finely divided, the gold and silver being deposited on the lead as well as on
the zinc. It is the action of the lead when in direct or indirect contact or connection
with the zinc which is advantageous, the action of lead alone being unsatisfactory.
Instead of lead, any chemically inert substance which is a good conductor and
negative to zinc may be used, such, for example, as tin, iron, or carbon; I believe,
however, that lead will be found most convenient in practice.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of the said invention,
and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what I claim is :'--1. In precipitating precious metals from cyanide or similar solutions by means of
zinc, applying lead or a specified substitute therefor substantially in any of the
modes, and for the purposes hereinbefore described.
2. In precipitating precious metals from cyanide or similar solutions containing
mercury in addition to such. precious metals, the use of lead for precipitating the
mercury prior to the precipitation of the precious metals, substantially as hereinbefore described.
Dated this 22nd day of January 1895, Allison Bros., agents for the applicant.
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.
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